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Introduction 1
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Availability, features, and licensing


n Differences between MODEL and Dynamic Model


n Restrictions of dynamic modeling


n Developing dynamic models


n Location and loading of dynamic model files


Availability, features, and licensing
Dynamic Model is an extension of the Managed Object Definition Language (MODEL). MODEL is integral
to the VMware Smart Assurance SDK application development process. Its purpose is to render the
schema and semantics of the VMware Smart Assurance ICIM Reference specification. These libraries are
loaded by a Domain Manager and are operated on by SDK applications. Foran SDK application, all of the
classes, relationships, attributes, and events are defined at compile time.


Dynamic modeling enables you to add new classes, and refine classes that are already defined in the
data model libraries. These additions and refinements occur at runtime when the dynamic models are
loaded into a Domain Manager.


This section describes the different products that currently support Dynamic Model. It also gives an
overview of the features that are available.


Availability of dynamic modeling
Dynamic modeling is supported on all Domain Managers.


Features of dynamic modeling
The following features are provided by Dynamic Model:


n Classes may be made known to the system at runtime, when they are loaded into a Manager as a
dynamic model.


n A dynamic model compiler that produces a file with a .ldm extension that can be loaded by a
Manager.
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n You can load a dynamic model when the Domain Manager is started or after the Domain Manager is
running.


n When you load a dynamic model, the existing model class dependencies and the new dynamic model
class dependencies are resolved.


n A new class may be defined that derives from any existing ICIM class that is part of the
ICIM_ManagedElement and ICIM_MetaObject trees. The VMware Smart Assurance ICIM Reference 
provides information for determining which classes fall under the ICIM_ManagedElement and
ICIM_MetaObject trees.


n An existing ICIM class may be extended by defining new attributes, events, aggregates, relationships,
and operations for the class.


n An existing ICIM class may also be extended, by defining new problems and symptoms.


n You can refine relationships, events, aggregates, operations, and attributes in an existing ICIM class.


n You can refine problems and symptoms in an existing ICIM class.


Differences between MODEL and Dynamic Model
Although MODEL and Dynamic Model are used independently and involve different steps and tools, the
dynamic model is fully derived from MODEL so many of the concepts that apply to MODEL also apply to
the dynamic model. Familiarity with the VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide is useful
when working with dynamic models.


Differences Between MODEL and Dynamic Model presents a summary of the differences between using
MODEL to create a custom solution and using Dynamic Model to enhance an existing solution.


Table 1‑1.  Differences Between MODEL and Dynamic Model


Feature MODEL Dynamic Model


Define new classes 3 3


Use “refine interface” to extend an existing ICIM class No 3


Use “refine interface” to extend a subclass of a new subclass No 3


Define new problems 3 3


Define new relationships 3 3


Refine existing relationships, events, aggregates, operations, and
attributes


3 3


Refine existing problems and symptoms 3 3


Define new symptoms 3 3


Define new events 3 3


Define new stored attributes 3 3


Define new propagated attributes 3 3


Define new instrumented attributes 3 3


Define new computed attributes 3 3
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Table 1‑1.  Differences Between MODEL and Dynamic Model (Continued)


Feature MODEL Dynamic Model


Define new aggregates 3 3


Define new operations 3 3


Delete existing ICIM classes No No


The refine interface keyword
Dynamic model uses the refine interface keyword to indicate that any declarations that follow will modify
an existing ICIM class. In MODEL, you cannot refine an existing class.


The refine keyword
In both Dynamic Model and MODEL, the refine keyword is used to refine existing inherited properties of a
class, such as attributes, events, and so on. You can refine inherited class relationships, attributes and
events when you create a new subclass. These class properties may be inherited from the parent class or
any of the other classes up the inheritance tree to the base class.


Restrictions of dynamic modeling
This section describes the restrictions that you need to be aware of when using dynamic modeling.


Preprocessor macros
Preprocessor macros, including the preprocessor statement “#include”, may not be used in Dynamic
Model source code.


Pragmas
Only those pragmas listed in Pragmas, can be used with Dynamic Model. Pragmas that produce output in
C++ source files may not be used, since Dynamic Model does not generate C++ source files.


User-defined source code
User-defined source code that produces C++ stubs may not be included in Dynamic Model source files.


ICIM_ManagedDomain
ICIM_ManagedDomain and any of its subclasses cannot be subclassed or refined.


Single class refinement
All refinements to a class must be contained in a single


refine interface <classname> declaration. For example, you cannot have a
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refine interface Router declaration in the mymodel1.mdl file, and then another refine interface Router
in the mymodel2.mdl. Likewise, you cannot have more than one refine interface Router declaration in
the mymodel1.mdl file.


MODEL keywords and data types not available in the
Service Assurance Manager
There are several MODEL keywords and data types that can be used in the dynamic model files of the
IP Manager, but not in Service Assurance Manager.


n binary


n byte


n external


Avoid using the binary or byte data type, or the external keyword in any dynamic model files of the
IP Manager that you will be copying over to the Service Assurance Manager.


The binary data type
The binary data type represents binary data and can be used in IP Manager dynamic model files.
However, the binary data type is not available in the Service Assurance Manager dynamic model files.


After copying over dynamic model files from the IP Manager to the Service Assurance Manager, you must
remove any instances of the binary data type before compiling.


byte data type
The byte data type represents an unsigned 8-bit integer ranging from 0 - 255 in IP Manager dynamic
model files. However, the byte data type is not available in the Service Assurance Manager dynamic
model files.


After copying over dynamic model files from the IP Manager to the Service Assurance Manager, you must
replace any instances of the byte data type with the int data type before compiling.


external keyword
The external keyword can be used in IP Manager dynamic model files.The external keyword indicates
whether the literal text specified as the initial value of a string attribute will be externalized. The external
keyword implies both static and readonly. When including the external keyword in a declaration, do not
include the static and readonly keywords.


The external keyword is not available in Service Assurance Manager dynamic model files.


After copying over dynamic model files from the IP Manager to the Service Assurance Manager, you must
remove any instances of the external keyword before compiling.
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Developing dynamic models
This section describes the guidelines that should be used when using dynamic models. It also describes
the steps that are involved in the development cycle when extending a model of a Domain Manager.


Guidelines
Follow these guidelines when using dynamic models:


n Create and verify dynamic models on a test Manager prior to deploying them into any production
environment. The test Manager may be started and stopped several times during the process to
verify the results of each step.


n Create and edit the dynamic model files (those with extension .mdl) by using sm_edit.


Note   Only the .mdl files are created and edited by using sm_edit. The .ldm file generated by the
dynmodel compiler must not be edited.


n Classes that are related to each other should be contained in the same dynamic model file.


n Dynamic model files can be loaded when a Manager is started or after the Domain Manager is
already running. Location and loading of dynamic model files provides additional information.


n Perform a back up on the repository of the Manager before using dynamic modeling in a production
environment.


n Precede any new attributes, classes, aggregates or events that are defined with a unique tag, such
as “USR_”. You should not use "SM_" as this is already used by SDK.


n Avoid using the binary or byte data type, or the external keyword in any dynamic model files of the
IP Manager that you will be copying over to the Service Assurance Manager.


Note   Changes made by using dynamic modeling may impact the performance and load of the
Domain Manager.


Requirements
The following requirements must be followed when using dynamic model:


n Dynamic model filenames may contain ASCII letters (A..Z,a..z), ASCII numbers (0...9), and the
underscore character (_), but may contain no other characters. The first character must be a letter.


n The dynamic model filename must be unique within the first 23 characters.


n The dynamic model file that you edit must have a .mdl filename extension.


n Dynamic model files must follow the syntax rules described in Adding a class to the model and 
Updating an existing class in the model.


n All refinements to a class must be contained in a single


n refine interface <classname> declaration. For example, you cannot have a
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n refine interface Router declaration in the mymodel1.mdl file, and then another refine interface
Router in the mymodel2.mdl. Likewise, you cannot have more than one refine interface Router
declaration in the mymodel1.mdl file.


n Dynamic model files (those with extension .ldm) must be located in either
BASEDIR/smarts/modelorBASEDIR/smarts/model/<config>. The <config> refers to the configuration
directory that is specified on the command line when the Domain Manager is started. Loading
dynamic models during Manager startup provides further details.


Note   It is recommended to have both the .mdl and .ldm versions of a dynamic model file located
together in either the BASEDIR/smarts/model or BASEDIR/smarts/model/<config> directory.


n The dynamic model files (those with extension .ldm) must be loaded into each Manager that requires
knowledge of the new topology and events.


Development cycle
Several steps are involved in the development cycle of extending a model of a Domain Manager, by using
dynamic modeling. Steps involved in developing dynamic models illustrates the development cycle.
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Figure 1‑1.  Steps involved in developing dynamic models


The first five steps are common to all dynamic modeling development.


1 Add the new model elements to either a new dynamic model text file (.mdl) or an existing one. 
Chapter 5 Guidelines and Syntax for Dynamic Model Files contains additional information.


2 Compile the dynamic model text file into a file (those with extension .ldm) that can be loaded into a
Manager. The command used to compile the dynamic model file is described in Chapter 6 The
dynmodel Command Syntax and Options


3 If you require the string literals in the dynamic model text file to be of a language other than the
language in the dynamic model text file:


4 Copy the <modelname>_mm.txt file to <loc>.txt, and move it to the appropriate l10n subdirectory. The
<loc> refers to a locale such as, fr_FR for French as spoken in France.
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5 Edit <loc>.txt. Change the “root {“ to “<loc> {“ in the first line. Translate the string literals as required.
Return to step 2 on page 22 .


6 From the BASEDIR/smarts/model directory, copy the following files to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n
directory:


n Example1_mmbe.dat


n Example1_mmle.dat


7 Load the compiled dynamic model file into a Domain Manager. Verify that the new model elements
have been added to the list of classes or the list of properties by using the Global Console.


If you encounter errors, go back to step 1 on page 22 and make the appropriate modifications to
your .mdl file. Loading errors provides additional troubleshooting information.


8 If you have defined new classes, create or discover instances of those classes. Appendix C,
“Methods of Creating Classes and Populating Attributes,” provides additional information.


9 If you have defined new attributes, populate the values of those attributes, either manually or by using
the discovery mechanism. Appendix C, “Methods of Creating Classes and Populating Attributes,”
provides additional information.


10 If you want to view the new classes, attributes, problems, aggregates or events in the
Global Manager, then configure the appropriate DXA. Chapter 8 Updating the Global Manager
describes DXA configuration.


11 If you added new events, then add a subscription to the event in the appropriate bootstrap.conf files.


12 Verify the topology in the Global Console.


If you encounter errors, go back to step 1 on page 22 and make the appropriate modifications. 
Chapter 9 Troubleshooting provides additional information.


Model enhancement examples
This tutorial presents three different exercises:


n Chapter 2 Exercise 1 – Adding a New Printer Class, adds a new printer class to the model.


n Chapter 3 Exercise 2 - Adding an Attribute to the Router Class, adds a new attribute to an existing
ICIM class.


n Chapter 4 Exercise 3 - Polling for Values of Additional Attributes, adds an event whose state is
determined by a new attribute. The exercise also presents how to set up polling of the value for the
new attribute.


The source files for the exercises are located in the following directory:


               BASEDIR/smarts/examples/dynamic-model
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Location and loading of dynamic model files
Dynamic model files can be located in either the BASEDIR/smarts/local/model or
BASEDIR/smarts/local/model/<config> directories. The <config> refers to the configuration directory that
was specified on the command line when the Domain Manager was started.


Dynamic models can be loaded into a Manager during startup or while it is running.


The examples in this guide use the sm_server command to load the dynamic models into a Manager
during startup. If you use sm_service to start your Manager, edit the command string used by
sm_service to include the appropriate option to load your dynamic models. The
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides additional information.


Loading dynamic models into a running Manager
The loadModel operation in the SM-System instance of the SM_System class is used to load a model into
a running Manager. All dynamic model files must be located in the BASEDIR/smarts/model directory. The
dmctl utility is used to invoke the loadModel operation. Using dmctl provides additional information. The
syntax for the command line is as follows:


t# 


        


         BASEDIR/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <domain_manager> [-b <broker>] invoke SM_System::SM-System 


loadModel <modelfilename> SM_DYNAMIC_LIBRARYs


where:


n <domain_manager> is the name of the Domain Manager.


n (Optional) <broker> is the name of the Broker to which the Domain Manager has been registered.
The default is localhost:426.


n <modelfilename> is the name of the model file without the extension.


For example, you would type the following to load the Example3.ldm dynamic model file into the
TESTDM Domain Manager attached to the broker on localhost:426.


t# 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/dmctl -s TESTDM -b localhost:426 invoke SM_System::SM-System loadModel 


Example3 SM_DYNAMIC_LIBRARYs


Verify that the model file was loaded. If you started your Domain Manager with the


-- output option, you can check the log file. Your output should be similar to the following:


[July 10, 2009 12:25:29 PM EDT +789ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-FILE_OPEN_OK- Reading


    '/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/local/model/Example3.ldm'


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +141ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1
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MRM-*-MRM_PROP_INIT-Property TS_OverrunThreshold initial value ='10'


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +142ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_SET_PROP-Setting initial property of TS_OverrunThreshold to 10


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +143ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_ACT_PROP-Actual initial value for TS_OverrunThreshold = 10


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +144ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-CLASS_REFINE_CREATED- Interface NetworkAdapter_Performance_Setting


    refined from Example3.mdl:1


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +145ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_PROP_INIT-Property TS_OverrunThreshold initial value ='10'


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +146ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_SET_PROP-Setting initial property of TS_OverrunThreshold to 10


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +146ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_ACT_PROP-Actual initial value for TS_OverrunThreshold = 10


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +147ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-CLASS_REFINE_CREATED- Interface Interface_Performance_CiscoRouter


    refined from Example3.mdl:8


Loading dynamic models during Manager startup
A Manager can be started either without or with the --dynamic option. The use of the --dynamic option
determines which .ldm files are loaded into the Manager.


Starting a Manager without the --dynamic option
If you start a Manager without the --dynamicoption, the following .ldm files will be loaded:


n BASEDIR/smarts/model /<config>


The <config> refers to the configuration directory that is specified on the command line when the
Domain Manager is started.


In this example, a Global Manager is started without the --dynamic option. This example loads all of
the .ldm files in BASEDIR/smarts/model /ics since ics is the configuration directory specified in the
command line.


sm_server -n TEST-SA -c ics --output


Starting a Manager with the --dynamic option
Including the --dynamic option on the command line, when you start up a Manager, loads all of the .ldm
files in the following directories:


n BASEDIR/smarts/model


n BASEDIR/smarts/model / <config>


The <config> refers to the configuration directory that is specified on the command line when the
Domain Manager is started.
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In this example, all of the .ldm files in the BASEDIR/smarts/model and the
BASEDIR/smarts/model/icf-r directories are loaded into the TEST_NR server:


sm_server -n TEST_NR -c icf-r --output --dynamic
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Exercise 1 – Adding a New
Printer Class 2
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Objectives


n Exercise


Objectives
This exercise describes how to use Dynamic Model to add a new printer class without attributes or other
properties to the following:


n Network-Resource Manager


n IP-Perspective Manager


n IP-Analysis Manager


n Global Manager


This exercise also demonstrates how new instances can be classified in the new class, and then
discovered. Instances of the new class will be discovered automatically, based on the device’s MIB
object ID (OID) when the Network-Resource Manager is started.


Note   This exercise should be performed on test versions of a Broker, Network-Resource Manager,
IP-Perspective Manager, IP-Analysis Manager, and Global Manager. Before starting this exercise,
back up the repository on the test Managers.


This exercise includes the following tasks:


n Create and compile a dynamic model file.


n Add a new printer class to the models in a Network-Resource Manager, IP-Perspective Manager,
IP-Analysis Manager, and Global Manager.


n View the new printer class by using the Global Console.


n Set up the printer OID for discovery.


n Reload the dynamic model file into the Network-Resource Manager, IP-Perspective Manager, and
IP-Analysis Manager.


n Set up topology sources for the IP-Perspective Manager, and the IP-Analysis Manager.
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n Discover instances of the new class by using the Network-Resource Manager.


n Add the new printer class into the Global Manager model.


Exercise
After your network has been discovered, you may want to differentiate certain devices, such as personal
computers or printers, from hosts in your topology. This exercise extends the model by adding a class to
represent a printer. The printer class is declared without any additional properties, other than those
attributes, events, and relationships that are inherited from its parent class.


A new class is declared as a subclass of an existing ICIM class. The key is to determine which class
should be the parent class. This determination is based on several factors:


n How you want to search and report on the new class


n Functional similarities to existing elements in topology


n The events, attributes, and relationships the new class needs to inherit


A printer is a physical element, on the same level as a router or a host. In this exercise, its parent
class is the UnitaryComputerSystem, which is also the parent class of the router and host. A printer,
router, and host all inherit the same attributes, events, and relationships from the
UnitaryComputerSystem class.


The IP Manager counts the instances of the ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem. When your dynamic
model classes inherit from ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem, instances of that class will take advantage
and participate on the full predefined IP Management Suite root cause analysis model.


If the instances of your class do not need to participate on the full root cause analysis, you can inherit
from either ICIM_System or ICIM_ComputerSystem. In addition, if you inherit from either
ICIM_System or ICIM_ComputerSystem you will have to add your new class into the appropriate dxa
to transfer the topology to the Global Manager. Chapter 3 Exercise 2 - Adding an Attribute to the
Router Class provides information about adding a class and its associated attributes to dxa files.


In the following procedures, the syntax is the same as that used to declare any MODEL class. Adding
the new class provides more detail.


Note   Use a unique prefix with new class names and other properties. The name must differ from
existing ICIM classes and properties. “SM_” is used as a prefix in this exercise. Do not use "SM_" as
this is already used by SDK.


Unless otherwise noted, BASEDIR refers to the directory for the IP Manager.


Creating and compiling the dynamic model
In this exercise, you create and compile a new dynamic model.
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Creating the dynamic model
In this example, the same dynamic model is loaded into several Domain Managers, each starting with a
different --conf directory. Instead of copying the same compiled dynamic model file (the file with
extension .ldm) to each BASEDIR/smarts/local/model/<conf> directory, one single copy is created and
compiled in BASEDIR/smarts/local/model. Each of the Domain Managers is then started with the --
dynamic command line option to load the compiled dynamic model file from
BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


To create the dynamic model:


1 Create and edit a new file in the BASEDIR/smarts/modeldirectory. Type the following at a command
prompt:


               


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_edit --create model/Example1.mdl


            


2 To declare the new printer class as a subclass of the UnitaryComputerSystem class, type the
following lines into the Example1.mdl file.


               interface SM_Printer:UnitaryComputerSystem


               "Create a printer class inheriting from UCS"


               {


               }


            


3 Save and close the Example1.mdl file.


The file is saved in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/modeldirectory.


Compiling the dynamic model
From theBASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory, run the command to compile the Example1.mdl model
file:


         # 


        


         cd


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/local/model


         # 


        


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/bin/dynmodel Example1.mdl
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If it is successful, the dynmodel command does not produce any output to the command-line console. In
addition, the following files are created in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory:


n Example1.ldm


n Example1_mmbe.dat


n Example1_mmle.dat


n Example1_mm.txt


The following subdirectory is also created in the BASEDIR/smarts/model directory:


n Example1_mm


Compilation errors on page 111 provides additional information if you encounter errors.


Copying files for localization
From the BASEDIR/smarts/model directory, copy the following files to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n directory:


n Example1_mmbe.dat


n Example1_mmle.dat


Loading and viewing the new class in the Domain Manager s
Once the dynamic model has been compiled, you must load it into the appropriate Domain Managers.
The Printer class appears in the topology of the Network-Resource Manager, the
IP-Perspective Manager, and the IP-Analysis Manager. The dynamic model is loaded into all three of
these Domain Managers.


Loading the dynamic model into the Network-Resource Manager
In this procedure, TEST_SERVER_RM is the name of the test Network-Resource Manager. The
Network-Resource Manager is started with the --dynamic command line option to pull the compiled
dynamic model file from BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


Note   If the test Network-Resource Manager is already running, stop it first.


To load the dynamic model:


Note   Two dash (--) characters precede the output and dynamic options of the sm_server command.


1 Load the compiled dynamic model file into the test Network-Resource Manager.


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_RM -c icf-r 
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                --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


               


                --dynamics


2 Open the log file.


If the new SM_Printer class has been processed successfully, the output from the sm_server
command appears similar to:


 [May, 27, 2009 12:23:33 PM EDT +999ms] t@4097444752 LDM file processing #1


 DYN-W-FILE_OPEN_OK- Reading


    'BASEDIR/smarts/local/model/Example1.ldm'


 [May, 27, 2009 12:23:47 PM EDT +200ms] t@4097444752 LDM file processing #1


 DYN-W-CLASS_DEFINITION_CREATED- Interface SM_Printer created from


    Example1.mdl:3


Verifying that the new class is present in the Network-Resource Manager
Before trying to discover instances of the new printer class, verify that the SM_Printer class has been
added to the data model of TEST_SERVER_RM.


To verify the presence of the new class:


1 Open a Global Console. For this example, attach to TEST_SERVER_RM.


2 Right-click within the Topology Browser Console topology tree and select Select .


3 Select Show classes with no instances in current domain, and click OK.


4 In the Topology Browser Console, verify that the SM_Printer class has been added as shown in 
SM_Printer class in topology of TEST_SERVER_RM.


Note   You can also use dmctlto verify whether the class is present in the topology. Command-line
modeprovides further details.


Figure 2‑1.  SM_Printer class in topology of TEST_SERVER_RM
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Loading the dynamic model into the IP-Perspective Manager
In this procedure, TEST_SERVER_P is the name of the test IP-Perspective Manager. The
IP-Perspective Manager is started with the --dynamic command line option to pull the compiled dynamic
model file from BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


Note   If the test IP-Perspective Manager is already running, stop it first.


To load the dynamic models:


Note   Two dash (--) characters precede the output and dynamic options of the sm_server command.


1 Load the compiled dynamic model file into the test IP-Perspective Manager.


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_P -c icf-p 


               


                --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


               


                --dynamics


2 Open the log file. If the new SM_Printer class has been processed successfully, the output from the
sm_server command appears similar to:


 [May, 27, 2009 12:23:33 PM EDT +999ms] t@4097444752 LDM file processing


 #1


 DYN-W-FILE_OPEN_OK-Reading


    'BASEDIR/smarts/local/model/Example1.ldm'


 [May, 27, 2009 12:23:47 PM EDT +200ms] t@4097444752 LDM file processing


 #1


 DYN-W-CLASS_DEFINITION_CREATED- Interface SM_Printer


 created from


    Example1.mdl:3


Verifying that the new class is present in the IP-Perspective Manager
In the Topology Browser Console, attach to the TEST_SERVER_P Domain Manager. Verify that the
SM_Printer class has been added to the data model of TEST_SERVER_P.


To verify the presence of the new class:


1 In the Topology Browser Console menu bar, select Manager > Attach.


2 In the Attach Manager dialog box, select TEST_SERVER_P in the Manager drop-down list. Type
the appropriate username and password, and click OK.


3 In the Topology Browser Console, select TEST_SERVER_P from the Manager drop-down list.
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4 Right-click within the Topology Browser Console topology tree and click Select . Select Show
classes with no instances in current domain, and click OK.


5 In the Topology Browser Console, verify that the SM_Printer class has been added.


Note   You can also use dmctl to verify whether the class is present in the topology. Command-line
mode provides further details.


.


Loading the dynamic model into the IP-Analysis Manager
In this procedure, TEST_SERVER_A is the name of the test IP-Analysis Manager. The
IP-Analysis Manager is started with the --dynamic command line option to pull the compiled dynamic
model file from BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


Note   If the test IP-Analysis Manager is already running, stop it first.


To load the dynamic model:


Note   Two dash (--) characters precede the output and dynamic options of sm_server.


1 Load the compiled dynamic model file into the test IP-Analysis Manager.


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_A -c icf-a 


               


                --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


               


                --dynamics


2 Open the log file. If the new SM_Printer class has been processed successfully, the output from the
sm_server command appears similar to:


 [May, 27, 2009 12:23:33 PM EDT +999ms] t@4097444752 LDM file processing


 #1


 DYN-W-FILE_OPEN_OK-Reading


    'BASEDIR/smarts/local/model/Example1.ldm'


 [May, 27, 2009 12:23:47 PM EDT +200ms] t@4097444752 LDM file processing


 #1


 DYN-W-CLASS_DEFINITION_CREATED- Interface SM_Printer


 created from


    Example1.mdl:3


Verifying that the new class is present in the IP-Analysis Manager
In the Topology Browser Console, attach to the TEST_SERVER_A Domain Manager. Verify that the
SM_Printer class has been added to the data model of TEST_SERVER_A.
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To verify the presence of the new class:


1 In the Topology Browser Console menu bar, select Manager > Attach.


2 In the Attach Manager dialog box, select TEST_SERVER_A in the Manager drop-down list, and
type the password. Click OK.


3 In the Topology Browser Console, select TEST_SERVER_A from the Manager drop-down list.


4 Right-click within the Topology Browser Console topology tree and select Select . Select Show
classes with no instances in current domain, and click OK.


5 In the Topology Browser Console, verify that the SM_Printer class has been added.


Note   You can also use dmctl to verify whether the class is present in the topology. Command-line
mode provides further details.


Setting up the printer OID for discovery
Printers are network devices, but they are classified generically as a host by the SDK discovery process.
You can, however, add such devices to a field certification file so that SDK:


n Properly recognizes the devices


n Classifies the devices as instances of the new SM_Printer class


Determining if the printer is already defined
You need to determine if the printer is already defined generically (TYPE = Host), in one of the existing
SDK certification files. Certification files are named oid2type_*.conf and are found in the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery directory.


If the printer OID is already present in one of the existing certification files, use sm_edit to edit the
particular oid2type file to comment out the entry.


In this procedure, the printer OID, .1.3.6.1.4.1.253.8.62.1.19.3.1.3, is also defined in
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/oid2type_Misc.conf.


To remove the generic definition:


1 Edit the oid2type_Misc.conf file, by using sm_edit.


               # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_edit conf/discovery/oid2type_Misc.conf


            


2 Comment out the entry for the duplicate OID by preceding the lines with a pound sign (#):


               #.1.3.6.1.4.1.253.8.62.1.19.3.1.3 {


#  TYPE = Host


#  VENDOR = HP


#  CERTIFICATION = VALIDATED
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#


               #INSTRUMENTATION:


#  Interface-Fault   = MIB2


#  Interface-Performance  = MIB2


#}


3 Save and close the file.


The edited copy is saved in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/ directory.


Adding the printer OID to the field certification file
To add the printer OID to the field certification file:


1 Open the oid2type_Field.conf file by using the sm_edit utility in the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory.


               # 


        


               cd


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin


               # 


        


               sm_edit conf/discovery/oid2type_Field.conf


            


2 Type the following lines at the bottom of the oid2type_Field.conf file.


These lines create an instance of the SM_Printer class each time this model printer, designated by
the OID (.1.3.6.1.4.1.253.8.62.1.19.3.1.3), is discovered in the network. The TYPE attribute
designates this OID as a member of the SM_Printer class.


 .1.3.6.1.4.1.253.8.62.1.19.3.1.3 {


      TYPE = SM_Printer


       VENDOR = XEROX


       MODEL = Xerox Phaser 5500


       CERTIFICATION = TEMPLATE


  INSTRUMENTATION:


       Interface-Fault                   = MIB2


       Interface-Performance             = MIB2


  }


3 Save and close the oid2type_Field.conf file.


The modified version of the file is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


Reloading the dynamic model
Because the oid2type_Field.conf file is processed when a Domain Manager is first started,
TEST_SERVER_RM, TEST_SERVER_P, and TEST_SERVER_A must be stopped and restarted for any
changes to take effect. The new class must be loaded into all three Domain Managers.
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The Domain Managers are started with the --dynamic command line option to pull the compiled dynamic
model file from BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


To reload the dynamic model:


1 Stop TEST_SERVER_RM.


2 Reload the compiled dynamic model file into TEST_SERVER_RM.


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_RM -c icf-r 


               


               --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


               


               --dynamics


3 Stop TEST_SERVER_P.


4 Reload the compiled dynamic model file into the test Domain Manager.


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_P -c icf-p 


               


               --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


               


               --dynamics


5 Stop TEST_SERVER_A.


6 Reload the compiled dynamic model file into TEST_SERVER_A.


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_A -c icf-a 


               


               --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


               


               --dynamics


Setting up topology sources
The Network-Resource Manager is added as a source of topology to both the IP-Perspective Manager
and the IP-Analysis Manager. In addition, the IP-Perspective Manager is also added as a topology source
to the IP-Analysis Manager.
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Adding the Network-Resource Manager as a source to the
IP-Perspective Manager
To add the Network-Resource Manager as a source:


1 In the Topology Browser Console, select Configure> Domain Manager Administrative Console.


2 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_P in the Manager drop-down
list.


3 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select Topology > Add Source.


4 In the Add Source dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_RM in the Element Name field. Keep
NETWORK-RESOURCE-TYPE as the Element Type. Click OK.


Adding the Network-Resource Manager as a source to the
IP-Analysis Manager
To add the Network-Resource Manager as a source:


1 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_A in the Manager drop-
down list.


2 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select Topology > Add Source.


3 In the Add Source dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_RM in the Element Name field. Select
NETWORK-RESOURCE-TYPE as the Element Type. Click OK.


Adding the IP-Perspective Manager as a source to the IP-Analysis Manager
To add the IP-Perspective Manager as a source:


1 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_A in the Manager drop-
down list.


2 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select Topology > Add Source.


3 In the Add Source dialog box, select IP-PERSPECTIVE-TYPE in the Element Type drop-down list.
Type TEST_SERVER_P in the Element Name field. Click OK.


Discovering an instance of the SM_Printer class
To discover a printer instance:


1 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_RM in the Manager drop-
down list.


2 Initiate discovery. One method is to select Topology > Add Agent , and type either the name or IP
address of the printer.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide describes various methods of
discovery.
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3 Verify that the printer has been added to the topology as an instance of the new SM_Printer class as
shown in Printer discovered as an instance of SM_Printer.


Figure 2‑2.  Printer discovered as an instance of SM_Printer


4 Select TEST_SERVER_P in the Manager drop-down list and verify that the printer instance has been
added to the topology.


5 Select TEST_SERVER_A in the Manager drop-down list and verify that the printer instance has been
added to the topology.


Adding the new class to the Global Manager
The new SM_Printer class has only been loaded into the test Network-Resource Manager,
IP-Perspective Manager, and IP-Analysis Manager. The test Global Manager does not contain the new
class in its model. Therefore, the new class cannot be viewed in the Global Manager. This section
explains:


n Compiling and loading the dynamic model into the Global Manager.


n Transferring the topology information from the Network-Resource Manager, IP-Perspective Manager,
and IP-Analysis Manager to the Global Manager.


Note   In this section,BASEDIR is the directory for the Service Assurance Manager, unless otherwise
noted.


Compiling and loading the dynamic model into the Global Manager


Note   This exercise should be performed on a test version of a Global Manager. Before starting this
exercise, back up the repository on the test Global Manager.
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The dynamic model enhancements must be loaded into the Global Manager. Otherwise, the
Global Manager has no awareness of the new SM_Printer class.


To compile and load the dynamic model into the Global Manager:


1 Copy Example1.mdlfrom the IP Manager’s BASEDIR/smarts/local/modeldirectoryto the
Service Assurance Manager’s BASEDIR/smarts/local/modeldirectory.


2 From the Service Assurance Manager’s BASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory, run the command to
compile the Example1.mdl model file:


               # 


        


               cd


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/local/model


               # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/dynmodel Example1.mdl


            


3 Load the compiled dynamic model file into the test Global Manager.


t# 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SA -c ics 


               


                --broker=localhost:426 --output --dynamics 


This example registers TEST_SA with the Broker that is running on the host named “localhost” and
port 426. Substitute the host and port of your Broker if they are different.


Adding the Network-Resource Manager as a source to the Global Manager
To add the Network-Resource Manager as a source:


1 In the Topology Browser Console menu bar, select Manager > Attach


2 In the Attach Manager dialog box, select TEST_SA in the Manager drop-down list. Type the
appropriate username and password, and click OK.


3 In the Topology Browser Console, select Configure> Global Manager Administrative Console.


4 In the Global Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SA in the Manager drop-down list.


5 In the Global Manager Administrative Console, select Edit > New Domain.


6 In the Domain Creation Wizard dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_RM in the Domain Name field.
Select Network-Resource in the Copy Existing drop-down list. Click Finish.
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Adding the IP-Perspective Manager as a source to the Global Manager
To add the IP-Perspective Manager as a source:


1 In the Global Manager Administrative Console, select Edit > New Domain.


2 In the Domain Creation Wizard dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_P in the Domain Name field.
Select IP-Perspective in the Copy Existing drop-down list. Click Finish.


Adding the IP-Analysis Manager as a source to the Global Manager
To add a IP-Analysis Manager as a source:


1 In the Global Manager Administrative Console, select Edit > New Domain.


2 In the Domain Creation Wizard dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_A in the Domain Name field.
Select IP-Analysis in the Copy Existing drop-down list. Click Finish.


Reconfiguring the Global Manager
To reconfigure:


1 In the Global Manager Administrative Console, select Configure > Reconfigure Server.


2 Click Close at the prompt.


Verifying the presence of the SM_Printer class instance in the Global Manager
To verify the presence of the SM_Printer class:


1 In the Topology Browser Console, verify that the SM_Printer class has been added, as shown in 
SM_Printer class in the TEST_SA Global Manager.


Figure 2‑3.  SM_Printer class in the TEST_SA Global Manager
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2 Right-click the printerinstance (CAXTON in this procedure) and select Show Map. The printer
instance is displayed in a Map Console, as shown in Map view of the SM_Printer instance.


Figure 2‑4.  Map view of the SM_Printer instance


3 If you have a custom icon to represent a printer, you can modify the icon used to display an instance
of SM_Printer. The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide has
more information on custom icons for map nodes.
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Exercise 2 - Adding an Attribute
to the Router Class 3
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Objectives


n Exercise


Objectives
In this exercise, you add a new attribute to an existing ICIM class in the following:


n Network-Resource Manager


n IP-Perspective Manager


n IP-Analysis Manager


n Global Manager


This exercise also demonstrates how the value of the new attribute can be populated.


Note   This exercise should be performed on test versions of a Broker, Network-Resource Manager,
IP-Perspective Manager, IP-Analysis Manager, and Global Manager. Before starting this exercise,
back up the repository on the test Managers.


This exercise includes the following tasks:


n Create and compile a dynamic model file.


n Add an attribute to the existing Router class in the models of the Network-Resource Manager,
IP-Perspective Manager, and the IP-Analysis Manager.


n View the new attribute in the Router class by using the Global Console.


n Set up topology sources for the IP-Perspective Manager, and the IP-Analysis Manager.


n Discover an instance of the Router class.


n Populate the value of the new attribute in the Network-Resource Manager, IP-Perspective Manager,
and the IP-Analysis Manager.


n Compile and load the new Router attribute into the Global Manager model.


n Transfer the value of the new Router attribute to the Global Manager.
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Exercise
This exercise describes how to add an attribute for the serial number to the existing Router class in order
to extend the following models:


n Network-Resource Manager


n IP-Perspective Manager


n IP-Analysis Manager


n Global Manager


The syntax is the same as that used to declare any attribute in a MODEL class.


Note   Use a unique prefix with new class names and other properties. The name must differ from
existing ICIM classes and properties. “SM_” is used as a prefix in this exercise. Do not use "SM_" as
this is already used by SDK.


Unless otherwise noted, BASEDIR refers to the directory for the IP Manager.


Creating and compiling the dynamic model
In this exercise, you create and compile a new dynamic model.


Creating the dynamic model
In this example, the same dynamic model is loaded into several Domain Managers, each starting with a
different --conf directory. Instead of copying the same compiled dynamic model file (the file with
extension .ldm) to each BASEDIR/smarts/local/model/<conf> directory, one single copy is created and
compiled in BASEDIR/smarts/local/model. Each of the Domain Managers is then started with the --
dynamic command line option to load the compiled dynamic model file from
BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


To create the dynamic model:


1 Create and edit a new file in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/modeldirectory. Type the following at a
command prompt:


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_edit --create model/Example2.mdl
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2 To add the serial number attribute to the Router class, type the following lines into the Example2.mdl
file.


 refine interface Router


 {


  stored attribute string SM_SerialNumber


  "Custom serial number" 


  = "NotAvailable";


 }


3 Save and close the Example2.mdl file.


The file is saved in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/modeldirectory.


Compiling the dynamic model
From theBASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory, run the command to compile the Example2.mdl model
file.


To compile:


         # 


        


         cd


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/local/model


         # 


        


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/bin/dynmodel Example2.mdl


      


If it is successful, the dynmodel command does not produce any output to the command-line console. In
addition, the following files and subdirectory are created in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory:


n Example2.ldm


n Example2_mmbe.dat


n Example2_mmle.dat


n Example2_mm.txt


The following subdirectory is also created in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory:


n Example2_mm


Compilation errors on page 111 provides additional information if you encounter errors.


Copying files for localization
From the BASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory, copy the following files to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n
directory:


n Example2_mmbe.dat
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n Example2_mmle.dat


Transferring the new attribute to the other Domain Manager s
Whether or not the new attribute is transferred from the Network-Resource Manager to the other
Domain Managers depends on the purpose of the attribute. Several scenarios for updating dxa files
between Domain Managers presents a few scenarios and describes which inter-Domain Manager dxa file
needs to be updated with the new attribute.


Table 3‑1.  Several scenarios for updating dxa files between Domain Manager s


Scenario Inter-Domain Manager dxa file that is modified


Variable is discovered in the
Network-Resource Manager and only needs to appear
in the Global Manager


None


Note   The attribute does need to be added to the
Network-Resource Manager to Global Manager dxa.


Variable is made available to satellite
Domain Managers through the IP-Analysis Manager


Network-Resource Manager to IP-Analysis Manager


Variable is to be used for postprocessing Network-Resource Manager to IP-Perspective Manager


However, so that you may see all of the files that are involved, this example shows the steps to transfer
the new attribute from the Network-Resource Manager to both the IP-Perspective Manager and the
IP-Analysis Manager.


Transferring the new attribute from the Network-Resource Manager to the
IP-Perspective Manager
The dxa-iptm-from-iprm.conf file provides a listing of the classes, and attributes of those classes, that will
be transferred from the Network-Resource Manager to the IP-Perspective Manager.


To add the Router attribute to the dxa-iptm-from-iprm.conf file:


1 Edit the dxa-iptm-from-iprm.conf file by using sm_edit:


               # 


        BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_edit conf/icf-p/dxa-iptm-from-iprm.conf


            


2 Type the following two lines for the Router class (shown in bold) before the entry for the
UnitaryComputerSystem as follows:


# DXA file for transferring topology from IP Resource Manager


# to IP Perspective (topology) manager.


#


prehook    icf-p/iptm-iprm-dxa-prehook.asl


class Router


               attr  SM_SerialNumber
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class UnitaryComputerSystem


attr  DisplayName


attr  IsManaged   IsManagedActive


attr  UseBridgingRelationship


3 Save and close the dxa-iptm-from-iprm.conf file.


The modified version of the file is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/icf-p directory.


Transferring the new attribute from the Network-Resource Manager to the
IP-Analysis Manager
The dxa-ipam-from-iprm.conf file provides a listing of what classes, and attributes of those classes, will be
transferred from the Network-Resource Manager to the IP-Analysis Manager.


To add the Router attribute to the dxa-ipam-from-iprm.conf file:


1 Edit the dxa-ipam-from-iprm.conf file by using sm_edit:


               # 


        BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_edit conf/icf-a/dxa-ipam-from-iprm.conf


            


2 Type the following two lines for the Router class (shown in bold) before the entry for the
UnitaryComputerSystem, as follows:


# DXA file for transferring topology from Network Resource Manager


# to IP Analysis Manager.


#


prehook    icf-a/ipam-iprm-dxa-prehook.asl


class Router


               attr  SM_SerialNumber


class UnitaryComputerSystem


peek  IsManaged   TRUE


attr  DisplayName


attr  IsManaged   IsManagedActive


attr  UseBridgingRelationship 


3 Save and close the dxa-ipam-from-iprm.conf file.


The modified version of the file is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/icf-a directory.


Loading and viewing the new attribute in the Domain Manager s
Once the dynamic model has been compiled, you must load it into the appropriate Domain Managers.
The Router class appears in the topology of the Network-Resource Manager, the
IP-Perspective Manager, and the IP-Analysis Manager. The dynamic model is loaded into all three of
these Domain Managers.
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Loading the dynamic model into the Network-Resource Manager
In this procedure, TEST_SERVER_RM is the name of the test Network-Resource Manager. The
Network-Resource Manager is started with the --dynamic command line option to pull the compiled
dynamic model file from BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


Note   If the test Network-Resource Manager is already running, stop it first.


To load the dynamic model:


Note   Two dash (--) characters precede the output and dynamic options of the sm_server command.


1 Load the compiled dynamic model file into the test Network-Resource Manager.


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_RM -c icf-r 


               


                --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


               


                --dynamics


2 Open the log file. If the new SM_SerialNumber attribute has been processed successfully, the output
from the sm_server command appears similar to:


[September 11, 2009 4:27:08 PM EDT +263ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-FILE_OPEN_OK- Reading '/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/local/model/Example2.ldm'


[September 11, 2009 4:27:15 PM EDT +401ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_SET_PROP-Setting initial property of SM_SerialNumber to "NotAvailable"


[September 11, 2009 4:27:15 PM EDT +401ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_ACT_PROP-Actual initial value for SM_SerialNumber = "NotAvailable"


[September 11, 2009 4:27:15 PM EDT +405ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-CLASS_REFINE_CREATED- Interface Router refined from Example2.mdl:1


Verifying that the new attribute is present in the Network-Resource Manager
Before trying to populate the value of the new attribute, verify that the SM_SerialNumber attribute has
been added to the Router class in the data model of TEST_SERVER_RM.


To verify the presence of the new attribute:


1 Open a Global Console. For this example, attach to TEST_SERVER_RM.


2 Right-click within the Topology Browser Console topology tree and select Select .


3 Select Show classes with no instances in current domain, and click OK.


4 Select the Router class in the topology tree to display the attributes in the Attributes tab.


The SM_SerialNumber attribute appears, as shown in Serial number attribute added to the Router
class in TEST_SERVER_RM.
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Figure 3‑1.  Serial number attribute added to the Router class in TEST_SERVER_RM


Loading the dynamic model into the IP-Perspective Manager
In this procedure, TEST_SERVER_P is the name of the test IP-Perspective Manager. The
IP-Perspective Manager is started with the --dynamic command line option to pull the compiled dynamic
model file from BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


Note   If the test IP-Perspective Manager is already running, stop it first.


To load the dynamic model:


Note   Two dash (--) characters precede the output and dynamic options of the sm_server command.


1 Load the compiled dynamic model file into the test IP-Perspective Manager.


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_P -c icf-p 


               


                --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


               


                --dynamics
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2 Open the log file. If the new SM_SerialNumber attribute has been processed successfully, the output
from the sm_server command appears similar to:


[September 11, 2009 4:27:08 PM EDT +263ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-FILE_OPEN_OK- Reading '/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/local/model/Example2.ldm'


[September 11, 2009 4:27:15 PM EDT +401ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_SET_PROP-Setting initial property of SM_SerialNumber to "NotAvailable"


[September 11, 2009 4:27:15 PM EDT +401ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_ACT_PROP-Actual initial value for SM_SerialNumber = "NotAvailable"


[September 11, 2009 4:27:15 PM EDT +405ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-CLASS_REFINE_CREATED- Interface Router refined from Example2.mdl:1


Verifying that the new attribute is present in the IP-Perspective Manager
In the Topology Browser Console, attach to the TEST_SERVER_P Domain Manager. Verify that the
SM_SerialNumber attribute has been added to the Router class in the data model of TEST_SERVER_P.


To verify the presence of the new attribute:


1 In the Topology Browser Console menu bar, select Manager > Attach.


2 In the Attach Manager dialog box, select TEST_SERVER_P in the Manager drop-down list. Type
the appropriate username and password, and click OK.


3 In the Topology Browser Console, select TEST_SERVER_P from the Manager drop-down list.


4 Right-click within the Topology Browser Console topology tree and select Select . Select Show
classes with no instances in current domain, and click OK.


5 In the Topology Browser Console, verify that the SM_SerialNumber attribute has been added to the
Router class.


.


Loading the dynamic model into the IP-Analysis Manager
In this procedure, TEST_SERVER_A is the name of the test IP-Analysis Manager. The
IP-Analysis Manager is started with the --dynamic command line option to pull the compiled dynamic
model file from BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


Note   If the test IP-Analysis Manager is already running, stop it first.


To load the dynamic model:


Note   Two dash (--) characters precede the output and dynamic options of sm_server.


1 Load the compiled dynamic model file into the test IP-Analysis Manager.


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_A -c icf-a 
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                --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


               


                --dynamics


2 Open the log file. If the new SM_SerialNumber attribute has been processed successfully, the output
from the sm_server command appears similar to:


[September 11, 2009 4:27:08 PM EDT +263ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-FILE_OPEN_OK- Reading '/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/local/model/Example2.ldm'


[September 11, 2009 4:27:15 PM EDT +401ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_SET_PROP-Setting initial property of SM_SerialNumber to "NotAvailable"


[September 11, 2009 4:27:15 PM EDT +401ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_ACT_PROP-Actual initial value for SM_SerialNumber = "NotAvailable"


[September 11, 2009 4:27:15 PM EDT +405ms] t@1084463424 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-CLASS_REFINE_CREATED- Interface Router refined from Example2.mdl:1


Verifying that the new attribute is present in the IP-Analysis Manager
In the Topology Browser Console, attach to the TEST_SERVER_A Domain Manager. Verify that the
SM_SerialNumber attribute has been added to the Router class in the data model of TEST_SERVER_A.


To verify the presence of the new attribute:


1 In the Topology Browser Console menu bar, select Manager > Attach.


2 In the Attach Manager dialog box, select TEST_SERVER_A in the Manager drop-down list. Type
the appropriate username and password. Click OK.


3 In the Topology Browser Console, select TEST_SERVER_A from the Manager drop-down list.


4 Right-click within the Topology Browser Console topology tree and select Select . Select Show
classes with no instances in current domain, and click OK.


5 In the Topology Browser Console, verify that the SM_SerialNumber attribute has been added to the
Router class.


Setting up topology sources
The Network-Resource Manager is added as a source of topology to both the IP-Perspective Manager
and the IP-Analysis Manager. In addition, the IP-Perspective Manager is also added as a topology source
to the IP-Analysis Manager.


Adding the Network-Resource Manager as a source to the
IP-Perspective Manager
To add the Network-Resource Manager as a source of topology:


1 In the Topology Browser Console, select Configure> Domain Manager Administrative Console.


2 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_P in the Manager drop-down
list.
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3 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select Topology > Add Source.


4 In the Add Source dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_RM in the Element Name field. Keep
NETWORK-RESOURCE-TYPE as the Element Type. Click OK.


Adding the Network-Resource Manager as a source to the
IP-Analysis Manager
To add the Network-Resource Manager as a source of topology:


1 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_A in the Manager drop-
down list.


2 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select Topology > Add Source.


3 In the Add Source dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_RM in the Element Name field. Select
NETWORK-RESOURCE-TYPE as the Element Type. Click OK.


Adding the IP-Perspective Manager as a source to the IP-Analysis Manager
To add the IP-Perspective Manager as a source of topology:


1 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_A in the Manager drop-
down list.


2 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select Topology > Add Source.


3 In the Add Source dialog box, select IP-PERSPECTIVE-TYPE in the Element Type drop-down list.
Type TEST_SERVER_P in the Element Name field. Click OK.


Discovering an instance of the Router class
1 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_RM in the Manager drop-


down list.


2 Initiate discovery.


3 Select Topology > Add Agent.


4 Type either the name or IP address of the router.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide describes various methods of
discovery.
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5 Verify that the router has been added to the topology as an instance of the Router class. The initial
value of the new SM_SerialNumber attribute will be “NotAvailable” as shown in Router discovered
with the SM_SerialNumber attribute in TEST_SERVER_RM.


Figure 3‑2.  Router discovered with the SM_SerialNumber attribute in TEST_SERVER_RM


6 Select TEST_SERVER_P in the Manager drop-down list and verify that the router has been added to
the topology.


7 Select TEST_SERVER_A in the Manager drop-down list and verify that the router has been added to
the topology.


Populating the value of SM_SerialNumber
To populate the values of the new Router attribute, use any of the methods described in Appendix C,
“Methods of Creating Classes and Populating Attributes.”


After populating the value, rediscover the Router instance. The rediscovery transfers the new value of the
SM_SerialNumber property from the Network-Resource Manager to the IP-Perspective Manager and
IP-Analysis Manager.


To rediscover the Router:


1 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_RM in the Manager drop-
down list.


2 Right-click the Router instance, and then select Rediscover.


Forwarding the new attribute to the Global Manager


Note   In this section,BASEDIR refers to the base directory for the Service Assurance Manager.
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The BASEDIR/smarts/conf/ics/ics-default.xml file is the configuration file for the Global Manager. This file
designates which dxa files are used to transfer events and topology from the
Network-Resource Manager, IP-Perspective Manager, and IP-Analysis Manager into the Global Manager.
The ics-default.xml file will contain a separate section for each of the three Domain Managers. Each
section indicates the dxa file that is used for that particular Domain Manager.


In this example, the models of the Network-Resource Manager, IP-Perspective Manager, and
IP-Analysis Manager have all been enhanced with the new Router attribute. However, only one
Domain Manager should transfer that attribute to the Global Manager. In this example, only the
Network-Resource Manager will transfer the new attribute to the Global Manager.


Updating the Network-Resource Manager dxa file
The ics-default.xml defines which topology and events to transfer from a Domain Manager to the
Global Manager. In this example, the ics-default.xml file sets dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf as the dxa file
that defines which topology and events to transfer from a Network-Resource-Suite to the Global Manager.


TEST_SERVER_RM is of the type Network-Resource-Suite. The new Router class attribute must be
added to the dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf file.


<domaintype 


     name="Network-Resource-Suite" 


     dxaConfFile="dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf" 


     MinimumCertainty="0.01" 


     SmoothingInterval="65"> 


     <description>Type for Network Resource Connectivity and Performance Suite</description>


     <hook enable="False">ics/dxa-sample-hook.asl</hook>


     <domainname>Network-Resource</domainname>


 </domaintype>


To add the Router attribute to the dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf file:


1 Edit the dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf file by using sm_edit:


               # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_edit conf/ics/dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf


            


2 Type the following two lines for the Router class (shown in bold) before the entry for the
ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem, as follows:


# Remote Name of Class/Property        Mapped Name of Class/Property


   class   Router


                  attr    SM_SerialNumber


   class   ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem           Node


   attr    Certification


   attr    DisplayName


   attr    Description


   attr    Location
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   attr    Model


   attr    PrimaryOwnerContact


   attr    Type


   attr    Vendor


   rel     ConnectedVia


3 Save and close the dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf file.


The modified version of the file is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/ics directory.


Compiling and loading the dynamic model into the
Global Manager


Note   This exercise should be performed on a test version of a Global Manager. Before starting this
exercise, back up the repository on the test Global Manager.


The dynamic model enhancements must be loaded into the Global Manager. Otherwise, the
Global Manager has no awareness of the new SM_SerialNumber attribute of the Router class.


Typically, the model that is loaded into a Global Manager contains only those attributes that are needed to
identify the object in the topology. The values of these types of attributes, such as model number and
serial number, are not polled by the underlying Domain Manager.


In addition, the Global Manager model does not contain any events or problems. If your dynamic model
contains events or problems, remove the events after you copy the original .mdl file to the
Service Assurance Manager’s BASEDIR/smarts/local/modeldirectory. Then recompile the edited .mdl file
(by using dynmodel) to create the .ldm file.


In this example, only an attribute is added to the Router class. You do not have to remove the events or
problems before recompiling the file.


To compile and load the dynamic model into the Global Manager:


1 Copy Example2.mdlfrom the test IP Manager’s BASEDIR/smarts/local/modeldirectoryto the test
Service Assurance Manager’s BASEDIR/smarts/local/modeldirectory.


2 From the Service Assurance Manager’s BASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory, run the following
commands to compile the Example2.mdl model file:


               # 


        


               cd


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/local/model


               # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/dynmodel Example2.mdl
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3 Load the compiled dynamic model file into the test Global Manager.


t# 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SA -c ics


               


               --broker=localhost:426 --output --dynamics


This example registers TEST_SA with the Broker that is running on the host named “localhost” and
port 426. Substitute the host and port of your Broker if they are different.


Transferring the value of the new attribute to the Global Manager
The new attribute for the Router class has been loaded into the model of the Global Manager. To transfer
the value of the new attribute, the Network-Resource Manager, IP-Perspective Manager, and the
IP-Analysis Manager must be added as sources to the Global Manager.


Adding the Network-Resource Manager as a source to the Global Manager
To add the Network-Resource manager as a source:


1 In the Topology Browser Console menu bar, select Manager > Attach


2 In the Attach Manager dialog box, select TEST_SA in the Manager drop-down list. Type the
appropriate username and password, and click OK.


3 In the Topology Browser Console, select Configure> Global Manager Administrative Console.


4 In the Global Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SA in the Manager drop-down list.


5 In the Global Manager Administrative Console, select Edit > New Domain.


6 In the Domain Creation Wizard dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_RM in the Domain Name field.
Select Network-Resource in the Copy Existing drop-down list. Click Finish.


Adding the IP-Perspective Manager as a source to the Global Manager
To add the IP-Perspective manager as a source:


1 In the Global Manager Administrative Console, select Edit > New Domain.


2 In the Domain Creation Wizard dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_P in the Domain Name field.
Select IP-Perspective in the Copy Existing drop-down list. Click Finish.


Adding the IP-Analysis Manager as a source to the Global Manager
To add the IP-Analysis manager as a source:


1 In the Global Manager Administrative Console, select Edit > New Domain.


2 In the Domain Creation Wizard dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_A in the Domain Name field.
Select IP-Analysis in the Copy Existing drop-down list. Click Finish.
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Reconfiguring the Global Manager
To reconfigure the Global Manager:


1 In the Global Manager Administrative Console, select Configure > Reconfigure Server.


2 Click Yes to confirm the reconfiguration.


3 Click Close at the prompt.


Verifying the presence of SM_SerialNumber in the Global Manager
To verify the presence of SM_SerialNumber:


1 In the Global Console, attach to the TEST_SA Global Manager.


2 In the Topology Browser Console, verify that the SM_SerialNumber attribute has been added to the
Router class as shown in SM_SerialNumber in the TEST_SA Global Manager.


Note   If you did not populate the value of the attribute (refer to Populating the value of
SM_SerialNumber), then the value of SM_SerialNumber will still be “NotAvailable.”


Figure 3‑3.  SM_SerialNumber in the TEST_SA Global Manager
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Exercise 3 - Polling for Values of
Additional Attributes 4
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Objectives


n Exercise


Objectives
This exercise is a complex example of using Dynamic Model. This example enhances the following
Domain Managers:


n Network-Resource Manager


n IP-Perspective Manager


n IP-Analysis Manager


n Global Manager


The purpose of the exercise includes:


n Polling for a new attribute.


n Generating an event based on the value of the attribute.


n Forwarding the new event to a Global Manager so that it can be displayed as a notification.


Note   This exercise should be performed on test versions of a Broker, Network-Resource Manager,
IP-Perspective Manager, IP-Analysis Manager, and Global Manager. Before starting this exercise,
back up the repository on the test Managers.


This exercise includes the following tasks:


n Determine the instrumentation class that will be refined to poll for the new attribute.


n Create and compile a dynamic model file:


n Define an additional MIB variable that can be polled by the Network-Resource Manager.


n Define a setting class for the new attribute.


n Refine an instrumentation class that will define the MIB OID to poll.
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n Subscribe to the event in the Network-Resource Manager.


n Add a new threshold setting to adapter-setting.asl.


n Add the polled event to the Global Manager.


n Load the dynamic model into the Network-Resource Manager, IP-Perspective Manager, and the
IP-Analysis Manager.


n Set up topology sources.


n Discover an instance of the Router class.


n Verify variable in Polling and Threshold dialog box.


n Poll the values of the new attributes in real-time.


n Generate an event based on the values of this polled attribute.


n Have the Global Manager subscribe to and display notifications associated with the event based on
the value of this polled attribute.


Exercise
In this exercise, the Network-Resource Manager polls for a new attribute and generates an event. The
Global Manager subscribes to the event, and when the event is active the event notification is displayed
in the Notification Log Console.


The new TS_HighOverrunRate event is triggered if the rate of increase of the locIfInOverrun attribute of
the interface, expressed as a percentage of the inputPacketRate, is over a user defined threshold.


You do not need to copy and load the dynamic model enhancements (the file with extension .ldm) into the
Global Manager. This exercise polls for a value and creates an event based on the polled value.
However, the Global Manager model does not contain events. Instead, it contains only those attributes
that are required to identify the device in topology.


Note   Use a unique prefix with new class names and other properties. The name must differ from
existing ICIM classes and properties. The prefix “TS_” is used in this example. Do not use "SM_" as this
is already used by SDK.


Unless otherwise noted, BASEDIR refers to the base directory for the IP Manager.


Determining the instrumentation class
In this exercise, the Network-Resource Manager polls an additional attribute that measures the
performance of the Ethernet connection with a Router.


The Network-Resource Manager uses instances of designated instrumentation classes to hold the polled
attributes, in order to abstract the instrumentation details between device models. These instances are in
relationship with the object representing the device, which is where the event logic is defined. The event
logic may depend on comparison with thresholds, which are stored in setting objects.
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The instrumentation class that you need to refine can be determined from the oid2type_*.conf files. In this
example, the OID for a Router appears in the oid2type_Cisco.conf file.


The TS_locIfInOverrun variable is instrumenting the performance of an Ethernet connection. To determine
the instrumentation class, locate Interface-Ethernet-Performance under INSTRUMENTATION.


.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.469 {


    TYPE = Router


    VENDOR = Cisco


    MODEL = 2621XM


    CERTIFICATION = CERTIFIED


    CONT = Cisco-Router


    NEIGHBOR = Cisco-Cdp


    HEALTH = Cisco-Router


INSTRUMENTATION:


    Card-Fault                          = OldCiscoChassis


    Environment                         = CiscoEnvMon:DeviceID


    CPU/Memory                          = CiscoRouter:DeviceID


    Interface-Fault                     = MIB2


    Interface-Performance               = CiscoRouter


    Interface-Ethernet-Performance      = CiscoRouter_Ethernet 


}


The name of the instrumentation class to refine is obtained by concatenating “Interface_Performance_”
with the string associated with the Interface-Ethernet-Performance instrumentation type. The string
CiscoRouter_Ethernet is associated with the Interface-Ethernet-Performance instrumentation type.
Therefore, the name of the instrumentation class is Interface_Performance_CiscoRouter_Ethernet.


Creating and compiling the dynamic model
In this exercise, you create and compile a new dynamic model.


Creating the dynamic model
In this example, the same dynamic model is loaded into several Domain Managers, each starting with a
different --conf directory. Instead of copying the same compiled dynamic model file (.ldm) to each
BASEDIR/smarts/local/model/<conf> directory, one single copy is created and compiled in
BASEDIR/smarts/local/model. Each of the Domain Managers is then started with the --dynamic command
line option to pull the compiled dynamic model file from BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


To create the dynamic model:


1 Create and edit a new file in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory. Type the following at a
command prompt:


               # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_edit --create model/Example3.mdl
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2 Refine the setting class that sets the default value for the alarm threshold. Type the following lines
into the Example3.mdl file:


               refine interface NetworkAdapter_Performance_Setting


               {


                       attribute float [0 .. 100] TS_OverrunThreshold


                       "Acceptable upper threshold for Overruned packets, "


                       "expressed as a percentage of the total number of input packets."


                       = 10;


               }


            


3 Refine the Interface_Performance_CiscoRouter_Ethernet instrumentation class that will be used to
poll for the attribute. Type the following lines into the Example3.mdl file:


               refine interface Interface_Performance_CiscoRouter_Ethernet


               {


               attribute float TS_OverrunThreshold


               "The upper threshold for Overrun packet errors expressed as a percentage"


               "of the total number of output packets."


               = 10;


               instrument SNMP {


               TS_locIfInOverrun = "1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.2.1.1.14"


               };


               readonly instrumented attribute int TS_locIfInOverrun


               "The number of overrun errors.";


               readonly computed attribute float TS_locIfInOverrunRate


               = rate(TS_locIfInOverrun, PollingInterval);


               computed attribute float TS_OverrunErrorRate


               "The rate of ignored Overrun packets expressed in packets"


               "per second."


               = TS_locIfInOverrunRate;


               #pragma Uses Propagation


               readonly computed attribute float TS_OverrunErrorPct


               "The rate of Overruned input packets expressed as a percentage"


               "of total input packets."


               = (TS_OverrunErrorRate / (InputPacketRate + 0.001)) * 100;


               event TS_HighOverrunRate


               "Indicates that the percentage of packets with Overrun errors exceeds 


OverrunErrorThreshold"


               = if NetworkAdapterOperational && (TS_OverrunThreshold < 100) && (MaxSpeed > 0)


               check (TS_OverrunErrorPct > TS_OverrunThreshold);


               export TS_HighOverrunRate;


               }


TS_OverrunErrorPct > TS_OverrunThreshold


if NetworkAdapterOperational and (TS_OverrunThreshold < 100) and (MaxSpeed > 0)


4 Save the Example3.mdl file.


The file is saved in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory.
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Compiling the dynamic model
To compile the Example3.mdl model file, type the following commands:


         # 


        


         cd


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/local/model


         # 


        


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/bin/dynmodel Example3.mdl


      


If it is successful, the dynmodel command does not produce any output to the command-line console.


In addition, the following files are created in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory:


n Example3.ldm


n Example3_mmbe.dat


n Example3_mmle.dat


n Example3_mm.txt


The following directory is also created in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory:


n Example3_mm


Compilation errors on page 111 provides additional information if you encounter errors.


Copying files for localization
From the BASEDIR/smarts/local/model directory, copy the following files to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n
directory:


n Example3_mmbe.dat


n Example3_mmle.dat
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Automatically subscribing to the event in a Domain Manager
One of the strengths of SDK technology is that expressions defined in an event are not evaluated and
polled unless there is a subscription to that event. In order for the Network-Resource Manager to
automatically begin polling and monitoring for the new event, add a subscription the
Network-Resource Manager bootstrap file.


1 Edit the bootstrap file by using sm_edit:


               # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_edit conf/icf-r/bootstrap.conf


            


2 Type the following line into the bootstrap file in the GA_SubscriberProfile::PROFILE-default
section:


               {"Interface_Performace_CiscoRouter_Ethernet",".*","TS_HighOverrunRate",77879 }


 { <class>, <instance>, <event>, <subscription-level> },


3 Save and close the bootstrap file.


The file will be saved in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/icf-rdirectory.


Adding the new threshold setting to the adapter-setting.asl file
The new threshold setting attribute must be added to the BASEDIR/smarts/rules/health/adapter-
setting.asl file.


To add the threshold setting:


1 Edit the BASEDIR/smarts/rules/health/adapter-setting.asl file by using sm_edit:


               # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_edit rules/health/adapter-setting.asl


            


2 Look for the APPLY_SETTING() section in the adapter-setting.asl file. Type the following line, at the
following location, in the adapter-setting.asl file.


if (!setObj->isNull()) {


 REMOVE_PERF_INSTRUMENTATION(obj);


 continue;


}


threshold_map += TS_OverrunThreshold;


if (obj->CreationClassName == "Port") {
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3 Save and close the adapter-setting.asl file.


The modified version of the file is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/rules/health/ directory.


Adding the polled event to the Global Manager


Note   In this section,BASEDIR refers to the directory for the Service Assurance Manager .


The BASEDIR/smarts/conf/ics/ics-default.xml file is the configuration file for the Global Manager. This file
designates which dxa files are used to transfer events and topology into the Global Manager from the
Network-Resource Manager, IP-Perspective Manager, and IP-Analysis Manager. The ics-default.xml file
contains a separate section for each of the three Domain Managers. Each section indicates the dxa file
that is used for that particular Domain Manager.


In this example, the event is generated in the Network-Resource Manager. The event is not used in any
analysis in the IP-Analysis Manager. Therefore, the event subsciption needs to be added to only the dxa
file that defines which topology and events are transferred from the Network-Resource Manager to the
Global Manager.


The ics-default.xml file sets dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf as the dxa file that defines which topology and
events to transfer from a Network-Resource-Suite to the Global Manager. This is shown in the following
section of the ics-default.xml file.


<domaintype 


     name="Network-Resource-Suite" 


IP-Analysis Manager     dxaConfFile="dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf" 


     MinimumCertainty="0.01" 


     SmoothingInterval="65"> 


     <description>Type for Network Resource Connectivity and Performance Suite</description>


     <hook enable="False">ics/dxa-sample-hook.asl</hook>


     <domainname>Network-Resource</domainname>


 </domaintype>


TEST_SERVER_RM is of the type Network-Resource-Suite. Therefore, the subscription to the new event
must be added to the dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf file.


Event and notification subscriptions in the Global Manager are configured within dxa configuration files by
using the sub keyword. Patterns (regular expressions) separated by "::" match the class name, instance
name, and event name in the Domain Manager.


The syntax is as follows:


sub <classPattern>::<instancePattern>::<eventPattern>/<modifiers>


where:


n <classPattern> is the pattern to match for the class name.


n <instancePattern> is the pattern to match for the name of the instance.


n <eventPattern> is the pattern to match for the name of the problem or event.
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n <modifiers> can have the following values:


n p = problem


n e = event


n a = aggregates


n n = notifications


To add the event:


1 Edit the dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf file by using sm_edit:


                           # 


        


                           BASEDIR


                           /smarts/bin/sm_edit conf/ics/dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf


                        


2 Type the following lines in the subscription section of the file.


                           # Added for Dynamic Model


                            sub  


Interface_Performance_CiscoRouter_Ethernet::.*::TS_HighOverrunRate/e


                        


3 (Optional) Set the severity and category of the notification that is created for this event. 
Setting the notification characteristics of the event provides more information.


4 Save and close the dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf file.


The modified version of the file is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/ics directory.


Loading the dynamic model into the Domain Manager s
Once the dynamic model has been compiled, you must load it into the Domain Managers.


Note   In this section,BASEDIR is the directory for the IP Manager, unless otherwise noted.


Loading the dynamic model into the Network-Resource Manager
In this procedure, TEST_SERVER_RM is the name of the test Network-Resource Manager. The
Network-Resource Manager is started with the --dynamic command line option to pull the compiled
dynamic model file from BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


Note   Two dash (--) characters precede the dynamic option of the sm_server command.
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To load the dynamic model:


1 Type the following command:


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_RM -c icf-r 


               


                --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


               


                --dynamics


2 Open the log file. If the dynamic model has been processed successfully, the CREATED FILES
section of the output from the sm_server command appears similar to the following:


[July 10, 2009 12:25:29 PM EDT +789ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-FILE_OPEN_OK- Reading


    '/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/local/model/Example3.ldm'


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +141ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_PROP_INIT-Property TS_OverrunThreshold initial value ='10'


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +142ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_SET_PROP-Setting initial property of TS_OverrunThreshold to 10


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +143ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_ACT_PROP-Actual initial value for TS_OverrunThreshold = 10


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +144ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-CLASS_REFINE_CREATED- Interface NetworkAdapter_Performance_Setting


    refined from Example3.mdl:1


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +145ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_PROP_INIT-Property TS_OverrunThreshold initial value ='10'


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +146ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_SET_PROP-Setting initial property of TS_OverrunThreshold to 10


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +146ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


MRM-*-MRM_ACT_PROP-Actual initial value for TS_OverrunThreshold = 10


[July 10, 2009 12:25:44 PM EDT +147ms] t@1120213312 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-CLASS_REFINE_CREATED- Interface Interface_Performance_CiscoRouter


    refined from Example3.mdl:8


Loading the dynamic model into the IP-Perspective Manager
In this procedure, TEST_SERVER_P is the name of the test IP-Perspective Manager. The
IP-Perspective Manager is started with the --dynamic command line option to pull the compiled dynamic
model file from BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


Note   Two dash (--) characters precede the dynamic option of the sm_server command.


To load the dynamic model, type the following command:


t # 


        


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_P -c icf-p 
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          --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


         


          --dynamics


Loading the dynamic model into the IP-Analysis Manager
In this procedure, TEST_SERVER_A is the name of the test IP-Analysis Manager. The
IP-Analysis Managers is started with the --dynamic command line option to pull the compiled dynamic
model file from BASEDIR/smarts/local/model.


Note   Two dash (--) characters precede the dynamic option of the sm_server command.


To load the dynamic model, type the following command:


t # 


        


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER_A -c icf-a 


         


          --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --output


         


          --dynamics


Setting up topology sources
The Network-Resource Manager is added as a source of topology to both the IP-Perspective Manager
and the IP-Analysis Manager. In addition, the IP-Perspective Manager is also added as a topology source
to the IP-Analysis Manager.


Opening a Global Console and attaching to the Domain Manager s
To open a Global Console and attach to the Domain Managers:


1 Open a Global Console. For this example, attach to TEST_SERVER_RM.


2 In the Topology Browser Console menu bar, select Manager > Attach.


3 In the Attach Manager dialog box, select TEST_SERVER_P in the Manager drop-down list. Type
the appropriate username and password, and click OK.


4 In the Topology Browser Console menu bar, select Manager > Attach.


5 In the Attach Manager dialog box, select TEST_SERVER_A in the Manager drop-down list. Type
the appropriate username and password, and click OK.


Adding the Network-Resource Manager as a source to the
IP-Perspective Manager
To add the Network-Resource Manager as a source of topology:


1 In the Topology Browser Console, select Configure> Domain Manager Administrative Console.
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2 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_P in the Manager drop-down
list.


3 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select Topology > Add Source.


4 In the Add Source dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_RM in the Element Name field. Keep
NETWORK-RESOURCE-TYPE as the Element Type. Click OK.


Adding the Network-Resource Manager as a source to the
IP-Analysis Manager
To add the Network-Resource Manager as a source of topology:


1 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_A in the Manager drop-
down list.


2 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select Topology > Add Source.


3 In the Add Source dialog box, type TEST_SERVER_RM in the Element Name field. Select
NETWORK-RESOURCE-TYPE as the Element Type. Click OK.


Adding the IP-Perspective Manager as a source to the IP-Analysis Manager
To add the IP-Perspective Manager as a source of topology:


1 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select TEST_SERVER_A in the Manager drop-
down list.


2 In the Domain Manager Administrative Console, select Topology > Add Source.


3 In the Add Source dialog box, select IP-PERSPECTIVE-TYPE in the Element Type drop-down list.
Type TEST_SERVER_P in the Element Name field. Click OK.


Discovering an instance of the Router class
To discover an instance of the Router class:


1 Initiate discovery.


2 Select Topology > Add Agent.


3 Type either the name or IP address of the router.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide describes various methods of
discovery.


4 Verify that the router and interface have been added to the topology.


5 Click within the Topology Browser Console topology tree .


6 Type Ctrl-Alt-m.


7 Right-click within the Topology Browser Console topology tree and select Refresh tree .


8 Verify that the following attributes have been added to the
Interface_Performance_CiscoRouter_Ethernet instance:
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9 TS_locIfInOverrun


10 TS_locIfInOverrunRate


11 TS_OverrunErrorRate


12 TS_OverrunErrorPct


Use the Attributes tab as shown in Attributes tab with the new attributes before polling.


Figure 4‑1.  Attributes tab with the new attributes before polling


Verifying the variable in the Polling and Settings Threshold dialog
box
In this example, the TS_OverrunThreshold attribute was added by


refining the NetworkAdapter_Performance_Setting class. The NetworkAdapter_Performance_Setting
class defines parameters that are used


for monitoring performance characteristics of a network adapter. These include basic parameters
common to all network adapters, such as utilization, errors, broadcast, and packet drops.


To verify the TS_OverrunThreshold attribute:


1 In the Domain Manager Administration Console, select Configure > Polling and Thresholds. The
Polling and Thresholds console opens.


2 In the left panel, select the Thresholds tab.


3 In the left panel, select Interface Groups.


4 Find the interface group to which your router interfaces are members.
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5 In the left panel, under the appropriate interface group, select Settings > Ethernet Interface/Port
Performance.


Note   If your router interfaces are members of Other Interfaces, then select Settings > Generic
Interface/Port Performance.


6 Verify that the value of the TS_OverrunThreshold attribute can be set as shown in 
TS_OverrunThreshold attribute in the Thresholds tab.


Figure 4‑2.  TS_OverrunThreshold attribute in the Thresholds tab
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7 In this example, subinterface performance analysis must be enabled. Scroll to the top of the
Parameters tab. Enable subinterface performance analysis if disabled as shown in Enabled
subinterface performance analysis.


Figure 4‑3.  Enabled subinterface performance analysis


Polling the new attributes
The expressions defined in an event are not evaluated and polled unless there is a subscription to that
event. The previous edit of the dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf file added a subscription to the
TS_HighOverrunRate event from the Global Manager. The Global Manager must be started for the
subscription to take effect and for polling of the new variables to commence.


Note   In this section, BASEDIR refers to the directory for the Service Assurance Manager.


To start polling the new attributes:


1 Type the following command to start the Global Manager:


t


                  # 


        


               


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SA -c ics --broker=localhost:426 --outputs


2 In the Global Console, attach to the TEST_SA Global Manager.


Once polling has started, the values of TS_locIfOverrun, TS_locIfInOverrunRate,
TS_OverrunErrorRate, and TS_OverrunErrorPct update and will appear similar to Attributes tab with
the new attributes after polling.
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Figure 4‑4.  Attributes tab with the new attributes after polling


TS_HighOverrunRate event in the Global Manager
When the TS_HighOverrunRate event is triggered by the TS_OverrunErrorPct value, the
TS_HighOverrunRate event is transferred to the Global Manager and displayed in the Global Console, as
shown in TS_HighOverrunRate event in the Global Manager.


Figure 4‑5.  TS_HighOverrunRate event in the Global Manager
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Guidelines and Syntax for
Dynamic Model Files 5
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Guidelines and requirements


n Adding a class to the model


n Updating an existing class in the model


Guidelines and requirements
A dynamic model file describes the model elements that extend the basic VMware Smart Assurance data
model. The following guidelines apply to dynamic model files:


n Typically, those classes that are related to each other are contained in the same dynamic model file.


n Dynamic model filenames may contain ASCII letters (A..Z,a..z), ASCII numbers (0...9), and the
underscore character (_), but may contain no other characters. The first character must be a letter.


n The dynamic model filename must be unique within the first 23 characters.


n The dynamic model file must have a .mdl filename extension.


n Create and edit the dynamic model files (those with extension .mdl) by using sm_edit.


n Dynamic model files must follow the syntax rules described in Adding a class to the model and 
Updating an existing class in the model.


n All refinements to a class must be contained in a single


n refine interface <classname> declaration. For example, you cannot have a


n refine interface Router declaration in the mymodel1.mdl file, and then another refine interface
Router in the mymodel2.mdl. Likewise, you cannot have more than one refine interface Router
declaration in the mymodel1.mdl file.


n Precede any new attributes, classes, aggregates or events that are defined with a unique tag, such
as “USR_”. You should not use "SM_" as this is already used by SDK.


n Avoid using the binary or byte data type, or the external keyword in any dynamic model files of the
IP Manager that you will be copying over to the Service Assurance Manager.
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n Dynamic model files must be located in either
BASEDIR/smarts/modelorBASEDIR/smarts/model/<config>. The <config> refers to the configuration
directory that is specified on the command line when the Domain Manager is started.


n The dynamic model files (those with extension .ldm) must be loaded into each Manager that requires
knowledge of the new topology and events. The loading of the dynamic model files incorporates them
into the runtime data model.


n When the option --dynamic is not added to the sm_server command, the Manager will load all
dynamic model files that can be loaded into a Manager (those with extension .ldm) located in:


BASEDIR/smarts/model/<config>


The <config> refers to the configuration directory that is specified on the sm_server command line
when the Domain Manager is started.


Chapter 6 The dynmodel Command Syntax and Options provides information on creating dynamic
model files that can be loaded into a Manager.


n When the --dynamic option is specified on the sm_server command line, the Manager will load all
dynamic model files that can be loaded into a Manager (those with extension .ldm) located in:


n BASEDIR/smarts/model


n BASEDIR/smarts/model/<config>.


The <config> refers to the configuration directory that is specified on the sm_server command
line when the Domain Manager is started.


Note   Two dash (--) characters precede the dynamic option of sm_server.


If a Manager is started by using sm_service, edit the sm_service command to include the --
dynamic option.


Adding a class to the model
First, the class to be added needs to be declared, as described in Adding the new class. Next, it is
compiled into a form that can be loaded into a Manager. Once the model that contains the new class is
loaded into the Manager, any operations and facilities available for common VMware Smart Assurance
classes in the Manager are now available for the new class. However, additional steps are needed to
actually discover and instantiate instances of the class.


Determining the parent of the new class
A new class is declared as a subclass of an existing ICIM class. The key is to determine which class
should be the parent class. This determination is based on several factors:


n How you want to search and report on the new class


n Functional similarities to existing elements in topology
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n The events, attributes, and relationships the new class needs to inherit


For example, suppose a class that represents a printer needs to be added to the model. A printer is a
physical element, similar to a router, switch, or host. Therefore, the printer class can be defined as a
subclass of UnitaryComputerSystem, which is the parent class of routers, switches, and hosts. The
printer class inherits all of the attributes, relationships, and events of the UnitaryComputerClass class.


Note   The IP Manager counts the instances of the ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem. If this is a problem
for you, you can inherit from either ICIM_System or ICIM_ComputerSystem. However, if you inherit
from either ICIM_System or ICIM_ComputerSystem you will have to add your new class into the
appropriate dxa to transfer the topology to the Global Manager. Chapter 3 Exercise 2 - Adding an
Attribute to the Router Class provides information about adding a class and its associated attributes
to dxa files.


Adding the new class
To add a new class to a model, use the interface keyword. The interface keyword indicates that any
declarations that follow define a new class.


The syntax is as follows:


interface <class_name>:<parent_class>


{


<declarations>


}


In this example the printer class inherits from the UnitaryComputerSystem class, and is named
SM_Printer.


interface SM_Printer:UnitaryComputerSystem


"Create a printer class inheriting from UCS"


{


 stored attribute string SM_PrtrLocation


 "Location of Printer"="";


}


The new class may include a description.


The VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide describes the <declarations> syntax. In
dynamic modeling, declarations include attributes, relationships, operations, problems, symptoms,
aggregates, and events.


Updating an existing class in the model
You may also make changes to the ICIM classes that already exist in the model installed on a
Domain Manager. An existing class can be extended by adding any of the following:


n Attribute
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n Relationship


n Event


n Aggregate


n Problem


n Symptom


n Operation


However, when a Manager, such as a Network-Resource Manager, is started, its model is loaded
from a library file. Dynamic modeling allows you to extend one of the classes in the library file by
adding new properties, such as attributes and events. However, you cannot delete any class
properties in the delivered library file.


In this example, several properties are declared in a class in the library file:


interface Host : ICIM_System


 "Host is a computer system that represents a workstation or server."


{


    export Down,


    Unresponsive;


    


    relationship SystemPackagedIn, Chassis, PackagesSystems


    problem Down =>


   Unresponsive, 


   Unresponsive explains;


    event Unresponsive = IsUnresponsive;


    stored attribute boolean IsUnresponsive = FALSE;


    stored attribute boolean IsAgentUnresponsive = FALSE;


}


Dynamic modeling allows a new property to be added or one of the existing properties to be modified.
However, the existing Unresponsive event, Down problem, SystemPackagedIn relationship, and the
IsUnresponsive and IsAgentUnresponsive attributes cannot be deleted.


refine interface keyword
To modify an existing class, use the refine interface keyword. The refine interface keyword indicates
that any declarations that follow will modify an existing ICIM class.


All refinements to a class must be contained in a single refine interface <classname> declaration. For
example, you cannot have a refine interface Router declaration in the mymodel1.mdl file, and then
another refine interface Router in the mymodel2.mdl. Likewise, you cannot have more than one refine
interface Router declaration in the mymodel1.mdl file.
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In this example, the stored attribute SM_RtrChassisType is added to the Chassis class. The Chassis
class is one of the ICIM classes.


refine interface Chassis


{


 stored attribute string SM_RtrChassisType;


}


Refining inherited class properties
You can refine inherited attributes, events, problems, symptoms, operations or relationships when you
create a new subclass. These class properties may be inherited from the parent class or any of the other
classes up the inheritance tree to the base class. The syntax for refining an inherited attribute, event,
problem, symptom, operation or relationship is:


interface <child_class> : <parent_class>


{


 refine <property declarations>


}


The refine syntax for each type of declaration such as an attribute, is the same as that described in the
VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide.


Adding an attribute
The syntax for adding a new attribute to an existing ICIM class is:


refine interface <ICIM_class_name>


{


<attribute declarations>


}


The following example adds the stored attribute SM_SerialNumber to the existing Router class.


refine interface Router


{


 stored attribute string SM_SerialNumber


 “Custom serial number stored in the Cisco”


 “chassis-id MIB (.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.3.6.3)”


 = “NotAvailable”;


}


For more information about attribute declarations and valid data types, see the
VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide.
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Adding a relationship
A new relationship (one-to-one or one-to-many) can be added to an existing ICIM class. The syntax for
adding a new relationship to an existing ICIM class is:


refine interface <ICIM_class_name>


{


<relationship declarations>


}


The following example adds a relationship, OSInstalled, to the existing ICIM class,
UnitaryComputerSystem.


refine interface UnitaryComputerSystem


{


 relationshipset OSInstalled, SM_OperatingSystem, OSRunningOn;


}


For more information about relationship declarations, see the
VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide.


Adding an event
A new event can be added to an existing ICIM class. The syntax for adding a new event to an existing
ICIM class is:


refine interface <ICIM_class_name>


{


<event declarations>


}


The following example adds the IPForwardingOn event to the existing ICIM class, Host.


refine interface Host


 {


  propagate attribute int min SM_ipForwarding


  "Value of ipFrowarding from SM_ipForwardingInstrument"


  <=SM_ipForwardingInstrument, InstrumentedBy, SM_ipForwarding;


  event IPForwardingOn "A Host has IPForwarding turned 


   on" = SM_ipForwarding==1;


  export IPForwardingOn;


 }


For more information about event declarations, see the
VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide.
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Adding an aggregate
A new aggregate can be added to an existing class. The syntax for adding a new aggregate to an existing
class is


refine interface <class_name>


{


<aggregate declarations>


}


The following example adds the DegradedWirelessConnectivity aggregate to the existing class,
SM_WirelessAccessPoint.


refine interface SM_WirelessAccessPoint


{


 stored attribute int MaxNumberIntended =20;


 propagate attribute int max SM_SignalDegradation


 <=SM_APInstrumentation, InstrumentedBy,


 SM_SignalDegradation;


 propagate attribute int max SM_NumberOfMACS


 <=SM_APInstrumentation, InstrumentedBy,


 SM_NumberofMACS;


 event PoorConnectivity “AP MIB returns loss in


 SignalPower (dB)” SM_SignalDegradation >10;


 event MaxUsersReached “Number of users on a signal


 AP device has been exceeded”


 SM_NumberOfMACS>MaxNumberIntended;


 aggregate DegradedWirelessConnectivity “Wireless


 connectivity for the AP is degraded” <= PoorConnectivity,


 MaxUsersReached;


 export DegradedWirelessConnectivity;


}


For more information about aggregate declarations, see the
VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide.


Adding a problem
A new problem can be added to an existing ICIM class. The syntax for adding a new problem to an
existing ICIM class is:


refine interface <ICIM_class_name>


{


<problem declarations>


}
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The following example adds the IPForwarded problem to the existing ICIM class, Host.


refine interface Host


 {


  propagate attribute int min SM_ipForwarding


  "Value of ipFrowarding from SM_ipForwardingInstrument"


  <=SM_ipForwardingInstrument, InstrumentedBy, SM_ipForwarding;


  event IPForwardingOn "A Host has IPForwarding turned 


   on" = SM_ipForwarding==1;


  problem IPForwarded =>


   IPForwardingOn,


   IPForwardingOn explains;


  export IPForwardingOn;


  export IPForwarded;


 }


For more information about problem declarations, see the
VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide.


Adding a symptom
A new symptom can be added to an existing ICIM class. The syntax for adding a new symptom to an
existing ICIM class is:


refine interface <ICIM_class_name>


{


<symptom declarations>


}


For more information about symptom declarations, see the
VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide.


Adding an operation
A new operation can be added to an existing ICIM class. The syntax for adding a new operation to an
existing ICIM class is:


refine interface <ICIM_class_name>


{


<operation declaration>


}


For more information about operation declarations, see the
VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide.
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The dynmodel Command
Syntax and Options 6
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Syntax and options


n Pragmas


Syntax and options
After you create dynamic model files, the class and property declarations must be compiled into a form
that can be loaded by a Manager. The dynamic model compiler, dynmodel, is used to compile the
modified model files.


The dynmodel compiler is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/bin/ directory.


The dynmodel command is used to invoke the dynamic model compiler on one or more files that contain
model class definitions. The compiler checks the MODEL syntax but does not verify compatibility with
other models, including name resolution. The dynamic model compiler generates a corresponding model
file, for each input file, that can be loaded into a Manager. The generated files can be loaded by a
Manager as part of the data model.


The syntax of the dynmodel command is:


dynmodel [<options>] <mdl-files>


where:


n <options> may be in any order, but must precede the .mdl files. Options are defined in Command line
options for the dynmodel command.


n <mdl-files> specify one or more files, separated by a space.


Table 6‑1.  Command line options for the dynmodel command


option Description


-w Suppress generation of warning messages produced by the compiler.


-Wb,ProblemMode Compile dynamic model files that have added or refined problems and symptoms.


--help Prints the compiler’s command line options and then exits.


--version Prints the compiler’s version information and then exits.
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Table 6‑1.  Command line options for the dynmodel command (Continued)


option Description


--l10nsrc The base directory that holds locale source files.The default is l10nsrc.


When dynmodel generates Resource Packages it incorporates files for each model based
on <dir>/<pkg_id>


where:


<pkg_id> is the model filename less its extension, plus "_mm", and then truncated at 23
characters.


This option must be used in conjuction with the --locales option.


Note   This option is not available in the Service Assurance Manager.


--locales A comma-delimited list of locales which correspond to localized text files to be
incorporated into the Resource Package for model files.


This option must be used in conjuction with the --locales option.


Note   This option is not available in the Service Assurance Manager.


In this example, the command line suppresses the generation of warning messages produced when
compiling the mymodel.mdl file.


dynmodel -w mymodel.mdl


The dynmodel command creates the following files in the BASEDIR/smarts/model directory, where
<modelname> is the name of a dynamic model. Files and directories generated by the dynmodel compiler
describes the set of files that is created for each of the dynamic model files included on the command
line.


Table 6‑2.  Files and directories generated by the dynmodel compiler


Generated file or directory Description


<modelname>.ldm The version of the dynamic model that is loaded into a Domain Manager.


<modelname>_mmbe.dat The Big Endian message file for the MODEL interface, attribute, and event
descriptions


<modelname>_mmle.dat The Little Endian message file for the MODEL interface, attribute, and event
descriptions


<modelname>_mm.txt The Resource Package source that contains MODEL text.


<modelname>_mm A directory created for holding temporary files needed during the dynamic model
compilation process.


Note   Do not remove this directory.


For example, the following commands compile the Asset.mdl and AssetUCS.mdl dynamic model files:


         # 


        


         cd 


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/local/model
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            # 


        


         


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/bin/dynmodel Asset.mdl AssetUCS.mdl


      


When the Asset.mdl and AssetUCS.mdl dynamic model files are compiled, the following set of files and
directories are produced:


n Asset.ldm


n Asset_mmbe.dat


n Asset_mmle.dat


n Asset_mm.txt


n Asset_mm


n AssetUCS.ldm


n AssetUCS_mmbe.dat


n AssetUCS_mmle.dat


n AssetUCS_mm.txt


n AssetUCS_mm


Asset.ldm is the version of the dynamic model file that can be loaded by a Manager. Likewise, 


AssetUCS.ldm is the version of the dynamic model file AssetUCS.mdlthat can be loaded by a Manager.


Using the --l10nsrc and --locales options
The --l10nsrc and --locales options cannot be used independently. You must either include both options
on the command line or exclude both options from the command line.


The two options are applied uniformly to all model files on the command line. If you want to compile two
(or more) models that have a different list of locales or with different l10nsrc base directories, then you
need to use two (or more) different dynmodel calls.


When dynmodel generates Resource Packages, it will incorporate files for each model based
on<dir>/<pkg_id> (where <pkgId> is the model file name less its extension, plus "_mm", then truncated at
23 characters.


In this example, dynmodel compiles two models, model1 and model2. The dynmodel compiler
incorporates ./mysource/model1_mm/ja.txt and ./mysource/model1_mm/de.txt into model1’s .dat file. The
dynmodel compiler also incorporates ./mysource/model2_mm/ja.txt and ./mysource/model2_mm/de.txt
into model2's .dat file.


dynmodel model1 model2 --l10nsrc=mysource --locales=ja,de
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If you do not include the --l10nsrc and --locales options then dynmodel will not look for any
localization .txt files, and the .dat file for the model will only support the native language of the .mdl file.


Pragmas
Pragmas can be used in dynamic model files to convey SNMP MIB qualities, and other directives, to the
dynamic model compiler. Pragmas used in dynamic modeling lists the available pragmas.


Table 6‑3.  Pragmas used in dynamic modeling


Pragma Description


#pragma DotNotation Specifies that an SNMP instrumented attribute is to be converted from dotted
notation when retrieved from an SNMP agent.


#pragma HexNotation Specifies that an SNMP instrumented attribute is to be converted from hex notation
when retrieved from an SNMP agent.


#pragma Local Operation Locks only the object on which the operation is invoked. Normally, the dynamic
model compiler generates code so that invoking an operation implicitly locks the
entire repository.


#pragma ObjectID Appears before an instrumented attribute declaration of type string whose value is
the OID of an SNMP device. This pragma tells the repository to convert the OID
type returned by the SNMP agent into a MODEL string.


#pragma Uses Propagation Must appear before the attribute declaration to which it applies. This pragma tells
the dynamic model compiler that access to this attribute may require access to
other repository instances. Use this pragma before any attribute that can be
refined as propagated or as computed with an expression that refers to other
propagated attributes. This pragma locks the entire repository, however, the lock
type (read/write) will be according to the type of operation called on the attribute.
For example, if you are setting the value of an attribute, it will be a write lock.


#pragma WrapCounter Specifies that an SNMP instrumented attribute is to be treated as a wrapping
counter, which affects comparisons of previous and current values.
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Methods of Creating Classes
and Populating Attributes 7
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Overview


n Using dmctl


n Populating attributes by using an SDK API


n Discovery customization


Overview
For new classes added by dynamic modeling, instances of the class must be discovered and added to
the repository. In addition, new attributes need to be populated with values.


There are several methods that may be used to create instances of new classes or to populate values of
new attributes:


n The dmctl command


n Text file accessed by one of the SDK APIs (PERL, C, Java)


n ASL scripts


n Working with scripts that are invoked as part of the postprocessing phase ofthe discovery mechanism


Using dmctl
The dmctl command is a command line tool for interacting with a Manager. It may be used to create
instances of new classes or manually populate attributes in a Manager. It can either execute commands
typed at the command line, execute commands read from a batch file, or interactively read commands
that the you type.


If the Global Manager is already running, and you use dmctl to modify class properties that it subscribes
to, you need to re-synchronize the topology. Synchronizing topology changes with the Global Manager
provides additional information.
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Command-line mode
To run dmctl in command-line mode, connect to the Manager and type the command by using the
following syntax:


         # 


        


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/bin/dmctl -s


         <manager_name> [--broker=


         <host>


         :


         <port>] <command_name>


         <command_params>


      


where:


n <manager_name> is the name of the Manager.


n <host> is the host on which the Broker resides.


n <port> is the port on the host from which the Broker can be accessed.


n <command_name> is the name of the command.


n <command_params> is the list of the parameters for the command.


Note   The --broker option is optional. The default value is localhost:426.


The following command, starts dmctl interacting with the TEST_SERVER Manager and creates an
instance of the SM_Printer class, named HP_Printer1:


               


                  # 


        


               


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/dmctl -s TEST_SERVER create SM_Printer::HP_Printer1


            


You can also use dmctl to verify that a class has been added. For example:


# 


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               


               /bin/dmctl -n TEST_SERVER_RM getInstances <classname>


where:
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n <classname> is the name of the class you want to verify.


If the class is not loaded, dmctl will display output similar to:


MR-E-CLASS_NOT_FOUND_EX-Cannot find class '<classname>'


If the class has been added, dmctl will output a (possibly empty) list of instances.


Interactively
To run dmctl interactively, connect to the Manager as follows:


         # 


        


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/bin/dmctl -s


         <server_name> [--broker=


         <host>


         :


         <port>]


where:


n <server_name> is the name of the Manager.


n <host> is the host on which the Broker resides.


n <port> is the port on the host from which the Broker can be accessed.


Note   The --broker option is optional. The default value is localhost:426.


The following command, starts dmctl interacting with the TEST_SERVER Manager registered with
the broker running on the local host and port 426. At the prompts, type the username and password.


               # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/dmctl -s TEST_SERVER --broker=localhost:426


            


The output appears similar to the following:


>dmctl -s TEST_SERVER --broker=localhost:426


Server TEST_SERVER User: admin


admin’s Password: XXXXXXX


Domain Manager Control Program (v9.0.0.1) -- Type ‘help’ for a


list of commands.


Attached to ‘TEST_SERVER’


dmctl>
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Once attached to the Manager, use the create command to create an instance of a class:


create <class_name>::<instance_name>


where:


n <class_name> is the name of the class.


n <instance_name> is the name of the instance of the class.


For example, type the following command to create an instance of the SM_Printer class, named
HP_Printer1:


dmctl>create SM_Printer::HP_Printer1


            


The getClasses command lists all of the classes in the repository.


You can also populate the value of an attribute by using the put command:


               put <class_name>::<instance_name>::<property_name> <value> 


where:


n <class_name> is the name of the class.


n <instance_name> is the name of the instance of the class.


n <property_name> is the name of the property in the class instance.


n <value> is the value of the property.


For example, type the following command to populate the value of the SM_SerialNumber attribute
associated with router-1.mynet.com (an instance of the Router class):


dmctl>put Router::router-1.mynet.com::SM_SerialNumber 123456abc


            


Batch mode
The dmctl command may also be run in batch mode by passing it a filename. The batch file is created by
using a text editor and consists of a series of dmctl commands, with one command per line.


The following batch file creates two instances of the Printer class, and sets the value of the
SM_SerialNumber attribute for an instance of the Router class:


create SM_Printer::HP_Printer1


create SM_Printer::HP_Printer2


put Router::lab-gw::SM_SerialNumber 123456abc
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Before running dmctl in batch mode, change the directory to the location of the batch file. The following
example runs dmctl in batch mode:


t# 


        


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/bin/dmctl --server=TEST_SERVER_RM


         


         --broker=localhost:426 --file=test_dmctl_batch.txts


Resulting topology from dmctl batch file “test_dmctl_batch.txt” shows the two new printers and the new
value of the Router serial number in topology.


1 New Instances of SM_Printer Class


New Value of SM_SerialNumber


Figure 7‑1.  Resulting topology from dmctl batch file “test_dmctl_batch.txt”


Synchronizing topology changes with the Global Manager
If the Global Manager is already running, and you modify class properties that it subscribes to, you need
to resynchronize the topology in order for Global Manager to reflect the changes. From the command line,
type the following:


t# 


        


         BASEDIR


         /smarts/bin/dmctl -s <GLOBAL_MANAGER> invoke GA_Driver::<


            Domain Manager


         >_Topo-Driver starts


where:


n <GLOBAL_MANAGER> is the name of the Global Manager.
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n <Domain Manager> is the name of the underlying Domain Manager that is being synchronized.


For example:


t# 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/dmctl -s TEST_SA invoke GA_Driver::TEST_SERVER_Topo-Driver starts


Populating attributes by using an SDK API
This section describes how to populate attributes with the SDK API.


PERL API
The following is an example of a PERL script that can be used to populate the value of the
SM_SerialNumber attribute in the Router class. The VMware Smart Assurance Perl Reference Guide
provides additional information.


use InCharge::session;


#Establish a connection to the VMware Smart Assurance Server


$session=InCharge::session->new( server=>"TEST_SERVER_EX2",


            broker =>"localhost:426",


            user=>"admin",


            password=>"ad1");


# Create a handle to the object router-1.mynet.com


$deviceHandle=$session->object("Router","router-1.mynet.com");


# Retrieve value of current Serial Number


$currentSerial=$deviceHandle->{SM_SerialNumber};


print "Current Serial Number: $currentSerial \n";


#Assign a value to the attribute SM_SerialNumber of device router-1.mynet.com


$deviceHandle->{SM_SerialNumber}="123456abc";


# Print the new value


print "New Serial is: $deviceHandle->{SM_SerialNumber}";


ASL
The following is an example of an ASL script that can be used to populate the value of the
SM_SerialNumber attribute in the Router class. The VMware Smart Assurance ASL Reference Guide
provides additional information.


START{


 ..eol


 }


 do


 {


  /* Retrieve existing value */


  objHandle=object("Router","router-1.mynet.com");


  print("Current serial: ".objHandle->SM_SerialNumber);
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  /* Assign a new value */


  objHandle->SM_SerialNumber="123456abc";


  print("New serial: ".objHandle->SM_SerialNumber);


  


  stop();


 }


Discovery customization
This example populates the value of SM_SerialNumber (an attribute in the Router class) by querying a
MIB. The postprocessing scripts can be used to query a MIB during discovery.


First, a driver is created that sets up the process of querying the MIB for the value of SM_SerialNumber. A
driver is an instance of the GA_Driver class, and in this example it is defined in an import file. The import
file is loaded into the test Network-Resource Manager when it is started with the sm_server command.


During a discovery, the custom-end-system.asl script is automatically run for each device after Phase III
(discovery probing). Additional rules are added to this file. Within these rules, if the object is a router, it
launches the driver that was created when the import file was read into memory. The driver executes and
retrieves the values in the appropriate OID. The results are then forwarded to an ASL script that parses
the input and populates the value of the SM_SerialNumber attribute.


This process is summarized in Figure 15 on page 98.


1 1


2 2


3 3


4 4


5 5


DISCOVERY_serialNumber.import


custom-end-system.asl


The import file is loaded into the Manager memory at runtime. An instance of GA_Driver is created
that defines the input source, how the input is parsed, and which repository the attribute value is
stored in.


This discovery postprocessing script is executed during the discovery process.


This discovery postprocessing script invokes the GA_Driver that was loaded into memory when the
Manager was started.


The GA_Driver performs an SNMPWalk to retrieve the value from the MIB


The input that is retrieved is parsed by this ASL script (defined by the GA_Driver) and assigned to the
appropriate instance and attribute.


dynmodel-sn.asl
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Figure 7‑2.  Using the discovery postprocessing mechanism


Creating the driver
First, you create a driver that sets up the process of querying the MIB for the value of SM_SerialNumber.


A driver is an instance of the GA_Driver class, and is composed of three parts:


n Front End — The source of the input (defined by the ReadsInputFrom attribute of the GA_Driver
class).


n Rule Set — The ASL script that parses through the input string to determine the values of the
attributes (defined by the ReadsRulesFrom attribute of the GA_Driver class).


n Back End — The repository where the attribute values that are parsed from the input string are
stored.


In this example, the back end is the Manager that is started with the sm_server command and loads
the import file. The value for the root OID in this example is for a Cisco router, Cisco chassis-id MIB
(3).


To create an import file:


a Start editing the import file.


t # 


        


                     BASEDIR


                     /smarts/bin/sm_edit --create


                     


                      conf/discovery/DISCOVERY_serialNumber.imports


b Type the following lines into the DISCOVERY_serialNumber.importfile:


                      GA_Driver::DynModel-SerialNumber-Driver {


                       ReadsInputFrom = SNMP_WalkFE::DynModel-SN-FrontEnd


                       {


                        retries =5


                        rootOIDs = {


                          { 10, ".1.3.6.1.4.1.9.3.6.3" }


                        }


                        trace=FALSE


                       }


                     


                       ReadsRulesFrom = GA_RuleSet::DynModel-SN-RuleSet


                       { fileName = "discovery/dynmodel-sn.asl" 


                        trace=FALSE}


                     


                     


                      waitForCompletion =TRUE


                     }
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c Save and close the DISCOVERY_serialNumber.import file.


The DISCOVERY_serialNumber.import file is saved into the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


In this import file, an instance of the GA_Driver class is created, named DynModel-SerialNumber-
Driver. Since an OID is queried for its value, a SNMP_WalkFE front end is used. The
SNMP_WalkFE instance, DynModel-SN-FrontEnd:


n Retrieves all of the MIB objects under a set of root OIDs.


n Converts the values to ASCII and markers.


n Passes them to the ASL file that is defined to parse the input..


In this import file, the ASL file is defined by the ReadRulesFrom attribute as discovery/dynmodel-
sn.asl.


Editing custom-end-system.asl
During a discovery, the custom-end-system.asl script is automatically run for each device after Phase III
(discovery probing). At the end of the custom-end-system.asl script is a section where you can add your
own processing for each device, as shown in Modifying custom-end-system.asl.


START {


/*


* Add Parsing rules here.


*/


.. eol


} do {


/*


* Add processing rules here.


*/


stop();


}


New processing rules are added here.


Figure 7‑3.  Modifying custom-end-system.asl


To add custom processing:


1 Start editing the custom-end-system.asl file, by using sm_edit:


               # 


        


               cd


               BASEDIR
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               /smarts/bin


               # 


        


               sm_edit rules/discovery/custom/custom-end-system.asl


            


2 Type the following lines after Add processing rules here in the START rule.


               /* Check first if the object is a router since you have only added


               * serial number of the router class */


               if (nodeObj->CreationClassName =="Router")


               {


                /* Setup a handle to the internal GA_Driver's


                GA_Parameters instance for custom-end-system.asl */


                  cesObj=this->findMyParameters();


               


                /* This statement creates the object handle to the


                * driver defined in our import file


                * DISCOVERY_serialNumber.import. */


                DynModelSerialNumberDriverObj = object("DynModel-SerialNumber-Driver");


                /* Now you kick off the GA _Driver that you have defined


                * in the import file whose purpose is to poll the device


                * for some MIB values and return it.   You start the driver


                * by calling the operation startWithParamters and pass as an


                * argument the parameters that are available through cesOBJ.


                  *


                  * Note, since the driver in the import file uses


                * SNMPWalkFE as the frontend, the results from this


                * front end are in the form of OID|Value


                * for example, a sample output is: 


                * .1.3.6.1.2.1.25.1.1.0|6297154|;  


                * therefore the ASL script dynmodel-sn.asl


                * defined by the driver in the import file has to


                * parse the output in this format.


                */


                print("Starting DynModel-SerialNumber-Driver...");


                DynModelSerialNumberDriverObj->startWithParameters(cesObj);


               }


            


3 Save and close the custom-end-system.asl file.


The custom-end-system.asl file is saved into the BASEDIR/smarts/local/rules/discovery/custom
directory.


Creating the script to parse the value of SM_SerialNumber
This script parses the results of the SNMPWalk to retrieve the value of SM_SerialNumber.
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To create the script:


1 Start editing the ASL file.


               # 


        


               cd


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin


               # 


        


               sm_edit --create rules/discovery/dynmodel-sn.asl


            


2 Type the following lines into the dynmodel-sn.asl file:


               /* Create a handle to the SNMP Agent object */


                agentObj=object(AgentName);


               


                /* Test that the results are not null */


                if (agentObj->isNull()  ) {


                 print("***********Error in dynmodelsn.asl********");


                 stop();


                 }


                /* DEBUG= TRUE; */


               


               


                /* Get a handle to the actual device by using the getSystem


               


                operation available through the agent object handle */


                nodeObj=agentObj->getSystem();


                print("NODE:".nodeObj->DisplayClassName);


                START{


                 SERIAL  


                }


                /* fs is need as field separators in this parsing.*/


                /* This OID matches what was defined in the import file */


                serialNumberOID {


                 ".1.3.6.1.4.1.9.3.6.3"


                }


                SERIAL{


                 oid:{ serialNumberOID.".".integer }  fs


                 serial:word fs


                 }


                 do{


                  /* As the snmpwalk returns a value without knowing the


               


                 type, you need to use hexToString to convert the


                   * result from hex to ASCII string */


                  serial=hexToString(serial);


               


                 /* Assign the results to the new SM_SerialNumber


               


                 attribute */
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                 nodeObj->SM_SerialNumber=serial;


               


                stop();


                }


            


3 Save and close the dynmodel-sn.asl file.


The dynmodel-sn.asl file is saved into the BASEDIR/smarts/local/rules/discovery directory.


Restarting the Network-Resource Manager
Once the driver has been created, and the custom-end-system.asl and dynmodel-sn.asl files have been
edited, the Network-Resource Manager needs to be restarted.


To restart the Network-Resource Manager:


1 Stop the test Network-Resource Manager.


2 Reload the compiled dynamic model file into the test Network-Resource Manager.


               # 


        


               cd


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/local/model


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER -c icf-r 


               


                --broker=localhost:426 --dynamics
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Updating the Global Manager 8
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Loading the dynamic model enhancements


n Transferring topology and events


Loading the dynamic model enhancements
If the new topology needs to be accessible by the Global Manager, then the dynamic model files must be
loaded into the Global Manager. In addition, the Global Manager configuration file must be modified to
subscribe to new events.


Note   BASEDIR is the directory for the Service Assurance Manager.


To load the dynamic model enhancements into the Global Manager:


1 Copy the appropriate dynamic model files (.mdl files) to the Service Assurance Manager’s
BASEDIR/smarts/local/modeldirectory.


All subsequent steps refer to the copies of the dynamic model files in the
Service Assurance Manager’s BASEDIR/smarts/local/modeldirectory.


2 Remove any instances of the binary data type from the dynamic model files.


3 Replace any instances of the byte data type with the int data type in the dynamic model files.


4 Remove any instances of the external keyword in the dynamic model files.


5 Remove any problems or events in the dynamic model files.


6 Compile the dynamic model files.


For example, to compile the Example2.mdl dynamic model file:


               # 


        


               cd


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/local/model


               # 
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               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/dynmodel Example2.mdl


            


7 Load the compiled dynamic model files into the Global Manager.


For example:


t# 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SA -c ics 


               


                --broker=localhost:426 --output --dynamics 


Transferring topology and events
The BASEDIR/smarts/conf/ics/ics-default.xml file is the configuration file for the Global Manager. This file
designates which dxa files are used to transfer events and topology from the
Network-Resource Manager, IP-Perspective Manager, and IP-Analysis Manager into the Global Manager.
The ics-default.xml file contains a separate section for each of the three Domain Managers. Each section
indicates the dxa file that is used for that particular Domain Manager.


In this example, the ics-default.xml file sets dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf as the dxa file that defines which
topology and events to transfer from a Network-Resource-Suite to the Global Manager.


<domaintype 


     name="Network-Resource-Suite" 


     dxaConfFile="dxa-net-rm-conn-perf.conf" 


     MinimumCertainty="0.01" 


     SmoothingInterval="65"> 


     <description>Type for Network Resource Connectivity and Performance Suite</description>


     <hook enable="False">ics/dxa-sample-hook.asl</hook>


     <domainname>Network-Resource</domainname>


 </domaintype>


Transferring topology
The first section of the dxa configurationfile provides a listing of what classes, and attributes of those
classes, will be transferred from the Manager to the Global Manager. If an attribute has been added to an
existing ICIM class, and you want that attribute to appear in the Global Manager, then the class and
attribute must be added to this listing.


Note   Use sm_edit to edit the dxa configuration file.
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For example, the attribute SM_SerialNumber is added to the Router class. To add the SM_SerialNumber
attribute in the Global Manager, the following lines would be typed (shown in bold) before the entry for
the ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem, as illustrated:


# Remote Name of Class/Property        Mapped Name of Class/Property


server   Network-Resource


class   Router


         attr    SM_SerialNumber


class   ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem           Node


attr    Certification


attr    DisplayName


attr    Description


attr    Location


attr    Model


attr    PrimaryOwnerContact


attr    Type


attr    Vendor


rel     ConnectedVia


The addition of these two lines configures the Global Manager to subscribe to topology changes for the
new SM_SerialNumber attribute of the Router class.


Transferring events
In order for the event that is generated by one of the IP Manager Domain Managers to appear in the
Global Manager, you need to edit the appropriate dxa configuration file to subscribe to the new event.


Events are based on expressions that are created based on attribute values. These attribute values are
not polled for unless there is a subscription to the event that utilizes this value.


Note   Use sm_edit to edit the dxa configuration file.


Subscribing to the event
Event and notification subscriptions in the Global Manager are configured within dxa configuration files by
using the sub keyword. Patterns (regular expressions) separated by "::" match the class name, instance
name, and event name in the Domain Manager.


The syntax is as follows:


sub <classPattern>::<instancePattern>::<eventPattern>/<modifiers>


where:


n <classPattern> is the pattern to match for the class name.


n <instancePattern> is the pattern to match for the name of the instance.


n <eventPattern> is the pattern to match for the name of the problem or event.


n <modifiers> can have the following values:


n p = problem
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n e = event


n a = aggregates


n n = notifications


For example:


# Subscriptions


.


.


sub     ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem::.*::DiscoveryError/e


sub     ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem::.*::Unresponsive/e


.


.


To subscribe to a new event, add a line to this Subscriptions section. For example, to subscribe to
a new IPForwardingOn event in the Host class, the following line is added:


sub  Host::.*::IPForwardingOn/e


Setting the notification characteristics of the event
The next section of the dxa file defines the category and severity associated with each of the subscribed
events.


#COMPUTER SYSTEMS


sev  ExternalPowerSupply  Down               Operational 1


sev  Host      Unresponsive       Operational 1


sev  Host       AgentUnresponsive  Operational 2


sev  Application       Unresponsive       Operational 2


The syntax is:


         sev


         <Class_Name>


         <Problem_Event_Name>


         <category>


         <severity_code>


      


where <severity_code> can have one of the following values:


n 1 = red, critical.


n 2 = orange, major.


n 3 - yellow, minor.


n 4 = cyan, unknown.
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n 5 = green, normal.


The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager and Server Performance Manager User Guide
and VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager User Guide provide additional information
concerning the valid values for <category>.


To set the category and severity of an event that you have created, add a new line to this section. For
example, to define the severity and category for the new IPForwardingOn event, add the following
line:


sev  Host    IPForwardingOn       Operational 3
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Troubleshooting 9
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Overview


n Loading errors


n Discovery errors


Overview
This appendix describes common problems and their resolutions. The problems are categorized as:


n Compilation — Errors that may occur while compiling dynamic models.


n Loading — Errors that may occur while loading dynamic models into a Manager.


n Discovery — Errors that may occur when discovering new classes and populating attributes.


Loading errors
This section explains some common errors that you may encounter while loading dynamic models into an
Manager.


Note   If you include the --output option with the sm_server command used to load dynamic models into
an Manager, these error messages appear in the log file. Otherwise, these error messages are displayed
on the command console.


Missing ICU files
The following error is encountered when the <modelname>_mmbe.dat and <modelname>_mmle.dat files
have not been copied over to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n directory, after the model files have been compiled
using dynmodel.


[September 28, 2009 3:30:19 PM EDT +834ms] t@1119086912 LDM file processing #1


DYN-W-CANT_LOAD_DAT-Can't load ICU dat file 'Example1_mm' version 4ac10ddd (pkgname 


'Example1_mm4ac10ddd')


 CI-REGISTER_PKG-Error occurred while registering package 'Example1_mm4ac10ddd'; in file 


"/work/blackcurrent/DMT-9.0.0.X/1189/smarts/clsapi/ci_i18n.c" at line 290


 I18N-EACCES_PKGFILE-Cannot access resource bundle file
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Solution
From the BASEDIR/smarts/model directory, copy the <modelname>_mmbe.dat and
<modelname>_mmle.dat files to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n directory.


For example, copy the following files to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n directory:


n Example1_mmbe.dat


n Example1_mmle.dat


Note   You must copy the <modelname>_mmbe.dat and <modelname>_mmle.dat files to the
SM_SITEMOD/l10n directory every time you compile the <modelname>.mdl file using the dynmodel
compiler.


Duplicate OID entries
The following error is encountered when an OID is defined in more than one oid2type file. In this example,
the printer OID was added to BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/oid2type_Field.conf so that this printer
would be added to topology as an instance of SM_Printer. However, this OID is also defined in another
oid2type file.


[November 3, 2009 12:35:08 PM EST +668ms] t@1150445888 InCharge Framework


ASL_MSG-*-ASLP-discovery/discovery-init.asl: 


DSCV-W-While loading oid2type files, the following entries are duplicate


[November 3, 2009 12:35:08 PM EST +668ms] t@1150445888 InCharge Framework


ASL_MSG-*-ASLP-discovery/discovery-init.asl: .1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.9.1 in file: 


BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/oid2type_Field.conf


Solution
Determine which oid2type_*.conf file contains the duplicate entry. Use sm_edit to edit the oid2type file
that contains the duplicate entry and comment out the entry.


For example, the printer OID in this error is also defined in
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/oid2type_Misc.conf.


1 Edit the file by using sm_edit.


               BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_edit conf/discovery/oid2type_Misc.conf


2 Comment out the entry for the duplicate OID, by preceding the lines with a pound sign (#):


 #.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.9.1 {


 #  TYPE = Host


 #  VENDOR = HP


 #  CERTIFICATION = VALIDATED


 #
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 #INSTRUMENTATION:


 #  Interface-Fault   = MIB2


 #  Interface-Performance  = MIB2


 #}


3 Save and close the file. The edited copy is saved in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/
directory.


4 Restart the Manager with the --dynamic option.


Manager cannot restore topology
An error, similar to the following, is encountered when you try to start a Manager


[November 3, 2009 12:11:00 PM EST +288ms] t@1141098816 InCharge Framework


ICF-E-EINIT-While initializing the InCharge application


 ICF-ERESTOREREPOS-While attempting to restore topology from file 


BASEDIR/smarts/local/repos/icf/TEST_SERVER_RM.rps


 MR-CANTCREATE_INSTANCE-'SM_Printer::CAXTON' could not be created.  ; in file 


"/work/blackcurrent/DMT-9.0.0.X/1201/smarts/repos/mr/dyn_acc.c" at line 2829


 MR-CLASS_NOT_FOUND-Class of given name 'SM_Printer' not found; in file 


"/work/blackcurrent/DMT-9.0.0.X/1201/smarts/repos/mr/dyn_acc.c" at line 1709


[November 3, 2009 12:11:00 PM EST +430ms] t@1141098816 InCharge Framework


SVIF-N-SHUTDOWN-Shutting down...


This error is occurring because you have an instance of a class in the repository, but the class is not
defined in the data model of the Manager. Similar errors occur for attributes, events, operations,
problems, symptoms, or aggregates that are in the repository, but not defined in the data model of the
Manager.


For example, a dynamic model file was previously loaded into the Manager. The dynamic model file
added a new class called, SM_Printer. An instance of the SM_Printer class was discovered and added to
the repository of the Manager.


Now, when you invoke the sm_server command the appropriate dynamic model file must be in the
proper directory. The directory is determined by whether or not you are including the --dynamic option on
the sm_server command line. If you are not loading the dynamic model enhancements into the
Manager’s data model, then the SM_Printer class does not exist in the Manager’s data model. The
instance of SM_Printer still exists in the repository, and the system tries to restore the instance of
SM_Printer that was previously discovered. However, the class does not exist.


Solution
If you want the dynamic model enhancements and the previously discovered topology to be restored in
the Manager, then place your dynamic model in the appropriate directory. The directory is based on your
use of the --dynamic option when you invoke sm_server.


Including the --dynamic option on the command line when you start up a Manager, loads all of the .ldm
files in the following directories:


n BASEDIR/smarts/model
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n BASEDIR/smarts/model / <config>


The <config> refers to the configuration directory that is specified on the command line when the
Domain Manager is started.


If you start a Manager without the --dynamicoption, then only the following .ldm files will be loaded:


n BASEDIR/smarts/local/model /<config>


The <config> refers to the configuration directory that is specified on the command line when the
Domain Manager is started.


If you want to discard the dynamic model enhancements, including any topology changes that were
discovered for the dynamic model enhancements, then invoke the sm_server command with the --
ignore-restore-errors option.


t # 


        


               BASEDIR


               /smarts/bin/sm_server -n TEST_SERVER -c icf-r 


               


                --broker=localhost:426 --bootstrap=bootstrap-am.conf


               


                --ignore-restore-errorss


Unable to open <ldmfilename>
The .ldm file, <ldmfilename>, cannot be opened by the Manager. BASEDIR/smarts/model directory.


Solution
Verify that <ldmfilename> has the correct read permissions. This error should be pretty rare, since most
Managers are started by root. They have administrative privileges.


DYN-E-CLASS_NAME_ALREADY_EXIST
The name of a class declared in the .mdl source file, at the given line number, conflicts with an existing
class name in the configuration already loaded.


Solution
You must choose a different class name.


1 Edit the .mdl file.


2 Run dynmodel.


3 Copy the <modelname>_mmbe.dat and <modelname>_mmle.dat files to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n
directory.


4 Restart the Manager with the --dynamic option.
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DYN-E-STRUCT_NAME_ALREADY_EXISTS
The name of a structure declared in the .mdl source file, at the given line number, conflicts with an
existing structure name in the configuration already loaded.


Solution
You must choose a different structure name.


1 Edit the .mdl file.


2 Run dynmodel.


3 Copy the <modelname>_mmbe.dat and <modelname>_mmle.dat files to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n
directory.


4 Restart the Manager with the --dynamic option.


DYN-E-ENUMERATION_NAME_ALREADY_EXISTS
The name of an enumeration declared in the .mdl source file, at the given line number, conflicts with an
existing enumeration name in the configuration already loaded.


Solution
You must choose a different enumeration name.


1 Edit the .mdl file.


2 Run dynmodel.


3 Copy the <modelname>_mmbe.dat and <modelname>_mmle.dat files to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n
directory.


4 Restart the Manager with the --dynamic option.


DYN-E-ATTRIBUTE_NAME_ALREADY_EXISTS
The name of an attribute declared in the .mdl source file, at the given line number, conflicts with an
existing attribute name in the configuration already loaded.


Solution
You must choose a different attribute name.


1 Edit the .mdl file.


2 Run dynmodel.


3 Copy the <modelname>_mmbe.dat and <modelname>_mmle.dat files to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n
directory.


4 Restart the Manager with the --dynamic option.
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DYN-E-EVENT_NAME_ALREADY_EXISTS
The name of an event declared in the .mdl source file, at the given line number, conflicts with an existing
name in the configuration already loaded.


Solution
You must choose a different event name.


1 Edit the .mdl file.


2 Run dynmodel.


3 Copy the <modelname>_mmbe.dat and <modelname>_mmle.dat files to the SM_SITEMOD/l10n
directory.


4 Restart the Manager with the --dynamic option.


DYN-E-NO_AGGREG_OP
A property that is propagated across a relationshipset needs an aggregation operator. The Dynamic
MODEL compiler cannot tell whether a name is a relation or a relationshipset until runtime, so it does not
require an aggregation operator. This message is followed by the class name, propagated property name,
and relationshipset name.


         <classname>:<property>:<relationshipset>


      


Solution
Find the .mdl source file which declares the propagated property and add the aggregation operator to the
propagated property declaration.


Discovery errors
This section explains some of the errors that you may encounter while discovering classes and populating
attributes.


Class property changes do not appear in Service Assurance
You modified class properties, such as attribute values, in the underlying Domain Manager, but you do
not see those changes reflected in the Global Manager. The problem is that the topology in the underlying
Domain Manager and the Global Manager are no longer synchronized.


Solution
You can synchronize the topology between an underlying Domain Manager and the Global Manager by:


n Initiating a discovery.
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n Using the dmctl command. Synchronizing topology changes with the Global Manager provides
additional information.


Running the ASL scripts


ASL-ERROR_PUT
The following error usually occurs when there is a misspelling or missing capital letters. For example, the
following error was generated because filename was used instead of fileName:


# ASL-ERROR_PUT-While attempting to set property 'filename' of object


#     'GA_RuleSet::DynModel-OS-RuleSet'


#CI-EGENERIC-filename


# MR-PROPERTY_NOT_FOUND-Specified property not found in class


ASL-ERROR_CREATE
The following error was generated due to a syntax error. For example, GA_RulesSet was used instead of
the correct GA_RulesSet


# ASL-ERROR_CREATE-While attempting to create the object


#    'GA_RulesSet::DynModel-OS-RuleSet'


# CI-EGENERIC-GA_RulesSet


# MR-CLASS_NOT_FOUND-Class of given name not found
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MODEL and Dynamic Models 10
This chapter includes the following topics:
n The ICIM Reference


n Representing systems with MODEL


n Differences between MODEL and Dynamic Model


The ICIM Reference
Managed Object Definition Language (MODEL) is integral to the SDK application development process.
Its purpose is to render the schema and semantics of the VMware Smart Assurance ICIM Reference
specification. MODEL is compiled, producing data model libraries that describe the model. These libraries
are loaded by a Domain Manager and are operated on by SDK applications. For an SDK application, all
of the classes, relationships, attributes, events, and so on are defined at compile time.


Dynamic Modeling is an extension of the existing MODEL language, building on the same core
implementation and principles. It enables you to add new classes, and refine classes that are already
defined in the data model libraries, at runtime when the Dynamic Models are loaded into an Manager.


The ICIM represents logical and physical components of managed systems across networked technology
domains. By using an object-oriented representation, it is a conceptual view of the problem domain that
provides Domain Managers with semantics that support root-cause analysis.


SDK models are object-oriented.


n The notion of class provides a mechanism for encapsulating a managed element’s state or
properties. Two semantic properties especially useful for root-cause analysis are relationship and
event. Relationship expresses the correlation dependencies between classes. Events are those
actions that cause transitions within the model.


n The object-oriented inheritance construct allows new classes to be derived from existing classes. This
is a mechanism for specialization within the model, while preserving model semantics for the new
class. New classes inherit not only the properties of the base class but its semantics, as well.
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n The object-oriented instance construct provides a mechanism for separating the model representation
of a managed element from its actual implementation. This supports desirable modeling goals, where
the model is conceptual and generalized, and independent of any particular implementation within the
problem domain. With respect to ICIM, this means that the correlation model, represented by classes,
is separated from the domain topology, represented by instances. So ICIM is a true model, in the
sense that it can accurately conceptualize, or model, particular implementations without prior
knowledge.


Representing systems with MODEL
An ICIM class is actually defined by describing it as an interface. This is consistent with the programming
practice of information hiding, where program elements are known and fully described by their interface
and not by their implementation. To accomplish this, a language is needed to establish syntactic rules for
the interface itself and for programs that use the interface. For SDK, the Managed Object Definition
Language (MODEL) was developed to describe ICIM classes.


The MODEL is a textual notation with a syntax that supports a common way of representing
heterogeneous elements. This also allows tools, such as compilers and analysis programs, to be applied
to the model. The MODEL also defines semantic constructs that support the correlation model.


The example shows a simple MODEL interface declaration.


interface MyExample : ICIM_ManagedSystemElement


“An interface to generate an event when value > threshold.”


{ 


 attribute int MyValue = 0; 


 attribute int MyThreshold = 50; 


 event MyValueOverThreshold = MyValue > MyThreshold; 


 export MyValueOverThreshold; 


}; 


The interface has a name identifier, MyExample, and inherits from a base class,
ICIM_ManagedSystemElement. The interface may also include a comment that describes the interface.


Constructs that support the correlation model include:


n Typed attributes


n The attribute int


n Events that are computed by and exported from the interface: event and export


The MODEL compiler generates the C++ source code needed to access an interface’s attributes and
to monitor the event conditions and generate an event notification. The generated source code is
linked as an executable model library, which is loaded by a Manager whose analysis programs
operate on the loaded model.
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Add your model source file to the makefile used to build the system. Executing the appropriate
makefileinvokes the model compiler for your model file, producing C++ source code and header files.
The C++ compiler is then called to produce an object file for linking. (The filename extension of the
executable model is specific to your operating system.) Your model object file is linked with
VMware Smart Assurance model libraries and produces an executable model of the domain, which
includes your application.


To execute your application, start a Manager by using sm_server. Specify the model executable to
load on the sm_server command line.


Differences between MODEL and Dynamic Model
ICIM models are bound to programs that operate on the models at compile time. This is a characteristic of
both the MODEL language and of the methodology for developing models.


This imposes a limitation on applications that are not aware of all of an interface’s properties at compile
time. This typically occurs because VMware Smart Assurance models tend to be general enough to
support a large customer base. A particular customer, for whom more interface properties would be
useful, must, however, limit the application programs to only what is made available by the ICIM model.


Dynamic modeling is a step toward solving this problem. It achieves this by allowing delays when binding
occurs between the model and the programs that operate on the model. Instead of binding at compile
time, as with the traditional MODEL, interfaces may now effectively be made known to the system at
runtime, when they are loaded into a Manager as a dynamic model.


Simplified MODEL and Dynamic Model methodology comparison shows the differences between using
MODEL and Dynamic Model. The obvious differences between the process of creating a traditional model
executable and creating a dynamic model executable is that intermediate C++ source code is not
generated and the dynamic model is not linked into the system during the build phase. Instead, the
dynamic model compiler is invoked to directly produce a file with a .ldm extension that can be loaded by a
Manager. When the Manager is started, and the dynamic model is loaded, the existing model class
dependencies and the new dynamic model class dependencies are resolved.
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Figure 10‑1.  Simplified MODEL and Dynamic Model methodology comparison


Note the following:
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There are other files that are produced by the MODEL compiler and by the Dynamic Model compiler. 
Simplified MODEL and Dynamic Model methodology comparison is a simplified view to highlight the
major differences. A more detailed explanation of the MODEL compiler is available in the
VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide.


Dynamic model files can be loaded when a Manager is started or after the Manager is already running.


Although MODEL and Dynamic Model are used independently and involve different steps and tools, the
dynamic model is fully derived from MODEL. Therefore, many of the concepts that apply to MODEL also
apply to the dynamic model. Familiarity with the VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide is
useful when working with Dynamic Model.
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		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.4.3.4		Switch		A3COM		3Com Switch 8807		3Com Switch 8807		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.4.3.23		Switch		A3COM		4500		3Com Switch 4500 PWR 26-Port Software Version 3Com OS V3.03.00s168p03		IP-7.0.3.17				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.4.3.31		Switch		A3COM		4500G		3Com Switch 4500G 48-Port Software Version 3Com OS V5.01.03s168		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9148.1.4.1		Switch		ACMEPACKET		3800		Acme Packet Net-Net OS SCZ6.3.9 F-1 Patch 1 (Build 248)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9148.1.5.1		Switch		ACMEPACKET		6300		Acme Packet Net-Net 6300 SCZ7.1.2 MR-2 GA (Build 264)		IP-9.3		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9148.1.1.1		Switch		ACMEPACKET		Net-Net 4250		Acme Packet Net-Net 4000 Series SBC SC6.1.0 MR-2 Patch 9 (Build 542)		IP-7.0.3 27		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9148.1.3.1		Switch		ACMEPACKET		3800		Acme Packet Net-Net 3800 SCX6.1.0 MR-2 Patch 4 (Build 468)		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9148.1.1.2		Switch		ACMEPACKET		Net-4000-Series-SBC		Acme Packet Net-Net 4500CX6.0.0 MR-3 Patch 4 (Build 421)		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9148.1.4.2		Switch		ACMEPACKET		AcmePacket-SBC		Acme Packet Net-Net OS VM SCZ6.3.9 MR-1 GA (Build 422)		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9148.1.3.2		Switch		ACMEPACKET		3820		Acme Packet Net-Net 3820 SCX6.2.0 MR-6 Patch 7 (Build 937)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9148		Switch		ACMEPACKET		Net-4000-Series-SBC		Acme Packet Agent		IP-7.0.3 24		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13544.1.5		Switch		ACOPIA		Adaptive File Network		Acopia Adaptive File Network 		IP-8.1.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2935		Host		ADIC		ADICStorageNetworkingController		ADIC Storage Networking Controller		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13315.100.200		Host		ADONIS		BlueCat Proteus		BlueCat Networks Proteus IPAM Server LUX		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13315.2.1		Host		ADONIS		AdonisAppliance		DNS_Adonis_1750RH		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13315.100.101		Host		ADONIS		Adonis Appliance		Adonis Appliance		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.835		Router		ADTRAN		TA-908E		Total Access 908e Version: 12.06.00.E Date: Mon Aug 28 13:50:00 2006		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.383		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-3200		NetVanta 3200 Version: 15.11.00 Date: Mon Jun 15 11:28:55 2009		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.877		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta 3448		NetVanta 3448 Version: 13.03.00 Date: Fri Oct 20 09:09:26 2006		IP-7.0.3.9		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1275		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148V-4thGen		TA1148V 4th Gen GigE Fed 48 port VDSL2 Host Dslam		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1163		Switch		ADTRAN		NetVanta-1544P		NetVanta 1544P Version: 18.02.01.00 Date: Mon Aug 01 13:13:15 2011		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.495		Router		ADTRAN		OPTI MX		OPTI-MX 19 inch domestic shelf		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1069		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta 4430		NetVanta 4430 Version: 17.05.01.00 Date: Fri Apr 10 13:02:38 2009		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1073		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148V		TA1148V 1179.732Gx 48 port VDSL2 Host Dslam		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.988		Router		ADTRAN		924L1		Total Access 924 Version: 16.03.00.E Date: Wed Nov 07 13:14:06 2007		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1236		Switch		ADTRAN		NetVanta-1234-POE		NetVanta 1234 PoE Version: R10.5.1 Date: Tue Jan 29 16:21:54 2013		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.996		Router		ADTRAN		924eL1		Total Access 924e Version: 16.03.00.E Date: Wed Nov 07 13:17:39 2007		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.994		Router		ADTRAN		908eL1		Total Access 908e Version: 16.03.00.E Date: Wed Nov 07 13:17:39 2007		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.467		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-3305		NetVanta 3305 Version: 17.05.02.00.E Date: Fri May 22 12:18:09 2009		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1238		Switch		ADTRAN		NetVanta-1238-POE		NetVanta 1238 PoE Version: R10.5.1 Date: Tue Jan 29 16:21:54 2013		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.34		Probe		ADTRAN		Smart16e_controller		Smart16e Controller		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.997		Router		ADTRAN		924eL2		Total Access 924e Version: 16.03.00.E Date: Wed Nov 07 13:17:39 2007		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1317		Switch		ADTRAN		NV 868-2		ADTRAN NetVanta868		IP-9.4.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.747		Router		ADTRAN		TA-5000		TA5000 23 inch shelf		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.883		Router		ADTRAN		TA-1200F		TA1200F 1179.660L1 Total Access IP DSLAM System		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1085		Switch		ADTRAN		NetVanta 1238-POE		NetVanta 1238 PoE Version: 17.03.01.00 Date: Mon Aug 04 10:20:23 2008		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.824		Router		ADTRAN		TA-1100F-SFP		TA1100F 1179.760 Total Access SFP-Based System		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1031		Switch		ADTRAN		NV 818-2		ADTRAN NetVanta818		IP-9.4.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1084		Switch		ADTRAN		NetVanta 1238		NetVanta 1238 Version: 17.03.01.00 Date: Mon Aug 04 10:20:23 2008		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1134		Switch		ADTRAN		NV 850-2		ADTRAN NetVanta850		IP-9.4.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1131		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-3430		NetVanta 3430 Version: 18.03.01.00 Date: Fri Jan 06 14:55:51 2012		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1083		Switch		ADTRAN		NetVanta 1234-POE		NetVanta 1234 PoE Version: 17.03.01.00 Date: Mon Aug 04 10:20:23 2008		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.876		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-3430		NetVanta 3430 Version: 18.02.05.00 Date: Wed Jan 18 14:30:12 2012		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1337		Router		ADTRAN		Total-Access-908e		Total Access 908e (3rd Gen) Version: R10.9.2.E Date: Sat Dec 21 01:03:05 CST 2013		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.864		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-6355		NetVanta 6355 Version: R10.5.1.E Date: Tue Jan 29 16:17:47 2013		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1118		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-3450		NetVanta 3450 Version: 18.03.01.00 Date: Fri Jan 06 14:57:01 2012		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.816		Router		ADTRAN		TA-924E		Total Access 924e Version: 14.02.00.E Date: Fri Jan 12 11:07:00 2007		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.880		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta 3120		NetVanta 3120 Version: 17.07.01.00.E Date: Sun Dec 20 16:47:30 2009		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.989		Router		ADTRAN		908e		Total Access 908 Version: 16.05.00.SA.E Date: Thu Jun 19 08:50:35 2008		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.743		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta 1224ST PoE		NetVanta 1224ST PWR Version: 11.02.00 Date: Mon Jan 16 14:32:23 2006		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.827		Router		ADTRAN		TA-1100F-Copper		TA1100F 1179.762 Total Access Copper-Based System		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.586		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-4305		NetVanta 4305 Version: 17.05.02.00.E Date: Fri May 22 12:18:40 2009		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1119		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-3458		NetVanta 3458 Version: R10.5.1.E Date: Tue Jan 29 16:10:15 2013		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.781		Router		ADTRAN		916		Total Access 916 Version: 10.00.21.dJRA Date: Thu Jun 30 08:53:47 2005		IP-6.2.3		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1102		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1248V		TA1248V 1179632Gx Total Access IP DSLAM System		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1183		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1108VP		TA1108VP		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.466		Router		ADTRAN		Netvanta-3205		NetVanta 3200 Version: 17.05.02.00.E Date: Fri May 22 12:17:44 2009		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.312		Router		ADTRAN		MX2810		ADTRAN MX2810		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.760		Switch		ADTRAN		1524ST		NetVanta 1524ST Version: 15.06.01.SA.E Date: Thu Oct 25 18:00:51 2007		IP-7.0.3				 D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1194		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-3200		NetVanta 3200 Version: 18.02.04.00 Date: Thu Dec 22 06:55:00 2011		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.841		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-7100		NetVanta 7100 Version: A4.12.00.E Date: Tue Jan 31 13:51:15 2012		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.932		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-1335		NetVanta 1335 Version: 18.02.03.00.E Date: Fri Nov 11 15:53:39 2011		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1332		Switch		ADTRAN		NV 838-2		ADTRAN NetVanta838		IP-9.4.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1082		Switch		ADTRAN		NetVanta 1234		NetVanta 1234 Version: 17.03.01.00 Date: Mon Aug 04 10:20:23 2008		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.993		Router		ADTRAN		924eL3		Total Access 924 (2nd Gen) Version: A1.08.00.E Date: Tue Apr 28 10:54:58 2009		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.934		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-1335-POE		NetVanta 1335 PoE Version: R10.3.0.E Date: Fri Jul 06 16:24:36 2012		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.526		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta1224ST		NetVanta 1224ST Version: 13.10.00 Date: Tue Dec 04 13:40:18 2007		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1032		Switch		ADTRAN		NV 873-2		ADTRAN NetVanta873		IP-9.4.1		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1187		Switch		ADTRAN		NV 8044M		ADTRAN NetVanta8044M		IP-9.4.1				D P F				 D F		D F						 No

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1279		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1248V-SCM		TA1248V-SCM		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F						 Yes

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1272		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148GeDMTV4		TA1148Ge-DMT-V4		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F						 Yes

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1273		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148GeDMTV4Sm		TA1148Ge-DMT-V4Sm		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F						 Yes

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1274		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148GeDMTV4Vdsl2		TA1148Ge-DMT-V4Vdsl2		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F						 Yes

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2544.1.12.1.1.4		Host		ADVA		FSP150CC-GE201		FSP150CC-GE201		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2544.1.12.1.1.10		Host		ADVA		FSP150CC-GE206V		FSP150CC-GE206V		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.18022.1.15		Switch		ADVA		ADVA FPS150CCf-825		FSP150CCf-825:1.1.136		IP-7.0.3.5				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2544.1.12.1.1.6		Host		ADVA		FSP150CC-GE206F		FSP150CC-GE206F		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2544.1.11.1.1		Host		ADVAOPTICAL		FSP3007		Fiber Service Platform F7		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2544.1.12.1.1.5		Host		ADVAOPTICAL		FSP2000		FSP150CC-GE201SE		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26928.1		WirelessAccessPoint		AEROHIVE		AP230		AP230 HiveOS 6.1r6 release build1779		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.7		Switch		AI		AI296		AI296 Version 9.54		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.15		Switch		AI		AI-296		AI296 Version 9.54		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.21839.1.2.11		Switch		ALAXALA		AX 3640 24TE L		ALAXALA AX3640S AX-3640-24TE-L [AX3640S-24T] Switching software Ver. 11.2 [OS-L3L]		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.21839.1.2.6		Switch		ALAXALA		AX-2430-24T-B		ALAXALA AX2430 AX-2430-48TE-B [AX2430S-48T] Switching software Ver. 11.2 [OS-L2]		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.21839.1.2.3		Switch		ALAXALA		AX5400S-AX-6243-40E		ALAXALA AX5400S AX-6243-40E [AX5404S-AC] Switching software AX-P6243-11 Ver. 10.6 [OS-SW]		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.21839.1.2.13		Switch		ALAXALA		AX 1240 48T2C		ALAXALA AX1240 AX-1240-48T2C [AX1240S-48T2C] Switching software Ver. 2.2 OS-LT2		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.21839.1.2.7		Switch		ALAXALA		AX3630 AX-3630-24T2X-A		ALAXALA AX3630 AX-3630-24T2X-A [AX3630S-24T2X] Switching software Ver. 11.5.B [OS-L3A(upgrade)]		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.637.64.4400.1.1.10		Host		ALCATEL		Alcatel Voice Device		Linux xa001020 2.4.1-ll-dhs3 #1 Fri May 27 14:47:24 MEST 2005 i686		IP-7.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.10.1.1		Switch		ALCATEL		6400		6.3.4.378.R01 GA March 11 2009.		IP-8.1.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.4		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6850-P48L		6.3.4.378.R01 GA March 11 2009.		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.16		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6850-P48L		6.2.1.321.R01 GA January 12 2007.		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.3.1.2		Switch		ALCATEL		OmniSwitch-6700		5.1.6.87.R02 GA June 27 2005.		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.2		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6850-P48L		6.4.2.807.R01 GA August 27 2009.		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.3.1.1		Switch		ALCATEL		OmniSwitch-6700		5.1.6.87.R02 GA June 27 2005.		IP-6.2.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.3.1.5		Switch		ALCATEL		7700		5.1.6.87.R02 GA June 27 2005.		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.6.1.7		Switch		ALCATEL		OmniSwitch-6848		6.1.3.719.R01 GA December 06 2006.		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.1.15.1		Router		ALCATEL		ALU-7950-XRS		TiMOS-C-10.0.R7 cpm/hops ALCATEL XRS 7950 Copyright (c) 2000-2012 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Thu Nov 15 15:07:32 PST 2012 by builder in /rel10.0/b1/R7/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.3.1.4		Switch		ALCATEL		OmniSwitch-6624		5.1.5.83.R04 Service Release January 19 2005.		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.6.1.1.2.5		Router		ALCATEL		SAR-7705		TiMOS-B-5.0.R3 both/hops ALCATEL-LUCENT SAR 7705 \X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2011 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Wed Feb 29 11:04:04 EST 2012 by csabuild in /rel5.0/b1/R3/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.5		Switch		ALCATEL		Omniswitch-6850-P48X		6.3.1.999.R01 Service Release August 18 2008.		IP-7.0.3.24		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.10		Switch		ALCATEL		OmniSwitch-6850		6.3.4.378.R01 GA March 11 2009.		IP-7.0.3.19				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.12		Switch		ALCATEL		OmniSwitch6600		6.1.5.479.R01 GA June 11 2007.		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.1.3.3		Router		ALCATEL		7750 SR12		TiMOS-C-9.0.R13 cpm/hops ALCATEL SR 7750 Copyright (c) 2000-2012 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Tue May 22 13:14:20 PDT 2012 by builder in /rel9.0/b1/R13/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.2		Switch		ALCATEL		OMNI Switch		Alcatel Omni Switch/Router		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.2.4.1.3		Switch		ALCATEL		OmniStack-LS-6200		OmniStack LS 6200		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.2.4.1.7		Switch		ALCATEL		OmniStack-LS-6200		OmniStack LS 6200		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.8.1.4		Switch		ALCATEL		OS9702E		Alcatel-Lucent OS9616/OS9716-CFM2 6.4.3.520.R01 GA April 08 2010.		IP-8.1.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.1.6.3		Router		ALCATEL		7450 SR12		TiMOS-C-6.1.R4 cpm/hops ALCATEL ESS 7450 Copyright (c) 2000-2008 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Thu Oct 30 15:18:39 PDT 2008 by builder in /rel6.1/b1/R4/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-6.2.2				 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.1.1.1		Switch		ALCATEL		OmniSwitch-7700		5.1.6.87.R02 GA June 27 2005.		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.8.1.2		Switch		ALCATEL		OS9800		6.3.1.999.R01 Service Release August 18 2008.		IP-7.0.3.15		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.1.6.1		Router		ALCATEL		7450-ESS		TiMOS-B-5.0.R9 both/hops ALCATEL ESS 7450 Copyright (c) 2000-2007 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Tue Oct 30 13:14:34 PDT 2007 by builder in /rel5.0/b1/R9/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.6.1.1.2.1		Router		ALCATEL		SAR-7705-8		TiMOS-B-5.0.R7 both/hops ALCATEL-LUCENT SAR 7705 \X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2011 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Tue Oct 2 15:28:48 EDT 2012 by csabuild in /rel5.0/b1/R7/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.1.3.4		Router		ALCATEL		7750-SR7		TiMOS-C-4.0.R11 cpm/hops ALCATEL SR 7750 Copyright (c) 2000-2007 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Tue Feb 20 18:14:18 PST 2007 by builder in /rel4.0/b1/R11/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.48		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6850E-U24X		Alcatel-Lucent OS6850E-U24X 6.4.4.508.R01 Service Release May 25 2012.		IP-9.2.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.6.2.1.2.2.2		Router		ALCATEL		Alcatel-7210		TiMOS-B-4.0.R1 both/mpc ALCATEL SAS-M 24F 2XFP 7210 Copyright (c) 2000-2011 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Fri Oct 7 20:18:43 IST 2011 by builder in /builder/4.0B1/R1/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.4.2		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.6		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6850-P48L		6.1.3.719.R01 GA December 06 2006.		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.3		Switch		ALCATEL		OmniStack		Alcatel OmniStack		IP-6.0		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.8		Switch		ALCATEL		Omniswitch-6850-P48X		6.3.4.378.R01 GA March 11 2009.		IP-7.0.3.22		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.46		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6850E-P24		Alcatel-Lucent OS6850E-24 6.4.4.508.R01 Service Release May 25 2012.		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.6.1.1.2.11		Router		ALCATEL		Alcatel-SAR-H7705		TiMOS-B-5.0.R1 both/hops ALCATEL-LUCENT SAR-H 7705 \X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2011 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Tue Feb 26 21:55:26 IST 2013 by sarhbuild in /rel5.0/b1/R1/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.9.1.1		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6855		6.3.4.378.R01 GA March 11 2009.		IP-9.2.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.11		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6850-24L		Alcatel-Lucent OS6850-24L 6.4.4.342.R01 GA April 18 2011.		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.8.1.1		Switch		ALCATEL		OS9700-CFM		Alcatel-Lucent OS9700-CFM 6.4.3.520.R01 GA April 08 2010.		IP-8.1.2		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.1		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6850-24		Alcatel-Lucent OS6850-24 6.4.3.520.R01 GA April 08 2010.		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.42		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6850E-P24		Alcatel-Lucent OS6850E-P24 6.4.4.603.R01 Service Release February 27 2013.		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.40		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6850-P48		Alcatel-Lucent OS6850E-P48 6.4.4.508.R01 Service Release May 25 2012.		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.47		Switch		ALCATEL		6850E		Alcatel-Lucent OS6850E-24X 6.4.4.342.R01 GA April 18 2011.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.11.1.2		Switch		ALCATEL		6250		Alcatel-Lucent OS6250-24M 6.6.3.69.M Development July 04 2011.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.6.2.1.2.2.1		Router		ALCATEL		Alcatel-7210-TiMOS-B-60R5		TiMOS-B-6.0.R5 both/mpc ALCATEL SAS-M 7210 Copyright (c) 2000-2014 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Tue Feb 11 19:28:03 IST 2014 by builder in /home/builder/6.0B1/R5/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.1.3.8		Router		ALCATEL		GWR1-7750-SR12E		TiMOS-C-13.0.R4 cpm/hops64 ALCATEL SR 7750 Copyright (c) 2000-2015 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Wed Jul 29 16:27:26 PDT 2015 by builder in /rel13.0/b1/R4/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.7.1.45		Switch		ALCATEL-LUCENT		OS6850E-48X		Alcatel-Lucent OS6850E-48X 6.4.4.645.R01 Service Release September 24 2013.		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.4.79		Switch		ALLIED_TELESYN		AT8016FSC		Allied Telesyn Ethernet Switch AT-8016F/SC		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.65		Switch		ALLIED_TELESYN		AT-RP48		Allied Telesis AT-RP48 Rapier 48w version 2.9.1-10 24-Jul-2007		IP-7.0.3.4		D F		D P F				 D F		 D 		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.4.74		Switch		ALLIEDTELESIS		AT-8350GB		AT-8350GB		IP-7.0.3.16		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.84		Switch		ALLIEDTELESIS		AT-RP24i-B		Allied Telesis AT-RP24i-B Rapier 24i NEBS version 2.9.1-22 12-Feb-2010		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		 D 		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.4.43		Switch		ALLIEDTELESIS		AT-8288XL/SC		AT-8288XL/SC AT-S24 version 2.4.202		IP-8.1.1.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.85		Switch		ALLIEDTELESIS		AT-RP24i-B		Allied Telesis AT-RP24i-B Rapier 24i DC NEBS version 2.9.1-22 12-Feb-2010		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		 D 		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.71		Switch		ALLIEDTELESIS		AT-RP48w-B-85		Allied Telesis AT-RP48w-B-85 Rapier 48w version 2.9.1-22 12-Feb-2010		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		 D 		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.2.3.3.1		Switch		ALTEON		Switched Firewall		Nortel Switched Firewall HW:NSF-5014-x305 SW:tng-4.1.6.0a_R65 (c) Nortel Networks		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12394.1.4		Switch		ALVARION		BreezeMAXMicroBST		BreezeMAX-MicroBST		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12394.1.2		Switch		ALVARION		BreezeMAX3500NPU		BreezeMAX3500-NPU		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.32620.1.1		Switch		ANUE		5288		Anue 5288 3.7.0.6-87620-20121016-024730		IP-9.2.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.27		Host		APC		9630		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.8.6 PF:v5.1.3 PN:apc_hw05_aos_513.bin AF1:v5.1.3 AN1:apc_hw05_sumx_513.bin MN:AP9630 HR:05 SN: ZA1031001228 MD:07/26/2010) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.8.4		Host		APC		APC-Web-SNMP-Mgmt-Card		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.9.2 PF:v3.5.9 PN:apc_hw03_aos_359.bin AF1:v3.5.6 AN1:apc_hw03_nb200_356.bin MN:NBRK0200 HR:05 SN: ZA1041027405 MD:10/09/2010) 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.4.6		Host		APC		APC-Web-SNMP-Mgmt-Card		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.8.6 PF:v5.1.2 PN:apc_hw05_aos_512.bin AF1:v5.1.0 AN1:apc_hw05_rpdu2g_510.bin MN:AP8961 HR:02 SN: ZA1044026136 MD:10/31/2010) 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.8.1		Host		APC		aos311		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.2.0 PF:v3.1.1 PN:aos311.bin AF1:v2.0.0 AN1:em200.bin MN: AP9312THI HR: J13 SN: JA0143053581 MD: 10/23/2001) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.12		Host		APC		AP9606		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.6.8 PF:v2.6.4 PN:apc_hw02_aos_264.bin AF1:v2.6.1 AN1:apc_hw02_sumx_261.bin MN:AP9619 HR:A10 SN: ZA0608010893 MD:02/15/2006) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-9.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318		Host		APC		APC Symmetra UPS		APC SNMP Agent		IP-7.0.3.10		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.4.5		Host		APC		AP7941		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.8.6 PF:v3.5.8 PN:apc_hw02_aos_358.bin AF1:v3.5.7 AN1:apc_hw02_rpdu_357.bin MN:AP7941 HR:B2 SN: ZA0539005862 MD:09/20/2005) 		IP-7.0.3.10		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.13		Host		APC		Smart-UPS RT 5000 XL		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.6.7 PF:v2.5.3 PN:apc_hw02_aos_253.bin AF1:v2.5.3 AN1:apc_hw02_sumx_253.bin MN:AP9619 HR:A10 SN: ZA0505003378 MD:01/31/2005) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-9.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.13.3		Host		APC		APC-Web-SNMP-Mgmt-Card		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.8.6 PF:v3.3.4 PN:apc_hw02_aos_334.bin AF1:v3.3.1 AN1:apc_hw02_sy3p_331.bin MN:AP9617 HR:A10 SN: ZA0635004037 MD:08/22/2006) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.4.5.1.3.4.5		Host		APC		APC-Web-SNMP-Mgmt-Card		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.8.6 PF:v3.5.8 PN:apc_hw02_aos_358.bin AF1:v3.5.7 AN1:apc_hw02_rpdu_357.bin MN:AP7830 HR:B2 SN: ZA0523015806 MD:06/02/2005) 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.15		Host		APC		Smart-UPS RT 10000 RM XL		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.8.6 PF:v3.3.4 PN:apc_hw02_aos_334.bin AF1:v3.3.1 AN1:apc_hw02_sumx_331.bin MN:AP9619 HR:A10 SN: NA0633005654 MD:08/08/2006) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.15		Host		APC		APC-InfraStruXure-PDU		APC InfraStruXure PDU (MB:v3.7.0 PF:v2.6.4 PN:apc_hw02_aos_264.bin AF1:v2.0.2 AN1:apc_hw02_xpdu_202.bin MN:0M-5103 HR:B2 SN: PI0551341388 MD:12/12/2005) 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.8.2		Host		APC		APC-Environmental-Mgmt-System		APC Environmental Management System (MB:v3.6.9 PF:v2.6.4 PN:apc_hw02_aos_264.bin AF1:v2.6.7 AN1:apc_hw02_ems_267.bin MN:AP9320 HR:4 SN: WA0451110988 MD:01/04/2005) 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.18		Host		APC		APC-Web-SNMP-Mgmt-Card		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.9.2 PF:v3.6.1 PN:apc_hw02_aos_361.bin AF1:v3.5.8 AN1:apc_hw02_sumx_358.bin MN:AP9619 HR:A10 SN: BA0936016879 MD:09/04/2009) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.14.4		Host		APC		APC-Web-SNMP-Mgmt-Card		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.8.6 PF:v3.5.2 PN:apc_hw03_aos_352.bin AF1:v3.5.0 AN1:apc_hw03_acsc_350.bin MN:ACSC100 HR:04 SN: YK0905110018 MD:02/03/2009) 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.7		Host		APC		UPS		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.4.4 PF:v1.2.0 PN:apc_hw02_aos_120.bin AF1:v1.2.0 AN1:apc_hw02_sumx_120.bin MN: AP9617 HR: A10 SN: JA0322022384 MD: 05/28/2003) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-6.5.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.4.4		Host		APC		AP9617		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.6.8 PF:v2.6.4 PN:apc_hw02_aos_264.bin AF1:v2.6.2 AN1:apc_hw02_msp_262.bin MN:AP9617 HR:A10 SN: ZA0617000315 MD:04/18/2006) 		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.13.4		Host		APC		APC-Web-SNMP-Mgmt-Card		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.8.6 PF:v3.3.4 PN:apc_hw02_aos_334.bin AF1:v3.3.1 AN1:apc_hw02_sy3p_331.bin MN:AP9617 HR:A10 SN: JA0342049857 MD:10/19/2003) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.10		Host		APC				APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.8.3 PF:v3.2.1 PN:apc_hw02_aos_321.bin AF1:v3.2.1 AN1:apc_hw02_sumx_321.bin MN:AP9617 HR:A10 SN: ZA0432008373 MD:08/08/2004) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.11		Host		APC		APC-Web-SNMP-Mgmt-Card		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.6.2 PF:v2.1.1 PN:apc_hw02_aos_211.bin AF1:v2.1.0 AN1:apc_hw02_sumx_210.bin MN:AP9617 HR:A10 SN:JA0402002616 MD:01/05/2004) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.7		Host		APC		AP9619		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.6.4 PF:v2.5.0 PN:apc_hw02_aos_250.bin AF1:v2.5.2 AN1:apc_hw02_dp3e_252.bin MN:AP9619 HR:R9 SN: BA0238009011 MD:09/21/2002) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-7.0.3.9		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.3.1		Host		APC		matrixUPS3000		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.4.4 PF:v1.2.0 PN:apc_hw02_aos_120.bin AF1:v1.2.0 AN1:apc_hw02_sumx_120.bin MN: AP9618 HR: A10 SN: JA0340007742 MD: 09/30/2003) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-7.0.3.8		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.8.3		Host		APC		APC EMU		APC Environmental Monitoring Unit (MB:v3.6.9 PF:v2.6.4 PN:apc_hw02_aos_264.bin AF1:v2.6.7 AN1:apc_hw02_ems_267.bin MN:AP9319 HR:3 SN: ZA0541012536 MD:10/06/2005) 		IP-7.0.3.10		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.5.4		Host		APC		APC UPS Symmetra16KVA		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v3.2.0 PF:v3.2.6.b PN:aos326b.bin AF1:v3.2.6.a AN1:sy326a.bin MN: AP9606 HR: J12 SN: JA0134024051 MD: 08/23/2001) (Embedded PowerNet SNMP Agent SW v2.2 compatible)		IP-6.5.3.10		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10830.3.1		Switch		APCON		ACI-2064		APCON ACI-2064		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9694.1.6		Host		ARBOR		APS-2100-1g		Pravail Model: APS-2100-1g Serial: PRV-3190042A		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9694.1.5		Host		ARBORNETWORKS		TMS-3100		Peakflow TMS 5.1 Model: TMS-3100 Serial: 0934854-027		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.3095.32		Switch		ARISTA		DCS7050-QX32		Arista Networks EOS version 4.14.4F running on an Arista Networks DCS-7050QX-32		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7250.3095.64		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7250QX-64		Arista Networks EOS version 4.14.6M running on an Arista Networks DCS-7280SE-64		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7280.3714.64		Switch		ARISTA		Arista-7280SE-64		Arista Networks EOS version 4.14.6M running on an Arista Networks DCS-7280SE-64		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.3282.64		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7050S-64		Arista Networks EOS version 4.9.3.2 running on an Arista Networks DCS-7050S-64		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7150.3282.24		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7150S-24		Arista Networks EOS version 4.10.0-7150-820241.EOS41007150 (engineering build) running on an Arista Networks DCS-7150S-24		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7124.3282		Switch		ARISTA		DCS7124		Arista Networks EOS version 4.5.2-312063.EOS452forced100 (engineering build) running on an Arista Networks DCS-7124S		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.1958.64		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7050TX-64		Arista Networks EOS version 4.15.2F running on an Arista Networks DCS-7050TX-64		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7048.427.3648		Switch		ARISTA		DCS7048TA		Arista Networks EOS version 4.14.6M running on an Arista Networks DCS-7280SE-64		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7150.3282.52.2745		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7150S-52-CL		Arista Networks EOS version 4.11.2 running on an Arista Networks DCS-7150S-52-CL		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7504		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7504		Arista Networks EOS version 4.10.1-796182.20124101rchertov (engineering build) running on an Arista Networks DCS-7504		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.3741.64		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7050SX-64		Arista Networks EOS version 4.15.2F running on an Arista Networks DCS-7050SX-64		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7148.3741		Switch		ARISTA		DCS7148		Arista Networks EOS version 4.6.3-386650.2011EOS463sudhakar (engineering build) running on an Arista Networks DCS-7148SX		IP-8.1.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7150.3282.64.2745		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7150S-64-CL		Arista Networks EOS version 4.11.2-1129881.411x7150tapaggsuraj (engineering build) running on an Arista Networks DCS-7150S-64-CL		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7124.3741		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7124S-R		Arista Networks EOS version 4.7.3 running on an Arista Networks DCS-7124SX		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.427.64		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7050T-64		Arista Networks EOS version 4.10.1-787758.EOS4101ramya (engineering build) running on an Arista Networks DCS-7050T-64		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7260.3095.64		Switch		ARISTA		7260QX-64		Arista Networks EOS version 4.15.1FX-7060X running on an Arista Networks DCS-7260QX-64		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.3282.52		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7050S-52		Arista Networks EOS version 4.9.4-795317.EOS495 (engineering build) running on an Arista Networks DCS-7050S-52		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7508		Switch		ARISTA		DCS7508		Arista Networks EOS version 4.6.1-Msft1 running on an Arista Networks DCS-7508		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7010.427.48		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7010T-48		Arista Networks EOS version 4.14.3F running on an Arista Networks DCS-7010T-48		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.2512.16		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7050Q-16		Arista Networks EOS version 4.11.5.1 running on an Arista Networks DCS-7050Q-16		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.41		WirelessController		ARUBA		7030		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba7030) Version 6.4.2.10 (50952)		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.13		WirelessController		ARUBA		3200		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba3200-US) Version 3.3.2.1 (19126)		IP-7.0.3.13		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.32		WirelessController		ARUBA		Aruba7210		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba7210-US) Version 6.2.1.3 (39155)		IP-9.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.3		WirelessController		ARUBA		800		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba800) Version 2.4.2.0		IP-9.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.2.4		Switch		ARUBA		AP 61		ArubaOS Version 2.5.1.5\X0A		IP-6.5.2				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.1		WirelessController		ARUBA		5000		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba5000) Version 2.5.4.2 (13564)		IP-9.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.17		WirelessController		ARUBA		Aruba3600		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba3600-US) Version 3.3.2.7 (19803)		IP-9.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.7		Router		ARUBA		2400e		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba2400-E) Version 2.5.2.6 (12747)		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.33		WirelessController		ARUBA		Aruba7220		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba7220-US) Version 6.2.1.3 (39155)		IP-9.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.25		Switch		ARUBA		ArubaS3500-24T		ArubaOS (MODEL: ArubaS3500-24T) Version 7.2.2.2 (39246)		IP-9.3				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.27		Switch		ARUBA		ArubaS3500-48T		ArubaOS (MODEL: ArubaS3500-48T) Version 7.1.3.2 (34362)		IP-9.4				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.28		Switch		ARUBA		ArubaS2500-24P-US		ArubaOS (MODEL: ArubaS2500-24P-US) Version 7.2.2.2 (39246)		IP-9.3				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.2		WirelessController		ARUBA		2400		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba2400) Version 2.4.2.0		IP-9.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.15		WirelessController		ARUBA		Aruba 3400		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba3400-US) Version 3.3.2.1 (19126)		IP-9.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.2.14		Switch		ARUBA		AP 65		ArubaOS Version 2.5.1.8\X0A		IP-6.5.3				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.19		WirelessController		ARUBA		Aruba650		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba650-US) Version 5.0.3.0 (26207)		IP-8.1.2				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.20		Switch		ARUBA		Aruba651		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba651-US) Version 6.1.2.1 (29129)		IP-9.0/8.1.3				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.4		WirelessController		ARUBA		6000		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba6000) Version 3.1.1.8 (16845)		IP-9.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.9		Switch		ARUBA		800-4		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba800-4) Version 2.4.2.0		IP-6.5.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.2.5		Hub		ARUBANETWORKS		AP70		ArubaOS Version 2.5.1.5\X0A		IP-6.5.2		 D 				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.2.48		WirelessAccessPoint		ARUBANETWORKS		IAP-135		ArubaOS Version 6.2.1.0-3.3.0.1\X0A		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.2.51		WirelessAccessPoint		ARUBANETWORKS		RAP-3WN		ArubaOS Version 6.2.1.0-3.3.0.1\X0A		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.27614		Host		ASCOM-SWEDEN		IPBS2		 IPBS2[5.0.11] Bootcode[5.0.11] Hardware[IPBS2-C3/1B1] 		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2623.4.1		Router		ASUSTEK		WL320g		ASUSTeK WL320g 1.9.7.8		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.74.1.30.8.3.1		Router		AT&T		Netgate8200		8200 6.0.46		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5003.8.1.1.3		MediaGateway		AUDIOCODE		AudioCodesLTD-MP-124-FXS		Product: GW 24 FXS;SW Version: 6.60A.233.015		IP-9.4				 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5003.8.1.1.31		MediaGateway		AUDIOCODE		Mediant1000		Product: MG 2K;SW Version: 5.20A.027.004		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5003.8.1.1.71		MediaGateway		AUDIOCODES		MG-1K-ESBC		Product: MG 1K ESBC;SW Version: 6.60A.281.003		IP-9.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5003.8.1.1.67		MediaGateway		AUDIOCODES		Mediant1000-MSBG		Product: MG 1K MSBG;SW Version: 6.40A.029.008		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5003.8.1.1.47		MediaGateway		AUDIOCODES		acProductMediant1000		Product: MG 1K;SW Version: 5.60A.026.003		IP-9.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5003.8.1.1.56		MediaGateway		AUDIOCODES		acProductMediaPack118		Product: GW 8 FXS;SW Version: 6.60A.030.010		IP-9.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.45.103.7		Switch		AVAYA		G250-DCP		Avaya Inc. G250-DCP Media Gateway SW Version 25.17.0		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.45.103.6		MediaGateway		AVAYA		G250-DS1		Avaya Inc. G250-DS1 Media Gateway SW Version 25.17.0		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1866.1.18		Host		AVAYA		VPNet Service Unit Model 208 3DES ENCRYPTION		Security Gateway Model 208 3DES ENCRYPTION (Standard) Runtime system version 4.6.22 Thu May 12 17:01:54 PDT 2005		IP-7.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1866.1.11		Host		AVAYA		VPNet Service Unit Model 10000 3DES ENCRYPTION		VPNet Service Unit Model 10000 3DES ENCRYPTION (Standard) Runtime system version 3.2.38 3/21/2005 		IP-7.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.45.103.41		MediaGateway		AVAYA		G430		Avaya Inc. G430 Media Gateway SW Version 31.17.1		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.35		Switch		AVAYA		Aura-System-Manager		SubAgent-Avaya-Aura-System-Manager		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.45.103.8		MediaGateway		AVAYA		G450		Avaya Inc. G450 Media Gateway SW Version 30.11.3		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1866.1.17		Host		AVAYA		Avaya Security Gateway Model 203 3DES ENCRYPTION		Security Gateway Model 203 3DES ENCRYPTION (Standard) Runtime system version 4.5.51 Wed Dec 1 08:20:53 PST 2004		IP-7.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.45.103.2		MediaGateway		AVAYA		G350		Avaya Inc. G350 Media Gateway SW Version 26.36.0		IP-7.0.3.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.69.2.1		Host		AVAYA		IP_PHONE_9620		Avaya Phone		IP-9.2.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.5.1		CallServer		AVAYA		s8500		Avaya SIP Enablement Services (SES)		IP-6.5.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.45.103.4		Switch		AVAYA		G250-ANALOG		Avaya Inc. G250 Media Gateway SW Version 24.17.0		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1866.1.6		Host		AVAYA		VPNet Service Unit Model 100 3DES ENCRYPTION		VPNet Service Unit Model 100 3DES ENCRYPTION (Standard) Runtime system version 3.1.74 1/6/2003 		IP-7.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1866.1.10		Host		AVAYA		VSU-2000		VPNet Service Unit Model 2000 3DES ENCRYPTION (Standard) Runtime system version 3.2.38 3/21/2005 		IP-7.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.2.42.1.2		Host		AVAYA		Avaya-MSS		Linux btrommss 2.6.9-89.31.1.ELsmp #1 SMP Mon Oct 4 21:53:22 EDT 2010 i686		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.19		Switch		AVAYA		C360		Avaya Inc.- C360 Stackable Switch SW version 4.5.14		IP-6.5.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1866.1.7		Host		AVAYA		VSU-5000		VPNet Service Unit Model 5000 3DES ENCRYPTION (Standard) Runtime system version 3.2.38 3/21/2005 		IP-7.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1866.1.14		Host		AVAYA		VPNet Service Unit Model 200 3DES ENCRYPTION		Security Gateway Model 200 3DES ENCRYPTION (Standard) Runtime system version 4.5.53 Fri Feb 18 09:59:37 PST 2005		IP-7.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.80.2		Switch		AVAYA		3526T-PWR+		Ethernet Routing Switch 3526T-PWR+ HW:00 FW:1.0.0.6 SW:v5.0.2.017 BN:17 (c) Avaya Networks		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.27.1.1		Host		AVAYA		AESVirtualAppliance		Application Enablement Service (AES) Server r5-2-1-103-0 VIRTUAL_APPLIANCE		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.58		CallServer		AVAYA		AvayaAuraCommunicationManager		Avaya Aura(TM) Communication Manager		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.78.3		Switch		AVAYA		4826GTS		Ethernet Routing Switch 4826GTS HW:01 FW:5.6.0.15 SW:v5.6.0.008 BN:08 (c) Avaya Networks		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.51		CallServer		AVAYA		s8700i		Avaya S8700 Server for IP Connect Configurations		IP-6.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.9		MediaGateway		AVAYA		G700 Media Gateway		Avaya G700 Telephony Media Gateway		IP-6.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5003.8.2.1.2		MediaGateway		AVAYA		G680		Product: MEDIANT5000 ; SW Version: 5.8.76		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.36		Switch		AVAYA		Aura-System-Manager		Avaya-Aura-Session-Manager		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.45.103.1		Switch		AVAYA		C460		Avaya Inc.- C460ML Multi-layer Switch SW version 2.0.6		IP-6.5.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.50		Host		AVAYA		Avaya-Aura-System-Platform		SubAgent-Avaya-Aura-System-Platform		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.4.1		Host		AVAYA		InteractionCenter		Avaya Alarm+SNMP Server		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11898.2.4.12		Bridge		AVAYA		AP-8		Avaya AP-8 v2.5.2(894) SN-05UT16570049 v3.1.0		IP-6.5.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.16.1.3		Host		AVOCENT		Cyclades-ACS6048		Cyclades ACS 6000		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.3.1.14		Host		AVOCENT		Avocent-KVM		2161DS-2 01.00.13.01		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.16.1.5		Host		AVOCENT		Cyclades-ACS6008		Cyclades ACS 6000		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.16.2		Host		AVOCENT		Cyclades-ACS-6000		Cyclades ACS 6000		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.7.1.22		Switch		AVOCENT		DSR2035		DSR2035 03.05.01.16		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.7.1.3		Switch		AVOCENTCORPORATION		DSR4160		DSR4160 01.02.01.04		IP-7.0.3.9		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.7.1.6		Switch		AVOCENTCORPORATION		DSR4010		DSR4010 02.03.01.04		IP-7.0.3.9		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.7.1.10		Host		AVOCENTCORPORATION		DSR2020		DSR2020 03.06.04.07		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.3.1.6		Switch		AVOCENTCORPORATION		A2000R		A2000R 02.00.21		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.7.1.11		Host		AVOCENTCORPORATION		DSR4020		DSR4020 03.06.01.01		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.7.1.2		Switch		AVOCENTCORPORATION		DSR2161		DSR2161 03.00.01.00		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.34.1		Switch		BAY		BayStack 250		Bay Stack 250 Dual Speed Stackable Hub SNMP/Telnet Agent v3.0.0		IP-7.0.3.9		D F		 D 		 D 		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.49.1		Switch		BAY		BayStack 460-24T		BayStack 460 - 24T - PWR HW:03 FW:3.6.0.1 SW:v3.5.1.04 ISVN:2 		IP-6.2.2				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.930.1.4		Switch		BAY		Centillion 5000BH		System 5000BH MCP version 4.1.2 Advanced Image (0002186)		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.35.1		Switch		BAY		450T		BayStack 450-24T HW:RevD FW:V1.48 SW:v4.5.5.03 ISVN:3		IP-7.0.3				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.18.3		Router		BAY		Router		Image: rel/15.4.1.0/ Created on Thu Dec 12 15:21:19 EST 2002.		IP-7.0.3.5		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.53.1		Switch		BAY		BayStack 5510-48T		BayStack 5510-48T HW:04 FW:1.0.0.16 SW:v3.0.1.00		IP-9.0/8.1.3				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.37538.1		Host		BIG-SWITCH-NETWORKS		Big-Switch-Controller		Big Switch Controller (2013.01.17.0437-b.bsc.efes)		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26543.1.7.1		Switch		BLADENETWORKS		G6800		IBM Networking Operating System RackSwitch G8000		IP-9.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26543.1.7.6		Switch		BLADENETWORKS		G8264		Blade Network Technologies RackSwitch G8264		IP-8.1.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26543.1.7.4		Switch		BLADENETWORKS		G8124E		Blade Network Technologies RackSwitch G8124-E		IP-8.1.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.24		LoadBalancer		BLUECOAT		PS7500-L100M		Blue Coat PacketShaper 9.2.7		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.3.4		Host		BLUECOAT		AV510		Blue Coat AV510 Series ProxyAV Version: 3.2.2.1 Release id: 36678		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.3.7		Host		BLUE-COAT		AV1200		Blue Coat AV1200 Series ProxyAV Version: 3.4.2.2 Release id: 98429		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.29		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG9000		Blue Coat SG9000 Series Version: SGOS 5.4.3.1 Release id: 44023 Proxy Edition		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.34		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG900		Blue Coat SG900 Series Version: SGOS 6.2.3.3 Release id: 75373 MACH5 Edition		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.20		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG 800		Blue Coat SG800 Series ProxySG Version: SGOS 4.2.7.1 Release id: 32941		IP-7.0.3.15		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.32		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG300		Blue Coat SG300 Series Version: SGOS 6.3.1.1 Release id: 78243 Proxy Edition		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.26		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG210		Blue Coat SG210 Series ProxySG Version: SGOS 5.1.5.4 Release id: 31341		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P				  D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.27		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG-510		Blue Coat SG510 Series ProxySG Version: SGOS 5.1.5.4 Release id: 31341		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.2.2		Host		BLUE-COAT		SGME800		SG-ME cfmgrcdc01.net.gs.com-148.86.96.197 3.2.3.0 #021909 2004.11.19-094340 x		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.37		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG S400		Blue Coat SG-S400 Series Version: SGOS 6.6.2.3 Release id: 169141 Proxy Edition		IP-9.4.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.24		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG200		Blue Coat SG200 Series Version: SGOS 5.4.1.1 Release id: 38147 Proxy Edition		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.4.1		Host		BLUE-COAT		CAS-S400-A3		Blue Coat S400-A3 Version: 1.2.4.4 Release Id: 157593		IP-9.4.2				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.22		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG 400		Blue Coat SG400 ProxySG Version: SGOS 3.1.3.13 Release id: 21094		IP-6.5.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.2.0		Host		BLUE-COAT		Director		SG-ME LAB-Director 3.2.3.0 #021909 2004.11.19-094340 x		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.3.3		Host		BLUE-COAT		AV810		Blue Coat AV810 Series ProxyAV Version: 3.4.1.1 Release id: 78269		IP-7.0.3.13		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.38		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG-S200		Blue Coat SG-S200 Series Version: SGOS 6.6.2.3 Release id: 169141 Proxy Edition		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.25		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG 810		Blue Coat SG810 Series Version: SGOS 5.3.3.1 Release id: 39156 Proxy Edition		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.23		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG-8000		Blue Coat SG8000 Series ProxySG Version: SGOS 4.1.3.1 Release id: 24075		IP-6.5.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.4.2		Host		BLUE-COAT		CAS-S500-A1		Blue Coat CAS-S500-A1 Version: 1.3.2.1 Release Id: 173735		IP-9.4.2				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.31		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG600-20-PR		Blue Coat SG600 Series Version: SGOS 5.5.5.1 Release id: 63141 Proxy Edition		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.2.3		Host		BLUE-COAT		Director		SG-ME director 5.4.1.1 #38189 2009.03.16-092918		IP-6.5.3.15		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.28		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG8100		Blue Coat SG8100 Series ProxySG Version: SGOS 4.2.4.1 Release id: 29063		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.36		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG-S500		Blue Coat SG-S500 Series Version: SGOS 6.5.5.1 Release id: 146684 Proxy Edition		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26543.100		Switch		BNT		BNT RSG8000		BNT RS G8000 SW Version 1.1.1.0		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26543.102		Switch		BNT		BNT RSG8124		BNT RS G8124 SW Version 1.1.1.0		IP-8.1.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6080.3.1.9		Bridge		BRIDGEWAVE		GE60/GE60X Gigabit Wireless Link		BridgeWave from Bldg O to QQ4		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5051.1.2.2.2.1		Router		BRIX		BB1000		Brix Networks Inc. Brix 1000 Verifier SNMPv1/SNMPv2c/SNMPv3 agent from SNMP Research Inc.		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.118		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		SW6505		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.3.3.1.1		Switch		BROCADE		FESX424FiberP2XGSw		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX424F+2XG-PREM IronWare Version 03.2.00iT3e1 Compiled on Nov 16 2007 at 18:55:52 labeled as SXS03200i		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.61.1.1.1.3		Switch		BROCADE		ICX7450-24		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. ICX7450-24 IronWare Version 08.0.20aT213 Compiled on Dec 8 2014 at 12:02:47 labeled as SPR08020a		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.121		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		DCX4S_8510		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				  D 		 D 		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.72		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade Silkworm Switch		v6.2.0g		IP-8.1.2				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.3.3.1.1001		Switch		BROCADE		VDX-Switch-8770-8		v3.0.0a		IP-9.3		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.62		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		HopDCX		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.67		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade BES FC Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				  D 		 D 		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.3		Switch		BROCADE		ACCESS GATEWAY		Access Gateway.		IP-8.1.2				 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.47.12.2		Switch		BROCADE		ServerIron-ADX-1000		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. ServerIron ADX 1000 TrafficWork Version 12.2.01dT403 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.120		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade DCX FC Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.18		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade  FC Switch		v3.2.0		IP-7.0.3.13		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.54.1.1.1.1		Switch		BROCADE		FCX624S		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FCX624S IronWare Version 07.2.02eT7f1 Compiled on Oct 12 2011 at 15:08:06 labeled as FCXS07202e		IP-9.2.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.56.1.3.1.1		Switch		BROCADE		ICX6610-24F		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. ICX6610-24F IronWare Version 07.3.00aT7f1 Compiled on Dec 02 2011 at 11:41:57 labeled as FCXS07300a		IP-9.2.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.1.55		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Fibre Channel Switch		v6.1.0f		IP-7.0.3.17				 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.77		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade-DCX4s		AccessGateway_Brocade DCX_4S		IP-9.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.55		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Fibre Channel Switch		v6.1.0f		IP-7.0.3.17				 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.3.3.1.1000		Switch		BROCADE		VDX-Switch-8770-4		v4.0.0b		IP-9.3				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.2.1		Switch		BROCADE		FastIronSuperX-PREM		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FastIron SuperX-PREM IronWare Version 07.3.00cT3e1 Compiled on Apr 25 2012 at 17:01:00 labeled as SXS07300c		IP-9.2.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.66		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade 5100 Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.32		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Silkworm48000		v5.1.0b		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.47.7.1		Switch		BROCADE		SNSI850Plus-Switch		Foundry Networks Inc. Switch IronWare Version 10.2.01oTG2 Compiled on Apr 01 2010 at 23:48:19 labeled as WZM10201o		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.8.3.1.1		Switch		BROCADE		FESX624		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX624HF+2XG-PREM IronWare Version 04.3.00T3e1 Compiled on Nov 14 2008 at 16:10:49 labeled as SXS04300		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.83		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade 7800 FC Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.7.1.1.1		Switch		BROCADE		FESX648		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FESX648 IronWare Version 05.1.00dT3e1 Compiled on Jun 02 2010 at 16:07:52 labeled as SXS05100d		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.34		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade 200E FC Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		 D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.26		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade 3850 FC Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1				 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.48.2.1		Switch		BROCADE		FCX648		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. Stacking System FCX648 IronWare Version 07.2.02dT7f1 Compiled on Jun 24 2011 at 21:28:44 labeled as FCXS07202d		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.10		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Fibre Channel Switch		v5.0.5f		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.2.2		Switch		BROCADE		FastIronSuperX-PREM		Foundry Networks Inc. FastIron SuperX-PREM IronWare Version 02.5.00aT3e3 Compiled on Apr 08 2006 at 16:22:58 labeled as SXR02500a		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.92		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade VA-40 FC Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.42		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		FibreChannelSwitch		v6.4.0b		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				  D 		 D 		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.1.77		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade-DCX4s-FCoE		Connectrix ED-DCX-4S-B		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				  D 		 D 		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.47.14.2		Switch		BROCADE		ServerIron-ADX4000		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. ServerIron ADX 4000 TrafficWork Version 12.5.00T403 		IP-9.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.55.4.2		Router		BROCADE		MLXe32Router		Brocade MLXe (System Mode: MLX) IronWare Version V5.4.0cT163 Compiled on Mar 25 2013 at 17:08:16 labeled as V5.4.00c		IP-9.4.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.64		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		DS-5300B		DS-5300B		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.48.3.1		Switch		BROCADE		ICX6610-48		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. Stacking System ICX6610-48 IronWare Version 07.3.00cT7f1 Compiled on Apr 25 2012 at 16:41:32 labeled as FCXS07300c		IP-9.2.2				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.1		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade 5000 FC Switch		v7.0.0b		IP-6.0		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				  D 		 D 		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.8.3.2.2		Switch		BROCADE		FESX624HF-2XG		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX624HF+2XG-PREM IronWare Version 04.3.00T3e3 Compiled on Nov 14 2008 at 15:23:55 labeled as SXR04300		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.58		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		DS5000B		v6.2.1		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.109		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade 6510 FC Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				  D 		 D 		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.76		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade 8000 FC Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.6.2		Switch		BROCADE		FastIronSX1600-PREM		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FastIron SX 1600-PREM IronWare Version 05.1.00eT3e3 Compiled on Sep 29 2010 at 14:53:28 labeled as SXR05100e		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.46		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade 7500 FC Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				  D 		 D 		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.44		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade 4900 FC Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				  D 		 D 		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.56.2.2.1.1		Switch		BROCADE		ICX6610-48-HPOE		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. ICX6610-48-HPOE IronWare Version 07.4.00T7f1 Compiled on Mar 02 2012 at 11:41:58 labeled as FCXS07400		IP-9.2.1				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.47.18.1		Switch		BROCADE		ServerIronADX10000		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. ServerIron ADX 10000 TrafficWork Version 12.2.01gT401 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.1.3.2.2		Switch		BROCADE		FESX424		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FESX424+2XG-PREM IronWare Version 07.2.02hT3e3 Compiled on Nov 05 2012 at 22:14:07 labeled as SXR07202h		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.71		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		SVR1643789		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				  D 		 D 		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.10.1		Switch		BROCADE		FastIron-SX-800		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FastIron SX 800-PREM IronWare Version 07.2.02hT3e1 Compiled on Nov 05 2012 at 22:22:05 labeled as SXS07202h		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.43		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		BrocadeSilkWormSwitch		v6.1.1b		IP-8.1.1.1				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.55.1.2		Switch		BROCADE		FCX648		Brocade MLXe (System Mode: MLX) IronWare Version V5.1.0cT163 Compiled on Apr 08 2011 at 20:53:51 labeled as V5.1.00c		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.6.1.1.1		Switch		BROCADE		FESX624		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX624 IronWare Version 04.2.00cT3e1 Compiled on Jan 08 2009 at 18:22:55 labeled as SXS04200c		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.37		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		Brocade Silkworm 3900 FC Switch		v5.0.2		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.2.1.1.1.2		Switch		BROCADE		VDX		Brocade VDX Switch		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.3.3.2.2		Switch		BROCADE		FESX424FiberP2XGPremRt		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX424HF+2XG-PREM IronWare Version 04.3.00T3e3 Compiled on Nov 14 2008 at 15:23:55 labeled as SXR04300		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.2.3.2.2		Switch		BROCADE		FESX448		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FESX448+2XG-PREM IronWare Version 05.1.00dT3e3 Compiled on Jun 02 2010 at 15:49:22 labeled as SXR05100d		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8521.1.3		LoadBalancer		BYTEMOBILE		BM Optimiser		Bytemobile Agent		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.4.4		Host		CA		Unicenter-TCPaccess-Server		Unicenter TCPaccess TCP/IP Server 6.0.0 SNMP Agent		IP-9.4.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.1.10.7		Switch		CABLETRON		ELS100		Vertical Horizon VH-2402S		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.2.5.3		Switch		CALIX		E7-2		E7-2		IP-9.4				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.42		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		12600		Linux test12600-2 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu Jun 19 12:15:47 IDT 2014 x86_64		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.13		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CheckPoint-Secure-Platform		Linux ezipnfw-mgmt 2.6.18-92cp #1 SMP Thu Jun 12 20:44:38 IDT 2014 i686		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.41		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		12400		Linux test12400-2 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu Jun 19 12:15:47 IDT 2014 x86_64		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.48		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Checkpoint-CPX		Linux NWYNFWM1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu Jun 12 21:39:21 IDT 2014 x86_64		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.23		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		1280		Linux IP1280-2 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Tue Aug 12 17:41:58 IDT 2014 x86_64		IP-9.4.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.16		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CP-150		Linux ap-mds-sec 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Sun Dec 15 19:25:11 IST 2013 x86_64		IP-9.4.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.36		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CheckPoint-Secure		Linux ezipnfw1 2.6.18-92cp #1 SMP Thu Jun 12 20:44:38 IDT 2014 i686		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.38		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		4800		Linux SG4800-1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Tue Aug 12 17:41:58 IDT 2014 x86_64		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.47		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		21700		Linux SG21700-2 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu Jun 19 12:15:47 IDT 2014 x86_64		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.24		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		2450		Linux test2450-2 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu Jun 19 12:15:47 IDT 2014 x86_64		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6983.1.10.15		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		UTM-1 Edge X		SofaWare Embedded NG		IP-7.0.3.14		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.54		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		3150		Linux na-mds-pri 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Wed Jan 22 18:11:02 IST 2014 x86_64		IP-9.4.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.1.25.3.0		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CheckPoint		Linux cpmodule 2.6.18-92cp #1 SMP Thu Apr 12 03:28:54 IDT 2012 i686		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9999.1.1		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CheckPoint-Secure-Platform		Linux whml0585 2.4.9-34cpsmp #1 SMP Wed Sep 4 10:31:36 IDT 2002 i686		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.44		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		13500		Linux 13500-1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Tue Aug 12 17:41:58 IDT 2014 x86_64		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.20		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		390		Linux IP390-1 2.6.18-92cp #1 SMP Tue Aug 12 17:18:05 IDT 2014 i686		IP-9.4.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.45		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		21400		Linux 21400-2 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu Jun 19 12:15:47 IDT 2014 x86_64		IP-9.4.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.84		Switch		CIENA		Ciena-3916		3916 Service Delivery Switch		IP-9.4		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.85		Switch		CIENA		Ciena-3930		3930 Service Delivery Switch		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.96		Switch		CIENA		Ciena-5142		5142 Service Aggregation Switch		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.80		Switch		CIENA		CN5105		CN 5150 Service Aggregation Switch		IP-8.1.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.86		Switch		CIENA		Ciena-3931		3931 Service Delivery Switch		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.68.11		Switch		CIENA		Edge6500		Optical Multiservice Edge 6500 7-SLOT OPTICAL SW:0701 BN:BB (c) Nortel Networks		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.83		Switch		CIENA		CN5305		CN 5305 Service Aggregation Switch		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.79		Switch		CIENA		CN3940		CN 3940 Service Delivery Switch		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.77		Switch		CIENA		CN3920		CN 3920 Service Delivery Switch		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6782.1.1.1.1.5		Switch		CIENA		CN2000		Akara OUSP Release:3.1.3 SWID:2-03-1-5-15-00-00-001		IP-6.5.3				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7737.5.2.2.8		Switch		CIENA		CN4200RS		Ciena SNMP Agent		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F		 D 		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7737.5.2.2.6		Switch		CIENA		CN2000		Ciena SNMP Agent		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6782.1.1.1.1.7		Switch		CIENA		CN2000		CIENA Corporation CN 2000 Storage Extension Platform Release:4.0.3 SWID:2-04-0-5-1b-00-00-001		IP-7.0.2				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7737.5.2.2.7		Switch		CIENA		CN2000		Ciena SNMP Agent		IP-9.0/8.1.3				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6782.1.1.1.1.6		Switch		CIENA		CN2000		CIENA Corporation CN 2000 Storage Extension Platform Release:5.0.0 SWID:2-05-0-5-08-00-00-001		IP-7.0.3.15		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.81		Switch		CIENA		Ciena-3960		CN 3960 Service Delivery Switch		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1271.1.2.7		Switch		CIENA		CN8700		8700 4-slot Packetwave Platform		IP-9.4.1		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.877		Switch		CISCO		WS-C4510R-E		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500e-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(44)SG1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 09-Jul-08 14:35 by pro		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.466		Router		CISCO		2610XM		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-IPBASE-M) Version 12.3(6e) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 01-Apr-05 		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.838		Router		CISCO		881G		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.4(22)T RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 10-Oct-08 13:17 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3.12		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1724		Router		CISCO		ASR901		Cisco IOS Software 901 Software (ASR901-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.3(3)S2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 01-Feb-14 03:38 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.736		Switch		CISCO		ME3400		Cisco IOS Software ME340x Software (ME340x-METROIPACCESS-M) Version 12.2(35)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 19-Dec-06 06:54 by antonino		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1643		Switch		CISCO		cat385048		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)EX1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 20-Mar-13 17:10 by pro		IP-9.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1525		Router		CISCO		ASR1002-X		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)S1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 06-Oct-12 13:03 by mcpre		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.39		Switch		CISCO		6009		Cisco Systems WS-C6009\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 8.1(3)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2003 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.338		Router		CISCO		3661Ac		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 3600 Software (C3660-JS-M) Version 12.2(3) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2001 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 18-Jul-01 15:09 by pwade		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.824		LoadBalancer		CISCO		ACE4710		ACE 4710 Application Control Engine Appliance		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.184		Switch		CISCO		2924C-XL		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2900XL Software (C2900XL-HS-M) Version 11.2(8.12)SA6 MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-1904 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 09-Apr-04 19:46 by antonino		IP-6.0		D P F		D F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1616		Switch		CISCO		ME-3600X-24CX-M		Cisco IOS Software ME360x_t Software (ME360x_t-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)S2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 12-Dec-12 05:26 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.501		Switch		CISCO		C4507-with-Sup		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) Catalyst 4000 L3 Switch Software (cat4000-IS-M) Version 12.1(12c)EW1 EARLY DEPLOYMENT RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATAC Support: http://www.cisco.com/tac\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.627		Router		CISCO		SB 101		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4000 L3 Switch Software (cat4000-I9S-M) Version 12.2(25)EWA RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 04-Mar-05 16:49 by dchih		IP-6.2.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1858		Router		CISCO		C891F		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.3(3)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 30-Jan-14 02:12 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3607.1.20.10.70		Switch		CISCO		ONS15454		Cisco ONS 15454 M6 09.60-012F-16.17-SPA Factory Defaults PLATFORM=15454-M6		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1049		Switch		CISCO		C3560E		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSAL-M) Version 12.2(52)EX RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Nov-09 14:02 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.830		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoIPS4270		Linux FLN01-L1D01-IL01 2.4.30-IDS-smp-bigphys #2 SMP Tue Aug 18 13:05:49 UTC 2009 i686		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.400		Switch		CISCO		IOS 6513		Cisco IOS Software s72033_rp Software (s72033_rp-IPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(33)SXI1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 28-Mar-09 10:30 by prod_rel_		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.947		Switch		CISCO		CBS3110		Cisco IOS Software CBS31X0 Software (CBS31X0-UNIVERSAL-M) Version 12.2(40)EX2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 16-Apr-08 20:32 by myl		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.726		Switch		CISCO		500-24PC		Cisco IOS Software CE500 Software (CE500-LANBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)FY RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 09-Sep-05 11:49 by antonino		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.747		WirelessController		CISCO		WS-C3750G-24WS-S25		Cisco Controller		IP-7.0.3.5		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.528		Router		CISCO		7613		Cisco IOS Software c7600rsp72043_rp Software (c7600rsp72043_rp-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(33)SRC2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 18-Sep-08 0		IP-6.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.202		Switch		CISCO		8540 MSR		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) PNNI Software (cat8540m-WP-M) Version 12.0(7)W5(15e) RELEASE SOFTWARE \X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2001 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 09-Mar-01 08:44 by 		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.620		Router		CISCO		1841		Cisco IOS Software 1841 Software (C1841-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.3(14)T RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 24-Mar-05 16:09 by yiyan		IP-7.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1214		Router		CISCO		Nexus1000V-NAM-VirtualBlade		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: sm-sre-900-4.4.3.4\X0ACisco Wide Area Application Services (universal-k9) Software Release 4.4.3 (build b4 Aug 22 2011) \X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1700		Switch		CISCO		C2960X-24PSK-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960X Software (C2960X-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(2)EX5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 21-Feb-14 05:54 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.566		Router		CISCO		C850		Cisco IOS Software C850 Software (C850-ADVSECURITYK9-M) Version 12.4(4)T3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 22-May-06 20:06 by kellythw		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.716		Switch		CISCO		C2960-24TT		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(25)SEE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 03-Feb-06 07:02 by antonino		IP-6.5.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1008		Switch		CISCO		ME-3400EG-12CS-M		Cisco IOS Software ME340x Software (ME340x-METROACCESSK9-M) Version 12.2(53)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 13-Dec-09 17:46 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1146		Switch		CISCO		2960-24LC-S		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITE-M) Version 12.2(50)SE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 15-May-09 20:54 by nachen		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1880		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3850-12S		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.03.04SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 29-Aug		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.847		Switch		CISCO		UCS 6120XP		Cisco NX-OS(tm) ucs Software (ucs-6100-k9-system) Version 4.0(1a)N2(1.1) Interim version 4.0(1a)N2(1.0.9 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2) Copyright (c) 2002-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version nms.sro not found Compiled 11/26/2008 21:00:00		IP-9.0/8.1.3				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2053		Router		CISCO		897-MultiMode-VDSL2-ADSL2		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.4(3)M0.1 MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 31-Jul-14 08:10 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.782		Router		CISCO		C870		Cisco IOS Software C870 Software (C870-ADVSECURITYK9-M) Version 12.4(15)T16 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 22-Sep-11 08:40 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.574		Switch		CISCO		C3750-24TE-MD		Cisco IOS Software C3750ME Software (C3750ME-I5-M) Version 12.2(50)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 28-Feb-09 01:04 by weiliu		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1354		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-7706		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n9000 Software (n9000-dk9) Version 6.1(2)I2(3) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 6/23/2014 12:00:00		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.795		Switch		CISCO		catalyst3560E24PD		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(37)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 10-May-07 16:07 by antonino		IP-6.x		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.565		Bridge		CISCO		BR1300		Cisco IOS Software C1310 Software (C1310-K9W7-M) Version 12.3(8)JA2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 30-May-06 18:15 by pwade		IP-6.2.1		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		  D 				  D 		 D 		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.14		Router		CISCO		4500		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 4500 Software (C4500-JS-M) Version 12.2(46a) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Jul-07 22:21 by pwade		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.168		RSM		CISCO		WS-X5302		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C5RSM Software (C5RSM-ISV-M) Version 12.0(9)W5(17a) RELEASE SOFTWARE \X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2000 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 04-May-00 22:41 by 		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.823		Host		CISCO		WAE502/522		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: nme-wae-502-DEVELOPMENT[adbu-bldsrv-11:/ws/damaster/alameda_mfg_build/alame Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.0.13 (build b23 Sep 25 2007)		IP-9.4.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.543		Router		CISCO		3825		Cisco IOS Software 3800 Software (C3825-ADVENTERPRISEK9-M) Version 12.4(22)T RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 10-Oct-08 06:43 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.571		Router		CISCO		871		Cisco IOS Software C870 Software (C870-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.3(8)YI3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ASynched to technology version 12.3(10.3)T2\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompil		IP-6.5.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.821		Router		CISCO		7201		Cisco IOS Software 7200 Software (C7200P-ADVENTERPRISEK9_SNA-M) Version 12.4(15)T1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 18-Jul-07 13:55 by prod_rel_tea		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1249		Router		CISCO		892F		Cisco IOS Software C890 Software (C890-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(2)T2.1 MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 16-Nov-10 05:38 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1293		LoadBalancer		CISCO		ciscoWiSM2		Cisco Controller		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.799		Switch		CISCO		catalyst2960G8TC		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(37)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 10-May-07 16:43 by antonino		IP-6.x		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.664		Switch		CISCO		ISR-NME-X-23ES-1G-P		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(37)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 10-May-07 16:31 by antonino		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.592		Switch		CISCO		IGESM		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) CIGESM Software (CIGESM-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(22)EA9 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 01-Dec-06 17:59 by weiliu		IP-7.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1537		Router		CISCO		CSR1000v		Cisco IOS Software CSR1000V Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.4(2)S RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 26-Mar-14 21:09 by mcpre		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.310		Router		CISCO		IOS 6509 NEB		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) s72033_rp Software (s72033_rp-ADVIPSERVICESK9_WAN-M) Version 12.2(18)SXE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1341		Router		CISCO		C1861		Cisco IOS Software C1861 Software (C1861-ADVENTERPRISEK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 20-Mar-12 17:47 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.702		Switch		CISCO		C3750		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(35)SE5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 19-Jul-07 19:15 by nachen		IP-7.0.3.22		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.61		Switch		CISCO		WSC 6509 NEBA		Cisco Systems WS-C6509-NEB-A\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 8.5(9)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2007 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2238		Switch		CISCO		Cisco-APIC		APIC VERSION 1.2(2h); PID APIC-SERVER-L2; Serial FCH1939V28M		IP-9.4.2				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.615		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3560G-24TS		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(35)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 19-Dec-06 10:54 by antonino		IP-6.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.669		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5510		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.0(4)		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1299		Router		CISCO		881G2		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(2.19)T0.2 MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 11-Oct-10 06:03 by prod_rel		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.431		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3550-12G		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C3550 Software (C3550-I5K2L2Q3-M) Version 12.1(22)EA3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 25-Jan-05 21:04 by antonino		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.928		Switch		CISCO		2960-LANLITE-M		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITE-M) Version 12.2(37)EY RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 28-Jun-07 18:07 by antonino		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1147		Switch		CISCO		2960-24PC-S		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITE-M) Version 12.2(50)SE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 15-May-09 20:54 by nachen		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1016		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst2960		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(46)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Aug-08 15:59 by nachen		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1024		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3560X-24		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(50)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 06-Apr-09 02:25 by amvarma		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.9.2.180		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoIPS4240-k9		Linux DAL03-04M01-IL01 2.6.14-Cavium-Octeon #5 SMP Thu Mar 25 04:09:20 CDT 2010 mips64		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1496		Router		CISCO		A9K-24X10GE-SE		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.3(3)M1 WELLS FARGO ES image for CAP348003\X0D\X0AEng Special Image for CAP348003\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 12-Mar-14 23:19 by CUST-SPECIAL WELLS_FARGO_MARC+		IP-9.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.278		Switch		CISCO		3548XL		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C3500XL Software (C3500XL-C3H2S-M) Version 12.0(5)WC9 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 19-Sep-03 10:01 by antonino		IP-6.5.3		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.217		Switch		CISCO		2924XL-V		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2900XL Software (C2900XL-C3H2S-M) Version 12.0(5.2)XU MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2000 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 17-Jul-00 17:35 by ayounes		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1421		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5515		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.1(1)		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1823		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3650-24TS		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.03.03SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 27-Apr		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.798		Switch		CISCO		C2960-8-TC		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(37)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 10-May-07 16:43 by antonino		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.796		Switch		CISCO		3560E-48PD		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(37)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 10-May-07 16:07 by antonino		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.171		Switch		CISCO		2916M-XL		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2900XL Software (C2900XL-HS-M) Version 11.2(8.12)SA6 MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-1904 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 09-Apr-04 19:46 by antonino		IP-6.0		D P F		D F		 D 		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14179		WirelessController		CISCO		UNIVERGE WL3036		UNIVERGE WL controller		IP-9.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2157		Router		CISCO		ASR920		Cisco IOS Software ASR920 Software (PPC_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_NPE-M) Version 15.5(3)S RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc6)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 26-Jul-15 10:01 by mcpre		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.29		Router		CISCO		2513		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 2500 Software (C2500-I-L) Version 12.2(3g) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 03-Aug-03 09:15 by ccai		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1022		Switch		CISCO		3750-24TS		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(50)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 06-Apr-09 02:58 by amvarma		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1019		Switch		CISCO		C3560v2-24TS		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(50)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 06-Apr-09 02:25 by amvarma		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.666		Switch		CISCO		ISR-NME-XD-48ES-2S-P		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(37)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 10-May-07 16:31 by antonino		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1014		Router		CISCO		MWR-2941-DC		Cisco IOS Software 2900 Software (MWR2900-IPRAN-M) Experimental Version 12.4(20081123:100842) [cbrezove-rounders_nightly 104]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 23-Nov-08 05:08 by cbrezove		IP-7.0.3.13		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1253		Router		CISCO		CGR2010		Cisco IOS Software CGR2010 Software (CGR2010-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(0.26)T0.6 INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 15-Mar-10 06:17 by khuie		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.858		Router		CISCO		C890		Cisco IOS Software C890 Software (C890-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 29-Oct-10 00:19 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1316		Switch		CISCO		cat2960cG8TC-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960C Software (C2960c405ex-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SE5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 25-Oct-13 14:41 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1275		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoASASm1sc		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.5(1)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.959		Switch		CISCO		IE30008TC		Cisco IOS Software IES Software (IES-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(52)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 25-Sep-09 11:10 by sasyamal		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.634		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3560-48TS		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)SEB2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 07-Jun-05 23:34 by yenanh		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.672		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5540		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.0(4)		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1116		Router		CISCO		ASR1002F		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software (PPC_LINUX_IOSD-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(33)XND2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 04-Nov-09 18:54 by mcpr		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1167		Host		CISCO		CDE-205		Content Delivery System Software Hardware Version: cde205-2.5.9.107 Content Delivery System Software Software Release 2.5.9 (build b107 Sep 16 2010)		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.564		Switch		CISCO		3560-48PS		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(35)SE5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 20-Jul-07 01:44 by nachen		IP-6.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.542		Switch		CISCO		2940-8TF		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2940 Software (C2940-I6K2L2Q4-M) Version 12.1(22)EA5a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 16-Sep-05 16:37 by antonino		IP-6.2		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1286		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst4507R		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500e-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SG RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc4)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 26-Apr-11 18:55 by 		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.451		Firewall		CISCO		PIX Firewall 515E		Cisco PIX Firewall Version 6.3(5)\X0A		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1192		Router		CISCO		Cisco1905		Cisco IOS Software C1900 Software (C1900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M1.10 INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 09-Feb-10 16:12 by khuie		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6203.6		Switch		CISCO		TOPSPIN SFS7008		Topspin-270 TopspinOS 2.3.0 releng #222 06/09/2005 16:49:24		IP-6.5.3		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1229		Switch		CISCO		C3560E		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(55)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 02-Dec-10 06:44 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1056		Switch		CISCO		C3560-48P		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(55)SE5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 09-Feb-12 18:32 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.448		Switch		CISCO		4006-Sup		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) Catalyst 4000 L3 Switch Software (cat4000-I5K2S-M) Version 12.1(20)EW2 EARLY DEPLOYMENT RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.618		Router		CISCO		AP1130		Cisco IOS Software C1130 Software (C1130-K9W7-M) Version 12.3(7)JA4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 05-Sep-06 14:14 by alnguyen		IP-6.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.727		Switch		CISCO		500g-12TC		Cisco IOS Software CE500 Software (CE500-LANBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)FY RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 09-Sep-05 11:49 by antonino		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.866		Router		CISCO		Unity Express		Cisco Unity Express Enhanced (NME-CUE)		IP-7.0.3.16				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.558		Router		CISCO		VG224		Cisco IOS Software vg224 Software (vg224-I6S-M) Version 12.4(7) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc6)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 01-Mar-06 12:09 by alnguyen		IP-6.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3607.1.20.10.10		Switch		CISCO		ONS-15454		Cisco ONS 15454 07.20-006E-04.17 Factory Defaults		IP-7.0.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1227		Switch		CISCO		C3560E		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9NPE-M) Version 12.2(55)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 02-Dec-10 06:45 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.42		Switch		CISCO		2948G		Cisco Systems Inc. WS-C2948\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 6.4(9)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2004 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.638		Router		CISCO		1801		Cisco IOS Software C180X Software (C180X-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.4(6)T RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 22-Feb-06 21:14 by ccai		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.874		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst 4500		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500-ENTSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(31)SGA8 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 29-Jul-08 12:08		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.653		Host		CISCO		ciscoIDSIDSM2		Linux oaks-socc-id-npd-01a 2.4.30-IDS-smp-bigphys #2 SMP Thu Apr 19 21:49:35 UTC 2012 i686		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.48		Router		CISCO		7505		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) RSP Software (RSP-K3PV-M) Version 12.0(22.4)S EARLY DEPLOYMENT MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ATAC Support: http://www.cisco.com/tac\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 06-S		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.614		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3560G-24PS		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(25)SEE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 03-Feb-06 07:37 by antonino		IP-6.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.601		Host		CISCO		7326 Web Proxy Server		Application and Content Networking System Software Hardware Version: ce7326-5.4.3 Application and Content Networking System Software Software Release 5.4.3 (build b17 May 7 2007)		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7185		Host		CISCO		MeetingPlace		MeetingPlace Release 6 . 0 . 5 Latitude Communications		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1355		Router		CISCO		5915RC		Cisco IOS Software C5915 Software (C5915-ADVENTERPRISEK9-M) Experimental Version 15.1(20110426:113331) [sandkum4-C5915_EFT_20110426_V10 104]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 26-Apr-11 17:03 by sandkum4		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.471		Router		CISCO		2651XM		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-IK9S-M) Version 12.3(12e) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 24-Aug-05 0		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.626		Switch		CISCO		Cisco Catalyst 4948G-L3		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4000 L3 Switch Software (cat4000-I5K91S-M) Version 12.2(25)EWA14 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 20-May-08 19:18 by ch		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1315		Switch		CISCO		cat2960cPD8PT		Cisco IOS Software C2960C Software (C2960c405-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(55.0.52)SK TEST ENGINEERING ESTG_WEEKLY BUILD synced to V122_55_1_SE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 16-Mar-11 12:29 by antonino		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.502		Switch		CISCO		C4506-with-Sup		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) Catalyst 4000 L3 Switch Software (cat4000-I5S-M) Version 12.1(20)EW2 EARLY DEPLOYMENT RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco S		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1631		WirelessController		CISCO		AIR-CTVM-K9		Cisco Controller		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1148		Switch		CISCO		2960-48PST-S		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITEK9-M) Version 12.2(50)SE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 15-May-09 22:30 by nachen		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.537		Switch		CISCO		4510R		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4000 L3 Switch Software (cat4000-I5K91S-M) Version 12.2(25)EWA4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 23-Sep-05 12:49 by sse		IP-7.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1645		WirelessController		CISCO		Cisco-5760-WLC		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software 5700 Series Wireless LAN Controller Software (CT5760-IPSERVICESK9-M) Version 03.03.00SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0AComp		IP-9.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.209		Router		CISCO		2621		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-IS-M) Version 12.2(8)T RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATAC Support: http://www.cisco.com/tac\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 14-Feb-02 18:30 by ccai		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1045		Router		CISCO		C2900		Cisco IOS Software C2900 Software (C2900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 18-Jul-10 03:32 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3.20		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.651		FibreChannelSwitch		CISCO		MDS9-222i		Cisco SAN-OS(tm) m9200 Software (m9200-s2ek9-mz) Version 3.2(3a) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2) Copyright (c) 2002-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 1/10/2008 9:00:00		IP-7.0.3.7				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.616		Switch		CISCO		SAN-OS(tm) m9100		Cisco SAN-OS(tm) m9100 Software (m9100-s2ek9-mz) Version 3.2(1a) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2) Copyright (c) 2002-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 9/25/2007 18:00:00		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1163		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-3064-X		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3000 Software (n3000-uk9) Version 5.0(3)U3(2a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 5.2(1) Compiled 6/12/2012 19:00:00		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1377		Router		CISCO		887VaWE		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 21-Mar-12 01:19 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1805		Switch		CISCO		Cisco-Catalyst-2960XR-24PS-I		Cisco IOS Software C2960X Software (C2960X-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(2)EX5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 21-Feb-14 05:54 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1196		Firewall		CISCO		Cisco-ASA5585-SSP-40		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.2(4)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1765		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst-6807-XL		Cisco IOS Software s2t54 Software (s2t54-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 15.1(2)SY3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc4)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Jun-14 14:27 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1208		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst-29xxStack		Cisco IOS Software C2960S Software (C2960S-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(53)SE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 21-Apr-10 06:08 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.999		Switch		CISCO		CBS31X0		Cisco IOS Software CBS31X0 Software (CBS31X0-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(0.0.112)EX CISCO DEVELOPMENT TEST VERSION\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 31-Mar-08 12:13 by myl		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.516		Switch		CISCO		3750-Stack		Cisco IOS Software C3750E Software (C3750E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(55)SE3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 05-May-11 15:40 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.472		FibreChannelSwitch		CISCO		MDS 9216i		Cisco SAN-OS(tm) m9200 Software (m9200-ek9-mz) Version 3.1(2b) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2) Copyright (c) 2002-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 2/21/2007 15:00:00		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1732		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst4500X		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500e-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.04.00.SG1-0.57 CISCO INTERNAL USE ONLY UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION K10 IOSD VERSION synced to V151_2_1_SG\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.390		Firewall		CISCO		PIX Firewall 515		Cisco PIX Firewall Version 6.3(5)\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1658		Router		CISCO		CRS-8SB		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco CRS-8/S-B) Version 4.2.3.25I[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.2.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1352		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-7718		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n7700 Software (n7700-s2-dk9) Version 6.2(6) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 12/5/2013 14:00:00		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.876		Switch		CISCO		4507E		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(31)SGA8 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 29-Jul-08 12:23 by tin		IP-7.0.3.8		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2120		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5508		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.4(1)5		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1005		Switch		CISCO		C2960		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITEK9-M) Version 12.2(46)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Aug-08 15:59 by nachen		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.793		Switch		CISCO		catalyst3560E24TD		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(35)SE5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 20-Jul-07 01:34 by nachen		IP-7.0.3.22		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.26		Router		CISCO		2510		Lennon T1 VOIP gateway.		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1367		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst-C2960C-12PC-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960C Software (C2960c405-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(55)EX3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 10-Aug-11 06:40 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1291		LoadBalancer		CISCO		ACE20K9		Application Control Engine Service Module		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1212		Router		CISCO		SM-SRE-700-K9		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: sm-wae-4.2.3.7 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.2.3 (build b7 Jul 29 2010)		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.205		Router		CISCO		3660		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 3600 Software (C3660-JS-M) Version 12.1(6) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2000 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 27-Dec-00 16:51 by kellythw		IP-6.0		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.221		Switch		CISCO		2912MF-XL		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2900XL Software (C2900XL-C3H2S-M) Version 12.0(5)WC5a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 30-Aug-02 11:39 by antonino		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.46		Switch		CISCO		WS-S4006		Cisco Systems Inc. WS-C4006\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 6.4(11)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2004 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1747		MediaGateway		CISCO		VG204XM		Cisco IOS Software VG20XXM Software (VG20XXM-IPVOICE-M) Version 15.3(2)T RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 28-Mar-13 14:21 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.958		Switch		CISCO		IE-3000-4TC		Cisco IOS Software IES Software (IES-IPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(55)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 08-Aug-10 01:55 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1704		Switch		CISCO		2960X-24TS-LL		Cisco IOS Software C2960X Software (C2960X-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(2)EX4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 14-Nov-13 11:33 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1057		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3560X-24		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(52)EX1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 13-May-10 14:25 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1026		Switch		CISCO		3750-48TS		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(50)SE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 15-May-09 19:40 by nachen		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.385		Router		CISCO		12416 GSR		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco 12416/PRP) Version 3.9.1[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1021		Switch		CISCO		C3560-24PS-S		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(50)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 06-Apr-09 02:25 by amvarma		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1210		Router		CISCO		nme-wae-502		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: nme-wae-502-4.2.3c.1 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.2.3c (build b1 Dec 15 2010)		IP-9.2.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1605		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst4500-16		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500e-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.04.00.SG RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 0		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2307		Host		CISCO		Cisco Prime Infrastructure Appliance		Cisco Prime Infrastructure Appliance		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.745		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5505		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 7.2(2)22		IP-6.5.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1757		Switch		CISCO		C2960-LANLITEK9-M		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITEK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SE5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 25-Oct-13 13:34 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1178		Switch		CISCO		cat4500e-LANBASEK9-M		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500e-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(54)SG RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 27-Jun-10 10:21 by p		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1050		Switch		CISCO		C3560		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Experimental Version 12.2(20090415:185432) [giyoon-EW 111]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 15-Apr-09 15:13 by giyoon		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1826		Switch		CISCO		Cisco-WS-C3650-48PS-E		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.03.02SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 20-Feb		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1068		Switch		CISCO		C2975Stack		Cisco IOS Software C2975 Software (C2975-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(52)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 25-Sep-09 11:41 by sasyamal		IP-8.1.1.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1144		Router		CISCO		3925-SPE200		Cisco IOS Software C3900e Software (C3900e-UNIVERSALPI13K9-M) Experimental Version 15.1(20091105:141853) [ 104]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 05-Nov-09 06:39 by sheldonc		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.452		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3550-24Dc		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C3550 Software (C3550-I9Q3L2-M) Version 12.1(14)EA1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 22-Jul-03 12:36 by antonino		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.920		Switch		CISCO		CBS3032DEL		Cisco IOS Software CBS31X0 Software (CBS31X0-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(40)EX1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 12-Dec-07 18:19 by myl		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.182		Router		CISCO		12008		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) GS Software (GSR-P-M) Version 12.0(32)S2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 14-Apr-06 18:59 by		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1331		Router		CISCO		CRS 16/SB		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco CRS-16/S-B) Version 4.2.1[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1642		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3850-24P-E		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)EX1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 20-Mar-13 17:10 by pro		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.963		MediaGateway		CISCO		VG204		Cisco IOS Software VG20X Software (VG20X-IPVOICE-M) Version 12.4(22)T4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 15-Dec-09 05:05 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.663		Probe		CISCO		NME-16ES-1G-P		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(25)SEE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 28-Jul-06 12:55 by yenanh		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		  D 		 D 				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.185		Router		CISCO		2610		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-IS-M) Version 12.0(7)T RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-1999 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 07-Dec-99 02:21 by phanguye		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.617		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3560G-48TS		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(25)SEE4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 16-Jul-07 03:11 by myl		IP-6.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1409		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-6000		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n6000 Software (n6000-uk9) Version 7.1(2)N1(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 6.0(2)N1(1)Compiled 7/28/2015 20:00:00		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1226		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3560X-24		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(53)SE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 21-Apr-10 04:26 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1829		Switch		CISCO		Cisco-WS-C3650-24PD		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.03.00SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 02-Oct		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.776		Host		CISCO		WAE-512-K9		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe512-4.0.12.49 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.0.12 (build b49 Jul 15 2007)		IP-7.0.3.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1515		Host		CISCO		UCS-C260M2-VCD2		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(CIMC) [UCS C260 M2\X0A] Firmware Version 1.5(4) Copyright (c) 2008-2013 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.222		Router		CISCO		7206VXR		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 7200 Software (C7200-IS-M) Version 12.3(6b) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 19-May-04 17:57 by dchih		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.509		Router		CISCO		7609		Cisco IOS Software c7600s72033_rp Software (c7600s72033_rp-ADVIPSERVICES-M) Version 12.2(33)SRD3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 10-Sep-09 21:36 b		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.154		Router		CISCO		2511RJ		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 2500 Software (C2500-I-L) Version 12.1(21) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 19-Aug-03 01:04 by kellythw		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1521		Router		CISCO		ASR901		Cisco IOS Software 901 Software (ASR901-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(2)SNG RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 27-Oct-11 15:52 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.753		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5550		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.0(3)		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.587		FibreChannelSwitch		CISCO		MDS-9124		Cisco SAN-OS(tm) m9100 Software (m9100-s2ek9-mz) Version 3.1(2) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2) Copyright (c) 2002-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 1/18/2007 7:00:00		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1397		Router		CISCO		881GVK9		Enterprise Content Delivery System Software Hardware Version: MDE3100-2.5.3\X0AEnterprise Content Delivery System Software Software Release 2.5.3 S4 (build b720 Dec 22 2011)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1195		Firewall		CISCO		Cisco-ASA5585-SSP-20		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.4(2)		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.534		Switch		CISCO		6509-NEB-A		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) s72033_rp Software (s72033_rp-IPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(18)SXE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompi		IP-6.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.18		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst wsc1900		Cisco Systems Catalyst 1900V9.00.04 		IP-6.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1292		Switch		CISCO		WS-C2360-48TD-S		Cisco IOS Software C2360 Software (C2360-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(58)SE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Jul-11 02:42 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1069		WirelessController		CISCO		AIR-CT5508-K9		Cisco Controller		IP-9.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1150		Router		CISCO		AxpSmSre700		Service Module running Cisco Unity Express (SM-CUE)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1682		Host		CISCO		UCS C220		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(Cisco IMC) [UCS C220 M3S\X0A] Firmware Version 2.0(3i) Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		  D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1748		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst-2960-Plus48PST-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SE5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 25-Oct-13 13:34 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.613		Router		CISCO		CRS-1 16/S		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco CRS-16/S) Version 4.1.2[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14179.1.1.4.2		Host		CISCO		Cisco-Controller		Cisco Controller		IP-9.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1413		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5545sc		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.0(2)		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.428		Switch		CISCO		C2950G-24		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2950 Software (C2950-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(14)EA1a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 02-Sep-03 03:33 by antonino		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1308		Switch		CISCO		N6K-C6001-64P		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n6000 Software (n6000-uk9) Version 6.0(2)N1(2) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 6.0(2)N1(1) Compiled 3/14/2013 1:00:00		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.341		Router		CISCO		3662-DC		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 3600 Software (C3660-JS-M) Version 12.3(13) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 10-Feb-05 00:37		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3028.6.1.1		MediaGateway		CISCO		PHSTelecom		vsmgh1timg1.partners.org		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.659		Switch		CISCO		cat4000-I9K91S-M		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500-IPBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(31)SGA RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 08-Sep-06 10:19 by cc		IP-7.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2068		Router		CISCO		CISCO-4331-ISR		Cisco IOS Software ISR Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.5(1)S RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc5)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 20-Nov-14 18:28 by mcpre		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.223		Router		CISCO		7204VXR		Cisco IOS Software 7200 Software (C7200-IS-M) Version 12.4(5a) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 14-Jan-06 00:25 by alnguyen		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.317		Router		CISCO		uBR10012		Cisco IOS Software 10000 Software (UBR10K4-K9P6U2-M) Experimental Version 12.2(20110520:012734) [shemant-sce3-videotron-0519 104]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 20-May-11 07:39 by shemant		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.841		FibreChannelSwitch		CISCO		MDS9148		Cisco NX-OS(tm) m9100 Software (m9100-s3ek9-mz) Version 5.0(1a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 2/2/2010 17:00:00		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1595		Host		CISCO		CDE-205-2S6		Content Delivery System Software Hardware Version: cde250-2s6-2.6.3.37 Content Delivery System Software Software Release 2.6.3 (build b37 Aug 30 2012)		IP-9.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.46		Router		CISCO		7513		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) RSP Software (RSP-JSV-M) Version 12.1(21) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 18-Aug-03 19:52 by kellythw		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.898		Host		CISCO		MCS7816I		Hardware:7816I4 1 2048 MB Memory: Software:UCOS 4.0.0.0-28		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.551.2.1.124		Bridge		CISCO		WGB350		Cisco WGB350 V8.85		IP-7.0.3.13		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.259		Router		CISCO		7120-4T1		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) EGR Software (C7100-JK9S-M) Version 12.3(12e) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 24-Aug-05 15:		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.440		Router		CISCO		RPM-XF		Cisco IOS Software RPMXF Software (RPMXF-P12-M) Version 12.4(6)T2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 16-May-06 17:54 by kellythw		IP-6.2.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.469		Router		CISCO		2621XM		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-JS-M) Version 12.2(8)T5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATAC Support: http://www.cisco.com/tac\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 21-Jun-02 08:59 by ccai		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1861		Router		CISCO		ASR-1001X		Cisco IOS Software ASR1000 Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_NPE-M) Version 15.5(2)S RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 22-Mar-15 02:45 by mcpr		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1699		Switch		CISCO		2960X-24TS-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960X Software (C2960X-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(2)EX5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 21-Feb-14 05:54 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1749		Switch		CISCO		WS-C2960-24PC-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SE5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 25-Oct-13 13:34 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.33.3.1.1		Switch		CISCO		CGESM		Cisco IOS Software CGESM Software (CGESM-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(44)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 05-Jan-08 01:11 by weiliu		IP-6.2.2				  D 		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1194		Firewall		CISCO		Cisco-ASA5585-SSP10		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.4(2)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.377		FibreChannelSwitch		CISCO		MDS9513		Cisco NX-OS(tm) m9500 Software (m9500-sf2ek9-mz) Version 4.2(5) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 3/2/2010 18:00:00		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.444		Router		CISCO		C1721		Cisco IOS Software C1700 Software (C1700-ADVENTERPRISEK9-M) Version 12.3(14)T5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 24-Oct-05 19:00 by kellythw		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1047		Router		CISCO		C1900 UNIVERSALK9		Cisco IOS Software C1900 Software (C1900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 28-Oct-10 16:26 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1040		Router		CISCO		C880		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.4(22)YB1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 19-Mar-09 02:09 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3.20		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.642		Router		CISCO		Cisco 1812		Cisco IOS Software C181X Software (C181X-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.4(6)T3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 21-Jul-06 15:17 by kellythw		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1114		Router		CISCO		CDS		Content Delivery System Software Hardware Version: cde220-2g2-2.4.3.7\X0AContent Delivery System Software Software Release 2.4.3 (build b7 Aug 11 2009)		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1165		Router		CISCO		ASR1001		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Experimental Version 15.1(20101004:083047) [v151_1_s_xe32_throttle-BLD-BLD_V151_1_S_XE32_THROTTLE_LATEST_20101004_060052-ios 124]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompi		IP-8.1.2		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.301		MSFC		CISCO		MSFC2		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) MSFC2 Software (C6MSFC2-JSV-M) Version 12.1(27b)E1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 12-Oct-0		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1009		Switch		CISCO		ME3400E24TSM		Cisco IOS Software ME340x Software (ME340x-METROACCESSK9-M) Version 12.2(53)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 13-Dec-09 17:46 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1288		Host		CISCO		AXPNME302		Application eXtension Platform (AXP) 1.6.0.38 Technical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport Copyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.125		Router		CISCO		7204		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 7200 Software (C7200-P-M) MCI TAC Supported - : Please see:http://rtp-rp-ios.cisco.com/isp/uunet/images/ for details. Version 12.0(21)S3.0712.MCI\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACom		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1041		Router		CISCO		C3900		Cisco IOS Software C3900 Software (C3900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.4(24.6)PI11m PI11 ENGINEERING WEEKLY BUILD synced to V124_24_6_T9\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 29-Jun-09 18:01 by pallavik		IP-7.0.3.18		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.476		Router		CISCO		7301		Cisco IOS Software 7301 Software (C7301-K91P-M) Version 12.2(28)SB5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 02-Oct-06 22:52 by richv		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.901		Router		CISCO		MCS7828H		Hardware:7828H3 1 6144 MB Memory: Software:UCOS 4.0.0.0-31		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1354		LoadBalancer		CISCO		Cisco-Wave294		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe294-5.1.1.16 Cisco Wide Area Application Services (universal-k9) Software Release 5.1.1 (build b16 Dec 19 2012) 		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.633		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3560-24TS		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)SEB4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 30-Aug-05 14:19 by yenanh		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1327		Switch		CISCO		catalyst4948ef10GE		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500e-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(54)SG1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 27-Jan-11 12:28 by 		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.641		Router		CISCO		Cisco 1811		Cisco IOS Software C181X Software (C181X-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.4(6)T2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 16-May-06 12:21 by kellythw		IP-7.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.679		Switch		CISCO		5350XM		Cisco IOS Software 5350 Software (C5350-IS-M) Version 12.4(3a) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 30-Sep-05 00:58 by hqluong		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.3.1.1.2.914		Probe		CISCO		WS-SVC-NAM-1		Cisco Network Analysis Module (WS-SVC-NAM-1-250S) Version 4.0(0.67)\X0ACompiled Nov 17 2008 22:35:32\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2008 by cisco Systems Inc.		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.320		Router		CISCO		2651		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-IK9S-M) Version 12.2(11)T11 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 14-Apr-0		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1639		Router		CISCO		ASR9001		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco ASR9K Series) Version 4.2.3[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1376		Router		CISCO		887VaWAK9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 24-Mar-11 20:19 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1615		WirelessController		CISCO		AIR-CT8510-K9		Cisco Controller		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1018		Router		CISCO		ASR9006		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco ASR9K Series) Version 3.7.3[00]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.748		Switch		CISCO		CBS3020		Cisco IOS Software CBS30X0 Software (CBS30X0-LANBASE-M) Version 12.2(37)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 05-Jul-07 19:54 by antonino		IP-6.5.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.287		Switch		CISCO		3524tXLEn		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C3500XL Software (C3500XL-C3H2S-M) Version 12.0(5)WC11 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 11-Jan-05 10:23 by antonino		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1352		LoadBalancer		CISCO		Cisco-Wave694		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe694-4.4.5.5 Cisco Wide Area Application Services (universal-k9) Software Release 4.4.5 (build b5 Feb 4 2012) 		IP-9.4.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1495		Router		CISCO		CISCO-819G		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 20-Jun-13 16:14 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6203.5		Switch		CISCO		TOPSPIN SFS7000		Topspin-120 TopspinOS 2.2.0 releng #545 02/09/2005 13:42:53		IP-6.5.3		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.696		Switch		CISCO		2960G-24TC		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(52)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 25-Sep-09 08:49 by sasyamal		IP-6.5.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.478		Router		CISCO		12810		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) GS Software (C12KPRP-P-M) Version 12.0(27)S5d RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 03-Nov-05 14:		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.703		Switch		CISCO		CiscoNMEX24ES1		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(35)SE5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 19-Jul-07 19:15 by nachen		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.720		Switch		CISCO		ME6524GT		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) s6523_rp Software (s6523_rp-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(18)ZU1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompi		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1051		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst2960		Cisco IOS Software C2960SM Software (C2960SM-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(52)EX RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Nov-09 14:28 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1052		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst2960		Cisco IOS Software C2960SM Software (C2960SM-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(52)EX RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Nov-09 14:28 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1414		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5555sc		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.0(2)		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.454		Host		CISCO		CE-2636		Application and Content Networking System Software Hardware Version: ce2636-sw-5.0.3 Application and Content Networking System Software Software Release 5.0.3 (build b5 Apr 30 2003)		IP-6.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.665		Switch		CISCO		C3750		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)SEC2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 31-Aug-05 08:45 by antonino		IP-7.0.3.18		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.3		Switch		CISCO		CSS 11150		Content Switch SW Version 6.10 Build 405 with SNMPv1/v2c Agent		IP-6.0				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1006		Switch		CISCO		C2960		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITEK9-M) Version 12.2(46)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Aug-08 15:59 by nachen		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1048		Switch		CISCO		C2960SM		Cisco IOS Software C2960SM Software (C2960SM-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(52)EX RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Nov-09 14:28 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1055		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst2960		Cisco IOS Software C2960SM Software (C2960SM-LANBASE-M) Version 12.2(52)EX RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Nov-09 14:28 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.248		Switch		CISCO		3524 XL		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C3500XL Software (C3500XL-C3H2S-M) Version 12.0(5)WC8 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 19-Jun-03 12:37 by antonino		IP-7.0		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.402		Router		CISCO		7606		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) s72033_rp Software (s72033_rp-ADVIPSERVICESK9_WAN-M) Version 12.2(18)SXF5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by cisco Systems Inc.		IP-6.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.3.1.1.1.2.229		Router		CISCO		WS-X6608-T1		Lennon T1 VOIP gateway.		IP-7.0.3.12		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.917		Switch		CISCO		4900M		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500e-IPBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(46)SG RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 27-Jun-08 18:16 by pr		IP-7.0.3.9		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.908		Host		CISCO		WAE7371		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe7371-4.1.1b.15 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.1.1b (build b15 Oct 10 2008)		IP-6.5.3.10		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.907		Host		CISCO		WAE-7341		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe7341-4.1.1b.15 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.1.1b (build b15 Oct 10 2008)		IP-7.0.3.9		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.964		MediaGateway		CISCO		VG202		Cisco IOS Software VG20X Software (VG20X-IPVOICE-M) Version 12.4(24)T1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 19-Jun-09 22:04 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.840		vSwitch		CISCO		Nexus1000V		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nexus Software (nexus-1000v-mz) Version 4.2(1)SV1(4) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version nms.sro not found Compiled 1/27/2011 14:00:00		IP-8.1.2				 		 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.9.2.250		Host		CISCO		VideoManagement		Video Management and Storage System 16 streams 500GB HDD Technical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport Copyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.927		Switch		CISCO		2960-24TC-S		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITE-M) Version 12.2(37)EY RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 28-Jun-07 18:07 by antonino		IP-7.0.3.9		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1213		Router		CISCO		SM-SRE-900		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: sm-sre-900-4.4.5b.2 Cisco Wide Area Application Services (accelerator-k9) Software Release 4.4.5b (build b2 Apr 21 2012) 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.10.56		Firewall		CISCO		Prime-Network-Control-System		x86 Family 15 Model 4 Stepping 1; Cisco Secure ACS 3.3.3.11; Appliance Management Software 3.3.3.11; Appliance Base Image (QuantaS20a) 3.3.1.8; CSA build 4.0.1.543.2 0 (patch 4_0_1_543); 		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.787		Host		CISCO		WAA-787		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe7326-4.0.13.23 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.0.13 (build b23 Sep 8 2007)		IP-7.0.3.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1349		Host		CISCO		WAE-7571-K9-WAAS		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe8541-5.3.3.6 Cisco Wide Area Application Services (accelerator-k9) Software Release 5.3.3 (build b6 Sep 27 2013) 		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1508		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-9396PX		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n9000 Software (n9000-dk9) Version 6.1(2)I2(3) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 6/23/2014 12:00:00		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.567		Router		CISCO		C870		Cisco IOS Software C850 Software (C850-ADVSECURITYK9-M) Version 12.4(4)T2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 22-Feb-06 21:02 by ccai		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.643		Router		CISCO		CRS-1		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco CRS-8/S) Version 4.1.0[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.744		Router		CISCO		SAMI		Cisco IOS Software SAMI Software (SAMI-CSGK9-M) Version 12.4(22)MD RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 03-Dec-08 13:17 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1683		Host		CISCO		UCS C240		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(CIMC) [UCS C240 M3S\X0A] Firmware Version 1.5(4e) Copyright (c) 2008-2013 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		  D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.717		Switch		CISCO		2960-48-TT-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)SEE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 28-Jul-06 04:33 by yenanh		IP-6.5.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.70		Router		CISCO		2520		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 2500 Software (C2500-IS-L) Version 12.3(10b) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 21-Dec-04 21:3		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.480		Switch		CISCO		2950SX-24		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2950 Software (C2950-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(13)EA1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 04-Mar-03 02:14 by yenanh		IP-6.2		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1745		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3850-48T		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.06.00E RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 26-Jun-		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.187		Router		CISCO		2612		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-IS5-M) Version 12.2(13)ZT RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 19-Mar-07 1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.83.20.1		Switch		CISCO		SG300-20		20-port Gigabit Managed Switch		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1524		Router		CISCO		SRE-710		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: sm-sre-710-4.4.5b.2 Cisco Wide Area Application Services (accelerator-k9) Software Release 4.4.5b (build b2 Apr 21 2012) 		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1138		Router		CISCO		Cisco887VG		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.4(24.6)PI11m PI11 ENGINEERING WEEKLY BUILD synced to V124_24_6_T9\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 30-Jun-09 04:33 by pallavik		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.557		MSFC		CISCO		MSFC3		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) MSFC3 Software (C6MSFC3-ENTSERVICESK9_WAN-M) Version 12.2(18)SXF4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompil		IP-6.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No		 D 				 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1358		Router		CISCO		C860		Cisco IOS Software C860 Software (C860VAE-ADVSECURITYK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 21-Mar-12 00:04 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.925		Router		CISCO		ASR1006		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-ADVENTERPRISEK9-M) Version 12.2(33)XND1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 24-Aug-09 17:44 by m		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1351		Router		CISCO		WAE-7541-K9-WAAS		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe7541-4.4.5b.2 Cisco Wide Area Application Services (universal-k9) Software Release 4.4.5b (build b2 Apr 21 2012) 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.404		Router		CISCO		VG248		Cisco VG248 version 1.3(1)		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.261		Router		CISCO		7120-E3		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) EGR Software (C7100-JK9S-M) Version 12.3(12e) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 24-Aug-05 15:		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1033		Probe		CISCO		NAM 2220		Cisco NAM 2220 Appliance (NAM2220) Version 4.0(0.64)\X0ACompiled Nov 13 2008 16:04:19\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2008 by cisco Systems Inc.		IP-7.0.3.12		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1025		Switch		CISCO		C3560		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(53)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 12-Mar-10 16:54 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1020		Switch		CISCO		C3560E		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(50)SE3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 22-Jul-09 06:41 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.403		Router		CISCO		RME-7401		\X0D\X0ACisco IOS Software 7400 Software (C7400-IS-M) Version 12.3(4)T5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 26-Apr-04 12:20 by ccai		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.388		Router		CISCO		12406-GSR		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco 12406/PRP) Version 3.6.2[00]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-7.0.3.18		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.59		Switch		CISCO		4506-Sup		Cisco Systems Inc. WS-C4506\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 8.4(4)GLX\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2004 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0A		IP-6.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.44		Switch		CISCO		6509		Cisco Systems WS-C6509-E\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 8.4(5)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2005 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-7.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1626		Router		CISCO		C897VAW-ISR		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)M5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 13-Sep-13 23:06 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1824		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3650		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.03.04SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 29-Aug		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1298		Host		CISCO		ECDS1100		Enterprise Content Delivery System Software Hardware Version: MDE1125-2.6.1 Enterprise Content Delivery System Software Software Release 2.6.1 S4 (build b901 Nov 12 2013)		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.674		Firewall		CISCO		FWSM		Cisco Firewall Services Module Version 3.2(6)		IP-7.0.3.6		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1619		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-5624Q		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n6000 Software (n6000-uk9) Version 7.1(0)N1(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 6.0(2)N1(1)Compiled 12/22/2014 9:00:00		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.366		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3550-24		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C3550 Software (C3550-I9Q3L2-M) Version 12.1(9)EA1c RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 28-May-02 10:06 by antonino		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.481		Switch		CISCO		ONS-15540ESPx		Cisco IOS Software ONS-15540 Software (ONS15540-I-M) Version 12.2(29)SV RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 13-Feb-06 12:38 by ssearch		IP-6.0.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		 D 				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1404		Switch		CISCO		catalyst3750X-24S-S		Cisco IOS Software C3750E Software (C3750E-UNIVERSALK9NPE-M) Version 12.2(58)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 05-May-11 01:56 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.495		Router		CISCO		837		\X0D\X0ACisco IOS Software C837 Software (C837-K9O3Y6-M) Version 12.3(2)XE4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ASynched to technology version 12.3(3.5)T\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 13		IP-6.0.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1096		Router		CISCO		C880		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Experimental Version 15.1(20110823:204915) [chriwang-151_4m_t_QOS_CSCts27113_fix 115]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 24-Aug-11 14:30 by chriwang		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1386		Router		CISCO		cisco819HGV-K9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 21-Mar-12 01:19 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.929		Switch		CISCO		C2960-LANLITE-M		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITE-M) Version 12.2(46)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Aug-08 11:38 by nachen		IP-7.0.3.16		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1197		Firewall		CISCO		Cisco-ASA5585-Ssp60		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.4(2)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1392		Router		CISCO		887VAG		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(2)T RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 16-Nov-11 03:58 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				  D 		No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1859		Router		CISCO		891FW		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.4(1)T RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 22-Nov-13 19:01 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1233		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoASA5585SspIps20		Linux DC1-FW-IPS01 2.6.29.1 #688 SMP Fri Mar 11 12:37:51 CST 2011 x86_64		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1644		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3850-24P-S		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)EX2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 14-Jun-13 19:24 by pro		IP-9.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1703		Switch		CISCO		C2960X-UNIVERSALK9-M		Cisco IOS Software C2960X Software (C2960X-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(2a)EX5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 16-Feb-15 08:16 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.773		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5510		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 7.2(4)		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1149		Router		CISCO		ISM-CUE		Internal Service Module running Cisco Unity Express (ISM-CUE)		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1320		Switch		CISCO		IE301024TC		Cisco IOS Software IE3010 Software (IE3010-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(53)EZ RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 18-Nov-10 12:51 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.539		Router		CISCO		1712		Cisco IOS Software C1700 Software (C1700-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.3(8)T5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 20-Oct-04 10:54 by cmong		IP-6.2		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1523		Router		CISCO		SRE910		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: sm-sre-910-5.0.3a.7 Cisco Wide Area Application Services (universal-k9) Software Release 5.0.3a (build b7 Nov 4 2012) 		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.847		Router		CISCO		887		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 11-Mar-10 04:21 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2101		Router		CISCO		ASR920-24TZM		Cisco IOS Software ASR920 Software (PPC_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_NPE-M) Version 15.5(2)S RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 21-Mar-15 11:27 by mcpre		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.945		MediaGateway		CISCO		ciscoVgd1t3		Cisco IOS Software vgd Software (VGD-JS_IVS-M) Version 12.4(24)T1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 20-Jun-09 03:08 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.247		Switch		CISCO		3512 XL		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C3500XL Software (C3500XL-C3H2S-M) Version 12.0(5.3)WC(1) MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2001 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 30-Apr-01 07:51 by devgoyal		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1201		Firewall		CISCO		Cisco-ASA5585-Ssp60sc		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.4(2)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.568		Router		CISCO		C876		Cisco IOS Software C870 Software (C870-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.4(6)T3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 21-Jul-06 20:25 by kellythw		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.950		Switch		CISCO		C2960-LANBASE-M		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(46)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Aug-08 15:59 by nachen		IP-7.0.3.19		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.606		FibreChannelSwitch		CISCO		MDS9124e		Cisco NX-OS(tm) m9100 Software (m9100-s2ek9-mz) Version 5.2(2a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 12/31/2011 22:00:00		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1751		Switch		CISCO		2960-Plus-48TC-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 15.2(1)E1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 22-Nov-13 10:53 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.42		Router		CISCO		2516		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 3000 Software (IGS-INR-L) Version 11.0(13) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-1996 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 09-Dec-96 20:35 by athavale		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.30		Router		CISCO		2514		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 3000 Software (IGS-I-L) Version 11.0(20.3) MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-1998 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 27-Jul-98 19:34 by jaturner		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.50		Router		CISCO		4700		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 4500 Software (C4500-JK9S-M) Version 12.2(23) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 28-Jan-04 18:31 by kellmill		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1251		Switch		CISCO		ME360x		Cisco IOS Software ME360x Software (ME360x-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(52)EY2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 31-May-11 01:57 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1004		Switch		CISCO		C4928		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500-ENTSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(54)SG RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 27-Jun-10 00:29 b		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		 D 		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1105		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-C3064PQ10GE		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3000 Software (n3000-uk9) Version 5.0(3)U2(2c) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 5.2(1) Compiled 1/26/2012 0:00:00		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.907		Switch		CISCO		Nexus1010		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nexus Software (nexus-1010-mzg) Version 4.0(4)SV1(3) Interim version 4.0(4)SP1(0.160 RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 2/10/2010 1:00:00		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.862		Router		CISCO		7603-S		Cisco IOS Software c7600s3223_rp Software (c7600s3223_rp-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(33)SRD4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 22-Feb-10 02:48 b		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.930		Switch		CISCO		C3560E-12D-S		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(46)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Aug-08 15:09 by nachen		IP-7.0.3.16		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.905		Router		CISCO		C1861		Cisco IOS Software C1861 Software (C1861-SPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.4(11)XW9 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 09-Aug-08 13:49 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3.15		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1383		Router		CISCO		C800		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 27-Sep-11 00:48 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.586		Host		CISCO		MCS-7845H		Hardware:7845H2 2 Xeon 4096 MB Memory: Software:UCOS 4.0.0.0-14		IP-6.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1084		Switch		CISCO		N5kC5548UP		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n5000 Software (n5000-uk9) Version 5.1(3)N1(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 5.2(2) Compiled 12/6/2011 22:00:00		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.40		Switch		CISCO		4003		Cisco Systems Inc. WS-C4003\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 6.3(6)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2002 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0A		IP-7.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1935		Router		CISCO		CISCO-4431-ISR		Cisco IOS Software ISR Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.4(3)S2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 30-Jan-15 15:19 by mcpre		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.786		Host		CISCO		WAE-611-K9		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe611-4.0.1.16 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.0.1 (build b16 Aug 28 2006)		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1238		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-N3K-C3548P-10G		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3500 Software (n3500-uk9) Version 5.0(3)A1(1) Interim version 5.0(3)A1(0.429) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 5.2(1) Compiled 10/12/2012 13:00:00		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.923		Router		CISCO		ASR1002		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software (PPC_LINUX_IOSD-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(33)XND2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 04-Nov-09 18:54 by mcpr		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.924		Router		CISCO		ASR1004		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software (PPC_LINUX_IOSD-ADVENTERPRISEK9-M) Version 12.2(33)XNB2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 09-Nov-08 11:32 by mcpr		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.246		Switch		CISCO		3508G XL		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C3500XL Software (C3500XL-C3H2S-M) Version 12.0(5)WC16 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Sep-06 12:51 by antonino		IP-7.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.7		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst wsc5000		Cisco Systems WS-C5000\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 4.5(6)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2000 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14179.1.1.4.4		WirelessController		CISCO		SVC-WiSM		Cisco Controller		IP-9.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1015		Switch		CISCO		C3560		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(46)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Aug-08 10:58 by nachen		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.576		Router		CISCO		2811		Cisco IOS Software 2800 Software (C2800NM-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.4(15)T1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 18-Jul-07 06:21 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.961		Switch		CISCO		IE1783-MS10T		Cisco IOS Software IES Software (IES-LANBASE-M) Version 12.2(0.0.113)EX CISCO DEVELOPMENT TEST VERSION\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 04-May-08 22:48 by weiliu		IP-7.0.3.12		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1060		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-3064PQ		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3000 Software (n3000-uk9) Version 5.0(3)U1(1b) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 5.2(1) Compiled 5/9/2011 20:00:00		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.99.1.1.3.34		Switch		CISCO		PGW2200softswitch		SNMPv3 agent from Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.34		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst 5505		Cisco Systems WS-C5505\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 4.5(6)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2000 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.777		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-7018		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n7000 Software (n7000-s1-dk9) Version 4.2(2a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 9/25/2009 9:00:00		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.108		Router		CISCO		7206		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 7200 Software (C7200-JX2-M) Version 12.2(16a) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 18-Apr-03 16:06 by pwade		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1327		Switch		CISCO		MDS-9710		Cisco NX-OS(tm) m9700 Software (m9700-sf3ek9-mz) Version 6.2(9a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 8/20/2014 11:00:00		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.828		WirelessController		CISCO		AIR-WLC2106-K9		Cisco Controller		IP-9.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1625		Router		CISCO		897VAW		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)M5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 13-Sep-13 23:06 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.359		Switch		CISCO		C2950T-24		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2950 Software (C2950-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(13)EA1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 04-Mar-03 02:14 by yenanh		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1328		Switch		CISCO		cat292824TCC		Cisco IOS Software C2928 Software (C2928-LANLITEK9-M) Version 12.2(55)EZ RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 20-Oct-10 05:54 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.836		Router		CISCO		C860		Cisco IOS Software C860 Software (C860-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 11-Mar-10 04:08 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1287		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst4510R		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500e-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)XO RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc4)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 10-Sep-10 04:08 by 		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1681		Router		CISCO		Cisco-OE-WAAS		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe-vwaas-5.5.1.12 Cisco Wide Area Application Services (universal-k9) Software Release 5.5.1 (build b12 Dec 16 2014) 		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.987		Router		CISCO		WAAS274		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe274-4.1.1d.7 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.1.1d (build b7 Mar 10 2009)		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1488		Switch		CISCO		RAIE-1783BMS10CGN		Cisco IOS Software S5700 Software (S5700-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(3)EA1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 17-Feb-15 13:42 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.798		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-5010		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n5000 Software (n5000-uk9) Version 4.2(1)N2(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 5.0(4) Compiled 7/28/2010 18:00:00		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.657		Switch		CISCO		IOS 6504		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) s72033_rp Software (s72033_rp-ADVIPSERVICESK9_WAN-M) Version 12.2(18)SXF6 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by cisco Systems Inc.		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1389		Router		CISCO		C819		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 04-Sep-12 21:52 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.728		Switch		CISCO		I6Q4L2		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) CIGESM Software (CIGESM-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(22)EA9 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 01-Dec-06 17:59 by weiliu		IP-7.0.3.20		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1104		Switch		CISCO		C2350		Cisco IOS Software C2350 Software (C2350-LANLITEK9-M) Version 12.2(46)EY RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 23-Jan-09 15:45 by myl		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.658		Router		CISCO		7604		Cisco IOS Software c7600s72033_rp Software (c7600s72033_rp-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(33)SRC3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 16-Dec-08 06:24		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1410		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-5672UP		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n6000 Software (n6000-uk9) Version 7.0(3)N1(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 6.0(2)N1(1) Compiled 7/20/2014 18:00:00		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.903		Router		CISCO		1861FCueK9		Cisco IOS Software C1861 Software (C1861-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.4(11)XW4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 27-Sep-07 16:37 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1008		Switch		CISCO		Nexus5548		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n5000 Software (n5000-uk9) Version 5.0(3)N1(1a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 5.2(1) Compiled 3/7/2011 23:00:00		IP-8.1.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1003		Host		CISCO		TelePresence-1300-65		Cisco TelePresence 1300-65 Primary Codec G2 (H/W 0600) (SN FOC153580Z1). CTS 1.8.2(11) P1 2012-04-13 06:47:03 SrcRev:95514. CTS.1-8-2-11R-K9.P1.sbn. Copyright (c) 2005-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.468		Router		CISCO		2620XM		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-IS-M) Version 12.1(20) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 29-May-03 23:31 by kellythw		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1100		Router		CISCO		Cisco888ESRST		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880VOICE-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(0.26)T ENGINEERING WEEKLY BUILD synced to V150_1_M1_7\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 31-Jan-10 13:51 by stshen		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1034		Switch		CISCO		ciscoAIRAP1141		Cisco IOS Software C1140 Software (C1140-K9W7-M) Version 12.4(21a)JA1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 16-Sep-09 18:09 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.122		Router		CISCO		3620		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 3600 Software (C3620-P-M) Version 11.2(26)P7 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1) \X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 08-Jun-04 23:37 by hqluong		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1261		Switch		CISCO		C2960S		Cisco IOS Software C2960S Software (C2960S-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(53)SE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 21-Apr-10 06:08 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1627		Switch		CISCO		Nexus 9372		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I2.2a.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I2(2a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 12/14/2015 3:00:00		IP-9.4.2				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2163		Switch		CISCO		C3850-24XS-E		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.07.02E RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 21-Jul-		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.777		Host		CISCO		WAE-612		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe612-4.0.13.23 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.0.13 (build b23 Sep 8 2007)		IP-7.0.3.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1271		Router		CISCO		887VaM		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 21-Mar-12 00:27 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.1		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				  D 		No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.781		Switch		CISCO		ME3400G-12CS-D		Cisco IOS Software ME340x Software (ME340x-METROACCESSK9-M) Version 12.2(25)SEG1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 07-Aug-06 23:10 by myl		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.485		Switch		CISCO		C3550-24-PWR		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C3550 Software (C3550-I9Q3L2-M) Version 12.1(13)EA1a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 25-Mar-03 23:21 by yenanh		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.376		FibreChannelSwitch		CISCO		MDS-9509		Cisco SAN-OS(tm) m9500 Software (m9500-sf1ek9-mz) Version 2.1(2b) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2) Copyright (c) 2002-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 8/30/2005 19:00:00		IP-6.2.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.368.4.5		Switch		CISCO		CSS 11503		Content Switch SW Version 07.50.3.08 with SNMPv1/v2c Agent		IP-6.2.3				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1466		Switch		CISCO		3560C-8PC-S		Cisco IOS Software C3560C Software (C3560c405-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(55)EX3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 10-Aug-11 07:37 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1410		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5555		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.6(1)		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.677		Firewall		CISCO		ASA 5500		Cisco Cisco PIX Security Appliance Version 7.0(2)4		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1198		Firewall		CISCO		Cisco-ASA5585S-sp10sc		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.4(1)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1465		Switch		CISCO		3560C-12PC-S		Cisco IOS Software C3560C Software (C3560c405-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(55)EX3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 10-Aug-11 07:37 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.619		Router		CISCO		2801		Cisco IOS Software 2801 Software (C2801-SPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.4(15)T7 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 13-Aug-08 18:16 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.244		LoadBalancer		CISCO		Local Director		Cisco LocalDirector 430 version 4.2.3		IP-6.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.45		Switch		CISCO		6506		Cisco Systems WS-C6506\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 8.2(2)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2004 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.45		Router		CISCO		7507		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) RSP Software (RSP-JK9SV-M) Version 12.3(13) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 10-Feb-05 05:27		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.60		Router		CISCO		7613		Cisco Systems CISCO7613\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 8.4(3)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2005 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-6.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1424		Host		CISCO		ISE-3395K9		Cisco Identity Services Engine		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.323		Switch		CISCO		C2950-12		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2950 Software (C2950-I6K2L2Q4-M) Version 12.1(22)EA2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 08-Nov-04 01:08 by antonino		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1200		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5585		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.4(4)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.394		Router		CISCO		12410 GSR		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco 12410/PRP) Version 4.2.4[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1368		Switch		CISCO		catalyst3560CPD-8PT-S		Cisco IOS Software C3560C Software (C3560c405ex-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(55.0.51)SK TEST ENGINEERING ESTG_WEEKLY BUILD synced to V122_55_1_SE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 07-Mar-11 18:32 by antonino		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1746		MediaGateway		CISCO		VG202XM		Cisco IOS Software VG20XXM Software (VG20XXM-IPVOICE-M) Version 15.3(3)M5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 04-Feb-15 13:12 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.554		Router		CISCO		6500-SSLSM		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) SVCSSL Software (SVCSSL-K9Y9-M) Version 12.2(15)YS RELEASE SOFTWARE \X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 04-Apr-05 13:01 by integ		IP-6.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.746		Host		CISCO		MCS-7825I		Hardware:7825I2 1 2048 MB Memory: Software:UCOS 3.0.0.0-57		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1145		Router		CISCO		C3900e		Cisco IOS Software C3900e Software (C3900e-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(1)T1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 19-Jul-10 05:50 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1103		Router		CISCO		3825-NOVPN		Cisco IOS Software 3800 Software (C3825NV-SPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.4(22)YB1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 18-Mar-09 22:09 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1542		Router		CISCO		Cisco888EA		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)M3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 26-Feb-13 12:39 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.429		Switch		CISCO		C2950G-48		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2950 Software (C2950-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(22)EA1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 12-Jul-04 08:18 by madison		IP-6.2.3		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.6		Switch		CISCO		CSS 11506		Content Switch SW Version 07.30.3.03 with SNMPv1/v2c Agent		IP-6.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.326		Router		CISCO		C1751		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C1700 Software (C1700-K9O3SY7-M) Version 12.2(8)T5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATAC Support: http://www.cisco.com/tac\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 21-Jun-02 20:15 by cc		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.761		Host		CISCO		CE612K9		Application and Content Networking System Software Hardware Version: ce612-5.4.3.17 Application and Content Networking System Software Software Release 5.4.3 (build b17 Aug 30 2006)		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.780		Switch		CISCO		WSCBS3040		Cisco IOS Software ME340x Software (ME340x-METROACCESSK9-M) Version 12.2(25)SEG1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 07-Aug-06 23:10 by myl		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.610		Router		CISCO		WSSVCSSL		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) SVCSSL Software (SVCSSL-K9Y9-M) Version 12.2(14.6)SH2_2(2) MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 16-Oct-08 12:55 by integ		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.630		Host		CISCO		WLSE1130		 WLSE 1130 Release 2.15.1 Thu Oct 4 09:42:38 UTC 2007 (C) Copyright 2007 by Cisco Systems Inc. 		IP-7.0.3.13		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.914		Firewall		CISCO		Cisco ASA 5580 20		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.1(2)		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.743		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoIPS4260		Linux DRM01-01I03-IE01 2.4.30-IDS-smp-bigphys #2 SMP Tue Aug 18 13:05:49 UTC 2009 i686		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1384		Router		CISCO		Cisco-819HG-3G		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 20-Jun-13 16:14 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.788		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst 4500		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500-IPBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(54)SG RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 27-Jun-10 02:12 by pro		IP-7.0.3.5		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1407		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5512		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.6(1)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.4		Switch		CISCO		CSS 11050		Content Switch SW Version 5.00 Build 311 with SNMPv1/v2c Agent		IP-7.0		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.439		Router		CISCO		7304		Cisco IOS Software 7300 Software (C7300-P-M) Version 12.2(33)SB9 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc5)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 18-Oct-10 19:50 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.697		Switch		CISCO		WS-C2960G-48TC-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASE-M) Version 12.2(44)SE3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 28-Sep-08 21:15 by nachen		IP-6.5.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.367		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3550-48		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C3550 Software (C3550-I9Q3L2-M) Version 12.1(22)EA4a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 16-Sep-05 12:03 by yenanh		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.17		Switch		CISCO		5500		Cisco Systems WS-C5500\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 5.5(13a)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2002 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.195		Router		CISCO		2613		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-IK9S-M) Version 12.2(19a) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 30-Sep-03 03:30 by pwade		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.695		Switch		CISCO		C2960-48TC		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(40)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 24-Aug-07 01:55 by myl		IP-6.5.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1353		LoadBalancer		CISCO		OE594		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe594-4.4.3.4 Cisco Wide Area Application Services (universal-k9) Software Release 4.4.3 (build b4 Aug 22 2011) 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.50		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst 6513		Cisco Systems WS-C6513\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 8.1(3)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2003 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.62		Switch		CISCO		2948G-GE-TX		Cisco Systems Inc. WS-C2948G-GE-TX\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 8.3(2)GLX\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2004 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0A		IP-6.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.957		Host		CISCO		WAE674A		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe674-4.1.1b.15 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.1.1b (build b15 Oct 10 2008)		IP-6.5.3.10		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.489		Switch		CISCO		C2955C-12		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2955 Software (C2955-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(22)EA9 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 01-Dec-06 18:09 by weiliu		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.436		Router		CISCO		C3745		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 3700 Software (C3745-JK9S-M) Version 12.3(12e) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 24-Aug-05 06		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.427		Switch		CISCO		C2950G-12		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2950 Software (C2950-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(13)EA1b RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 15-Apr-03 12:25 by yenanh		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.837		Router		CISCO		881		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 11-Mar-10 04:21 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		No		 D 				 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.2.1.47.1.1.1.1.13.1		Firewall		CISCO		SecureAcessControlSystem5.1		Cisco Secure Access Control System 5.1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1752		Switch		CISCO		C2960P-24TC-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SE5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 25-Oct-13 13:34 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1250		Switch		CISCO		ME3600X-24FS-M		Cisco IOS Software ME360x Software (ME360x-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(52)EY2a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 19-Jul-11 02:41 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1380		Router		CISCO		C819G-V-K9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 06-Dec-11 23:54 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1273		Router		CISCO		886Va		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Experimental Version 15.1(20100426:193435) [changahn-RAIDERS_DEV2_20100426 103]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 26-Apr-10 12:35 by changahn		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.497		Router		CISCO		831		Cisco IOS Software C831 Software (C831-K9O3SY6-M) Version 12.4(13b) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 25-Apr-07 05:46 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.467		Router		CISCO		2611XM		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-IK9O3S-M) Version 12.3(6) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Feb-04 19:24 by kellythw		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.818		WirelessController		CISCO		NMEWLC8		Cisco Controller		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.915		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoASA5580sc		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.2(3)		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.218		Switch		CISCO		2924C-XL-V		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2900XL Software (C2900XL-C3H2S-M) Version 12.0(5)WC3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 04-Feb-02 06:13 by devgoyal		IP-7.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1043		Router		CISCO		C2951		Cisco IOS Software C2951 Software (C2951-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.4(24.6)PI11i PI11 ENGINEERING WEEKLY BUILD synced to V124_24_6_T9\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 01-Jun-09 10:35 by pallavik		IP-7.0.3.18		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.110		Router		CISCO		C3640		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 3600 Software (C3640-JS-M) Version 12.1(19) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 04-Mar-03 01:50 by kellythw		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.220		Switch		CISCO		2924M-XL		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2900XL Software (C2900XL-H2-M) Version 11.2(8.2)SA6 MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-1999 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 23-Jun-99 17:56 by boba		IP-7.0		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1274		Router		CISCO		887VA		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Experimental Version 15.1(20100426:193435) [changahn-RAIDERS_DEV2_20100426 103]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 26-Apr-10 12:35 by changahn		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.624		Switch		CISCO		3750-24TS-1U-24		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(25)SEC1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 29-Jul-05 22:36 by yenanh		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1441		Router		CISCO		ASR903		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software (PPC_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_NPE-M) Version 15.2(4)S1a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 11-Oct-12 19:28 by mcpre		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.730		LoadBalancer		CISCO		ACE10-6500-K9		Application Control Engine Service Module		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1606		Switch		CISCO		WS-4500X-32		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500e-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.03.00.SG RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.472		Switch		CISCO		C2950G-24-DC		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2950 Software (C2950-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(22)EA1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 12-Jul-04 08:18 by madison		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1046		Router		CISCO		C2900		Cisco IOS Software C2900 Software (C2900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M6 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 14-Feb-13 05:09 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3.20		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.35		Switch		CISCO		2926		Catalyst 2900		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.694		Switch		CISCO		2960-24TC		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(35)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 03-Dec-06 14:28 by yenanh		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.416		Router		CISCO		1760(V)		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C1700 Software (C1700-Y-M) Version 12.3(12e) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 24-Aug-05 14:3		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.689		Router		CISCO		C3270		Cisco IOS Software C3270 Software (C3270-ADVENTERPRISEK9-M) Version 12.4(15)T13 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 07-Apr-10 12:18 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.867		Host		CISCO		AIM2-CUE		Cisco Unity Express (AIM2-CUE)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.599		Switch		CISCO		WLSM 6500		\X0D\X0ACisco IOS Software SVCWLAN Software (SVCWLAN-K9W7Y9-M) Version 12.3(4)JA RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 31-Mar-05 18:13 by pwade		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.36		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst wsc5509		Cisco Systems WS-C5509\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 6.3(3)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2001 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.368.4.6		Switch		CISCO		CSS 11506		Content Switch SW Version 07.40.2.04 with SNMPv1/v2c Agent		IP-6.2.3		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1350		Router		CISCO		WAE-7571-K9-WAAS		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe7571-4.4.5b.2 Cisco Wide Area Application Services (universal-k9) Software Release 4.4.5b (build b2 Apr 21 2012) 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.949		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst CBS3130 Switch Stack		Cisco IOS Software CBS31X0 Software (CBS31X0-UNIVERSAL-M) Version 12.2(40)EX1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 12-Dec-07 18:05 by myl		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1408		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5525		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.1(2)		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1044		Router		CISCO		C2900		Cisco IOS Software C2900 Software (C2900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 11-Mar-10 00:04 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.590		Router		CISCO		12006 GSR		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco 12006/PRP) Version 3.5.1[00]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1317		Switch		CISCO		cat3560cG8PC		Cisco IOS Software C3560C Software (C3560c405ex-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(55.0.44)SK TEST ENGINEERING ESTG_WEEKLY BUILD synced to V122_55_1_SE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 26-Jan-11 14:36 by antonino		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1513		Host		CISCO		UCS-C210-M2		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(CIMC) [UCS C210 M2\X0A] Firmware Version 1.4(1a) Copyright (c) 2008-2011 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1934		Switch		CISCO		C6880x		Cisco IOS Software c6880x Software (c6880x-IPSERVICESK9-M) Version 15.1(2)SY2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 26-Feb-14 15:30 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.864		Router		CISCO		7609S		Cisco IOS Software c7600rsp72043_rp Software (c7600rsp72043_rp-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(33)SRE3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 25-Jan-11 1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1364		Switch		CISCO		C2960C-8TC-S		Cisco IOS Software C2960C Software (C2960c405-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(55)EX3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 10-Aug-11 06:40 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.737		Switch		CISCO		ME340x		Cisco IOS Software ME340x Software (ME340x-METROBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)EX RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 28-Oct-05 18:56 by myl		IP-7.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1852		Router		CISCO		C881-K9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.3(3)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 24-Sep-14 08:39 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1106		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-C3048TP1GE		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3000 Software (n3000-uk9) Version 5.0(3)U2(2c) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 5.2(1) Compiled 1/26/2012 0:00:00		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1409		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5545		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.6(1)6		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.289		Router		CISCO		7513Z		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) RSP Software (RSP-JSV-M) Version 12.1(21) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 18-Aug-03 19:52 by kellythw		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.896		VirtualSwitchSystem		CISCO		WSC6513		Cisco IOS Software s72033_rp Software (s72033_rp-IPSERVICESK9_WAN-M) Version 12.2(33)SXI4a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 16-Jul-10 19:51 by prod		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1467		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-9508		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n9000 Software (n9000-dk9) Version 6.1(2)I1(1) Interim version 6.1(2)I1(0.326) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 10/24/2013 19:00:00		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.438		Router		CISCO		ESR 10008		Cisco IOS Software 10000 Software (C10K2-K91P11U2-M) Version 12.2(28)SB4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 30-Aug-06 14:38 by richv		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.583		Host		CISCO		MCS-7825H		Hardware:7825H3 1 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 3050 @ 2.13GHz 2048 MB Memory: Software:UCOS 3.0.0.0-37		IP-6.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1231		Router		CISCO		ACE30K9		Application Control Engine Service Module		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2496.1.1		Switch		CISCO		Cisco PGW 2200		SNMPv3 agent from Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-6.5.3.15		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.899		Switch		CISCO		UCS 6140XP		Cisco NX-OS(tm) ucs Software (ucs-6100-k9-system) Version 4.1(3)N2(1.3i) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 7/15/2010 0:00:00		IP-9.0/8.1.3				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.51		Switch		CISCO		2980G-A		Cisco Systems Inc. WS-C2980G-A\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 7.6(14)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.450		Firewall		CISCO		PIX Firewall 506E		Cisco PIX Firewall Version 6.3(5)\X0A		IP-6.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.852		Router		CISCO		888		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.4(15)XZ RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 12-Apr-08 00:42 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2093		Router		CISCO		CISCO-4321-ISR		Cisco IOS Software ISR Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.4(3)S3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 28-May-15 15:58 by mcpre		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.17		Router		CISCO		2501		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 2500 Software (C2500-I-L) Version 11.2(17)P RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1) \X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-1999 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 12-Jan-99 12:24 by pwade		IP-7.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1626		Switch		CISCO		Nexus 9372PX		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n9000 Software (n9000-dk9) Version 7.0(3)I1(3) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 8/21/2015 2:00:00		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.563		Switch		CISCO		3560-24PS		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)SEE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 28-Jul-06 07:19 by yenanh		IP-6.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1257		Switch		CISCO		WS-C2960S-24TS-S		Cisco IOS Software C2960X Software (C2960X-UNIVERSAL-M) Version 12.2(300.0.16)SE TEST ENGINEERING ESTG_WEEKLY BUILD synced to V122_53_1_SE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 06-Nov-09 02:43 by weiliu		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.313		Router		CISCO		AS5350		Cisco IOS Software 5350 Software (C5350-IS-M) Version 12.3(11)T RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 18-Sep-04 18:58 by eaarmas		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1879		Switch		CISCO		C3850-24S-E		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.03.04SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 29-Aug		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.512		Switch		CISCO		3750-Stack		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(25)SEC2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 31-Aug-05 10:26 by antonino		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1107		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-C3016Q40GE		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3000 Software (n3000-uk9) Version 5.0(3)U2(2c) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 5.2(1) Compiled 1/26/2012 0:00:00		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.985		Host		CISCO		WAE574		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe574-4.1.1a.10 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.1.1a (build b10 Sep 10 2008)		IP-6.5.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1139		Router		CISCO		Cisco887VSRST		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880VOICE-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.4(24.6)PI11v PI11 ENGINEERING WEEKLY BUILD synced to V124_24_6_T9\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 27-Aug-09 09:52 by pallavik		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.670		Firewall		CISCO		ASA 5520		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.2(5)		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6203.3		Switch		CISCO		TOPSPIN SFS3012		Topspin-360 TopspinOS 2.4.0 releng #107 10/04/2005 18:35:51		IP-6.5.3		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.724		Switch		CISCO		500-24TT		Cisco IOS Software CE500 Software (CE500-LANBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)FY RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 09-Sep-05 11:49 by antonino		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.603		Switch		CISCO		3750-48PS-48		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)SEB2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 08-Jun-05 01:19 by yenanh		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.414		Router		CISCO		C3725		Cisco IOS Software 3700 Software (C3725-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.3(11)T2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 29-Oct-04 05:39 by cmong		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.233		Switch		CISCO		IGX 8420		Cisco Systems Inc. Wide-area switch.		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.19		Router		CISCO		2503		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 2500 Software (C2500-I-L) Version 11.2(8) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-1997 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 05-Aug-97 00:36 by ckralik		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.288		Router		CISCO		7507Z		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) RSP Software (RSP-JSV-M) Version 12.1(21) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 18-Aug-03 19:52 by kellythw		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.507		Switch		CISCO		AP1100		Cisco IOS Software C1100 Software (C1100-K9W7-M) Version 12.3(7)JA3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 21-Mar-06 14:01 by ccai		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1027		Switch		CISCO		3750-48PS		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPSERVICES-M) Version 12.2(50)SE1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 06-Apr-09 02:59 by amvarma		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.324		Switch		CISCO		C2950-24		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2950 Software (C2950-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(22)EA4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 23-Mar-05 15:33 by yenanh		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.956		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst C3560E		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(46)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Aug-08 15:09 by nachen		IP-7.0.3.8		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.38		Switch		CISCO		6006		Cisco Systems WS-C6006\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 6.3(3)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2001 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.186		Router		CISCO		2611		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-IK9S-M) Version 12.2(11)T2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATAC Support: http://www.cisco.com/tac\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 13-Oct-02 19:58 by ccai		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1514		Host		CISCO		UCS-C220-M3S		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(CIMC) [UCS C220 M3S\X0A] Firmware Version 1.4(6c) Copyright (c) 2008-2012 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.875		Switch		CISCO		4506E		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500-ENTSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(40)SG RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 07-Nov-07 18:00 b		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.948		Switch		CISCO		CBS3120		Cisco IOS Software CBS31X0 Software (CBS31X0-UNIVERSAL-M) Version 12.2(40)EX1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 12-Dec-07 18:05 by myl		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.157		Router		CISCO		MC3810		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) MC3810 Software (MC3810-A2JSV5-M) Version 12.2(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2001 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 27-Apr-01 16:05 by cmong		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.825		Switch		CISCO		ME3400G-2CS-A		Cisco IOS Software ME340x Software (ME340x-METROACCESSK9-M) Version 12.2(58)EX RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Apr-12 14:08 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1215		Router		CISCO		MWR2941DCA		Cisco IOS Software 2900 Software (MWR2900-ADVIPRANK9-M) Version 15.0(1)MR RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 07-Dec-10 12:34 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1035		Router		CISCO		ciscoAIRAP1140		Cisco IOS Software C1140 Software (C1140-K9W7-M) Version 12.4(25d)JA RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 09-Dec-10 15:24 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.44		Router		CISCO		1004		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 1000 Software (C1000-BNY-M) Version 11.2(14) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-1998 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 18-May-98 12:36 by tlane		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.258		MSFC		CISCO		WS-F6k-MSFC		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) MSFC Software (C6MSFC-PK2SV-M) Version 12.1(8b)E13 EARLY DEPLOYMENT RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATAC Support: http://www.cisco.com/tac\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 21-De		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.570		Router		CISCO		C870		Cisco IOS Software C870 Software (C870-ADVSECURITYK9-M) Version 12.4(4)T8 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 11-Aug-07 03:34 by khuie		IP-7.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1489		Switch		CISCO		Nexus6004		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n6000 Software (n6000-uk9) Version 7.0(6)N1(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 6.0(2)N1(1) Compiled 4/7/2015 4:00:00		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.725		Switch		CISCO		500-24LC		Cisco IOS Software CE500 Software (CE500-LANBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)FY RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 09-Sep-05 11:49 by antonino		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1256		Switch		CISCO		WS-C2960S-48TS-S		Cisco IOS Software C2960S Software (C2960S-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(300.0.61)SE TEST ENGINEERING ESTG_WEEKLY BUILD synced to V122_53_1_SE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 27-Feb-10 02:41 by nachen		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1252		Switch		CISCO		ME380x		Cisco IOS Software ME380x Software (ME380x-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(52)EY2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 31-May-11 02:17 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14179.1.1.4.3		WirelessController		CISCO		AIR-WLC4402-25-K9		Cisco Controller		IP-9.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1426		Host		CISCO		ISE-VmK9		Cisco Identity Services Engine		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.708		Host		CISCO		CE-611		Application and Content Networking System Software Hardware Version: ce611-5.3.5 Application and Content Networking System Software Software Release 5.3.5 (build b6 Oct 25 2005)		IP-6.5.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1054		Switch		CISCO		3560E		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Experimental Version 12.2(20090415:185432) [giyoon-EW 111]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 15-Apr-09 15:13 by giyoon		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1023		Switch		CISCO		3750-24TS		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(53)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 13-Dec-09 16:25 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.503		Switch		CISCO		C4503-with-Sup		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst 4500 L3 Switch Software (cat4500-IPBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(50)SG2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 27-Apr-09 15:47 by pr		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1225		Switch		CISCO		cat3750x48P		Cisco IOS Software C3750E Software (C3750E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Experimental Version 12.2(20110604:151920) [skandanu-55se_oid 112]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 05-Jun-11 01:19 by skandanu		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.899		Host		CISCO		Cisco CUCM		Hardware:7828I3 1 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 3050 @ 2.13GHz 8192 MB Memory: Software:UCOS 3.0.0.0-29		IP-7.0.3.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.639		Router		CISCO		1802		Cisco IOS Software C180X Software (C180X-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.4(9)T1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 30-Aug-06 14:15 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.578		Router		CISCO		2851		Cisco IOS Software 2800 Software (C2800NM-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.4(9)T2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc4)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 18-Nov-06 15:17 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.986		Router		CISCO		WAAS-474		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe474-4.1.1d.7 Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Software Release 4.1.1d (build b7 Mar 10 2009)		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.282		Switch		CISCO		6506		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) s72033_rp Software (s72033_rp-IPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(18)SXF14 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0AComp		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.569		Router		CISCO		C877		Cisco IOS Software C870 Software (C870-ADVSECURITYK9-M) Version 12.4(6)T RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 23-Feb-06 04:00 by ccai		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.822		Router		CISCO		CRS1-4		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco CRS-4/S) Version 3.6.2[00]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-7.0.3.20		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1245		Switch		CISCO		CGS-2520-24TC		Cisco IOS Software CGS2520 Software (CGS2520-IPSERVICES-M) Experimental Version 12.2(20100415:064448) [abhakat-v122_53_ex_throttle.V122_53_SE1.14431.ios.port 102]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 15-Apr-10 00:17 by abhakat		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.216		Router		CISCO		1750		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C1700 Software (C1700-BNO3R2SV3Y56I-M) Version 12.1(14) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 25-Mar-02 23:10 by kellythw		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1295		WirelessController		CISCO		AIR-CT7510-K9		Cisco Controller		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.550		Router		CISCO		1701		Cisco IOS Software C1700 Software (C1700-K9O3SY7-M) Version 12.3(8)T5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 20-Oct-04 10:54 by cmong		IP-6.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.673		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5540sc		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 8.0(4)		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.56		Switch		CISCO		6503-CATOS		Cisco Systems WS-C6503\X0ACisco Catalyst Operating System Software Version 7.2(2)\X0ACopyright (c) 1995-2002 by Cisco Systems\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.863		Router		CISCO		7606-S		Cisco IOS Software c7600s3223_rp Software (c7600s3223_rp-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 12.2(33)SRD4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 22-Feb-10 02:48 b		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.903		Switch		CISCO		NX4001		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n4000 Software (n4000-bk9) Version 4.1(2)E1(1f) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version nms.sro not found Compiled 11/26/2008 21:00:00		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1512		Host		CISCO		UCS-C200-M1		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(CIMC) [UCS C200 M1\X0A] Firmware Version 1.4(1a) Copyright (c) 2008-2011 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1388		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-3172		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3000 Software (n3000-uk9) Version 6.0(2)U6(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 4/9/2015 23:00:00		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.340		Router		CISCO		3662-AC		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 3600 Software (C3660-JS-M) Version 12.2(16b) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 27-May-03 16:38 by pwade		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1371		Router		CISCO		881WAK9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 04-Sep-12 21:52 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1319		Switch		CISCO		IE301016S8PC		Cisco IOS Software IE3010 Software (IE3010-LANBASEK9-M) Version 12.2(53)EZ RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 18-Nov-10 12:51 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.932		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-7009		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n7000 Software (n7000-s1-dk9) Version 5.2(3a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 12/15/2011 12:00:00		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.449		Switch		CISCO		6503-IOS		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) s3223_rp Software (s3223_rp-ADVIPSERVICESK9_WAN-M) Version 12.2(18)SXF5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2006 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0A		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1228		Switch		CISCO		C3560X		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(53)SE2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 21-Apr-10 04:26 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1825		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst-3650-24PS-E		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.03.03SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 27-Apr		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.573		Router		CISCO		WS-SVC-CMM		Cisco IOS Software Cat6K-lc Software (wscmm-I6S-M) Version 12.3(8)XY3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 26-Jan-05 13:21 by kellmill		IP-6.2.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.577		Router		CISCO		2821		Cisco IOS Software 2800 Software (C2800NM-IPVOICEK9-M) Version 15.1(1)T1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 19-Jul-10 01:57 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1423		Host		CISCO		Cisco-ise09		Cisco Identity Services Engine		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.314		Host		CISCO		7750 ICS		Cisco Integrated Communication System (ICS) 7750		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1279		WirelessController		CISCO		AIR-CT2504-K9		Cisco Controller		IP-9.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.208		Router		CISCO		2620		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-BIN-M) Version 12.3(6) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Feb-04 19:24 by kellythw		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.602		Switch		CISCO		3750G-24PS-24		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)SEB2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 08-Jun-05 01:19 by yenanh		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1174		Router		CISCO		Cisco1941W-N/K9		Cisco IOS Software C1900 Software (C1900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 30-Sep-09 04:15 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1191		Router		CISCO		C1900		Cisco IOS Software C1900 Software (C1900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(2)T1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Aug-10 12:09 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.535		Switch		CISCO		3750-48PS-48		Cisco IOS Software C3750 Software (C3750-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)SEC2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 31-Aug-05 08:45 by antonino		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.794		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3560-48TS		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSAL-M) Version 12.2(46)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Aug-08 10:35 by nachen		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.719		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-5020		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n5000 Software (n5000-uk9) Version 4.2(1)N1(1) Interim version 4.2(1)N1(0.329) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 5.0(1a) Compiled 4/18/2010 8:00:00		IP-8.1 SP1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1038		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-5596UP		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n5000 Software (n5000-uk9) Version 5.0(3)N1(1a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 5.2(1) Compiled 3/7/2011 23:00:00		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.413		Router		CISCO		C2691		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) 2600 Software (C2691-JK9S-M) Version 12.3(6a) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc4)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 02-Apr-04 16:12 by kellythw		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1611		Host		CISCO		CDS-CDE-Generic		Content Delivery System Software Hardware Version: generic-3.2.1.15 Content Delivery System Software Software Release 3.2.1 (build b15 Jul 22 2013)		IP-9.4.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1172		Router		CISCO		Cisco1941WEK9		Cisco IOS Software C1900 Software (C1900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(4)M1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 14-Jun-11 17:44 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.834		Router		CISCO		861W		Cisco IOS Software C860 Software (C860-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.4(15)XZ RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 11-Apr-08 23:54 by prod_rel_team		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.759		Host		CISCO		CE512		Application and Content Networking System Software Hardware Version: ce512-5.4.3.17 Application and Content Networking System Software Software Release 5.4.3 (build b17 Aug 30 2006)		IP-7.0.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.800		Host		CISCO		TelePresence-1000		Cisco TelePresence 1000 Primary Codec (H/W 0600) (SN FOC122380F3). CTS 1.6.2(4023) 2010-02-03 23:33:41 SrcRev:38148. SIPTS.1-6-2-4023R-K9.sbn. Copyright (c) 2005-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1655		Switch		CISCO		WS-C2960S-F24TS-S		Cisco IOS Software C2960S Software (C2960S-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 28-Jul-12 00:42 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.596		Host		CISCO		CE-566		Application and Content Networking System Software Hardware Version: ce566-5.4.3.17 Application and Content Networking System Software Software Release 5.4.3 (build b17 Aug 30 2006)		IP-7.0.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.561		Switch		CISCO		C2970-G-24TS-E		Cisco IOS Software C2970 Software (C2970-LANBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)SEB2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 07-Jun-05 21:19 by yenanh		IP-6.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.470		Router		CISCO		2650XM		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2600 Software (C2600-DS-M) Version 12.2(27) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2004 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 02-Nov-04 23:43 by kellmill		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3076.1.2.1.1.1.2		Router		CISCO		VPN3000		Cisco Systems Inc./VPN 3000 Concentrator Version 4.7.Rel built by vmurphy on Mar 10 2005 12:35:39		IP-6.2.3		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.832		Switch		CISCO		WSC6509VE		Cisco IOS Software s72033_rp Software (s72033_rp-IPSERVICESK9_WAN-M) Version 12.2(33)SXH3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 24-Jul-08 20:52 by prod_		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				 D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1769		MediaGateway		CISCO		VG310		Cisco IOS Software VG3X0 Software (VG3X0-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.4(3)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 07-Feb-15 00:57 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.648		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoIPS4240		Linux ips-pruebas-oss 2.4.30-IDS-smp-bigphys #2 SMP Sat Jul 12 04:12:55 UTC 2008 i686		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.325		Switch		CISCO		C2950C-24		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2950 Software (C2950-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(9)EA1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2002 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 24-Apr-02 06:57 by antonino		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1773		Router		CISCO		cisco1783SR		Cisco IOS Software S5900 Software (S5900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.3(2.25)M0.10 MAINTENANCE INTERIM SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 10-Jul-13 16:07 by prod_rel+		IP-9.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.375		FibreChannelSwitch		CISCO		MDS-9506		Cisco SAN-OS(tm) m9500 Software (m9500-sf2ek9-mz) Version 3.3(4a) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2) Copyright (c) 2002-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 10/13/2009 12:00:00		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.559		Switch		CISCO		2950T-48		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C2950 Software (C2950-I6Q4L2-M) Version 12.1(14)AZ RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2003 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 14-Oct-03 17:30 by antonino		IP-6.2		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1017		Router		CISCO		ASR9010		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco ASR9K Series) Version 4.1.2[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.201		Router		CISCO		1720 VPN		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C1700 Software (C1700-SY-M) Version 12.2(29) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-May-05 16:1		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.857		Router		CISCO		cisco891		Cisco IOS Software C890 Software (C890-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 18-Jul-10 08:34 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.616		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3560G-48PS		Cisco IOS Software C3560 Software (C3560-IPBASE-M) Version 12.2(25)SEB4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 30-Aug-05 14:19 by yenanh		IP-6.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1095		Router		CISCO		C1900-UNIVERSALK9-M		Cisco IOS Software C1900 Software (C1900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.4(24.6)PI11m PI11 ENGINEERING WEEKLY BUILD synced to V124_24_6_T9\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 29-Jun-09 03:24 by pallavik		IP-7.0.3.20		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.913		Probe		CISCO		CISCO-SCE8000		Cisco Service Control SW version: Version 4.1.0 Build 638 HW version: SCE8000 4x10GBE		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.423		Router		CISCO		12404 GSR		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco 12404/PRP) Version 4.0.3[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1641		Switch		CISCO		WS-C3850-48F-E		Cisco IOS Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)EX3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 23-Sep-13 18:24 by pro		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1393		Router		CISCO		Cisco887-VAMGK9		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)M3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 26-Feb-13 11:13 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				  D 		No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1709		Router		CISCO		ASR9912		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco ASR9K Series) Version 4.3.2[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.82.8.2		Switch		CISCO		SF302-08PP		SF302-08PP 8-Port 10/100 PoE+ Managed Switch		IP-9.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2066		Switch		CISCO		36xx-Stackable-Ethernet-Switch		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.03.04SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 29-Aug		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1237		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-6004		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n6000 Software (n6000-uk9) Version 6.0(2)N1(2) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 6.0(2)N1(1) Compiled 3/14/2013 1:00:00		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1365		Switch		CISCO		WS-C2960C-8TC-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960C Software (C2960c405-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.2(55)EX3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 10-Aug-11 06:40 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1497		Router		CISCO		819G		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 07-Nov-12 22:31 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1412		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5525-X		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.1(1)		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.544		Router		CISCO		3845		Cisco IOS Software 3800 Software (C3845-ADVENTERPRISEK9-M) Version 12.4(18b) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 19-May-08 21:59 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1640		Router		CISCO		ASR-9922		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco ASR9K Series) Version 4.3.2[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1366		Switch		CISCO		C2960-C8PC-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960C Software (C2960c405-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 28-Jul-12 02:24 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1638		Host		CISCO		UCS-E140S-M1E		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(CIMC) [E140S\X0A] Firmware Version 2.0(1.20130703225421) Copyright (c) 2008-2011 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2082.7.1.302.3612		Hub		CISCO		GS7000		Cable Modem <<HW_REV: 1.0.0; VENDOR: Cheetah Technologies L.P.; BOOTR: b302 2.1.6b; SW_REV: 4.1.0 Build 12 CxC 3.9.17; MODEL: 66950-0665>>		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1007		Switch		CISCO		ME3400EG2CSA		Cisco IOS Software ME340x Software (ME340x-METROACCESSK9-M) Version 12.2(53)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 13-Dec-09 17:46 by prod_rel_team		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1147		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-7004		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n7000 Software (n7000-s2-dk9) Version 6.1(4) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 3/11/2013 23:00:00		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1348		Host		CISCO		VMware VirtualMachine		Linux release:2.6.18-274.12.1.el5PAE machine:i686		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1063		Switch		CISCO		UCS6296		Cisco NX-OS(tm) ucs Software (ucs-6100-k9-system) Version 5.2(3)N2(2.21d) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 4/4/2014 13:00:00		IP-9.4				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1855		Router		CISCO		C897VA-K9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.3(3)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 24-Sep-14 08:39 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1999		Router		CISCO		ISR 4351		Cisco IOS Software ISR Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.5(2)S RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 22-Mar-15 02:32 by mcpre		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2133		Switch		CISCO		3560CX-12TC-S		Cisco IOS Software C3560CX Software (C3560CX-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(3)E1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 28-Apr-15 01:46 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1830		Switch		CISCO		C3650		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.03.05.SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 30-Oc		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.525		WirelessAccessPoint		Cisco Aironet 1200 Series (IEEE 802.11a/b) Access Point		AP1210		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) C1200 Software (C1200-K9W7-M) Version 12.3(2)JA2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2005 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 01-Feb-05 		IP-9.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.685		WirelessAccessPoint		Cisco Aironet 1240 Series (IEEE 802.11a/g) Access Point		AP1240		Cisco IOS Software C1240 Software (C1240-K9W7-M) Version 12.4(3g)JA1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 19-Jul-07 23:23 by kellythw		IP-6.5.3				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1247		WirelessAccessPoint		Cisco Aironet 1260 Series (IEEE 802.11n) Access Point		AP1260		Cisco IOS Software C1260 Software (AP3G1-K9W7-M) Version 12.4(25d)JA1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 11-Aug-11 02:07 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1660		WirelessAccessPoint		Cisco Aironet 1600 Series (IEEE 802.11n) Access Point		AP1600		Cisco IOS Software C1600 Software (AP1G2-K9W7-M) Version 15.2(2)JB RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 11-Dec-12 04:30 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1659		WirelessAccessPoint		Cisco Aironet 2600 Series (IEEE 802.11n) Access Point		AP2600		Cisco IOS Software C2600 Software (AP3G2-K9W7-M) Version 15.3(3)JAB RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 02-Sep-14 21:44 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1062		BladeEnclosureManager		Cisco Systems Inc		N20-C6508		Cisco NX-OS(tm) ucs Software (ucs-6100-k9-system) Version 5.0(3)N2(2.02q) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 4/2/2012 17:00:00		IP-9.1				 D P F		D F		D F				 		 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5951.1		LoadBalancer		CITRIX		Netscaler-9000		NetScaler NS6.1: Build 98.1 Date: Feb 28 2007 18:18:27 		IP-7.0.3.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3845.30.1.2.9		Host		CITRIX		Repeater-8520		Citrix Repeater 8520 - Production Software Release 5.5.5 Build 14.226882 (Production) Built on Nov 9 2010 20:16:57		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3845.30.1.2.8		Host		CITRIX		Repeater-8820		Citrix Repeater 8820 - Production Software Release 5.7.3 Build 70.286134 (Production) Built on May 7 2012 17:22:43		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9793		Host		CLOUDSHIELD		CS-2000		Linux cs1-gollum 2.6.18-92.1.13.el5PAE #1 SMP Thu Sep 4 04:05:54 EDT 2008 i686		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.340		Router		CODEX		Motorola VANGUARD 340		VANGUARD 340		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.1.2		Host		Compaq		ProLiant DL380 G5		Hardware: x86 Family 6 Model 23 Stepping 10 AT/AT COMPATIBLE - Software: Windows Version 5.2 (Build 3790 Multiprocessor Free)		IP-7.0.3.17		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4280		Router		COMPOINT		Dv460		ComPoint D V4.60		IP-7.0.3.17		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3279.2.1		Host		COMPUWARE-ADLEX		Compuware AMD		Compuware AMD ver. ndw.12.0.3.76		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9723.1		Host		CORADIANT		Coradiant-SNMP-Agent		Coradiant SNMP Agent		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11829.2.3.12		Host		CORVILPROBE		CNE1100		Corvil CorvilNet Engine software: Version 8.0.2 (8.0.2.6301-GA.78567-64bit Mon 01 Oct 2012)		IP-9.2.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11829.2.3.7		Probe		CORVILPROBE		CNE-2500		Corvil CorvilNet Engine software: Version 8.1.3 (8.1.3.8149-GA.101296-64bit Sat 26 Apr 2014)		IP-9.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11829		Host		CORVILPROBE		CNE5100		Corvil CorvilNet Engine software: Version 7.1.1 (7.1.1.5449-GA.68385-64bit Wed 25 Jan 2012)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.20992.2.16		Router		CRADLEPOINT		MBR1400v2		CradlePoint MBR1400v2 Firmware Version 4.4.0.9473		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6848.1.2		Firewall		CROSSBEAM		X80 Firewall/Router		Crossbeam Systems XOS XOS-8_5_3_0-20091102_2		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.28533.1.3		Switch		CYAN		CyanZ33		Z33		IP-9.4				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.28533.1.5		Switch		CYAN		CyanZ22		Z22		IP-9.4				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.28533.1.1		Switch		CYAN		CyanZ77		Z77		IP-9.2.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15428.1.5		Router		CYBERTEC		2000		Cybertec Series 2000 (Release 1.21 Apr 3 2009)		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2925.5		Host		CYCLADES		AlterPath		Linux gshet5322 2.4.20_mvl31-debmax #1 Tue May 22 16:47:55 PDT 2007 ppc		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.193.20.1		Host		D.N.A.SNMP				Ericsson MD110 IBERCOM-BC12/SP8++IBER-PMD/PAQ-D		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3709.1.2.95		Switch		DATACOM		DmSwitch-4100		ETH20GT+4GC+4XX+MPLS		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.19746.3.1.25		Host		DATADOMAIN		DD860		Data Domain OS 5.0.0.7-226726		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.19746.3.1.27		Host		DATADOMAIN		DD890		Data Domain OS 5.0.2.3-259543		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.19746.3.1.19		Host		DATADOMAIN		DD880		Data Domain OS 5.0.2.3-259543		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12962.2.1.4		FileServer		DECRU		DataFort-E510v2		DataFort E510v2 PWMDFT02 4.1P7 NAS41_P_022_01		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.4		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect5224		PowerConnect 5224		IP-7.0.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3019		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect-3548P		Ethernet Switch		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3002		Switch		DELL		Dell PowerConnect 3002		Ethernet Stackable Switching System		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3015		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect M6220		PowerConnect M6220 1.0.0.15 VxWorks5.5.1		IP-7.0.3.9		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3010		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect-6224		PowerConnect 6224 3.3.2.3 VxWorks 6.5		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3000		Switch		DELL		Ethernet Switch PowerConnect3000		Ethernet Routing Switch		IP-7.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.1.3		Switch		DELL		Force10-E300		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 8.3.2.0\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2010 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Wed Jul 7 18:47:19 PDT 2010		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3006		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect3424		Ethernet Switch		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3008		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect3424P		Ethernet Switch		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3013		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect 6248P		Dell 48 Port PoE Gigabit Ethernet 2.1.1.4 VxWorks5.5.1		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect3248		PowerConnect 3248		IP-7.0.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3030		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect-5524		24G Ethernet Switch		IP-9.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3009		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect3448P		Ethernet Switch		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3007		Switch		DELL		Powerconnect 3448		Ethernet Switch		IP-7.0.3.5		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.11		Switch		DELL		Force10-S25N		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 8.3.2.0\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2010 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Wed Jul 7 18:35:25 PDT 2010		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.20		Switch		DELL		S4048-ON		Dell Networking OS\X0D\X0AOperating System Version: 2.0\X0D\X0AApplication Software Version: 9.9(0.0P4)\X0D\X0ASeries: S4048-ON\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2015 by Dell Inc. All Rights Reserved.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Sun Oct 25 22:14:24 2015		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3022		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect-M8024		PowerConnect M8024 3.1.5.13 VxWorks 6.5		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3024		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect-8024F		Powerconnect 8024F 4.2.1.3 VxWorks 6.6		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3003		Switch		DELL		Ethernet Switch PowerConnect3348		Ethernet Stackable Switching System		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3011		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect 6248		PowerConnect 6248 2.2.0.3 VxWorks5.5.1		IP-8.1.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3041		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect-M8204-K		PowerConnect M8024-k 5.0.0.4 VxWorks 6.6		IP-9.2.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.24440		Switch		DELL		XSigo				IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.16378.66		Router		DIGI		WR44c		\X0D\X0ADigi TransPort WR44C-XXX-E00 Ser#:131015\X0D\X0ASoftware Build Ver5088. Jan 14 2010 11:52:53 SW\X0D\X0AARM Bios Ver 5.81 v39 400MHz B512-M512-F80-O10 MAC:00042d01ffc7		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.16378.65		Router		DIGI		WR44-HXA3-DE1-XX		\X0D\X0ADigi TransPort WR44-HXA3-DE1-XX Ser#:159034\X0D\X0ASoftware Build Ver5111. Aug 27 2010 13:44:51 SW\X0D\X0AARM Bios Ver 5.92 v39 400MHz B512-M512-F80-O10 MAC:00042d026d3a		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.300.1		Router		DIGILINK		DL 3100		sysDescr not set		IP-6.5.3		D F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.171.10.9.5		Switch		D-LINK		DES-5200		10/100 Fast Ethernet Switching Hub		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7262.2.2		Router		DRAGONWIRE		HC30		hc30_107_32qam Omni: 1.01.03		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.705.1		Host		EATON		UPS		UPS		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.259.8.2.3		Switch		EDGECORE		ES3528WDM		EdgeCore LAYER 2 WDM METRO ACCESS SWITCH ES3528-WDM		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.259.8.1.3		Switch		EDGECORE		ES4626-SFP		 ES4626-SFP Device Compiled Aug 24 15:32:08 2009\X0A SoftWare Version ES4626-SFP_6.0.207.0\X0A BootRom Version ES4626-SFP_1.7.0\X0A HardWare Version 3.0\X0A Copyright (C) 2001-2007 by Accton Technology Corp.\X0A All rights reserved.\X0A		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.259.8.2.2		Switch		EDGECORE		ES3528		EggeCore LAYER 2 ETHERNET METRO ACCESS SWITCH ES3528		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.19139.10.5		Switch		EDGEWATERNETWORKS		EdgeConnect800POE		L2 SNMP Switch		IP-6.5.3.14		D F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.19139.24		Router		EDGEWATERNETWORKS		5300LF		Linux 5300LF_VDNA 2.6.33 #1 SMP Fri Feb 25 03:00:41 PST 2011 i686		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.19139.19		Router		EDGEWATERNETWORKS		EdgeMarc-4608PoEW		Linux 4608PoE-IPV6-1 2.6.33 #1 Fri Jan 28 00:57:36 PST 2011 ppc		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.19139.27		Router		EDGEWATERNETWORKS		EdgeMarc4603		Linux 4603 2.6.33 #1 Wed Apr 3 01:22:00 PDT 2013 ppc		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.19139.16		Router		EDGEWATERNETWORKS		EdgeMarc4508Series		Linux BVoIP_HIPCSEM 2.4.31-uc0 #1 Sat Sep 29 23:58:10 PDT 2007 armv5b		IP-6.5.3.14		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.259.6.10.89		Switch		EDGEWATERNETWORKS		EdgeConnect2402POE		24 10/100 pluse 2 combo ports PoE L2 managed Switch		IP-6.5.3.14		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3813.2.9		Switch		ELLACOYA		e100		e100 9.1.0-30 Copyright (C) Arbor Networks Inc (2007-2009)		IP-8.1.1.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12148.7.8		Host		ELTEK		E48		Eltek Energy SNMP Agent		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7368.5.10		Host		EMC		EDL710R0275		EMC CLARiiON Disk Library		IP-7.0.3.12		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1139		FileServer		EMC		Celerra		Product: EMC Celerra File Server Project: SNAS Version: T5.6.48.705		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1981.1.1		Host		EMC		CX4120		CX4-120 - Flare 4.28.0.0.5.706		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1364.1		Probe		EMERSON		CHLORIDE EDR2400		CTS Embedded Webserver\X00		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.100		Switch		ENTERASYSNETWORKS		B3G124-24		Enterasys Networks Inc. B3G124-24 Rev 01.00.74		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.11		Switch		ENTERASYSNETWORKS		VH-2402S/S2		Vertical Horizon VH-2402S		IP-7.0.3.16		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.2		Switch		ENTERASYSNETWORKS		6G306-06		Enterasys Networks 6G306-06 Rev 04.08.22 05/15/01--10:51 ofc		IP-7.0.3.14		D P F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.62		Switch		ENTERASYSNETWORKS		V2H124-24		Enterasys Networks Inc. V2H124-24; SW version: V2.4.2.0		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.2.318		Switch		ENTERASYSNETWORKS		B2H124-48P		Enterasys Networks Inc. B2H124-48P Rev 04.02.01.0006		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.89		Switch		ENTERASYSNETWORKS		A2H124-48		Enterasys Networks Inc. A2H124-48 Rev 01.00.26		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.2.314		Switch		ENTERASYSNETWORKS		B2G124-24		Enterasys Networks Inc. B2G124-24 Rev 01.01.25		IP-7.0.3.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.2.317		Switch		ENTERASYSNETWORKS		B2H124-48		Enterasys Networks Inc. B2H124-48 Rev 04.00.77		IP-7.0.3.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1012.2.6.23		Bridge		ERICSSON		EDA2530		Ericsson EDA2530 Release 4.21 S20		IP-8.1.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25651.1.2		Switch		EXALTCOM		rc23010		ExtendAir rc23010 		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3405.2.7		Router		EXPAND		Accelerator 4900		AcceleratorOS Accelerator 4900 Series\X0AVersion v6.3(1) (Build1.18)\X0A\X0ACompiled on July 07 20:15:04 2010\X0AKernel version: 2.4.33 Compiled on 7 19:36:40 IDT\X0ASystem is up for 31 days and 50 minute(s).\X0A3 Eth		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3405.3		Router		EXPAND		Accelerator 4800		ExpandOS Accelerator 4000 Series\X0D\X0AVersion 4.3(2) Release\X0D\X0AExpand Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled on December 15 10:38:25 2004(Build 1)\X0D\X0AKernel version: 1.5.6 Compiled on Thu Feb 19 15:42:58 2004 (Build 32)\X0D\X0ABootrom version: 1.4.3 Compiled at Tue Nov 20 13:18:22 2001 (Build 26)\X0D\X0A\X0D\X0A		IP-6.5.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3405.2.5		Router		EXPAND		Accelerator 1800		AcceleratorOS Accelerator Series\X0AVersion v6.0(2) (Build3.03)\X0A\X0ACompiled on November 21 13:42:04 2006\X0AKernel version: 2.4.20 Compiled on Nov 21 12:58:39 2006\X0ASystem is up for 2 days and 5:40 hour(s).\X0A		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.17		Switch		EXTREME		Alpine3808		Alpine3808 - Version 7.2.0 (Build 33) by Release_Master 07/09/04 14:05:12		IP-6.0		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.56		Switch		EXTREME		Black Diamond 10808		ExtremeXOS version 12.1.1.4 v1211b4 by release-manager on Tue Apr 29 18:03:43 PDT 2008		IP-7.0.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.13		Switch		EXTREME		Summit7iTx		Summit7iTx - Version 7.3.2 (Build 3) by Release_Master 02/21/05 16:35:08		IP-6.0		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.58		Switch		EXTREME		Summit400-48t		Summit400-48t - Version 7.5e.1 (Build 1) by Release_Master 10/11/05 02:37:52		IP-7.0.3.15		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.82		Switch		EXTREME		SummitX450a-24xdc		ExtremeXOS version 11.6.4.11 v1164b11-patch1-2 by release-manager on Tue Apr 29 14:40:44 PDT 2008		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.129		Switch		EXTREME		Ericsson-NWI		ExtremeXOS version 12.3.1.2 v1231b2 by release-manager on Thu Jun 18 21:56:40 PDT 2009		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.72		Switch		EXTREME		SummitX450e-24p		ExtremeXOS version 12.5.1.6 v1251b6 by release-manager on Tue Nov 23 09:49:14 PST 2010		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.155		Switch		EXTREME		X460-48t		ExtremeXOS version 12.5.1.6 v1251b6 by release-manager on Tue Nov 23 09:49:14 PST 2010		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.154		Switch		EXTREME		X460-24x		ExtremeXOS version 12.6.2.10 v1262b10-patch1-2 by release-manager on Fri Dec 2 13:17:14 EST 2011		IP-9.2.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.66		Switch		EXTREME		SummitX450-24t		ExtremeWare X0S version 11.2.2.4 v1122b4 by release-manager on Fri Jun 3 23:50:48 PDT 2005		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.93		Switch		EXTREME		SummitX250e-24t		ExtremeXOS version 12.5.1.6 v1251b6 by release-manager on Tue Nov 23 09:49:14 PST 2010		IP-8.1.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.80		Switch		EXTREME		SUMMITX450A-24TDC		ExtremeWare XOS version 11.5.2.0 branch-SR1_v1152b0 by tvann on Mon Dec 4 14:13:49 EST 2006		IP-6.5.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.22		Switch		EXTREME		Summit-5iTX		Summit5iTx - Version 7.2.0 (Build 25) by Release_Master 03/23/04 15:55:45		IP-7.0.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.62		Switch		EXTREME		BlackDiamond8810		ExtremeWare X0S version 11.1.0.24 v1110b24 by release-manager on Fri Oct 22 12:19:55 PDT 2004		IP-6.5.2		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.11		Switch		EXTREME		BlackDiamond6808		BD6808 - Version 7.3.2 (Build 3) by Release_Master 02/21/05 17:54:52		IP-6.2.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.16		Switch		EXTREME		Summit 48i		Summit48i - Version 7.5.2 (Build 6) by Build_Master 02/23/06 04:38:48		IP-6.2.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.20		Switch		EXTREME		Alpine3804		Alpine3804 - Version 7.5.3 (Build 8) by Release_Master 07/21/06 10:40:53		IP-6.2.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.77		Switch		EXTREME		BD12804		ExtremeXOS version 11.6.4.11 v1164b11-patch1-2 by release-manager on Tue Apr 29 14:39:01 PDT 2008		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.27		Switch		EXTREME		BlackDiamond6804		BD6804 - Version 7.3.2 (Build 3) by Release_Master 02/21/05 17:54:52		IP-6.2.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.168		Switch		EXTREME		Extreme-SummitX670-48x		ExtremeXOS (X670V-48x) version 15.3.3.5 v1533b5 by release-manager on Mon Dec 2 16:08:07 EST 2013		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.7		Switch		EXTREME		Summit24		USUERK01 - Version 4.1.21 (Build 1) by Release_Master Wed 05/08/2002 12:17p		IP-6.0		D F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.71		Switch		EXTREME		Summit X406		ExtremeWare XOS version 11.5.0.8 v1150b8 by release-manager on Thu May 4 11:15:29 PDT 2006		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.76		Switch		EXTREME		SummitX450-48t		ExtremeXOS version 12.1.1.4 v1211b4 by release-manager on Tue Apr 29 17:46:58 PDT 2008		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.59		LoadBalancer		F5		Big-IP-4200		11.4.0		IP-9.3				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.19		LoadBalancer		F5		BIGIP-1600		11.2.1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.43		LoadBalancer		F5		BIGIP-LTM		11.1.0		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.25		LoadBalancer		F5		BigIP-LTM		10.2.1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.53		LoadBalancer		F5-IP-CONTROLLER		BIGIP-LTM		11.2.0		IP-9.2				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.47		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		ViprionB4300		11.4.0		IP-9.4				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.6		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP		9.1.2		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.23		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP-8900		9.4.7		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.48		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		VIPRION2400		11.3.0		IP-9.2.1				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP		Linux ACGBESS01.ssm.che.vodafone 2.4.21-9.2.3.27.0smp #2 SMP Sun Jan 15 01:07:37 PST 2006 i686		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.13		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP-8800		9.4.5		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.72		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-5250		11.5.1		IP-9.4.2				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.57		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-8950S		11.2.1		IP-9.2				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.1.1		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG/ip		BIG-IP ausbigipcorpps304.us.dell.com BIG-IP 4.5.11 BIG-IP Kernel 4 i386		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.12		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP		9.3.0		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.80		Firewall		F5NETWORKS		Linux-LBJPTKMSL0301		Linux LBJPTKMSL0301.aig.co.jp 2.6.32-279.19.1.el6.f5.x86_64 #1 SMP Thu Dec 18 16:22:10 PST 2014 x86_64		IP-9.4.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.4		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP-1500		10.0.1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.26		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		EM4000		3.0.0		IP-9.2				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.22		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP-6900		9.4.8		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.21		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP 3600 LTM ASM		10.0.1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.61		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		F5 BIG-IP 2000		11.5.1		IP-9.4.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.20		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP-1600		9.4.5		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.84		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-7200v		11.4.1		IP-9.4.2				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.2		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP		Linux utqf53dnsapp01.msdwis.com 2.4.21-9.4.7.320.0smp #2 SMP Thu Mar 19 23:35:48 PDT 2009 i686		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.10		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP-6400		9.3.1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.1		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP		Linux utpf53dnsapp01.msdwis.com 2.4.21-9.4.7.320.0smp #2 SMP Thu Mar 19 23:35:48 PDT 2009 i686		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.5		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP-2400		9.4.7		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.70		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		VIPRION-2250		11.5.4		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.81		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP-2000		11.4.1		IP-9.3				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.87		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-10000		11.4.1		IP-9.3				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.8		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP-5100		9.4.7		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.11		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP-6800		9.4.7		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4467.100.100.1		Host		FIBROLAN		Metrostar		MetroStar System		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25597.1		Host		FIREEYE		CMS		Linux nc-cic-cms7300-1 3.4.28 #1 SMP PREEMPT Thu Jun 13 18:01:00 PDT 2013 x86_64		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1226.1.3.1		Host		FLUKE		Networks OptiView Integrated Network Analyzer		Fluke Networks OptiView (tm) Integrated Network Analyzer\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2004 by Fluke Networks Inc.		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.9		Switch		FORCE10		S25V		24-port FE/GE with Dual DC (SB)		IP-7.0.3.16		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.16		Switch		FORCE10		Z9000		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 8.3.11.0E4\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2011 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Wed May 11 00:49:47 PDT 2011		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.8		Switch		FORCE10		S50NDC		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 8.3.2.0\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2010 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Wed Jul 7 18:35:25 PDT 2010		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.14		Switch		FORCE10		S4810		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 8.3.7.1\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2011 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Thu Apr 7 09:08:59 PDT 2011		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.3		Switch		FORCE10		S50V		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 8.4.2.3\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2010 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Sat Apr 23 07:04:41 PDT 2011		IP-9.2.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.13		Switch		FORCE10		S55		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 8.3.5.1\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2011 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Fri Feb 11 04:38:01 2011		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.12		Switch		FORCE10		S60		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 8.3.3.5\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2010 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Fri Jan 28 22:12:17 2011		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.2.2		Switch		FORCE10		C150		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 7.8.1.3b\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2008 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Fri Dec 4 16:59:31 2009		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.2.1		Switch		FORCE10		C300		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 7.8.1.3b\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2008 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Fri Dec 4 16:59:31 2009		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.7		Switch		FORCE10		S50N		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 7.7.1.1\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2007 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Fri Sep 12 15:09:17 PDT 2008		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.1		Switch		FORCE-10		E1200		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 6.5.4.2\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2005 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Wed Aug 22 01:37:59 PDT 2007		IP-7.0.3.16				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.1.1		Switch		FORCE-10		EX1200		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 7.7.1.1\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2007 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Fri Sep 12 14:08:26 PDT 2008		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.1.4		Switch		FORCE-10		E600		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 7.7.1.1f\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2007 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Fri Nov 28 16:14:53 2008		IP-7.0.3.16		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.4		Router		FORCE10NETWORKS		E600		Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software\X0D\X0AForce10 Operating System Version: 1.0\X0D\X0AForce10 Application Software Version: 6.5.4.0\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2005 by Force10 Networks Inc.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Sat Mar 24 23:43:01 PDT 2007		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2		Switch		FORE		ASX1000		FORE Systems ASX-4000		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11789.1.1.2		Host		FORESCOUT		CT10000-30		ForeScout Enterprise Manager version 7.0.0 running on Linux version 2.6.32-220.4.2.el6.i686		IP-9.4.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.3001		Firewall		FORTIGATE		Fortigate FWDB		Fortigate FWDB		IP-7.0.3.16		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.30160		Firewall		FORTINET		FG3016				IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.3005		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT300C		S03PSFW01P		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.8001		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT800F		masan		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.800		Firewall		FORTINET		FG80C		MASAN		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.102.1.20002		Firewall		FORTINET		FortiAnalyzer-2000B		FortiAnalyzer MG		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.10001		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT1000A		shrek1		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.36000		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT-SSF-SSL		fgt-ssf-ssl		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.36004		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT3600C		sfda18-fw01		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.3.35005		Firewall		FORTINET		FortiAnalyzer-3500E		Azure ExpressRoute FortiAnalyzer in Des Moines		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.37000		Switch		FORTINET		3700D		EEN Firewall in B-36		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.102.1.10001		Firewall		FORTINET		FAZ1000B		FortiAnalyzer		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.1004		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT100D		cdfc-c-cmr-003		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.801		Firewall		FORTINET		FG80CM-Clstr		FG80CM-Clstr		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.1002		Firewall		FORTINET		FG110C		SNMP-FG-conf		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.502		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT50B		NATW00XXXX		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.810		Firewall		FORTINET		FG80CM		ELC_AVE021809		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.3002		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT310B		Fortigate 310B		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.1688		Firewall		FORTINET		Fortimail-400B		Fortimail 400B		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.15000		Firewall		FORTINET		1500D		FortiGate1500		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.6200		Firewall		FORTINET		FG620B		Fortigate FGT-620B		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.50051		Firewall		FORTINET		NetSol		SNMP		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.12400		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT1240B		ACH Fortigate1		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.1001		Firewall		FORTINET		Fortimanager-100C		Fortimanager		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7564		LoadBalancer		FORTINET		FortiBalancer-1000		Hardware: FortiBalancer 1000 amd64 Intel(R) Pentium(R) CPU G6950 @ 2.80GHz - Software: FBLOS Rel.FBL.8.2.0.6 build on Sat Jan 21 12:07:55 2012 		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.2003		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT200A				IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.10004		Firewall		FORTINET		Fortigate-1000c		Quincy pki datacenter firewall		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.5004		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT500D		cw-slo-mgt-ha		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.2005		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT200D		cdfc-c-dub-ha		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.106.1.50030		Firewall		FORTINET		FortiSwitch-5003A				IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.102.1.40002		Firewall		FORTINET		FortiAnalyzer-4000B		Edge FortiAnalyzer in Mil-D		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.39500		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT3950B				IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.106.1.50031		Switch		FORTINET		FS5003B		Switch balanceador de carga FS5003B		IP-9.2.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.50015		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT5001D		NetBond/NBFW fortigate card		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.30003		Firewall		FORTINET		Fortimanager-3000				IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.50011		Firewall		FORTINET		FG5001				IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.600		Firewall		FORTINET		FG60-620B		Masan		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.106.1.51030		Switch		FORTINET		FortiSwitch5003A-Controller		NetBond/NBFW forticontroller card		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.6.2.1.2		Router		FOUNDARY		Wireless AP		Foundry AP IP250: 03.00.00Tv9 v1.0.4		IP-6.5.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.47.8.2		LoadBalancer		FOUNDRY		WXR09502d		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 09.5.02dTD4 Compiled on Jun 08 2007 at 23:43:33 labeled as WXR09502d		IP-7.0.3.4		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.1.1.1.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FESX-424-PREM		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX424-PREM IronWare Version 03.1.00bT3e3 Compiled on Nov 29 2006 at 17:10:32 labeled as SXR03100b		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.25.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron Edge S2402		Foundry Networks Inc. FES2402-PREM IronWare Version 03.7.00dTc3 Compiled on Sep 11 2007 at 22:34:56 labeled as FER03700d		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.26.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron Edge 4802		Foundry Networks Inc. FES4802 IronWare Version 03.6.00cTc1 Compiled on Oct 31 2006 at 22:18:23 labeled as FES03600c		IP-7.0.3.27		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.44.2.2		Router		FOUNDRY		NetIron MLX		Foundry Networks Inc. NetIron MLX IronWare Version V4.0.0bT163 Compiled on Feb 27 2009 at 21:15:13 labeled as V4.0.00b		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.47.11.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		Ironware-WJR11000e		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 11.0.00eTI4 Compiled on Apr 26 2010 at 17:38:36 labeled as WJR11000e		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.30.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron Edge 4802-POE		Foundry Networks Inc. FES4802-ILP IronWare Version 03.6.00cTc1 Compiled on Oct 31 2006 at 22:18:23 labeled as FES03600c		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.40.3.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FESX-424-PREM		Foundry Networks Inc. BigIron RX IronWare Version V2.3.0T143 Compiled on Nov 16 2006 at 16:20:38 labeled as V2.3.00		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.49.4		Router		FOUNDRY		NetIron CEX		Foundry Networks Inc. NetIron CES IronWare Version V3.9.0aT183 Compiled on Oct 05 2009 at 14:17:43 labeled as V3.9.00a		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.45.2.2.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron GS648P-POE		Foundry Networks Inc. FGS648P+2XG-POE IronWare Version 02.4.00aT7e1 Compiled on Jun 06 2006 at 17:23:44 labeled as FGS02400a		IP-7.0.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.29.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron Edge 2402		Foundry Networks Inc. FES2402-ILP IronWare Version 03.6.00cTc1 Compiled on Oct 31 2006 at 22:18:23 labeled as FES03600c		IP-7.0.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.2.3.1.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		IronWare FESX448		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX448+2XG IronWare Version 03.0.01cT3e3 Compiled on Sep 20 2006 at 08:22:23 labeled as SXR03001c		IP-7.0.3.16		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.54.1.2.1.4		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron FCX624S-POE-PREM		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FCX624S-POE-PREM IronWare Version 07.1.00T7f3 Compiled on May 05 2010 at 23:09:10 labeled as FCXR07100		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.47.6.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		WZR09402h		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 09.4.02hTG4 Compiled on Dec 22 2008 at 11:54:45 labeled as WZR09402h		IP-7.0.3.21		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.2.1.1.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FESX448-PREM		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX448-PREM IronWare Version 03.1.00cT3e3 Compiled on Jan 10 2007 at 21:29:24 labeled as SXR03100c		IP-7.0.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.49.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		NetIronCES		Foundry Networks Inc. NetIron CES IronWare Version V3.8.0cT183 Compiled on Mar 25 2009 at 20:36:45 labeled as V3.8.00c		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.3.3		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron SX800		Foundry Networks Inc. FastIron SX 800 IronWare Version 03.0.01cT3e1 Compiled on Sep 20 2006 at 09:08:40 labeled as SXL03001c		IP-7.0.3.8		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.47.3.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		WXM10201j		Foundry Networks Inc. Switch IronWare Version 10.2.01jTD2 Compiled on Aug 09 2009 at 18:53:19 labeled as WXM10201j		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.5.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron SX1600		Foundry Networks Inc. FastIron SX 1600 IronWare Version 03.1.00bT3e1 Compiled on Nov 29 2006 at 16:21:03 labeled as SXS03100b		IP-7.0.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.12.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIronSX1600		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FastIron SX 1600-PREM IronWare Version 07.0.00b120T3e3 Compiled on Oct 13 2009 at 01:56:50 labeled as SXR07000b120		IP-8.1.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.28.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron FES12GCF		Foundry Networks Inc. FES12GCF IronWare Version 03.6.00cTc1 Compiled on Oct 31 2006 at 22:18:23 labeled as FES03600c		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.2.2.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		XFastIron Edge 4801G		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX448+1XG IronWare Version 02.1.01cTe1 Compiled on May 03 2005 at 10:16:19 labeled as FEXS02101c		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.4.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		SuperX 800-PREM		Foundry Networks Inc. FastIron SX 800-PREM IronWare Version 03.0.01bT3e3 Compiled on Sep 06 2006 at 13:43:30 labeled as SXR03001b		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.8.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron SuperX		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FastIron SuperX-PREM IronWare Version 07.0.00b120T3e3 Compiled on Oct 13 2009 at 01:56:50 labeled as SXR07000b120		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.45.1.1.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron FGS624P		Foundry Networks Inc. FGS624P IronWare Version 04.3.02T7e1 Compiled on Apr 01 2009 at 16:15:47 labeled as FGS04302		IP-7.0.3.12		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.21.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		4802		Foundry Networks Inc. Stackable FI4802-PREM IronWare Version 07.8.02fT53 Compiled on Jan 16 2007 at 19:51:36 labeled as B2R07802f		IP-6.2.1		D F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		  D 		 D 				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.3.1.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron FESX424F		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX424F IronWare Version 02.4.00dT3e1 Compiled on Feb 13 2006 at 13:54:59 labeled as SXS02400d		IP-7.0.3.5		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.47.9.2		LoadBalancer		FOUNDRY		WXR10201		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 10.2.01jTD4 Compiled on Aug 09 2009 at 18:47:13 labeled as WXR10201j		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.1.1.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FESX-424		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX424 IronWare Version 04.2.00cT3e1 Compiled on Jan 08 2009 at 18:22:55 labeled as SXS04200c		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.2.1.2.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron FESX424F		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX448-PREM IronWare Version 04.3.00T3e3 Compiled on Nov 14 2008 at 15:23:55 labeled as SXR04300		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.3.2.1.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FESX424F+1XG-PREM		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX424F+1XG-PREM IronWare Version 03.2.00lT3e3 Compiled on Mar 31 2009 at 17:43:40 labeled as SXR03200l		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.49.3		Router		FOUNDRY		NetIron CES		Foundry Networks Inc. NetIron CES IronWare Version V3.9.0aT183 Compiled on Oct 05 2009 at 14:17:43 labeled as V3.9.00a		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.6.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIronSX1600		Foundry Networks Inc. FastIron SX 1600-PREM IronWare Version 04.3.00T3e1 Compiled on Nov 14 2008 at 16:10:49 labeled as SXS04300		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.3.2.2.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron_FESX424HF+1XG-PREM		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX424HF+1XG-PREM IronWare Version 04.3.00T3e3 Compiled on Nov 14 2008 at 15:23:55 labeled as SXR04300		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.45.1.3.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron GS624P-POE		Foundry Networks Inc. FGS624P-POE IronWare Version 02.6.00T7e1 Compiled on Oct 26 2006 at 18:48:36 labeled as FGS02600		IP-7.0.3.5		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron SuperX		Foundry Networks Inc. FastIron SuperX IronWare Version 04.3.00T3e1 Compiled on Nov 14 2008 at 16:10:49 labeled as SXS04300		IP-7.0.3.27		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.22.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron 400 Backbone		Foundry Networks Inc. FastIron 400 Backbone IronWare Version 08.0.01nT51 Compiled on Sep 13 2007 at 10:39:54 labeled as B2S08001n		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.27.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		Foundry FES9604		Foundry Networks Inc. FES9604 IronWare Version 03.6.00cTc1 Compiled on Oct 31 2006 at 22:18:23 labeled as FES03600c		IP-7.0.3.27		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		BIR06616		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 06.6.16T43 Compiled on May 23 2000 at 20:59:31 labeled as BIR06616		IP-7.0.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.47.7.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		IronWare		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 09.4.00vTG4 Compiled on May 12 2007 at 15:29:09 labeled as WZR09400v		IP-7.0.3.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.6.2.1.1		Router		FOUNDRY		AP IP150		Foundry AP: 02.00.06Tw8 v3.0.4		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.7.1.1		Probe		FOUNDRY		RF Probe		Foundry Enterprise RF Probe		IP-7.0.3.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.18.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		ServerIron400		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 09.4.00sTG4 Compiled on Oct 16 2006 at 21:23:42 labeled as WZR09400s		IP-7.0.3		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.4.1.1.5.100.1.1.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		EdgeIron 4802F		EdgeIron 4802F software version 1.3.7 Nov 7 2002 - 10:28:03		IP-6.2.3				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.25.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		Foundry FES2402		Foundry Networks Inc. FES2402 IronWare Version 03.3.01eTc1 Compiled on May 24 2005 at 10:53:13 labeled as FES03301e		IP-7.0.3.27		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.5.1.1.4.3.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		EdgeIron 4802CF		Foundry Networks EdgeIron 4802CF		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.54.2.1.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron FCX648		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FCX648 IronWare Version 06.0.00T7f1 Compiled on Jul 15 2009 at 19:31:52 labeled as FCXS06000		IP-8.1.1.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.41.3.2		Router		FOUNDRY		NetIron XMR		Foundry Networks Inc. NetIron XMR IronWare Version V3.6.0hT163 Compiled on Jun 25 2008 at 19:29:38 labeled as V3.6.00h		IP-7.0.3.7		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.28.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FES12GCF-PREM		Foundry Networks Inc. FES12GCF-PREM IronWare Version 03.6.00cTc3 Compiled on Oct 31 2006 at 22:38:11 labeled as FER03600c		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.32.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		BigIron MG8		Foundry Networks Inc. BigIron MG8 IronWare Version V2.3.0bT103 Compiled on Dec 11 2006 at 13:51:35 labeled as V2.3.00b		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.36.3.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron SX800		Foundry Networks Inc. FastIron SX 800 IronWare Version 03.0.01cT3e1 Compiled on Sep 20 2006 at 07:26:23 labeled as SXS03001c		IP-7.0.3.4		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.45.2.1.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FGS648P		Foundry Networks Inc. FGS648P IronWare Version 04.3.01aT7e1 Compiled on Jan 20 2009 at 12:34:07 labeled as FGS04301a		IP-7.0.3.20		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.3.1.2.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron FESX424F		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX424HF-PREM IronWare Version 04.1.00aT3e3 Compiled on May 05 2008 at 19:59:11 labeled as SXR04100a		IP-7.0.3.22		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.6.1.2.3		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron FESX624-PREM		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. FESX624-PREM IronWare Version 07.1.00T3e3 Compiled on May 05 2010 at 23:35:39 labeled as SXR07100		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.46.2.1.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FLS-648		Foundry Networks Inc. FLS648 IronWare Version 03.1.00aT7e1 Compiled on Jun 13 2007 at 17:21:39 labeled as FGS03100a		IP-7.0.3.20		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.23.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron BackBone		Foundry Networks Inc. FastIron 800 Backbone IronWare Version 07.8.02fT51 Compiled on Jan 16 2007 at 19:28:25 labeled as B2S07802f		IP-6.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.44.3.2		Router		FOUNDRY		NetIron MLX		Foundry Networks Inc. NetIron MLX IronWare Version V3.2.1eT163 Compiled on May 09 2007 at 11:53:35 labeled as V3.2.01e		IP-7.0.3.7		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.22.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron 400		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 07.8.00eT53 Compiled on Apr 26 2005 at 19:55:50 labeled as B2R07800e		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.16.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron3		Foundry Networks Inc. Backbone IronWare Version 07.8.00pT51 Compiled on Jun 22 2006 at 12:20:50 labeled as B2S07800p		IP-6.2.1		D P F		D P F		 D 		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		  D 		 D 				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.2.1.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron FESX448		Foundry Networks Inc. FESX448 IronWare Version 01.1.00aTe1 Compiled on Aug 17 2004 at 15:13:18 labeled as FEXS01100a		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.23.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		FastIron BackBone		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 07.8.00kT53 Compiled on Oct 04 2005 at 17:55:17 labeled as B2P07800k		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.7.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		IronRouter		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 07.6.05aT53 Compiled on Feb 19 2004 at 08:21:09 labeled as B2R07605a		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.10.1		Router		FOUNDRY		IronRouter		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 09.1.02eT53 Compiled on Aug 18 2004 at 15:13:51 labeled as B2P09102e		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.6.2		Switch		FOUNDRY		BigIron4000		Foundry Networks Inc. Router IronWare Version 07.8.00pT53 Compiled on Jun 22 2006 at 12:44:10 labeled as B2R07800p		IP-6.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.52.2.2.1.1		Switch		FOUNDRY-NETWORKS		FWS648G		Foundry Networks Inc. FWS648G IronWare Version 04.3.03T7e1 Compiled on Oct 29 2009 at 15:36:10 labeled as FGS04303		IP-9.2.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.211.1.127.65.54		Switch		FUJITSU		SRX324T1		'SR-X324T1' '1.3 V01.02' 'Mon Dec 20 15:18:54 JST 2010'		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7244.1.1.1		Host		FUJITSU		PrimergyBX900		PRIMERGY BX900 S1 A3C40105434		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.211.1.127.118.33		Switch		FUJITSU		SRS348TC1		'SR-S348TC1' '1.1 V13.00' 'Wed Dec 2 19:12:41 JST 2009'		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.231		Switch		FUJITSU		PRIMERGY-PG-SW112		Fujitsu PY CB Eth Switch 1Gb 36/12 Runtime Code 1.10		IP-8.1.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.211.1.127.65.52		Switch		FUJITSU		SRX526R1		'SR-X526R1' '1.2 V01.01' 'Thu May 20 23:45:31 JST 2010'		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.211.1.127.65.55		Switch		FUJITSU		SRX340TR1		'SR-X340TR1' '1.0 V01.04' 'Fri Mar 25 19:42:25 JST 2011'		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7684.1.2.1		Host		GENBAND		S3 Session Border Controller		Linux s3-uk-nit001b 2.6.34.4-gb05 #1 SMP 2010-08-16 23:00:29 +0200 x86_64		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4976		Host		GENESYS		Genesys-CIM-CCS		Genesys SNMP Master Agent		IP-9.4.1				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26866		Switch		GIGAMON		GigaVUE-H		Linux gigamon-040129 2.6.34-GIGAMONuni-gvhd GigaVUE-H-Series 2.5.01 #3 2012-09-27 15:03:14 ppc		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26866.1.1		Switch		GIGAMON		GigaVUE-420		v4.0		IP-8.1.1.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26866.3.1		Switch		GIGAMON		GigaVUE-2404		Gigamon GigaVUE-2404 v8.3.03		IP-9.2.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26866.3.2		Switch		GIGAMON		GigaVUE-420		Gigamon GigaVUE-420 v8.3.03		IP-9.2.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7352.3.18		Router		GILAT		SE II VSAT IP		SE II VSAT IP		IP-9.4.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.40		Switch		H3C		S3600-52P-PWR-EI		H3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware software Version 3.10 Release 1702P28\X0D\X0AH3C S3600-52P-PWR-EI Product Version S3600-EI-1702P28\X0D\X0A\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2011 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co.Ltd. All rights reserved.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.38		Switch		H3C		S3600-52P-EI		H3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware software Version 3.10 Release 1702P31\X0D\X0AH3C S3600-52P-EI Product Version S3600-EI-1702P31\X0D\X0A\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2011 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co.Ltd. All rights reserved.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.5		Switch		H3C		H3C-S5500EI		H3C S5500EI		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.4		Switch		H3C		S5500-52C-PWR-EI		H3C Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 2208P01\X0D\X0AH3C S5500-52C-PWR-EI\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2004-2011 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.338		Switch		H3C		H3C-S5800-60C-PWR		H3C Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 1110P05\X0D\X0AH3C S5800-60C-PWR\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2004-2010 H3C Technologies Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.73		Router		H3C		MSR30-20		H3C Series Router MSR30-20\X0D\X0AH3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2207P38 Standard\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2011 Hangzhou H3C Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.517		Switch		H3C		S5120-28C-EI		H3C Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 2208\X0D\X0AH3C S5120-28C-EI\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2004-2010 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.246		Switch		H3C		H3C-S3100-26TP-EI		Hangzhou H3C Comware Platform Software Software Version 3.10 Release 2211P06\X0D\X0AH3C S3100-26TP-EI\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2010 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co.Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25433.3.1		Host		HAIVISION		DVB-2-IP-GW		Linux enc01 2.6.36+ #1 PREEMPT Wed Jan 18 15:01:46 EST 2012 armv5tejl		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.248.14.10.40		Bridge		HIRSCHMANN		RS20-0800M2M2SDAEHH		Hirschmann Railswitch		IP-7.0.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.3.39.10		Host		HITACHI		Hitachi-4601L10		Hitachi Compute Blade System Ver A0195-C-6443		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.3.11.4.1.1		Host		HITACHI		9900 Raid Array		RAID601		IP-6.0				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.167		Host		HP		HP Modular Cooling System		HP Modular Cooling System SN 00592 - HW 1.3.01 - SW 1.1.05		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.35		Switch		HP		ProCurve J8165A Switch 2650-PWR		ProCurve J8165A Switch 2650-PWR revision H.08.106 ROM H.08.02 (/sw/code/build/fish(ts_08_5))		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.33.4.1.1		Switch		HP		GbE2c L2/L3 Ethernet Blade Switch		GbE2c Ethernet Blade Switch for HP c-Class BladeSystem		IP-8.1.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.1		Switch		HP		H3C-S5500-28C-EI		H3C Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 2208\X0D\X0AH3C S5500-28C-EI\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2004-2010 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.5.7.3.2		Host		HP		HP 9000		Management Processor (MP) for HP Integrity and HP9000 servers		IP-7.0.3.8		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.108		Switch		HP		HP-ProCurve-498358-B21/6120G/XG-Blade-Switch		ProCurve 498358-B21 6120G/XG Blade Switch revision Z.14.29 ROM Z.14.09 (/sw/code/build/vern(Z_14_zinfip_t4b))		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.32		Switch		HP		ProCurve J4904A Switch 2848		ProCurve J4904A Switch 2848 revision I.08.87 ROM I.08.07 (/sw/code/build/mako(ts_08_5))		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.3		Router		HP		A-MSR20-10		HP Series Router A-MSR20-10\X0D\X0AHP Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2315L03 EE\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.20		Router		HP		HP-A6602		HP Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20Release 2603P06\X0D\X0AHP A6602 Router\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.24		Switch		HP		A5500-24G-EI		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 2208P01\X0D\X0AHP A5500-24G EI Switch with 2 Interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.44		Switch		HP		J4899B ProCurve Switch 2650		ProCurve J4899B Switch 2650 revision H.10.35 ROM H.08.02 (/sw/code/build/fish(mkfs))		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.34		Switch		HP		ProCurve J4900A Switch 2626		ProCurve J4900A Switch 2626 revision H.10.29 ROM H.08.02 (/sw/code/build/fish(mkfs))		IP-7.0.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.103		Router		HP		MSR2004		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.054 ESS 0207\X0D\X0AHP MSR2004-24\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.28		Switch		HP		A5500-24G-SFP		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 2208P01\X0D\X0AHP A5500-24G-SFP EI Switch with 2 Interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.138		Switch		HP		HPJ9774A-2530-8G-PoE+		HP J9774A 2530-8G-PoEP Switch revision YA.15.12.0010 ROM YA.15.12 (/ws/swbuildm/YA_rel_knoxville_qaoff/code/build/lakes(swbuildm_YA_rel_knoxville_qaoff_rel_knoxville)) (Formerly ProCurve)		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.45		Switch		HP		HP Procurve 2626 PWR		HP J4900B ProCurve Switch 2626 revision H.08.60 ROM H.08.02 (/sw/code/build/fish(f04))		IP-7.0.3.9		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3873.1.7		FibreChannelSwitch		HP		HP4GbVCFCModule		HP 4Gb VC-FC Module		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.95		Switch		HP		ProCurveJ9138A		ProCurve J9138A Switch 2520-24-PoE revision S.14.03 ROM S.14.03 (/sw/code/build/elmo(t4b_release))		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.76		Switch		HP		HP ProCurve J9085A Switch 2610		ProCurve J9085A Switch 2610-24 revision R.11.07 ROM R.10.06 (/sw/code/build/nemo(ndx))		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.88		Switch		HP		ProCurve Switch 2510G-24 J9279A		ProCurve J9279A Switch 2510G-24 revision Y.11.16 ROM N.10.02 (/sw/code/build/cod(cod11))		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.58		Switch		HP		HP ProCurve J8692A Switch 3500yl-24G		ProCurve J8692A Switch 3500yl-24G revision K.13.51 ROM K.12.14 (/sw/code/build/btm(t3a))		IP-7.0.3.14		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.33.1.1.1		Switch		HP		BL p-class C-GbE2 Interconnect Switch		HP ProLiant BL p-Class F-GbE2 Interconnect Switch A		IP-6.5.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8744.1.56		Switch		HP		MSM720		MSM720 - Hardware revision J9694-60101 - Serial number CN23F2F153 - Firmware version 6.0.1.0-13564		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.82		Host		HP		Virtual Connect 8Gb 24-Port FC Module		HP Virtual Connect 8Gb 24-Port FC Module.		IP-8.1.2				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.64		Router		HP		MSR4080		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.049 Release 0106P15\X0D\X0AHP MSR4080\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.39		Switch		HP		H3C-S3600-28P-PWR-EI		H3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware software Version 3.10 Release 1702P28\X0D\X0AH3C S3600-28P-PWR-EI Product Version S3600-EI-1702P28\X0D\X0A\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2011 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co.Ltd. All rights reserved.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.10.1.2		Host		HP				SunOS nokianms 5.8 Generic_108528-15 sun4u		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.121		Switch		HP		HP5500-48G-PoE+-4SFP		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 5501P03\X0D\X0AHP 5500-48G-PoE+-4SFP HI Switch with 2 Interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.59		Switch		HP		ProCurve J8693A Switch 3500yl-48G-PWR		ProCurve J8693A Switch 3500yl-48G revision K.12.57D ROM K.12.12 (/sw/code/build/btm(mot))		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.57		Switch		HP		A3100-24-v2-EI		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 5103P01\X0D\X0AHP A3100-24 v2 EI Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.16		Switch		HP		A5800-24G		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 1211\X0D\X0AHP A5800-24G Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.105		Switch		HP		ProCurveJ9452A-E6600ml-48G-4XG		HP J9452A Switch E6600ml-48G-4XG revision K.15.05.0002 ROM K.15.13 (/sw/code/build/btm(K_15_05)) (Formerly ProCurve)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7569.1.3		Host		HP		BL460C		RadiSys Media Server v3.1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.69		Router		HP		HSR6808		HP Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20.106Release 3303P16-US\X0D\X0AHP HSR6808 Router\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.50		Switch		HP		HP ProCurve J8697A Switch 5406zl		ProCurve J8697A Switch 5406zl revision K.12.57D ROM K.12.12 (/sw/code/build/btm(mot))		IP-7.0.3.14		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.62		Router		HP		MSR3064		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.049 Release 0106P02\X0D\X0AHP MSR3064\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.27		Switch		HP		A5500-48G-PoE+		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 2215\X0D\X0AHP A5500-48G-PoE+ EI Switch with 2 Interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.51		Switch		HP		HP ProCurve J8698A Switch 5412zl-96G		ProCurve J8698A Switch 5412zl revision K.13.51 ROM K.12.14 (/sw/code/build/btm(t3a))		IP-7.0.3.14		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.8.1		Host		HP		HPJ2603A  Ethernet SNMP Module		HPJ2603A Ethernet SNMP Module ROM B.01.00 EEPROM A.03.01 HW B.01.00		IP-7.0.3.14		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.162.1		Bridge		HP		HP501-Wireless-Client-Bridge		Linux 2.6.36.4brcmarm HP Networking HP 501 Wireless Client Bridge Version 1.0.0.0-0003 Fri Oct 11 11:40:07 EDT 2013		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3873.1.16		Host		HP		HP-VirtualConnect-4gbFC		HP Virtual Connect 4Gb FC Module		IP-9.4				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.2.3		Host		HP		HPUX-10.20		HP-UX ap1hpx18 B.11.11 U 9000/800 24586352		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.29		Switch		HP		HP Procurve 2650		ProCurve J4899A Switch 2650 revision H.08.98 ROM H.08.02 (/sw/code/build/fish(ts_08_5))		IP-7.0.3.9		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.15		Router		HP		A-MSR30-20		HP Series Router A-MSR30-20\X0D\X0AHP Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2315L03 Standard EE\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.9.4.10		Host		HP		Integrated-Lights-Out		Integrated Lights-Out 4 1.10 Jul 17 2012		IP-9.2.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.16		Router		HP		A-MSR30-40		HP Series Router A-MSR30-40\X0D\X0AHP Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2315L03 Standard EE\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.61		Switch		HP		ProCurve J9019A Switch 2510-24		ProCurve J9019A Switch 2510-24 revision Q.10.01 ROM Q.10.02 (/sw/code/build/harp(harp))		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.14.14.1.1.3		Switch		HP		HP-PC-Blade		HP PC Blade Switch		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.9.1		Host		HP				HP ETHERNET MULTI-ENVIRONMENTROM V.29.11JETDIRECTJD115EEPROM V.29.12CIDATE 03/23/2005		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.101		Switch		HP		A5500-24G-4SFP		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 5206P01-US\X0D\X0AHP A5500-24G-4SFP HI Switch with 2 interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.19		Switch		HP		J4813A ProCurve Switch 2524		HP J4813A ProCurve Switch 2524 revision F.02.13 ROM F.02.01 (/sw/code/build/info(f00))		IP-6.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.34		Switch		HP		A5120-48G		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 2208P01\X0D\X0AHP A5120-48G EI Switch with 2 Interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.5.7.5.4		Switch		HP		1/10Gb VC-Enet Module		HP VC Flex-10/10D Module Virtual Connect 3.70		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.392		Switch		HP		H3C-S12518		H3C Comware software. H3C S12518 Product Version S12500-CMW520-R1233P01. Copyright (c) 2004-2010 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.89		Switch		HP		HP ProCurve J9279A Switch 2510G		ProCurve J9280A Switch 2510G-48 revision Y.11.08 ROM N.10.02 (/sw/code/build/cod(cod11))		IP-7.0.3.10		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.209		Switch		HP		H3C-S7506E		H3C Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 6626P02\X0D\X0AH3C S7506E\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2004-2011 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.36		Switch		HP		ProCurve J8164A Switch 2626-PWR		ProCurve J8164A Switch 2626-PWR revision H.10.38 ROM H.08.02 (/sw/code/build/fish(mf_v10_fishp))		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.160.1.4		Hub		HP		IP-Console-Switch-4x1x16		IP-Console-Switch-4x1x16 01.00.17.03		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.68		Switch		HP		ProCurve J9050A		ProCurve J9050A Switch 2900-48G revision T.12.51 ROM K.12.12 (/sw/code/build/mbm(t2g))		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.122		Switch		HP		HP5500-24G-PoE+-4SFP		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 5203P02\X0D\X0AHP 5500-24G-PoE+-4SFP HI Switch with 2 Interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.31		Switch		HP		HP-J4903A-ProCurve-Switch		ProCurve J4903A Switch 2824 revision I.10.77 ROM I.08.07 (/sw/code/build/mako(mkfs))		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.7		Switch		HP		HP J4110A ProCurve Switch 8000M		HP J4110A ProCurve Switch 8000M revision C.09.16 ROM C.06.01 (/sw/code/build/vgro(c09))		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.36		Switch		HP		A5120-48G-PoE+		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 2220-US\X0D\X0AHP A5120-48G-PoE+ EI Switch with 2 Interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.11		Router		HP		A-MSR30-10		HP Series Router A-MSR30-10\X0D\X0AHP Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2315L03 Standard EE\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.5.7.5.1		Switch		HP		1/10Gb VC-Enet Module		HP 1/10Gb-F VC-Enet Module Virtual Connect 1.24		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.52		Switch		HP		ProCurve-J8770A-Switch-4204vl		ProCurve J8770A Switch 4204vl revision L.11.24 ROM L.10.03 (/sw/code/build/rmm(rm11))		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.62		Switch		HP		ProCurve j9020a Switch 2510 48		ProCurve j9020a Switch 2510-48 revision U.11.08 ROM R.10.06 (/sw/code/build/dosx(ndx))		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.5.21		Hub		HP		HP J3303A ProCurve 10Base-T Hub 12		HPJ3303A 10Base-T Hub-24M ROM A.01.00 EEPROM A.02.02 HW A.01.00		IP-7.0.3.14		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8744.1.48		Switch		HP		HPProcurveMSM760		MSM760 - Hardware revision B - Serial number SG0523N00R - Firmware version 5.5.1.0-01-9677		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.9		Switch		HP		J4121A ProCurve Switch 4000M		HP J4121A ProCurve Switch 4000M revision C.09.22 ROM C.06.01 (/sw/code/build/vgro(c09))		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.33.5.1.1		Switch		HP		1:10Gb Ethernet Blade Switch		HP 1:10Gb Ethernet Blade Switch		IP-8.1.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.2.6		Host		HP		HPUX-11.23		HP-UX abhhe051 B.11.23 U ia64 1839326459		IP-7.0.3.8				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.56		Router		HP		MSR3012		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.049 Release 0106P21-US\X0D\X0AHP MSR3012\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.10		Router		HP		A-MSR20-40		HP Series Router A-MSR20-40\X0D\X0AHP Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2315L03 Standard EE\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.153		Switch		HP		HPJ9727A-2920-24-PoE+Switch		HP J9727A 2920-24G-PoE+ Switch revision WB.15.13.0005 ROM WB.15.05 (/ws/swbuildm/WB_rel_laredo_qaoff/code/build/anm(swbuildm_WB_rel_laredo_qaoff_rel_laredo)) (Formerly ProCurve)		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.176		Switch		HP		5700-48G-4XG-2QSFP+		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.045 Release 2310\X0D\X0AHP FF 5700-48G-4XG-2QSFP+ Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.63		Switch		HP		ProCurve J9021A Switch 2810 24G		ProCurve J9021A Switch 2810-24G revision N.10.02 ROM N.10.01 (/sw/code/build/bass(bass))		IP-8.1.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.100		Switch		HP		5900AF-48XG-4QSFP		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.035 Release 2207\X0D\X0AHP 5900AF-48XG-4QSFP+ Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.22.3.1		Host		HP		Proliant BL		Proliant BL e-Class Integrated Administrator		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.132		Switch		HP		HP-J9626A-E2620-48		HP J9626A E2620-48 Switch revision RA.15.05.0006 ROM RA.15.10 (/sw/code/build/xform(RA_15_05)) (Formerly ProCurve)		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.35		Switch		HP		A5120-24G		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 2215\X0D\X0AHP A5120-24G-PoE+ EI Switch with 2 Interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.8		Switch		HP		HP J4120A ProCurve Switch 1600M		HP J4120A ProCurve Switch 1600M revision C.09.16 ROM C.06.01 (/sw/code/build/vgro(c09))		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.64		Switch		HP		HP ProCurve J9022A Switch 2810-48G		ProCurve J9022A Switch 2810-48G revision N.10.02 ROM N.10.01 (/sw/code/build/bass(bass))		IP-7.0.3.14		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.90		Switch		HP		HP ProCurve Switch 2510B-24 J9019B		ProCurve J9019B Switch 2510B-24 revision Q.11.17 ROM Q.10.02 (/sw/code/build/harp(bh2))		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.51		Host		HP		MSA2212fc		HP StorageWorks MSA2212fc		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.76		Router		HP		MSR50-40		H3C Series Router MSR50-40\X0D\X0AH3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2315 Standard\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2013 Hangzhou H3C Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.107		Router		HP		MSR1002		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.049 Release 0106P15\X0D\X0AHP MSR1002-4\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.160.3.8		Hub		HP		AF621A		HP IP Console Switch G2 2x1Ex16 - AF621 1.30.5.24433		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.90		Switch		HP		A3600-24-v2-EI		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 2101P01\X0D\X0AHP A3600-24 v2 EI Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.14		Router		HP		A-MSR30-16		HP Series Router A-MSR30-16\X0D\X0AHP Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2209P26 Standard\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.230		Router		HP		MSR20-11		H3C Series Router MSR20-11\X0D\X0AH3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2104P02\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2010 Hangzhou H3C Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.60		Switch		HP		HP ProCurve J8992A Switch 6200yl-24G mGBIC		ProCurve J8992A Switch 6200yl-24G revision K.13.51 ROM K.12.14 (/sw/code/build/btm(t3a))		IP-7.0.3.14		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.107		Switch		HP		ProCurve516733-B21-6120XG		ProCurve 516733-B21 6120XG Blade Switch revision Z.14.49 ROM Z.14.09 (/ws/swbuildm/Z_zinfandel_fip_t4b_qaoff/code/build/vern(Z1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.107		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.93		Switch		HP		A3600-48-PoE+-v2-EI		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 2109P01\X0D\X0AHP A3600-48-PoE+ v2 EI Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.33		Switch		HP		A5120-24G-EI		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 2208\X0D\X0AHP A5120-24G EI Switch with 2 Interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.23		Switch		HP		HP J4865A ProCurve Switch 4108GL		HP J4865A ProCurve Switch 4108GL revision G.07.93 ROM G.05.02 (/sw/code/build/gamo(m03))		IP-7.0.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.129		Switch		HP		J9623A-E2620-24		HP J9623A E2620-24 Switch revision RA.15.05.0006 ROM RA.15.10 (/sw/code/build/xform(RA_15_05)) (Formerly ProCurve)		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.80		Switch		HP		ProCurve J9086A Switch 2610-24/12PWR		ProCurve J9086A Switch 2610-24/12PWR revision R.11.07 ROM R.10.06 (/sw/code/build/nemo(ndx))		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.86		Switch		HP		HP-10504		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.045 Release 7150\X0D\X0AHP 10504\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2015 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.14		Switch		HP		J4139A ProCurve Switch 9304M		Hewlett-Packard Company J4139A HP ProCurve Routing Switch 9304M Software Version 07.8.00aT53 Compiled on Oct 04 2004 at 21:29:05 labeled as H2R07800a		IP-7.0.3.14		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.4		Router		HP		A-MSR20-11		HP Series Router A-MSR20-11\X0D\X0AHP Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2209P26\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.92		Switch		HP		A3600-24-PoE+-v2-EI		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 2109P01\X0D\X0AHP A3600-24-PoE+ v2 EI Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.98		Switch		HP		3600-24-PoE-v2-SI		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 2109P01\X0D\X0AHP A3600-48-PoE+ v2 SI Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.102		Switch		HP		A5500-48G-4SFP		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 5101P01\X0D\X0AHP A5500-48G-4SFP HI Switch with 2 interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.188		Switch		HP		5130-24G-POE+-4SFP+ EI		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.045 Release 3106\X0D\X0AHP 5130-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.519		Switch		HP-H3C		S5120-28C-PWR-EI		H3C Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 2208\X0D\X0AH3C S5120-28C-PWR-EI\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2004-2011 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.23		Switch		HP-H3C		A5820X-24XG-SFP		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 1211\X0D\X0AHP A5820X-24XG-SFP+ Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.217		Router		HP-H3C		MSR30-16		H3C Series Router MSR30-16\X0D\X0AH3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2315L03 Standard EE\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2013 Hangzhou H3C Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.257		Router		HP-H3C		MSR20-12		H3C Series Router MSR20-12\X0D\X0AH3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2315L03 EE\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2013 Hangzhou H3C Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.77		Switch		HP-H3C		A5500-48G-PoE		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 2215\X0D\X0AHP A5500-48G-PoE+ EI TAA Switch with 2 Interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.72		Switch		HP-H3C		A5120-48G-PoE		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20.99 Release 2215\X0D\X0AHP A5120-48G-PoE+ EI TAA Switch with 2 Interface Slots\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.96		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5300 Series Ethernet Switches		S5328C-EI-24S \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.53		Router		HUAWEI		AR-18-20S		Huawei-3Com Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) Software Version 3.40 RELEASE 0108P03\X0D\X0AQuidway Series Router AR18-20S\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2003-2005 Hangzhou Huawei-3Com Tech. Co.Ltd. All rights reserved.\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.82		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3328TP-EI-24S		S3328TP-EI-24S \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S3328 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.89.2		Router		HUAWEI		ME60		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.50 (ME60 V100R006C05SPC600)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd\X0D\X0AQuidway MultiserviceEngine 60-8\X0D\X0APatch: V100R006C05SPC032\X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.87		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S2309TP-SI		S2309TP-SI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S2300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.224		Switch		HUAWEI		S2700		S5700-28X-LI-AC \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.120 (S5700 V200R002C00SPC100) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2007 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.79		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3352P-EI		S3352P-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S3352 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2000-2006 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.45		Switch		HUAWEI		S5648P		Huawei-3Com Versatile Routing Platform Software Version COMWAREV300R002B13D005\X0D\X0AQuidway S5648P Product Version V100R001B01D028sp01\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2002-2005 Hangzhou Huawei-3Com Tech. Co.Ltd. All rights reserved.\X0D\X0A		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.102		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5328C-SI		S5328C-SI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.161		Switch		HUAWEI		S6700-48-EI		S6700-48-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S6700 V100R006C00SPC800) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.2		Router		HUAWEI		H3C S5500EI		H3C S5500EI		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.339		Switch		HUAWEI		H3C-S5800-32F		H3C Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Test 1207P01\X0D\X0AH3C S5800-32F\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2004-2010 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.87.18		Switch		HUAWEI		CX600-X8		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.90 (CX600 V600R003C00)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0ACX600-X8 \X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.183		Switch		HUAWEI		S1700-28GFR-4P-AC		S1700-28GFR-4P-AC 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.85		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3352P-EI-48S		S3352P-EI-48S \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S3352 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2000-2006 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.62.2.13		Router		HUAWEI		NE40E-X2		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.90 (NE40E&80E V600R003C00SPC300)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0AHUAWEI NE40E-X2 \X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.224.11		Router		HUAWEI		AR207		Huawei AR207 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.100 (AR207 V200R002C00) Copyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.224.34		Router		HUAWEI		AR151G		Huawei AR151G-HSPA+7 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.120 (AR151G-HSPA+7 V200R003C01SPC300) Copyright (C) 2011-2013 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd		IP-9.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.97		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5352C-EI		S5352C-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R006C00B010) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2000-2006 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.17		Router		HUAWEI		NE80a		QuidWay NetEngine 80 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) Software Version NE40NE80-VRP5.30-020Y.02\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2006 HUAWEI TECH CO. LTD.\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.62.2.3		Router		HUAWEI		NE5000E		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.60 (NE5000E V300R005C01B190)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2009 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0AQuidway NetEngine 5000E \X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.138		Router		HUAWEI		AR1961		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP Software Version 5.20 Release 2104P01\X0D\X0AQuidway Series Router AR19-61\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 1998-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.88.2		Router		HUAWEI		NE20-E		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) Software Version 5.30 (NE20E V200R005C03B382)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2008 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. \X0D\X0AQuidway NetEngine 20E-8\X0D\X0APatch: V200R005C03B382HP0001\X0D\X0A		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		  D 		 D 		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.107		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5352C-PWR-EI		S5352C-PWR-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.123		Switch		HUAWEI		RDSLAM MA5603T		Huawei Integrated Access Software		IP-7.0.3.15				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.80.8		Switch		HUAWEI		OLTMA5600T1957				IP-7.0.3				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.142		Router		HUAWEI		AR2941		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP Software Version 5.20 Release 2104P01\X0D\X0AQuidway Series Router AR29-41\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 1998-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.74		Router		HUAWEI		AR1831E		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform SoftwareVRP software Version 3.40 Release 0118P02.Quidway Router AR18-31E.Copyright (c) 1998-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.29		Router		HUAWEI		NE40a		QuidWay NetEngine 40-4 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) Software Version NE40NE80-VRP5.30-020Y.02\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2006 HUAWEI TECH CO. LTD.\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.224.6		Router		HUAWEI		AR2240		Huawei AR2240 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.90 (AR2240 V200R001C00SPC016T) Copyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.224.7		Router		HUAWEI		AR3260		Huawei AR3260 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.90 (AR3260 V200R001C00SPC016T) Copyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.112		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3328TP-EI-MC		S3328TP-EI-MC \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S3328 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.220.3		Router		HUAWEI		ATN910		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.90 (ATN V200R001C00)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0AATN910 \X0D\X0A		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.224.5		Router		HUAWEI		AR2220		Huawei AR2220 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.90 (AR2220 V200R001C00SPC016T) Copyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd		IP-8.1.2		D F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.109		Switch		HUAWEI		HuaweiMA5606T		Huawei Integrated Access Software		IP-7.0.3.15				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.62.2.5		Router		HUAWEI		NE40e		Quidway NE40E\X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.30 (CN) RELEASE 0021\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2006 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.224.9		Router		HUAWEI		AR201		Huawei AR201 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.100 (AR201 V200R002C00) Copyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.390		Switch		HUAWEI		H3C-S9512E		H3C Comware software. H3C S9512E Product Version S9500E-CMW520-R1238P08. Copyright (c) 2004-2010 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.78		Switch		HUAWEI		UA5000-IPMB		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.1				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.224.1		Router		HUAWEI		AR1220		Huawei AR1220 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.90 (AR1220 V200R001C00SPC016T) Copyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd		IP-8.1.2		D F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.48		Router		HUAWEI		NE20		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP Netengine Software Version VRPV500R001B12D043SP01\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2005 by VRP Team Beijing Institute Huawei Tech Inc\X0D\X0ACompiled Sep 17 2005 17:35:57 by yueyonglu\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		  D 		 D 		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.104		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5328C-PWR-SI		S5328C-PWR-SI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.80		Router		HUAWEI		5600				IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.32		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S8505		Huawei-3Com Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0AS8500 Product Version S8500-VRP310-r1228\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2003-2005 Hangzhou Huawei-3Com Tech. Co.Ltd. All rights reserved. \X0D\X0ACompiled Jul 4 2005 11:07:28 RELEASE SOFTWARE\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.420		Router		HUAWEI		MSR30-10		H3C Series Router MSR30-10\X0D\X0AH3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2104P09\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2010 Hangzhou H3C Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.185		Switch		HUAWEI		S1700-28FR-2T2P-AC		S1700-28FR-2T2P-AC 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.80		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3328TP-SI		S3328TP-SI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S3328 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.71		Router		HUAWEI		MSR20-21		H3C Series Router MSR20-21\X0D\X0AH3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2315L03 Standard EE\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2013 Hangzhou H3C Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.184		Switch		HUAWEI		S1700-52GFR-4P-AC		S1700-52GFR-4P-AC 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.91		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S2326TP-SI		S2326TP-SI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S2300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.67		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3552F		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software Version 3.10\X0D\X0AQuidway S3552F-SI Product Version 3552-0006\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2004 By HUAWEI TECH CO. LTD.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mar 24 2004 11:12:00 RELEASE SOFTWARE\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.43		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5624P		Huawei-3Com Versatile Routing Platform Software Version COMWAREV300R002B13D005\X0D\X0AQuidway S5624P Product Version V100R001B01D028\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2002-2005 Hangzhou Huawei-3Com Tech. Co.Ltd. All rights reserved.\X0D\X0A		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.220.4		Router		HUAWEI		ATN950		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.90 (ATN V200R001C00)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0AATN950 \X0D\X0A		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.62.2.10		Router		HUAWEI		NE40E-X16		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.90 (NE40E&80E V600R003C00SPC900)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0AHUAWEI NE40E-X16 \X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.45		Router		HUAWEI		AR46		Huawei-3Com Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) Software Version 3.40 RELEASE RT-0011\X0D\X0AQuidway Series Router AR46-40\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2002-2005 Hangzhou Huawei-3Com Tech. Co.Ltd. All rights reserved.\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.62.2.9		Router		HUAWEI		NE40E-X8		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.90 (NE40E&80E V600R003C00SPCa00)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2012 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0AHUAWEI NE40E-X8 \X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.240.6		WirelessController		HUAWEI		AC6605		Huawei AC6605 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.160 (AC6605 V200R005C10SPC300) Copyright (C) 2011-2015 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.62.2.8		Router		HUAWEI		NE40E-X3		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.90 (NE40E&80E V600R003C00SPC300)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0AHUAWEI NE40E-X3 \X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.26.2		Router		HUAWEI		NE08e		\X0D\X0A HUA WEI CORP.SNMP agent for QuidWay NetEngine08E\X0D\X0A VRP(tm) software Version 3.10 RELEASE 1724 \X0D\X0A Copyright (c) 2000-2002 HUAWEI TECH CO. LTD.\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.87.6		Switch		HUAWEI		CX380		Quidway CX380 \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.50 (CX380 V100R002C01B313) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2007-2008 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-7.0.3.15		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.224.10		Router		HUAWEI		AR206		Huawei AR206 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.100 (AR206 V200R002C00) Copyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.106		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5328C-PWR-EI		S5328C-PWR-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.109		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S2326TP-PWR-EI		S2326TP-PWR-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S2300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.28		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3526EF		\X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) Software Version 3.10 RELEASE 0012\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2002 HUAWEI TECH CO. LTD. \X0D\X0AQuidway S3526EF uptime is 82 weeks0 day4 hours53 minutes\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.95		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5328C-EI		S5328C-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.88		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S2309TP-EI		S2309TP-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S2300 V100R005C00SPC100) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.105		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5352C-PWR-SI		S5352C-PWR-SI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.108		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S2309TP-PWR-EI		S2700-9TP-PWR-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S2700 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2000-2006 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.62.2.2		Router		HUAWEI		NE80e		Quidway NE80E\X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.30 (CN) RELEASE 0013\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2005 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		  D 		 D 		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.94		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S2352P-EI		S2352P-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S2300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.26.1		Router		HUAWEI		NE16e		\X0D\X0AHUA WEI CORP.SNMP agent for QuidWay NetEngine16E\X0D\X0A Quidway NetEngine Series VRP 8070 software Version 5.10 RELEASE 1244 \X0D\X0A Copyright (c) 2003-2010 By Beijing Institute HuaWei Tech Inc.\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		  D 		 D 		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.99		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5348TP-SI		S5348TP-SI-AC \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.1.1.1.12830		Router		HUAWEI		AR28		Quidway Router AR 28-30 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software VRP (R) software Version 1.74 Release 0108		IP-7.0.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.21		Router		HUAWEI		AR18-34E		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform SoftwareVRP software Version 3.40 Feature 0112P01.Quidway Router AR18-34E.Copyright (c) 1998-2006 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.81		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3328TP-EI		Quidway S3328 Series Ethernet Switches \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) Software Version 5.30 (S3328 V100R003C00SPC100) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2008-2009 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.92		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S2326TP-EI		S2326TP-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S2300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.87.21		Switch		HUAWEI		CX600-X2		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.90 (CX600 V600R003C00)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0ACX600-X2 \X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.170.3		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S9312		Quidway S9312\X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) Software Version 5.50 (S9300 V100R001C02B125)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2003-2009 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd\X0D\X0A		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.39		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3528G		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software Version 3.10\X0D\X0AQuidway S3528G Product Version 0012\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2004 By HUAWEI TECH CO. LTD.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sep 25 2004 18:04:11 RELEASE SOFTWARE\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0.3 24		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.78		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3352P-SI		S3352P-SI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S3352 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.90		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S2318TP-EI		S2318TP-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S2300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.100		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5324TP-PWR-SI		S5324TP-PWR-SI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.110		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3328TP-PWR-EI		S3328TP-PWR-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S3328 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.225		Router		HUAWEI		AR1913		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP Software Version 5.20 Release 1618P10\X0D\X0AQuidway Series Router AR19-13\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 1998-2008 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.101		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5348TP-PWR-SI		S5348TP-PWR-SI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.111		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3352P-PWR-EI		S3352P-PWR-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S3352 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.87.17		Switch		HUAWEI		CX600-X3		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.90 (CX600 V600R003C00)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0ACX600-X3 \X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.84		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S3352P-EI-24S		S3352P-EI-24S \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S3352 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.98		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5324TP-SI		S5324TP-SI-AC \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.335		Switch		HUAWEI		S5800-56C		H3C Comware Platform Software Software Version 5.20 Release 1211\X0D\X0AH3C S5800-56C\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2004-2011 Hangzhou H3C Tech. Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.224		Router		HUAWEI		AR1910		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP Software Version 5.20 Release 1718\X0D\X0AQuidway Series Router AR19-10\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 1998-2009 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0.3 27		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.170.1		Switch		HUAWEI		S9303		Quidway S9303\X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) Software Version 5.130 (S9300 V200R003C00SPC300)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2013 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd\X0D\X0A		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.160		Switch		HUAWEI		S6700-24-EI		S6700-24-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S6700 V100R006C00SPC800) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.89		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S2318TP-SI		S2318TP-SI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S2300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.103		Switch		HUAWEI		Quidway S5352C-SI		S5352C-SI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.70 (S5300 V100R005C01) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2003-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.186		Switch		HUAWEI		S1700-52FR-2T2P-AC		S1700-52FR-2T2P-AC 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.224.13		Router		HUAWEI		AR208E		Huawei AR208E Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.100 (AR208E V200R002C00) Copyright (C) 2000-2011 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.1.1.5		Router		HUAWEI		ATMBONE		Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AGGSN9811 (R) software Version 5.50 (NE40E&80E V300R003C02B608)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2008-2010 HUAWEI Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0AQuidway NetEngine 40E \X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.87.7		Switch		HUAWEI		CX600-8		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.70 (CX600 V600R001C00)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2009 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0ACX600-8 \X0D\X0A		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.140		Router		HUAWEI		AR2901		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP Software Version 5.20 Release 2104P01\X0D\X0AQuidway Series Router AR29-01\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 1998-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.89.1		Router		HUAWEI		ME60		Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) software Version 5.50 (ME60 V100R006C05SPC600)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2000-2010 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd\X0D\X0AQuidway MultiserviceEngine 60-16\X0D\X0APatch: V100R006SPC050\X0D\X0A		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.28		Host		HUAWEI		UMG8900		MEDIA GATEWAY\X0D\X0ASoftware Version V100R008C02 DEBUG SOFTWARE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2001-2003 by Beijing Institute Huawei Tech Inc\X0D\X0ACompiled Jun 17 2009 00:14:11\X0D\X0A		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.33		Switch		HUAWEI-3COM		Quidway S6500		HUAWEI-3COM CORP. SNMP agent for QuidWay S6500		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.626.3.1		Router		HYPERCOMCORPORATION		IN-tact 1101		IN-tact 1101		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1807.1.2.20		Host		IBAS		ZhoneDSLAM		IBAS PPU running Linux		IP-9.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14685.1.8		Host		IBM		Datapower-IDG		IBM DataPower Gateway		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1663.1.1.1.1.34		Switch		IBM		Fibre Channel Switch		QLogic(TM) 4Gb Fibre Channel Switch Module for IBM eServer BladeCenter(TM)		IP-8.1.1.1				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.182.1		Host		IBM		UltraScaleable 7420		IBM 3584 UltraScaleable Tape Library 7420		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.3		Switch		IBM		Gigabit Ethernet Switch Module		IBM Gigabit Ethernet Switch Module		IP-6.2.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.182.1.0.415.1		Host		IBM		IBM-3584-Tape-Library		IBM 3584 Tape Library		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.131		Router		IBM				IBM 2216-400 Multiprotocol Access Services S/N : 23-12418 Level : 5765-C90 Feature 2806 V2.2 Mod 0 PTF 0 RPQ 0 MAS.CF3 cc21cr_1PB\X0A\X0D		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.11		Host		IBM		IBM OS/400 V4R4M0		IBM OS/400 V5R3M0		IP-7.0.3.20		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.13		Host		IBM		zSeries		SNMPv3 agent version 1.0 with DPI version 2.0		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.1.2.1.1.3		Host		IBM		IBM-PowerPC-Personal-Computer		RISC System/6000 Architecture Machine Type: 0x0400 Processor id: 002048957000 Base Operating System Runtime AIX version: 04.03.0001.0000 TCP/IP Client Support version: 04.03.0001.0000		IP-7.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14685.1.3		Host		IBM		XI50		DataPower XI50		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.182.1.0.408.1		Host		IBM		IBM-3584-Tape-Library		IBM 3584 Tape Library		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.158.3		Host		IBM		BladeCenter Management Module		IBM Bladecenter BladeServer		IP-6.2.2				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.20301.1.18.13		Switch		IBM		EN4093-10Gb-Scalable-Switch		IBM Flex System Fabric EN4093 10Gb Scalable Switch		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.158.5		Host		IBM		BladeCenter Advanced Management Module		IBM Bladecenter BladeServer		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.661.8		Host		IMCNETWORKS		AccessEtherLinX		IMC Networks Corp. Managed Fiber To The Home		IP-7.0.3.15		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1304		Host		INFOBLOX		IB DHCP CO		IB DHCP CT		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1421		Host		INFOBLOX		4010		Linux gm1.verizon.lab 2.6.32.8 #1 SMP Mon Jul 9 06:50:12 EDT 2012 x86_64		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1307		Host		INFOBLOX		IB Grid Manager CT		IB Grid Manager CT		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1423		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-4000		6.12.6-274834		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.2.5		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-2000		Infoblox 2000 w/ QIP		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.3.1		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-550		Infoblox 550		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1444		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-4010Series		6.12.6-274834		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1413		Host		INFOBLOX		2220		Linux gmc.verizon.lab 2.6.32.8 #1 SMP Mon Jul 9 06:50:12 EDT 2012 x86_64		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1550.4.3.4.0		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-1550		Linux vip-ibmaster.studio.cdsnet.org 2.6.17.4 #1 SMP Wed Apr 22 02:43:46 EDT 2009 i686		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1301		Host		INFOBLOX		Infoblox-550-A		Linux ndh1-hadr1-dns01.mckesson.com 2.6.32.8 #1 SMP Mon Apr 2 15:24:27 EDT 2012 i686		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.250.4.3.4.0		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-250		Linux infoblox.wshs 2.6.17.4 #1 SMP Wed Apr 22 02:43:46 EDT 2009 i686		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.2.2		Host		INFOBLOX		IBinfoblox		US Grid Manager		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.550.4.3.4.0		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-550		Linux cdsmtlib03.studio.cdsnet.org 2.6.17.4 #1 SMP Wed Apr 22 02:43:46 EDT 2009 i686		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1403		Host		INFOBLOX		1410		Linux ha.verizon.lab 2.6.32.8 #1 SMP Mon Jul 9 06:50:12 EDT 2012 x86_64		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1203		Host		INFOBLOX		GridMaster		Grid Master		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1402		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-820		Linux nc-lnslab-ib13a.wellsfargo.net 2.6.32.8 #1 SMP Wed Jul 3 17:15:09 EDT 2013 x86_64		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1202		Host		INFOBLOX		GridMaster		Grid Master		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1302		Host		INFOBLOX		GridMaster		Grid Master		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1201		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-550		Linux nc-cic-ib-zon01.prod.wachovia.net 2.6.32.8 #1 SMP Wed May 2 22:15:07 EDT 2012 i686		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1412		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-2210		US Grid Manager		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1411		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-2200		US Grid Manager		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1404		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-1420		Lab Grid Manager		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1		Host		INFOBLOX		Infoblox-1050		infoblox lab gear		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1303		Host		INFOBLOX		Infoblox-1550-A		Linux nc-lnslab-ib04-06-vip.wellsfargo.net 2.6.32.8 #1 SMP Wed Jan 11 13:09:24 EST 2012 i686		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.3.4		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-1552		Infoblox 1552		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.3.2		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-1050		Infoblox 1050		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.2.3		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-1550		Linux choc-cns01.wellsfargo.com 2.6.17.4 #1 SMP Mon Jun 29 18:19:39 EDT 2009 i686		IP-7.0.3.24		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1205		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-2000		RDNS		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.343.5.1.6		Switch		INTEL		Express-510T		(c) Intel Corporation 510T Express 510T Switch Version 2.66		IP-7.0.3.16		D F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.343.5.1.4		Switch		INTEL		Express-550T		(c) Intel Corporation 550T Express 550T Switch Version 2.70		IP-7.0.3.16		D F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.343.5.1.7		Switch		INTEL		Express-520T		(c) Intel Corporation 520T Express 520T Switch Version 2.63 		IP-7.0.3.16		D F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.343.5.1.9		Switch		INTEL		Express-460T-16		Intel Express 460T Standalone Switch (16 port).		IP-8.1.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.343.5.1.17		Switch		INTEL		NetStructure 470F		Intel(R) NetStructure(TM) 470F Switch 		IP-7.0.3.17		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.469.1000.1.9		Bridge		INTERMEC_TECHNOLOGIES		AP245		Intermec Technologies AP		IP-7.0.3.16		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.469.1000.1.10		Bridge		INTERMEC_TECHNOLOGIES		AP131		Intermec Technologies AP		IP-7.0.3.15		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.469.1000.1.14		Bridge		INTERMEC_TECHNOLOGIES		WA21		Intermec Technologies AP		IP-7.0.3.15		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1476.1		Host		ION-NETWORKS		SNMP agent for Sentinel 3100		ION Secure 3100 v4.50.1 build 2 (F/W 5.0.8)(Flash 4.20)		IP-7.0.3.14		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6307.1.4.1.25		Probe		IPANEMA		IpEngine-10J0		ip|engine 10J0 (0140-2GB-CF512-3-X-G4) version 7.0.9.4		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6307.1.4.1.26		Probe		IPANEMA		IpEngine-20H2		ip|engine 20H2 (0005ax-1GB-CF512-HD80-3-X-G0) version 7.1.4.6		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6307.1.4.1.34		Probe		IPANEMA		IpEngine-20C0		ip|engine 20C0 (20ax-2GB-CF512-HD160-5-X-G0) version 7.1.4.6		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6307.1.4.1.27		Probe		IPANEMA		IpEngine-20E3		ip|engine 20E3 (0120ax-4GB-CF512-HD250-5-X-G4) version 7.1.4.6		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6307.1.4.1.28		Probe		IPANEMA		IpEngine-20J1		ip|engine 20J1 (0140ax-4GB-CF512-HD250-5-X-G4) version 7.1.4.6		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6307.1.4.1.29		Probe		IPANEMA		IpEngine-20F6		ip|engine 20F6 (1000axT-8GB-CF512-HD2100-6-X-G4) version 7.1.3.8		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6307.1.4.1.31		Probe		IPANEMA		IpEngine		ip|engine 20I2 (1800axT-12GB-CF512-HD2100-6-X-G4) version 6.0.1.10		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15497.1.2		Firewall		IRONPORT		S670		IronPort Model S670 AsyncOS Version: 7.1.3-028 Build Date: 2012-02-15 Serial #: 842B2B0C8FD9-660HHN1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15497.1.1		Firewall		IRONPORT		X1070		IronPort Model X1070 AsyncOS Version: 7.5.1-102 Build Date: 2012-01-31 Serial #: A4BADB341CCF-B2JBFN1		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15497.1.1.1		Firewall		IRON-PORT		C60		IronPort Model C60 AsyncOS Version: 4.7.0-142 Build Date: 2006-07-17 Serial #: 000D56B8E36D-6ZFT641		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12124.1		Host		ISILON		OneFS		Isilon OneFS clc30-isi1-1 v6.5.4.12 Isilon OneFS v6.5.4.12 B_6_5_4_118(RELEASE) amd64		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.250.255		Host		ISILON		IQ12000X		SA-6000		IP-7.0.3.15		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.901.1		Host		ITWATCHDOGS		SuperGoose		NETOS 6.0		IP-6.2.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.5		Router		JUNIPER		Juniper M5 Backbone Router		JuniperM5_S/N-62771_CSCASSET-1224416		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.24		Router		JUNIPER		J2350		Juniper Networks Inc. j2350 internet router kernel JUNOS 8.4R1.13 #0: 2007-08-08 0 Build date: 2007-08-08 00:42:24 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2007 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.84.2		Switch		JUNIPER		QFX3000-M		Hostname: qfabric;Model: qfx3000-m;JUNOS Base Version [12.2X50-D10.3];		IP-9.4.2		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.253.2.1		Firewall		JUNIPER		Juniper-IC-4500		Juniper NetworksIncIC-45004.1R1 (build 17057)		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.17.2		Router		JUNIPER		TX Routing Node (LCC1)		Juniper Networks Inc. TX Matrix internet router kernel JUNOS 8.0R3.4 #0: 2007-01-19 01 Build date: 2007-01-19 01:38:51 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2007 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.104		Switch		JUNIPER		EX9204		Juniper Networks Inc. ex9204 internet router kernel JUNOS 13.2R2.4 Build date: 2013-11-07 11:06:44 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2013 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.10		Router		JUNIPER		M7i Router		WEST-HAGG-01		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.82.2		Switch		JUNIPER		QFX-3600		Juniper Networks Inc. qfx3600-16qs internet router kernel JUNOS 12.3I20121015_1400_dc-builder #0: 2012-10-15 15:03:22 UTC dc-builder@dc-build01.dcbg.juniper.net:/c/dc-builder/DEV_FX_12Q3_BRANCH/05/20121015.545764/obj-xlr/junos/bsd/kernels/JUNIPER-D		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.43		Switch		JUNIPER		EX2200		Juniper Networks Inc. ex2200-24t-4g internet router kernel JUNOS 10.2R1.8 #0: 2010-05-27 20:13:49 UTC builder@shoth.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/10.2/release/10.2R1.8/obj-arm/bsd/sys/compile/JUNIPER-EX Build date: 2010-05-27 19:44:37 UTC Copyrig		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.29		Router		JUNIPER		MX240		Juniper Networks Inc. mx240 internet router kernel JUNOS 9.0R1.10 #0: 2008-02-14 03:17:43 UTC builder@nidhogg.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/9.0/release/9.0R1.10/obj-i386/sys/compile/JUNIPER Build date: 2008-02-14 03:21:47 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.67		Firewall		JUNIPER		MAG6611		NPC Management Card		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.82.4		Switch		JUNIPER		QFX5100-24Q-2P		Juniper Networks Inc. qfx5100-24q-2p Ethernet Switch kernel JUNOS 13.2X51-D20.2 Build date: 2014-04-29 09:06:24 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2014 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.252.3.1		Firewall		JUNIPER		SA2500		Juniper NetworksIncSA-25007.1R3 (build 18671)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.73		Router		JUNIPER		IBMConvergedSwitch-J52F		Juniper Networks Inc. IBM 8279-HC1/2409-F52 J52F internet router kernel JUNOS 11.3I #0: 2011-08-30 03:12:09 UTC roselynl@svl-junos-pool09.juniper.net:/c/roselynl/SB/pr_x113/obj-xlr/bsd/kernels/JUNIPER-DCTOR/kernel Build date: 2011-08-30 03:13:51 UT		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.4		Router		JUNIPER		Juniper M10 Backbone Router		Juniper Networks Inc. m10 internet router kernel JUNOS 7.2-20050625.0 #0: 2005-0 Build date: 2005-06-25 07:27:07 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2005 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.28		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX5600		Juniper Networks Inc. srx5600 internet router kernel JUNOS 9.4R1 #0: 2009-01-17 18:36:35 UTC builder@firth.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/9.4/release/9.4R1/obj-i386/sys/compile/JUNIPER Build date: 2009-01-17 20:18:59 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2009 Ju		IP-7.0.3.13		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.13		Host		JUNIPER		WXC-2600		Juniper WXC-2600 : 5.6.1.0		IP-7.0.3.13		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.252.5.2		Firewall		JUNIPER		SA4500-FIPS		SA-4500 (FIPS)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.89		Router		JUNIPER		MX10		Juniper Networks Inc. mx10-t internet router kernel JUNOS 13.1-20130205_eabu_13q3.1 Build date: 2013-02-05 22:00:45 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2013 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.2.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.5		Host		JUNIPER		WX100		Juniper WX-100 : 5.4.5.0		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.98		Router		JUNIPER		ptx3000		Juniper Networks Inc. ptx3000 internet router kernel JUNOS 14.1-20140223.0 Build date: 2014-02-23 09:14:20 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2014 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.20992		Bridge		JUNIPER		CX111		Juniper CX111		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.30		Switch		JUNIPER		EX3200-24P		EX3200		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.20		Router		JUNIPER		jsr6350		Juniper Networks Inc. j6350 internet router kernel JUNOS 8.3R2.8 #0: 2007-07-07 00 Build date: 2007-07-07 00:28:21 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2007 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.6.1		Router		JUNIPER		E320		Juniper Networks Inc. E320 Edge Routing Switch SW Version : (12.1.1 patch-0.3 [BuildId 14015]) Build Date : February 20 2012 14:18 Copyright (c) 1999-2012 Juniper Networks Inc. All rights reserved.		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.102		Switch		JUNIPER		EX9214		Juniper Networks Inc. ex9214 internet router kernel JUNOS 13.2R1.7 Build date: 2013-08-24 09:17:55 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2013 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1411.102		Switch		JUNIPER		EX2500		Juniper Networks EX2500 10GbE Switch SW Version 3.1R2		IP-9.2.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.82.1		Switch		JUNIPER		QFX3500		Juniper Networks Inc. qfx3500s internet router kernel JUNOS 11.3R1.7 #0: 2011-08-30 14:37:07 UTC builder@dagmath.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/11.3/release/11.3R1.7/obj-xlr/bsd/kernels/JUNIPER-DCTOR/kernel Build date: 2011-08-30 14:08:30 UTC Copy		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.12		Host		JUNIPER		WXC1800		Juniper WXC-1800 : 5.6.3.0		IP-7.0.3.12		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.93		Router		JUNIPER		MX2020		Juniper Networks Inc. mx2020 internet router kernel JUNOS 13.1-20130122_eabu_13q3.0 Build date: 2013-01-22 11:45:03 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2013 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.2.1		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.69		Router		JUNIPER		ptx5000		Juniper Networks Inc. ptx5000 internet router kernel JUNOS 12.1-20120131_121_sangria.0 #0: 2012-01-31 05:12:34 UTC builder@svl-cbu01.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/121_sangria/12.1/development/20120131.0/obj-amd64/junos/bsd/kernels/JUNIPER64/kerne		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.37		Router		JUNIPER		TX-PLUS		Juniper Networks Inc. txp internet router kernel JUNOS 10.4R10.7 #0: 2012-05-18 06:59:54 UTC builder@warth.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/10.4/release/10.4R10.7/obj-i386/bsd/sys/compile/JUNIPER Build date: 2012-05-18 06:31:34 UTC Copyright (c) 199		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.252.6.1		Firewall		JUNIPER		SA6000		SA-6000		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.2		Router		JUNIPER		ERX700		Juniper Networks Inc. ERX-700 Edge Routing Switch SW Version : (8.2.4 patch-0.18 [BuildId 11361]) Build Date : August 27 2009 10:37 Copyright (c) 1999 2001 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-6.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.31		Switch		JUNIPER				9.3R2.8		IP-8.1.2				 D P F				 D F				 		 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.76		Switch		JUNIPER		EX3300-24t		Juniper Networks Inc. ex3300-48p internet router kernel JUNOS 12.2R3.5 Build date: 2013-01-24 10:58:49 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2013 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.21		Router		JUNIPER		MX960		Juniper Networks Inc. mx960 internet router kernel JUNOS 11.4R2.14 #0: 2012-03-17 16:01:31 UTC builder@evenath.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/11.4/release/11.4R2.14/obj-amd64/bsd/kernels/JUNIPER64/kernel Build date: 2012-03-17 18:22:46 UTC Copyrig		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.84		Switch		JUNIPER		QFX3000		Hostname: qfabric;Model: qfx3000;JUNOS Base Version [11.3I20110829_0615_dc-builder];		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.11		Router		JUNIPER		M10i Router		WEST-HAGG-02		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6213		Firewall		JUNIPER		Redline-EX3200		Redline Networks Enterprise Application Processor E|X 3200 Version: 4.1.16 0		IP-6.5.3 		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.252.2.1		Firewall		JUNIPER		SA6000		SA-2000		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.6		Host		JUNIPER		WXC-500		Juniper WXC-500 : 5.5.0.52		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.2		Host		JUNIPER		SR-55		Juniper SR-55 : 5.7.1.1		IP-9.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.36		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX210		Juniper Networks Inc. srx210-poe internet router kernel JUNOS 9.6R2.11 #0: 2009-10-06 21:14:55 UTC builder@lanath.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/9.6/release/9.6R2.11/obj-octeon/bsd/sys/compile/JSRXNLE Build date: 2009-10-06 21:03:12 UTC Copyright 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.44		Switch		JUNIPER		EX4500		Juniper Networks Inc. ex4500-40f internet router kernel JUNOS 10.2R1.8 #0: 2010-05-27 21:05:57 UTC builder@shoth.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/10.2/release/10.2R1.8/obj-powerpc/bsd/sys/compile/JUNIPER-EX Build date: 2010-05-27 20:44:44 UTC Copyri		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.41		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX100		Juniper Networks Inc. srx100-hm internet router kernel JUNOS 9.6R2.11 #0: 2009-10-06 21:14:55 UTC builder@lanath.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/9.6/release/9.6R2.11/obj-octeon/bsd/sys/compile/JSRXNLE Build date: 2009-10-06 21:03:12 UTC Copyright (		IP-7.0.3 27		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.92		Switch		JUNIPER		EX4550		Juniper Networks Inc. ex4550-32f internet router kernel JUNOS 12.2R1.8 #0: 2012-08-25 01:27:13 UTC builder@faranth.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/12.2/release/12.2R1.8/obj-powerpc/junos/bsd/kernels/JUNIPER-EX/kernel Build date: 2012-08-25 10:15:55		IP-9.2.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.32		Switch		JUNIPER		EX8208		grande05		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.254.4.1		Router		JUNIPER		MAG-SM360		Juniper NetworksIncMAG-SM3607.1R4.1 (build 19525)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.17		Router		JUNIPER		TX Matrix (SCC)		Juniper Networks Inc. TX Matrix internet router kernel JUNOS 8.0R3.4 #0: 2007-01-19 01 Build date: 2007-01-19 01:38:51 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2007 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-7.0.3		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.25		Router		JUNIPER		MX480		Juniper Networks Inc. mx480 internet router kernel JUNOS 8.5R2.10 #0: 2008-02-06 08:20:23 UTC builder@rahu.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/8.5/release/8.5R2.10/obj-i386/sys/compile/JUNIPER Build date: 2008-02-06 08:24:35 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2008		IP-7.0.3.13		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.26		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX5800		Juniper Networks Inc. srx5800 internet router kernel JUNOS 9.4R1.3 #0: 2009-01-23 17:38:18 UTC builder@firth.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/9.4/release/9.4R1.3/obj-i386/sys/compile/JUNIPER Build date: 2009-01-23 18:55:16 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-200		IP-7.0.3.13		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.7		Host		JUNIPER		WXC-250		Juniper SR-15 : 5.4.4.5		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.19		Router		JUNIPER		J4350		Juniper Networks Inc. j4350 internet router kernel JUNOS 8.3R2.8 #0: 2007-07-07 00 Build date: 2007-07-07 00:28:21 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2007 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.35		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX3400		Juniper Networks Inc. srx3400 internet router kernel JUNOS 10.0-20090808.0 #0: 2009-08-08 06:00:53 UTC builder@ormonth.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/10.0/production/20090808.0/obj-powerpc/bsd/sys/compile/JUNIPER-SRX Build date: 2009-08-08 05:22:1		IP-7.0.3.18		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.252.7.1		Firewall		JUNIPER		SA6500		SA-6500		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.3		Host		JUNIPER		WX-20		Juniper SR-20 : 5.4.5.0		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.254.3.1		Router		JUNIPER		MAG-SM160		Juniper NetworksIncMAG-SM1607.1R6 (build 20169)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.57		Router		JUNIPER		MX80		2r7-mx80-02		IP-9.2.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.88		Router		JUNIPER		MX40		Juniper Networks Inc. mx40-t internet router kernel JUNOS 12.3R2.1 Build date: 2013-03-01 17:12:31 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2013 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.2.1		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.3		Router		JUNIPER		ERX1440		Juniper Networks Inc. ERX-1440 Edge Routing Switch SW Version : (7.3.2 patch-0.7.4 [BuildId 8133]) Build Date : September 14 2007 15:39 Copyright (c) 1999 2001 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.7		Router		JUNIPER		T320 Backbone Router		Juniper Networks Inc. t320 internet router kernel JUNOS 8.4R2.3 #0: 2007-09-18 09 Build date: 2007-09-18 09:40:17 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2007 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.64		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX1400		Juniper Networks Inc. srx110h-va internet router kernel JUNOS 12.1R4.7 #0: 2012-10-24 21:55:39 UTC builder@briath.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/12.1/release/12.1R4.7/obj-octeon/junos/bsd/kernels/JSRXNLE/kernel Build date: 2012-10-24 23:24:27 UTC 		IP-9.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.82.5		Switch		JUNIPER		QFX5100-48S		Juniper Networks Inc. qfx5100-48s-6q Ethernet Switch kernel JUNOS 13.2X51-D10.6 Build date: 2013-11-22 00:50:20 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2013 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.90		Router		JUNIPER		MX5		Juniper Networks Inc. mx5-t internet router kernel JUNOS 11.4R3.7 #0: 2012-05-14 20:57:41 UTC builder@evenath.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/11.4/release/11.4R3.7/obj-powerpc/bsd/kernels/JUNIPER-PPC/kernel Build date: 2012-05-14 20:36:43 UTC Copyr		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.58		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX220H		Juniper Networks Inc. srx220h-poe internet router kernel JUNOS 12.1R1.9 #0: 2012-03-24 12:12:49 UTC builder@greteth:/volume/build/junos/12.1/release/12.1R1.9/obj-octeon/junos/bsd/kernels/JSRXNLE/kernel Build date: 2012-03-24 12:25:00 UTC Copyright 		IP-9.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.27		Router		JUNIPER		T1600		Juniper Networks Inc. t1600 internet router kernel JUNOS 10.4R9.2 #0: 2012-02-02 06:38:55 UTC builder@warth.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/10.4/release/10.4R9.2/obj-i386/bsd/sys/compile/JUNIPER Build date: 2012-02-02 06:08:34 UTC Copyright (c) 199		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.8		Router		JUNIPER		M40e Backbone Router		Juniper Networks Inc. m40e internet router kernel JUNOS 8.5R4.3 #0: 2008-08-12 23:16:55 UTC builder@rahu.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/8.5/release/8.5R4.3/obj-i386/sys/compile/JUNIPER Build date: 2008-08-12 23:18:32 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2008 Ju		IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.40		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX650		Juniper Networks Inc. srx650 internet router kernel JUNOS 9.6R2.11 #0: 2009-10-06 21:14:55 UTC builder@lanath.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/9.6/release/9.6R2.11/obj-octeon/bsd/sys/compile/JSRXNLE Build date: 2009-10-06 21:03:12 UTC Copyright (c) 		IP-7.0.3 27		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.39		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX240		Juniper Networks Inc. srx240-poe internet router kernel JUNOS 9.6R2.11 #0: 2009-10-06 21:14:55 UTC builder@lanath.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/9.6/release/9.6R2.11/obj-octeon/bsd/sys/compile/JSRXNLE Build date: 2009-10-06 21:03:12 UTC Copyright 		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.14		Host		JUNIPER		WXC-3400		Juniper WXC-3400 : 5.6.3.0		IP-7.0.3.16		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.82.6		Switch		JUNIPER		QFX5100-48S		Juniper Networks Inc. qfx5100-96s-8q Ethernet Switch kernel JUNOS 13.2X51-D21.1 Build date: 2014-05-29 11:59:18 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2014 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.15		Router		JUNIPER		J6300		Linux gn-noc-014 2.6.17.6--Getnet_Kernel_by_Daniel_Angst_Julho_2006-- #2 SMP Mon Jul 17 13:44:55 BRT 2006 i686		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.23		Router		JUNIPER		J2320		UEFA1 CON-J2320-J		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.103		Switch		JUNIPER		EX9208		Juniper Networks Inc. ex9208 internet router kernel JUNOS 13.2R3.7 Build date: 2014-01-16 10:24:52 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2014 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.33		Switch		JUNIPER		EX8216		Juniper Networks Inc. ex8216 internet router kernel JUNOS 10.0S5.3 #0: 2010-08-11 02:38:37 UTC builder@ormonth.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/10.0/service/10.0S5.3/obj-powerpc/bsd/sys/compile/JUNIPER-EX Build date: 2010-08-11 02:08:31 UTC Copyrigh		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.1		Host		JUNIPER		WXC-590		Juniper WXC-590 : 5.4.4.0		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.18		Router		JUNIPER		M120		M120-HAGG		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.13		Router		JUNIPER		J2300 Backbone Router		Juniper Networks Inc. j2300 internet router kernel JUNOS 7.1R2.2 #0: 2005-03-25 04 Build date: 2005-03-25 04:03:37 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2005 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.4		Router		JUNIPER		ERX705		Juniper Networks Inc. ERX-700 Edge Routing Switch SW Version : (4.1.2 patch-1.0.1 [BuildId 2004]) Build Date : Apr 26 2004 15:10:08 Copyright (c) 1999 2001 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-6.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.17.1		Router		JUNIPER		TX Routing Node (LCC0)		Juniper Networks Inc. TX Matrix internet router kernel JUNOS 8.0R3.4 #0: 2007-01-19 01 Build date: 2007-01-19 01:38:51 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2007 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.8		Host		JUNIPER		WXC-250		Juniper SM-250 : 5.4.1.0		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.49		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX1400		WN1MGTFWL01		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.34		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX3600		Juniper SRX 3600-A		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.59		Router		JUNIPER		XRE200		Juniper Networks Inc. ex-xre internet router kernel JUNOS 11.4R2.14 #0: 2012-03-17 18:55:36 UTC builder@evenath.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/11.4/release/11.4R2.14/obj-i386/bsd/kernels/JUNIPER-EX/kernel Build date: 2012-03-17 18:22:46 UTC Copyri		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.86		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX550		Juniper Networks Inc. srx550 internet router kernel JUNOS 12.1R1.9 #0: 2012-03-24 12:12:49 UTC builder@greteth:/volume/build/junos/12.1/release/12.1R1.9/obj-octeon/junos/bsd/kernels/JSRXNLE/kernel Build date: 2012-03-24 12:25:00 UTC Copyright (c) 1		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.63		Switch		JUNIPER		EX4300		Juniper Networks Inc. ex4300-48p Ethernet Switch kernel JUNOS 13.2X50-D15.3 Build date: 2013-09-23 01:09:46 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2013 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.252.4.1		Firewall		JUNIPER		SA-4000		Juniper NetworksIncSA-40007.1R13 (build 22557)		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.9		Router		JUNIPER		M320		Juniper Networks Inc. m320 internet router kernel JUNOS 9.3S7.2 #0: 2009-12-24 08:37:51 UTC builder@elliath.juniper.net:/volume/build/junos/9.3/service/9.3S7.2/obj-i386/sys/compile/JUNIPER Build date: 2009-12-24 08:56:22 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2009		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.13		Router		KENTROX		Kentrox-AAC2		AAC-2		IP-6.0		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.27		Router		KENTROX		MPATH 537		MPATH 537 Version 1.51 Copyright (c) 1998 ADC Kentrox		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.52.12		Router		KENTROX		Q2301		Q2301 Ethernet QoS Access Router		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.52.13		Router		KENTROX		Q2401		Q2401 QoS Access Router		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.52.11		Router		KENTROX		Q2201		Q2201 T1 QoS Access Router		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8712.1.1		Probe		LANCOPE		Stealthwatch		StealthWatch SMC Primary		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.244.23		TerminalServer		LANTRONIX		MSS100		Lantronix MSS100 Version V3.6/9(030114)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.244.17		TerminalServer		LANTRONIX		ETS16P		Lantronix ETS16P Version V3.6/4(000712)		IP-7.0.3.15		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.476.1.42		Host		LIEBERT		GXT2-2000RT120		Liebert GXT2-6000RT208		IP-6.2.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13045.1.1		Host		LIEBERT		EM-Controller-4.8		EM Controller (4.8)		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10520.2.1.1		Host		LINEAGE		CPL		QS841A_MC1		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3955.6.4.224.1		Switch		LINKSYS		SRW 224		24-port 10/100 + 2-Port Gigabit Switch with WebView and PoE		IP-7.0.2		D P F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3955.6.1.2008.1		Switch		LINKSYS		SRW2008		SRW2008 - 6-port Gigabit Switch with 2 Combo ports and WebView		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3955.6.1.2048.1		Switch		LINKSYS		48PortGigSwitch		48-Port 10/100/1000 Gigabit Switch with WebView		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.15		Host		LINUX		NET-SNMP SOLARIS		AIX bart 2 5 0002D3CA4C00		IP-7.0.3				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.662		Host		LINUX		msec-asa5510-ssm-10		Linux msec-asa5510-ssm-10 2.4.30-IDS-smp-bigphys #2 SMP Sat Jul 12 04:12:55 UTC 2008 i686		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.255		Host		LINUX		MacPro6.1-NET-SNMP		Darwin rtpmacp01.biogen.com 14.5.0 Darwin Kernel Version 14.5.0: Wed Jul 29 02:26:53 PDT 2015; root:xnu-2782.40.9~1/RELEASE_X86_64 x86_64		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.14		Host		LINUX		NET-SNMP HPUX11		HP-UX rp3440 B.11.11 U 9000/800		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.18418.2.1		Host		LINUX		Endace		Linux rcn-mcm2 2.6.18-164.15.1.el5ENDACEsmp endace OSm3.9.5-MCM-BETA7 #1 2011-10-09 04:51:26 SMP x86_64		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2312		Host		LINUX		Linux Host		Linux sl72soed01.visa.com 2.6.18-92.el5 #1 SMP Tue Apr 29 13:16:15 EDT 2008 x86_64		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.18552.2		Host		LINUX		Logapp		Linux logapp 2.6.18-238.19.1.0.1.el5PAE #1 SMP Fri Jul 15 04:05:57 EDT 2011 i686		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.8		Host		LINUX		NET-SNMP-FREEBSD		FreeBSD mail2.sandy.ru 7.1-RELEASE FreeBSD 7.1-RELEASE #1: Mon Feb 23 15:52:33 MSK 2009 root@mail2.sandy.ru:/usr/src/sys/i386/compile/MAIL2 i386		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.99.1.1.3.28		Host		LINUX		linuxEMANATEMasterAgent		Hardware:VMware 4 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5640 @ 2.67GHz 6144 MB Memory: Software:UCOS 4.0.0.0-44		IP-9.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.18552.1		Switch		LOGLOGIC		LX-2010		Linux localhost 2.6.18-194.17.4.0.1.el5PAE #1 SMP Tue Oct 26 20:15:18 EDT 2010 i686		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1751.1.56.1.1.3		Firewall		LUCENT		350-brick		Alcatel-Lucent VPN Brick version 9.3.202 		IP-7.0.3.17		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.11		Router		LUCENT		APX8100		Lucent APX 8100 : main S/N: 1418200064 Software version 14.0.3		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.17		Switch		LUCENT		P330		Avaya Inc. - P330 Stackable Switch SW version 4.1.6		IP-6.0		D F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.450.1.7		Router		LUCENT-XEDIA		XEDIA		Lucent Access Point 450 (hw: 1.7; sw: V2.5.0.R5.5.QVPN 09/14/2003 11:12:54:00)		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.100.1.2.1.11		Host		LX		irLx4000T		LX Console Manager s/w version=5.3.3S4		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2.15		Switch		MARCONI		TNX-210		Marconi TNX-210		IP-6.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1230.2.7.1.1		Firewall		MCAFEE		McAfee-Gateway		McAfee Web Gateway 7		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.289.2.1.1.2		Switch		MCDATA		Intrepid-6140		EMC DS-32M2 Model 001 Fibre Channel Switch firmware 09.07.01 4		IP-7.0.3.27		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1977.1.6.1279.1		Host		MICROMUSE		Generic_Agent		Hardware: x86 Family 6 Model 10 Stepping 1 AT/AT COMPATIBLE - Software: Windows 2000 Version 5.0 (Build 2195 Multiprocessor Free)		IP-7.0.3.9		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7428.1.1.1.22		Switch		MICROSEMI		PowerDsine 9024G		Midspan. Unit S/N=000474. App Ver=3.43.09.22 Sep 29 2009 17:31:02. BOOT Ver=1.07 Jul 8 2009 15:34:57 		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.3		Host		MICROSOFT		WindowsCE		Microsoft Windows CE Version 3.0 (Build 126)		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.1.3		Host		MICROSOFT				Hardware: x86 Family 6 Model 15 Stepping 6 AT/AT COMPATIBLE - Software: Windows Version 5.2 (Build 3790 Multiprocessor Free)		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.1.1		Host		MICROSOFT				Hardware: x86 Family 6 Model 13 Stepping 6 AT/AT COMPATIBLE - Software: Windows 2000 Version 5.1 (Build 2600 Uniprocessor Free)		IP-6.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14988.1		Router		MIKROTIK		MikroTik-RB1100		router		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.835.25.1.1.1.1		Switch		MILAN		MIL-SM801G		Ethernet Switch		IP-6.5.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.50.1.1.27		WirelessController		MOTOROLA		NX9510		NX9510 Wireless Controller Version 5.5.4.0-018R MIB=01a		IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.1.1		Switch		MOTOROLA		Symbol WS2000		Symbol WS2000 HW=C SW=2.3.2.0-003R MIB=08e39		IP-7.0.3.16		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.1.2		Router		MOTOROLA		AP5131		Symbol AP5131 HW=F SW=2.0.0.0-045R MIB=01d11		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.15		WirelessController		MOTOROLA		RFS7000		RFS7000 Wireless Controller Version 5.5.4.0-018R MIB=01a		IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.16		Switch		MOTOROLA		RFS6000		RFS6000 Wireless Controller Version 5.1.3.1-002R MIB=01a		IP-9.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.1.6		Router		MOTOROLA		AP-7131		MotorolaAP-7131NHW=A SW=4.1.1.0-018R MIB=01h18		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.50.1.1.38		WirelessController		MOTOROLA		NX7500		NX7500 Version 5.5.4.0-018R MIB=01a		IP-9.4.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.1.5		Router		MOTOROLA		AP-7181		Mesh AP7181 HW=1.00 SW=3.2.1.1-20MR MIB=01g12-1		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.6435		Router		MOTOROLA		Vanguard 6435		VANGUARD 6435		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.17713.1		Bridge		MOTOROLA		PTP58500		Motorola PTP 58600 Full Version 58600-06-00		IP-8.1.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1166.1.31		Switch		MOTOROLA		APEX1000		Motorola APEX1000 VxWorks SNMPv1/v2c Agent		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.50.1.1.4		Switch		MOTOROLA		AP6-532		AP6532 Access Point Version 5.1.0.0-074R MIB=01a		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.50.1.1.3		Switch		MOTOROLA		AP71XX-8A4720		AP71XX Access Point Version 5.2.0.0-069R MIB=01a		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.629.16.3.1		Bridge		MRV		OptiSwitch 800		Optical Access OptiSwitch-800 classifier version 3.61 		IP-7.0.3.17		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.629.200.1.1.1		Host		MRV-COMMUNICATIONS		EM316NM		MRV Communications EM316 Fiber Driver - Version V4.16.2b		IP-7.0				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.64.112.1.201		Switch		NEC		CX-uH3024		HammerOS Version 1.4(N Build 0111) on CX-uH3024.		IP-6.5.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.64.112.2.105		Switch		NEC		CX-FH5610E		HammerOS 2.1.2 Version 2.1(Build 0059)\X0D\X0A on 2.1.2 Version 2.1(Build 0059)\X0D\X0A.		IP-6.5.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.64.112.2.4		Switch		NEC		CX-FH5248-PE		HammerOS BootLoader Version 2.1.2 HammerOS Version 2.2(Build 00063)\X0D\X0A on CX-FH5248-PE.		IP-6.5.2				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.76.2		Host		NEC		NEAX2400-IPX		NEC IPX		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.2.3.123		Host		NEC		NC-Series		NC Series		IP-6.5.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.76.3		Switch		NEC		NEAX2000IPS IP PBX		IPS		IP-6.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.2.3.76.2		Host		NEC		NEC-Call-Manager		NEC Corporation.		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.789.2.3		FileServer		NETAPP		NetApp FAS2020A		NetApp Release 8.0.2P6 7-Mode: Fri Jan 27 14:48:08 PST 2012		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.789.2.1		FileServer		NETAPP		R200		NetApp Release 6.5D1X13: Thu Dec 1 09:51:28 PST 2005		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5528.30.1006		Host		NETBOTZ		RackBotz 303 Appliance		NetBotz RackBotz 303 Appliance; FV: A1_3_77_151-20031015P HR: REV A00 MD: 11/19/2002; MC: TEX		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5528.100.20.10.2015		Host		NETBOTZ		NetBotz-Wall-Monitor-455		Linux inbgnb04_netbotzC39554 2.6.12 #307 Wed Oct 21 14:06:44 EDT 2009 ppc		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5528.30.1007		Host		NETBOTZ		WallBotz 310 Appliance		NetBotz WallBotz 310 Appliance; FV: A1_3_63_127-20021016P HR: REV A14 MD: 11/18/2002; MC: TEX		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23022.100.1.6		Switch		NETOPTICS		iBypass10		10G iBypass Switch with Heartbeat		IP-9.4				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23022.2.8		Switch		NETOPTICS		3400-Call-Director				IP-9.2.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P				 D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23022.100.1.9		LoadBalancer		NETOPTICS		xBalancer		xBalancer		IP-9.4				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23022.100.1.13		LoadBalancer		NETOPTICS		xStream40		xStream40 Load Balancing		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.4590		Probe		NETSCOUT		InfiniStream-4590D		InfiniStream Model 4590D - CDM 5.4.0 (Build 431)		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9901		Probe		NETSCOUT		Netscout-Probe-9901		NetScout Model 9901RET CDM 4.6.0 (Build 630)		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9905		Probe		NETSCOUT		Netscout-nGenius-Probe9905		NetScout Model 9905RET CDM 4.9.0 (Build 686)		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.6986		Host		NETSCOUT		NetScout6986		NetScout Model 6986 nGenius InfiniStream CDM 4.5.0 (Build 432)		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9911		Probe		NETSCOUT		9911LET		NetScout Model 9911LET CDM 4.9.0 (Build 686)		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.49		Probe		NETSCOUT		NetScout49XX		NetScout Model 49XX CDM 4.3.0 (Build 160)		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9912		Probe		NETSCOUT		NetScout9912LET		NetScout Model 9912LET CDM 4.9.0 (Build 686)		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.0		Probe		NETSCOUT		Netscout-6050		NetScout Model nGenius NSP V6.1.2 (Build 118)		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.6980		Probe		NETSCOUT		NetScout6980B		NetScout Model 6980B nGenius InfiniStream CDM 4.7.0 (Build 476)		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9281		Probe		NETSCOUT		9281LET		NetScout Model 9281LET CDM 4.3.0 (Build 121)		IP-7.0.3.11		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9320		Host		NETSCOUT		9320		NetScout Model 9320 OC3/OC12 CDM 4.2.0 (Build 115_9)		IP-7.0.3.17		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.2221		Probe		NETSCOUT		2221		NetScout Model 2221LET CDM 4.3.0 (Build 131)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.7990		Probe		NETSCOUT		InfiniStream Model 7990		InfiniStream Model 7990 - CDM 5.4.0 (Build 431)		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.6995		Host		NETSCOUT		NetScout6995B		NetScout Model 6995B nGenius InfiniStream CDM 4.9.0 (Build 828)		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9900		Probe		NETSCOUT		Netscout-Probe-9900T		NetScout Model 9900T CDM 4.9.0 (Build 686)		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9400		Probe		NETSCOUT		9400L		NetScout Model 9400L CDM 4.0.0 (Build 119)		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.69		Probe		NETSCOUT		NetScout69XX		NetScout Model 69XX nGenius InfiniStream CDM 4.7.0 (Build 476)		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9981		Host		NETSCOUT		9981PET		NetScout Model 9981PET CDM 4.3.0 (Build 151)		IP-7.0.3.17		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.2916		Probe		NETSCOUT		2916		NetScout Model 2916 nGenius InfiniStream CDM 4.9.0 (Build 688)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.37560.1.8		Switch		NETSCOUT		1500 Series Packet Flow Switch		Linux PFS1524-BOX-1 2.6.22 #23 Tue Dec 21 16:45:13 America/LosAngeles 2010 ppc		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9985		Host		NETSCOUT		NetScout9985		NetScout Model 9985P2ET CDM 4.9.0 (Build 686)		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9915		Probe		NETSCOUT		9915RET		NetScout Model 9915RET CDM 4.3.0 (Build 121)		IP-7.0.3.11		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.6910		Host		NETSCOUT		NetScout6910		NetScout Model 6910 nGenius InfiniStream CDM 4.5.0 (Build 438)		IP-7.0.3.18		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9221		Probe		NETSCOUT		NetScout9221LET		NetScout Model 9221LET CDM 4.9.0 (Build 686)		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.6998		Host		NETSCOUT		NetScout6998C		NetScout Model 6998C nGenius InfiniStream CDM 4.9.0 (Build 828_0404)		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.4995		Probe		NETSCOUT		NetScout4995		NetScout Model 4995 CDM 4.3.0 (Build 160)		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.3200		Probe		NETSCOUT		3200P2		NetScout Model 3200P2 CDM 4.9.0 (Build 811)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.4990		Probe		NETSCOUT		NetScout4990		NetScout Model 4990 CDM 4.3.0 (Build 160)		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.4986		Probe		NETSCOUT		NetScout4986		NetScout Model 4986 CDM 4.3.0 (Build 160)		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.30		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG5ISDN		SSG5-ISDN version 5.4.0r1.0 (SN: 0169102006000677 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.55		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG350		SSG-350 version 6.0.0z (SN: JN10C0C98ADE Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.35		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG-20		SSG20 version 5.4.0r1.0 (SN: 0164092006001570 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.51		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG-550		SSG-550 version 6.2.0r4.0 (SN: JN10E54ACADB Firewall+VPN)		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.10		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-208		NetScreen-208 version 5.0.0r10.0 (SN: 0043022003000108 Firewall+VPN)		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.13		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-5200		NetScreen-5000 version 6.0.0r6-fq7.0 (SN: 0040042003000015 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.28		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-ISG-1000		NetScreen-ISG 1000 version 6.1.0r5.0 (SN: 0133022009000075 Firewall+VPN)		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.7		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-50		NetScreen-50 version 5.2.0r3b.0 (SN: 0019102003000318 Firewall+VPN)		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.33		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG5-ISDN-WLAN		SSG5-ISDN-WLAN version 5.4.0r1.0 (SN: 0169072006000104 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.17		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-5GT-ADSL-AnnexA		NetScreen-5GT-ADSL-AnnexA version 5.4.0r10.0 (SN: 0103082008001085 Firewall+VPN)		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.1		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-5XT		NetScreen-5GT		IP-6.0				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.31		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG5v92		SSG5-v92 version 6.0.0r4.0 (SN: 0168082008000024 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.14		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-5GT		NetScreen-5GT version 5.4.0r10.0 (SN: 0064012007014935 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.11		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreenNs5XT		NetScreen-5XT version 5.0.0r3.0 (SN: 0052112002000052 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.50		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG520		SSG-520 version 6.0.0r2.0 (SN: 0156012006000170 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.36		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-SSG20-WLAN		SSG20-WLAN version 6.2.0r1.0 (SN: 0164092006002353 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.53		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG-140		SSG-140 version 5.4.0r4.0 (SN: 0185122007002258 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.29		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG5		SSG5-Serial version 5.4.0r10.0 (SN: 0162022008005806 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.8		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-25		NetScreen-25 version 5.3.0r3.0 (SN: 0096082005001418 Firewall+VPN)		IP-6.5.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.52		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG-140		SSG-140 version 6.2.0r2.0 (SN: 0185012007000597 Firewall+VPN)		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.54		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG320		SSG-320 version 6.0.0ar.s (SN: JN10C5FD2ADD Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.16		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-ISG-2000		NetScreen-ISG 2000 version 6.2.0r4.0 (SN: 0079102004000021 Firewall+VPN)		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.9		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-204		NetScreen-204 version 5.0.0r6.0 (SN: 0029022003000288 Firewall+VPN)		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.32		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG5SerialWLAN		SSG5-Serial-WLAN version 6.1.0r1.0 (SN: 0162102006005743 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.34		Firewall		NETSCREEN		SSG5V92WLAN		SSG5-v92-WLAN version 5.4.0r6.0 (SN: 0168062007001382 Firewall+VPN)		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.6		Firewall		NETSCREEN		NetScreen-500		NetScreen-500 version 5.2.0r1.0 (SN: 0100022005000159 Firewall+VPN)		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.250.10		Host		NET-SNMP/UCD		Linux nbrnm 1101		Linux esx1-hs20-6.qintra.com 2.4.9-vmnix2 #1 Thu May 4 14:57:35 PDT 2006 i686		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		D P				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.31645.1.1.1.3		Host		NETWORK_CRITICAL		SmartNA_SNAM_1U		SmartNA SNAM 1U Filtering		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5713.1.1.2.4		Host		NIKSUN		NetCVR RMON Device		Niksun Appliance Release 3.1_6		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.8		Firewall		NOKIA		Nokia IP650		IP650 rev AAA06449-413 IPSO calcaneus 3.6-FCS4 releng 1061 08.28.2002-001900 i386		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.1.555		Switch		NOKIA		NokiaESA24		NOKIA ESA24 software version 3.15.4 Oct 10 2007 - 15:01:08		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.152		Firewall		NOKIA		IP282		IPSO KRO-FW1 6.2-GA039 releng 1 04.14.2010-225515 i386		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.148		Firewall		NOKIA		IPFirewallGA039		IPSO MAH-HSTINT-FW1b 6.2-GA039 releng 1 04.14.2010-225515 i386		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.11		Firewall		NOKIA		IP530		IP530 rev 00 IPSO npcfwven1b 3.9-BUILD052 releng 1515 05.25.2006-185932 i386		IP-6.2.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.138		Firewall		NOKIA		IP350		IPSO npcfwxtr1b 3.9-BUILD052 releng 1515 05.25.2006-185932 i386		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.139		Firewall		NOKIA		IPSO		IPSO fw-scomgate02 3.8.1-BUILD033 releng 1519 05.01.2005-224100 i386		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.140		Firewall		NOKIA		IP1260		IPSO CFHF1 4.2-BUILD042_HF003 releng 1515 06.29.2007-180524 i386		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.1		Firewall		NOKIA		IP300		IP1200 rev B01 IPSO ptgppnkpfw44 3.8-BUILD039 releng 1404 07.23.2004-193500 i386		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.9		Firewall		NOKIA		Nokia2-Firewall-1 3.2-fcs4 releng 783		IP3XX rev IPSO LAB-FW-Nokia330 3.8.1-BUILD045 releng 1519 03.13.2007-005718 i386		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.145		Firewall		NOKIA		IP560		IPSO DCNCB2CSZSS01 6.2-GA039 releng 1 04.14.2010-225515 i386		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.12		Firewall		NOKIA		IP740		IP740 rev A04 IPSO neptune 3.6-FCS13 releng 1063 11.01.2003-072000 i386		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.142		Firewall		NOKIA		IP265		IP265 rev 1 IPSO mn1fw01 3.9-BUILD041 releng 1515 08.12.2005-222646 i386		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.149		Firewall		NOKIA		IP1280		IPSO cpfwn007 4.2-BUILD089a03 releng 1515 10.06.2008-215617 i386		IP-7.0.3.13		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.15		Firewall		NOKIA		IP710		IP710 rev A04 IPSO bluejaytpca 3.8.1-BUILD028 releng 1518 12.02.2004-222502 i386		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.146		Firewall		NOKIA		IP290		IPSO CHMGT-00005-F04FW001 6.2-GA039 releng 1 04.14.2010-225515 i386		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.144		Firewall		NOKIA		IP390		IPSO DCNCB2XSZSS01 6.2-GA039 releng 1 04.14.2010-225515 i386		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.147		Firewall		NOKIA		IP695		IPSO fw411lu 6.0.7-BUILD046 releng 1 02.28.2009-073237 i386		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.59.1		Switch		NORTEL		BayStack 5520-24T		BayStack 5520-24T-PWR HW:02 FW:4.1.0.8 SW:v4.1.0.04		IP-6.5.3				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.52		Switch		NORTEL		ESU1850		ESU1850 (3.4.0.1)		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.46.1		Switch		NORTEL		BayStack 470-48T		Ethernet Switch 470-48T HW:#01 FW:3.6.0.7 SW:v3.7.0.05 BN:00 ISVN:2 (c) Nortel Networks		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.3.11.5		MediaGateway		NORTEL		Voice Media Gateway Card (VGMC)		PR:"CS 1000" SW:"VGMC" BN:"IPL-5.00.31" HW:"ITG-SA" FW:"MC Firmware Rls 8.4" (c) Nortel Networks		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.48		Switch		NORTEL		Passport-8306		Passport-8306 (2.3.1.0)		IP-7.0.3.9				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.13.2.1		Switch		NORTEL		Alteon-3408		Alteon Application Switch 3408		IP-6.5.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.32		Switch		NORTEL		Passport-8110		Passport-8110 (3.3.3.7)		IP-8.1.1.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.1750		Router		NORTEL		Contivity VPN 1750		NVR V07_05.300		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.71.6		Switch		NORTEL		Ethernet Routing Switch		Ethernet Routing Switch 4526GTX-PWR HW:02 FW:5.1.0.7 SW:v5.1.0.000 BN:00 (c) Nortel Networks		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.43		Switch		NORTEL		ERS-1648T		ERS-1648T (2.1.7.0)		IP-8.1.2				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.40.1		Switch		NORTEL		Business Policy Switch 2000		Business Policy Switch 2000 HW:14 FW:3.0.0.5 SW:v3.1.1.16 ISVN:2 		IP-7.0.2		 D 		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.42		Switch		NORTEL		Passport-1424T		Passport-1424T (2.1.4.0)		IP-6.2.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.37		Switch		NORTEL		Passport-8610		MERS-8610co (4.2.3.0OE)		IP-7.0.3.7				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.4.2.1		Host		NORTEL		DMS Supernode		Northern Telecom: DMS Supernode - Computing Module		IP-6.5.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.1740		Router		NORTEL		Contivity VPN 1740		CES V06_05.140		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26543.1.18.11		Switch		NORTEL		BNT10GB		BNT Virtual Fabric 10Gb Switch Module for IBM BladeCenter		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.37.1.7		Router		NORTEL		Business Communications Manager 4.0		BCM400 HW: SW: 4.0.2.03 (c) Nortel Networks		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.3.21		CallServer		NORTEL		CS 1000 Signalling Server		PR:"CS 1000" SW:"Signaling Server" BN:"sse-5.00.31" HW:"ISP1100" (c) Nortel Networks		IP-7.0.3.12		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.52.1		Switch		NORTEL		BayStack 5510-24T		BayStack 5510-24T HW:03 FW:1.0.0.16 SW:v3.0.1.00		IP-7.0.3				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.60.1		Switch		NORTEL		WLAN2270		Nortel Networks WLAN - Security Switch		IP-8.1.2				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.31		Switch		NORTEL		Passport-8606		ERS-8606 (4.1.1.0)		IP-7.0.3.3				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.3.7		MediaGateway		NORTEL		MGC		PR:"CS 1000" SW:"MGC" BN:"MGCCAD45" HW:"MGC" (c) Nortel Networks		IP-7.0.3.12		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.65		Switch		NORTEL		5530-24TFD		Ethernet Routing Switch 5530-24TFD HW:32 FW:5.0.0.2 SW:v5.0.3.004 BN:00 (c) Nortel Networks		IP-6.5.3				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.51.1		Switch		NORTEL		Baystack 380-24F		BayStack 380-24F HW:01 FW:3.0.0.2 SW:v3.0.1.04		IP-7.0.3.9				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.71.1		Switch		NORTEL		Routing Switch 4548GT-PWR		Ethernet Routing Switch 4548GT HW:03 FW:5.0.1.0 SW:v5.0.1.000 BN:00 (c) Nortel Networks		IP-8.1.1.1				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15		Switch		NORTEL		Alteon L2-7 GbE		Nortel Networks Layer2-7 GbE Switch Module		IP-7.0.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.46		Switch		NORTEL		ESU1800		ESU1800 (3.4.0.1)		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.3.11.2		Host		NORTEL		ITG		ITG 2.0 Agent		IP-7.0.3.17		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.11.2		LoadBalancer		NORTEL		Alteon		Released Software Fully supportedAlteon iSD SSL HW:3070 SW:7.1.1.0		IP-7.0.3.17		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.36.1.1		Router		NORTEL		Carrier Passport 7440		Nortel Carrier Passport Model 7440 CP PM H/W: NT0488AA-02 CP IM H/W: NTJS71BA-01 F/W: CF01S1E		IP-7.0.3.13		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.36.1.2		Router		NORTEL		Carrier Passport 7480		Nortel Carrier Passport Model 7480 CP PM H/W: NT0488AA-02 CP IM H/W: NTJS71BA-01 F/W: CF01S1E		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.44		Switch		NORTEL		Passport-1612G		Passport-1612G (1.1.0.0)		IP-6.2.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.73.2.2.2.1		Router		NORTEL		SR 3120		Nortel SR 3120 Software Version = r931042008 Boot Version = r9.3		IP-7.0.3.8		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.57.2		Switch		NORTEL		BayStack-425-24T		BayStack 425-24T HW:04 FW:3.1.0.5 SW:v3.1.0.04		IP-6.2.3				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.71.4		Switch		NORTEL		4550T-PWR		Ethernet Routing Switch 4550T-PWR HW:02 FW:5.0.1.0 SW:v5.0.1.000 BN:00 (c) Nortel Networks		IP-7.0.3.5				 D F		 D 		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.34		Switch		NORTEL		Passport-8603		ERS-8603 (4.1.1.1)		IP-6.2.1				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.66		Switch		NORTEL		Baystack 3510-24T		Ethernet Switch 3510-24T HW:33 FW:4.0.0.7 SW:v4.0.4.00		IP-6.5.3				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.3.13		Host		NORTEL		ECM		PR:"CS 1000" SW:"ECM" BN:"5.00.31" HW:"IBM 306M" (c) Nortel Networks		IP-7.0.3.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.30		Switch		NORTEL		Passport-8610		Passport-8610 (3.7.8.0)		IP-7.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.13.1.4		Switch		NORTEL		Alteon-2424-SSL		Alteon Application Switch 2424-SSL		IP-6.5.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26543.1.18.5		Switch		NORTEL		10GB Switch Module		Nortel 1/10Gb Uplink Ethernet Switch Module		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.1050		Router		NORTEL		Contivity-VPN-1050		NVR V08_05.250		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.73.2.2.4.1.1		Router		NORTEL		SR4134		Nortel SR 4134 SNMP Agent Software Version = 10.1.0.0 Boot Version = 0.0.0.29		IP-7.0.3.15		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.13.2.3		Switch		NORTEL		Alteon-3408-DC		Nortel Application Switch 3408 DC		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.72.1		Switch		NORTEL		Ethernet Routing Switch 2526T		Ethernet Routing Switch 2526T HW:02 FW:1.0.0.9 SW:v4.0.0.000 BN:00 (c) Nortel Networks		IP-7.0.3.8				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.47		Switch		NORTEL		Passport-8310		Passport-8310 (2.3.2.0)		IP-7.0.3.7				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.3		CallServer		NORTEL		CS 1000E Call Server		PR:"CS 1000E" SW:"Call Server Sys 3621" BN:"5.00W" HW:"CP-P4" (c) Nortel Networks		IP-7.0.3.12		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.5000		Switch		NORTEL		CES-5000		CES V06_05.214		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.3.14		CallServer		NORTEL		Nortel CS1K-60		PR:"CS 1000" SW:"CS+SS+EM Backup Server" BN:"6.00.18" HW:"Nortel CPPMv1" (c) Nortel Networks		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.59.2		Switch		NORTEL		BayStack_5520-48T		Ethernet Routing Switch 5520-48T-PWR HW:36 FW:5.0.0.4 SW:v5.1.2.034 BN:34 (c) Nortel Networks		IP-9.0/8.1.3				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.54.1		Switch		NORTEL		BayStack 470-24T		Ethernet Switch 470-24T HW:05 FW:3.6.0.6 SW:v3.6.4.09 BN:9 ISVN:2 (c) Nortel Networks		IP-6.2.2				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.18.1		Switch		NORTEL		Alteon L2/3 GbE		Nortel Networks Layer2-3 GbE Switch Module(Copper)		IP-6.5.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.71.2		Switch		NORTEL		Routing Switch 4548GT-PWR		Ethernet Routing Switch 4548GT-PWR HW:01 FW:5.0.1.0 SW:v5.0.1.001 BN:01 (c) Nortel Networks		IP-7.0.3.16				 D P F		 D 		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.3.12		Host		NORTEL		NRS		PR:"CS 1000" SW:"NRS" BN:"5.00.31" HW:"IBM 306M" (c) Nortel Networks		IP-7.0.3.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.2700		Router		NORTEL		Contivity Extranet Switch V04_75.100		CES V06_05.140		IP-6.0.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.13.3.3		Switch		NORTEL		Alteon-4408		Alteon Application Switch 4408		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23.100.1		Host		NOVELL		Novell IChain 2.3		Novell NetWare 5.60.05 May 27 2004 HP Proliant DL380		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23.1.6.4.11		Host		NOVELL		Novell NewWare 4.11		Novell NetWare 5.00.10 December 9 2003 Dell System PowerEdge 2650 Service Tag: 8NSLD21		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23.1.6		Host		NOVELL		Novell NetWare 5.00.10		Novell NetWare 5.00.10 February 27 2003		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23.1.6.5		Host		NOVELL		Novell NewWare 5.00g		Novell NetWare 5.00.09 September 21 2000 null		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7342.1.1		Host		OMNITRON		Media Converter		iConverter		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3052.40.1.1		Host		OMNITRONIX		SL100				IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13191.1.1.7		Router		ONEACCESS-NETWORKS		One20M		ONEOS6-ADVIP-V4.2R5E15_A06_A4		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.776.1120		Switch		ONEACCESS-NETWORKS		1424X		1424 XM4TE SHDSL-4P 2ETH-4P HWA RTC 64M T2961/00100 20/06/11 21:47		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13191.1.1.70		Router		ONEACCESS-NETWORKS		One270		ONEOS11-VOIP_H323-V4.3R6E19		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.22.1		Host		OPENVMS		HP-rx2660		s1gyvmsp01.ntrs.com HP rx2660 (1.67GHz/9.0MB) IA64 OpenVMS V8.3-1H1 HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.21798.1		Host		ORACLE		Netra X3-2		Covergence Session Manager		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.16		Switch		OVERTURE-NETWORKS		ISG 6000		Overture ISG 6000 version x.n.n.n		IP-9.2.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.10		Router		OVERTURE-NETWORKS		ISG180		ISG180		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.16.0		Switch		OVERTURE-NETWORKS		ISG 6000				IP-7.0.3.18				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.19		Probe		PACKETEER		PacketShaper-3500		Blue Coat PacketShaper 9.2.9		IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 D F		D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.20		Probe		PACKETEER		PacketShaper-7500		Packeteer PacketShaper 7.3.1		IP-9.4.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 D F				 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.11		Probe		PACKETEER		PacketShaper				IP-6.2.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.17		Probe		PACKETEER		10000		Packeteer PacketShaper 7.3.1		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.22		Router		PACKETEER-PACKETSHAPER		821		Packeteer PacketShaper 8.2.1		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.1.3		Switch		PACKETEER-PACKETSHAPER		AP6-825		Symbol AP5181 HW=D SW=2.2.0.0-023R MIB=01g12		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.927.3.4.2		Router		PAIRGAIN		REX2		Campus-REX2		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.927.3.4.1		Router		PAIRGAIN		REX		Campus-REX Version 2.22 11-25-1996		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.34		Firewall		PAN		PA-7080		Palo Alto Networks PA-7000 series firewall		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.30		Firewall		PAN		M-100		Palo Alto Networks M-Series Appliance		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.11		Firewall		PAN		PA-5000series		Palo Alto Networks PA-5000 series firewall		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.2		Firewall		PAN		PA-4000 series		Palo Alto Networks PA-4000 series firewall		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.5		Firewall		PAN		PA-4000series		Palo Alto Networks PA-4000 series firewall		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.18		Firewall		PAN		PA-3020		Palo Alto Networks PA-3000 series firewall		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.1		Firewall		PAN		PA4000		Palo Alto Networks PA-4000 series firewall		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.19		Firewall		PAN		PA-3060		Palo Alto Networks PA-3000 series firewall		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.17		Firewall		PAN		PA-3050		Palo Alto Networks PA-3000 series firewall		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.8		Firewall		PAN		PA-5060		Palo Alto Networks PA-5000 series firewall		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.3		Firewall		PAN		PA-2050		Palo Alto Networks PA-2000 series firewall		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.4		Firewall		PAN		PA-2000		Palo Alto Networks PA-2000 series firewall		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.12		Firewall		PAN		PA-200		Palo Alto Networks PA-200 series firewall		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.6		Firewall		PAN		PA-500		Palo Alto Networks PA-500 series firewall		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.9		Firewall		PAN		PA-5000series		Palo Alto Networks PA-5000 series firewall		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.35		Firewall		PAN		M-500		Palo Alto Networks M-Series Appliance		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.5.3		Probe		PARADYNE		T3 DSU/CSU Model 9520-II		PARADYNE T3 FrameSaver SLV; Model: 9520-II; S/W Release: 01.03.14; NAM CCA number: 9520-0A2; Serial number: 5526031		IP-6.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.5.1.2		Router		PARADYNE		DDS/DSU		PARADYNE DDS Leased Line DSU; model: 7612-A1-201; S/W Release: 01.05.00; H/W Revision: 2248-80B; Serial number: 5033255		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.7.3		Probe		PARADYNE		9126-IISAPL		PARADYNE T1 iMarc SLV; Model: 9126-IIAPL; S/W Release: 02.03.00; NAM CCA number: 5769-80A; Serial number: 5655657		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.5.1		Host		PARADYNE		T3 DSU/CSU Model 9580		PARADYNE FR/ATM T3 DSU Access Product; Model: 9580; S/W Release: 01.01.07; CCA number: 604r-03A; Serial number: 4708552; DTE number: 3523-80A; T3 nu		IP-7.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1768.100.4.9.1		Router		PATTON		SN4634-3BIS		SN4634/3BISHardware Release 11 Version 1 Software R5.6 2010-07-15 H323 SIP BRI.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7428.3.1.7		Hub		POWERDSINE		PD-6006/AC/SNMP-PoE Hub		POL AGENT Version 1.2.23 Built date:Nov 16 2004 		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.534.1		Host		POWERWARE		ConnectUPS		ConnectUPS Web/SNMP Card V3.18		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15397.2		Host		PROCERA		PL1422		Linux r21capapl01-sm1 3.4.18-pl-hugin_64 #1 SMP Thu Mar 7 10:54:53 CET 2013 x86_64		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11898.2.4.9		Bridge		PROXIM		Tsunami MP11a		Tsunami MP.11 5054 v2.3.0(169) SN-05AT31590231		IP-7.0.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1663.1.1.1.1.21		Switch		QLOGIC		Fibre Channel Switch		QLogic 6-port Enterprise Fibre Channel Switch Module for IBM eServer BladeCenter (TM)		IP-8.1.2				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3833.1.7.255.2		Host		QUANTUM		140-NOE-771-00		Schneider Quantum Ethernet TCP/IP Communications Module		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.300.200		Router		QUICK_EAGLE		4300/5800		Quick Eagle 4335 E1 Access Router		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6618.1.1.10		Host		QUINTUM		Tenor DX				IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.148		Router		RAD		LRS-102		LRS-102/B HW: 0.0 SW: 3.44		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.6.33		Switch		RAD		ETX-203AM		ETX-203AM Hw: 1.0/ Sw: 5.5.0(0.53)		IP-9.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.120		Router		RAD		MP-4100		MP-4100 HW: 0 SW: 4.00.02		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.157		MediaGateway		RAD		Vmux2120		Vmux 2120 HW Rev : 00.0 SW Ver : 01.06		IP-8.1.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.79		Router		RAD		OPT3		OP-T3; SW VERSION 3.01; HW revision 'D'		IP-6.x		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.6.30		Switch		RAD		ETX-205A		ETX-205A Hw: 0.1/A Sw: 5.7.0(0.83)		IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.168		Switch		RAD		ETX-5300A		ETX-5300A HW Version: 0.0 SW Version: 1.5.0(1.84)		IP-9.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.6.24		Switch		RAD		ETX-204A		nlvgnvaf Hw: 2.01 Sw: 2.234		IP-9.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.6.21		Switch		RAD		ETX-202AH		nlvgnvbv Hw: 2.01 Sw: 2.40.9		IP-9.4				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.6.12		Switch		RAD		ETX-202A		OTEF-202 Hw: 1.01 Sw: 1.801.1		IP-9.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.13.3.6		Switch		RADWARE		Alteon10000		Alteon Application Switch 10000		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.3		LoadBalancer		RADWARE		Web Server Director DS		Web Server Director DS Cookie Persistency (512 farms)		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.19		Firewall		RADWARE		AppXcel		AppXcel		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.13.3.2.1		Switch		RADWARE		Alteon-Switch5412		Alteon Application Switch 5412		IP-9.4.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.8		Switch		RADWARE		LinkproofApplicationSwitch		LinkProof Application Switch		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.20		LoadBalancer		RADWARE		AppDirector		AppDirector with Cookie Persistency		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.21		LoadBalancer		RADWARE		AppDirector		10.31-03.03DLA:2.06.08		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.11		Host		RADWARE		CT100		CertainT 100		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.16		Firewall		RADWARE		DefensePro_x420		10.60-00.00VX:7.20.00		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.4		LoadBalancer		RADWARE		WebServer		Web Server Director NP with SynApps (512 farms)		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F		 D 				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8886.6.103		Router		RAISECOM		RAX711		ROS		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8886.6.96		Router		RAISECOM		ISCOM-2924GF-4C		ROS		IP-9.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2352.1.10		Router		REDBACK		SE 800		Redback Networks SmartEdge OS Version SEOS-6.2.1.8p1-Release\X0ABuilt by sysbuild@SWB-node03 Thu Sep 22 17:00:52 PDT 2011\X0ACopyright (C) 1998-2011 Redback Networks Inc. All rights reserved.		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2352.1.3		Router		REDBACK		Networks AOS / SE 800		Redback Networks AOS Special Image 141 based on 6.1.3.8 \X0ACopyright (c) 1997-2005 by Redback Networks Inc.\X0ACompiled 2007-Jan-05 21:51:15 GMT by asushil\X0A		IP-7.0.2		D P F				  D 		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2352.1.4		Router		REDBACK		SMS 10000		Redback Networks AOS Special Image 148 based on 6.0.9.35 \X0ACopyright (c) 1997-2007 by Redback Networks Inc.\X0ACompiled 2007-Nov-08 02:30:37 GMT by tzhang\X0A		IP-7.0.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2352.1.11		Router		REDBACK		SE 100		Redback Networks SmartEdge OS Version SEOS-5.0.7.7p3-Release\X0ABuilt by sysbuild@lx-dev2 Wed May 16 18:39:12 PDT 2007\X0ACopyright (C) 1998-2007 Redback Networks Inc. All rights reserved.		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				  D 		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2352.1.12		Router		REDBACK		SE 400		Redback Networks SmartEdge OS Version SEOS-5.0.7.7p3-Release\X0ABuilt by sysbuild@lx-dev2 Wed May 16 18:39:12 PDT 2007\X0ACopyright (C) 1998-2007 Redback Networks Inc. All rights reserved.		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				  D 		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.250.3		Host		REDHAT		Linux nbrnm 1101		SunOS BDP-1B-Sntn1 5.8 Generic_108528-16 sun4u		IP-6.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.17163.1.4		Host		RIVERBED		SMC		Linux Riverbed-SMC 2.6.9-34.EL-rbt-4654SMP #1 SMP Tue Sep 22 00:13:05 PDT 2009 i686		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.17163.1.1		Router		RIVERBED		Steelhead		Linux KCDC-SH01 2.6.9-34.EL-rbt-8923SMP #2 SMP Wed Jun 8 15:35:34 PDT 2011 x86_64		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.17163.1.3		Host		RIVERBED		INTERCEPTOR2		Linux GBHAR1IN02 2.6.9-34.EL-rbt-10569SMP #2 SMP Wed Nov 30 10:21:03 PST 2011 i686		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.17163.1.2		Host		RIVERBED		CMC		Linux Riverbed-CMC 2.6.9-34.EL-rbt-4499SMP #1 SMP Fri Sep 11 18:18:51 PDT 2009 i686		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5567.1.1.1		Switch		RIVERSTONE		RS8000		RS 8000 - Riverstone Networks Inc. Firmware Version: 9.4.1.1 PROM Version: prom-2.0.1.8 HW Version: 1 		IP-6.5.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5567.1.1.12		Switch		RIVERSTONE		RS3100		RS 3200 - Riverstone Networks Inc. Firmware Version: 9.4.1.1 PROM Version: prom-2.0.1.5 		IP-8.1.1.1		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5567.1.1.101		Router		RIVERSTONE		15008		Riverstone 15008 Ethernet Edge Router:\X0AFirmware Version:1.5.0.4 Unofficial		IP-6.5.3		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5567.1.1.11		Switch		RIVERSTONE		RS3100		RS 3100 - Riverstone Networks Inc. Firmware Version: 9.4.1.1 PROM Version: prom-2.0.1.5 HW Version: 3.0 		IP-6.5.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5567.1.1.2		Switch		RIVERSTONE		8600		RS 8600 - Riverstone Networks Inc. Firmware Version: 9.4.1.1 PROM Version: prom-2.0.1.8 HW Version: A 		IP-6.5.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.16		Host		RSA		SecureID Appliance 3.0 Model 250		Linux at-punpc-ace01.ntrs.com 2.6.24.7-9.smp.gcc3.4.x86.i686 #1 SMP Tue Jul 15 13:33:03 EDT 2008 i686		IP-7.0.3.21		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15004.2.2		Switch		RUGGED		RS400-24R-C2C2-3R		RS400-24R-C2C2-3R		IP-9.3		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15004.2.1		Switch		RUGGED		RS900G-24-D-2SFP		RS900G-24-D-2SFP		IP-8.1.2		D F		D F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.236.4.1.12.1.4		Switch		SAMSUNG		iBG-Dm		SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO. LTD. Snmp Agent Software Version = 1.2.1.6 Boot Version = 1.1.0.0		IP-8.1.2		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1573.2.1		Firewall		SECURE_COMPUTING_CORP		SideWinder		SecureOS TDKP-FWL-011.afspc.af.mil 7.0.0.06 SW_OPS_SMP Mon Mar 31 15:47:25 CDT 2008 70006-b_0 i386		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3534.7.1.8.7		Switch		SENETAS		Senetas-CN3000		CN3000 Encryptor - ETHERNET - 10000FD		IP-9.4		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1718.3		Host		SERVERTECH		Sentry3		Sentry Remote Power Manager		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.16858.2.1		Host		SHORETEL		ShoreTel4K		Linux ShoreTel4K 2.6.18-274.7.1.el5AGITONETWORKSsmp raserver 6.1.30.118 #118 2013-05-02 16:01:12 SMP x86_64		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4329.15.1.1.5		Switch		SIEMENS		WirelessAccessController-C2400		HiPath Wireless Access Controller - C2400 Enterprise System Version 07.31.04.0005		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4329.15.1.1.11		Switch		SIEMENS		WirelessAccessController-C4110-2		HiPath Wireless Access Controller - C4110-2 System Version 07.31.01.0138		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23867.1.2.22		Bridge		SILVERPEAK		NX9700		Silver Peak Systems Inc. NX9700\X0ALinux stlsmorclaadc02 2.6.22.14 hidalgo 3.3.7.0_35342 #1 2011-02-24 16:29:41 SMP x86_64		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23867.1.2		Host		SILVERPEAK		NX8600		Linux allntxdwlaadc01 2.6.8-1.521HIDALGOsmp hidalgo 2.1.6.4_21902 #1 2008-07-22 17:25:34 SMP x86_64		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3711.24		Host		SINETICA		EAGLE-I		Sinetica Eagle-i. Versions: App. 1.06.32 OS 6.3 Btldr 1.06.09 H/w ZBHIEIBB-01 v1.02.02		IP-9.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4555.1.1.1		Host		SOCOMEC		Sicon-Netvision-UPS		Net Vision v4.11 (SN 7023702027)		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.17337.2.1.3.1.4		Host		SOLACE		3560		System Software. SolOS-TR Version 7.1.0.1652		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8741.1		Firewall		SONICWALL		NSA-3500		SonicWALL NSA 3500 (SonicOS Enhanced 5.8.1.5-46o)		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8714.2.1		Host		SONICWALL		SSLRX		SonicWALL Corporation SSL-RX 4.2 Release Build 200406081643 SNMP v1/v2c Agent		IP-7.0.3.14		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2879.1.9.3		Switch		SONUS		SBC5100		Sonus SBC 5100 version sbc-V04.01.02-R000.x86_64		IP-9.4		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2879.1.9.2		Switch		SONUS		SBC5200		Sonus SBC 5200 version sbc-V03.01.02-R002.x86_64		IP-9.4		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2879.1.1.2		Router		SONUS		GSX9000HD		Sonus Networks Inc. GSX9000HD Voice Packet Switch		IP-9.2.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2879.1.5.3		Host		SONUS		Sonus Management Agent		SONUS management agent		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1723.2.1.4		Host		SPECTRACOM		Spectracom NTP server		Spectracom 6226354 04.6b3 (020614)		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.18837		Host		SPECTRACOM		Securesync-1200-233		Spectracom SecureSync		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8164		Router		STARENT		ST16		Linux st16 2.4.17sb20020206-4-starent-10062 #1 SMP Mon Dec 12 01:04:12 EST 2005 mips		IP-6.5.3		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F				 		 D P				  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12325.1.1.2.1.1		Host		STBERNARD		iPrism		iprism.example.com 0 FreeBSD 5.3-RELEASE		IP-7.0.3.15		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1751.1.30		Host		SUN		SUN NETRA 1125		PacketStar ConnectionGateway (PCG) Netra 1125t		IP-6.5.3.9		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.130.13		Host		SUN		T5120		SUNWSPARC-Enterprise-T5120		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.1.1		Host		SUN				Sun SNMP Agent Sun-Fire-480R		IP-6.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.15		Host		SUN		ss73vnvnc02		SunOS ss73vnvnc02 5.10 Generic_138888-03 sun4v		IP-7.0.3.17		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.2		Host		SUN		ss73vnvsm01		SunOS ss73vnvsm01 5.9 Generic_122300-36 sun4u		IP-7.0.3.17				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.3		Host		SUN-SOLARIS		NET-SNMP SOLARIS		SunOS hfdems01 5.10 Generic_142900-02 sun4u		IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.1.8		Switch		SYMBOL		AP-5131		Symbol Access Point- S/W rev: 3.70-82		IP-7.0.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.6.0		Switch		SYMBOL		WS5000		HW=CC-5000 SW=1.4.1.0-014R FW=2.2(date 07/09/02) MIB=v23b16 CLI=06a XML=07b		IP-6.5.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.1.3		Switch		SYMBOL		AP-3021		Symbol Spectrum24 FHSS Access Point S/W rev: 04.02-12		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9070.1.2.5		Host		SYMMETRICOM		Symmetricom-TimeProvider5000		Symmetricom		IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9070.1.2.3.1.5		Host		SYMMETRICOM		SyncServer		Linux SyncServer 2.6.10_mvl401-pc_target.chronos.1.2.1.34 #16 Wed Jul 25 08:48:41 PDT 2007 i686		IP-7.0.3.16		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9070.1.2.4.2		Host		SYMMETRICOM		TimeProvider1000		\X00		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1896.0		Host		SYMMETRICOM		TimeServer		NIC		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.546		Host		SYSTEMEDGE				SunOS 4.x/5.x Systems Management MIB Concord Communications Inc.		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.169.3.155.1		Host		TANDEM		NonStop Kernel System Version: G6		Tandem NonStop Kernel System Version: G6 Node: \DEV1 Agent: $SMP1		IP-7.0.3.8		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.9		Router		TASMAN		Imux1450		Tasman Networks Inc. Snmp Agent		IP-7.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.7		Router		TASMAN		1200		Tasman Networks Inc. Snmp Agent		IP-6.2.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.2		Router		TASMAN		1400E		Tasman Networks Inc. Snmp Agent		IP-6.2.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2668.1.1.16		Host		TAVVE		ZoneRanger		TAVVE ZoneRanger v5.1		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.776.61		Router		TELINDUS		Crocus 10M		$Crocus Router Interface 10M$ T2852/02800 24/05/05 16:27		IP-6.5.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.8		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		TippingPointIPS		TippingPoint IPS		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.7		Switch		TIPPINGPOINT		UnityOne 1200 Fiber		TippingPoint IPS		IP-7.0.2				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.4.5		Host		TIPPINGPOINT		TP2500N		SMS nc-cic-tp-sms01 hp-dl320g6 4.3.0.50865.1		IP-9.4.2				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.47		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		400T-IPS		440T (IPS)		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.32		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		330		TippingPoint IPS		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.46		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		7500NX		TippingPoint IPS		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.28		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		1400N		TippingPoint IPS		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.29		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		2500N		TippingPoint IPS		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.30		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		5100N		TippingPoint IPS		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.27		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		660N		TippingPoint IPS		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.5.1		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		Core Controller		TippingPoint Core Controller		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.44		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		2600NX		TippingPoint IPS		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.36		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		5200NX		TippingPoint IPS		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.35		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		7100NX		TippingPoint IPS		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.868.2.1		Switch		TRANSITION-NETWORKS		MIL-SM801P		(6) 10/100BASE-TX + (2) 100BASE-FX INDUSTRIAL MANAGED SWITCH		IP-9.2.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11857.1		Probe		TRANSMODE		NMB 6001		Transmode NMB 6001 R2B SWP100003/2 v2.13.5		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14525.3.1.4		Switch		TRAPEZE		MXR-2		Trapeze Networks Inc MXR-2 5.0.6.1 REL		IP-7.0.2				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14525.3.1.2		Switch		TRAPEZENETWORKS		MX8		Trapeze Networks Inc MX-8 7.0.3.6 REL		IP-8.1.2				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.850.1		Host		TRIPPLITE		POWERALERT 12		POWERALERT 12		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1748.2.20		Bridge		TUTSYSTEMS		T2-DSL		T2		IP-7.0.3				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1748.2.5		Bridge		TUTSYSTEMS		MXL-2300		MXL2300 SDSL Campus Modem		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2468.1.2.1		Host		USHAPRO		Card v4.3		USHA Smart II Card v6.01 (SN 1120003910007)		IP-6.2.3				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1949.1.3.10.2.1		Switch		UTSTARCOM		OLT-BBS-1000		AV		IP-9.4				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12148.9		Host		VALERE		WebPower		WebPower(402413.003) Rev4.3Jul 9 2009 OS:2.0 		IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.38819.1.5.10.300.4		ConvergedInfrastructureManager		VBLOCK		vb300modelFX		The VCE Company Foundation Management Vblock (TM) Monitor Cannes.0.BETA2 Copyright (c) 2012 The VCE Company LLC; All Rights Reserved		IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4289.1.2.1.2		Router		VBRICK		4200		VBrick Systems Inc. Model 4200 Serial 03050500129		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4686.11		Host		VEGASTREAM		400		Vegastream IP Telephony Gateway (VEGA400)		IP-6.5.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.1		Host		VIPTELA		vSmart		15.3.3		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.2		Host		VIPTELA		vManage		15.3.3		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916		Router		VIPTELA		VEdge		15.2.3		IP-9.4.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.4		Router		VIPTELA		VEdge		15.4.1		IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.200		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		Enterprise Site ASE		Enterprise Site ASE		IP-7.0.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.113		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport T1/E1 INLINE ASE Ver 2.0.026		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport T1/E1 INLINE ASE Ver 3.0.009 - Jan 16 2008		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.122		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport Ethernet Inline ASE Ver 2.0.106		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport 10/100 Ethernet Inline ASE Ver 2.0.106 - Jul 21 2006		IP-7.0.3.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.202		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		Visual UpTime Select T1 CSU		Enterprise Site ASE		IP-6.5.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1226		Host		VISUALNETWORKS		Network-Performance-Appliance		Fluke Networks Network Performance Appliance Copyright (c) 2007 - 2010 Fluke Corporation		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.115		Router		VISUALNETWORKS		M115		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport 4xT1/E1 INLINE ASE Ver 1.2.433 - Jun 29 2006		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.212		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		M411 CSU		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport Multiport Gigabit Ethernet ASE Ver 3.1.316 - 29/01/2010 10:53		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.204		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		Visual M204		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport DS3/E3 Inline ASE Ver 2.5.319 - Nov 09 2007		IP-7.0.3.11		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.1134		Host		VISUALNETWORKS		T1-CSU-ASE		Visual UpTime Multiprotocol T1 CSU ASE Ver 7.1.118 Sep 10 2004		IP-7.0.3.17		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.102		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		M102		Visual UpTime IP Transport 56/64K DDS DSU/CSU ASE Ver 7.4.014 Nov 26 2003		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.205		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		M205		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport DS3/E3 Inline ASE Ver 3.0.255 - May 15 2009		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.134		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		M134		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport Inline Data Monitoring ASE Ver 2.0.166 - Apr 14 2008		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.135		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		M135		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport Inline Data Monitoring ASE Ver 2.0.166 - Apr 14 2008		IP-7.0.3 24		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.411		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		Visual-M411-CSU		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport Multiport Gigabit Ethernet ASE Ver 3.1.321 - 02/03/2010 18:16		IP-8.1.1.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.536		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		Visual UpTime		Visual UpTime Multiprotocol T1 CSU DROP & INSERT ASE Ver 4.3.037 Oct 20 1999		IP-6.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.110		Probe		VISUALNETWORKS		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport T1 CSU ASE Ver 2.0.026		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport T1 CSU ASE Ver 2.0.026 - Feb 20 2006		IP-7.0.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.112		Router		VISUALNETWORKS		M112		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport T1 CSU DROP & INSERT ASE Ver 2.5.021 - Mar 02 2007		IP-7.0.3.11		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.420		LoadBalancer		VISUAL-NETWORKS		VisualUpTime-OC-3c/OC-12c-ASEmodel420		Visual UpTime Select IP Transport OC-3c/OC-12c PoS Inline ASE Ver 6.8.012 - 22/02/2011 22:18		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6876.4.1		Host		VMWARE		ESX		VMware ESX-4.0.0		IP-7.0.4.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.33049.2.1		Switch		VOLTAIRE		Infiniband		Linux mah-h3-ibsf21 2.6.27-MELLANOXuni-m460ex SX_PPC_M460EX SX_3.2.0100 #1 2012-03-06 22:23:53 ppc		IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5206.1.25		Switch		VOLTAIRE		4200SFU42H		Voltaire agent 6.00		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5206.1.18		Host		VOLTAIRE		SMagent		Voltaire SM agent 6.00		IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5206.1.17		Host		VOLTAIRE		SMagent		Voltaire SM agent 6.00		IP-7.0.3.19		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30803		Firewall		VYATTA		Vyatta-VC6.5R1		Vyatta VC6.5R1		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3097.1.5.9		Firewall		WATCHGUARD		XTM510		XTM510		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.964.3.1		Router		WIDEBANK		28 DS3		M13 Software Version 2.42.0		IP-7.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.964.1.1.1.0		Router		WIDEBANK		M13 Multiplexer		M13 Software Version 1.47\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00		IP-7.0.3.20		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10449.1		Host		XCEEDIUM		Xceedium-Gatekeeper		Xceedium GateKeeper version 4.0.1		IP-9.2.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.21150.3.2		Router		XKL		DXM105R		DXM Operating System (DXMOS) XKL LLC\X0D\X0AV2.3.0-22696 Mar 17 2011 10:28:42		IP-8.1.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.1.4.2		TerminalServer		XYPLEX		CSERV-20		 - planotele1\X0D\X0AXyplex hardware CSERV-20 00.00.00 Rom 460000\X0D\X0AXyplex software Terminal Server V5.1S50\X0D\X0A		IP-7.0.3.10		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.1.131.0		TerminalServer		XYPLEX		IR8040		ALLNDC1CR05V166TS05.ENTP.ATTWS.COM - Allen Data Center - In-Reach hardware Model IR8040 Rom 470000 - In-Reach IN-Reach Manager software V3.1		IP-7.0.3.10		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1182.1.27		Router		YAMAHA		RTX1500		RTX1500 Rev.8.03.90 (Fri Jun 25 10:31:59 2010)		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1182.1.15		Router		YAMAHA		RT105i		RT105i Rev.6.03.25 (Thu Apr 10 17:09:49 2003)		IP-9.0/8.1.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5504.1.2.10.6.2		Switch		ZHONE		ZNID-GE-2424		ZNID-GE-2424A Zhone Indoor Network Interface Device with ActiveE/GigE Uplink; Release S3.0.546; Serial number 303465937.		IP-9.4				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3902.1004.9806.2.1.1		Switch		ZTE		ZXDSL9806H		ZTE ACCESS NODE AGENT		IP-9.4.2				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3902.3.100.405		Switch		ZTE		ZX10		ZXR10 ROS Version V4.08.24 ZXR10 8902 Software Version ZXR10 G-Series&8900&6900 V2.8.02.C.43.P13 Copyright (c) 2001-2009 by ZTE Corporation Compiled Nov 20 2010 13:37:04		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3902.3.100.23		Switch		ZTE		ZXR10		ZXR10 ROS Version V4.08.23 ZXR10_5952 Software Version ZXR10 5900 V2.8.23.A.18.P06 Copyright (c) 2000-2011 by ZTE Corporation Compiled Jun 25 2010 02:58:15		IP-9.1/IP-8.1.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.890.1.5.11.6		Switch		ZYXEL		AAM-1008		ZyXEL IES-1000 AAM1008-61 version 2.04(DN.3)C0 (Dec 17 2003) \X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2002 ZyXEL Communications Corp.		IP-6.5.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.890.1.5.12.37		Switch		ZYXEL		VES1616FE		VES-1616FE-53A		IP-8.1.1.1				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.5.7.1.2		BladeEnclosureManager				BladeSystem c7000 Enclosure		HP Onboard Administrator		IP-7.0.3.8				 		 		 D F				 		 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2352.1.17		Router		ERICSSON		SSR-8020		Ericsson IPOS-12.2.112.13.32p12-Release\X0ABuilt by sysbuild@eussjlx7009.sj.us.am.ericsson.se Tue Feb 17 17:09:35 PST 2015\X0ACurrent Platform is SSR 8020		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.15		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Linux apcfwmlm1		Linux apcfwmlm1 2.6.18-92cp #1 SMP Tue Dec 1 00:01:24 IST 2015 i686		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1301		Host		CISCO		OE-VWAAS		Cisco Wide Area Application Services Software Hardware Version: oe-vwaas-5.5.7.10 Cisco Wide Area Application Services (universal-k9) Software Release 5.5.7 (build b10 Jun 16 2016) 		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.47		Switch		CIENA		LE-311 Access Concentrator		LightningEdge (tm) LE-311 Access Concentrator		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1539		Switch		CISCO		NX-OS n6000		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n6000 Software (n6000-uk9) Version 7.0(5)N1(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 6.0(2)N1(1) Compiled 10/29/2014 22:00:00		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.48.8.1		Switch		BROCADE		ICX_7450		Brocade Communications Systems Inc. Stacking System ICX7450-48 IronWare Version 08.0.30hT211 Compiled on May 19 2016 at 01:22:26 labeled as SPS08030h		IP-9.5.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.82.10		Switch		JUNIPER		QFX10002-36q		Juniper Networks Inc. qfx10002-36q Ethernet Switch kernel JUNOS 15.1X53-D32.2 Build date: 2016-03-27 05:45:33 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2016 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.12.1.9		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6450-P48		Alcatel-Lucent OS6450-P48 6.7.1.76.R04 GA October 18 2016.		IP-9.5.0		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1239		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-3064-T		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3000 Software (n3000-uk9) Version 6.0(2)U6(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 4/9/2015 23:00:00		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.12.1.6		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6450-P24		Alcatel-Lucent OS6450-P24 6.6.4.285.R01 Service Release December 22 2014.		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.22		Firewall		PAN		PA-5200 series		Palo Alto Networks PA-5200 series firewall		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5951.6		LoadBalancer		CITRIX		SDX-11520		FreeBSD 2r5-citrix11515-02 8.4-NETSCALER-11.1 FreeBSD 8.4-NETSCALER-11.1 #5: Mon Feb 27 15:55:05 PST 2017 root@sjcdbldbsd8405.eng.citrite.net:/usr/obj/usr/home/build/rs_111_52_5_RTM/usr.src/sys/NSSVM amd64		IP-9.5.0				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2390		Router		CISCO		ASR9910		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco ASR9K Series) Version 6.0.2[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.34		WirelessController		ARUBA		Aruba7240-US		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba7240-US) Version 6.4.4.9 (55980)		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7280.3101.2878.36		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7280QR-C36-F		Arista Networks EOS version 4.16.6FX-7500R running on an Arista Networks DCS-7280QR-C36		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.5.2		Switch		DELL		Z9100		Dell Networking OS\X0D\X0AOperating System Version: 2.0\X0D\X0AApplication Software Version: 9.10(0.1)\X0D\X0ASeries: Z9100-ON\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2016 by Dell Inc. All Rights Reserved.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Tue May 10 11:52:49 2016		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2266		Host		CISCO		SNS-3595K9		Cisco Identity Services Engine		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.18837.3.2		Host		SPECTRACOM		SecureSync-1200		Spectracom SecureSync		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1570		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-9336PQ		Cisco NX-OS(tm) aci Software (aci-n9000-system) Version 12.0(2l) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 2016/11/19 07:02:07		IP-9.5.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2067.1.1.2		Switch		TELLABS		UMC1000-IPMI		UMC1000 IPMI		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F				 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.801.1.1.2.1.10.1.6		Switch		ALCATEL		6900-X72		Alcatel-Lucent OS6900-X72 7.3.4.310.R02 Service Release November 15 2016.		IP-9.5.0		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26866.3.6		Switch		GIGAMON		GigaVUE-HC2		Linux iadtp21 2.6.34-GIGAMONsmp-gvhc2 GigaVUE-OS 4.4.03 #16844 2016-03-01 22:29:21 SMP ppc		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.13.3.10.2		Switch		RADWARE		Alteon-Switch5208XL		Alteon Application Switch 5208XL		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26866.3.5		Switch		GIGAMON		GigaVUE-HB1		Linux ladtp11 2.6.34-GIGAMONuni-gvhb1 GigaVUE-OS 4.3.00 #6799 2015-03-24 19:25:01 ppc		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2143		Router		CISCO		ASR1006-X		Cisco IOS Software ASR1000 Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-ADVENTERPRISEK9-M) Version 15.5(3)S2b RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 21-May-16 09:07 by mc		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No		 D 				 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2351		Router		CISCO		NCS-5502SE		Cisco IOS XR Software (NCS-5500) Version 6.1.1\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2349		Router		CISCO		NCS-5508		Cisco IOS XR Software (NCS-5500) Version 6.0.2\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.12		Host		VIPTELA		vBond		16.2.10		IP-9.5.0				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.2.86		WirelessAccessPoint		ARUBANETWORKS		IAP-305		ArubaOS (MODEL: 305) Version 6.5.2.1-6.5.2.1		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.23		WirelessController		ARUBA		Aruba620		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba620-US) Version 6.3.1.8 (44205)		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1407		Host		INFOBLOX		PT-1400		Linux pl1seadnsext01.walgreens.com 3.14.25 #1 SMP Thu Jun 16 18:19:37 EDT 2016 x86_64		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1004		Host		INFOBLOX		IbVnios		Linux pl2siadnscorp03.walgreens.com 3.14.25 #1 SMP Wed Oct 12 17:54:45 EDT 2016 x86_64		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.5.4		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG-8000		Inbound SSLVA2		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1875		WirelessAccessPoint		Cisco Aironet 1530 Series (IEEE 802.11n) Access Point		AP1530		Cisco IOS Software C1530 Software (ap1g3-K9W7-M) Version 15.2(4)JB6 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 22-Aug-14 11:03 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.165		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		X6-4		Connectrix ED-DCX6-4B		IP-9.5.0		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.12.1.2		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6450-P10		Alcatel-Lucent OS6450-P10 6.7.1.76.R04 GA October 18 2016.		IP-9.5.0		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.12.1.5		Switch		ALCATEL		OS6450-24		Alcatel-Lucent OS6450-24 6.6.5.63.R02 GA December 16 2014.		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2131		Switch		CISCO		3560CX-8XPD-S		Cisco IOS Software C3560CX Software (C3560CX-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(3)E3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 13-Jan-16 23:08 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1758		Switch		CISCO		N3K-C31108PC-V		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I5.1.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I5(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 10/29/2016 8:00:00		IP-9.5.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.39		Switch		CIENA		LE-327		LightningEdge (tm) LE-327 Access Concentrator		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.22420.1.1		Router		ACCEDIAN		AMN-1000-TE-R		AMN-1000-TE-R		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P				  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.3.20		Firewall		FORTINET		FAZVM64		cw-new-mgt-analyser01		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.252.5.1		Firewall		JUNIPER		SA4500		Juniper NetworksIncSA-45008.0R9 (build 34269)		IP-9.5.0/IP-8.1.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.31		Firewall		PAN		PA7000		Palo Alto Networks PA-7000 series firewall		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.83		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-5200		11.4.1		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.3				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.71		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-5050		11.6.1		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12383.3.1.1		Host		GEMALTO		Gemalto-HSM		Linux psn-hsm-dev1 2.6.18-164.el5 #1 SMP Thu Sep 3 03:33:56 EDT 2009 i686		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.4.2		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.22		Switch		DELL		S4048-ON		Dell Networking OS\X0D\X0AOperating System Version: 2.0\X0D\X0AApplication Software Version: 9.11(0.0)\X0D\X0ASeries: S4048-ON\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2016 by Dell Inc. All Rights Reserved.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Fri Dec 2 16:57:53 2016		IP-9.5.0		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2191		Switch		CISCO		WS-C2960CX-8PC-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960CX Software (C2960CX-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)E2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 27-Jun-16 09:16 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2135		Switch		CISCO		3560CX-8TC-S		Cisco IOS Software C3560CX Software (C3560CX-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(3)E3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 13-Jan-16 23:08 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.498.24.1		Switch		GDC		SpectraComm-9-Port-Etherswitch		SpectraComm 9 Port Etherswitch		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1660		FibreChannelSwitch		CISCO		MDS-9396S		Cisco NX-OS(tm) m9300 Software (m9300-s1ek9-mz) Version 6.2(13) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 8/31/2015 13:00:00		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1621		Router		CISCO		C898EA-ISR		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.5(3)M RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 22-Jul-15 23:59 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2396		Router		CISCO		CISCO-4221-ISR		Cisco IOS Software [Denali] ISR Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Experimental Version 16.4.20160730:002508 [polaris_dev-BLD-BLD_POLARIS_DEV_LATEST_20160730_003928 129]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 29-Jul-16 22:		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1166		Router		CISCO		ASR1013		Cisco IOS Software ASR1000 Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-ADVENTERPRISEK9-M) Version 15.5(3)S4b CUST-SPECIAL:V155_3_S4B_BT_2\X0D\X0AThis software is supported for a limited time under special agreement with Cisco Systems Inc. BT_2\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by C		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.1000		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP3900		3.1.1		IP-9.5.0/IP-7.0.3 24				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5468.1.13		Switch		ACTELIS		ML230		Actelis Networks Inc. ML230 SW version 7.25-903A00060		IP-9.5.0				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.28		Switch		DELL		S6100		Dell Networking OS\X0D\X0AOperating System Version: 2.0\X0D\X0AApplication Software Version: 9.11(0.0P4)\X0D\X0ASeries: S6100-ON\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2017 by Dell Inc. All Rights Reserved.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Wed Feb 8 07:08:56 2017		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5468.1.5		Switch		ACTELIS		ML130		Actelis Networks Inc. ML130 SW version 6.10-903A00021		IP-9.5.0				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5812.2000		Switch		CERAGON		IP-20C		Base Station		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.841.2.21		WirelessAccessPoint		PROXIM		mp-8100		System Description		IP-9.5.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.39		WirelessController		ARUBA		Aruba7005-US		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba7005-US) Version 6.4.3.6 (52927)		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.177.11.5.2		MediaGateway		SHOUT		900AB		VX version 4.7v127 Chassis Type: SHOUTIP 900AB \X0D\X0A 1 Processor(s) \X0D\X0A Intel Pentium 4/Mobile P4/Xeon/Xeon-MP/Celeron/Mobile Celeron (		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.38819.1.5.10.4.740.100		ConvergedInfrastructureManager		DELL		VBlock		The VCE Company Foundation Management Vblock (TM) Monitor 3.5.2.0 Copyright (c) 2012 The VCE Company LLC; All Rights Reserved		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1288		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-3140		NetVanta 3140 Version: R11.10.1 Date: Tue Jan 26 17:20:20 CST 2016		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.177.15.1.1.2		Host		SONUS		SBC-1000		Dubai CTO Gateway		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43806		Host		SHAPESECURITY		ShapeShifter-3100		ShapeShifter 3100 Appliance		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3132.12.2.1		Host		NETKIT		Nevada		NEVADA-BTS-P-050626-120208A		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.136		Router		RAD		IP-mux24		TDMoIP Gateway: Boot: 1.30 Hw: 0.1 Sw: 1.60		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.21		Router		H3C		H3C-A6600		HPE Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20.106Release 3303P27\X0D\X0AHPE A6604 Router\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2016 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP\X0D\X0A		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.82		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		F5-4200V		11.5.4		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.4		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.13.3.10		LoadBalancer		RADWARE		Alteon-NG-5208		Alteon Application Switch 5208		IP-9.5.0		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.166		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		X6-8		Connectrix ED-DCX6-8B		IP-9.5.0		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1839		Switch		CISCO		N9K-C9232C		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I4.6.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I4(6) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 3/9/2017 21:00:00		IP-9.5.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.71		Switch		CIENA		LE-310 Access Concentrator		LightningEdge (tm) LE-310 Access Concentrator		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1824		Switch		CISCO		N9K-C93108TC-EX		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I4.2.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I4(2) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 7/21/2016 7:00:00		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.270		Switch		HUAWEI		S5720-EI series Ethernet switches		S5720-36C-EI-28S-AC \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.160 (S5720 V200R009C00SPC500) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2007 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1397.2.27		Switch		TELLABS		8605 Access Switch		Tellabs 8605 Access Switch		IP-9.5.0		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.34		Switch		CIENA		LE-42H Access Portal		LightningEdge (tm) LE-42H Access Portal		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7150.3282.24.2745.761		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7150S-24-CL-SSD		Arista Networks EOS version 4.10.0-7150 running on an Arista Networks DCS-7150S-24-CL-SSD		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.23		Switch		DELL		S3048-ON		Dell Networking OS\X0D\X0AOperating System Version: 2.0\X0D\X0AApplication Software Version: 9.10(0.1)\X0D\X0ASeries: S3048-ON\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2016 by Dell Inc. All Rights Reserved.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Wed May 11 23:07:56 2016		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1697		Switch		CISCO		N3K-C3232C		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I5.1.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I5(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 10/29/2016 8:00:00		IP-9.5.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5468.1.4		Switch		ACTELIS		ML628		Actelis Networks Inc. ML628 SW version 5.20-501V060540		IP-9.5.0				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.177.15.1.1.1		Host		SONUS		SBC-2000		SonusUCMS2		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.73.2		Host		AVAYA		Avaya Aura(R) Communication Manager VE		Avaya Aura(R) Communication Manager VE		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2140		Host		CISCO		SNS-3415-K9		Cisco Identity Services Engine		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.2.82		WirelessAccessPoint		ARUBANETWORKS		IAP-315		ArubaOS (MODEL: 315) Version 6.5.2.0-6.5.2.0		IP-9.5.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.32		Switch		CIENA		LE-46 Access Portal		LightningEdge (tm) LE-46 Access Portal		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.8.5.5		Switch		HP		JL256A 2930F-48G-PoE+4SFP+		Aruba 2930F VSF VC revision WC.16.03.0004 ROM WC.16.01.0003 (/ws/swbuildm/rel_tacoma_qaoff/code/build/lvm(swbuildm_rel_tacoma_qaoff_rel_tacoma))		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1175		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-5596-T		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n5000 Software (n5000-uk9) Version 6.0(2)N1(2) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 6.0(2)N1(1) Compiled 3/14/2013 1:00:00		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.4.1		Switch		DELL		Force10-MXL		Dell Networking OS\X0D\X0AOperating System Version: 2.0\X0D\X0AApplication Software Version: 9.8(0.0)\X0D\X0ASeries: MXL-10/40GbE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2015 by Dell Inc. All Rights Reserved.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Fri May 15 00:25:50 2015		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.292		Switch		HUAWEI		S5320-56C		S5320-56C-PWR-EI-AC \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.160 (S5320 V200R008C00SPC500) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2007 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.63		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-VIPRION		11.6.0		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.4.1				 D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.97		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-7255		11.5.4		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1414		Router		ADTRAN		NetVanta-6410		NetVanta 3140 Version: R11.10.1 Date: Tue Jan 26 17:20:20 CST 2016		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.63		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Linux fwnewleg01		Linux fwnewleg01 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Sun Apr 10 16:06:24 IDT 2016 x86_64		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.42359.1.2.2		Host		VERSA		Versa-110		Versa Appliance		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10892.2		Host		DELL		M1000E		This system component provides a complete set of remote management functions for modular servers		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.36		Switch		CIENA		LE-407		LightningEdge (tm) LE-407 Access Distributor		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.133		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		DS-6520B		DS-6520B		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.2		Switch		CIENA		LE-22		LE-22LE-OS3.603.06.15.0002		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.612		Switch		CISCO		N7K-C7010		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n7000 Software (n7000-s1-dk9) Version 6.2(16) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 1/27/2016 9:00:00		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1666		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-N3K-C3548P-10GX		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3500 Software (n3500-uk9) Version 6.0(2)A6(8) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 7/1/2016 4:00:00		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1743		Switch		CISCO		N3K-C3264Q		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I5.1.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I5(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 10/29/2016 8:00:00		IP-9.5.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.283		Switch		CISCO		IOS 6509		Cisco IOS Software s72033_rp Software (s72033_rp-ADVIPSERVICESK9_WAN-M) Version 12.2(33)SXI7 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 18-Jul-11 05:49 by pr		IP-9.5.0/IP-7.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5468.1.7		Switch		ACTELIS		ML2300		Actelis Networks Inc. ML2300 SW version 7.25-903A00060		IP-9.5.0				 D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.99		Router		JUNIPER		MX2010		Juniper Networks Inc. mx2010 internet router kernel JUNOS 15.1X24 Build date: 2016-08-16 23:00:17 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2016 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1770		Router		CISCO		VG320		Cisco IOS Software VG3X0 Software (VG3X0-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.4(3)M3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 05-Jun-15 17:29 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2400		Router		CISCO		NCS-5501		Cisco IOS XR Software (NCS-5500) Version 6.1.1\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1707		Router		CISCO		4451-X		Cisco IOS Software ISR Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.4(3)S4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 05-Oct-15 11:24 by mcpre		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.10004		Firewall		FORTINET		FMG-1000-D		Edge Central FortiGuard - Des Moines		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.24		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP-3900		11.5.4		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.1		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.95		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-Vpr-C2200		11.5.4		IP-9.5.0		D F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.136		Router		JUNIPER		srx345		Juniper Networks Inc. srx345 internet router kernel JUNOS 15.1X49-D50.3 Build date: 2016-05-28 20:40:15 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2016 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6983.1.10.20		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		UTM-1 Edge N		Check Point Embedded		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5595.250.10		Host		GEMALTO		Gemalto-SafeNet-K460		Ingrian NAE OS		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2382		Router		CISCO		Cisco-819-4G		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.6(2)T1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 08-Jul-16 08:19 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3132.550		Router		NETKIT		ACP-550		ACP550-STD		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.4.2		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.37		Switch		CIENA		LE-427 Direct Access		LightningEdge (tm) LE-427 Access Distributor		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1759		Switch		CISCO		N3K-C31108TC-V		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I5.1.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I5(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 10/29/2016 8:00:00		IP-9.5.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.3.3.1.164		Switch		BROCADE		VDX-Switch-6940		v6.0.2d		IP-9.5.0				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5003.8.1.1.83		MediaGateway		AUDIOCODES		SW 9000 SBC		Product: SW 9000 SBC;SW Version: 7.00A.095.004		IP-9.5.0				 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.16.1.4		Host		AVOCENT		Cyclades-ACS6004		Cyclades ACS 6000		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2139		Host		CISCO		SNS-3495-K9		Cisco Identity Services Engine		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11829.2.3.24		Host		CORVILPROBE		CMC2		Corvil Management Center software: Version 9.1 (9.1.0.10919-GA.149006-64bit Wed 10 Aug 2016)		IP-9.5.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.29		Switch		DELL		S6010		Dell Networking OS\X0D\X0AOperating System Version: 2.0\X0D\X0AApplication Software Version: 9.10(0.1)\X0D\X0ASeries: S6010-ON\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2016 by Dell Inc. All Rights Reserved.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Wed May 11 23:07:56 2016		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.97		Router		JUNIPER		MX104		Juniper Networks Inc. mx104 internet router kernel JUNOS 13.3R7.4 Build date: 2015-08-09 11:29:41 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2015 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.5.0		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1042		Router		CISCO		C3900		Cisco IOS Software C3900 Software (C3900-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 23-Feb-11 18:29 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.0/IP-8.1.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1351		Router		ADTRAN		TA5004		TA5004		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.89		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		F5-Viprion-10200s		11.5.4		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1166		Switch		ADTRAN		NetVanta-1535P		NetVanta 1535P Version: R10.9.1 Date: Thu Oct 10 22:34:45 2013		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.30		Switch		DELL		S4048T		Dell Networking OS\X0D\X0AOperating System Version: 2.0\X0D\X0AApplication Software Version: 9.10(0.1)\X0D\X0ASeries: S4048T-ON\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2016 by Dell Inc. All Rights Reserved.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Wed May 11 23:07:56 2016		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.151		Switch		HP		HP-J9803A-1810-24G		HP 1810-24G PL.2.04 eCos-3.0 1_12_8-customized-h		IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1199		Firewall		CISCO		Cisco-ASA5585-SSP-20SC		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.4(3)11		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.2.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11829.2.3.28		Host		CORVILPROBE		CNE7450		Corvil CNE Appliance software: Version 9.1 (9.1.0.10919-GA.149006-64bit Wed 10 Aug 2016)		IP-9.5.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2265		Host		CISCO		SNS-3515K9		Cisco Identity Services Engine		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.38819.1.5.10.3.350.400		ConvergedInfrastructureManager		DELL		VxBlock		The VCE Company Foundation Management Vblock (TM) Monitor 3.5.2.0 Copyright (c) 2012 The VCE Company LLC; All Rights Reserved		IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1812		Switch		CISCO		N9K-C93180YC-EX		Cisco NX-OS(tm) aci Software (aci-n9000-system) Version 12.0(2l) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 2016/11/19 07:02:07		IP-9.5.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.3.3.1.131		Switch		BROCADE		VDX-Switch-6740		v6.0.2d		IP-9.5.0/IP-9.3				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1353		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-7700		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n7700 Software (n7700-s2-dk9) Version 6.2(12) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 12/3/2014 18:00:00		IP-9.5.0				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.104		Switch		HP		HP-ProCurve-J9450A		 HP ProCurve 1810G - 24 GE P.1.17 eCos-2.0		IP-9.5.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1843		Switch		CISCO		N9K-C93180LC-EX		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I6.1.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I6(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 5/16/2017 20:00:00		IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.16.1		Switch		BROCADE		Brocade 6910		BR6910		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P				 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.82		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		F5-4200V		11.5.4		IP-9.5.1.0/IP-9.5.0		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.33		Firewall		PAN		PANWF-500		Palo Alto Networks WildFire Appliance		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.23		Firewall		PAN		PA-5250 series		Palo Alto Networks PA-5200 series firewall		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.524		Router		H3C		MSR920		H3C Series Router MSR920\X0D\X0AH3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2105P31\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2010 Hangzhou H3C Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2144		Router		CISCO		ASR1009X		Cisco IOS Software [Denali] ASR1000 Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_NPE_NOLI-M) Version 16.3.1a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc4)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 30-Sep-16 		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2684		Host		POLYCOM		Polycom VD		Videoconferencing Device		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.21239.5.2		Host		GEIST		PDU		Geist IMD PDU		IP-9.5.1		 D 				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.55		Router		HP		HP-A6602		HPE Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.059 Release 0306P07\X0D\X0AHPE MSR2003\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2016 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.986		Router		ADTRAN		TA5006		TA5006 19 inch domestic Mini Chassis		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.140		Switch		HP		HP-ProCurve-J9776A-2530-24G		HP J9776A 2530-24G Switch revision YA.15.10.0003 ROM YA.15.09 (/ws/swbuildm/rel_irvine_qaoff/code/build/lakes(swbuildm_rel_irvine_qaoff_rel_irvine)) (Formerly ProCurve)		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2170		WirelessController		CISCO		Cisco Controller		Cisco Controller		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.10		Host		LINUX		Net-SNMP-Agent-5.1		Linux director.splab.india 3.10.0-514.26.1.el7.x86_64 #1 SMP Tue Jun 20 01:16:02 EDT 2017 x86_64		IP-9.5.1.0/IP-9.5.0		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.14.11		Host		APC		SmartUPS2200		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v4.1.0 PF:v6.1.8 PN:apc_hw06_aos_618.bin AF1:v6.2.0 AN1:apc_hw06_unflrle_620.bin MN:0N-9582AC HR:11 SN: UCQ_000000 MD:06/15/2015) 		IP-9.5.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.172		Switch		HP		5700-24G-40XG-2QSFP+		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.045 Release 2311P05\X0D\X0AHP FF 5700-40XG-2QSFP+ Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9148.1.1.3		Switch		ACMEPACKET		Net-Net-4600-ECZ7		Acme Packet Net-Net 4600 ECZ7.3.0 MR-2 Patch 4 (Build 235)		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2429		Router		CISCO		NCS-5501		Cisco IOS XR Software (NCS-5500) Version 6.2.11.14I\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.6.122.8.11.2		Firewall		HUAWEI		Eudemon8000E-X		 HUAWEI Eudemon8000E-X8 Huawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0ASoftware Version:VRP (R) Software Version 5.160 (Eudemon8000E-X8 V500R002C00SPC300)\X0D\X0ACopyright (C) 2007-2016 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.51010		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT5101C		Fortigate_Sterling-a-10-04 IPSec		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527		Switch		ALCATEL		7302 ISAM DSLAM		ASAM		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.5.3		Host		BLUE-COAT		SSLV2800		Linux SG-KC2L3-DMZ-SSL01 3.8.0-29-generic #42~precise1-Ubuntu SMP Wed Aug 14 16:19:23 UTC 2013 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3042		Switch		DELL		PowerConnect-N4032		Dell Networking N4032 6.3.1.13 Linux 3.7.10-20383c08		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.25		Router		JUNIPER		MX480		Juniper Networks Inc. mx480 internet router kernel JUNOS 14.2R5.8 Build date: 2015-11-25 02:39:45 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2015 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.5.1/IP-7.0.3.13		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.96		Switch		CIENA		Ciena-5142		5142 Service Aggregation Switch		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.2		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1828		Switch		CISCO		Cisco WS-C3650-48TD-E		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.06.04.E RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 13-Feb		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.24		Firewall		PAN		PA-5220-series		Palo Alto Networks PA-5200 series firewall		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.105		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX5400		Hungary Lab SRX 5400 01 		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.37		Firewall		PAN		PA-850		Palo Alto Networks PA-800 series firewall		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.61		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Checkpoint-CPX		Linux LFSCLAF02a 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu May 26 12:17:44 IDT 2016 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.1		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Linux fwccorl01		Linux fwccorl01 2.6.18-22cp #1 SMP Sun Dec 21 16:51:33 IST 2008 i686		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23128.1000.3.1		Router		MCAFEE		McAfee ERC-VM12		McAfee ERC 9.6.0		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.3		Router		JUNIPER		ERX1440		Juniper Networks Inc. ERX-1440 Edge Routing Switch SW Version : (12.1.1 patch-0.7 [BuildId 15728]) Build Date : March 15 2014 23:07 Copyright (c) 1999 2001 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.177.15.1.1.2		Host		SONUS		UX1000		Model Office UX003		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.49736		Host		CISCO		831		CISCO-831		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1420		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5515-X		Cisco NX-OS(tm) m9700 Software (m9700-sf3ek9-mz) Version 6.2(9a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 8/20/2014 11:00:00		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.55		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		13800		Linux AMPIMSCLAFCP01 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Mon Nov 9 09:22:27 IST 2015 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1277		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoASASm1		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.4(3)4		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2102		Router		CISCO		ASR920-24SZM		Cisco IOS Software ASR920 Software (PPC_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_NPE-M) Version 15.5(3)S1a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 04-Nov-15 14:37 by mcpre		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2264		Router		CISCO		IOS-XRv 9000		Cisco IOS XR Software (IOS-XRv 9000) Version 6.1.2\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23128.1000.1.1		Router		MCAFEE		McAfee ETM-VM12		McAfee ETM 9.6.0		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23128.1000.7.1		Router		MCAFEE		McAfee ELM-VM12		McAfee ELM 9.6.0		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.10		Router		VIPTELA		vEdge-100m-VZ		16.3.0		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.129		Router		JUNIPER		vSRX		Juniper Networks Inc. vsrx internet router kernel JUNOS 15.1X49-D30.3 Build date: 2015-12-17 04:37:51 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2015 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.99		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-10255		11.5.4		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.20		Switch		HP		HP-ProCurve-J4850A-5304XL		HP J4850A ProCurve Switch 5304XL revision E.08.50 ROM E.05.04 (/sw/code/build/alpmo(m04))		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.229		Switch		HP		5930-2Slot+2QSFP+		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.045 Release 2418P06\X0D\X0AHP FF 5930-2Slot+2QSFP+Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2015 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1454		Switch		CISCO		UCS6324		Cisco NX-OS(tm) ucs Software (ucs-mini-k9-system) Version 5.0(3)N2(3.12b) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 9/13/2016 23:00:00		IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.18070.2.2		Switch		FUJITSU		Flashwave-7120		Fujitsu;FLASHWAVE_7120;FLASHWAVE_7120_STD_SHELF;12.1.0 C011		IP-9.5.1				 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1675		Switch		CISCO		SBI-MUM-N93120-CL3-C2-RB		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I2.2b.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I2(2b) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 2/28/2016 19:00:00		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.167		Switch		HUAWEI		S5710-28C-EI		S5710-28C-EI \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.130 (S5710 V200R003C00SPC300) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2007 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-9.5.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1284		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1248V-4thGen-GigE-VDSL2		TA1248V 4th Gen GigE Fed 48 port VDSL2 Host Dslam		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2076		Switch		ALCATEL		7302 ISAM DSLAM		SNMPV2		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.174.3		Switch		ARUBA		3810M 24G PoE+ 1-slot (JL073A)		Aruba JL073A 3810M-24G-PoE+-1-slot Switch revision KB.16.03.0004 ROM KB.16.01.0008 (/ws/swbuildm/rel_tacoma_qaoff/code/build/bom(swbuildm_rel_tacoma_qaoff_rel_tacoma))		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.87		Switch		HP		HP-ProCurve-J9147A		ProCurve J9147A 2910al-48G Switch revision W.14.38 ROM W.14.04 (/sw/code/build/sbm(t4a))		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1268		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148V-VDSL2		1148VX VDSL2 HOST DSLAM 48p vectoring		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2179		Host		CISCO		UCS-C240-M4SNEBS		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(Cisco IMC) [UCS C240 M4SNEBS\X0A] Firmware Version 3.0(3a) Copyright (c) 2008-2016 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		  D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.270		Switch		HP		HP5940		HPE Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.070 Release 2510P01\X0D\X0AHPE FF 5940 4-slot Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2017 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP		IP-9.5.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.10		Switch		HP		HP-ProCurve-J4122A-2400M		HP J4122A ProCurve Switch 2400M revision C.09.28 ROM C.05.02 (/sw/code/build/vgro(c09))		IP-9.5.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7280.3735.48.2878.6		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7280SR-48C6		Arista Networks EOS version 4.17.2F running on an Arista Networks DCS-7280SR-48C6		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1123		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1248A		TA1248A 1179652Gx Total Access IP DSLAM System		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.688		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1248		Adtran TA1248		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2114		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5506-X		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.6(1)		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.118.1.30006		Firewall		FORTINET		FortiSandbox3000E		Pre-Prod FortiSandbox		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1762		Router		CISCO		ASR9904		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco ASR9K Series) Version 5.3.4[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2432		Router		CISCO		NCS-5501		Cisco IOS XR Software (NCS-5500) Version 6.3.1\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.168.1.100		Router		RADWARE		RA1000		Rebasoft RA1000		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.21343.3.2.17		Host		DELL		PowerEdge R330		Linux slons02.hedani.net 2.6.32-573.3.1.el6.x86_64 #1 SMP Fri Aug 14 12:43:54 CEST 2015 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12325.1.1.2.1.1		Host		ISILON		Isilon-OneFS-X410		NYBOENAS1-3 453302650 Isilon OneFS v8.0.0.4		IP-9.5.1/IP-7.0.3.15		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1389		Switch		CISCO		Nexus-3172TQ		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3000 Software (n3000-uk9) Version 6.0(2)U6(6) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 2/16/2016 1:00:00		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.1958.72.2512		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7050TX-72Q		Arista Networks EOS version 4.16.7M running on an Arista Networks DCS-7050TX-72Q		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1539		Switch		CISCO		N5K-C5696Q		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n6000 Software (n6000-uk9) Version 7.1(4)N1(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 6.0(2)N1(1)Compiled 9/2/2016 10:00:00		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7504.1359		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7504N		Arista Networks EOS version 4.17.2F running on an Arista Networks DCS-7504N		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2331		Switch		CISCO		IE1000 managed Industrial switch		IE1000 Industrial Ethernet Switch ie1000-universalk9 version 1.3#2016-07-21T20:19:37+00:00 (firmware IE1000 Version saturn-1.0.2)		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.37		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CheckPoint-Secure		Linux CC0-moB4afw01 2.6.18-92cp #1 SMP Wed Feb 10 16:38:19 IST 2016 i686		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.53		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CheckPoint-Smart-1-3050		Linux cobld03fwlog 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Wed Apr 8 18:11:54 IDT 2015 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.1.3.6		Router		ALCATEL		Alcatel-7750-SR-c12		TiMOS-B-11.0.R12 both/hops ALCATEL SR 7750 Copyright (c) 2000-2014 Alcatel-Lucent.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Mon Sep 8 14:14:56 PDT 2014 by builder in /rel11.0/b1/R12/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.5.1		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.1.523		Router		H3C		MSR900		H3C Series Router MSR900\X0D\X0AH3C Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2318\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2004-2013 Hangzhou H3C Technologies Co. Ltd.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.25		LoadBalancer		F5		BigIP-LTM		11.5.4		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.5.2		Host		BLUE-COAT		SSLV 1800-C		Bluecoat SSL Visibility		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2309		Router		CISCO		C819-GNCF		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.6(1)T0a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 03-Dec-15 14:44 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.62		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CheckPoint Appliance 23800		Linux m4nxchfwm1h1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu Oct 20 15:48:28 IDT 2016 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.134		Router		JUNIPER		SRX320-1		Juniper Networks Inc. srx320 internet router kernel JUNOS 15.1X49-D50.3 Build date: 2016-05-28 20:40:15 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2016 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.50013		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT5001B		Fortigate_Cermack-03-05		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1744		Switch		CISCO		N9K-C92160YC-X		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I5.1.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I5(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 10/29/2016 8:00:00		IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7280.3735.2.3648.48.1654.6		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7280SR2A-48YC6		Arista Networks EOS version 4.18.1F running on an Arista Networks DCS-7280SR2A-48YC6		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.40		WirelessController		ARUBA		Aruba7010-US		ArubaOS (MODEL: Aruba7010-US) Version 6.4.3.8 (54879)		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.2.42.1.1.0		Host		AVAYA		DEWIL1MAS107		Hardware: x86 Family 6 Model 44 Stepping 2 AT/AT COMPATIBLE - Software: Windows Version 5.2 (Build 3790 Multiprocessor Free)		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.103		Switch		HP		HP-ProCurve-J9449A		 HP ProCurve 1810G - 8 GE P.1.6 eCos-2.0		IP-9.5.1				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.42		Switch		HP		HP-ProCurve-J4905A		ProCurve J4905A Switch 3400cl-24G revision M.10.20 ROM I.08.12 (/sw/code/build/makf(mkfs))		IP-9.5.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.49		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		x3550M3		Linux nzx-wlg-nz-hafw1 2.6.18-92cp #1 SMP Thu May 26 11:31:35 IDT 2016 i686		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.3741.72.2512		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7050SX-72Q		Arista Networks EOS version 4.16.7M running on an Arista Networks DCS-7050SX-72Q		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23128.1000.11.1		Router		MCAFEE		McAfee ACE-VM32		McAfee ACE 9.6.0		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.256.2.1		Router		PULSESECURE		PSA-3000		Pulse Secure LLCPulse Connect SecurePSA-30008.2R7.1 (build 54857)		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2171		WirelessController		CISCO		AIR-CT8540-K9		Cisco Controller		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1005		Switch		ADTRAN		NV 838		ADTRAN NetVanta838		IP-9.5.1				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2141		Router		CISCO		cBR-8		Cisco IOS Software [Everest] cBR Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Experimental Version 16.5.20170130:063705 [v165_throttle-maniagar 105]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 30-Jan-17 01:31 by maniagar		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1420		Firewall		CISCO		ASA5515		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.3(3)10		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1726		Switch		CISCO		NEXUS 3132Q-XL		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3000 Software (n3000-uk9) Version 6.0(2)U6(5c) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 4/6/2016 22:00:00		IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.78		Switch		HP-H3C		5920AF-24XG		HP Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.045 Release 2416\X0D\X0AHP 5920AF-24XG Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.4795		Probe		NETSCOUT		4795H		Infinistream Model 4795H - CDM 5.5.2 (Build 449)		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.39005		Host		FORTINET		FortiManager-3900E		Sterling_FortiManager		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.1.2		Host		Compaq		ProLiant DL385 G6   		Hardware: AMD64 Family 16 Model 8 Stepping 0 AT/AT COMPATIBLE - Software: Windows Version 6.1 (Build 7601 Multiprocessor Free)		IP-9.5.1/IP-7.0.3.17		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1853		Router		CISCO		CiscoC886VaK9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.3(3)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 24-Sep-14 08:39 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2155		Router		CISCO		Cisco-ASR9204SZD		Cisco IOS Software ASR920 Software (PPC_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_NPE-M) Version 15.5(3)S1a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 04-Nov-15 14:37 by mcpre		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.70		Switch		CIENA		WwpLe311v		LightningEdge (tm) LE-311v Access Concentrator		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.78.2		Switch		AVAYA		Sreg-ERS-4850GTS-PWR-PLUS		Ethernet Routing Switch 4850GTS-PWR+ HW:04 FW:5.6.4.1 SW:v5.6.6.016 BN:16 (c) Avaya Networks		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1519		Switch		CISCO		CevChassisVSGateway		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nexus Software (nexus-1000v) Version 5.2(1)VSG2(1.4) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version nms.sro not found Compiled 11/17/2015 22:00:00		IP-9.5.1				 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2093		Router		CISCO		CiscoISR4321		Cisco IOS Software ISR Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.5(3)S4b RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 17-Oct-16 20:23 by mcpre		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1271.1.2.7		Switch		CIENA		CN8700		8700 4-slot Packetwave Platform		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P				  D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.637.61.1		Switch		ALCATEL		7302 ISAM DSLAM		ASAM		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.7.2		Switch		LUCENT		Stinger-23-ls		Lucent Stinger-LS/RT-23 : main S/N: 1829360316 Maintenance Release 9.12.1M03 Software version 9.12-279.2		IP-9.5.1		D P F		 D 		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 		 D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.3.6		Switch		CALIX		E3-48		E3-48		IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F				 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3065		Switch		DELL		N1548		Dell Networking N1548 6.2.6.6 Linux 3.6.5		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1117		Host		CISCO		CiscoSecureAccessControlSystem		Cisco Secure Access Control System 5.5		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.996		Host		CISCO		CiscoCe674		Application and Content Networking System Software Hardware Version: ce674-5.5.37.2 Application and Content Networking System Software Software Release 5.5.37 (build b2 Oct 29 2014)		IP-9.5.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2403		Router		CISCO		CiscoIR829		Cisco IOS Software ir800 Software (ir800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.6(3)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 29-Mar-17 20:43 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.848		Router		CISCO		Cisco887G		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(2)T1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 11-Aug-10 18:20 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.3.1		Switch		CALIX		E5-110		E5-110		IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7280.1347.48.2878.6		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7280SRA-48C6		Arista Networks EOS version 4.19.0F-5901040.belfastrel (engineering build) running on an Arista Networks DCS-7280SRA-48C6		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1753		Switch		CISCO		CiscoWsC2960P48PstS		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITEK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SE6 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 09-Apr-14 03:40 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.3.2		Switch		CALIX		E5-111		E5-111		IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.497		Router		CISCO		Cisco831		Cisco IOS Software C831 Software (C831-K9O3SY6-M) Version 12.4(13b) RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 25-Apr-07 05:46 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1/IP-7.0.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.256.3.1		Firewall		JUNIPER		Juniper-IVE-PSA5000		Pulse Secure LLCPulse Connect SecurePSA-50008.2R5 (build 49363)		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.64		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Checkpoint 15600		Linux gate1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Sun Dec 18 14:56:16 IST 2016 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.3.3		Switch		CALIX		E5-120		E5-120		IP-9.5.1				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.2.5.4		Switch		CALIX		e7-20		E7-20		IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36418.2.2009		Host		QWILT		QwiltDellR730NEBSd16d25		Qwilt QwOS Software QB series software version 5.6.1.0-100165\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2015 by Qwilt Inc		IP-9.5.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.26.1.1		Host		AVOCENT		ACS8048		Avocent ACS 8000		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7160.48.1981.6		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7160-48TC6		Arista Networks EOS version 4.19.0F-5946987.berlinrel (engineering build) running on an Arista Networks DCS-7160-48TC6		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2134		Switch		CISCO		CatwsC3560CX12pcS		Cisco IOS Software C3560CX Software (C3560CX-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)E1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 28-Jan-16 16:14 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.33		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		Bigip3410		10.2.4		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.68		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Checkpoint-5600		Linux pawyn21fw1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Sun Dec 18 14:56:16 IST 2016 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2050		Router		CISCO		C819G-4G-NA-K9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.5(3)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 07-Feb-16 03:15 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2060		Router		CISCO		C819G-4G-VZ-K9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.5(3)M4a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 06-Oct-16 14:23 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.1.15.1		Router		ALCATEL		TmnxModel7950XRS20Reg		TiMOS-C-14.0.R11 cpm/hops64 Nokia 7950 XRS Copyright (c) 2000-2017 Nokia.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Wed Aug 30 12:08:17 PDT 2017 by builder in /rel14.0/b1/R11/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.11		Router		VIPTELA		vedge100BAC		16.2.11		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1040		Router		CISCO		Cisco887Vdsl2		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 12.4(22)YB1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2009 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 19-Mar-09 02:09 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1/IP-7.0.3.20		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2157		Router		CISCO		Cisco-ASR92012CZA		Cisco IOS Software ASR920 Software (PPC_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_NPE-M) Version 15.5(3)S RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc6)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 26-Jul-15 10:01 by mcpre		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.3.5		Switch		CALIX		E3-12C		E3-12C		IP-9.5.1				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F				 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6352		Switch		CIENA		CNX-5		Catena Networks CNX-5		IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2494		Switch		CISCO		C9300-48U		Cisco IOS Software [Everest] Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT9K_IOSXE) Version 16.6.1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 22-Jul-17 05:51 by mcpre		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10418.26.1.4		Host		AVOCENT		ACS8008		Avocent ACS 8000		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.982		Host		CISCO		CiscoCe7341		Application and Content Networking System Software Hardware Version: ce7341-5.5.37.2 Application and Content Networking System Software Software Release 5.5.37 (build b2 Oct 29 2014)		IP-9.5.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.3		Host		SUN-SOLARIS		NET-SNMP SOLARIS		SunOS uaafsyy001p 5.10 Generic_150400-15 sun4v		IP-9.5.1/IP-7.0.3		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.637.69.2.1.1.64		Switch		ALCATEL		Alcatel-7670-ESE		Alcatel 7670 ESE Generic A21715-H0-31 90-8396-13-00-A SN:41050101140		IP-9.5.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.231		Switch		HP-HH3C		HpFF59304Slot		HPE Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.045 Release 2422P02\X0D\X0AHPE FF 5930-4Slot Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2016 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 				 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.63		Switch		JUNIPER		EX4300		Juniper Networks Inc. ex4300-48p Ethernet Switch kernel JUNOS 14.1X53-D40.8 Build date: 2016-11-09 05:38:29 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2016 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.2.5.2		Switch		CALIX		E5-400		E5-400		IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1625		Switch		CISCO		CevChassisN9KC9332PQ		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I2.2e.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I2(2e) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 6/19/2016 1:00:00		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7160.32.2726		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7160-32CQ		Arista Networks EOS version 4.18.3F-5904515.bedfordC2rel (engineering build) running on an Arista Networks DCS-7160-32CQ		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7280.312.48.2878.6		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7280TRA-48C6		Arista Networks EOS version 4.19.0F-4507897.eostrunk (engineering build) running on an Arista Networks DCS-7280TRA-48C6		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.3095.32.3282		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7050QX-32S		Arista Networks EOS version 4.17.2F running on an Arista Networks DCS-7050QX-32S		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1416		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148GeVXP6		1148VXP		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1399		Router		CISCO		Cisco881G7K9		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)M4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 20-Jun-13 16:47 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7512.1359		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7512N		Arista Networks EOS version 4.19.0F-EFT4 running on an Arista Networks DCS-7512N		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7160.48.1654.6		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7160-48YC6		Arista Networks EOS version 4.19.0F-EFT5 running on an Arista Networks DCS-7160-48YC6		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.3.4		Switch		CALIX		E5-121		E5-121		IP-9.5.1				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.2.5.5		Switch		CALIX		E3-48R2		E3-48R2		IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.20095.1.2		Switch		AKTINO		AktinoAK4000		AK410C: CO Ethernet line card 25 Mbps at CSA 45 Mbps max line powering		IP-9.5.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1750		Switch		CISCO		CiscoWsC2960P24LcL		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SE8 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 14-May-15 02:39 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.847		Router		CISCO		Cisco887		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(1)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2010 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 11-Mar-10 04:21 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1/IP-8.1.1.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.842		Router		CISCO		Cisco886		Cisco IOS Software C880 Software (C880DATA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.1(3)T3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 15-Dec-11 02:41 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1856		Router		CISCO		CiscoC887VaMK9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.3(3)M6 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 04-Aug-15 05:50 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		 D 				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2159		Router		CISCO		Cisco-ASR9204SZA		Cisco IOS Software ASR920 Software (PPC_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_NPE-M) Version 15.5(3)S1a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 04-Nov-15 14:37 by mcpre		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.1		Router		HP		A-MSR900		HP Series Router A-MSR900\X0D\X0AHP Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20 Release 2315\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2158		Router		CISCO		Cisco-ASR92012CZD		Cisco IOS Software ASR920 Software (PPC_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_NPE-M) Version 15.5(3)S1a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 04-Nov-15 14:37 by mcpre		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1408		Firewall		CISCO		CiscoASA5525		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.2(2)4		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.108		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-I5600		12.1.2		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		 D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5951.6		LoadBalancer		CITRIX		SDXRoot		FreeBSD nssdx-mgmt 8.4-NETSCALER-11.1 FreeBSD 8.4-NETSCALER-11.1 #1: Tue Jan 31 02:03:08 PST 2017 root@sjcdbldbsd8405.eng.citrite.net:/usr/obj/usr/home/build/rs_111_51_11_RTM/usr.src/sys/NSSVM amd64		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9795		Probe		NETSCOUT		9795G		Infinistream Model 9795G - CDM 5.5.2 (Build 449)		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.45.103.8		MediaGateway		AVAYA		G450		Avaya Inc. G450 Media Gateway SW Version 37.42.0		IP-9.5.1/IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1824		Switch		CISCO		CiscoC365048TS		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.06.04.E RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 13-Feb		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1507		Switch		CISCO		CevChassisN9Kc9504		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I2.2e.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I2(2e) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 6/19/2016 1:00:00		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1767		Switch		CISCO		Cat385024U		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.07.02E RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 21-Jul-		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.20095.1.255		Switch		AKTINO		AK525CUP		AK525CUP:CO Ethernet Unit 25 Mbps at CSA 45 Mbps max line powering		IP-9.5.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1745		Switch		CISCO		Cat38xxstack		Cisco IOS Software [Denali] Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 16.3.3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 28-Feb-17 05:13 b		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1291		Switch		CISCO		CevChassisNexus1110X		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nexus Software (nexus-1010) Version 5.2(1)SP1(7.3b) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version nms.sro not found Compiled 11/10/2016 16:00:00		IP-9.5.1				 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1857		Router		CISCO		C888K9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.4(3)M3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 05-Jun-15 16:04 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.1.18.3		Router		ALCATEL		NUAGE-VSC		TiMOS-DC-C-4.0.11-387 cpm/i386 NUAGE VSC Copyright (c) 2000-2017 Nokia.\X0D\X0AAll rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.\X0D\X0ABuilt on Wed Oct 18 12:02:13 PDT 2017 [56a54c] by builder in /rel4.0-DC/release/panos/main\X0D\X0A		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.105		Firewall		FORTINET		FortiMail-3000D		stn-mtpe-01-03-p		IP-9.5.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.48		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		2200T-IPS		2200T (IPS)		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.4595		Probe		NETSCOUT		4595D		Infinistream Model 4595D - CDM 5.5.2 (Build 449)		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.4.1		Switch		DELL		Force10-MXL		Dell Networking OS\X0D\X0AOperating System Version: 2.0\X0D\X0AApplication Software Version: 9.8(0.0)\X0D\X0ASeries: MXL-10/40GbE\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2015 by Dell Inc. All Rights Reserved.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Fri May 15 00:25:50 2015		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1005		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst296048TTS		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITEK9-M) Version 12.2(46)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Aug-08 15:59 by nachen		IP-9.5.1/IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.17163.1.52		Host		RIVERBED		Steelfusion		Linux amnesiac 2.6.32 #1 SMP Mon Jun 13 13:15:03 PDT 2016 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25049.1.12		TerminalServer		OPENGEAR		OgCM7196		Linux OGConsole1-Lab 3.10.0-uc0 #1 SMP Mon Jul 24 12:26:22 EST 2017 armv7l		IP-9.5.1		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1006		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst29608TCS		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITEK9-M) Version 12.2(46)SE RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2008 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 21-Aug-08 15:59 by nachen		IP-9.5.1/IP-8.1.1.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1754		Switch		CISCO		CiscoWsC2960P24PcS		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANLITEK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SE8 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 14-May-15 02:39 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1703		Switch		CISCO		CatWsC2960x48tsLL		Cisco IOS Software C2960X Software (C2960X-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.0(2)EX5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 21-Feb-14 05:54 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.45		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		6200NX		TippingPoint IPS		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				  D 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2313		Firewall		CISCO		CiscoFpr4110SM12		Cisco FirePOWER Threat Defense Version 6.2.0.2 (Build 51) ASA Version 9.7(1)10		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1861		Router		CISCO		CiscoASR1001X		Cisco IOS Software ASR1000 Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.5(3)S5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 19-Jan-17 09:17 by mcpre		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7124.3741.761		Switch		ARISTA		AristaDCS7124SXSSD		Arista Networks EOS version 4.12.6 running on an Arista Networks DCS-7124SX-SSD		IP-9.5.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.20095.1.6		Switch		AKTINO		AK400R		AK400R : RT Ethernet line card 50 Mbps at CSA		IP-9.5.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10892.5		Host		DELL		R730XD Carrier Grade		release 6.5 (Final) Kernel 3.2.0-59-generic (x86_64)		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		  D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2178		Host		CISCO		CiscoUCSC220M4		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(Cisco IMC) [\X0A] Firmware Version 2.0(8g) Copyright (c) 2008-2015 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.20301.1.18.18		Switch		IBM		GbScSE-R-10G-L2L3		7.7.8		IP-9.5.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2074		Switch		CISCO		CiscoIE40004S8P4GE		Cisco IOS Software IE4000 Software (IE4000-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(2)EA3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 07-Apr-16 17:17 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1099		Switch		ADTRAN		NV838 OSP		ADTRAN NetVanta838 OSP		IP-9.5.1				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.4.1.3		Switch		CALIX		E3-16F		Calix Inc E3-16F_GAMA AXOS-R2.1.3		IP-9.5.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.94		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		bigipVcmpGuest		13.0.0		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.46		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		7500NX		TippingPoint IPS		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		 		  D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.69		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Checkpoint-5800		Linux CP-5800-FW1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Sun Apr 2 09:47:53 IDT 2017 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.66		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CheckPoint5200		Linux CP-5200-FW1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Sun Apr 2 09:47:53 IDT 2017 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.652		Firewall		CISCO		CiscoIPS4255		Cisco Intrusion Prevention System Version 7.1(11p1)E4 Platform: IPS-4255-K9		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1513		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-2225		Linux nc-lnslab-ib17a.wellsfargo.net 3.14.25 #1 SMP Thu Sep 14 17:09:31 EDT 2017 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1525		Router		CISCO		ciscoASR1002X		Cisco IOS Software ASR1000 Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.5(1)S2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 31-May-15 05:42 by mcpre		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.20095.1.7		Switch		AKTINO		AK300C		AK300C : CO DS3 line card Full DS3 at CSA line powering		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.335		Switch		HUAWEI		S5720-52X-PWR-SI-AC		S5720-52X-PWR-SI-AC \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.170 (S5720 V200R010C00SPC600) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2007 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.667		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148qT1oL123		Adtran TA1148		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.686		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148oT1ospL123		Adtran TA1148		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1045		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1124PGIGE		TA1124P 1179.711Lx GIGE Fed Minidslam 24 port ADSL2+ digital Pots		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.6990		Probe		NETSCOUT		InfiniStream-6990C		Infinistream Model 6990C - CDM 5.5.2 (Build 449)		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.841.2.11		WirelessAccessPoint		PROXIM		Qb-8100		System Description		IP-9.5.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.148		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		FC-7840		v8.1.0b		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.129		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		SAN Switch		Fibre Channel Switch.		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.3.3.1.151		Switch		BROCADE		vdx6740T1G		v7.0.1c1		IP-9.5.1				 D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14501.11.1.1		Switch		BLUE-COAT		S400		Blue Coat PacketShaper 11.9.1.3		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2136		Switch		CISCO		CatwsC3560CX8pcS		Cisco IOS Software C3560CX Software (C3560CX-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)E2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 27-Jun-16 09:08 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.7		Switch		LUCENT		Stinger-10		Lucent Stinger-10 : main S/N: 11177110 Software version 9.7.4e20		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.7.12		Switch		LUCENT		Stinger-MRT2+-19		Lucent Stinger-MRT2+-19 S/N: 1830360704 Software version 9.7.4e23		IP-9.5.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.512		Switch		ADTRAN		TA3000HC		TA3000 23 inch domestic High Cap shelf		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.670		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148qHDSLoL123		Adtran TA1148		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.672		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1248qT1L1		Adtran TA1248		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25049.1.61		TerminalServer		OPENGEAR		ogIM72xx		Linux ROC-TC61-CONSOLE1 3.10.0-uc0 #1 Fri Mar 10 08:36:50 EST 2017 armv5tel		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.1.1504		Host		INFOBLOX		IB-1425		Linux nc-lnslab-ib16a.wellsfargo.net 3.14.25 #1 SMP Thu Sep 14 17:09:31 EDT 2017 x86_64		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.82.7		Switch		JUNIPER		JnxProductQFX510048C6Q		Juniper Networks Inc. qfx5100-48t-6q Ethernet Switch kernel JUNOS 14.1X53-D40.8 Build date: 2016-11-09 02:23:05 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2016 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.4.1.4		Switch		CALIX		E5-16F		Calix Inc E5-16F AXOS-R2.1.3		IP-9.5.1				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2066		Switch		CISCO		Cat36xxstack		Cisco IOS Software [Denali] Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 16.3.3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 28-Feb-17 05:13 b		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.46		LoadBalancer		F5		BigipViprionB2100		12.1.2		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.36		Firewall		TIPPINGPOINT		5200NX		TippingPoint IPS		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.63		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Checkpoint-15400		Linux ART-CP-FW01 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu May 26 12:17:44 IDT 2016 x86_64		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.5.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.38		Firewall		PAN		PanPA-220		Palo Alto Networks PA-220 series firewall		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.256.5.1		Router		PULSESECURE		PSA-7000F		Pulse Secure LLCPulse Connect SecurePSA-7000f8.3R2 (build 57449)		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1195		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoASA5585Ssp20		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.6(4)3		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.2.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2293		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoFpr4140K9		Cisco FX-OS(tm) fxos Software (fxos-k9-system) Version 5.0(3)N2(4.01) Interim version 5.0(3)N2(4.01.1 RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 1/11/2017 9:00:00		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3.36		Firewall		PAN		PanPA-820		Palo Alto Networks PA-800 series firewall		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2252		Router		CISCO		ASR1002-HX		Cisco IOS Software [Everest] ASR1000 Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_NPE-M) Version 16.6.2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 01-Nov-17 07:27		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2007.1.1.191		Router		TELDAT		Teldat-V		Router model TV BASE VDSL2/ADSL 30 9 CPU MIPS32 S/N: 792/62481 Teldat (c)1996 - 2016		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.541		Switch		ADTRAN		TA3000SAM		TA3000 1181.001L1 TA3000 23 inch domestic shelf SAM/DSLAM		IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.2910		Probe		NETSCOUT		InfiniStream-2910		Infinistream Model 2910D1 - CDM 5.5.2 (Build 449)		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.43		LoadBalancer		F5		bigipVirtualEdition		12.1.2		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.841.2.26		WirelessAccessPoint		PROXIM		MP-10150L-BS9		Tsunami MP-10150L-BS9-WD-v6.3.5(106300) 		IP-9.5.1		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.133		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX300		Juniper Networks Inc. srx300 internet router kernel JUNOS 15.1X49-D70.3 Build date: 2016-12-13 15:19:58 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2016 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.30		Switch		DELL		S4048T		Dell Networking OS\X0D\X0AOperating System Version: 2.0\X0D\X0AApplication Software Version: 9.10(0.1P6)\X0D\X0ASeries: S4048T-ON\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1999-2016 by Dell Inc. All Rights Reserved.\X0D\X0ABuild Time: Fri Jul 15 04:22:02 2016		IP-9.5.1/IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.2410		Probe		NETSCOUT		2410H		Infinistream Model 2410H - CDM 5.5.3 (Build 406)		IP-9.6.0.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9807		Probe		NETSCOUT		9807G		Infinistream Model 9807G - CDM 5.5.2 (Build 449)		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.8.5.7		Switch		HP		Aruba-JL322A-2930M-48G-PoE+		Aruba 2930M Switch Stack revision WC.16.05.0007 ROM WC.17.02.0003 (/ws/swbuildm/rel_venice_qaoff/code/build/lvm(swbuildm_rel_venice_qaoff_rel_venice))		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1006		Switch		ADTRAN		TA828oHdsl2EFM		ADTRAN NetVanta828		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2293		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoFpr4140K9		Cisco FX-OS(tm) fxos Software (fxos-k9-system) Version 5.0(3)N2(4.01) Interim version 5.0(3)N2(4.01.1 RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 1/11/2017 9:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2432		Router		CISCO		ciscoNCS55A124H		Cisco IOS XR Software (NCS-5500) Version 6.3.1\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13191.1.1.15		Router		ONEACCESS		oacOne150		ONEOS12-VOIP_SIP_11N_FT-V5.1R5E5		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13191.1.1.141		Router		ONEACCESS		oacLbb141		ONEOS16-VOIP_SIP_11N_FT-V5.2R1E4_FT5		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.246		Router		ADTRAN		TA3010		TA3010 19 inch domestic shelf		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.7.4		Router		LUCENT		Stinger-23-mrt		Lucent Stinger-MRT-23 S/N: 1432530005 Software version 9.7.4e23		IP-9.6.0.0		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.20000		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT2000E		Fortinet Firewall FortiGate-2000E v5.6.3,build1547b1547,171204 (GA)		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		  D 		 D 		 D 		 D 		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2315		Firewall		CISCO		FirePOWER-4110-Security-Module-36		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.6(3)1		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.77		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		Bigip7050		11.5.3		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.6.1		Host		ARUBA		CP-HW-25K		ClearPass Policy Manager 6.6.9.102777 Model: CP-HW-25K FIPS Mode: Disabled High Capacity Guest Mode: Disabled		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7280.2727.48		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7280CR-48		Arista Networks EOS version 4.17.2F running on an Arista Networks DCS-7280CR-48		IP-9.6.0.0		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.22610.1.3.27		LoadBalancer		A10NETWORKS		TH4330		Thunder Series Unified Application Service Gateway TH4430S ACOS 2.7.2-P8		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.22610.1.3.7		LoadBalancer		A10NETWORKS		AX5200		AX Series Advanced Traffic Manager AX5200 ACOS 2.7.1-GR1-SP3		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2351		Router		CISCO		NCS-5502SE		Cisco IOS XR Software (NCS-5500) Version 6.1.1\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.143		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX4200		Juniper Networks Inc. srx4200 internet router kernel JUNOS 15.1X49-D123.3 Build date: 2017-12-12 09:27:40 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2017 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.508		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1200Shelf		Adtran TA1200		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1145		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1448A		TA 1448A		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2429		Router		CISCO		Cisco-NCS-5500		Cisco IOS XR Software (NCS-5500) Version 6.2.11.14I\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1331		Router		CISCO		CRS 16/SB		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco CRS-16/S-B) Version 5.3.3[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.2.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.7.11		Router		LUCENT		Stinger-MRT2-19		Lucent Stinger-MRT2-19 S/N: 1432530461 Software version 9.7.4e23		IP-9.6.0.0		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.29886		Router		BERONET		BEROFIX-BF64002E1BOX		berofix VoIP Gateway		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.5		Router		VIPTELA		vEdge2000AC		Viptela SNMP agent		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.122		Router		JUNIPER		ACX500-O-DC		Juniper Networks Inc. acx500-o-dc internet router kernel JUNOS 17.3R1-S2.7 Build date: 2017-12-22 20:54:25 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2017 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13191.1.1.140		Router		ONEACCESS		oacLbb140		ONEOS16-VOIP_SIP_11N_FT-V5.2R1E4_FT5		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.289		Router		CISCO		7513Z		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software \X0D\X0AIOS (tm) RSP Software (RSP-PV-M) Version 12.0(32)S6 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2007 by cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 29-Jan-07 15:23 		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-6.0		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.1041		Firewall		FORTINET		FortiGate 100E		KiwiBank Orbit Dr DC Wifi FW		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.48		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		checkPointVMware		Linux NWYNFWM1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu Jun 12 21:39:21 IDT 2014 x86_64		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.4.2		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10892.5		Host		DELL		PowerEdge Series		release 6.5 (Final) Kernel 3.2.0-59-generic (x86_64)		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		  D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.5005		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT500E		n4l75lynfieldcoll-fw01		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.254.2.1		Firewall		PULSESECURE		IveMAG4610		Pulse Secure LLCPulse Connect SecureMAG-46108.3R4 (build 60519)		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.117		Firewall		JUNIPER		ACX2200		Juniper Networks Inc. acx2200 internet router kernel JUNOS 17.3R1-S2.7 Build date: 2017-12-22 20:54:25 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2017 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12532.256.5.1		Firewall		PULSESECURE		IvePSA7000c		Pulse Secure LLCPulse Connect SecurePSA-7000f8.2R9 (build 58917)		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13191.1.1.90		Router		ONEACCESS		oacOne90		ONEOS90-VOIP_PROXY_11N_FT-V5.1R5E23_FT2		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.8		Router		VIPTELA		vEdge100WMAC		17.2.4		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.36		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		checkPoint4400		Linux ezipnfw1 2.6.18-92cp #1 SMP Thu Jun 12 20:44:38 IDT 2014 i686		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.4		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2405		Firewall		CISCO		CiscoFpr2120td		Cisco FirePOWER FPR-2120 Security Appliance		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1420		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoASA5515sc		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.3(3)10		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.107		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-i4800		12.1.2		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.22610.1.3.32		LoadBalancer		A10NETWORKS		TH5440		Thunder Series Unified Application Service Gateway TH5440 ACOS 4.1.0-P5		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.1000		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIGIP3900		11.5.2		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.0		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.22610.1.3.29		LoadBalancer		A10NETWORKS		TH6630		Thunder Series Unified Application Service Gateway TH6630 ACOS 2.7.1-P5-SP8		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.37538.2.1000.2.674.6000.1		Switch		BIG-SWITCH-NETWORKS		DELL-S6000-ON		Switch Light OS SWL-OS-BMF-5.8.4(0) 2017-12-01.19:09-050903a		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.536		Switch		ADTRAN		OptiSMXshelf		SMX Chassis\X00d\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00\X00		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2137		Switch		CISCO		catwsC2960CX8tcL		Cisco IOS Software C2960CX Software (C2960CX-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)E4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 05-Apr-17 06:14 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.223.2		Switch		HUAWEI		S7706		Quidway S7706\X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) Software Version 5.170 (S7700 V200R010C00SPC600)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2016 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd\X0D\X0A		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1882		Switch		CISCO		CiscoC365048TQ		Cisco IOS Software IOS-XE Software Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 03.06.04.E RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 13-Feb		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26866.3.10		Switch		GIGAMON		GigaVUE-TA10		Linux KSC-OPEZ2-01 2.6.34-GIGAMONsmp-gvt10 GigaVUE-OS 5.1.01 #60619 2017-09-08 02:36:54 SMP ppc		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1141		Switch		CISCO		UC540wBriK9		Cisco IOS Software UC500 Software (UC500-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 15.1(2)T4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 12-Jul-11 22:01 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.2695		Probe		NETSCOUT		2695H		Infinistream Model 2695H - CDM 5.5.2 (Build 449)		IP-9.6.0.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9802		Probe		NETSCOUT		9802G		Infinistream Model 9802G - CDM 5.5.3 (Build 406)		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7933.1.10		Host		PROMISE		PtRAIDV4		Linux VR1840i-5860664 2.6.17-dw6 #1 Wed Sep 14 12:03:07 CST 2011 armv5tel		IP-9.6.0.0				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		 		  D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2404		Firewall		CISCO		Cisco FirePOWER 2110 Security Appliance		Cisco FirePOWER FPR-2110 Security Appliance		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.30400		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT3040B		Fortinet Firewall Fortigate-3040B v4.00.15,build0672b672,130904		IP-9.6.0.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.37		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		checkPoint4600		Linux CC0-moB4afw01 2.6.18-92cp #1 SMP Wed Feb 10 16:38:19 IST 2016 i686		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.65		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Checkpoint-3200		Linux RESEARCHNZ-WLG-FW-01 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu Oct 20 15:48:28 IDT 2016 x86_64		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.133		Firewall		JUNIPER		SRX300		Juniper Networks Inc. srx300 internet router kernel JUNOS 15.1X49-D70.3 Build date: 2016-12-13 15:19:58 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2016 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2059		Router		CISCO		C819G-4G-GA-K9		Cisco IOS Software C800 Software (C800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.4(3)M1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 25-Oct-14 07:36 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1557		Router		CISCO		VG350		Cisco IOS Software VG350 Software (VG350-UNIVERSALK9_NPE-M) Version 15.4(3)M3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2015 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 05-Jun-15 11:46 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.55		Router		HP		hpMSR2003AC		HPE Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.059 Release 0306P07\X0D\X0AHPE MSR2003\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2016 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.2.20		Router		HP		HP-A6602		HP Comware Platform Software\X0D\X0AComware Software Version 5.20Release 2603P06\X0D\X0AHP A6602 Router\X0D\X0ACopyright(c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P.\X0D\X0A		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.61		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		checkPoint23500		Linux LFSCLAF02a 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu May 26 12:17:44 IDT 2016 x86_64		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.78		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BGP-IP-7250		12.1.2		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.104		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-I2600		12.1.3.4		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.687		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148oHDSLospL123		Adtran TA1148		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.867		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1248EthIP		TA1248E 1179.641AL3 Total Access IP DSLAM System		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3607.1.20.10.70		Switch		CISCO		ONS-15456-M6		Cisco ONS 15454 M6 10.80-017K-29.15-SPA Factory Defaults PLATFORM=15454-M6		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.1		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F		D F				 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.81.28.2		Switch		CISCO		SG500-28P-k9		28-Port Gigabit PoE Stackable Managed Switch		IP-9.6.0.0		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P				  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.1059		Switch		ADTRAN		TA1148AH		TA1148A 1179752Gx 48 port ADSL2+ Host Dslam		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.22610.1.3.23		LoadBalancer		A10NETWORKS		TH1030S		Thunder Series Unified Application Service Gateway TH1030S ACOS 2.7.1-GR1		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.33		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		Bigip3410		10.2.4		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1421		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoASA5515		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.2(2)8		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.2.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.2009		Firewall		FORTINET		FortiGate200E		n4l1353manurewain-fw01		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13191.1.1.30		Router		ONEACCESS		oacOne300		ONEOS5-VOIP_SIP_FT-V4.3R4E32_FT1		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.13191.1.1.230		Router		ONEACCESS		oacLbb230		ONEOS90-VOIP_PROXY_11N_FT-V5.2R1E5		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.641		Firewall		FORTINET		FGT60E		n4l1402orakeischo-fw01		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.684		Switch		CISCO		ciscoSCE2000		Cisco Service Control SW version: Version 3.5.5 Build 252 HW version: SCE2000 4xGBE		IP-9.6.0.0		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		  D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1278		Switch		CISCO		Cat2960cPD8TT		Cisco IOS Software C2960C Software (C2960c405-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(6)E RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc4)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 05-Aug-17 13:09 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.957		Router		ADTRAN		TA1100DDs3FedAtm		TA1100D 1179.763AL1 DS3 Fed Atm Unit		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.71		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Checkpoint-3100		Linux ang1fw1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Fri Apr 7 13:55:39 IDT 2017 x86_64		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2406		Firewall		CISCO		CiscoFpr2130td		Cisco FirePOWER FPR-2130 Security Appliance		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.3007		Firewall		FORTINET		FortiGate300E		n4l85onetreehillc-fw01		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7280.2655.2878.36.3282.972		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7280QRA-C36S-M		Arista Networks EOS version 4.19.1F running on an Arista Networks DCS-7280QRA-C36S-M		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6321.1.2.2		Switch		CALIX		E7		E5-400		IP-9.6.0.0				 D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.494		Router		ADTRAN		MX2820wide		1186001L2 MX2820 23" domestic shelf		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2395		Router		CISCO		ISR4221/K9		Cisco IOS Software [Everest] ISR Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_IAS-M) Version 16.5.1b RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 11-Apr-17 16:39 by		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.94		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		bigipVcmpGuest		12.1.2		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2135		Switch		CISCO		3560CX-8TC-S		Cisco IOS Software C3560CX Software (C3560CX-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)E3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sun 06-Nov-16 22:35 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1626		Switch		CISCO		N9K-C9372PX		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I5.1.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I5(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 10/29/2016 8:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.4.2				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.170.2		Switch		HUAWEI		S9306		Quidway S9306\X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software\X0D\X0AVRP (R) Software Version 5.170 (S9300 V200R010C00SPC600)\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2000-2016 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd\X0D\X0A		IP-9.6.0.0		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.218		Switch		HP		HP551048GPoEPlus4SFPPlusHI1Slot		HPE Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.045 Release 1122P02-US\X0D\X0AHPE 5510 48G PoE+ 4SFP+ HI 1-slot Switch JH148A\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2017 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.70		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		Checkpoint-5900		Linux cp-sg5900-fw1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Thu Mar 29 20:59:01 IDT 2018 x86_64		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2348		Router		CISCO		ASR1001-HX		Cisco IOS Software [Everest] ASR1000 Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 16.5.1b RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 11-Apr-17 17:00 by		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2178		Host		CISCO		CiscoUCSC220M4		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(Cisco IMC) [\X0A] Firmware Version 2.0(3i) Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.19046.11.1		Host		LENOVO		ThinkAgile HX3320		Linux wyna3-ntnx-ahv01-imm 3.14.39-xcc #1 SMP PREEMPT Mon Mar 19 13:27:32 EDT 2018 armv7l		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2492		Host		CISCO		UCS C220 M5		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(Cisco IMC) [UCS C220 M5SX\X0A] Firmware Version 3.1(2g) Copyright (c) 2008-2017 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23022.100.1.16		Switch		NETOPTICS		iBypass 19G		I2BP-HBSR-XFP: 10 GigaBit Fiber iBypass Switch with Heartbeat and XFP Monitor Ports		IP-9.6.0.0				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2501		Router		CISCO		CiscoC9410R		Cisco IOS Software [Everest] Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT9K_IOSXE) Version 16.6.3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc8)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 28-Feb-18 23:34 by mcpre		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3534.7.2.3.5		Host		GEMALTO		Senetas-CN6100		CN6100 - ETHERNET - 10G		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2266		Host		CISCO		SNS-3595-K9		Cisco Identity Services Engine		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.10		Host		LINUX		Net-SNMP-Agent-5.1		Damballa Service Provider Management Console		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.29462.10		Host		STULZ		WIB 8000		Stulz GmbH Klimatechnik WIB 8000		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2179		Host		CISCO		UCS-C240-M4SNEBS		Cisco Integrated Management Controller(Cisco IMC) [UCS C240 M4SX\X0A] Firmware Version 2.0(13i) Copyright (c) 2008-2015 Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9694.1.4		Host		ARBOR		Peakflow-SP-Series		Peakflow SP 8.3 (build HIU6) System Board Model: S2600CW Serial Number: CG23715248SC		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.32		Host		APC		AP4421		APC Web/SNMP Management Card (MB:v4.1.0 PF:v6.4.6 PN:apc_hw05_aos_646.bin AF1:v6.4.7 AN1:apc_hw05_ats4g_647.bin MN:AP4421 HR:R01 SN: 5A1728T87658 MD:07/14/2017) 		IP-9.6.0.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.51.3		Host		IBM		IBM-IMM2		Linux IMM2-40f2e97517a5 2.6.32.12-393-initramfs_signed #1 Tue Aug 26 22:43:58 UTC 2014 sh4a		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.40		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CheckPoint-12200		Linux fhunc05lb-cpx57-cp12200 2.6.18-92cp #1 SMP Sun Dec 18 14:02:45 IST 2016 i686		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2111		Router		CISCO		CiscoIR829GWLTENAAK9		Cisco IOS Software ir800 Software (ir800-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.7(3)M2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 28-Mar-18 05:07 by prod_rel_team		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2500		Router		CISCO		CiscoC9407R		Cisco IOS Software [Everest] Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT9K_IOSXE) Version 16.6.3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc8)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 28-Feb-18 23:34 by mcpre		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1625		Switch		CISCO		N9K-C9332PQ		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I2.2e.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I2(2e) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 6/19/2016 1:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1675		Switch		CISCO		N9K-C93120TX		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I5.1.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I5(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 10/29/2016 8:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1163		Switch		CISCO		N3K-C3064PQ-10GX		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n3000 Software (n3000-uk9) Version 6.0(2)U3(8) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version nms.sro not found Compiled 4/15/2015 22:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.2.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.612		Switch		CISCO		N7K-C7010		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n7000 Software (n7000-s1-dk9) Version 6.2(16) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 1/27/2016 9:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1354		Switch		CISCO		N77-C7706		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n7700 Software (n7700-s2-dk9) Version 6.2(16) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 1/27/2016 9:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.4				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7280.3977.48.2878.6		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7280SRAM-48C6		Arista Networks EOS version 4.20.5F running on an Arista Networks DCS-7280SRAM-48C6		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2593		Switch		CISCO		Cisco9500FixedSwitchStack		Cisco IOS Software [Everest] Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT9K_IOSXE) Version 16.6.3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc8)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 28-Feb-18 23:34 by mcpre		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1507		Switch		CISCO		N9K-C9504		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I5.1.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I5(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 10/29/2016 8:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.377		Switch		HUAWEI		S5720-36C-EI-28S-DC		S5720-36C-EI-28S-DC \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.160 (S5720 V200R009C00SPC500) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2007 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1038		Switch		CISCO		N5K-C5596UP		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n5000 Software (n5000-uk9) Version 7.0(8)N1(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2012 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 6.0(2)N1(1) Compiled 2/20/2016 21:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.340		Switch		HUAWEI		S6720-30C-EI-24S-AC		S6720-30C-EI-24S-AC \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.160 (S6720 V200R008C00SPC500) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2007 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1660		FibreChannelSwitch		CISCO		cevChassisDSC9396SK9		Cisco NX-OS(tm) m9300 Software (m9300-s1ek9-mz) Version 7.3(1)DY(1) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 2015 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 2/27/2017 23:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.5.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1712		Switch		CISCO		N9K-C9372PX-E		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I4.7.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I4(7) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2013 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 6/28/2017 13:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1850		Switch		CISCO		Nexus 93180YC-FX		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I7.4.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I7(4) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 6/14/2018 1:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.101		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-VPR-B2150		13.1.0.8		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2242		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoASA5516		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.8(1)		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25597.1		Firewall		FIREEYE		FireEye4400		Linux FireEye-Web-PTCP1 4.9.75 #1 SMP PREEMPT Tue Jun 12 15:42:38 PDT 2018 x86_64		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-9.3		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2320		Firewall		CISCO		ASR901CC		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.8(2)15		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2572		Router		CISCO		ciscoASR9906		Cisco IOS XR Software (Cisco ASR9K Series) Version 6.3.2[Default]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-9.6.0.0		D F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2449		Router		CISCO		C1111-8PWZ		Cisco IOS Software [Fuji] ISR Software (ARMV8EB_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_IAS-M) Version 16.7.1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc6)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 20-Nov-17 15:46 by mc		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14501.6		Host		BLUE-COAT		MC-S400-20		Blue Coat Management Center release 1.11.1.4 (216622)		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2793		Host		GENESYS		ININ Media Server		Interactive Intelligence SNMP		IP-9.6.0.0		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.719		Switch		CISCO		N5K-C5020P-BF		Cisco NX-OS(tm) n5000 Software (n5000-uk9) Version 5.2(1)N1(9a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2011 by Cisco Systems Inc. Device Manager Version 6.1(1) Compiled 4/7/2016 5:00:00		IP-9.6.0.0/IP-8.1				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.398		Switch		HUAWEI		S5720-12TP-PWR-LI-AC		S5720-12TP-PWR-LI-AC \X0D\X0AHuawei Versatile Routing Platform Software \X0D\X0A VRP (R) softwareVersion 5.170 (S5720 V200R010C00SPC600) \X0D\X0A Copyright (C) 2007 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.		IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36849.1.1		Host		DVR		SRD-1676D		Linux [Techwin_DVR] 3.0.8 #8 SMP Sun Jan 12 20:25:23 KST 2014 armv7l		IP-10.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.168.1.101		Host		REBASOFT		RA3000		Rebasoft RA3000		IP-10.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.53		Switch		ARUBA		Aruba MM-HW-1K		ArubaOS (MODEL: ArubaMM-HW-1K) Version 8.2.2.1 (66882)		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.2039		Switch		CISCO		cevChassisN3KC3548PXL		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I7.3.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I7(3) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 2/12/2018 13:00:00		IP-10.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.131.3		Switch		JUNIPER		ex3400-24p-VCC-Switch		18.1R2.5		IP-10.0				 D P F				 D F				 		 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2294		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoFpr4120K9		Cisco FX-OS(tm) fxos Software (fxos-k9-system) Version 5.0(3)N2(4.31) Interim version 5.0(3)N2(4.31.7 RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 11/9/2017 10:00:00		IP-10.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.13		Router		VIPTELA		vEdge-5000		18.3.0		IP-10.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.3.35006		Firewall		FORTINET		faz3500F				IP-10.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.118		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		Herculon-I2800		6.1.0		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.120		Switch		HP-H3C		hp5900AF48G4XG2QSFPPlus		HPE Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.045 Release 2422P01\X0D\X0AHPE 5900AF-48G-4XG-2QSFP+ Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2015 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1747		MediaGateway		CISCO		ciscoVG204XM		Cisco IOS Software VG20XXM Software (VG20XXM-ADVIPSERVICESK9-M) Version 15.3(3)M10 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 28-Jul-17 15:06 by prod_rel_te+		IP-10.0/IP-9.4.2		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26866.3.15		Switch		GIGAMON		GigaVUE-HC3		Linux nlwpr-gm5110 2.6.32-696.el6GIGAMONsmp-gihc3 GigaVUE-OS 5.5.00 #112357 2018-11-27 13:58:10 SMP x86_64		IP-10.0				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.22420.1.1		Switch		ACCEDIAN		AMO-10000-LT-S		AMO-10000-LT-S		IP-10.0/IP-9.5.0				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P				  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2350		Router		CISCO		ciscoNCS5501SE		Cisco IOS XR Software (NCS-5500) Version 6.3.2\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-10.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2079		Router		CISCO		ciscoIE40008GT8GP4GE		Cisco IOS Software IE4000 Software (IE4000-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)EA5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 20-Dec-16 13:20 by prod_rel_team		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2191		Switch		CISCO		WS-C2960CX-8PC-L		Cisco IOS Software C2960CX Software (C2960CX-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)E2 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 27-Jun-16 09:16 by prod_rel_team		IP-10.0/IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.181.2		Switch		ARUBA		Aruba JL319A 2930M-24G		Aruba JL319A 2930M-24G Switch revision WC.16.04.0011 ROM WC.17.02.0003 (/ws/swbuildm/rel_ukiah_qaoff/code/build/lvm(swbuildm_rel_ukiah_qaoff_rel_ukiah))		IP-10.0		D F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2066		Switch		CISCO		Cat36xxstack		Cisco IOS Software [Denali] Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT3K_CAA-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 16.3.7 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc4)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 03-Aug-18 23:49 b		IP-10.0/IP-9.4		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2365		Switch		CISCO		ciscoCatWSC2960L24PSLL		Cisco IOS Software C2960L Software (C2960L-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(6)E RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc4)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 05-Aug-17 12:46 by prod_rel_team		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.111		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP i7800		13.1.0.4		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1369.5.2		Firewall		STONESOFT		stonesoftFirewall		Forcepoint NGFW Firewall/VPN		IP-10.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2500		Router		CISCO		CiscoC9407R		Cisco IOS Software [Everest] Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT9K_IOSXE) Version 16.6.3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc8)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 28-Feb-18 23:34 by mcpre		IP-10.0/IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.139		Router		JUNIPER		MX10003		Juniper Networks Inc. JNP10003 [MX10003] internet router kernel JUNOS 17.4R1.16 Build date: 2017-12-19 21:37:39 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2017 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-10.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2444		Router		CISCO		C1111-8PLTEEA		Cisco IOS Software [Fuji] ISR Software (ARMV8EB_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_IAS-M) Version 16.7.1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc6)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 20-Nov-17 15:46 by mc		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.105		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-I2800		13.1.1		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4.109		LoadBalancer		F5NETWORKS		BIG-IP-I5800		13.1.1		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.37		Host		BLUE-COAT		SG S400		Blue Coat SG-S400 Series Version: SGOS 6.7.4.1 Release id: 226712 Proxy Edition		IP-10.0/IP-9.4.2		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 No				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25049.1.42		Host		OPENGEAR		ogLighthouse5		Linux co1imelhp01 4.12.28-lighthouse-yocto-standard #1 SMP PREEMPT Wed Aug 29 07:00:25 UTC 2018 x86_64		IP-10.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26866.2.2		Host		GIGAMON		GigaVUE-FM		Linux nc-cic-nsae-fma5300-vm 2.6.32-696.10.1.el6GIGAMONsmp GigaVUE-FM 5.3.03 #93316 2018-06-06 22:20:35 SMP x86_64		IP-10.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26866.3.8		Host		GIGAMON		GigaVUE-HD4		Linux wag1-hd8-01 2.6.34-GIGAMONsmp-gvcc2 GigaVUE-OS 4.7.02 #34518 2016-12-30 10:16:47 SMP ppc		IP-10.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.59.1		Switch		NORTEL		sreg-BayStack5520-24T-PWR		Ethernet Routing Switch 5520-24T-PWR HW:02 FW:6.0.0.14 SW:v6.2.3.011 BN:11 (c) Avaya Networks		IP-10.0/IP-6.5.3		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1955		Switch		CISCO		cevChassisN9KC9336CFX2		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.9.2.2.bin Software (nxos) Version 9.2(2) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 11/4/2018 20:00:00		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.26866.3.11		Switch		GIGAMON		GigaVUE-TA40		Linux nlwpr-gm5120 2.6.34-GIGAMONsmp-gvt40 GigaVUE-OS 5.5.00 #112357 2018-11-27 14:00:03 SMP ppc		IP-10.0				 D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7516.1359		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7516N		Arista Networks EOS version 4.20.9M running on an Arista Networks DCS-7516N		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.182.20		Switch		HP		Aruba JL356A 2540-24G-PoE+-4SFP+		Aruba JL356A 2540-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ Switch revision YC.16.04.0011 ROM YC.16.01.0001 (/ws/swbuildm/rel_ukiah_qaoff/code/build/cpm(swbuildm_rel_ukiah_qaoff_rel_ukiah))		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.132.3		Switch		JUNIPER		EX2300-24P		Juniper Networks Inc. ex2300-24p Ethernet Switch kernel JUNOS 18.1R2.5 Build date: 2018-05-25 22:30:04 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2018 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1506		Switch		CISCO		cevChassisN9Kc9516		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.9.2.2.bin Software (nxos) Version 9.2(2) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 11/4/2018 20:00:00		IP-10.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2544.1.12.1.1.11		Switch		ADVA		FSP150CC-XG210		FSP150CC-XG210		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F				 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1921		Switch		CISCO		cevchassisN9KC9348GCFXP		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I7.5a.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I7(5a) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 10/12/2018 18:00:00		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.82.15		Switch		JUNIPER		QFX5200-32C-32Q		Juniper Networks Inc. qfx5200-32c-32q Ethernet Switch kernel JUNOS 18.1R1.9 Build date: 2018-03-23 21:58:01 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2018 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2361		Switch		CISCO		ciscoCatWSC2960L8PSLL		Cisco IOS Software C2960L Software (C2960L-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(6)E RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc4)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 05-Aug-17 12:46 by prod_rel_team		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1666		Switch		CISCO		ciscoNgsm3k16gepoeplus		Cisco IOS Software C3560E Software (C3560E-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(4)E4 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 05-Apr-17 09:23 by prod_rel_team		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.267		Switch		HP-H3C		FF 5940 48SFP+ 6QSFP+		HPE Comware Platform Software Software Version 7.1.070 Release 2509\X0D\X0AHPE FF 5940 48SFP+ 6QSFP+ Switch\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2010-2016 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.3741.3.48.1654.12		Switch		ARISTA		DCS-7050SX3-48YC12		Arista Networks EOS version 4.21.2F-DPE running on an Arista Networks DCS-7050SX3-48YC12		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.5.7.5.6		FibreChannelSwitch		HP		VC FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module		HP VC FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module 4.45 2015-07-21T00:33:55Z		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1770		MediaGateway		CISCO		ciscoVG320		Cisco IOS Software VG3X0 Software (VG3X0-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.6(3)M3 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 26-Jul-17 03:30 by prod_rel_team		IP-10.0/IP-9.5.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.809.1.1.2		Host		CISCO		WebEx Meetings Server		Cisco WebEx Meeting Servers		IP-10.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.59		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CheckPoint TE2000X		Linux nc-cic-nsae-cp-te2000x-hpp-1 2.6.18-92cpx86_64 #1 SMP Wed Nov 8 17:55:29 IST 2017 x86_64		IP-10.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.1041		Firewall		FORTINET		FortiGate 100E				IP-10.0/IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.87		Router		JUNIPER		Juniper ACX Series		Juniper Networks Inc. acx2100 internet router kernel JUNOS 12.3X54-D10.6 Build date: 2014-07-10 21:23:09 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2014 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-10.0		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2068		Router		CISCO		CISCO-4331-ISR		Cisco IOS Software ISR Software (X86_64_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.5(3)S5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 19-Jan-17 09:28 by mcpre		IP-10.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.64		Firewall		FORTINET		FortiManager				IP-10.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P				 D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2286		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoFpr9000SM24		Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance Version 9.6(3)8		IP-10.0		D F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2314		Firewall		CISCO		ciscoFpr4120SM24		Cisco FirePOWER Threat Defense Version 6.2.0.5 (Build 38) ASA Version 9.7(1)23		IP-10.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2427		WirelessController		CISCO		AIR-CT3504-K9		Cisco Controller		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.162		FibreChannelSwitch		BROCADE		G620		v8.2.1		IP-10.0		D P F		D F		D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2695		Switch		CISCO		cisco9200RFixedSwitchStack		Cisco IOS Software [Gibraltar] Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT9K_LITE_IOSXE) Experimental Version 16.10.20181017:121601 [v1610_1_throttle-/nobackup/mcpre/BLD-BLD_V1610_1_THROTTLE_LATEST_20181017_120304 141]\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2018 by Cisco Systems In		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2573		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst C9500H-24Y4C		Cisco IOS Software [Fuji] Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT9K_IOSXE) Version 16.9.1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 17-Jul-18 17:00 by mcpre		IP-10.0		D F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.2010		Switch		CISCO		N9K-C93240YC-FX2		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.9.2.2.bin Software (nxos) Version 9.2(2) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 11/4/2018 20:00:00		IP-10.0				 D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2238		Switch		CISCO		ciscoACIController		APIC VERSION 3.0(2k); PID APIC-SERVER-L1; Serial FCH1849V2EY		IP-10.0/IP-9.4.2				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1208		Switch		CISCO		Catalyst-29xxStack		Cisco IOS Software C2960X Software (C2960X-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(2)E5 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Thu 02-Jun-16 01:31 by prod_rel_team		IP-10.0/IP-9.4.2		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2369		Switch		CISCO		ciscoIE401016S12P		Cisco IOS Software IE4010 Software (IE4010-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(6)E2a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 24-Sep-18 22:19 by prod_rel_team		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.132.3		Switch		JUNIPER		ex2300-24p-VCC-Switch		18.1R2.5		IP-10.0				 D P F				 D F				 		 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2274		Switch		CISCO		ciscoC6832xle		Cisco IOS Software c6848x Software (c6848x-IPSERVICESK9_NPE-M) Version 15.4(1)SY1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc8)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Fri 09-Dec-16 08:01 by prod_rel_tea+		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.131.3		Switch		JUNIPER		EX3400-24P		Juniper Networks Inc. ex3400-24p Ethernet Switch kernel JUNOS 18.1R2.5 Build date: 2018-05-25 22:30:04 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2018 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.82.24.1		Switch		CISCO		SF300-24		24-Port 10/100 Managed Switch		IP-10.0		D F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 		 D F				 		 D P				  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2363		Switch		CISCO		ciscoCatWSC2960L16PSLL		Cisco IOS Software C2960L Software (C2960L-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(6)E RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc4)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Sat 05-Aug-17 12:46 by prod_rel_team		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.5006		Firewall		FORTINET		fgt501E				IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2443		Router		CISCO		C1111-8P		Cisco IOS Software [Fuji] ISR Software (ARMV8EB_LINUX_IOSD-UNIVERSALK9_IAS-M) Version 16.7.1 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc6)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2017 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 20-Nov-17 15:46 by mc		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F				 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.6.123.1.77		Firewall		CHECKPOINT		CheckPoint Smart-1 5150		Linux CP-P1-5150LAB 3.10.0-693cpx86_64 #1 SMP Wed Aug 1 12:24:56 IDT 2018 x86_64		IP-10.0		D P F				 		 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 		D F		D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.160		Switch		HP		5406R zl2 (J9850A)		HP J9850A Switch 5406Rzl2 revision KB.16.04.0011 ROM KB.16.01.0009 (/ws/swbuildm/rel_ukiah_qaoff/code/build/bom(swbuildm_rel_ukiah_qaoff_rel_ukiah))		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1954		Switch		CISCO		cevChassisN9KC9364C		Cisco NX-OS(tm) nxos.7.0.3.I7.4.bin Software (nxos) Version 7.0(3)I7(4) RELEASE SOFTWARE Copyright (c) 2002-2016 by Cisco Systems Inc. Compiled 6/14/2018 1:00:00		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes		 D 				 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2233		Switch		CISCO		ciscoIE500012S12P10G		Cisco IOS Software IE5000 Software (IE5000-UNIVERSALK9-M) Version 15.2(6)E2a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Mon 24-Sep-18 22:05 by prod_rel_team		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.82.17		Switch		JUNIPER		QFX511048S4Q		Juniper Networks Inc. qfx5110-48s-4c Ethernet Switch kernel JUNOS 17.3R1.10 Build date: 2017-08-23 08:00:59 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2017 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-10.0		D F		D F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.144		Router		JUNIPER		MX204		Juniper Networks Inc. JNP204 [MX204] internet router kernel JUNOS 17.4R1.16 Build date: 2017-12-19 21:37:39 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2017 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-10.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F		D F		D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.152		Router		JUNIPER		MX150		Juniper Networks Inc. vmx internet router kernel JUNOS 17.4R2.4 Build date: 2018-08-17 02:20:40 UTC Copyright (c) 1996-2018 Juniper Networks Inc.		IP-10.0		D P F				 D F		D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2139		Host		CISCO		SNS-3495-K9		Cisco Identity Services Engine		IP-10.0/IP-9.5.0		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 D P

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2593		Switch		CISCO		Cisco9500FixedSwitchStack		Cisco IOS Software [Fuji] Catalyst L3 Switch Software (CAT9K_IOSXE) Version 16.8.1a RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc1)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Tue 03-Apr-18 18:49 by mcpre		IP-10.0/IP-9.6.0.0		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2782		Switch		CISCO		ciscoIOSXREdgecore591654XKSOACF		Cisco IOS XR Software (Accton_as5916_54xks) Version 7.0.1.07I\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 2013-2018 by Cisco Systems Inc.		IP-10.0		D F		D F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		  D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1749		Switch		CISCO		ciscoWsC2960P24PcL		Cisco IOS Software C2960 Software (C2960-LANBASEK9-M) Version 15.0(2)SE6 RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2)\X0D\X0ATechnical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport\X0D\X0ACopyright (c) 1986-2014 by Cisco Systems Inc.\X0D\X0ACompiled Wed 09-Apr-14 03:40 by prod_rel_team		IP-10.0/IP-9.4.1		D P F		D P F		D F		D F		D F		 D 		 D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F		D F				 D P		D P		D P				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.181.20		Switch		HP		Aruba JL255A 2930F-24G-PoE+-4SFP+		Aruba JL255A 2930F-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ Switch revision WC.16.04.0011 ROM WC.16.01.0003 (/ws/swbuildm/rel_ukiah_qaoff/code/build/lvm(swbuildm_rel_ukiah_qaoff_rel_ukiah))		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				  D 		Yes				 		 		 D F		D F				 		 D P		D P		 D 				 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.47196.4.1.1.1.5		Switch		HP		Aruba 8320		TL.10.00.0018		IP-10.0		D P F		D P F				 D F		D F				 		 Yes				 		 		 		 		 		 		 D P		D P		 D 				 D P





Legacy Cert Matrix

																				Availability Manager																						Performance Manager												Server PM

		Object ID		Device Type		Vendor		Model Name		OS version		Release		Interfaces		Ports		Cards		SNMP Agent		IP		Bridging		STP		VLAN		VNP		DLCI		HSRP		IP Security		Virtual Router		Power Supply		Fan		Temp Sensor		Voltage Sensor		CPU		Memory		Chassis		Disk		File System		Object ID in release

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.6010		Host		3Com		SuperStack TR Advanced RMON Agent Version F3.10.0		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.6010 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.1.4		Hub		3Com		DSSS Access Point		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.388.1.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.6		Hub		3Com		LinkBuilder FDDI		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.5		Hub		3Com		SuperStack II Hub 10		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.10.27.4.1		Hub		3Com		SuperStack II PS Hub 40		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.10.27.4.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.260.1.100		Hub		3Com		SuperStack TR Advanced RMON Agent Version F3.10.0		Version F3.15.0		IP-6.5.3		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.260.1.100 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.2.1		Router		3Com		CoreBuilder-9000 (L3 Blade)		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.2.4		Router		3Com		CoreBuilder-9000 (L3 Blade)		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.2.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.2.5		Router		3Com		CoreBuilder-9000 (L3 Blade)		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.2.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.429.2.19		Router		3Com		HiPer Access Router		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.429.2.19 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.4.11		Router		3Com		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.4.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.4.20		Router		3Com		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.4.20 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.10.27.4.1.2.1		Switch		3Com		3ComSuperStackII		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.10.27.4.1.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.135.28		Switch		3Com		AccessBuilder 6218-JX		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.135.28 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.15.2		Switch		3Com		ATM Expansion Module		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.15.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.114.2.1.1.1.1.9		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder 3500		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.114.2.1.1.1.1.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.1.1.1.1		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder 3500		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.1.1.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.49.2.3.24		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder 5000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		no		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.49.2.3.24 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.114.1.3.2.1.1.8		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder 6012		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.114.1.3.2.1.1.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.2.2.1.2		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder-3900		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.2.2.1.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.12.1		Switch		3Com		Corebuilder7000 ATM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.12.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.12.4		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder7000 ATM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.12.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.1.2		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder-9000 (L2 Blade)		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.1.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.1.4		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder-9000 (L2 Blade)		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.1.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.1.6		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder-9000 (L2 Blade)		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.1.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.1.7		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder-9000 (L2 Blade)		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.1.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.3.2		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder-9000 (L2 Fabric)		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.1.3.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.2.2.1		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder9000 ATM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.9.13.2.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.1.2.1.1		Switch		3Com		CoreBuilder-9400		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.1.2.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.114.1.3.3.1.7		Switch		3Com		Lanplex 2500		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.114.1.3.3.1.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.114.1.4.8.2.1.7		Switch		3Com		Lanplex 2500		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.114.1.4.8.2.1.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8888.1.4.8.2.1.7		Switch		3Com		Lanplex 2500		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8888.1.4.8.2.1.7 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.114.1.3.3.2.3		Switch		3Com		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.114.1.3.3.2.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.13		Switch		3Com		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.13 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.4.32		Switch		3Com		Office Connect		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.4.32 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.2.2.1.1		Switch		3Com		SuperStack 3900-24		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.2.2.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.24		Switch		3Com		SuperStack II Switch		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.24 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.22		Switch		3Com		SuperStackII 3000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.22 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.13.1		Switch		3Com		SuperStackII Advanced RPS		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.13.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.29		Switch		3Com		SuperStackII Desktop Switch SW Version:2.10		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.29 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.2.2.2.1		Switch		3Com		SuperStackII Switch 9300		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.2.2.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.662.1.1.7.28.4.0.0		Host		Acgate		Octel-200 Voice Mail System		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.662.1.1.7.28.4.0.0 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.525		Bridge		Adtran		NetVanta 1224		13.07		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.525 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.493		Router		Adtran		616 IAD		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.493 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430		Router		Adtran		Atlas 830		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.198		Router		Adtran		MX2800		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.198 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.742		Router		Adtran		NetVanta 1224ST		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.742 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.466		Router		Adtran		Netvanta 3205		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.466 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.583		Router		Adtran		Netvanta_1224STR		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.583 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.467		Router		Adtran		Netvanta_3305		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.467 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.586		Router		Adtran		Netvanta_4350		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.586 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.578		Router		Adtran		Netvanta_5305		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.578 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.245		Router		Adtran		TA3000		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.245 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.170		Switch		Adtran		T3SU-300-AC		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.170 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2544.1.7.1.1		Host		Adva		FSP 2000 		Fiber Service Platform 2000		IP-7.0.3.5		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2544.1.7.1.1 in IP-7.0.3.5

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.167.19		Switch		AFL		FNT3824		NA		IP-6.5.2		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.167.19 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.198		Switch		AI		Ai-198 (CLC) card		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.198 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.551.2.1.77		Bridge		Aironet		BR500E		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.551.2.1.77 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3854.1.2.2.1.1		Host		AKCP		sensorProbe8		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3854.1.2.2.1.1 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.7		Hub		Alcatel		PizzaPort		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.1.3.1		Router		Alcatel		7750 SR1 		TiMOS-B-5.0.R3		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.6527.1.3.1 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.1		Switch		Alcatel		6400		6.3.4.378.R01		IP-7.0.4.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.1 in IP-7.0.4.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.1.1.2		Switch		Alcatel		7800		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.1.1.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.2.1.1		Switch		Alcatel		8800		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1.2.1.1 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.1		Switch		Alcatel		OMNI Switch		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.11		Switch		Alcatel		OmniAccess-408		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.8		Switch		Alcatel		OmniStack 1024		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.9		Switch		Alcatel		OmniStack 6024		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.2.4.1.4		Switch		Alcatel		OmniSwitch 6248		NA		IP-7.0.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.2.4.1.4 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3003.2.2.2.2		Switch		Alcatel		PR-2200 Gigabit Switch Router		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3003.2.2.2.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3003.2.2.2.1		Switch		Alcatel		PR-5200 Gigabit Switch Router		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3003.2.2.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.95.1.5		Host		Allen Bradley PLC		1756-ENET		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.95.1.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.2.1		Hub		Allied Telesyn		AT-3624TR		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.2.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.48		Switch		Allied_Telesyn		 AT-8724XL-DC NEBS		version 2.6.4-02		IP-7.0.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.48 in IP-7.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.4.86		Switch		Allied_Telesyn		AT-8012M		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.4.86 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.30		Switch		Allied_Telesyn		AT-8724XL		version 2.6.4-02		IP-7.0.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.30 in IP-7.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.20		Switch		Allied_Telesyn		AT-RP24i		version 2.6.4-02		IP-7.0.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.20 in IP-7.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.47		Switch		Allied_Telesyn		Rapier 24i DC/NE		version 2.6.4-02		IP-7.0.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.207.1.14.47 in IP-7.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.13.6.2		Host		Alpha		AlphaServer 4100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.13.6.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.5		Switch		Alteon		180e		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.4		Switch		Alteon		ACEdirector 2		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.6		Switch		Alteon		ACEdirector 3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12394.4.3.1		Bridge		Alvarion		Alvarion BreezeAccess		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.12394.4.3.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12394.4.1.4		Router		Alvarion		BreezeACCESS VL		 Version: 3.1.25 (Date: Jan 19 2006  11:24:34)		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12394.4.1.4 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1663.1.1.1.1.7		Switch		Ancor		Fibre Channel Switch		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1663.1.1.1.1.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3812.1.2.5		Bridge		Anda		ER2200		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3812.1.2.5 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3812.1.2.4		Switch		Anda		EE4000		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3812.1.2.4 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.9		Host		APC		AP605		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.3.2		Host		APC		AP605		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.3.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.5.1		Host		APC		AP605		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.5.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1		Host		APC		AP9605		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.12		Host		APC		AP9606		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.12 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.8		Host		APC		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.4.1		Host		APC		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.4.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2		Host		APC		smartUPS		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.13		Host		APC		Smart-UPS RT 5000 XL		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.2.13 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.194.7.4		Hub		Applied Innovations		AI-194		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.194.7.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.193.7.10		Router		Applied Innovations		AI193TX		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.193.7.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.196.7.2.1.0		Switch		Applied Innovations		AI196		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.196.7.2.1.0 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.629.1.1.7		Switch		Applied Innovations		AI294		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.629.1.1.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.18		Switch		Applied Innovations		AIscout2		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.539.2.18 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.2		Router		Arrowpoint		CSS 11000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.5		Router		ASCEND		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.6		Router		ASCEND		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.3.5		Router		ASCEND		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.3.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.3.7		Router		ASCEND		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.3.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.9		Switch		ASCEND		Max 3000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.2		Switch		ASCEND		Max-1800		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.3		Switch		ASCEND		Max-2000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.49		Host		Avaya		 s8700m		NA		IP-7.0.1		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.49 in IP-7.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.2.1.5.4		Host		Avaya		IP_OFFICE_401		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.2.1.5.4 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.69.1.7		Host		Avaya		IP_Phone_4610		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.69.1.7 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.69.1.2		Host		Avaya		IP_Phone_4612		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.69.1.2 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.69.1.6		Host		Avaya		IP_Phone_4612		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.69.1.6 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.69.1.1		Host		Avaya		IP_Phone_4624		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.69.1.1 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1751.1.49		Host		Avaya		IP600		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1751.1.49 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.2.1.2.2		Host		Avaya		ipOffice		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.2.1.2.2 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.50		Host		Avaya		S8300 Media Server		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.50 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.52		Host		Avaya		s8500		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.52 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1866.1.12		Host		Avaya		SG5X Security Gateway		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1866.1.12 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.0.5		MediaGateway		Avaya		G250		NA		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.0.5 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.2.13		Router		Avaya		P333R		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.2.13 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.2.17		Switch		Avaya		C363		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.2.17 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.0.2		Switch		Avaya		Carrier		NA		IP-6.2.2		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.0.2 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.45.103.5		Switch		Avaya		G250-BRI		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.45.103.5 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.0.3		Switch		Avaya		G350		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.0.3 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.0.4		Switch		Avaya		G700		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.0.4 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.18		Switch		Avaya		P130				IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.18 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.0.1		Switch		Avaya		PortNetwork		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.6889.1.8.1.0.1 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2474.2.1		Router		Avici		TSR IPriori		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2474.2.1 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.1.1		Switch		BATM		T4 Ethernet Switch		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.1.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.1.7		Switch		BATM		T5C 24T Routing Switch		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.1.7 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.930.1.3		Bridge		Bay		BayStackVersion 1.0.0		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.930.1.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.1.3.8		Bridge		Bay		Token Ring Bridge s3000Trb		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.1.3.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.13.1		Hub		Bay		5000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.13.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.21.1		Hub		Bay		5000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.21.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.19.1		Hub		Bay		2715SA TokenRing		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.19.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.9.1		Hub		Bay		2715-trNMM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.9.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.12.1		Hub		Bay		281X-enetNMM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.12.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.14.1		Hub		Bay		281XSA-enetNMM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.14.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.10.1		Hub		Bay		291X-FDDI-NMM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.10.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.2.3		Hub		Bay		3000-FDDI-NMM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.2.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.3.2		Hub		Bay		3030-trNMM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.3.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.13.2		Hub		Bay		5000-tokNMM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.13.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.17.1		Hub		Bay		5310A/SA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.17.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.17.2		Hub		Bay		5510 TokenRing		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.17.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.13.6		Hub		Bay		5616A/SA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.13.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.13.3		Hub		Bay		5910S		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.13.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.26.1		Hub		Bay		BayStack 100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.26.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.31.1		Hub		Bay		BayStack 200		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.31.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.33.1		Hub		Bay		BayStack 200		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.33.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.22.1		Hub		Bay		BayStack Ethernet		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.22.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.1		Hub		Bay		Ethernet NMM 281XSA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.2.1		Hub		Bay		Ethernet NMM 331XS		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.27.1		Hub		Bay		NMM 331XA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.27.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.3.1		Hub		Bay		NMM 331XA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.3.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.2.2		Hub		Bay		Token Ring NNM 351X		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.2.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.442.1.1.1.9.2		Probe		Bay		Probe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.442.1.1.1.9.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.1.1		Probe		Bay		RMON Probe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.1.3		Probe		Bay		RMON Probe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.1.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.2.2		Probe		Bay		RMON Probe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.2.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.3.2		Probe		Bay		RMON Probe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.3.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.4.2		Probe		Bay		RMON Probe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.4.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.4.3		Probe		Bay		RMON Probe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.569.1.1.4.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.15.1		Switch		Bay		28115		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.15.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.28.1		Switch		Bay		28200		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.28.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.13.5		Switch		Bay		58000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.13.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.17.3		Switch		Bay		58000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.17.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.32.2		Switch		Bay		310-24T Ethernet Switch		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.32.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.30.2		Switch		Bay		350-24T Ethernet Switch		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.30.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.8		Switch		Bay		Accelar		NA		IP-6.0		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.32.1		Switch		Bay		BayStack 303		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.32.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.30.1		Switch		Bay		BayStack 350T		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.30.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.45.1		Switch		Bay		BayStack 380-24T		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.45.1 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.57.1		Switch		Bay		BayStack 425-48T		HW:04       FW:3.5.0.2   SW:v3.6.0.01 BN:01 		IP-6.5.3		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.57.1 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.930.1.1		Switch		Bay		Centillion 100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.930.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9967.100.5000.1		Router		Bluesocket		Gateway		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9967.100.5000.1 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.2		Switch		Brocade		2800 Silkworm FC Switch		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.54.2.1.1		Switch		Brocade		FCX648		IronWare Version 06.0.00T7f1		IP-8.1.1.1		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.54.2.1.1 in IP-8.1.1.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.185		Bridge		Cabletron		EMME		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.185 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.1.10.5		Hub		Cabletron		ELH100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.1.10.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.1		Hub		Cabletron		MicroMMAC		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.3		Hub		Cabletron		MicroMMAC		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.5.10.68		Hub		Cabletron		MMAC-44T		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.5.10.68 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.65569		Hub		Cabletron		MRXi		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.65569 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52		Hub		Cabletron		MRXi-MINIMMAC		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.42		Hub		Cabletron		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.42 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.5.9.136		Hub		Cabletron		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.5.9.136 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.5.9.68		Hub		Cabletron		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.5.9.68 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.10		Hub		Cabletron		SEHI		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.11		Hub		Cabletron		SEHI		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.34		Hub		Cabletron		SEHI		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.34 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.35		Hub		Cabletron		SEHI		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.35 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.187		Hub		Cabletron		TRMM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.187 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.180		Hub		Cabletron		TRMM-2		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.180 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.183		Hub		Cabletron		TRMM-4		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.183 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.82		Switch		Cabletron		2E253-49R		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.82 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.58		Switch		Cabletron		2E42-27R		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.58 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.65		Switch		Cabletron		2E42-27RDC		2E42-27RDC Rev 04.09.08  08/25/99--02:09 ofc		IP-7.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.65 in IP-7.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.68		Switch		Cabletron		2E48-27R		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.68 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.2		Switch		Cabletron		6E122-26		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.7		Switch		Cabletron		6E123-26		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.12		Switch		Cabletron		6E128-26		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.12 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.3		Switch		Cabletron		6E132-25		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.8		Switch		Cabletron		6E133-25		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.13		Switch		Cabletron		6E138-25		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.13 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.23		Switch		Cabletron		6E233-49		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.23 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.4		Switch		Cabletron		6H122-08		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.18		Switch		Cabletron		6H122-16		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.18 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.16		Switch		Cabletron		6H128_08		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.16 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.19		Switch		Cabletron		6H133_37		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.19 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.20		Switch		Cabletron		6H202-24		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.20 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.21		Switch		Cabletron		6H252-17		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.21 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.28		Switch		Cabletron		6H262-18		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.2.28 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.11		Switch		Cabletron		9E106-6		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.10		Switch		Cabletron		9E128-01		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.8		Switch		Cabletron		9E132-15		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.12		Switch		Cabletron		9E138-12		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.12 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.16		Switch		Cabletron		9E423-36		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.16 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.11		Switch		Cabletron		9E428-36		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.6.2		Switch		Cabletron		9F120-08		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.6.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.6.4		Switch		Cabletron		9F241-12		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.6.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.7		Switch		Cabletron		9F426-02		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.14		Switch		Cabletron		9F426-03		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.14 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.13.7		Switch		Cabletron		9G536-04		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.13.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.15		Switch		Cabletron		9H421p12		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.15 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.9		Switch		Cabletron		9H422-12		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.23		Switch		Cabletron		9H423-26		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.23 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.13.1		Switch		Cabletron		9H532-18		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.13.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.13.8		Switch		Cabletron		9H532-24		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.13.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.13.8		Switch		Cabletron		9H532-24		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.13.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.1		Switch		Cabletron		ELM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.3		Switch		Cabletron		ELM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.5.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.97.5.7		Switch		Cabletron		ELS10-26		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.97.5.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.5.1		Switch		Cabletron		EMM-E6		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.5.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.48		Switch		Cabletron		ESX-1320		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.48 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.186		Switch		Cabletron		ESXMIM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.186 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.191		Switch		Cabletron		ESXMIM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.191 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.34		Switch		Cabletron		FDDI-Enet		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.2.34 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.80		Switch		Cabletron		mt2H252p25R		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.3.4.80 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.8		Switch		Cabletron		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.32.9.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.1.1		Switch		Cabletron		Smart Chassis 6000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.1.4		Switch		Cabletron		SSR		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.1.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.1.3		Switch		Cabletron		SSR 8000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.20.1.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.33.1.1		Switch		Cabletron		SSR-2000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.52.3.9.33.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.8		Router		CacheFlow		500		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.8 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.13		Router		CacheFlow		600		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.13 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.16		Router		CacheFlow		700		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.16 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.11		Router		CacheFlow		CA-6000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.919.1.1.2.2		Host		CanogaPerkins		8835 Fiber Optic Repeater		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.919.1.1.2.2 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.919.1.3.1		Switch		CanogaPerkins		9135		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.919.1.3.1 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.7		Host		CasheFlow		Cashe OS Version:2.2.16		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.1		Firewall		CheckPoint		NET-SNMP HPUX9		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.6		Host		CheckPoint		NET SNMP HPUX10		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.6 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.11		Host		CheckPoint		NET-SNMP BSD		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.11 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.8		Host		CheckPoint		NET-SNMP FREEBSD		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.8 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.9		Host		CheckPoint		NET-SNMP IRIX		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.9 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.7		Host		CheckPoint		NET-SNMP NETBSD		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.7 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.2		Host		CheckPoint		NET-SNMP SUNOS4		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.5		Host		CheckPoint		NET-SNMP ULTRIX		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.5 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.255		Host		CheckPoint		NET-SNMP UNKNOWN		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.255 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.13		Host		CheckPoint		NET-SNMP WIN32		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.13 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.12		Host		CheckPoint		NET-SNMPOPENBSD		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.12 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.4		Host		CheckPoint		NET-SNMP-OSF		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.4 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.78		Switch		Ciena		Ciena3911		Ciena3911-3		IP-7.0.3 24		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6141.1.78 in IP-7.0.3 24

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5672.1.2.1		Switch		Ciena		CN2600		NA		IP-6.5.2		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5672.1.2.1 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8799.1.1		Router		Cipheroptics		SG100 Gateway		CipherOptics SG100, Version 3.2		IP-7.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8799.1.1 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.533		Bridge		Cisco		BR1410		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.533 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.551.2.1.123		Bridge		Cisco		WGB350		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.551.2.1.123 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.671		Firewall		Cisco		ASA5520		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.671 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.763		Firewall		Cisco		ASA5550		NA		IP-7.0.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.763 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.417		Firewall		Cisco		PIX Firewall 501		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.417 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.389		Firewall		Cisco		PIX Firewall 506		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.389 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.391		Firewall		Cisco		PIX Firewall 520		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.391 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.392		Firewall		Cisco		PIX Firewall 525		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.392 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.676		Firewall		Cisco		PIX Firewall 525		7.2(1)		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.676 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.393		Firewall		Cisco		PIX Firewall 535		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.393 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.675		Firewall		Cisco		PIX Firewall 535		7.1(2)53		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.675 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.227		Firewall		Cisco		PIXFirewall		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.227 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3076.1.2.1.1.2.1		Firewall		Cisco		VPN 3000 Concentrator		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3076.1.2.1.1.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.623		Host		Cisco		AIM-CUE		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.623 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.486		Host		Cisco		CDM-4630		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.486 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.487		Host		Cisco		CDM-4650		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.487 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.595		Host		Cisco		CE		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.595 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.505		Host		Cisco		CE-510		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.505 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.491		Host		Cisco		CE-565		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.491 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.411		Host		Cisco		CE-590		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.411 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.504		Host		Cisco		CE-7305		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.504 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.412		Host		Cisco		CE-7320		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.412 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.492		Host		Cisco		CE-7325		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.492 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.409		Host		Cisco		ciscoCE507		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.409 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.432		Host		Cisco		ciscoCE507AV		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.432 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.410		Host		Cisco		ciscoCE560		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.410 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.433		Host		Cisco		ciscoCE560AV		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.433 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.381		Host		Cisco		DPA 7610		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.381 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.365		Host		Cisco		DPA 7630		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.365 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.517		Host		Cisco		GSS4490/4480		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.517 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.405		Host		Cisco		HSE 1105		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.405 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.693		Host		Cisco		IPCC		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.693 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.582		Host		Cisco		MCS-7815I		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.582 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.584		Host		Cisco		MCS-7835H		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.584 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.585		Host		Cisco		MCS-7835I		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.585 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.587		Host		Cisco		MCS-7845I		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.587 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.710		Host		Cisco		MeetingPlace Express		Linux release:2.4.21-15.ELsmp machine:i686		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.710 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.622		Host		Cisco		NM-CUE		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.622 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.9999		Host		Cisco		TelePresence3000DevelopmentCodec		(H/W 0600) (SN FOC1220801V). CTS 1.5.1(2082) 2009-03-16 09:26:43 SrcRev:23801		IP-7.0.3.17		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.9999 in IP-7.0.3.17

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.459		Host		Cisco		WLSE		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.459 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.752		Host		Cisco		WLSE1133		NA		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.752 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.3		Hub		Cisco		1000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.224		Hub		Cisco		1538M		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.224 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.225		Hub		Cisco		1548M		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.225 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.147		Hub		Cisco		316T		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.147 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.226		Hub		Cisco		FastHub 100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.226 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.152		Hub		Cisco		FastHub 1116		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.152 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.151		Hub		Cisco		FastHub 116C		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.151 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.150		Hub		Cisco		FastHub 116T		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.150 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.169		Hub		Cisco		FastHub 216T		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.169 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.149		Hub		Cisco		FastHub 3116		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.149 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.148		Hub		Cisco		FastHub 316C		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.148 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.178		Hub		Cisco		FastHubBMMFX		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.178 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.177		Hub		Cisco		FastHubBMMTX		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.177 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.161		Hub		Cisco		MicroHub 1502		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.161 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.160		Hub		Cisco		MicroHub 1503		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.160 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.256		MSFC		Cisco		WSX6302		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.256 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.7211		Probe		Cisco		CiscoSwitchProbe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.7211 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.826		Probe		Cisco		NME-NAM		NA		IP-7.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.826 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5655.1.3		Probe		Cisco		SCE2000		Version 3.1.6 Build 157		IP-7.0.3.8		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5655.1.3 in IP-7.0.3.8

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.3.1.1.2.291		Probe		Cisco		WS-SVC-NAM-2		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.3.1.1.2.291 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.3.1.1.2.223		Probe		Cisco		WS-X6380-NAM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.3.1.1.2.223 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.81		Router		Cisco		751		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.81 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.82		Router		Cisco		752		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.82 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.83		Router		Cisco		753		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.83 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.98		Router		Cisco		761		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.98 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.99		Router		Cisco		762		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.99 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.102		Router		Cisco		765		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.102 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.103		Router		Cisco		766		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.103 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.126		Router		Cisco		771		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.126 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.127		Router		Cisco		772		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.127 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.128		Router		Cisco		775		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.128 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.129		Router		Cisco		776		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.129 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.212		Router		Cisco		801		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.212 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.213		Router		Cisco		802		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.213 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.214		Router		Cisco		803		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.214 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.215		Router		Cisco		804		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.215 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.245		Router		Cisco		805		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.245 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.384		Router		Cisco		806		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.384 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.395		Router		Cisco		811		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.395 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.396		Router		Cisco		813		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.396 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.733		Router		Cisco		815		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.733 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.322		Router		Cisco		826		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.322 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.284		Router		Cisco		827		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.284 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.382		Router		Cisco		828		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.382 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.499		Router		Cisco		836		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.499 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.191		Router		Cisco		904		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.191 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.40		Router		Cisco		1000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.40 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.41		Router		Cisco		1003		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.41 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.49		Router		Cisco		1005		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.49 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.43		Router		Cisco		1020		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.43 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.206		Router		Cisco		1401		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.206 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.250		Router		Cisco		1417		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.250 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.113		Router		Cisco		1601		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.113 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.114		Router		Cisco		1602		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.114 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.115		Router		Cisco		1603		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.115 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.116		Router		Cisco		1604		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.116 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.172		Router		Cisco		1605		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.172 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.538		Router		Cisco		1711		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.538 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.640		Router		Cisco		1803		version 12.4(5.13)T\X0D\X0ATechnical		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.640 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.981		Router		Cisco		1805		12.4(20071114:014948)		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.981 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.901		Router		Cisco		1880		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.901 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.10		Router		Cisco		2000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.15		Router		Cisco		2102		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.15 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.16		Router		Cisco		2202		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.16 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.13		Router		Cisco		2500		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.13 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9999.1.17		Router		Cisco		2501		NA		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9999.1.17 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.18		Router		Cisco		2502		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.18 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.20		Router		Cisco		2504		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.20 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.21		Router		Cisco		2505		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.21 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.22		Router		Cisco		2506		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.22 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.23		Router		Cisco		2507		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.23 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.24		Router		Cisco		2508		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.24 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.25		Router		Cisco		2509		NA		IP-7.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.25 in IP-7.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.27		Router		Cisco		2511		NA		IP-7.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.27 in IP-7.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.28		Router		Cisco		2512		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.28 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.31		Router		Cisco		2515		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.31 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.67		Router		Cisco		2517		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.67 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.68		Router		Cisco		2518		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.68 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.69		Router		Cisco		2519		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.69 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.71		Router		Cisco		2521		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.71 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.72		Router		Cisco		2522		NA		IP-7.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.72 in IP-7.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.73		Router		Cisco		2523		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.73 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.74		Router		Cisco		2524		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.74 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.75		Router		Cisco		2525		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.75 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.6		Router		Cisco		3000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.32		Router		Cisco		3101		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.32 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.33		Router		Cisco		3102		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.33 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.34		Router		Cisco		3103		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.34 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.35		Router		Cisco		3104		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.35 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.581		Router		Cisco		3201		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.581 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.36		Router		Cisco		3202		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.36 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.37		Router		Cisco		3204		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.37 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.819		Router		Cisco		3205		12.4(20071017:231637)		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.819 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.553		Router		Cisco		3220		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.553 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.479		Router		Cisco		3251		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.479 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.690		Router		Cisco		3272		Version 12.4(20051216:092339)		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.690 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.123		Router		Cisco		3620		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.123 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.189		Router		Cisco		3640		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.189 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.339		Router		Cisco		3660		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.339 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.7		Router		Cisco		4000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.649		Router		Cisco		4250		NA		IP-7.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.649 in IP-7.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.531		Router		Cisco		4430		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.531 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.8		Router		Cisco		7000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.12		Router		Cisco		7010		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.12 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.358		Router		Cisco		7160		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.358 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.194		Router		Cisco		7202		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.194 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.476 		Router		Cisco		7301		NA		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.476  in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.290		Router		Cisco		7507		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.290 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.204		Router		Cisco		7576		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.204 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.401		Router		Cisco		7603		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.401 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.53		Router		Cisco		7603		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.53 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.54		Router		Cisco		7606		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.54 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.55		Router		Cisco		7609		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.55 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.397		Router		Cisco		10720		NA		IP-6.2		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.397 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.181		Router		Cisco		12004		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.181 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.173		Router		Cisco		12012		Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software IOS (tm) GS Software (C12KPRP-P-M), Version 12.0(32)SY2a		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.173 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.273		Router		Cisco		12016		IOS Version 12.0(32)SY3a,		IP-7.0.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.273 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.437		Router		Cisco		10005 ESR		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.437 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.348		Router		Cisco		12010 GSR		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.348 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.477		Router		Cisco		12816 PRP		NA		IP-7.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.477 in IP-7.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.200		Router		Cisco		1710 VPN		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.200 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.165		Router		Cisco		2501FRADFX		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.165 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.166		Router		Cisco		2501LANFRADFX		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.166 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.167		Router		Cisco		2502LANFRADFX		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.167 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.153		Router		Cisco		2509RJ		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.153 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.374		Router		Cisco		3600 URM-JK9S-M		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.374 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.342		Router		Cisco		3662-AC-CO		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.342 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.343		Router		Cisco		3662-DC-CO		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.343 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1072		Router		Cisco		3845-NOVPN		NA		IP-7.0.3.20		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1072 in IP-7.0.3.20

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.318		Router		Cisco		4604-GWY		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.318 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.211		Router		Cisco		6400NRP		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.211 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.263		Router		Cisco		7120-AE3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.263 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.262		Router		Cisco		7120-AT3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.262 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.264		Router		Cisco		7120-SMI3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.264 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.260		Router		Cisco		7120-T3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.260 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.268		Router		Cisco		7140-2AE3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.268 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.267		Router		Cisco		7140-2AT3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.267 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.266		Router		Cisco		7140-2E3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.266 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.277		Router		Cisco		7140-2FE		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.277 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.269		Router		Cisco		7140-2MM3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.269 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.265		Router		Cisco		7140-2T3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.265 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.835		Router		Cisco		7600s		Version 12.2(33)SRB1, RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)		IP-7.0.3.13		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.835 in IP-7.0.3.13

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.446		Router		Cisco		827H		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.446 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.270		Router		Cisco		827QuadV		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.270 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.39		Router		Cisco		AccessProEC		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.39 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.38		Router		Cisco		AccessProRC		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.38 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.11		Router		Cisco		AGSplus		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.474		Router		Cisco		AP1200		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.474 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.758		Router		Cisco		AP1250		Version 12.3(20060510:075747)		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.758 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.552		Router		Cisco		AP350 IOS		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.552 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.109		Router		Cisco		AS5200		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.109 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.162		Router		Cisco		AS5300		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.162 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.274		Router		Cisco		AS5400		Cisco IOS Software, 5400 Software (C5400-IS-M), Experimental Version 12.4(		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.274 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.668		Router		Cisco		AS5400XM		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.668 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.188		Router		Cisco		AS5800		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.188 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.308		Router		Cisco		AS5850		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.308 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.272		Router		Cisco		C10400		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.272 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.900		Router		Cisco		C1840		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.900 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.319		Router		Cisco		C2600		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.319 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1067		Router		Cisco		C2975		IOS-12.2(46)EX		IP-7.0.3.12		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1067 in IP-7.0.3.12

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.425		Router		Cisco		C3631		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.425 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.399		Router		Cisco		C4224		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.399 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.276		Router		Cisco		C7100-JK2S-M		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.276 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.240		Router		Cisco		Cache Engine		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.240 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1		Router		Cisco		CDDI/FDDI Concentrator		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.47		Router		Cisco		Cisco 7500 Series (7507, 7513, 7505)		NA		IP-7.0.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.47 in IP-7.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3076.1.2.1.1.3.1		Router		Cisco		Cisco VPN 3002 concentrator		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3076.1.2.1.1.3.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.9		Router		Cisco		CS500		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1		Router		Cisco		GatewayServer		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.362		Router		Cisco		IAD2420		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.362 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.545		Router		Cisco		IAD2430-24FXS		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.545 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.547		Router		Cisco		IAD2431-16FXS		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.547 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.546		Router		Cisco		IAD2431-8FXS		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.546 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.548		Router		Cisco		IAD2431-E1/T1		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.548 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.549		Router		Cisco		IAD2432		NA		IP-7.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.549 in IP-7.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.5		Router		Cisco		IGS/L  IGS/R		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.286		Router		Cisco		MC3810		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.286 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.598		Router		Cisco		MGX8880 Media Gateway		MGX PXM 5.5(10.200)		IP-6.5.3 24		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.598 in IP-6.5.3 24

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.176		Router		Cisco		MicroWebServer2		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.176 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.9.17.39		Router		Cisco		MWAM		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.9.17.39 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.398		Router		Cisco		MWR1900		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.398 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.520		Router		Cisco		MWR1941-DC		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.520 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.732		Router		Cisco		MWR1941-DC-A		NA		IP-7.0.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.732 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.50.7		Router		Cisco		ODS FDDI Network Controller		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.50.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.254		Router		Cisco		Optical Regenerator		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.254 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.51		Router		Cisco		Pro1003		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.51 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.52		Router		Cisco		Pro1004		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.52 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.53		Router		Cisco		Pro1005		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.53 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.117		Router		Cisco		Pro1601		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.117 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.118		Router		Cisco		Pro1602		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.118 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.119		Router		Cisco		Pro1603		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.119 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.120		Router		Cisco		Pro1604		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.120 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.55		Router		Cisco		Pro2500PCE		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.55 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.56		Router		Cisco		Pro2501		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.56 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.130		Router		Cisco		Pro2502		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.130 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.57		Router		Cisco		Pro2503		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.57 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.131		Router		Cisco		Pro2504		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.131 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.58		Router		Cisco		Pro2505		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.58 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.132		Router		Cisco		Pro2506		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.132 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.59		Router		Cisco		Pro2507		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.59 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.133		Router		Cisco		Pro2508		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.133 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.60		Router		Cisco		Pro2509		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.60 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.134		Router		Cisco		Pro2510		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.134 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.61		Router		Cisco		Pro2511		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.61 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.135		Router		Cisco		Pro2512		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.135 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.136		Router		Cisco		Pro2513		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.136 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.62		Router		Cisco		Pro2514		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.62 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.137		Router		Cisco		Pro2515		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.137 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.63		Router		Cisco		Pro2516		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.63 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.138		Router		Cisco		Pro2517		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.138 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.139		Router		Cisco		Pro2518		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.139 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.64		Router		Cisco		Pro2519		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.64 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.104		Router		Cisco		Pro2520		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.104 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.105		Router		Cisco		Pro2522		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.105 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.140		Router		Cisco		Pro2523		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.140 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.106		Router		Cisco		Pro2524		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.106 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.141		Router		Cisco		Pro2525		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.141 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.66		Router		Cisco		Pro4500		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.66 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.142		Router		Cisco		Pro4700		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.142 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.76		Router		Cisco		Pro751		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.76 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.77		Router		Cisco		Pro752		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.77 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.78		Router		Cisco		Pro753		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.78 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.92		Router		Cisco		Pro765		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.92 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.93		Router		Cisco		Pro766		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.93 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.4		Router		Cisco		ProtocolTranslator		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.199		Router		Cisco		RPM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.199 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.457		Router		Cisco		RPM-PR		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.457 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.291		Router		Cisco		RSP-JSV-M		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.291 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.628		Router		Cisco		SB 106		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.628 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.629		Router		Cisco		SB 107		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.629 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.354		Router		Cisco		SOHO-76		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.354 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.353		Router		Cisco		SOHO-77		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.353 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.383		Router		Cisco		SOHO-78		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.383 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.498		Router		Cisco		SOHO-91		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.498 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.500		Router		Cisco		SOHO-96		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.500 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.496		Router		Cisco		SOHO-97		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.496 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.522		Router		Cisco		SVC-FW-1		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.522 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.3		Router		Cisco		Trouter		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.255		Router		Cisco		UBR 924		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.255 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.344		Router		Cisco		uBR7111		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.344 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.345		Router		Cisco		uBR7111E		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.345 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.346		Router		Cisco		uBR7114		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.346 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.347		Router		Cisco		uBR7114E		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.347 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.210		Router		Cisco		UBR7223		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.210 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.179		Router		Cisco		UBR7246		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.179 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.271		Router		Cisco		uBR7246VXR		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.271 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.351		Router		Cisco		uBR905		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.351 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.375		Router		Cisco		URM-2FE-2V		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.375 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.279		Router		Cisco		VG200-I6S-M		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.279 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.255.1.1		Router		Cisco		VPN 5002/8 Concentrator		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.255.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.257		RSFC		Cisco		5kRsfc		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.257 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.5		Switch		Cisco		1200		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.27		Switch		Cisco		1220		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.27 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.9		Switch		Cisco		1600		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.16		Switch		Cisco		1924		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.16 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.15		Switch		Cisco		3200		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.15 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.33		Switch		Cisco		3900		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.33 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.37		Switch		Cisco		3920		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.37 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.300		Switch		Cisco		4006		NA		IP-7.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.300 in IP-7.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.192		Switch		Cisco		6200		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.192 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.190		Switch		Cisco		8510		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.190 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.196		Switch		Cisco		8515		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.196 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.28		Switch		Cisco		1900c				IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.28 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.31		Switch		Cisco		1900i		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.31 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.170		Switch		Cisco		2908XL		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.170 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.370		Switch		Cisco		2912-LRE-XL		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.370 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.219		Switch		Cisco		2912XL		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.219 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.369		Switch		Cisco		2924-LRE-XL		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.369 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.183		Switch		Cisco		2924XL		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.183 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.540		Switch		Cisco		2940-8TT		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.540 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.275		Switch		Cisco		2948-GL3				IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.275 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.483		Switch		Cisco		2950ST-8-LRE		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.483 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.560		Switch		Cisco		2950SX-48		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.560 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.508		Switch		Cisco		2955S-12		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.508 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.527		Switch		Cisco		2970-24		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.527 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.58		Switch		Cisco		4503-Sup		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.58 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.298		Switch		Cisco		4908G-L3		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.298 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.41		Switch		Cisco		4912G		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.41 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.299		Switch		Cisco		6015 IP DSL		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.299 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.297		Switch		Cisco		6160 IP DSL		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.297 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.253		Switch		Cisco		6260 IP DSL		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.253 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.180		Switch		Cisco		6400NSP		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.180 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.64		Switch		Cisco		6504-E		Version 8.5(0.177)JAC\X0A		IP-6.5.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.64 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.47		Switch		Cisco		6509 NEB		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.47 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.230		Switch		Cisco		8510 MSR		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.230 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.999230		Switch		Cisco		8510 MSR		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.999230 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.231		Switch		Cisco		8515 MSR		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.231 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.203		Switch		Cisco		8540 CSR		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.203 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.2		Switch		Cisco		adapterCard		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.379		Switch		Cisco		Aironet AP340		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.379 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.380		Switch		Cisco		AP350		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.380 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.237		Switch		Cisco		BPX 8620		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.237 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.238		Switch		Cisco		BPX 8650		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.238 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.239		Switch		Cisco		BPX 8680		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.239 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.351.100		Switch		Cisco		BPX-Switch		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.351.100 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.488		Switch		Cisco		C2955T-12		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.488 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.175		Switch		Cisco		Catalyst 1912C		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.175 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.437.1.1.3.3.2		Switch		Cisco		Catalyst 2100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.437.1.1.3.3.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.437.1.1.3.3.3		Switch		Cisco		Catalyst 2800		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.437.1.1.3.3.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.10		Switch		Cisco		Catalyst 3000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.241		Switch		Cisco		Catalyst 6000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.241 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.20		Switch		Cisco		Catalyst WS-C2820		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.20 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.12		Switch		Cisco		Catalyst WS-C2900		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.12 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.49		Switch		Cisco		Catalyst WS-C2980		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.49 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.26		Switch		Cisco		Catalyst WS-C3001		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.26 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.23		Switch		Cisco		Catalyst WS-C3100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.23 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.29		Switch		Cisco		Catalyst WS-C5002		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.29 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.797		Switch		Cisco		catalyst35608PC		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.797 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.792		Switch		Cisco		catalyst3750E24PD		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.792 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.789		Switch		Cisco		catalyst3750E24TD		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.789 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.791		Switch		Cisco		catalyst3750E48PD		NA		IP-7.0.3.6		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.791 in IP-7.0.3.6

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.790		Switch		Cisco		catalyst3750E48TD		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.790 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.749		Switch		Cisco		CBS3030		Version 12.2(25)SEE		IP-6.5.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.749 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.562		Switch		Cisco		CIGESM_IBM_BladeCenter		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.562 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.21		Switch		Cisco		cpw1420		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.21 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.25		Switch		Cisco		cpw1601		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.25 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.24		Switch		Cisco		cpw1800		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.24 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.13		Switch		Cisco		cpw2200		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.13 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.1		Switch		Cisco		CS 100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.368.4.4		Switch		Cisco		CSS 11050				IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.368.4.4 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.368.4.3		Switch		Cisco		CSS 11150				IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.368.4.3 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.7		Switch		Cisco		CSS 11501		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.7 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.368.4.7		Switch		Cisco		CSS 11501		Version 07.49.0.19		IP-6.5.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.368.4.7 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.5		Switch		Cisco		CSS 11503		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1000		Switch		Cisco		Dagger 134 54T 		Cisco IOS Software, CBS31X0 Software		IP-7.0.3.7		yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		no		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1000 in IP-7.0.3.7

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.22		Switch		Cisco		dcd		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.22 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.14		Switch		Cisco		esStack		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.14 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.19		Switch		Cisco		EtherSwitch 1220		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.19 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.660		Switch		Cisco		IGESM		Version 12.1(22)EA6		IP-6.5.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.660 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.232		Switch		Cisco		IGX 8410		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.232 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.234		Switch		Cisco		IGX 8430		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.234 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.235		Switch		Cisco		IGX 8450		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.235 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.243		Switch		Cisco		IGXSes		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.243 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.280		Switch		Cisco		IOS 6006		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.280 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.281		Switch		Cisco		IOS 6009		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.281 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.107		Switch		Cisco		LightStream 1010		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.107 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.11		Switch		Cisco		ls1010		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.164		Switch		Cisco		LS1015		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.164 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.442		Switch		Cisco		MDS 9216A				IP-6.2.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.442 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.414		Switch		Cisco		MDS-9120				IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.414 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.411		Switch		Cisco		MDS-9140				IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.411 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.380		Switch		Cisco		MDS-9216				IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.380 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.734		Switch		Cisco		ME2400 		Cisco IOS Version 12.2(25)EX		IP-7.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.734 in IP-7.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.719		Switch		Cisco		ME6524-GT-8S		NA		IP-7.0.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.719 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.351.130		Switch		Cisco		MGX		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.351.130 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.229		Switch		Cisco		MGX 8820		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.229 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.228		Switch		Cisco		MGX 8850		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.228 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.798 		Switch		Cisco		Nexus 5010		Version 4.2(1)N2(1)		IP-7.0.4		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.798  in IP-7.0.4

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.406		Switch		Cisco		ONS 15540		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.406 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1869.11.11.5.3		Switch		Cisco		ONS15501-AC		NA		IP-6.2		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1869.11.11.5.3 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1869.11.11.5.1		Switch		Cisco		ONS15501-DC		NA		IP-6.2		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1869.11.11.5.1 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.460		Switch		Cisco		ONS-15530				IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.460 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.462		Switch		Cisco		ONS-15530ETS				IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.462 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.461		Switch		Cisco		ONS-15530NEBS				IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.461 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.772		Switch		Cisco		ONS-Skyla		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.772 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.30		Switch		Cisco		PIX Firewall		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.30 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.407		Switch		Cisco		SN-5420		NA		IP-7.0.3.4		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.407 in IP-7.0.3.4

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.475		Switch		Cisco		SN-5428				IP-6.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.475 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6203.17		Switch		Cisco		TOPSPIN SFS7000P		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6203.17 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6203.18		Switch		Cisco		TOPSPIN SFS7008P		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6203.18 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.32		Switch		Cisco		tsStack		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.32 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.312		Switch		Cisco		VITO		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.312 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.4		Switch		Cisco		WSC 1100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.6		Switch		Cisco		WSC 1400		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.8		Switch		Cisco		WSC 1600		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.175		Switch		Cisco		wsc1900 Lite Fx		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.175 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.482		Switch		Cisco		WS-C2950ST-24-LRE		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.482 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.951		Switch		Cisco		WS-C2960-24LT-L		12.2(0.727)SE		IP-7.0.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.951 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.952		Switch		Cisco		WS-C2960-PD-8TT-L		12.2(0.727)SE		IP-7.0.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.952 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.368		Switch		Cisco		WS-C3550-12T		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.368 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.453		Switch		Cisco		WS-C3550-24Mmf		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.453 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.784		Switch		Cisco		WSCBS3040		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.784 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2		TerminalServer		Cisco		TerminalServer		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.727.7.1.82000		Router		Clarent		SDM-8200		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.727.7.1.82000 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.333.2		Router		CNT		UltraNet Storage Director		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.333.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.6520		Router		Codex		Motorola 6520		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.6520 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.6560		Router		Codex		Motorola 6560		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.6560 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.200		Router		Codex		Motorola VANGUARD 200		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.200 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.300		Router		Codex		Motorola VANGUARD 300		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.300 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.320		Router		Codex		Motorola VANGUARD 320		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.320 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.0		Router		Codex		Motorola VANGUARD 340		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.0 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.7310		Router		Codex		Motorola VANGUARD 7310		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.7310 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.160.1.2		Switch		Compaq		IP Console Switch		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.160.1.2 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3085.1.1.2		Switch		Cosine		IPSX9500		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3085.1.1.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2512.1.1		Switch		CrossRoads		4450 Bridge		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2512.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2925.4		Host		Cyclades		AlterPath ACS48		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2925.4 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.687		Host		Cylink		Frame Encriptor		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.687 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.687.2.10		Host		Cylink		SNMP Agent		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.687.2.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.3.6.10		Bridge		DEC		DECbridge		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.3.6.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.2.3		Host		DEC		AlphaServer 4100 5/30		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.2.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.5.1		Hub		DEC		DECconcentrator 500		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.5.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.10.3.1		Hub		DEC		DEChub 900		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.10.3.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.9.8.1		Hub		DEC		DECrepeater 90TS		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.9.8.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.3.11.1		Switch		DEC		DECswitch 900EF		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.3.11.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.3.7.1		Switch		DEC		DECswitch 900EF		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.3.7.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.3.3		Switch		DEC		GIGAswitch		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.3.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.11.13.1		Switch		DEC		VNswitch900EF-MM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.11.13.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.5.1.3		TerminalServer		DEC		DECserver 700-08		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.5.1.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.6.6.1		TerminalServer		DEC		DECserver 700-16		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.6.6.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.6.7.1		TerminalServer		DEC		DECserver 900TM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.6.7.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6200.1.2.3		TerminalServer		DEC		DECServer716		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.6200.1.2.3 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.6.4.1		TerminalServer		DEC		DECserver90M		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.6.4.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.3.9.1		Bridge		DEC/Entrasys		RoamAbout Access Point		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.36.2.15.3.9.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.16		Firewall		DefensePro		DefensePro		DefensePro with IPS, BWM, DoS and B-DoS		IP-7.0.3.16		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.16 in IP-7.0.3.16

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.1		Switch		Dell		Powerconnect 3024		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.171.10.64.1		Switch		D-Link		DES-3526		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.171.10.64.1 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.644.2.4		Switch		Eastern-Research		DNX-11		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.644.2.4 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1286.1.3		Switch		ECI		ECI telecom HiFOCuS broadband		ECI		IP-7.0.3.20		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1286.1.3 in IP-7.0.3.20

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1764.1		Host		eComServer		NetWatch		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1764.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2136.2.2		Host		Electronics-For Imaging-Inc.		EFI Fiery Color Printer Server		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2136.2.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2136.2.11.2		Host		Electronics-For Imaging-Inc.		EFI Fiery Server X12		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2136.2.11.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2136.2.6.1		Host		Electronics-For Imaging-Inc.		EFI Fiery Server ZX		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2136.2.6.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.106.1.4.1		Host		EMC		Clarion IP4700 File Server		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.106.1.4.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1364.1 		Probe		Emerson		CHLORIDE EDR2400		NA		IP-7.0.3		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1364.1  in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.18		Switch		EnterasysNetworks		5H102-48		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.18 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.3		Switch		EnterasysNetworks		6H302-48		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.42		Switch		EnterasysNetworks		XP 2400		E9.0.7.3 prom-E3.2.0.0		IP-7.0.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.42 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.24		Switch		Extreme		BlackDiamond6816		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.24 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.54		Switch		Extreme		Summit 48i		Summit200-48 - Version 6.2e.2 (Build 16) by Release_Master_ABU Thu 06/26/2003 16:33:54		IP-7.0.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.54 in IP-7.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.15		Switch		Extreme		Summit 5i		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.15 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.25		Switch		Extreme		Summit24e3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.25 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.4		Switch		Extreme		Summit4		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.6		Switch		Extreme		Summit48		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.28		Switch		Extreme		Summit48i1u		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.28 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.5		Switch		Extreme		Summit4fx		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.12		Switch		Extreme		Summit7iSX		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.12 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.111.1.5		Switch		Extreme		SW5450		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.111.1.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1296.1.1		Router		First Virtual		Multimedia Switch		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1296.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1548.5871.0		Router		Flowpoint		Efficient 5871 IDSL Route		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1548.5871.0 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.3		Switch		Force10		S50V		NA		IP-7.0.3.16		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3.3 in IP-7.0.3.16

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.6.1.1		Hub		Fore		6k7k8k		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.6.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.6.1.3		Switch		Fore		ASN9000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.6.1.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.10.1		Switch		Fore		ES2810		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.10.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.3		Switch		Fore		ES3810		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2.5		Switch		Fore		ForeRunner ASX-200BX		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.44.1.2		Router		Foundry		NetIron MLX		Foundry Networks, Inc. NetIron MLX, IronWare Version V3.1.0pT163 		IP-7.0.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.44.1.2 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.21.1		Switch		Foundry		4802		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.21.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.21.3		Switch		Foundry		4802		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.21.3 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.11.1		Switch		Foundry		BigIron		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.11.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.24.2		Switch		Foundry		BigIron		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.24.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.7.1		Switch		Foundry		BigIron		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.7.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.14.2		Switch		Foundry		BigIron 15000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.14.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.14.1		Switch		Foundry		BigIron15000		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.14.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.14.3		Switch		Foundry		BigIron15000		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.14.3 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.6.1		Switch		Foundry		BigIron4000		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.6.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.6.3		Switch		Foundry		BigIron4000		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.6.3 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.7.3		Switch		Foundry		BigIron8000		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.7.3 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.1.1		Switch		Foundry		FastIron		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.1.2		Switch		Foundry		FastIron		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.1.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.24.1		Switch		Foundry		FastIron 1500		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.24.1 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.5.1.1.4.2.1		Switch		Foundry		FastIron Edge 2402CF		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.5.1.1.4.2.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.1.222.1		Switch		Foundry		FastIron Edge 4802F		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.1.222.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.54.1.2.1		Switch		Foundry		FastIron FCX624S POE PREM		IronWare Version 07.1.00T7f3		IP-7.0.4.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.54.1.2.1 in IP-7.0.4.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.1.3.1.1		Switch		Foundry		FastIron FESX424+2XG		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.34.1.3.1.1 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.8.1		Switch		Foundry		FastIron2		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.8.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.8.2		Switch		Foundry		FastIron2		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.8.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.12.1		Switch		Foundry		FastIron2GC		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.12.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.12.2		Switch		Foundry		FastIron2GC		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.12.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.9.1		Switch		Foundry		FastIron2Plus		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.9.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.9.2		Switch		Foundry		FastIron2Plus		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.9.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.13.1		Switch		Foundry		FastIron2PlusGC		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.13.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.13.2		Switch		Foundry		FastIron2PlusGC		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.13.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.16.2		Switch		Foundry		FastIron3		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.16.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.17.1		Switch		Foundry		FastIron3GC		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.17.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.17.2		Switch		Foundry		FastIron3GC		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.17.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.26.2		Switch		Foundry		FES4802		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.26.2 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.27.2		Switch		Foundry		FES9604-PREM		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.27.2 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.35.1.1.1.1		Switch		Foundry		FWSX		NA		IP-7.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.35.1.1.1.1 in IP-7.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.2.1		Switch		Foundry		NetIron		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.15.1		Switch		Foundry		NetIron1500		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.15.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.1		Switch		Foundry		ServerIron		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.3.1		Switch		Foundry		ServerIron		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.3.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.3.2		Switch		Foundry		ServerIron		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.3.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.3.3		Switch		Foundry		ServerIron		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.3.3 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.20.1		Switch		Foundry		ServerIron1500		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.20.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.20.2		Switch		Foundry		ServerIron1500		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.20.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.18.1		Switch		Foundry		ServerIron400		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.18.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.19.1		Switch		Foundry		ServerIron800		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.19.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.19.2		Switch		Foundry		ServerIron800		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.19.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.4.1		Switch		Foundry		TurboIron		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.4.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.4.2		Switch		Foundry		TurboIron		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.4.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.5.4		Switch		Foundry		TurboIron		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.5.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.5.1		Switch		Foundry		TurboIron8		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.5.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.5.2		Switch		Foundry		TurboIron8		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.5.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.5.3		Switch		Foundry		TurboIron8		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.3.5.3 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8150		Probe		Frontier-Software Development		CiscoSwitchProbe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8150 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8700		Probe		Frontier-Software Development		CiscoSwitchProbe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8700 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.6020		Probe		Frontier-Software Development		tr-4m		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.6020 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.321.1.1.0		Host		FW		FW Rev 1.97		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.321.1.1.0 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.64		Bridge		Gandalf		Ethernet Bridge		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.64 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2297.3.1		Host		Ganymede		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2297.3.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.498.6.3		Host		General_DataComm		SNMP553SD		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.498.6.3 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.498.23.1		Router		General_DataComm		AI 294 Card		NA		IP-6.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.498.23.1 in IP-6.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.498.3.6		Switch		General_DataComm		SpectraComm_Manager		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.498.3.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.251.3.7.16		Router		GeneralDataComm		Xedge 6002		Software Version 720er6		IP-6.5.3.11		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.251.3.7.16 in IP-6.5.3.11

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8550.1.1.1.1		Bridge		Hatteras_Networks		HN400		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.8550.1.1.1.1 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3.1.1		Host		HDS		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.9.2		Host		Hewlett-Packard		HP ETHERNET MULTI-ENVIRONMENT ROM A.05		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.9.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.10.1.1		Host		Hewlett-Packard		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.10.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.2.5		Host		Hewlett-Packard		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.2.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.6.3.2		Host		Hewlett-Packard		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.6.3.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.6.5		Host		Hewlett-Packard		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.6.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.6.5.2		Host		Hewlett-Packard		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.6.5.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.6.7.2.1		Host		Hewlett-Packard		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.6.7.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.9.8.1.2		Host		Hewlett-Packard		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.9.8.1.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.5.5.1.1		Host		Hewlett-Packard		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.5.5.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.368.1.2		Host		Hewlett-Packard		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.368.1.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.5.19		Hub		Hewlett-Packard		HPJ3188A		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.5.19 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.11		Switch		Hewlett-Packard		J4093A ProCurve		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.18		Switch		Hewlett-Packard		J4812A ProCurve Switch		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.18 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.17		Switch		HP		J4819A (ProCurve Switch 5308XL)		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.17 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.27		Switch		HP		J4887A ProCurve Switch 4104GL		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.27 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.161.1.36		Switch		HP		ProLiant BL e-Class C-GbE		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.161.1.36 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.161.1.37		Switch		HP		ProLiant BL p-Class GbE2		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.232.161.1.37 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.1.1.1.12809		Router		Huawei		AR28-09		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.1.1.1.12809 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.1.1.1.12831		Router		Huawei		AR28-31		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.1.1.1.12831 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.144		Router		Huawei		AR4945		AR		IP-7.0.3 27		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.144 in IP-7.0.3 27

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.226		Router		Huawei		Huawei AR1915		1915		IP-7.0.3 27		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.226 in IP-7.0.3 27

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.141		Router		Huawei		Huawei AR2921		2921		IP-7.0.3 27		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.10.1.141 in IP-7.0.3 27

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.40		Switch		Huawei		Quidway S3528P		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.23.40 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.170.1		Switch		Huawei		S9303		Version 5.50		IP-7.0.3 27		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.170.1 in IP-7.0.3 27

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.170.2		Switch		Huawei		S9306 (Routing Switch)		Version 5.50		IP-7.0.3 27		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2011.2.170.2 in IP-7.0.3 27

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2218.1.5		Host		Hubbell-Pulsecom		DSLAM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2218.1.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.303.3.3.12.1.1.18		Host		Hughes		DNCC		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.303.3.3.12.1.1.18 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.303.3.3.12.1.1.7		Host		Hughes		webACS		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.303.3.3.12.1.1.7 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.25		Host		IBM		IBM InfoPrint 20		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.25 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.48		Host		IBM		IBM InfoPrint 40		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.48 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.34		Host		IBM		Infoprint 32		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.34 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.1		Host		IBM		InRange		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.118.2		Host		IBM		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.118.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.6		Host		IBM		Network Printer 24		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.46		Host		IBM		Oce digital copier		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.46 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.1.2.1.1.2		Host		IBM		RISC/6000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.3.1.2.1.1.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.15		Hub		IBM		mdl 13 s/n 23t7677		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.15 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.72		Router		IBM		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.72 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.2.6		Host		infoblox		250		2.6.17.4		IP-7.0.3 24		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7779.2.6 in IP-7.0.3 24

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9527.1.12		Switch		Inkra		1518TX/GTX		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9527.1.12 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.469.1000.1.6		Bridge		Intermec Technologies		UAP		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.469.1000.1.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.469.1000.1.13		Bridge		Intermec_Technologies		WA21		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.469.1000.1.13 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3720.6		Host		IqinVision		IQeye1		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3720.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.1.1		Router		Juniper		ERX1400 Virtual Router		Version : (6.1.3 patch-0.8 [BuildId 4939]) Build 		IP-6.2 		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.1.1 in IP-6.2 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.5		Router		Juniper		ERX310		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.5 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.14		Router		Juniper		J4300		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.14 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.3		Router		Juniper		M-160		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.2		Router		Juniper		M-20		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.1		Router		Juniper		M-40		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.6		Router		Juniper		T640 Backbone Router		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.6 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.17.3		Router		Juniper		TX Routing Node (LCC2)		NA		IP-7.0.3.22		yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.17.3 in IP-7.0.3.22

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.17.4		Router		Juniper		TX Routing Node (LCC3)		NA		IP-7.0.3.22		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.17.4 in IP-7.0.3.22

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7005		Firewall		Kagoor		Session Border Controller 300		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.7005 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.25		Router		Kentrox		DataSMART 558		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.25 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.26		Router		Kentrox		DataSMART 698		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.26 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.52.1		Router		Kentrox		Q2200		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.52.1 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.52.2		Router		Kentrox		Q2300		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.52.2 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.52.3		Router		Kentrox		Q2400		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.181.1.52.3 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.244.24		TerminalServer		Lantronix		ETS16PR		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.244.24 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.555.2.3.5		Router		Larscom		Mega - E		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.555.2.3.5 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.555.2.3.7		Router		Larscom		Mega - E		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.555.2.3.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.555.2.3.6		Router		Larscom		Mega - T		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.555.2.3.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5395.1.1.1.1.1		Router		Laurel		ST200		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5395.1.1.1.1.1 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.641.1		Host		Lexmark-International		Lexmark Optra		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.641.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.476.1.2.1.1		Host		Liebert		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.476.1.2.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.476.1.1.1.5		Host		Liebert		UPS		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.476.1.1.1.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1575.1.5		Host		Linux		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1575.1.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5528.100.20.10.2000		Host		Linux		NetBotz		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.5528.100.20.10.2000 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.7		Hub		Lucent		M410		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.10		Hub		Lucent		M420		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.4		Hub		Lucent		M440		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.9		Hub		Lucent		STACK		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.50.0.4		Router		Lucent		Access Point 50-LAN		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.50.0.4 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.0.0		Router		Lucent		AP300		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.0.0 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.9		Router		Lucent		APX-1000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.4		Router		Lucent		MAX TNT		Software Version 11.0.3e14		IP-7.0.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.4 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.2.11		Switch		Lucent		Cajun P120		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.2.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1751.1.45.1		Switch		Lucent		Cajun P550		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1751.1.45.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1751.1.45.2		Switch		Lucent		Cajun P550		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1751.1.45.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1751.1.45.8		Switch		Lucent		Cajun Switch PA80		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1751.1.45.8 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.11		Switch		Lucent		M440-01		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.15		Switch		Lucent		M770		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.15 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.16		Switch		Lucent		M770ATM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.16 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.12		Switch		Lucent		Visage		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.1.12 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.2.8		Switch		Lucent		Visage		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.81.17.2.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.1.0		Router		Lucent-Xedia		AP3		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.1.0 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.1000.1.6		Router		Lucent-Xedia		Lucent Access Point 1000		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.1000.1.6 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.1000.4.0		Router		Lucent-Xedia		Lucent Access Point 1000		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.1000.4.0 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.1000.4.1		Router		Lucent-Xedia		Lucent Access Point 1000		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.1000.4.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.1.1		Router		Lucent-Xedia		Lucent Access Point 300_ST		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.1.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.2.0		Router		Lucent-Xedia		Lucent Access Point 300_ST		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.2.0 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.2.1		Router		Lucent-Xedia		Lucent Access Point 300_ST		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.2.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.3.0		Router		Lucent-Xedia		Lucent Access Point 300_ST		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.3.0 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.0.1		Router		Lucent-Xedia		Lucent Access Point 300_U		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.0.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.1.0		Router		Lucent-Xedia		Lucent Access Point 300_U		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.300.1.0 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.450.2.0		Router		Lucent-Xedia		XEDIA		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.838.5.1.450.2.0 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4253.1.1		Router		LuxN		WavSystem		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4253.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.63.1		Host		Macintosh		MacOS 9.0		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.63.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2.17		Switch		Marconi		ASX-1200		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2.17 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2.18		Switch		Marconi		ASX-4000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2.18 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.20.1.2.1.2		Switch		Marconi		ES-1200		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.20.1.2.1.2 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1012.2.5.2.1		Switch		Marconi		ESR Switch Agent V5.3.2		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1012.2.5.2.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2154.1.1.1.2		Switch		Marconi		ESX minor		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2154.1.1.1.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2.20		Switch		Marconi		ESX-3000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2.20 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2.16		Switch		Marconi		TNX-1100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2.16 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.705.1.2		Host		MGE		UPS		NA		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.705.1.2 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1476		Host		MicroFrame		SNMP agent for Sentinel 2000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1476 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.1		Host		Microsoft		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.1.10.14.3.1		Host		Microsoft		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.1.10.14.3.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3246.254.1		Host		MiraPoint		M300		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3246.254.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.9565		Router		Motorola		VANGUARD 340		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.9565 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.6455		Router		Motorola		Vanguard 6455		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.6455 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.629.14.1.1		Hub		NBASE		NH1026		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.629.14.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.629.11.5.1		Switch		NBASE		NH2016		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.629.11.5.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.607.1.5.1.0		Host		NCR		MP-RAS		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.607.1.5.1.0 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.84.1.5		Router		NEC		IX1035		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.84.1.5 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.84.2.1		Router		NEC		IX2010		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.84.2.1 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.84.7.1		Router		NEC		IX3010		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.84.7.1 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.76.5.2		Switch		NEC		BF210/24		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.76.5.2 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.3.13.4		Switch		NEC		Bluefire 5003		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.3.13.4 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.3.13.1		Switch		NEC		Bluefire 5010 ATM Switch / Router		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.3.13.1 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.12		Switch		NEC		Bluefire 8000 series 10G ATM Switch		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.12 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.8		Switch		NEC		Bluefire 8000 series 2.5G ATM Switch		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.8 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.9		Switch		NEC		NETNEX8775		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.9 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4526.100.2.1		Switch		Netgear		GSM7212		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4526.100.2.1 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.304.2.2.19.4652		Router		Netopia		4652		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.304.2.2.19.4652 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.304.2.2.18		Router		Netopia		Netopia R7200-T		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.304.2.2.18 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.343.2.4.11		Host		NetportExpress		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.343.2.4.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.4910		Host		Netscout		4910		4.3.0		IP-7.0.3.17		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.4910 in IP-7.0.3.17

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9903		Host		Netscout		9903RET		4.3		IP-7.0.3.17		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9903 in IP-7.0.3.17

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8110		Probe		Netscout		8110		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8110 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8221		Probe		NetScout		8221		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8221 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9100		Probe		Netscout		9100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9100 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9241		Probe		NetScout		9112		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9241 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8241		Probe		NetScout		8241ET		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8241 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8243		Probe		Netscout		8243ET		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8243 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9983		Probe		Netscout		9983PET		4.3		IP-7.0.3.20		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.9983 in IP-7.0.3.20

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.7221		Probe		NetScout		CiscoSwitch Probe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.7221 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.7500		Probe		NetScout		CiscoSwitch Probe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.7500 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.7302		Probe		Netscout		CiscoSwitchProbe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.7302 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8400		Probe		Netscout		CiscoSwitchProbe		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8400 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8912		Probe		Netscout		Netscout/8912ET		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.141.1.1.8912 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.4		Firewall		Netscreen		NetScreen-100		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.2		Firewall		Netscreen		NetScreen-5		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.12		Firewall		NetScreen		NetScreen-NS-5XP		version 5.0.0r9.0		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3224.1.12 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.789.1.1.1		Host		NetworkAppliance		NetApp Release 5.3.4R392		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.789.1.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.789.2.2		Host		NetworkAppliance		NetCache C1105		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.789.2.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3401.2		Host		NetworkAssociates		Sniffer Pro 3.0		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3401.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.110.3.1.1.2.1		Probe		NetworkGeneral		Sniffer		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.110.3.1.1.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.10		Firewall		Nokia		IP110		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.137		Firewall		Nokia		IP380		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.137 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.5		Firewall		Nokia		IP440		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.143		Firewall		NOKIA		IPSO IP2255A		BUILD096 releng 1515  12.05.2008-053151 i386		IP-7.0.3.21		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.21.2.1.143 in IP-7.0.3.21

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.33		Host		Nokia		Nokia WAP Server		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.94.1.33 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.4.2.2		Host		Nortel		DMS Supernode		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.4.2.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.37.1.4		Host		Nortel		Survivable Remote Gateway (SRG)		SRGe (with Ethernet Router) HW: 07.01 SW: 1.00.2.04.j (c) Nortel Networks		IP-7.0.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.37.1.4 in IP-7.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.37.1.8		Host		Nortel		Survivable Remote Gateway (SRG)		NA		IP-7.0.3.15		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.37.1.8 in IP-7.0.3.15

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.1700		Router		Nortel		1700		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.1700 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.37.1.1		Router		Nortel		Business Communications Manager 2.5		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.37.1.1 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.36.1.3		Router		Nortel		Carrier Passport		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.36.1.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.541.2.0		Router		Nortel		CLAM		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.541.2.0 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.10		Router		Nortel		Contivity		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.4		Router		Nortel		Contivity		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.5		Router		Nortel		Contivity		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.6		Router		Nortel		Contivity		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.8		Router		Nortel		Contivity		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.7		Router		Nortel		Contivity 1600		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.7 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.600		Router		Nortel		Contivity 600		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.600 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.13		Router		Nortel		Contivity Extranet Switch V04_06.120		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.13 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.12		Router		Nortel		Contivity Extranet Switch V04_07.021		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.12 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.1010		Router		Nortel		Contivity VPN 1010		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.1010 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.1100		Router		Nortel		Contivity VPN 1100		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.1100 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.9		Router		Nortel		Contivity VPN 4600		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2505.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.541.2		Router		Nortel		MARLIN		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.541.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3199.10.1		Router		Nortel		Shasta 5000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3199.10.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.73.2.2.3.1		Router		Nortel		SR 1001		Boot Version = J1100_031805		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.73.2.2.3.1 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.73.2.2.3.2		Router		Nortel		SR 1002		Boot Version = T1k031605		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.73.2.2.3.2 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.73.2.2.3.3		Router		Nortel		SR 1004		Boot Version = T1k031605		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.73.2.2.3.3 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.73.2.2.3.5		Router		Nortel		SR 1004E		Boot Version = T1k031605		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.562.73.2.2.3.5 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.13.1.1		Switch		Nortel		2424		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.13.1.1 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.7		Switch		Nortel		Accelar 1150		NA		IP-6.0		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.10		Switch		Nortel		ACEdirector 4		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.9		Switch		Nortel		ACEswitch 184		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.61.1		Switch		Nortel		BayStack 325-24T		SW:v3.6.0.01 		IP-6.5.3		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.61.1 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.43.1		Switch		Nortel		BayStack 420		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.43.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.64.1		Switch		Nortel		Baystack 470-48T		HW:01       FW:3.6.0.6   SW:v3.6.2.04 		IP-6.5.3		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.64.1 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2637.1.2.1.1		Switch		Nortel		CVX-1800		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2637.1.2.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2865.1		Switch		Nortel		OPTera Metro 5000		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2865.1 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.33		Switch		Nortel		Passport 8106		NA		IP-6.0		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.33 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1727.1.2.1		Host		Novell		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1727.1.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.23.1.13.2		Host		Novell		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.23.1.13.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10.2.1.3		Router		NSC		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.10.2.1.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1550.1		Host		Nuera		F200		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1550.1 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3052.40		Host		Omnitronix		SL10		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3052.40 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.7		Router		Overture		ISG45		ISG45		IP-7.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.7 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.8		Router		Overture		ISG45+		ISG45Plus 		IP-7.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.8 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.2.0		Router		Overture		ISG5000		ISG5000		IP-7.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.2.0 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.6.0		Switch		Overture		ISG2200		ISG2200		IP-7.0.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.6.0 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.11.0		Switch		Overture		ISG5100		ISG5100		IP-7.0.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.1.1.11.0 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.4		Probe		Packeteer		 PacketShaper 5.3.0		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.4 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.7		Probe		Packeteer		App Vantage		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.8		Probe		Packeteer		Appvantage		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.5		Probe		Packeteer		PacketShaper 4.1.2		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.12		Probe		Packeteer		PacketShaper 6.0.2		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.12 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.19		Probe		Packeteer 		PacketShaper 3500		NA		IP-7.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2334.1.1.19 in IP-7.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.5.2.2		Host		PARADYNE		T1 DSU/CSU		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.5.2.2 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.2.1		Probe		Paradyne		3160		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.2.1 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.1.8		Probe		Paradyne		DDS SLV Model 9624-OS		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.1.8 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.1.6		Probe		Paradyne		DDS SLV Model 9626		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.1.6 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.12.1.1		Probe		Paradyne		T1 DSU/CSU Model 7123		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.12.1.1 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.11.1		Probe		Paradyne		T1 FLEX Model 9123-C		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.11.1 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.11.2		Probe		Paradyne		T1 FLEX Model 9123-SLV		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.11.2 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.5		Probe		Paradyne		T1 SLV Model 9124		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.5 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.9		Probe		Paradyne		T1 SLV Model 9124-II		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.9 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.12		Probe		Paradyne		T1 SLV Model 9124-OS		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.12 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.7		Probe		Paradyne		T1 SLV Model 9126-IISLV		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.7 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.8		Probe		Paradyne		T1 SLV Model 9128-II		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.8 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.17.1.3		Router		PARADYNE		GranDSLAM-4200		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.17.1.3 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.11.5.1		Router		Paradyne		iMarc 9123		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.11.5.1 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5655.1.2		Probe		P-Cube		SE1000		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.5655.1.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.441		TerminalServer		Perle		Iolan+ Terminal Server		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.441 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7428.1.1.1.2		Host		PowerDsine		PoE PD-6506		BOOT Ver=1.05		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.7428.1.1.1.2 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7428.1.1.1.4		Host		PowerDsine		PoE PD-6512		BOOT Ver=1.05		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.7428.1.1.1.4 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.7428.1.1.1.6		Host		PowerDsine		PoE PD-6524		BOOT Ver=1.05		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.7428.1.1.1.6 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.534.2.5.1		Host		Powerware		ConnectUPS Adapter		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.534.2.5.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6664.10.2.2		Host		Precidia		Ether3201-202		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.6664.10.2.2 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11898.2.4.11		Bridge		Proxim Inc.		AP-2500		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11898.2.4.11 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.841.1		Bridge		Proxim Inc.		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.841.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.480		Host		QMS-Inc.		QMS 3225 Print System		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.480 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.300.102		Host		Quickeagle		DL3800		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.300.102 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.124.300.1.1		Host		Racal Datacomm		CSU/DSU for ISX5311		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.124.300.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.82		Router		RAD		IP-mux1		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.82 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.83		Router		RAD		IP-mux16		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.83 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.49		Router		RAD		unknown		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.49 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.6		Switch		Radware		Fireproof		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.6 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1958.2.9		Router		RedCreek		Ravlin  7150		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1958.2.9 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1958.2.4		Router		RedCreek		Ravlin 10		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1958.2.4 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1958.2.11		Router		RedCreek		Ravlin 5300		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1958.2.11 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9816		Router		Riverhead		Linux Riverhead2		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.9816 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.285.9.26		Switch		Riverstone Networks		RS8600		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.285.9.26 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11610.1.4.1		Switch		Sandvine		PTS8210 		NA		IP-7.0.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		no 		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.11610.1.4.1 in IP-7.0.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.397.1.38		Router		Satelcom		MegaBOX-E		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.397.1.38 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.397.1.31		Router		Satelcom		MegaPAC-E		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.397.1.31 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.32.1.2.0.0		Host		SCO		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.32.1.2.0.0 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1718.2		Host		ServerTech		MSSLite		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1718.2 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.166.2.8		Switch		Shiva		LanRover Access		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.166.2.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.166.2.3		Switch		Shiva		LanRover/E Plus		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.166.2.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.231.7.1.2.2.1.101.1.1		Bridge		Siemens		SURPASS hiX 5635		NOS		IP-7.0.3.17		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.231.7.1.2.2.1.101.1.1 in IP-7.0.3.17

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.231.7.1.5.2.1		Router		Siemens		Attane i210		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.231.7.1.5.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1548.5930.0		Router		Siemens		Efficient 5930 DMT Router v6.1.001		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1548.5930.0 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.763.3		Router		Siemens		SpeedStream 5200		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.763.3 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2302		Host		Sitara		QoS Works		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2302 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.202.20.31		Switch		SMC		SMC 8648T		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.202.20.31 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.202.20.37		Switch		SMC		SMC 8648T		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.202.20.37 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.99.1.1.3.11		Host		SNMPResearch		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.99.1.1.3.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.667.2.1		TerminalServer		Specialix		Jetstream 8500		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.667.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.397.1.18		Router		Stalecom		Megapac		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.397.1.18 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.191.1.32		Host		SUN		NA		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.191.1.32 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.70		Host		Sun		SunFire		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.70 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.1.2.1.1		Host		Sun		T300		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.1.2.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1919.1.1		Probe		Sun		SUN SPARCstation Solaris2		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1919.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.260.1.1		Router		Sun		Check Point FireWall		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.260.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.1		Router		Sun		Check Point FireWall		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.28.3.4.1.1.5		Switch		Sun		SANbox2-64		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.28.3.4.1.1.5 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.24.1		Switch		Sun		Sun Blade 1600		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.24.1 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.551.2.1.76		Router		Symbol		AP1000E V5.21		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.551.2.1.76 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.69		Host		Sync-Research-Inc.		3620		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.69 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.66		Host		Sync-Research-Inc.		4203-8T		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.66 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.63		Host		Sync-Research-Inc.		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.63 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.68		Host		Sync-Research-Inc.		Red Kap		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.68 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.62		Router		Sync-Research-Inc.		E2003		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.62 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.64		Router		Sync-Research-Inc.		Sync		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.485.1.1.1.64 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.16.1		Hub		SynOptics		NMM 810M		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3.16.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.30		Router		Tasman		1001		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.30 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.22		Router		Tasman		1002		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.22 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.8		Router		Tasman		1200		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.8 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.32		Router		Tasman		3120		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.32 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.20		Router		Tasman		1004T		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.20 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1		Router		Tasman-1004E-Router						IP-7.0.3.9		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1 in IP-7.0.3.9

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.128.2.1.4.1.3.1		Host		Tektronix		Phaser 740		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.128.2.1.4.1.3.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.128.2.1.4.1.5.2		Host		Tektronix		Phaser 750 N		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.128.2.1.4.1.5.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.128.2.1.4.2.7.2		Host		Tektronix		Phaser 840DP		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.128.2.1.4.2.7.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.128.2.2.2.2		Probe		Tektronix-Phaser		Share Ethernet Card		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.128.2.2.2.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.117.2.1		Router		Telebit		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.117.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.776.64		Router		Telindus		1031		NA		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.776.64 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.776.65		Router		Telindus		1032		NA		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.776.65 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4641.1.1		Switch		Tellabs		8820		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4641.1.1 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4641.1.3		Switch		Tellabs		8840		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4641.1.3 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4641.1.2		Switch		Tellabs		8860		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4641.1.2 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.58.1.1.1.2.1		Host		TGV		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.58.1.1.1.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.1		Router		Tiara		1400		NA		IP-6.2.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3174.1.1 in IP-6.2.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1022.9		Router		Timestep		PERMIT/Gate 7520		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1022.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.9		Switch		TippingPoint		UnityOne NDS		NA		IP-6.5.3		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.9 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2944.1.1.8		Switch		Top_Layer_Networks		Attack Mitigator		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2944.1.1.8 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6203.20		Switch		Topspin		SFS3012		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.6203.20 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.6203.19		Switch		Topspin		SFS7000D		NA		IP-6.x		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.6203.19 in IP-6.x

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.868.1.4.2		Host		Transition-Networks		E-MCC-1600 Media Converter		NA		IP-6.2.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.868.1.4.2 in IP-6.2.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1748.2.1		Switch		TutSystems		Expresso GS		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1748.2.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.429.2.9		Router		U.S Robotics		17-Slot Chassis with PB clocking		NA		IP-6.2.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.429.2.9 in IP-6.2.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.75.5.3		Host		UB		NIU		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.75.5.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.75.5.55		Host		UB		NIU		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.75.5.55 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.75.5.71.8.256.43.256		Host		UB		NIU		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.75.5.71.8.256.43.256 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.6.1.1		Router		Unisphere		E320 Virtual Router		NA		IP-7.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.6.1.1 in IP-7.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.1		Router		Unisphere		ERX-1440		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.5.1		Router		Unisphere		ERX310 Virtual Router		NA		IP-6.2 		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.5.1 in IP-6.2 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.2.1		Router		Unisphere		ERX700 Virtual Router		NA		IP-6.2 		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.2.1 in IP-6.2 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.4.1		Router		Unisphere		ERX700 Virtual Router		NA		IP-6.2 		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.4.1 in IP-6.2 

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.223.16		Host		Unisys		ClearPath HMP NX		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.223.16 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4.1.2.5		Router		UNIX (Berkely)		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4.1.2.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.607.1.4.1		Host		UnixSystem		Unix System V Release 4.2		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.607.1.4.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4289.3.1		Router		Vbrick		NA		NA		IP-6.0.2		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4289.3.1 in IP-6.0.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.10		Switch		Vertical Horizon		VH-4802		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.5624.2.1.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.7		Host		Visual Networks		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.7 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.523		Probe		Visual Networks		T1 CSU DROP & INSERT ASE		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.523 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.513		Router		Visual Networks		ASE Version 4.3.008		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.513 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.109		Probe		VisualNetworks		Visual UpTime Select T1 CSU		 Multiprotocol T1 CSU DROP & INSERT ASE Ver 1.2.014		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.109 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.49		Probe		VisualNetworks		Visual UpTime Select T1 CSU		 Multiprotocol T1 CSU DROP & INSERT ASE Ver 1.2.015		IP-6.5.3		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.49 in IP-6.5.3

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.303.3.3.19		Router		VSAT		NA		NA		IP-6.0.1		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.303.3.3.19 in IP-6.0.1

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2750		Bridge		Wavecom		MA4400-Manager		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.2750 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.762.2		Host		WavePOINT-II		SN-00UT01200771 V3.20		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.762.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3727.10.0		Bridge		WesternMultiplex		TSUNAMI100-06				IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.3727.10.0 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.253.8.62.1.1.3.1.3		Host		Xerox		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.253.8.62.1.1.3.1.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.1		Host		Xylogics		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.1		Host		Xylogics		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.1 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.3		Host		Xylogics		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.3 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.4		Host		Xylogics		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.4 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.10		TerminalServer		Xylogics		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.11		TerminalServer		Xylogics		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.11 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.12		TerminalServer		Xylogics		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.12 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.8		TerminalServer		Xylogics		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.8 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.9		TerminalServer		Xylogics		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.15.1.3.9 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.5.2.10		Router		Xyplex		NA		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.5.2.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.5.3.10		Router		Xyplex		SBK Remote Router		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.5.3.10 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.1.7.2		Router		Xyplex		Xyplex software X.25 Gateway V1 3.2		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.1.7.2 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.1.4.5		TerminalServer		Xyplex		CSERV-20		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.1.4.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.1.5.5		TerminalServer		Xyplex		CSERV-20		NA		IP-6.0		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes						.1.3.6.1.4.1.33.8.1.5.5 in IP-6.0

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.890.1.2.6.22		Router		Zyxel		Prestige-650R		NA		IP-6.5.2		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.890.1.2.6.22 in IP-6.5.2

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1027.1.2.3		Switch		MITEL		3300		VerAg:07.00.00.01.00;VerSw:8.0.9.20;VerHw:MXe;VerPl:3300 ICP		IP-7.0.3.14		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.1027.1.2.3 in IP-7.0.3.14

		.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.3.1		Router		Unisphere		ERX1400 Virtual Router		NA		IP-6.2 		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No						.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.3.1 in IP-6.2 





Impacted Device SysOIDs

		S.No		Certified Device SysOID		New/Changed Driver Name's		Impacted Device SysOIDs		Comments		Release Version

		1		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2274		HEALTH   = Cisco-Catalyst6832		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2274		Added new certificate for Cisco and PowerSupply, Fan, Temperature, Memory components implemented		IP-10.0

		2		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.120 		VLAN    = Hp-vlan		.1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.120 		Added new certificate for HP and Implemented VLAN		IP-10.0

		3		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.64 		HEALTH         = Fortinet-HostResource-Health-selector
Disk-Fault             = Fortinet:DeviceID		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.3.35005
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.3.20
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.10004
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.39005
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.64
		Added new certificate for Fortinet and Implemented Disk component		IP-10.0

		4		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.174.4		HEALTH    = HP-Aruba-Switch
Environment                 = HPICFJLSeriesEnvMon:DeviceID		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.174.4
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.181.2
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.182.20
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.181.20
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.174.3
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.8.5.7
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.160
		Added new certificate for HP/Aruba and Implemented Temperature, Voltage components		IP-10.0

		5		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1369.5.2		HEALTH   = Stonesoft
CPU/Memory              = Stonesoft:DeviceID		.1.3.6.1.4.1.1369.5.2		Implemented Memory and Processor  component for Stonesoft new vendor  		IP-10.0

		6		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.809.1.1.2		HOSTRESRCS = WEBX-MIB2-Selector		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.809.1.1.2		Added new Cisco WebX Host		IP-10.0

		7		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36849.1.1		HOSTRESRCS  = Hanwha-MIB2		.1.3.6.1.4.1.36849.1.1		Added new DVR Hanwha Host		IP-10.0

		8		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.13		HOSTRESRCS = Viptela
CPU/Memory = Viptela_Vedge:DeviceID		.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916
.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.4
.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.2
.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.1
.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.12
.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.11
.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.10
.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.8
.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.5
.1.3.6.1.4.1.41916.3.2.13		Added new Viptela vEdge Router		IP-10.0

		9		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.5.7.5.6		CONT    = HP-FC-QLOGIC-Switch
HEALTH   = ConnUnitSensor
Environment    = ConnUnitSensor:DeviceID		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.5.7.5.6		Added new HP Switch		IP-10.0

		10		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.152		HEALTH = Juniper-EX8208		.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.20
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.26
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.28
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.32
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.36
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.35
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.34
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.40
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.39
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.41
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.33
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.84
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.67
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.59
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.86
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.102
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.104
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.63
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.103
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.105
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.133
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.143
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.122
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.117
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.144
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.131.3
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.4.132.3
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.139
.1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.152		Added support of new Juniper Router		IP-10.0

		11		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.160		 CONT = HP-Aruba-Switch
 HEALTH = HP-Aruba-Switch		.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.174.4
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.181.2
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.182.20
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.181.20
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.174.3
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.8.5.7
.1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.160		Added new HP Switch		IP-10.0

		12		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.2010		HEALTH = Nexus-Entity-EntSensor		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.612
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.840
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.719
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.777
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.798
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1008
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1038
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1084
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1106
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1107
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1105
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.932
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1163
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1238
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1308
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1147
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1237
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1467
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1352
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1354
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1508
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1390
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1507
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1410
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1388
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1627
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1625
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1409
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1489
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1626
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1619
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1491
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1666
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1353
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1239
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1660
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1712
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1824
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1175
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1812
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1570
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1539
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1697
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1743
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1758
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1759
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1839
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1726
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1843
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1389
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1454
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1675
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1744
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1519
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1291
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1850
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1921
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1954
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.2039
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2294
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.2010		Added new Cisco Nexus Device		IP-10.0

		13		.1.3.6.1.4.1.22420.1.1		HEALTH = Accedian-health		.1.3.6.1.4.1.22420.1.1		Recertified Accedian Switch for Ports & Model Name		IP-10.0

		14		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1921		HEALTH = Cisco-ASR9k-EntSensor
HEALTH = Cisco-Router-CRS-EntSensor
HEALTH = Cisco-IOSXR-EntSensor
HEALTH = Cisco-CRSIOSXR-EntSensor
HEALTH = Cisco-EntitySensors-EntSensor
HEALTH = Cisco-Catalyst-Switch-EntSensor
HEALTH = Cisco-MDS
HEALTH = Cisco-Stack-ES-EntSensor
HEALTH = Nexus-Entity-EntSensor
HEALTH = Cisco-Router-ASR-EntSensor
HEALTH = Cisco-MDS9506
HEALTH = Cisco-ASA5k-EntSensor
Environment = CiscoEntitySensor:DeviceID		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1018
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1017
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1165
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1166
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1639
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1441
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2066
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1709
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1640
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2390
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2144
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1762
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2159
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2158
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2141
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2403
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2572
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2111
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2500
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2501
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1666 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2573
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.348
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.925
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.822
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1116
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.610
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2068
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2093
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1861
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2157
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1935
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2101
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2143
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2155
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2593
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.590
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2400
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2351
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2349
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2429
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2264
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2432
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2350
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.394
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.388
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.643
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.613
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1331
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1334
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.598
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1707
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.913
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2396
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2408
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2395
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2695
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.282
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.896
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.283
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1004
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1605
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.380
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.376
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.375
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.414
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.411
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.475
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.407
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.442
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.587
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.907
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.472
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.651
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.616 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.841
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.606
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.44
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.45
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.612
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.840
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.719
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.777
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.798
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1008
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1038
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1084
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1106
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1107 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1105 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.932 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1062 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1163 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1238 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1308 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1147 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1237 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1467 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1352 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1354 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1063 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1508 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1390 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1507 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1410 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1327 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1388 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1627 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1625 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1409 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1489 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1626 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1619 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1491 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1666 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1353 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1239 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1660 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1712 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1824 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1175 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1812 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1570 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1539 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1697 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1743 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1758 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1759 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1839 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1726 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1843 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1389 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1454 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1675 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1420 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1744 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1519 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1291 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1850 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1921 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1954 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.2039 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.2010
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.923
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.924
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1525
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2252
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2348
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2449
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2443
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2444
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2114
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1420
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2242
 		Re-Certified the instrumentation model of CiscoEntitySensor. Added use case to get the proper Threshold value from Polling and Threshold when UseMIBThreshold value as False.		IP-10.0

		15		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2238		HEALTH    = Apic-Entity		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2238		Implemented Memory component for Cisco  		IP-10.0

		16		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.3.35006		HEALTH         = Fortinet-HostResource-Health-selector		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.3.35006
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.64
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.39005
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.1.10004
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.3.20
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.103.3.35005		Added new certificate for Fortinet and Implemented Disk component		IP-10.0

		17		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.5006		HEALTH    = Fortigate-Health
Disk-Fault               = Fortigate:DeviceID		.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.5006
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.5005
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.641
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.3007
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.1041
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.2009
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.30400
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.20000
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.60
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.50013
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.51010
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.5004
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.2005
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.1004
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.50015
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.15000
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.37000
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.36004
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.10004
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.3005
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.39500
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.3002
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.502
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.2003
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.10001
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.8001
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.800
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.106.1.50030
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.6200
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.801
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.50011
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.30160
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.1002
.1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1.810		Added new certificate for Fortinet and Implemented Disk component		IP-10.0

		18		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1747		CONT    = Cisco-Entity
Card-Fault                      = CiscoDSPCard:DeviceID		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1747
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2079
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2782
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2500
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2572
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2449
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2348
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.842
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1399
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1853
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1856
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2102
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1277
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2144
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2143
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1488
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1855
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2101
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1824
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1861+E5
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1746
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1879
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1852
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1620
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1826
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1825
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1858
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1934
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1823
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1859
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1641
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1645
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1643
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1644
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1642
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1605
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1616
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1441
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1035
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1606
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1250
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1275
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1253
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.915
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1251
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1252
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1233
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.858
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1327
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1034
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1286
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1287
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.836
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1165
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.862
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.964
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.610
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1291
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.963
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1144
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1116
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.283
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1017
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1018
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.874
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.924
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.728
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.824
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.923
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.788
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.822
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.917
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.876
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.727
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.724
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.726
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.725
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.877
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.875
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.925
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.864
.1.3.6.1.4.1.14179.1.1.4.4
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.477
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.639
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.638
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.478
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.730
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.659
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.679
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.578
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.461
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.537
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.462
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.481
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.503
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.501
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.406
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.438
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.448
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.273		Implemented Card component for Cisco  		IP-10.0

		19		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1770		CONT    = Cisco-RouterToSwitch
HEALTH    = Cisco-Router		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1770
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1386
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1047
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2286
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2079
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2314
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2320
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1141
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1557
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2059
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2315
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1882
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2494
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2313
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1767
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1857
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2060
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.842
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1399
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1853
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2309
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.848
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1856
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1420
.1.3.6.1.4.1.49736
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1875
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2382
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2163
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1769
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2053
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1855
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1377
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1880
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1824
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2120
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1746
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1271
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1852
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1537
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1626
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1620
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1542
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1659
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1826
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1825
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1858
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1700
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1934
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1724
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1745
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1495
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1823
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1752
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1496
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1371
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1625
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1859
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1641
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1645
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1643
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1644
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1829
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1660
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1773
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.653
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1642
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1497
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1384
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1412
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.782
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1409
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1421
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1386
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1247
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1389
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.958
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1355
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1299
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1231
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1376
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1250
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1245
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.223
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1096
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1253
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1192
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1380
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1174
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1138
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1139
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1198
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1172
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1227
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1251
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1252
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.858
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1225
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.945
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.110
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1274
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1215
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1025
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1228
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1145
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.862
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1178
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.964
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.689
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.837
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.857
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1291
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.963
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1144
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.788
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.876
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1000
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.834
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.903
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.668
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.663
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.676
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.675
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.819
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.629
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.627
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.618
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.592
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.619
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.620
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.543
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.459
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.573
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.626
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.534
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.576
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.901
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.577
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.548
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.354
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.351
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.581
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.900
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.277
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.362
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.546
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.545
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.479
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.553
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.253
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.297
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.299
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.500
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.498
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.382
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.365
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.403
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.56
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.485
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.381
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.375
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.476
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.404
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.401
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.290
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.319
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.340
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.338
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.289
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.288
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.276
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.291
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.320
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.301		Implemented Memory and Card components for Cisco		IP-10.0

		20		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2593		HEALTH    = Cisco-Router-CRS-EntSensor		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2593
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2102
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2155
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2143
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2101
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1935
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2157
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1861
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2093
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2068
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.610
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1116
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.822
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.925
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.348		Handled Memory, Processor and TemperatureSensor components in CRS health driver of Cisco		IP-10.0

		21		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.37		HOSTRESRCS =BLUECOAT		.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.4.1
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.4.2
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.38
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.37
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.36
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.24
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.3.7
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.31
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.34
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.32
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.2.2
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.3.4
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.29
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.20
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.3.3
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.26
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.27
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.28
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.25
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.2.0
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.23
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1.22		Implemented Disk component for BlueCoat device		IP-10.0

		22		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2066		HEALTH = Cisco-ASR9k-EntSensor		.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1709
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1017
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1165
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1166
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1639
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1441
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1658
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2066
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1709
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1640
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2390
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2144
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1762
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2159
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2158
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2141
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2403
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2572
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2111
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2500
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2501
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1666
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.2573

		Re-Certified the Cisco-ASR9k-EntSensor driver. Added cpmCPUMemory to discover new memory component.		IP-10.0
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Introduction 1
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Fundamental concepts


n Overview of a simple API Perl script


n Using primitives and object references


n Event subscription


Fundamental concepts
The VMware Smart Assurance Remote Application Programming Interface (API) for Perl allows
developers to create Perl scripts that connect to Domain Managers as clients to exchange information,
manipulate data, or drive Domain Manager actions. The API provides access to all Domain Manager
features, by using a syntax and logic that mirrors what is available through the Adapter Scripting
Language (ASL) and the dmctl utility in a way that is natural to Perl developers. The API runs on UNIX
platforms that support Perl 5.6.1 and Perl 5.8.x.


When using the provided Perl 5.8.8 version, the API uses a Flow module, which replaces IO::Socket and
enables encryption and “keep alive” functionality. If you use Perl 5.6.1 there is no encryption or keep alive
functionality.


The API also supports IPv4 and IPv6 environments.


In order to create scripts that interact with a Domain Manager, it is necessary to understand how the
manager is configured.


A script developed using the Perl API can crete, delete and interact with instances of interfaces in a
Domain Manager. The interfaces are defined using the MODEL language, compiled and loaded into a
Domain Manager. The MODEL language is an object-oriented language used to construct a data model
to describe a managed domain. The language is used to define a set of classes and the attributes,
relationships, operations, and events that are associated with the classes.
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Classes
Classes describe the objects that are modeled for use in a Domain Manager. For example, Router is the
name of a class, and all routers that are managed by a domain are represented as Router objects in the
domain. Every object in a class shares the same set of attributes, although the values of the attributes
differ. Hence, every router has an IP address, an attribute, but the actual addresses are different.
PowerSupply is also a class, but power supplies do not have IP addresses. However, the event, power
outage, is relevant to the PowerSupply class but not to routers. Therefore, a model class is a grouping of
all objects that are similar in nature but not in detail.


Every model class has a number of properties, events and operations defined for them. The API provides
functions for obtaining details of these definitions.


Instances
Object instances are specific occurrences of a class. For example, a class might describe a human, and
an instance of the class could be an object named Bill.


Properties - Attributes and relationships
Every instance in a VMware Smart Assurance domain has a set of properties associated with it. These
are values that describe the object. There are two distinct types of class properties supported by
VMware Smart Assurance software: attributes and relationships.


Attributes
Attributes describe a class and for an instance of the class include information about its present state.
Examples of attributes include an element’s name and a counter that counts the number of packets
traversing an interface. Attributes are simple strings, integers, booleans, or enumerations.


Relationships
Relationships define how instances are related to other instances. Relationships can be one-to-one, one-
to-many, many-to-one or many-to-many.


n When only a single instance can be related to another instance, or instances, it is known as a
relationship.


n When multiple instances can be related to another instance, or instances, it is known as a
relationshipset.


Operations
Operations are actions that are specific to a class of object. For example, you can get the associated
network adapter name for a MAC address but not for a router.


The API provides a mechanism for invoking these class-specific actions, by passing information to them
through arguments, and by obtaining the results of the action.
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Events
Events describe the failures that can occur for a class, the symptoms that these failures create, and the
effect of such failures. Symptoms can be local, observed in the instance of the class, or propagated,
observed in instances related to the failing instances.


Primitives - Basic Domain Manager interface
Primitives are Perl functions that provide the basic interface between a client application and the
Domain Manager.


A number of these are likely to be used directly by scripts and will be familiar to ASL developers. These
include getInstances(), getChildren(), getExplainedBy().


Others are normally hidden from view because higher level features can be used instead, which
ultimately call the primitives. For example, primitives that are not normally used directly are get() and
invoke(). These are the calls that allow an instance's properties to be queried and its operations to be
called. In both the API for Perl and ASL, these calls are normally invoked by using a classic object-
oriented syntax.


The VMware Smart Assurance ASL Reference Guide provides further information about the
VMware Smart Assurance data structures.


The Perl API is implemented as a set of Perl modules, which individual Perl scripts may access, by using
the familiar ”use” directive. InCharge::session and InCharge::object offer the principal interface, which
respectively provide connection sessions to Domain Managers and access to objects within those
managers. Simultaneous sessions to multiple Domain Managers may be established within a single Perl
script. Properties and methods of objects within those managers may be accessed as with C++, offering
somewhat broader functionality than that afforded by ASL.


Encryption
Messaging between the client and Domain Manager can be encrypted, by using the Perl API. Encryption
is dependent upon the values set for the environment variables SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL and
SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL. If these values are not specified, encryption is automatically negotiated
between the client and Domain Manager. The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide
provides further information about encryption.


“Keep Alive” messaging
The Perl API also supports “Keep Alive” messaging to maintain active connections between the client and
DM, as discussed in the VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide.
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Transcoding character data
You must transcode character data from your code page to UTF-8 before placing the character data into
the remote API buffer. Data will be returned to your Remote API client application bindings as UTF-8
strings.


Setting environment variables
You must define the following variables to run a Perl script within the VMware Smart Assurance
environment from the command line.:


n SM_HOME


n SM_WRITABLE


n SM_AUTHORITY


n SM_BROKER


n SM_BROKER_DEFAULT


n SM_SITEMOD


n SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL


n SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL


You can find further information on these variables in the
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide.


To set these variables, type the following command to start the bash environment:


               


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/runcmd bash 


bash$>


A Perl script to define the variables can now be run within this bash environment.


“Keep Alive” and encryption requirements
The Perl API now supports “Keep Alive” and encrypted communications when run with the version of Perl
supplied by VMware. You should use the sm_perl command that is shipped with the
VMware Smart Assurance software, in order to successfully run the Perl API.


You can use a pure Perl implementation without keepalive or encryption by setting the environment
variable SM_DISABLE_FLOW_WRAPPER.
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Overview of a simple API Perl script
The general approach to writing a script that uses the Remote Perl API is to follow these basic steps:


1 Open a session.


Initialize a session, and obtain a reference to it, by using either InCharge::session->init() or
InCharge::session->new(), as appropriate.


  use InCharge::session;


  $session = InCharge::session->init( );


2 Work with the domain.


Call the primitives required, by using the session reference obtained in step 1, and manipulate the
data. For example,


  foreach $class ( sort $session->getClasses() ) {


   foreach $inst (


    sort $session->getInstances($class))


   {


    print $class . "::" . $inst . "\n”;


   }


  }


3 Close the session.


Once the script has finished working with the domain, the session should be closed.


  $session->detach( );


Where access to the operations or properties of domain objects (such as routers and interfaces) is
required, you use the features of the InCharge::object module. The script obtains an InCharge::object
reference, and then uses it to access the required information. For example.


4 Establish a session.


  use InCharge::session;


  $session = InCharge::session->init();


5 Obtain an object reference.


Before an object in the domain can be accessed, the script needs to obtain an InCharge::object
reference to the object of interest, by using the object() method of the session handle.


  $obj = $session->object( "Router::gw1" );
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6 Manipulate the object.


The reference obtained in step 2 can now be used to access the properties and operations of the
object. Properties can be accessed, by using Perl's hashing syntax and operations can be invoked,
by using Perl's object-oriented syntax conventions.


  $type = $obj->{Type};


  $obj->{Vendor} = "Cisco";


  $fan1 = $obj->findFan( 1 );


7 Close the session.


As before, the session should be closed when no longer required.


  $session->detach( );


Using primitives and object references
The API provides function calls for accessing all the low-level facilities of Domain Managers. Each of
these primitives can be invoked with reference to the InCharge::session handle, described in step 1 on 
page 19, and takes arguments that exactly match the API syntax.


The API also provides an object-oriented abstraction layer that allows Perl code to access the
Domain Manager, by using a syntax that is very similar to ASL. For example, in ASL you can list the
vendors of all routers, by using this logic:


 routers = getInstances( "Router" );


 foreach router ( routers ) {


  obj = object( "Router", router );


  vendor = obj->Vendor;


  print( router . " - " . vendor );


 }


When using the Perl API to perform the same action, the code looks like this:


 @routers = $session->getInstances( "Router" );


 foreach $router ( @routers ) {


  $obj = $session->object( "Router", $router );


  $vendor = $obj->{Vendor};


  print $router . " - " . $vendor . "\n”;


 }


The two code fragments in the ASL and Perl API example are very similar. The first main difference is a
matter of syntax. Perl uses ``$'' and ``@'' to denote scalar and array variables, and {..} to denote object
properties, which are hash table lookups. The second difference is that the object( .. ) and
getInstances( .. ) functions are called with reference to a session handle in the Perl code.
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Event subscription
The Perl API provides mechanisms for subscribing to and acting upon events generated by
Domain Managers.


The VMware Smart Assurance programming model delivers two different modes of client/server
communication. The most direct is where a client makes a request of the Domain Manager which acts on
the request and responds. A simple example of this is an object query or update. For example, the action
of obtaining the vendor of a particular device is one such query. In Perl, this query would be encoded in a
manner similar to the following fragment.


 use InCharge::session; 


 use InCharge::object;


 $session = InCharge::session->init( );


 $device = "Router::gw1";


 $obj = $session->object( $device );


 $vendor = $obj->{Vendor};


 print $vendor . "\n”;


The second mechanism provides asynchronous notifications through subscriptions and is used when the
client program needs to listen for events generated by the Domain Manager in response to other external
events. One example would be a script that waits for the Vendor field of a particular router to change. In
Perl, this could be coded in the following way.


 use InCharge::session; 


 use InCharge::object;


 $session = InCharge::session->init( );


 $observer = $session->observer( );


 $device = "Router::gw1";


 $session->propertySubscribe($device, "Vendor", 30 );


 while ( 1 ) {


  @event = $observer->receiveEvent( );


  print "Vendor $event[2]::$event[3] is now \


       $event[5]\n”;


 }


The following sections provide an overview of mechanisms for creating and controlling a number of
different types of subscriptions.


Registering an observer
In order to allow a Domain Manager to send subscribed events to a client program, the client must first
register itself with the Domain Manager as an event observer.
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In Perl, this is done by using the observer() method of the InCharge::session module. Two steps are
required:


1 Connect to the Domain Manager and get a valid session object handle.


First, the client must connect to the Domain Manager which establishe s a new InCharge::session
connection. This is done by using either the InCharge::session->new() or InCharge::session->init()
methods.


Here are some example code fragments that achieve this goal:


  $session = InCharge::Session->init( )


  $session = InCharge::session->new(


   broker=>"192.168.0.3",


   domain=>"INCHARGE"


  );


2 Attach an observer to the Domain Manager session.


Once the script has obtained a handle that references the script/server connection ($session in step 1
on page 22), it can be used to obtain a second connection to the notification engine of the
Domain Manager. This is obtained by using the observer() method on the InCharge::session handle
just obtained. The following code performs this action.


  $observer = $session->observer();


  $observer->detach();


Subscribing to notifications
Once the client has registered itself as an observer, the next step is to inform the Domain Manager about
which events the observer wants to receive notifications. VMware Smart Assurance allows clients to
subscribe to a number of different types of events. These are listed in Subscription methods summary.


Table 1‑1.  Subscription methods summary


Method type Description Method API call


property Notifications about changes to specified object properties in the
ICIM database. For example, when the “Vendor” field of
Router::gw1 changes


propertySubscribe


propertyUnsubscribe


topology Notifications about changes to the topology, such as the creation
and deletion of objects. This does not refer to object property
changes.


topologySubscribe


topologyUnsubscribe


event Notifications about the posting and clearing of events and
changes to their state.


subscribe


unsubscribe


subscribeAll


unsubscribeAll


getSubscriptionState


IsSubscribed
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This table gives the names of the methods used to subscribe to and unsubscribe from different types of
notifications.


The following code segment is an example script that subscribes to changes of the Vendor field of every
device in the topology:


 $session = InCharge::session->init( );


 $obs = $session->observer();


 foreach $name ( $session->getClassInstances(


    "ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem" ) ) {


  $session->propertySubscribe("::$name", "Vendor", 30);


 }


Receiving notifications
Once the script has registered as an observer, and subscribed to the notifications of interest, it then
proceeds to listen for events and process them as required. The event reception method call is
receiveEvent(). This returns an array of up to five values.


For the purposes of the descriptions that follow, assume that events are returned in the array @event, as
shown in the following script fragment:


 @event = $observer->receiveEvent( );


Should the script require the event to be a single string with a separator used to delimit the fields, in the
style of the ASL language, then the application can use the standard Perl join function:


 $fs = "|";


 $event = join( $fs, $observer->receiveEvent( ) );


The receiveEvent() method can take an optional parameter to specify a timeout in seconds, which may be
fractional. If no event arrives within the specified time, a pseudo-event of type TIMEOUT is returned. For
example,


 @event = $observer->receiveEvent( 0.25 );


If no timeout is specified, the call waits forever.


The first element of the @event array, accessed by using the Perl syntax: $event[0], contains the event's
timestamp measured by using normal UNIX time_t semantics (number of seconds since midnight January
1, 1970).


The second element of the @event array, $event[1], contains a text string that describes the type of event
received.


The array elements from $event[2] to $event[$#event] have meanings that depend on the semantics of
the event type given in $event[1].
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Event notification records
Event notifications are received from the Domain Manager when the status of an event changes. The
format of the notification record is shown in Notification record - NOTIFY.


Table 1‑2.  Notification record - NOTIFY


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “NOTIFY”


$event[2] Object class name (STRING)


$event[3] Object instance name (STRING)


$event[4] Event name (STRING)


$event[5] Event certainty (FLOAT)


Normally, the Domain Manager sends a single notification message when an event becomes active and a
single clear message when the event is no longer active. If an event corresponds to a root-cause
problem, it is possible that the certainty of the diagnosis will change over time. If the diagnosis certainty
changes, the Domain Manager generates another notification. Notifications of this type are streamed in a
slightly different manner. This difference in behavior is a feature of the front-end Perl API, not the
Domain Manager. The Domain Manager sends NOTIFY messages in both cases. The API keeps internal
notes about active events, and changes the event type accordingly, as shown in Notification record -
CERTAINTY_CHANGE.


Table 1‑3.  Notification record - CERTAINTY_CHANGE


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “CERTAINTY_CHANGE”


$event[2] Object class name (STRING)


$event[3] Object instance name (STRING)


$event[4] Event name (STRING)


$event[5] Event certainty (FLOAT)


Notification record - CLEAR describes the format of the record when an event is cleared by the
Domain Manager.


Table 1‑4.  Notification record - CLEAR


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “CLEAR”


$event[2] Object class name (STRING)
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Table 1‑4.  Notification record - CLEAR (Continued)


Event record entry Description


$event[3] Object instance name (STRING)


$event[4] Event name (STRING)


Object create/delete records
An object create message is sent by the Domain Manager when a new object is created in the manager’s
repository. Notification record - CREATE describes the format of an object create record.


Table 1‑5.  Notification record - CREATE


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “CREATE”


$event[2] Object class name (STRING)


$event[3] Object instance name (STRING)


An object delete message is sent by the Domain Manager when an object is deleted from the manager’s
repository. Notification record - DELETE describes the format of an object delete record.


Table 1‑6.  Notification record - DELETE


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “DELETE”


$event[2] Object class name (STRING)


$event[3] Object instance name (STRING)


Class load records
A class load message is sent by the Domain Manager when a new class is created in the manager’s
repository. Classes are created when new MODEL-generated libraries are loaded. Notification record -
CLASS_LOAD describes the format of a class load record.


Table 1‑7.  Notification record - CLASS_LOAD


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “CLASS_LOAD”


$event[2] Class name (STRING)


Relation/property change records
A relation change message is sent by the Domain Manager when a relationship between objects
changes. Notification record - RELATION_CHANGE shows the format of a relation change record.
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Table 1‑8.  Notification record - RELATION_CHANGE


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “RELATION_CHANGE”


$event[2] Object class name (STRING)


$event[3] Object instance name (STRING)


$event[4] Relation name (STRING)


A property change message is sent by the Domain Manager when an object’s property changes. The
format of a property change record is shown in Notification record - ATTR_CHANGE.


Table 1‑9.  Notification record - ATTR_CHANGE


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “ATTR_CHANGE”


$event[2] Object class name (STRING)


$event[3] Object instance name (STRING)


$event[4] Property name (STRING)


Domain Manager connect/disconnect records
A Domain Manager disconnect record is generated when the connection to the server is lost. This differs
somewhat from ASL operation. The observer describes the proper handling of DISCONNECT events if
the restartableServer operation is appropriate. These records are generated even if no subscriptions to
the Domain Manager are issued. The format of the Domain Manager disconnect message is shown in 
Notification record - DISCONNECT.


Table 1‑10.  Notification record - DISCONNECT


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “DISCONNECT”


$event[2] Domain name (STRING)


Note   There is no CONNECT record. In ASL, these are an artifact of the resartableServer front-end that
the Perl API does not provide. The restartableServer affords a means of invisibly attempting a
reconnection. The CONNECT message is an indication of success. The Perl API instead gives an
immediate error on failure of the InCharge::session-->init() method or similar. It remains for the developer
to provide retry logic to successfully connect.
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Subscription status records
When the Domain Manager receives a subscription request, it normally sends a notification back to the
client to indicate whether or not the request was accepted. In the event of an error, such as an invalid
event name being specified, the Domain Manager does not report an error by using normal Perl die
semantics. Instead, a notification is used to report that the subscription was rejected. The format of the
ACCEPT/REJECT message is shown in Notification record - ACCEPT, REJECT, (PROPERTY).


Table 1‑11.  Notification record - ACCEPT, REJECT, (PROPERTY)


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “ACCEPT” or “REJECT” or “PROPERTY_ACCEPT” or “PROPERTY_REJECT”


$event[2] Object class name (STRING)


$event[3] Object instance name (STRING)


$event[4] Event or property name (STRING)


Event suspension records
Under certain circumstances, the Domain Manager will elect to suspend events if they are temporarily
irrelevant. For example, when an aggregation contains no triggering events, a SUSPEND message is
sent to the subscribed client. The format of the SUSPEND message is shown in Notification record -
SUSPEND (PROPERTY).


Table 1‑12.  Notification record - SUSPEND (PROPERTY)


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “SUSPEND” or “PROPERTY_SUSPEND”


$event[2] Object class name (STRING)


$event[3] Object instance name (STRING)


$event[4] Event or property name (STRING)


$event[5] Descriptive message (STRING)


Timeout records
If no event arrives within the time specified as the optional argument to receiveEvent(), a TIMEOUT
record is returned, whose message format is shown in Notification record - TIMEOUT.


Table 1‑13.  Notification record - TIMEOUT


Event record entry Description


$event[0] Timestamp (INTEGER)


$event[1] “TIMEOUT”


$event[2] Domain name (STRING)
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InCharge::Object 2
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Functions and methods


n Overview


Functions and methods


object


$object = $session->object( $class, $instance );


The object() method creates a new object reference.


get
The get() method is used to retrieve the value of the specified properties of the object, such as the value
of an attribute. In addition, the call get_t also extends the functionality of the get() method by returning
additional information that identifies the data type (for example, STRING) of the property value.


Note   The get() and get_t() primitives throw an error when used to access a nonexistent property or one
that cannot be retrieved for any reason, whereas the psuedo-hash syntax simply returns an undef value.
This difference allows the Data::Dumper logic to display an entire object without an error even when some
properties cannot be retrieved.


Single property
You can access the content of a property whose name is held in a variable by using the Perl typical logic,
as shown:


$result = $obj->{$property_name};
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In this example, the value of the $propname variable is retrieved:


 $propname = "Vendor";


 $value = $obj->{$propname};


Multiple properties
You can also get multiple values in a single get() call by listing all the property names as arguments, by
using the following syntax:


$result = $obj->get( $property_name [, $property_name ...] )


The results are returned in an array. This is faster than using multiple single-property get() calls. In this
example, the value of the Vendor and Type attributes are retrieved:


 ( $vendor, $type ) = $obj->get( "Vendor", "Type" );


All properties and relationships
You can also call get() with no arguments, in which case, a hash is created that contains all the object
properties and relations, as shown:


%all_properties = $obj->get( )


There is no syntactical advantage, but there is a significant speed advantage.


Return value types
The type of return value depends on the calling syntax used, get() or hash(), and the Perl evaluation
context, scalar or array, as shown in Return type for call syntax and Perl evaluation context.


Table 2‑1.  Return type for call syntax and Perl evaluation context


Expression syntax Property type Return type in scalar context Return type in array context


$obj->{prop} scalar scalar scalar in [0]


$obj->{prop} array array ref array ref in [0]


$obj->get(“prop”) scalar scalar scalar in [0]


$obj->get(“prop”) array array ref array


For example, if the attribute MyValue is declared as an integer in the MODEL code, then the return type
for that property will be an integer. Multiple values are always returned in an array or array reference.
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get_t
The get_t() method is like the get() method, except that it returns the type of return value as well as the
value itself. The data types are encoded as integer numbers. If the return is an array, then $value will
receive a reference to the array. If the return is a scalar, then $value will hold it. The $session->TYPE()
method can be used to convert the $type integer value to a mnemonic string.


($type, $value) = $obj->get_t( $property_name );


There is a second syntax that gets the types and values for multiple properties. Each type/value pair is
held in a two-element subarray within the returned data.


@types_and_values =


  $obj->get_t( $prop1 [, $prop2 [, prop3 .. ] ] )


There is also a third syntax gets the types and values for all the properties and relations of the object and
stores them in a hash, indexed by the property names.


%all_property_types_and_values = $obj->get_t( );


Example:


 $obj = $session->object( "Router::gw1" );


 ( $type, $value ) = $obj->get_t( "Vendor" );


 print "Vendor value ='$value', \


   type = ".$session>TYPE($type)."\n”;


This example will print:


 Vendor value='CISCO', type = STRING


put


$object->put( $property_name, $value );


The put() method allows fields of the object to be modified in the Domain Manager repository.


This method is used in a number of ways. However, the use of the pseudo-hash syntax is the preferred
option for syntactic equivalence with the Domain Manager native ASL language, as shown:


 $obj->put( "Vendor", "Cisco" );


 $obj->{Vendor} = "Cisco";


 $obj->{ComposedOf} = [ ];
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To set more than one property in a single call, use multiple name:value pairs, such as:


 $obj->put(Vendor => "Cisco",


   PrimaryOwnerContact => "Joe Bloggs");


You can also set more than one property in a single call, by using the following syntax:


 %updates = ( Vendor => "Cisco",


   PrimaryOwnerContact => "Joe Bloggs");


 $obj->put( %updates );


When using either syntax to set a relationship or list property, use a reference to a Perl array, such as:


 $obj->{ComposedOf} = [ $a, $b, $c ];


 $obj->put( "ComposedOf", \@things );


Use insertElement() and removeElement() to add or remove elements from a list.


isNull


$boolean = $object->isNull();


The isNull() method tests to see whether the object is present in the repository.


TRUE means that the object is not present. FALSE means it is present.


invoke


reply = $object->invoke( $operation, ... arguments ... );


The invoke() method calls the named repository class operation on the object.


The arguments passed should be as expected by the operation. If the operation returns a scalar value,
the call should be called in a scalar context. If it returns an array, it should be invoked in an array context.


Note   The preferred way of achieving the same result is to use the operation name directly. Thus, the
following are equivalent but the latter is preferred.


 $obj->invoke( "makePort", "1.0", "First port", "Port" );


 $obj->makePort( "1.0", "First port", "Port" );


You can also use the invoke_t() method, described in invoke_t to return additional information.


invoke_t


         ( $type, $value ) =


         $object->invoke_t($operation, .. args .. )>
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Invokes the named class operation on the object in the same way as invoke(), but invoke_t() also returns
the type of data returned by the call.


The data types are encoded as integer numbers. If the return is an array, then the $value will receive a
reference to the array. If the return is a scalar, then $value will hold it.


insertElement


$obj->insertElement( $relation, @object[s] );


Inserts the specified objects into an object relationship.


One or more can be specified to be inserted.


 $obj->insertElement( "ComposedOf",


    "Interface::IF-ether1", 


    "Interface::Loopback/0");


 $obj->insertElement( "ComposedOf", @interfaces );


removeElement


$obj->removeElement( $relation, @item[s] );


Removes the specified items from an object relationship.


One or more items can be specified to be removed.


 $obj->removeElement( "ComposedOf",


    "Interface::IF-ether1", 


    "Interface::Loopback/0" );


 $obj->removeElement( "ComposedOf", @interfaces );


delete


$obj->delete( ) 


Deletes the specified item from the repository, and from any relationships it belongs to. The delete()
function does not remove any objects that had a “contains” type of relationship with the object being
deleted. For example, calling delete() on a Router instance would remove that instance from the
repository and remove that instance from any relationships that it was part of. However, the delete()
function would not remove the Card objects to which the Router instance shares a “ComposedOf”
relationship.


Consider using the remove() operation, if one exists, instead for a more complete action. For example,
calling remove() on a Router will cause the Card objects it is composed of to be removed (which in turn
could cause the Ports/Interfaces to be removed, and so on).
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notify


$obj->notify( $event_name );


Notifies the specified event for the object.


 $objref->notify( "Unresponsive" );


clear


$obj->clear( $event_name );


Clears the specified event for the object.


 $objref->clear( "Unresponsive" );


countElements


$count = $obj->countElements( $relation )


Counts the number of elements in the given relationship. The countElements method will throw an error if
$relation is not a relationship.


 $count = $obj->countElements( "ComposedOf" );


Overview
The InCharge::object module provides the interface to Domain Manager repository objects. With it you
can:


n Get or set an object’s attributes


n Invoke an object’s operations


Name
InCharge::object
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Synopsis


use InCharge::session;


$obj = $session->object( $class, $instance );


$value = $obj->get( "PropertyName" );


$value = $obj->{PropertyName};


$obj->put( "PropertyName", $value );


$obj->{PropertyName} = $value;


$rtn = $obj->invoke( "OperationName", .. arguments .. );


$rtn = $obj->OperationName( .. arguments .. );


The InCharge::object module allows objects in the Domain Manager repository to be manipulated in an
object-oriented style, similar to the ASL language.


Description
An InCharge::object reference is required to access the properties or methods of a Domain Manager
object. This reference is returned from the object() or create() methods of the InCharge::sessionmodule.
Both methods allow access to preexisting objects, but the create() method will also create the object if it
does not already exist. While create()always accesses the Domain Manager, object() may or may not
depending on the invocation technique.


 $obj = $session->object( "Router", "edgert1" );


 $obj = $session->object( "Router::edgert1" );


 $obj = $session->create( "Router", "newrouter" );


If you do not know the class to which an object belongs, you can either use a class argument of undef, or
a string with nothing before the double-colon (::). For example,


 $obj = $session->object( undef, "edgert1" );


 $obj = $session->object( "::edgert1" );


The option of omitting the class name does not work with the InCharge::session->create() method
because the Domain Manager cannot create an object without knowing which class to use. It does work
with InCharge::session->object() and related calls because the process of referring to an existing instance
can legitimately include a query to identify the object's class.


Note   If you choose not to provide the class name in these calls, the API does additional work to
determine the object's class, which imposes a slight performance penalty.
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Once an object reference has been created, it can be used to invoke the object's operations or access its
properties. Access to an object's attributes or properties can be obtained by using calls shown in the
following example.


 $vendor = $obj->get( "Vendor" );


 $vendor = $obj->{Vendor};


 ($vendor,$model) = $obj->get( "Vendor", "Model" );


 %properties = $obj->get( );


 $obj->put( "Vendor", "Cisco" );


 $obj->{Vendor} = "Cisco";


 $obj->put(Vendor => "Cisco", Model => "2010" );


These examples show that object properties can be accessed by using either the get() and put() methods
or the psuedo-hash syntax. The latter syntax is preferred because it is closer to the original built-in ASL
language logic.


Two special internal properties can be accessed by using the hash syntax only. These give the name of
the class and instance to which the object reference refers. Treat them as read-only fields.


 $obj->{_class}           BUT NOT: $obj->get("_class")


 $obj->{_instance}        BUT NOT: $obj->get("_instance")


Object operations can be invoked by using the invoke() method, or directly, as in the example:


 @ports = $obj->invoke( "findPorts" );


 @ports = $obj->findPorts();


 $port = $obj->


  invoke( "makePort", "1.0", "PORT-rt1/1.0", "Port" );


 $port = $obj->makePort( "1.0", "PORT-rt1/1.0", "Port" );


Again, the latter syntax, calling the operation directly, is preferred.


Use the invoke() method to access an object operation that duplicates the name of any of the built-in
methods of the InCharge::object class.


n The first of these calls the new()operation of the object in the repository.


n The second calls the built-in new() method of the InCharge::object class.


 $obj->invoke( "new", "qtable" );


 $obj->new( "qtable" );


Note that InCharge::object is used for accessing ICIM instance operations and properties only. If you
make other ICIM calls that refer to instances, such as subscribe(), use the features of
InCharge::session directly. The following line of code is invalid:


 $obj->propertySubscribe( "Vendor" );


Instead, use one of the following:
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n The first alternative:


 $session->propertySubscribe($class, $instance, "Vendor");


n The second alternative:


 $session->propertySubscribe( $obj, ``Vendor'' );


The reason you have to use one of these two alternative methods is because the propertySubscribe
is not a repository class operation, but rather it is a primitive.


 dmctl -s <domain> getOperations <classname> | more


Likewise, to determine what properties can be accessed by using the InCharge::object module use:


 dmctl -s <domain> getProperties <classname>
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InCharge::Session 3
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Overview


n Function groups


n Error handling


n Session management functions


n Utility functions


n Specifying the locale while connected


n Retrieving and setting log, error and trace levels at runtime


n Wrapper functions


Overview
The InCharge::session module provides the interface to Domain Managers. With it you can:


n Attach to a Domain Manager


n Create and destroy objects


n Invoke operations


n Subscribe to Domain Manager events


Name
InCharge::session


Synopsis


 use InCharge::session;
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There are three different syntaxes that you can can then choose from to connect to the Domain Manager:


n $session = InCharge::session->init( );


n $session = InCharge::session->new( "INCHARGE" );


n $session = InCharge::session->new(


broker=>"localhost:426",


domain=>"INCHARGE",


username=>"noddy",


password=>"bigears",


traceServer => 1


locale=>”en_US”


);


 $object = $session->object( "Host::toytown1" );


 $object = $session->create( "Router::crossroads" );


(... and continuing with the methods described in the following sections...)


Description
This module provides the mechanisms for accessing a Domain Manager in a manner that is similar to that
employed by the ASL language. It provides the main access point to domains, allowing scripts to
establish client/server connections and to obtain InCharge::object references that can be used to
manipulate the objects in the topology.


The locale argument to the InCharge::session module allows you to set the locale of the session (the
client locale).


Note   You can use the InCharge::session->setLocale() method to change the locale for the session,
while it is connected.


The default locale to set for a Perl client is determined by looking in the following places.


1 The value of the SM_LOCALE environment variable.


2 The default isen_US.


Chapter 1, Introduction, provides an overview of this and the other InCharge::* modules and a simple
tutorial description of how they are used.


Function groups
InCharge::session provides access to five kinds of functions: session management, Domain Manager
primitives, utility, wrapper, and locale specification.
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Session management functions
Functions in this group are the principle functions of the module. They are used for managing the Perl
client/Domain Manager connection. You can use these functions within a script to attach, detach, listen for
events, and create InCharge::object references.


Domain Manager primitive functions
The InCharge::session module permits access to the low-level primitive functions of the Domain Manager,
allowing actions such as getClasses() and getInstances() to be performed. These primitives do not all
exactly mirror the interface provided by dmctl or the native ASL language. For example, dmctl has a save
command that does not have an exact primitive equivalent, but there are two primitives that can be
invoked to give the same results. These are storeClassRepostity() and storeAllRepository(). Where
primitives exist that semantically match dmctl or ASL commands but differ in name, aliased names are
provided to give syntactic compatibility.


Utility functions
This group includes functions to provide additional logical assistance to writers of Perl scripts to be used
with the SDK software.


Wrapper functions
This group of functions provides wrappers around the primitives to provide an interface that is more
consistent with the SDK native ASL language and dmctl utility.


Wrapper functions of this type are provided only for functions where the syntax and semantics of the
primitive are not compatible with ASL or dmctl. The save example, described in Domain Manager
primitive functions, is one such function.


Specifying the client locale
The InCharge::session module provides a function that enables you to set the locale of the session (the
client locale).


Error handling
Errors are reported back to the invoking script by using Perl's die mechanism, and can be caught by using
Perl’s eval function. This is typical Perl coding practice and mimics the try-throw-catch logic of Java and C
++. Error handling provides further information.


Session management functions
The following session management functions are provided.
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new


$session = InCharge::session->new( .. options .. );


The new function first establishes a connection between the calling Perl script and a Domain Manager. It
then returns a tied reference that can be used thereafter to manipulate the domain and the entities
contained in its repository.


If the domain name is the sole option passed, it can be specified without the domain=> key.


The username and password options are required if connecting to a server with authentication features
enabled. If neither of these arguments is given, the clientConnect.conf file is used to determine the
username and password or the mechanism to obtain them.


Option to specify the Broker


broker => $host[:$port]


This option specifies the Broker from which the domain details are to be lifted. The string consists of a
hostname or IP address followed by an optional port number, delimited by a colon. The section 
Conventions for specifying IPv6 addresses describes how to specify an IPv6 address.


The default host is localhost, and the default port is 426.


Option to specify the domain
This option specifies the name of the domain to be used. If the host and port details are also given, then
the API does not refer to the broker to determine them. The default domain name is INCHARGE.


There are two different syntaxes that can be used to specify the domain:


n domain => [$host:$port/]$domain


n server => [$host:$port/]$domain


Note   The option name “server” can be used in place of “domain” and the two options have the same
meaning.


Option to specify the username
This option specifies the name of the user to be used in connecting to the domain. If user or username is
specified, then password must also be specified, as described in Option to specify the password. If the
username is not given, then the API refers to the clientConnect.conf file to determine the authentication
information to use when establishing the connection.


There is no default username.


There are two different syntaxes that can be used to specify the username:


n user => $user_name
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n username => $user_name


If no username is specified, the script inspects and interprets the SM_AUTHORITY environment
variable in the same way that the main SDK software does and may prompt the user for the
username and password by using the standard I/O device.


Option to specify the password
This option specifies the password for the user given with the username option.


password => $password


Option to specify a description of the script
This option describes the role of the script and is noted by the Domain Manager for use in debug and
other logging messages. Its contents are not significant, otherwise. The default is Perl-Client.


description => $description


Option for specifying server-level tracing
If this option is specified and given a true value, non-zero, then server-level tracing is turned on. This
causes the Domain Manager to log information about every primitive call invoked by the script.


Note   When server-level tracing is turned on, it results in a large amount of data written to the server's
log file.


It is recommended to use this sparingly since it also has a negative impact on the Domain Manager's
performance.


traceServer => 1


Option for specifying response timeout
This option specifies the timeout to be enforced while waiting for responses from the Domain Manager to
primitive requests. The default value is 120 seconds. You may increase the value, if necessary, but do not
set it to a value below 120 seconds. Otherwise, slow to-process requests will fail in a manner that looks
like a communication link failure between the script and the Domain Manager.


timeout => $timeout


Option for specifying the session locale
The locale option allows you to set the locale of the session (the client locale).


locale=>locale
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init


$session = InCharge::session->init( );


This funtion is the simplified version of InCharge::session->new(). It parses the script’s command line,
looking for options that specify the Broker, Domain Manager username, password, trace, timeout, and
locale options. Then it invokes the primitive InCharge::session->new() with those arguments and passes
back the result.


InCharge::session->init() looks for the following script command line arguments.


 --broker=<brokerIP[:bokerPort]>   (also: -b)


 --server=<domain-name>            (also: -s)


 --user=<username>                 (also: -u)


 --password=<password>             (also: -p)


 --traceServer


 --timeout


 --locale=<locale>


If neither the --user (or -u) and --password (or -p) are specified, the script makes use of the
SM_HOME/conf/clientConnect.conf file to determine the username and password to be employed.
Comments are included in the file for detailing this mechanism. This mechanism is turned on by
specifying the value <STD> for the SM_AUTHORITY environment variable.


If the InCharge::session->init() functions encounters a command line syntax error, it calls usageError, in
the main script, which the developer must provide. A single large text string that contains a description of
the standard options handled is passed as the argument to usageError, which enables the author to
include information about the standard options as well as any nonstandard ones provided. If the
usageError subroutine does not exist, a default error message is printed on STDERR.


Note that the init() function consumes (removes) the command line arguments it handles from @ARGV
as it processes them. Therefore you can access the @ARGV array after its execution to process
additional arguments without needing to skip the standard ones. However, you cannot use the init
command twice in the same script without first saving and restoring the contents @ARGV, as in the
example:


 @SAVE = @ARGV;


 $session1 = InCharge::session->init( );


 @ARGV = @SAVE;


 $session2 = InCharge::session->init( );


The locale argument to the InCharge::session init method allows you to set the locale of the session (the
client locale).


Note   You can use the InCharge::session->setLocale() method to change the locale for the session,
while it is connected.
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The default locale to set for a Perl client is determined as follows:


1 The value of the SM_LOCALE environment variable.


2 If the SM_LOCALE variable is not set, then the default isen_US.


broken


$flag = $session->broken( );


The broken() function returns non-zero (TRUE) if the session with the Domain Manager is broken in some
way.


A return value of non-zero indicates connection or protocol failures. To continue working with a broken
session, the script should call the reattach() function, and then reestablish the event subscription profiles
required.


reattach


$session->reattach( );


Reestablishes a connection that has been detached or broken.


The reattach() function can be called to reconnect to a server to which the connection has been lost.
Reestablishing the connection does not automatically reestablish observer sessions, subscriptions,
transactional or other session state information.


If the call is used to reattach a session that had an active observer, the observer connection is closed as
a side effect of the action and must be reopened separately.


This function should be called after a [13] I/O Error is thrown by any of the Domain Manager access calls
in order to shut down and reopen the socket, leaving the session in a working state. If this step is not
taken, there is a danger that residual packets on the connection would cause synchronization problems
between the client and Domain Manager. Error handling describes error prefixes, including the [13] prefix.


Note   The reattach() primitive does not return a new session identifier, but does refresh the referenced
one. This is not a dup() style of action.


detach


$session->detach( );


The detach() function enables you to detach from the domain referred to by $session.


This function can be used for either a session, created using InCharge::session->new(), or an observer
session, created using InCharge::session->observer().


If this is used to detach a session with an active observer, the observer is also closed.
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This call does not completely destroy the $session reference contents but retains enough information to
allow the session to be reestablished. Thus, it is possible to call $session->reattach() to reconnect to the
Domain Manager by using the same parameters as were used in the initial connection. However, the
event subscriptions need to be reestablished explicitly in this event.


observer


$observer_session = $session->observer( .. options .. );


The observer() function creates and returns a reference to a connection to a Domain Manager on which
subscribed events can be received.


This establishes a new socket between the client and Domain Manager. Once connected, events can be
subscribed to by using the various subscribe methods, and they can be received by using:


 @event_info = $observer_session->receiveEvent( );


Specifying the option connectEvents => 1 to the observer() function causes server disconnection to be
notified as a DISCONNECT event rather than an [13] I/O Error. However, unlike ASL, the reconnection is
not performed automatically. The script can use the $session->reattach() call to attempt an explicit
reconnection and must then reestablish any event subscriptions and other contexts.


Specifying the option ignoreOld => 1 causes events generated before the connection was established to
be discarded automatically. The use of this option is not generally recommended since the atomicity of
time measurement on UNIX makes its results somewhat unpredictable.


Repeated calls to the observer() method of a session return references to the same observer. It is not
possible to create multiple observers on the same session.


receiveEvent


@event = $observer_session->receiveEvent( [ $timeout ] );


Listen for subscribed events from the Domain Manager.


The received events are returned as an array or, in scalar context, a reference to an array containing
three or more elements. “Event subscription” on page 22 describes the different events to which you can
subscribe.


The first element of all events is the timestamp, on the Domain Manager's system clock, and not the
client's clock. The second element is a string defining the event type. The other elements are event-
specific.


The $timeout is optional, and specifies a timeout period, in seconds, that the script is prepared to wait for
an incoming event. If no event arrives in this time period, an event of type TIMEOUT is returned. The
$timeout can be specified in fractions of a second, or “float”; for example, 0.25 = a quarter second.
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object


$obj = $session->object( $objectname );


Creates a new InCharge::object reference that can be used to invoke methods of the InCharge::object
module.


As an example, to obtain the value of the Vendor field for a particular object, use:


 $obj = $session->object( "::gw1" );


 $vendor = $obj->{Vendor};


You can even combine these into a single line, such as:


 $vendor = $session->object( "::gw1" )->{Vendor};


The $objectname parameter can be specified in any of the styles shown in the following examples:


n object( 'Router::gw1' )


In this example, the $objectname parameter is a single string where both the class and instance
names are specified with double colons (::) delimiting them. If variables are to be used to specify the
relevant parts of the string, then it is important that at least the variable before double-colon (::) is
encased in braces because without them, Perl will give the (::) characters its own meaning.


n object( 'Router', 'gw1' )


In this example, the $objectname parameter is specified as two strings with one for the class and one
for the instance name.


n object( '::gw1' )


In this example, the $objectname parameter is specified as one string with the class name missing.
The API will make a query to the Domain Manager to discover the actual class for the object which
causes a minor performance penalty.


n object( undef, 'gw1' )


In this example, the $objectname parameter is specified as two parameters with the first one
undefined. This also results in the API performing a Domain Manager query.


n object( 'gw1' )


In this example, the $objectname parameter is specified as a single parameter that does not include
the double-colon (::) delimiter, which must contain just the instance name. A Domain Manager query
is performed to determine the relevant class name.
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An important difference between the API and the native ASL language is that if you create an object,
using object(), in native ASL without specifying the class name, the language assumes that the class
MR_Object can be applied. This restricts the level of property and operation access that can be used.
The API queries the repository to determine the actual class for the instance, giving complete access
to the resulting object's features.


create


$obj = $session->create( $objectname );


Similar to the object() call, described in object, the create() call creates an InCharge::object valid
reference through which a specified instance can be manipulated. However, unlike object(), the create()
method creates the object if it does not already exist.


Since it has the ability to create objects, it is important that the object name specified as an argument
includes both the instance name and the class name. You cannot use the ::instance or (undef, $instance)
syntaxes for specifying the object name. You can, however, use either the Class::Instance or ($class,
$instance) syntax described for the object() method.


Unlike the createInstance() primitive, it is not an error to call the create() method for an object instance
that already exists. In this case, the call is equivalent to the $session->object() call and it simply returns
the InCharge::object valid reference to the instance.


callPrimitive


RESULT = $session->callPrimitive($primitiveName, @arguments)


Calls the specified Domain Manager primitive, passing the primitive the arguments and returning its
result.


Note   For most primitives, this is a complex invocation sequence. However, it is only actually needed
when a primitive and a method of the InCharge::session module share the same name, and you wish to
use the primitive version.


The following are equivalent, although the first is preferred.


 @list = $session->getInstances( "Router" );


 @list = 


  $session->callPrimitive("getInstances", "Router");


The put() primitive is one of the few primitives where these two ways of calling it are not equivalent. This
is because the InCharge::session module exports its own variant of the method. If you must gain access
to the primitive version, you will need to use the callPrimitive() mechanism. However, this is not
recommended, since the syntax is complex. The put provides further details.
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The type of the RESULT in array or scalar context is dependant on the primitive that is being called. In
general:


n If the primitive returns a scalar you get a scalar or, in array context, a single element array.


n If the primitive returns an array you get an array, in array context, or array reference, in scalar context.


Utility functions
The following utility functions are provided.


TYPE


$number = $session->TYPE( $string );


$string = $session->TYPE( $number );


The TYPE() function converts a Domain Manager data type symbolic name to its internal numeric code,
or converts an internal numeric code to its symbolic name. So the following prints “13”:


 print $session->TYPE( "STRING" ) . "\n”;


The following code prints “STRING”:


 print $session->TYPE( 13 ) . "\n”;


getFileno


$fno = $session->getFileno( );


The getFileno( ) function returns a number that refers to the socket used for the script/server connection.


Note   Do not use this function with the Perl select statement to listen for events from multiple domains
by using multiple observer objects. Instead, use the new select function: InCharge::session::select.


getProtocolVersion


$ver = $session->getProtocolVersion( );


The getProtocolVersion( ) function returns the protocol version number supported by the
Domain Manager. This is a single integer number derived by the following calculation.


 ( major * 10000 ) + (minor * 100) + revision


Hence, version “V5.1” is represented by the number 50100, and version “V4.2.1” is represented by
40201.
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primitiveIsAvailable


$boolean = $session->primitiveIsAvailable( $primitive_name )


The primitiveIsAvailable() function checks whether the named primitive is available in the
Domain Manager.


A value of 1 means that it is available, and value of 0 means that it is not available, either because it is an
undefined primitive or it was introduced in a later version of the Domain Manager software.


 if ( $session->primtiveIsAvailable (


    "getMultipleProperties" ) {


  $vendor, $model ) = $session->getMultipleProperties (


     $obj, [ "Vendor", "Model" ] );


 } else {


  $vendor = $obj->{Vendor};


  $model = $obj->{Model};


 }


select
@ret = InCharge::session::select(\@observerList, $timeout);


The select() function checks if there are data to be read for each observer in @observerList.


@ret returns a list of handles in which the value:


n 1 represents that the observer has data to read


n 0 indicates that there are no data to be read.


The $timeout parameter indicates how many seconds the function select should wait before returning
the result. It can be called with an undef value for no wait time.


Example of usage:


@ret = InCharge::session::select(<ref_list>,<timeout>);


where:


n <ref_list> is a reference to the list of observers that will be checked.


n <timeout> is the number of seconds to wait before returning. For immediate return, use the argument
undef.


The following script returns an array with the result for each checked observer.


use InCharge::session;


use Data::Dumper;


my %common = ( user => "admin", password => "changeme");


$mask = "";


$i=0;


foreach $dom ( "INCHARGE-AM", "INCHARGE-SA" ) {
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 $sess{$dom} = InCharge::session->new( %common, domain => $dom );


 $obs{$dom} = $sess{$dom}->observer( );


 @obsList[$i]= $obs{$dom};


       $sess{$dom}->subscribe( ".*::.*::.*/pa" );


 #$fn{$dom} = $obs{$dom}->getFileno()."\n";


 #vec($mask, $fn{$dom}, 1) = 1;


 $i++;


}


$i=0;


for ( ; ; ) {


       $i=0;


 @obsRet = InCharge::session::select( \@obsList, undef);


 foreach $obsR ( @obsRet ) {


  #next unless (vec($rout, $fn{$dom}, 1));


  @event = $obsR->receiveEvent( );


  print "$obsR->{domain} - ".join( ", ", @event ). "\n";


  $i++;


 }


}


Specifying the locale while connected
The setLocale() method may be used to indicate the locale in which text will be returned to the client for
the session, while it is connected.


If the locale has not been set for the session while connecting or the setLocale() method has not been
called, then the session locale is determined as follows:


1. The value of the SM_LOCALE environment variable.


2. The default is en_US.


Retrieving and setting log, error and trace levels at
runtime
There are three computed attributes available to get and set the log, error, and trace levels of a
Domain Manager at runtime. These computed attributes, described in Computed attributes to retrieve and
set log, error, and trace levels at runtime, are available on the SM_System object.


Table 3‑1.  Computed attributes to retrieve and set log, error, and trace levels at runtime


Computed Attributes Description


logLevel The minimum exception level for sending messages to the system error logger.The logLevel
attributeis a string, and can be any one of the values set for the --loglevel command line option:


errLevel The minimum exception level for writing messages to the log files. The errLevel attributeis a string,
and can be any one of the values set for the --errlevel command line option.


traceLevel Used to print a stack trace to the SDK log file when an exception at this level or above occurs.
Exceptions below this level do not write a stack trace. The traceLevel attributeis a string, and can
be any one of the values set for the --tracelevel command line option.
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The values of these computed attributes can be retrieved and set, and valid values are:


n None


n Emergency


n Alert


n Critical


n Error


n Warning


n Notice


n Informational,


n Debug


Note   Fatal is a synonym for Critical.


Retrieving the current level
You can retrieve the current levels of SM_System::SM-System::logLevel, SM_System::SM-
System::errLevel, or SM_System::SM-System::traceLevel. A string is returned which represents the
current level, such as "Warning", "Error", or "Fatal". For example:


my $smsystem = $session->object("SM_System","SM-System");


my $curr_error_level = $sm_system->{errLevel};


Setting the level
To change the current levels, obtain a pointer to the object, and then set the value of SM_System::SM-
System::logLevel, SM_System::SM-System::errLevel, or SM_System::SM-System::traceLevel to the
appropriate level.


In this example, the trace level setting is changed to None.


my $smsystem = $session->object("SM_System","SM-System");


$sm_system->{traceLevel} = "None";


When you change the log, error or trace levels a message is printed in the log file. The log message will
appear similar to the following:


[April 8, 2009 5:03:41 PM EDT +122ms] t@1149000000 SM_ProtocolEngine-6


JM_MSG-*-JM_TRACE_LEVEL_CHANGED-User 'user1', using remote dmctl client (id 6), on host host1 with 


credentials tpadmin1 has changed the Trace level to None; in file 


"/mypath/repos/jiim/SM_JIIM_Support_Impl.c" at line 458
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Wrapper functions
The following functions add varying degrees of wrapper logic round the SDK primitives, to make them
more compatible with the native ASL language.


save


$session->save( $filename [, $class ] );


The save() function saves the repository in the specified file. If a class name is specified, then only the
instances of that class are saved.


put


$session->put( $object, $property, $value );


It is not recommended that the put() method be used extensively. Instead, use the features of
InCharge::object.


This method changes the value of an object property. This version differs from the put_P() primitive in that
the latter requires the value type to be specified explicitly, whereas this version determines and caches
the type. The following calls are, therefore, equivalent, although the first is preferred.


 $obj = $session->object( "Router::gw1" );


 $session->{Vendor} = "Cadbury";


 $obj->put( "Vendor", "Cadbury" );


 $obj->put( Vendor => "Cadbury" );


 $session->put( "Router::gw1", "Vendor", "Cadbury" );


 $session->object( "Router::gw1" )->{Vendor} = "Cadbury";


 $session->callPrimitive( "put_P", "Router", "gw1",


    "Vendor",[ "STRING", "Cadbury" ] );


When giving a value to an array property, such as the ComposedOf relationship, pass an array reference
as shown in the following example:


 $obj->{ComposedOf} = [


 "Interface::IF-if1",


 "Interface::IF-if2"


 ];
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Also, you can set more than one property in a single call. This can reduce complexity in the script layout
but has minimal performance advantage.


 $obj->put(


  Vendor   => "CISCO",


  Model    => "2500",


  Location => "Behind the coffee machine"


 );


invoke


RESULT = $session->invoke($object, $operation[, @arguments]);


It is not recommended that this method be used extensively. Instead, use the features of
InCharge::object.


This method invokes the specified object operation, passing it the listed arguments and returning the
RESULT.


The type of the RESULT depends on the usual Perl concept of array or scalar context, as well as the
definition of the operation being called. In general:


n If it returns a scalar you get a scalar or, in array context, a single element array.


n If it returns an array you get an array, in array context, or array reference, in scalar context.


Note   This method's semantics and syntax differ from the primitive method invokeOperation() in that
the latter needs to have the types of the arguments specified explicitly. Whereas for this method, the
InCharge::session module version discovers and caches the operation argument types and does not
require the arguments to be listed in arrays of array references.


Additional documentation about the operations that exist for a particular class can be obtained by
using the dmctl utility, as shown:


dmctl -s DOMAIN getOperations CLASSNAME


The following examples are equivalent; the first example is preferred.


n Example 1:


 $obj = $session->object( "Router::gw1" );


 $fan= $obj->findFan( 2 );


n Example 2:


 $fan = $session->invoke( "Router::gw1", "findFan", 2 );
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n Example 3:


 $fan = $session->callPrimitive( "invokeOperation","Router", "gw1", "findFan",[ [ "INT", 2 ] ]


 );


invoke_t


($type, $value) =


  $session->invoke_t( $object, $operation [, @arguments]


);


The invoke_t() function is identical to invoke() except that the return indicates both the type and the value
of the returned data.


The value is a Perl scalar, if the operation returns a scalar, or an array reference, if the operation returns
an array. The type will contain one of the Domain Manager internal type codes. For example, “13” is the
code for a string.


findInstances


@instances =


  $session->findInstances( $c_patn, $i_patn [, $flags] )


or


@instances =


  $session->findInstances( "${c_patn}::${i_patn}" [, $flags] )


Finds instances that match the class and instance patterns, according to rules specified in the flags.


The $flags is a set of characters that modifies the way the call works.


A flag of “n” means that subclasses are not recursed into. Therefore, instances in matching classes only
are returned. Without “n”, instances of matching classes and their subclasses are returned.


A flag of “r” means that UNIX-like RegEx matching is used during the search. If the “r” flag is not
specified, the search uses glob pattern matching.


Note   The RegEx version that is supported is the UTF-8 and Unicode regexp compliant engine (coming
from ICU).


The default is no flags, therefore, the search uses glob pattern matching and recursion.


Results are returned as a list of strings, each of which contains a class and instance name delimited with
double-colon (::).


Note   The search strings are anchored as if the “^” and “$” had been used in the UNIX-style pattern.
Therefore, “rr*” matches “rred” but not “herring”, whereas “`*rr*” matches both of them.
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Example:


 @found = $session->findInstances( "Router::gw*", "n" );


getCauses


@events =  $session->getCauses( $objectname, $event [, $oneHop] );


The getCauses() function returns a list of problems that cause an event.


The function arguments are class, instance (possibly combined into one, for example, SM_System::SM-
System), and event. The function returns the problems that cause the event based on the relationships
among instances defined in the Domain Manager.


The oneHop parameter is optional:


n If it is omitted or passed as FALSE, the full list of problems that explain eventname, whether directly
or indirectly, is returned.


n If it is passed as TRUE, only those problems that directly list eventname among the events they
explain are returned.


The function returns an array of array references with the format:


 [


  [ <classname::instancename>,<problemname> ],


  [ <classname::instancename>,<problemname> ],


  ...


 ]


Example:


 @causes =


  $session->getCauses( "Router::gw1",


    "MightBeUnavailable"


 );


getClosure


@events =   $session->getClosure($object, $eventname[, $oneHop]);


The getClosure() function returns a list of symptoms associated with the problem or aggregate based on
the relationships among instances defined in the Domain Manager.


The oneHop parameter is optional:


n If it is omitted or passed as FALSE, the full list of problems that explain eventname, whether directly
or indirectly, is returned.
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n If it is passed as TRUE, only those problems that directly list eventname among the events they
explain are returned.


The function returns an array of array references with the format:


 [


  [ <classname::instancename>,<problemname> ],


  [ <classname::instancename>,<problemname> ],


  ...


 ]


Example:


 @symptoms =


  $session->getClosure( "Router::gw1", "Down", 0 );


getExplains


@events =  $session->getExplains($object, $eventname[, $onehop ]);


MODEL developers can add information to a problem in order to emphasize events that occur because of
a problem. The getExplains() function returns a list of these events.


The $onehop parameter is optional:


n If it is omitted or passed as FALSE, the full list of problems that explain $eventname, whether directly
or indirectly, is returned.


n If it is passed as TRUE, only those problems that directly list eventname among the events they
explain are returned.


The function returns an array of array references with the format:


 [


  [ <classname::instancename>,<problemname> ],


  [ <classname::instancename>,<problemname> ],


  ...


 ]


getExplainedBy


@events =   $session->getExplainedBy($object, $event[, $onehop ]);


The getExplainedBy() function is the inverse of the getExplains() function.


It returns those problems (or events) which the MODEL developer has listed as explaining this event.


The $onehop parameter is optional:


n If it is omitted or passed as FALSE, the full list of problems that explain $event, whether directly or
indirectly, is returned.
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n If it is passed as TRUE, only those problems that directly list $event among the events they explain
are returned.


The function returns an array of array references with the format:


 [


  [ <classname::instancename>,<problemname> ],


  [ <classname::instancename>,<problemname> ],


  ...


 ]


subscribe and unsubscribe


$session->subscribe( $C, $I, $E [, $flags ] );


$session->subscribe( "$C::$I::$E[/$flags]" );


$session->unsubscribe( $C, $I, $E [, $flags ] );


$session->unsubscribe( "$C::$I::$E[/$flags]" );


These functions subscribe, or unsubscribe, to notifications of the specified events. “$C”, “$I”, “$E” must be
regexp patterns that represent the classes, instances, and events to which to subscribe.


The unsubscribe() function is the inverse of subscribe().


The $flags value is a bitwise combination of the values or a more mnemonic string as shown in 
Subscription flag parameter values


Table 3‑2.  Subscription flag parameter values


Flag bitfield value Description


0x000001 Simple event


0x000002 Simple aggregation


0x000010 Problem


0x000020 Imported event


0x000040 Propagated aggregation


0x0000ff All


0x001000 Expand subclasses


0x002000 Expand subclasses events


0x004000 Expand aggregations


0x008000 Expand closures


0x010000 Sticky


0x020000 Undo all


0x040000 Quiet accept


0x080000 Quiet suspend


0x100000 Glob
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As a compatibility aid, the $flag can also be specified as a string of letters. In this case, each of the letters
are subscription qualifiers:


n “p” means subscribe to problems


n “a” means subscribe to aggregates (impacts)


n “e” means subscribe to events.


Note   If “p”, “a” or “e” are not present, “p” is assumed.


n “v” means run in verbose mode, which turns on subscription control messages.


The action of these options is the same as that provided by the sm_adapter program’s --subscribe=
option.


Examples:


 $session->subscribe( "Router", ".*", ".*", "/pev" );


 $session->subscribe( "Router::.*::.*/peav" );


 $session->subscribe( $obj, ".*", 0x3 );


 $session->unsubscribe( $obj, ".*", 0x3 );


transaction, abortTxn and commitTxn


$session->transaction( [ $flag ] );


$session->abortTxn( );


$session->commitTxn( );


These functions start, commit, and abort transactions.


Using transactions, you can commit many changes to the objects in a Domain Manager as a single
atomic transaction, or choose to abort all of them. Use the following syntax to create a transaction:


 $session->transaction();


After initiating the transaction, every change made to an object does not affect the object until you commit
the transaction. If the transaction is aborted, any changes made will not affect the object. Use the
following syntax to either commit or abort a transaction.


 $session->commitTxn( );


or


 $session->abortTxn( );


The changes made with a transaction are not visible outside of the script until the changes are committed.
Within a transaction, the same script can see the proposed changes. Transactions also can control how
other applications see objects before changes are committed or aborted by adding a single keyword.
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The syntax of a transaction with a keyword is:


 $session->


  transaction(["WRITE_LOCK"|"READ_LOCK"|"NO_LOCK"]);


A keyword can be any one of those described in Transaction lock options.


Table 3‑3.  Transaction lock options


Keyword Description


WRITE_LOCK While the transaction is open, no other process can modify or access information in the repository.


READ_LOCK The behavior of READ_LOCK is the same as WRITE_LOCK.


NO_LOCK This is the default behavior. No locks exist until the script commits the transaction.


Transactions may be nested. When you nest a transaction, you must commit or abort the nested
transaction before you commit or abort the previous transaction.


The API aborts any open transactions when the script terminates.


Example:


 #! /usr/local/bin/Perl


 $session = InCharge::session->init( );


 $delthis = shift @ARGV;


 $delthisObj = $session->object($delthis);


 @relObj = @{ $delthisObj->{ComposedOf} };


 $session->transaction();


 $x = $delthisObj->delete();


 foreach $mem (@relObj) {


  $mem->delete();


 }


 $session->commitTxn();


 print("Deleted ".delthis." and related ports\n”);


In the example, the script deletes a card and its related ports. The script is invoked with an argument that
specifies the card to delete. Using the ComposedOf relationship, the script creates a list of port objects to
delete. The script deletes the card and its related ports at the same time through a transaction that
ensures that no other script can see the intermediate stage with an incompletely deleted suite of objects.


delete


$session->delete( $object );


The delete() function deletes the specified object instance from the repository.


Note   This does not clean up all the object interdependencies and links. For a cleaner object deletion,
use the remove() operation, if one exists, for the object class in question. The section invoke also
provides additional information to the related invoke() primitive.
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The delete() method can be called in one of two ways.


 $session->delete( $object );


or


 $object->delete();


getEventType


$type = $session->getEventType( $class, $event );


Given a class and event name, the getEventType() function returns a string that describes the type of the
event. The possible strings returned are described in Event types.


Table 3‑4.  Event types


Event type literal Description


EVENT Event


AGGREGATION Aggregation


SYMPTOM Symptom


PROBLEM Problem


UNKNOWN Error indication


Example:


 $type = $session->getEventType( "Router", "Down" );


To obtain the low-level numeric type codes, instead of descriptive strings, use the getEventType()
primitive, as shown.


$type = 


 $session->primitive( "getEventType", "Router", "Down" );


getServerName


$session->getServerName( );


The getServerName() function returns the name of the Domain Manager to which the session is
connected.


insertElement


$session->insertElement( $object, $relation, @item[s] );
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The insertElement() function inserts one or more elements into an object relationship.


It is suggested that the insertElement() feature of the InCharge::object module be used instead, as
shown.


 $obj->insertElement( $relation, @item[s] );


removeElement


$session-E>removeElement( $object, $relation, @item[s] );


The removeElement() function removes one or more elements from an object relationship, such as
ComposedOf.


It is recommended that the removeElement() feature of the InCharge::object module be used instead, as
shown.


 $obj->removeElement( $relation, @item[s] );
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Primitives 4
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Primitive naming conventions


n Primitive calling conventions


n Error handling


n Error codes


n Data types


n Primitives


Primitive naming conventions
The Domain Manager primitives are low-level remote calls that are supported by the API. These
primitives provide the standard protocol between client applications, such as dmctl, ASL adapters, API
scripts, and the Smarts Console, and the Domain Manager.


Name
InCharge::primitives


Conventions
The names given to the primitives follow a convention of using lowercase, except for the first letter of the
second and subsequent words of multiword names. For example, to get operation arguments, the name
of the primitive is getOperationArguments.


Where the resulting names are overly long, the API provides shorter aliases; getOperationArguments()
has the alias getOpArgs(). Typically, the word “Operation” is shortened to “Op”, and “Property” is
shortened to “Prop”, however, both the long and shortened name can be used. Both forms are described
in the following sections.


Since primitives are designed to be called by using the InCharge::session, where a primitive name
conflicts with a module function, the name of the primitive has the string “_P” concatenated onto it in order
to differentiate the two. Script authors are discouraged from using these “_P” versions since higher-level
versions are available through InCharge::session and, in some cases, InCharge::object that are easier to
use.
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Where a primitive returns a value that may be of any type, a second version of the call is provided that
returns both the numeric type code and the return value. The name of this extended version is the same
as the lesser original but with “_t” appended. You can also specify “_T” instead of “_t”, in which case when
the primitive returns an ANYVAL_ARRAY_SET (that is, a structure of structures), the fields of the
structures are also accompanied by their types. This is a reference to a two-element array containing type
and value for each structure field.


The primitive names are similar to those used in the C++ API. Where the names do not match those used
by ASL or dmctl, aliases are provided. For example, the ASL command getInstances() is called getLeaf
Instances() in the C++ API. Therefore, the API allows both names to be used. The C++ name is the name
used for the actual primitive and the ASL name is provided as an alias.


The C interface for VMware Smart Assurance software, on the other hand, uses function names that look
like sm_property_unsubscribe(). They start with “sm_” and use all lowercase words delimited by
underscores. This set of functions is less complete than the C++ equivalent interface and does not
provide a one-to-one match of all the Domain Manager primitives. The API for Perl does not provide a
match for the C interface function names.


Primitive calling conventions
All the functions described in this document must be invoked with reference to a valid object of the
InCharge::session module. These object references are created by using InCharge::session->object(),
InCharge::session->create(), or InCharge::session->getInstances().


The general approach used for calling primitives is as follows:


1 Initialize a session and obtain a reference to it.


  $session = InCharge::session->init( );


2 Call the primitives required, by using the session reference. For example:


  foreach $class ( sort $session->getClasses() ) {


   foreach $inst (


    sort $session->getInstances($class)) 


   {


    print $class . "::" . $inst . "\n”;


   }


  }


3 Close the session.


  $session->detach( );


Where access to operations or properties of Domain Manager repository objects is required you are
discouraged from using the get(), put() and invokeOperation() primitives, but encouraged to use the
features of the InCharge::object module instead. Using this approach, the script obtains an
InCharge::object reference, which is used to access the required information. For example,
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4 Establish a session.


  $session = InCharge::session->init();


5 Create an InCharge::object valid reference to the object of interest.


  $obj = $session->object( "Router::gw1" );


6 Manipulate the object by using the reference.


  $type = $obj->{Type};


  $obj->{Vendor} = "Cisco";


  $fan1 = $obj->findFan( 1 );


7 Close the session.


  $session->detach( );


Error handling
All the functions and methods of objects in the API modules throw errors by using the Perl die command.
In order to catch any errors that may occur, the eval() function can be used and the “$@” variable
inspected after the event. This is common Perl scripting practice. The error message is rendered in the
locale set by the client session.


The example shown in the following script will abort if the router “gw1” does not exist in the topology at
the line where the name of the vendor is queried, and the last line will not be executed.


 use InCharge::session;


 $session = InCharge::session->init();


 $vendor = $session 


   ->object( "Router::gw1" )


   ->get("Vendor”);


 print "Vendor is $vendor\n”;


To trap this possible error, the code can be modified as follows.


 use InCharge::session; 


 $session = InCharge::session->init();


 $vendor = eval{


    $session ->object( "Router::gw1" ) ->get(Vendor); 


 }; 


 if ( $@ ) { 


  print "Error obtaining the Vendor property\n”;


} else {


  print "Vendor is $vendor\n”;


 }
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For more details about using this mechanism, refer to the section on the eval and die functions in the Perl
function man pages.


All error messages thrown by the API start with a number in square brackets. This is the error code and
classifies the error as being one of those listed in Error handling. The remainder of the error text gives a
verbose description of the specific error that was thrown. Where additional numeric codes are relevant,
these are included in a second or subsequent set of square brackets.


The following example script attempts a connection with a Domain Manager and prompts for a username
and password if the connection fails due to an authentication error: code 4.


 my $domain = "SAM1";


 my $user = undef;


 my $passwd = undef;


 for ( ; ; ) {


  $session = eval{ InCharge::session->new(


    domain => $domain,


    username => $user,


    password => $passwd);


  }


  if ( $@ =~ m/^\[4\]/ ) {


   print "Login: ";    chomp $user   = <STDIN>;


   print "Password: "; chomp $passwd = <STDIN>;


  } elsif ( $@ ) {


   die $@; # Some other fault


  } else {


   last;   # Success !


  }


 }


Error codes
Error codes provides a description of the different error codes and their associated types.


Table 4‑1.  Error codes


Error code Error type Description


1 Syntax error Wrong number of arguments, missing argument, or too many arguments


2 System error System call error; e.g., socket creation failed


3 Connection error Socket connection error


4 Authentication error Authentication error


5 HTTP error Other session init failure (HTTP error in second number, such as “[5][301]”


6 Bad argument Argument content or type error, or invalid name, invalid option, or wrong type,
such as a scalar arguement being passed but a reference was required


7 Broker error Cannot attach to Broker


8 No domain Domain not registered with Broker


9 Protocol error Protocol error, data size error, or unsupported protocol format


10 Isolated Not attached
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Table 4‑1.  Error codes (Continued)


Error code Error type Description


11 Invalid operation Invalid or illegal operation


12 Bad function Bad function call or primitive name


13 IO error Socket IO error


14 Timeout Timer expired


15 DM error Error returned by Domain Manager


16 Not cached Reply missing from cache


17 Configuration error A required configuration element, such as an environment variable, is either
missing or contains invalid data


Data types
The names of the variables used in the primitive descriptions, in the following sections, to denote the
arguments and return values indicate the data type passed or expected. Although every effort has been
made to use self-descriptive argument names in this guide, some need further explanation.


$session
The $session data type is a reference to a valid InCharge::session object - created by using
InCharge::session->new() or InCharge::session->init(). All Domain Manager primitives should be called
with reference to an InCharge::session object, as shown:


 $session = InCharge::session->init();


 @list = $session->getClassInstances( "Router" );


$object
The $object data type is the specification of a repository object to be acted upon.


This can be given in one of the formats described in Formats to specify a repository object.


Table 4‑2.  Formats to specify a repository object


Format Description


'class::instance' This format uses a single string, containing both the class and instance name with two colons
between them.


$n =
 $session->countElements("Router::gw1",  "ComposedOf");


'::instance' This format uses two parameters, where the first contains the class and the second contains
the name of the instance.


$n = $session->countElements( "::gw1", "ComposedOf" );
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Table 4‑2.  Formats to specify a repository object (Continued)


Format Description


$class, $instance This format uses two parameters, where the first contains the class and the second contains
the name of the instance.


$n = 
 $session->countElements( "Router",
    "gw1", "ComposedOf" );


undef, $instance This format uses two parameters. The first parameter contains the Perl undef value, to
indicate that it is unknown. This causes the API to perform a query to determine that name of
the object's class. This syntax can only be used to refer to existing objects.


$n = $session->countElements(undef, "gw1", "ComposedOf");


InCharge::object reference This format is used whenever an object name is required. It is also possible to pass an
InCharge::object reference.


$obj = $session->object( "Router::gw1" );
$n = $session->countElements( $obj,  "ComposedOf" );


@objects
The @objects data type is a list of objects is to be returned, which is only used as a return type.


The return is an array of object name strings in the “ClassName::InstanceName” format.


$symptom, @symptoms
A number of calls return lists of symptoms. These are represented as an array of array references. Each
subarray consists of four elements, each of which has the following significance:


 $x[0] = type (INT)


 $x[1] = certainly (FLOAT)


 $x[2] = object (STRING - class::instance)


 $x[3] = event/symptom name (STRING


You can gain access to the elements by using one of the following syntaxes:


n $list[ $record_number ] -> [ $field_number ]


n $listref -> [ $record_number ] -> [ $field_number ]


The first syntax is used where the list is held in an array variable. The second syntax is used when
the list is held in an array pointed to by a reference.


$symptomData, @symptomData
Symptom data is returned as an array of nine values, as described in Symptom data codes. When a list of
symptoms is returned, it is formatted as an array of array references where each subarray contains the
nine fields for a single symptom.
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Table 4‑3.  Symptom data codes


Symptom data code Description and type


$x[0] state (INTEGER)


0 = active


1 = inactive


2 = suspended


3 = not monitored


$x[1] last occurrence (LONG INTEGER)


$x[2] instance display name (STRING)


$x[3] class display name (STRING)


$x[4] event type (INTEGER)


$x[5] event certainty level (FLOAT)


$x[6] event class (STRING)


$x[7] event instance (STRING)


$x[8] event name (STRING)


$type, @types
The Domain Manager protocol uses a range of integer values to identify the types of data being passed.
These are used when a primitive is permitted to handle more than one data type as an argument or return
value. For example, the invoke() primitive can take arguments of any type, such as integer, string, and
Boolean. When specifying a type as a primitive function argument you can either use the numeric value
or the mnemonic string, as shown in the following example. For a string, either use “13” or “STRING”.
When type codes are returned by primitives, they are always returned as the numeric code.


To convert from the numeric code to the mnemonic string and back, use one of the built-in TYPE methods
of the InCharge::session module, as shown:


n $mnemonic = $session->TYPE( $code )


n $code = $session->TYPE( $mnemonic )


Type codes describes the type code values that are used.


Table 4‑4.  Type codes


Constant Literal Description


0 VOID void (nothing)


1 ERR error condition


2 BOOLEAN boolean (1 = true, 0 = false)


3 INT signed integer


4 UNSIGNED unsigned integer


5 LONG signed long integer


6 UNSIGNEDLONG unsigned long integer
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Table 4‑4.  Type codes (Continued)


Constant Literal Description


7 SHORT signed short integer


8 UNSIGNEDSHORT unsigned short integer


9 FLOAT floating point


10 DOUBLE double length floating point


12 CHAR 1-byte character


13 STRING string


14 OBJREF object (class and instance)


15 OBJCONSTREF constant object reference


16 BOOLEAN_SET set of booleans


17 INT_SET set of signed integers


18 UNSIGNED_SET set of unsigned integers


19 LONG_SET set of signed long integers


20 UNSIGNEDLONG_SET set of unsigned long integers


21 SHORT_SET set of signed short integers


22 UNSIGNEDSHORT_SET set of unsigned short integers


23 FLOAT_SET set of floating point numbers


24 DOUBLE_SET set of double length floats


26 CHAR_SET set of 1-byte characters


27 STRING_SET set of strings


28 OBJREF_SET set of objects (class and instance)


29 OBJCONSTREF_SET set of constant object references


30 ANYVALARRAY set of values (types included)


31 ANYVALARRAY_SET two-dimensional array of values


$freshness
Where the function argument list takes a freshness parameter, this refers to how fresh the property being
accessed by the function should be. This applies to polled or derived properties that may need
recalculating or repolling if the property was last updated more than the specified $freshness seconds
ago.


Primitives
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classExists


$boolean = $session->classExists( $class )


The classExists function returns 1 if the specified class exists or 0 otherwise.


 if ( $session->classExists( "Router" ) ) {


  print "Router class exists\n”;


 }


consistencyUpdate


$session->consistencyUpdate( )


The consistencyUpdate() function causes the Domain Manager to recompute the correlation codebook.


correlate


$session->correlate( )


The correlate() function triggers the ``Code book'' correlation actions, where symptoms are analyzed and
correlated into problems.


countChildren


$count = $session->countChildren( $class )


The countChildren() function counts the child classes of the specified class.


 $class = "ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem";


 $n = $session->countChildren($class);


countClassInstances


$count = $session->countClassInstances( $class )


The countClassInstances() function counts the number of objects that exist for a specified class, or those
that would be returned by a call to getClassInstances().


 $n = $session->countClassInstances( "Router" );
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countClasses


$count = $session->countClasses( )


The countClasses() function counts the number of classes present in the system.


 $n = $session->countClasses( );


countElements


$count = $session->countElements( $object, $relation )


The countElements() function counts the number of elements in the specified relationship.


 $n = $session->countElements("Router::gw1","ComposedOf");


countInstances


$count = $session->countInstances( )


The countInstances() function counts the total number of objects in the repository, of all classes.


 $n = $session->countInstances( );


countLeafInstances


$count = $session->countLeafInstances( $class )


The countLeafInstances() function counts the number of leaf objects that exist for a specified class, those
that would be returned by a call to getLeafInstances().


 $n = $session->countLeafInstances( "Router" );


countf


$count =


 $session->countf( $object, $relationship, $freshness )


The countf() function counts the number of elements in the specified relationship, such as
countElements(). The contents of the relationship will be refreshed if the values are older than $freshness
seconds. The section $freshness provides additional information.
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createInstance


$session->createInstance( $object )


The createInstance() function creates a new ICIM object instance. The object specification must include
both a class name and unique instance name.


 $session->createInstance( "Router::fred" );


deleteInstance


$session->deleteInstance( $object )


Deletes the specified object instance from the repository. Note that this does not clean up all the object
interdependencies and links. When the Domain Manager has a MODEL based on ICIM, for a cleaner
object deletion, you can use the remove() operation, if one exists for the object class in question. The
section invoke provides additional information.


 $session->deleteInstance( "ACT_File::myFile" );


deleteObserver


$session->deleteObserver( )


The deleteObserver() function is an alias for purgeObserver(). The section purgeObserver provides
additional information.


Note   Consider this an internal call. Use $session->detach() instead, as discussed in Chapter 3,
“InCharge::Session.”


The deleteObserver() function reverses the effect of getObserverId(), deregistering the script as an
observer.


 $session->deleteObserver();


eventIsExported
The eventIsExported() function is an alias for getEventExported(). The section getEventExported provides
additional information.


execute
The execute() function is an alias for executeProgram(). The section executeProgram provides additional
information.
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executeProgram


@thread = $session->executeProgram( $program, \@args )


The executeProgram() function is an alias for execute(). The section execute provides additional
information.


The executeProgram() function executes an VMware Smart Assurance program, passing arguments to it.


The following example runs the dmdebug plug-in, displaying statistics information on the stdout file of the
sm_server process.


 @thread = $session->executeProgram (


   "dmdebug", [ "dmdebug", "--stats" ] );


exists
The exists() function is an alias for instanceExists(). The section instanceExists provides additional
information.


findInstances_P


Note   Use the findInstances() function from the InCharge::session module instead.


  @objects = $session->findInstances_P(


   $class-pattern, $instance-pattern, $flag )


Finds instances that match the class and instance patterns, according to rules specified in the flags.


When used by the console GUI, the $flag value is 0x101000, which requests subclass expansion and
glob pattern matches. When used by dmctl, the value 0x001000 is used which requests RegEx pattern
matches and subclass expansion.


The value of $flag consists of the following values OR’d in any combination, according to the options
required.


0x001000 = Expand-subclasses. With this flag set, the contents of subclasses of those classes that
match are also returned.


0x100000 = Glob. This causes the match to be done by using ICIM glob() matches rather than UNIX
regex syntax, which is used otherwise.


 @list = $session->findInstances_P(


     "Router", "s*", 0x100000 );


 @list = $session->findInstances_P(


   "ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem", ".*", 0x001000);
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forceNotify


forceNotify( $object, $event, $notified, $expires)


Notifies, or clears, the specified event.


The $notified and $expires parameters are both timers:


n If $notified is greater than or equal to $expires, then the event is cleared.


n If $notified is less-than $expires then the event is notified, or raised. The actual values of these
parameters are not significant.


  # to notify an event:


  $session->forceNotify("Router::gw1",


     "Unresponsive", 0, 1);


  # to clear an event:


  $session->forceNotify("Router::gw1",


     "Unresponsive", 0, 0);


get


RETURN = $session->get( $object, $property )


Gets the contents of the specified property of the object.


The return type is scalar, array, or array reference as appropriate.


 $vendor = $session->get( "Router::gw1", "Vendor" );


 @parts = $session->get( "Router::gw1", "ComposedOf" );


The preferred implementation is:


 $object = $session->object( "Router::gw1" );


 $vendor = $object->{Vendor};


 @parts = $object->{ComposedOf};


get_t and get_T


($type, $value) = $session->get_t( $object, $property )
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Like get(), this returns the contents of the specified property, however, get_t() also returns a code for the
type of the data. The returned value will be a scalar or array reference, as appropriate.


 ( $type, $value ) = $session->get_t(


     "Router::gw1", "Vendor" );


 ( $type, $value ) = $session->get_t(


     "Router::gw1", "ComposedOf" );


The get_t() variant of this call also returns the types of values contained in complex structures. Where
get_t() returns a value, get_T() returns a type code and value in a two-element array.


getAggregationEvents


@list = $session->getAggregationEvents( $object,


      $eventname, $flag)


The getAggregationEvents() function gets the names of the events that are aggregated to the specified
event, which must be an aggregation event type.


n If $flag is false, then the events directly aggregated are returned.


n If $flag is true, then the aggregation tree is walked, and the names of all nonaggregation events that
the specified event ultimately depends on are returned.


 @list = $session->getAggregationEvents(


   "Router::gw1", "PowerSupplyException", 1 );


getAllEventNames


@events = $session->getAllEventNames( $class )


The getAllEventNames() function is an alias for getEvents(). The section getEvents provides additional
information.


The getAllEventNames() function gets the list of all events of all types, including symptoms, problems,
aggregates, and events, in no particular order.


The getEventNames() call is similar but omits the problems from the list.


 @list = $session->getAllEventNames( "Router" );


getAllInstances


@instances = $session->getAllInstances( )


The getAllInstances() function gets the names of all instances present in the ICIM database.


Note   The getAllInstances() function can potentially return a very large array and should not be used.
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getAllProperties and getAllProperties_t


@properties = $session->getAllProperties( $object, $flag );


The getAllProperties() function returns the names and values of all the properties of the specified object:


n If $flag is 0, attributes only are returned.


n If $flag is 1, relations only are returned.


n If $flag is 2, both attributes and relations are returned.


The @properties array contains an even number of elements, where the odd-numbered ones are the
property names, and the even-numbered are the matching values. This convention means that you
can treat the result as a Perl hash, as shown in the following examples:


n The first example:


 %props = $s->getAllProperties( $obj, 2 );


 print "Object Name is $props{Name}\n”;


n The second example:


use Data::Dumper;


print Dumper( \%props );


The “_t” variation of the call returns data types as well as values.


Consider using the get() or get_t() functions of the InCharge::object module with no arguments
instead of this call, as shown in the following example:


 %props = $obj->get( );


 print Dumper( \%props );


getArgDirection


$direction = $session->getArgDirection( $class, $operation, $argname )


The getArgDirection() function gets a flag to indicate whether the specified operation argument is an IN or
OUT argument:


n IN arguments are denoted by the value 0 and refer to argument values passed from the script to the
Domain Manager.
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n OUT arguments are denoted by the value 1 and refer to variables into which the operation puts result
information.


Nearly all arguments to all operations of all classes are IN arguments.


Note   OUT arguments are not supported by the remote access protocol, which is beyond the scope
of the API, dmctl, and ASL.


$direction = $session->getArgDirection(


    "Router", "getFan", "identifier" );


getArgType


$type = $session->getArgType( $class, $operation, $argname )


The getArgType() function is an alias for getOpArgType() and getOperationArgumentType(). The sections 
getOpArgType and getOperationArgumentType provide additional information.


The getArgType() function gets the type of the specified argument for the specified class operation. The
section $type, @types describes the possible data types.


$type = $session->getArgType( "Router", "makeFan", "className" );


getAttributes
The getAttributes() function is an alias for getAttributeNames(). The section getAttributeNames provides
additional information.


getAttributeNames


@properties = $session->getAttributeNames( $class )


The getAttributeNames() function is an alias for getAttributes(). The section getAttributes provides
additional information.


The getAttributeNames() function gets the list of all attributes for the specified class.


Attributes are properties that are not relations. For class Router, Vendor is an attribute but ComposedOf is
not, however, both are properties. The getAttributeTypes() call returns the types of these attributes.


 @list = $session->getAttributeNames( "Router" );


getAttributeTypes


@types = $session->getAttributeTypes( $class )
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The getAttributeTypes() function gets the list of type codes associated with the attribute names returned
by getAttributeNames().


The types returned by this call and the names returned by getAttributeNames() are in the same order,
such that the type of $property[$n] is given in $type[$n]. The section $type, @types provides a description
of the possible values.


 @list = $session->getAttributeTypes( "Router" );


getByKey


RESULT = $session->getByKey( $object, $table,


     [ $keytype, $keyvalue ] )


The getByKey() function gets the entry in the named table from the object, indexed by its key.


Tables are properties that can contain arrays of values.


 @driver = $session->getByKey(


   "GA_CompoundDriver::Bridge-Generic-Driver",


   "drivers", [ "INT", 10 ] );


getByKey_t and getByKey_T


($type, $value) = $session->getByKey_t( $object, $table,


      [ $keytype, $keyvalue ] )


Identical to getByKey() but returns a code for the type of the result as well.


 ($type, $data) = $session->getByKey_t(


   "GA_CompoundDriver::Bridge-Generic-Driver",


   "drivers", [ "INT", 10 ] );


getByKeyf


RESULT = $session->getByKeyf( $object, $table,


     [ $keytype, $keyvalue ], $freshness )


Identical to getByKey() but takes the “freshness” of the entry into account. The section $freshness
provides additional information.


 @driver = $session->getByKeyf(


   "GA_CompoundDriver::Bridge-Generic-Driver",


   "drivers", [ "INT", 10 ], 120 );
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getByKeyf_t and getByKeyf_T


($type, $value) = $session->getByKeyf_t( $object, $table,


     [ $keytype, $keyvalue ], $freshness )


Identical to getByKey_t() but takes the “freshness” of the entry into account. The section $freshness
provides additional information.


 ($type, $data) = $session->getByKeyf_t(


   "GA_CompoundDriver::Bridge-Generic-Driver",


   "drivers", [ "INT", 10 ], 120 );


getChildren


@classes = $session->getChildren( $class )


The getChildren() function gets the list of classes that are child classes of a specified one, that is, classes
derived from the base class.


 $class = "ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem";


 @list = $session->getChildren($class);


getClassDescription


$text = $session->getClassDescription( $class )


The getClassDescription() function gets a textual description of the class.


The fixed string “no description available” is returned if the class programmer has not provided a
description message for the class.


 $description = $session->getClassDescription( "Router" );


getClassHierarchy


@hierarchy = $session->getClassHierarchy( );


The getClassHierarchy() function returns an array of information that provides a complete description of
the hierarchy of domain model classes.


Each element of the array is a reference to a three-element subarray, as described in Class hierarchy
descriptor.
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Table 4‑5.  Class hierarchy descriptor


Array element Description


$x[0] name of ICIM class


$x[1] name of the class’s parent class


$x[2] class is abstract flag: 1 = yes, 0 = no


getClassInstances


@instances = $session->getClassInstances( $class )


The getClassInstances() function gets the list of instances of a specified class.


The return is a list of strings that contain the instance names without the class name. For example, “fred”
is returned rather than “Router::fred”. This differs from getLeafInstances() in that this call returns the
members of the class and any derived classes, whereas getLeafInstances() returns only the members of
the specified class.


 @names = $session->getClassInstances( "Router" );


getClasses


@classes = $session->getClasses( )


The getClasses() function gets the list of classes present in the system.


The following code fragment displays the list of all instances of all classes in the database.


 foreach $class ($session->getClasses()) {


  foreach ($session->getClassInstances($class)) {


   print "${class}::$_\n”;


  }


 }


getCorrelationParameters


@info = $session->getCorrelationParameters( )


The getCorrelationParameters() function returns a nine-element array, each element of which contains a
parameter relating to the Domain Manager correlation mechanism.


The array elements are described in getCorrelationParameters return values:
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Table 4‑6.  getCorrelationParameters return values


Element Description


info[0] max problems (INT)


info[1] correlation interval (INT)


info[2] codebook radius (FLOAT)


info[3] correlation radius (FLOAT)


info[4] lost symptom probability (FLOAT)


info[5] spurious symptom probability (FLOAT)


info[6] time limit (INT)


info[7] suspend correlation (BOOLEAN)


info[8] provide explanation (BOOLEAN)


getEnumVals


@strings = $session->getEnumVals( $class, $property )


The getEnumVals() function returns the list of strings that represent the possible values for an
enumerated property.


The returned list of strings can be used to present a list of valid values to the user in the form of a
selection menu. If this primitive is used to refer to a property that is not an enumerated one, an error is
thrown.


 @values = $session->getEnumVals( "Router", "Type" );


getEvents
The getEvents() function is an alias for getAllEventNames(). The section getAllEventNames provides
additional information.


getEventCauses


@symptoms =   $session->getEventCauses( $object, $eventname, $flag )


The getEventCauses() function gets a list of the Root causes, or problems, that the specified event can
be considered to be a symptom of.


The getProblemClosure() primitive provides the reverse mapping. This is the mechanism used to
populate the codebook tab for an event property sheet in the administrative console.


The $flag parameter is optional:


n If it is passed as TRUE, the full list of problems explaining eventname, whether directly or indirectly, is
returned.
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n If it is passed as FALSE, only those problems that directly list eventname among the events they
explain are returned.


 @causes = $session->getEventCauses(


   "Router::gw1", "MightBeUnavailable", 1 );


getEventClassName


$class = $session->getEventClassName( $class, $event )


The getEventClassName() function returns a string with the name of the ancestor class associated with a
class and an event. The ancestor class is where the event was originally defined, that is, the class in
which the event definition statement, not any refinement, appeared.


 $class = $session->getEventClassname( "Router", "Down" );


getEventDescription


$text = $session->getEventDescription( $class, $event )


The getEventDescription() function returns a string, defined in MODEL, that describes an event.


 $descr = $session->getEventDescription("Router", "Down");


getEventExplainedBy


@symptoms = $session->getEventExplainedBy( $object, $event, $flag )


The getEventExplainedBy() function returns the list of symptoms that are explained by the specified
impact event.


The $flag is a boolean that indicates whether the event impact tree is to be walked during the processing
of the request.


 @list = $session->getEventExplainedBy(


    "Router::gw1", "DownImpact", 1);


getEventExported


$boolean = $session->getEventExported( $class, $event )


The getEventExported() function is an alias for eventIsExported(). The section eventIsExported provides
additional information.
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Returns one of the following:


n 1 if the specified event is exported by the class


n 0 if it is not exported.


Events that are not exported are hidden from view in the GUI.


 if ( $session->getEventExported( "Router", "Down" ) ) {


  print "Event is exported\n”;


 }


getEventNames


@events = $session->getEventNames( $class )


The getEventNames() function gets the list of events handled by the specified class.


Some of the returned events are exported while others are not, as described in getEventExported. Unlike
getAllEventNames(), this call does not return problems names.


@list = $session->getEventNames( $class );


getEventSymptoms


@events = $session->getEventSymptoms( $class, $event )


The getEventSymptoms() function returns the list of events that are symptoms of the specified one.


 @symptoms =


   $session->getEventSymptoms( "Router", "Down" );


getEventType_P


$eventtype = $session->getEventType_P( $class, $event )


This primitive returns a numeric code that indicates the type of the specified event. Possible values are
shown in getEventType return codes.


Table 4‑7.  getEventType return codes


Return code Event type


0 Event


1 Aggregation


2 Symptom


3 Causality


4 Problem
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Table 4‑7.  getEventType return codes (Continued)


Return code Event type


5 Imported event


6 Propagated Aggregation


7 Propagated Symptom


8 Same type


 $eventtype = $session->getEventType_P( "Router", "Down");


getInstances
The getInstances() function is an alias for getClassInstances(). The section getClassInstances provides
additional information.


getInstrumentationType


$type = $session->getInstrumentationType( $object )


The getInstrumentationType() function returns the instrumentation type for a specified object.


 $type =


  $session->getInstrumentationType("Router::gw1");


getLeafInstances


@instances = $session->getLeafInstances( $class )


The getLeafInstances() function is an alias for getInstances(). The section getInstances provides
additional information.


The getLeafInstances() function gets the list of instances of a specified class.


The return is a list of strings that contain the instance names without the class name. For example, “fred”
is returned rather than “Router::fred”. This differs from getClassInstances() in that this call returns only the
members of the specified class, whereas the getClassInstances() call returns the members of the class
and its derived classes.


 @names = $session->getLeafInstances( "Router" );


getLibraries


@libs = $session->getLibraries( )
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The getLibraries() function is an alias for getModels(). The section getModels provides additional
information.


The getLibraries() function gets the list of libraries loaded into the system.


getModels
The getModels() function is an alias for getLibraries(). The section getLibraries provides additional
information.


getMultipleProperties and getMultipleProperties_t


Note   Use the get() and get_t() functions of the InCharge::object module with multiple arguments instead
of this call, as shown in the example.


 ( $vendor, $model ) = $obj->get( "Vendor", "Model" );


The syntax of the primitive itself is:


n @values = $session->getMultipleProperties( $object, \@propnames);


n @values = $session->getMultipleProperties_t($object, \@propnames);


For example:


 ($vendor,$model) =


  $session->getMultipleProperties( $obj,


      [ "Vendor", "Model" ] );


The argument is a reference to an array that contains the names of the properties to be returned.


getObserverId


$id = $session->getObserverId()


The getObserverId() function creates and returns a new observer ID.


The deleteObserver() primitive reverses this action. The section deleteObserver provides additional
information.


getOpArgType
The getOpArgType() function is an alias for getArgType(). The section getArgType provides additional
information.


getOpArgs


@argnames = $session->getOpArgs( $class, $operation )
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The getOpArgs() function is an alias for getOperationArguments(). The section getOperationArguments
provides additional information.


The getOpArgs() function gets the names of the arguments for a specified class operation.


The argument names are returned in the order in which they should appear in the argument list when
invoking the operation.


 @list = $session->getOpArgs( "Router", "makeIP" );


getOpDescription


$text = $session->getOpDescription( $class, $operation )


The getOpDescription() function is an alias for getOperationDescription(). The section 
getOperationDescription provides additional information.


The getOpDescription() function returns a textual description of the specified class operation.


 $description = $session->getOpDescription(


     "Router", "makeIP");


getOperationArguments
The getOperationArguments() function is an alias for getOpArgs(). The section getOpArgs provides
additional information.


getOperationArgumentType
The getOperationArgumentType() function is an alias for getArgType(). The section getArgType provides
additional information.


getOperationDescription
The getOperationDescription() function is an alias for getOpDescription(). The section getOpDescription
provides additional information.


getOperationFlag
The getOperationFlag() function is an alias for getOpFlag(). The section getOpFlag provides additional
information.


getOperationReturnType
The getOperationReturnType() function is an alias for getOpReturnType(). The section getOpReturnType
provides additional information.
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getOperations
The getOperations() function is an alias for getOpNames(). The section getOpNames provides additional
information.


getOpFlag


$flag = $session->getOpFlag( $class, $operation )


The getOpFlag() function is an alias for getOperationFlag(). The section getOperationFlag provides
additional information.


The getOpFlag() function gets the flag associated with the specified class operation.


The value returned is between 0 and 3, as defined getOpFlag return codes.


Table 4‑8.  getOpFlag return codes


Return code Operation


0 No flag


1 Idempotent


2 Constant


3 Read only


 $flag = $session->getOpFlag( "Router", "makeIP" );


getOpNames


@operations = $session->getOpNames( $class )


The getOpNames() function is an alias for getOperations(). The section getOperations provides additional
information.


The getOpNames() function gets the list of operations for the specified class.


The operations are returned as an array of strings that contain their names.


 @list = $session->getOpNames( "Router" );


getOpReturnType


$type = $session->getOpReturnType( $class, $operation )


The getOpReturnType() function is an alias for getOperationReturnType(). The section 
getOperationReturnType provides additional information.
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The getOpReturnType() function returns the return type code for the specified class operation.


By using this function, you can determine whether the operation returns an integer, a string, an object, or
a list. The type codes returned are integer numbers, as described in getOpReturnType.


 $type_code = $session->getOpReturnType(


      "Router", "makeIP" );


getParentClass


$class = $session->getParentClass( $class )


The getParentClass() function returns the name of the class from which the specified class is derived.


This is the logical inverse of getChildren().


 $parent = $session->getParentClass( "Router" );


getProblemClosure


@symptoms =  $session->getProblemClosure( $object, $eventname, $flag )


Lists the events, or symptoms, that contribute to a specified problem. The getEventCauses() primitive is
the inverse of this one. The section getEventCauses provides additional information.


 @list = $session->getProblemClosure(


     "Router::gw1", "Down", 1 );


getProblemExplanation


         @list = $session->getProblemExplanation( $object, $eventname, $flag )


MODEL developers can add information to a problem in order to emphasize events that occur because of
a problem. This function returns a list of these events.


 @list = $session->getProblemExplanation( "Router::gw1", 


       "Down", 1 );


getProblemNames


@list = $session->getProblemNames( $class )


The getProblemNames() function gets the event names of problems associated with the specified class.


 @problems = $session->getProblemNames( "Router" );
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getProblemSymptomState


@symptomData = $session->getProblemSymptonState( $object, $eventname )


The getProblemSymptomState() function returns data about all the symptoms that indicate the specified
problem, including significant state information.


@list = $session->getProblemSymptonState( "Router::gw1", "Down");


getPrograms


@list = $session->getPrograms( )


The getPrograms() function gets the list of ``programs'' that are running in the Domain Manager.


Typically the reply list includes “dmboot” and “icf.”


 @progs = $session->getPrograms( );


getPropAccess


$access = $session->getPropAccess( $class, $property )


The getPropAccess() function returns a number that indicates the level of access to the specified
property.


 $access = $session->getPropAccess( "Router", "Vendor" );


The return value effectively identifies the method by which the property value is obtained internally.
Possible values and their meanings are listed in getPropAccess return codes .


Table 4‑9.  getPropAccess return codes


Return code Property access level


0 No access


1 Stored


2 Computed


3 Instrumented


4 Propagated


5 Uncomputable


6 Computed with expression
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getPropDescription


$text = $session->getPropDescription( $class, $property )


The getPropDescription() function is an alias for getPropertyDescription(). The section 
getPropertyDescription provides additional information.


The getPropDescription() function returns a textual description of the named class property.


 $descr =


  $session->getPropDescription( "Router", "Vendor" );


getProperties
The getProperties() function is an alias for getPropNames(). The section getPropNames provides
additional information.


Note   The functionality of the C++ function getProperties() is available through the
getMultipleProperties() primitive, and more easily through the get() method of the InCharge::object
module.


Primitive getProperties() is aliased to getPropNames() in order to provide dmctl syntax compatibility.


getPropertyDescription
The getPropertyDescription() function is an alias for getPropDescription(). The section getPropDescription
provides additional information.


getProperties
The getProperties() function is an alias for getPropNames(). The section getPropNames provides
additional information.


Note   For C++ developers, the C++ API call getProperties() is referred to as getMultipleProperties().
However, the InCharge::object->get() is an easier way to use this functionality.


getPropertyType
The getPropertyType() function is an alias for getPropType(). The section getPropType provides
additional information.


getPropIsReadonly


$boolean = $session->getPropIsReadonly( $class, $property )
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The getPropIsReadonly() function indicates whether the specified class property is read-only.


 if ( $session->getPropIsReadonly( "Router", "Vendor" ) ) {


  print "Vendor is readonly\n”;


 } else {


  print "Vendor can be changed\n”;


 }


getPropIsRelationship


$boolean =   $session->getPropIsRelationship( $class, $property )


The getPropIsRelationship() function indicates whether the specified class property is a relationship.


 if ( $session->getPropIsRelationship( "Router",


       "ComposedOf" ))


 {


  print "ComposedOf is a relationship\n”;


 }


getPropIsRequired


$boolean = $session->getPropIsRequired( $class, $property )


The getPropIsRequired() function indicates whether the specified class property is required to have a
value.


 $needed =


  $session->getPropIsRequired( "Router", "Vendor" );


getPropNames


@list = $session->getPropNames( $class )


The getPropNames() function retrieves the names of all the properties of a given class.


getPropRange


@range = $session->getPropRange( $class, $property )


The getPropRange() function returns the range of valid values for the class property, provided the
property has been defined.
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This applies to a very limited number of properties of integer type, typically in polling configuration
classes.


 ( $min, $max ) = $session->getPropRange(


    "DialOnDemand_Interface_Setting",


    "MaximumUptime" );


getPropType


$type = $seesion->getPropType( $class, $property )


The getPropType() function is an alias for getPropertyType(). The section getPropertyType


Returns the data type for a specified class property.


The section $type, @types describes the possible data types. This call always returns the integer number
representation of the type.


 $type = $session->getPropType( "Router", "Vendor" );


getPropertySubscriptionState


$state = $session->getPropertySubscriptionState(


      $object, $property )


The getPropertySubscriptionState() function gets the current state of subscription to the specified event.


The possible reply values are listed in getPropertySubscriptionState return codes.


Table 4‑10.  getPropertySubscriptionState return codes


Return code Subscription state


0 Unsubscribed


1 Pending


2 Subscribed


3 Suspended


getRelatedClass


$class = $session->getRelatedClass( $class, $property )


The getRelatedClass() function returns the name of the class of object that can be related to the specified
class through the property, which must be a relationship.


$class =


  $session->getRelatedClass( "Router", "ComposedOf" );
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getRelationNames


@properties = $session->getRelationNames( $class )


The getRelationNames() function is an alias for getRelations(). The section getRelations provides
additional information.


The getRelationNames() function gets the names of all the relationship properties for the specified class.


 @relationships = $session->getRelationNames( "Router" );


getRelations
The getRelations() function is an alias for getRelationNames(). The section getRelationNames provides
additional information.


getRelationTypes


@types = $session->getRelationTypes( $class )


The getRelationTypes() function returns a list of type numbers for the relationships which are returned by
the getRelationNames() call.


 @types = $session->getRelationTypes( "Router" );


The section $type, @types describes the possible data types.


getReverseRelation


$property = $session->getReverseRelation( $class, $property )


The getReverseRelation() function returns the name of the other end of a relationship pair denoted by the
specified property name.


The inverse of ComposedOf is PartOf.


$relationship = $session->getReverseRelation(


      "Router", "ComposedOf");


getSubscriptionState


$state = $session->getSubscriptionState( $object, $event )


The getSubscriptionState() function gets the current state of subscription to the specified event.


The possible values are listed in getSubscriptionState return codes .
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Table 4‑11.  getSubscriptionState return codes


Return code Subscription state


0 Unsubscribed


1 Pending


2 Subscribed


3 Suspended


getThreads


@list = $session->getThreads( )


The getThreads() function returns a list of threads that run in the current Domain Manager system.


Each element of the returned array is a reference to a four-element array. The four values that describe
each thread are as they are described in getThreads return codes:.


Table 4‑12.  getThreads return codes


Return array element Thread information


$t[0] Process ID


$t[1] name


$t[2] State


$t[3] Status


This example prints the thread IDs and names of all threads in thread ID order.


 foreach $t ( sort { $a->[0] <=> $b->[0] }


     $session->getThreads( ) ) {


  print $t->[0] . " - " . $t->[1] . "\n”;


 }


getf


RETURN = $session->getf( $object, $property, $freshness )


The getf() function gets the contents of the specified property of the object with reference to its freshness.
The section $freshness provides additional information.


The return type is scalar, array, or array reference, as appropriate, as described in “Data types” on
page 70.


 $vendor = $session->getf( "Router::gw1", "Vendor", 240 );


 @parts =


  $session->getf( "Router::gw1", "ComposedOf", 360 );
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getf_t and getf_T


($type, $value) = $session->getf_t( $object, $property, $freshness )


Like getf(), the getf_t() function returns the contents of the specified property but getf_t() also returns a
code for the type of the data. The section $freshness provides additional information.


The returned value will be a scalar or array reference, as appropriate.


( $type, $value ) =


  $session->getf_t( "Router::gw1", "Vendor", 240 );


( $type, $value ) =


  $session->getf_t("Router::gw1", "ComposedOf", 360);


getfAllProperties and getfAllProperties_t


%properties = $session->getfAllProperties($object, $flag, $freshness);


The getfAllProperties() function is the same as getAllProperties(), but takes the freshness of the values
into account, and refreshes any stale properties before returning the results, that is, those that are older
than $freshness seconds. The section $freshness provides additional information.


The sectiongetAllProperties and getAllProperties_t provides a description of the $flag.


getfMultipleProperties and getfMultipleProperties_t


@values = $session->getfMultipleProperties( $object, 


       \@propNames,


       $freshness );


The getfMultipleProperties() function is like getMultipleProperties(), but refreshes values that are staler
than $freshness seconds and need re-polling. The section $freshness provides additional information.


The propNames argument must be a reference to an array of property names. For example,


 @props = qw(Vendor Model Type);


 ($v,$m,$t) =


  $session->getfMultipleProperties($obj, \@props, 30);


hasRequiredProps


$boolean = $session->hasRequiredProps( $class )


Indicates whether or not the specified class has any properties that are flagged as required.


 $reqd = $session->hasRequiredProps( "Router" );
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insertElement_P


$session->insertElement_P($object,


    $relation,


    [ $type, $value ])


The InsertElement_P() function inserts something into a relationshipset.


In order to access the low-level primitive version of this call, you must invoke it by using the primitive
method because the InCharge::session module also has its own variant.


 $session->insertElement_P(,"Router", "ComposedOf",


     [ "OBJREF", "Fan::fan1" ]);


instanceExists


$boolean = $session->instanceExists( $object )


The InstanceExists() function is an alias for exists(). The section exists provides additional information.


Note   Use the ASL-like function InCharge::object::isNull() instead of this primitive. Note that the sense of
the return value is reversed.


Indicates whether or not the named object is present in the repository.


However, the class name and instance name should be specified in the $object parameter.


 $exists = $session->instanceExists( "Router::gw1" );


invoke
The invoke() function is an alias for invokeOperation(). The section invokeOperation provides additional
information.


invoke_t and invoke_T
The invoke_t() and invoke_T() functions are an alias for invokeOperation_t(). The section 
invokeOperation_t and invokeOperation_T.


invokeOperation


RESULT = $session->invokeOperation($object, $operation, \@args)
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The invokeOperation() function is an alias for invoke(). The section invoke provides additional information.


Note   Use the features of the InCharge::object module instead, as described in Chapter 2,
“InCharge::Object.”


The invokeOperation() function invokes a class operation on a specified object, passing the parameters to
the operation.


The syntax of the arguments list requires it to be a reference to an array, each element of which is a
reference to a two-element array containing the data type and value. Because of the awkward syntax,
using the InCharge::object module provides a more natural style of interface. For example:


 $result = $session->invokeOperation(


    "Router::gw1", "makeInterface",


    [


    [ "INT", 1 ],


    [ "STRING", "interface-1" ],


    [ "STRING", "Interface" ]


    ] );


invokeOperation_t and invokeOperation_T


( $type, $value ) =


 $session->invokeOperation_t($object, $operation, \@args)


The invokeOperation_t() function is an alias for invoke_t(). The section invoke_t and invoke_T provide
additional information.


The invokeOperation_t() function is identical to invokeOperation(), except that the return indicates the
type of the returned data as well.


 ( $type, $value ) = $session->invokeOperation_t(


    "Router::gw1", "makeInterface",


    [


    [ "INT", 1 ],


    [ "STRING", "interface-1" ],


    [ "STRING", "Interface" ]


    ] );


The “_T” variation also embeds type codes into the fields of returned complex structures.


isAbstract


$boolean = $session->isAbstract( $class )


The isAbstract() function indicates whether the specified class is abstract.
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An abstract class is one from which other classes are derived but which cannot have any objects.


 $class = "ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem";


 $flag = $session->isAbstract( $class );


isBaseOf


$boolean = $session->isBaseOf( $class1, $class2 )


The isBaseOf() function returns TRUE if $class2 is a base class of $class1, that is, $class1 is derived
from $class2.


Note   For the purposes of this query, all classes are taken to be derived from themselves.


 $class1 = "Router";


 $class2 = "ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem";


 $is_it = $session->isBaseOf( $class1, $class2 );


isBaseOfOrProxy


$boolean = $session->isBaseOfOrProxy( $class1, $class2 )


The isBaseOfOrProxy() function returns TRUE (1) if $class2 is a base class or proxy class of $class1.


 $class1 = "Router";


 $class2 = "ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem";


 $is_it = $session->isBaseOfOrProxy( $class1, $class2 );


isInstrumented


$boolean = $session->isInstrumented( $class )


The isInstrumented() function indicates whether the specified class has associated instrumentation.


 $flag = $session->isInstrumented( "TCPConnect" );


isMember


$boolean = $session->isMember( $object1, $relation, $object2)
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The isMember() function returns TRUE if $object2 is a member of the specified $object1 relationship.


 $flag = $session->isMember( "Router::strrtbos",


     "ComposedOf",


     "Interface::IF-strrtbos/1" );


isMemberByKey


$boolean = $session->isMemberByKey( $object, $table,


      $keytype, $keyvalue] )


The isMemberByKey() function indicates whether an entry in the named object table exists.


 $exists = $session->isMemeberByKey(


   "GA_CompoundDriver::Bridge-Generic-Driver",


   "drivers", [ "INT", 10 ] )


isMemberByKeyf


$boolean = $session->isMemberByKeyf( $object, $table,


    [$keytype, $keyvalue], $freshness)


The isMemberByKeyf() function is similar to isMemberByKey(), but with reference to the freshness of the
value. The section $freshness provides additional information.


 $exists = $session->isMemeberByKeyf(


   "GA_CompoundDriver::Bridge-Generic-Driver",


   "drivers", [ "INT", 10 ], 120 )


isMemberf


$boolean = $session->isMemberf( $object1, $relation,


     $object2, $freshness )


The isMemberf() function returns TRUE if $object2 is a member of the specified $object1 relationship. If
the $relation is a computed or polled value and is more than $freshness seconds old, it is refreshed first.
The section $freshness provides additional information.


 $flag = $session->isMemberf( "Router::strrtbos",


     "ComposedOf",


     "Interface::IF-strrtbos/1",


     240 );
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isSubscribed


$boolean = $session->isSubscribed( $object, $event )


The isSubscribed() function returns TRUE if the specified event has been subscribed to by the calling
process.


$subscribed = $session->isSubscribed( "Router::gw1", "Down");


loadLibrary


$session->loadLibrary( $library )


The loadLibrary() function is an alias for loadModel(). The section loadModel provides additional
information.


The loadLibrary() function loads a library, model, into sm_server memory.


 $session->loadLibrary( $libname );


loadModel
The loadModel() function is an alias for loadLibrary(). The section loadLibrary provides additional
information.


loadProgram


$session->loadProgram( $program )


The loadProgram() function loads the named program into sm_server memory.


 $session->loadProgram( "dmdebug" );


noop


$session->noop()


The noop() function is an alias for ping(). The section ping provides additional information.


This is a type of ping. It sends a null command string to the Domain Manager, and thus determines
whether the client/server link is active.


notify
The section notify provides a description of notify().
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ping
The ping() function is an alias for noop(). The section noop provides additional information.


propertySubscribe


$session->propertySubscribe( $object, $property, $interval )


The propertySubscribe() function subscribes to notifications of changes to the specified object property.
“Event subscription” on page 22 provide an overview of subscribing to events in a Domain Manager.


The actions of this call are reversed by propertyUnsubscribe().


 $session->propertySubscribe( "Router::gw1",


     "Vendor", 30 );


propertySubscribeAll


$session->propertySubscribeAll( $flags,$class_pattern,


     $instance_pattern,


     $property_pattern, $interval);


The propertySubscribeAll() function subscribes to changes in all the matching properties in the matching
objects.


The meaning of the $flags is described for the subscribe() session function.


The actions of this call are reversed by propertyUnsubscribeAll(). The section propertyUnsubscribeAll
provides additional information.


 $session->propertySubscribeAll( 0, "Router", "gw1",


      ".*", 30 );


propertyUnsubscribe


$session->propertyUnsubscribe( $object, $property )


The propertyUnsubscribe() function reverses the effect of the propertySubscribe() call. The section 
propertySubscribe provides additional information.


 $session->propertyUnsubscribe( "Router::gw1", "Vendor" );
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propertyUnsubscribeAll


$session->propertyUnsubscribeAll( $flags, $class_pattern,


      $instance_pattern,


      $property_pattern );


The propertyUnsubscribeAll() function unsubscribes from changes in all the matching properties in the
matching objects.


The meaning of the $flags is described for the subscribe() session function.


purgeObserver
The purgeObserver() function is an alias for deleteObserver(). The section deleteObserver provides
additional information.


put_P


$session->put_P( $object, $property, [ $type, $value ] )


The put_P() function writes the specified value to the specified object property.


The put_P() function is the low-level primitive that the put() function of InCharge::session uses, and is
called when using the hash dereferencing syntax of InCharge::object.


The reader is encouraged to use the InCharge::object logic.


The following examples are essentially equivalent:


n The first example


 $obj = $session->object( "Router::gw2" );


 $obj->{Vendor} = "Cisco";


n The second example


 $obj->put( "Vendor", "Cisco" );


n The third example


 $ojb->put( Vendor => "Cisco", PrimaryOwnerContact => "Joe Blog" );


n The fourth example


 $session->put( "Router::gw", "Vendor", "Cisco" );
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n The fifth example


 $session->put_P( "Router::gw", "Vendor", [ "STRING", "Cisco" ] );


quit


$session->quit( )


The quit() function is an alias for shutdown(). The section shutdown provides additional information.


The quit() function closes down the Domain Manager cleanly, saving the configured parts of the repository
to disk.


removeElement_P


$session->removeElement_P( $object, $relation, [ $type, $value ] )


The removeElement_P() function removes an element from an object relationship, such as ComposedOf.


In order to access the low-level primitive version of this call, invoke it by using the primitive method
because the InCharge::session module has a method of the same name that provides an enhanced
interface.


 $session->removeElement_P("Router::gw", "ComposedOf",


     [ "OBJREG", "Host::pingu6" ] );


removeElementByKey


$session->removeElementByKey($object, $table, [$keytype, $keyvalue])


The removeElementByKey() function removes a set-valued property by key.


restoreRepository


$session->restoreRepository( $filename, $purgeflag )


The restoreRepository() function restores the repository from file, optionally purging existing repository
contents in the process.


 $session->restoreRepository( "save.rps", 0 );


setCorrelationParameters


$session->setCorrelationParameters( @info )


The setCorrelationParameters() function sets the Domain Manager correlation parameters.
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The section getCorrelationParameters describes the fields of the @info array. The following example sets
the correlation interval to 20 seconds.


 @info = $session->getCorrelationParameters( );


 $info[1] = 20;


 $session->setCorrelationParameters( @info );


shutdown
The shutdown() function is an alias for quit(). The section quit provides additional information.


storeAllRepository


$session->storeAllRepository( $filename )


The storeAllRepository() function saves the repository in the named file, which is located in the directory
$SM_HOME/repos. The directory name must not contain any path separator characters.


 $session->saveAllRepository( "save.rps" );


storeClassRepository


$session->storeClassRepository( $filename, $class )


The storeClassRepository() function saves the repository for the named class in the specified file.


 $session->saveClassRepository( "save.rps", "Host" );


subscribeEvent


$session->subscribeEvent( $object, $event )


The subscribeEvent() function subscribes to a specific event without using wildcard pattern matching,
unlike subscribeAll().


The function unsubscribeEvent() cancels subscriptions that were established by using subscribeEvent().
The section unsubscribeEvent provides additional information.


 $session->subscribeEvent( "Router::gateway39", "Down" );


subscribeAll


Note   Use InCharge::session->subscribe() instead.
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topologySubscribe


$session->topologySubscribe( )


The topologySubscribe() function subscribes to notifications of topology updates.


The subscription/observer mechanism is described in detail in “Event subscription” on page 22. API
subscriptions topology subscriptions may be reversed by using topologyUnsubscribe().


topologyUnsubscribe


$session->topologyUnsubscribe( )


The topologyUnsubscribe() function cancels topology subscriptions previously requested with the
topologySubscribe() function. The section topologySubscribe provides additional information.


 $session->topologyUnsubscribe( );


transactionAbort


$session->transactionAbort( )


Use InCharge::session>abortTxn instead.


The transactionAbort() function aborts a transactional block previously started by using transactionStart().
The section transactionStart provides additional information.


transactionCommit


$session->transactionCommit( )


The transactionCommit() function commits a transactional block previously started using
transactionStart(). The section transactionStart provides additional information


transactionStart


$session->transactionStart( $lock_code )


The transactionStart() function starts a transaction block, which may subsequently be aborted or
committed by using transactionAbort()/transactionCommit().


 sub SM_READ_LOCK { 1 };


$session->transactionStart( SM_READ_LOCK );


The $lock_code values have the possible values shown in Lock code literals.
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Table 4‑13.  Lock code literals


Lock code Literal


0 SM_NO_LOCK


1 SM_READ_LOCK_ONLY


2 SM_READ_LOCK


3 SM_WRITE_LOCK


unsubscribeAll


Note   Use InCharge::session->unsubscribe() instead.


unsubscribeEvent


$session->unsubscribeEvent( $object, $event )


The unsubscribeEvent() function unsubscribes from the event previously subscribed by using
subscribeEvent(). The section subscribeEvent provides additional information.
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IPv6 Considerations 5
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Conventions for specifying IPv6 addresses


n Controlling name resolution


Conventions for specifying IPv6 addresses
Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) uses colons (:) in its addresses instead of periods (.), which are used in
Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) .


Sometimes when you use VMware Smart Assurance APIs or command-line utilities, you need to specify
an IP address with a port number. The port number is delimited by a colon (:). (The combination of an IP
address and port number is also called a socket.)


For the IPv6 address and port number to be interpreted correctly, specify the IPv6 address by using one
of the following conventions:


n Enclose the IPv6 address within a pair of double quotation marks and square brackets. The syntax is:


"[ipv6_address]:port"


"[2001:0db8::0010]:65000"


n Enclose the IPv6 address with a pair of back slashes and square brackets. The syntax is:


\[ipv6_address\]:port


\[2001:0db8::0010\]:65000


n If the port is a default port, omit the port number and specify only the IPv6 address. No additional
convention notations are needed.


For example, for an IPv6 address and the default port of 162, specify:


2001:0db8::0010


Controlling name resolution
The order in which name resolution is performed depends on how you specify a hostname and whether
the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable is set.
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When a user specifies a hostname for an VMware Smart Assurance utility or the Perl API, the behavior
occurs in the following order:


1 If the hostname includes an explicit Internet Protocol (IP) protocol (the suffix to the right of the colon),
the hostname is resolved to an address of that protocol. For example:


n frame.someDomain.vmware.com:v4 —Resolves to an IPv4 address.


n frame:v6 —Resolves to an IPv6 address.


n frame:v4v6 —Resolves to an IPv4 address, or, if that fails, to an IPv6 address.


n frame:v6v4 —Resolves to an IPv6 address, or, if that fails, to an IPv4 address.


2 If the hostname does not include an explicit IP protocol, the utility searches for the
SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable and uses the setting specified for variable. The
SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable is described in The SM_IP_VERSIONS environment
variable.


3 If the environment variable is not set and the IP protocol is not explicitly provided, the default behavior
is to resolve the hostname as an IPv6 address, or, if that fails, to an IPv4 address (the behavior for
the v6v4 suffix).


Additional information about discovery and name resolution is provided in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide.


The SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable
The SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable enables you to control the Internet Protocol (IP) version
used for name resolution.


This affects VMware Smart Assurance utilities that use a command line (for example, dmctl), some ASL
scripts, the Perl API, and DNS lookup of undiscovered hostnames.


The variable can be set depending on the order in which you want to do name resolution. If the variable is
not set, and the IP protocol is not explicitly provided (for example, frame.someDomain.vmware.com:v4),
the default behavior is to resolve the hostname as an IPv6 address, or, if that fails, to an IPv4 address.
The variable should be set to the Internet Protocol version that is predominate for the network.


To set this variable, add it to the runcmd_env.sh file, which is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf
directory of the product suite.


The syntax of the environment variable is:


SM_IP_VERSIONS="ip_value"


Acceptable values for the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable lists acceptable values for the
SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable.
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Table 5‑1.  Acceptable values for the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable


ip_value Description


"V4" Hostname is resolved to an IPv4 address.


"V6" Hostname is resolved to an IPv6 address.


"V4V6" Hostname is resolved to an IPv4 address. If that fails, the Domain Name System server tries to
resolve the hostname to an IPv6 address.


"V6V4" Hostname is resolved to an IPv6 address. If that fails, the Domain Name System server tries to
resolve the hostname to an IPv4 address (default).


Note: The acceptable value can also be lowercase ("v4", "v6", "v4v6" or "v6v4").


Detailed instructions about setting environment variables and information about the runcmd_env.sh file is
provided in the VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide.
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Operating system requirements 2
Service Assurance Manager, IP Manager, MPLS Manager, Server Manager, and Network Protocol
Manager are supported on operating systems:


Operating system Supported version Notes


Red Hat Enterprise Linux


(Native/Virtual*)


n Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10–
64 bit


n Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6– 64
bit


Veritas cluster is not supported on Linux
platforms.


CentOS Linux


(Native/Virtual*)


n CentOS 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10– 64 bit
n CentOS 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6– 64 bit


Veritas cluster is not supported on Linux
platforms.
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Oracle Linux


(Native/Virtual*)


n Oracle Linux 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6– 64 bit


Docker n 17.05.0 - CE Supported OS version for Docker:
n Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6–


64 bit or higher
n CentOS 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6– 64 bit or higher


Note   
n VMware Smart Assurance (VSA) 10.0 is supported on RHEL 6 and RHEL 7. VMware has tested and


validated VSA 10.0 with RHEL version 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 as well as with RHEL version 7.4, 7.5 and
7.6. Hence, VMware recommends the customer to use VSA 10.0 with the validated versions of RHEL
6 or RHEL 7. However, if the customer chooses to use a later minor version of RHEL 6/7 than version
6.9/7.4 and in the event of an unexpected defect or deprecated feature introduced in that later release
of the RHEL 6/7 operating system, VMware will do its best to either provide a patch on VSA 10.0 or
recommend customer to upgrade to a future release of VMware Smart Assurance as deemed
necessary.


n * = Support for virtualized deployments may vary per hypervisor due to the nature of integration
between OS and hypervisor.


n VMWare: best practices are offered on VMWare hypervisors for the above operating systems


n All other hypervisors:  Smart Assurance may be deployed on other hypervisors but VMware does
not support performance and interoperability issues between the OS layer and hypervisor.  We do not
have best practices for deploying on non-VMware hypervisors. Check with hypervisor vendor to
address issues not reproducible on physical or VMWare deployed environments.


n Java SE runtime environment (JRE) 1.8 update 181 is used for 10.0 products on all supported
platforms.


SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix
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Operating system minimum
required patches 3
Operating system minimum patch versions that are required for the IP Manager, Service Assurance
Manager, MPLS Manager, Server Manager, and Network Protocol Manager. If the installation program
does not detect the minimum required patch versions, it will not proceed with the installation.
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Operating system Minimum required patch versions


Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.8,
6.9, and 6.10


CentOS 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10


n glibc-2.2.4-32.i686
n glibc-2.2.4-32.x86_64
n glibc-common-2.2.4-32
n compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-47.x86_64
n compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-47.3.i686
n redhat-lsb library


Additionally, for Service Assurance Manager Console,


On Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.x / CentOS 6.x:
n libstdc++-4.4.6-3.e16.i686
n libXi-1.3-3.e16.i686
n libXext-1.1-3.e16.i686
n libXtst-1.0.99.2-3.e16.i686
n libXrender-0.9.5-1.e16.i686
n compat-libstdc++-296-2.96-144.e16.i686


Note   When installing on a 64-bit Linux platform, both 64-bit and 32-bit libraries are required.


Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.8,
6.9, and 6.10


CentOS 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6


n glibc-2.2.4-32.i686
n glibc-2.2.4-32.x86_64
n glibc-common-2.2.4-32
n compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-47.x86_64
n compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-47.3.i686
n redhat-lsb-4.1-24.e17.x86_64


Additionally, for Service Assurance Manager Console,


On Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 / CentOS 7:
n libstdc++-4.4.6-3.e16.i686
n libXi-1.3-3.e16.i686
n libXext-1.1-3.e16.i686
n libXtst-1.0.99.2-3.e16.i686
n libXrender-0.9.5-1.e16.i686


Note   When installing on a 64-bit Linux platform, both 64-bit and 32-bit libraries are required.


SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix
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Browser requirements for Web
Console and Business
Dashboard 4
The Smarts Global Console can also be deployed as either:


n Smarts Web Console


Or


n Smarts Business Dashboard


Note   Tomcat Servlet Engine version 8.5.27 is installed as part of the Web Console/ Business
Dashboard. The Tomcat Servlet Engine serves the files used by the web applications.


Users who display Business Dashboard viewlets in a web browser, or want to use the Web Console,
require the following software:


Browser Version Notes


Google Chrome 68 or later Refer to the release notes for the steps/workaround provided for launching in Google Chrome
version till 44 and 45 or later


Internet Explorer 10.0 and 11.0 The browser must have JavaScript enabled.


Mozilla Firefox 48 or later


Safari 12 or later


JRE 1.8 update 181 web browser plug-in must be installed on the client workstation. If the JRE is not
installed on the client workstation, then you will be prompted to install it when you launch the Web
Console or Business Dashboard.


Note   In SAM 10.0, Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 and 7, CentOS 6, and 7 uses JRE 1.8 update 181.


Java Web Start requirements for Web Console
Java Web Start is optional and can be invoked when the Web Console is run.


Java Web Start must be installed and configured on the client machine:


n For Linux, contact your system administrator to install and configure Java Web Start


The VMware Smart Service Assurance Manager Dashboard Configuration Guide provides information
about using the Web Console.
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Interoperability 5
VMware Smart Assurance Suite 10.0 products interoperate with the following products as mentioned in
the below table:


Upgrade


n In place upgrades from 9.4.x, 9.5.x, and 9.6 to 10.0 is supported for Smarts.


n Migration from 9.4.x, 9.5.x and 9.6 to 10.0 is supported for Smarts.
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Hardware requirements 6
Minimum hardware requirements for CPUs, memory, and data disk space for the products. If you install
more than one product on a system, the system must meet the total memory and disk space
requirements for those products. CPU refers to the number of physical CPU cores and not the number of
CPUs that are displayed when hyperthreading is activated.


Note   When VMware Smart Assurance 10.0 is deployed in a bare metal (non-VMware) environment, do
not use hyperthreading. When hyperthreading is enabled, the Smart Assurance software runs more
slowly and performance is adversely affected.


This chapter includes the following topics:
n Smart Assurance Manager requirements


n IP Manager requirements


n VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager requirements


n MPLS/NPM Manager requirements


n DCF requirements


n K4M requirements


n Smart Assurance UI requirements


n Kafka requirements


Smart Assurance Manager requirements
System requirements for Smart Assurance Manager.
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Hardware for several platform equipment tiers
Operating system CPUs Memory (RAM) Disk space


Red Hat Enterprise
Linux


4 8 GB


Note   The memory and CPU requirements will change based on the size of the
topology.


40 GB


CentOS 40 GB


Note   Refer to VMware Smart Assurance SAM Version 10.0 Performance Benchmarking and Sizing
Guidelines document for planning SAM deployment.


Disk space requirements for Service Assurance Manager Console
Operating system CPUs Memory (RAM) Disk space


Red Hat Enterprise Linux 1 2 GB 8 GB


CentOS 8 GB


CPU, memory, data disk space requirements
Minimum requirements for CPUs, memory, and data disk space that is used by the software for writable
files such as logs, repository files, and output files.


Smarts product CPUs Memory (RAM) Disk space


Service Assurance Manager
Adapter Platform


1 512 MB 2 GB each


Syslog Adapter 1 512 MB 2 GB each


SNMP Trap Adapter 1 512 MB 2 GB each


XML Adapter 1 512 MB Depends on the size of the output file being exported; upto 200 MB.


For example, the XML Adapter communicates with 5 Service
Assurance Global Managers and each output file is 200 MB, then 1
gigabyte (GB) is required.


IP Manager requirements
Operating system CPUs Memory (RAM) Disk space


Red Hat Enterprise
Linux


4 8 GB


Note   The memory and CPU requirements will change based on the size of the
topology.


40 GB


CentOS 40 GB


Note   Refer to VMware Smart Assurance IP Version 10.0 Performance Benchmarking and Sizing
Guidelines document for planning IP deployment.


SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix
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VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager requirements
Operating system CPUs Memory (RAM) Disk space


Red Hat Enterprise
Linux


4 8 GB


Note   The memory and CPU requirements will change based on the size of the
topology.


40 GB


CentOS 40 GB


Note   Refer to VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager Version 10.0 Performance Benchmarking and
Sizing Guidelines document for planning Server Manager deployment.


Server Manager supported managed devices and software
Feature Devices and Software


VMware management n VMware vSphere 4.x
n VMware vSphere 5
n VMware vSphere 5.5
n VMware vSphere 6.0
n VMware vSphere 6.5
n VMware ESX Cluster


Note   Ensure that the VM tools are installed on each managed VMware virtual machine, as
described in VMware documentation.


Microsoft cluster management n Windows Server 2016
n Xeon (Microsoft cluster feature only)


Process monitoring Any machine that is running an SNMP agent (native or otherwise) that supports HOST-
RESOURCE-MIB.


Hardware and operating
system monitoring


Devices that support the following systems on Windows 2008 and Linux:
n Dell OpenManager
n IBM Director
n HP Systems Insight Manager


Devices that support the following system on Windows:
n WMI


Devices that support the following system on Linux:
n Sun Management Center


Load balancer F5 BIG-IP F5 BIG-IP load balancer devices and software:
n 6400
n 6800
n 8800
n 9.1.2
n 9.4.x
n 10.x
n 11.x
n 12.x


SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix
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Hyper V n As a child partition of Hyper-V in Windows 2008
n As a child partition of Hyper-V in RHEL AS 5


Citrix Xen Server n Citrix Xen Server 6.2


VMware NSX for vSphere n NSX 5.x
n NSX 6.0
n NSX 6.4.4


VMware NSX-T for vSphere NSX-T 2.3


VMware-OpenStack OpenStack-5.1.0.0


VeloCloud VeloCloud Orchestrator 3.1.0


OpenStack KVM n Kilo
n Liberty
n Mitaka
n Newton
n Note: Keystone versions v2 and v3 are supported.


ScaleIO n ScaleIO Version : 1.32, 2.0.0, 2.0.1
n ScaleIO Platfrom Version:
n Linux ( RHEL6/7, CentOS6/7, SUSE 12, Ubuntu14.04/16.04)
n vSphere 5.5 and 6.0 version
n PCS 1.0 version with ESX 6.0 version deployed. Brocade VDX Switch BR-VDX6740 used


part of deployment of PCS.


MPLS/NPM Manager requirements
Operating system CPUs Memory (RAM) Disk space


Red Hat Enterprise
Linux


2 4 GB


Note   The memory and CPU requirements will change based on the size of the
topology.


40 GB


CentOS 40 GB


DCF requirements
System requirements for Data Collector Framework.


Operating system CPUs Memory (RAM) Disk space


Red Hat Enterprise
Linux


4 8GB


Note   The memory and CPU requirements will change based on the size of
the topology.


40 GB


CentOS 40 GB


Note   Refer VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager Version 10.0 Performance Benchmarking and
Sizing Guidelines document for planning DCF deployment.


SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix
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K4M requirements
System requirements for K4M.


Operating system CPUs Memory (RAM) Disk space


Red Hat Enterprise
Linux


4 16 GB


Note   The memory and CPU requirements will change based on the size of the
topology.


600 GB


CentOS 600 GB


Note   Refer VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager Version 10.0 Performance Benchmarking and
Sizing Guidelines document for planning K4M deployment.


Smart Assurance UI requirements
System requirements for Smart Assurance UI.


Operating system CPUs Memory (RAM) Disk space


Red Hat Enterprise
Linux


4 16 GB


Note   The memory and CPU requirements will change based on the size of the
topology.


80 GB


CentOS 80 GB


Note   Refer VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager Version 10.0 Performance Benchmarking and
Sizing Guidelines document for planning Smart Assurance UI deployment.


Kafka requirements
System requirements for Kafka.


Operating system CPUs Memory (RAM) Disk space


Red Hat Enterprise
Linux


4 16 GB


Note   The memory and CPU requirements will change based on the size of the
topology.


120 GB


CentOS 120 GB


Note   Refer VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager Version 10.0 Performance Benchmarking and
Sizing Guidelines document for planning Kafka deployment.


SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix
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Overview 1
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Adapters and ASL


n Setting the locale


n Setting the locale


n String support


n Printing and logging


Adapters and ASL
Adapters facilitate the communication of information between devices or applications and a
Domain Manager. Adapters exist as either inflow adapters or outflow adapters.


n Inflow adapters collect information and send it to a Domain Manager. These adapters can be used to
initialize a Domain Manager with data such as topology information. They also can send, as they
occur, event information and topology changes to a Domain Manager.


n Outflow adapters subscribe to a Domain Manager for a set of notifications. These adapters then pass
the information to devices or other applications.


Adapter overview shows the flow of information through an inflow adapter, a Domain Manager, and
an outflow adapter.


a The inflow adapter collects information and passes it to the Domain Manager.


b The Domain Manager generates notifications.


c The outflow adapter subscribes to a set of notifications.


d The Domain Manager passes those notifications to the adapter.
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e The outflow adapter passes the information to another entity.


Figure 1‑1.  Adapter overview


Smart Assurance installation directory
In this document, the term BASEDIR represents the location where Smart Assurance software is
installed.


n For UNIX, this location is /opt/InCharge/<product>.


Optionally, you can specify the root of BASEDIR to be something other than:


n UNIX: /opt/InCharge


However, you cannot change the <product> location under the root directory.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides more information about the
directory structure.


Adapter components
All adapters, regardless of type, consist of three basic components: front end, rule set and back end.
These three components must be included as part of any adapter.


Front end
The front end collects information for processing in the rule set of the adapter.


n The front end of an inflow adapter collects information an external entity.


n The front end of an outflow adapter collects information from Domain Manager notifications.


Rule set
Rule sets match, filter, and process information received from the front end. The processed information is
handled by the back end.


VMware Smart Assurance ASL Reference Guide
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Back end
The back end passes information processed by the rule set to other programs or devices.


n The back end of an inflow adapter passes information to a Domain Manager.


n The back end of an outflow adapter passes information from a Domain Manager to another device or
location.


For example, in Adapter components, if an adapter is designed to move SNMP data to a
Domain Manager, its front end communicates with an SNMP device and its back end passes data to
a Domain Manager.


Figure 1‑2.  Adapter components


Adapter Scripting Language
The VMware Smart Assurance Adapter Scripting Language (ASL) is used to construct the rule sets of
adapters. These rule sets are responsible for matching incoming data with patterns and processing the
matched data. ASL provides an easy-to-use method of moving data into or out of a Domain Manager.


Introduction to running adapters
The sm_adapter command starts ASL scripts. The file sm_adapter is found in BASEDIR/smarts/bin.
Adapters can receive information from files and send output to a file or to the screen. To run most of the
sample scripts found in this guide, use this syntax:


sm_adapter --file=<input_file>


         <ASL_script_file>


      


The command starts an adapter that runs a user-supplied script <ASL_script_file>, reading data from the
file, <input_file>.


Chapter 7 Running Adapters provides additional information about the sm_adapter command.


VMware Smart Assurance ASL Reference Guide
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Setting the locale
A locale is the RFC-1766/3066 compliant specification for language and country.


The scope of execution of an ASL script is within the context of a Domain Manager. Once connected, the
locale can be changed by using the setLocale()function. The syntax is:


         <var> = setLocale(<locale>)


The return value is a string representation of the previous setting of the locale, or a default value if
setLocale() has not yet been called.


The following example sets the locale to French as spoken in France.


old_locale = setLocale(”fr_FR”);


print(“The old locale was “.old_locale);


When setLocale() is called in ASL, the value of the locale is saved in thread-local storage. When an ASL
script connects to a Domain Manager, the same thread is used for the lifetime of the connection session.
Therefore, if you call setLocale(“fr_FR”) from an ASL script, then the locale is fr_FR for the duration of the
ASL script. When the script ends, the Domain Manager thread goes away. Other ASL scripts, and other
clients each have their own connection/session in their own thread, so each thread is independent of the
others.


Locale effects on message rendering
Currently, the scope of the setLocale() operation influences text sent from the Domain Manager to the
ASL script. Specifically, setLocale() affects textual data of these types:


n MODEL descriptions obtained from the following operations on SM_System:


n getOpDescription


n getEventDescription


n getPropDescription


n getClassDescription


n Error text obtained from the following operations on SM_API_Support:


n getErrorText


The scope of the setLocale() operation has no influence on any other textual data communicated
between the ASL script and the Domain Manager. Textual elements defined as part of modeled
applications (aside from entity description data) are not affected by this operation.


Default locale when setLocale() is not called
The default locale to set for an ASL script is determined as follows:


1 The value of the SM_LOCALE environment variable.


VMware Smart Assurance ASL Reference Guide
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2 If SM_LOCALE is not set equal to a value, then the default locale is set equal to en_US.


Setting the locale
A locale is the RFC-1766/3066 compliant specification for language and country.


The scope of execution of an ASL script is within the context of a Domain Manager. Once connected, the
locale can be changed by using the setLocale()function. The syntax is:


         <var> = setLocale(<locale>)


The return value is a string representation of the previous setting of the locale, or a default value if
setLocale() has not yet been called.


The following example sets the locale to French as spoken in France.


old_locale = setLocale(”fr_FR”);


print(“The old locale was “.old_locale);


When setLocale() is called in ASL, the value of the locale is saved in thread-local storage. When an ASL
script connects to a Domain Manager, the same thread is used for the lifetime of the connection session.
Therefore, if you call setLocale(“fr_FR”) from an ASL script, then the locale is fr_FR for the duration of the
ASL script. When the script ends, the Domain Manager thread goes away. Other ASL scripts, and other
clients each have their own connection/session in their own thread, so each thread is independent of the
others.


Locale effects on message rendering
Currently, the scope of the setLocale() operation influences text sent from the Domain Manager to the
ASL script. Specifically, setLocale() affects textual data of these types:


n MODEL descriptions obtained from the following operations on SM_System:


n getOpDescription


n getEventDescription


n getPropDescription


n getClassDescription


n Error text obtained from the following operations on SM_API_Support:


n getErrorText


The scope of the setLocale() operation has no influence on any other textual data communicated
between the ASL script and the Domain Manager. Textual elements defined as part of modeled
applications (aside from entity description data) are not affected by this operation.
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Default locale when setLocale() is not called
The default locale to set for an ASL script is determined as follows:


1 The value of the SM_LOCALE environment variable.


2 If SM_LOCALE is not set equal to a value, then the default locale is set equal to en_US.


String support
The ASL interpreter assumes that ASL Script files are UTF-8 encoded. The interpreter will recognize a
valid UTF-8 BOM if it is present. The file may contain a valid UTF-8 BOM, but it is not required.


ASL is assumed to be working with UTF-8 strings all the time. The string type in ASL is assumed to be a
UTF-8 string.


You can print a string by performing the following:


n Extract the localized string.


n Apply substitutions to the string.


n Print the final rendered string.


Obtaining externalized strings
A built-in function for use by internal applications only (SDK and other VMware adopting applications)
may be used to retrieve an externalized string. The getExternalString() function extracts a string, based
on the table name, key, and locale that is passed to the function. The getExternalString() function then
renders the extracted string given a list of substitutions (up to six).


         <var> = getExternalString(<table>, <key>, <locale>)


The <table> and <key> arguments are required. The <locale> argument is optional. The default value is
the value of the SM_LOCALE environment variable. The return value is the UTF-8 encoded string that
contains the text of the message defined in the table.


The ASL script may then use the returned string as an argument in the print() built-in function, as shown
in the following example:


msg = getExternalString("SMS_MSG","SUCCESS","fr_FR");


print(msg);


Applying substitutions
Applying substitutions may be accomplished by using the formatString() built-in function. The
formatString() function takes up to seven arguments:


         <var> = formatString(<msg>[,<sub_1>][,<sub_2>][,<sub_3>][,<sub_4>][,<sub_5>][,<sub_6>])
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The <msg> argument is the string variable which was extracted from a message table. Up to six
substitution arguments may be specified.


The example below shows the use of the getExternalString() and formatString() built-in functions.


# message table entry:


#


message_table MY_TABLE


message_code  OPER_FAIL_MSG, 


              "Operation &1 failed.  Reason: &2"


---------------------------------------


// ASL fragment.   An attempt to perform some operation failed. 


// the variable 'operation' holds the name of the operation that


// failed, the variable 'reason' indicates the reason for the failure. 


// 


// extract the string using the default locale (SM_LOCALE)


//


 format = getExternalString("MY_TABLE","OPER_FAIL_MSG");


// 


// format the substitutions


// 


 output = formatString(format,operation,reason)


// 


// print the resulting string


// 


 print(output);


Printing and logging
Messages that are printed by using the ASL print() built-in function are printed to each of the active logs in
the Domain Manager process. There is no automatic translation of the message text. For example, if the
message was obtained by calling getExternalString() by using a French locale, the message will appear
both in the English log and the French log in French. The section print() function provides additional
information.


Retrieving and setting log, error and trace levels at runtime
There are three computed attributes available to get and set the log, error, and trace levels of a
Domain Manager at runtime. These computed attributes, described in Computed attributes to retrieve and
set log, error, and trace levels at runtime, are available on the SM_JIIM_Support object. The SM_System
object is a subclass of SM_JIIM_Support and also inherits these computed attributes.
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Table 1‑1.  Computed attributes to retrieve and set log, error, and trace levels at runtime


Computed Attributes Description


logLevel The minimum exception level for sending messages to the system error logger.The logLevel
attributeis a string, and can be any one of the values set for the --loglevel command line option:


errLevel The minimum exception level for writing messages to the log files. The errLevel attributeis a string,
and can be any one of the values set for the --errlevel command line option.


traceLevel Used to print a stack trace to the SDK log file when an exception at this level or above occurs.
Exceptions below this level do not write a stack trace. The traceLevel attributeis a string, and can
be any one of the values set for the --tracelevel command line option.


The values of these computed attributes can be retrieved and set, and valid values are:


n None


n Emergency


n Alert


n Critical


n Error


n Warning


n Notice


n Informational,


n Debug


Note   Fatal is a synonym for Critical.


Retrieving the current level
You can retrieve the current levels of SM_System::SM-System::logLevel, SM_System::SM-
System::errLevel, or SM_System::SM-System::traceLevel. A string is returned which represents the
current level, such as "Warning", "Error", or "Fatal". For example:


sm_system = object("SM_System", "SM-System");


curr_error_level = sm_system->errLevel;


Setting the level
To change the current levels, obtain a pointer to the object, and then set the value of SM_System::SM-
System::logLevel, SM_System::SM-System::errLevel, or SM_System::SM-System::traceLevel to the
appropriate level.


In this example, the trace level setting is changed to None.


sm_system = object("SM_System", "SM-System");


sm_system->traceLevel = "None";
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When you change the log, error or trace levels a message is printed in the log file. The log message will
appear similar to the following:


[April 8, 2009 5:03:41 PM EDT +122ms] t@1149000000 SM_ProtocolEngine-6


JM_MSG-*-JM_TRACE_LEVEL_CHANGED-User 'user1', using remote dmctl client (id 6), on host host1 with 


credentials tpadmin1 has changed the Trace level to None; in file 


"/mypath/repos/jiim/SM_JIIM_Support_Impl.c" at line 458
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Rule Sets 2
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Rule set construction


n Rule execution


Rule set construction
A rule set is a group of rules that may match, filter, and execute actions to process data received from an
adapter’s front end.


An ASL rule consists of blocks of patterns, filters, and actions. Patterns select the data to process by
applying a pattern matching to the incoming datastream. Filters control whether actions are performed on
matched data. Actions process the data.


An ASL rule has the basic form:


         <RULE-NAME> {


<pattern-list>


}


filter {


<filter-list>


}


do {


<action-list>


}


Rules begin with a rule name. A rule name must consist of alphanumeric characters and/or an
underscore (_). The first character of a rule cannot be a number.


Note   In this guide, by convention, no rule names contain lowercase letters.


Pattern, filter, and action blocks comprise the contents of a rule. None of the blocks are required.


Note   Certain ASL words are reserved and should not be used, as described in “Reserved words” on
page 149.
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Braces surround the pattern list and demarcate the pattern block. A pattern block can contain one or
more action blocks, but cannot contain any filter blocks. For actions performed before any pattern
matching, an action block can be included inside of the pattern block before any pattern matching
statements.


The word “filter” followed by a brace ( { ) marks the beginning of a filter block. Another brace ( } ) marks
the end. A rule can contain no more than one filter block, and that block must appear after the pattern
block.


The word “do” followed by a brace ( { ) marks the beginning of an action block. Another brace ( } ) marks
the end. A rule can contain multiple action blocks placed inside a pattern block or outside of a pattern
block. However, only one action block can appear outside of a pattern block.


In this example, the following rule associates a specific pattern with a specific action:


         <RULE-NAME> {


<pattern-list> do {<action-list>}


<pattern-list> do {<action-list>}


<pattern-list> do {<action-list>}


}


The pattern block shown in the example encompasses all of the patterns and all of the action blocks. In
order to add a filter block, the brace marking the end of the pattern block has to follow the last pattern list.
Filter information can be added before the last action block.


         <RULE-NAME> {


<pattern-list> do {<action-list>}


<pattern-list> do {<action-list>}


<pattern-list> 


}


filter {<filter-list>}


do {<action-list>}


Rules can be called from other rules or in an action block. Rules cannot be called from a filter.


         <RULE-NAME> {


<OTHER-RULE>


}


filter {


<filter-list>


}


do {


<action-list>


}
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Patterns and called rules can be interspersed with action blocks.


         <RULE-NAME> {


<pattern-list> 


do {<action-list>}


<OTHER-RULE>


}


Rules referenced by other rules are considered subordinate to the rule that references them. The rule that
references a subordinate rule is referred to as superior. The flow of control of ASL processing passes
from superior rules to subordinate rules and back.


Special rules
Three special rules exist: START, DEFAULT and EOF. Each of these rules must be in uppercase letters.


START rule
All rule sets must include a rule named START. The START rule marks the starting point of the ASL script
when the adapter receives input. However, the START rule does not have to be the first rule listed in the
script.


START {


<pattern-list>


}


filter {


<filter-list>


}


do {


<action-list>


}


DEFAULT rule
If the input fails to match any patterns specified by the START rule and the rules called by the START
rule, a rule named DEFAULT runs automatically. The purpose of the DEFAULT rule is to resynchronize
the input stream. The DEFAULT rule has the same structure as any other rule. However, if the pattern
matching of the DEFAULT rule fails, the ASL script aborts.


If the DEFAULT rule is not explicitly defined and the START rule fails, there is an implicit DEFAULT rule
that is executed. This implicit DEFAULT rule matches the current line of input.


If the implicit DEFAULT rule was added to an ASL script, it would look like this:


DEFAULT {


..eol


}


The string "..eol" is an ASL pattern that, from a starting point, matches all characters up to and including
an end-of-line. Chapter 4 Pattern Matching and Filters provides additional information about patterns.
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EOF rule
A rule named EOF runs at the end of an input file. The EOF rule can but should not include a pattern
matching block. At the end of a file, there is no data for a pattern to match. The EOF rule is not required in
an ASL script.


EOF 


do {


<action-list>


}


Rule execution
The first rule executed in an ASL script is the START rule. The START rule runs repeatedly until all of the
data input is processed. Data input is processed as it is matched with all of the patterns of a rule.


Patterns are components either of the START rule or of other rules called from the START rule. As data
matches patterns, the starting position for the next pattern match moves to the end of the matched data.
The next match is tested from this new position and so forth.


The new starting position for pattern matches is permanent when all of the patterns associated with the
START rule match. Patterns associated with the START rule include patterns from all of the rules
subordinate to START. If the START rule and all of its subordinate rules have executed, the START rule
executes again at the new starting position.


If patterns in subordinate rules fail to match, control passes to the immediately superior rule where an
alternate, if it exists, is tried. If an alternate does not exist, the starting point for the match is reset to the
point when the superior rule executed. Control is passed to the next superior rule and the next alternate is
tested. This continues until a match is made or until the START rule does not match.


The DEFAULT rule runs when the START rule fails. The DEFAULT rule contains its own pattern matching.
When the DEFAULT rule matches, the starting point is permanently advanced and the START rule is
executed. If the DEFAULT rule pattern match fails, the ASL script aborts.


The EOF rule runs when the data input is exhausted. It is not necessarily the last rule to execute because
other rules might be subordinate.
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Operators, and Expressions 3
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Data and comments


n Variables and their values


n Operators


Data and comments
This section describes the input datastream and the format of comments.


Data
The ASL input datastream consists of characters and markers. Characters include any character in the
extended ASCII character set. Markers demarcate the boundaries of fields and records.


Comments
There are two different formats for comments. A comment is text that begins with two slashes (//) and all
information to the right of the slashes is ignored.


// ASL Script to read card information


A comment can also be marked as a block by using a slash followed by an asterisk at the beginning (/*)
and an asterisk followed by a slash at the end (*/) of the comment block.


/* ASL Script to read card information


   created 1/30/2009 by FTW */


Variables and their values
Variables are assigned values in an ASL script or at adapter startup. Variable assignment at startup
describes how to specify variable values at startup.
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ASL variables do not have a declared type, the values assigned to them are typed. Variable values can
have the following types:


n numeric


ASL stores all numbers as double-floating point.


n string


n binary


n Boolean


n list


n table


n object handle


The section Chapter 6 Interfacing with a Domain Manager provides additional information.


n datetime


The section time() function provides additional information.


A variable name can consist of a letter or an underscore, followed by any number of letters,
underscores, and digits. A variable name is case-sensitive. Uppercase and lowercase letters are
distinct.


Note   Certain ASL words are reserved and should not be used as identifiers or variables, as
described in “Reserved words” on page 149.


Any variable can be assigned different types of values. For example, starting with a basic ASL
statement:


x = ”string”;


The variable x can then be used to store a value:


x = 5.62;


It can also store a Boolean value:


x = TRUE;


For most values, ASL converts one type of value to the appropriate data type for use in a function or
expression. In this example, the var_w variable is assigned a string of numeric characters.


var_w = ”3498”;


The variable, var_w, can be added to a number.


var_y = var_w+100;
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This statement is valid. The number 100 is added to the numeric equivalent of the value stored in
var_w. There is no intermediate step.


Note   The semicolon terminates the end of these assignment actions in ASL.


Type conversions
In some instances, automatic type conversion does not occur. Some functions return values of different
types depending on the type of the value passed. For these cases, there are variable type conversion
functions. Type conversion functions shows the type of conversion functions:


Table 3‑1.  Type conversion functions


Syntax Description


string(value) Converts the values as a string type.


boolean(value) Converts the values as a Boolean type. Any nonzero number is converted to TRUE.
The only strings that convert are “true” and “false” including all capitalization
variations.


numeric(value) Converts the values as a numeric type. All numeric values are stored as double-
floating point.


Lists and tables
Lists and tables are special types of values that can store sets of values. Any variable can store lists and
tables. A value of any type can be assigned to a list or table.


List values
A list is an ordered set of values that are indexed numerically, starting with zero (0). The value assigned
to a member of a list can be any value regardless of whether it is variable, constant value, a table, a list,
or other value type. The list() function initializes the variable type to be of type list. An example is:


x = list();


Using this syntax, the list is empty.


There are three methods to add members to a list.


n The first method is:


x = list(<value_1>,<value_2>,<value_3>,...,<value_n>);


n The second method specifies an index and assigns a value. This method can also be used to change
the existing value of a member in a list.


x[100] = value_1;


x[57] = value_2;
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n The third method appends the value to the list. Using this method, ASL keeps track of the index
value.


x += value_1;


Table values
Tables are associative lists. They exist as hashed arrays with a key and value pair (<key>,<value>) for
each member. The keys for a table must be unique.


A variable may be initialized to be of type table. An example is:


y = table();


To add a value to a table, use the following syntax:


         <table_name>[<key>] = <value>;


The value specified for the <key> or for the <value> can be of any value type.


Multicolumn tables can be implemented in two ways.


The first method implements the multicolumn table as a table of tables:


START {


        .. eol


} do {


        x = table();


        x["a"] = table();


        x["a"]["b"] = 1;


        x["a"]["c"] = 2;


        print(x["a"]["b"]);


        print(x["a"]["c"]);


}


The second method implements the multicolumn table as a single table with joined key:


START {


        .. eol


} do {


        x = table();


        x["a|b"] = 1;


        x["a|c"] = 2;


        print(x["a|b"]);


        print(x["a|c"]);


}
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Scope of variables
The scope of variables determines where the value associated with the variable can be accessed. In
ASL, there are three scope levels:


n Local-scoped variables are accessible only from the rule where the variable is assigned a value and
can be referenced in subordinate rules.


n Driver-scoped variables are accessible from any rule in an ASL script.


n Global-scoped variables are accessible from any adapter that runs on the same process where the
variable is assigned a value.


Note   A local-scope variable cannot have the same name as a global-scoped variable.


Driver-scope
Driver-scoped variables are accessible from any rule in an ASL script. There are two lifetimes for driver-
scoped variables:


n Static


n Record


The difference between the two lifetimes depends on where the variable is assigned a value.


The longer lifetime for a driver-scoped variable is static. When a variable is assigned a value at the
beginning of an ASL script, before the START rule is executed, it is static. Static variables maintain
their value across uses of the START rule or until a new value is assigned. In Example of a variable
with a static lifetime, each time the START rule is invoked, the variable retains its value.
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Figure 3‑1.  Example of a variable with a static lifetime


In the following example, the script counts the number of lines of data in a file. A variable is assigned
to zero at the beginning of the script. The variable’s value is incremented for each line of input. At the
end of the script, the value of the variable is printed. In this script, the START rule is invoked five
times and the variable is not reset.


ASL Script (static_var.asl):


lines=0;


START {


 .. eol


}


do {


 lines = lines+1;


}


EOF do{


 print("Number of lines ".lines);


}


Input: (static_var.txt):


line 1


line 2


line 3


line 4


line 5


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=static_var.txt static_var.asl


Number of lines 5


$ 


The shorter lifetime for a driver-scoped variable is record. A driver-scoped variable has a record
lifetime when it is assigned a value in a rule. The value of this variable does not change until it is
reassigned a value or when the START rule exits. A driver-scoped variable with a record lifetime is
undefined each time the START rule exits. In Example of a variable with a record lifetime , each time
the START rule is invoked, the variable is undefined.
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Figure 3‑2.  Example of a variable with a record lifetime


In the next example, the script demonstrates that driver-scoped variables keep their value until the
START rule is invoked. In the script, a variable is assigned when the HI rule runs (x=TRUE). This
variable holds its value when the action block of the program is invoked after the HI rule. When the
START rule is invoked again, the input fails to match the pattern specified by the HI rule so the
alternate rule to HI, the THERE rule, is invoked and the variable is not assigned a value in this rule.
When the execution of the script reaches the action block, no variable exists.


ASL Script (record_var.asl):


START {


 print("Starting again") 


 /* print returns TRUE so can be


  * used outside of a do*/


 HI|THERE


}


do {


 if (defined(x))


  //Tests whether variable exists


  {print("x is defined");}


 else {print("x is not defined");}


}


HI {


 "hi" eol


}


do { x=TRUE;}


THERE {


 "there" eol


}


Input (record_var.txt):


hi


there


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=record_var.txt record_var.asl


Starting again
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x is defined


Starting again


x is not defined


$ 


Local-scope
Driver-scoped variables have some limitations. For instance, they are not suitable for recursion, but local-
scoped variables are suitable.


The following example shows a script that uses recursion and a driver-scoped variable. At first glance, the
script looks like it reverses the order of words that are passed to it. A driver-scoped variable x with a
record lifetime is used to store a value each time a rule is executed. Unfortunately, each time the
recursion executes, the word assigned to the variable overwrites the existing value. The last value
assigned to x is the value that is used for all of the recursions. Only the last word appears as output.


ASL Script (2ndrule_var.asl):


START {


 READANDPRINT


}


READANDPRINT {


 x:word READANDPRINT|eol


}


do {


 print(x);


}


Input (2ndrule_var.txt):


The dog ran.


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=2ndrule_var.txt 2ndrule_var.asl


ran.


ran.


ran.


ran.


$ 


Local variables are defined in a rule and have a separate value each time the rule runs. Local variables
can be referenced in any subordinate rules. They cannot be accessed in any other rule. A local variable
cannot have the same name as a global variable.


If a local variable is used in a recursive rule, each recursion contains an exclusive value for the variable,
as shown in Figure 5 on page 37.


Local variables are declared in the pattern block of a rule. These declarations must occur before any
pattern matching statements. Local variables override variables with the same name. Use this syntax to
declare a local variable:


local <variable_name>;


The following example demonstrates how use of a local variable instead of a driver-scoped variable
changes the output of the script.
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The script reverses the order of words. The rule READANDPRINT iterates until it does not match. For
each iteration, the value of the word scanned is stored in a local variable. When the end-of-line (eol)
marker is reached, the READANDPRINT rule no longer matches and the recursive rules are completed
with the action block. Each value of x is printed, which has the effect of reversing the order of the input.
The section End-of-line matches provides additional more information about eol markers.


ASL Script (local_var.asl):


START {


 READANDPRINT


}


READANDPRINT {


 local x = “end”;


 x:word 


 READANDPRINT|eol


}


do {


 print(x);


}


Input: (local_var.txt):


The dog ran.


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=local_var.txt local_var.asl


end


ran.


dog


The


$ 


Global-scope
Adapters in the same server or threads in a single process can share global variables. Global variables
can be of type numeric, string or boolean.


Lists and tables can also be used as global variables but it is not recommended. The ASL programmer
must exercise caution when using global lists or tables to ensure that a single thread or adapter is the
"writer" of the list or table. If more than one thread or adapter attempts to assign values to a list or table,
the likely result will be data loss due to rewriting the variables’ values. There is no inherent mutex or lock
arrangement in ASL to prevent this and it is up to the programmer to ensure against this.


Global variable declarations must be made in the static section of the script file, before any rules are
declared.


Note   A local variable cannot have the same name as a global variable.


Adapters in the same server or threads in a single process can share global variables. Global variables
can be of type numeric, string or boolean.


Use this syntax to declare a global variable:


global <variable_name>;
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Default variable values
A default assignment assigns a value only if the variable is undefined.


default <variable_name>=<value_or_expression>;


The scope of a default variable is restricted to driver-scoped with a static lifetime. A value must be
assigned to a variable declared as default. The value cannot be blank. An example of declaring a default
variable is:


default x = 5;


Default variables assigned in an ASL script can be overridden by the value of the variables specified
during the startup of an adapter with the -D option.


Any variable assignment not defined as default can override the default value and, if one exists, the value
that was assigned by using the -d option.


The following code fragment prints the number 1 if there is no integer value to assign to y.


x = 1;


default y = 1;


START


do


{       print("x=".x);


        print("y=".y);


        stop();


}


Output with the -D option:


$ sm_adapter -Dx=2 -Dy=2 default.asl


x=1


y=2


Output without the -D option:


$ sm_adapter default.asl


x=1


y=1


Variable assignment at startup
Variable values can be assigned when the adapter is started by using the -D option. Variables assigned
by using this method have a static lifetime. Default variables that are locally scoped cannot be assigned a
value by using this method.


sm_adapter -D<variable_name>=<value>


      


The value that is assigned by the switch can be overridden by a standard variable assignment through
either pattern matching or by a variable assignment statement. To define a variable so that the -D option
overrides the value set in the ASL script, define the variable as a default variable in the ASL script.
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Operators
This section describes operators and their order of evaluation.


Arithmetic operators
The addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and modulus operators can only be used with numeric
values. The arithmetic operators are described in Arithmetic operators.


Table 3‑2.  Arithmetic operators


Operator Description


+ Addition


- Subtraction


* Multiplication


/ Division


% Modulus


Note   You can isolate the decimal portion of a number with the modulus operator by using the syntax:
number%1.


For example, this script assigns numeric values to two variables. These numbers are used in addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, and modulus operations.


ASL Script (mathematic_do.asl):


START 


do {


 a = 36;


 b = 4;


 print(“Addition “.a+b);


 c = a-b;


 print(“Subtraction “.c);


 d = a*b;


 print(“Multiplication “.d);


 print(“Division “.b/a);


 e = 10%b;


 print("Modulus ".e);


 stop();


}


Output:


$ sm_adapter mathematic_do.asl


Addition 40


Subtraction 32


Multiplication 144


Division 0.111111111111111


Modulus 2


$ 
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String operators
The concatenation operator is the period (.). The concatenation operator forms a new string composed of
two values. Variable conversion is handled automatically.


Note   In the pattern block of a rule, a period is not an operator that concatenates two strings. It forces
two patterns to match together, as described in Chapter 4 Pattern Matching and Filters.


For example, in this script, four variables are assigned values. The first concatenation occurs within the
first print statement. The second concatenation is a combination of two numbers and is assigned to the
variable c. The new string represents a number and can be used in calculations.


ASL Script (concat_do.asl):


START 


do {


 a = 657;


 b = 9283;


 x = “cat”;


 y = ”dog”;


 print(x.y);


 c = a.b;


 print(c);


 stop();


}


Output:


$ sm_adapter concat_do.asl


catdog


6579283


$ 


Relational and logical operators
The relational and logical operators are described in Relational and logical operators.


Table 3‑3.  Relational and logical operators


Operator Description


== Equal to


!= Not equal to


> Greater than


< Less than


>= Greater than or equal to


<= Less than or equal to


&& Logical AND


|| Logical OR
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Precedence and order of evaluation
ASL evaluates operators in the following order:


1 ( )


2 * /


3 %


4 + -


5 == != < > <= >=


6 && || .


Parentheses are evaluated first. The logical AND, logical OR, and the concatenation operator are
evaluated last. ASL evaluates operators with the same level of precedence from left to right.
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Pattern Matching and Filters 4
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Patterns


n Pattern operators


n Pattern elements


n Special variables


n Filters


Patterns
A pattern is a mechanism for matching input. A combination of markers, operators, and characters
describes a pattern. This combination includes the data to match and the operators that control how and
when the data matches. More complicated patterns are made from simpler patterns.


ASL compares patterns to an input of markers and characters. As each component of a pattern matches
with data, the next pattern component is compared with the next segment of input. If all of the
components of a pattern match, the pattern is considered a match. If any component of a pattern fails to
match its corresponding data component, the pattern is not considered a match.


A pattern that does not match fails. In most cases, when a pattern fails, the rest of the rule following that
pattern does not execute.


As ASL matches patterns with data, the starting point for the next match moves to the position after the
data that was matched. When a pattern fails, the starting position does not advance and may or may not
go back to its original position, depending on how the rule containing the pattern is defined.


Progression of a pattern being compared to data shows that for the first match, the pattern is compared,
starting with the left-most position in the data. The pattern matches.


As the result of the successful match, the starting point for the next comparison, the second match, is
immediately after the last successful data match. The pattern matches.


For the third match, the starting position is in a different location again because of the previous successful
match. This comparison fails and the start position resets. Depending on the pattern, the start position
resets to either the starting point for this comparison or to the beginning of the data.
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Figure 4‑1.  Progression of a pattern being compared to data


Using a function in a pattern
Most ASL functions used in the action block of a script can be included in an ASL pattern match. The
syntax of these functions, when used in a pattern block, is slightly different than when used in an action
block. To use a function in a pattern block, use the following syntax:


function([<value>])


In a pattern block, do not use a semicolon with functions.


Pattern operators
This section describes pattern operators and their order of their order of precedence.


White space handling
White space is defined as one or more of any of the characters assigned to the delimiter variable, as
described in Customizing the delimiter. By default, the space and tab characters are assigned to the
delimiter variable. That means any number of contiguous space or tab characters constitute white space
in the data.
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A pattern is made up of one or more pattern elements. There are many types of pattern elements. For
example, keywords such as “word”, and “integer” are elements. An element can be a literal string (text
surrounded by quotes). By default, ASL will ignore any white space in the data as it tries to match pattern
elements. You can use the dot operator to keep ASL from ignoring white space in a pattern match, as
described in Dot operator.


Note   When a literal pattern element contains whitespace, ASL does not ignore it.


For example, if the pattern to match is:


"John" "Doe" integer “st” “Street”


Then ASL will match the following data equally.


John Doe 121st street


JohnDoe121stStreet


John    Doe  121  st   Street


The following script matches a word followed by an integer and another word. The dot operator is not
used, so the delimiters between the words in the data are automatically skipped (if they exist). The end-
of-line (eol) for each line of data is not matched, which causes the START rule to fail. Notice that the
second line of input matches even though there is no delimiter between the number, 42343, and the title,
Manager.


ASL Script (wspace_match.asl):


START {


 a:{word integer word}


}


do {


 print("Matched with ".a");


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (wspace_match.txt):


Tony 25234 Employee


John 42343Manager


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=wspace_match.txt wspace_match.asl


Matched with Tony 25234 Employee


Failed match


Matched with John 42343Manager


Failed match
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Assignment operator
The characters matched to a pattern can be placed into a variable by using a colon (:) as an operator.
The syntax of a variable assignment is:


         <variablename>:<pattern>


      


ASL assigns all of the characters that match the pattern to the variable. If the pattern does not match, the
variable is not assigned a value.


To assign patterns that have more than one element, use braces to group the elements. All the
components within the braces must successfully match before the variable is assigned a value. The
syntax is:


         <variablename>:{<pattern_1>


         <pattern_2>


         <pattern_3>


         <pattern_4>}


The following script contains three variable assignments. The first and second variables are assigned the
first and second word, respectively, in the datafile. The last variable is assigned an integer followed by two
words.


This last variable demonstrates how patterns can be grouped by using braces. Without the braces, the
variable is assigned only the integer.


The last name in the input file causes the pattern to fail because there is no address information.


ASL Script (assign_match.asl):


START {


 f_name:word l_name:word


 address:{integer word word}


 eol


}


do {


 print(f_name);


 print(l_name);


 print(address);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (assign_match.txt):


John Doe 11 Main St.


Jane Doe 35 Oak Dr.


Bill Jones


Output:
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$ sm_adapter --file=assign_match.txt assign_match.asl


John


Doe


11 Main St.


Jane


Doe


35 Oak Dr.


Failed Match


$ 


Dot operator
A single dot (.) between two elements of a pattern indicates that the second element must be matched
immediately after the first. The dot can be separated from the two elements with white space. However, in
this case, the white space does not indicate an optional delimiter. If a delimiter exists in the input data,
this delimiter must be included as part of either the first or second element when using the dot operator.


The following script matches an integer followed by a word. Only the integer is assigned to a variable and
printed. In this example, the first two lines of data match this pattern. When a space is added between the
integer and the word, as in line 3 of the data, the pattern fails.


ASL Script (sngldot_match.asl):


START {


 a:integer.word


 eol


}


do {


 print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (sngldot_match.txt):


95627XFR


34036TFR


11536 GBH


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=sngldot_match.txt sngldot_match.asl


Matched with 95627


Matched with 34036


Failed match


$ 


Double-dot operator
The double-dot operator (..) matches all characters except for an end-of-line (eol). White space can
surround the double-dot, but the dots must be together. This operator cannot stand alone. Another pattern
must follow. The parser matches as few characters as possible before matching the pattern that follows.
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The following script matches any string of characters up to and including the word, Smith. The pattern
fails on the second line of data because there is no Smith before the end-of-line (eol) is reached. In the
DEFAULT rule, the double-dot operator matches everything until the end of the line.


ASL Script (dbldot_match.asl):


START {


 a:{


 .."Smith"} eol


}


do {


 print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (dbldot_match.txt):


3400 John V. Smith


3502 Kathy McCue


1401 Bruce Smith


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=dbldot_match.txt dbldot_match.asl


Matched with 3400 John V. Smith


Failed match


Matched with 1401 Bruce Smith


$ 


Alternative operator
The alternative operator (|) is used to specify an alternate pattern to match if the first pattern fails. This
operator can be used in a series to create a list of alternatives. When a pattern in a list of alternatives
matches, the remaining alternatives are not tested.


The alternative operator has the lowest level of precedence of all the pattern matching operators. Even
the white space operator has a higher level of precedence.


Once an alternate matches, ASL does not back up to test other combinations. For example, if the input to
an ASL script is:


abc


and the pattern matching is:


{"a"|"ab"} "c"
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No match occurs because once “a” matches, “ab” is not tested. ASL compares the pattern “c” with the
input character “b” and the pattern fails. In general, when constructing a series of alternates, it is better to
place the more complex (or longer) patterns ahead of other patterns.


Note   In the example, braces are used around the alternate expression to control how the pattern is
evaluated because the alternate operator has the lowest level of precedence. Without the braces, the
alternate to the pattern "a" is the pattern "ab" "c". Grouping patterns provides additional information on
controlling pattern evaluation.


The following script matches one of three numbers followed by an end-of-line. For the first number of the
input file, the data matches the first alternative so nothing else is checked. The second number of the
input file does not match any of the alternatives so the pattern fails. The third number does not match
either the first or second alternative, but it does match the third.


ASL Script (alt_match.asl):


START {


 a:{


 "3400"|"4500"|"4127"} eol


}


do {


 print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (alt_match.txt):


3400


3908


4127


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=alt_match.txt alt_match.asl


Matched with 3400


Failed match


Matched with 4127


$ 


Maybe operator
In cases where data to be matched might or might not exist in the input, use the maybe operator, which is
a question mark (?). The maybe operator indicates that a pattern matches regardless of whether the
matching data exists. ASL assigns a NULL string to a variable if a pattern with a maybe operator has no
match.
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The following script matches an employee number (an integer) and a name (of multiple words). The first
and third lines of input match. An employee ID and a name exists. Even though there is no employee ID
number, the second input line matches because ASL assigns the variable a NULL string.


ASL Script (0to1_match.asl):


START {


/* (The rep keyword indicates Repeated Pattern Matches) */


 a:integer? b:rep(word) eol


}


do {


 print("Employee ".b);


 print("Employee ID ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (0to1_match.txt):


4120 Kathy Jones


John L. Doe


3901 David Smith


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=0to1_match.txt 0to1_match.asl


Employee Kathy Jones


Employee ID 4120


Employee John L. Doe


Employee ID 


Employee David Smith


Employee ID 3901


$ 


Grouping patterns
Patterns can be grouped by using braces {}.


Grouping patterns together can extend the information assigned to a variable. For example,


x:{word word word}


The variable is assigned if the input consists of three strings. Without the braces, x is bound only to the
value of the first word match.


Braces also can control how patterns are evaluated. The use of braces can be combined with operators:


{word integer}


The braces used in this example force the pattern to match a word followed by an integer or nothing at all.
A single word or a single integer will not match this pattern.
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Precedence of pattern operators
The order of precedence for pattern matching is as follows:


1 {}


2 :


3 whitespace . ..


4 ?


5 |


The alternative operator has the lowest precedence. For example, suppose there are four patterns: A,
B, C, and D.


A B|C D


is equivalent to


{A B}|{C D}


The example matches an input of A followed by B, or it matches an input of C followed by D.


Grouping patterns by using the braces has the highest level of precedence. For the patterns A, B, C,
and D:


{A|B} C D


is not equivalent to


A|B C D


Pattern elements
Pattern elements are the building blocks for more complex patterns.


String matches
A string match is a match to one or more characters. An example of a string match is:


RULE {


 “def”


}


If the “def” pattern is compared with an input string of “defdefeedef,” the rule matches twice and fails
when it reaches the “eedef.”
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In the following script, the pattern used for matching is def. The pattern matches def twice and fails with
the input of eed. When the pattern fails in this script, the DEFAULT rule runs, which matches the entire
line.


In most of the examples in this chapter, the pattern to match is surrounded by the following, which
assigns the matched data to the variable a:


a:{


}


The section Assignment operator provides additional information.


It is not necessary to include a variable assignment as part of pattern matching. The matched data is
printed by printing the contents of the variable a.


ASL Script (str_match.asl):


START {


 a:{


 "def"}


}


do {


 print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (str_match.txt):


defdefead


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=str_match.txt str_match.asl


Matched with def


Matched with def


Failed match


$ 


The match for some characters requires a special syntax. Match syntax for special characters contains
the special characters:


Table 4‑1.  Match syntax for special characters


Character Syntax Notes


tab \t


single quotation mark (') \' The quotation marks surrounding the string that contains this
code must be double quotes.


double quotation mark (") \" The quotation marks surrounding the string that contains this
code must be single quotes.


backward slash (\) \\
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Table 4‑1.  Match syntax for special characters (Continued)


Character Syntax Notes


carriage return \r In most cases, use the eol pattern match instead of carriage
return. End-of-line matches provides additional information.


line feed \n In most cases, use the eol pattern match instead of line feed. 
End-of-line matches provides additional information.


Note   Pattern matches are by default case-sensitive. Making patterns case-sensitive or case-insensitive
discusses how to override the default.


Any character matches
The any() function returns a match if the character that is being evaluated matches any character in
<character_string>.


any(<character_string>)


In the following script, the any() function matches with the first four characters of the input file. The next
character causes the pattern to fail and the DEFAULT rule runs.


ASL Script (any_match.asl):


START {


 a:any("abc")


}


do {  print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {  ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (any_match.txt):


bbacxy


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=any_match.txt any_match.asl


Matched with b


Matched with b


Matched with a


Matched with c


Failed match


$ 


Notany character matches
The notany() function returns a match if the character that is being evaluated does not match any
character in the <character_string>.


notany(<character_string>)
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In the following script, the notany() function matches the first three characters of the input file. The next
character causes the pattern to fail and the DEFAULT rule runs.


ASL Script (notany_match.asl):


START {


 a:notany("cx")


}


do {


 print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (notany_match.txt):


bbacbxy


Ouput:


$ sm_adapter --file=notany_match.txt notany_match.asl


Matched with b


Matched with b


Matched with a


Failed match


$ 


Char matches
A char match is a match to any character except for a field-separator or an end-of-line. To replace the
char() function, the any() function has to have a character string that is 256 characters long. In the
following script, the character pattern matches with the letter a, the tab, the letter b, the space and finally
the letter c before failing when it tries to match the eol.


ASL Script (char_match.asl):


START {


 a:char


}


do {


 print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (char_match.txt):


a <tab> b c


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=char_match.txt char_match.asl


Matched with a


Matched with 
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Matched with b


Matched with 


Matched with c


Failed match


Word matches
A word match is a match to a sequence of characters that ends with, but does not include, a delimiting
character. Spaces, tabs, field-separators, and ends of line are the default delimiting characters. The
delimiting characters can be redefined, as described in Customizing the delimiter.


The following script is an example of a word pattern that is a match of all characters up to, but not
including the delimiter. The second time the rule is evaluated, the pattern matching starts with the
delimiter. The second word match fails because there are no characters found before the delimiter is
found.


ASL Script (word_match.asl):


START {


 a:word


}


do {


 print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (word_match.txt):


city state country


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=word_match.txt word_match.asl


Matched with city


Failed match


$
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Integer matches
The integer pattern matches a string of numeric characters that may or may not be preceded by a minus
sign. Any non-numeric character except for a dash (minus sign) is not valid for integer matches. The
integer pattern matches the first part of the string:


83294IVBXR  


For example, the following script matches each integer and the end-of-line. The match fails on the third
line of data because there is a decimal point. At that point, the integer is matched with 214 and the
pattern fails because eol is not a match for .56.


ASL Script (int_match.asl):


START {


 a:integer eol


}


do {


 print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (int_match.txt):


12300


-375


214.56


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=int_match.txt int_match.asl


Matched with 12300


Matched with -375


Failed match


$ 


Floating-point number matches
The floating-point number pattern matches a string of numeric characters that may or may not be
preceded by a minus sign, and that may or may not include a decimal point followed by other numbers.
Any non-numeric character except for a period or a dash (minus sign) is not valid for floating-point
matches.


For example, this script matches each number and the corresponding end-of-line. Only the value of float
is assigned to the variable so there are no extra lines between the lines of output.


ASL Script (float_matches.asl):


START {


 a:float eol


}
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do {


 print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (float_match.txt):


173


-3.95


3453.45


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=float_match.txt float_match.asl


Matched with 173


Matched with -3.95


Matched with 3453.45


$ 


Hexadecimal matches
The hexadecimal pattern matches a string of hexadecimal characters. These characters cannot be
preceded by a minus sign. The hexadecimal pattern matches any numeric character and the letters a
through f. The pattern does not match anything else. When ASL assigns a hexadecimal pattern to a
variable, the numeric value is kept but not the hexadecimal value.


The following script matches each hexadecimal number and the corresponding end-of-line.


ASL Script (hex_match.asl):


START {


 a:hex eol


}


do {


 print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (hex_match.txt):


ff2234


FF


23


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=hex_match.txt hex_match.asl


Matched with 16720436


Matched with 255


Matched with 35


$ 
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Field-separator matches
A field-separator is inserted into input data by an adapter’s front end. When using input files, a field-
separator is defined to replace a character of input such as a comma, colon, or a vertical bar (|). A field-
separator represents a division of data that can include multiple words, integers, strings, and even end-of-
line (eol). You can use fs to pattern match a field-separator, as described in Field-separator translation.


Note   Do not confuse a field-separator with a delimiter. Even though a delimiter can be used to separate
multiple words, it is best used as a word separator. A field-separator separates fields that can contain one
or more words. Regardless of the value of the delimiting characters, a field-separator is implicitly defined
as a delimiter.


For example, the following script matches a name and an address, which are separated by a field-
separator. In the input, the field-separator is a colon (:). The name is assigned from one or more repeated
words that come before the field-separator. The address is assigned from the repeated words that follow
the field-separator.


The field-separator is defined when the adapter is run with the following option:


--field-separator 


The input is parsed by the front end and the field-separator is placed into the data.


ASL Script (fs_match.asl):


START {


 a:rep(word) fs


 b:rep(word) eol


}


do {


 print("Name ".a);


 print("Address ".b);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (fs_match.txt):


Jay Ray:11 Main St


Jane Doe:34 Oak Dr


Output:


$ sm_adapter --field-separator=: --file=fs_match.txt fs_match.asl


Name Jay Ray


Address 11 Main St


Name Jane Doe


Address 34 Oak Dr


$ 
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End-of-line matches
One of the markers included in the input is the end-of-line (eol). The eol is added to the input data by the
front end of the adapter. To match an end-of-line, use eol.


The following script matches a word and an end-of-line. Notice that the output is different from many of
the previous examples.


n The first difference is that there were no messages for Failed match. All of the data matched.


n The second difference is that there is a space between successive lines of output. This is because
the eol match is included as part of the output.


ASL Script (eol_match.asl):


START {


 a:{word eol}


}


do {


 print("Matched with ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (eol_match.txt):


switch


router


card


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=eol_match.txt eol_match.asl


Matched with switch


Matched with router


Matched with card


$ 


Repeated pattern matches
The rep() function repeats pattern matches or a rule for a specific number or for one or more matches.
The syntax is:


rep(<ruleorpattern>[,<number>])


The rule or pattern to repeat is specified by using <ruleorpattern>. The <number> is optional and
indicates the number of times to match the pattern. If the <number> is not included, the pattern is
matched one or more times until it fails or until the pattern following it is matched. The pattern must match
at least once.


Samples of the rep() function shows some sample uses of the rep() function. Each sample uses the letter
P to denote a pattern.
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Table 4‑2.  Samples of the rep() function


Example Behavior Note


rep(P) P P P P P P ... Behaves as if a white space operator appears between each occurrence of P.


rep(.P) P.P.P.P.P.P.P. ... Behaves as if a dot operator appears between each occurrence of P.


rep(..P) ..P..P..P..P..P..P ... The double-dot operator ignores all patterns except for P.


The following ASL script matches two numbers, one or more words, and then an end-of-line.


n The first line of input is matched. There are two numbers followed by two words.


n The second line of input is matched. There are two numbers and three words. The second rep()
function is repeated until the end-of-line is reached.


n The third line of input fails. The line does not contain two numbers at the front of the line.


ASL Script (repeat_match.asl):


START {


 a:rep(integer,2)


 b:rep(word) eol


}


do {


 print("Matched numbers ".a);


 print("Matched with ".b);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (repeat_match.txt):


3400 4127 cat dog


4 5 goat lamb cow


1 chicken horse


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=repeat_match.txt repeat_match.asl


Matched numbers 3400 4127


Matched with cat dog


Matched numbers 4 5


Matched with goat lamb cow


Failed match


$ 
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Boolean expressions
Boolean expressions can be added to a pattern list. If a Boolean expression fails, the pattern match also
fails.


Note   Boolean expressions are more commonly used in the filter section of a rule than in the pattern
matching block. Unlike Boolean expressions in a pattern, a failing Boolean expression in a filter does not
cause the rule to fail.


The following script matches a name and an integer. The Boolean expression is:


number>2


If the integer is greater than two, the match succeeds.


For every line in the input, the word, the integer and the eol are successfully matched. When the Boolean
expression causes the pattern to fail, the DEFAULT rule is executed and Failed Match is printed.


ASL Script (bool_match.asl):


START {


 animal:word 


 number:integer


 eol


 number>2


}


do {


 print("Animal ".animal);


 print("Number ".number);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (bool_match.txt):


elephants 4


moose 1


tigers 2


giraffes 3


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=bool_match.txt bool_match.asl


Animal elephants


Number 4


Failed match


Failed match


Animal giraffes


Number 3


$ 
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Positional matching
As ASL matches input data, each character is evaluated until a pattern matches or fails. You can use two
positional matching functions to specify the position where the parser starts to test a pattern.


n The tab() function


n The len() function


tab() function
With the tab() function, you can skip characters of input data by using the following syntax:


tab(<char_num>)


The value of <char_num> is the number of characters to skip from the starting position when the START
rule is invoked. If <char_num> is not specified, the function returns the value of the position where the
parser starts to test a pattern.


It is not possible to use the tab() function to move backward (right to left) in the datastream. For example,
from the first position of a string, you use the tab() function to go to position 20, but, you then cannot go
back to position 15. You cannot use the tab() function to return to data already parsed. Also, the tab()
function does not skip over markers.


With the assignment operator (:), you can assign all of the characters skipped to the variable or the
current position if no characters are specified by using the following syntax:


         <variable>:tab(<char_num>)


In the following script, the tab() function in this pattern is used to skip the first and middle names. The
parser goes directly to the last name of each person in the list. In the input datafile, each field has a fixed
length. The last name field starts at position 16.


At position 16, a single word is matched and assigned to a variable. Then, the current starting position of
the next pattern is returned. This position varies because the word lengths are not equal.


ASL Script (tab_match.asl):


START {


 tab(16) lname:word 


 locate:tab() eol


}


do {


 print("Last Name ".lname);


 print("Tab ".locate);}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (tab_match.txt):
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John            Doe


Jane    Deborah Smith


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=tab_match.txt tab_match.asl


Last Name Doe


Tab 19


Name Smith


Tab 21


$ 


len() function
Another positional matching function is len(). The len() function advances the starting position from its
current position, unlike the tab() function that works from the original starting position when the START
rule is invoked. The syntax is as follows:


len(<char_num>)


The value of <char_num> is the number of characters to advance from its current position. If <char_num>
is not specified, the function returns the value of the position where the parser would start to test a
pattern.


Like the tab() function, use of the assignment operator assigns all characters skipped to the variable. The
len() function does not skip over markers.


In Example of positional matching, because of the white space operator between each variable
assignment, the space between fox and jumps is skipped. The len() function starts with the letter j. It ends
at position 14, forcing tab (14) to return an empty string. This problem could be avoided by eliminating the
delimiters, as described in Customizing the delimiter.
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Figure 4‑2.  Example of positional matching


Peek() function
The peek() function returns a value of TRUE or FALSE depending on whether the pattern passed to it
matches the current input string. Use of the peek() function does not advance the starting position, so
input can be scanned before other pattern matching. The peek() function stops scanning for a pattern
when it reaches a marker.


peek(<pattern>)


The following script looks for the word horse in each input string. The double-dot operator is necessary in
the pattern so that the peek() function will match any occurrence of the word horse in a pattern and not
just when it appears first.


If the word horse is found in the input string, the peek() function is TRUE and the rule GETLINE executes.
GETLINE assigns every word in the string to the variable a. The value of a is printed and the peek()
function starts with the next input string. If the peek() function is FALSE, the rule GETLINE does not
execute, but the DEFAULT rule does execute.


ASL Script (peek_match.asl):


START {


 peek(..'horse') GETLINE


}


GETLINE{


 a:rep(word) eol
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}


do {


 print("Horse found: ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (peek_match.txt):


moose horse camel


elephant mule camel


goat llama horse


horse goat llama


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=peek_match.txt peek_match.asl


Horse found: moose horse camel


Failed match


Horse found: goat llama horse


Horse found: horse goat llama


$ 


Not() function
The not() function acts as a logical NOT. If the pattern argument of the function matches, the not()
function returns failure to the match. When the argument does not match, the not() function returns a
successful match. The starting point does not advance when the not() function is used.


For example, the following script looks for input strings that do not contain the word horse.


n If the word horse is found in the input string, the peek() function matches but the not() function returns
a failed match. In this case, the rule GETLINE does not execute.


n If the peek() function does not match, the not() function returns a successful match so the rule
GETLINE executes.


ASL Script (not_match.asl):


START {


 not(peek(..'horse'))


 GETLINE


}


GETLINE{


 a:rep(word) eol


}


do {


 print("No horse: ".a);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}
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Input (not_match.txt):


moose horse camel


elephant mule camel


goat llama horse


horse goat llama


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=not_match.txt not_match.asl


Failed match


No horse: elephant mule camel


Failed match


Failed match


$ 


Matching through other rules
Pattern matching can be divided among various rules. From the START rule, other rules can be called.
Rules that are called can have any or all of these sections: patterns, filters, or actions.


Operators or functions that work with patterns also work with rules. For example, the rep function can
repeat a rule:


START {


rep(<RULE1>) <RULE2>


}


In the following script, two rules are called from the START rule, PERSON and LOCATION. Each rule
uses the same pattern to find words until an end-of-line, but assigns values to different variables. The
values of the variables are printed from an action block under START.


ASL Script (other_rules.asl):


START {


 PERSON LOCATION


}


do {


 print("Name: ".name);


 print("Address: ".address);


}


PERSON {


 name:rep(word) eol


}


LOCATION {


 address:rep(word) eol


}


Input (other_rules.txt):


Jay Ray


11 Main St


Jane Doe


34 Oak Dr


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=other_rules.txt other_rules.asl


Name: Jay Ray
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Address: 11 Main St


Name: Jane Doe


Address: 34 Oak Dr


$ 


In the next example, the DATE and PLACE rules are called from START. The DATE and PLACE rules are
separated by an alternative operator. For each line of text where DATE matches, PLACE is not tested. If
DATE does not match, PLACE is tested.


Notice how the variable assignment works in this example. When either DATE or PLACE matches, the
entire matched string is returned and assigned to x. The end-of-line is added to the string, which affects
the output.


ASL Script (operators_rules.asl):


START {


 x:{DATE|PLACE}


}


do {


 print("Day or place ".x);


}


DATE {


 integer.rep("/".integer,2)


 eol


}


PLACE {


 integer word word eol


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (operators_rules.txt):


01/05/99


11 Main St


camel horse mule


10/31/01


34 Oak Dr


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=operators_rules.txt operators_rules.asl


Day or place 01/05/99


Day or place 11 Main St


Failed match


Day or place 10/31/01


Day or place 34 Oak Dr


$ 


End-of-file matches
The end of a file cannot be matched through pattern matching. However, there is a special rule, EOF, that
runs when the end of a file is reached. Special rules provides additional information about the EOF rule.
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Special variables
Special variables control how ASL evaluates patterns. These variables define the delimiters between
words, case-sensitivity, and even the data input.


Customizing the delimiter
You can redefine the delimiters by assigning a string to the built-in variable delim. Use the following
syntax to define new delimiters:


delim=<string>;


The <string> defines the set of characters to use as delimiters.


The delimiter is specified at the beginning of a script or at the beginning of a rule, before any pattern
matching.


n If a delimiter statement is placed before all of the rules, the delimiters apply to all rules.


n If a delimiter statement is placed in a rule, ASL overrides any previous delimiter definitions.


In this example, the delimiter is ":?" for RULE2, but "|" for RULE1 and RULE3.


delim=":?";


START {


    RULE1 RULE2


}


RULE1 {


   delim="|";


 RULE3


}


The new delimiters override all of the default delimiters except for eol and fs. Each character included
in the <string> is a separate delimiter.


delim = ":?";


When the string :? is assigned to delim, it defines two delimiters: a colon and a question mark. If input
data contained the combination (“:?”), ASL interprets the data as two delimiters in series.


The match for some characters requires a special syntax. To use tabs and returns as delimiters, use
the special syntax within the quotation marks, as described in Customizing the delimiter.


Note   For most cases, use the eol pattern match instead of line feed or carriage return. The eol
character is a delimiter by default and cannot be overridden.
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An alternative to using the delim variable is to use a combination of the rep() function and the
notany() function. For example:


x:rep(notany(":?"))


In the example, ASL assigns to the variable x everything that appears up to a question mark or a
colon.


Making patterns case-sensitive or case-insensitive
By default, pattern matching is case-sensitive. To override the default case-sensitivity, use the case
variable. This variable can be used at the beginning of a script or at the beginning of a rule, before any
pattern matching. The syntax of the case variable is:


case=[exact]|[ignore];


To match case-sensitive patterns, set case equal to exact. For patterns where case does not matter, set
case equal to ignore.


If a case variable is placed before all of the rules, the case setting applies to all rules. This can be
overridden in a rule by using another case variable.


Switching the input of a pattern
For complicated inputs, the pattern matching can be divided among different rules by using the input
variable. The input variable is assigned to a value which ASL uses for the pattern matching that follows
the input. The input variable must come at the beginning of a rule, before any pattern matching but not at
the beginning of a script. If the value assigned to the input variable does not end with an eol, an eol is
appended to the value. The syntax is as follows:


input=<value>;


For example, the following script looks for lines of input that start with the string “Error:”. When it finds
those strings, the rest of the words are assigned to the variable desc and the rule PROCESSDESC is
called.


PROCESSDESC takes the variable desc as its input and performs pattern matching based on the input.
The error level and error message are printed.


The START rule processes the next line data and, if it is an error, PROCESSDESC runs again. At the end
of the input file, the rule EOF runs. This rule prints a statement that the errors are processed.


ASL Script (input_ex.asl):


START {


 "Error:" desc:rep(word) eol


 PROCESSDESC


}


PROCESSDESC {


 input=desc;
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 errornumber:integer


 errorlevel:word


 errormsg:rep(word)


 eol


}


do {


 print(errorlevel." ".errormsg);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("No Error");


}


EOF


do {


 print();


 print("Errors Processed");


}


Input (input_ex.txt):


Error: 2568 Severe Can't process


Status: 2358 Starting backup


Error: 1202 Warning Bad data


Error: 923 Critical Wrong Number


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=input_ex.txt input_ex.asl


Severe Can't process


No Error


Warning Bad data


Critical Wrong Number


Errors Processed


$ 


Filters
A filter determines whether the action block of a rule executes. When a filter fails, the subsequent action
block does not execute. Unlike a pattern, if a filter fails, the rule it is called from does not fail.


A filter has the form:


filter {


{<filter-list>}


}


The <filter-list> must be a single Boolean expression. ASL evaluates this expression from left to right. If it
is TRUE, ASL executes the actions in the do block. If it is FALSE, ASL does not execute the actions in the
do block.


Filter operators are listed in Filter operators.


n Parentheses have the highest level of precedence.
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n The logical operators && and || have the lowest level of precedence.


Although the filter-list must be a single Boolean expression, you can use the logical AND and logical
OR to test for more than one condition.


Table 4‑3.  Filter operators


Operator Definition


() Grouping operators


+ - * / % Arithmetic operators


== Equal to


!= Not equal to


> Greater than


< Less than


>= Greater than or equal to


<= Less than or equal to


&& Logical AND


|| Logical OR


In the following script example, the filter controls whether an action is performed. The script matches a
word and an eol. The value of the word is assigned to x.


The filter is true when x has the value “switch”. For the input file, this occurs in the first line and the fourth
line. The action block is executed twice. The DEFAULT rule is never executed because the pattern always
matches.


ASL Script (simple_filter.asl):


START {


 x:word eol


}


filter {


 x=="switch"


}


do {


 print("Filter match: ".x);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (simple_filter.txt):


switch


router


card


switch


Output:
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$ sm_adapter --file=simple_filter.txt simple_filter.asl


Filter match: switch


Filter match: switch


$


In the next example, the script matches a word and an eol. The value of the word is assigned to x. The
filter is true when x has the value “switch,” or when it has the value “router.”


ASL Script (other_filter.asl):


START {


 x:word eol


}


filter {


 x=="switch" || x=="router"


}


do {


 print("Filter match: ".x);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (other_filter.txt):


switch


router


card


switch


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=simple_filter.txt simple_filter.asl


Filter match: switch


Filter match: router


Filter match: switch


$ 


Filters can be useful for debugging. Setting a single variable at the beginning of a script can affect the
actions that a script performs.


debug = TRUE;


START {


x:word eol


}


filter {


debug==TRUE


}
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Actions 5
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Action block


n Iteration and control statements


n Function reference


n Returning values


n Passing arguments to functions


n Calling rules as functions from do blocks


n Exception handling


Action block
The action block is executed for a rule when pattern matching succeeds (or does not exist) and the filter
is TRUE (or does not exist). An action block uses the following form:


do {


<action-list>


}


Action lists can occur only within a do block. An action list is composed of statements. Statements include
variable assignments, conditional actions, and rules. Each statement must end with a semicolon. An
example of an action block is as follows:


do {


statement_1;


statement_2;


statement_3;


}


Operators
In the action block, statements are terminated with a semicolon (;). Although a semicolon is not required
to immediately follow the statement, it must occur before the next statement.


All other operators used in the action block are described in “Operators” on page 39.
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Iteration and control statements
Iteration and control statements are not followed by a semicolon. They may control other statements that
require the use of semicolons.


foreach statement
The foreach statement iterates through all of the members of a list or a table. The syntax is:


foreach <variable> (<list_or_table_name>) {statements}


When the foreach statement is used with a list, the variable stores the value of each member of the list
every time the foreach statement loops. The members returned are in numerical order by their list indices.


The following script matches numbers from an input file and stores the values in a list. The foreach
statement cycles through every value stored in the list. Each value is printed and added to a subtotal,
which is also printed.


ASL Script (foreachlist_do.asl):


data = list();


total = 0;


START {


 rep(NUMBERS)|eol


}


NUMBERS {


 x:integer


}


do {


 data += x;


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


EOF 


do {


 foreach i (data) {


  total = total + i;


  print("Number: ".i);


  print("Subtotal ".total);


 }


}


Input (foreachlist_do.txt):


2 4 8


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=foreachlist_do.txt foreachlist_do.asl


Number: 2


Subtotal: 2


Number: 4
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Subtotal: 6


Number: 8


Subtotal: 14


$ 


When the foreach statement is used with a table, the variable receives the keys to the members of the
table. Tables have no inherent order.


The next script matches numbers and words from an input file and stores the values in a table. The
foreach statement cycles through every key stored in the table. Each key is printed as well as the
associated value. The order in which the members of the table are printed is not necessarily the order in
which the members were added to the table.


ASL Script (foreachtable_do.asl):


pop = table();


total = 0;


START {


 rep(NUMBERS)


}


NUMBERS {


 count:integer animal:word 


 eol


}


do {


 pop[animal] = count;


}


DEFAULT {..eol}


do {print("Failed match");}


EOF 


do {


 foreach w (pop)


 {


  print("Animal ".w);


  print("Number ".pop[w]);


 }


}


Input (foreachtable_do.txt):


2 cows


4 cats


6 dogs


8 chickens


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=foreachtable_do.txt foreachtable_do.asl


Animal chickens


Number 8


Animal cows


Number 2


Animal cats


Number 4


Animal dogs


Number 6


$ 
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while statement
The while statement repeats a block of statements while a condition is true. The syntax is as follows:


while <condition> {<statements>}


The following script has no pattern matching. The variable x is printed and incremented by one until it is
no longer less than five.


ASL Script (while_do.asl):


x=0;


START


do {


 while x < 5


 {


  print(x);


  x=x+1;


 }


 stop();


}


Input:


none


Output:


$ sm_adapter while_do.asl


0


1


2


3


4


$ 


if else statement
The if else statements control what actions are performed based on the results of a conditional test. The
syntax is as follows:


if (<conditional_test>) {<statements>} [else {<statements>}]


The else portion of the statement is optional.


Note   The braces around the statements are required, even if there is only one statement.


In the following example, the if statements check whether a value to use in a table exists as a key or not.
Each key in a table must be unique. In the script, if a key exists, the value associated with the key is
added to the new value.


This script uses two if statements.


n The first if statement tests whether any of the existing keys match the name of the animal ready to be
loaded into the table. If the animal name matches any of the existing keys, a flag is set to TRUE.
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n The second if statement tests whether the flag is FALSE. If the flag is FALSE, the animal name and
number are added to the table. If the flag is TRUE, the number of animals are added to the animal
count already stored in the table.


ASL Script (if_do.asl):


z = table();


START {


 rep(IMPORT)


}


IMPORT {


 animal:word 


 count:integer 


 eol


}


do {


 test="FALSE";


 foreach i (z)


 {


  if (i == animal)


  {


   test="TRUE";


  }


 }


 if (test=="FALSE")


 {


  z[animal]=count;


 }


 else


 {


  z[animal]=z[animal]+count;


 }


}


EOF


do {


 foreach i (z)


 {


  print(i." count ".z[i]);


 }


}


Input (if_do.txt):


dog 3


cat 4


canary 3


cat 2


dog 5


dog 1


cat 1


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=if_do.txt if_do.asl


dog count 9


cat count 7


canary count 3


$ 
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break statement
The break statement stops processing statements inside of a loop and exits the loop. The break
statement is valid only inside of foreach or while loops.


This example is similar to the if statement example except that a break statement has been added. if else
statement provides additional information about the if statement.


The break statement causes the test in the foreach statement to stop once the condition is TRUE rather
than continuing to test.


ASL Script (break_do.asl):


z = table();


START {


 rep(IMPORT)


}


IMPORT {


 animal:word 


 count:integer 


 eol


}


do {


 test="FALSE";


 foreach i (z)


 {


  if (i == animal)


  {


   test="TRUE";


   break;


  }


 }


 if (test=="FALSE")


 {


  z[animal]=count;


 }


 else


 {


  z[animal]=z[animal]+count;


 }


}


EOF


do {


 foreach i (z)


 {


  print(i." count ".z[i]);


 }


}


break_do.txt (Input):


dog 3


cat 4


canary 3


cat 2


dog 5
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dog 1


cat 1


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=break_do.txt break_do.asl


dog count 9


cat count 7


canary count 3


$ 


continue statement
The continue statement starts the next iteration of a foreach statement or while statement. When ASL
invokes the continue statement, the remaining statements in the foreach or while loop are skipped. The
continue statement is not valid outside of a loop.


In the following example, an if statement checks whether values in a table are positive. For any number
less than or equal to 0, the continue statement advances the foreach loop.


ASL Script (continue_do.asl):


x = table();


START {


 LOAD


}


LOAD {


 y:word z:integer eol


}


do {


 x[y] = z;


}


EOF 


do {


 foreach w (x)


  //skip if not positive


  {if (x[w]<=0)


   {continue;


   }


  print(w." ".x[w]);


  }


}


Input (continue_do.txt):


elephant 0


goat -1


worm 100


chicken 7


dog 2


cat 0


moose 9


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=continue_do.txt continue_do.asl


dog 2
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moose 9


chicken 7


worm 100


$ 


Function reference
This section discusses the different types of functions that are available.


glob() function
The glob() function returns a TRUE or FALSE based on whether a pattern matches a string. The glob()
function can be used as a conditional test for an if or while statement. The syntax is as follows:


glob(<pattern>, <string>)


The expression for a glob() function is a series of characters (or patterns) that are matched against
incoming character strings. You use these expressions when you define matching criteria.


Matching is done strictly from left to right, one character or basic glob expression at a time. Characters
that are not part of match constructs will match themselves. The pattern and the incoming string must
match completely. For example, the pattern abcd does not match the input “abcde” or” abc”.


A compound glob pattern consists of one or more basic wildcard patterns separated by ampersand (&) or
tilde (~) characters. A compound wildcard pattern is matched by attempting to match each of its
component basic wildcard patterns against the entire input string.


The pattern used in the glob() function is not the same pattern used in the pattern block of an ASL script.
The symbols that describe the pattern are described in Symbols for a glob pattern .


Table 5‑1.  Symbols for a glob pattern


Symbol Description


* Matches an arbitrary string of characters. The string can be empty.


? Matches any single character.


^ Acts as a NOT. Use this in conjunction with other symbols or characters.


[set] Matches:
n Any single character that appears within [set], or
n Any single character that is not in the set if the first character of [set] is (^).


A hyphen (-) within [set] indicates a range, so that [a-d] is equivalent to [abcd]. The character before the
hyphen (-) must precede the character after it or the range will be empty.


The character (^) in any position except the first, or a hyphen (-) at the first or last position, has no special
meaning.


<n1-n2> Matches numbers in a given range. Both n1 and n2 must be strings of digits, which represent non-negative
integer values. The matching characters are a non-empty string of digits whose value, as a non-negative
integer, is greater than or equal to n1 and less than or equal to n2. If either end of the range is omitted, no
limitation is placed on the accepted number.
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Table 5‑1.  Symbols for a glob pattern (Continued)


Symbol Description


| Matches alternatives. For example, ”ab|bc|cd” without spaces matches exactly the three following strings:
“ab”, “bc”, and “cd”. A vertical bar (|) as the first or last character of a pattern accepts an empty string as a
match.


\ Removes the special status, if any, of the following character. Backslash (\) has no special meaning within a
set ([set]) or range (<n1-n2>) construct.


& “And Also” for a compound wildcard pattern. If a component basic wildcard pattern is preceded by & (or is
the first basic wildcard pattern in the compound wildcard pattern), it must successfully match.


~ “Except” for a compound wildcard pattern (opposite function of &). If a component basic wildcard pattern is
preceded by ~, it must not match.


Note   Spaces are interpreted as characters and are subject to matching even if they are adjacent to
operators like “&.”


If the first character of a compound wildcard expression is an ampersand (&) or tilde (~) character, the
compound is interpreted as if an asterisk (*) appeared at the beginning of the pattern. For example, the
following two expressions are equivalent to each other:


~*[0-9]*


*~*[0-9]*


Both of these expressions match any string that does not contain any digits.


A trailing instance of an ampersand character (&) can match only the empty string. A trailing instance of a
tilde character (~) can be read as “except for the empty string.”


The following script prints sentences that contain the characters “Ship” or “ship.”


ASL Script (glob_do.asl):


START {


 sentence:rep(word) eol


}


do {


 if (glob("*[Ss]hip*",sentence))


  {print(sentence);}


}


Input (glob_do.txt):


I have a ship that floats.


Shipping is a big industry in Hong Kong.


The dog ate my homework.


I fell down and hurt my hip.


A boat is much smaller than a ship.


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=glob_do.txt glob_do.asl
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I have a ship that floats.


Shipping is a big industry in Hong Kong.


A boat is much smaller than a ship.


$ 


stop() function
The stop() function stops the current thread. No arguments are passed to the function. A call to the stop()
function does not return.


If you call stop() in an ASL thread, and that thread is in a process that has other threads, the effect is to
simply stop that thread. However, when the thread that is being stopped is the only thread that is running,
then stopping that thread effectively shuts down the adapter (because the adapter shuts down when there
are no more active threads).


The syntax is as follows:


stop()


quit() function
The quit() function stops the back end, or the Domain Manager in the case of inflow adapters. No
arguments are passed to the function. When the quit() function is encountered, the ASL script
immediately ceases execution.


A call to the quit() function does not return, except when you run sm_adapter with the -s option to connect
the adapter to a remote Domain Manager, and then you call quit(). In this case, the remote
Domain Manager initiates its shutdown procedure and the function does return. The calling script
continues running while the remote Domain Manager shuts down (which may take more than a few
seconds). The script may even interact with the back-end Domain Manager during the interval between
calling quit() and the Domain Manager actually shutting down. And so long as the script never tries to
interact with the back-end Domain Manager once it has shut down, the script can continue running
indefinitely.


The syntax to stop a remote adapter is as follows:


quit();


The syntax to stop the current adapter is as follows:


self->quit();


If you launch sm_adapter and do not specify a back end, the adapter becomes its own back end.  In such 


cases, quit() does the same thing as self->quit().


defined() function
The defined() function returns TRUE if a variable has a value.
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This example is a refinement of the if example. The section if else statement provides additional
information.


By using the defined() function, several lines of the script are removed, including a foreach statement and
an if statement.


The single if statement verifies whether a table key entry exists in the table. If the name exists, the
number of animals is added to the animal count already stored in the table. If the name does not exist, the
animal name and number are added to the table.


ASL Script (defined_do.asl):


z = table();


START {


 rep(IMPORT)


}


IMPORT {


 animal:word 


 count:integer 


 eol


}


do {


 if (defined(z[animal]))


 {


  z[animal]=z[animal]+count;


 }


 else


 {


  z[animal]=count;


 }


}


EOF


do {


 foreach i (z)


 {


  print(i." count ".z[i]);


 }


}


Input (defined_do.txt):


dog 3


cat 4


canary 3


cat 2


dog 5


dog 1


cat 1


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=defined_do.txt defined_do.asl


dog count 9


cat count 7


canary count 3


$ 
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undef() function
The undef() function clears a variable, including lists and tables, or a table member. A list entry cannot be
undefined. An undefined variable has no value. Other statements and functions cannot use it until it is
reassigned a value.


Note   The undef() function cannot be used to undefine a global or static variable.


sizeof() function
The sizeof() function returns a number depending on the value passed to the function. The sizeof()
function converts any values (except for a list or a table) to a string, and returns the number of characters
in the string. For lists and tables, the sizeof() function returns the number of defined members.


The syntax is one of the following:


n sizeof(<value>)


n sizeOf(<value>)


The following script matches a line of text in a file. The length of each line is measured and printed.


ASL Script (sizeOf_do.asl):


START {


 x:rep(word) eol


}


do {


 y = sizeof(x);


 print("Length ".y);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (sizeOf_do.txt):


This has a size of 21


size of 9


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=sizeof_do.txt sizeof_do.asl


Length 21


Length 9


$ 
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substring() function
The substring() function returns a string. The returned string is a piece of the string passed to the
function. The syntax is as follows:


substring(<string>, <starting_position>, <characters_to_return>)


The <starting_position> value indicates the beginning of the new substring taken from the <string>. The
first position of a string is position 0. The <characters_to_return> value indicates the number of
characters to return starting with starting_position.


For the following script, the input is a 12-line text file. Each line has 10 characters.


For the first line of input, the substring() function returns the entire string. For subsequent lines of input, a
character is removed from the beginning of the string.


When the starting position is greater than the number of characters in the original string, no characters
are returned.


ASL Script (substring_do.asl):


y=0;


START {


 x:word eol


}


do {


 newstring=substring(x,y,10);


 print("New string ".newstring);


 y = y+1;


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (substring_do.txt):


0123456789


0123456789


0123456789


0123456789


0123456789


0123456789


0123456789


0123456789


0123456789


0123456789


0123456789


0123456789


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=substring_do.txt substring_do.asl


New string 0123456789


New string 123456789
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New string 23456789


New string 3456789


New string 456789


New string 56789


New string 6789


New string 789


New string 89


New string 9


New string 


New string 


$ 


toLower() function
The toLower() function returns a string, converting any uppercase letters in the original string to
lowercase. The syntax is as follows:


toLower(<string>);


For example, this script converts strings so that all of the letters following the first character in each word
are lowercase.


For each word in a person’s name, the initial character is assigned to the initial variable and the remaining
characters (if there are any) are assigned to the rest variable. The toLower() function converts the string
stored in the rest variable to lowercase letters. Then, the characters stored in the initial and the rest
variables are assigned to the fullname variable.


Once each name has been read and converted, ASL prints it before the next name is read and converted.


ASL Script (toLower_do.asl):


START {


do {fullname="";}


 rep(READNAME) eol


}


do {


 print(fullname);


}


READNAME {


 initial:char.rest:word?


}


do {


 rest = toLower(rest);


 name=initial.rest;


 fullname = fullname.name." ";


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (toLower_do.txt):
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JOHN DOE


JANE Q PUBLIC


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=toLower_do.txt toLower_do.asl


John Doe


Jane Q Public


$ 


toUpper() function
The toUpper() function returns a string, converting any lowercase letters in the original string to
uppercase. The syntax is as follows:


toUpper(<string>);


The following script assigns the first letter of each word to the variable a. The a variable is concatenated
with another variable, name, to form an acronym. The toUpper() function capitalizes the entire acronym
before it is printed.


ASL Script (toUpper_do.asl):


name="";


START {


 rep(FIRSTLETTER) eol


}


do {


 print(toUpper(name));


}


FIRSTLETTER {


 a:char.word?


}


do {


 name=name.a;


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (to Upper_do.txt):


I see several tall buildings


New York City


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=toUpper_do.txt toUpper_do.asl


ISSTB


NYC


$ 
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print() function
The print() function sends strings it receives to each of the active logs in the Domain Manager process.
There is no automatic translation of the message text. The syntax is as follows:


print(<argument>);


The value of the argument passed to the print() function can be any data type. The argument passed to a
print() function is converted to a string before it is printed.


To print special characters, use the syntax listed in Print function special characters.


Table 5‑2.  Print function special characters


Character Syntax Notes


tab \t


single quote (') \' The quotation marks surrounding the string containing this code
must be double quotes.


double quote (") \" The quotation marks surrounding the string containing this code
must be single quotes.


backward slash (\) \\


carriage return \r


line feed \n


The output of the print() function is dependent on the value of the computed attribute, enableLegacyPrint,
in GA_Driver. When ASL scripts are run by using sm_adapter, the enableLegacyPrint attribute is set to
TRUE. In all other cases it is set to FALSE. The default value of the enableLegacyPrint attribute is
FALSE.


When the enableLegacyPrint is set to FALSE, the print output includes the time, date, thread id, and ASL
script. When enableLegacyPrint is set to TRUE, only the string that is sent to the print() function is printed.


You need an object handle to a GA_Driver object to set the enableLegacyPrint attribute. You can use
"Null GA_Driver" which always exists.


In this example, the value of the enableLegacyPrint attribute is changed. The output of the print() function
is also included.


START { } do {


 print("default");


 drv = object("GA_Driver", "Null GA_Driver");


 drv->enableLegacyPrint = FALSE ? LOG,STOP;


 print("new style");


 drv->enableLegacyPrint = TRUE ? LOG,STOP;


 print("legacy");


 stop();


}
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Output for "sm_adapter --output /tmp/foo.asl" :


default


[February 6, 2009 12:19:03 AM EST +527ms] t@1088432480 main


ASL_MSG-*-ASLP-/tmp/foo.asl: new style


legacy


sleep() function
The sleep() function temporarily stops the adapter. The syntax is:


sleep(<time_in_seconds>);


The sleep() function is passed a number, which represents the amount of seconds to sleep. The sleep()
function returns TRUE.


time() function
The time() function works with and without an argument. Without an argument, this function returns the
current system time. With a numeric argument, the time() function adds the argument (as seconds) to the
date and time January 1, 1970 00:00:00 GMT and returns the new time and date based on the current
time zone information.


The output type of the time() function can be controlled through type casting. By default, the function
returns a string. If the function is converted to a numeric, the output is converted into an integer that
represents the number of seconds since January 1, 1970 00:00:00 GMT.


For example:


x = string(time());


print(x);


The string() function returns the time in the following format:


DD-MONTH-YYYY HH:MM:SS


However, the following numeric function returns a number similar to 958159632.


x = numeric(time());


print(x);


Type conversions also work when a value is passed as an argument to the function.


The following script prints the date and time, waits five seconds, and prints the date and time again. It
also converts a number read from the input file into a date and time.


ASL Script (time_do.asl):


START {


 y:integer eol


}
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do {


 print(time());


 sleep(5);


 print(time());


 x = time(y);


 print(x);


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


Input (time_do.txt):


987517893


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=time_do.txt time_do.asl


12-May-2000 03:28:47


12-May-2000 03:28:52


17-Apr-2001 10:31:33


$ 


trace() function
The trace() function turns on or off an internal trace() function that traces how the code is parsing the
passed parameters. You can turn on the function at a specific point in the code to validate that line. This
function is useful when creating a rule and validating what is being matched.


The trace() function gives you access, from within ASL, to command line options available with the
sm_adapter command with the following exceptions:


n There is no analog of sm_adapter - -traceRules because all rules have already been compiled by the
time you could turn on tracing of rule compilation.


n Calling the trace() function as trace(“input”,TRUE), turns on tracing at the front end, and has no
command line equivalent under sm_adapter.


The syntax is as follows:


trace(<string>, <BOOLEAN>)


The <BOOLEAN> argument determines whether tracing is turned on or off.


Valid values for string lists valid values for <string>.


Table 5‑3.  Valid values for string


Value Description


parser Matches the input stream against the rule.


input Traces input from the front end.


server Traces the interaction of the remote wire protocol with the server.
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For example:


START {


 x:rep(word) eol


 }


 do {


 trace ("parser", TRUE);


 trace ("input", TRUE);


 trace ("server", TRUE);


 }


hexToString() function
The hexToString() function converts values with a hexadecimal format into their equivalent ASCII
characters. The function pairs the hexadecimal values and converts each pair. The syntax is as follows:


hexToString(<value>)


getRuleFileName() function
The getRuleFileName() function returns the filename of the currently executing rule file. The syntax is as
follows:


getRuleFileName([<fullname>])


The <fullname> argument is optional. If it is omitted or passed as FALSE, only the base name of the rule
filename is returned. Otherwise, the full name, including the path, is returned.


Returning values
By default, a rule returns the characters it matches. A patternless rule returns an empty string. Like other
patterns, the returned value from a rule can be assigned to a variable.


a:RULE_A


The return statement overrides values returned by a rule. The syntax is:


return <value>;


ASL exits a rule immediately after a return statement. It does not execute any statements that follow a
return statement.


The next script reads input that consists of a person’s name followed by a field-separator and an address.
Both the name and address are corrected for capitalization: an uppercase letter at the beginning of a
word, followed with lowercase letters for the rest of the word.


In the START rule, two variables are assigned values returned from the READWORDS rule. Every time
the pattern in the START rule matches, the two variables are printed.
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The READWORDS rule is a repetition of pattern matching followed by an action block. The action block
converts the data so that the first letter of a word is capitalized and the rest of the letters are lowercase.
The word is added to a string called tempstr.


At the end of the READWORDS rule, the return statement returns the correctly capitalized string. If there
was no return statement, the READWORDS rule would return the string as it was read during the pattern
matching.


ASL Script (return_do.asl):


START {


 fullname:READWORDS fs


 address:READWORDS eol


}


do {


 print(fullname.address);


}


READWORDS {


 do {tempstr = "";}


 rep(READ_FIX)


do {return tempstr;


 }


}


READ_FIX {


 initial:char.rest:word?


}


do {


 initial = toUpper(initial);


 rest = toLower(rest);


 fixed=initial.rest;


 tempstr = tempstr.fixed." ";


}


DEFAULT {


 ..eol


}


do {


 print("Failed match");


}


Input (return_do.txt):


John Q Doe:11 MAin St.


JANE PUblic:387 OAK DR.


HENry HUDSON:9 ELM rd. 


Output:


$ sm_adapter --field-separator=: --file=return_do.txt return_do.asl


John Q Doe 11 Main St. 


Jane Public 387 Oak Dr. 


Henry Hudson 92 Elm Rd. 


$ 
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Passing arguments to functions
Rules can act as functions, which can be called from both a pattern block and an action block. You can
pass values to rules in ASL and receive values back by using the return statement, as described in
“Returning values” on page 92. The syntax is as follows:


RULE(<variablename>)


The argument of a rule is a local variable.


The following script reads and counts the words in a file. The READWORD rule is passed an argument
that is used as a counter. The count variable behaves as a local variable.


ASL Script (rule_arg.asl):


START {


 READWORD(1)


}


READWORD(count) {


 local y = "end";


 y:word


 READWORD(count+1)|eol


}


do {


 print(y." ".count);


}


Input (rule_arg.txt)


dog cat goat


Output:


$ sm_adapter --file=rule_arg.txt rule_arg.asl


end 4


goat 3


cat 2


dog 1


$ 


Calling rules as functions from do blocks
Another rule may be called within any do block. Functions have the following generalized syntax.


FunctionName (arguments)


do


{


 ... ASL statement(s) ...


}


Any valid ASL expression may be used in the body of a function. This includes calls to other functions
and recursive function calls.


Function may have any number of arguments, including no arguments, which are any data type that is
supported by ASL.
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Functions optionally return a value, which are also of any ASL data type. The return value may be a
constant, or a variable declared within the scope of the function do block, as described in Returning
values.


A function must be defined in the same ASL script where it is called, and may be defined before or after
the location where it is referenced. The general syntax used to invoke a function references the function
by name, passes the number and type of arguments expected by the function, and handles the return
value, as shown.


Note   Not all functions are required to return a value as shown in the example.


do {


  ... ASL statement(s) ...


  arg1 = x;


  arg2 = y;


  ReturnValue = FunctionName (arg1, arg2);


  ... handle ReturnValue ...


}


A function may be defined only outside of a do block. That is, a function may not be defined within
another function with the intent of referencing the inner function from another do block.


The following is an example of a recursive function definition and call.


START


{  .. eol  }


do {


  foreach i (list(0,1,2,3,4,5)) {


   print (i.”! = “.factorial(i));


  }


}


factorial(x)


do {


  if (x > 1)


   return (x * factorial(x-1));


  else


   return (x);


}


This example produces the following results.


0! = 0


1! = 1


2! = 2


3! = 6


4! = 24


5! = 120
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Exception handling
Exception handling can be added to any action components. Exception handling determines how errors
from statements or functions are treated. The syntax is as follows:


         <action> ? [LOG][,][FAIL|STOP|NEXT|IGNORE]


The question mark handles errors generated by the function. The keywords, that control how an
exception is handled are described in Exception handling keywords.


Table 5‑4.  Exception handling keywords


Keyword Description


LOG The exception is reported to the English log file and the non-English log file, if specified. When a remote
exception chain is logged by ASL, the locale defined in the SM_LOCALE environment variable will be
used. The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides further information
concerning the log files.


FAIL The current rule exits with a failure status. If the failed expression is associated with the START rule, the
DEFAULT rule is executed.


STOP This is equivalent to calling the stop() function.


NEXT The processing of actions in the current expression block stops. The rule, however, is not treated as
failed rule.


IGNORE The current action is ignored and processing continues as if nothing happened.


You can specify the LOG keyword with any of the other keywords.


To define the severity of the exception, arguments can be passed to LOG. Logging levels are set by using
the syntax:


LOG("<logging_level>")


Valid logging keywords are (in increasing level of severity):


n Debug


n Notice or Informational


n Warning (Default log value)


n Error


n Fatal or Critical


When the exception is not specified, the default behavior for exceptions is LOG, NEXT. In other
words, when an exception occurs, the error is logged and no other actions are performed in the
current action block.


Note   Do not confuse the question mark (?) used for exception handling with the question mark (?)
used with patterns. Maybe operator provides additional information.
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The following script demonstrates two different keywords to use for exception handling. The first
exception occurs for:


print(x) ? IGNORE;


There is no value assigned to the variable x, so the function causes an exception. Since the keyword
is IGNORE, the current line is skipped and the next line is executed.


The second exception occurs for:


print(y) ? FAIL;


There is no value assigned to the variable y, so the function causes an exception. Since the keyword
is FAIL, the current action block is not completed (and the following print statement is not executed)
and the START rule fails. Whenever the START rule fails, the DEFAULT rule is executed.


ASL Script (exception_do.asl)


START


do {


 print("Hello");


 print(x) ? IGNORE;


 print("OK");


 print(y) ? FAIL;


 print(“Here I am”);


}


DEFAULT 


do {


 print("Default rule");


 stop();


}


Input:


none


Output:


$ sm_adapter exception_do.asl


Hello


OK


Default rule


$ 
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Interfacing with a
Domain Manager 6
This chapter includes the following topics:


n ASL and the MODEL language


n Objects and instances


n Tables, structures and enumerations


n Type conversions between ASL and MODEL


n Domain Manager control


n Events


n Transactions, commit, and abort


n Error handling


n Repositories


n Naming and identity


n Tracing ASL scripts


ASL and the MODEL language
In order to create adapters that interact with a Domain Manager, it is necessary to understand how the
Domain Manager is configured. The adapter creates, deletes, and interacts with instances of objects that
are defined by using the MODEL language.


The MODEL language is an object-oriented language used to construct a correlation model to describe a
managed domain. The language is used to define a set of classes and the attributes, relationships, and
events that are associated with the classes.


Classes describe the objects that are modeled for use in a Domain Manager. Instances are specific
occurrences of a class. For example, a class might describe a human and an instance of the class is
someone named Bill.


Attributes describe a class and, for an instance of the class, include information about its present state.
Examples of attributes include an element’s name and a counter that counts the number of packets
traversing an interface.
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Relationships define how instances are related to other instances. Relationships can be one-to-one, one-
to-many, many-to-one, or many-to-many. When only a single instance can be related to another instance
(or instances), it is a relationship. When multiple instances can be related to another instance (or
instances), it is a relationshipset.


Events describe the failures that can occur for a class, the symptoms that these failures can cause, and
the effect of failures.


Symptoms can be described a follows:


n Local, meaning they are observed in the instance of the class.


n Propagated, meaning they are observed in instances related to the failing instances.


Once classes are specified, the model is loaded and run on a Domain Manager. Instances are
created for each entity that is modeled. Each instance is associated with a class and has values for
its attributes, relationships, and events.


The models stored in a Domain Manager are static. Instances are dynamic and are stored in the
repository, as shown in Domain Manager with a model and repository.


Instances in a Domain Manager consist of a table entry and data. The table entry includes the name
of each instance and its class. Each instance name must be unique. The table of names always
contains an entry for the NULL object.


The data associated with each instance includes properties such as attributes, operations, and the
relationships between instances. The data also includes event information such as problems,
symptoms, and events.


VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide provides additional information about MODEL.
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Figure 6‑1.  Domain Manager with a model and repository


Correlation model used for example scripts
All of the ASL script examples used in this chapter interact with a small correlation model. The model
defines two types of objects: cards and ports, as shown in Relationship between cards and ports.


Figure 6‑2.  Relationship between cards and ports


Cards and ports are separate classes. Each class has its own set of attributes and events. An instance of
one class can be related to an instance of another class.


Cards have the following:


n A single attribute, CardDesc. This attribute is a string and has no default value.
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n Two types of events.


n The first type is a problem called Down. When all of a card’s ports are OperationallyDown, the
card is Down.


n The second type is an aggregate called Impaired. If any of the ports associated with a card is
Down or if the card is Down, the card is Impaired.


Ports have the following:


n A single attribute, OperStatus. This attribute has a special data type that limits the values of the
attribute to TESTING, UP, and DOWN. DOWN is the default value.


n Two types of events.


n The first type is a problem called Down. A port is Down when it is OperationallyDown.


n A second type is a symptomatic event called OperationallyDown. When the port’s OperStatus
attribute is set to DOWN, it causes the OperationallyDown event.


In Events that affect ports and their related card, the port’s attribute OperStatus is equal to
DOWN. The attribute’s value causes the event OperationallyDown, which, in turn, causes the
problem Down. Since the port participates in a PartOf relationship with the card, the card is also
affected. The port has the problem Down and, as a result, the card has the compound event
(aggregate), Impaired. The card is probably not down, because only one port (not all ports) is
experiencing a problem.


Figure 6‑3.  Events that affect ports and their related card


The section Appendix C, “Card-Port MODEL Code,” describes the MODEL language code for this
example. Diagram of the card and port model is a diagram of this card and port model.
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Figure 6‑4.  Diagram of the card and port model


Objects and instances
This section discusses how to create, delete and manipulate objects and instances.
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Creating objects
The create() function creates an instance of a class or an instance with an object handle. The syntax is
one of the following:


n create(<classname>, <objectname>);


n create(<objhandle>);


If the object being created already exists, the create() function returns a reference to that object or an
error if the object exists and belongs to different class.


If you specify an object handle (objhandle) and the object does not exist, the create() function creates
the object and the object handle.


You can assign the result of the function to a variable (for example, objRef). This defines an object
handle for the object.


objRef = create(<classname>, <objectname>);


The following script example loads instances of ports and cards. The name of the Domain Manager
that contains the model is JS1.


ASL Script (create_obj.asl):


START {


 CARD rep(PORT)


}


CARD {


 "CARD:" cardname:word eol


}


do {


 create("Card",cardname);


}


PORT {


 portname:word eol


}


do {


 create("Port",portname);


}


DEFAULT {


 err:{..eol}


}


do {


 print(err." Failed");


}


EOF


do {print("Complete");


}


Input (create_obj.txt):


CARD: CARD0


 PORT00


 PORT01


 PORT02
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 PORT03


CARD: CARD1


 PORT10


 PORT11


 PORT12


CARD: CARD2


 PORT20


 PORT21


 PORT22


 PORT23


 PORT24


 PORT25


Output:


$ sm_adapter --server=JS1 --file=create_obj.txt create_obj.asl


Complete


$ 


Listing instances
The getInstances() function returns a list of object names for the given class, but does not return object
handles. The syntax is as follows:


         <listname> = getInstances(<classname>);


The following script example retrieves the names of all instances of the class “Card” and stores them in a
list. The names stored in the list cannot be used by ASL to reference objects.


ASL Script (get_obj.asl):


START {


 ..eol


}


do {


 x = getInstances("Card");


 print(x);


}


Input:


none


Output:


$ sm_adapter --server=JS1 get_obj.asl


{ CARD0, CARD1, CARD2 }


$


Creating handles for existing objects
The object() function returns an object handle for existing objects. An object handle is a distinguished
data type in ASL that represents a model class name and an object name. The syntax is one of the
following:


n <objectRef> = object([<classname>,] <objectname>);


The name of the instance must be unique, therefore, the class name is optional.
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n <objectRef> = object(<objhandle>);


There are three ways to obtain a handle for an existing object:


n If you specify a class name and an object name, then the object() function returns the object handle
for the specified object. ASL stores that information as <class>::<name>.


n If you specify an object handle (objhandle), then the object() function returns the object handle
unchanged.


n If you specify an object name only, then the object() function returns the handle object and assumes
the object name and the class name, MR_Object.


You can also create an object handle for future use for an object that does not exist.


For example:


objref = object();


The following script retrieves the names of all instances of the class “Card” and stores them in a list.
A foreach loop cycles through the list and adds each object, including its class, to a different list. The
script prints both lists.


The lists demonstrate the difference between the getInstances() function and the object() function.
The getInstances() function returns only the name of the object. The object() function returns the
object handle for the object and ASL stores that information as <class>::<name>. The section Listing
instances describes the getInstances() function.


ASL Script (handle_obj.asl):


y = list();


START {


 ..eol


}


do {


 x = getInstances("Card");


 print(x);


 foreach mem (x)


  {y += object("Card",mem);


  }


 print(y);


}


Input:


none


Output:


$ sm_adapter --server=JS1 handle_obj.asl


{ CARD0, CARD1, CARD2 }


{ Card::CARD0, Card::CARD1, Card::CARD2 }
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Attributes, relationships, and operations of objects
The attributes, relationships, and operations of an object are its properties. ASL assigns values to
properties by using the following syntax:


         <objectRef>-><property> = <value>;


The <objectRef> is the object handle for the object. You assign the object handle by using the create() or
object() functions or through a relationship.


The following script loads the names of all instances of the classes “Card” and “Port” into a
Domain Manager. The datafile contains a card name followed by the ports associated with the card. As
this script loads cards and ports, it creates a relationship between a card and its ports.


Relationships between objects in MODEL are paired. It is not necessary to define both relationships.
Define one relationship. Its converse is defined by default.


ASL Script (properties_obj.asl):


START {


 CARD rep(PORT)


}


CARD {


 "CARD:" cardname:word eol


}


do {


 cardObj = create("Card",cardname);


}


PORT {


 portname:word eol


 }


do {


 portObj = create("Port",portname);


 cardObj->ComposedOf += portObj;


 print(portObj." ".cardObj);


}


Input (create_obj.asl):


CARD: CARD0


 PORT00


 PORT01


 PORT02


 PORT03


CARD: CARD1


 PORT10


 PORT11


 PORT12


CARD: CARD2


 PORT20


 PORT21


 PORT22


 PORT23


 PORT24


 PORT25
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Output:


$ sm_adapter --server=JS1 --file=create_obj.txt properties_obj.asl


Port::PORT00 Card::CARD0


Port::PORT01 Card::CARD0


Port::PORT02 Card::CARD0


Port::PORT03 Card::CARD0


Port::PORT10 Card::CARD1


Port::PORT11 Card::CARD1


Port::PORT12 Card::CARD1


Port::PORT20 Card::CARD2


Port::PORT21 Card::CARD2


Port::PORT22 Card::CARD2


Port::PORT23 Card::CARD2


Port::PORT24 Card::CARD2


Port::PORT25 Card::CARD2


$ 


The value stored in <objectRef>-><property >can also be assigned to an ASL variable.


         <variable> = <objectRef>-><property>;


You can refer to properties indirectly. This is a two-step process. First, assign the property to a variable.
Second, the variable can be used in place of the property in conjunction with an indirection operator (->*).


propertyname = “property”;


objRef->*propertyname = "UP";


The syntax objRef->*variable allows you to access an attribute by variable. The following code sample
assigns the attribute name to a variable, then makes a reference to that attribute through the indirection
operator. The output is the creation class name of the given object.


 variable = “CreationClassName”;


 c = objRef->*variable;


 print(c);


When you run this ASL script on a router object, the output is “Router”.


Deleting objects
The delete() method deletes an instance of a class. This function does not delete objects that are related
to the deleted object. ASL creates an error if the object handle used with the delete() method points to an
object that does not exist. The syntax of the delete() method is:


         <objectRef>->delete();


You can use += or -= operators to add or delete an object from a list of object handles in ASL or from a
relationshipset in MODEL. Modifying relationshipsets provides additional information.
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The following script deletes a card and its related ports. The script contains a default variable that
specifies the card to delete. When the ComposedOf relationship is used, the ASL script creates a list of
port objects to delete. The card is deleted first, followed by its ports. Exception handling causes the script
to stop if the card object does not exist.


ASL Script (delete_obj.asl):


default delthis = "CARDX";


START {


 ..eol


}


do {


 delthisObj = object(delthis);


 relObj = delthisObj->ComposedOf?LOG,STOP;


 x = delthisObj->delete();


 foreach mem (relObj)


  {


  mem->delete();


  }


 print("Deleted ".delthis." and related ports");


}


Input:


none


Output:


$ sm_adapter --server=JS1 -Ddelthis="CARD2" delete_obj.asl


Deleted CARD2 and related ports


$ 


Testing for null objects
The isNull() method tests whether an object handle points to a valid object. If this function returns TRUE,
the object does not exist. The syntax is as follows:


         <objectRef>->isNull();


For example, this script deletes the object PORT25 from the Domain Manager if it exists. The if statement
uses the isNull() function to test if the object exists. An exclamation point is a logical NOT, so that if the
object does exist, the condition is true for the if statement. The output demonstrates the case where the
object exists and is deleted.


ASL Script (isnull_obj.asl):


START {


 ..eol


}


do {


 delthisObj = object("Port","PORT25");


 if (!delthisObj->isNull())


  {


   delthisObj->delete();


     print("Deleted   ".delthisObj);


  }


 else { print(delthisObj." does not exist");}
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}


Input:


none


Output:


$ sm_adapter --server=JS1 isnull_obj.asl


Deleted   Port::PORT25


$ 


Testing relationships
The is() function tests whether an object is a member of a relationship. The syntax is as follows:


is(<objectRef>-><Relationship>,<objectRef2>)


The <relationship> used in the is() function must be a valid relationship for the object or an error occurs. If
<objectRef2> is related to <objectRef> by <Relationship>, the function returns TRUE. Otherwise, the
function returns FALSE.


This script tests objects of the class Port to see if they are related to CARD2. The script gets the list of
ports by using the class Port. When the ports are printed, the class that is printed is MR_Object, which is
the parent class of the Port and Card classes. The MR_Object class appears because a class is not
specified for the object() function.


ASL Script (relation_obj.asl):


START {


 ..eol


}


do {


 cardObj = object("CARD2");


 x = getInstances("Port");


 foreach mem (x)


  {


  portObj = object(mem);


  if (is(cardObj->ComposedOf,portObj))


   {print(portObj." is related to ".cardObj);


   }


  }


}


Input:


none


Output:


$ sm_adapter --server=JS1 relation_obj.asl


MR_Object::PORT20 is related to MR_Object::CARD2


MR_Object::PORT21 is related to MR_Object::CARD2


MR_Object::PORT22 is related to MR_Object::CARD2


MR_Object::PORT23 is related to MR_Object::CARD2


MR_Object::PORT24 is related to MR_Object::CARD2


MR_Object::PORT25 is related to MR_Object::CARD2


$ 
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Modifying relationshipsets
When a model relates many objects to one or more objects, it is a relationshipset. A relationshipset in
MODEL is a list of object handles in ASL. You can manipulate this list by using the list operators
described in List operators


Table 6‑1.  List operators


Syntax Description


objRef->rela_prop += value; Adds a value to a relationshipset.


objRef->rela_prop -= value; Removes a value from a relationshipset.


x->rela_prop = object(""); Clears a single relationship.


x->rela_prop = list(y,z); Adds a list of object handles to a relationshipset.


x->rela_prop=list(); Clears a relationshipset.


Accessing a particular relationship in a relationshipset is a two-step process. First, load relationshipset
into a list in ASL. Then, access a specific element in the list. For example:


x = objRef->rela_prop;


print(x[0]);


Retrieving description texts
There are severaloperations of the class SM_System that can be used to retrieve description texts or
objects. The texts that are retrieved will be in the locale that was set either by the initial connection, or by
the locale set by the most recent call to the setLocale().


If these operations are run outside of the context of a remote session, then the effective locale is
CI_Locale::DEFAULT.


The getClassDescription() operation retrieves the descriptive text associated with the MODEL class
name.


/// get model class description


string getClassDescription(in string className);


The getOpDescription() operation retrieves the descriptive text associated with a MODEL operation.


/// get model operation description


string getOpDescription(in string className, in string opName);
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The getPropDescription() operation retrieves the descriptive text associated with a class property, such as
an attribute.


/// get model property description


string getPropDescription(in string className, in string propName);


The getEventDescription operation retrieves the descriptive text associated with a MODEL event.


/// get model event description


string getEventDescription(in string className, in string eventName);


In this example, the description of the Attr1 attribute in the MyClass class is printed, in Japanese.


sysObj = object("SM_System","SM-System");


setLocale("ja_JP");


foo = sysObj->getPropDescription("MyClass","Attr1");


print(foo);


Tables, structures and enumerations
This section describes how to access, and how to clear the members of a MODEL table. It also describes
how to access and update structures and enumerations.


Accessing tables in MODEL from ASL
Tables in MODEL are represented as lists in ASL. In MODEL, a table of structures is a list of lists in ASL.


To return the structure in the MODEL table given the key (“F”), use the following syntax:


print(x->f[“F”]);


Clearing the members of a table
To clear the members of a MODEL table, use the following syntax:


x->rela_prop=list();


Updating and accessing structure attributes in MODEL
Structures in MODEL are represented as lists in ASL. The number of items in the list in the ASL is equal
to the number of fields in the corresponding structure of the MODEL. The first item in the list will
correspond to the first field defined within the structure, and so on for each subsequent item.
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For example, if the following structure is defined in Example.mdl, the following ASL code, Example.asl,
shows how to reference the structure.


Example.mdl


interface Example_Struct:MR_ManagedObject


{


 struct model_struct


 {


  int  valueType;


  string  Value;


 };


 attribute model_struct asl_list;


};


Example.asl


START


{


 do


 {


  // create an instance, ‘example’, of Example_struct


  example = create (“Example_Struct”, “Example-Struct”);


  // put values into a ‘model_struct’ structure:


  // structure element ‘valueType’ is list element [0]


  // structure element ‘value’ is list element [1]


  struct_value = list();


  struct_value[0] = 1;


  struct_value[1] = “Structure Example”;


  // set the value in the Example_struct instance


  example->asl_list = struct_value;


  // get values from a ‘model_struct’ structure


  accessed_struct = list();


  accessed_struct = example->asl_list;


  // display the retrieved structure elements


  print (accessed_struct);


  stop();


 }


}


The output of the example is the following:


$sm_adapter -M Example Example.asl


{1, Structure Example }


Accessing enumerated data types in MODEL
Enumerated data types are represented as strings in ASL.


The following example shows the syntax to update an enumerated attribute with an enum value of
TESTING:


x->enum_variable = “TESTING”;
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Type conversions between ASL and MODEL
MODEL cannot convert data from one type to another. The types of data available in MODEL are not the
same as the types of data available in ASL. Correspondence between types of data in MODEL and ASL
shows how types of data in MODEL and ASL correspond.


Table 6‑2.  Correspondence between types of data in MODEL and ASL


MODEL ASL


Numeric (any type) Numeric (double)


binary binary


Table List


Relationship Object handle


Relationshipset List of object handles


boolean boolean


string string


External (User-defined) Type string


struct (a structure) List


enum string


Note   There is no MODEL type that corresponds to an ASL table.


Domain Manager control
The following functions allow you to trigger Domain Manager actions from ASL. These actions either
rebuild the correlation model or cause the Domain Manager to correlate events.


consistencyUpdate() function
The consistencyUpdate() function causes the Domain Manager to recompute the correlation rules. This
function always returns, as soon as the request has been registered, with a TRUE value. The actual
recomputation can take some time, and continues on the Domain Manager independently of the adapter.
The syntax is:


consistencyUpdate()


correlate() function
The correlate() function causes the Domain Manager to correlate events. This function always returns, as
soon as the request has been registered, with a TRUE value. The actual correlation computation
continues on the Domain Manager independently of the adapter. The syntax is:


correlate()
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Events
This section describes how to retrieve event information.


getCauses() function
The getCauses() function returns a list of problems that cause an event. The function receives three
arguments: class, instance, and event. The function returns the problems that cause the event based on
the relationships among instances defined in the Domain Manager. The syntax is as follows:


getCauses(<classname>,<instancename>,<eventname>,[<oneHop>])


The <oneHop> parameter is optional. If it is omitted or passed as FALSE, the full list of problems that
explain <eventname>, whether directly or indirectly, is returned. If it is passed as TRUE, only those
problems that directly list <eventname> among the events they explain are returned.


The function returns a list of lists with the format:


{ <classname>,<instancename>,<problemname> },


{ <classname>,<instancename>,<problemname> },


...


getClosure() function
The getClosure() function returns a list of symptoms associated with a problem or aggregation. The
function receives three arguments: class, instance, and event. The function returns the symptoms
associated with the problem or aggregate based on the relationships among instances defined in the
Domain Manager. The syntax is as follows:


getClosure(<classname>,<instancename>,<eventname>,[<oneHop>])


The <oneHop> parameter is optional. If it is omitted or passed as FALSE, the full list of problems that
explain <eventname>, whether directly or indirectly, is returned. If it is passed as TRUE, only those
problems that directly list <eventname> among the events they explain are returned.


The function returns a list of lists with the format:


{ <classname>,<instancename>,<symptomname> },


{ <classname>,<instancename>,<symptomname> }
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getEventClassName() function
The getEventClassName() function returns a string with the name of the ancestor class associated with a
class and an event. The ancestor class is where the event was originally defined. That is, the class in
which the event definition statement, not any refinement, appeared. The syntax is as follows:


getEventClassName(<classname>,<eventname>)


getEventDescription() function
The getEventDescription() function returns a string, defined in MODEL, that describes an event. The
syntax is as follows:


getEventDescription(<classname>,<eventname>);


getEventType() function
The getEventType() function returns a string that classifies an event as a PROBLEM, EVENT,
AGGREGATION, or SYMPTOM. The syntax is as follows:


getEventType(<classname>,<eventname>);


getExplainedBy() function
The getExplainedBy() function is the inverse of the getExplains() function. It returns those problems that
the MODEL developer has listed as explaining this problem. The syntax is as follows:


getExplainedBy(<classname>,<instancename>,<eventname>[,<oneHop>])


The <oneHop> parameter is optional. If it is omitted or passed as FALSE, the full list of problems that
explains <eventname>, whether directly or indirectly, is returned. If it is passed as TRUE, only those
problems that directly list <eventname> among the events that they explain are returned.


The function returns a list of lists with the format:


{ <classname>,<instancename>,<symptomname> },


{ <classname>,<instancename>,<symptomname> }


getExplains() function
MODEL developers can add information to a problem in order to emphasize events that occur because of
a problem. The getExplains() function returns a list of these events. The syntax is as follows:


getExplains(<classname>,<instancename>,<eventname>,[<oneHop>])
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The <oneHop> parameter is optional. If it is omitted or passed as FALSE, the full list of problems that
explains <eventname>, whether directly or indirectly, is returned. If it is passed as TRUE, only those
problems that directly list <eventname> among the events that they explain are returned.


getChildren() function
The getChildren() function provides the list of classes derived from a particular class.


getChildren(<classname>[,recursive])


The recursive parameter is optional. If omitted or false, only the immediate child classes are retrieved. If
true, all children, including those of derived classes are retrieved.


Transactions, commit, and abort
When you modify objects in ASL scripts, the objects change as each modification occurs. Using
transactions, you can commit many changes to the objects in a Domain Manager as a single change or
choose to abort all of them. Use the following syntax to create a transaction:


         <variable> = transaction();


You cannot assign a transaction to a global variable or to a statically scoped variable. After you assign the
transaction to a variable, every change made to an object does not affect the object until you commit the
transaction. If the you abort the transaction, any changes made will not affect the object. Use the following
syntax to commit a transaction:


         <variable>->commit()


Use the following syntax to abort a transaction:


         <variable>->abort()


The changes made with a transaction are not visible outside of the ASL script until you commit the
changes. Within a transaction, the same ASL script can see the proposed changes. Transactions also
can control how other applications see objects before changes are committed or aborted by adding a
single keyword. The syntax of a transaction with a keyword is:


         <variable> = transaction([WRITE_LOCK|READ_LOCK|NO_LOCK]);


A keyword can be any one of those listed in Transaction keywords.
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Table 6‑3.  Transaction keywords


Keyword Description


WRITE_LOCK While the transaction is open, no other process can modify or access information in the
repository.


READ_LOCK Currently behaves as WRITE_LOCK.


NO_LOCK This is the default behavior. No locks exist until the ASL commits the transaction.


You can nest transactions. When you nest a transaction, you must commit or abort the nested transaction
before you commit or abort the previous transaction.


ASL aborts any open transactions when the START rule completes.


Note   A maximum of 16 transactions may be open concurrently.


The following script deletes a card and its related ports. The script contains a default variable that
specifies the card to delete. Using the ComposedOf relationship, the ASL script creates a list of port
objects to delete. The script deletes the card and its related ports at the same time through a transaction.


ASL Script (deltrans_obj.asl):


default delthis = "CARDX";


START


do {


 delthisObj = object(delthis);


 relObj = delthisObj->ComposedOf?LOG,STOP;


 deltrans=transaction();


  x = delthisObj->delete();


  foreach mem (relObj)


   {


   mem->delete();


   }


 deltrans->commit();


 print("Deleted ".delthis." and related ports");


 stop();


}


Input:


none


Output:


$ sm_adapter --server=JS1 -Ddelthis="CARD2" deltrans_obj.asl


Deleted CARD2 and related ports


$ 


Error handling
This section describes functions that allow you to determine whether an error occurred, to get a
description of the error and to reset the error state.
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feError() function
Invoke the feError() function to determine if the front end has reported a failure to read data.


The function returns a Boolean value, where TRUE indicates an error occurred and FALSE indicates no
error occurred. If an error occurred, invoke feErrorMsg() for a description of the error.


feErrorMsg() function
Invoke the feErrorMsg() function to get a description of the error indicated by the feError() function.
feError() returns TRUE.


This function returns a string that describes the error. If no error condition exists, an empty string is
returned.


feErrorReset() function
The feErrorReset() function is used with the feError() and feErrorMsg() functions to reset the error state.
There is no return value for this function.


Repositories


self->
Directs functions that interact with the repository to use the adapter’s repository and not the
Domain Manager’s. Used in conjunction with adding objects to the adapter’s repository.


Naming and identity
This section describes functions used to retrieve names and identity of the rule which is running, what
Domain Manager the script is running o,n and the thread ID of the adapter.


getRuleFileName() function
The getRuleFileName() function returns the filename of the currently executing rule file as an argument.


Usage:


getRuleFileName ([<fullname>]);


where <fullname> is a string containing the complete path-qualified filename.


getServerName() function
The getServerName() function returns a string, which is the name of the Domain Manager associated with
adapter that is invoking the ASL script.
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thread() function
The thread() function returns the operating system thread ID that is associated with the adapter that is
invoking the ASL script.


Tracing ASL scripts
The ASL_Trace Model object is used to start and stop a trace from dmctl, the Java API, bootstrap.conf,
and ASL. The ASL_Trace model object contains three methods.


n start() method starts the tracing


n stop() method stops the tracing


n isActive() method checks to see if a trace is in progress


interface ASL_Trace


start()


stop()


isActive() 


The trace contains timestamps for:


n Entry into ASL scripts


n Exit to ASL scripts


n Exit from ASL scripts


For example, to use the tracing capability from dmctl:


a Create an instance of the Model object. An instance named ASL-Trace is customary.


dmctl –s serverName create ASL_Trace::ASL-Trace


b Invoke start/stop/isActive as needed.


dmctl –s serverName invoke ASL_Trace::ASL-Trace start


dmctl –s serverName invoke ASL_Trace::ASL-Trace stop


The output will appear similar to the following:


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.175714600 1 000:00:00.000000000 NoteASLThread ThreadName=adapter 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.175714600 2 000:00:00.000000000 NoteLayout Record prefix fields: 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.175714600 3 000:00:00.000000000 NoteLayout Thread id, Date, Time, Seq, 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.175714600 4 000:00:00.000000000 NoteLayout Delta since prior record in 


thread, 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.175714600 5 000:00:00.000000000 NoteLayout RecordType. 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.175714600 6 000:00:00.000000000 NoteLayout Trace records continue with: 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.175714600 7 000:00:00.000000000 NoteLayout Entry|Exit|StopExit|ThrowExit|


ThrowExit1|ThrowExit2, 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.175714600 8 000:00:00.000000000 NoteLayout Constructor|Destructor|
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Initialize|Multiplex, 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.175714600 9 000:00:00.000000000 NoteLayout this for ASL_Parser, Nest 


depth, Rule file name. 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.175714600 10 000:00:00.000000000 StartTrace 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.186840900 11 000:00:00.011126300 NoteDriver CreationClassName=GA_Driver 


Name=ASL-Trace1-Driver 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.187012400 12 000:00:00.000171500 Trace Entry Constructor 


00000001002CA120 0 tasl_trace1.asl 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.187184600 13 000:00:00.000172200 Trace Exit Constructor 00000001002CA120 


0 tasl_trace1.asl 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.187535500 14 000:00:00.000350900 Trace Entry Initialize 00000001002CA120 


0 tasl_trace1.asl 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.187703000 15 000:00:00.000167500 Trace Exit Initialize 00000001002CA120 


0 tasl_trace1.asl 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.188291200 16 000:00:00.000588200 Trace Entry Destructor 00000001002CA120 


0 tasl_trace1.asl 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:15.188457500 17 000:00:00.000166300 Trace Exit Destructor 00000001002CA120 


0 tasl_trace1.asl 


1 2009/02/26 13:26:45.193438300 18 000:00:30.004980800 StopTrace 


The log file is written to BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs as <serverName>.ASL_Trace.log.


n If the BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs directory cannot be found, the log is written to the current working
directory.


n If the <serverName> is not available, the file name becomes ASL_Trace.log_<pid>.


The trace is written chronologically. Thus, traffic for several threads may be intermingled. A sort of the
first 4 fields will produce traces for individual threads.


The record layout is noted when the trace is started. The prolog of each record is fixed. After that,
each record contains a record type to provide summary program processing.


The ‘this’ pointer is logged, and can be used when tying the ASL trace to pstack samples.


Startup is automatic if the SM_ASL_TRACE environment variable is set to anything that does not
lower case to 0, false, no, or off.
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Running Adapters 7
This chapter includes the following topics:


n The sm_adapter command


n Front end


n Rule set


n Back end


n Tracing operations


n Stopping adapters


The sm_adapter command
The sm_adapter command starts ASL scripts. To run the command, you must specify the ASL rules file to
run as well as choosing how the front end and back end of the adapter operate. The command syntax is:


sm_adapter [options...] [<rule set>]


The <rule set> is the ASL script that the adapter follows when it receives information.


The options control which Domain Manager and Broker the adapter connects to, and it also configures
how the adapter runs. An adapter can run by using a variety of front end and back end components. The
options are described in The sm_adapter command.


The file, sm_adapter is found in BASEDIR/smarts/bin.


Basic options
sm_adapter basic options shows the options which enable you to name the adapter and control which
Broker, MODEL library, and port the adapter uses.


Table 7‑1.  sm_adapter basic options


Option Description


--broker=<location> Alternate Broker location as host:port. Also -b <location>.


--model=<model> Name of MODEL library to load. Also -M <model>.
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Table 7‑1.  sm_adapter basic options (Continued)


Option Description


--name=<name> Start a server registered under <name>. Also -n <name>.


--port=<xxxx> Alternate registration port. Use with --name.


--timeout=<secs> Set the timeout for server interaction. The timeout applies to the back end connection
except when using the subscriber front end, in which case it applies to the front end. The
argument is in seconds, and can be a decimal value. If the --timeout option appears with
no value, 600 seconds is used. By default, there is no timeout.


--wait Wait for initial driver to complete.


Other sm_adapter options describes additional sm_adapter options.


Table 7‑2.  Other sm_adapter options


Option Description


--accept=<host-list> Accept connections only from hosts on host-list, a comma-separated list of hostnames and IP
addresses. You can also specify any instead of host-list to allow any host to connect. Default:
--accept=any.


--daemon Run process as a daemon.


--errlevel=<level> Specify the minimum level at which error events are written to the standard error output.
Possible values include: none, emergency, alert, fatal, critical, error, warning, notice,
informational, debug. The default is warning. (Note that fatal is equivalent to emergency,
alert, or critical.)


--help Print help and exit.


--loglevel=<level> Specify the minimum level at which event messages are written to the system logging facility.
Possible values include: none, emergency, alert, fatal, critical, error, warning, notice,
informational, debug. The default is error. (Note that fatal is equivalent to emergency, alert, or
critical.)


--logname=<name> Specify the name used to identify the SDK program in the system log. On UNIX systems, the
default is the program name.


--output[=<file>] Messages generated from internal logging calls are directed to a log file. Log files are written
to the BASEDIR/smarts/logs directory. If <file> is not specified, the value of --logname is
used.


If a log file with specified name already exists, it is moved to a backup file,
BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs/<file>.bak. If the backup file already exists, it is deleted.


--tracelevel=<level> Specify the minimum level at which a process stack trace is written to the standard error
output. Possible values include: none, emergency, alert, fatal, critical, error, warning, notice,
informational, debug. The default is fatal. (Note that fatal is equivalent to emergency, alert, or
critical.)


--version Print program version and exit.
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Front end
The front end of the adapter is responsible for reading data from an input source and formatting it for
processing by an ASL rule set. The adapter can run with one of the following front ends:


n File—Reads data from an ASCII file.


n File tail—Is designed to read the log files of long-running Domain Managers.Like the file front end, the
file tail front end reads data from an ASCII file. But instead of opening the file, reading the contents
and closing the file, this front end opens the file, skips to its end and waits for additional lines to be
written to the file.


n Program—Reads data from the output of a command pipeline.


n Subscribe—Is used in outflow adapters. This front end connects to a Domain Manager and issues a
set of subscription requests. Subsequent notifications received from the Domain Manager are
formatted and delivered to the ASL rule set. There are many configuration options available with this
front end. The options include selecting the subscription set to performing sophisticated smoothing
and filtering of events.


Each front end is described in a subsequent subsection. A list of options is provided in sm_adapter
front end options. Examples of the sm_adapter command with front ends are provided in Sample
front end invocations.


File front end
The file front end reads data from an ASCII file. The front end opens and reads the file, feeds its contents
to the rule set, then closes the file and terminates. This front end performs two special formatting
translations:


n End-of-line translation


n Field-separator translation


The --file option of the sm_adapter command invokes this front end.


End-of-line translation
One of the more troublesome aspects of using a cross-platform file adapter is dealing with the end-of-line
problem. On UNIX, a single \n represents an end-of-line. The file front end translates either a single \n or
the \r\n sequence to an ASL end-of-line marker (eol), which eliminates this problem.


Consider a file with one line, “hello world":


h  e  l  l  o    w  o  r  l  d  \r  \n


Whereas, on a UNIX system, this file contains the characters:


h  e  l  l  o    w  o  r  l  d  \n
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Using the file front end on either system feeds the following input stream into the rule set:


h  e  l  l  o   w  o  r  l  d  eol


Field-separator translation
Many input files are structured as a series of records, where each record is represented as one line in the
file. Each record (line) may be further separated into fields. The fields are normally delimited by a special
character, such as the TAB character or perhaps the colon (:) character.


To simplify the parsing of such files, you can specify a field-separator character with the --field-separator
option of the sm_adapter command. Each occurrence of this character in the input file is replaced with an
ASL field-separator marker (fs). By default, ASL does not translate characters to field-separator markers.


Consider the following line taken from the UNIX /etc/passwd file:


root:*:0:0:Admin:/:/bin/sh


Reading this line and using the file front end with the field-separator character set to the colon (:), feeds
the following input stream into the rule set:


r o o t fs * fs 0 fs 0 fs A d m i n fs/fs / b i n / s h eol


This line can then be parsed with an ASL pattern:


word fs word fs integer fs integer fs word fs word fs word eol


The character replaced with an fs can never be seen by the rule set of the ASL script. The following
pattern does not match the input stream:


word “:” word “:” integer fs integer fs word fs word fs word eol


File tail front end
The file tail front endis designed to read the log files of long-running Domain Managers. All of the
characteristics of the file front end are present in the file tail front end. Unlike the file front end, however,
the file tail front end does not simply open the file, read its contents, and then terminate. Rather it opens
the file, seeks to the end of the file, and waits for additional lines to be written to the end of the file. As
new lines appear, the front end feeds them to the rule set. The --tail option of the sm_adapter command
invokes this front end.


Rotating Domain Manager log files
One of the difficulties in parsing Domain Manager log files is dealing with log file rotation. By their nature,
Domain Manager log files grow over time. Most system administrators set up periodic jobs to remove or
rename the log files to avoid consuming too much disk space. The file tail front end periodically checks if
the file has been rotated. If so, the file is closed and reopened. The file is then read from the beginning.
All entries in the newly opened file are fed into the rule set.
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Program front end
The program front end reads data from the output of a command pipeline. Like the file front end, the
program front end performs end-of-line and field-separator translations. This front end, for example, can
parse the results of a SQL query issued by using a command-line SQL program.


The --program option of the sm_adapter command invokes the program front end. This command string is
executed by using the native command interpreter for the system. On UNIX, this is normally /bin/sh.
When the front end object is created, the command is executed and a pipeline is created between the
command and the front end. This pipeline combines both the stdout and stderr streams from the
command into a single stream.


Once the command exits (or once it closes stderr and stdout) the front end terminates.


Subscriber front end
The subscriber front end subscribes to a Domain Manager and feeds the subsequent notifications from
the Domain Manager to the rule set. Subscriptions can be used for events, topology changes, and
attribute changes.


Notification formatting
The Domain Manager generates a number of different kinds of notifications. Each notification received
from the Domain Manager is streamed as a single record with an eol marker that identifies the end of the
notification. Individual fields within each notification, for example the class name or instance name in an
event notification, are separated by fsmarkers. The first field of all notifications is an integer timestamp in
the standard UNIX format which indicates when the Domain Manager originally created the notification.
The remaining fields of the notification record differ depending on the type of record.


Event notification records
Event notifications are received from the Domain Manager when the status of an event changes. In order
to receive these notifications, you must subscribe to events in the Domain Manager.


The ASL format of the notification record is:


 timestamp:    integer      fs


               “NOTIFY”     fs


 class:        word         fs


 instance:     word         fs


 event:        word         fs


 certainty:    float        fs


                            eol


Normally, the Domain Manager sends the following:


n Single notification message when an event becomes active
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n Single clear message when the event is no longer active.


If an event corresponds to a root-cause problem, it is possible that the certainty of the diagnosis will
change over time. If the diagnosis certainty changes, the Domain Manager generates another
notification. Notifications of this type are streamed in a slightly different manner:


timestamp:    integer            fs


              “CERTAINTY_CHANGE” fs


class:        word               fs


instance:     word               fs


event:        word               fs


certainty:    float              fs


                                 eol


The subscriber front end normally discards certainty changes that are less than 1% (0.01). This
behavior can be disabled.


When the Domain Manager clears an event, the ASL format of the notification record is:


timestamp:    integer      fs


              “CLEAR”      fs


class:        word         fs


instance:     word         fs


event:        word         fs


                           eol


Object create record
When a new object is created in the Domain Manager’s repository, the Domain Manager sends an object
create message. The ASL format of an object create record is:


timestamp:    integer       fs


              “CREATE”      fs


class:        word          fs


instance:     word          fs


                            eol


Object delete record
When an object is deleted from the Domain Manager’s repository, the Domain Manager sends an object
delete message. The ASL format of an object delete record is:


timestamp:    integer       fs


              “DELETE”      fs


class:        word          fs


instance:     word          fs


                            eol
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Class load record
When a new class is created in the Domain Manager’s repository, the Domain Manager sends a class
load message. Classes are created when new MODEL-generated libraries are loaded. The ASL format of
a class load record is:


timestamp:    integer           fs


              “CLASS_LOAD”      fs


class:        word              fs


                                eol


Class unload record
When a class is deleted from the Domain Manager’s repository, the Domain Manager sends a class
unload message. Deleting of classes is not currently supported in the Domain Manager so this message
is not used.


timestamp:    integer           fs


              “CLASS_UNLOAD”    fs


class:        word              fs


                                eol


Relation change record
When a relationship changes between objects, the Domain Manager sends a relation change message.
The ASL format of a relation change record is:


timestamp:    integer           fs


              “RELATION_CHANGE” fs


class:        word              fs


instance:     word              fs


relation:     word              fs


                                eol


Property change record
When an object’s property changes, the Domain Manager sends a property change message. The ASL
format of a property change record is:


              “ATTR_CHANGE”     fs


class:        word              fs


instance:     word              fs


attribute:    word              fs


value:        word              fs


                                eol
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Subscriber front end with a restartable Domain Manager
If the Domain Manager that is being sent subscriptions by the subscriber front end is a restartable
Domain Manager, two additional messages are sent to the rule set:


n One when a connection is made to the Domain Manager.


n The other when the connection to the Domain Manager is lost.


Domain Manager connect record
When the connection to the Domain Manager is established, the Domain Manager sends a
Domain Manager connect record. These records are sent to the rule set even if the front end issues no
subscriptions. In fact, it is sometimes useful to use a subscriber front end with no subscriptions just for the
purpose of being notified when the Domain Manager terminates and restarts. The ASL format of the
Domain Manager connect record is:


timestamp:    integer           fs


              “CONNECT”         fs


server:       word              fs


                                eol


Domain Manager disconnect record
When the connection to the Domain Manager is lost, the Domain Manager sends a Domain Manager
disconnect record. Like the Domain Manager connect record, these records are generated even if no
subscriptions to the Domain Manager are issued. The ASL format of the Domain Manager disconnect
message is:


timestamp:    integer           fs


              “DISCONNECT”      fs


server:       word              fs


                                eol


Sample front end invocations
This section provides sample front end invocations, as described in Sample front end invocations.


Table 7‑3.  Sample front end invocations


Type of front end Invocation


File front end $ sm_adapter --file=/etc/passwd --field-separator=: passwd.asl


File tail front end $ sm_adapter --tail=/var/adm/messages syslog.asl
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Table 7‑3.  Sample front end invocations (Continued)


Type of front end Invocation


Program front end $ sm_adapter --program=”/bin/ps -ef” ps.asl


Subscriber front end $ sm_adapter --subscribe=”.*::.*::.*” --server=myDomainManager notify.asl


The value of the subscribe parameter is parsed into class, instance, and event expressions. The “::”
string separates the individual patterns. Subscriptions are sent to the Domain Manager specified
with the --server option. In addition to the event patterns, the subscribe option also allows you to
qualify the types of events included in the subscription set. A qualification has the form:


--subscribe=”.*::.*::.*/paev”


The trailing /paev qualifies the subscription to include problems (p), aggregates (a), symptoms (e) in
the subscription set, and verbose mode (v) which turns on subscription control messages. You can
specify any combination of the letters p, a, e, and v. If no qualifier is specified, the default is
problems only (/p).


To use the subscription front end in conjunction with a restartable Domain Manager, use the --
rserver option in place of the --server option.


sm_adapter front end options
sm_adapter front end options describes the available sm_adapter front end options.


Table 7‑4.  sm_adapter front end options


Option Description


--file=<path> Read input from a file. Also -f <path>.


--tail=<path> Read input by tailing a file. Also -t <path>.


--program=<cmd> Read input from a command pipeline. Also -p <cmd>.


--field-separator=C Translate 'C' to the field-separator (FS) marker. Valid only in conjunction with --file, --tail or --
program. Also -F <C>.


--subscribe=<sub> Use the subscriber front end. Subscriptions are sent to the server specified with the --server
option. The <sub> parameter is the subscription request.
n If <sub> is 'topology', then a subscription for topology changes is requested.
n If <sub> is of the form '<name>/n', then a subscription to NL <name> is requested.


Note   Only one NL subscription may be specified.


n If <sub> is of the form C::I::E[/paev], 'C', 'I', 'E' are regexp patterns representing the classes,
instances, and events to which to subscribe. The letters following a slash (/) are subscription
qualifiers: 'p' means subscribe to problems; 'a' means subscribe to aggregates (impacts); and
'e' means subscribe to events. If none of these are present, 'p' is assumed. 'v' means run in
verbose mode, which turns on subscription control messages.


Otherwise, <sub> is a profile name in which the profile specifies what subscriptions are to be
requested. A profile name may be optionally followed by the /v qualifier.


Multiple --subscribe options can be specified.
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Table 7‑4.  sm_adapter front end options (Continued)


Option Description


--smoothing=<num> Event smoothing interval. This parameter is used by the subscriber front end to smooth event
notifications (and clears) received from the server. Only events (or clears) that stay active (or
cleared) for <num> seconds are fed into the input stream. The <num> must be a non-negative
integer. The default value is 0 which disables smoothing.


--ignoreOld Ignore old notifications. This parameter is used by the subscriber front end. Notifications for
events that were active before this adapter connected are not fed to the input stream.


Rule set
The rule set parameter is used to specify the ASL parse rules that are applied to the input data. The
name of the file that contains the ASL parse rules is added at the end of the sm_adapter command. For
example:


sm_adapter [<options>] myRules.asl


sm_adapter rule set options
The sm_adapter rule set options are listed in sm_adapter rule set options.


Table 7‑5.  sm_adapter rule set options


Option Description


--D<var>=<value> Override the default value for a rule set variable.


--verify Validate rules only.


Back end
The back end of an adapter represents a Domain Manager. Object manipulations (for example, setting an
attribute) within an ASL rule set are translated into VMware Smart Assurance Remote API requests. The
Domain Manager to which the API transmits the request is determined by the back end. Two back ends
are available:


n Remote Domain Manager —Specifies a remote Domain Manager.


n Restart-enabled Domain Manager — Specifies a remote Domain Manager, but the adapter handles
automatic reconnects if the connection to the Domain Manager is broken.


The --server option to the sm_adapter command creates a remote Domain Manager back end.


% sm_adapter --server=myServer rules.asl


The restart-enabled Domain Manager back end is a specialization of the remote Domain Manager
that adds automatic reconnect capabilities. When using a normal remote Domain Manager back end,
the adapter terminates if one of the following occurs:


n Domain Manager is unavailable when the adapter starts.
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n Domain Manager disconnects while the adapater is running.


The restart-enabled Domain Manager should be used in cases where you want the adapter to remain
active when the Domain Manager is unavailable. The back end of a restart-enabled Domain Manager
periodically attempts to reconnect to the Domain Manager. Once it succeeds, the connection is
restored and the adapter continues to function.


The restart-enabled back end is most useful in conjunction with the subscriber front end. The section 
Subscriber front end with a restartable Domain Manager provides additional information about using
the restart-enabled Domain Manager with the subscriber front end.


Behavior of the restart-enabled Domain Manager
The restart-enabled Domain Manager provides a way to create an adapter that is robust in the face of
communication problems with the Domain Manager.


Normally, errors encountered during the transmission of an operation to the Domain Manager result in an
exception to the rule set. This exception normally terminates the adapter. With a restart-enabled
Domain Manager, however, the exception is treated as a non-fatal error and it does not automatically
terminate the parser. Once the Domain Manager connection is re-established, operations no longer result
in exceptions but begin working properly again.


Using the restart-enabled Domain Manager from the command line
You can use the --rserver option of the sm_adapter command to create a restart-enabled
Domain Manager back end.


$ sm_adapter --rserver=<Domain Manager_name> rules.asl


Back end options
sm_adapter back end options describes the available back end options.


Table 7‑6.  sm_adapter back end options


Option Description


--server=self Connect driver to local repository, the default.


--server=null Do not connect to any server. Useful for debugging offline in combination with --
traceServer.


--server=<name> Connect driver to remote server. Also -s <name>.


--rserver=<name> Auto-reconnect driver to remote server. Also -S <name>.


--description=<desc> Description of this adapter, sent to remote server.


--mcast=<name> Connect driver to a local subscription server.


Tracing operations
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Rule set
When the adapter starts, rules contained in the rule set file are read in and compiled into an internal form.
The compilation enables the adapter to parse the input data efficiently. If the trace attribute of the rule set
object is set to TRUE, the adapter dumps a trace of the compiled rules after it has converted them to the
internal form. This option is used for debugging purposes only.


Specify the --traceRules option with the sm_adapter command to set the trace attribute of the rule set
object to TRUE.


Back end
All back ends of an adapter can trace all API operations transmitted to the Domain Manager. This is a
very useful option for debugging a rule set. If you are using the sm_adapter command, specify the --
traceServer option to enable back end tracing. The trace output includes the following:


n Timestamp


n Name of the Domain Manager


n Description of the operation sent to the Domain Manager


If the operation returns a value (for instance, if you are retrieving an object property), the retrieved
value is also printed.


For example, when the following ASL commands,


obj = object(“MyClass”,“MyObject”);


obj->attr = TRUE;


are executed in a rule set that is connected to a Domain Manager with the name, ServerName, the
commands result in the following trace output:


2-Feb-2009 14:26:11 ServerName: put(MyClass,MyObject,attr,TRUE)


Trace options
Trace options describes the available trace options.


Table 7‑7.  Trace options


Option Description


--traceRules Trace rule compilation.


--traceServer Trace interactions with the back end server.


--traceParse Trace rule matching.


--trace Enable all tracing. Also -d.
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Stopping adapters
Adapters that do not stop on their own can be stopped by using SIGTERM for UNIX systems.


You can create ASL scripts that include a stop() or quit() function. stop() function and quit() function
provide additional information for the stop() and quit() functions, respectively.
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ASL Reference 8
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Syntax


n Reserved words


Syntax
ASL syntax lists available ASL syntax.


Table 8‑1.  ASL syntax


Syntax Description


!= Indicates not equal to.


+ Indicates an addition operator.


- Indicates a subtraction operator.


* Indicates a multiplication operator.


/ Indicates a division operator.


% Indicates a modulus operator. Calculates by using integer
or floating-point numbers.


&& Indicates a logical AND.


. (Period) pattern matching. Indicates that the next pattern
must be matched immediately.


. (Period)action block. Concatenates two strings.


.. (Double period) Used to indicate an undefined string of
characters up to the next pattern match.


|| Indicates a logical OR.


+= Adds an object to a relationship.


? Pattern matching. Matches one or zero times.


? Action block. Exception handling operator.


< Indicates less than.


<= Indicates less than or equal to.


-= Removes an object from relationship.
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Table 8‑1.  ASL syntax (Continued)


Syntax Description


== Indicates equal to.


> Indicates greater than.


-> Used to reference properties of an object.


->* Used to reference properties of an object by using a
variable for the property name.


>= Indicates greater than or equal to.


any(<string>) Represents any character in its argument string.


boolean(<value>) Converts the argument to a TRUE or FALSE. All nonzero
numbers are TRUE. Any other type is converted to an
uppercase string and compared to TRUE or FALSE. If it
does not match either, it returns an error.


break Used to break out of a loop.


case = [exact]|[ignore] A variable that determines whether string matches are
case-sensitive (default is exact) or not.


char Represents a character, not an eol or fs.


consistencyUpdate() Causes the Domain Manager to recompute the correlation
rules.


continue Used to move to start of loop and start with the next
element.


correlate() Causes the Domain Manager to correlate events.


create(<classname>,<objectname>) Creates an object.


create(<objhandle>) Creates an object handle which represents an instance.


default Defines the value to use for a variable if the variable is not
assigned a value.


defined(<variable>) Determines whether a variable is defined.


delete() Deletes an object on the Domain Manager.


delim Defines delimiters.


do Marks the beginning of an action block.


else {<statements>} Alternative actions when an if statement fails.


eol Represents the end of a line of data.


exact Used in conjunction with “case” to make all string matches
case-sensitive.


FAIL Keyword for exception handling. Causes a rule to fail when
an exception occurs.


FALSE A Boolean false.


feError() Returns a Boolean value. TRUE if the front end has
reported a failure to read data.
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Table 8‑1.  ASL syntax (Continued)


Syntax Description


feErrorMsg() If the feError() function is true, the feErrorMsg() function
returns a string that describes the error.


feErrorReset() Resets the error state so that there is no error.


filter Marks the beginning of a filter block.


float Represents a floating number, including an optional minus
sign.


foreach <variable> (<list_or_table>) {<statements>} Iterates over the values of a list or the index of a table.
Variable is assigned successive values of the list of table.


fs Represents a field-separator.


getCauses(<classname>,<objectname>,
<eventname>[,<oneHop>])


Returns a list of problems that can cause that event. Each
element of the list is a list that contains classname,
objectname, and eventname of the root cause that causes
that event.


getChildren(<classname>[,recursive]) Retrieves the list of classes derived from the specified
class.


The recursive parameter is optional.
n If omitted or false, only the immediate child classes are


retrieved.
n If true, all children, including those of derived classes


are retrieved.


getClosure(<classname>,<objectname>,<eventname>[,<oneHop>
])


Given a root cause or aggregation (compound), returns a
list of symptoms for that root cause. Returned list is similar
to the getCauses() function.


getEventClassName(<classname>, <eventname>) Returns a string with the name of the ancestor class
associated with a class and an event.


getEventDescription(<classname>, <eventname> ) Returns a description for an event. The description string is
defined in MODEL.


getEventType(<classname>, <eventname>) Returns a string that indicates the type of the event
(PROBLEM, EVENT, AGGREGATE).


getExplainedBy(<classname>,
<instancename>,<eventname>[,<oneHop>])


Returns those problems which the MODEL developer has
listed as explaining this problem.


getExplains(<classname>,
<objectname>,<eventname>[,<oneHop>])


Given a root cause, returns the alternate closure as defined
in MODEL.


getInstances(<classname>) Returns a list of strings (not object handles) that are the
names of the instances of that class.


getRuleFileName([<fullname>]) Returns the filename of the currently executing rule file.


getServerName() Returns the name of the Domain Manager.


getExternalString(<table>, <key>, <locale>) Extracts a string given a table name, key, and locale, and
renders the string given a list of substitutions (up to six).


glob(<pattern>,<string>) Enables glob style pattern matching. Standard glob syntax.
Returns a Boolean.
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Table 8‑1.  ASL syntax (Continued)


Syntax Description


global Defines the scope of a variable as global. If more than one
adapter for a repository, global values can be shared.


hex Represents a hexidecimal number. There is no minus sign.


hexToString(<hexadecimal>) Converts a hexidecimal number (the argument) to a string.


if (<conditional expression>) {<statements>} Represents a conditional statement.


ignore Used in conjunction with “case” to make all string matches
NOT case-sensitive.


IGNORE Exception handling, ignores exception and continue.


input=string Defines the input for parsing.


integer Represents an integer, including an optional minus sign.


is(<objecthandle>-><Relate>,<object2handle>) Tests whether an object is a member of a relationship.


isNull() Tests whether an object handle points a valid object. If
TRUE, object does not exist.


len(<number>) Moves the current starting position of an input string a
number of characters.


list(<listitem1>,<listitem2>,<listitem3>, etc.) Creates a list variable. Can either be used with arguments
or without.


local Variable scoping keyword.


LOG Keyword for exception handling. Writes to the system log
when an exception occurs.


LOG(<loglevel>) Keyword for exception handling. Writes to the system log
when an exception occurs and allows the classification of
the exception’s severity.


NEXT Keyword for exception handling. Skips remaining actions in
do block and goes to next rule.


NO_LOCK Argument passed to the transaction() function.


not(<pattern>) Does not match if pattern matches. Matches if the pattern
does not.


notany(<string>) Matches any character not included its argument <string>.


numeric() Attempts to convert the argument to a number. If it is a
Boolean, it returns 1 if TRUE and 0 is FALSE. If it is a
string, it tries to interpret it as a number. If it cannot, an error
occurs.


object([<classname>,]<objectname>) Converts a name to an object handle.


object(<objhandle>) Returns an object handle.


peek(<pattern>) Prescan input for a pattern and match or fail it. The search
position does not change by using peek.


print(<string>) Prints the argument string to the screen.
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Table 8‑1.  ASL syntax (Continued)


Syntax Description


quit() Shuts down the VMware Smart Assurance process the
adapter is talking to. This can be the adapter or a
Domain Manager.


Tells the back end to shut down.If you launch sm_adapter
and do not specify a back end, the adapter becomes its
own back end. In such cases, quit() does the same thing as
self->quit().


READ_LOCK Argument passed to the transaction() function.


rep(<pattern>[,<Number>]) Repeat pattern or rule a defined number of times or until it
fails.


return <string> Returns a value from a do block.


self Same as self->


self-> Directs functions that interact with the repository to use the
adapters repository and not the Domain Manager's. Used in
conjunction with adding objects to the adapter's repository.


setLocale(<locale>) The <locale> is the RFC-1766/3066 compliant specification
for language and country. The return value is a string
representation of the previous setting of the locale, or a
default value if setLocale() has not yet been called.


sizeOf(<string>) Counts the number of characters in a string.


sizeof(<string>) Counts the number of characters in a string.


sleep(<number>) Causes the adapter to sleep for a certain number of
seconds.


STOP Exception handling. Stops the ASL script.


stop() Stops the current thread. If you call stop() in an ASL thread,
and that thread is in a process that has other threads, the
effect is to simply kill that thread. But if that thread is the
only thread, which is the typical case when using
sm_adapter, stopping that thread effectively kills the
adapter (because the adapter shuts down when there are
no more active threads).


string(<value>) Converts the argument to a string.


substring(<string>,<start_pos>,<num_chars_to_remove>) Returns a new string that is a piece of the string passed to
it.


tab(<integer>) Moves the starting position in an input string to the position
passed to the function. This cannot be used to go
backwards. If no argument is specified, this function returns
the starting position for pattern matching in an input string.


table() Creates a table variable.


thread() Returns the thread ID of the thread that is running the
adapter.


time() Returns the system time.
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Table 8‑1.  ASL syntax (Continued)


Syntax Description


toLower(<string>) Converts string to lowercase letters.


toUpper(<string>) Converts string to uppercase letters.


trace(<string>,BOOLEAN) Makes tracing available from with ASL


transaction([<WRITE_LOCK|READ_LOCK|NO_LOCK>] ) Starts a repository transaction. Allows updates to a
Domain Manager to be entered and then committed all at
once. Needs to be committed before changes in the
Domain Manager are accepted. Use the abort() function
instead of the commit() function to remove changes. If a
START rule begins before things are committed, they are
automatically aborted. NO_LOCK is the default.


TRUE Boolean true.


undef() Undefines a variable. Appears as if the variable was never
assigned.


while Conditional statement causes loop while condition is true.


word Represents a series of characters ending with, but not
including, a delimiter.


WRITE_LOCK Argument passed to the transaction() function.


Reserved words
ASL reserved words lists the ASL words that are reserved and should not be used as identifiers or
variables. The reserved words are case-sensitive. Parentheses () indicate functions. Not all of the
reserved words are currently used.


any() float ignore sizeOf()


boolean() foreach IGNORE sizeof()


break formatString() input rep()


case fs integer repository


char getCauses() is() sleep()


clear() getChildren() isNull() STOP


consistencyUpdate() getClassDescription() len() stop()


continue getClosure() list() string()


correlate() getEventClassName() local substring()


create() getEventDescription() LOG tab()


default getEventType() NEXT table()


defined() getExplainedBy() NO_LOCK thread()


delete() getExplains() not() time()


delim getExternalString() notany() toLower()
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do getInstances() notify() toUpper()


else getOpDescription() numeric() trace()


eol getPropDescription() object() transaction()


exact getRuleFileName() peek()


FAIL getServerName() print() TRUE


FALSE glob() quit() undef()


feError() global READ_LOCK while


feErrorMsg() hex return() word


feErrorReset() hexToString() self WRITE_LOCK


filter if setLocale()
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dmctl Reference 9
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Description


n dmctl syntax


Description
The Domain Manager Control Program or dmctl is a command line tool for interacting with a
Domain Manager. “dmctl syntax” on page 153 provides additional information. The dmctl can be used to
query, modify, or receive notifications from a Domain Manager.


The tool can do any of the following:


n Execute commands typed at the command line


n Execute commands read from a batch file


n Interactively read commands typed in


If no batch file or command is specified, dmctl enters an interactive mode in which it prints a prompt
and accepts typed user commands. If a batch file is specified, dmctl executes the commands in the
batch file. Single commands can also be specified.


Command names can be abbreviated, usually to the shortest unique prefix. There are exceptions to
allow a common command to be typed easily when an uncommon one conflicts with it, and
conversely, to prevent the accidental typing of some commands. For example, getE is getEvents. The
minimum abbreviation for getEventDescription is getEventD. The quit and exit commands cannot be
abbreviated, and shutdown must appear as at least shut. Uppercase letters in command names are
shown for clarity only. They can be typed in lowercase, with the same meaning.


In non-interactive mode, dmctl also accepts commands that subscribe to notifications from the
Domain Manager. In that case, dmctl does not return, but continuously waits for notifications and
prints them to standard out (stdout).


n In a command-line mode, the Domain Manager to interact with must be specified with the --
server=<name> or -s <name> option.


n In batch or interactive mode, the Domain Manager to interact with can be specified later with the
attach command.
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ASL and dmctl
Issuing dmctl instructions is a good method to use to find out about the classes, attributes, events,
relationships, and methods available in a Domain Manager. When you debug ASL scripts, dmctl is an
effective tool to monitor the state of a Domain Manager.


Setting the locale
Locale is the RFC-1766/3066 compliant specification for language and country. For example, “fr_FR”
refers to French as spoken in France.


The setLocale command can be used in dmctl to set the locale of a session, as described in Setting the
locale. The types of text that the locale affects is the same as those described for an ASL script. The
section Locale effects on message rendering provides additional information.


dmctl syntax
The basic syntax is:


dmctl [options...] [<command>]


When given a command or batch file to run, dmctl executes the commands and exits.


The options include those listed in dmctl options:


Table 9‑1.  dmctl options


Option Description


--server=<name> Name of Domain Manager. This argument is used to identify the Domain Manager
to connect to. If it is not specified, it can be set later, in interactive mode, by using
the attach command. If it is in a host:port/name format, the specified host:port is
used to locate Domain Manager name. Otherwise, if it is in a simple name format,
name is located by the Broker.


Also -s <name>.


--broker=<location> Alternate Broker <host>:<port> location. If it is not specified, the Broker is located
by the standard search order, as follows:


If the SM_BROKER environment variable is defined, use its value. Otherwise, use
the default smarts-broker:426 location.


Either <host> or :<port> portions may be omitted, in which case the defaults
smarts-broker and :426 are used, respectively.


Also -b <location>.


--file=<file> Input batch file. Given this option, dmctl executes the commands in the file and
exits.


Also -f <file>.
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Table 9‑1.  dmctl options (Continued)


Option Description


--timeout[=<seconds>] Set a timeout on the remote execution of each command. A value of 0 specifies no
limit. The default is 0 (no limit) in interactive mode, 60 (1 minute) in non-interactive
mode. If --timeout is specified without an argument, a value of 60 seconds is used.
If a remote command takes too long, an error message is printed and dmctl
immediately exits with the status ETIME.


--traceServer Trace actions performed in the Domain Manager.


--commands List dmctl commands and exit.


Also -c.


--help Print help and exit.


--version Print program version and exit.


At any given time, dmctl can be attached to (at most) one Domain Manager. The dmctl forwards all
accepted commands to the attached Domain Manager, receives a response, and prints it to stdout. It is
important to remember that the commands are invoked in the server process. The commands include
those in dmctl commands :


Table 9‑2.  dmctl commands


Command Description


attach domain Attaches to the specified
Domain Manager. Once a
Domain Manager is attached, other
commands can be invoked.


clear <class> :: <instance> :: <event> Forces a clear of the specified event.


create <class>::<instance> Creates a new instance in the
repository.


consistencyUpdate Recomputes the codebook.


correlate Correlates now.


delete <class>::<instance> Deletes an instance from the
repository.


detach Detaches from the Domain Manager.
Another Domain Manager can now be
attached with the attach command.


execute <program> [<arg1> ...] Executes a program. Program should
be the base name of the program file,
without the suffix or directory. For
example, use “name” to load the
program name.po.


exit Exits dmctl.


findInstances <class-pattern>::<instance-pattern> Lists instances that match given class
and instance patterns.
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Table 9‑2.  dmctl commands (Continued)


Command Description


get <class>::<instance>[::<property>] Lists all properties values or a given
property value for a particular class
instance.


getClasses Lists all classes in the repository.


getEvents <class> Lists all exported events defined in
given class.


getEventDescription <class>::<event> Prints description of given event.


getInstances [<class>] Lists all instances in the repository, or
all instances of the given class.


getModels Lists all models loaded to the
Domain Manager.


getOperations <class> Lists all operations defined in given
class.


getPrograms Lists all programs loaded to the
Domain Manager.


getProperties <class> Lists all properties defined in given
class.


getThreads Lists all threads that are running in the
Domain Manager.


insert <class>::<instance>::<property> <value> Inserts a value into a table or
relationship.


invoke <class>::<instance> <op> [<arg1> ...] Invokes an operation of given instance.


loadModel <model> Loads a new MODEL library. The
<model> should be the base name of
the library. Do not specify a prefix or
suffix with the name.


Once a MODEL library is loaded, a
prefix or suffix is added to the name.
For example, libname.so (Solaris),
libname.sl (HP-UX), or name.dll.


After a MODEL library is loaded, the
repository can be populated with
instances of classes defined in that
library.


loadProgram <program> Loads a new program.The <program>
should be the base name of the
program file. Do not specify a prefix or
suffix with the name.


Once a program is loaded, a prefix or
suffix is added to the name. For
example, name.po.


After a program is loaded, it can be
executed with the execute command.


notify <class> :: <instance> :: <event> Forces notification of a given event.
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Table 9‑2.  dmctl commands (Continued)


Command Description


ping Verifies that the Domain Manager is
still alive.


put <class>::<instance>::<property> <value1> [<value2> ...] Sets value of given property.


quit Quits dmctl.


remove <class>::<instance>::<property> <value> Removes a value from a table or
relationship.


restore <file> Restores the repository from a file. The
<file> should not contain a directory
portion; it is read from
BASEDIR/smarts/repos/.


shutdown Shuts down the Domain Manager.


save <file> [<class>] Saves the repository to a file. The
<file> should not contain a directory
portion. It is saved to
BASEDIR/smarts/repos/. If <class> is
specified, then save only the sub-tree
rooted at class.


setLocale <locale> Allows you to set the locale before a
Domain Manager attach operation, and
to change the locale while the session
is open. The setLocale command will
print the value of the previous setting
on completion of the API call.


The default locale is set for a dmctl
session as follows:


1 The value of the SM_LOCALE
environment variable.


2 If SM_LOCALE is not set equal to
a value, then the default locale is
set equal to en_US.


status Displays the connection status.


subscribe <class-regexp>::<instance-regexp>::<event-regexp> ... Subscribes to problems and events
that match the given patterns. The
dmctl sends the subscription requests,
and then loops indefinitely, printing the
received notifications. The program
exits only when the Domain Manager
is shut down, or when interrupted.
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Table 9‑2.  dmctl commands (Continued)


Command Description


subscribeEvents <class-regexp>::<instance-regexp>::<event-regexp> ... Subscribes to events that match the
given patterns. The dmctl sends the
subscription requests, and then loops
indefinitely, printing the received
notifications. The program exits only
when the Domain Manager is shut
down, or when interrupted.


subscribeProblems < class-regexp>::<instance-regexp>::<event-regexp> ... Subscribes to problems that match the
given patterns. The dmctl sends the
subscription requests, and then loops
indefinitely, printing the received
notifications. The program exits only
when the Domain Manager is shut
down, or when interrupted.
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Card-Port MODEL Code 10
Card-Port MODEL example


The following example provides the Card-Port MODEL as described in Correlation model used for
example scripts.


/* card.mdl -


*


* Copyright (c) 2019, VMware Inc.


* All Rights Reserved


*


* A simple model file for use as an example of writing and


* building a small model.


*


*/


// Include the "resource" class from the netmate heirarchy.


#include "nm/nm.mdl"


// Since we include nm.mdl for purposes of derivation, we must


// have the generated .h file include nm.h


#pragma include_h "nm/nm.h"


///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////


//


// This is a very simple card.


//


///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////


// The class Card
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interface Card : MR_ManagedObject {


// Attributes maintained for the class Card


attribute string CardDesc


"A brief description of the card";


// Relationship between the class Card and


// the class Port


relationshipset ComposedOf, Port, PartOf


"The ports in this card";


// The notifications for the class Card


export


Down, // Problems


Impaired; // Compound Notification


problem Down


"The card is down, causing all its ports to be "


"operationally down"


= OperationallyDown;


propagate symptom OperationallyDown


"Symptom observed on the ports in this card"


= Port, ComposedOf, OperationallyDown;


// Compound notification


aggregate Impaired


"The card or a port on this card is Down"


= Down,


PortDown;
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propagate aggregate PortDown


"The Down problem on ports in this card"


= Port, ComposedOf, Down;


}


// The class Port


interface Port : MR_ManagedObject {
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// Attributes maintained for the class Port


enum operStatus_e {


TESTING = 0,


UP = 1,


DOWN = 2


};


attribute operStatus_e operStatus


"The operational status of the port"


= TESTING;


// relationship between the class Port and


// the class Card


relationship PartOf, Card, ComposedOf


"The card this port is part of";


// The notifications for the class Port


export


OperationallyDown, // Symptom


Down; // Problem


event OperationallyDown


"This port is not operational"


= operStatus == DOWN;


// Problem


problem Down


"The port is down"


= OperationallyDown;


}
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Preface 1
As part of an effort to improve its product lines, VMware periodically releases revisions of its software and
hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not be supported by all versions of
the software or hardware currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date
information on product features.


Contact your VMware representative if a product does not function properly or does not function as
described in this document.


Note   This document was accurate at publication time. Go to VMware Online Support docs.vmware.com
to ensure that you are using the latest version of this document.


This chapter includes the following topics:


n Purpose


n Audience


Purpose
This document is part of the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager documentation set. It describes how
to deploy the IP Manager components and the Service Assurance Manager components in an
VMware Smart Assurance deployment.


Audience
This document is intended for the following audiences:


n Systems engineers who design VMware Smart Assurance deployments


n Network and system administrators who aid in the design of VMware Smart Assurance deployments
and then maintain the deployments


n Integrators and network consultants who aid in the design of VMware Smart Assurance deployments
and then install, validate, and tune the deployments


n VMware Professional Services personnel who design, install, validate, and tune
VMware Smart Assurance deployments
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n VMware Support personnel who respond to inquiries, problems, and issues that arise during
VMware Smart Assurance deployments
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VMware Smart Assurance IP
Manager installation directory 2
In this document, the term BASEDIR represents the location where VMware Smart Assurance software is
installed.


n For UNIX, this location is: /opt/InCharge/<productsuite>.


On UNIX operating systems, VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager is, by default,
installed to: /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts.


Optionally, you can specify the root of BASEDIR to be something different, but you cannot change the
<productsuite> location under the root directory. The
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides more information about the
directory structure of VMware Smart Assurance software.
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VMware Smart Assurance IP
Manager products 3
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager includes the following products:


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS
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Related documentation 4
Readers of this guide might find the following related documentation helpful.


Note   These documents are updated periodically. Electronic versions of the updated manuals are
available on VMware Online Support at: docs.vmware.com


n VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) 1.11 Reference for Non-Service
Assurance Manager Products


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) Reference for Service Assurance
Manager


n Smarts Foundation EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance ASL Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Perl Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Dynamic Modeling Tutorial
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VMware Smart Assurance IP
Manager documentation 5
The following VMware Smart Assurance documents are relevant to users of the IP Management product
suite:


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Release Notes


n VMware Smart Assurance Third-Party Copyright Read Me for SAM, IP, ESM, and MPLS Managers


n VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Troubleshooting Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Certification Matrix


n VMware Smart Assurance Topology Split Manager User Guide
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Conventions used in this
document 6
VMware uses the following conventions for special notices:


Note   NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions
VMware uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Bold Use for names of interface elements


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace
Use for:
n System output, such as an error message or script
n System code
n Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
n Commands and options


                      
  Monospace italic
                     


Use for variables.


                      
  Monospace bold
                     


Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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Your comments 7
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the
user publications. Provide your feedback of this document to:


docs.vmware.com
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Where to get help 8
VMware support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information


For documentation, release notes, software updates, or information about VMware products, go to
VMware Online Support at:


docs.vmware.com


Technical support


Go to VMware Online Support. You will see several options for contacting VMware Technical Support.
Note that to open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your VMware
sales representative for details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about your
account.
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Overview of the
VMware Smart Assurance
Deployment Process 9
This chapter consists of the following sections:


n Deployment process


n Before-you-begin checklist


This chapter includes the following topics:


n Deployment process


n Before-you-begin checklist


Deployment process
The VMware Smart Assurance deployment process shows that the VMware Smart Assurance
deployment process is divided into four distinct phases:


n Phase 1: Designing the VMware Smart Assurance deployment


n Phase 2: Installing and configuring the VMware Smart Assurance components


n Phase 3: Validating the VMware Smart Assurance deployment


n Phase 4: Tuning and maintaining the VMware Smart Assurance deployment to improve performance


During each phase of deployment, you must document all aspects of the deployment that could be
required to re-create, troubleshoot, and reconfigure the installation.


Figure 9‑1.  The VMware Smart Assurance deployment process
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Phase 1: Designing the VMware Smart Assurance deployment
Designing an VMware Smart Assurance deployment consists of gathering the necessary information and
then using the information to develop a plan for the VMware Smart Assurance deployment.


Gathering the information is a process that involves both the designer and the network administrators.
Network administrators must provide details of their network’s OSI model Layer 2 and Layer 3
infrastructure:


n List the quantities and types of devices such as routers, switches, hubs, and bridges and their ports
and interfaces. Include plans for adding or removing equipment during the time period that the
deployment design will cover.


n Provide IP addresses for use in discovery, including seed systems and filtering.


n Describe network geography, including locations of Network Operations Centers (NOCs) and
equipment.


n Specify LAN and link speeds throughout the network and their relationship to the network geography.


This information is then applied, using sizing guidelines, to develop a deployment design that will
properly support the network. The design should also account for projected growth of the network.


The design is detailed in a solution architecture diagram and a deployment build guide. In their
preliminary stages, the diagram and guide could be used in the answer to an organization’s Request
for Proposal (RFP) or Request for Quote (RFQ).


Once a deployment is contracted, the information in the solution architecture diagram can be refined
and verified through meetings with network administrators.


Design is covered in the following chapters:


n Chapter 10 Gathering Information for Designing (normally performed by systems engineers)


n Chapter 11 Designing the VMware Smart AssuranceDeployment (normally performed by systems
engineers and either VMware Professional Services or a partner)


n Chapter 12 Planning for Discovery (normally performed by VMware Professional Services or a
partner)


n Chapter 13 Designing Polling and Thresholds (normally performed by VMware Professional Services
or a partner)


n Chapter 14 Deploying Syslog Processing (optionally performed by VMware Professional Services or
a partner)


n Chapter 17 Designing for Administration of VMware Smart AssuranceUsers (optionally performed by
VMware Professional Services or a partner)
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Phase 2: Installing and configuring the VMware Smart Assurance
components
After the design is complete and has been reviewed by VMware Professional Services or an appropriately
certified VMware partner, the next phase is installing and configuring components.


With any deployment, installation and configuration of VMware Smart Assurance components are usually
performed in stages. Each installed and configured segment is validated individually as described in the
next phase of the deployment process. This phased approach eases troubleshooting.


Many organizations have specific procedural requirements that must be met before and during installation
of new software products in their production environments. These requirements might include lab
installations with performance validations and preproduction deployments. Lab configurations usually
require the use of a testbed that is configured and equipped similarly to the production environment.
Acceptance tests may be performed before the deployment to the production environment. After the
production deployment, the lab or testbed may be used to test upgrades and, if required, patches.


Though this guide cannot cover organization-specific requirements, it does provide guidelines that might
aid you in responding to these conditions.


Installing and configuring an VMware Smart Assurance deployment is covered in Chapter 18 Deploying
VMware Smart AssuranceComponents The deployment information, including software locations and all
configuration choices should be recorded in the deployment build guide. Normally, this phase is
performed by the purchaser of the VMware Smart Assurance deployment and either VMware
Professional Services or a partner.


Phase 3: Validating the deployment
Validating the deployment ensures that all installed components are operational and able to communicate
with each other as required, and that the appropriate components can properly discover and poll the
network.


Usually logical segments are installed and validated to ease troubleshooting. Once all individual
segments are installed and validated, the complete deployment must be validated from end to end.
Included in this overall validation could be acceptance tests that demonstrate the functionality of the
installation. Criteria for acceptance tests should be defined during the design phase. The execution of
these acceptance tests and the results are then included in an installation or build report.


Validating the components in an VMware Smart Assurance deployment is covered in Chapter 19
Validating Your Deployment (Acceptance Testing) Normally, this phase is performed by the purchaser of
the VMware Smart Assurance deployment and either VMware Professional Services or a partner.


Phase 4: Tuning and maintaining the deployment
Once the components are deployed and validated, you must ensure that the VMware Smart Assurance
deployment is operating at an optimal level. Tuning is the process of adjusting the configuration to
improve performance. Note that this initial tuning process does not include rules writing or related
maintenance: VMware Smart Assurance software does not require this type of maintenance.
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This process can only be performed after all components are installed and validated to avoid inaccurate
tuning.


The process of tuning an VMware Smart Assurance deployment is covered in Chapter 20 Tuning Your
Deployment to Improve Performance Normally, this phase is initially performed by either VMware
Professional Services or a partner and the knowledge is transferred to the purchasing organization’s staff.
As the network grows and changes, the organization’s staff will take on the task of tuning the
VMware Smart Assurance deployment to deal with the network changes. If the network changes are
extensive, the original design might no longer be sufficient and redesigning the deployment might be
required.


Before-you-begin checklist
Before you begin an VMware Smart Assurance deployment, you must meet the requirements described
in Before-you-begin checklist. Each chapter in this guide includes a checklist. For ease of use, the
checklists are all grouped together in Chapter 26 Design and Deployment Checklists


Table 9‑1.  Before-you-begin checklist


Complete Requirement Description


Possess an
understanding of the
VMware Smart
Assurance architecture
and capabilities.


At a minimum, you must understand the concepts and VMware Smart Assurance
architecture described in the following documents:
n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide
n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide
n VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Introduction
n VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User


Guide
n VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide
n VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM


Managers that accompanied your software product suite


To improve your understanding, attend VMware Smart Assurance training courses.
Typically, deployment requires the knowledge equivalent to what is provided in the
training courses on:
n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager
n VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager (Global Manager)
n VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform


(Adapter Platform)


Obtain contact
information for the
deployment team.


The contact list should include titles, responsibilities, and contact methods for all team
members.
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Table 9‑1.  Before-you-begin checklist (Continued)


Complete Requirement Description


Get nondisclosure
requirements and
negotiate an agreement.


Be aware of the requirements of the non-disclosure agreements that are in place for
the deployment.


Develop schedules and
set milestones for early
deliverable.


Scheduling a software deployment varies based on the size and scope of the
deployment and the organization’s requirements. Typical milestones might include:
n Initial project meeting to define the deployment scope
n Purchase of VMware Smart Assurance software
n Project development begins
n Installation in test environment complete
n Testing complete
n Installation in production environment complete
n VMware Smart Assurance deployment goes live


Additional information on scheduling is beyond the scope of this guide.
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Gathering Information for
Designing 10
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Determine the organization’s requirements


n Obtain network information


n Determine number of managed network devices


n Gather network security information


n Other network features affecting deployment design


n Architectural information checklist


Determine the organization’s requirements
The design of an VMware Smart Assurance deployment must support an organization’s needs. Most
Requests for Information (RFIs), Requests for Proposal (RFPs), or Requests for Quote (RFQs) begin with
a description of the overall organization and its vertical market. Understanding the organization and its
market can aid in making design choices. Typical vertical markets are listed in Typical vertical markets.


Table 10‑1.  Typical vertical markets


Examples of vertical markets


Communications


E-Business


Education


Financial


General Business


Government/Defense


Health Care


Hosting Service Provider


Network Outsourcers


Retail


Transportation


Wireless


Use an understanding of the business expectations in a vertical market to ensure a successful design.
For example, each industry varies in the amount of downtime it can tolerate. As a general rule, financial
organizations tolerate less downtime than organizations in the education vertical market. This can guide
your design of polling and of escalation.


Obtain network information
Gather information that indicates the size of the network and how it is utilized to accomplish an
organization’s goals. A primary source for some of this information is an organization’s RFI, RFP, or RFQ
for the VMware Smart Assurance deployment. The RFQ will normally contain details about a network’s
size and structure and deployment needs. Other sources of information include network diagrams and
discussions with network administrators.
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Obtain network diagrams
Obtain network diagrams shows a typical network diagram. To aid in design, the network diagram should
include the physical geography of the network including locations for the following:


n Network Operations Center (NOC) and LANs


n All routing, bridging, and switching devices


n Firewalls


n Lower speed WAN links such as T1 links


n Higher speed network technologies such as FDDI and Gigabit Ethernet


Important IP addresses and address ranges should be listed on the diagram. Device names and
device naming conventions should also be included.


Naming conventions
Device, interface, and port naming conventions are vitally important when adding customized processing
to the deployment. Writing scripts to perform processing such as discovery postprocessing or advanced
trap integration might only be practical in networks with naming conventions.
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Figure 10‑1.  Typical international network diagram


Network priorities
Organizations reflect their business priorities in their network organization. Certain parts of the
infrastructure are more important and must be monitored more closely to ensure availability. This can
affect polling cycles and threshold groups. Once again, the organization’s RFP should describe their
needs and limitations. Make notes on the network diagram to indicate the priorities that you uncover.


Identify the types of equipment in the network
Create a list of all types of managed devices in your network and then compare the list with the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Certification Matrix.
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Any SNMP-capable device that is not yet certified by VMware, Inc. will be discovered and monitored by
the IP Manager by using generic SNMP MIB II instrumentation: More specific instrumentation will not be
available until the device is certified. Many uncertified devices can be field certified or, to provide the
highest level of compatibility, certified in VMware, Inc. labs.


To certify a device, VMware, Inc. requires the following information:


n A MIB walk of the uncertified device using the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager utility,
sm_snmpwalk.


n Device containment information such as the IP addresses, number of cards, ports, and interfaces.


n A diagram showing how the device is connected to other devices in your network.


n MIB walks of all connected devices using sm_snmpwalk.


Other information specifically related to the use of the uncertified device in your network might also be
required.


VMware, Inc. periodically releases Service Packs for the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager that
provide certifications of new devices. The device certifications are intended to be as extensive as
possible, but they might be prioritized to meet the needs of the majority of VMware Smart Assurance
deployments.


Determine requirements for installing software
Most organizations define some criteria for installing new software on their network. At a minimum, this
might include software testing requirements.


In addition to responding to these requirements, plan on using a staging area before deploying. By
staging the deployment, you can maintain a “clean” software distribution that does not include unwanted
files, changes, and logs.


Integrating existing software with VMware Smart Assurance
software
Integrating third-party software products with VMware Smart Assurance software requires the use of
VMware Smart Assurance Adapters. Most integrations do one of the following:


n Exchange information. Determine the exact type of information (topology or events) that must be
exchanged with any third-party software products.
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n Allow access to the third-party software from the Global Console. Some adapters provide this
capability as the Server Tools functionality.


VMware, Inc. has developed many adapters that might already support the integration requirements
of your deployment. Itemize the integration requirements so that the suitability of existing
VMware Smart Assurance Adapters can be assessed by VMware Professional Services. This guide
covers only the integration capabilities provided by the Syslog Adapter and the SNMP Trap Adapter
(Receiver).


There are also extensive third-party software integration capabilities supported by other
VMware Smart Assurance Adapters.


Determine number of managed network devices
For the following two purposes, determine the number of network adapters and devices that will be
managed by the IP Manager in your VMware Smart Assurance deployment:


n The number of ports and interfaces is vitally important for accurately sizing the
VMware Smart Assurance deployment. Sizing determines the number of Domain Managers to install
and the required hardware configuration for the platforms where these servers will be installed.


n The number of devices is needed for volume licensing. The discovery process will halt if the number
of discovered devices or network adapters exceeds the licensed quantity.


In most cases, an organization’s RFP or PFQ will estimate these quantities. This is the most common
method of determining network devices: use the numbers from the RFP or RFQ as a starting point,
and then improve the accuracy of those numbers by using discretion and by consulting the network
administrators and other knowledgable personnel.


Refining the estimate for sizing an VMware Smart Assurance
deployment
The network size determines the time it takes to complete discovery, the memory required, and the server
hardware that should be selected to support Domain Managers. Estimates of network size from network
administrators are usually based on one of the following quantities:


n Quantity of ports and interfaces


n Quantity of routers and switches


n Quantity of total devices


n Quantity of managed hosts


Ultimately, the most important quantities for sizing the server hardware in a deployment are the total
number of ports and interfaces and the number of the total that managed. All ports are discovered
using SNMP and ICMP. Managed ports and interfaces are then monitored using SNMP and ICMP to
determine status and connectivity.
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After numerous deployments, VMware, Inc. has developed ratios that help estimate the number of
managed ports and interfaces with a high degree of accuracy. These ratios provide conservative
estimates, which are especially important in large and very large networks. Being conservative is
imperative, because VMware, Inc. has determined that even in well-managed large networks,
administrators can underestimate the number of ports and interfaces by 30 percent or more. Always
use the multipliers in conjunction with validation, discretion, and discussions with network
administrators to improve the accuracy of the estimates.


Estimates based on ports and interfaces
If the network includes virtual routers, the count must include their interfaces in addition to the physical
ports and interfaces. A virtual router is a software emulation of a router implemented within a physical
router or switch.


Calculate the estimated number of managed ports and interfaces using the ratios of 90 percent managed
for interfaces and 5 percent managed for ports:


Estimated number of managed ports and interfaces = 90 percent interfaces + 5 percent ports


For example, if the network has 2,300 interfaces and 18,000 ports, then calculate the managed ports and
interfaces as follows:


Estimated number of managed ports and
interfaces


= 90 percent interfaces + 5 percent ports


= ((90/100) * 2,300) + ((5/100) * 18,000)


= 2,070 + 900


= 2,970


All values that were less than one were rounded up in these calculations.


Estimates based on routers and switches
When the number of ports and interfaces is not available, the next best method is to use the number of
routers and switches to make an estimate:


n Obtain the total number of routers and the total number of switches in the network. Include virtual
routers in this count of physical systems if they are used in the network. VMware, Inc. has developed
two multipliers to represent the typical number of ports and interfaces for these devices: 25 interfaces
per router and 60 ports per switch. These values are typical in most deployments:


Total ports = 60 * switches


n


Total interfaces = 25 * routers


n Using the total ports and total interfaces, estimate the number of managed ports and interfaces. Use
the managed ratios for ports (5 percent) and interfaces (90 percent) to calculate managed ports and
interfaces:
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Managed ports = 5 percent total ports


n


Managed interfaces = 90 percent total interfaces


n Add 30 percent to the estimate of managed ports and interfaces for uncertainty:


Estimated managed ports and interfaces = (managed ports + managed interfaces) + 30 percent


n For example, if a network has 95 routers and 305 switches, the estimate for the number of managed
ports and interfaces is calculated as follows:


Total ports = 60 * switches


= 60 * 305


= 18,300


n


Managed ports = 5 percent total ports


= (5/100) * 18,300


= 915


n


Total interfaces = 25 * routers


= 25 * 95


= 2,375


n


Managed interfaces = 90 percent total interfaces


= (90/100) * 2,375


= 2,138


n


Estimated managed ports and interfaces = (managed ports + managed interfaces)+ 30 percent


= (915 + 2,138) + 30 percent


= 3,053 + ((30/100) * 3,053)


= 3,053 + 916


= 3,969


All values that were less than one were rounded up in these calculations.
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Estimates based on devices (level 2/level 3)
The least accurate method for estimating the size of a deployment uses only the total of level 2 and level
3 devices:


n Use the total of devices, including virtual routers, to estimate the number of ports and interfaces in the
network. VMware, Inc. has developed the multiplier of 50 to represent the typical number of ports and
interfaces per device. This multiplier assumes a split of about 30 percent routers and 70 percent
switches in the network:


Total ports and interfaces = 50 * devices


n Using total number of ports and interfaces, estimate the number of managed ports and interfaces.
Assume that 35 percent of the total ports and interfaces are managed:


Managed ports and interfaces = 35 percent total ports and interfaces


n For example, if a network has 400 level 2 and level 3 devices, the estimate for the managed ports
and interfaces is calculated as follows:


Total ports and interfaces = 50 * devices


= 50 * 400


= 20,000


n


Managed ports and interfaces = 35 percent total ports and interfaces


= (35/100) * 20,000


= 7,000


All values that were less than one were rounded up in these calculations.


Note   Due to the lack of specific information, this number is probably less accurate than the numbers
produced by other methods and should always be discussed with network administrators.


Accounting for sub-interface monitoring
The IP Manager permits performance monitoring of sub-interfaces. If you intend to monitor the sub-
interfaces using the IP Performance Manager, each sub-interface must be counted as an interface and
added to your total of managed ports and interfaces.


The quantity of sub-interfaces is very difficult to estimate: for example, some Cisco devices permit you to
configure thousands of sub-interfaces. If your network uses technologies such as frame relay, ATM, or
ISDN, pay particular attention to the sub-interface configurations. Consult network administrators to
determine a reasonable maximum quantity of sub-interfaces.
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Accounting for network growth
Your deployment design should account for network growth over the expected life of the design. The
network growth rate will relate to the vertical market environment and the organization’s plans, so the
organization must provide you with growth estimates:


Total ports and interfaces (P&I) = Current P&I + Additional P&I due to growth


Total managed ports and interfaces (P&I) = Current managed P&I + Additional managed P&I due to growth


Network growth planning can involve very complex calculations, but this is beyond the scope of this
guide. For illustrative purposes, a simple method based on percentages is used here.


For example, if a network has a total of 5000 interfaces and 20000 ports. Using the method for calculating
the percentage of managed ports and interfaces from these totals, there are 4500 managed interfaces
and 1000 managed ports. The network is expected to grow by 10 percent per year, to calculate the size
after 1 year:


Total ports and interfaces (P&I) = Current P&I + Additional P&I due to growth


= 25,000 + (10/100) * 25,000


= 25,000 + 2,500


= 27,500 after 1 year


Total managed ports and interfaces (P&I) = Current managed P&I + Additional managed P&I due to growth


= 5,500 + (10/100) * 5,500


= 5,500 + 550


= 6,050 after 1 year


To continue this example, if the design life is 2 years, then recalculate to add an additional 10 percent
growth of the deployment over the second year:


Total ports and interfaces (P&I) = 27,500 + (10/100) * 27,500


= 27,500 + 2750


= 30,250 after 2 years


Total managed ports and interfaces (P&I) = 6,050 + (10/100) * 6,050


= 6,050 + 605


= 6,655 after 2 years


Determine quantities of devices for licensing
The IP Manager uses volume licensing to determine the size of the topology that the IP Manager is
permitted to discover and manage in the deployment.


Volume licensing counts either or both of the following:


n All managed network adapters (ports and interfaces) in the topology.
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n All managed systems in the topology. Systems include routers, switches, hubs, virtual routers,
security devices, hosts, servers, desktop or laptops, workstations, probes, terminal servers, printers,
IP phones, wireless access points (WAPs), and CSUs/DSUs.


An accurate count of systems ensures that the deployment can manage all the devices appropriately.
The discovery process will halt if the number of discovered systems or network adapters exceeds the
licensed quantity.


Gather network security information
Determine the level of security for the network that the VMware Smart Assurance software will monitor so
that the software can be configured to a corresponding level of security. For example, the security needs
of a network in a financial, defense, or health care vertical market might be greater than in the
manufacturing vertical market. Enumerate security preferences, such as the use of passwords, encrypted
password storage, and encrypted communications to guide you when configuring
VMware Smart Assurance security capabilities.


There are many security-related network features that will affect the deployment. These include:


n Firewalls between parts of the deployment. Appropriate VMware Smart Assurance components must
be able to poll the network, receive traps, and communicate with other VMware Smart Assurance
components. Certain TCP and UDP ports will need to be opened in the firewalls to facilitate these
communications.


n Use of access lists. If access lists are used, the IP addresses of servers that are running
VMware Smart Assurance products must be added to the access list of devices that will communicate
with the VMware Smart Assurance products. VMware Smart Assurance, for example, must have full
access to browse the MIBs of the devices.


n Use of SNMP versions and their respective security capabilities. The version of SNMP that is used to
communicate with the network devices can provide dramatically different levels of security. With
SNMPv1 or v2c, the security is provided through the use of SNMP community strings. To properly
configure VMware Smart Assurance, you must know the SNMP read community strings for all
SNMPv1/v2c devices that will be managed.


For communications to devices using SNMPv3, the requirements are much greater. Obtain the values
for these configuration parameters for each SNMPv3 device:


n SNMPv3 username


n SNMP engine ID


Optional. If wrong or omitted, discovery will find it.


n Authentication protocol


MD5 and SHA are supported. NONE is the default.


n Authentication password


Required only if an authentication protocol is used.
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n Privacy protocol


AES and DES are supported. NONE is the default.


n Privacy password


Required only if a privacy protocol is used.


n Context name, if used


Other network features affecting deployment design
Other network features might affect the deployment design. Consider the following questions when
gathering information on the network:


n Does the organization require failover capabilities in network software?


n Is there an “out-of-band” network just for management information? For example, are certain ethernet
ports just for management information? This is typical with some deployments in the financial and
military/defense vertical markets.


n Who will use the Global Console and what are their needs? Who will be the operators and
administrators? What are their access privileges? What network availability and performance
information do they need to view?


n What are the issues related to network latency, bandwidth, and speed available for network
management traffic?


Architectural information checklist
Use the following checklist to aid in gathering information for your architectural design. The checklist
includes space for writing information; record the information here or in your design documentation. Each
chapter in this guide includes a checklist. For ease of use, the checklists are all grouped together in 
Chapter 26 Design and Deployment Checklists
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Table 10‑2.  Architectural information checklist


Complete Task Descripiton
Related
documentation


Describe the
organization’s
requirements and
expectations.


Organization’s vertical market: _______________________


(Reference to an organization’s documentation)


__________________________________________________


__________________________________________________


__________________________________________________


Determine the
organization’s
requirements


Obtain network
diagrams.


Ensure the diagrams include the locations of the following:
n Network Operations Center (NOC) and LANs
n Routing and switching devices
n Firewalls
n WAN links
n High speed network technologies such as FDDI and Fast or


Gigabit Ethernet


In addition, important IP addresses and address ranges should be
indicated.


Obtain network
diagrams


If possible,
schedule and
discover the
network.


Schedule a time to inventory the organization’s network using the
discovery process.


Obtain network
information


Describe the
organization’s
network priorities.


Document these priorities in the deployment build guide. Network priorities


Get the
organization’s
testing/acceptance
requirements.


Your design might be required to meet test and acceptance
requirements. Obtain any specifications that cover integration
testing, user acceptance testing, and operational acceptance
testing. You might be required to write an installation or
deployment report that follows an organization’s particular
standards.


Determine
requirements for
installing software


Describe the
organization’s
requirements for
installing new
software.


oLab installation and testingoStaging (strongly
recommended)oPreproduction deploymentoShadow operation
period (existing MoM still used)oOther
__________________________________________


Document these requirements and how the design meets them in
the deployment build guide.


Determine
requirements for
installing software


List the products
that currently
monitor the
network and will
be integrated with
the
VMware Smart
Assurance
deployment.


The VMware Smart Assurance’ open architecture allows easy
integration with third-party software. Many networks have at least
a rudimentary network availability monitoring.


Document the products (including version) in deployment build
guide.


Integrating existing
software with VMware
Smart Assurance
software
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Table 10‑2.  Architectural information checklist (Continued)


Complete Task Descripiton
Related
documentation


List device types
to manage.


To ensure that devices are certified in IP Manager, obtain a list of
the manufacturers and models for all devices in the network.
Document the types of managed devices in the deployment build
guide.


Identify the types of
equipment in the
network


Determine the
total number of
ports and
interfaces and the
number of those
managed in the
network.


Document all quantities and calculations used to determine the
total number of ports and interfaces and the number of those that
are managed in the deployment build guide.


Determine number of
managed network
devices


Estimate potential
growth in quantity
of managed and
unmanaged
devices.


The deployment must support potential network growth. Estimate
the growth over a specific time period. Document the calculations
in the deployment build guide.


Accounting for network
growth


Estimate number
of managed
systems and
network adapters
for licensing.


The deployment can only discover and manage the quantity of
systems and network adapters that are licensed. Document the
quantities in the deployment build guide.


Determine quantities of
devices for licensing


Describe the
network security.


Describe security features such as the firewalls that will be
between parts of the deployment and if access lists are used.


Obtain SNMP security parameter values for each device where
they are used: for SNMPv1 and v2c, obtain read community
strings; for SNMPv3, obtain the username, SNMP engine ID
(optional), authentication protocol and password (currently
VMware, Inc. supports MD5 and SHA authentication protocols),
privacy protocol and password (currently VMware, Inc. supports
AES and DES privacy protocols), and context name, if used.


Document the security features in the deployment build guide.


Gather network
security information


List any other
network
requirements or
features that might
affect the
VMware Smart
Assurance
deployment.


Document the features in the deployment build guide. Other network features
affecting deployment
design
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Designing the
VMware Smart Assurance
Deployment 11
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Document the deployment


n Determine resources required to support the deployment


n Determine discovery processing requirements


n Determine polling processing requirements


n Partition networks


n Add information to solution architecture diagram and deployment build guide


n Locate Domain Managers and platforms


n Consider security and licensing


n Design for overlapping (duplicate) IP networks


n Design acceptance tests


n Solution architecture diagram checklist


Document the deployment
The most useful way to document the design of your VMware Smart Assurance deployment is to create a
solution architecture diagram and record implementation details in a deployment build guide.


Solution architecture diagram
Based on the complexity of the deployment, a solution architecture diagram might actually be a set of
diagrams that document various levels of the architecture.


The diagram relates both physical and logical choices for your VMware Smart Assurance architecture in
an easily understood manner. This diagram graphically reflects your design choices and will be an
important part of the review and approval process for your design.


The solution architecture diagram should always include:


n A logical representation of the VMware Smart Assurance components that will be installed
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n Locations for each VMware Smart Assurance component including the name and IP address of the
host and the geographical location of the host


n Connections between VMware Smart Assurance components and the ports that are used for
communications


n Connections, including port numbers, between VMware Smart Assurance and external sources such
as networks and third-party software products


This chapter describes how to start the solution architecture diagram. This diagram cannot be
completed until the design is complete, so the design portion of the guide includes directions for
adding information to the diagram.


Deployment build guide
To record the specifics of the VMware Smart Assurance deployment design and implementation, create a
document called a deployment build guide. As with the solution architecture diagram, this chapter
describes information that you should add to the deployment build guide. The deployment build guide
should include the complete design and all installation specifications, validation results, and tuning
activities.


Start the deployment build guide by recording all the information that you have gathered on the network.
Include a copy of the network diagram that you have already obtained. As you continue the deployment
process, this guide will include recommendations for adding other information to the deployment build
guide.


Determine resources required to support the deployment
The size of a deployment is directly related to the size of the network supported. Based on the values that
you either obtained or estimated using the formulas in Determine number of managed network devices,
you can begin to determine the resources that your deployment will require and how to deploy the
IP Manager. The key factors that need to be taken into account include:


n The amount of memory available for the process to use.


n The number of ports and interfaces to be polled within a tolerable polling interval.


n The number of ports and interfaces to be discovered within a tolerable discovery time.


Stronger machines can support a larger topology than weaker ones. Chapter 21 Defining a CPU will
help you determine the strength of your machines and understand how they relate to VMware
observations.


Chapter 22 Hardware Specifications describes the hardware VMware used for making its evaluations.
You can use the specifications mentioned in this appendix to translate VMware observations to your
machines.
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Determine memory requirements for network objects
To determine the memory requirements for your network objects, use Memory requirements by IP
Availability Managercomponent with the number of ports and interfaces that you either obtained or
estimated.


Memory requirements by IP Availability Managercomponent presents the memory requirements per
network object for the IP Availability Manager.


Table on page presents the memory requirements per network object for the combined deployment of the
IP Availability Managerand IP Performance Manager(AM-PM).


The values in the tables were obtained by observing memory requirements of customer topologies and
applying linear regression to the results. The values represent VMware’s best compromise between
accuracy and simplicity.


Memory is based on UNIX ps RSS working set size. These values measure the amount of physical
memory consumed rather than the amount of address space consumed. The memory observations were
arrived at using the following commands on the various platforms:


Unix:


"ps -opid,ppid,rss,comm,args [PID]" 


RSS is reported in kiloBytes.


PerfMon is reported in bytes.


Table 11‑1.  Memory requirements by IP Availability Manager component


Operating
system


Memory required for network object support by IP Availability Manager


Fixed Per interface Per unmanaged port Per managed port


Linux 130M 40K 15K 140K


Solaris 255M 45K 15K 140K


Table 11‑2.  Memory requirements for combined deployment of AM-PM


Operating
System


Memory required for network object support by
IP Availability Manager& IP Performance Manager(AM-PM)


Fixed Per interface Per unmanaged port Per managed port


Linux 170M 60K 20K 350K


Solaris 310M 60K 15K 350K


Note   The per managed port measures vary in the regression results as managed ports tended to be a
relatively smaller percentages of the topologies.
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Determine discovery processing requirements
Discovery processing in the IP Managerserver occurs as a sequence of tasks, which include:


n Probing


n Post-processing


n Reconfiguring


n Codebook computing


Probing is the only multi-threaded task.


Discovery threadswill help you determine the optimal number of discovery threads required.


Discovery CPU
Multi-threaded CPU seconds for Discoveryand Single-threaded CPU seconds for Discoverycan be used
to roughly estimate the discovery time. Discovery must be constrained by Central Processing Unit (CPU),
both in the multi- and single-threaded components. The single-threaded components do not overlap each
other during discovery. Discovery time can therefore be roughly estimated using the following formula:


Total single-threaded CPU + Total multi-threaded CPU / Number of CPUs


Then, adjust for relative CPU speed from using the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation
(SPEC) rating for the proposed hardware. Chapter 21 Defining a CPUprovides details on how to adjust
the specifications depending upon your hardware.


Discovery will proceed faster with the addition of more and faster CPUs, but additional processing power
is not an absolute requirement. There is a limit to the amount of CPU processing power that may be
profitably applied for discovery. In the lab environment (with very low network latency) eight discovery
threads provided optimal discovery time. It was observed that adding more threads, beyond the optimal
number of discovery threads, increases CPU consumption, but does not necessarily improve the
discovery time.


More than four CPUs will provide little additional benefit, but this will vary substantially depending on the
platform. Sometimes, more than two CPUs for discovery is of little benefit as the amount of parallelism we
can achieve varies, making discovery times difficult to predict. The data in Multi-threaded CPU seconds
for Discoveryand Single-threaded CPU seconds for Discoverycame from servers running 10 discovery
threads. This data reflects the contention from polling and correlation, which normally occurs in
discoveries subsequent to the first one. As explained in Discovery threads, the CPU required for
additional threads and processors may vary depending on your platform.
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Table 11‑3.  Multi-threaded CPU seconds for Discovery


Operating
system


IP Availability Manager


IP Availability Managerand
IP Performance Manager
(AM-PM)


Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port Per managed port


Linux 0.0320 0.0240 0.2600 0.0400 0.0240 0.3800


Solaris 0.1920 0.1440 1.5600 0.2400 0.1440 2.2800


Table 11‑4.  Single-threaded CPU seconds for Discovery


Operating
system


IP Availability Manager


IP Availability Managerand
IP Performance Manager
(AM-PM)


Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port Per managed port Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


Linux 0.0094 0.0036 0.0316 0.0134 0.0040 0.0472


Solaris 0.0563 0.0218 0.1897 0.0803 0.0239 0.2830


Chapter 22 Hardware Specificationsprovides specifications of the servers measured.


Discovery bandwidth
The amount of discovery network traffic varies depending upon the types of devices being discovered.
The estimates in Discovery traffic in bytes reflect a regression around ports (managed + unmanaged) and
interfaces from four topologies. The values mentioned should be regarded as an estimate.


Table 11‑5.  Discovery traffic in bytes


IP Availability Manager
IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager
(AM-PM)


Per interface
Per unmanaged
port Per managed port Per interface


Per unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


854 2,503 20,971 863 1,887 40,502


Accuracy (predicted/actual): 99%, 129%, 94%, 103%, 98%


The percentages reflect the accuracy of the predictor values presented in Discovery traffic in bytes
against the five sample topologies, compared to the actual values observed. The bandwidth depends on
the speed at which discovery progresses, which largely depends on the mix of interfaces and ports.


The expected bandwidth is:


(Total bytes from Discovery traffic in bytes)*8/estimated discovery time (from Discovery bandwidth and 
Discovery bandwidth bits per second.


Here, 8 refers to the number of bits in a byte.
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Discovery threads
The optimal number of discovery threads varies because the number depends upon both latency and
topology of the network. A higher number of threads is needed for high latency environments. For very
high latency (for example, 300 ms) as many as 100 discovery threads may be optimal.


Discovery with two threads will take about half as long as discovery with one thread as the latency for
devices will be overlapped almost completely. Four threads will again cut discovery time in half and so on,
as depicted in Total CPU expansion versus number of threads for five topologies.


As discovery threads are added, the total amount of CPU seconds needed to complete discovery will rise
due to increased overhead of lock contention among the discovery threads. The rise in CPU may be quite
significant depending on how well the hardware platform handles synchronization. The amount of CPU
overhead for increased discovery threads would vary similarly as is depicted in Discovery time
compression versus number of threads for five topologies.


During testing, an average of about 12 percent increase was observed in the amount of CPU consumed
for each additional discovery thread on the Sun M4000 in the test laboratory setup. For example, 32
threads would consume about 4.7 times as much CPU as a single thread. This would be lesser in higher
latency environments. This serves to demonstrate the potential CPU increase due to discovery multi-
threading. However, this should not be regarded as predictive for a customer environment.


Figure 11‑1.  Total CPU expansion versus number of threads for five topologies
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Figure 11‑2.  Discovery time compression versus number of threads for five topologies


Determine polling processing requirements
Polling processing is comprised of a specified number (default 10) of polling threads and several other
threads. The polling threads operate in parallel, while the other threads do not. The overall polling rate
that can be supported is limited by the single copy threads. If there are many concurrent threads running
or if the total amount of CPU available is not adequate, polling may be adversely affected. A faster CPU
or slower polling rate would be required.


The minimum requirement for polling is that the total single-threaded polling CPU seconds as specified in 
Single-threaded Polling CPU seconds does not approach the chosen polling interval. Single-threaded
Polling CPU seconds can be used with the number of managed interfaces and managed ports obtained
or estimated in Single-threaded Polling CPU seconds.


Table 11‑6.  Single-threaded Polling CPU seconds


Operating
system


IP Availability Manager


IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager
(AM-PM)


Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


Linux 0.000037 0.000000 0.000305 0.000148 0.000000 0.001629


Solaris 0.000222 0.000000 0.001830 0.000888 0.000000 0.009774
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Actual SNMP polling is done by the polling threads; if they are not keeping up due to device latency, more
may be added. Calculate SNMP polling thread utilization will help you determine whether the number of
polling threads needs to be adjusted.


To calculate the total amount of CPU needed per polling cycle use Total polling CPU seconds in
conjunction with the number of Managed Interfaces and Managed Ports obtained or estimated.


Table 11‑7.  Total polling CPU seconds


Operating
system


IP Availability Manager


IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager
(AM-PM)


Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


Linux 0.000319 0.000000 0.001618 0.001055 0.000000 0.011634


Solaris 0.001914 0.000000 0.009708 0.006330 0.000000 0.069804


While polling will not improve by increasing the processing power above its minimum requirements, it
does have an absolute requirement for CPU in order to keep up with specified polling rates. SNMP polling
is augmented by pinging all IPs. If the ping fails, the SNMP requests are suppressed for related interfaces
and ports, thus preventing a sudden influx of timeouts. By default, pinging occurs every 20 seconds.
SNMP polling defaults to every 4 minutes.


The amount of parallelism possible in the polling subsystem varies, but it is recommended that the total
polling CPU should not exceed 100% of the CPU. This is the effective limit on how much topology a
server can support. Chapter 22 Hardware Specifications provides specifications of servers measured.


Polling bandwidth
Polling bandwidth is calculated as:


(Number of Managed Interfaces*Per Managed Interface bytes


+ Number of ManagedPorts*Per Managed Ports bytes)


*8/Polling interval in seconds + Number of IPs*Per IP bytes/Ping interval.


Table 11‑8.  Polling bandwidth in bytes


IP Availability Manager
IP Availability Manager and IP Performance
Manager (AM-PM) Ping


Per interface Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


Per interface Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


Per IP


91 0 314 185 0 1,852 304
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Partition networks
To avoid processing bottlenecks such as reconfiguration in a very large network, it might be necessary to
partition the network. Splitting a very large topology into multiple domains is a complex process. VMware
Professional Services can perform this process for any deployment.


Multiple domains on a single platform
When splitting the topology is necessary or desired, you can install multiple IP Managers on a single
platform. There are some caveats to this approach:


n The platform must have enough memory to meet the requirements for all of the IP Managers.


n The platform must meet the minimum polling requirements for all of the IP Managers.


n Discovery time may be impacted by the overlap of discovery tasks as the discovery threads compete
for CPUs. Even if you plan for CPUs for discovery threads per IP Manager, one IP Manager may end
up trying to use more than its share, and thus impact the other IP Managers.


Add information to solution architecture diagram and
deployment build guide
Include the appropriate number of IP Availability Managers and IP Performance Managers on the solution
architecture diagram. Enclose the components in a box to represent the host where they will be installed
as shown in “Adding IP Manager components to the solution architecture diagram” on page 55.


For the deployment build guide, list the equipment choices and start a table to list the components on
each host.


Figure 11‑3.  Adding IP Manager components to the solution architecture diagram
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Locate Domain Manager s and platforms
When choosing locations for the platforms that support components, take note of restrictions on locations
unrelated to network and product efficiency:


n Locations based on geography. Some organizations require all Domain Managers to be based in a
single Network Operations Center (NOC). Others have the Global Manager in one NOC and the
underlying IP Manager in a regional data center.


n Locations based on corporate organizational requirements. For example, organizations with
distributed management require that the deployment be partitioned to support a portion of a network
that is split along bureaucratic rather than technical lines.


n Locations based on network security design. For example, if parts of the network are highly secured
and ICMP or SNMP polling between these network segments is not allowed, separate
IP Availability Managers have to support each segment.


Polling and discovery are influenced by network speed and latency. If possible, consider network
efficiency when locating Domain Managers. Avoid configurations that require an
VMware Smart Assurance Domain Manager to discover or poll large portions of the network across
lower speed WAN links or other network bottlenecks. Consider placing Domain Managers on higher
speed LAN networks.


Add system names and Domain Manager names to your solution architecture diagram. Define IP
addresses and dedicated port numbers when needed.


Establish a host naming convention and a Domain Manager naming convention before you decide on
any names. Specify the locations for the hosts that support the IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Managers on the architecture solution diagram.


Consider security and licensing
This section discusses the security and licensing considerations for your network.


Consider volume licensing configurations
In certain cases, you might use multiple license servers in your network for the same reasons that you
split a topology or choose different locations for Domain Managers: geographical requirements, corporate
organizational requirements, or the network’s security design. Using multiple license servers requires the
corresponding number of VMware Smart Assurance licenses.


When multiple license servers are used, each Domain Manager will use blocks of licenses from a specific
license server. Therefore, the license blocks must be divided among multiple licenses and the appropriate
license must be deployed to each license server. Then, the IP Availability Manager that relies on a
specific license server will have the appropriate licenses to support the systems that it must manage.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides more information about volume
licensing.
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Consider security and firewalls
Based on the security information you obtained earlier, you must design solutions that support proper
functioning of VMware Smart Assurance software components within the constraints of the network
security environment.


n For communication between Domain Managers across firewalls, plan on opening a hole in the firewall
for VMware Smart Assurance communications. Certain TCP and UDP ports must be opened for
proper communications:


n SNMP polls: port 161


n SNMP traps: port 162


n Broker: port 426


n License Manager: port 1744


n Domain Manager: One port each, which can be configured


n VMware Smart Assurance Adapters, including the Syslog Adapter and the SNMP Trap Adapter
(Receiver). Chapter 14 Deploying Syslog Processing and Deploy trap processing provide more
information about the Syslog Adapter and the SNMP Trap Adapter.


n If access lists are used, plan on deploying the IP addresses of hosts that include Domain Managers
to the access list of devices that will be managed. The VMware Smart Assurance Domain Manager,
for example, must have full access to browse the MIBs of the devices. (The specific MIBs are listed in
the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.) Depending on the network size and
complexity, this task might require scheduling to obtain support from the organization’s network
personnel.


n You must have a listing of SNMP versions and related security parameter values that are used by
specific devices in the organization’s network. Due to security concerns, it might not be appropriate to
include them in the deployment build guide.


In addition, consider the level of security to configure for VMware Smart Assurance products. The
VMware Smart Assurance security mechanisms support various levels of user authentication and
both authentication and encrypted communication between VMware Smart Assurance products.
Ensure that you understand the capabilities described in the
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide and then choose a level of security that is
appropriate for the deployment.


Consider high availability configurations
Failover is a complex configuration that currently requires aid from the VMware Professional Services
organization. Consult with Professional Services if your installation requires this capability.
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Design for overlapping (duplicate) IP networks
Together, the IP Manager and the Global Manager allow service providers who offer managed IP network
services to centrally manage the private IP networks of customers who use identically-numbered IP
address spaces. Enterprise users facing similar issues due to acquisitions of new networks can also use
this ability. Chapter 24 Managing Overlapping IP Networks provides more information about managing
overlapping IP addresses.


IP tag filters enable the IP Manager to model overlapping IPv4 addresses. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides more information about the IP tagging
feature and IP tag filters.


Note   This functionality is needed with the IPv4 protocol. The IPv6 protocol avoids duplicate IP
addresses.


Design acceptance tests
Acceptance tests might be required for different portions of VMware Smart Assurance functionality. Be
aware of the requirements and develop acceptance criteria with the aid of the network administrators and
other organization personnel. Include all necessary acceptance tests in the deployment build guide for the
deployment. At a minimum, you must develop completion criteria that the organization’s project managers
approve. Document these completion criteria in the deployment build guide and use them in validation.


Solution architecture diagram checklist
Use the solution architecture diagram to document your initial overall design of the deployment. Each
chapter in this guide includes a checklist. For ease of use, the checklists are all grouped together in 
Chapter 26 Design and Deployment Checklists


Table 11‑9.  Solution architecture diagram checklist


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


List important device
quantities on the
solution architecture
diagram and in the
deployment build
guide.


Start the solution architecture diagram by listing the totals for
routers, switches, hubs, bridges, hosts, ports, and interfaces.
Include expected growth rate and estimates for managed ports
and interfaces. Also document the quantities in the deployment
build guide.


Document the
deployment


Calculate the
resources required
for platforms
supporting
IP Manager
components.


For the IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager
components of the IP Manager, calculate the following:


oMemory required for each component.oProcessing
requirements for each component.


Document the requirements in the deployment build guide.


Determine resources
required to support the
deployment
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Table 11‑9.  Solution architecture diagram checklist (Continued)


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


Locate the hosts
supporting the
VMware Smart
Assurance
components.


Document choices on the solution architecture diagram and in
the deployment build guide.


Add information to
solution architecture
diagram and
deployment build
guide


Determine license
server and licensing
configuration
requirements.


Document requirements on the solution architecture diagram
and in the deployment build guide.


Consider volume
licensing
configurations


Determine security
requirements.


Document requirements in the deployment build guide. Consider security and
firewalls


Is failover capability
required for the
VMware Smart
Assurance
deployment?


oNooYes: Contact VMware Professional Services. Document
choices on the solution architecture diagram and in the
deployment build guide.


Consider high
availability
configurations


Determine if
overlapping IP
networks are used.


Document needs in the deployment build guide. Design for overlapping
(duplicate) IP networks


Plan acceptance
tests and completion
criteria.


Document in the deployment build guide as each portion of
VMware Smart Assurance functionality is designed. Use them in
validation.


Design acceptance
tests
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Planning for Discovery 12
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Before you start


n Discovery design considerations


n Initial topology discovery


n Subsequent topology discovery and maintenance


n Discovery and security


n Discovery and certified device types


n Discovery and name resolution


n Discovery and postprocessing customization


n Discovery design checklist


Before you start
Before you begin the design of the discovery process in your deployment, read the comprehensive
description of the discovery process in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide.


As explained in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide, the IP Manager uses ICMP
and SNMP polling to collect data from the managed network topology, and uses the collected data to
create instances of the managed devices and their internal components. During postprocessing, the
IP Availability Manager imports the topology from the individual IP Managers, merges the topologies,
creates the connections between the managed devices, and establishes device relationships.


Discovery design considerations
Discovery is an expensive process in terms of required processing and network resources, so making the
appropriate choices during design is imperative. The discovery implementation is very flexible and allows
many variations.


To simplify discovery design, consider the following aspects of discovery:


n Initial topology discovery


n Subsequent topology discovery and maintenance
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n Network security such as firewall ports, access lists, and SNMP versions


n Certified device types and the device types in your deployment


n Name resolution method for the naming of discovered devices


n Discovery postprocessing and the customizing of postprocessing


Initial topology discovery
Because the creation of objects and relationships for the discovered devices, their internal components,
and their connections is time-consuming, the initial discovery is usually the most time-consuming and
expensive in terms of network resources. Also, due to network variance, the duration of the initial
discovery is virtually impossible to predict.


For these reasons, schedule the initial discovery over a long period of low utilization, such as a weekend
or holiday. Use this scheduling even if the IP Manager is deployed in a test environment because
discovery can be adversely affected by heavy network utilization.


Other than scheduling, the most basic choice in the discovery design is whether to use manual discovery
with autodiscovery or manual discovery without autodiscovery. Manual discovery without autodiscovery
requires a comprehensive seed file.


Using a comprehensive seed file
A seed file contains a list of seed systems to be discovered. A seed system can be specified as a name
or an IP (v4 or v6) address.


When using manual discovery without autodiscovery, the IP Manager will discover just the seed systems.
Accordingly, a comprehensive seed file is required. A comprehensive seed file can be created only if the
network topology information is complete and accessible.


In situations where the network topology information is incomplete, unavailable, or constantly changing,
manual discovery is combined with autodiscovery. The seed file can be much smaller because the seed
systems that are specified for manual discovery also serve as a starting point for autodiscovery.


When to use autodiscovery
With autodiscovery, the IP Manager automatically discovers your network from the seed systems in a
seed file, or from a seed system that is specified in an Add Agent command. The discovered devices are
probed for IP addresses of their neighbors, and the autodiscovery cycle continues until no more new IP
addresses match the discovery filters.


During an initial discovery, using autodiscovery can be time-saving, particularly when topology information
is incomplete, as often happens when a network is constantly in flux.


Autodiscovery requires a seed file or the name or IP address of a device to begin the discovery. Consider
including a device that is enabled with Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP), Extreme Discovery Protocol
(EDP), or Foundry Discovery Protocol (FDP) to improve autodiscovery coverage. At the very least, use a
device that is not at a network edge as an agent.
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Autodiscovery also requires appropriate discovery filters and configuration.


Although autodiscovery requires more resources than manual discovery alone, with the appropriate
discovery filtering, autodiscovery is very efficient and requires little in additional resources.


In addition, autodiscovery can be limited and controlled by specifying manual addition of discovered
systems to the topology, and by setting an appropriate topology system limit.


When not to use autodiscovery
Using autodiscovery is not advised in the following deployment configurations:


n SNMPv3 devices


n IPv6 networks.


Autodiscovery is applicable to the discovery of SNMPv1 or v2c devices that use IPv4 addresses.


n The managed network uses many SNMP read community strings.


By default, autodiscovery allows four read community strings; you can increase the number by
reconfiguring the MaximumCommunities parameter in the discovery.conf file. In some cases, because
dozens or more strings might be used, discovery filtering might become impractical.


In addition, in a secure environment, you might not want to use community strings because a device
might write a community string to a syslog file when the IP Manager polls the device with a string that
does not match the device’s string.


n The managed network employs an inventory database that is being used to commission devices.


n New devices are constantly being phased-in.


During the phase-in period, the devices are accessible on the network, but they are not fully
operational and they are being tested. Though you intend to eventually add the devices to the
topology, adding the devices at this point would cause spurious notifications, or would fill the
IP Manager’s Pending Devices list and obscure devices that should be discovered.


n Specific devices are accessible on the network but will never be managed.


For example, an ISP might not want to discover the client-side devices that are accessible on a
physical interface of a router or switch that is managed by the ISP. If the client-side devices do not
have a well-defined naming convention or can change without notice, you might have difficulty in
defining discovery filters and exclude filters that ensure that the client-side devices are not discovered
or are not placed on the IP Manager’s Pending Devices list.


Using autodiscovery during initial discovery
Autodiscovery is particularly useful when topology information is incomplete. Even in network
environments where autodiscovery is not recommended, autodiscovery can sometimes be used during
an initial discovery to inventory the network and to create a comprehensive topology. After the initial
discovery, you could disable autodiscovery so that autodiscovery is not triggered by subsequent full or
pending discoveries.
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If you determine that using autodiscovery on a regular basis is inappropriate, but want to take advantage
of autodiscovery during the initial discovery, configure autodiscovery carefully. Consider using the “Ask
before adding new systems” option with each discovery filter to ensure the greatest control of the
discovery process.


When the discovery process is complete, review the discovered topology and the Pending Devices list.
Remember that discovering devices on the Pending Devices list will trigger an autodiscovery cycle.


After completing the initial discovery, disable autodiscovery and create a comprehensive seed file by
using sm_tpmgr --dump-agents.


Subsequent topology discovery and maintenance
After the initial discovery of the network topology, you must choose a schedule for subsequent discoveries
to maintain an accurate topology:


n Full discovery should be scheduled to occur at least once per week.


Full discovery is the discovery of the devices in the IP Manager’s repository.


Scheduling full discovery during a long period of low network utilization, such as a weekend, is
recommended. For example, a large multinational bank discovers devices for a domain on Saturdays
at 1 p.m. Specific times are scheduled using cron or sm_sched to invoke sm_tpmgr --discover-all for
the domain.


The Global Console allows you to specify a full discovery interval, which is the time between the
initiation of full discoveries. The full discovery interval is counted from the time when the IP Manager
is started. If a discovery is in progress when the next scheduled discovery is to begin, the Topology
Manager for the IP Manager skips that full discovery and writes an exception to the IP Manager’s log
file.


Note   If you use cron or sm_sched to schedule full discoveries, clear the Enable Full Discovery
option at the Domain Manager Administration Console.


n Pending discovery should be scheduled to occur at least once per day.


Pending discovery is the discovery of the devices on the IP Manager’s Pending Devices list.


Like full discovery, schedule the pending discovery during a period of low network utilization. The
duration of a pending discovery is usually much shorter than full discovery, so schedule it during a
relatively idle work shift. For example, a regional service provider discovers pending devices on
weekdays at 2 a.m. As with full discovery, specific times for pending discovery are scheduled using
cron or sm_sched to invoke sm_tpmgr --discover-pending for the domain.


And, as with full discovery, the Global Console allows you to specify a pending discovery interval,
which is the time between the initiation of pending discoveries. The pending discovery interval is
counted from the time when the IP Manager is started.


Note   If you use cron or sm_sched to schedule pending discoveries, use 99 days for Discover
Pending Interval at the Domain Manager Administration Console.
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Running discoveries more often will provide a more accurate network topology, but you must consider
both your needs and the cost in terms of resources. If your network changes more often than the
recommended discovery schedules, you must shorten the time between discoveries. Typical network
changes include anything from hardware changes such as adding cards or devices, to configuration
changes such as reassigning IP addresses or modifying a VLAN.


Adding new systems to an existing topology
Remember that new devices will only be added to the topology if you do one of the following:


n Enable autodiscovery and create an appropriate filter configuration for automatic addition.


New devices are not automatically found and added to the modeled topology during discovery unless
autodiscovery is enabled. If enabled, autodiscovery occurs whenever either a full discovery occurs or
a pending device is successfully discovered.


When full discovery takes place, all devices that are already in the topology will be probed during
discovery in an attempt to autodiscover new devices. If the managed topology is unstable,
autodiscovery is a very useful feature.


n Use the “Import from seed file” or “Add Agent” command at the Global Console to specify new
devices by name or IP address.


Typically, for networks with stable topologies that are well documented, using comprehensive seed
files is the way to add devices to the modeled topology. Service providers who manage devices under
contract will typically use this approach to avoid discovering and managing devices that they are not
paid to manage.


These two methods of adding new devices to the topology can be used separately or in combination.
When used in combination, using a seed file or the Add Agent command to add a device manually
will trigger autodiscovery on the device upon successful discovery of the device.


Controlling autodiscovery with filters
You control autodiscovery with discovery filters. Configure the filters to add devices automatically to the
topology, or select the “Ask before adding new systems” option to add devices manually to the topology.
When this option is selected for a discovery filter, any new device that matches the filter will be placed on
the IP Manager’s Pending Devices list, so that you can review the device and add it manually to the
topology.


You might configure filters to add routers and switches automatically on subnets in a new phase of
network expansion, but to add all other devices manually. This use of discovery filtering works best in
networks that have consistent, well-defined naming conventions.


Because discovery filters are inclusive filters, you must configure exclude filters to prevent certain devices
from being discovered. Use the ipExcludeList in the discovery.conf file to create these filters. Note that
seed systems in a seed file, or seed systems that are specified by using the Add Agent command, are not
subject to the filters. Only the devices that are found by the autodiscovery’s probing of the seed systems
are subject to the filters.
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Automating manual discovery
Using manual discovery without autodiscovery provides complete control over the discovery process,
while avoiding the additional autodiscovery probing.


You can automate manual discovery by performing the following tasks:


1 Generate on a regular basis a seed file from an inventory system.


2 Use cron or sm_sched to import the seed file.


Other more sophisticated approaches can also be programmed.


Discovery and security
When planning discovery, consider the following network security-related features:


n Firewall ports: If a firewall exists between any portions of the management infrastructure, certain TCP
and UDP ports in the firewall must be opened for proper communications during discovery and for
other VMware Smart Assurance communications:


n SNMP polls: port 161


n SNMP traps: port 162


n Broker: port 426


n License Manager: port 1744


n Domain Manager: One port each, which can be configured


n VMware Smart Assurance Adapters, including the Syslog Adapter and the SNMP Trap Adapter
(Receiver). Chapter 14 Deploying Syslog Processing and Deploy trap processing provide more
information about the Syslog Adapter and the SNMP Trap Adapter.


Document the opened ports in the deployment build guide.


n Use of access lists. If access lists are used, the IP addresses of servers that are running
VMware Smart Assurance products must be added to the access list of devices that will communicate
with the VMware Smart Assurance products.


n Use of SNMP versions and their respective security capabilities. The version of SNMP that is used to
communicate with the network devices can provide dramatically different levels of security. With
SNMPv1 or v2c, the security is provided through the use of SNMP community strings. To properly
configure the VMware Smart Assurance, you must know the SNMP read community strings for all
SNMPv1/v2c devices that will be managed.


For communications to devices using SNMPv3, the requirements are much greater. Obtain values for
these configuration parameters for each SNMPv3 device:


n SNMPv3 username


n SNMP engine ID (optional)
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n Authentication protocol and password


n Privacy protocol and password


n Context name, if used


Discovery and certified device types
To ensure that devices are certified in VMware Smart Assurance, obtain a list of the manufacturers and
models for all devices in the network. In some cases, it might be necessary to obtain a device MIB for
certification. VMware, Inc. certifies many devices, but some might be specialty devices for the particular
organization (for example, private MIBs for SNMP agents in point of sales terminals). Document the types
of devices to manage in the deployment build guide.


Discovery and name resolution
The IP Manager relies on a Domain Name System server as part of the automatic name resolution
process for the devices that are discovered in the managed topology. If the DNS is not properly
configured, the discovery process can be slowed considerably as the IP Manager waits for DNS requests
to time out.


Both the forward and the reverse DNS lookup files must be complete and properly configured. Improper
configuration of the reverse lookup pointer records is a common problem. As part of the discovery design,
determine if the network administration will ensure the accuracy of the DNS configuration.


If you cannot rely on DNS, you must use the seed file to name devices in your network. Doing so requires
that you set the value of the NameFormat parameter in the name-resolver.conf file to
TM_USESEEDNAME. Plan on creating a comprehensive seed file that includes all necessary names.


For NameFormat = TM_USESEEDNAME, seed names are not available for devices that are
autodiscovered. For NameFormat = TM_USESEEDNAME, the first non-private IP address on an
autodiscovered device will be used as the name for the device.


Discovery and postprocessing customization
You can customize the discovery process by using the discovery hook script files in the
BASEDIR/smarts/rules/discovery/custom directory of the IP Manager installation area. Each discovery
hook script is configured in such a way that it is invoked during a specific phase of the discovery:


n custom-start-fulldscv.asl


This script is run by the IP Manager before a full discovery.


n custom-start-system.asl


This script is run by the IP Manager before a system is discovered.


n custom-end-system.asl


This script is run by the IP Manager after a system is discovered and before postprocessing.
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n custom-start-post.asl


This script is run by the IP Manager at the beginning of postprocessing.


n custom-end-post.asl


This script is run by the IP Manager at the end of postprocessing.


You can customize discovery postprocessing by editing the ASL rule set in the custom-start-post.asl
or custom-end-post.asl file. Here are two applications:


n Edit the custom-start-post.asl file to rename devices after the devices are discovered and named by
the IP Manager.


n Edit the custom-end-post.asl file to unmanage devices in IP address ranges or with specific name
patterns.


If there are groups of IP addresses that are not normally reachable by using ICMP polling, specify the
IP ranges or matching criteria in the custom-end-post.asl file to ensure that the IP Manager will set
the management state of these IP addresses to be unmanaged. The IP Manager will not ping IP
addresses that are unmanaged.


IPs, devices, interfaces, ports, and other objects can also be unmanaged or managed through the
Global Console by attaching the Global Console to the IP Manager and selecting the Unmanage or
Manage menu option.


All methods for controlling the management state of objects are described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


Discovery design checklist
Before discovering the network, the requirements in the following checklist must be completed. Each
chapter in this guide includes a checklist. For ease of use, the checklists are all grouped together in 
Chapter 26 Design and Deployment Checklists


Table 12‑1.  Discovery design checklist


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


Initial Discovery


Define a method for
the initial topology
discovery.


o Use a comprehensive seed file without autodiscovery.


o Use autodiscovery with a seed file or an agent.


Document the method in the deployment build guide.


Initial topology
discovery


Topology Maintenance and Subsequent Discovery


Define a schedule for
full discovery.


Define a regular schedule for full discovery. Choose a time of
relative inactivity. Document the schedule in the deployment build
guide. Include crontab or sm_sched control file entries if used.


Subsequent
topology discovery
and maintenance


Define a schedule for
pending discovery.


Define a regular schedule for pending discovery. Choose a time of
relative inactivity. Document the schedule in the deployment build
guide. Include crontab or sm_sched control file entries if these
utilities are used.


Subsequent
topology discovery
and maintenance
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Table 12‑1.  Discovery design checklist (Continued)


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


Determine if
autodiscovery is
appropriate.


Document choice in the deployment build guide. Subsequent
topology discovery
and maintenance


Choose a method for
adding devices to the
topology.


o Seed file without autodiscovery.


o Agent without autodiscovery.


o Use autodiscovery with a seed file or an agent.


Document choice in the deployment build guide.


Adding new systems
to an existing
topology


Prepare seed file or
choose agent.


If a seed file will be used to add devices to the topology, obtain a
list of devices with names or IP addresses. Document how to
obtain the list or the location of the list in the deployment build
guide. If an agent will be used instead, document the IP address
or name of the agent.


Subsequent
topology discovery
and maintenance


Define discovery
filters.


If autodiscovery is enabled, configure autodiscovery filters. These
are inclusive filters that add devices to the topology. Document the
autodiscovery filter criteria in the deployment build guide.


Controlling
autodiscovery with
filters


Define an exclude
filter.


To exclude specific devices, use the exclude filter in the
discovery.conf file. This simplifies creation of the autodiscovery
filters. Document exclude filter entries in the deployment build
guide.


Controlling
autodiscovery with
filters


Obtain SNMP security
parameters per
device.


Domain Managers use SNMP to poll the device agents. In order to
do this, the Domain Manager needs the appropriate security
information for the SNMP version: v1 and v2c use read community
strings for every SNMPv1/v2c device that will be managed; v3
uses the username, SNMP engine ID (optional), authentication
protocol and password (currently VMware, Inc. supports MD5 and
SHA authentication protocols), privacy protocol and password
(currently VMware, Inc. supports AES and DES privacy protocols),
and context name, if used. These parameters will be needed
during discovery. Document in the deployment build guide if
permitted.


Discovery and
security


Open necessary
firewall ports.


If there is a firewall between any portions of the management
infrastructure, certain TCP and UDP ports in the firewall must be
opened for proper communications:
n SNMP polls: 161
n SNMP traps: 162
n Broker: 426
n License Manager: 1744
n Domain Managers (1 per manager): configurable
n VMware Smart Assurance Adapters, including the


Syslog Adapter and the SNMP Trap Adapter (Receiver):
configurable


Document the opened ports in the deployment build guide.


Discovery and
security
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Table 12‑1.  Discovery design checklist (Continued)


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


Provide access to
network devices to
manage.


For each device that the IP Manager will monitor, the device’s
access list must include the IP address of the hosts where the
IP Managers are installed. An IP Manager must have full access
to browse the MIBs of the devices. Document in the deployment
build guide.


Discovery and
security


Ensure DNS is
properly configured.


For the IP Manager to name devices in its topology correctly, the
DNS needs to be clean (proper forward and reverse lookup). If
DNS is not used, use of an /etc/hosts file or not doing any name
resolution at all can be considered.


Discovery and name
resolution


Determine if
discovery
postprocessing is
required.


Determine if discovery postprocessing using ASL rule sets will be
used. Document in the deployment build guide.


Discovery and
postprocessing
customization


List unreachable IP
addresses


If there are groups of IP addresses that are NOT normally
reachable, assemble a list of IP ranges or some matching criteria
so that the IP Manager will not unnecessarily ping these
addresses. Document these addresses in the deployment build
guide.


Discovery and
postprocessing
customization
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Designing Polling and
Thresholds 13
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Before you start


n Polling and threshold design considerations


n Polling and polling groups


n Thresholds and threshold groups


n Polling and threshold checklist


Before you start
Before you begin the design of the polling and thresholds in your deployment, read the comprehensive
description of the polling and threshold groups, settings, and default values in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


As explained in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide and shown in ICMP and
SNMP polling and threshold settings for the IP Manager, the IP Manager uses ICMP and SNMP polling to
monitor the IP network. The monitoring of the network is controlled by the ICMP and SNMP polling and
threshold settings that are created for the IP Manager through the Polling and Thresholds Console.
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Figure 13‑1.  ICMP and SNMP polling and threshold settings for the IP Manager


Comprehensive descriptions of these configurations are also given in the
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VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide.


Polling and threshold design considerations
Organizations reflect their business priorities in their network organization. Certain parts of the
infrastructure are more important and must be monitored more closely to ensure availability and
performance. Critical systems might need to be polled more frequently to uncover problems sooner. The
granularity of monitoring and the frequency of polling are reflected in the settings that are configured for
the polling and threshold groups.


You determine the polling and threshold groups for the IP Managers in your deployment by assessing the
operational requirements for the delivery of timely analysis data and the impact of polling on the network
infrastructure components.


You set the polling management policies for the IP Managers in your deployment by modifying the
settings in the default polling and threshold groups, or by creating new polling and threshold groups and
modifying the settings in those groups.


Polling and polling groups
You use the settings in a polling group to assign polling parameter values to a particular group of
managed devices.


When configuring polling groups, consider device types and roles such as core devices and edge
devices. Consider functional roles such as routers that support particular organizations or departments.
For example, an ISP could provide various support levels that include different polling cycles. The ISP
could charge more for more frequent polling if doing so will result in an earlier resolution of root-cause
analysis.


Before modifying any polling groups, determine if the organization enforces any limitations on polling
frequency. By default, devices are polled every 4 minutes. Note that some limitations might be based on
CPU utilization limits or router traffic limits that no longer apply in the current network. Be sure that you
understand how the limitations were determined and, if necessary, suggest that network administrators
modify the limits.


Before modifying polling parameters for existing polling groups, ensure that the changes are appropriate
for all members in the polling group. If the proposed polling change affects only a limited number of
devices in the group, and the current polling adequately supports most devices in the group, then
consider creating a new polling group for the devices with the unique polling requirements.


Matching-criteria considerations
Whenever you create new groups with more specific matching criteria than the existing groups, pay
particular attention to the polling group priority. More specific groups should always be higher in priority
than similar, less-specific groups because the first match is always used. A device is compared against
each polling group’s matching criteria, and when a set of criteria corresponds, that group’s polling
parameters are used. No further comparisons are performed for the device.
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Polling timeout considerations
The polling timeout specifies the amount of time the system waits for a response to a poll. The default is
700 milliseconds.


Whenever you increase the polling timeout, pay attention to the effect on the cumulative value for the
polling timeout. On each successive retry, the polling timeout is doubled. The cumulative polling timeout
should always be less than the polling interval, else the device could be polled excessively. Consider
reducing the number of retries when increasing the polling timeout.


Network latency considerations
Polling groups are especially important in multisite environments that are managed from a single
IP Availability Manager or IP Performance Manager. You must consider connection speeds and latency
that might differ because of network location.


Refer to your network diagram to locate WAN links that the IP Manager polls must cross to reach devices.
Based on the latency of the links, you might have to adjust the polling cycles. These types of
modifications are difficult to perform accurately before the actual deployment because the traffic load
across the links that the IP Manager polls might not be readily available. Expect to revisit the polling
settings during the validation and tuning phase.


If latency becomes an issue that cannot be overcome with realistic polling groups, you must reconsider
your design. If the network includes many lower speed links, it might be necessary to relocate physically
one or more Domain Managers or even increase the number of Domain Managers to reduce the latency.


As an aside, by setting the MaximumLatency parameter in the Connectivity Polling setting to a non-zero
number, you can configure the ICMP latency monitoring feature. If the round-trip time exceeds a user-
defined latency value, but does not exceed a user-defined timeout value, the IP Manager generates an IP
SlowResponseTime event.


Thresholds and threshold groups
You use the settings in a threshold group to assign threshold parameter values to a particular group of
managed devices, interfaces, or ports.


The IP Manager provides the following categories of threshold groups, each of which contains default
threshold groups:


n System resource groups


Parameters can be set to monitor connectivity, environmental devices such as power supplies, fans,
voltage sensors, and so on.


n Interface groups


Parameters can be set to monitor port performance, port flapping, backup support, and dial-on-
demand support.
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n Port groups – trunk ports


Parameters can be set to monitor port performance and port flapping. A trunk port connects to
another port or interface on a device that participates in the Layer 2 bridging protocol.


n Port groups – access ports


Parameters can be set to monitor port performance and port flapping. An access port is any port that
is not a trunk port.


It is difficult to adjust performance thresholds before gaining experience with the deployment and the
network components being monitored. Judicious choice for thresholds can allow proactive rather than
reactive network management, but poor choices can result in hundreds of inappropriate notifications.


You should analyze failures of network components to determine whether performance degradation
was a precursor to failures. Based on the analysis, adjust the thresholds accordingly. This analysis
should become an ongoing process with constant adjustment as failures and performance
notifications occur.


Notifications from backup interface thresholds and dial-on-demand interface thresholds are some of
the more common issues, as these threshold groups are particularly unique to an individual network
and its administrators.


Polling and threshold checklist
Each chapter in this guide includes a checklist. For ease of use, the checklists are all grouped together in 
Chapter 26 Design and Deployment Checklists


Table 13‑1.  Polling and threshold checklist


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


Determine polling
group
requirements.


Design polling groups based on importance of network device
performance both to the network and to the various parts of the
organization. Also consider network latency to determine if
changes are needed. Document choices in the deployment build
guide.


Polling and polling
groups


Set polling
parameters for
each polling group.


Set polling parameters based on importance of network device
performance. Additional modifications might be necessary if
polling does not present an accurate picture of network availability
during validation. Document new polling parameters in the
deployment build guide.


Polling and polling
groups


Determine
threshold group
requirements.


Design threshold groups based on importance of network device
performance both to the network and to the various parts of the
organization. Document choices in the deployment build guide.


Thresholds and
threshold groups


Set threshold
parameters for
each threshold
group.


Set threshold parameters based on the expected effect of
degraded performance on network operations. Additional
modifications might be necessary during validation and as the
organization gains experience with the performance indicators.
Document new threshold parameters in the deployment build
guide.


Thresholds and
threshold groups
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Deploying Syslog Processing 14
The Syslog Adapter reads the contents of any system log file and generates notifications based on the file
contents. This chapter describes the choices that must be made when designing syslog processing.
Complete configuration details are included in the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide.


This chapter includes the following topics:


n Syslog processing applications


n Syslog processing checklist (optional)


Syslog processing applications
The Syslog Adapter can read any text file in the proper format and parse the file to generate notifications
for the Global Manager. Typical products that use the Syslog Adapter to monitor security violations at
specific servers or monitor routing protocols are Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and Open Shortest Path
First (OSPF) protocol.


For example, the Syslog Adapter can listen to a system log (syslog) file that represents the combined
syslog files for a group of similar routers. Then, when specified messages such as BGP adjacency
changes are written in the syslog file, the Syslog Adapter generates notifications to the Global Manager
through the Adapter Platform.


The syslog messages that generate notifications and the corresponding notification’s attributes are
defined in the files my_hook_syslog.asl and syslog_mgr.asl in BASEDIR/smarts/rules/icoi-syslog.


Creating the syslog file
Consider the following questions about syslog processing before moving to the
VMware Smart Assurance-specific deployment design:


n How will the syslog file be created?


If the syslogs for a number of systems must be monitored, a typical application has the systems send
the syslog messages to a UNIX host running a syslog daemon as a receiver for systems’ messages.
The syslog daemon then writes the messages to a combined syslog file. Applications other than
syslog daemon can create files that the Syslog Adapter can read.
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n Where will the syslog file be located?


The Syslog Adapter must be able to access the file. The monitored devices must be able to send
messages to the system where the file will be compiled.


Processing the syslog file
In normal processing, the Syslog Adapter will tail the contents of a syslog file. When tailing a file, the
adapter processes only new messages added to the file. Tailing provides constant monitoring of the
syslog file while the adapter is running. If tailing is disabled, the Syslog Adapter parses and processes the
file once.


Determine which messages in the syslog file are important in the deployment. Network administrators can
explain any practices in their network that result in syslog messages and can recommend which syslog
messages are appropriate for processing. Note that by default, only messages related to devices in the
topology are used by the Syslog Adapter: all other messages are ignored. This behavior can be
reconfigured, but processing other syslog messages might add to processing time significantly.


To expand syslog processing, choose additional messages that will generate notifications and determine
what information the notifications will contain. Messages can be selected based on source and content to
create notifications. With appropriate logic in the my_hook_syslog.asl file, information retrieved from the
messages can be used to customize the notifications. You can use the Adapter Scripting Language (ASL)
to modify my_hook_syslog.asl and specify the appropriate processing.


If you consider more extensive customization of notifications, remember that Syslog Adapter hook script
processing is single-threaded: the more logic performed on each notification, the longer the processing
time and potential bottleneck.


Revise your solution architecture diagram to respond to your syslog processing design. “Syslog Adapter
added to the solution architecture diagram” on page 88 provides a typical example.
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Figure 14‑1.  Syslog Adapter added to the solution architecture diagram


Syslog processing checklist (optional)
Each chapter in this guide includes a checklist. For ease of use, the checklists are all grouped together in 
Chapter 26 Design and Deployment Checklists
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Table 14‑1.  Syslog processing checklist


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


Determine how to
create the file for
processing by the
VMware Smart
Assurance
Syslog Adapter.


A file must be created that the VMware Smart Assurance
Syslog Adapter can parse. Determine which devices will
contribute messages to the file. Consistent layout of the
messages in the file is required for Syslog Adapter processing.
Include all details in the deployment build guide.


Creating the syslog
file


Determine the
location of the file that
the Syslog Adapter
will process.


The process that is creating the file must be able to receive
messages from source applications and the created file must be
accessible by the VMware Smart Assurance Syslog Adapter.
Include all details in the deployment build guide, including
location, host, and path.


Processing the
syslog file


Choose the messages
that are most
important for
processing.


Choose the messages that are most important for processing.
Include all details in the deployment build guide.


Processing the
syslog file


Determine the
characteristics of the
notifications that are
generated.


For each message that generates a notification, determine the
notification format. These characteristics will be used to develop
the hook script for the VMware Smart Assurance syslog
processing deployment. Include all details in the deployment build
guide.


Processing the
syslog file


Add Syslog
Processing to the
solution architecture
diagram.


Add Syslog Processing to the solution architecture diagram. Processing the
syslog file
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Configuring SNMP Trap
Integration 15
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Introduction to trap deployment


n Configuring the SNMP Trap Adapter to receive SNMPv3 traps


n Configuring trapd.conf (trap exploder and trap receiver)


n Enabling multiple trap listening ports on the same host


Introduction to trap deployment
The IP Availability and Performance Managers have built-in Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) trap receivers that operate automatically whenever the managers are running. By default these
trap receivers listen for traps on port 9000. Information collected from the traps is used by the correlation
and analysis software inside the IP Availability and Performance Managers. Built-in IP Manager trap
receiver operation provides more information.


VMware recommends that you set up an external Trap Adapter (Receiver) to filter SNMP traps before
they reach the Domain Managers. Otherwise, a high volume of traps reaching the Domain Managers may
adversely affect their performance. A Trap Adapter receives the traps from the network and forwards a
subset to one or more Domain Managers. You may also configure the Trap Adapter to send traps to the
Adapter Platform in the VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager for conversion into
notifications.


The Trap Adapter can receive SNMP v1, v2c, or v3 traps. However, it forwards only v1 or v2c traps. If
SNMPv3 traps are received, they are converted to a different format (v1 or v2c) before being sent to a
Domain Manager or to another trap receiver.


Two deployment scenarios are possible; however, Scenario 2 is the preferred one for the production
environment.
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Scenario 1: Single Trap Adapter (receiver) associated with
Adapter Platform (not for production use)
In Scenario 1, you use the Trap Adapter that is built into the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform product to receive all traps from
the network and forward them on to the appropriate Domain Managers.


Note   Do not use this scenario in a production environment! This scenario may be employed for test or
debug purposes when forwarding small numbers of traps to the Adapter Platform and possibly one other
manager such as IP Availability Manager.


In this scenario, edit trap configuration files in the InCharge/SAM/smarts/conf/icoi path because some
traps will be forwarded to the Adapter Platform for conversion into notifications , while other traps will be
forwarded to the IP Availability and Performance Managers.


n The SNMP Trap Adapter that starts from the Service Assurance Manager installation reads
configuration information from the InCharge/SAM/smarts/conf/icoi/trapd.conf file. Use sm_edit to
modify this file and add the port and hostnames of servers to forward the traps to. (These are the
servers the IP domain internal trap receivers are listening on.) The
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide provides more
information.


Note   If you installed the SNMP Trap Adapter as a service when you installed the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager, this trap receiver can be started with the
command: sm_service start ic-trapd-receiver. The default name of this trap receiver is TRAP-
INCHARGE-OI.


n (Optional: for SNMPv3 traps only.) If you plan to receive SNMPv3 traps from the network, you must
edit a seed file as explained in Editing seed files in order to load SNMPv3 agent credentials.


n Traps recieved by Adapter Platform must be converted into notifications and forwarded on to the
Service Assurance Global Manager. To complete this step, edit the
InCharge/SAM/smarts/conf/icoi/trap-mgr.conf file. The
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide provides more
information.


n In the Global Manager Administration Console, configure the Global Manager to communicate with
the underlying IP Managers and the Adapter Platform. The
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide provides more
information.
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Scenario 2: Trap exploder forwards traps to a second trap receiver
In Scenario 2, there are two external trap receivers. The first trap receiver, referred to as the trap exploder
(or the trap forwarder), receives all traps from the network and selectively forwards traps matching certain
criteria to other Domain Managers and to the second trap receiver (TRAP-INCHARGE-OI). TRAP-
INCHARGE-OI is mentioned in Scenario 1 - the SNMP Trap Adapter associated with the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform.


To configure the trap exploder, edit the following files:
1 The trapd.conf file used to configure the trap exploder is included in all VMwareproducts installed into


the BASEDIR/smarts path. Use sm_edit to modify BASEDIR/smarts/conf/trapd/trapd.conf. Specify the
port to forward traps to as well as the hostnames of the Domain Managers. If some of the traps
should be converted to notifications, complete a forwarding entry to send those traps to the trap
receiver associated with the Adapter Platform. Configuring trapd.conf (trap exploder and trap
receiver) provides an example.


2 (Optional: for SNMPv3 traps only.) If you plan to receive SNMPv3 traps from the network, you must
edit a seed file as explained in Editing seed filesin order to load SNMPv3 agent credentials.


3 (Optional: for SNMPv3 traps only. ) Copy this seed file to the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/trapd path in the
product suite (IP or SAM) where the trap exploder is running. For example, to start the trap exploder
from the Service Assurance Manager:


tIncharge/SAM/smarts/bin>sm_trapd --port=162 --rules=default --name=TRAP_EXPLODER --seed=seedfiles


4 You may wish to start the trap exploder as a service. Use the sm_service command to manually
register this adapter as a service and ensure the name is unique. (This name must differ from the
service name (ic-trapd-receiver) used in Scenario 1). For example:


/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install --force --unmanaged


--startmode=runonce 


--description="VMware 


                    VMwareSNMP Trap Exploder Server"


--name=trap_exp


 /InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_trapd                                                 


    --name=TRAP_EXPLODER 


    --config=trapd 


    --port=162


    --sport=9180


    --seed=seedfile


    --rules=default 


    --output 
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To configure the second trap receiver (associated with Adapter Platform )
The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide provides
information on configuring the trap receiver and converting trap information into notifications. To receive
informational traps and convert them to notifications, edit these files:


n InCharge/SAM/smarts/conf/icoi/trapd.conf


n InCharge/SAM/smarts/conf/icoi/trap-mgr.conf file


Configuring the SNMP Trap Adapter to receive SNMPv3
traps
You may wish to receive SNMPv3 traps from some of your network devices. The SNMP Trap Adapter
supports the following SNMPv3 features:


n The ability to receive SNMPv3 traps, convert them to SNMPv2c, and forward them in SNMPv2c
format to other elements of the VMware Smart Assurance system such as the IP Manager or other
advanced networking Domain Managers or to the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform.


n The use of the SNMPv3 User Security Model (USM) for authentication and privacy, as described in
RFC-3414.


n The ability to load USM user credentials using text files (similar in format to existing IP domain
manager seed files).


n The use of authentication protocols MD5 and SHA-1 (RFC-3414).


n The use of privacy protocols DES (RFC-3414) and AES-128 (RFC 3826).


If the SNMPv3 network devices are configured to support authentication and encryption, you have to
load the agent credentials using a seed file to enable the SNMP Trap Adapter to receive the SNMPv3
traps.


Configuring the seed file to load SNMPv3 credentials
A seed file is used to load the SNMPv3 User Security Model (USM) data into the Local Credentials
Database (LCD). The SNMP Trap Adapter recognizes SNMPv3 device entries by the engineID/userName
pair for a given device listed in the seed file.


A sample seed file is shipped with the either the IP Manager (in the InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery
path) or in the Service Assurance Manager software in the InCharge/SAM/smarts/conf/icoi path. The
format (syntax) of the seed file used for the SNMP Trap Adapter is the same as it is for the seed file used
for discovery purposes by the IP domain manager; however, there may be slight variations in field values
when used for IP discovery.


Editing seed files provides more details about editing seed file entries for use by the SNMP Trap Adapter.
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If you plan to use the seed file for both IP discovery and for the SNMP Trap Adapter Scenario 1 (single
trap receiver only), then make sure the seed file resides in two places:


n InCharge/IP/smarts/conf


n InCharge/SAM/smarts/conf/icoi


If you plan to use the seed file for the SNMP Trap Adapter Scenario 2 (trap exploder), then make sure
the seed file is in the following path (not in the InCharge/SAM/smarts/conf/icoi path mentioned
above):


n BASEDIR/smarts/conf/trapd (where BASEDIR may be either InCharge/SAM/ or InCharge/IP/)


Be sure to use the sm_edit utility to edit the seed file so that passwords will be encrypted.


Verify that the secret phrase used to re-encrypt the seed file matches for all product suites receiving
traps from the SNMP Trap Adapter. The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide
provides more information about configuring the secret phrase used to encrypt seed files.


Note   Although the SNMP Trap Adapter can parse plain text passwords from unencrypted seed files,
VMware strongly recommends that all seed files be encrypted using the sm_edit utility. The
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides more information.


Editing seed files
The format of the seed file is identical to a standard IP Domain Manager seed file, but the semantics are
slightly different. In IP, the sections are keyed by the hostname or IP address (the first line in each block).
SNMPv3/USM uses the engineID of the SNMP agent in the network device to uniquely identify the agent
which sent the trap. The hostname (or IP address) is ignored completely. For each engineID, there will be
one or more users. The engineID/userName pair constitutes the unique key for the SNMP Trap Adapter
seed file.


Note   In order to receive SNMPv3 traps, you must uncomment and edit specific lines. For example, you
must type a valid hostname or IP address, set the SNMPVERSION field to V3, and edit the seed file fields
beginning with the comment: # The following are for SNMPv3 entries. Recommended practice is to place
each SNMPv3 field/value pair on its own line. Sample SNMPv3 seed file entries provides more
information.


The first line in the seed file must appear as follows if you intend to encrypt both the AUTHPROTOCOL
and PRIVPROTOCOL passwords:


#<encrypted seed>:1.0:AUTHPASS,PRIVPASS


When you edit the seed file using the sm_edit utility, this line controls which field values in the seed file
should be encrypted (for example, the AUTHPASS and PRIVPASS password fields).


The sm_edit utility may be invoked in a non-interactive mode by using the noedit option, for example:


sm_edit --noedit conf/trapd/seedfile
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This will cause sm_edit to read in the seed file, encrypt the fields specified by the first line, and write them
back out in encrypted mode.


Note   While sm_trapd can parse plain text passwords from unencrypted seed files, VMware strongly
recommends that all seed files be encrypted using the sm_edit utility. Failure to encrypt the seed files
(and destroy any plaintext intermediates) will expose plaintext passwords to anybody who can read the
file.


Sample SNMPv3 seed file entries


#<encrypted seed>:1.0:AUTHPASS,PRIVPASS


128.221.19.8 


SNMPVERSION=V3 


USER=shaAESUser 


AUTHPROTOCOL=SHA 


AUTHPASS=123ABC456#$%123abc456#$%


PRIVPROTOCOL=AES 


PRIVPASS=456123abc456#$%456123ABC456#$%


ENGINEID=0000000902000003E333C440


qa-gwipv6 


SNMPVERSION=V3 


USER=MD5DesUser 


AUTHPROTOCOL=MD5 


AUTHPASS=789ABC456#$%789abc456#$%


PRIVPROTOCOL=DES


PRIVPASS=789123abc456#$%789123ABC456#$%


ENGINEID=000000090200000F134B93C


SNMPv3-related seed file field descriptions lists and describes seed file fields for SNMPv3.


Table 15‑1.  SNMPv3-related seed file field descriptions


Field Description


AUTHPROTOC
OL


Specifies the authentication protocol in use by the network device sending the SNMPv3 traps. Valid entries
include MD5, NONE, or SHA. For the SNMP trap processor, if no value is specified, it defaults to NONE.


Note   The default value used in the discovery process by the IP Manager may differ. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Release Notes provide more information.


AUTHPASS Authentication password. This may be 64 characters long. VMware, Inc. recommends the use of complex
passwords (for example, a long string of uppercase or lowercase alpha characters, numbers, and special
characters)


ENGINEID An engineID is a unique string identifying an SNMP engine. It does not uniquely identify a DEVICE, because
technically, a device can host multiple SNMP agents. So, the engine ID is assigned to each agent, not
device.


If you have VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager running, you can use the sm_tpmgr -s <server
name> --dump-agents command to find the engineIDs for those agents generating SNMPv3 traps in your
network.
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Table 15‑1.  SNMPv3-related seed file field descriptions (Continued)


Field Description


PRIVPASS Privacy (encryption) password. This may be 64 characters long. VMware, Inc. recommends the use of
complex passwords (for example, a long string of uppercase or lowercase alpha characters, numbers, and
special characters).


PRIVPROTOCO
L


Privacy (encryption) protocol in use by the router sending the SNMPv3 traps. Valid entries include DES,
NONE, or AES. If no entry, defaults to NONE.


To simplify debugging of your network device configurations, VMware, Inc. recommends that you first
establish that SNMPv3 traps sent from the network device in noAuthNoPriv mode are processed
correctly. Once you are sure that works, move on to using authNoPriv and finally authPriv, verifying
correct operation at each step.


Encryption (Privacy) options supported in SNMPv3 seed file
The following seed file options are used to encrypt SNMPv3 traps coming from the network to the SNMP
trap exploder (SNMP Trap Adapter):


n PRIVPASS


n PRIVPROTOCOL


Note   The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provide additional information.


To enable the SNMPV3 Privacy Protocol and Privacy Password fields located in the Add Agent dialog
box:


a From the Add Agent dialog box, click Advanced Options.


The Advanced Options pane appears.


b Select V3 from the SNMP Version field.


The SNMP V3 Specifications pane appears.


c Select a privacy protocol from the Privacy Protocol field.


d Type a password in the Privacy Password field.


e Click OK.


Loading the seed file into the Local Credentials Database (LCD)
Provide agent credentials to the SNMP Trap Adapter by loading one or more seed files using the
importSeedFile.asl script. This script writes the content of the seed file to the Local Credentials Database
(LCD).
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The sample startup script given above will cause the SNMP Trap Adapter to read in a pre-existing seed
file when the program begins execution. This is most useful in a test environment, or in a fairly small and
static installation. In a large network, it is expected that new devices will be added, and user credentials
changed, on a regular basis. To accommodate this, the SNMP Trap Adapter can read seed files while it is
running.


To read a new seed file, invoke the ASL script, importSeedFile.asl and give a single command line option
specifying the name of the seed file:


1 Go to BASEDIR/smarts/bin for the Service Assurance Manager product.


2 Type the following command:


tsm_adapter -s TRAP-INCHARGE-OI -D seed=seedfile trapd/importSeedFile.asl s


The seed file will be parsed, and the new USM credential data will be merged into the existing Local
Credentials Database (LCD).


Managing seed file updates
The seed file entries used by the SNMP Trap Adapter are keyed by engineID/userName pair. Any entry
which has the same engineID/userName pair as existing data in the LCD will result in the new data
overwriting the old.


In some cases, it may be convenient to split the USM credential data into several seed files (for example,
one seed file corresponding to each of several IP domain managers). You may run importSeedFile.asl
once for each seed file; and they will be read in turn. All of the data from all of the seed files is merged
into a single LCD. If there are duplicate engineID/userName pairs between files, the last one read is the
one which will be kept.


There is not currently any way to delete a user from the LCD. In many instances, having obsolete user
data in the LCD will cause no operational harm, and old entries can simply be ignored. If you wish, you
may import a seed file containing the obsolete engineID/userName pair with a non-matching password to
effectively disable that entry.


Configuring trapd.conf (trap exploder and trap receiver)
To configure the external Trap Adapter (receiver) to listen for traps, edit the trapd.conf file. There are
multiple trapd.conf files shipped with the VMware Smart Assurance product suites; however, the same
forwarding statements appear in all of these files. Configuration parameters in trapd.conf provides more
information.
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Examples of forwarding entries
The following commented-out lines are the predefined FORWARD statements for IP Availability Manager
and IP Performance Manager in the trapd.conf file:


# Traps required by InCharge IP Availability Manager (AM)


#


# Generic: coldStart, warmStart, LinkUp, LinkDown


#FORWARD: * .* <0-3> * host:port


# Cisco: STACK module inserted, removed


#FORWARD: * .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5 6 <3-4> host:port


# 3Com: CoreBuilder 9000 module inserted


#FORWARD: * .1.3.6.1.4.1.43.28.2 6 6 host:port


# AI: SLC card down, up


#FORWARD: * .1.3.6.1.4.1.539 6 10 host:port


#FORWARD: * .1.3.6.1.4.1.539 6 111 host:port


#FORWARD: * .1.3.6.1.4.1.629 6 10 host:port


#FORWARD: * .1.3.6.1.4.1.629 6 111 host:port


# 


# Cisco ISDN demandNbrLayer2Change


#


#FORWARD: * .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.26.2 6 3 host:port


#


# Cisco cHsrpStateChange


#


#FORWARD: * .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.106.2 6 1 host:port


#


# Traps required by InCharge IP Performance Manager (PM)


#


# Cisco: EnvMon Voltage, Temperature, Fan, RedundantSupply


#FORWARD: * .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.13.3 6 <2-5> host:port


FORWARD: *.*.*.* .* <0-3> * AM_HOST-NAME:AM-PORT


# Traps for Trap Receiver and Adapter Platform


FORWARD: *.*.*.* .* * * TRAP-ADAPTER_HOST-NAME:TRAP-ADAPTER-PORT


# Forward just IPv4 traps to the IP Availability Manager


FORWARD: *.*.*.* .* * * <host>:<port>


# Forward just IPv6 traps to the IP Availability Manager 


FORWARD: *:*:* .* * * <host>:<port>


# Forward all IPv4 and IPv6 traps to the IP Availability Manager


FORWARD: * .* * * <host>:<port>


# Traps for <satellite Domain Manager name>


<Add your matching criteria for the traps and the forwarding destination: the <host IP 


address/hostname>:<trap port number> of the satellite Domain Manager.>


Trap exploder operation
The trap exploder forwards traps as follows:


n Forwards copies of IPv4 and IPv6 traps over IPv4 or IPv6 communication links to the IP Manager.
This information is used by the IP Managers correlation analysis software for analysis purposes.
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n Forwards copies of IPv4 traps over IPv4 communication links to the satellite Domain Managers, to be
used by the satellite Domain Managers for analysis purposes.


n Forwards copies of IPv4 and IPv6 traps over IPv4 or IPv6 communication links to the secondary trap
receiver (part of the VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform) for
informational purposes. This information is then included in the notifications processed by the
Global Manager.


Trap exploder’s translation and authentication of traps
When a trap arrives, the trap exploder reads the uncommented FORWARD entries in the trapd.conf file to
determine which destinations should receive the forwarded trap. When the criteria of the trap matches the
criteria of a FORWARD entry, the trap exploder:


n Translates the trap in accordance to Trap exploder translation of incoming traps to forwarded traps.


n Sends a copy of the forwarded trap to each destination that is specified in the FORWARD entry.


Table 15‑2.  Trap exploder translation of incoming traps to forwarded traps


Incoming trap
message version


Forwarded trap
message version Comments or conditions that require special processing


v1 v1 If the agent-addr field in an incoming trap is 0.0.0.0 (which indicates an invalid
IPv4 address) and the source IP address in the IP packet header is IPv4, the
adapter discards the trap.


If the agent-addr field in an incoming trap is 0.0.0.0 and the source IP address
in the IP packet header is IPv6, the adapter adds two
VMware Smart Assurance private variable-bindings (varbinds) that are named
smSnmpTrapInetAddressType and smSnmpTrapInetAddress to the varbind list
of the forwarded trap. Together, the private varbinds hold the source IPv6
address of the original trap.


v2c v2c The adapter sets a standard varbind that is named snmpTrapAddress.0 to the
value of the source IP address in the IP packet header:
n If the snmpTrapAddress.0 value is 0.0.0.0 (which indicates an invalid IPv4


address) and the source IP address in the IP packet header is IPv4, the
adapter discards the trap.


n If the snmpTrapAddress.0 value is not 0.0.0.0 (which indicates a valid IPv4
address), the adapter adds the snmpTrapAddress.0 varbind to the varbind
list of the forwarded trap. The varbind holds the source IPv4 address of the
original trap.


n If the snmpTrapAddress.0 value is 0.0.0.0 and the source IP address in the
IP packet header is IPv6, the adapter adds two VMware Smart Assurance
private varbinds that are named smSnmpTrapInetAddressType and
smSnmpTrapInetAddress to the varbind list of the forwarded trap. Together,
the private varbinds hold the source IPv6 address of the original trap.


v3


The trap exploder forwards received SNMPv1 or v2c traps to the configured destinations irrespective of
the traps’ community. The trap exploder does not authenticate SNMPv1 or v2c traps.
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The trap exploder authenticates and decrypts received SNMPv3 traps, converts them to SNMPv2c traps,
and forwards the SNMPv2c traps to the configured destinations. The trap exploder uses the
authentication and privacy credentials that are obtained from a seed file to authenticate and decrypt
SNMPv3 traps.


Trap exploder’s handling of IPv6 traps
Because the agent-addr field in an SNMPv1 trap message can represent only IPv4 (32-bit) addresses,
the SNMP agent on an IPv6 device will set the agent-addr field in a generated v1 trap to the null IP
address 0.0.0.0.


Similarly, because the standard trap-forwarding MIBs can represent only IPv4 addresses, any trap
forwarder that processes a v2c or v3 trap that is received from an IPv6 device will set the standard
snmpTrapAddress.0 varbind to the null IP address 0.0.0.0.


In either case, the traditional trap forwarder will discard the trap because the source device address is not
preserved in the forwarded trap. Forwarding such a trap would be futile because the target trap receiver
would not be able to determine the source device address of the trap.


Until a Request For Comment (RFC) is drafted and accepted for updating the standard MIBs to be able to
represent both IPv4 (32-bit) and IPv6 (128-bit) addresses, VMware, Inc. will employ two new private MIB
objects that are IP-version independent to represent IPv4 and IPv6 addresses in forwarded traps.


Any trap receiver that is able to read and understand the new VMware Smart Assurance private MIB
objects is able to decipher forwarded traps that contain a source IPv6 address. Only the
IP Availability Manager’s built-in trap receiver and the SNMP Trap Adapter will have this capability. All
other VMware Smart Assurance products discard any forwarded trap that contain a source IPv6 address.


The VMware Smart Assurance private MIB is defined in the SMARTS-MIB.my file located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/notifier directory in both the IP Manager installation area and the
Service Assurance Manager installation area. Definitions of the two new IP-version-independent MIB
objects, which are named smSnmpTrapInetAddressType and smSnmpTrapInetAddress, as well as
definitions of other new, supporting MIB objects have been added to this file.


Adapter Platform trap receiver operation
The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide describes the
operation of an SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a trap receiver. The operation is based on the
parameter settings in the trap_mgr.conf file that is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/icoi directory in
the Service Assurance Manager installation area.


The purpose of the trap receiver is to collect and parse informational traps that are received from the trap
exploder, and to generate VMware Smart Assurance notifications, through the Adapter Platform, for input
to the Global Manager. The trap receiver uses the parsing rules in the trap_mgr.conf file to map traps into
the data fields of VMware Smart Assurance notifications.
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Built-in IP Manager trap receiver operation
When a trap arrives in the IP Manager, the built-in trap receiver checks for a valid source device address,
where a source device address is the IPv4 or IPv6 address of the SNMP agent that is sending the trap
message.


To check for a valid source device, the trap receiver examines the following fields in the trap message in
the order given:


n agent-addr parameter (SNMPv1 trap only)


n snmpTrapAddress.0 variable-binding (if available) (SNMP v2c trap only)


n smSnmpTrapInetAddressType variable-binding (if available)


n smSnmpTrapInetAddress variable-binding (if available)


Examples of forwarding entries lists available forwarding entries for the IP Managers in the trapd.conf
file.


After reading the source device address and the community string in the header of the SNMP
message, to determine the source of the information that is contained in the trap message, the trap
receiver parses the variable-bindings in the trap message to extract one or more data values that give
information about the source device’s state.


Configuration parameters in trapd.conf
Detailed descriptions of configuration parameters in the trapd.conf file presents detailed descriptions of
the configuration parameters in the trapd.conf file. Any line in the trapd.conf file that is preceded with a
pound sign is read as a comment. Remove the pound sign to uncomment the line.


Table 15‑3.  Detailed descriptions of configuration parameters in the trapd.conf file


Parameter Description


PORT UDP port number on which the built-in trap receiver or trap adapter listens for traps.


Valid values are 162 or integers in the range 2049 to 65534 inclusive. The default port is 9000.


WINDOW De-duplication window, in seconds. The maximum amount of time between the receiving of similar
traps before the second trap is considered unique.


Valid values are nonnegative integers, including 0. The default is 10.


If not set or set to 0, the de-duplication feature is disabled, which means that all traps are
considered unique.


THREADS Number of trap-processing threads to spawn. This number determines how many traps can be
processed concurrently.


Valid values are integers in the range 1 to 25 inclusive. The default is 1.


If not set, the number of trap-processing threads is 1.


ASCII No longer used; should remain FALSE (default).
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Table 15‑3.  Detailed descriptions of configuration parameters in the trapd.conf file
(Continued)


Parameter Description


SOURCE Determines whether the source address of the IP packet that contains the trap is printed or not
printed. Printing the source address of the IP packet makes the source address available to
customer-configurable .conf files and ASL scripts.


Valid values are TRUE and FALSE. The default is FALSE.
n When TRUE, source address of IP packet is printed.
n When FALSE, source address of IP packet is not printed.


TAG Enables the tagging of variable-binding (varbind) values.


Valid values are TRUE and FALSE. The default is FALSE.
n When TRUE, the type of the varbind value appears before each value; for example,


INTEGER-32 3.
n When FALSE, the type of the varbind value does not appear before each value.


ENABLE_FWD Determines whether uncommented FORWARD parameters are enabled or disabled.


Valid values are TRUE and FALSE. The default is TRUE.
n When TRUE, uncommented FORWARD parameters are enabled: Trap forwarding statements


that are specified in uncommented FORWARD parameters are read.
n When FALSE, uncommented FORWARD parameters are disabled: Trap forwarding


statements that are specified in uncommented FORWARD parameters are not read.


MATCH Determines whether an incoming trap is tested against all matching criteria that are specified in an
uncommented FORWARD parameter, or tested up to the first criterion that matches.


Valid values are “all” or “first.” The default is “all.”


If no uncommented FORWARD parameters are specified, the MATCH parameter is ignored.


QUEUE_LIMIT_MEGS Limits the size of internal trap queue to the stated size, in megabytes.


Valid values are nonnegative integers, including 0. The default is 0, which means that there is no
limit on the size of the internal trap queue.


Note   The limit is not exact: The queue can grow slightly larger than the specified value.


When the limit is reached, some traps will be discarded.


QUEUE_LIMIT_SECONDS Limits the time that a trap can spend in the internal trap queue, in seconds.


Valid values are nonnegative integers, including 0. The default is 0, which means that there is no
limit on the time that a trap can spend in the internal trap queue.


Note   This limit is even less exact than the limit set for QUEUE_LIMIT_MEGS. In general, you
should specify values for both QUEUE_LIMIT_MEGS and QUEUE_LIMIT_SECONDS.


When the limit is reached, some traps will be discarded.


TIMESTAMP_RCV Determines whether to send the actual received time of the incoming trap to ASL, or to send the
timestamp in the incoming trap to ASL.


Valid values are TRUE and FALSE. The default is FALSE.
n When TRUE, send the actual time that the trap was received.
n When FALSE, send the timestamp in the trap. This timestamp is in the normal SNMP time


format of hundredths of a second since the source device for the trap last initialized or
reinitialized.
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Table 15‑3.  Detailed descriptions of configuration parameters in the trapd.conf file
(Continued)


Parameter Description


FORWARD Specifies the matching criteria for incoming traps and the forwarding destinations for matched
traps.


Valid syntax is:


<source device address> <OID> <generic type> <specific type> \     <destination host
address>[:<port>|:<port>:<community>] \          [<destination host
address>[:<port>|:<port>:<community>]] ...


where:
n <source device address> is the IP address (IPv4, IPv6) of the object (SNMP agent) that is


generating the trap.
n <OID> is the sysObjectID of the type of object that is generating the trap.
n <generic type> is the generic trap type:


0 coldStart


1 warmStart


2 linkDown


3 linkUp


4 authenticationFailure


5 egpNeighborLoss


6 enterpriseSpecific


Valid syntax for <generic type> is a generic specific trap number (for example, 3), a range of
generic specific trap numbers (for example, <3-5>), or any generic specific trap number (for
example, *). An asterisk is a wildcard character that matches any arbitrary string of characters.


n <specific type> is the specific trap code, present even if <generic type> is not
enterpriseSpecific (6).


Valid syntax for <specific type> is an enterprise specific trap number (for example, 733), a
range of enterprise specific trap numbers (for example, <130-156>), or any enterprise specific
trap number (for example, *).


FORWARD(continued) n <destination host address> is the IP address (for example, [3FFE:80C0:22C:
101:219:56FF:FE3F:8A50] or 192.35.144.12) or the hostname (for example,
myserver.example.com::v6) of the destination host. An IPv6 address must be enclosed in
brackets ([ ]).


The syntax for hostname is described in"Controlling the IP version for name resolution"
section of Chapter 2, Configuration, in E VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide. If
no IP protocol suffix is included with a hostname (for example, myserver.example.com), the IP
protocol setting for the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable is used to resolve the
hostname to an IP address. SM_IP_VERSIONS is described in"SM_IP_VERSIONS
environment variable" section of Chapter 8, IPv6 Address Conventions, in
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


n <port> is the trap listening port on the destination host. Port is optional; if not specified, port
defaults to 162.


n <community> is the community string to be assigned to the community string field in the
forwarded traps. Community is optional; if not specified, community defaults to the value that
is specified in the community string field of the incoming v1 or v2c trap, and defaults to an
empty string for an incoming v3 trap.
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Table 15‑3.  Detailed descriptions of configuration parameters in the trapd.conf file
(Continued)


Parameter Description


Wildcards (for globbing) are allowed for all fields except destination host address, port, and
community. Wildcard syntax is discussed in Chapter 9, “Wildcard Patterns”, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


Examples:


FORWARD: * .* * * 192.35.144.12:2004


All traps that are received from all IPv4 and IPv6 network devices will be sent to port 2004 on a
host that is identified by IPv4 address 192.35.144.12.


FORWARD: *:*:* .* * * [3FFE:80C0:22C:109:203:BAFF:FEE5:7BE1]:2002


All traps that are received from all IPv6 network devices will be sent to port 2002 on a host that is
identified by IPv6 address 3FFE:80C0:22C:109:203:BAFF:FEE5:7BE1.


FORWARD: *.*.*.* .* * * snake:v4:9099:public1


All traps that are received from all IPv4 network devices will be sent to port 9099 on an IPv4 host
that is named “snake”; the community string “public1” will be assigned to the forwarded traps.


Other trap forwarding examples are presented at the end of the trapd.conf file.


Enabling multiple trap listening ports on the same host
Each IP Manager instance has its own built-in trap receiver, and each built-in trap receiver requires its
own trap listening port. For example, if you start two IP Availability Manager instances from the same
installation area, each of those instances will require its own trap listening port.


By default, multiple IP Availability Manager instances that are running on the same host will compete for
the same trap listening port: Port 9000. If two IP Availability Manager instances are started on a host, the
second to start will log an error that states that it cannot open port 9000 and therefore is disabling its trap
receiver.


The easiest way to configure several IP Manager servers running out of one installation is by specifying a
separate SM_SITEMOD environment for each server. This allows you to specify configuration files unique
to each domain, yet still use the core files that are not different between sites.


The SM_SITEMOD variable provides a search list that IP Managers use to locate files. This list is used to
find files that have been customized. Such files include configuration files, ASL rulesets, and scripts. The
components of the list are separated by colons (:) on UNIX. The default value of SM_SITEMOD is
BASEDIR/smarts/local.


Using SM_SITEMOD to edit copies of trapd.conf
In order to create different trap listening ports, a copy of trapd.conf must be created for every IP domain
that you run out of a single installation directory. The following procedure explains how to create multiple
copies of trapd.conf with different listening ports. Each trapd.conf file must be stored in a different
directory path, for example, in BASEDIR/smarts/local and in BASEDIR/smarts/local2. Create only those
subdirectories in BASEDIR/smarts/local2 that are necessary to store the custom files needed to support
multiple trap receivers; do not copy the complete BASEDIR/smarts/local folders into /local2.


1 Create InCharge/IP/smarts/local2/conf/trapd
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2 Copy InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/trapd/trapd.conf to
InCharge/IP/smarts/local2/conf/trapd/trapd.conf


3 Set SM_SITEMOD on the command line. Setting the variable lets sm_edit to save modified copies of
default files under <local2> directory structure.


C:\setSM_SITEMOD=C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\local2;


C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\local;C:\InCharge\IP\smarts 


4 Use sm_edit to modify trapd.conf file


       C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\bin\sm_edit conf\trapd\trapd.conf


5 Change the PORT parameter value from PORT: 9000 to PORT: 9001 and then save the file. The file
should be saved under


       C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\local2\conf\trapd 


6 Register the new Domain Manager as a service and specify a separate local directory and directory
for log files. Run the below command from BASEDIR\smarts\bin.


Note   The following command must be entered as one line. This example is given for an
INCHARGE-AM-PM server. Replace the server name with the name of your Availability Manager
server or a combination Availability Manager/Performance Manager server if that is your deployment
scenario.


sm_service install --force --name=ic-am-pm-server-2 --description="INCHARGE-AM-PM for Site 2" --


startmode=runonce --


env=SM_SITEMOD=C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\local2;C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\local;C:\InCharge\IP\smarts 


C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\bin\sm_server --name=INCHARGE-AM-PM-2 --config=icf --bootstrap=bootstrap-am-


pm.conf --port=0 --subscribe=default --ignore-restore-errors --output 
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Configuring SNMP Trap Notifier
Adapter 16
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Introduction


n VMware Smart Assurance product foundation components


n IPv6 and IPv4 notifications support


n SNMP Trap Notifier Adapter configuration file: trap-notify.conf


n Service Assurance notification subscription


n IP Manager notification subscription


Introduction
The SNMP Trap Notifier Adapter (sm_notify) converts IP Manager or Service Assurance notifications to
SNMP trap messages and sends the trap messages to user-specified locations. Its behavior is controlled
by the trap-notify.conf file shown in Location of trap-notify.conf.
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Figure 16‑1.  Location of trap-notify.conf
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The main purpose of the SNMP Trap Notifier Adapter is to accommodate third-party management
systems that do not have the software to read VMware Smart Assurance notifications but do have the
software to read SNMP traps. The adapter uses the trap message format that is specified in the SNMP
Trap Notifier MIB to convert VMware Smart Assurance notifications to traps. The SNMP Trap Notifier MIB
is part of the VMware Smart Assurance private MIB, which is defined in the SMARTS-MIB.my file that is
shown in Location of trap-notify.conf.


The BASEDIR/smarts/conf/notifier directory appears in both the IP Manager installation area and the
Service Assurance Manager installation area.


VMware Smart Assurance product foundation
components
The SNMP Trap Notifier Adapter and the following other notification adapters are part of the
VMware Smart Assurance product foundation and therefore shipped with every
VMware Smart Assurance product management suite:


n Script Notifier Adapter


Calls a custom script when a notification is received, extracts information from the notification, and
forwards the information.


n Email Notifier Adapter


Sends notifications to specific addresses in an email system.


n Log File Notifier Adapter


Writes notifications to a log file.


The configuration files for these three notification adapters are also identified in
VMware Smart Assurance product foundation components.


The four notification adapters, collectively known as the VMware Smart Assurance Notification
Adapters, are described in detail in the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Notification Adapters User Guide.


IPv6 and IPv4 notifications support
All four Notification Adapters in the IP Manager can process both IPv6 and IPv4 notifications. The only
difference between an IPv6 notification and an IPv4 notification is that the former might hold IPv6
addresses in some of its attribute values.


The SNMP Trap Notifier Adapter in the IP Manager is able to convert IPv6 or IPv4 notifications into traps,
and is able to send those traps over IPv6 or IPv4 communication links to IPv6 or IPv4 destination hosts.


SNMP Trap Notifier Adapter configuration file: trap-
notify.conf
The trap-notify.conf file is available at <BASEDIR>\IP\smarts\conf\notifier.
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Destination settings
Three types of destination settings appear in the trap-notify.conf file:


n Destinations


Example: Destinations = { {"localhost", 162, "V1"}, {"other-host", 


           30162, "V2C"}}


n DestinationsWithCommunity


Example: DestinationsWithCommunity = { {"localhost", 162, "V1", 


           "public1"}, {"other-host", 30162, "V2C", ""}}


n DestinationsSNMPv3


Example: DestinationsSNMPv3 = {{"localhost", 


9010,"V3","public","md5DesUser","MD5","DES","authPass","privPass","" }}


The first two settings are for sending notifications as SNMPv1 or v2c traps, and the third setting is for
sending notifications as SNMPv3 traps. Syntax descriptions as well as other destination setting
examples are included in the trap-notify.conf file.


The difference between the Destinations and DestinationsWithCommunity settings is that the latter
lets you specify the community string that you want to assign to the sent traps, while the former
assigns the sent traps the default community string “public.”


The destination host “localhost” represents the loopback address of the local host, and the destination
host “other-host” serves as a placeholder for the name of a remote host. A destination host may be
identified by an IP address or a hostname. An example IP address is [3FFE:80C0:22C:
101:219:56FF:FE3F:8A50] or 192.35.144.12, and an example hostname is
myserver.example.com:v6. An IPv6 address must be enclosed within square brackets ([]).


The syntax for hostname is described in "Controlling the IP version for name resolution" section of
Chapter 2, Configuration, in VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide. If no IP protocol
suffix is included with a hostname (for example, myserver.example.com), the IP protocol setting for
environment variable SM_IP_VERSIONS is used to resolve the hostname to an IP address.
SM_IP_VERSIONS is described in "SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable" section of Chapter 8,
IPv6 Address Conventions, in VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


Suppression setting
Two private MIB objects are employed that are IP-version independent to represent IPv4 and IPv6
addresses in forwarded traps. Destination trap receivers that do not understand these MIB objects will
either ignore the forwarded traps that contain these MIB objects or generate errors upon receiving the
forwarded traps.
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To suppress the addition of the two private MIB objects for trap address type and trap address, you can
add the DestsNoSmTrapAddr setting to the trap-notify.conf file. For example:


Destinations = { {"localhost", 9100, "V1"}}


DestsNoSmTrapAddr = { "localhost:9100" }


The first line is an ordinary entry in the Destinations setting. The second line informs the
SNMP Trap Notifier Adapter to skip the automatic addition of the two private MIB objects.


Service Assurance notification subscription
Figure on page shows the content of the trap-notify.conf file when all commented lines are hidden. By
default, the trap-notify.conf is configured for Service Assurancenotification subscription and three
destinations. The
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Notification Adapters User Guide describes the
trap-notify.conf file from the Global Managerperspective.


GNA_Notifier::trap-Notifier


{


    serverName = "INCHARGE-SA"


    ConfiguredBy = TrapConfiguration::Trap-Configuration


    {


         Destinations = { {"localhost", 9100, "V1"}}


         DestinationsWithCommunity = { {"localhost", 9101, "V2C", "public1"}}


         DestinationsSNMPv3={{"localhost", 


            


            9010,"V3","public","md5DesUser","MD5","DES","authPass","privPass","" }}


    }


    ReadsInputFrom = GA_SubscriberFE::trap-Subscriber-FrontEnd


    {


         eventSmoothingInterval = 0


         minimumCertainty = 0.01


         SubscribesTo = 


         {


GA_ChoiceSubscription::trap-All-Problems-Subscriptions


GA_ProfileSubscription::trap-Default-Profile-Subscriptions


              {


                   profileName = "default"


              }


         }


    }


initialEventDelay = 0


}
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IP Manager notification subscription
The trap-notify.conf file modified for notification subscription (sheet 2 of 2) is an example of a modified
trap-notify.conf file that directs the trap notification adapter to subscribe to IP notifications.
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Note   Use the sm_edit utility to modify the trap-notify.conf file.


# trap-notify.conf - Configuration for the trap notification adapter


#


# Copyright (C) 1999-2000 System Management ARTS (SMARTS)


# All Rights Reserved


#


# $Id: trap-notify.conf,v 1.8.98.1 2007/05/03 22:51:53 enerve Exp $


#


GNA_Notifier::trap-Notifier


{


    #


    # Name of the SAM Server from which to receive notifications.


    #


    serverName = "INCHARGE-SA"


    ConfiguredBy = TrapConfiguration::Trap-Configuration


    {


         #


         # Comma-separated list of destinations to which the traps are sent.  


         # Each entry in the list has three fields:


         # o address -- host-name or IP-address


         # o port    -- UDP port number


         # o version -- SNMP version; either "V1" or "V2C"


         # o community -- community string


         #


         #Destinations = { {"localhost", 162, "V1"},


         #                 {"other-host", 30162, "V2C"}


         #               }


         #DestinationsWithCommunity = { {"localhost", 162, "V1", "public1"},


         #                 {"other-host", 30162, "V2C", ""}


         #               }


         # Comma-separated list of SNMPv3 parameters apart from the ones above.  


         # Each entry in the list has three fields:


         # o address      -- destination host-name or IP-address


         # o port         -- UDP port number


         # o version      -- SNMP version; "V3"


         # o community    -- community string


         # o username     -- target's username (for SNMPv3)


         # o authProtocol -- user's Authentication Protocol (for SNMPv3)


         # o privProtocol -- user's Privacy Protocol (for SNMPv3)


         # o authPassword -- user's Authentication Password (for SNMPv3)


         # o privPassword -- user's Privacy Password (for SNMPv3)


         # o context      -- context (SNMPv3)


    #Sample for individual ports for SNMPv3


         #Uncomment the lines below to send SNMPv3 traps


         #DestinationsSNMPv3={{"localhost", 9000,"V3","public","noAuthNoPriv","", "", "", "", ""}}


         #DestinationsSNMPv3={{"localhost", 


9010,"V3","public","md5DesUser","MD5","DES","authPass","privPass","" }}


         


         #Sample for multiple ports for SNMPv3


         #Uncomment the lines below to send SNMPv3 traps


         #DestinationsSNMPv3={{"localhost", 


9010,"V3","public","md5DesUser","MD5","DES","authPass","privPass","" }, 


         #                    {"localhost", 9011,"V3","public","noAuthNoPriv","", "", "", "", "" }, 


         #                    {"localhost", 9012,"V3","public","AuthNoPriv","MD5", "", 


"authPass","","" }, 


         #                    {"localhost", 9013,"V3","public","noAuthPriv","", "DES", 


"","privPass","" }


         #}


    }


    ReadsInputFrom = GA_SubscriberFE::trap-Subscriber-FrontEnd


    {


         #


         # How long, in seconds, an event must remain active before the 


         # adapter sends a notification.


         #


         eventSmoothingInterval = 0


         #


         # Notification threshold; discard notifications with a certainty


         # below this value, which should be between 0.0 and 1.0.


         #


         minimumCertainty = 0.01


         #


         # Subscriptions.


         #


         SubscribesTo = 


         {


#              #


#              # Choice subscription.


#              #


#              GA_ChoiceSubscription::trap-All-Problems-Subscriptions


#              {


#                       className = ".*"


#                    instanceName = ".*"


#                       eventName = ".*"


#                        problems = TRUE


#                      aggregates = FALSE


#                        symptoms = FALSE


#              }


#             #


#             # NL subscription.


#             #


              # Uncommented this section allow notifier to receive 


              #      subscription together with the change below 


              #


              


              #GA_NLSubscription::trap-Default-NL-Subscriptions


              #{


              #         NLName = "Default"


              #}


              #


              # Profile subscription.


              #


              


              # Comment this section allow notifier to receive 


              #      subscription together with the change above


              #


              


              GA_ProfileSubscription::trap-Default-Profile-Subscriptions


              {


                   profileName = "default"


              }


         }


    }


    #


    # How long, in seconds, to ignore notifications from the server after it


    # connects.  Use this parameter to avoid receiving the initial flood of


    # notifications when the server (re)connects.


    #


    initialEventDelay = 0


}


#


# Local Variables:


# mode: Makefile


# comment-column: 32


# fill-column: 79


# End::
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Figure 16‑2.  The trap-notify.conf file modified for notification subscription (sheet 2 of 2)
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Designing for Administration of
VMware Smart Assurance Users 17
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Who are the Global Console users?


n Designing user profiles


n Designing notification lists


n Restricting console operations


n Designing consoles


n Planning for tools and tool deployment


n Administration Design Checklist


Who are the Global Console users?
When designing your deployment, determine who will use the Global Consoles and for what purposes.
Initially, it is not necessary to define individual users—consider, instead, broad functional categories of
users with similar needs and characteristics.


Name these categories and list their requirements in the deployment build guide. Using specific position
names as categories can make the process easier. For example, you might create one or more of these
categories: network engineer, network administrator, network support specialist, technical specialist, NOC
manager, NOC operator, LAN administrator, and IT manager. Once you choose categories, determine the
typical VMware Smart Assurance-related duties that are performed by the personnel in these categories.
You might find that as you list the duties, you might have to expand or combine certain categories. Once
the categories are completely defined, list them in the deployment build guide.


For example, Typical VMware Smart Assurance user categories defines two typical
VMware Smart Assurance user categories.
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Table 17‑1.  Typical VMware Smart Assurance user categories


User category Description of needs/duties


Field Engineer Administers and maintains local and wide area networks and related hardware.
Monitors daily activity, enforces licensing agreements, and provides front line
support, including both software and hardware support:
n Needs monitoring access to all domains.
n Needs to see all important traps, notifications, and network outages.


Local Area Network Administrator
supporting a Customer of a Service
Provider


Directs the daily operational availability of the hardware and software systems
required to support facility operations. Directs and oversees scheduled testing and
review of hardware and software to ensure potential problems are identified at the
earliest point possible. Analyzes, evaluates and builds cost effective LAN solutions
that leverage resources and technology to meet business requirements. Designs,
creates, and distributes user documentation relating to installation of software:
n Needs monitoring access to the Domain Manager that supports the customer,


but not access to any other domains.
n Needs to see all important traps, notifications, and network outages for the


customer’s VMware Smart Assurance domain.


Users and security
When defining your functional groupings for users, you must consider VMware Smart Assurance’ security
implementation. The following access levels are available to VMware Smart Assurance users:


n All


A level where VMware Smart Assurance users can access all Global Console functionality available
for one or more Domain Managers, if their user profile permits it.


n Monitor


A level where VMware Smart Assurance users can access only Global Console monitoring
functionality, not administrative functionality, at one or more Domain Managers, if their user profile
permits it.


n Ping


A level normally reserved for VMware Smart Assurance processes, where processes will ping hosts
where other VMware Smart Assurance processes are installed to determine if the hosts are running.


n None


A level that specifically excludes access to the Global Console.


Also consider which Domain Managers should be accessed by which users. You can define this
access in the serverConnect.conf file on the servers where the VMware Smart Assurance products
are installed.
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Password configurations
Determine how you will configure VMware Smart Assurance passwords. You can do any or all of the
following:


n Allow the host operating system to validate users.


This method provides the highest level of security and is easy to manage because it relies on the
security implementation that is already in place. There are two variations: any valid user can access
one of the VMware Smart Assurance levels (All, Monitor, Ping) or specific users can access a specific
VMware Smart Assurance security level. Defining specific access requires more maintenance
because you must list the usernames in VMware Smart Assurance configuration files
(serverConnect.conf and clientConnect.conf). The
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide explains methods to configure and to secure
access for these files.


n Specify unique VMware Smart Assurance passwords for individual VMware Smart Assurance users.


Because this method requires a high level of maintenance, consider this method only when there are
very few VMware Smart Assurance users. Note that this method is less secure than permitting the
host to validate users.


n Specify a common VMware Smart Assurance username with a common password.


This method is the least secure, but very easy to maintain.


Note that you can combine these methods, for example, you could restrict administration (All)
capabilities to specific users validated by the operating system. In addition, you could provide Monitor
level abilities to a general VMware Smart Assurance user named “Monitor.”


Designing user profiles
The functional grouping of users and their requirements form the basis of VMware Smart Assurance user
profiles. These profiles combine access to notification lists, console operations, custom console layouts,
and specific tools.


Create a profile for each category of user that you must support. Groups of VMware Smart Assurance
users with similar needs can then be assigned the same user profile.


If needed, you can further customize a generic user profile by copying it and then modifying it for more
specific needs. For example, an administration user profile could be customized for less experienced
administrators by restricting access to some administrative console operations and tools. Other possible
user profiles could include regional or customer-specific consoles.
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Designing notification lists
A notification list determines the events that are forwarded to a user. Essentially, the list filters the
notifications that are sent from the Global Manager and can be assigned to one or more users. The lists
can be organized by:


n Business units


n Geographical regions


n Groups of resources


For example, a notification list can be defined to allow only notifications from the subnetworks
devoted to a specific ISP customer to reach the Global Console of the customer’s network
administrator.


Restricting console operations
Most operations that can be performed at the Global Console can be individually enabled or disabled in
the user profiles. When used with the security levels, restricting console operations can fine tune the
abilities of users and further protect the VMware Smart Assurance deployment.


For example, consider two users who have the Monitor security level that allows access to
Global Console monitoring functionality, but not administrative functionality, for a Domain Manager. You
can further restrict one of the viewers to see only the summary view and the IP Network map while
restricting the other user to the notification log and the topology browser.


Designing consoles
The default VMware Smart Assurance notification console is unfiltered, so VMware Smart Assurance
users might be overwhelmed by potentially enormous amounts of information. Properly configured filters
can be used to customize notification consoles for groups of users. In addition, specific views can be
automatically provided to match user needs.


Planning for tools and tool deployment
Many types of client and server tools can be designed and developed. Typically, tools will require different
levels of programming skills based on their complexity. Plan to have personnel with the appropriate skills
available.


In addition, determine which tools should be available to users through their user profiles.


Administration Design Checklist
Each chapter in this guide includes a checklist. For ease of use, the checklists are all grouped together in 
Chapter 26 Design and Deployment Checklists
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Table 17‑2.  Administration Design Checklist


Complete Task Description Related documentation


Define functional groups for
users.


List the broad functional groups that users will
belong to and then define the needs and duties of
each group. Add this information to the
deployment build guide.


Who are the Global
Console users?


Define how you will
implement user security.


Document in the deployment build guide. Who are the Global
Console users?


Define user profiles. Document in the deployment build guide. Designing user profiles


Define notification lists. Document in the deployment build guide. Designing notification lists


Design console operations
access.


Document in the deployment build guide. Designing consoles


Design console layouts. Document in the deployment build guide. Designing consoles


Design client and server
tools.


Document in the deployment build guide. Planning for tools and tool
deployment


Associate notification lists,
console operations, console
layouts, tools, and users with
user profiles.


Document in the deployment build guide. Administration Design
Checklist
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Deploying
VMware Smart Assurance
Components 18
This chapter includes the following topics:


n General installation/deployment guidelines


n VMware Smart Assurance licensing


n VMware Smart Assurance installation


n Configure security


n Deploy trap processing


n Deploy VMware Smart Assurance user configurations


General installation/deployment guidelines
Many organizations have strict rules for deploying enterprise-level software that might include deployment
of staging areas whenever possible. A staging area is a copy of the installation.


Never install a deployment during a normal production shift; instead, choose a period of low utilization for
installation. If a testbed is not available, create a staging area and make and test all changes in the
staging area.


If possible, install the deployment in stages to reduce the size and complexity of each step in the overall
process. Doing so makes debugging easier. Verify each stage of the deployment as described in 
Chapter 19 Validating Your Deployment (Acceptance Testing)


Allow access to MIBs in network devices
The IP addresses of servers that are running VMware Smart Assurance products must be added to the
access list of devices that will communicate with the VMware Smart Assurance products.
VMware Smart Assurance must be given full access to browse the MIBs that are listed in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


VMware Smart Assurance licensing
For permanent licensing, VMware Smart Assurance products rely on licensing software and a license file
provided by VMware, Inc. after VMware Smart Assurance software is purchased.


n The host ID
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n The hostname


n The operating system and version


n The number of devices that will be managed by the IP Manager


Managed devices include routers, switches, hubs, virtual routers, security devices, hosts, servers,
desktop or laptops, workstations, probes, terminal servers, printers, IP phones, wireless access
points (WAPs), and CSUs/DSUs.


Note   An accurate count of devices ensures that the deployment can manage all the devices
appropriately. The discovery process will halt if the number of discovered devices exceeds the
licensed quantity.


Send this information to VMware, Inc. as soon as possible after purchasing your
VMware Smart Assurance software to ensure that an appropriate license is available for the
deployment.


When multiple license servers are used, each VMware Smart Assurance Domains will use blocks of
volume licenses from a specific license server. Therefore, the license blocks must be divided among
multiple licenses and the appropriate license must be deployed to each license server. Then,
IP Availability Managers that rely on a specific license server will have the appropriate volume
licenses to support the systems that they must manage. If multiple license servers are used, ensure
that VMware Corporation is aware of the configuration details.


During discovery, each IP Availability Manager in the IP Manager deployment will retrieve blocks of
volume licenses from the license server as needed. If an IP Availability Manager discovers more
systems than it is licensed to discover, it will generate the OutOfLicense notification to indicate that no
more volume licenses are available and that no additional systems will be discovered.


When the OutOfLicense is notified, the IP Availability Manager will complete the discovery of any
system and its components in the midst of being discovered, which includes all virtual routers that are
configured for a router or a switch that implements virtual routers. When a router or switch that is
implementing virtual routers is discovered, the chassis-based router/switch is counted as a system,
and each virtual router is counted as a system. Any new discovery candidate systems are added to
the Pending Devices list in the UNDISCOVERED state, and the message “Out of license” appears
below the Discovery Status section of the Discovery Progress window.


If you receive an OutOfLicense notification, contact VMware, Inc. Professional Services to acquire a
new license file that has a greater number of volume licenses. The
VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers provides
the procedure to install a license file, and the VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide
provides more information about license management.
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VMware Smart Assurance installation
The general rule is to install and configure items from the bottom of the hierarchy first, moving up to the
Domain Manager. The suggested installation order is as follows:


1 VMware Smart Assurance Broker. (The broker is normally installed first, making it easier for the other
components to connect to each other.)


2 Underlying Domain Manager (IP Availability Manager, IP Performance Manager)


3 VMware Smart Assurance Adapters


4 Global Manager


5 Global Console


After the Global Manager is installed and configured, you can install the components that use the
Global Manager as a server, such as the Global Console.


To ease the troubleshooting of initial deployment, install more limited segments of the deployment
first, such as an IP Availability Manager and then Global Manager. Always validate a segment before
installing the next segment.


By default, all VMware Smart Assurance products are installed as services and are started
immediately after installation. During deployment, you should set the services to start manually until
your installation and validation are complete.


Setting environment variables
Setting inappropriate values for environment variables is a common cause of post-installation problems.
Detailed descriptions of the environment variables that are used by VMware Smart Assurance
applications and utilities, including the methods for setting them, are described in the
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide.


Configure security
For initial validation, use the default administration username and password (admin and changeme).
Once you have validated your installation, change the default administration username and password.


Use and guard your VMware Smart Assurance secret phrase
VMware Smart Assurance components are installed using a default secret phrase. This phrase can be
used to encrypt VMware Smart Assurance passwords used in authentication and to encrypt
communications between VMware Smart Assurance components.
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VMware recommends that you take advantage of the added level of security provided through the secret
phrase and its related security mechanisms. To do this, you must change the secret phrase using
sm_rebond and make it consistent at all your installation sites. Due to the sensitive and vital nature of this
secret phrase, store and guard the phrase as you would do with the root passwords of the most sensitive
servers in your network.


Under certain circumstances, the loss of the secret phrase can force extensive reconfigurations and
require reinstallations of all VMware Smart Assurance components.


Deploy trap processing
In the recommended trap processing configuration, two SNMP Trap Adapter (Receiver) instances are
invoked using different trapd.conf files. The trapd.conf for the “trap exploder” instance includes trap
forwarding statements and indicates the port to use when listening for traps. In contrast, the trapd.conf for
the other instance of the SNMP Trap Adapter does not include trap forwarding statements. In the
following procedure, BASEDIR is the location where the Service Assurance Manager Release 8.1 is
installed. Deploy the trap processing as follows:


1 When installing the Service Assurance Manager Release 8.1, install the SNMP Trap Adapter
(Receiver) as a service. The default configuration will use
InCharge/SAM/smarts/local/conf/icoi/trapd.conf, the version of the trapd.conf file that is not configured
to forward traps. The
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide have detailed instructions for configuring the
SNMP Trap Adapter (Receiver) to receive traps.


2 Manually create a service for the SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a trap exploder by using
the sm_service command. The trap exploder instance will use
InCharge/SAM/smarts/local/conf/trapd/trapd.conf, the version of the trapd.conf file configured to
forward traps. A typical service command on a UNIX host looks like this:


/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install --force --unmanaged


--startmode=runonce


--description="VMware Smart Assurance SNMP Trap Exploder Server"


--name=trap_exp


/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_trapd


--name=TRAP_EXPLODER


--config=trapd


--port=162


--sport=9180


--seed=seedfile


--rules=default


--output
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3 Use sm_edit to configure the two different versions of trapd.conf:


n The SNMP Trap Adapter (Receiver) instance will use
InCharge/SAM/smarts/local/conf/icio/trapd.conf. The file should not include trap forwarding
statements.


n The trap exploder instance will use InCharge/SAM/smarts/local/conf/trapd/trapd.conf. This file
should include all trap forwarding statements. Traps that must be processed into notifications
should be forwarded to <host:port> where the SNMP Trap Adapter (Receiver) instance
listens for traps.


4 Configure the trap_mgr.conf file for the SNMP Trap Adapter (Receiver) instance to forward traps as
notifications to the Global Manager (InCharge/SAM/smarts/local/conf/icoi/trap_mgr.conf). Detailed
procedures are in the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide.


5 Start both the SNMP Trap Adapter (Receiver) and the SNMP Trap Adapter (Exploder).


Deploy VMware Smart Assurance user configurations
Deploying the VMware Smart Assurance user configurations consists of two tasks:


n Configure access to VMware Smart Assurance software by adding usernames and passwords to the
security files (clientConnect.conf and serverConnect.conf) as described in the
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide. These files define the security level for each
user, including user capabilities, servers that can be accessed, and passwords.


n Configure VMware Smart Assurance users:


n Deploy and configure tools.


Server tools must be copied to the server where Service Assurance is installed, and client tools
must be copied to all systems where Global Consoles are installed.


n Create console configurations and then save them on the server where Service Assurance is
installed.


Create each console configuration by opening the Global Console and then arranging the layout
and customizing preferences. Save the customized console with an appropriate name in an
*.iccon file. Each console file can then made available to all users by copying it from
BASEDIR/smarts/local/consoles/<user> to BASEDIR/smarts/local/consoles.


n Define customized notification lists.


n Create user profiles which associate individual users with access to specific tools, consoles, and
a notification list.
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Validating Your Deployment
(Acceptance Testing) 19
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Validation techniques


n Initial validation


n Validating discovery


n Validating polling and events


n Validating trap processing


n Validating users and capabilities


Validation techniques
When validating, begin by dividing the deployment into manageable, logical segments. Ensure that each
of the segments function properly and then perform end-to-end testing. Check data flow and then check
the accuracy of the data itself. Validate as much as possible before discovering the topology so that you
reduce complexity.


Initial validation
To start validation, ensure that the Broker has access to all Domain Managers and that the
Domain Manager processes are registered and running. Use brcontrol, as described in the
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide, to list the VMware Smart Assurance processes
that are registered with the Broker and their status.


Validating discovery
Discover the topology of the network. If the deployment includes a single IP Availability Manager on a
large or extra large platform, discover the network in limited portions: for example, discover groups of one
thousand managed network devices. Monitor the discovery process and review the discovered topology
after each discovery.


If the network includes Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) groups or virtual routers, ensure that they
are discovered.
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For IP Availability Manager and Performance Manager, validate the discovered topology by reviewing a
segment of the network that is well known. Always confirm possible discovery errors: if an expected
device does not appear in the topology, ping the device to ensure that it is accessible. It is not unusual for
discovery to find more devices than you expect; if this is the case, confirm that the devices exist.


Validating polling and events
To validate polling and thresholds, do the following using the Polling and Thresholds Console:


n Cause a failure by physically removing a cable in a discovered portion of the network. Check that the
correct notification is received at the Global Console and that the topology map indicates the failure.
Note that you might have to wait a few polling cycles to see the correct root-cause analysis.


n Reduce threshold settings to very low levels or zero. Typically, reducing port or interface performance
settings works well for validating Performance Manager deployments. For IP Availability Manager
deployments, reduce the RestartTrapThreshold connectivity setting for a router or switch and cause a
warmstart on the corresponding type of system. Obviously, choose equipment and a time frame when
you will not interrupt your network users. Verify that the correct notification is received at the
Global Console indicating that the threshold was exceeded.


Validating that the levels that you chose for the thresholds are appropriate for your deployment is
much more difficult. Start by using the defaults and adjust them upward or downward as you gain
experience with the equipment. When failures occur, particularly failures with little or no warning,
determine if the failures were preceded by symptoms that could have been detected by lower
threshold values. Then adjust the thresholds appropriately. This evaluation should be performed after
all failures.


Validating trap processing
Use sm_snmp to generate traps to the SNMP Trap Adapter (Receiver) through the SNMP Trap Adapter
(Exploder).


Ensure that you send traps that cause notifications from the underlying analysis servers as well as from
the Service Assurance Manager Adapter configuration. Create a trap for each trap processing statement
in the trap_mgr.conf file. If ASL scripting is included in the trap processing, ensure that the scripts function
as intended.


Validating users and capabilities
To validate users and their capabilities, test each user profile. Create a temporary user for each of your
user profiles. Log in to the Global Console as each user in turn and review the associated console
capabilities including access to console operations, access to tools, configuration of the notification list,
and layout of the console. Ensure that the capabilities match your expectations for each user profile.
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Tuning Your Deployment to
Improve Performance 20
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Performance tuning guidelines


n Reviewing VMware Smart Assurance license metrics


n Reviewing VMware Smart Assurance performance metrics


n Improving performance


n Other tuning issues


Performance tuning guidelines
Whether tuning of VMware Smart Assurance software is required is directly related to the capabilities of
the equipment where the VMware Smart Assurance products are installed.


When a deployment is installed on equipment with resource calculated using the formulas in Determine
resources required to support the deployment, tuning is usually not required. But performance should be
monitored to ensure that there are no issues.


Regardless of the size of your deployment, always monitor its performance. If tuning is required,
remember that tuning your deployment is an ongoing process that should be performed regularly.
Network changes can potentially affect the performance of the IP Manager: if you add, remove, or
relocate network equipment, review the performance metrics.


Never waste resources by tuning a partial deployment — adjustments made during a partial deployment
will usually be inappropriate for a complete deployment.


Chapter 23 CPU Estimates for Single-threaded Tasks provides additional details.


Reviewing VMware Smart Assurance license metrics
To determine if your deployment has sufficient licenses, the IP Manager provides the sm_tpmgr utility.
Use this utility with the following syntax to generate a complete list of performance metrics and
deployment size information:


sm_tpmgr -s servername --sizes
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For example, lines similar to the following would appear in the output:


Total System Volume License Checked Out:         150


Total Systems in Topology:               105


Remaining Blocks of System Licenses in License Server: 5


Maximum Number Of Systems: 1500


In this example, licenses for 1395 additional systems are available.


Reviewing VMware Smart Assurance performance metrics
To assess performance, the IP Manager provides the sm_tpmgr utility. Use this utility as follows to
generate a complete list of performance metrics:


sm_tpmgr -s servername --show-dm-processes


The output of this command lists the duration of most tasks performed by the Domain Manager, including:


n Codebook tasks


n Discovery cycles, including postprocessing, reconfiguration, and saving the repository


n ICMP statistics


n SNMP statistics


Note that when collecting performance statistics for IP Availability Manager, useful statistics are only
available after IP Availability Manager is in a steady state for 2 to 3 hours.


Codebook tasks
The codebook tasks are single-threaded and CPU-bound. These tasks occur each time discovery is
completed, when reconfiguration occurs, or when topology changes are made. The tasks may also be
triggered manually.


The codebook task durations are listed at the beginning of the output from the sm_tpmgr utility and will
be similar to The sm_tpmgr utility: Codebooks tasks.


1 Do not use this value.


2


3 Refer to these codebook task


4


5 values.
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Figure 20‑1.  The sm_tpmgr utility: Codebooks tasks


Look for these codebook task values to evaluate performance:


n Consistency: The time (seconds) required to recalculate aggregations.


n NewMatrix: The time (seconds) required to recompute the codebook.


n Correlation: The time (seconds) required to perform the correlation.


Chapter 23 CPU Estimates for Single-threaded Tasks will help you calculate the expected durations
for your topology.


Duration of last discovery
When assessing discovery performance, do not use the numbers from an initial discovery process
because it is not representative of typical discovery processes and is usually very costly. In addition,
discovery durations vary dramatically based on the type of discovery processing:


n Discover all


n Discover pending


n Discover one device


n Discover many devices using a seed file


Each of these must be assessed separately. You can find the time and duration of the discoveries in
the Topology Manager section of the output from the sm_tpmgr utility. It lists discovery times and
durations similar to that shown in The sm_tpmgr utility: Discovery information in the log file.


a Length of Discovery


b
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Figure 20‑2.  The sm_tpmgr utility: Discovery information in the log file


If a full discovery takes more than 8 hours (including postprocessing and reconfiguration), it might
affect normal business operations. In an environment where full discovery can be scheduled over a
weekend, 8 hours or more might be acceptable, but between 2 and 5 hours is often required to avoid
interfering with possible third shift work.


Note   In addition to the sm_tpmgr utility, the DiscoveryInProgress event could be used with ASL
scripting to determine the length of the task.


Discovery postprocessing
The log files provide the most accurate source of information for discovery postprocessing. In the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/logsdirectory of the IP Availability Manager or Performance Manager, there is a
<servername>_en_US_UTF-8.log file where server_name is name of the Domain Manager.


Search the log file for the most recent “Started basic post-processing” statement and the most recent
“Finished partitioning” statement. The duration between the times of these statements is the length of
time required for discovery postprocessing.


Do not use the discovery postprocessing duration when a large number of new devices are discovered
and added to the topology because the postprocessing required to create a new topology is much higher
than under normal circumstances.


Additionally, in large or very meshed topologies, the greatest cost of partial discoveries, even of a single
device, is in discovery postprocessing. If discovery postprocessing is taking too long, review any custom
postprocessing. If it is poorly designed or implemented, it should be reconsidered before splitting the
topology or adding CPUs.


Reconfiguration and saving the repository
Reconfiguration is single-threaded and CPU-bound. Saving the repository is also single-threaded, but is
mostly I/O-bound. These task durations appear in the output from the sm_tpmgr utility and will be similar
to those described in The sm_tpmgr utility: Reconfiguration and repository save tasks.


1 Reconfiguration


2 Repository Save Duration
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Figure 20‑3.  The sm_tpmgr utility: Reconfiguration and repository save tasks


ICMP processing statistics
ICMP processing statistics appear in the output of the sm_tpmgr utility and will be similar to the following:


ICMP Accessor Interface:


                      avg_late_polling = 0.250944942235947


                          bytesPerPing = 64


       gets_causing_request_percentage = 0


            gets_from_cache_percentage = 100


                     icmpNumberOfPolls = 27109905


                  icmpNumberOfResponse = 1252990


                    icmpPollerTimeSkew = 0.250945


                         icmpStartTime = March 14, 2009 5:52:58 PM EST


            max_active_processing_time = 0


                          max_get_time = 0


              max_idle_processing_time = 0


                      max_late_polling = 0


                         max_lock_wait = 0


                          min_get_time = 1000


                    num_other_failures = 0


                           num_threads = 10


                          num_timeouts = 0


                        operation_size = 1


              periodic_gets_per_second = 0


             total_active_poll_actions = 0


                       total_get_nexts = 0


                 total_gets_from_cache = 30


    total_instrumentation_get_requests = 0


                  total_on_demand_gets = 0


                   total_periodic_gets = 0


                    total_poll_actions = 0


                      total_repos_gets = 30


Look for these statistics to evaluate performance:


n max_get_time, min_get_time: The maximum, and minimum duration (seconds) of a ping cycle.


n avg_late_polling: The amount of time (seconds) that the ICMP pinger is falling behind. If the value is
negative, the pinger is ahead of schedule.
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SNMP processing statistics
SNMP processing statistics appear in the output of the sm_tpmgr utility and will be similar to the
following:


Properties of ICIP_SNMPAccessorInterface::DEVSTAT-SNMP-Poller:


                     CreationClassName = ICIP_SNMPAccessorInterface


                                  Name = DEVSTAT-SNMP-Poller


                           ServiceName =


          V1_continue_poll_after_error = FALSE


             accessor_polling_defaults = {


 DEVSTAT-SNMP-Poller


 10


 30


 0.7


 3


 FALSE


}


                      accessor_started = TRUE


                  allow_on_demand_gets = FALSE


            avg_active_processing_time = 0.0273474


                          avg_get_time = 0.00417901


              avg_idle_processing_time = 0


                      avg_late_polling = 17.1765


                         avg_lock_wait = 5.78108e-07


                      avg_request_size = 18


                        enableLoopback = TRUE


       gets_causing_request_percentage = 0


            gets_from_cache_percentage = 100


             instance_instrumentations = <unknown>


            max_active_processing_time = 480.587


                          max_get_time = 31.6418


              max_idle_processing_time = 0


                      max_late_polling = 2413.21


                         max_lock_wait = 0.007118


                          min_get_time = 5.1e-05


             nonV1_error_disables_poll = FALSE


                    num_other_failures = 192189


                           num_threads = 10


                          num_timeouts = 794


             on_demand_gets_percentage = 0


                        operation_size = 19


              periodic_gets_per_second = 67.5847


              periodic_gets_percentage = 100


                    piggybackAtStartup = FALSE


                      piggybackEnabled = FALSE


                    piggybackPerObject = FALSE


                    polling_parameters = <unknown>


      suspendMonitoring = FALSE


             total_active_poll_actions = 6139795


                       total_get_nexts = 0


                 total_gets_from_cache = 9548443


    total_instrumentation_get_requests = 12005267
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                  total_on_demand_gets = 0


                   total_periodic_gets = 12005267


                    total_poll_actions = 6154195


                      total_repos_gets = 9548443


Look for these statistics to evaluate performance:


n avg_get_time: The average time (seconds) that an SNMP get cycle takes on a per-thread basis (that
is, the round-trip delay). The value varies based on the network configuration.


n avg_late_polling: The amount of time (seconds) that the SNMP poller is falling behind.


n avg_request_size: The average number of variable bindings in a get request. Higher values indicate
more efficient polling.


n num_threads: The number of polling threads.


n periodic_gets_per_second: The actual throughput of the poller across all threads.


Calculate SNMP polling thread utilization
To calculate how full the SNMP polling threads are:


1 Reset the SNMP polling statistics through dmctl:


invoke SNMP_AccessorInterface::DEVSTAT-SNMP-Poller reset_statistics


2 After waiting for a while, preferably a multiple of the network polling interval, retrieve the SNMP-Poller
statistics through dmctl:


get SNMP_AccessorInterface::DEVSTAT-SNMP-Poller


3 Calculate the total polling time as follows:


totalPollingTime = avg_active_processing_time


                 * total_active_poll_actions


4 Calculate the polling thread utilization as follows:


PollingThreadUtilization = totalPollingTime 


              / (num_threads * statistics_time)


Evaluating SNMP statistics indicates the acceptable and unacceptable values for these statistics
during normal polling (that is, not during discovery). Late polling may be higher during discovery. If
PollingThreadUtilization is high, (which likely causes late polling) then determine if the high utilization
is due to inadequate polling threads or CPU processing time.


Calculate the device time as follows:


PollingDeviceTimePercentage = avg_get_time * total_periodic_gets/(num_threads*statistics_time)


If the PollingDeviceTimePercentage accounts for most of the PollingThreadUtilization, the problem
can be rectified by adding polling threads. Otherwise, address the CPU processing time by using a
faster machine, lesser topology, or a larger polling interval.
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Table 20‑1.  Evaluating SNMP statistics


SNMP Performance category Acceptable How to improve


PollingThreadUtilization < 60% Increase number of polling threads.


avg_late_polling < 10 seconds


Improving performance
If the performance metrics indicate a performance degradation, try the following tactics to improve
performance:


n Split topology into multiple domains. Currently, VMware Professional Services can aid in efficiently
splitting a network topology across multiple Domain Managers.


n Improve the capabilities of the equipment where the VMware Smart Assurance process is installed:
Use a faster CPU or reinstall VMware Smart Assurance on more capable equipment. Before resorting
to this hardware upgrade, consider the previous option.


Other tuning issues
This section discusses tuning issues.


Adjust performance thresholds to reduce inappropriate alarms
After gaining experience with the VMware Smart Assurance deployment, adjusting performance
thresholds might reduce the number of inappropriate alarms. Devices might trigger alarms during normal
operation because of performance thresholds set inappropriately low. Review all performance-related
alarms that were triggered by conditions that did not represent actual or potential failures and adjust the
threshold to avoid repetition of the alarm.


Conversely, failures of some devices might be preceded by performance degradation that does not trigger
an alarm. Once again, review any failures that might be preceded by degraded performance and adjust
the thresholds to detect these changes appropriately.


Use batching to improve trap processing performance
In a deployment where a high frequency of traps is expected, plan on using the batching capability of the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform to improve performance of the
clients that process the notifications. The BATCH_NOTIFY_INTERVAL in the trap_mgr.conf configuration
file determines the length of the interval between sending batches of notifications based on traps. It might
be necessary to tune this value under the typical trap load, so plan on monitoring the client performance
and adjusting this value.
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Filtering traps in trapd.conf
The number of traps that are processed and specified in trapd.conf is a factor in performance. The
smaller the number of received traps processed as events, the higher the overall rate of processing.With
trap receiver you can import subsets of traps into the Adapter Platform. Large numbers of traps may be
sent by network devices, but typically only a small subset are important to network operators. For
example, link up and down traps are sent frequently by devices but are not typically important to display
to the network operator since the IP Availability Manager already supplies authentic, root-cause problems
related to these traps.


To prevent crashes owing to trap storms and restricting the queue size from growing, users are
recommended to do the following settings in the smarts/conf/trapd/trapd.conf file:


Table 20‑2.  Parameters for trapd.conf file


Parameter Value Description


QUEUE_LIMIT_MEGS Default: 0 (No limit)


Recommended value: 100


Maximum allowable size of the queue before the process of
discarding begins for traps from 'chatty' sources.


QUEUE_LIMIT_SECONDS Default: 0 (No limit)


Recommended value: 60


The amount of time the traps can remain in the queue before
being discarded.


Alternatively, you can use the dmctl utility (put command) to set the required filtering parameters as
follows:


         dmctl -s put SNMP_TrapManager::<trap manager


instance>::MegabytesInQueue 100


         dmctl -s put SNMP_TrapManager::<trap manager


instance>::SecondsInQueue 60


      


Global Console performance
To ensure appropriate performance at the Global Console, limit the total number of Global Console users
attached to the same Global Manager to 50. This is typically a safe limit, but more users are possible.
Check processor utilization to ensure that it is not too high before adding additional users.


A typical Global Console tuning task is to optimize notification list filters for the operators. The operator
should not see more (or less) than needed. Avoid needless processing whenever possible.


Managing memory for large processes
There are two ways of limiting the process size:


1 In RHEL 4 and 5, edit the /etc/security/limits.conf file to add the following entry:


*    soft as  <Value>
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2 For any other UNIX-based systems, including RHEL 4 and 5, specify the limits in the
local/conf/runcmd_env.sh file, as follows:


ulimit -v <Value>


For example, you can specify a value of 6291456. Here, 6291456 is 6GB of address space = 6 *
1024 * 1024. The value here is in KBs. You can specify a value based on the maximum memory
required for the VMware process.


Note   Limiting the process size causes the process to be terminated once it tries to exceed the set
limit. As such, setting this limit may cause the domain managers exceeding the limit to be terminated
by the operating system.
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Defining a CPU 21
Using SPEC to define a CPU
CPUs may have multiple cores and cores may have multiple hardware threads. Cores and threads may
share CPU resources with other cores and threads. This makes assessment of CPU capacity difficult.


VMware recommends using the SpecInt (SPEC Integer) benchmark published by SPEC for assessing
expected relative CPU performance. SPEC is an organization of computer industry vendors dedicated to
developing standardized benchmarks and publishing reviewed results. CPU2006 is the current version of
the CPU component benchmark suite from SPEC. The results are broken out by reported metric for:


n CPU Speed: You can access this benchmark from:


http://www.spec.org/cpu2006/results/cint2006.html


n CPU Throughput: You can access this benchmark from:


http://www.spec.org/cpu2006/results/rint2006.html


While cint runs one copy of the benchmark, rint runs as many copies as there are threads in the
machine.


CPU speed and the number of CPUs available affect performance. You can get a sense of the
expected performance by comparing the CPU speed directly to the speed ratings of the CPUs on
which the benchmark is based. The current strategy for assessing the number of effective CPUs in a
machine is to divide the throughput rating by the speed rating.


For example, a machine with two CPUs and four cores per CPU, with one thread per core, may have
a speed rating of 10 and a throughput rating of 40, rather than 80, which would be the expected value
if all cores and threads were completely independent. In this case, we say such a machine has 4
effective CPUs.


In general, our software benefits more from faster CPU speed, than the comparable addition of more
CPUs. Thus, it is preferred to have 1 CPU rated at 20, than 2 rated at 10.
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Hardware Specifications 22
This appendix provides details on the hardware that was used in the lab environment for collecting the
performance and scalability data. You can use the hardware specifications mentioned in this appendix to
translate VMware observations and find the appropriate hardware for your systems. This section covers:


n Hardware models and parameter estimates


Hardware models and parameter estimates
Typical hardware for the equipment tiers and operating systems is listed in Hardware specifications:


Table 22‑1.  Hardware specifications


Operating
System Platform Equipment Tier


Solaris Sun Sparc V440 1.6 GHz Solaris10


Linux Dell R710 2.7 GHz Red Hat Enterprise Linux
5 Server


VM (Linux) Dell R710 2.7 GHz Red Hat Enterprise Linux
5 Server


Note   R710 (Intel Xeon X5550, 2.67GHz) is rated at 29.2/220 (Speed/Throughput) in SPEC cint 2006.
The servers were configured without hyperthreading and had two quad core processors each. V440
(1593 MHz UltraSparc IIIi) is not listed in the SPEC cint 2006 as it is an older machine. V440 is rated 5/20
based on comparison with the Sun Blade 1280 MHz 2500, which has the UltraSparc IIIi CPU and is listed
in both the 2000 and 2006 benchmarks.
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CPU Estimates for Single-
threaded Tasks 23
CPU estimates for single-threaded tasks
Post Processing (includes Reconfigure) through Topology Sync reflect values observed in a laboratory
test environment using the hardware listed in Chapter 22 Hardware Specifications. Use this data as a
comparison tool when deploying your own system to estimate the expected processing time for each
task.


Table 23‑1.  Consistency


Operating
System


IP Availability Manager


IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager
(AM-PM)


Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


Linux 0.000021 0.000000 0.000297 0.000025 0.000000 0.000726


Solaris 0.000126 0.000000 0.001782 0.000150 0.000000 0.004356


Table 23‑2.  Post Processing (includes Reconfigure)


Operating
System


IP Availability Manager


IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager
(AM-PM)


Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


Linux 0.003957 0.002032 0.021900 0.006401 0.003434 0.024597


Solaris 0.023742 0.012192 0.131400 0.038406 0.020604 0.147582


.
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Table 23‑3.  Reconfigure


Operating
System


IP Availability Manager


IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager
(AM-PM)


Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


Linux 0.002666 0.000000 0.021151 0.004415 0.000000 0.040929


Solaris 0.015996 0.000000 0.126906 0.026490 0.000000 0.245574


Table 23‑4.  Offline New matrix


Operating
System


IP Availability Manager


IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager
(AM-PM)


Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


Linux 0.004482 0.000000 0.021118 0.006045 0.000000 0.020946


Solaris 0.026892 0.000000 0.126708 0.036270 0.000000 0.125676


Table 23‑5.  New Matrix


Operating
System


IP Availability Manager


IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager
(AM-PM)


Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


Linux 0.000163 0.000000 0.000426 0.000168 0.000000 0.000377


Solaris 0.000978 0.000000 0.002556 0.001008 0.000000 0.002262


Table 23‑6.  Topology Sync


Operating
System


IP Availability Manager


IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager
(AM-PM)


Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port Per managed port Per interface


Per
unmanaged
port


Per managed
port


Linux 0.000511 0.000141 0.000141 0.000712 0.000131 0.000131


Solaris 0.003066 0.000846 0.000846 0.004272 0.000786 0.000786


The test scenario had VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager (SAM) running on the
same machine. Topology synchronization may take longer time if there is significant latency between
SAM and IP servers. Chapter 22 Hardware Specifications provides specifications of servers measured.
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Managing Overlapping IP
Networks 24
This appendix describes how to use the IP Manager, virtual IP addresses, and policy-based routers to
centrally manage private IP networks that employ identically-numbered IP address spaces. It consists of
the following sections:


n Overview


n IP management domains


n IP management domain configuration steps


n Configuring virtual IP interfaces


n Configuring policy-based routing or source routing


n Creating an IP tag filter


n Configuring SNMP trap forwarding


n IP Management domain information consolidation


This chapter includes the following topics:


n Overview


n IP management domains


n IP management domain configuration steps


n Configuring virtual IP interfaces


n Configuring policy-based routing or source routing


n Creating an IP tag filter


n Configuring SNMP trap forwarding


n IP Management domain information consolidation


Overview
Three overlapping-IP-address capabilities are available to the IP Manager:


n IP tagging


n Unmanage admin down
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n IP management domain policy-based or source routing


Overlapping IP address is described in IP address types and definitions, IP tagging is described in IP
tagging feature, and Unmanage admin down is described in Unmanage admin down feature. IP
management domain policy-based or source routing is described in this appendix.


Table 24‑1.  IP address types and definitions


IP address type Description


Overlapping IP address 1 In a centrally managed configuration in which an ISP manages the private IP networks of
different clients, overlapping IP addresses come into existence when the private IP
networks employ identically-numbered IP address spaces.


An overlapping IP address may be a management IP address or a non-management IP
address.


Management IP address An IP address that is bound to a device’s SNMP agent.


The IP Manager uses a device’s management IP address and ICMP and SNMP polling to
discover information about the device and to monitor the device after it is discovered.


Non-management IP address An IP address that is not bound to a device’s SNMP agent. A non-management IP
address is associated with a physical interface of a device.


For a non-management IP address that is part of a discovered device, and assuming that
one or more routes exist between the host that is running the IP Manager and the non-
management IP address, the IP Manager will use ICMP polling to monitor the address.


1  Described in detail in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide.


Table 24‑2.  IP tagging feature


Topic Description


Introduction IP tagging 1 and IP tag filters enable the IP Manager to create IP objects in its modeled topology that
represent overlapping IP addresses.


Unmanaged IPs By default, an IP tag filter sets all IP objects that are created for overlapping IP addresses to
“unmanaged.”


Monitoring overlapping
IPs


The IP Manager monitors the status of the overlapping IP addresses by periodically sending ICMP and
SNMP requests to the devices on which the overlapping IP addresses were discovered.


Even for a pair of overlapping IP addresses that are reachable, the IP Manager will not be able to
monitor them directly because it will not be able to determine which of the devices that are associated
with those IP addresses is responding to the ICMP and/or SNMP polls.


1  Described in detail in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide .
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Table 24‑3.  Unmanage admin down feature


Topic Description


Introduction Unmanage admin down 1 is an alternative to using the IP tagging feature to discover
overlapping IP addresses.


When Unmanage admin down is enabled, the IP Manager will not discover any IP address
that is associated with an administratively down interface.


Purpose This discovery behavior allows for a situation in which two devices are sharing a
management IP address for the following reason:


The currently active device is to be replaced by the administratively down device.


In this situation, the IP Manager will discover and create an IP object for the currently active
device, but will not discover an IP object for the administratively down device. When the
replacement device becomes active, and the currently active device becomes
administratively down, the polling will continue.


1  Described in detail in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide.


The IP management domain policy-based or source routing capability enables two or more IP Managers
that are running on the same host system to poll simultaneously the two or more instances of an
overlapping IP address.


IP management domains
To use the IP management domain policy-based or source routing capability, you must establish separate
IP management domains. An IP management domain is a set of IP networks that do not contain
overlapping addresses.


The IP addresses within an IP management domain are unique, except for cases in which a Hot Standby
Routing Protocol (HSRP) or a Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) redundancy group is
employed, where two or more routers may share the same virtual IP address as long as only one router
actually uses the address at any one time.


Consider two customers, A and B, that both use the private IP network number 10.0.0.0/8 (subnet
255.0.0.0). In this case, Customer A is one management domain, Domain A, and Customer B is a second
management domain, Domain B. The combination of A and B cannot be a management domain because
they both use the 10.0.0.0/8 network number. As the administrator of the IP Manager, you map each
customer network to a different management domain when configuring the IP Manager.


Topology and trap information in Domain A and Domain B is kept isolated by running separate
IP Manager instances on the same host system. Each IP Manager monitors the information for its
domain.


Virtual IP interface support
An IP management domain provides the structure into which the different customer networks are placed.
But to actually discover the networks and then to subsequently poll them and process traps requires
specialized support that is provided by the IP Manager, as well as configuration support from the host
operating system. The host operating system must support virtual IP interfaces.


You bind each IP Manager to a virtual IP interface on the host system.
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Policy-based routing or source-routing support
In addition to binding each IP Manager to a virtual IP interface, you need to configure a router to route
packets between each IP Manager and its management domain. You can use either of the following
routing methods to route traffic from a IP Manager’s virtual interface through interfaces that are connected
only to that server’s management domain:


n Policy-based routing


A router that supports policy-based routing uses a packet’s source address to determine which
interfaces through which to route the traffic.


n Source routing


Source routing involves the addition of routing instructions to the packets that are transmitted by each
IP Manager.


IP tagging support
In addition to configuring a router to route packets between each IP Manager and its management
domain, you need to create an IP tag filter for one of the Domain Managers so that the IP Manager can
distinguish between the overlapping addresses that are used by the two locally distinct groups of devices
in the two IP management domains.


Upon creating an IP tag filter for one of the IP Managers, that IP Manager will add a distinguishing tag to
the names of the IP objects that represent the IP addresses in its management domain, while the other
IP Manager will not.


IP management domain configuration steps
To implement the IP management domain policy-based or source routing capability, you need to complete
the following steps:


n Configure the IP Managers, one per IP management domain, by binding a virtual IP interface on the
host system to each IP Manager.


n Configure a policy-based router, or use source routes, to route packets that are sent from the
IP Manager to the appropriate IP management domain.


n Create an IP tag filter for one of the IP Managers.


n Configure the devices in each IP management domain to send SNMP traps to the virtual IP address
for which the respective IP Manager is listening for traps.


Configuring virtual IP interfaces
You bind an IP Manager, and thus an IP management domain, to a virtual IP interface on the host
system.
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Consider again the two domains, Domain A and Domain B, that are defined in the example in IP
management domains. To discover and poll these networks, you configure a separate virtual IP interface
for each domain, say Virtual A for Domain A, and Virtual B for Domain B. Then, for the IP Manager that is
associated with Domain A, you bind the IP Manager to Virtual A; for the IP Manager that is associated
with Domain B, you bind the IP Manager to Virtual B.


In this case, IP Manager_A will be bound to Virtual A, and IP Manager_B will be bound to Virtual B.


The domain-to-interface binding has the following effect on the IP packets that are sent and received by
the IP Managers:


n All ICMP and SNMP requests from IP Manager_A specify Virtual A as the source address. All ICMP
and SNMP requests from IP Manager_B specify Virtual B as the source address. Because of this
distinction, two packets that are destined for identically addressed devices in Domain A and
Domain B are differentiated by the packet source address, as shown in Path of packets to the devices
in Domain A and Domain B.


a IP


b Manager_B


c IP


d Manager_A


e Packet from IP Manager_A (Domain A)


Figure 24‑1.  Path of packets to the devices in Domain A and Domain B


n An SNMP response or trap whose destination address is Virtual A is interpreted in the context of
Domain A. An SNMP response or trap whose destination is Virtual B is interpreted in the context of
Domain B. Incoming traps from identically addressed devices in Domain A and Domain B are
distinguishable by the packet destination address, as shown in Path of packets from the devices in
Domain A and Domain B.


a IP
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b Manager_B


c IP


d Manager_A


e Packet to IP Manager_A (Domain A)


Figure 24‑2.  Path of packets from the devices in Domain A and Domain B


Proper trap processing support requires that devices in Customer A’s network are configured to send
traps to Virtual A. Devices in Customer B’s network must be configured to send traps to Virtual B.
Because responses are sent to the source address of the query that initiated them, the responses are
automatically sent to the right destination.


Creating virtual IP interfaces to direct management traffic
First, on the host system where the IP Managers are running, create two virtual interfaces and assign
each an IP address. To complete this task, consult the administration documentation for the host system.


Binding a Domain Manager to a virtual IP address
After you have created the virtual IP addresses, bind each IP Manager to a virtual IP address. The
IP Manager is bound to the IP address at startup. Because of these bindings, you will need to modify the
startup script for each IP Manager.


The sm_server command, which is used to start a IP Manager, provides a special option, --useif, for
binding the IP Manager to a particular virtual IP address. The following example illustrates this option by
binding the IP Manager named INCHARGE_A to the IP address 192.168.1.2.


# BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_server -n INCHARGE_A --useif=192.168.1.2
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Configuring policy-based routing or source routing
You configure a router to route packets to and from each IP Manager to the appropriate managed
domain. You can use policy-based routing or source routing to route management traffic.


Using a policy-based router to route management traffic
A policy-based router that uses methods such as Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) or Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) is required to properly route the packets from the IP Managers. Packets that are
routed through a policy-based router shows this example, where such a router must have two interfaces,
Interface A and Interface B, through which there is unambiguous connectivity to networks of Customers A
and Customer B, respectively.


1 IP


2 Manager_B


3 IP


4 Manager_A


5 Packet to IP Manager_A (Domain A)


Figure 24‑3.  Packets that are routed through a policy-based router


A policy route must be defined such that a packet that originates from IP Manager_A, whose source
address is Virtual A, is forwarded through Interface A. Similarly, a second route must be defined such that
a packet that originates from IP Manager B, whose source address is Virtual B, is forwarded though
Interface B.


Routers that route packets from the customer networks through Interface A and Interface B use standard
IP routing to route the packets to the appropriate interface and the IP Manager.
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Using source routes to route management traffic
You can also use either loose or strict source routes to route management traffic. The advantage of
source routing is that you do not have to configure the routers. However, not all routers support source
routes.


Packets that contain routing instructions shows an example where routing instructions are added to the
packets that are leaving IP Manager_A. Each packet arrives at a router with instructions about the
packet’s next destination. When the instructions are exhausted, the packet will be in a location where
standard routing can complete the packet’s delivery.


1 IP


2 Manager_B


3 IP


4 Manager_A


5 Packet from IP Manager_A (Domain A)


Figure 24‑4.  Packets that contain routing instructions


Creating an IP tag filter
You create an IP tag filter for one of the IP Managers so that the IP Manager can distinguish between the
overlapping addresses that belong to the two different IP management domains. The use of the IP tag
filter enables the IP Manager to do the following:


Store in their respective repositories the IP objects that represent the overlapping IP addresses that are
used by the two locally distinct groups of devices in the two IP management domains.


IP tag filter groups provide a means to create an IP tag filter and specify a unique tag for a group of
devices that share an IP address space with another group of devices. The procedure for creating IP tag
filter groups is presented in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.
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The IP Manager with the IP tag filter will use the “IP-<IP address>/<tag>” naming scheme to name an IP
address instance that is collected from its domain. The IP Manager without the IP tag filter will use the
standard naming scheme of “IP-<IP address>” to name an IP address instance that is collected from its
domain.


For example, if you create an IP tag filter group that has a “Domain_A” tag and matching criteria that
allow the devices in the management domain for IP Manager_A to become members of the group,
IP Manager_A will assign the name IP-<IP address>/Domain_A to the IP addresses that it collects from
its management domain. IP Manager_B will assign the name IP-<IP address> to the IP addresses that it
collects from its management domain.


Configuring SNMP trap forwarding
The final step to managing networks of overlapping IP addresses is to configure the devices in each
network to forward SNMP traps to the appropriate IP Manager. Devices should be configured to send
SNMP traps to the IP address of the appropriate virtual interface used by the IP Manager. In our example,
devices in Domain A are configured to send SNMP traps to the virtual interface used by IP Manager A.


The configuration of VMware Smart Assurance’ trap processing is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide. A built-in trap
receiver runs automatically as a process within each IP Manager.


If the configuration for both built-in trap receivers is the same, they can share the same trapd.conf
configuration file. Because each IP Manager will listen for traps on different IP addresses, both
IP Managers can listen on the same port.


IP Management domain information consolidation
Once the IP Management Domains have been defined, and the virtual IP interfaces and policy routes
established, each IP Manager separately monitors and correlates the information for each domain.


Consolidation by the Global Manager
If you want to consolidate the topology and event information to a single point of reference, use
Service Assurance Manager. Service Assurance distinguishes between topology elements with the same
IP address, providing separate notifications and a distinct topological representation for each element.


Because of the IP tag filter that was created in Creating an IP tag filter, the Global Manager is able to
distinguish between topology objects that have the same IP address, and therefore is able to provide
separate notifications and a distinct topological representation for each object.
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Guidelines and Best Practices
for Running Smart Assurance on
VMware 25
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Overview


n Test methodology


n VMware configuration guidelines


n Test results


n VMware deployment checklist


Overview
VMware tested various configurations of VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager and
VMware Smart Assurance Global Manager in a VMware vSphere deployment. A typical VMware vSphere
deployment, as shown in VMware vSphere deployment, consists of multiple ESX or ESXi hosts and an
instance of the VMware vCenter Server.
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Figure 25‑1.  VMware vSphere deployment


VMware vSphere enables multiple guest operating systems, including Linux, and NetWare, to run
simultaneously and independently on the same physical host machine, and enables live applications to
migrate across hosts with no business disruption. It uses the virtualization of physical host machines,
networking, and storage to move within a few seconds an entire running virtual machine from one host to
another.


VMware vSphere documentation is available at the following website:


http://www.vmware.com/support/pubs
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Test methodology
Using a standard automated performance test framework, VMware tested various configurations of
IP Availability Manager and the Global Manager and Linux VMs. The tests were run on three different
large simulated customer network topologies.


The test framework starts and stops the VMware Smart Assurance Managers; initiates discovery;
measures CPU time, elapsed time, and memory utilization; and produces detailed performance reports.


Software
The following software was used to test the VMware Smart Assurance Managers:


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager 8.1.1, Build 9


n VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager 8.1.0.1, Build 64


n Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS/AP 5 (64-bit)


n VMware vSphere 4.0


Hardware
The following hardware was used to test the VMware Smart Assurance Managers:


n HP ProLiant BL460c G6


n 2x Intel X5550 at 2.67 GHz


n 48GB RAM


n Internal 146GB, 15K RPM drive


n SAN: Clariion CX-960


n 15-disk RAID 5 array


n LUN 1TB SATA II (7200 RPM)


Both the “HP ProLiant BL460c G6” and “2x Intel X5550 at 2.67 GHz” are quad-core CPU packages
that support hardware-assisted CPU virtualization and memory management unit (MMU)
virtualization.


Scenarios
The following scenarios were tested for the VMware Smart Assurance Managers:


n An IP Availability Manager instance and a Global Manager instance running on the same VM.


n An IP Availability Manager instance and a Global Manager instance running on individual VMs on the
same ESX Server.
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n An IP Availability Manager instance and a Global Manager instance running on individual VMs on
different ESX Servers.


All VMs were configured with four virtual CPUs and 48 gigabytes of memory.


VMware configuration guidelines
Tips for maximizing the performance of a VMware vSphere 4.0 deployment are presented in Performance
Best Practices for VMware vSphere 4.0 at 
http://www.vmware.com/pdf/Perf_Best_Practices_vSphere4.0.png 
http://www.vmware.com/pdf/Perf_Best_Practices_vSphere4.0.png. The performance tips are organized
into four categories:


n Hardware storage, networking, and BIOS considerations and best practices


n ESX CPU, memory, storage, and networking considerations and best practices


n Guest OS CPU, storage, and networking considerations and best practices


n Resource management considerations and best practices


The performance tips for resource management are implemented through a vSphere Client that is
attached to a VMware vCenter Server. The vCenter Server manages VMs, their guest OSs, and their
hosts, and enables and controls features such as vMotion, Storage vMotion, vNetwork Distributed
Switch, Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS), High Availability (HA), and Fault Tolerance (FT).


The guidelines in this section are based on the performance tips in the Performance Best Practices
for VMware vSphere 4.0 document.


Hardware configurations
In addition to the many performance tips in Performance Best Practices for VMware vSphere 4.0 for
maximizing the performance of the hardware, enable the following BIOS-specific settings to ensure
compatibility with the ESX Server:


n Enable all hardware-assisted virtualization features.


n Enable all populated sockets, and enable all processor cores in each socket.


n Enable hyperthreading.


Note that some manufacturers label the hyperthreading option as “Logical Processor,” while others
label it “Enable Hyperthreading.”


VMware Tools
Install the VMware Tools on all VMs. (VMware Tools is not installed on a VM by default.) VMware Tools is
a set of utilities and drivers that improve the performance and management of VMs. It includes the
balloon driver that is used for memory reclamation in ESX, the custom BusLogic driver that should be
used for VMXNET3 paravirtualized network adapter, which contains drivers for many guest OSs.


The following website provides instructions for installing VMware Tools:
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http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?
language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1014294


When configuring the VMware Tools options, VMware recommends that you enable (check) the “Notify if
upgrade is available” option. If this option is not enabled and an upgrade of VMware Tools becomes
available, the vCenter Server will automatically apply the upgrade and (in some cases) automatically
reboot the VM’s guest OS. The automatic reboot might not be desirable.


VMware network adapter
Set the VMware network adapter type to VMXNET3 for all VMs. (The default network adapter type for a
VM is E1000.) The VMXNET3 adapter is a high-performance paravirtualized device with drivers, available
in VMware Tools, for many guest OSs.


The VMXNET3 adapter is the latest-generation virtualized network interface card that is designed for high
performance. Because VMXNET3 is not part of an operating system’s driver set, VMware Tools must be
installed prior to installing VMXNET3.


VMware virtual switch
Configure the virtual network so that the VM network traffic is separate from the ESX management traffic. 
ESX Server networking components presents an example.
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Figure 25‑2.  ESX Server networking components
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As shown in Figure 19, a virtual switch (vSwitch) connects virtual NICs to physical NICs. Each vSwitch
contains one or more ports or port groups that can be used for VM networking, VMkernel services, or
management services.


A configured VM port group on a vSwitch connects VMs to the physical network or to other VMs. A
configured VMkernel port connects VMkernel services (vMotion, iSCSI, NFS, Fault Tolerance) to the
physical network. A configured service console port connects ESX to network or remote management
services, such as the vCenter Server.


VMware recommends the use of the VMware vNetwork Distributed Switch feature for complex
environments, to simplify and enhance the provisioning, administration, and monitoring of VM networking.
This feature provides a centralized point of control for cluster-level networking through the vCenter
Server.


CPU allocation
Ensure that the VMs that are hosting the VMware Smart Assurance Managers are allocated an optimal
number of virtual CPUs (vCPUs). For the final testing of the VMware Smart Assurance Managers,
VMware configured the VMs with four vCPUs, which is half the number of physical CPUs on each ESX
host that was used in the testing.


The eight physical CPUs on an ESX host were implemented as two separate quad-core processors,
where each “core” or “execution core” is a separate processor. The physical CPUs are enabled in the
BIOS when an ESX host is booted.


For the discovery and monitoring of large network topologies, VMware recommends the allocation of four
vCPUs. For the discovery and monitoring of small to medium network topologies, VMware recommends
the allocation of two vCPUs. Note that adding more vCPUs than necessary might adversely affect
performance.


Here are some other CPU-related recommendations and considerations:


n Check that the hardware abstraction layer (HAL) or kernel for the VMs is configured to use more than
one CPU.


n Check that adequate CPU is allocated to the VMs. See Ensure adequate allocation of CPU and
memory resources for details.


n Check the CPU performance for the VMs. See Monitor CPU and memory performance for details.


Hyperthreading
Ensure that hyperthreading is enabled for all ESX hosts. Hyperthreading, also known as symmetric
multithreading, enables a single physical processor core to behave like two logical processors.
Hyperthreading is enabled in the BIOS when an ESX host is booted.


Unlike having twice as many processor cores, which can roughly double performance, hyperthreading
can provide anywhere from a slight to a significant increase in system performance. Tests indicate that
VMware Smart Assurance Managers running on Linux VMs perform significantly better with
hyperthreading enabled.
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ESX provides configuration parameters for controlling the scheduling of VMs on hyper-threaded hosts.
When choosing hyperthreading sharing choices, Any (default) is almost always preferred over None or
Internal.


Memory allocation
Ensure that the VMs that are hosting the VMware Smart Assurance Managers are allocated an optimal
amount of memory. For the final testing of the VMware Smart Assurance Managers, VMware configured
the VMs with 48 gigabytes of memory, which is the total amount of physical memory on each ESX host
that was used in the testing.


Note   Additional memory, more than any other factor, benefits the Managers the most.


Reserve memory for a VM in accordance with the guidelines in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide. The criterion is the size of the total topology
that is to be managed by all of the IP Availability Managers in the VM. Note that allocating more memory
than needed increases the VM overhead.


Here are some other memory-related recommendations and considerations:


n Check that adequate memory is allocated to the VMs. See Ensure adequate allocation of CPU and
memory resources for details.


n Check the memory performance for the VMs. See Monitor CPU and memory performance for details.


VMware Distributed Resource Scheduler
VMware DRS is a load-balancing feature that reassigns VMs to other VMs in a cluster of ESX hosts, to
balance the workload on hosts across the cluster. Using the vMotion network link, DRS migrates VMs in
accordance to host load requirements, VM load requirements, and user demands. Shared storage is
required in order to use DRS.


DRS can be configured to do load balancing automatically, or to make recommendations, which can then
be implemented manually. Recommendations are made by the vCenter Server in accordance to a user-
selectable migration threshold scale of predicted performance improvements, ranging from conservative
to aggressive.


Because IP Availability Manager typically has a large memory footprint and variable CPU requirements
that range from a high rate of CPU consumption (during network discovery and codebook computation) to
a lower, steady rate of CPU consumption (during periods of monitoring and polling), take care when
choosing a migration threshold for DRS. Choosing a migration threshold that is too aggressive could
cause the IP Availability Manager VM to migrate when its CPU usage suddenly increases.


Be conservative with DRS migration thresholds, or enable other VMs to be migrated rather than the
IP Availability Manager VM.
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DRS is supported by IP Availability Manager, but not recommended because of its large, active real
memory working set. Migration requires that resources be available simultaneously on the source and
destination host, and in the case of IP Availability Manager, these resources, especially memory, could be
significant, depending on the size of the managed topology.


VMware High Availability
VMware HA is an automated restart feature for VMs that are running in a cluster of ESX hosts. HA
monitors hosts and VMs and uses a heartbeat to minimize downtime. As with DRS, shared storage is
required for the HA feature.


When HA detects a failure, it switches the unresponsive VM to a new host and restarts it. Because the
running state of the VM is not preserved, an HA-switched IP Availability Manager VM would be restarted
from the last saved repository (RPS) file. That file might be several hours old, and restoring that file might
take a significant length of time, especially in the case of a large managed network topology.


VMware Fault Tolerance
VMware FT is a failover feature that preserves the running state of the VM, and thus provides real time
backup with no loss of data or connectivity. As with DRS and HA, shared storage is required for the FT
feature.


FT requires that the entire VM environment be duplicated because the memory state must be identical
between the live VM and the failover VM.


This requirement might be acceptable for critical systems, but FT has severe restrictions for use with
IP Availability Manager, particularly the limitation of a single vCPU for any FT-enabled VM. Because of
the recommendation for a minimum of two vCPUs for an IP Availability Manager VM, the use of FT is not
recommended as a failover solution for most VMware Smart Assurance customers.


Ensure adequate allocation of CPU and memory resources
Hosts and DRS clusters are providers of CPU and memory resources, and VMs are consumers of CPU
and memory resources. For a DRS cluster, the vCenter Server manages all of the CPU and memory of all
of the hosts in the cluster.


Use the vSphere Client and vCenter Server to check a VM’s Resource Allocation tab for the appropriate
amount of CPU and memory. Check the shares, reservation and limit settings for the VM. Ensure that the
limit setting is Unlimited (default).


Through testing and experience, and by analyzing esxtop data, you can determine the appropriate level
of shares and reservation for a VM. Shares and reservation take effect only when not enough resources
are available to meet the needs of all the VMs on a particular ESX host.


To change the share-based percentage of the total CPU or memory for a VM, or to change the
guaranteed reservation of the CPU or memory for a VM, select the VM’s Edit Settings tab, then the
Resources tab, and then make your changes.
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Configure an adequate reserve of CPU and memory resources so that the VM is not spending much
ready wait time. Ready wait time, or just “ready wait” or “ready time,” is the time that a VM waits in a
ready-to-run state before it can be scheduled on a CPU.


Monitor CPU and memory performance
The vCenter Server provides detailed CPU and memory usage statistics at the host and VM levels.
Statistics include CPU usage and demand, and private, shared, ballooned, and swapped memory usage
breakdown.


Viewing the statistics in the vCenter Server tab pages is one way to monitor CPU and memory
performance. Using the esxtop command-line utility to periodically collect CPU and memory data is
another.


Because insufficient CPU resources will reduce maximum throughput, monitoring CPU usage of high-
throughput workloads is very important. If the CPU usage for a VM is consistently above the 50-70%
range, add more vCPUs to the VM.


Tab pages
Use the vSphere Client and vCenter Server to check the Resource Allocation, Performance,
Configuration, and Summary tabs for CPU and memory utilization statistics. The performance charts in
the Performance tab provide a single view of all performance metrics for a host.


esxtop data
Use the esxtop command-line utility to periodically monitor the CPU and memory usage of individual
hosts and their VMs. The esxtop utility provides a detailed look at how ESX uses resources in real time.


Here are some examples and guidelines for interpreting host-related esxtop data:


n If the load average on the first line of the esxtop CPU panel is equal to the number of physical
processors in the system, the host is overloaded.


n If the usage percentage for the physical CPUs on the PCPU line (PCPU USED(%)) is 90% or greater,
the CPUs are approaching an overloaded condition.


Here are some examples and guidelines for interpreting VM-related esxtop data:


n High values for ready wait (%RDY) and %CSTP indicate contention for CPU. %RDY should be less
than 10%-15% per vCPU. %CSTP should be less than 5% per vCPU.


n VMs with a high %CSTP might indicate that they have more vCPUs than required. For an
IP Availability ManagerVM with four vCPUs and a high %CSTP, consider reducing the vCPUs to two.


Also, check the esxtop data for memory ballooning and swapping. (In the CPU panel, check the swap
wait %SWPWT value; in the Memory panel, check the MCTLTGT (MB) value, the SWCUR (MB)
value, and other balloon- and swap-related lines.) Swapping can be avoided in a VM by reserving
memory for the VM that is at least equal in size to the VM’s active working set.
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Test results
For Linux VM, VMware tested the following three scenarios multiple times on three different large
simulated customer network topologies:


1 IP Availability Manager and the Global Manager running in the same VM.


2 IP Availability Manager and the Global Manager running in individual VMs on the same ESX Server.


3 IP Availability Manager and the Global Manager running in individual VMs on different ESX Servers.


Using the midpoint results of scenario 1 as a baseline, Test results of scenarios 2 and 3 relative to
scenario 1, expressed in percent presents the test results of scenarios 2 and 3 relative to scenario 1.
“Min” represents the best results, “Max” represents the worst results, and “Median” represents the
midpoint results.


Table 25‑1.  Test results of scenarios 2 and 3 relative to scenario 1, expressed in percent


Configuration Platform
Min/Median/M
ax


Discovery End-to-end


Elapsed
time CPU


Elapsed
time CPU


The VM
running on the
ESX Server


Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux AS/AP 5
(64- bit)


Min -4.1% -3.6% -2.9% -1.2%


Median 1.0% 0.6% 3.5% 2.2%


Max 9.2% 10.8% 8.1% 8.7%


Two VMs, one


running on one
ESX Server,
and the other
running on
another ESX
Server


Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux AS/AP 5
(64- bit)


Min -16.1% -12.8% -16.5% -14.4%


Median -2.1% -2.3% 0.7% 1.7%


Max 2.8% 5.5% 3.2% 9.0%


In general, performance was negatively impacted when using two VMs on the same ESX Server. The
performance showed a slight improvement when using two VMs on different ESX Servers.


When using two VMs on the same ESX Server, median end-to-end elapsed time increased 3.5% on Linux
When using two VMs on different ESX Servers, with a no real difference (0.7% increase) on Linux.


VMware deployment checklist
Before deploying VMware, the requirements in the following checklist must be completed. For ease of
use, the checklists are all grouped together in Chapter 26 Design and Deployment Checklists
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Table 25‑2.  VMware deployment checklist


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


o Check BIOS settings. Ensure that the following BIOS-specific settings are enabled to
ensure compatibility with the VMware ESX Server:
n Hardware-assisted virtualization is enabled.
n All processor cores are enabled.
n Hyperthreading is enabled.


Hardware
configurations


o Check VMware
configuration settings.


Check the following VMware settings:
n vSphere version is current, with all maintenance patches


applied.
n VMware Tools is installed on each VM.
n Auto notify, not auto upgrade, is enabled for VMware


Tools.
n Latest virtualized network adapter (VMXNET3) is selected


for each VM.
n vSwitches are configured so that VM traffic is separate


from ESX management traffic.
n At least four vCPUs are assigned to


IP Availability Manager, and at least two vCPUs are
assigned to the Global Manager.


n Maximum memory is available to the VMs that are running
IP Availability Managerand the Global Manager.


VMware configuration
guidelines


o Ensure general
software
recommendations are
met.


Scheduling a software deployment varies, depending on the
size and scope of the deployment and the organization’s
requirements. Some prerequisites are:
n Ensure that all VMs are running the same OS version and


patch level.
n Ensure that all VMware Smart Assurance Managers are at


the same version and patch level.


Scenarios
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Design and Deployment
Checklists 26
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Before-you-begin checklist


n Architectural information checklist


n Solution architecture diagram checklist


n Discovery design checklist


n Polling and threshold checklist


n Syslog processing checklist (optional)


n VMWare deployment checklist (optional)


Before-you-begin checklist
Before you begin a deployment, you must meet the requirements described in the following checklist.


Table 26‑1.  Before-you-begin checklist


Complete Requirement Description


Possess an
understanding of
the
VMware Smart
Assurance
architecture and
capabilities.


At a minimum, you must understand the concepts and VMware Smart Assurance architecture
described in the following documents:
n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide
n VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Introduction
n VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide
n VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide
n VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM


Managers


To improve your understanding, attend VMware Smart Assurance training courses. Typically,
deployment requires the knowledge equivalent to what is provided in the training courses on:
n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager
n VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager (Global Manager)
n VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform


(Adapter Platform)
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Table 26‑1.  Before-you-begin checklist (Continued)


Complete Requirement Description


Obtain contact
information for the
deployment team.


The contact list should include titles, responsibilities, and contact methods for all team
members.


Get nondisclosure
requirements and
negotiate an
agreement.


Be aware of the requirements of the non-disclosure agreements that are in place for the
VMware Smart Assurance deployment.


Develop
schedules and set
milestones for
early deliverable.


Scheduling a software deployment varies based on the size and scope of the deployment and
the organization’s requirements. Typical milestones might include:
n Initial project meeting to define the deployment scope
n Purchase of VMware Smart Assurance software
n Project development begins
n Installation in test environment complete
n Testing complete
n Installation in production environment complete
n VMware Smart Assurance deployment goes live


Additional information on scheduling is beyond the scope of this guide.


Architectural information checklist
Use the following checklist to aid in gathering information for your architectural design.


Table 26‑2.  Architectural information checklist


Complete Task Descripiton
Related
documentation


Describe the
organization’s
requirements and
expectations.


Organization’s vertical market: _______________________


(Reference to an organization’s documentation)


__________________________________________________


__________________________________________________


__________________________________________________


Determine the
organization’s
requirements


Obtain network
diagrams.


Ensure the diagrams include the locations of the following:
n Network Operations Center (NOC) and LANs
n Routing and switching devices
n Firewalls
n WAN links
n High speed network technologies such as FDDI and Fast or


Gigabit Ethernet


In addition, important IP addresses and address ranges should be
indicated.


Obtain network
information


If possible,
schedule and
discover the
network.


Schedule a time to inventory the organization’s network using the
discovery process.


Obtain network
information
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Table 26‑2.  Architectural information checklist (Continued)


Complete Task Descripiton
Related
documentation


Describe the
organization’s
network priorities.


Document these priorities in the deployment build guide. Network priorities


Get the
organization’s
testing/acceptance
requirements.


Your design might be required to meet test and acceptance
requirements. Obtain any specifications that cover integration
testing, user acceptance testing, and operational acceptance
testing. You might be required to write an installation or deployment
report that follows an organization’s particular standards.


Determine
requirements for
installing software


Describe the
organization’s
requirements for
installing new
software.


oLab installation and testingoStaging (strongly
recommended)oPreproduction deploymentoShadow operation
period (existing MoM still used)oOther
__________________________________________


Document these requirements and how the design meets them in
the deployment build guide.


Determine
requirements for
installing software


List the products
that currently
monitor the
network and will
be integrated with
the
VMware Smart
Assurance
deployment.


The VMware Smart Assurance’ open architecture allows easy
integration with third-party software. Many networks have at least a
rudimentary network availability monitoring.


Document the products (including version) in deployment build
guide.


Integrating existing
software with VMware
Smart Assurance
software


List device types
to manage.


To ensure devices are certified in IP Manager, obtain a list of the
manufacturers and models for all devices in the network. Document
the types of managed devices in the deployment build guide.


Identify the types of
equipment in the
network


Determine the
number of
managed ports
and interfaces in
the network.


Document all quantities and calculations used to determine the
number of managed ports and interfaces in the deployment build
guide.


Determine number of
managed network
devices


Estimate potential
growth in quantity
of managed
devices.


The VMware Smart Assurance deployment must support potential
network growth. Estimate the growth over a specific time period.
Document the calculations in the deployment build guide.


Accounting for network
growth


Estimate number
of managed
systems and
network adapters
for licensing.


The VMware Smart Assurance deployment can only discover and
manage the quantity of systems and network adapters that are
licensed. Document the quantities in the deployment build guide.


Determine quantities of
devices for licensing
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Table 26‑2.  Architectural information checklist (Continued)


Complete Task Descripiton
Related
documentation


Describe the
network security.


Describe security features such as the firewalls that will be between
parts of the VMware Smart Assurance deployment and if access
lists are used.


Obtain SNMP security parameter values for each device where
they are used: for SNMPv1 and v2c, obtain read community
strings; for SNMPv3, obtain the username, SNMP engine ID
(optional), authentication protocol and password (currently
VMware, Inc. supports MD5 and SHA authentication protocols),
privacy protocol and password (currently VMware, Inc. supports
AES and DES privacy protocols), and context name, if used.


Document the security features in the deployment build guide.


Gather network
security information


List any other
network
requirements or
features that might
affect the
VMware Smart
Assurance
deployment.


Document the features in the deployment build guide. Other network features
affecting deployment
design


Solution architecture diagram checklist
Use the solution architecture diagram to document your initial overall design of the
VMware Smart Assurance deployment.


Table 26‑3.  Solution architecture diagram checklist


Complete Task Description Related documentation


List important
device quantities on
the solution
architecture
diagram and in the
deployment build
guide.


Start the solution architecture diagram by listing the totals for
routers, switches, hubs, bridges, hosts, ports, and interfaces.
Include expected growth rate and estimates for managed
ports and interfaces. Also document the quantities in the
deployment build guide.


Document the deployment


Calculate the
resources required
for platforms
supporting
IP Manager
components.


For the IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager
components of the IP Manager, calculate the following:


oMemory required for each component.oProcessing
requirements for each component.


Document the requirements in the deployment build guide.


Determine resources
required to support the
deployment


Locate the hosts
supporting the
VMware Smart
Assurance
components.


Document choices on the solution architecture diagram and
in the deployment build guide.


Add information to solution
architecture diagram and
deployment build guide
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Table 26‑3.  Solution architecture diagram checklist (Continued)


Complete Task Description Related documentation


Determine license
server and licensing
configuration
requirements.


Document requirements on the solution architecture diagram
and in the deployment build guide.


Consider volume licensing
configurations


Determine security
requirements.


Document requirements in the deployment build guide. Consider security and
firewalls


Is failover capability
required for the
VMware Smart
Assurance
deployment?


oNooYes: Contact VMware Professional Services. Document
choices on the solution architecture diagram and in the
deployment build guide.


Consider high availability
configurations


Determine if
overlapping IP
networks are used.


Document needs in the deployment build guide. Design for overlapping
(duplicate) IP networks


Plan acceptance
tests and
completion criteria.


Document in the deployment build guide as each portion of
VMware Smart Assurance functionality is designed. Use
them in validation.


Design acceptance tests


Discovery design checklist
Before using the IP Manager to discover the network, the requirements in the following checklist must be
completed.


Table 26‑4.  Discovery design checklist


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


Initial Discovery


Define a method for
the initial topology
discovery.


o Use a comprehensive seed file without autodiscovery.


o Use autodiscovery with a seed file or an agent.


Document the method in the deployment build guide.


Initial topology discovery


Topology Maintenance and Subsequent Discovery


Define a schedule
for full discovery.


Define a regular schedule for full discovery. Choose a time of
relative inactivity. Document the schedule in the deployment
build guide. Include crontab or sm_sched control file entries if
used.


Subsequent topology
discovery and
maintenance


Define a schedule
for pending
discovery.


Define a regular schedule for pending discovery. Choose a time
of relative inactivity. Document the schedule in the deployment
build guide. Include crontab or sm_sched control file entries if
these utilities are used.


Subsequent topology
discovery and
maintenance


Determine if
autodiscovery is
appropriate.


Document choice in the deployment build guide. Subsequent topology
discovery and
maintenance
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Table 26‑4.  Discovery design checklist (Continued)


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


Choose a method
for adding devices to
the topology.


o Seed file without autodiscovery.


o Agent without autodiscovery.


o Use autodiscovery with a seed file or an agent.


Document choice in the deployment build guide.


Adding new systems to
an existing topology


Prepare seed file or
choose agent.


If a seed file will be used to add devices to the topology, obtain
a list of devices with names or IP addresses. Document how to
obtain the list or the location of the list in the deployment build
guide. If an agent will be used instead, document the IP
address or name of the agent.


Adding new systems to
an existing topology


Define discovery
filters.


If autodiscovery is enabled, configure autodiscovery filters.
These are inclusive filters that add devices to the topology.
Document the autodiscovery filter criteria in the deployment
build guide.


Controlling
autodiscovery with filters


Define an exclude
filter.


To exclude specific devices, use the exclude filter in the
discovery.conf file. This simplifies creation of the autodiscovery
filters. Document exclude filter entries in the deployment build
guide.


Controlling
autodiscovery with filters


Obtain SNMP
security parameters
per device.


Domain Managers use SNMP to poll the device agents. In order
to do this, the Domain Manager needs the appropriate security
information for the SNMP version: v1 and v2c use read
community strings for every SNMPv1/v2c device that will be
managed; v3 uses the username, SNMP engine ID (optional),
authentication protocol and password (currently VMware, Inc.
supports MD5 and SHA authentication protocols), privacy
protocol and password (currently VMware, Inc. supports AES
and DES privacy protocols), and context name, if used. These
parameters will be needed during discovery. Document in the
deployment build guide if permitted.


Discovery and security


Open necessary
firewall ports.


If there is a firewall between any portions of the management
infrastructure, certain TCP and UDP ports in the firewall must
be opened for proper communications:
n SNMP polls: 161
n SNMP traps: 162
n Broker: 426
n License Manager: 1744
n Domain Managers (1 per manager): configurable
n VMware Smart Assurance Adapters, including the


Syslog Adapter and the SNMP Trap Adapter (Receiver):
configurable


Document the opened ports in the deployment build guide.


Discovery and security


Provide access to
network devices to
manage.


For each device that the IP Manager will monitor, the device’s
access list must include the IP address of the hosts where
Domain Managers are installed. The IP Manager must have full
access to browse the MIBs of the devices. Document in the
deployment build guide.


Discovery and security
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Table 26‑4.  Discovery design checklist (Continued)


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


Ensure DNS is
properly configured.


For the IP Manager to name devices in its topology correctly,
the DNS needs to be clean (proper forward and reverse
lookup). If DNS is not used, use of an /etc/hosts file or not doing
any name resolution at all can be considered.


Discovery and name
resolution


Determine if
discovery
postprocessing is
required.


Determine if discovery postprocessing using ASL rule sets will
be used. Document in the deployment build guide.


Discovery and
postprocessing
customization


List unreachable IP
addresses


If there are groups of IP addresses that are NOT normally
reachable, assemble a list of IP ranges or some matching
criteria so that the IP Manager will not unnecessarily ping these
addresses. Document these addresses in the deployment build
guide.


Discovery and
postprocessing
customization


Polling and threshold checklist
Table 26‑5.  Polling and threshold checklist


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


Determine polling
group requirements.


Design polling groups based on importance of network device
performance both to the network and to the various parts of the
organization. Also consider network latency to determine if
changes are needed. Document choices in the deployment build
guide.


Polling and polling
groups


Set polling
parameters for each
polling group.


Set polling parameters based on importance of network device
performance. Additional modifications might be necessary if
polling does not present an accurate picture of network
availability during validation. Document new polling parameters in
the deployment build guide.


Polling and polling
groups


Determine threshold
group requirements.


Design threshold groups based on importance of network device
performance both to the network and to the various parts of the
organization. Document choices in the deployment build guide.


Thresholds and
threshold groups


Set threshold
parameters for each
threshold group.


Set threshold parameters based on the expected effect of
degraded performance on network operations. Additional
modifications might be necessary during validation and as the
organization gains experience with the performance indicators.
Document new threshold parameters in the deployment build
guide.


Thresholds and
threshold groups
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Syslog processing checklist (optional)
Table 26‑6.  Syslog processing checklist


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


o Determine how to
create the file for
processing by the
Syslog Adapter.


A file must be created that the Syslog Adapter can parse.
Determine which devices will contribute messages to the file.
Consistent layout of the messages in the file is required for
Syslog Adapter processing. Include all details in the
deployment build guide.


Creating the syslog
file


o Determine the location
of the file that the
Syslog Adapter will
process.


The process that is creating the file must be able to receive
messages from source applications and the created file must
be accessible by the Syslog Adapter. Include all details in the
deployment build guide, including location, host and path.


Processing the syslog
file


o Choose the messages
that are most important
for processing.


Choose the messages that are most important for processing.
Include all details in the deployment build guide.


Processing the syslog
file


o Determine the
characteristics of the
notifications that are
generated.


For each message that generates a notification, determine the
notification format. These characteristics will be used to
develop the hook script for the VMware Smart Assurance
syslog processing deployment. Include all details in the
deployment build guide.


Processing the syslog
file


o Add Syslog Processing
to the solution
architecture diagram.


Add Syslog Processing to the solution architecture diagram. Processing the syslog
file
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VMWare deployment checklist (optional)
Table 26‑7.  VMWare deployment checklist


Complete Task Description
Related
documentation


o Check BIOS (Basic
Input/Output System)
settings.


Ensure that the following BIOS-specific settings are done to
ensure compatibility with VMware ESX Server:
n Virtualization is enabled.
n Hyperthreading is turned off.
n All processor cores are enabled.


Test results


Test results


o Check for VMware
configuation settings.


Check that the following VMWare settings are carried out:
n vSphere version is current, with all maintenance patches


applied.
n VMware Tools is installed on each VM
n Auto notify for VMware Tools updates availability option is


enabled, if not auto update.
n Latest virtualized network adapter (VMXNET3) is selected.
n vSwitch is configured such that it separates VM traffic from


ESX management traffic.
n At least two vCPUs are assigned to SAM, and four vCPUs


to IP.
n Maximum memory is available to VMs running the


VMware Smart Assurance software.


VMware configuration
guidelines


Test results


o Ensure general
software
recommendations are
met.


Scheduling a software deployment varies based on the size
and scope of the deployment and the organization’s
requirements. Some prerequisites include ensuring that:
n All VMs are running the same OS version and patch level.
n All VMware Smart Assurance servers are at the same


version and patch level.


VMware configuration
guidelines
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Overview 1
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Product contents


n Product and version compatibility


n Installation tasks overview


n Upgrade tasks overview


n Migration tasks overview


n Uninstallation tasks overview


Product contents
This document provides installation, upgrade, migration, and uninstallation procedures for:


n VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance MPLS Management Suite


n VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance Network Protocol Management Suite


The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager includes the following products:


n Service Assurance Manager


The Service Assurance Manager product includes the following components:


n Global Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance Broker


n VMware Smart Assurance MBIM — Maintenance and Business Impact Manager Server


n Generic notification adapters such as Log File, SNMP Trap, Script, and email


n EMC Data Access API


n Smarts Foundation EMC Data Access API (Smarts EDAA)
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n Alert EMC Data Access API (EDAA)


n VMware Smart Assurance Data Web Applications (Tomcat)


n VMware Smart Assurance Notification Exchange (Rabbit MQ)


n VMware Smart Assurance Notification Cache (ElasticSearch)


Note   Some components, such as Business Impact Manager, require licensing.


n Global Console


The Global Console product is the graphical interface for all VMware Smart Assurance products.


Global Console functionality can also be deployed as a Web Console or a Business Dashboard.


n Adapter Platform


The SAM Adapter Platform product provides functionality to import and normalize topology and
events from outside the VMware Smart Assurance domain.


n Syslog Adapter


The Syslog Adapter product reads and processes system log (Syslog) messages. It requires the SAM
Adapter Platform.


n Smarts Notification Module


The Smarts Notification Module (NOTIF) augments VMware Smart Assurance solutions with event
management features that are configured through a graphical user interface (the Smarts NOTIF
Editor). Smarts NOTIF enables the user to easily optimize the flow of events and notifications sent
through any VMware Smart Assurance system. Smarts NOTIF can be installed on either the SAM
server or Adapter Platform server, or both. The internal event and notification processing features of
the standard SAM Adapter Platform are replaced by Smarts NOTIF.


Note   Smarts NOTIF functionality and architecture is discussed in the VMware Smart Assurance
Notification Module User Guide.


n Smarts Notification Module Cisco Syslog Processing Adapter


The Smarts Notification Module Cisco Syslog Processing Adapter (referred to as the Smarts NOTIF
Cisco Syslog Adapter) replaces the log file processing features of the standard Syslog Adapter. The
Smarts NOTIF Cisco Syslog Adapter processes the log file information into useful notifications with or
without the use of ASL scripts.


Note   The VMware Smart Assurance Notification Module Cisco Syslog Processing Adapter
Installation and User Guide provides additional information on this adapter.


n SNMP Trap Adapter


The SNMP Trap Adapter product reads SNMP traps and forwards traps to any
VMware Smart Assurance application. It requires the SAM Adapter Platform.
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n XML Adapter


The XML Adapter product imports and exports topology from any VMware Smart Assurance
application.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager includes the following products:


n IP Availability Manager


n IP Performance Manager


n IP Server Performance Manager


n IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS


The VMware Smart Assurance MPLS Management Suite includes the following products:


n VMware Smart Assurance MPLS Manager is composed of three servers:


n MPLS Topology Server


n MPLS Monitoring Server


n MPLS Analysis Server


n MPLS VPN-Tagging Server


The VMware Smart Assurance Network Protocol Management Suite includes the following products:


n VMware Smart Assurance Network Protocol Manager for BGP


n VMware Smart Assurance Network Protocol Manager for EIGRP


n VMware Smart Assurance Network Protocol Manager for IS-IS


n VMware Smart Assurance Network Protocol Manager for OSPF


The VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager includes the Server Manager software.


Installation directory structure
The installation directory structure is shown in Installation directory structure. All
VMware Smart Assurance products use the same basic installation directory structure.


In Installation directory structure, notice that:


n BASEDIR, which is not an environment variable, is used in documentation to represent the top-level
directory structure of an VMware Smart Assurance product software installation.


For UNIX, this location is /opt/InCharge/<product>.


BASEDIR represents:


n For MPLS Management Suite —<installation_root_directory>/MPLS


n For IP Manager — <installation_root_directory>/IP


n For Service Assurance Manager — <installation_root_directory>/SAM


n For Server Manager — <installation_root_directory>/ESM
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n For Network Protocol Management Suite — <installation_root_directory>/NPM


By default, VMware Smart Assurance software is installed to BASEDIR/smarts.


Optionally, you can specify the root of BASEDIR to be something different, but you cannot
change the <product> location under the root directory.


n The VMware Smart Assurance sm_edit utility ensures that modified files are always saved to the
appropriate local area and that base (original) copies of the files remain unchanged. Chapter 10 The
sm_edit utility provides additional information.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides detailed information about the
directory structure for VMware Smart Assurance software and the sm_edit utility.


Figure 1‑1.  


Product and version compatibility
The VMware Smart Assurance Support Matrix provides information about the products and the
compatible versions of the VMware Smart Assurance products.
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Installation tasks overview
To install VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager, IP Manager, MPLS Management Suite,
Server Manager, or the Network Protocol Management Suite, you need to meet the requirements or
perform the tasks that are listed in Installation requirements and tasks.


Note   To install additional components to an existing installation, you can perform an installation or an
upgrade.


Before you install


The Broker license host should be installed, configured, and
operating.


VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide


The Global Console, Global Manager, and Service Assurance
products should be installed, configured, and licensed.


VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide


IP Manager should be installed, configured, and licensed. After
IP Manager is installed, you can install or upgrade other
Smarts products.


VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM,
MPLS, and NPM.


Review the important release issues for the product being
installed.


VMware Smart Assurance Release Note


Determine if the products are supported on your platform. VMware Smart Assurance Support Matrix


Review the patch requirements for your operating system. VMware Smart Assurance Support Matrix


Determine if your system meets the hardware requirements. VMware Smart Assurance Support Matrix


Installation method


Install the product. Select one of the following installation methods:
n Install using CLI mode
n Install using Unattended mode


After you install


If your product is part of a deployment that requires the Federal
Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 140-2, a
U.S. government computer security standard governing
cryptographic modules, perform the procedure to enable
products in FIPS mode.


Support for FIPS 140-2 for Smart Assurance products


If you installed the products as services, start them for the first
time.


n Starting services on UNIX
n Start programs


Verify the current state of the products and the Broker. Verify the product status


Optional task:


After modifying your configuration files on one installation, you
can use the deployment utility to create a deployment package
of your configuration changes and deploy the package on other
installations.


Deployment utility overview
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Upgrade tasks overview
To upgrade, you need to meet the requirements or perform the tasks that are listed in Upgrade installation
requirements and tasks.


Before you upgrade


Review the release notes for important issues. VMware Smart Assurance Release Note


Determine if the products are supported for your platform. VMware Smart Assurance Support Matrix


Determine if your system meets the hardware requirements. VMware Smart Assurance Support Matrix


Upgrade installation


Upgrade the products in the following order:


1 Top-most SAM server


2 An Aggregation SAM server if it is a hierarchical SAM
deployment.


3 IP Manager.


4 Any order: Server Manager, MPLS Manager, and Network
Protocol Manager.


n For VMware Smart Assurance products: Chapter 5
Performing an Upgrade


After you install


Evaluate your custom code and review the tools for restoring
user customization.


Custom file migration use cases


If your product is part of a deployment that requires the Federal
Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 140-2, a
U.S. government computer security standard governing
cryptographic modules, perform the procedure to upgrade
products in FIPS mode.


Upgrading Smart Assurance products in FIPS mode


If you installed the products as services, start them for the first
time.


n Starting services on UNIX
n Start programs


Verify the current state of the products and the Broker. Verify the product status


(Optional) After performing an upgrade and modifying your
configuration files on one installation, you can use the
deployment utility to create a deployment package of your
configuration changes and deploy the package on other
installations. After deploying the package on other installations,
you do not have to run the migrate utility to merge your
customizations.


“Deployment utility overview” on page 97


Migration tasks overview
To migrate to Version 10.0.0, you need to meet the requirements or perform the tasks that are listed in 
Migration requirements and tasks.


Before you migrate


Review the release notes for important issues. VMware Smart Assurance Release Note
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Determine if the products are supported for your platform. VMware Smart Assurance Support Matrix


Determine if your system meets the hardware requirements. VMware Smart Assurance Support Matrix


Installation and migration


Perform the migration in the following order:


1 Top-most SAM server


2 An Aggregation SAM server if it is a hierarchical SAM
deployment.


3 IP Manager.


4 Any order: Server Manager, MPLS Manager, and Network
Protocol Manager.


n For VMware Smart Assurance products: Chapter 6
Performing a Migration.


After you install


Evaluate your custom code and review the tools for restoring
user customization.


Custom file migration use cases


If you installed the products as services, start them for the first
time.


n Starting services on UNIX
n Start programs


Verify the current state of the products and the Broker. Verify the product status


(Optional) After performing a migration and modifying your
configuration files on one installation, you can use the
deployment utility to create a deployment package of your
configuration changes and deploy the package on other
installations. After deploying the package on other installations,
you do not have to run the migrate utility to merge your
customizations.


“Deployment utility overview” on page 97


Uninstallation tasks overview
To uninstall the product, you need to meet the requirements or perform the tasks that are listed in 
Uninstallation requirements and tasks.


Table 1‑4.  Uninstallation requirements and tasks


Before you uninstall


Review uninstall prerequisites. Chapter 9 Performing an Uninstallation


Uninstallation


Uninstall the product. n “Uninstall using Wizard mode” on page 125
n UNIX only, Uninstall using CLI mode
n Uninstall using Unattended mode
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Performing an Installation 2
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Installation overview


n Installation prerequisites


n Install the product


n Support for FIPS 140-2 for Smart Assurance products


n Next steps


Installation overview
The installation flow is shown in New installation flowchart. A new installation installs a new version of a
product on a host system that either has no software installed or has a previous version of the software
installed. Chapter 5 Performing an Upgrade provides instructions to install an upgrade installation.


Figure 2‑1.  New installation flowchart
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Installation prerequisites
Fulfill the following prerequisites before starting the installation:


n Ensure that you have superuser (User ID 0) or administrative privileges on the target host. The
installation program will halt if you do not have the appropriate privileges.


n Ensure that the required operating system patches have been installed. Clicking More Information
during the installation process will launch the System Information window and the Pass/Fail status of
the operating system patches. The VMware Smart Assurance Support Matrix provides information on
operating system patches.


n Determine the location of the VMware Smart Assurance Broker.


You must specify the location of the Broker during a new installation of VMware Smart Assurance
software. Typically, this location is chosen during the design of the VMware Smart Assurance
software deployment and before any installation begins. Consult with your deployment planner or
check the build guide that documents your deployment to determine the name of the host where the
Broker was installed and the port that the Broker uses.


If the location is the same host where you are installing this product, the installation program will
automatically install the Broker if it is not already on the host.


n (Service Assurance Manager only) Decide whether your operators will use the
Service Assurance Manager Notification Console (classic SAM functionality).


Install the product
You acquire the software for the VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager,
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager, VMware Smart Assurance MPLS Management Suite,
VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager, and
VMware Smart Assurance Network Protocol Management Suite in one of two ways:


n From the installation CD/DVD-ROM.


Insert the CD/DVD-ROM into the optical drive of the host system. Chapter 12 Procedures for
CD/DVD-ROMs describes how to access the optical drive for various operating systems.


When you insert the installation CD/DVD, several minutes might pass between the InstallShield
preparation screen and the VMware Smart Assurance splash screen/installation dialog boxes. Be
patient. Do not eject/reinsert the CD/DVD to start a second install process.


n From the VMware online support website.


Go to the VMware online support website and download the installation file that is specific to your
platform.


You install each product in one of three ways: Wizard mode, CLI mode, or Unattended mode.
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Install using CLI mode
CLI mode provides a text-based method for invoking the installation program. This mode is intended for
UNIX platforms with non-graphics consoles. The CLI mode follows the same process flow as the Wizard
mode but uses text rather than graphics.


Running CLI mode
Table 2‑1.  Setup command syntax for CLI mode


Product Operating system Executable


Service Assurance Manager
Server


Linux ./setup-SAM-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin


Service Assurance Manager
Console


Linux ./setup-CONSOLE-10_0_0_0-linux.bin


IP Manager Linux ./setup-IP-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin


MPLS Management Suite Linux ./setup-MPLS-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin


Server Manager Linux ./setup-ESM-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin


Network Protocol
Management Suite


Linux ./setup-NPM-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin


User selections and navigation in CLI mode
During the installation and uninstallation processes, you are prompted with a series of steps and menus:


n For prompts, accept the default value or select another choice. The default values are indicated in
brackets. To accept the default value, press Enter. To reply “yes,” enter y or Y; to reply “no,” enter n
or N. Do not press Delete because doing so will cause the process to terminate with an error
message.


n For selections in menus, accept the default selections or type the number of the item and press
Enter.


If you incorrectly type an entry, press back to repeat the prompt and select the correct value. Arrow
keys and the Backspace key are not supported.


If your product is part of a deployment that requires the Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)
Publication 140-2, a U.S. government computer security standard governing cryptographic modules,
follow the instructions in Support for FIPS 140-2 for Smart Assurance products.


Next steps provides post-installation tasks.


Install using Unattended mode
Unattended mode reads the selections and settings for the installation from a user-modifiable response
file, which enables you to easily duplicate the installation on many computer systems. Manual intervention
is not necessary after you execute the setup command.
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The response file, named <product>-response.txt, is located on the CD/DVD-ROM in the /utils directory.
The file provides instructions and examples of command line options that are passed to the installation
program in Unattended mode. The command line options are organized by process flow, which is almost
identical to that of Wizard mode or CLI mode.


Note   For instructions on installing the Service Assurance Manager Server in Unattended mode,
complete the steps in the following section. To install other Service Assurance Manager products after
Server install, refer to “Installing the Service Assurance Manager Console, or the Smarts NOTIF Editor, or
both” on page 32.


Modifying the response file
To modify the response file:


1 Copy the response file from the CD/DVD’s /utils directory to a directory on your host, for example, to
the /tmp directory.


2 Using a text editor, modify the values for the command line options in the response file:


3 Specify the target directory.


4 Select a directory for the process log file.


5 Select the products to install. Ensure that the property value for the product is set to true.


6 Select the products to start as services. Ensure that the property value for the product is set to true.


7 Specify the location of the Broker. By default, the location is set to localhost at port 426.


8 Save the file.


Running Unattended mode
To start the Unattended mode, invoke the setup command with the -options command-line option,
followed by the full path to the response file as described in Setup command syntax for Unattended
mode.


Table 2‑2.  Setup command syntax for Unattended mode


Product Operating system Executable


Service Assurance
Manager Server


Linux ./setup-SAM-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin -i silent -f <path>/<product>-response.txt


Service Assurance
Manager Console


Linux ./setup-CONSOLE-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin -i silent -f <path>/<product>-
response.txt


IP Manager Linux ./setup-IP-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin -i silent -f <path>/<product>-response.txt


MPLS Management
Suite


Linux ./setup-MPLS-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin -i silent -f <path>/<product>-response.txt


Server Manager Linux ./setup-ESM-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin -i silent -f <path>/<product>-response.txt
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Table 2‑2.  Setup command syntax for Unattended mode (Continued)


Product Operating system Executable


Network Protocol
Management Suite


Linux ./setup-NPM-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin -i silent -f <path>/<product>-response.txt


where <path> is the fully qualified path to the response file and <product> is the product name, for example,
IP_NETWORK_SUITE, MPLS_SUITE, or SAM_SUITE.


For example for MPLS Management Suite, to start the Unattended mode of installation on Linux when the
response file is located in /opt/home, enter:


         ./


         setup-MPLS-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin 


          -i silent -f <path>/<product>-response.txt


      


If your product is part of a deployment that requires the Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)
Publication 140-2, a U.S. government computer security standard governing cryptographic modules,
follow the instructions in Support for FIPS 140-2 for Smart Assurance products.


Next steps provides post-installation tasks.


Note   SAM and SAM-Console Custom feature is removed. Now, all the features are available as a
complete installation in both fresh installation and upgrade from older products.


Support for FIPS 140-2 for Smart Assurance products
The Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 140-2 is a U.S. government computer
security standard governing cryptographic modules. FIPS 140 is required for any software purchased by
the U.S government and U.S military. This release specifically addresses U.S Government accounts
which require FIPS 140 compliance.


A configuration parameter, SM_FIPS140, has been introduced for FIPS 140 in the runcmd_env.sh file.
The SAM or VMware Smart Assurance administrator can enable or disable this parameter as required.
The default value of this parameter is FALSE.


FIPS 140 mode allows you to use SNMP V1, SNMPV2C, SNMP V3, with SHA and AES 128 protocols.
FIPS 140 does not support the DES privacy protocol or the MD5 authentication protocol. When you
discover an SNMPv3 device, you need to select the option “V3” in the “Add Agent” window. The
“Authentication Protocol” option lists only SHA and not MD5, and the “Privacy Protocol” option lists only
AES and not DES. This is because MD5 and DES are not supported in FIPS 140 mode. When you
discover SNMPv3 devices with MD5 and DES protocol as seed, the devices go to the Pending List and
display as “Invalid” or “Unsupported SNMP V3 protocol.”


Note   FIPS 140 mode cannot be enabled or disabled after a server is started. FIPS 140-enabled
Domain Managers such as MPLS Management Suite, IP Manager, Service Assurance Manager, and
Server Manager can work only with the SAM Global Console 9.x or later for FIPS 140-2 mode.
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A non-FIPS 140 mode Broker will not be able to communicate with a FIPS 140-enabled Manager (IP
server, SAM server, or Domain Manager). Trying to establish such a connection will result in the enabled
Manager going into a DEAD state after couple of minutes. Communication should always happen
between FIPS 140-enabled Brokers and Managers.


Inter-domain and FIPS 140 Broker communication happens only when the Broker, Managers, and the
SAM Console are all in FIPS 140 mode, else the application will not be operational.


This section covers the following scenarios for FIPS 140:


n Enabling FIPS 140 mode on a new installation


n Disabling FIPS 140 mode


n Verify the FIPS 140 mode status


Enabling FIPS 140 mode on a new installation
When you install a 10.0.0 product, FIPS 140 is not enabled by default. You must enable FIPS 140 on a
clean installation or an upgrade, before the servers are started, using the following procedure:


1 Back up the imk.dat, brokerConnect.conf, serverConnect.conf and clientConnect.conf files from the
existing installation. These files are located in the BASEDIR/local/conf folder.


Note   The backup is necessary in case you need to disable FIPS 140 mode and remove FIPS 140-2
encryption.


2 Run the following command at the command line prompt:


               sm_rebond --upgrade --basedir=<


               BASEDIR


               >/smarts


               


               sm_rebond --upgrade --basedir=C:\InCharge\SAM\smarts


            


3 When prompted, type a password to regenerate the imk.dat file. The default password is Not a secret.


4 Set the value for the parameter SM_FIPS140 to TRUE in the runcmd_env.sh file. The file is located
under the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory.


Enabling FIPS 140 mode on SAM Web Console
1 Perform steps 1 - 3 as described in the section, Enabling FIPS 140 mode on a new installation.


2 Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/jre/lib/security folder, and in the java.security file, change:


“sun.security.rsa.SunRsaSign” to “com.rsa.jsafe.provider.JsafeJCE” and
“com.sun.net.ssl.internal.ssl.Provider” to “com.rsa.jsse.JsseProvider.”


3 Set the value for the parameter SM_FIPS140 to TRUE in the runcmd_env.sh file. This file is located
under the <BASEDIR>/CONSOLE/smarts/local/conf folder of your Global Console installation.
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4 or


5 Use "-Dcom.smarts.fips_mode=true" as a command line parameter for the sm_gui command.


Enabling FIPS 140 mode on SAM Dashboard
1 Perform steps 1 - 3 as described in the section, Enabling FIPS 140 mode on a new installation.


2 Set the value for the com.smarts.fips_mode to TRUE in the corresponding webconsole.properties file
(located under <BASEDIR>/InCharge/CONSOLE/smarts/tomcat/webapps/webconsole folder)


3 or


4 dashboard.properties file (located under
<BASEDIR>/InCharge/CONSOLE/smarts/tomcat/webapps/templates).


5 Set the value for the parameter SM_FIPS140 to TRUE in the runcmd_env.sh file. This file is located
under the <BASEDIR>/CONSOLE/smarts/local/conf folder of your Global Console installation.


6 or


7 Use "-Dcom.smarts.fips_mode=true" as a command line parameter for the sm_gui command.


Enabling FIPS 140 mode on SAM NOTIF
1 Perform steps 1 - 3 as described in the section, Enabling FIPS 140 mode on a new installation.


2 Go to the <BASEDIR>/CONSOLE/smarts/notif/editor/ or the <BASEDIR>/SAM/smarts/notif/editor
folder, and edit the NotifGui.bat/NotifGui.sh file to replace the string,
“com.netmg.notif.gui.NotifApplication” with “-Dcom.smarts.fips_mode=true
com.netmg.notif.gui.NotifApplication.”


3 Set the value for the parameter SM_FIPS140 to TRUE in the runcmd_env.sh file. This file is located
under the <BASEDIR>/CONSOLE/smarts/local/conf folder of your Global Console installation.


4 or


5 Use "-Dcom.smarts.fips_mode=true" as a command line parameter for the sm_gui command.


Note   If you install the servers as a service on Linux platforms, the services will start automatically
after you issue the sm_rebond command. First stop the services, modify SM_FIPS140=TRUE in the
runcmd_env.sh file, and then manually start the services.


After enabling FIPS 140 mode, when you start the broker and the SAM server, you may see the
following message in the server log:


“CI-W-NOCGSS-No certificate loaded for INCHARGE-AM, generating self-signed certificate.”


This message is generated because FIPS 140 requires secure communication, which can be
achieved using SSL. If this certificate is not available, the SAM Manager generates a self-signed
certificate. This message is benign in nature and does not impact functionality.
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Disabling FIPS 140 mode
To disable FIPS 140:


1 Replace the imk.dat, brokerConnect.conf, serverConnect.conf and clientConnect.conf files in the
BASEDIR/local/conf folder, with the copies saved from prior to “Enabling FIPS 140 mode on a new
installation”. If you do not have a copy of these files saved, contact Technical Support.


2 Set the value for the SM_FIPS140 parameter to FALSE in the runcmd_env.sh file. This file is located
under BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh.


3 Restart all processes, such as the Broker, Domain Managers, SAM Global Manager, and
Global Console.


Note   RPS files started under FIPS mode cannot be re-used in non-FIPS mode. Domains will need
to be started either from scratch or pre-FIPS RPS files can be used in cases where topologies have
not changed. Restoring from older RPS files may not be productive as it will not contain any recent
topology.


Next steps
Perform the following tasks:


n Chapter 6 Performing a Migration describes additional tasks if you are migrating from a previous
version of the product.


n Chapter 8 Verifying the Installation describes tasks for verifying the proper installation of the software
and starting services.
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Performing an Installation in
Docker Container 3
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Installation overview


n Installation prerequisites


n Creating and starting Docker image


n Operations on Docker container


n Performing Smarts upgrade inside Docker


Installation overview
Docker is a tool for packaging and shipping applications. Based on the idea of a shipping container, it
provides a standardized way for administrators to create lightweight images, or collections of images, for
each element of an application, and then easily and quickly deploy the image.


Since the image is standardized, it can be uniformly deployed in development or production environment.


Note   You can install the Smarts applications in docker container only on the Linux platform. The Docker
script is written with the CentOS as the base operating system. VMware supports separate (explicit)
Docker containers for each product, so individual Docker scripts are written such that, on execution only
the respective product gets installed.


Installation prerequisites
Fulfill the following prerequisites before starting the docker installation:


n Ensure that you have docker installed on your system.


n The response file, named <product>-response.txt and docker script file, are located in the ISO file in
the /utils directory.


n The binary files are located in the ISO file in the /suite directory.


n Docker script includes few basic OS utilities that are required to execute the Smarts product
functionality. Utilities like Telnet and SSH are required for CLI discovery process. Any additional
utilities which is required for specific requirement, can be installed using “yum” inside container.
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n Ensure that you placed the following mentioned files in any folder on your system:


Table 3‑1.  Files needed to install Smarts application in docker container.


Setup File Response File Docker File


setup-IP-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin IP_NETWORK_SUITE-response.txt IP_NETWORK_SUITE-Dockerfile.txt


setup-SAM-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin SAM_SUITE-response.txt SAM_SUITE-Dockerfile.txt


setup-CONSOLE-10_0_0_0-linux.bin SAM_CONSOLE_SUITE-response.txt SAM_CONSOLE_SUITE-Dockerfile.txt


setup-ESM-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin ESM_SUITE-response.txt ESM_SUITE-Dockerfile.txt


setup-MPLS-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin MPLS_SUITE-response.txt MPLS_SUITE-Dockerfile.txt


setup-NPM-10_0_0_0-linux64.bin NPM_SUITE-response.txt NPM_SUITE-Dockerfile.txt


Note   The docker file creates the docker image with the help of above files mentioned in the table. In
order to disable EDAA mode and change to the broker host, edit <product>-response.txt. Install using
Unattended mode provides more information on installing the product using Unattended mode.


Creating and starting Docker image
You can create and start docker image for the VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager,
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager, VMware Smart Assurance MPLS Management Suite,
VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager, and
VMware Smart Assurance Network Protocol Management Suite by using the following steps:


1 Run the following command, to build the docker image:


docker build -t <image-name> -f <docker file name> ./


2 Run the following command, to start the docker container in the host mode:


docker run -it --net=host --name <container name>  <docker-image-name>


3 Start the "ic-serviced" so that services can be created:


/etc/init.d/ic-serviced start


4 Start your servers with your environment specific options.


Operations on Docker container
You can perform various operations on docker container like add, remove, stop, and list the docker
container or docker image in the system. The docker commands used in this chapter are docker specific
and do not have any dependencies on Smarts product.


Note   In docker there is nothing called uninstallation, you just need to remove the container and the
image file from the system.
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To remove the docker containers and the image files, you need to perform the following series of task:


1 Search for the list of container present on your system, run the following command to list the
containers:


#docker ps -a


2 Run one of the following command, to attach the existing container (if any):


#docker attach <container ID>


or,


#docker attach <container name>


3 To stop the docker, run the following command:


n Invoke the following command, to stop all the containers running on your machine:


#docker stop $(docker ps -a -q)


#docker stop <container ID>


or,


#docker stop <container name>


4 To remove the container, run the following command:


n Invoke the following command, to remove all the containers on your machine:


#docker rm $(docker ps -a -q)


#docker rm <container ID>


or,


#docker rm<container name>


5 Search for the list of docker images present on your system, run the following command to list the
docker image:


#docker images --all


6 Invoke one of the following command, to remove the image:


#docker rmi <ImageID>


or,


#docker rmi <Image Name>


7 Invoke one of the following command in the Docker container to exit or stop the container:


#exit


Ctrl + C


Ctrl + \
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Performing Smarts upgrade inside Docker
You can upgrade the VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager,
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager, VMware Smart Assurance MPLS Management Suite,
VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager, and
VMware Smart Assurance Network Protocol Management Suite in docker, by using the following steps:


1 Invoke the following command, to copy the build inside the docker container:


docker cp <build file> <container name>:<Path inside docker container>


2 Run the following command, to login to the docker container:


docker exec -it <container name> bash


3 To perform upgrade on the Linux platform, refer to Chapter 5 Performing an Upgrade.


Note   The regular upgrade procedure needs to be followed once the files are copied inside the
docker. An upgrade installation needs to triggered inside the docker.
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NAS Installation and Startup 4
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Overview


n Installing and starting the HTTPS Adapter service


Overview
The NAS Extension is installed with the IP Availability Manager. After installation, the
IP Availability Manager can discover NAS devices, and perform root cause and impact analysis on these
devices.


Configuring the NAS Extension involves the tasks summarized in Steps for configuring the NAS
Extension.


Table 4‑1.  Steps for configuring the NAS Extension


Reference


If necessary, configure the HTTPS Adapter to support
access to the managed Celerra devices.


For information about this requirement, refer to the “Configuring
Control Station usernames and passwords” chapter in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


If necessary, configure external Control Station and Data
Mover IP addresses.


For information about this requirement, refer to the “Configuring
Control Station and Data Mover IP addresses” chapter in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide , which also
refers you to the appropriate VMware documentation, if needed.


Install the HTTPS Adapter as a service and start the
service.


“Installing and starting the HTTPS Adapter service” on page 46.


Start the IP Availability Manager. VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM,
MPLS, and NPM Managers


Start the Global Manager. VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM,
MPLS, and NPM Managers.


For configuration information, refer to the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager
Configuration Guide.


Start the Global Console. VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM,
MPLS, and NPM Managers.
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Installing and starting the HTTPS Adapter service
The NAS Extension software includes an adapter process (the HTTPS Adapter), which probes the
Celerra devices using the HTTPS/XML probe to obtain internal topology information. While the installation
of this adapter is automatic, you must install the service and start it manually. Install the HTTPS Adapter
as a service and start the service manually, as described next for UNIX.


Once started, the HTTPS Adapter registers with the Broker. The
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides more information about starting
services.


UNIX:
To install the HTTPS Adapter as a service on UNIX, issue the following command:


# sm_service install --force --unmanaged --startmode=manual \


'--name=<service_name>' \


'--description=<Smarts description>' \


'BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_adapter_java' 


'--name=<HTTPS_Adapter_Name>' \


'--output=<HTTPS_Adapter_Name>.log' \


'-J' \


'nas_probe.jar'


You can also specify the Broker and Port, if the IP Availability Manager with NAS Extension is registered
with a Broker and Port other than the default, localhost:426. To do this, add the following arguments to
the end of the command:


--broker=<IP Address or Hostname>:<Port Number>


      


To start the service, type the following command:


# BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_service start 


         <service_name> 


      


To stop the service, issue the following command:


# BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_service stop 


         <service_name> 


      


Running HTTPs adapter in FIPS mode
The NAS subsystem was changed to provide FIPS 140 support. Hence you need to download additional
JAR (Java Archive) files, else errors are seen in the NAS log when you run NAS discovery.
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Example


NAS Log Error Snippet:


MAIN_MSG-*-STDFD_OUT-stdout: javax.net.ssl.SSLException: java.security.InvalidKeyException: Illegal 


key size


[June 17, 2011 6:37:49 PM GMT+05:30 +227ms] t@1084229984 platform


MAIN_MSG-*-STDFD_OUT-stdout:


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aJ.b(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aJ.a(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aJ.b(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aU.d(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aU.a(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aU.h(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.cI.startHandshake(Unknown Source)


at com.smarts.nas_probe.ControlStationInterface.getSSLSocket(ControlStationInterface.java:314)


at com.smarts.nas_probe.ControlStationInterface.post(ControlStationInterface.java:75)


at com.smarts.nas_probe.ControlStationInterface.getReply(ControlStationInterface.java:58)


at com.smarts.nas_probe.XMP.NasXML(XMP.java:25)


Caused by: com.rsa.sslj.x.ax: java.security.InvalidKeyException: Illegal key size


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aJ.b(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.cR.k(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.t.f(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.t$a.run(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aJ$a$a.run(Unknown Source)


at java.security.AccessController.doPrivileged(Native Method)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aJ$a.run(Unknown Source)


... 7 more


[June 17, 2011 6:37:49 PM GMT+05:30 +229ms] t@1084229984 platform


MAIN_MSG-*-STDFD_OUT-stdout: e


Caused by: java.security.InvalidKeyException: Illegal key size


at javax.crypto.Cipher.a(DashoA13*..)


at javax.crypto.Cipher.init(DashoA13*..)


at javax.crypto.Cipher.init(DashoA13*..)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.Y.<init>(Unknown Source)


......


With BSAFE SSL-J, some of the FIPS 140 cryptographic algorithms require Unlimited Strength
Jurisdiction Policy Files.


Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy JAR Files for NAS discovery
Download and install the Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files to run the NAS adapter in FIPS
mode using the following steps:


1 Download the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files 8 from
the Oracle website.


2 Extract the local_policy.jar and US_export_policy.jar files from the downloaded zip file.


3 Go to the smarts/jre/lib/security directory and then back up the existing policy files in this path.
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4 Overwrite the local_policy.jar and US_export_policy.jar files to the smarts/jre/lib/security directory.


Note   If you want to switch back from FIPS mode to non-FIPS mode, reset SM_FIPS140 to FALSE.
You do not need to remove the Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files.
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Performing an Upgrade 5
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Upgrade installation overview


n Upgrade installation prerequisites


n Upgrade the product


n Upgrading Smart Assurance products in FIPS mode


n Next steps


Upgrade installation overview
This chapter describes how to perform an upgrade installation for the IP Manager,
Service Assurance Manager, MPLS Management Suite, Server Manager, and Network Protocol
Manager. An upgrade installation applies a new version of software to an existing version in the same
directory on the same host. An “upgrade installation” is also known as an “in-place upgrade.” During an
upgrade installation, new product services are not available to install, unless you select additional
products during the upgrade procedure.


You can upgrade the versions of software listed in the
VMware Smart Assurance SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix to Version 10.0
using the in-place upgrade instructions provided in this chapter.


The upgrade installation flow is shown in Upgrade installation flowchart.


1 Start with the top-most SAM server.


2 An Aggregation SAM server if it is a hierarchical SAM deployment.


3 IP Manager.
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4 Any order: Server Manager, MPLS Manager and Network Protocol Manager.


Figure 5‑1.  Upgrade installation flowchart


Installer tasks
During an upgrade installation, the installation program performs the following tasks:


1 All the smarts services needs to be stopped before upgrade or new installation. Use sm_service
command to stop the services manually.


./sm_service stop <SERVICE NAME>


2 Creates a backup copy of your customizations in the <BASEDIR>/smarts/.migrate.bkp.<version>
directory.


3 Removes the patch, if any, from the existing installation.


4 Installs the software.


5 Prompts you to merge your customizations files in the BASEDIR>/smarts/.migrate.bkp.<version>
directory to the BASEDIR/smarts/local directory.


Note   If the broker is running on the host with a IP Manager, then it will have to be stopped during an
upgrade. The broker has to be stopped to prevent the impact on all the other applications running on the
system.
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Installer-called utilities
The installation program invokes the sm_migrate utility to backup the existing user-customized files and
base files. It also presents the sm_migrate command to be run after the 10.0.0 installation to complete a
three-way merge of the following sets of files:


n Existing user-customized files in the <BASEDIR>/smarts/.migrate.bkp.<version> directory.


n Existing base files in the <BASEDIR>/smarts/.migrate.bkp.<version> directory.


n 10.0.0 base files in the BASEDIR/smarts directory


The sm_migrate utility invokes another utility, the sm_merge utility, for each of the files that requires a
three-way merge. Chapter 7 Migration Utilities explains how the sm_migrate and sm_merge utilities
work.


Upgrade installation prerequisites
Fulfill the following prerequisites before starting the upgrade installation:


n Ensure that you have superuser (User ID 0) or administrative privileges on the target host. The
installation program will halt if you do not have the appropriate privileges.


n Ensure that the required operating system patches have been installed. Clicking More Information
during the installation process will launch the System Information window and the Pass/Fail status of
the operating system patches. The VMware Smart Assurance Support Matrix provides information on
operating system patches.


n Remove all the unused files in the /local directory. The unused files will also include RPS files and
custom files created by you. The upgrade process uses the sm_migrate utility that creates a backup
of all the files in the local directory and copies them back to local directory after the upgrade. RPS
and custom files can be large, and may slow down the process.


n Disk space requirement—During an upgrade installation, the installer creates a backup of files in
actions, conf, model, repos, rules, script directories. Ensure that you have disk space of twice the size
of these directories available on the system. After the upgrade and verifying the installation, you can
archive or remove the backup directories. This requirement is in addition to the minimum disc
requirement outlined for each product in the VMware Smart Assurance Support Matrix.


Upgrade the product
You upgrade each product in one of three ways: CLI mode or Unattended mode.


Perform the following tasks:


1 Review the important release issues found in your product-specific release notes.


2 On the host where the target existing installation resides, log in as superuser (User ID 0) or
administrator.


3 Mount the CD/DVD-ROM. Chapter 12 Procedures for CD/DVD-ROMs provides more information.
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4 Choose CLI mode (UNIX only), or Unattended mode. The setup commands for invoking CLI mode
and Unattended mode are listed in Upgrade the product, Upgrade the product, and Upgrade the
product.


n In CLI mode, make the following additional selections:


n In the Upgrade or Install screen, select Upgrade existing suite and click Next or enter [1].


n In the Target Installation Selection screen (in which an existing product is selected
unless the product was previously installed to more than one directory, in which case you
will see multiple choices), select a target installation directory and click Next or enter [1].


n In the Choose Products screen, all of the existing products are selected to be upgraded.
You can select additional products to add to the installation.


n Specify any additional local directories created using SM_SITEMOD. Click Next or enter
[1].


n In Unattended mode, specify the following additional options in the response file (<product>-
response.txt). All previously installed products must have their product options set to “true” in
the response file.


n Uncomment the -INSTALL_TYPE.INSTALL_CHOICE option.


n Uncomment the -SITEMOD_BEAN.SITEMODS_VAR option, and provide one or more
directory locations to perform an upgrade. You can provide the name of the directories, or
the directory name with absolute path.


For example, on Linux:


SITEMOD_BEAN.SITEMODS_VAR=local-1:/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/Local-2


:local-3


Note   For specifying directory separators, use : on Linux.


n Uncomment the MERGE_OPTION_UPGRADE.MERGE_CHOICE=MERGE option to
perform the merge.


n Uncomment the < product >.installLocation option and set its property value to the
installation directory of the target installation.


5 The installation program displays the Directories created using SM_SITEMOD screen which allows
you to back up local directories that were created with SM_SITEMOD. If you used SM_SITEMOD to
create local directories, enter a list of local directories. Click Next or enter [1].


The installation program then runs the sm_migrate utility to create a backup file of the user-
customized files and base files in the existing installation. The backup file,
named .migrate.bkp.<version>, is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts directory.


6 The installation program removes the patch, if any, from the existing installation and installs the
software.
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7 After the installation, the installation program shows the Restore User Configurations Instructions
screen, which presents the sm_migrate command for restoring the old user-customizations in
the .migrate.bkp.<version> backup file to the BASEDIR/smarts/local directory. The screen provides
two options:


a Yes, merge the files - Select this option if you want the utility to automatically merge the files
modified by you.


b No, I will merge them later - Select this option if you want to manually merge the files modified
by you.


Click Next or enter [1] to view the Installation Summary.


Note   For Service Assurance Manager, the upgrade process inserts the _edaa user entry into
the security configuration file serverConnect.conf and the runcmd_env.sh file. The upgrade
process does not modify the clientConnect.conf, brokerConnect.conf, and imk.dat files. The
upgrade process does not insert the _edaa user entry into the files of Domain Managers.


For Domain Managers, copying the security configuration files clientConnect.conf,
serverConnect.conf, brokerConnect.conf, runcmd_env.sh, and imk.dat is not supported in an
upgrade installation. You can manually copy the security configuration files using sm_migrate
utility as described in Restoring customizations after an upgrade installation.


8 The Installation Summary shows informational messages such as successful confirmations, error
messages, and warnings. Investigate any errors or warnings.


If Next appears, your system needs to be rebooted because one or both of the following tasks are
pending on the system:


n A system-protected file was replaced during the installation and requires a restart.


n A pending restart was triggered by another application or by an operating system patch
installation.


Click Next or enter [1] and then reboot your system. Otherwise, click Finish or enter [1] to
exit the installation.


The installation program writes an install log file to the BASEDIR/smarts/setup/logs directory,
unless the installation fails at the very start, in which case the installation program writes the
log file to the /tmp directory. The log file is a text file with the naming convention
Install.<product>.<productversionNumber>.log.


9 Evaluate your custom code. Review the Custom file migration use cases. The sm_migrate utility
migrated all user-customized files from the existing installation to the BASEDIR/smarts/local directory
in the 10.0.0 installation. Review the output of the sm_migrate utility and evaluate if you would like to
keep the user-customized files in the new installation.


Configuration migration process logs provides more information on the log files that are created after
the migration of user-customized files.
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10 Depending on your deployment, ensure that the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh file
includes the environment variables, SM_TLS_PROTOCOLS and SM_ALLOW_LEGACY_CRYPTO.


Use SM_TLS_PROTOCOLS set to the +TLSv1.1 value only if you need to interoperate with Smarts
products based on Foundation 9.0.0.0 Build 1345 through 9.2.x.


Use SM_ALLOW_LEGACY_CRYPTO set to TRUE only if you need to interoperate with Smarts
products based on Foundation versions prior to 9.0.0.0 Build 1345.


Check the version number provides the sm_server --version command to determine the Foundation
(DMT) version.


To ensure that the runcmd_env.sh file includes the environment variables:


a Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter this command to open the runcmd_env.sh file:


sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


b Search for the environment variables. If they do not exist, add one or both depending on your
deployment:


SM_TLS_PROTOCOLS=+TLSv1.1


SM_ALLOW_LEGACY_CRYPTO=TRUE


c Save and close the file.


11 Optional for IP Manager, run the repository file migration utility (sm_migraterps) to make the
repository file compatible with the newer 10.0.0 version of the software as described in Automatically
migrate topology for IP Manager using RPS utility.


12 If your product is part of a deployment that requires the Federal Information Processing Standard
(FIPS) Publication 140-2, a U.S. government computer security standard governing cryptographic
modules, follow the instructions in Upgrading Smart Assurance products in FIPS mode.


13 If you installed the products as services, start the services. Starting services on UNIX provides more
information.


14 Verify the current state of the products and Broker. Verify the product status provides more
information.


15 Initiate a discovery. Consult the discovery guide or user guide for your product for more information
on this procedure.


16 For Server Manager,


a In the Domain Manager Administration Console, right-click on the ESM server (INCHARGE-ESM,
by default) in the left pane and select the Load All ESM Host monitoring data from Backup
option.


b Perform a discovery (Topology > Discover All) from the ESM server.


All of the applications that were configured prior to the upgrade are restored and Server Manager
starts to monitor those applications.
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Upgrading Smart Assurance products in FIPS mode
Note   Upgrading in FIPS mode is not available for Server Manager.


10.0.0 products do not use a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS 140-2) approved encryption
algorithm to protect the imk.dat file. By default, the 10.0.0 imk.dat file uses MD5, which is not a FIPS-
approved algorithm. Hence, while upgrading from previous versions of products to Version 10.0.0, the
imk.dat file needs to be regenerated in order to run in the FIPS mode.


In order to convert an existing installation to FIPS, use the sm_rebond (in non-FIPS mode) first to get
everything re-encoded in a FIPS compatible way. The steps are as follows:


1 Run the following command at the command line prompt:


               sm_rebond --upgrade --basedir=<


               BASEDIR


               >/smarts


               sm_rebond --upgrade --basedir=C:\InCharge\SAM\smarts


            


2 When prompted, type a password to regenerate the imk.dat file. The default password is Not a secret.


3 Set the value for the parameter SM_FIPS140 to TRUE in the runcmd_env.sh file. The file is located
under the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory.


Next steps
Chapter 8 Verifying the Installation describes tasks for verifying the proper installation of the software and
starting services.
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Performing a Migration 6
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Migration overview


n Install and migrate on the same host


n Install and migrate on a different host


n Post-migration tasks


Migration overview
Consult the VMware Smart Assurance SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix for
software versions that require a manual migration to the latest version.


Two methods are available:


n Install and migrate on the same host


n Install and migrate on a different host


After the installation, run the sm_migrate utility to backup the user-customized files in the previous
version and migrate the files to the new version. Chapter 7 Migration Utilities explains how the
sm_migrate utility works.


Disk space requirement—During a migration, the sm_migrate creates a backup of files in actions,
conf, model, repos, rules, script directories. Ensure that you have disk space of four times the size of
these directories available on the system. After the migration and verifying the installation, you can
archive or remove the backup directories. This requirement is in addition to the minimum disk
requirement outlined for each product in the
VMware Smart Assurance SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix.


Server name requirement for migration—To preserve notification history and the original Source
attributes of notifications in the Service Assurance Manager, the server names of underlying Domain
Managers should remain the same. This way at the end of the migration of all Smarts Domain
Managers, the SAM server can correctly associate the pre-existing topology and notifications with the
topology and events coming from migrated Domain Managers. For example, if the Server Manager
has a server name INCHARGE-ESM, do not change it to a different name for the latest release.
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Make sure that you read Install and migrate on the same host and Install and migrate on a different
host in their entirety before proceeding.


Note   Remove all the unused files in the /local directory. The unused files will also include RPS files
and custom files created by you. The sm_migrate utility creates a backup of all the files in the local
directory and copies them back to local directory. RPS and custom files can be large, and may slow
down the process.


Install and migrate on the same host
To migrate from a previous version of a product to the new, current version on the same host, you must:


1 Install the product and specify an installation directory that is different from the one that is used for the
previous installation.


2 Stop the old services for the previous version, if necessary.


For UNIX, keep the service daemon (the sm_serviced component) running. If sm_serviced is
stopped, all VMware Smart Assurance products will stop and will need to be restarted.


For most cases, the installation program detects and stops all services, scheduled jobs, and
processes that use programs or libraries that are running from the existing installation.


It also stops the service daemon, sm_serviced, if it is running.


3 Migrate user-customized files from the previous installation to the new installation.


4 Reuse the customized Polling and Thresholds settings from the old repository.


Detailed instructions are described in Migration procedure for the same host.


For a test lab environment, since the two installations are on the same host, you can run both
installations in parallel. For parallel installations, both installations connect to the same Broker and
Global Manager, as long as the old and new product service and sm_server names are unique. In
this case, you will need to rename the service and sm_server for the previous product version.
Managers registered with the same Broker must have unique names.


For a production environment, VMware, Inc. recommends that you decommission the previous
version of product.


5 Start with the top-most SAM server.


6 An Aggregation SAM server if it is a hierarchical SAM deployment.


7 IP Manager.


8 Any order: Server Manager, MPLS Manager, and Network Protocol Manager.
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Migration procedure for the same host
To migrate the previous version of the product to the new version on the same host, perform the following
tasks:


1 Review the important release issues for the product, as described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Release Notes.


2 Determine that the products that you are installing are supported for your platform. The
VMware Smart Assurance SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix provides more
information.


3 Determine if the host has enough disk space and memory to accommodate so both versions of the
product can co-exist. The
VMware Smart Assurance SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix provides more
information.


4 Mount the CD/DVD-ROM on the host as described in Chapter 12 Procedures for CD/DVD-ROMs


5 Uninstall any temporary test patches (TTPs), if they exist, in your old installation.


If a TTP has been installed on a Service Pack, you must first uninstall the TTP. Otherwise, the TTP
files will be treated as files modified by you and copied to the local directory in the new installation
area.


6 Install the new version of the product on the same host as described in Chapter 2 Performing an
Installation


n Specify an installation directory that is different from the old installation directory so both versions
of the product can co-exist.


n Install products as services. These services overwrite the old stopped services.


Note   If you need to continue to run the previous versions of the products, manually install
services for them with unique names and start them.


The installation program installs the software.


7 Run the sm_migrate utility to copy user-customized files from the previous installation to the new
installation. Migrating customizations on the same host provides instructions.


Note   Run the sm_migrate utility immediately after the installation and before you start any services
or modify any files in the new installation. The sm_migrate utility will not merge any files from the
previous installation local directory, if the same files are present in the new installation
BASEDIR/smarts/local directory.


8 Evaluate your security settings. Migration of security configuration files provides more information.


9 Evaluate the environment variables in the old runcmd_env.sh file. Migration of security configuration
files provides more information.
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10 Evaluate your custom code. Review the Custom file migration use cases to plan your post-migration
steps. The sm_migrate utility migrated all user-customized files from the previous installation to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local directory in the new installation. It also made a backup copy of the files under
the BASEDIR/smarts/.migrate.bkp.x.x directory (for example, .migrate.bkp.2.0.0.0). Review the output
of the sm_migrate utility and evaluate if you would like to keep the user-customized files in the new
installation.


11 Depending on your deployment, ensure that the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh file
includes the environment variables, SM_TLS_PROTOCOLS and SM_ALLOW_LEGACY_CRYPTO.


Use SM_TLS_PROTOCOLS set to the +TLSv1.1 value only if you need to interoperate with Smarts
products based on Foundation 9.0.0.0 Build 1345 through 9.2.x.


Use SM_ALLOW_LEGACY_CRYPTO set to TRUE only if you need to interoperate with Smarts
products based on Foundation versions prior to 9.0.0.0 Build 1345.


Check the version number provides the sm_server --version command to determine the Foundation
(DMT) version.


a Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter this command to open the runcmd_env.sh file:


sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


b Search for the environment variables. If they do not exist, add one or both depending on your
deployment:


SM_TLS_PROTOCOLS=+TLSv1.1


SM_ALLOW_LEGACY_CRYPTO=TRUE


c Save and close the file.


12 Rename the repository file before reusing it.


a Locate the existing repository file that was copied to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/repos/icf directory
in the new 10.0.0 installation.


b Rename the repository file by removing the version number extension. For example, the
repository file INCHARGE-MPLS-ANALYSIS.rps.3.1.0.2 should be renamed to INCHARGE-
MPLS-ANALYSIS.rps without the version number extension.


13 Optional for IP Manager, run the repository file migration utility (sm_migraterps) to make the
repository file compatible with the newer 10.0.0 version of the software as described in Automatically
migrate topology for IP Manager using RPS utility.


14 If you installed the products as services, start them for the first time. Starting services on UNIX
provide more information.


15 Verify the current state of the products and Broker. Verify the product status provides more
information.
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16 For Server Manager,


a In the Domain Manager Administration Console, right-click on the ESM server (INCHARGE-ESM,
by default) in the left pane and select the Load All ESM Host monitoring data from Backup
option.


b Perform a discovery (Topology > Discover All) from the ESM server.


All of the applications that were configured prior to the migration are restored and
Server Manager starts to monitor those applications.


17 Decommission the previous version of the products. For instructions, refer to the uninstallation
chapter in the installation guide for the previous software version.


Install and migrate on a different host
If you want to run the new version of the 10.0.0 product before decommissioning the previous version,
you must:


1 Install the new version of the 10.0.0 product on a different host.


2 Migrate any customized configuration file changes to the new installation.


Detailed instructions are described in Migration procedure for a different host.


Since the two installations are on different hosts, you can run both installations in parallel. You have
the option of:


n Having both installations connect to the same Global Manager and Broker.


Managers registered with the same Broker must have unique names. In this scenario, stop and
rename the services for the previous version and, when you install the 10.0.0 product, the
installation program will use the default server names.


n Having multiple instances of the Global Manager and Broker with each instance assigned to a
different version of the product.


For a production environment, VMware, Inc. recommends that you decommission the previous
version of product.


3 Start with the top-most SAM server.


4 An Aggregation SAM server if it is a hierarchical SAM deployment.


5 IP Manager.


6 Any order: Server Manager, MPLS Manager, and Network Protocol Manager.


Migration procedure for a different host
To migrate the previous version of the product to the new version on a different host, satisfy or perform
the following tasks:


1 Review the important release issues for the 10.0.0 product, as described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Release Notes.
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2 Determine that the products that you are installing are supported for your platform. The
VMware Smart Assurance SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix provides more
information.


3 Determine if the host has enough disk space and memory to accommodate so both versions of the
product can co-exist. The
VMware Smart Assurance SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers Support Matrix provides more
information.


4 Mount the CD/DVD-ROM on the host as described in Chapter 12 Procedures for CD/DVD-ROMs


5 Uninstall any temporary test patches (TTPs), if they exist, in your old installation.


If a TTP has been installed on a Service Pack, you must first uninstall the TTP. Otherwise, the TTP
files will be treated as files modified by you and copied to the local directory in the new installation
area.


6 Install the new version of the product on the different host as described in Chapter 2 Performing an
Installation


The installation program installs the 10.0.0 software.


7 Run the sm_migrate utility to copy user-customized files from the previous installation to the new
10.0.0 installation. Migrating customizations to a different host provides instructions.


Note   Run the sm_migrate utility immediately after the installation and before you start any services
or modify any files in the new installation. The sm_migrate utility will not merge any files from the
previous installation local directory, if the same files are present in the new installation
BASEDIR/smarts/local directory.


8 Evaluate your security settings. Migration of security configuration files provides more information.


9 Evaluate the environment variables in the old runcmd_env.sh file. Migration of security configuration
files provides more information.


10 Evaluate your custom code. Review the Custom file migration use cases to plan your post-migration
steps. The sm_migrate utility migrated all user-customized files from the previous installation to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local directory in the new installation. It also made a backup copy of the files under
the BASEDIR/smarts/.migrate.bkp.x.x directory (for example, .migrate.bkp.2.0.0.0). Review the output
of the sm_migrate utility and evaluate if you would like to keep the user-customized files in the new
installation.


11 Depending on your deployment, ensure that the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh file
includes the environment variables, SM_TLS_PROTOCOLS and SM_ALLOW_LEGACY_CRYPTO.


Use SM_TLS_PROTOCOLS set to the +TLSv1.1 value only if you need to interoperate with Smarts
products based on Foundation 9.0.0.0 Build 1345 through 9.2.x.


Use SM_ALLOW_LEGACY_CRYPTO set to TRUE only if you need to interoperate with Smarts
products based on Foundation versions prior to 9.0.0.0 Build 1345.
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Check the version number provides the sm_server --version command to determine the Foundation
(DMT) version.


a Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter this command to open the runcmd_env.sh file:


sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


b Search for the environment variables. If they do not exist, add one or both depending on your
deployment:


SM_TLS_PROTOCOLS=+TLSv1.1


SM_ALLOW_LEGACY_CRYPTO=TRUE


c Save and close the file.


12 Rename the repository file before reusing it.


a Locate the existing repository file that was copied to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/repos/icf directory
in the new 10.0.0 installation.


b Rename the repository file by removing the version number extension. For example, the
repository file INCHARGE-MPLS-ANALYSIS.rps.3.1.0.2 should be renamed to INCHARGE-
MPLS-ANALYSIS.rps without the version number extension.


13 Optional for IP Manager, run the repository file migration utility (sm_migraterps) to make the
repository file compatible with the newer 10.0.0 version of the software as described in Automatically
migrate topology for IP Manager using RPS utility.


14 If you installed the products as services, start them for the first time. Starting services on UNIX
provide more information.


15 Verify the current state of the products and Broker. Verify the product status provides more
information.


16 For Server Manager,


a In the Domain Manager Administration Console, right-click on the ESM server (INCHARGE-ESM,
by default) in the left pane and select the Load All ESM Host monitoring data from Backup
option.


b Perform a discovery (Topology > Discover All) from the ESM server.


All of the applications that were configured prior to the migration are restored and
Server Manager starts to monitor those applications.


17 Decommission the previous version of the products. For instructions, refer to the uninstallation
chapter in the installation guide for the previous software version.


Post-migration tasks
Perform these tasks after the data migration steps are complete:


1 Rename the repository file
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2 Ensure that the Broker host:port is updated in the runcmd_env.sh files


3 Remove the old out-of-date service entries


4 Change the secret phrase to match rest of deployment


5 Uninstall the old software


Rename the repository file
For a same host or different host migration, the old repository file is copied to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/repos/icf directory in the 10.0.0 installation. Because the repository file has a
version number extension (for example, .2.0 extension), rename the repository file without the .2.0
extension before using it.


As further information, regardless of whether the old installation is on a UNIX system, sm_migrate saves
the old repository file and all other customization files in DOS format. If the new installation is on a UNIX
system, sm_migrate automatically converts the repository file and all other customization files to UNIX
format.


Ensure that the Broker host:port is updated in the runcmd_env.sh
files
If you are installing the 10.0.0 Broker during the installation to a location that is different from where the
Broker for the previous installation resides, for each server that is registered with the Broker, you need to
use the sm_edit utility to edit the SM_BROKER_DEFAULT variable in the runcmd_env.sh file in each of
those server’s BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory with the hostname (and port) of the host system that
is running the Broker:


If the Broker host is resolved using a DNS name, this step is not necessary. It is recommended not to use
Name Server Caching Daemon (NSCD) to cache DNS lookups (the host’s database) in Linux.


1 Run BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_service show --cmdline (UNIX).


2 For each service that you have installed, you will see output similar to the following:


sm_service install --force --name=ic-broker 


--description=”VMware Broker” --env=SM_CLIENTCONNECT=brokerConnect.conf --startmode=runonce 


C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\bin\brstart.exe --port=426 --


restore=C:\InCharge\IP\smarts/local/repos/broker/broker.rps --output


Remove the old out-of-date service entries
Use the following command to remove all old services that are going to be replaced by the 10.0.0
product:


         <BASEDIR>


         /smarts/bin/sm_service remove 


         <service name>
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For UNIX, you need to point the product to the new 10.0.0 services that will be installed. Do this by
making a copy of /etc/init.d/ic-serviced, change the SMHOME variable to point to the 10.0.0 services, and
place it in the 10.0.0 /etc/init.d directory.


Change the secret phrase to match rest of deployment
If the rest of the deployment uses a different site secret, and assuming that you want to employ secure
communications between the component applications in the deployment, you need to change the site
secret of this installation to match the rest of deployment. You do so by using the deployment’s site secret
to recreate and encrypt the clientConnect.conf, serverConnect.conf, brokerConnect.conf, and .imk.dat
files in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory of this installation.


Use the sm_rebond command to encrypt the files. For example, from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory,
enter:


sm_rebond --basedir=/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides complete information about the
security files and encryption.


Uninstall the old software
If the new version of the product is functioning properly, all data has been migrated to the new version,
and all services are functioning properly, you should uninstall the previous version of the product.


Uninstalling the previous version of the product will prevent conflicts if the previous version is started by
mistake while 10.0.0 is running. Chapter 9 Performing an Uninstallation provides more information.


Uninstall will display errors if services were installed by the installation program when the old version was
installed, but were removed manually in a later step. The uninstall process will display errors because it
will not find the services when it tries to remove them.
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Migration Utilities 7
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Customization migration utility overview


n sm_migrate function


n Customization migration procedures


n Perform a rollback


n Custom file migration use cases


n Three-way merge utility


n Automatically migrate topology for IP Manager using RPS utility


n Deployment utility overview


Customization migration utility overview
The sm_migrate utility is used to migrate user-customized files from an old installation to a new
installation, where the old installation and the new installation are in different installation directories or, for
an upgrade installation, in the same installation directory. User-customized files include user-modified files
(using sm_edit), user-introduced files, and the repository file.


Note   If TTPs (Temporary Test Patch) are installed on a previous installation of SAM, you must first
uninstall the TTP and then run the utility. Else, TTP files will be treated as files modified by you and
copied to the local directory in the new installation area.


When migrating a customized file from an old installation to a new installation, if a file with the same name
exists in the local directory of the new installation, the Customization Migration Utility does not modify or
overwrite it. The utility skips all such files being considered for merging. For files being considered to be
copied-over, the utility migrates the files with the old version number appended to the file name.


sm_migrate modes of operation
The sm_migrate has seven command-line options:


n --old (or -o)
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n --new (or -n)


n --archive (or -a)


n --upgrade (or -u)


n --rollback (or -r)


n --silent (or -s)


n --sitemod (or -l)


n --help (or -h)


These command-line options can be used in pairs in the command line to achieve eight different
modes of operation described below.


SAME HOST MODE
This mode is used when the new installation and the old installation are on the same host, in two
separate locations. In this mode, sm_migrate migrates all customizations (non-binary files that have been
modified or introduced by you in the old installation) from the old installation to a new installation.


Note   All files that were modified or newly introduced in the old installation must be present only under
the BASEDIR/smarts/ directory.


When you use the --sitemod option, the migration utility will migrate all customized old files for all user
created locals.


DIFFERENT HOST - OLD MODE
This mode is used when the new installation and the old installation are on different hosts. In this mode,
sm_migrate backs up and creates tar or a zip archive (file) of the customizations in the old installation.
The tar or zip file resides in the location specified by you while executing the utility.


Note   To run the utility from an older version of a Smarts product that does not have the migration utility,
you must copy the sm_migrate.pl script and certain Perl files (packaged in migratePerlPkg.zip file) and
place them in the appropriate locations. The sm_migrate.pl must be placed in the bin directory and the
Perl package must be placed under the BASEDIR/smarts/local folder and extracted there.


When you use the --sitemod option, the migration utility will migrate all customized old files for all user
created locals.


After running DIFF_HOST_OLD mode and before running DIFF_HOST_NEW mode, you must manually
move the tar or zip archive from the old host to the new host, preferably under the smarts directory of your
new installation.
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DIFFERENT HOST - NEW MODE
This mode is also used when the new installation and the old installation are on different hosts. In this
mode, sm_migrate migrates the customizations from the tar or zip archive that was created in the old
installation to the local directory under the new installation and attempts to merge the files from your new
installation with the files present in the backup archive wherever applicable, and places them in your new
local directory.


UPGRADE MODE
This mode is used during an in-place upgrade, where the installer creates a backup of the files modified
or newly introduced by you in the old installation into a .migrate.bkp.<old_version> backup directory and
merges them into a new installation. This mode has been designed for the installer, but can be invoked by
you too.


Note   This mode must not be invoked by you if there are multiple .migrate.bkp.<version> directories
under the <BASEDIR/smarts directory.


ROLLBACK MODE
In any execution of the migration utility, before the utility migrates your customizations from the backup
directory to your new installation, it creates a backup of certain files in your current new local and stores it
in a .rollback_<version_timestamp> directory. Also, it records the version and timestamp before any
migration.


The rollback option allows you to reverse the changes made by the migration utility by restoring the local
version in your new installations using files from the .rollback_<version_timestamp> directory. Rollback
will contain only those locals which are part of migration.


Note   In some scenarios, if a file is copied to the new installation with .<old_version> extension, then this
file is not deleted when a rollback is performed.


The rollback action is restricted only to rollback points that were recorded in your current version. For
example if you upgrade from 9.4.0.0 to 9.5.0.0, and then install a patch (for example, 9.5.0.1), the rollback
utility will not allow you to rollback to your 9.5.0.0 local version. You have to manually uninstall the patch
in order to rollback to 9.5.0.0.


Note   You can use the rollback option only after an in-place upgrade or if you have previously run the
migration utility either in the SAME_HOST, DIFFERENT_HOST or UPGRADE_NEW modes.


Perform a rollback on page 90 describes the procedure for carrying out a rollback.
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sm_migrate function
The customization migration utility is capable of four major functions, which include:


n Copying all non-binary files from the <BASEDIR>/smarts/local folder that have been modified or
introduced by you in the previous version of the product into the appropriate backup directories under
the <BASEDIR>/smarts directory of the new installation. Details of backup folders created by
sm_migrate utility provides details on the backup directories created by the utility during the migration
and upgrade process.


Table 7‑1.  Details of backup folders created by sm_migrate utility


Scenario Name and location of backup folders under <BASEDIR>/smarts


Migration on same host .migrate.bkp.<old_version>, .rollback_<version_timestamp>


Migration on different host old mode user-defined tar or zip file name,


Migration on different host new mode .rollback_<version_timestamp>,


.migrate.bkp.<old_version>


Upgrade .migrate.bkp.<old_version>, .rollback_<version_timestamp>


For files that have been modified by you, the utility also creates a copy of the base files from the
<BASEDIR>/smarts folder. These files are backed up into .migrate.bkp.<old_version> directory. The
original and the local versions of the files from the old installation will be needed when the utility attempts
to merge your changes with the new installation files.


Under the smarts/.migrate.bkp.<old_version> and backup.tar or backup.zip directory you can find files
with the following extensions:


n .custom - files from the <BASEDIR>/smarts/local folder introduced by you and are not part of the
default installation


n .local - files from the <BASEDIR>/smarts/local folder that are part of the default installation and
have been modified from their original version, using sm_edit.


n .base - the <BASEDIR>/smarts version of these files with .local extension


Custom file migration use cases provide details.


n Copying the cacert.sso certificate file from <BASEDIR>/smarts/jre/lib/security directory into
the .migrate.bkp.<old_version>/jre/lib/security directory to retain the certificate file.


n Copying all files you have added into the <BASEDIR>/smarts/local folder of the new installation. This
allows for an easy and automatic migration of all customer files to the new installation, so that no
manual step is required for moving the files from the backup directory.


Note   All files, customized or newly introduced in the existing installation, must be present under the
<BASEDIR>/smarts/ folder only. The utility also copies the RPS files found in the old_local.
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n Merging .asl, .import, .conf, .xml, .pl, .sh and .cmd files modified by you into the new installation. The
utility first backs up the corresponding files from the old_base, and then migrates the files
from .migrate.bkp.<old_version> backup directory to the new installation.


Note   This is an optional function and you may skip it.


In order to merge the configurations from the existing installation into the new installation, the utility
uses files from:


n Original base installation (previous installation with <file_name>.base extension)


n Local directory of the previous installation (files you have modified with a <file_name>.local
extension)


n New installation (with <file_name> extension)


The files to be merged are put in the new_local after performing a three-way merge between the
two files in the backup directory and the corresponding file in the new base.


n Rolling back changes made by the sm_migrate utility in your current installation. It creates a backup
of the new_local, and allows you to rollback to multiple stages of backup, as long as the changes
were carried out in your current version. The backup consists of
all .conf, .import, .asl, .mdl, .xml, .template, .sh, .conflict, .automerge, .cmd, .dat, and .bat files found
in the new_local.


Note   Soft links created for product related files in the UNIX environment are not handled by
sm_migrate utility.


Customization migration procedures
Run the sm_migrate utility immediately after the installation and before you start any services or modify
any files in the new installation. Back up the BASEDIR/smarts/local directory in the new installation before
you run sm_migrate.


Note   When you run the sm_migrate utility, ensure that you run only one instance of sm_migrate utility.


Migrating customizations on the same host
Use the following steps to migrate customizations on the same host:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory of the new installation and type the following command on
one line to invoke the sm_migrate utility:


sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --old=<BASEDIR>/smarts (old installation) --new=<BASEDIR>/smarts (new 


installation) --sitemod=<BASEDIR>/smarts/local;local1
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IP Manager


c:\InCharge93\IP\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl


--old=c:\Incharge93\IP\smarts --new=c:\Incharge94\IP\smarts --sitemod=c:\Incharge94\IP\smarts\local1; 


c:\Incharge94\IP\smarts\local2


Service Assurance Manager


c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl


MPLS Management Suite


c:\InCharge93\MPLS\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl


--old=c:\Incharge93\MPLS\smarts --new=c:\Incharge94\MPLS\smarts --


sitemod=c:\Incharge94\MPLS\smarts\local1; c:\Incharge94\MPLS\smarts\local2


Server Manager


c:\InCharge\ESM\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl


--old=c:\Incharge\ESM\smarts --new=c:\Incharge\ESM\smarts --sitemod=c:\Incharge94\ESM\smarts\local1; 


c:\Incharge94\ESM\smarts\local2


Network Protocol Management Suite


c:\InCharge\NPM\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl


--old=c:\Incharge\NPM\smarts --new=c:\Incharge\NPM\smarts --sitemod=c:\Incharge94\NPM\smarts\local1; 


c:\Incharge94\NPM\smarts\local2


Migrating customizations to a different host
Use the following steps to migrate customizations on remote hosts:


1 Prepare to archive the customizations made in the old installation into a tar or zip archive by copying
the following files:


n Perl packages: Copy migrateperlpkg.zip from the BASEDIR/smarts/perl directory in the new
installation to the BASEDIR/smarts/local directory of the old installation. For Linux and CentOS,
use the unzip migrateperlpkg.zip command.


n sm_migrate.pl utility: Copy this file from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory of the new
installation to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory of your old installation.


2 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory of your old installation and enter the following command on
one line to generate an archive of the customizations:


sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --old=<BASEDIR>/smarts (old installation) --archive=<BASEDIR>/smarts/<tar or 


zip file to contain customizations> ----sitemod==<BASEDIR>\smarts\local1; =<BASEDIR>\smarts\local2
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IP Manager


c:\InCharge93\IP\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --old=c:\InCharge93\IP\smarts --


archive=c:\InCharge93\IP\smarts\backup.zip --sitemod=c:\InCharge93\IP\smarts\local1;c:\InCharge93\IP\


smarts\local2


Service Assurance Manager


c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --old=c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts --


archive=c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts\backup.tar --sitemod=c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts\local1;c:\InCharge\SAM\


smarts\local2


MPLS Management Suite


c:\InCharge93\MPLS\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --old=c:\InCharge93\MPLS\smarts --


archive=c:\InCharge93\MPLS\smarts\backup.zip --


sitemod=c:\InCharge93\MPLS\smarts\local1;c:\InCharge93\MPLS\


smarts\local2


Server Manager


c:\InCharge\ESM\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --old=c:\InCharge\ESM\smarts --


archive=c:\InCharge\ESM\smarts\backup.tar --


sitemod=c:\InCharge\ESM\smarts\local1;c:\InCharge\ESM\smarts\


local2


Network Protocol Management Suite


c:\InCharge\NPM\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --old=c:\InCharge\NPM\smarts --


archive=c:\InCharge\NPM\smarts\backup.tar --sitemod=c:\InCharge\NPM\smarts\local1;c:\InCharge\NPM\


smarts\local2


IP Manager


c:\InCharge93\IP\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --archive=c:\InCharge93\IP\smarts\backup.zip --


new=c:\InCharge93\IP\smarts


Service Assurance Manager


c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --archive=c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts\backup.tar --


new=c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts
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MPLS Management Suite


c:\InCharge93\MPLS\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --archive=c:\InCharge93\MPLS\smarts\backup.zip --


new=c:\InCharge93\MPLS\smarts


Server Manager


c:\InCharge\ESM\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --archive=c:\InCharge\ESM\smarts\backup.tar --


new=c:\InCharge\ESM\smarts


Network Protocol Management Suite


c:\InCharge\NPM\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --archive=c:\InCharge\NPM\smarts\backup.tar --


new=c:\InCharge\NPM\smarts


Restoring customizations after an upgrade installation
During an upgrade, the installer creates a backup of your customizations and places them in the
<BASEDIR>/smarts/.migrate.bkp.<version> directory.


If during the installation you choose to skip migrating the files back into your new local directory, you may
either manually migrate or merge the files into your new local installation directory or run the sm_migrate
utility in the UPGRADE mode to perform this action.


Use the following steps to run the sm_migrate utility:


1 Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder.


2 Type the following command to migrate the backup directory to the new installation:


./sm_perl sm_migrate.pl


--new=<new installation location up to and including smarts> --upgrade --silent


c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl


--new=c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts --upgrade


3 Press y or any other key to start the file merge utility (sm_merge utility), and then press Enter. The
utility is invoked individually for each of the files that may require a three-way merge. Three-way
merge utility provides details. Once the utility completes merging the files, a message is displayed
indicating successful completion of the process.


or


Press n to skip the invocation of the file merge utility.


Note   You may use an additional --silent option to avoid this prompt. In which case, by default, the
utility will attempt the three-way merge.
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4 Press y or any other key to copy security configuration files, and then press Enter. This will copy the
security configuration files from .migrate.bkp.<version>/conf to local/conf of the new installation.


or


Press n to skip the copying of security configuration files.


5 Review the files (merged, auto-merged and .conflict) after the migration is over. Take appropriate
actions as mentioned in the 'User Action' column in Custom file migration use cases.


Perform a rollback
Use the following steps to rollback changes made by the sm_migrate utility:


1 Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder of your new installation, and type the following command to
rollback the changes made by sm_migrate utility to your new installation:


./sm_perl sm_migrate.pl --new=<new_installation location _upto_and including smarts> --rollback [--


silent]


c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_migrate.pl


--new=c:\InCharge\SAM\smarts --rollback


Custom file migration use cases
The use cases for custom file migration and resulting backup and merge activities are described in 
Custom file migration use cases .


Note   <file_name> with no extension represents a base file that is present under the BASEDIR/smarts
directory of the new installation.
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Table 7‑2.  Custom file migration use cases


Use case Backup action Merge Action


User actionOld installation


New installation:
BASEDIR/smarts/.migrate.b
kp.<version>


New_installation:BASEDI
R/smarts/local


There is a local copy of a file,
and changes were introduced
by you. The file is also used
in the new base installation.


Back up the base and the
local copies of the file. The
base copy is backed up with
“base” extension, as


<file_name>.base.


The local copy will be backed
up with “local” extension, as


<file_name>.local.


Local name will be
customized name of local.


For example:
<file_name>.local123.


Run sm_merge for:
n <file_name>.base
n <file_name>.local
n <file_name>


Merge Outcome:
n Changes made by you


are merged into the new
file and placed in
<New_installation>/smart
s/local/<file_name>.conf


n If the changes made by
you could not be merged
without a conflict,
a .conflict file is generated
and placed in
<New_installation>/smart
s/local/<file_name>.confli
ct


n Because the three-way
merge utility works at a
string level and not at a
code level for files such
as .asl, .xml, .cmd,
and .sh, the merge result
of these files is appended
with .automerge
extension. Review the
files, and if the changes
are acceptable, save the
file without .automerge
extension.


n Files with .import
and .conf extension are
not appended with an
automerge extension on
successful merge.


n For conflict files, review
the conflict file, manually
resolve the conflict, and
save the file without
a .conflict extension.


There is a file in old base, old
local and the same file exists
in new base.


No backup action. No merge. No user action required.


There is a file in old base and
the same file exists in new
base.


No backup action. No merge. No user action required.


The local copy of the file that
was introduced by a patch
and later modified by you.
The file exists in the new
base, but does not exist in the
old base.


Back up the local copy of the
file. The local copy will be
backed up with “local”
extension, as


<file_name>.local.


Local name will be
customized name of local.


For example:
<file_name>.local123.


sm_merge utility will compare
<file_name>.local and
<file_name>.


Merge Outcome:
<file_name>.conflict


Review the conflict file,
manually resolve the conflict
and save the file without
a .conflict extension.
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Table 7‑2.  Custom file migration use cases (Continued)


Use case Backup action Merge Action


User actionOld installation


New installation:
BASEDIR/smarts/.migrate.b
kp.<version>


New_installation:BASEDI
R/smarts/local


There is a local copy of the
file, and changes were
introduced by you, but the file
is no longer used in the new
release.


Backup the base and the
local copies of the file. The
base copy is backed up with
“base” extension, as


<file_name>.base.


The local copy will be backed
up with “local” extension, as


<file_name>.local.


Local name will be
customized name of local.


For example:
<file_name>.local123.


No merge The files remain in the backup
directory. Determine if the
customization is still relevant
to the new installation.


The local copy of the file was
introduced by a patch, and
changes were made by you.
The file does not exist in
either the new or old base.


Backup the local copy of the
file. The local copy will be
backed up with “local”
extension, as
<file_name>.local.


Local name will be
customized name of local.


For example:
<file_name>.local123.


No merge Determine if the
customization is still relevant
to the new installation.


There is a local copy of the
file, and changes were made
by you. The file is also used
in the new version, and there
is already a local copy of the
file in the new local.


Backup the local copy of the
file. The local copy will be
backed up with “local”
extension, as
<file_name>.local.


Local name will be
customized name of local.


For example:
<file_name>.local123.


No merge The sm_merge gives
precedence to the files in
new_local. No changes will
be made to the files that are
already under new_local.


Key exceptions to the rule are
covered in the Migration of
security configuration files.


There is a local copy of the
file, and custom code was
introduced by you. This code
does not exist in either the old
or the new base.


Back up the local copy of the
file. The local copy will be
backed up with “custom”
extension, as
<file_name>.custom.


No merge.


Copy the files (without
the .custom extension) from
New Installation:
BASEDIR/smarts/.migrate.bk
p.<version> to New
installation:
BASEDIR/smarts/local


Determine whether these
custom files are still needed
in your new installation.
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Table 7‑2.  Custom file migration use cases (Continued)


Use case Backup action Merge Action


User actionOld installation


New installation:
BASEDIR/smarts/.migrate.b
kp.<version>


New_installation:BASEDI
R/smarts/local


There is a local copy of the
file, and custom code was
introduced by you. This file is
also used in the new base.


Back up the local copy of the
file. The local copy will be
backed up with “custom”
extension, as
<file_name>.custom.


No merge.


Copy the files (without
the .custom extension) from
New Installation:
BASEDIR/smarts/.migrate.bk
p.<version> to New
installation:
BASEDIR/smarts/local


The file is copied
with .<old_version>
extension.


Determine whether these
custom files are still needed
in your new installation.


There is a local copy of the
file, and changes were made
by you. The file is also used
in the new version, and there
is already a local copy of the
file in the new local
introduced by a patch.


Back up the base and the
local copies of the file. The
base copy is backed up with
“base” extension, as
<file_name>.base.


The local copy will be backed
up with “local” extension, as
<file_name>.local.


Local name will be
customized name of local.


For example:
<file_name>.local123.


Run sm_merge for:
n <file_name>.base
n <file_name>.local
n <file_name>


Merge Outcome:
n Changes made by you


are merged into the new
file and placed in
<New_installation>/smart
s/local/<file_name>.conf


n If the changes made by
you could not be merged
without a conflict,
a .conflict file is generated
and placed in
<New_installation>/smart
s/local/<file_name>.confli
ct


n Because the three-way
merge utility works at a
string level and not at a
code level for files such
as .asl, .xml, .cmd,
and .sh, the merge result
of these files is appended
with .automerge
extension. Review the
files, and if the changes
are acceptable, save the
file without .automerge
extension.


n Files with .import
and .conf extension are
not appended with an
automerge extension on
successful merge.


n For conflict files, review
the conflict file, manually
resolve the conflict, and
save the file without
a .conflict extension.


Migration of security configuration files
The sm_migrate utility prompts you for copying the security configuration files serverConnect.conf,
clientConnect.conf, brokerConnect.conf, runcmd_env.sh and imk.dat. You can either choose to copy
these files into the local directory of the new installation or configure these files later, manually.


If you choose to copy and have changed the site secret in your previous installation, you need to run the
sm_rebond command to encrypt the files. For example:


./sm_rebond --basedir=C:\InCharge\IP\smarts
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After copying the files, the data in the old runcmd_env.sh file is appended to the new runcmd_env.sh file
and the new 10.0.0 version data is commented.


Note   Migration of security configuration files is not supported on cross platforms.


Migration of dynamic model files
The dynamic model files (files with .mdl and .ldm extension) are backed up in the .migrate.bkp.<version>
directory. These files are not considered by sm_migrate utility for merging. Remove the .ldm file from the
local directory of the new installation. Recompile the .mdl file before it is used in the new installation. A
new .ldm file will be generated once you recompile the .mdl file.


The VMware Smart Assurance Dynamic Modeling Tutorial explains the concepts and methods of dynamic
modeling.


Three-way merge utility
The three-way merge utility, sm_merge, helps incorporate configuration changes (made in
the .conf, .import .asl, .xml, .pl, .sh, and .cmd files) from an old installation into a new installation of a
product. The utility performs a three-way merge on each of the files that you have modified.


The utility uses <file_name>.base, <file_name>.local, and <file_name>, and finds the largest sequence of
lines that is common to all three files (this sequence need not necessarily be continuous lines). This
largest sequence of lines is called the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS). Then, for each of the three
files, it finds groups of lines in between two consecutive lines in the LCS. These groups are referred to as
“content blocks.” The utility compares these content blocks to decide on merge as given in Three-way
merge utility.


Use cases for content block comparison
The scenarios for comparison of content blocks during the three-way merge process are described in 
Content block comparison use cases. In this table, X, Y, and Z represent the content blocks, one from
each of the three files.
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Table 7‑3.  Content block comparison use cases


Scenario Content block comparison Result


XYY
n Content block in the <file_name>.base


looks like X
n Content block in <file_name>.local


looks like Y
n Content block in the <file_name> looks


like Y


The following content blocks are picked up:
n Content block in <file_name>.base = X


AllowPrivateIPAsName FALSE


n Content block in <files_name>.local = Y


AllowPrivateIPAsName TRUE


n Content block in <file_name> = Y


AllowPrivateIPAsName TRUE


Result: Y


Since the <file_name>.local
version and the <file_name>
version of the content blocks
match, the Y version is picked.


XYX
n Content block in the <file_name>.base


looks like X
n Content block in the <file_name>.local


looks like Y
n Content block in <file_name> looks like


X


The following content blocks are picked up:
n Content block in <file_name>.base = X


ERXIfExcludeSysPattern router*


n Content block in <files_name>.local = Y


ERXIfExcludeSysPattern *


n Content block in <file_name> = X


ERXIfExcludeSysPattern router*


Result : Y


This is the case where the file
modified by you (Y) is preserved
and is written to new_local.


X Y Z
n Content block in the <file_name>.base


looks like X
n Content block in the <file_name>.local


looks like Y
n Content block in the <file_name> looks


like Z. This is the case where
a .conflict file is created.


The following blocks sections are picked up:
n Content block in <file_name>.base = X


#Enable/Disable discovery of 
VLANs 
PropagateVRIfAlias  FALSE


n Content block in <files_name>.local = Y


#Enable/Disable discovery of 
Router 
PropagateVRIfAlias  TRUE 


n Content block in <file_name> = Z


#Enable/Disable discovery of 
Multicast # New install changes
PropagateVRIfAlias  FALSE


Result: Conflict


All three content blocks will be
written into a .conflict file.


During this process, modifications done on each of the files in the old installation are merged into the new
installation. The utility identifies the files to be copied and copies them into a predefined new directory in
the new installation with an appropriate suffix. Use cases for content block comparison provides details on
the files which will be copied:
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The utility performs the following functions:


n Automated analysis of the differences between any two files (for example, File A and File B), while
also considering the parent file.


n Incorporates the changes done to the parent file in File A and File B, and automatically merges the
two changes. This type of merge is used in revision control systems.


n It maintains a record of the conflicts encountered during the merge process in a .conflict file.


In case the utility is unable to merge the files due to some conflict, it creates a .conflict file for each
file. The .conflict file provides details of the files which were not completely merged by the three-way
utility. Each conflicting instance is recorded in the .conflict file. You can review the .conflict files to spot
the conflicts, and manually resolve the differences.


Configuration migration process logs
Log file and description lists the logs files that are created for the modified customization migration
process. These files are available under the BASEDIR/smarts/setup/logs directory.


Table 7‑4.  Log file and description


Log file name Description


Config_migration_copy.log Logs information about files that were modified during the previous installation, and
those which were backed up in the new installation.


Config_migration_merge.log Logs information about the files on which three-way merge was performed. It also
mentions whether the merge process was successful or if any conflicts arose during
the process.


<file_name>.conf.MergeLog


<file_name>.asl.MergeLog


<file_name>.import.MergeLog


<file_name>.xml.MergeLog


<file_name>.sh.MergeLog


<file_name>.cmd.MergeLog


For each type of file (.conf, .import .asl, .xml, .sh, and .cmd) merge logs are created.
These logs record the lines which the three-way merge process copied from the
previous installation, lines which were retained as-is, and those where conflicts were
observed.


Automatically migrate topology for IP Manager using RPS
utility
The repository file (RPS) migration utility (sm_migraterps) automatically converts the RPS file created by
the previous version of the software to an RPS file compatible with the newer version of the software. For
example, you can use the utility to automatically convert the IP 9.4.0.0 RPS file into a compatible version
of IP Manager 9.5. This tool allows the administrator to quickly migrate the product without going through
a rediscovery of the entire topology.


The RPS migration utility supports migration from IP Manager 9.x.x versions to IP Manager 9.5.x and
later.
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If you are migrating from IP Manager 9.4.x, running the RPS migration utility is optional. For example, if
you have an IP Manager 9.4 repository file that includes virtual switch systems in the topology, use the
sm_migraterps utility to remove VirtualSwitchSystemLink and make the repository compatible for
IP Manager 10.0.0.


This section covers the following:


n Functions of RPS migration utility


n Running RPS migration utility


Functions of RPS migration utility
The utility performs the following functions:


n Creates a temporary and a backup copy of the RPS file to be migrated. On successful migration, the
backup file is deleted. The tool then renames the temporary file as the new RPS and, the original
RPS file as the backup file with a .v70 suffix.


n Checks for the existence of the source RPS file. Users must ensure that they are using a valid source
RPS file.


Running RPS migration utility


Note   It is recommended to run the RPS migration utility only once. A second run will overwrite the older
backup file.


To run the RPS migration utility:


1 Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder.


2 Copy the previous version of the RPS file to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder.


3 Type the following command:


sm_migraterps <rps_file> --trace <logfilename>


4 Copy the migrated RPS file into the < BASEDIR >/smarts/local/repos/icf folder.


5 Use the --ignore-restore-errors option in the sm_service command to start the IP Manager with the
migrated repository file. Otherwise, the IP Manager may generate errors and may not start up with the
migrated repository file.


6 Initiate a full discovery (Discover All). Consult the discovery guide or user guide for your product for
more information on this procedure.


Note   A full discovery is required for the new version features and changes to take effect.
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Deployment utility overview
The Deployment Utility allows you to deploy customizations and configuration changes from an existing
installation to another installation on the same version of a product. The deployment can be carried out on
the same host or between two different hosts running the same operating system.


The utility is useful if you have to apply the same configurations on multiple installations of a product. Use
the utility if you have:


n Multiple new installation running on the same or multiple hosts that will need to share the same
configuration and customizations.


n Multiple installations on the same or multiple hosts that are upgraded and will share the same
configuration and customizations.


In both cases, you will need to start with one installation where you make all your modifications to
configuration files, <BASEDIR>/smarts/local files and, create and compile dynamic models. Then, run
the sm_deploy utility to create a package that contains your modifications. Use the sm_deploy utility
to apply the files collected from the first installation to the rest of your installations.


The Deployment Utility performs the following three functions:


n Create a package


n Deploy the package


n Rollback


Create a package


The utility enables you to create a deployment package which consists of all the customizations made to
files in an installation. In SAM, by specifying a broker and server information when you run the utility, you
can collect configuration settings from RPS into the package.


Deploy the package


The utility enables you to deploy a previously collected deployment package into other installations of the
same product running on the same version and operating system as the original installation. If you have
collected configuration settings from SAM RPS, the configurations will be available in the file,
<SAM_server>.xml under local/conf/ics directory.
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Rollback


Before deploying the package into an installation, the utility creates a rollback directory containing the
backup copy of files from the current installation which will be used incase of a rollback action. You can
rollback your configuration to that in your rollback directory, only if the version of your current installation
is the same as the version of the installation when the rollback directory was created.


Note   Soft links created for product related files in the UNIX environment are not handled by sm_deploy
utility.


Running the Deployment utility
To run the Deployment utility, go to <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin directory and type the following command:


./sm_perl sm_deploy.pl <options>


where, <options> refers to the options specified in the section,sm_deploy modes of operation.To run the
utility from an older version of a Smarts product that does not have the migration utility, you must copy the
sm_deploy.pl script and certain Perl files (packaged in migratePerlPkg.zip file) and place them in the
appropriate locations. The sm_deploy.pl must be placed in the bin directory and the Perl package must be
placed under the BASEDIR/smarts/local folder and extracted there.


sm_deploy modes of operation
The sm_deploy has the following command-line options:


n --install=<dir> – To install the utility.


n --create=<file> – To create the deployment package.


n --deploy=<file> – To deploy the package.


n --rollback – To rollback the configuration changes.


n --broker – The broker to which the SAM server is attached. Use this option to collect configuration
settings from SAM RPS.


n --server – The SAM server whose configuration settings from RPS are to be collected.


n --clean – To clean the files in the local directory.


n --silent


n --sitemod – To specify customer specific local directories.


n --help


The deployment utility must be used with at least one of these options.


Note   If you want to run this utility from older versions of VMware Smart Assurance products, you
must copy the sm_migrate.pl script, sm_deploy.pl script and, the Perl files packaged in a .zip file from
the 10.0.0 installation to the corresponding locations in the old installation.
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To create a deployment package
1 Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder of your target installation, and type the following command:


./sm_perl sm_deploy.pl --install=<BASEDIR>/smarts --create=<archive-name.tar> --


sitemod==<BASEDIR>/smarts/local


2 The utility identifies the files with customizations from the local directory under <BASEDIR>/smarts
directory of the installation that need to be copied to the deployment package. Local directory can be
local1, local2.


3 The utility copies the files from the local directory to the deployment backup
directory .deploy.bkp<pdt>.<version> under <BASEDIR>/smarts, archives these files to a specified
archive file and then deletes the backup directory.


Manage RPS file settings across multiple installations
The method of extracting the configuration settings from an RPS file into the deployment package varies
between SAM and IP Managers.


For SAM, use the deployment utility to extract the configuration settings from the RPS file.


Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder of your target installation, and type the following command:


./sm_perl sm_deploy.pl --install=<BASEDIR>/smarts --create=<archive-name.tar> --broker=<host:port> --


server=<SAM_server>


This can be a convenient way to deploy the configurations of aggregate SAM domain since they often
share the same configuration.


For IP, use the sm_settings.pl script of the IP-Configuration Manager tool to export the Polling and
Threshold groups from an existing domain and import them into the IP-Configuration Manager to be
deployed further on other domains.


For more information on loading settings into IP-Configuration Manager, refer to the VMware Smart
Assurance Smarts IP Manager User Guide.


For Network Protocol Manager, MPLS Manager, and Server Manager, the configuration settings from an
RPS file must be manually configured in all other installations of these products.


To deploy the package
1 Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder of your target installation, and type the following command:


./sm_perl sm_deploy.pl --install=<TargetBASEDIR>/smarts --deploy=<archive-name.tar>


2 Creates a rollback directory with the backup of files from the target installation which will be used
incase of a rollback action. Rollback will contain local folders which are part of the deployment
package.
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3 Copies all the files from the deployment package to the local directory of the target installation.


4 Overwrites the files that are part of both, the deployment package and the local directory of the target
installation.


5 If the --clean option is specified, the files in the local directory of the target installation that are not part
of the deployment package are deleted.


Or


If --clean option is not specified, the files in the local directory of the target installation that are not part
of the deployment package are retained.


To deploy the SAM RPS settings,


n Manually import the <SAM_server>.xml file from local/conf/ics directory to the directory in the
target installation by typing the following sm_config command:


./sm_config --server=<SAM_server> import --force <SAM_server>.xml


To Rollback
1 Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder of your target installation, and type the following command:


./sm_perl sm_deploy.pl --install=<TargetBASEDIR>/smarts --rollback


2 Copies the files from the local directory of the installation whose rollback directory you choose to
rollback to, into the corresponding location in your current installation.


Note   If your current directory is a rollback directory location, it will not be displayed in the list of
rollback directory locations to which you can rollback.
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Verifying the Installation 8
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Check the version number


n Start services


n Start programs


n Service and program startup options


n Start Smarts NOTIF


n Verify the product status


n Verify the FIPS 140 mode status


n Collect system information


n Configuration Scanner Tool


Check the version number
When you run a utility to report the version number of the software, you will see both the version number
for the product as well as the version number for the underlying foundation software. These two version
numbers might differ.


To verify the version number, enter the following command from the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin directory:


         sm_server --version


      


This command should return the following information:


n Operating system (OS) name on which the product is running and the OS version identifier.


n Version number of the product.


n Version number of the foundation (DMT) code, foundation build number, the date and time that the
build was made as well as whether you have installed a 64-bit version of the software. If you installed
the 64-bit version, you will see a “/64” after the foundation and the product version number.
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The “sm_server --version” output is the following:


Operating System <Identifier>


<product>: V<Number>(<InternalBuild>), <Date> 


Copyright 2019, VMware Inc - Build <Build>


Foundation V<Number>(<InternalBuild>), <Date>


Copyright 1995-2018, VMware - Build <Build>


For example, for IP Manager, the output might look similar to:


linux_rhAS50-x86-64/206320000


IP_NETWORK_SUITE: V10.0.0.0(174350), 22-Jan-2019 02:00:03 Copyright 2019, VMware Inc - Build 4


Foundation V10.0.0.0(174262), 18-Jan-2019 10:24:40 Copyright 2019, VMware Inc - Build 1


The product version number is displayed during the Wizard mode installation on the InstallShield
screen.


Be aware that product versions vary and do not always match the software foundation version
number. For example, if you select the About from the Help menu in the Global Console, you may see
a different number.


Start services
VMware, Inc. recommends installing VMware Smart Assurance products as services. If you installed the
products as services, you must start them for the first time. These services start automatically upon
system reboot.


Note   Start the Broker service first if it is not running.


Starting services on UNIX
Verify the status of the service daemon before starting a service.


Verifying the status of the service daemon
Use the ic-serviced command to check the status of the service daemon. The path to the ic-serviced
command varies by operating system.


CentOS


On CentOS systems, enter the following command to verify the status of the service daemon:


         /etc/init.d/ic-serviced status
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If the sm_serviced process does not respond, the process is not running. Start the service by entering the
command:


         /etc/init.d/ic-serviced start


      


Linux


On Linux systems, enter the following command to verify the status of the service daemon:


         /etc/init.d/ic-serviced status


      


If the sm_serviced process does not respond, the process is not running. Start the service by entering the
command:


         /etc/init.d/ic-serviced start


      


Starting services
To start or stop an VMware Smart Assurance service, use the sm_service utility. Type the command from
the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory:


         sm_service start


         <service_name> [<service_name> ...]


where <service_name> is each service you need to start. Starting services provides a list of service
names.


Start programs
You can start VMware Smart Assurance programs from the terminal when the program is not intended to
be long-running or to perform testing. VMware, Inc. does not recommend using this method in a
production environment.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides a complete description of the
command syntax.


To start a program, type the command with the appropriate options on one line.


n For UNIX, invoke the command from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory. Prefix the command with ./ (a
period followed by a forward slash).


Starting the VMware Smart Assurance Broker


./brstart --port=426 --output
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Starting a Manager


t ./sm_server --name=<server_name>


--config=<config_directory>


--port=0


--ignore-restore-errors


--output s


For UNIX, to run the program in the background, use the daemon option.


Note   Service Assurance Manager Console crashes when running commands on a Linux platform since
the FIPS library fails to load. SELinux prevents the shared libraries, libcryptocme2.so and
libccme_base.so from loading because of the existence of text relocation in the library.


The following workarounds are available to avoid the SAM Console crash:


1 Run the following commands to change the file context for the shared libraries, libcryptocme2.so and
libccme_base.so to textrel_shlib_t:


chcon -t textrel_shlib_t libcryptocme2.so


chcon -t textrel_shlib_t libccme_base.so


2 Set the parameter setenforce to 0 to run SELinux in permissive mode.


3 Navigate to Edit /etc/selinux/config and set the parameter SELINUX to Disabled.


Service and program startup options
Default service names, server names, and configuration directories lists service names, server names,
and configuration directories for VMware Smart Assurance products.


Table 8‑1.  Default service names, server names, and configuration directories


Product Service name Server name Config directory


Broker ic-broker Not applicable Not applicable


IP Manager


IP Availability Manager ic-am-server INCHARGE-AM icf


IP Performance Manager ic-pm-server INCHARGE-PM icf


IP Availability and Performance Manager ic-am-pm-server INCHARGE-AM-PM icf


Service Assurance Manager


Service Assurance Manager Server ic-sam-server INCHARGE-SA ics


Service Assurance Manager Adapter
Platform Server


ic-icoi-server INCHARGE-OI icoi


SNMP Trap Adapter ic-trapd-receiver TRAP-INCHARGE-OI icoi


Syslog Adapter ic-syslog-adapter SYSLOG-INCHARGE-OI Not applicable
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Table 8‑1.  Default service names, server names, and configuration directories (Continued)


Product Service name Server name Config directory


Business Impact Manager MBIM INCHARGE-MBIM bim


MPLS Management Suite


MPLS Analysis Server ic-mpls-analysis INCHARGE-MPLS-ANALYSIS mpls-a


MPLS Monitoring Server ic-mpls-monitoring INCHARGE-MPLS-MONITORING mpls-m


MPLS Topology Server ic-mpls-topology INCHARGE-MPLS-TOPOLOGY mpls-t


MPLS VPN-Tagging Server ic-vpn-tagging VPN-TAGGING vpn-tagging


Server Manager


Server Manager ic-esm-server INCHARGE-ESM esm


Network Protocol Management Suite products


Network Protocol Manager for BGP ic-npm-bgp-server INCHARGE-BGP conf/bgp


Network Protocol Manager for EIGRP ic-npm-eigrp-server INCHARGE-EIGRP conf/eigrp


Network Protocol Manager for IS-IS ic-npm-isis-server INCHARGE-ISIS conf/isis


Network Protocol Manager for OSPF ic-npm-ospf-server INCHARGE-OSPF conf/ospf


n Chapter 11 Manually Installing Services provides the default service and program parameters that are
used for the service install commands.


n The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides information in regard to the
sm_server, sm_adapter, and sm_trapd programs.


Start Smarts NOTIF
To start Smarts NOTIF:


1 Set an environment variable in the BASEDIR directory path to ensure that Java can be successfully
started for Smarts NOTIF. In BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh, add the following line:


SM_JAVA_ENABLED=YES


2 Configure the SNMP Trap Adapter to use the Notif-trap_mgr_parse.asl script instead of the default
trap_mgr_parse.asl script so that Smarts NOTIF processes SNMP traps. For example:


./sm_service install --force --unmanaged --startmode=runonce \


'--name=ic-notif-trap' \


'--description=Notif Trap Receiver' \


'/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_trapd' \


'--name=NOTIF-TRAP' \


'--server=INCHARGE-OI' \


'--output' \


'--config=icoi' \


'--port=1162' \


'--model=sm_actions' \


'--rules=icoi-trapd/Notif-trap_mgr_parse.asl'
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3 Configure the Syslog Adapter to use the Notif-SysLog_mgr.asl script instead of the default
SysLog_mgr.asl script in order for Smarts NOTIF to process Cisco system log files.


For example:


./sm_service install --force --unmanaged --startmode=runonce \


'--name=ic-notif-syslog' \


'--description=Notif Syslog Adapter' \


'/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_adapter' \


'--name=NOTIF-SYSLOG' \


'--server=INCHARGE-OI' \


'--output' \


'--config=icoi' \


'--port=1162' \


'--model=sm_actions' \


'--model=sm_system'\


'--rules=icoi-syslog/Notif-SysLog_mgr.asl'\


'--tail=/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/local/logs/sample.txt'


4 Launch the Smarts NOTIF Editor by selecting Start > Programs > InCharge > Smarts NOTIF
Editor.


Note   You can also launch the editor by double-clicking the NotifGui.sh file (for UNIX systems) in the
BASEDIR/smarts/notif/editor directory.


5 Use the Smarts NOTIF Editor to connect to the running SAM server or Adapter Platform server.
Select Remote > Edit a server's settings in the Smarts NOTIF Editor. The Connect to a Server
dialog box appears, showing the list of available Adapter Platform and SAM server connections.


6 Choose a server from the list of available server connections in the Connect to a Server dialog box
and click OK.


If server connections are not displayed, perform the following to populate the list of server
connections:


7 Click More in the Connect to a Server dialog box. The Manage Connections dialog box appears
where you can add server connections.


8 Click Add in the Manage Connections dialog box. The Input dialog box appears.


9 Enter a connection reference name (for example, “Remote Smarts NOTIF OI server”) in the Input
dialog box and click OK.


10 Fill in the new connection record in the right pane of the Manage Connections dialog box.


11 Click OK to save the connection setup.


The Remote Server Settings dialog box appears that shows the server's current settings.


12 Select the Activate Smarts NOTIF checkbox, and then click OK.


Note   You can also change other server settings in the Remote Server Settings dialog box if
necessary.
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13 Restart your SAM server or Adapter Platform server.


Note   Server setting changes made in the Smarts NOTIF Editor Remote Server Settings dialog box
are persistent. When you change server settings in the Remote Server Settings dialog box and click
OK, the changes are saved to the Notif_Settings.import file that is generated and saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/<icoi or ics> directory in the Adapter Platform or SAM server where
Smarts NOTIF is running. Server setting changes made in the Smarts NOTIF Editor are preserved
even if the repository is deleted. For example, if the repository is erased because you used the --
norestore option for server startup, the server uses the last saved settings from the Smarts NOTIF
Editor saved in BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/<icoi or ics>/Notif_Settings.import.


The VMware Smart Assurance Notification Module User Guide includes information on how to use
the Smarts NOTIF Editor.


Verify the product status
You can determine the current state of the products that register with the Broker by typing the following
command from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory:


         ./brcontrol


      


This command displays a list of VMware Smart Assurance Managers and adapters that are registered
with the Broker, their states (RUNNING, DEAD, UNKNOWN), process IDs, port numbers, and the last
time that their states changed.


Also check any log files for the products. Typically, these log files are in BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs.


Note   More than one log file may be generated due to changes in the foundation code that supports
internationalization. The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides additional
information on log files.


If only one log file per server is desired, use sm_edit to update the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh file. To get a single log file, set the following environment
variables:


export SM_LOCALE=en_US (or appropriate locale code)


export SM_ENCODING_OUTPUT=UTF-8


Verify the FIPS 140 mode status
To verify if the installation is running in FIPS-140 mode, run the following command in the dmctl mode:


get SM_System::SM-System::FIPS


The value for this parameter must be TRUE.
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You can also check for the status of FIPS 140 in the log files in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs directory.
When the Broker and server start in FIPS 140 mode, a message similar to the following one is written to
the Broker and server log files:


RSA BSAFE: MES 3.2.4 26-May-2012/64(0), FIPS: RSA BSAFE Crypto-C Micro Edition FIPS 140-2 Module 


3.0.0.0/64(0), May 31 2008 13:19:56


Common issues


Domain registers with the broker, but appears DEAD after a few minutes
The domain is in FIPS 140 mode but the broker is not.


Domain is not able to register with the broker


The Broker is in FIPS 140 mode but the domain is not.


Broker or Domain log entry


CI-N-EWHILE-While executing function "queue_work”CI-EFLOWID-For flow CI_FlowTCP_U [Flow in 


negotiations Accepted physical flow] PHYSICAL @0x0000000000a38db  . *:v4:44445 KS N/A, KR N/A  . Open 


fd=10, conn August 17, 2011 3:27:43 PM EDT, disc N/A,  . 127.0.0.1:44445 -> 127.0.0.1:58347, tmo 0 


00:00:15 N/S 1/0 CI-EWHILE-While executing function ""CI_FlowTLS_U::handshake”” CI-BSAFE-error:


1407609C:SSLroutines:SSL23_GET_CLIENT_HELLO:http request: ; in file "s23_srvr.c" at line 746


The entry might also appear as: SSL routines:SSL23_GET_CLIENT_HELLO:unknown protocol.


This may be because the Domain (or Broker) is in FIPS 140 mode but the client is not. It may also be that
the client is a non-Smarts client (for example a load balancer’s HTTP check). In that case, switch the load
balancer to HTTPS check.


Client error


CI-E-EWHILE-While executing function ""CI_FlowTLS_U::handshake””CI-BSAFE-error:1408F10B:SSL 


routines:SSL3_GET_RECORD:wrong version number: ; in file "s3_pkt.c" at line 553CI-TLSPE-TLS protocol 


error


This may be because the Domain or Broker is not FIPS 140 capable but the client is operating in FIPS
140 mode.
Log errors


[July 11, 2011 5:09:41 PM EDT +385ms] t@31 PollingQueue #8CI-E-EDECRYPT-Cannot decrypt.CI-EDECRYPT-


Cannot decrypt.[July 11, 2011 5:09:41 PM EDT +386ms] t@31 PollingQueue #8IA-E-ERROR_EXECUTING_ACTION-


Error executing action MA-PerlScript-sihou513a.CI-EDECRYPT-Cannot decrypt.


This may be because the Imk.dat version or the password does not match between domains. Ensure that
the password and the version matches across all installs that inter operate.
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Error on startup of domain or other tools


[August 8, 2011 8:29:07 PM EDT +466ms] t@3916876800 <Primary Thread>CI-F-EBLACKSTRING_CONTEXT-While 


creating the contextCRPT-CRYPTO_MD5_INIT_FAILED-Failed to initialize the context for MD5 algorithm


This may be because you are trying to use a v1 imk.dat file in FIPS 140 mode. Ensure that you use v2.1
for FIPS 140 compatibility.


Collect system information
The sm_getinfo utility is used to collect data for troubleshooting VMware Smart Assurance Manager
(server) problems. The utility backs up the current configuration for a server by creating a tar archive of all
files and user customizations that are essential to troubleshooting the server. Customers then email the
tar archive to VMware Customer Support for problem resolution.


sm_getinfo files
The sm_getinfo utility, which is supported on CentOS, and Linux, creates four types of files in the
installation directory area from which it is invoked. The files are shown described in Files created by the
sm_getinfo utility.


Table 8‑2.  Files created by the sm_getinfo utility


Filename Description


Files in BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs directory


sm_getinfo<date>.tar.gz


Example:sm_getinfo26Mar2012-015952.tar.gz


A compressed tar archive in which the sm_getinfo utility stores a server ‘s
log files, repository files, core files (CentOS, Linux) , user-modified files
(using sm_edit), user-introduced files, and system environment
information. The actual content of the tar archive depends on the user-
specified options on the sm_getinfo invocation command line.


The name of the tar archive includes the date when the tar archive was
created.


MANIFEST A text file that lists all of the files that the sm_getinfo utility includes in the
tar archive.


Files in BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs/smgetinfo_files directory
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Table 8‑2.  Files created by the sm_getinfo utility (Continued)


Filename Description


smgetinfo-versions.log.<date>


Example:smgetinfo-versions.log.
26Mar2012-020004


Example of other files in smgetinfo_files:TTP-
Installed-versions.log.26Mar2012-020005


A log file in which the sm_getinfo utility writes information about a server’s
log file or repository file that is larger than 700 megabytes (MB). The
sm_getinfo utility does not include any log or repository file in a server’s tar
archive that exceeds 700 MB.


In addition, sm_getinfo writes system information to the log file.


The name of the log file includes the date when the log file was created.


Final_sm_getinfo<timestamp>.tar


Example:Final_sm_getinfo20Sep2012-005855.tar


The -k or --smconfigscan command invokes the Configuration Scanner
tool, and generates the Final_getinfo-<timestamp>.tar, along with other
Configuration Scanner tool-related files.


Note   If the sm_getinfo utility is run without the -k or --smconfigscan
command, a getinfo-<timestamp>.tar output file will be generated without
Final_ appended to the output. This implies that you will be running the
sm_getinfo tool as usual.


sm_getinfo command-line syntax
You run the sm_getinfo utility from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory. The options that you specify on the
invocation command line determine which files are included in the sm_getinfo-created tar archive.


Here is the command line syntax for sm_getinfo:


sm_perl sm_getinfo.pl


| --server <server name> --pid <server process ID>


| --broker <location>


| --log [<number of latest logs>]


| --nolog


| --repos [--latest]


| --norps


| --core


| --all


| --version


| --help


| --smmonitor “<sm_monitor options>”


| --flush


| --smconfigscan


where:


n <> Angle brackets are user-supplied parameter values (variables).


n [ ] Square brackets are optional entries.


n | Vertical bar symbols are alternate selections.


The command-line options are described in Command-line options for the sm_getinfo utility .
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Table 8‑3.  Command-line options for the sm_getinfo utility


Option Description


--server <server name> --pid <server process
ID> | -s <server name> -p <server process ID>


Specifies the VMware Smart Assurance server name and PID against which
the sm_getinfo utility will collect information. To dump a core file for a running
server on CentOS or Linux, the pid option must be provided. Also, the server
name is used to invoke the sm_monitor tool.


--broker <location> | -b <location> Specifies an alternate broker location as host:port.


--pid <pid> | -p <pid> PID of Domain Manager used to run gcore.


--log [<number of latest logs>] | -l [<number of
latest logs>]


For each VMware Smart Assurance server, collects and stores a user-
specified number of latest logs or all generated log files that are in the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs directory.


Note that whenever collecting a log, the related .audit and .archive files should
be collected as well.


If a server name is specified, only the files that correspond to the server will be
collected. To avoid generating a too-large tar archive (too large to email), any
log file that is larger than 700 MB will be excluded and its information will be
logged in smgetinfo-versions.log<date>.


--nolog | -g Excludes log files when collecting local files. This option and --log are mutually
exclusive.


--repos [--latest] | -r [-t] For each VMware Smart Assurance server, collects and stores the latest
repository file or all repository files. If a server name is specified, only the file
corresponding to the server will be collected. Any repository file that is larger
than 700 MB will be excluded and its information will be logged in smgetinfo-
versions.log<date>.


--norps | -n Excludes repository files when collecting local files. This option and --repos
are mutually exclusive.


--core | -c Collects and stores the core files (CentOS, Linux) that are generated by the
VMware Smart Assurance software, and the corresponding logs.


--all | -a All data and files in BASEDIR/smarts/local and BASEDIR/smarts/setup
directories will be collected and stored. If --all option is specified, the other
options will be ignored except --server and --pid.


--version | -v Print version information and exit.


--help | -h Print usage information and exit.


--smmonitor “<sm_monitor options>” | -m
“<sm_monitor options>”


Specifies the options for running sm_monitor, which will override the default
options “-m run-all -z.”


Approximately two cycles are run to collect the required information. The
collected information is output to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs/SM-Monitor-
<server name> directory.


--flush | -f Force a flush. Needed when the sm_getinfo utility is invoked from a remote
host.


--smconfigscan | -k


Note   This option is available for IP Manager
only.


Invokes the configuration scanner tool to provide a snapshot of all the
customizations introduced by you in your current installation. “Configuration
Scanner Tool” on page 116 provides more information on how to use the tool.
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sm_getinfo invocation examples
To gather the five latest logs, enter:


         sm_perl sm_getinfo.pl  --logs 5


      


To gather the latest repository data and core files, enter:


         sm_perl sm_getinfo.pl  --repos --latest --core


      


To gather the entire BASEDIR/smarts/local directory, enter:


         sm_perl sm_getinfo.pl  --all


      


To invoke sm_monitor, enter:


On Linux:


         sm_perl sm_getinfo.pl -s 


         <server name>


         -m “-m correlation -z”


         sm_perl sm_getinfo.pl -s 


         <server name>


           -m “-m mem”


      


sm_getinfo data collection
If no command-line option is specified, the sm_getinfo utility will store the following information in the tar
archive:


n For each server, the latest server log file in BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs and the related .audit
and .archive files in BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs. If a server name is specified, only the files that
correspond to the server will be collected. To avoid generating a too-large tar archive (too large to
email), any log file that is larger than 700 MB will be excluded and its information will be logged in
smgetinfo-versions.log<date>.


n For each server, the latest repository file in BASEDIR/smarts/local/repos. If a server name is
specified, only the repository file for the server will be archived. Any repository file that is larger than
700 MB will be excluded and its information will be logged in smgetinfo-versions.log<date>.


n The local files that are not in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs and repos directories and changed since
last temporary test patch (TTP) and patch.


n The new local files that are not in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs and repos directories and were
added since the last TTP and patch.
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n All local files except the files in logs and repos directories if no TTP or patch is installed.


n All files in the BASEDIR/smarts/setup/info and BASEDIR/smarts/setup/logs directories.


n Core files (UNIX) that are generated by the VMware Smart Assurance software, and the
corresponding server log files. On Linux, some library (lib) files that are related to the cores are also
collected.


n VMware Smart Assurance TTP or patch version information. Additionally, it verifies MD5 checksum
for the installed TTP files and the files that are listed in manifest.md5 in the
BASEDIR/smarts/setup/info directory.


n The data collected by sm_monitor. If a server name is specified, only the files that correspond to the
server will be collected.


n The data generated by the VMware Smart Assurance Health Monitor (SHM).


n System environment information.


Configuration Scanner Tool
Note   This tool is available only for IP Manager.


The Configuration Scanner tool scans for configuration changes in your current installation. It scans for
customizations with regard to the following:


n Polling and threshold settings: The tool presents the non-default values and settings. That is, the
tool generates a list of polling settings and threshold parameters that have changed from their default
values, along with details of all the groups they are associated with. The output also includes tagging
settings. In case of CLI settings, the tool collects and displays the username and the associated
matching criteria.


n Configuration files: The tool generates a list of files that have changed from the default installation.
The tool scans the files in the SM_SITEMOD and base installation and does a two-way difference
analysis to figure out what files have changed, and displays the list of files, flagged appropriately as
modified or added. For discovery.conf, name-resolver.conf and tpmgr-param.conf files, the tool
parses through the content and presents the difference at an attribute->value pair level.


Note   The clientConnect.conf, serverConnect.conf, brokerConnect.conf, .imk.dat files and the l10n
classes and Perl directories are excluded from the scan.


The tool ignores service pack and patch files that are not modified by you.
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Running the Configuration Scanner tool from the sm_getinfo
utility
To run the Configuration Scanner tool:


1 Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder.


In this document, the term BASEDIR represents the location where VMware Smart Assurance
software is installed. For example:


For UNIX, this location is: /opt/InCharge/<product>.


On UNIX operating systems, IP Availability Manager is, by default, installed
to: /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts. Optionally, you can specify the root of BASEDIR to be something
different, but you cannot change the <product> location under the root directory.


2 Type the following command:


               sm_perl sm_getinfo <options> -k (or --smconfigscan)


sm_perl sm_getinfo --broker=localhost:5086 --server=INCHARGE-AM --smconfigscan


or


sm_perl sm_getinfo -b localhost:5086 -s pserver --smconfigscan
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Performing an Uninstallation 9
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Before uninstallation


n Uninstall VMware Smart Assurance products


Before uninstallation
You should complete the following tasks before uninstalling the product:


n Remove manually installed services


n Determine order for removing products (UNIX only)


n Detect and stop programs


Remove manually installed services
Services that you manually installed with sm_service command are not removed by the uninstallation
program. You must remove these services manually before uninstalling the product software.


To remove a service, invoke sm_service from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory:


1 Use sm_service to list installed services.


               sm_service show


            


2 Remove the manually installed service.


               sm_service remove ic-


               <service name>
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Determine order for removing products (UNIX only)
When uninstalling VMware Smart Assurance products from the same server, the product that was
installed first must be uninstalled last. During the installation of the first product, the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Database is created and the other products subsequently access it.
Uninstalling the product installed first will also uninstall the Service Database that will disable the
sm_service command for those products, prevent their proper operation and uninstallation.


You can determine what product software was installed first by performing this check:


1 Use a text editor to open the ic-serviced script.


n For CentOS, ic-serviced is located in the /etc/init.d directory


n For Linux, ic-serviced is located in the /etc/init.d directory


2 Find the value of the SMHOME variable.


The value of SMHOME indicates which product was installed first.


Detect and stop programs
Before upgrading or uninstalling your product, you must stop all VMware Smart Assurance services,
VMware Smart Assurance scheduledjobs, and any other process that uses programs or libraries running
from the VMware Smart Assurance product.


Detecting programs
The sm_plist utility identifies all VMware Smart Assurance programs that are running for any product on
your machine. You can use the sm_plist utility whenever you need to identify VMware Smart Assurance
programs that are running (for example, before applying a service pack or patch and uninstalling the
product software).


To use the utility, invoke itfrom the BASEDIR/smarts/script directory. The utility displays active programs
in a window:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/script directory.


2 Start the sm_plist utility:


On UNIX, enter


               ./sm_plist.sh


               <BASEDIR2>


               cscript sm_plist.vbs


               <BASEDIR2>
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Stopping active programs (UNIX)
To stop active VMware Smart Assurance programs (UNIX):


1 Stop active VMware Smart Assurance services using the sm_service utility from
BASEDIR/smarts/bin:


               ./sm_service stop --all


            


2 Determine if any VMware Smart Assurance services are still running by using the brcontrol utility from
BASEDIR/smarts/bin:


               ./brcontrol -b


               <host>:<port>


            


Table 9‑1.  Next steps for detecting and stopping programs


The Broker is on the . . . And this displays . . . Do this . . .


Same host “Error attaching to Broker”
message


The Broker is not running. Go to step 4 .


List of servers registered
with the Broker


n The Broker or service daemon did not shut down.
n If any servers are still running on the host, these did not


shut down.


Go to step 3 .


Different host List of servers registered
with the Broker


n If any servers are still running on the host where you will
install the VMware Smart Assurance software, these did
not shut down. Go to step 3 .


1 Stop any VMware Smart Assurance server that is still running. If the Broker is on the host, stop the
local Broker:


n To stop any server that is still running, use the dmquit utility from BASEDIR/smarts/bin:


                     ./dmquit --server=<server name>


                      -b 


                     <host>:<port>


                     ./brquit --broker=localhost:


                     <port>
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2 Determine if any other VMware Smart Assurance processes are still running and shut the processes
down:


n Detect the processes using the following command:


                     ps -ef | grep “sm_”


                     kill


                     <pid>


                  


Uninstall VMware Smart Assurance products
VMware Smart Assurance product software uses the InstallShield program to install and uninstall
products. For UNIX, you invoke the uninstallation program from the system prompt. Failure to use the
appropriate method will result in an unstable system and/or inconsistent product directories.


Note   Do not manually delete the installed product directories. Before uninstallation, you must stop all the
Smarts services.


Also, if you plan to reinstall the product, save all of the customized files that are in the
BASEDIR/smarts/local directory before performing the uninstallation. The uninstallation program will
remove all of the files and directories in the BASEDIR/smarts directory, and then remove the smarts
directory.


Uninstall using CLI mode
To uninstall an VMware Smart Assurance product or product:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/_uninst directory and enter the following command:


               ./uninstaller


            


During the uninstallation processes, you are prompted with a series of steps and menus. You can
either accept the default value or select another choice. The default values are indicated in brackets
or as predefined selections (checkmarks) in menus. To accept the default value, press Enter.


When replying to a prompt, you can either accept the default value or select another choice.


To reply yes, enter Y


To reply no, enter N.


Do not press Delete; doing so will cause the process to terminate with an error message. For
selections in menus, you can accept default selections or type the number of the item and press
Enter.


If you incorrectly type an entry, type back to repeat the prompt and select the correct value. Arrow
keys and the backspace key are not supported.


2 Press Enter to continue.
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3 Upon completion, the uninstallation program will remove all of the files and directories in the
BASEDIR/smarts directory, and then remove the smarts directory.


The uninstallation program will also write an uninstall log file to the BASEDIR directory, unless the
uninstallation fails at the very start, in which case the installation program will write the log file to
the /tmp directory. The log file is a text file with the naming convention
Uninstall.<product>.<productversionNumber>.log.


Uninstall using Unattended mode
The Unattended mode enables you to automate the removal of the VMware Smart Assurance products.


1 Invoke the uninstallation program with appropriate options for the operating system:


2 On UNIX systems, go to the BASEDIR/_uninst directory and enter the following command:


                     uninstaller -i silent 


                     


                  


3 Upon completion, the uninstallation program will remove all of the files and directories in the
BASEDIR/smarts directory, and then remove the smarts directory.


The uninstallation program will also write an uninstall log file to the BASEDIR directory, unless the
uninstallation fails at the very start, in which case the installation program will write the log file to
the /tmp directory. A non-zero status indicates a failure. The log file is a text file with the naming
convention Uninstall.<product>.<productversionNumber>.log.
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The sm_edit utility 10
This chapter includes the following topics:
n sm_edit


n sm_edit example


sm_edit
As part of the VMware Smart Assurance deployment and configuration process, you need to modify
certain files. User modifiable files include configuration files, rule set files, templates, and seed files that
contain encrypted passwords. Original versions of these files are installed into appropriate subdirectories
under the BASEDIR/smarts/ directory.


The original versions of files should not be altered. If a file must be modified, a new version should be
created and then stored as a local copy of the file in BASEDIR/smarts/local or one of its subdirectories.


When VMware Smart Assurance software requires one of these files, it is designed to first search for a
modified file in BASEDIR/smarts/local or one of its subdirectories. If a modified version of a file is not
found in the local area, VMware Smart Assurance software then searches corresponding
BASEDIR/smarts directories for the original version of the file.


To ease file editing and storage, VMware, Inc. provides the sm_edit utility with the every
VMware Smart Assurance product. When invoked, sm_edit opens the specified file in a text editor. This
utility ensures that modified files are always saved to the appropriate local area and that non-local copies
of all files remain unchanged. If an appropriate subdirectory does not exist for the file you are modifying,
sm_edit creates the appropriate subdirectory before saving the modified file to that location. For files with
header information set for encryption, sm_edit encrypts certain fields in the file. In addition, sm_edit
preserves the file permissions of modified files, which helps ensure that important configuration files are
not altered by unauthorized users.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides instructions on how to configure
the utility to use a specific editor.
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sm_edit example
To use sm_edit from the command line, specify the file name and include the subdirectory under
BASEDIR/smarts/local where the file resides. For example, to edit the trapd.conf, enter the following
command from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory:


         sm_edit conf/trapd/trapd.conf


      


In this example, sm_edit searches in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/trapd directory for the trapd.conf file.
If it finds the trapd.conf file, it opens the file in a text editor. If sm_edit does not find the trapd.conf file in
the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/trapd directory, it creates a local copy of the trapd.conf file and writes it to
the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/trapd directory.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides additional information about the
sm_edit utility.
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Manually Installing Services 11
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Overview


n Broker services


n Services for the IP Manager


n Services for the Service Assurance Manager


n Services for the MPLS Management Suite


n Services for the Server Manager


n Services for the Network Protocol Management Suite installation


Overview
If you did not install services when you installed the VMware Smart Assurance products, you may install
services manually. Services are programs that, once started, are generally intended to run continuously.
Components installed as services start automatically upon system reboot; those not installed as services
(manual processes or disabled processes) require that you issue commands to start and stop them as
necessary.


VMware, Inc. recommends that VMware Smart Assurance products be installed as services whenever
possible. Typical reasons to install products as services include the following conditions:


n (IP Manager only) There is a need to install services for a single product instead of the combined
IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager products (for example, IP Availability Manager
alone or IP Performance Manager alone). Selection of bootstrap files when installing services
provides more information.


n During installation of the product software, you chose to start product components manually and now
want to run the components as services.
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n Multiple instances of a single product component running as a service are required. During
installation, you can install only a single instance of a product component as a service.


To manually install a product as a service, use the sm_service installcommand with the appropriate
set of options.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides a complete description of the
command syntax.


Selection of bootstrap files when installing services
When you install IP Manager 10.0.0 with all services selected, both IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager services are installed. The default configuration file, bootstrap.conf, is used by
the IP Manager 10.0.0 installer.


If your deployment supports only IP Availability Manager or IP Performance Manager, you must manually
install these services for the IP Manager(s) using a bootstrap file different from bootstrap.conf.


Broker services
This section provides the default UNIX commands that are used to install the service manually for the
Broker. Type the command on one line.


UNIX


t BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


--force


--name=ic-broker


“--description= VMware Smart Assurance


         Broker”


--env=SM_CLIENTCONNECT=brokerConnect.conf


--startmode=runonce


BASEDIR/smarts/bin/brstart


--port=426


--output


--restore=BASEDIR/smarts/local/repos/ broker/broker.rps s


Services for the IP Manager
Here are the UNIX commands used to install services manually for the underlying servers in the
IP Manager.


IP Availability Manager -only server
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UNIX


t /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_service install


--force


--name=ic-am-server


“--description= VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager Server”


--startmode=runonce


/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_server


--name=INCHARGE-AM


--config=icf


--bootstrap=bootstrap-am.conf


--port=0


--subscribe=default


--ignore-restore-errors


--outputs


IP Performance Manager -only Server


UNIX


t /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_service install


--force


--name=ic-pm-server


“--description= VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager Server”


--startmode=runonce


/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_server


--name=INCHARGE-PM


--config=icf


--bootstrap=bootstrap-pm.conf


--port=0


--subscribe=default


--ignore-restore-errors


--outputs


IP Availability and Performance Manager Server


UNIX


t /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


--force 


--name=ic-am-pm-server


“--description= VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager and Performance Manager Server” 


--startmode=runonce 


/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_server 


--name=INCHARGE-AM-PM 


--config=icf


--bootstrap=bootstrap-am-pm.conf 
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--port=0 


--subscribe=default 


--ignore-restore-errors 


--outputs


IP Configuration Manager


UNIX


/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_service install


--force


--name=ic-ip-configuration


"--description=VMware Smarts IP Configuration Manager"


--startmode=runonce


/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_server


--name=INCHARGE-CM


--config=icf-c


--bootstrap=bootstrap.conf


--port=0


--subscribe=default


--ignore-restore-errors


--nodx


--output


Services for the Service Assurance Manager
This section provides default service parameters for the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager.


VMware Smart Assurance Broker


UNIX


t/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install


 --force


 --startmode=runonce


 --name=ic-broker


 --description="VMware Smarts Broker"


 --env=SM_CLIENTCONNECT=brokerConnect.conf


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/brstart


--port=426


 --restore=/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/local/repos/broker/broker.rps


 --outputs


Service Assurance Manager (Presentation SAM server)
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UNIX


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


--force  


--unmanaged  


--startmode=runonce 


--name=ic-sam-server-pres


--description=”VMware Smarts Service Assurance Manager Server (notification cache publishing)” 


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_server 


-n INCHARGE-SA-PRES


--config=ics


--port=0


--edaa=sam-presentation/2.0


--bootstrap=bootstrap-amqp.conf


--ignore-restore-errors


--output


Service Assurance Manager ( Global Manager )


UNIX


t/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install


 --force


 --unmanaged


 --name=ic-sam-server


 --startmode=runonce 


 --description="VMware Smarts Service Assurance Manager


  Server"


 /opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_server


 --name=INCHARGE-SA


 --config=ics


 --port=0


 --ignore-restore-errors


 --outputs


Business Impact Manager server


UNIX


t/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


--startmode=runonce


--name=MBIM


--description=”VMware Smarts MBIM – Maintenance and Business Impact Manager Server”


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_server


--name=INCHARGE-MBIM
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--config=bim


--port=0


--ignore-restore-errors


--outputs


Adapter Platform


UNIX


t /opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install


 --force


 --unmanaged


 --name=ic-icoi-server


 --startmode=runonce 


 --description="VMware Smarts SAM Adapter Platform Server"


 /opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_server


 --name=INCHARGE-OI


 --config=icoi


 --port=0


 --ignore-restore-errors


 --outputs


Business Dashboard


UNIX


t/opt/InCharge/CONSOLE/smarts/bin/sm_service install


 --force


 --unmanaged


 --name=ic-business-dashboard


 --startmode=runonce 


 --description="VMware Smarts Servlet Engine"


 /opt/InCharge/CONSOLE/smarts/bin/sm_tomcat


 --output


 starts


Syslog Adapter
Before you configure the Syslog Adapter, identify the location of the SYSFILE you want the adapter to tail
and parse and ensure that sm_service install command line for the ic-syslog-adapter identifies this
location. The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide
provides more information on configuring the Syslog Adapter.
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UNIX


t /opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


 --force


 --unmanaged


 --name=ic-syslog-adapter


 --startmode=runonce


 --description="VMware Smarts Syslog Adapter"


 /opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_adapter


 --name=SYSLOG-INCHARGE-OI


 --rserver=INCHARGE-OI


 --tail=/var/log/syslog


 --model=sm_system


 --model=sm_actions


 --output icoi-syslog/syslog_mgr.asls


SNMP Trap Adapter


UNIX


t /opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install


 --force


 --unmanaged


 --name=ic-trapd-receiver


 --startmode=runonce 


 --description="VMware Smarts SNMP Trap Adapter"


 /opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_trapd


 --name=TRAP-INCHARGE-OI


 --server=INCHARGE-OI


 --config=icoi


 --port=162


 --seed=seedfile


 --model=sm_actions


 --output


 --rules=icoi-trapd/trap_mgr_parse.asls


Notif trap Adapter


UNIX


t /opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install --force -unmanaged


--startmode=runonce


--name=ic-notif-trapd-receiver


--description="VMware Smarts NOTIF SNMP Trap Adapter"


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_trapd


--name=NOTIF-TRAP-INCHARGE-OI


--server=INCHARGE-OI


--config=icoi


--port=162
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--model=sm_actions


--rules=icoi-trapd/Notif-trap_mgr_parse.asl


--seed=seedfile


--outputs


Notif syslog adapter


UNIX


t /opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install --force --unmanaged 


--startmode=runonce


--name=ic-notif-syslog-adapter


--description="VMware Smarts Syslog Adapter"


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_adapter


--name=NOTIF-SYSLOG-INCHARGE-OI


--rserver=INCHARGE-OI


--tail=/var/log/syslog


--model=sm_system


--model=sm_actions


--output icoi-syslog/Notif-SysLog_mgr.asls


Smarts Data Web Applications (Tomcat)


UNIX


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install --force  --unmanaged  --startmode=runonce 


--name=smarts-tomcat 


--description=”VMware Smarts Data Web Applications (Tomcat)”


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_tomcat 


--ignoreme


Smarts Notification Exchange (Rabbit MQ)


UNIX


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install --force  


--unmanaged  --startmode=runonce


--name=smarts-rabbitmq


--description=”VMware Smarts Notification Exchange (Rabbit MQ)” 


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_rabbitmq


--ignoreme


Smarts Notification Cache (ElasticSearch)
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UNIX


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_service install --force  


--unmanaged  --startmode=runonce 


--name=smarts-elasticsearch 


--description=”VMware Smarts Notification Cache (ElasticSearch)” 


/opt/InCharge/SAM/smarts/bin/sm_elasticsearch 


--ignoreme


Services for the MPLS Management Suite
This section provides the default UNIX commands that are used to install services manually for the
MPLS Management Suite. Type the command on one line.


For the MPLS Management Suite, when you install the services manually, if you specify custom service
and server names instead of the default names listed in Services for the MPLS Manager, you must run a
script next. Running the script is required so that proper domain communication can be established. 
Chapter 13 Using the MPLS server_config Utility provides information about the script.


MPLS Topology Server
When you start the MPLS Manager for the first time (and only the first time) after migrating from the
previous version to the new version, you must start the MPLS Topology Server with the --ignore-restore-
errors option.


UNIX


t /opt/InCharge/MPLS/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


--force 


--unmanaged 


--startmode=runonce 


--name=ic-mpls-topology 


--description=”VMware Smart Assurance


         MPLS Topology Server” 


/opt/InCharge/MPLS/smarts/bin/sm_server 


--name=INCHARGE-MPLS-TOPOLOGY 


--config=mpls-t 


--ignore-restore-errors 


--outputs


MPLS Monitoring Server
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UNIX


t/opt/InCharge/MPLS/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


--force 


--unmanaged 


--startmode=runonce 


--name=ic-mpls-monitoring 


--description=”VMware Smart Assurance


         MPLS Monitoring Server” 


/opt/InCharge/MPLS/smarts/bin/sm_server 


--name=INCHARGE-MPLS-MONITORING 


--config=mpls-m 


--ignore-restore-errors 


--outputs


MPLS Analysis Server


UNIX


t /opt/InCharge/MPLS/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


--force 


--unmanaged 


--startmode=runonce 


--name=ic-mpls-analysis 


--description=”VMware Smart Assurance


         MPLS Analysis Server” 


/opt/InCharge/MPLS/smarts/bin/sm_server 


--name=INCHARGE-MPLS-ANALYSIS 


--config=mpls-a 


--ignore-restore-errors 


--outputs


MPLS VPN-Tagging Server


UNIX


t /opt/InCharge/MPLS/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


--force 


--unmanaged 


--startmode=runonce 


--name=ic-vpn-tagging 


--description=”VMware Smart Assurance


         MPLS VPN-Tagging Server” 


/opt/InCharge/MPLS/smarts/bin/sm_server 


--name=VPN-TAGGING 


--config=vpn-tagging 


--ignore-restore-errors 


--outputs
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Services for the Server Manager
This section provides the default UNIX commands that are used to install the service manually for the
VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager. Type the command on one line.


Server Manager


UNIX


t opt/InCharge/ESM/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


 --force  


 --unmanaged


 --name=ic-esm-server 


 --description=”VMware Smarts Server Manager (ESM)” 


 --startmode=runonce 


 opt/InCharge/ESM/smarts/bin/sm_server 


 --name=INCHARGE-ESM 


 --config=esm 


 --subscribe=default 


 --output 


--ignore-restore-errorss


Services for the Network Protocol Management Suite
installation
This section provides the default UNIX commands that are used to install services manually for the
Network Protocol Management Suite. Type the command on one line.


Network Protocol Manager for BGP


UNIX (IPv6 and IPv4 mode)


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_service install


--force


--name=ic-npm-bgp-server


--description=”VMware Smarts NPM for BGP Server” 


--startmode=runonce


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_server


--name=INCHARGE-BGP


--config=bgp


--port=0


--subscribe=default


--output
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UNIX (IPv4 mode only)


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_service install


--force


--name=ic-npm-bgp-server


--description=”VMware Smarts NPM for BGP Server”


--startmode=runonce 


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_server


--name=INCHARGE-BGP


--config=bgp


--port=0


--bootstrap=bootstrap-ipv4.conf


--subscribe=default


--output


Network Protocol Manager for EIGRP


UNIX


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


--force 


--name=ic-npm-eigrp-server 


--description=”VMware Smarts NPM for EIGRP Server” 


--startmode=runonce 


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_server 


--name=INCHARGE-EIGRP 


--config=eigrp 


--port=0 


--subscribe=default 


--ignore-restore-errors 


--output


Network Protocol Manager for IS-IS


UNIX (IPv6 and IPv4 mode)


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_service install


--force


--name=ic-npm-isis-server


--description=”VMware Smarts NPM for ISIS Server”


--startmode=runonce 


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_server


--name=INCHARGE-ISIS


--config=isis


--port=0


--subscribe=default


--output
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UNIX (IPv4 mode only)


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_service install


--force


--name=ic-npm-isis-server


--description=”VMware Smarts NPM for ISIS Server”


--startmode=runonce 


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_server


--name=INCHARGE-ISIS


--config=isis


--port=0


--bootstrap=bootstrap-ipv4.conf


--subscribe=default


--output


Network Protocol Manager for OSPF


UNIX (IPv6 and IPv4 mode)


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_service install


--force


--name=ic-npm-ospf-server


--description=”VMware Smarts NPM for OSPF Server”


--startmode=runonce 


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_server


--name=INCHARGE-OSPF


--config=ospf


--port=0


--subscribe=default


--output


UNIX (IPv4 mode only)


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_service install


--force


--name=ic-npm-OSPF-server


--description=”VMware Smarts NPM for OSPF Server”


--startmode=runonce 


/opt/InCharge/NPM/smarts/bin/sm_server


--name=INCHARGE-OSPF


--config=ospf


--port=0


--bootstrap=bootstrap-ipv4.conf


--subscribe=default


--output
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Procedures for CD/DVD-ROMs 12
Mounting a CD/DVD-ROM on UNIX systems
Use the following procedure to find the instructions appropriate for your operating system:


1 Insert the CD/DVD-ROM into the optical drive.


2 If the CD/DVD-ROM is automatically mounted, continue to step 3 . Otherwise, select the appropriate
mount command as shown in Mounting the CD/DVD-ROM for UNIX operating systems.


Table 12‑1.  Mounting the CD/DVD-ROM for UNIX operating systems


Operating system Commands and examples


CentOS
# mount -o ro -F hsfs <device> /mnt


Example:


# mount -o ro -F hsfs /dev/dsk/c0t6d0s0 /mnt


HP-UX
mount -ocdcase -o ro -F cdfs <
                        DEVICE
                        > /mnt/cdrom


mount -ocdcase -o ro -F cdfs /dev/cdrom /mnt/cdrom


Linux
# mount <device>
                     


Example:


# mount /dev/cdrom /mnt/cdrom


where <device> is the mount point for the optical drive.


1 Change to the CD/DVD-ROM directory by typing the appropriate command from Changing to the
CD/DVD-ROM directory in UNIX operating systems.
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Table 12‑2.  Changing to the CD/DVD-ROM directory in UNIX operating systems


Operating system Command


CentOS If Volume Manager (VM) is running:


# cd /cdrom/<os>/<product>_SUITE/suite


If VM is not running:


# cd /mnt/suite


HP-UX
# cd /mnt/cdrom/suite


Linux If Automount is running:


# cd /cdrom/<os>/<product>_SUITE/suite


If Automount is not running:


# cd /mnt/cdrom/suite


where: <os> is the operating system, for example, CentOS_64, linux_64, or winnt_64.


<product> is the product software, for example, IP or MPLS.
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Using the MPLS server_config
Utility 13
Use the server_config.pl script to change domain names


Purpose
When installed and unless the default domain name is changed during installation, MPLS Manager is
configured with the default domain group name of INCHARGE-MPLS.


From this default domain group name, the three MPLS Manager server names are constructed by
appending the function specific suffix to the default domain group name:


n INCHARGE-MPLS-TOPOLOGY


n INCHARGE-MPLS-MONITORING


n INCHARGE-MPLS-ANALYSIS


Note   TOPOLOGY, MONITORING, and ANALYSIS are always appended to the Domain Group
name to generate the three MPLS Manager domain managers.


A script (server_config.pl) is provided to make it easier to define server names, to update names, and
populate the domain names changes to the default configurations files. Once updated, these new
domain names are used by the TOPOLOGY, MONITORING and ANALYSIS servers.


Run the script
After the different servers have been installed with the default domain manager's names, you can use the
server_config script to customize the domain managers’ names.


The MPLS Manager post installation script uses the sm_perl command from either the MPLS
BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory or from the location where the server_config.pl post installation script is
located.
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From the Perl /bin directory
Invoke the post installation script from the directory where the MPLS Manager post installation script is
located.


sm_perl server_config.pl -o <OldGroupName> -n <NewGroupName> -b <BASEDIR>


      


From the MPLS installation directory
Invoke the post installation script from the directory where Perl is installed.


   ./sm_perl <BASEDIR>/smarts/script/mpls-tma/server_config.pl -o <OldGroupName> -n


<NewGroupName> -b <BASEDIR>


      


Invoke the command line script server_config.pl options from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin/ directory as
follows:


n Install services with default name if they have not been installed previously (see Example ).


server_config.pl -i -o <OldGroupName> -n<NewGroupName> -b<BASEDIR>


n Rename services that have been installed previously (see Example ).


server_config.pl -o <OldGroupName> -n<NewGroupName> -b<BASEDIR>


n Generate a list of services that have been installed previously (see Example ).


server_config.pl -s -b <BASEDIR>


n Display information on how to run the script with examples (see Example ).


server_config.pl -h


Example 1


         server_config.pl -i -o “INCHARGE-MPLS” -n “HQ-MPLS” -b opt/InCharge/MPLS/smarts/


      


Example 2


         server_config.pl -o “INCHARGE-MPLS” -n “HQ-MPLS” -b opt/InCharge/MPLS/smarts/


      


Example 3


         server_config.pl -s -b opt/InCharge/MPLS/smarts/
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Example 4


         server_config.pl -h


      


Script options
Following are the required and optional command line script parameters:


Note   Avoid using the following special characters when entering text strings for <OldGroupName> and
<NewGroupName>: $ / \


Table 13‑1.  server_config.pl script command line options


Option Purpose


--install-service


or


-i


Indicates that the service needs to be installed.
n This parameter must be used with the --old-group, --new-group, and --basedir


parameters.
n If the services are not installed, they are installed.
n If services are already installed, they are uninstalled and reinstalled with the


NewGroupName.


--old-group="<OldGroupName>"


or


-o "<OldGroupName>"


A required value that specifies the old group name to be changed.
n You must include the OldGroupName variable string in double quotes.
n This parameter must be used with the --new-group and --basedir parameters.
n If services are running, will terminate without doing anything.


--new-group="<NewGroupName>"


or


-n "<NewGroupName>"


A required value that specifies the new group name.
n You must include the NewGroupName variable string in double quotes.
n This parameter must be used with the --old-group and --basedir parameters.
n If services are running, will terminate without doing anything.


--basedir=<BASEDIR>


or


-b <BASEDIR>


A required value which specifies the installation base directory.
n This parameter must be used with the --old-group and --new-group parameters.
n If services are running, will terminate without doing anything.


--show


or


-s


Indicates that you want to see the current group names, services and Domain
Manager names.
n With this option, no changes are made to either the service or the configuration


file.
n This parameter must be used with the --basedir parameter.


--help


or


-h


--help or -h shows command line parameters and examples.


This parameter is used alone.


Note   The order of the parameters is not important.


Always include the BASEDIR of the installed services in the command line. The only instances where you
do not have to include it is when using the Help (-h) option.
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Following are the steps that the script performs once invoked:


1 If the local directory BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/mpls-tma does not already exist, it is created and a
copy of the original mpls-tma.conf file from the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/mpls-tma directory is copied to
it.


2 If a service corresponding to the <OldGroupName> is installed, the following process is initiated:


3 If the service is running and the user command line argument is not -s or --show, the script displays
an error message and exits. You must stop the services before you can rename them.


4 If the service is not running and the Service Daemon is running, then the script uninstalls the service
for the current <OldGroupName>, installs the service for the <NewGroupName>, then continues to
step 4.


5 If the service is not running and the Service Daemon is not running, then the script displays a warning
that there is potential for mismatch, uninstalls the service for the current <OldGroupName>, installs
the service for the <NewGroupName>, then continues to step 4.


6 If a service corresponding to the <OldGroupName> is not installed, the following process is initiated:


7 If the installation option (--i or -install-service) is not specified, the scripts does not install the service.


8 If the installation option (--i or -install-service) is specified and if the Service Daemon is running, the
script installs the service corresponding to the <NewGroupName>.


9 If the installation option (--i or -install-service) is specified and if the Service Daemon is not running,
the script warns you that you must start it and exits without further action.


10 After step 2 or step 3 are performed, the script copies the previous local configuration file to a backup
file named .<OldGroupName><.bak>


11 The script then replaces the <OldGroupName> with <NewGroupName> in
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/mpls-tma/mpls-tma.conf and terminates.
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Configuration Scanner tool
Sample Output 14
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Files created by Configuration Scanner tool


n Sample outputs


Files created by Configuration Scanner tool
The following files are created by the tool:


n sm_configscan_report-<time_stamp>.txt: This is the report file created by the Configuration Scanner
tool. This file contains:


n List of files installed by the TTP, if any


n List of files introduced by the user


n Modifications made to the discovery.conf, tpmgr-param.conf and name-resolver.conf files


n List of file differences for each modified file


n List of modifications found in the server


Report when server is specified and Report when server is not specified provides sample outputs.


n sm_configscan-<time_stamp>.tar: This tar file contains the following:


n A copy of the Configuration Scanner report file


n sm_configscanner.log


n A copy of runcmd_env.sh


n ConfigScanAdapter.log


n PnTallOutput.txt: lists all the settings found on the server


n A directory containing the DIFF files for each modified files


The output files for the configuration scanner tool is available under the


<BASEDIR>/smarts/local/logs/Final_sm_getinfo<timesatamp>.tar file.
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Sample outputs
This section provides sample outputs for the following:


n Running Configuration Scanner tool with server name


n Report when server is specified


n Running Configuration Scanner tool without server name


n Report when server is not specified


Running Configuration Scanner tool with server name
You can run the tool by specifying a running server in the command line. In this scenario, the tool scans
for changes you have made in the values of both the polling and threshold settings and configuration files.
A sample output is provided:


C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_getinfo -s INCHARGE-AMPM -k


Executing sm_configscan ...


===============================================================sm_monitor about to run!


Please enter the correct credentials in clientConnect.conf


Or be prepared to enter the credentials below:


===============================================================Getting hardware Info...


Getting AMPM show-dm-process info...


MAIN-N-Closing this log file at August 28, 2012 4:02:24 AM EDT; continuing in


C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\local\logs\AMPM-show-dm-proc-28Aug2012-040223_en_US_UTF-8.log


Getting AMPM stacktrace info...


Exiting eval via last at C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin//sm_monitor.pl line 180.


Getting AMPM queues info...


Getting AMPM subscriptions info...


Getting AMPM threads info...


Getting AMPM flows info...


Getting AMPM clients info...


Getting netstat info...


Getting tasklist info...


Getting log file...


Getting rps files...


Getting Monitor...


Getting Accessor Ping...


Getting Accessor Poll...


Getting Problems...


Getting instrumentation for IP...


MAIN-N-Closing this log file at August 28, 2012 4:05:13 AM EDT; continuing in


C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\local\logs\AMPM-instrumentation-28Aug2012-040223_en_US_UTF-8.log


Deleting files: C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\local\logs\smgetinfo_files\*smgetinfo-versions.log*


Getting the Smarts server version ...


Getting the Executable versions ...


Getting the Local lib versions ...


Getting the lib versions ...


Getting the list of installed TTPs ...


No TTPs currently installed


No patches currently installed.
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Archiving the files...


Writing to sm_getinfo28Aug2012-040132.tar.zip ...


... Done writing to Final_sm_getinfo28Aug2012-040132.tar.zip


Please send the file: C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\local\logs\Final_sm_getinfo28Aug2012-040132.tar.zip to 


VMware Support


Report when server is specified
The following is the sample of the report when the tool is run specifying a running server in the command
line:


Version: IP.9.1.0.0


These files have been modified in the installation:


===================================================


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/discovery.conf


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/name-resolver.conf


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/oid2type_Cisco.conf


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/oid2type_Misc.conf


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


These files have been introduced in the installation: 


=====================================================


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/repos/icf/INCHARGE-AMPM.rps


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/repos/icf/INCHARGE-AMPM.rps.bak


Server Name: INCHARGE-AMPM


The following Polling and Threshold settings were modified in the installation: 


============================================================


POLLING::Polling Groups::5620 SAM Managed Systems::Connectivity Polling - External 


Poller::InstrumentCards


  Current Value : TRUE


  Default Value : FALSE


POLLING::Polling Groups::ComputeFabric::Environment Polling::PollingInterval


  Current Value : 120


  Default Value : 240


POLLING::Polling Groups::ComputeFabric::Environment Polling::Retries


  Current Value : 4


  Default Value : 3


POLLING::Polling Groups::ComputeFabric::Connectivity Polling::PollingInterval


  Current Value : 30


  Default Value : 240


POLLING::Polling Groups::Routers::Environment Polling::PollingInterval


  Current Value : 30


  Default Value : 240


THRESHOLD::Interface Groups::1 Gb Ethernet::Ethernet Interface/Port Performance::BroadcastThreshold


  Current Value : 10


  Default Value : 15


The following changes were made to some special configuration files: 


============================================================


File: C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/discovery.conf


  Attribute Name : MetroEthernetEnabled


    Current Value  : TRUE


    Default Value  : FALSE


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : defaultTimeout
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    Current Value  : 2000


    Default Value  : 1000


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : defaultRetries


    Current Value  : 8


    Default Value  : 5


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : defaultSNMPAutoRetries


    Current Value  : 4


    Default Value  : 3


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : DiscoveryAddrPref


    Current Value  : "IPV4FIRST_IPV6NEXT"


    Default Value  : "IPV6FIRST_IPV4NEXT"


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : numberProbeThreads


    Current Value  : 15


    Default Value  : 10


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : LicenseThresholdPercentage


    Current Value  : 40


    Default Value  : 90


    Comment        : Modified


File: C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/name-resolver.conf


  Attribute Name : NameFormat


    Current Value  : "TM_USESEEDNAME"


    Default Value  : "TM_USEAUTONAME"


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : TM_USEAGENTADDRESS


    Current Value  : 3


    Default Value  : 4


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : TM_USEPRIVATEIP


    Current Value  : 4


    Default Value  : 3


    Comment        : Modified


File: C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


  Attribute Name : maxOIDsPerPacketForASNMP


    Current Value  : 15


    Default Value  : 19


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : GetBulkPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15


    Current Value  : TRUE


    Default Value  : 


    Comment        : Newly added


  Attribute Name : GetBulkRetriesOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15


    Current Value  : 1.5


    Default Value  : 


    Comment        : Newly added


  Attribute Name : GetBulkTimeoutOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15


    Current Value  : 2.5


    Default Value  : 


    Comment        : Newly added


  Attribute Name : IFTypePatternIFExt.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.3.13.4


    Current Value  : 
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    Default Value  : 39|53|1


    Comment        : Removed


  Attribute Name : IFTypePattern-SwitchPort.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.8


    Current Value  : 


    Default Value  : 37


    Comment        : Removed


The following are two way text differences:


===========================================


<--- C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery/discovery.conf --->


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 54 to 54 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


defaultRetries = 5 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 54 to 54 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


defaultRetries = 8 


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 61 to 61 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


defaultTimeout = 1000


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 61 to 61 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


defaultTimeout = 2000


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 82 to 82 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


defaultSNMPAutoRetries = 3 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 82 to 82 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


defaultSNMPAutoRetries = 4 


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 97 to 97 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


numberProbeThreads = 10


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 97 to 97 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


numberProbeThreads = 15


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 280 to 280 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


DiscoveryAddrPref =  "IPV6FIRST_IPV4NEXT"


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 280 to 280 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


DiscoveryAddrPref =  "IPV4FIRST_IPV6NEXT"


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 287 to 287 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


MetroEthernetEnabled = FALSE


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 287 to 287 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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MetroEthernetEnabled = TRUE


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 290 to 290 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


LicenseThresholdPercentage = 90 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 290 to 290 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


LicenseThresholdPercentage = 40 


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<----------------------------------------------->


<--- C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery/name-resolver.conf --->


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 19 to 18 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


#NameFormat = "TM_USESEEDNAME"


NameFormat = "TM_USEAUTONAME"


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 18 to 19 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


NameFormat = "TM_USESEEDNAME"


#NameFormat = "TM_USEAUTONAME"


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 30 to 29 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


AutoNameOrder 3 TM_USEPRIVATEIP


AutoNameOrder 4 TM_USEAGENTADDRESS


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 29 to 30 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


AutoNameOrder 3 TM_USEAGENTADDRESS


AutoNameOrder 4 TM_USEPRIVATEIP


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<----------------------------------------------->


<--C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery/oid2type_Cisco.conf ->


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 12369 to 12370 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 12370 to 12384 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.916 {


TYPE = Firewall


VENDOR = Cisco


MODEL = ciscoASA5580sc


CERTIFICATION = CERTIFIED


CONT = Cisco-Entity


HEALTH = Cisco-Entity


INSTRUMENTATION:


CPU/Memory = CiscoRouter:DeviceID


Interface-Fault = MIB2


Interface-Performance = MIB2


}


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<----------------------------------------------->


<--C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery/oid2type_Misc.conf -->


<============== Start Difference ==============>
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 8816 to 8806 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.8 {


TYPE = Firewall


VENDOR = TippingPoint


MODEL = TippingPointIPS


CERTIFICATION = CERTIFIED


CONT = MIB2-IfStack


INSTRUMENTATION:


Interface-Fault = MIB2


Interface-Performance     = MIB2


}


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 8806 to 8816 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


#.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.8 {


# TYPE = Firewall


# VENDOR = TippingPoint


# MODEL = TippingPointIPS


# CERTIFICATION = CERTIFIED


# CONT = MIB2-IfStack


#


#INSTRUMENTATION:


# Interface-Fault = MIB2


# Interface-Performance = MIB2


#}


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<----------------------------------------------->


<--C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf --->


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 40 to 40 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


IFTypePatternIFExt.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.3.13.4 39|53|1


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 40 to 40 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


#IFTypePatternIFExt.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.3.13.4 39|53|1


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 125 to 125 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


IFTypePattern-SwitchPort.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.8 37


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 125 to 125 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


#IFTypePattern-SwitchPort.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.8 37


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 554 to 554 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


#GetBulkPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 TRUE


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 554 to 554 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


GetBulkPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 TRUE


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 565 to 565 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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#GetBulkTimeoutOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 2.5


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 565 to 565 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


GetBulkTimeoutOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 2.5


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 576 to 576 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


#GetBulkRetriesOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 1.5


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 576 to 576 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


GetBulkRetriesOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 1.5


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 582 to 582 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


maxOIDsPerPacketForASNMP 19


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 582 to 582 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


maxOIDsPerPacketForASNMP 15


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<----------------------------------------------->


Running Configuration Scanner tool without server name
You can run the tool without specifying a running server in the command line. In this scenario, the tool
only scans for changes you made to the configuration files. A sample output is provided:


C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\bin>sm_perl sm_getinfo -k


Executing sm_configscan ...


Deleting files: C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\local\logs\smgetinfo_files\*smgetinfo-versions.log*


Getting the Smarts server version ...


Getting the Executable versions ...


Getting the Local lib versions ...


Getting the lib versions ...


Getting the list of installed TTPs ...


No TTPs currently installed


No patches currently installed.


Archiving the files...


Writing to sm_getinfo28Aug2012-044639.tar.zip ...


... Done writing to Final_sm_getinfo28Aug2012-044639.tar.zip


Please send the file: C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\local\logs\Final_sm_getinfo28Aug2012-044639.tar.zip to 


VMware Support
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Report when server is not specified
The following is the sample of the report when the tool is run without specifying a running server in the
command line:


Version: IP.9.1.0.0


These files have been modified in the installation: 


===================================================


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/discovery.conf


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/name-resolver.conf


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/oid2type_Cisco.conf


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/oid2type_Misc.conf


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


These files have been introduced in the installation: 


=====================================================


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/repos/icf/INCHARGE-AMPM.rps


C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/repos/icf/INCHARGE-AMPM.rps.bak


The following changes were made to some special configuration files: 


===============================================================


File: C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/discovery.conf


  Attribute Name : MetroEthernetEnabled


    Current Value  : TRUE


    Default Value  : FALSE


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : defaultTimeout


    Current Value  : 2000


    Default Value  : 1000


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : defaultRetries


    Current Value  : 8


    Default Value  : 5


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : defaultSNMPAutoRetries


    Current Value  : 4


    Default Value  : 3


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : DiscoveryAddrPref


    Current Value  : "IPV4FIRST_IPV6NEXT"


    Default Value  : "IPV6FIRST_IPV4NEXT"


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : numberProbeThreads


    Current Value  : 15


    Default Value  : 10


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : LicenseThresholdPercentage


    Current Value  : 40


    Default Value  : 90


    Comment        : Modified


File: C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/name-resolver.conf


  Attribute Name : NameFormat


    Current Value  : "TM_USESEEDNAME"


    Default Value  : "TM_USEAUTONAME"


    Comment        : Modified
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  Attribute Name : TM_USEAGENTADDRESS


    Current Value  : 3


    Default Value  : 4


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : TM_USEPRIVATEIP


    Current Value  : 4


    Default Value  : 3


    Comment        : Modified


File: C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/local/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


  Attribute Name : maxOIDsPerPacketForASNMP


    Current Value  : 15


    Default Value  : 19


    Comment        : Modified


  Attribute Name : GetBulkPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15


    Current Value  : TRUE


    Default Value  : 


    Comment        : Newly added


  Attribute Name : GetBulkRetriesOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15


    Current Value  : 1.5


    Default Value  : 


    Comment        : Newly added


  Attribute Name : GetBulkTimeoutOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15


    Current Value  : 2.5


    Default Value  : 


    Comment        : Newly added


  Attribute Name : IFTypePatternIFExt.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.3.13.4


    Current Value  : 


    Default Value  : 39|53|1


    Comment        : Removed


  Attribute Name : IFTypePattern-SwitchPort.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.8


    Current Value  : 


    Default Value  : 37


    Comment        : Removed


The following are two way text differences:


===========================================


<--- C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery/discovery.conf --->


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 54 to 54 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


defaultRetries = 5 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 54 to 54 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


defaultRetries = 8 


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 61 to 61 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


defaultTimeout = 1000


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 61 to 61 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


defaultTimeout = 2000


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 82 to 82 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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defaultSNMPAutoRetries = 3 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 82 to 82 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


defaultSNMPAutoRetries = 4 


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 97 to 97 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


numberProbeThreads = 10


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 97 to 97 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


numberProbeThreads = 15


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 280 to 280 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


DiscoveryAddrPref =  "IPV6FIRST_IPV4NEXT"


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 280 to 280 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


DiscoveryAddrPref =  "IPV4FIRST_IPV6NEXT"


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 287 to 287 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


MetroEthernetEnabled = FALSE


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 287 to 287 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


MetroEthernetEnabled = TRUE


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 290 to 290 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


LicenseThresholdPercentage = 90 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 290 to 290 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


LicenseThresholdPercentage = 40 


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<----------------------------------------------->


<--C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery/name-resolver.conf -->


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 19 to 18 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


#NameFormat = "TM_USESEEDNAME"


NameFormat = "TM_USEAUTONAME"


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 18 to 19 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


NameFormat = "TM_USESEEDNAME"


#NameFormat = "TM_USEAUTONAME"


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 30 to 29 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


AutoNameOrder 3 TM_USEPRIVATEIP


AutoNameOrder 4 TM_USEAGENTADDRESS


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
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<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 29 to 30 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


AutoNameOrder 3 TM_USEAGENTADDRESS


AutoNameOrder 4 TM_USEPRIVATEIP


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<----------------------------------------------->


<--C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery/oid2type_Cisco.conf-->


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 12369 to 12370 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 12370 to 12384 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.916 {


TYPE = Firewall


VENDOR = Cisco


MODEL = ciscoASA5580sc


CERTIFICATION = CERTIFIED


CONT = Cisco-Entity


HEALTH = Cisco-Entity


INSTRUMENTATION:


CPU/Memory = CiscoRouter:DeviceID


Interface-Fault = MIB2


Interface-Performance = MIB2


}


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<----------------------------------------------->


<--C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery/oid2type_Misc.conf -->


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 8816 to 8806 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.8 {


TYPE = Firewall


VENDOR = TippingPoint


MODEL = TippingPointIPS


CERTIFICATION = CERTIFIED


CONT = MIB2-IfStack


INSTRUMENTATION:


Interface-Fault           = MIB2


Interface-Performance     = MIB2


}


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 8806 to 8816 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


#.1.3.6.1.4.1.10734.1.3.8 {


# TYPE = Firewall


# VENDOR = TippingPoint


# MODEL = TippingPointIPS


# CERTIFICATION = CERTIFIED


# CONT = MIB2-IfStack


#


#INSTRUMENTATION:


# Interface-Fault           = MIB2


# Interface-Performance     = MIB2


#}


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<----------------------------------------------->


<--C:/InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf --->
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<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 40 to 40 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


IFTypePatternIFExt.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.3.13.4 39|53|1


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 40 to 40 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


#IFTypePatternIFExt.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.3.13.4 39|53|1


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 125 to 125 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


IFTypePattern-SwitchPort.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.8 37


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 125 to 125 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


#IFTypePattern-SwitchPort.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.8 37


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 554 to 554 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


#GetBulkPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 TRUE


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 554 to 554 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


GetBulkPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 TRUE


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 565 to 565 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


#GetBulkTimeoutOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 2.5


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 565 to 565 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


GetBulkTimeoutOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 2.5


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 576 to 576 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


#GetBulkRetriesOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 1.5


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 576 to 576 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


GetBulkRetriesOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 1.5


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<============== Start Difference ==============>


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Base File Contents >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 


>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From line: 582 to 582 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>


maxOIDsPerPacketForASNMP 19


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Local File Contents <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 


<<<<<<<<<<<<<< From line: 582 to 582 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<


maxOIDsPerPacketForASNMP 15


<=============== End Difference ===============>


<----------------------------------------------->
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Preface 1
As part of an effort to improve its product lines, VMware periodically releases revisions of its software and
hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not be supported by all versions of
the software or hardware currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date
information on product features.


Contact your VMware technical support professional if a product does not function properly or does not
function as described in this document.


Note   This document was accurate at publication time. Go to support.vmware.com to ensure that you are
using the latest version of this document.


Audience
The Smart Assurance EMC Data Access API (EDAA) implements the Application Programmer Interface
(API) used to develop applications that interact with the Domain Manager (DM). It enables Software
Development Kit (SDK) users to build systems that apply SMARTS functionality to unique user
requirements. These applications can be adapters that make the states of external devices and systems
available to the SMARTS system or remote client applications that extend DM services to other client
applications, such as Network Management systems.


All of the information needed to design, build and run an application using the EDA API is presented in
this document. First, a context for developing SMARTS applications is established, describing a Domain
Manager system and the role of the EDA API. Then concepts needed to integrate and apply the API
through the development lifecycle are explained. This document and the programming language-specific
API reference manual provide the information needed to develop software that uses the EDA API.


The discussion in this document applies to both applications that use event notification to drive their logic
and adapters that interface to external devices.


The EDA API complements other tools for interfacing with a Domain Manager, such as the Adapter
Scripting Language (ASL) and command line tools. Unlike these proprietary interfaces, however, the EDA
API is based on common, standardized programming languages. The current languages supported is
Java. Language bindings are described in separate reference manuals for each language, whereas this
document is generally programming language independent.


This document is intended for software developers implementing subscription and adapter applications
that involve the core event correlation, repository, and notification services of a Domain Manager.
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Related documentation
The following VMware publications provide additional information:


n Service Assurance Suite 9.5 Alert EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer Guide


n Smarts Foundation 9.5 EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer Guide


Special notice conventions used in this document
VMware uses the following conventions for special notices:


Caution   Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury.


Important   Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury.


Caution   Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury.


Note   Addresses practices not related to personal injury.


Note   Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions
VMware uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Bold Used for names of interface elements


Italic Used for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
n System code
n System output, such as an error message or script
n Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
n Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means


or


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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Where to get help
VMware support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information For documentation, release notes, software updates, or information about
VMware products, go to VMware Online Support at support.vmware.com.


Technical support Go to VMware Online Support and click Service Center. You will see
several options for contacting VMware Technical Support. Note that to open
a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your
VMware sales representative for details about obtaining a valid support
agreement or with questions about your account.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the
user publications. Send your opinions of this document to docs.vmware.com.
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Overview 2
This chapter includes the following topics:


This chapter includes the following topics:


n EDA API


n EDAA for SMARTS


n EDAA key Tenets


EDA API
The EDA API (EMC Data Access API) is the system component that provides access to the facilities of
the SMARTS product. It allows adapter and application developers to write software that extends and
adapts functionality to their specific application requirements.


Developers build adapters that forward external events and topology updates to the system. There are
also adapters that receive event notifications and correlation results from the core system that integrate
with other applications such as network management systems. Developers also use the EDA API to build
remote applications, such as user interfaces, that utilize the core information directly. The developer
designs and builds systems using these components and the information they exchange (events,
topology updates and correlation results).


EDAA for SMARTS
This topics describes how does EDAA fit into the SMARTS product.


The idea with EDAA is to establish a consistent style of REST API design across SMARTS. EDAA
embodies a set of industry best practices around REST and applies them to the domain of IT
Infrastructure Resource Management.


REST is a very simple concept, so simple that it can be used to build a very large variety of APIs. If you
give the task of designing a REST API to 10 different product teams, then you will likely end up with 14
different REST API styles being deployed in products. The idea with EDAA is that we profile and codify
best practices and approaches to REST API design so that the REST APIs to products adopting EDAA
look very similar and have very similar characteristics. By having consistent approach to REST API
design in SMARTS, we simplify the task of any consumer using two or more VMware software products.
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EDAA key Tenets
EDAA is a "style" of REST architecture. REST itself is very simple, there are multiple ways to approach
the task of building a REST API to a product. The fundamental notion of EDAA was to identify and codify
certain REST best practices with the goal that VMware product teams and others would approach the
task of designing and building a REST API to their product in a consistent fashion. Without this body of
work to inform and guide product teams, these teams would deliver REST APIs to their products that
reflected a vast variety of possible approaches -- reducing the ease with which consumers could access
the APIs from multiple products.


Why adopt the EDAA style of REST API design?
When a product team adopts the EDAA style of REST API design, the customers of that product realize
several benefits:


n The data and functionality embodied in the product is available through a simple, web friendly REST
API. Software consumers of this API can be built, either as Mashups, Javascript web clients,
Operating system resident (fat clients) programs written in various programming languages or even
command line scripts using CURL.


n The REST API to the product follows REST industry best practices.


n The REST API to the product has a style very similar to other VMware products, allowing developers
to learn EDAA once and then be very familiar with the REST API produced by many VMware
products.
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Using the EDA API 3
This section includes instructions for building and running a client using the EDA API with the Java
binding as well as an example.


The following information is included in this chapter:


This chapter includes the following topics:


n Overview


n EDAA Specification


n Query Parameters in EDAA


n Consumer choice


Overview
The Java API defines a set of client-side base classes for developing client applications that interact with
Domain Managers.


This chapter provides guidelines for building a basic application that uses the Java API to interact with
Domain Managers. These guidelines include setting up a development environment to build solutions with
the Java API and the SMARTS.


The EDA API is distributed as part of the SMARTS. Installing the SMARTS will provide the development
environment described in this section.


The Java language implementation of the Remote API is distributed as the skclient.jar file, which is
located in:


BASEDIR\smarts\classes


File skclient.jar includes the Java classes that directly implement the API, along with supporting
classes. The four packages are:


n com.smarts.decs, which includes classes supporting the event correlation interface


n com.smarts.remote, which includes the main interface classes for accessing Domain Manager
functionality


n com.smarts.repos, which includes supporting classes for working with repository objects
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n com.smarts.sos, which includes supporting classes related to the operating system.


Sample Programs
The SMARTS includes the following sample Java programs that you can build and run:


n CloneClass


n getInstance


CloneClass
The CloneClass program provides clones an instance of a class which are passed as parameters in the
CloneClass Method and renames it with the name passed again as the parameter to the method.


package SmartsEDAATestingIP.com.org.edaa;


import static com.jayway.restassured.RestAssured.given;


import static com.jayway.restassured.RestAssured.when;


import com.jayway.restassured.http.ContentType;


import com.jayway.restassured.response.Response;


import Utilities.SmartsGeneric;


public class Clone {


       


       private String hostname;


       private String username;


       private String password;


       private String broker;  //holds broker:port value


       private String serverName;


       


       public Clone(String hostname,String username,String password,String broker,String serverName) {


              


              this.hostname = hostname;


              this.username = username;


              this.password = password;


              this.broker = broker;


              this.serverName = serverName;


              


       }


       


       


       public int  CloneClass(String className, String newinstancename , String instancename) {


              


              Response resp =given().


                           body(" { arguments : {\"clone_name\" : \""+newinstancename+"\" } }").


                           when().


                           contentType(ContentType.JSON).


                           post("http://"+hostname+":8080/smarts-edaa/msa/"+serverName


+"/instances/"+className+"::"+instancename+"/action/clone?alt=json&pretty=true");


                                         


              return resp.getStatusCode(); 
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       }


       


       public static void main (String args[]){


              Clone sg ; 


              sg = new Clone("itops-dev-210", "admin" , "changeme" , "itops-dev-210:426",  "INCHARGE-


AM-PM-EDAA") ;


              int i  = sg.CloneClass("InCharge_NAS_Host_Feature","abcd", "Feature-NAS-Host") ; 


              


              System.out.print(" Response code is "+ i);


       }


       


       


}


Output: Response code is 200OK.


getInstance
The getInstance program gets the cloned instance from the last execution.


package SmartsEDAATestingIP.com.org.edaa;


import static com.jayway.restassured.RestAssured.given;


import static com.jayway.restassured.RestAssured.when;


import com.jayway.restassured.http.ContentType;


import com.jayway.restassured.response.Response;


import Utilities.SmartsGeneric;


public class GetClass {


       


       private String hostname;


       private String username;


       private String password;


       private String broker;  //holds broker:port value


       private String serverName;


       


       public GetClass(String hostname,String username,String password,String broker,String 


serverName) {


              


              this.hostname = hostname;


              this.username = username;


              this.password = password;


              this.broker = broker;


              this.serverName = serverName;


              


       }


       


       


       public int getInstance (String className, String clonedinstancename)


       {
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              Response resp = when().


                           get("http://"+hostname+":8080/smarts-edaa/msa/"+serverName


+"/instances/"+className+"::"+clonedinstancename+"?alt=json&pretty=true");


              


              


              return resp.getStatusCode(); 


       }


       


       public static void main (String args[]){


              GetClass sg ; 


              sg = new GetClass("itops-dev-210", "admin" , "changeme" , "itops-dev-210:426",  


"INCHARGE-AM-PM-EDAA") ;


              int i  = sg.getInstance("InCharge_NAS_Host_Feature","abcd") ; 


              


              System.out.print(" Response code is "+ i);


       }


       


       


}


Output: Response code is 200OK.


Post Request
The Post request has two parts, the URL to which you send the data and the arguments which form the
payload of the post request.


The EDAA gives you the flexibility to perform all the operation which is done on an instance of a class
through dmctl using a web call. For example, the URL to which the post request is sent is:


localhost:8080/smarts-


edaa/msa/servername/instances/className::instanceName/action/action_name


For example, if you want to perform clone action on Feature-NAS-Host instance of
InCharge_NAS_HOST_Feature class, which is hosted on a domain with name INCHARGE-AM-PM on the
host <ip address>. The URL which is used to post the request using the above mentioned format must
be:


http://<host ip address>:8080/smarts-edaa/msa/INCHARGE-AM-PM-


EDAA/instances/InCharge_NAS_Host_Feature::Feature-NAS-Host/action/clone?


alt=json&pretty=true


In the payload of this post request you must pass all the parameters needed for that particular action to
execute. In this case the clone action expects clone_name as the parameter. So, the payload must be:


{


arguments : {


        “clone_name” : “new_name”


      } 


}
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EDAA Specification
This topic is a normative specification of EMC Data Access API (EDAA).


Use of HTTP Headers
This section describes how EDAA uses http headers, specifically eTags, and the Accept header for API
version and language negotiation.


Language Negotiation
A consumer of an EDAA may use the http Accept-Language header to specify which languages/locales it
would prefer certain human-readable components of the response be translated into. Currently, EDAA
defines the Message information item of an Error resource as the only normative aspect that is governed
by the Accept-Language header. An EDAA MAY use language preference to alter other aspects of the
response formatting.


Note also that EDAA supports an alternative form of expressing language preference. An language=
optional query parameter may also be included on EDAA URIs to specify consumer preference for
language/locale. If the client request uses both the Accept- Language header and an language= query
parameter to express preference for the response format, then a response is given only if there is at least
one language/locale that overlaps between the Accept-Language header and the languages= header. For
example a request:


GET /types?language=da


Accept-Language: es, en-gb;q=0.8, en;q=0.7


contains a conflict between the language query parameter and the Accept-Language: header. There is no
language/locale that matches both criteria. In this case, the server must return an error (406 not
acceptable).


JSON Equivalent of Feed and Entry eTags
EDAA implementations are encouraged to support the notion of eTags for cache control and optimistic
concurrency control.


EDAA implementations that implement eTags and also support the JSON serialization format described in
this page MUST annotate those feeds and entries with eTags. Feed level eTags should be weak eTags
and entry level etags should be strong eTags.


Here is an example of an eTag at the feed level:


{


"etag": 'W/"C0QBRXcycSp7ImA9WxRVFUk."'


... other metadata about the feed


"entries":[


{


entry ...


},
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... etc for all the entries in the feed


],


...


}


Here is an example of an eTag at the entry level:


{


"etag": '“ADEEFO42drp7tKA7QxRDBIL."'


other metadata about the entry... ,


representation of a resource within the content object ... ,


...


}, ...


}


Using eTag in a GET
For this, we assume the EDAA is supporting eTags in the style described by EDAA. The consumer could
issue a GET operation, for example:


GET /types/FileServer/instances


and the response might look like:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>


<atom:feed ...


xmlns:gd='http://schemas.google.com/g/2005'


gd:etag='W/"B9roqXcycSp7ImA9WxRVDdk."'>


...


<atom:link href="https://.../types/FileServer/instances" rel="self”/>


...


<atom:entry ...


xmlns:gd='http://schemas.google.com/g/2005'


gd:etag='“U822F2drp7tKA7QxRD2Ko."'>


...


<atom:link rel='self' href='http:.../instances/Fileserver::1234' />


...


</atom:entry>


<atom:entry>


...


</atom:feed>


At some point later in time, the consumer may want to "refresh" the feed to see if anything had changed.
Clearly the consumer could re-issue the same GET and reprocess the response. However, if the
consumer has a cached copy of the feed it previously retrieved and if it re-issued the operation as follows:


GET /types/FileServer/instances


If-None-Match: W/"B9roqXcycSp7ImA9WxRVDdk."
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Then the EDAA could note that the eTag in the If-None-Match header matches the eTag associated with
its version of the feed, and if they match, return an http 304 (not modified) status code with an empty
response body. Saving processing time on the server side, saving network bandwidth, reducing the
latency of the response to the client and saving the client from having to re-process a feed that is no
different from the version it already has. Of course, if the eTags don't match then a full response is
returned to the consumer with http 200 (ok) status code.


This also works at the entry level. The consumer could inspect entry level eTags, and using the @href in
the rel="self" atom:link within the atom:entry, could issue a request to "refresh" the value of the entry if
that entry had changed:


GET /instances/Fileserver::1234


If-None-Match: “U822F2drp7tKA7QxRD2Ko."


And the EDAA could check if the eTags match, and if they do, return the 304 response, but if they don't,
send a full response with 200 (ok) status.


Using eTag in a PUT or PATCH operation
For this, we assume the EDAA is supporting eTags in the style described by this spec. The consumer
could issue a GET operation, for example:


GET /types/FileServer/instances


and the response might look like:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>


<atom:feed ...


xmlns:gd='http://schemas.google.com/g/2005'


gd:etag='W/"B9roqXcycSp7ImA9WxRVDdk."'>


...


<atom:link href="https://.../types/FileServer/instances" rel="self”/>


...


<atom:entry ...


xmlns:gd='http://schemas.google.com/g/2005'


gd:etag='“U822F2drp7tKA7QxRD2Ko."'>


...


<atom:link rel='self' href='http:.../instances/Fileserver::1234' />


...


</atom:entry>


<atom:entry>


...


</atom:feed>
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At some point in the future, the consumer may wish to use PUT or PATCH to make modifications to the
resource. When an EDAA decorates response feeds with eTag elements, then it MUST also require
consumers to annotate any resource modification request with an http If-Match header containing the
eTag of the resource being modified. For example, to modify the FileServer instance retrieved in the
previous example, a PUT request as follows could be formed:


PUT /instances/Fileserver::1234


If-Match: “U822F2drp7tKA7QxRD2Ko."


... body of the PUT contains a partial representation (for update) of a FileServer instance


Note, the content of the If-Match: header is the eTag value contained in the atom:entry corresponding to
the resource being updated. The EDAA MUST compare the value of the eTag given in the If-Match
header with the current eTag value for the resource. If the values match, the modification operation may
proceed. If the values do not match, the EDAA MUST respond with an http 412 (Precondition Failed)
response.


If the EDAA provided an eTag with the resource representation, as shown above, and the consumer does
not include an If-Match: header in a modification request, then the EDAA MUST reject the request with an
http 412 (Precondition Failed) response.


Using REST to access Type information
EDAA defines the following URI patterns to help developers understand the resource model of the EDAA.
Each of these URI patterns is read-only (GET) and return a feed of one or more resource type
representations.


In fact the reason that all EDAA URI patterns start with /types or /instances is to support the idea of
treating type resources as first class resources in the EDAA approach and thereby to distinguish /types
resources from /instances resources.


The examples below show the atom/xml representation of the responses. EDAA has also defined a JSON
equivalent of these feeds.


/types


GET operation to retrieve a paginated feed of resource representations. Each resource in the feed is a
representation of a "type resource". Current format of a type resource is "VS-XML", an XSD-like syntax
for defining types, attributes and relationships of the type and other type related metadata.


page and per_page query parameters are supported to shape the pagination of the feed.


An example response is shown below:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>


<feed xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"


xmlns:vsc="http://schemas.emc.com/vs-xml/namespace/Common/1.0">


<title>/slm/msa/types</title>


<updated>2011-05-23T16:52:06-05:00</updated>


<author><name>msa framework</name></author>


<id>74a72d5a-de7c-4f82-a753-b4a5b00afe28</id>


<entry>
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<title type='text'>vCenter</title>


<id>http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter</id>


<updated>2011-05-23T16:52:06-05:00</updated>


<link rel='edit' href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/instances' />


<link rel='related' href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/instances' />


<link rel='alternate' href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter' />


<link rel='self' href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter' />


<content type='application/xml'>


<vsc:Type xmlns:atom='http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom' xmlns:vsc='http://schemas.emc.com/vs-


xml/namespace/Common/1.0'


xmlns:inst='http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0'>


<vsc:typeName namespace='http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0'>vCenter</vsc:typeName>


<atom:link rel='http://schemas.emc.com/msa/common/reln/PR_Create'


href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/PR_Create' />


<atom:link rel='self' href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter' />


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>displayName</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>ipAddress</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:long' minOccurs='1' 


maxOccurs='1'>id</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>name</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>description</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>vCenterVersion</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>userName</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>port</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>password</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>connectionStatus</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:relationship relType="vCenterDatacenter" type="http://schemas.emc.com/msa/common/contains" 


minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="unbounded"


description="List of Datacenters">Datacenters</vsc:relationship>


<vsc:action rel='edit' description='Instances are mutable' />


<vsc:action rel='http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0/vCenter/action/verifyConnection' 


description='Verifies if vCenter


is reachable' />


</vsc:Type>


</content>


</entry>


<entry>


<title type='text'>vCenterDatacenter</title>


<id>http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenterDatacenter</id>


<updated>2011-05-23T16:52:06-05:00</updated>


<link rel='related' href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenterDatacenter/instances' />


<link rel='alternate' href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenterDatacenter' />


<link rel='self' href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenterDatacenter' />


<content type='application/xml'>


<vsc:Type xmlns:atom='http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom' xmlns:vsc='http://schemas.emc.com/vs-
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xml/namespace/Common/1.0'


xmlns:inst='http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0'>


<vsc:typeName namespace='http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0'>vCenterDatacenter</vsc:typeName>


<atom:link rel='http://schemas.emc.com/msa/common/reln/PR_Create'


href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenterDatacenter/PR_Create' />


<atom:link rel='self' href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenterDatacenter' />


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>displayName</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:long' minOccurs='1' 


maxOccurs='1'>id</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>name</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string' minOccurs='1'


maxOccurs='1'>managedObjectKey</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:relationship relType='vCenter' type='http://schemas.emc.com/msa/common/ownedBy' minOccurs='1' 


maxOccurs='1'


description='vCenter this Datacenter belongs to'>vCenter</vsc:relationship>


</vsc:Type>


</content>


</entry>


...


</feed>


/types/{typeName}


GET operation to retrieve a representation of the type resource identified by {typeName}. Current format
of a type resource is "VSXML", an XSD-like syntax for defining types, attributes and relationships of the
type and other type related metadata.


An example response to GET /types/vCenter is shown below:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>


<feed xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"


xmlns:vsc="http://schemas.emc.com/vs-xml/namespace/Common/1.0">


<title>/slm/msa/types/vCenter</title>


<updated>2011-06-02T16:24:27-05:00</updated>


<author><name>msa framework</name></author>


<id>8cc4c3fc-5821-47ad-9b65-0ed5b2809a3c</id>


<link rel="self" href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter"/>


<entry>


<title type="text">vCenter</title>


<id>http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter</id>


<updated>2011-06-02T16:24:27-05:00</updated>


<link rel="edit" href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/instances"/>


<link rel="related" href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/instances"/>


<link rel="alternate" href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter"/>


<link rel="self" href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter"/>


<content type="application/xml">


<vsc:Type xmlns:inst="http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0">


<vsc:typeName namespace="http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0">vCenter</vsc:typeName>


<atom:link rel="http://schemas.emc.com/msa/common/reln/PR_Create"


href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/PR_Create"/>


<atom:link rel="self" href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter"/>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"
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maxOccurs="1">displayName</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">ipAddress</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:long" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">id</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">name</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">description</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">vCenterVersion</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">userName</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">port</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">password</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">connectionStatus</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">dataCentersList</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:relationship relType="vCenterDatacenter" type="http://schemas.emc.com/msa/common/contains" 


minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="unbounded"


description="List of Datacenters">Datacenters</vsc:relationship>


<vsc:action rel="edit" description="Instances are mutable"/>


<vsc:action rel="http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0/vCenter/action/verifyConnection" 


description="Verifies if vCenter


is reachable"/>


</vsc:Type>


</content>


</entry>


</feed>


/types/{typeName}/hierarchy


GET operation to retrieve a paginated feed of resource representations of each type resource in the type
hierarchy starting with the type identified by {typeName}. Each resource in the feed is a representation of
a "type resource". Current format of a type resource is "VS-XML", an XSD-like syntax for defining types,
attributes and relationships of the type and other type related metadata.


The idea is that if a type named "ApplicationServer" is a subclass of "SoftwareService" which is a
subclass of "SoftwareElement", then the response to:


GET /types/ApplicationServer/hierarchy


would be a feed containing series of entries, one entry for the ApplicationServer type, followed by an
entry for the SoftwareService type followed by the SoftwareElement type.
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/types/{typeName}/PR_Create


The /PR_Create URI pattern was introduced in support of the partial representations used to create new
resources of a given type. As discussed in EDAA Read/Write spec, the challenge for consumers of the
read-write portion of MSA is to determine, for any given type, what is the subset of attributes and
relationships that a third party consumer must specify when a resource is created.


/types/{typeName}/PR_Create contains a VS-XML representation of the subset of attributes and
relationships of the type identified by {typeName} that must appear in the body of a POST (create)
operation. Note the cardinality constraints on each attribute and relationship as specified by the
@minOccurs and @maxOccurs on the attribute declaration and relationship declaration elements.


Here is an example response from GET /types/vCenter/PR_Create:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>


<feed xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" 


xmlns:vsc="http://schemas.emc.com/vsxml/


namespace/Common/1.0">


<title>/slm/msa/types/vCenter/PR_Create</title>


<updated>2011-06-03T09:17:05-05:00</updated>


<author><name>msa framework</name></author>


<id>b28dd0d9-60a6-4204-bf7f-d7b6d8ca2740</id>


<link rel="self" href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/PR_Create"/>


<entry>


<title type="text">vCenter - PR_Create</title>


<id>http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/PR_Create</id>


<updated>2011-06-03T09:17:05-05:00</updated>


<link rel="related" href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter"/>


<link rel="self" href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/PR_Create"/>


<content type="application/xml">


<vsc:Type xmlns:inst="http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0">


<vsc:typeName namespace="http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0">vCenter</vsc:typeName>


<atom:link rel="self" href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/PR_Create"/>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">displayName</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">ipAddress</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">name</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">description</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">userName</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1"


maxOccurs="1">password</vsc:attribute>


</vsc:Type>


</content>


</entry>


Query Parameters in EDAA
The following table is the set of query parameters defined by EDAA specification:
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Parameter Meaning


page and per_page Pagination related


alt Alternative format of the resource representation (eg atom or JSON)


fields Specify the subset of fields (properties) of the resource that should be returned in the response (like
SELECT in SQL)


expand Augment relationship representations with an in line feed of related resources


orderby comma separated list of properties the response should be sorted on. The response MUST present an
atom:feed with the entries sorted by the values of the indicated fields (like ORDERBY in SQL)


filter simple boolean predicate expression to describe a filter, or subset, of the resources to return in a GET
operation (like WHERE in SQL).


languages a string, in the format defined for http Accept-Languages header, containing a comma separated list of
languages/locales (with quality weightings) that expresses the consumer's preference for localizing
responses.


This table summarizes which query parameter is applicable for the various URI patterns:


URI Pattern page per_page alt fields expand orderby filter languages


/types Y Y Y Y Y Y


types/{typeName} Y Y


/types/{typeName}/hierarchy Y Y Y Y


/types/{typeName}/PR_Create Y Y


/types/{typeName}/instances Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


/instances Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


/instances/{id} Y Y Y Y


/instances/{id}/relationships Y Y Y


/instances/{id}/relationships/{relName} Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Note, query parameters can be combined in a single request, for example:


GET /types/vCenter/instancespage=1&per_page=20&alt=atom&fields=displayName,id,connectionStatus&orderby=


id&filter=connectionStatus%20eq%20DOWN


may be an appropriate (but complicated) request.


Note also that filter and orderby affect the interpretation of page because those filter changes which
atom:entry elements are included in the "conceptual" atom:feed over which the request operations and
orderby changes the order in which those atom:entry elements appear.


page and per_page
These query parameters define a "chunking" or "paging" view over a large collection of resources in an
atom:feed.
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An atom:feed is really just a collection of atom:entry elements, potentially a large number of them,
conceptually an infinite number. The page and per_page query parameters work together to define a
sequence of "chunks" called "pages" over this collection of atom:entries, each page containing at most
the number of atom:entry elements as defined by per_page.


In the chunking on the left, the "conceptual" atom:feed is divided into pages of 4 each, resulting in the
entire feed being "chunked" into 4 pages.


GET /{URL to conceptual feed}per_page=4&page=2


would return an atom:feed containing the 3rd page of the "conceptual" atom:feed, containing the following
4 atom:entry elements:


<atom:feed>


<atom:entry>E


<atom:entry>F


<atom:entry>G


<atom:entry


Whereas, using the chunking on the right, which divides the "conceptual" atom:feed into pages of 12,
there are only 2 pages. The same request, but specifying a different value of per_page:


GET /{URL to conceptual feed}per_page=12&page=2
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would result in a different response:


<atom:feed>


<atom:entry>M


<atom:entry>N


<atom:entry>O


<atom:entry>P


</atom:feed>


Note that the two queries return different responses. Note also, in the second response that even though
per_page=12 it did not guarantee there would be 12 atom:entry elements in the response.


Both page and per_page have integer values. If a value of page or per_page is not an integer, the EDAA
MUST respond with an http error code 400 (bad request).


It is possible to specify ridiculous values of per_page. If per_page is not specified in the URL, or the value
of per_page is less than 1, the EDAA implementation will substitute some default value of per_page,
usually 20). If the value of per_page is some huge integer, like 10000, that exceeds the size of the
"conceptual" atom:feed, then the request is accepted and 1 page containing the entire atom:feed is
returned. For large values of per_page, the response time of the query and the processing requirements
on the client and server may be large. It is not recommended that the client use large values of per_page
unless they are prepared to wait for some time to receive the response and are prepared to
consume/process a large response.


The values of page are a bit more constrained. If page is not specified in the URL, or the value of page is
less than or equal to 1, then the first page (page=1) is used as the default value. If the value of page
exceeds the number of pages in the conceptual feed, an error response is returned with http code 400
(bad request).


It should be noted that the semantics of paging is altered by the filter and orderby query parameters. If
two queries are exactly the same, except for the value of orderby, then the response from each query will
represent different orderings of the atom:entry elements in the "conceptual" atom:feed and therefore the
contents of page=1 will likely be different between the two queries. Similarly, filter changes which
atom:entry elements are in the "conceptual" atom:feed and will therefore change which atom:entry
elements appear in any of the pages.


Interpretation by URI Pattern
The following table describes how page and per_page are interpreted for each URI pattern. For those
URI patterns that page and per_page apply, the "Default" value of page is 1. "Default" value of per_page
is server determined, usually 20. For those URI patterns where page and per_page don't apply, those
query parms are silently ignored if present in the URL.


URI Pattern Applicable? Comments


/types Yes "conceptual" atom:feed is all the type resources known to the EDAA


/types/{typeName} No Response is a single (type) resource, no "conceptual" atom:feed is
associated with the response.
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URI Pattern Applicable? Comments


/types/{typeName}/hierarchy Yes "conceptual" atom:feed is all the type resources within the type hierarchy
of the type identified by {typeName}


/types/{typeName}/PR_Create No Response is a single (type) resource, no "conceptual" atom:feed is
associated with the response.


/types/{typeName}/instances Yes "conceptual" atom:feed is all the instance resources of the type identified
by {typeName}


/instances Yes "conceptual" atom:feed is all the instance resources known to the EDAA


/instances/{id} No Response is a single instance resource, no "conceptual" atom:feed is
associated with the response.


/instances/{id}/relationships No Response is a single instances resource, no "conceptual" atom:feed is
associated with the response.


/instances/{id}/relationships/{relName} Yes "conceptual" atom:feed is all the instance resources related to the
resource identified by {id} through the relationship named {relName}


alt
This query parameter allows a URL-level mechanism to control which format (Atom/XML or JSON) is
used to serialize the resource representation in response to the request.


This query parameter is a convenience mechanism, useful for experimenting in a browser window. The
functionality is duplicated with Content Negotiation in EDAA using the http Accept: header to specify
consumer preference of format. It is preferred that the consumer use http Accept: headers to express
format preference.


The range of value for alt is a string enumeration. Currently the only valid values of alt are "atom" and
"json". More values may be added to this enumeration in the future, as additional formats are supported
by EDAA (such as, perhaps csv for a "comma separated variable" serialization). If an invalid value of alt is
specified in a URL, the EDAA MUST respond with an error, http code 400 (bad request).


Note, not all EDAA implementations are expected to support both Atom/XML and JSON serialization
formats. Ideally, an EDAA should support both, but it is not strictly required. If a consumer specifies a
value of alt that is valid, but not one of the serialization formats supported by the EDAA (for example the
consumer uses alt=json on an EDAA that supports only Atom/XML), then the EDAA MUST respond with
an error, http code 400 (bad request).


If no alt is specified in the URL, the EDAA implementation is free to choose which supported serialization
format to use in the response.


As mentioned previously, the consumer can express serialization format preference using alt or an http
Accept: header. In the case where the consumer uses both approaches, AND the approaches conflict (eg
alt="atom" and the http Accept: specifies JSON), then the EDAA MUST return an error, 406 (not
acceptable).


If a valid value of alt is specified in the URL, there is no conflict with an http Accept: header in the request
and the corresponding serialization format is supported by the EDAA, then the EDAA MUST format the
response to the request using the serialization format specified in alt.
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For the value of alt=json, the serialization of the response is governed by the JSON conventions in EDAA
also the rules to represent type resources and instance resources specified in EDAA.


If no value of alt is given in the URL and no Content type is specified in an http Accept: header, then the
EDAA is free to choose which of serialization format to use for the response. If the EDAA supports
alt=atom, it MUST use that as the default.


Interpretation by URI Pattern
The alt query parameter may appear on any URI pattern specified in EDAA.


fields
The idea of a fields query parameter is to allow the consumer to specify partial representations of the
resource to be returned in responses. This provides a more succinct and fit for purpose representation to
be specified by consumers, and avoids the overhead of server-side and client-side processing of
attributes and relationships that are not of interest to the consumer.


With the fields query parameter, the consumer specifies a comma separated list of attribute names and
relationship names. The resource representation(s) returned in the response will contain only those
attributes and relationships specified in the fields query parameter.


For example, examine the type information for the "vCenter" type:


...


<vsc:typeName namespace="http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0">vCenter</vsc:typeName>


<atom:link rel="http://schemas.emc.com/msa/common/reln/PR_Create" href="http://localhost:


8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/PR_Create"/>


<atom:link rel="self" href="http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter"/>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">displayName</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">ipAddress</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:long" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">id</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">name</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">description</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">vCenterVersion</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">userName</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">port</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">password</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">connectionStatus</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute type="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes:string" minOccurs="1" 


maxOccurs="1">dataCentersList</vsc:attribute>
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<vsc:relationship relType="vCenterDatacenter" type="http://schemas.emc.com/msa/common/contains" 


minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded"


description="List of Datacenters">Datacenters</vsc:relationship>


...


If the following request is made:


GET /types/vCenter/instancesfields=displayName,id,Datacenters


The response would contain partial resource representations for each resource, containing only the
displayName and id attributes and the Datacenters relationship:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>


<feed xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" 


xmlns:vsc="http://schemas.emc.com/vs-xml/namespace/Common/1.0">


<title>/slm/msa/types/vCenter/instances</title>


<updated>2011-05-24T08:20:55-05:00</updated>


<author><name>msa framework</name></author>


<id>5aabb570-340e-4e6d-adaf-91c38c5e743a</id>


<link rel="self" href="http://localhost:


8080/slm/msa/types/vCenter/instancesfields=displayName,id,Datacenters"/>


<entry xmlns:gd='http://schemas.google.com/g/2005'


xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"


gd:etag='“ADEEFO42drp7tKA7QxRDBIL."'>


<atom:title type='text'>vCenter - lglan195</atom:title>


<atom:id>http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/instances/vCenter::1</atom:id>


<atom:updated>2011-05-24T08:20:55-05:00</atom:updated>


<atom:link rel='self' href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/instances/vCenter::


1fields=displayName,id,Datacenters' />


<atom:link rel='alternate' href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/instances/vCenter::1' />


<atom:content type='application/xml'>


<inst:vCenter xmlns:atom='http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom'


xmlns:vsc='http://schemas.emc.com/vs-xml/namespace/Common/1.0'


xmlns:inst='http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0'>


<inst:displayName>lglan195</inst:displayName>


<inst:id>1</inst:id>


<atom:link rel='http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0/vCenter/relationship/Datacenters'


href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/instances/vCenter::1/relationships/Datacenters' />


</inst:vCenter>


</atom:content>


<entry>


<atom:title type='text'>vCenter - matt 111</title>


<atom:content type='application/xml'>


<inst:vCenter ...


<inst:displayName>matt 111</inst:displayName>


<inst:id>9</inst:id>


<atom:link rel='http://schemas.emc.com/msa/uim/1.0/vCenter/relationship/Datacenters'


href='http://localhost:8080/slm/msa/instances/vCenter::9/relationships/Datacenters' />


</inst:vCenter>


</atom:content>


</entry>


... etc. for every vCenter instance


</feed>
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Note how the representation of each vCenter resource is a partial representation, containing only the
properties of the resource specified in fields.


When an EDAA is processing a partial representation formed by a fields query parameter, the EDAA
reduces the content of each representation to include only those attributes and relationships whose name
appears in the list of names in the value of fields. If a resource does not have an attribute or relationship
corresponding to one of the names in the list, that name is silently ignored. The net result is that the
representation of any resource appearing in the response contains only the properties named in the fields
query parameter. It is possible that a resource type could have an attribute and a relationship with the
same name. In this case, if a name is specified in the value of fields that corresponds to both an attribute
and a relationship then the resulting partial representation will contain both properties.


Interpretation by URI Pattern
The following table describes how fields is interpreted for each URI pattern. For those URI patterns for
which fields applies, the "Default" value of fields is an empty string, meaning to include all properties (eg a
full representation of each resource). For those URI patterns where fields doesn't apply, it is silently
ignored if present in the URL.


URI Pattern Applicable? Comments


/types No


/types/{typeName} No


/types/{typeName}/hierarchy No


/types/{typeName}/PR_Create No


/types/{typeName}/instances Yes Since all the resources in the response are of the same type, then this
use of fields is very useful to generate focused partial representations.
Since a large number of resources may be returned in the response,
specifying a very compact representation for each resource can be
extremely beneficial to request/response latency and client and server
side resource use.


/instances Yes Not terribly useful because there will be few property names that are
shared amongst all types of resource instance. Many of the
representations will be empty, even for common property names like
"name" or "displayName" or "id". However, the partial representation
filter implied by fields will be applied to each resource in the response.


/instances/{id} Yes Questionably useful, given that atom:feeds containing a single resource,
as expected from this URI pattern, aren't often very large, and therefore
the partial representation technique really doesn't reduce the response
size significantly from the full representation of the resource.


/instances/{id}/relationships Yes As with /instances/{id}, above


/instances/{id}/relationships/{relName} Yes Applies to the related resource representations contained in the
response. Since this request is focused on a single relationship, the
resources in the response are all of the same type, and therefore a
reasonable partial representation can be specified by fields.
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expand
The idea with the expand query parameter is to give the consumer some control of the representation of
relationships that appear in a resource's representation. The consumer uses expand on a GET operation
to specify which relationships should be expanded. An expanded relationship augments the normal
relationship representation, an atom:link element, with a child (or inline) feed of related resources. If a
consumer wants to avoid having to do an additional GET operation to retrieve the resources related to a
particular resource, it would use the expand query parameter to add additional information about related
resources across one or more relationships.


Note, the in line feed of related resources may also be paginated, at the control of the server. The use of
page and per_page does not compose with expand. The page and per_page does not alter the
pagination properties of the in-line feeds. The pagination of in-line feeds is under the control of the server.


Interpretation by URI Pattern
The following table describes how expand is interpreted for each URI pattern. For those URI patterns
where fields doesn't apply, it is silently ignored if present in the URL.


URI Pattern Applicable? Comments


/types No


/types/{typeName} No


/types/{typeName}/hierarchy No


/types/{typeName}/PR_Create No


/types/{typeName}/instances Yes Since all the resources in the response are of the same type, then this
use of expand is very useful to generate consistency in the way
relationships are represented in the response. Since a large number of
resources may be returned in the response, specifying expand=* or a
large list of named relationships in the value of expand may cause the
response to become very large.


/instances Yes Although expand applies to this URI pattern, the heterogeneity of
resource type returned means that for many resources, the relationships
named in the query parameter may not match relationships defined for
many instances. It is not a problem if a relationship named in the expand
does not appear in any given resource, it simply means that a
relationship with that name is unavailable to expand with an in-line feed.


/instances/{id} Yes Most useful to avoid round trip of an additional GET operation to retrieve
a feed of related resources, in addition, because this operation returns a
singleton, the chances of the response becoming very large is not as
great as with URIs that return collections,
like /types/{typeName}/instances


/instances/{id}/relationships No


/instances/{id}/relationships/{relName} Yes Expansion of relationship representations applies to the representation
of the related resources
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orderby
The orderby query parameter allows the consumer to control the order of appearance of atom:entries
within a "conceptual feed".


Consider the following "conceptual feed":


<atom:feed>


<atom:entry>


<attr1>A


<attr2>10


<atom:entry>


<attr1>B


<attr2>9


<atom:entry>


<attr1>C


<attr2>8


<atom:entry>


<attr1>D


<attr2>7


<atom:entry>


<attr1>E


<attr2>6


<atom:entry>


<attr1>F


<attr2>5


</atom:feed>


The orderby query parameter allows the consumer to specify the "sort order" of the entries. For example:


GET /{URL to conceptual feed}orderby=attr1%20DESC


would result in the following response:


<atom:feed>


<atom:entry>


<attr1>F


<attr2>5


<atom:entry>


<attr1>E


<attr2>6


<atom:entry>


<attr1>D


<attr2>7


<atom:entry>


<attr1>C


<attr2>8


<atom:entry>


<attr1>B


<attr2>9
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<atom:entry>


<attr1>A


<attr2>10


</atom:feed>


Note that the atom:entries appear in sorted order by the value of the "attr1" property in descending order.


The orderby query parameter takes as value a comma separated list of "sort specifiers". Each "sort
specifier" is composed of a string name followed optionally by a direction indicator. The string name
identifies an attribute name property of a resource. The direction indicator is either "ASC" or "DESC". If
there is no direction indicator within a "sort specifier", the default value is "ASC".


Because the value of orderby is a comma separated list of these sort specifiers, it is possible to specify
nested collating sequences.


For example, orderby=attr1%20ASC,%20attr2%20DESC,attr3,attr4, (note the URL encoding of the
whitespace) would cause the atom:entry elements to be first sorted by the value of the resource property
"attr1" (in ascending sequence) and within that, sorted by the value of att2 (in descending sequence), and
within that sorted by attr3 and then by attr4.


If a "sort specifier" contains a "direction indicator" with a value other than "ASC" or "DESC" (or their
lowercase equivalents) then the EDAA must return an error response, with http code 400 (bad request).


If a "sort specifier" contains a name of an attribute that does not appear within a given resource, then, for
the purposes of sorting, value should be considered NULL, and the atom:entry corresponding to that
resource should appear in the collation sequence as if the resource represented by the atom:entry had an
attribute with the given name and the value of that attribute was NULL.


If an orderby query parameter is not specified in a request, the EDAA implementation is free to return the
atom:entry elements in whatever sequence it chooses, but it MUST be consistent in the collation
sequence applied to atom:entry elements in absence of an orderby query parameter.


The orderby query parameter is very similar to a SQL "ORDERBY" clause.


Interpretation by URI Pattern
The following table describes how orderby is interpreted for each URI pattern. If the orderby query
parameter appears on a URI patterns for which orderby is not applicable, then the EDAA MUST return an
error with http code 400 (bad request).


URI Pattern Applicable? Comments


/types Yes* The attribute model is fixed. The set of attributes upon which types feeds
can be sorted is "typeName".


/types/{typeName} No


/types/{typeName}/hierarchy No


/types/{typeName}/PR_Create No


/types/{typeName}/instances Yes Since all the resources in the response are of the same type, it is easy
for the consumer to specify useful sorting order with orderby.
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URI Pattern Applicable? Comments


/instances Yes Not terribly useful because there will be few property names that are
shared amongst all types of resource instance, for any value of orderby,
there will be many resources that do not contain one or more of the
attributes specified in the "sort specifiers" defined in the value of orderby,
resulting in many atom:entries being sorted by NULL values for those
attributes.


/instances/{id} No


/instances/{id}/relationships No As with /instances/{id}, above


/instances/{id}/relationships/{relName} Yes Applies to the related resource representations contained in the
response. Since this request is focused on a single relationship, the
resources in the response are all of the same type, and therefore a
reasonable sorting of those atom:entries can be specified by orderby.


filter
The filter query parameter has functionaly analogous to a SQL WHERE clause. The idea with filter is to
allow the consumer to specify a filter expression, composed of boolean predicates that are applied
against potential resources and acting as a filter so that only those resources that cause the filter
expression to evaluate true are represented in the response.


Consider the following "conceptual" atom:feed:


<atom:feed>


<atom:entry>


<attr1>A


<attr2>10


<atom:entry>


<attr1>B


<attr2>9


<atom:entry>


<attr1>C


<attr2>8


<atom:entry>


<attr1>D


<attr2>7


<atom:entry>


<attr1>E


<attr2>6


<atom:entry>


<attr1>F


<attr2>5


</atom:feed>


The filter query parameter allows the consumer to select a subset of the atom:entry elements. For
example:


GET /{URL to conceptual feed}filter=attr2 LT 8
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would return a subset of the atom:entry elements for which the expression "attr2 less than 8" evaluates
true:


<atom:feed>


<atom:entry>


<attr1>D


<attr2>7


<atom:entry>


<attr1>E


<attr2>6


<atom:entry>


<attr1>F


<attr2>5


</atom:feed>


Note, the filter expressions presented in this section MUST be url encoded in practice. They are
presented here using un-encoded syntax for readability. For example, the filter expression shown above
would properly appear as


GET /{URL to conceptual feed}filter=attr2%20LT%208


This mechanism is useful, for example, in building UIs that allow the end-user to choose expression(s) on
properties to be displayed in a table. Smarts, for example, provides a mechanism to filter a table of Alert
resources by providing UI widgets allowing the user to form boolean expressions on any/all columns. An
example screen shot is shown below:


With the filter query parm feature of EDAA, the UI shown above could form predicates and use the server
to do the resource filtering.


If the consumer submits a request containing a filter query parameter with value that does not conform to
the filter expressions described below, then the EDAA implementation MUST reject the request, returning
an http error code 400 (bad request).


Filter Expressions
The value of a filter query parameter is a filter expression as described in this section.
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Filter expressions are boolean predicates expressed against the attribute properties of a resource. For
example, consider the following VS-XML definition of a FileServer type (/types/FileServer):


...


<link href=".../types/FileServer" rel="self"></link>


...


<entry><title type="text">FileServer</title>


...


<content type="application/xml">


<type:Type xmlns:type="http://schemas.emc.com/vs-xml/namespace/Common/1.0" 


xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom">


<type:typeName namespace="http://schemas.emc.com/vs-xml/namespace/ip/1.0">FileServer</type:typeName>


...


<type:attribute type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1">IsManaged</type:attribute>


...


If a consumer wanted a collection of only FileServer instances that have value of IsManaged as true, then
they could use the filter query parameter to express this constraint:


GET /types/FileServer/instancesfilter=IsManaged eq true


The idea with filter is that the type definition for a resource type (as returned by /types/{typeName})
defines a collection of attribute properties. Those properties that:


1 have @type as a simple type (eg xs:string, etc.), and


2 have @maxOccurs as "1"


can participate in a filter expression.


The syntax of the filter query parameter is a "filter_expr" as defined in the following(semi-formal) BNF:


filter_expr ::= bool_expr | filter_expr 'or' bool_expr


bool_expr ::= pexpr | bool_expr 'and' pexpr


pexpr ::= bool_pred | ‘(‘ filter_expr ‘)‘


bool_pred ::= simple_pred | 'not' pexpr


simple_pred ::= property_name rel_op term | property_name ‘in’ ‘(‘ in_list ‘)’ | property_name 'lk' 


like_term


rel_op ::= 'eq' | 'ne' | 'gt' | 'ge' | 'lt' | 'le' //equals, not equals, greater than, greater than or 


equal, less than and less than or equal to


in_list ::= string_lit | in_list ‘,’ string_lit


like_term ::= string_lit


The “like_term” is a string literal used with the lk operator; it can include a leading or trailing % 


wildcard to match zero or more characters. % is encoded in a URI as


“%25”.


and property_name is a string literal corresponding to an attribute property of a resource type 


meeting the constraints described above


and term is a valid string serialization of a value within the range of the simple type associated 


with the property defined by the property_name in


the simple_pred expression. See terms below.
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filter expression terms
Filter expressions are built by combining simple predicates of the form "property name" "operator" "term".
The set of valid values for "property name" are defined by the resource model associated with the EDAA
implementation. The set of operators is defined above ('eq' , 'ne' , 'gt' , 'ge' , 'lt' , 'le', 'in' , 'lk' ). The valid
value for "term" depends somewhat on the operator.


Terms are values with simple type. In the filter syntax, we use the simple syntax for primitive terms
defined by JSON . Specifically, a term can be a string, number, or any of the following literal values: true,
false, null.


A string is defined by JSON as:


A number is defined by JSON as:
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Dates, date/time and timestamps should be represented syntactically using ISO 8601.


For the 'in' operator, the "term" is a list of string terms enclosed by parenthesis. The semantic of this
operation is that a predicate evaluates to true for a given resource, if the value of the referenced "property
name" is equal to (string match) any of the string literals listed in the "term" of the predicate. For example,
if a resource has the property "foo" with value "bar", then the following expression:


filter=foo in ("baz", "bar", "blee")


would evaluate to true.


For the 'lk' operator, the term is essentially a string term, however the string term can be prepended or
appended with a '%' character. The '%' matches any number of any characters. The predicate with the 'lk'
operator evaluates to true for a given resource using a string pattern match evaluation on the "property
name" value for the resource. For example, if a resource has the property "foo" with value
"aaaaabarbbbbbbb", then the following expression:


filter=foo lk "%bar%"


would evaluate to true.


filter expression operator precedence
In a filter expression, operators can be combined using 'AND', 'OR', 'NOT' and parentheses to yield
complex expressions. For example, a resource type T defines 3 properties (p1, p2 and p3). A consumer
wishes to filter a collection of resource instances of type T, specifically retrieving only those instances
where p1 has value 'a', p2 has value 'b' and p3 has the value either 8 or 9. In order to achieve this, the
consumer would make the following request:


GET /types/T/instancesfilter=p1 eq "a" AND p2 eq "b" AND (p3 eq 8 OR p3 eq 9)


Note the use of the parentheses for the expression predicate involving p3. The AND expression has
higher precedence than OR. Had the consumer not used parenthesis here, the filter would not return the
desired subset of instances.


Operation ordering in the filter expression is similar to most programming languages and query languages
such as SQL. The operator precedence is defined as:


Level Operators


1 expressions in parentheses (pexpr)


2 'eq' , 'ne' , 'gt' , 'ge' , 'lt' , 'le', 'in' , 'lk'


3 NOT


4 AND


5 OR
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Note that of the following requests:


1
GET /types/T/instancesfilter=p1 eq "a" AND p2 eq "b" AND p3 eq 8 OR p3 eq 9


2
GET /types/T/instancesfilter=(p1 eq "a" AND p2 eq "b" AND p3 eq 8) OR p3 eq 9


3
GET /types/T/instancesfilter=p1 eq "a" AND p2 eq "b" AND (p3 eq 8 OR p3 eq 9)


The first two requests produce the same subset of instances, whereas the third request produces a
different subset.


Missing Properties and Filter Expressions
Note that some resources may not contain values for properties defined in their type. For example, if a
property is declared as minOccurs=0, any given instance of that type may or may not contain a value.
What is the semantic of a filter expression referencing that property?


Consider the following situation, involving a type T and two attributes, one of which is defined with
minOccurs=0:


<vsc:Type ...


<vsc:typeName ...>T</vsc:typeName>


...


<vsc:attribute minOccurs="1" ...>p1</vsc:attribute>


<vsc:attribute minOccurs="0" ...>p2</vsc:attribute>


...


</vsc:Type>


A GET on /types/T/instances may result in a collection that contains resources of type "T", some of which
may not have a value for property p2.


A GET on /types/T/instancesfilter=p2 eq "foo" poses an interesting challenge. For those instances that
contain a value for p2, the semantic is clear, evaluate the predicate against the value of p2 and include
that instance in the response collection if the predicate evaluates to true. For an instance that does not
contain a value for p2, the predicate MUST evaluate to false.


In general, if a filter expression contains a reference to a property not present in a given instance, that
predicate MUST evaluate to false.


Interpretation by URI Pattern
The following table describes how filter is interpreted for each URI pattern. If the filter query parameter
appears on a URI patterns for which filter is not applicable, then the MSA MUST return an error with http
code 400 (bad request).
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URI Pattern Applicable? Comments


/types Yes* The property model is fixed. The set of properties upon which types
feeds can be filtered is "typeName".


/types/{typeName} No


/types/{typeName}/hierarchy No


/types/{typeName}/PR_Create No


/types/{typeName}/instances Yes Since all the resources in the response are of the same type, it is easy
for the consumer to specify useful filter expressions.


/instances No Not terribly useful because there will be few property names that are
shared amongst all types of resource instance, for any filter expression
appearing in filter will, for many resources, result in an illegal filter
expression, thereby making the probability of having a request actually
return successfully very small.


/instances/{id} No


/instances/{id}/relationships No As with /instances/{id}, above


/instances/{id}/relationships/{relName} Yes Applies to the related resource representations contained in the
response. Since this request is focused on a single relationship, the
resources in the response are all of the same type, and therefore a
reasonable filter expression can be formed.


languages
This query parameter allows a URL-level mechanism to control which language/locale the consumer
would prefer the EDAA to use when localizing responses.


This query parameter is a convenience mechanism, useful for experimenting in a browser window or
when the client technology (such as Flex/Flash) makes it difficult to manipulate http headers. The
functionality is duplicated with Language Negotiation in EDAA using the http Accept-Language: header to
specify consumer preference of localization. It is preferred that the consumer use http Accept-Language:
headers to express language/locale preference.


The range of value for languages is a string. The format of the string is exactly that specified for http
Accept-Language header. The value of languages is a comma separated set of language/locale tags with
an optional quality (preference) value. For example, languages="da, en-gb;q=0.8, en;q=0.7", expresses
the consumer's preference to have responses localized to Danish, and if that is not possible, will accept
responses localized to British English, or (with slightly less preference) any English dialect.


If an invalid value of languages is specified in a URL, the EDAA MUST respond with an error, http code
400 (bad request).


If none of the acceptable languages specified by the consumer are supported by the EDAA, then the
EDAA MUST respond with an error, http code 406 (Not Acceptable).


As mentioned previously, the consumer can express localization preference using languages or an http
Accept-Languages: header. In the case where the consumer uses both approaches, AND the approaches
conflict (eg there is no language/locale that appears in both lists of preference), then the EDAA MUST
return an error, 406 (not acceptable).
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If no form of localization preference is expressed by the consumer, an EDAA implementation is free to
choose which language/locale to use.


If a valid value of languages is specified in the URL, there is no conflict with an http Accept-Language:
header in the request and at least one language/locale is supported by the EDAA, then the EDAA MUST
format the response to the request using a supported language/locale format specified as being most
preferred by the consumer.


If no form of localization preference is expressed by the consumer, an EDAA implementation is free to
choose which language/locale to use.


Interpretation by URI Pattern
The languages query parameter may appear on any URI pattern specified in EDAA.


Consumer choice
When a consumer is creating requests, there are two mechanisms it can use to specify a preference for
which data serialization format to use:


1 the alt query parameter on a request URL, or


2 an Accept: header of the http request.


For example, if a consumer wishes to process responses using JSON, then it could issue the following
request:


GET /instances?alt=json


If the EDAA receiving the above request supports the JSON serialization format, it would return a
collection of instance representations in JSON. EDAA conventions on JSON describes how collections of
resource instances are represented in JSON in EDAA.


If the EDAA doesn't support JSON, it will return an error, http code 400 (bad request).


An equivalent request can be made using an http header:


GET /instances


Accept: application/json
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Preface 1
As part of an effort to improve its product lines, VMware Smart Assurance periodically releases revisions
of its software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not be
supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product release notes provide
the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your VMware Smart Assurance technical support professional if a product does not function
properly or does not function as described in this document.


Note   This document was accurate at publication time. Go to VMware Smart Assurance Online Support 
docs.vmware.comto ensure that you are using the latest version of this document.


This chapter includes the following topics:


n Purpose


n Audience


Purpose
This document is part of the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager documentation set. It provides the
following information:


n Viewing and configuring the Global Manager and Global Console.


n Tasks involved in configuring IP Manager.


n Tasks involved in discovering devices using IP Manager.


n Tasks involved in configuring groups and settings.


n Working with Audit log adapter


n Working with Topology


n Installing and Configuring NAS Extension on IP Manager to discover NAS devices.


Audience
This document is intended for IT managers and system administrators.
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VMware Smart Assurance IP
Manager installation directory 2
In this document, the term BASEDIR represents the location where VMware Smart Assurance software is
installed.


n For UNIX, this location is: /opt/InCharge/<productsuite>.


On UNIX operating systems, IP Manager is, by default, installed to: /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts. This
location is referred to as BASEDIR/smarts.


Optionally, you can specify the root of BASEDIR to be something different, but you cannot change the
<productsuite> location under the root directory.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides more information about the
directory structure of VMware Smart Assurance software.
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VMware Smart Assurance IP
Manager products 3
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager includes the following products:


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS
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IP Manager documentation 4
The following documents are relevant to users of the IP Manager product. Electronic versions of the
updated manuals are available at VMware Smart Assurance Online Support: docs.vmware.com


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Release Notes


n VMware Smart Assurance Open Source License and Copyright Information


n VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Topology Split Manager User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Troubleshooting Guide


n VMware Important Notice


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Certification Matrix
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Related documentation 5
The following VMware Smart Assurance publications provide additional information:


n VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) 1.11 Reference for Non-Service
Assurance Manager Products


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) Reference for Service Assurance
Manager


n Smarts Foundation EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance ASL Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Perl Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Dynamic Modeling Tutorial
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Conventions used in this
document 6
VMware Smart Assurance uses the following conventions for special notices:


Note   NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions
VMware Smart Assurance uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Bold Use for names of interface elements


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace
Use for:
n System output, such as an error message or script
n System code
n Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
n Commands and options


                      
  Monospace italic
                     


Use for variables.


                      
  Monospace bold
                     


Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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Where to get help 7
VMware Smart Assurance support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information


For documentation, release notes, software updates, or information about VMware Smart Assurance
products, go to VMware Online Support at:


docs.vmware.com


Technical support


Go to VMware Online Support and click Service Center. You will see several options for contacting
VMware Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, you must have a valid support
agreement. Contact your VMware sales representative for details about obtaining a valid support
agreement or with questions about your account.
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Your comments 8
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the
user publications. Provide your feedback on the below link:


docs.vmware.com.
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Global Manager and Global
Console Tasks 9
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Opening the Global Console


n Opening the Polling and Thresholds Console


n Customizing the Global Console


n Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console


n Network notifications


Opening the Global Console
To open the Global Console:


1 Start the Global Console.


n On a UNIX system, go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the Service Assurance Manager
(Global Manager) installation area and type:


sm_gui


Press Enter. The Attach Manager dialog box opens as shown in Attach Manager dialog box.


Figure 9‑1.  Attach Manager dialog box


2 In the dialog box:
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3 Ensure that the VMware Smart Assurance Broker for your deployment appears in the Broker text
box.


4 Click the Manager list box or the Browse button to display a list of active (running) Managers, and
from that list select the Domain Manager to which you want to connect.


5 Type your login username and password.


6 Click OK.


A console view opens.


What console view opens at this point depends on whether you selected a Domain Manager or a
Global Manager application.


A Topology Browser Console view of the Global Console will open by default, an example of which is
shown in Figure 2 on page 17.


Figure 9‑2.  Topology Browser Console 


If you selected a Global Manager, a Notification Log Console view of the Global Console will open by
default, an example of which is shown in Notification Log Console. In the example display, the
Notification Log Console is attached to a Global Manager application named INCHARGE-SA.
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Figure 9‑3.  Notification Log Console


The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Operator Guide provides detailed
instructions on using the Global Console.


Opening the Polling and Thresholds Console
You can open a Polling and Thresholds Console view from any Domain Manager Administration Console
by selecting the Configure > Polling and Thresholds menu option.


Customizing the Global Console
As explained in the VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Operator Guide, the -D option
for the sm_gui command enables you to adjust specific Java properties that affect the Global Console.
For example, you can control the display of text for toolbar buttons, maps, and the font that displays
throughout the console. The -D option also enables you to override certain default Global Console
behavior.


The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Operator Guide provides more information
on the -D option for each property or value pair.


Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console
You can open a Domain Manager Administration Console view from any Global Console that is attached
to a Domain Manager or a Domain Manager component server, such as the Topology Browser Console in
Figure 2 on page 17, by selecting the Configure > Domain Manager Administration Console menu
option.
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To open the Domain Manager Administration Console:


1 Start the Global Console:


n On a UNIX system, go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the Service Assurance Manager
(Global Manager) installation area and type:


sm_gui


Note   To view more sm_gui options, type sm_gui --help.


2 Press Enter.


The Attach Manager dialog box opens as shown in Attach Manager dialog box.


Figure 9‑4.  Attach Manager dialog box


3 In the dialog box:


4 Ensure that the VMware Smart Assurance Broker for your deployment appears in the Broker text
box.


5 Click the Manager list box or the Browse button to display a list of active (running) Managers, and
from that list select the Domain Manager (for example, INCHARGE-AM) in your deployment as the
Manager to which you want to connect.


6 Type your login username and password.


7 Click OK.


The Topology Browser Console opens. If you selected a Global Manager, a Notification Log
Console view of the Global Console will open by default.


8 On the Topology Browser Console, select Configure > Domain Manager Administration
Console. The Domain Manager Administration Console opens, an example of which is shown in 
Domain Manager Administration Console.


In the example display, the Domain Manager Administration Console is attached to an
IP Availability Manager application named IP92.
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Figure 9‑5.  Domain Manager Administration Console


The Domain Manager Administration Console is the primary tool for configuring discovery, initiating
discovery, and managing topology for a Domain Manager.


The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Operator Guide provides detailed
descriptions of the administration capabilities that are available through the Domain Manager
Administration Console.


Network notifications
IP Availability Manager passes the results of its analysis in the form of notifications to the
Global Manager. The Global Manager, in turn, passes the notifications to the Global Console, where they
are presented in a tabular form in the Notification Log Console.


Each notification consists of a set of attributes that describe properties of the notification, such as Class,
Name, Event, Source, and Impact. The value in the Name attribute is the display name of the notification.


Chapter 4, Network Topology Naming Conventions, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide describes the naming formats used to create
network object names.


The numeric value for the Impact attribute indicates the effect of this notification on other objects in the
managed network; the larger the numeric value, the larger the effect.


The severity of a notification is reflected by its color, where red indicates the highest severity level.
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Viewing network notifications
You can view the notifications through the Global Console in two basic ways:


n As tabular entries in a Notification Log Console view


Included with the Notification Log Console view (or any other view where you can see notifications) is
a Notification Properties dialog box for viewing detailed information about an individual notification.


n As color-coded severity bar icons in a Map Console view


In a map, a color-coded severity bar icon appears underneath nodes (graphical representations of
topology objects) that are affected by abnormal conditions denoted in notifications.


Opening a Notification Properties dialog box
To obtain detailed information about an individual network notification, you can use any of the following
common methods to open the Notification Properties dialog box:


n Double-click a network notification in the Notification Log Console.


n Select a network notification in the Notification Log Console, and then click the Show Notification
Properties toolbar button.


n Right-click a selected network notification, and then select Properties in the pop-up menu.


n Double-click a map icon (in the Map Console) affected by active events.


Depending on the type of event and information available for display, the Notification Properties
dialog box displays up to seven tabs. The tabs are: General, Audit Log, Codebook, Impact, Details,
Caused By, and Aggregates.


Notification Properties dialog box (IPv4 example) is an example of a Notification Properties dialog box
showing information for an Interface Down problem.
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Figure 9‑6.  Notification Properties dialog box (IPv4 example)


Notification Properties dialog box (IPv6 example) is an example of a Notification Properties dialog box
showing information for an Interface Down notification.


Figure 9‑7.  Notification Properties dialog box (IPv6 example)
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In Notification Properties dialog box (IPv4 example) and Notification Properties dialog box (IPv6
example) attribute IsRoot set to Yes indicates that Interface Down is deemed a root-cause problem by
the Global Manager, and attribute IsProblem set to Yes indicates that Interface Down is deemed a
root-cause problem by IP Availability Manager.
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Configuration 10
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Configuration overview


n Configuring the IP Manager


n Configuring the Global Manager for communication with underlying domains


n Configuring the Adapter Platform


n Configuring IP to enable light discovery for Satellite Domain Manager


n Example of configuring interface-matching filters


n Optimizing the discovery of ERX devices


n Enabling the creation of a physical connection for a shared MAC address


n Running IP server as non root on UNIX and Linux systems


n Upgrade and migration impacts


Configuration overview
The following sections highlight the configuration tasks that are associated with the setup of the
application components in an IP Manager deployment. The following are the tasks involved:


n Configuring the IP Manager


n Configuring the Global Manager for communication with underlying domains


n “Configuring the Adapter Platform” on page 49


n “Configuring IP to enable light discovery for Satellite Domain Manager” on page 57


Some configuration tasks are performed before the applications are started, such as the editing of
configuration files, and some are performed through the Global Console when the applications are up
and running.
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Configuring the IP Manager
Configuring the IP Manager consists of the following tasks:


n Configure the IP Manager with the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable for name resolution and
server-to-server communication.


n Configure the IP Manager to discover, monitor, and analyze the network devices.


n Enable light discovery for the satellite Domain Managers (optional).


n Configure ICMP and SNMP polling for IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager
(optional).


n Configure ICMP and SNMP thresholds for the  IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager
(optional).


n Create CLI device-access objects for the satellite Domain Managers (optional)


n Create IP tag filters to enable IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager to model
overlapping IP addresses (optional).


n Configure policies to manage discovered objects, to determine which objects are to be monitored by
the IP Managers (optional).


“Policy Settings to control the managed state of interfaces” on page 118, provides information for
performing this task.


Methods of modifying user configuration parameters
There are two methods to modify user configuration parameters:


1 Edit the user configuration files and modify configuration parameters.


2 Issue commands to modify configuration parameters when the IP Manager is running.


Command-modified parameters are not persistent, which means that the modifications will be
forgotten when the IP Manager is shut down and restarted. Every time that the IP Manager starts up,
it sets its configurations in accordance to the parameter values in the user (and other) configuration
files.


Editing the user configuration files and modify configuration parameters
VMware Smart Assurance provides the sm_edit utility to ensure that modified files are always saved to
the appropriate local area, and that original copies of the files remain unchanged. Preview of how the
sm_edit utility works previews the operation of the sm_edit utility.
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Figure 10‑1.  Preview of how the sm_edit utility works


All VMware Smart Assurance product suites use the same basic installation directory structure that is
shown in Figure 8 on page 27.


To invoke the sm_edit utility,


1 Navigate to BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory.


2 In the command line, specify the path and the name of the file, relative to the BASEDIR/smarts
directory, that you want to edit. For example,


sm_edit conf/discovery/discovery.conf
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3 Modify and save the discovery.conf file. The sm_edit utility saves the modified version of the file to
the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


You can use the sm_edit utility to edit any text file, not just a configuration file, in the
BASEDIR/smarts or BASEDIR/smarts/local directory. Because sm_edit assumes a starting point of
BASEDIR/smarts, the text-file path that you specify begins with the directory name (conf, rules, script,
and so on) under the BASEDIR/smarts directory.


Note   Original versions of files may be changed, updated, or moved as part of an
VMware Smart Assurance software upgrade. The new patch files from the upgrade are written to
BASEDIR/smarts/local directory and the unchanged patch files are removed. All files that contain
custom modifications are moved to BASEDIR/smarts/.local.bkp.<version>


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides additional information about
the sm_edit utility.


Issuing commands to modify configuration parameters when the IP Manager
is running
You can issue any of the following commands from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory to change
configuration parameters for the IP Manager:


n dmctl put


n dmctl invoke


n dmctl get


n sm_tpmgr


The dmctl utility is described in the HTML pages that are located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/doc/html/usage directory of any Domain Manager installation area.
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide, Chapter 8 - IPv6 Address Conventions,
provides additional syntax information. You can type "?" in dmctl to see a list of all available
commands.


dmctl put command and example


In general, you can use the dmctl put command to change the value of any basic-type attribute (string,
boolean, integer, float, and so on) of any VMware Smart Assurance object. Upon issuing a dmctl
command, you might be prompted for a username and password. Respond with your user account. For
example, to specify the default administrative account, enter username admin and password changeme.


For IP Manager, you use the dmctl put command to override parameter settings in the discovery.conf file
or the name-resolver.conf file. These parameters are defined as attributes of the ICF-TopologyManager
object, which is an instance of the ICF_TopologyManager class.
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The syntax for the dmctl put command is:


         dmctl -s <IP Manager instance name> put


         


               ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::<configuration property> <value>


For example:


dmctl -s INCHARGE-AM put ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::numberProbeThreads 12


dmctl get command and example


You can use the dmctl get command to verify the value of the attribute that has been set.


The syntax for the dmctl get command is:


         dmctl -s <IP Manager instance name> get


         


         ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::<configuration parameter name>


For example:


dmctl -s INCHARGE-AM get ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager:: HSRPEnabled


dmctl invoke command and example


You use the dmctl invoke command to override parameter settings in the tpmgr-param.conf file. These
parameters are entries for a table that is defined inside the ICF-TopologyManager object.


The syntax for the dmctl invoke command is:


         dmctl -s <IP Manager instance name> invoke


         


               ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager insertParameter


         


            <configuration parameter name> <value>


For example:


dmctl -s INCHARGE-AM invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager insertParameter 


DisableMPLSDiscovery FALSE


sm_tpmgr command and example


You use the sm_tpmgr command to reload the parameters in the following files:


n discovery.conf


n tpmgr-param.conf


n name-resolver.conf file, or
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n Any other IP Manager user configuration files


Note   A discovery cycle should not be in progress when you issue this command.


After you use the sm_edit utility to make a parameter change in the discovery.conf, tpmgr-
param.conf, or name-resolver.conf file, you can use the sm_tpmgr command to make that change
known to the target IP Manager instance without the need to restart the target server. The syntax for
the sm_tpmgr command is:


               sm_tpmgr -b <host>:<port> -s <IP Manager instance name>       --load-


conf=<configuration file name>


For example:


sm_tpmgr -b localhost:426 -s INCHARGE-AM --load-conf=user-defined-connections.conf


You have to reverse your steps because IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.222 ~6 is now in the topology.
Removing IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.222 ~6 from tpmgr-param.conf and then reloading it using
sm_tpmgr does not remove it from the topology. You must actively remove it.


Try IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.222 6. (remove ~).


Then reload using sm_tpmgr.


Note   Setting it to blank IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.222 <blank>, would not remove it either. Your
modification has to be reversed.


Temporary versus permanent change


The use of the dmctl utility to override a parameter value in a configuration file is temporary in the
following sense: When the Domain Manager is restarted, it reads the original parameter value in the
configuration file. To make the change permanent, use the sm_edit utility to change the parameter value
in the configuration file.


Limitations


Although you can use the dmctl utility to override parameter values in most configuration files, your
change might not take effect because a Domain Manager reads some parameters only at startup.


For parameter settings that cannot be overwritten using the dmctl or the sm_tpmgr commands, use the
sm_edit utility to modify the settings in the appropriate configuration files and then restart the
IP Manager. Parameter setting changes requiring a restart of the IP Manager identifies the parameters for
which a restart is required.


Table 10‑1.  Parameter setting changes requiring a restart of the IP Manager


Configuration file Parameter


discovery.conf DiscoveryAddrPref


HostResourcesEnabled


HSRPEnabled
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Table 10‑1.  Parameter setting changes requiring a restart of the IP Manager (Continued)


Configuration file Parameter


VRRPEnabled


VirtualRouterEnabled


tpmgr-param.conf DisableOverlappingIP


OITrapAdapterPort


UserDefinedConnectionsOverwrite


name-resolver.conf none


partition.conf1 All


user-defined-connections.conf1 All


trapd.conf PORT


trap-notify.conf none


runcmd_env.sh 1 All


1  Parameters in this file cannot be overridden by using the dmctl utility; use the sm_edit utility to modify this file.


Enabling connections between devices that are Cisco Discovery Protocol
(CDP) neighbors
To enable the IP Manager to bypass the port bridges relationship check while creating port-to-port or port-
to-interface connections between two devices that are Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) neighbors across
LAN segments, add the following parameter and value to the discovery.conf file:


CiscoOnlyNetwork TRUE


By default, CiscoOnlyNetwork is set to FALSE.


Also, by default, the IP Manager checks a port’s “Bridges” relationship for a relationship to a peer port’s
MAC or a peer interface’s MAC. If no MAC is found, which is often the case in a shared media like
Ethernet or token ring, the IP Manager assumes that an intermediate device exists between the port and
its peer, and responds by not creating a connection between the port and its peer.


In contrast, for CiscoOnlyNetwork = TRUE, the IP Availability Manager:


n Assumes that all networking devices are Cisco and are running CDP, and that no intermediate device
exists between the port and its peer.


n Bypasses the port Bridges relationship check.


n Creates a connection between the port and its peer.
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Fine tuning ICMP and SNMP discovery related parameters
The discovery.conf file contains several settings that you can edit to improve performance during topology
discovery. However, changing these values beyond the recommended values can adversely affect the
discovery process. These settings include:


n defaultICMPAutoRetries


n defaultICMPAutoTimeout


n defaultSNMPAutoRetries


n defaultSNMPAutoTimeout


n defaultRetries


n defaultTimeout


The defaultICMPAutoRetries, defaultICMPAutoTimeout, defaultSNMPAutoRetries, and
defaultSNMPAutoTimeout settings apply to discovery. These settings do not affect the operation of
the ICMP or SNMP poller that polls objects to perform analysis.


When a timeout occurs because of packet loss in the network, increase the number of retries. If the
timeout occurs because the network is slow or the system is busy, increase the value of the timeout.


ICMP discovery settings
Before sending an SNMP request, the discovery process sends an ICMP poll to the system to ensure it is
reachable. The defaultICMPAutoRetries and defaultICMPAutoTimeout control the ICMP poll that is used
during the initial stage of discovery.


Retries is the number of times an ICMP poll is sent to a system after the initial attempt fails. The default
value is 3. Timeout is the amount of time that should elapse before considering that the previous ICMP
poll has failed or timed out. The default value is 500 milliseconds.


The value of the timeout is constant, meaning that the value stays the same between retries. In contrast,
the value of the timeout for the SNMP poller doubles after each retry.


SNMP discovery settings
The defaultSNMPAutoRetries and defaultSNMPAutoTimeout settings control SNMP polling during the first
phase of the discovery process.


The defaultSNMPAutoRetries is the number of times that the SNMP poller should try to reach a system
after the initial attempt fails. The default value is 3. The defaultSNMPAutoTimeout is the amount of time
that the SNMP poller should wait before it considers an SNMP request to have failed or timed out. The
default value is 1000 milliseconds. The defaultRetries and defaultTimeout settings control the SNMP
poller during the third phase of the discovery process, when the systems are fully probed and the
topology is created.
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The defaultRetries is the number of times that the SNMP poller should try to reach a system after the
initial attempt fails. The default value is 5. The defaultTimeout is the amount of time that the SNMP poller
should wait before it considers an SNMP request to have failed or timed out. The default value is 1000
milliseconds.


VMware recommends that you adjust the timeout and retries settings as follows:


n If random systems are experiencing excessive timeouts, a slow system response time is the most
probable cause. In this case, increase the time-out value by 50 percent and decrease the number of
retries by 1.


n If several systems within the same subnet are experiencing excessive timeouts, a high-packet loss
rate is the most probable cause. In this case, increase the number of retries by 1 and decrease the
time-out value by 50 percent.


Do not increase the value of the timeout beyond 8,000 milliseconds. The timeout doubles with each
retry. Therefore, an initial value of 8,000 milliseconds with the default number of retries (5) results in a
cumulative timeout interval of 504,000 milliseconds (more than 8 minutes) during the discovery
process. In addition, because increasing the number of retries by 1 effectively doubles the total
timeout, do not increase both the timeout and the number of retries.


Controlling the IP version for name resolution
If a hostname includes an explicit IP version suffix (:v6v4, :v4v6, :v6, or :v4), the local name resolution
service, such as a Domain Name System server, resolves the hostname to an address of that protocol.
Here are some examples:


n frame.vmware.com:v6v4


Resolves to an IPv6 address, or if that resolution fails, to an IPv4 address.


n frame.vmware.com:v4v6


Resolves to an IPv4 address, or if that resolution fails, to an IPv6 address.


n frame.vmware.com:v6


Resolves to an IPv6 address.


n frame.vmware.com:v4


Resolves to an IPv4 address.


For a hostname that does not include an explicit IP version suffix, the SM_IP_VERSIONS
environment variable controls how the local name resolution service resolves the hostname to a
corresponding IP address. By default, the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable set to v6v4.


Chapter 8, IPv6 Address Conventions, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide
provides additional information about name resolution.
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SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable
Valid values for the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable are:


n v6v4 (default)


Hostname is resolved to an IPv6 address. If that resolution fails, the local name resolution service
tries to resolve the hostname to an IPv4 address.


n v4v6


Hostname is resolved to an IPv4 address. If that resolution fails, the local name resolution service
tries to resolve the hostname to an IPv6 address.


n v6


Hostname is resolved to an IPv6 address.


n v4


Hostname is resolved to an IPv4 address.


Values v6v4, v4v6, v6, and v4 are not case-sensitive.


Setting SM_IP_VERSIONS
The SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable is set to v6v4 through the following definition in the
runcmd_env.sh file:


SM_IP_VERSIONS=v6v4


The runcmd_env.sh file in the IP Manager installation area will automatically set the SM_IP_VERSIONS
environment variable, along with any other environment variables in the file, for each application or utility
that is started from the installation area.


You should set the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable to the IP version that is predominant for your
managed network. For example, use the v4v6 value if most systems in your managed network are
identified by IPv4 addresses, and some are identified by IPv6 addresses.


To set the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable to a value other than v6v4:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the runcmd_env.sh file:


               sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


            


2 Find the following definition in the file:


SM_IP_VERSIONS=v6v4
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3 Change the value of SM_IP_VERSIONS to v4v6, v6, or v4. For example:


SM_IP_VERSIONS=v4v6


4 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the runcmd_env.sh file is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory.


Controlling the analysis of wide area networks
In a wide area network (WAN), where multiple logical connections emanate from a single physical
interface, the IP Manager performs WAN analysis by default and diagnoses one of the following
problems:


n Interface::Down, if the physical interface is operationally down, which explains why all of the
subinterfaces that are layered over the physical interface have failed, along with any peer interfaces
of those subinterfaces. Interface::Down alert is produced only for interfaces that do not have a
discovered connection.


n Interface::LogicalConnectionDown, if two or more network connections at the subinterface level have
failed and the physical interface is operationally up. “Interface” in “Interface::LogicalConnectionDown”
represents the physical interface.


Interface::LogicalConnectionDown, indicates a probable failure in the WAN network that does not
cause a physical failure. The premise for the diagnosis is that a common but unobservable condition
is causing all of the network connection failures.


Whether or not the IP Manager performs WAN analysis is controlled by the
SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN environment variable.


Network connections at the subinterface level represent WAN circuits.


n NetworkConnection::Down, if just a single network connection at the interface or subinterface level
has failed.


SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN environment variable
Valid values for the SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN environment variable are:


n ENABLED (default)


The IP Manager performs WAN analysis, and generates an Interface::LogicalConnectionDown
problem when two or more network connection failures occur at the subinterface level and the
physical interface is operationally up.
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n DISABLED


The IP Manager does not perform WAN analysis and therefore does not generate an
Interface::LogicalConnectionDown problem. Instead, when the physical interface is operationally up,
the IP Manager generates a NetworkConnection::Down problem for each network connection failure
that occurs at the subinterface level.


Note   Values ENABLED and DISABLED are not case-sensitive.


Setting SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN
The SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN environment variable is set to DISABLED by adding the
following definition to the runcmd_env.sh file:


SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN=DISABLED


The runcmd_env.sh file in the IP Manager installation area will automatically set the
SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN environment variable, along with any other environment variables in
the file, for each application or utility that is started from the installation area.


Here are two reasons for setting the SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN environment variable to
DISABLED:


n The evaluation of Interface::LogicalConnectionDown problems requires a considerable amount of
CPU time.


n The analysis of IPSec tunnels requires the analysis of individual network connections at the
subinterface level.


To set the SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN environment variable to DISABLED:


a Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the runcmd_env.sh file:


                     sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


                  


b Add the following definition to the file:


SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN=DISABLED


c Save and close the file.


The modified version of the runcmd_env.sh file is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf
directory.


Enabling IPSec tunnel discovery and short discovery
The IP Manager discovers IPSec tunnels and Internet Key Exchange (IKE) tunnels between IPSec-
enabled routers on IPv4 networks. It uses Router, Interface, and IP object types to model the tunnels.
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During a full discovery, the IP Manager discovers the terminating subinterfaces (WAN endpoints) of IPSec
tunnels and IKE tunnels, and layers the subinterfaces over the underlying physical interfaces. The
IP Manager creates the network connections between the local and remote subinterfaces to form the
IPSec and IKE tunnels.


The IP Availability Manager monitors the tunnels by monitoring the IsDownOrFlapping attribute of the
WAN Interface objects that are associated with the tunnels. When the IP Availability Manager detects a
change in the IsDownOrFlapping attribute of a WAN interface that is associated with a tunnel, it places
the host router on the short discovery queue for a short discovery, to update the dynamic indices of the
interfaces on the host router.


The parameters in Parameters for IPSec tunnel discovery and short discovery enable and control IPSec
tunnel discovery and short discovery.


Table 10‑2.  Parameters for IPSec tunnel discovery and short discovery


Parameter name Allowed values Description


EnableIPSecDiscovery TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Enables or disables the discovery of IPSec
tunnels.


Belongs to tpmgr-param.conf file and is
described in “Description of tpmgr-
param.conf” on page 40.


ShortDiscoveryInstrPattern Card_Fault_CiscoONSCPU or
Card_Fault_CiscoEntityFRU


Instrumentation class pattern to be included
in short discovery.


Belongs to tpmgr-param.conf file and is
described in “Other interface-limiting
parameter types in the tpmgr-
param.conf file” on page 126.


autoReprobe_short TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Enables or disables short discovery.


Belongs to discovery.conf file and is
described in “Description of
discovery.conf” on page 33.


reprobePeriod_short Integer


Default: 900 seconds (15 minutes)


Interval between successive short
discoveries.


numberShortProbeThreads Integer


Default: 7 threads


Number of discovery threads that are used by
the short discovery process.


By default, neither IPSec tunnel discovery nor short discovery is enabled.


Also, by default, WAN analysis is enabled, as explained in “Controlling the analysis of wide area
networks” on page 34. IPSec tunnel analysis requires that WAN analysis be disabled.
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Enabling IPSec tunnel discovery and short discovery
To enable IPSec tunnel discovery and short discovery:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the tpmgr-param.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


            


2 Set the following parameter to TRUE:


EnableIPSecDiscovery TRUE


3 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tpmgr-param.conf file is saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


4 Issue the following command from BASEDIR/smarts/bin to make your changes to the tpmgr-
param.conf file take effect:


               sm_tpmgr -s <IP Manager instance name> --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf


            


5 Type the following command from BASEDIR/smarts/bin to open the discovery.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/discovery.conf


            


6 Set the following parameter to TRUE:


autoReprobe_short TRUE


7 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the discovery.conf file is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery
directory.


8 Issue the following command from BASEDIR/smarts/bin to make your changes to the discovery.conf
file take effect:


               sm_tpmgr -s <IP Manager instance name> --load-conf=discovery.conf


            


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide describes IPSec tunnel discovery and
short discovery.


Also, if you have not already done so, consult Setting SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN and set
SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN to DISABLED in the runcmd_env.sh file.
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Configuration Scanner tool
The Configuration Scanner tool scans for configuration changes in your current installation. It scans for
customizations with regard to the following:


n Polling and threshold settings: The tool presents the non-default values and settings, that is, the
tool generates a list of polling settings and threshold parameters that have changed from their default
values, along with details of all the groups they are associated with. The output also includes tagging
settings. In case of CLI settings, the tool collects and displays the username and the associated
matching criteria.


n Configuration files: The tool generates a list of files that have changed from the default installation.
The tool scans the files in the SM_SITEMOD and base installation and does a two-way difference
analysis to figure out what files have changed, and displays the list of files, flagged appropriately as
modified or added. For discovery.conf, name-resolver.conf, and tpmgr-param.conf files, the tool
parses through the content and presents the difference at an attribute->value pair level. The
clientConnect.conf, serverConnect.conf, brokerConnect.conf, .imk.dat files, and the l10n classes and
Perl directories are excluded from the scan.


Note   The tool ignores service pack and hotfix files that are not modified by you.


Running the Configuration Scanner tool from the sm_getinfo utility
To run the Configuration Scanner tool:


1 Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder.


In this document, the term BASEDIR represents the location where VMware Smart Assurance
software is installed. For example:


For UNIX, this location is: /opt/InCharge/<productsuite>.


On UNIX operating systems, VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager is, by default,
installed to: /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts. This location is referred to as BASEDIR\smarts. Optionally, you
can specify the root of BASEDIR to be something different, but you cannot change the
<productsuite> location under the root directory.


2 Type the following command:


               sm_perl sm_getinfo <options> -k (or --smconfigscan)


sm_perl sm_getinfo --broker=localhost:5086 --server=INCHARGE-AM --smconfigscan


or


sm_perl sm_getinfo -b localhost:5086 -s pserver --smconfigscan
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Files created by the Configuration Scanner tool
The following files are created by the tool:


n sm_configscan_report-<time_stamp>.txt: This is the report file created by the Configuration Scanner
tool. This file contains:


n List of files installed by the TTP, if any


n List of files introduced by the user


n Modifications made to the discovery.conf, tpmgr-param.conf, and name-resolver.conf files


n List of file differences for each modified file


n List of modifications found in the server


n sm_configscan-<time_stamp>.tar: This tar file contains the following:


n A copy of the Configuration Scanner report file


n sm_configscanner.log


n A copy of runcmd_env.sh


n ConfigScanAdapter.log


n PnTallOutput.txt: lists all the settings found on the server


n A directory containing the DIFF files for each modified files


The output files for the configuration scanner tool is available under the


<BASEDIR>/smarts/local/logs/Final_sm_getinfo<timesatamp>.tar file.


The VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers
provides more information on the tool including sample outputs.


IP Configuration Manager
The IP-Configuration Manager is an optional component and provides a method for applying a consistent
set of polling and threshold settings, IP tagging settings, and CLI device-access credentials to all IP
domain managers. When the IP-Configuration Manager is not used, configure each IP domain manager
with the polling and threshold settings applicable to each.


The default deployment of the IP Manager has only one IP-Configuration Manager to which any number
of IP domain managers can be assigned. This works best when you deploy multiple IP domain managers
with similar groups and settings.


Use the IP-Configuration Manager feature to maintain a centralized copy of the settings by attaching the
Polling and Thresholds Console to the IP-Configuration Manager and pushing settings directly to those IP
Managers which are “configuration-enabled”.


The “IP Configuration Manager” section in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide
provides more information on the IP Configuration Manager.
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Install and start the IP-Configuration Manager
The IP-Configuration Manager server must be running before attaching the Polling and Thresholds
Console. If IP-Configuration Manager was not installed as a service during installation of the IP Manager,
you may install the service manually with the following command:


Unix


/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_service install


--force


--name=ic-ip-configuration


"--name=VMware Smart Assurance IP Configuration Manager."


"--description=VMware Smart Assurance IP Configuration Manager."


--startmode=runonce


/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_server.exe


"--name=INCHARGE-CM"


"--config=icf-c"


"--bootstrap=bootstrap.conf"


"--port=0"


"--subscribe=default"


"--ignore-restore-errors"


"--nodx"


"--output"


Detach the IP Manager from the Polling and Thresholds Console
and then reattach it in order to reset the editing capability of the
individual IP Manager.Apply discovery settings from the IP-
Configuration Manager to IP domain managers
Enable the feature to apply discovery and auto-discovery settings from the IP-Configuration Manager to
the target IP domain managers, by using this procedure:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the IP-Configuration Manager.


2 In the Domain Manager Administration Console, select each target IP domain manager under IC-
Domain in the left panel of the console and set the attribute, ApplyDiscoverySettings to TRUE.


3 Select the IP-Configuration Manager and configure the discovery and auto-discovery settings in the
Topology and Dicovery Filters tabs.


After modification, click the Apply button in the right panel to update the settings in the IP-
Configuration Manager and then click Push Settings to implement the new settings in all
configuration-enabled target IP domain managers simultaneously.
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Copy and customize Polling and Threshold settings in the IP-Configuration
Manager
To assign one or more IP domain managers to a copied or customized Polling and Thresholds group, do
the following:


1 In the Polling and Thresholds Console, right-click a Polling Group to copy (for example, Routers) and
choose Copy Configuration. The Copy Configuration dialog box appears.


2 In the Copy Configuration dialog box, type the name of the new group (for example, Copy of
Routers), a description, and then type the names of the IP domain managers assigned to the new
group. Click OK.


The new group will appear in the left panel of the console above the source group from which it was
copied. This ensures that the custom group settings are applied first to the IP domain managers
assigned to this group and not overwritten by the default group settings.


Note   Since the copied group has a higher priority over its source group, you will not be allowed to
move the source group above the copied group.


3 Customize the settings in this new group and then push those settings to the affected IP domain
managers by clicking the Push Settings button or by selecting it from the Group menu.


Note   The IP domain manager servers must be running and the attribute, IsConfEnabled must be
True for each server in order for the settings to be pushed.


Display groups for a domain
The Groups tab for an IP domain manager attached to the IP-Configuration Manager displays all the
groups that are applicable to that domain. To view the groups in the Domain Manager Administration
Console, select the IP domain manager under IC-Domain and select the Groups tab. The groups are
displayed in the format <Parent Group Name> - <Child Group Name>.


Through the command line, you can view the groups by typing the following dmctl command:


dmctl -s INCHARGE-CM invoke CM_Configuration::CM-Configuration getConfigGroups <domain_name>


<domain_name> is the name of the domain object in the IP-Configuration Manager topology.


Device access credentials and IP tagging settings
Device access credentials and IP tagging settings can be configured from the Polling and Thresholds
Console by selecting the Device Access tab and Tagging tab respectively.


After modification, click the Apply button in the right panel to update the settings in the IP-Configuration
Manager and then click Push Settings to implement the new settings in all configuration-enabled target
IP domain managers simultaneously.
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Configuring the Global Manager for communication with
underlying domains
In addition to performing the configuration and administration tasks that are common to all
Global Managers, you perform the following additional tasks to set up the Global Manager in an
IP Manager deployment:


n Configure the Global Manager and any remote Global Consoles with the SM_IP_VERSIONS
environment variable for name resolution and server-to-server communication.


The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide provides information
for performing this task.


n Set up a communication link between the Global Manager and the IP Manager components.


n Set up a communication link between the Global Manager and the Adapter Platform.


n Set up a communication link between the Global Manager and the satellite Domain Managers.


The configuration guides for the individual satellite Domain Managers provide information for
performing this task.


Note   Procedures for configuring all aspects of the Global Manager are provided in the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide.


Configuring Broker and server-to-server communications
Configuring Broker and server-to-server communications pertains to two areas:


n Secure connections


n IP versioning


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide presents detailed information about
VMware Smart Assurance secure communications.
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Global Manager
Most of the configuration tasks for setting up the Global Manager in an IP Manager deployment are
accomplished by using the Global Manager Administration Console view of the Global Console. Global
Manager Administration Console interaction with the Global Manager summarizes the Global Manager
Administration Console interaction with the Global Manager.
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Figure 10‑2.  Global Manager Administration Console interaction with the Global Manager


IC Domain Configuration objects
Global Manager Administration Console presents an example display of a Global Manager Administration
Console that is attached to a Global Manager named INCHARGE-SA.


Figure 10‑3.  Global Manager Administration Console


Listed at the bottom of the configuration tree of the Global Manager Administration Console are the four
categories of IC Domain Configuration objects: Domains, Domain Groups, Domain Tags, and Domain
Types. Listed under each category are instances of these objects; for example, the default domain
“INCHARGE-AM” is listed under Domains. Selecting an object in the left panel displays its attributes and
their values in the right panel.
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The names of enabled domains appear as black text in the Global Manager Administration Console, and
the names of disabled domains appear as gray text. For example, INCHARGE-AM-PM, appears in black
text because it is one of the enabled domains.


The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide provides more
information on creating, modifying, and deleting existing domains.


IC Domain Configuration creation wizards
Each IC Domain Configuration category has an associated creation wizard to simplify how to specify its
configuration objects. You, as an administrator, launch an IC Domain Configuration wizard in one of three
ways:


n By clicking one of the four wizard toolbar buttons that are identified in IC Domain Configuration
creation wizards.


n By right-clicking an IC Domain Configuration category name (for example, right-clicking Domains) and
then clicking the pop-up menu


n By selecting New Domain, New Domain Group, New Domain Type, or New Domain Tag from the Edit
menu


When you create a domain, the created domain is enabled automatically.


IC Domain Configuration server reconfiguration
Clicking the Apply button, which is available to all configuration categories, writes configuration changes
to the Global Manager’s repository.


Clicking the Reconfigure button, which is available only to the IC Domain Configuration categories, calls a
“reconfigure” method that determines which underlying domains need to be synchronized or
resynchronized (that is, determines from which underlying domains topology or events need to be
imported or reimported) and then initiates the needed data transfers. Calling the reconfigure method is
referred to as “reconfiguring the Global Manager.”


In addition to clicking the Reconfigure button, the reconfigure method can be initiated in two other ways:


n By clicking the Reconfigure toolbar button that is identified in IC Domain Configuration server
reconfiguration


n By selecting Reconfigure Server from the Configure menu


Initial reconfiguration alignment


Every time that the Global Manager is restarted, it automatically initiates a server reconfiguration to align
the IC domain group and domain configuration objects with the InCharge domain group and domain
objects. For the initial startup, because the only enabled IC Domain Configuration objects are the
INCHARGE-AM and INCHARGE-AM-PM domains, the only alignment is for these domains.
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Specifying the underlying domains
You, as an administrator, use the IC Domain Configuration objects to specify the underlying IP Manager,
Adapter Platform, and satellite Domain Manager components in an IP Manager deployment. Doing so
provides the sources of topology and events for the Global Manager and associates each underlying
component with the proper data exchange adapter (DXA) file. The Global Manager integrates and
correlates the imported topology and events, and relates the data to services and customers.


To specify the underlying satellite Domain Managers, consult the appropriate Domain Manager
configuration guides.


To specify the underlying components in a more complex IP Manager deployment, consult the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide.


Loading the XML configuration file for other Domain Manager s
The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide describes the procedure
for using the server tools to load XML configuration files into the Global Manager.


Configuring the Adapter Platform
This section describes the various tasks associated with configuring the Adapter Platform.


The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide provides more
information on creating, modifying, and deleting domains and domain types.


Enabling the SystemRestarted and ConfigChange events
When the IP Availability Manager detects a “system restarted” or “configuration change” condition, it
creates and sends a SystemRestarted or ConfigChange trap to the Adapter Platform through the
SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a trap receiver. The Adapter Platform, in turn, transforms the
SystemRestarted or ConfigChange trap to a SystemRestarted or ConfigChange event, for import as a
notification by the Global Manager.
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Generation of SystemRestarted and ConfigChange events shows the events that are initiated by the
IP Availability Manager for a managed network system that has been restarted or reconfigured.
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Figure 10‑4.  Generation of SystemRestarted and ConfigChange events


Enabling the SystemRestarted event
How the SystemRestarted event is enabled and processed shows the enabling and processing of the
SystemRestarted event.
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Figure 10‑5.  How the SystemRestarted event is enabled and processed


Assuming that the SystemRestarted trap capability is enabled, the IP Availability Manager responds as
follows upon polling a system and receiving a system uptime value that crosses the
MaxUpTimeThreshold value:


n Places the system on the Pending Devices list


n Generates a SystemRestarted trap for input to the Adapter Platform


During the next pending discovery, the IP Availability Manager will send SNMP polls to the system to
rediscover the system and its components.


Parameters for the SystemRestarted event


The parameters in Parameters for the SystemRestarted event enable and control the SystemRestarted
event.


Table 10‑3.  Parameters for the SystemRestarted event


Parameter name Allowed values Description


EnableGenericOIEvent ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: DISABLED


Controls whether a SystemRestarted trap for a
system is sent to the Adapter Platform, through
the SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a
trap receiver.


Belongs to Connectivity setting and is
described in “Connectivity threshold setting”
on page 181.


MaxUpTimeThreshold 1 to 1436 minutes


Default: 60 minutes


Amount of system up time at which a system is
considered to have restarted.


OITrapAdapterHost String


Default: localhost


Name or IP address of the host system where
the SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a
trap receiver is running.


Belongs to tpmgr-param.conf file and is
described in “Description of tpmgr-
param.conf” on page 40.


OITrapAdapterPort Integer


Default: 162


Trap listening port on the host system where
the SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a
trap receiver is running.


EnableSystemRestart TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


As shown in Parameters for the SystemRestarted event, the polled system uptime value for a managed
system is compared to the MaxUpTimeThreshold value. Whenever the system uptime value for a system
equals or exceeds the MaxUpTimeThreshold value, the IP Availability Manager considers the system to
have been restarted.
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Trap parsing rules for the SystemRestarted event


The SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a trap receiver uses the rules that are specified in the
trap_mgr.conf file to map a SystemRestarted trap into the data fields of a SystemRestarted notification.
The Adapter Platform, in turn, creates the SystemRestarted notification (object) from the data fields and
exports the notification to the Global Manager.


The parsing rules for the SystemRestarted trap are defined in the “System restart traps” section of the
trap_mgr.conf file. The trap_mgr.conf file is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/icoi directory of the
Service Assurance Manager installation area.


Enabling the SystemRestarted event


To enable the SystemRestarted event:


1 In a Polling and Thresholds Console that is attached to the IP Availability Manager, click the
Thresholds tab to display the thresholds group tree.


Instructions for opening the Polling and Thresholds Console are presented in Opening the Polling and
Thresholds Console.


2 In the thresholds group tree, click the plus signs (+) to expand the thresholds group tree to display the
system resource groups: Switches, Routers, Hubs and Bridges, and Other Systems.


3 To enable the SystemRestarted event for a particular system resource group, click its Connectivity
setting, set the EnableGenericOIEvent parameter to ENABLED, accept or modify the value of the
MaxUpTimeThreshold parameter, and click Apply to save your changes.


Procedures for modifying groups are given in Working with groups and settings.


4 Repeat step 3 for each system resource group for which you want to enable the SystemRestarted
event.


5 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


6 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the tpmgr-param.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


            


7 Set the EnableSystemRestart parameter to TRUE and accept or modify the values of the
OITrapAdapterHost and the OITrapAdapterPort parameters.


8 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tpmgr-param.conf file is saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


9 Issue the following command from BASEDIR/smarts/bin to make your changes to the tpmgr-
param.conf file take effect:


               sm_tpmgr -s <IP Manager instance name> --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf
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10 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the Service Assurance Manager installation area and type
the following command to open the trap_mgr.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/icoi/trap_mgr.conf


            


11 Uncomment the following notification definition (shown uncommented) to enable the Adapter Platform
to transform SystemRestarted traps into SystemRestarted notifications:


#System restart traps


BEGIN_TRAP .1.3.6.1.4.1.733 6 13


        ClassName:        SNMPTrap


        InstanceName:     $V1$


        ElementClassName: $V2$


        ElementName:      $V1$


        EventName:        SystemRestarted


        Severity:         3


        EventText:        System Restarted


        Expiration:       600


        State:            NOTIFY


        UnknownAgent:     CREATE


END_TRAP


BEGIN_TRAP * 0 0 


        ClassName:        SNMPTrap


        InstanceName:     $SYS$


        EventName:        SystemRestarted


        Severity:         5


        Expiration:       600 


        State:            NOTIFY


        EventType:        MOMENTARY


END_TRAP


BEGIN_TRAP * 1 0 


        ClassName:        SNMPTrap


        InstanceName:     $SYS$


        EventName:        SystemRestarted


        Severity:         5


        Expiration:       600 


        State:            NOTIFY


        EventType:        MOMENTARY


END_TRAP


12 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the trap_mgr.conf file is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/icoi
directory.


13 If the Adapter Platform was running before you edited the trap_mgr.conf file, restart the
Adapter Platform.


The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide provides
detailed procedures for configuring the Adapter Platform and the SNMP Trap Adapter.
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Enabling the ConfigChange event
How the ConfigChange event is enabled and processed shows the enabling and processing of the
ConfigChange event.
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Figure 10‑6.  How the ConfigChange event is enabled and processed


Assuming that the ConfigChange trap capability is enabled, the IP Availability Manager responds as
follows upon receiving a ciscoConfigManEvent or a sysConfigChangeTrap for a system that is already in
the modeled topology:


n Places the system on the Pending Devices list


n Generates a ConfigChange trap for input to the Adapter Platform


During the next pending discovery, the IP Availability Manager will send SNMP polls to the system to
rediscover the system and its components.


Trap parsing rules for the ConfigChange event


The SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a trap receiver uses the rules that are specified in the
trap_mgr.conf file to map a ConfigChange trap into the data fields of a ConfigChange notification. The
Adapter Platform, in turn, creates the ConfigChange notification (object) from the data fields and exports
the notification to the Global Manager.


The parsing rules for the ConfigChange trap are defined in the “Cisco Configuration Management Traps”
and “Cisco Configuration change Traps” sections of the trap_mgr.conf file. The trap_mgr.conf file is
located in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/icoi directory of the Service Assurance Manager installation area.


Enabling the ConfigChange event


To enable the ConfigChange event:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the tpmgr-param.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


            


2 Set the EnableConfigChange parameter to TRUE and accept or modify the values of the
OITrapAdapterHost and the OITrapAdapterPort parameters.


3 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tpmgr-param.conf file is saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


4 Issue the following command from BASEDIR/smarts/bin to make your changes to the tpmgr-
param.conf file take effect:


               sm_tpmgr -s <IP Manager instance name> --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf


            


5 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the Service Assurance Manager installation area and type
the following command to open the trap_mgr.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/icoi/trap_mgr.conf
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6 Uncomment the following notification definition (shown uncommented) to enable the Adapter Platform
to transform ConfigChange traps into ConfigChange notifications:


# Cisco Configuration change Traps


# ------------------------------------


 


BEGIN_TRAP .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5 6 9


        ClassName:        SNMPTrap


        InstanceName:     $SYS$


        EventName:        ConfigChange


        Severity:         3


        EventText:        sysConfigChangeInfo = $V2$ | 


                            sysConfigChangeTime = $V1$


        Expiration:       600 


        State:            NOTIFY


        EventType:        DURABLE


END_TRAP


7 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the trap_mgr.conf file is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/icoi
directory.


8 If the Adapter Platform was running before you edited the trap_mgr.conf file, restart the
Adapter Platform.


The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform User Guide provides
detailed procedures for configuring the Adapter Platform and the SNMP Trap Adapter.


Configuring IP to enable light discovery for Satellite
Domain Manager
This section describes the various tasks associated with configuring IP to enable light discovery for
satellite Domain Manager.


Enabling light discovery for satellite Domain Manager
By default, the IP Availability Manager is not configured to discover the topology collection sets for the
satellite Domain Managers that are shown in Exporting topology collection sets to satellite Domain
Managers. The creation of topology collection sets is known as “IP Manager light discovery” or simply
“light discovery.”
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Figure 10‑7.  Exporting topology collection sets to satellite Domain Manager


The term “satellite,” as used here, refers to any of the VMware Smart Assurance Domain Managers that
import topology and topology updates from the IP Manager.


To configure IP Availability Manager to discover the topology collection set for MPLS Manager, the
following parameter must be set to FALSE:


DisableMPLSDiscovery FALSE
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To configure IP Availability Manager to discover the topology collection set for Multicast Manager, the
following parameter must be set to FALSE:


DisableMulticastDiscovery FALSE


To configure IP Availability Manager to discover the topology collection set for Network Protocol Manager,
the following parameter must be set to FALSE:


DisableProtocolDiscovery FALSE


To configure IP Availability Manager to discover the topology collection set for VoIP Availability Manager,
the following parameter must be set to FALSE:


DisableVOIPDiscovery FALSE


All four parameters are in the tpmgr-param.conf file, which is described in “Description of tpmgr-
param.conf” on page 40.


Enabling light discovery for satellite Domain Manager
To configure IP Availability Manager to discover the topology collection sets for MPLS Manager,
Multicast Manager, Network Protocol Manager, and VoIP Availability Manager:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and issue the following
command to open the tpmgr-param.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


            


2 Set the following four parameters to FALSE:


DisableMPLSDiscovery FALSE


DisableMulticastDiscovery FALSE


DisableProtocolDiscovery FALSE


DisableVOIPDiscovery FALSE


3 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tpmgr-param.conf file is saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


4 Issue the following command from BASEDIR/smarts/bin to make your changes take effect:


               sm_tpmgr -s <IP Manager instance name> --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf


            


Or, as an alternative to the preceding procedure, use the dmctl utility to temporarily set these
parameters to FALSE:
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Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and issue the following
commands:


               dmctl –s <IP Manager instance name> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


insertParameter DisableMPLSDiscovery FALSE


               dmctl –s <IP Manager instance name> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


insertParameter DisableMulticastDiscovery FALSE


               dmctl –s <IP Manager instance name> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


insertParameter DisableProtocolDiscovery FALSE


            


Example of configuring interface-matching filters
This section presents an example of configuring interface-matching filters that will exclude any interface
that has “Ethernet” in its description during the discovery of an Adtran Atlas 830 Router device, which has
a sysObjectID of .1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430.


Be aware that your matching patterns and the retrieved interface descriptions are not case-sensitive
because the IP Manager transforms both of them to uppercase letters before comparing them with one
another.


To configure the interface-matching filters for the Adtran Atlas 830 Router device:


1 Perform a MIB walk of the device to obtain a list of interfaces for the device.


2 Inspect the interfaces and attempt to form a matching pattern for the interfaces that you want to
exclude from the discovered topology.


For example, look at their IfType (.1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.3) values and ifDescr (.1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.2) values
and determine if the interfaces that you want to exclude all have the same type or all have the same
string in their descriptions.


In this procedure, the matching pattern “~*Ethernet*” will be used, a pattern that appears in interface
ifDescr descriptions such as “Ethernet0” and “FastEthernet1/0.”


3 To obtain the values (interface-matching patterns) for the device, go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin
directory of the IP Manager installation area and type the following commands:


               dmctl “s <


               


                  IP Manager


               


                instance name


               > invoke 


               


                  ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager findParameter 


               


                     IFIndexPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430


               dmctl “s <


               


                  IP Manager
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                instance name>


                invoke 


               


                  ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager findParameter 


               


                     IFDescrPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430


               dmctl “s <


               


                  IP Manager


               


                instance name


               > invoke 


               


                  ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager findParameter 


               


                     IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430


            


4 Whatever values you start with (the default values or the values obtained from the dmctl commands),
change those values to exclude the interfaces that have “Ethernet” in their descriptions.


The following values will be used in this example:


n IFIndexPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430 ~*


n IFDescrPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430 ~*Ethernet*


n IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430 ~*


No interface descriptions can match the “~*” value, and only interface descriptions that do not
contain the string “Ethernet” can match the “~*Ethernet*” value.


5 Type the following command to open the tpmgr-param.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


            


6 Add the following two lines to the file:


IFDescrPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430 ~*Ethernet*


IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430 ~*


7 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tpmgr-param.conf file is saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.
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8 To force the ICF-TopologyManager to read the tpmgr-param.conf file, type the following command:


               sm_tpmgr -s <


               


                  IP Manager


               


                instance name


               > --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf


            


9 To confirm that your configuration has been read by the ICF-TopologyManager, type the following
commands:


               dmctl -s <


               


                  IP Manager


               


                instance name


               > invoke 


               


                  ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager findParameter 


               


                    IFDescrPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430


               dmctl -s <


               


                  IP Manager


               


                instance name>


                invoke 


               


                  ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager findParameter 


               


                     IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.430


            


10 Examine the returned values and confirm that they are the same ones added to the tpmgr-param.conf
file in step 6.


Note   The following steps verify that the interface-matching filters are configured properly.


11 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the IP Manager.


Instructions for opening the Domain Manager Administration Console are presented in Chapter 3,
“Opening the Global Console in the section Opening the Global Console.


12 Delete every instance of the Adtran Atlas 830 Router device in the topology tree. To delete a device,
right-click its name and select Delete.


When you delete a device, all of its components (including interfaces) and all of its connections are
also deleted.
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13 Rediscover the device by selecting Topology > Add Agent and specifying the hostname or IP
address of the device. Or create a seed file and import it by using Topology > Import from seed
file.


14 Expand the Router class in the topology tree to see the Adtran Atlas 830 Router instances that the
IP Manager just rediscovered.


15 Verify in the Attributes tab that the Description attribute does not contain the “Ethernet” string.


Optimizing the discovery of ERX devices
The discovery of Juniper ERX devices that are running JUNOS 6.x and higher might take longer than
what is acceptable because the IP Manager, by default, discovers all interfaces on an ERX device.
Depending on the deployment, discovering all interfaces on an ERX device is not always desirable,
especially when speed of discovery is an issue.


Note   The term “Juniper ERX device” or “ERX device,” as used here, represents an instance of any
discovered Juniper ERX main or virtual router.


The solution to this problem is to use the parameters to configure the IP Manager to discover fewer
interfaces on the discovered ERX devices. “Optimizing the discovery of ERX devices” table in Chapter 6,
Configuration Settings, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists the
parameters for optimizing the discovery of ERX devices. The solution is based on the filtering of ERX
device interfaces by type and description to prevent (exclude) undesirable interfaces from being
discovered.


The parameters are described in the Other interface-limiting parameter types table in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


Optimizing the discovery of ERX devices
To optimize the discovery of Juniper ERX devices:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the tpmgr-param.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


            


2 Set all or any of the following parameters to optimize the discovery of Juniper ERX devices in your
environment:


ERXIfExcludeSysPattern 


ERXIfExcludeTypePattern


ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern


IFTypePattern


IFDescrPattern
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3 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tpmgr-param.conf file is saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


4 Type the following command from BASEDIR/smarts/bin to implement your changes:


               sm_tpmgr -s <


               


                  IP Manager


               


                instance name


               > 


               


                  --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf


            


Enabling the creation of a physical connection for a
shared MAC address
The IP Manager perceives each interface found in the ifTable of a discovered device as being a physical
interface, meaning that the IP Manager does not distinguish between physical and virtual interfaces.
Thus, when the IP Manager detects multiple interfaces (one physical and the others virtual) that share the
same MAC address, it perceives the condition as an error and subsequently removes the
“LayeredOver/Underlying” relationships between the interfaces and the MAC address—relationships that
the IP Manager created initially for each interface that it found in the ifTable. Without a
LayeredOver/Underlying relationship between the physical interface and the MAC address, the
IP Manager will not create the network connection for the physical interface during the postprocessing
phase of the discovery process.


By identifying the virtual interfaces for a device in the IfVirtualTypePattern parameter, a user changes the
behavior of the IP Manager in the following way: The IP Manager will not create LayeredOver/Underlying
relationships between these interfaces and the underlying MAC address. Accordingly, the
LayeredOver/Underlying relationship between the physical interface and the underlying MAC address will
not be removed, and the network connection for the physical interface will be created during the
postprocessing phase of the discovery process.


The IfVirtualTypePattern parameter is described in the Other interface-limiting parameter types table in
the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.
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Enabling the creation of a physical connection for a shared MAC
address
To enable the IP Manager to create a physical connection for a shared MAC address:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the tpmgr-param.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


            


2 Set the following parameter to the sysObjectID of the target device and to the ifType values of the
target virtual interfaces:


IfVirtualTypePattern-<sysObjectID> <interface type pattern>


ifVirtualTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.452 135|136


3 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tpmgr-param.conf file is saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


4 Type the following command from BASEDIR/smarts/bin to implement your changes:


               sm_tpmgr -s <


               


                  IP Manager


               


                instance name


               > 


               


                  --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf


            


5 Press Enter.


Running IP server as non root on UNIX and Linux systems
Options for running as non root on UNIX and Linux systems describes two options that are used in
conjunction with each other to run IP server as a server or as a service, as non root. These two options
are only available on UNIX and Linux systems. These options are available for sm_server.
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Table 10‑4.  Options for running as non root on UNIX and Linux systems


Options Descripiton


--privopen=<arg>[,<arg>] Note   This option is only used in conjuction with the --run-as-user option to run as non root.


Opens privileged sockets. The <arg> parameter has the following syntax:


<type>[:<family>]:<port>[,<count>]


where:
n <type> is one of the following:
n TCP (for a TCP connection)
n UDP (for a datagram)
n IP (for a raw socket)
n <port> is one of the following:
n The required privileged port for a TCP socket
n The required privleged port for a UDP socket
n The protocol for IP
n <family> is one of the following:
n :v4 (IPv4 address family)
n :v6 (IPv6 address family)
n If <family> is not specified, the address family defaults to IPv4.
n <count> is the number of sockets of the type, family and port. The default count is 1.


--run-as-user=<username> Note   This option is only used in conjuction with the --privopen option to run as non root.


Specifies a valid user name.


The --privopen and --run-as-user options are used in conjunction to run a Domain Manager with non root
privileges. The Domain Manager can startup as root, open privileged ports, and change to a non root
user. You can open multiple ports by repeating the <arg> parameter. Each instance is separated by a
comma (,). For example:


--privopen=UDP:v4:161,#2


--privopen=IP:1,#4


--privopen=IP:v6:58


--run-as-user=testuser1


In this example:


n The first privopen line opens two UDP IPv4 sockets on port 161.


n The second privopen line opens four raw IPv4 sockets for ICMP.


n The third privopen line opens one raw IPv6: socket for ICMP.


After the sockets are opened, the process will change to run as user, "testuser1".


Note   The following privileged port is required by the sm_server:


port 162 (to listen to incoming traps).
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Using --privopen and --run-as-user when starting sm_server as a
service


/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_service install


--force


--name=ic-am-pm-server


"--description= VMware Ionix IP Availability Manager and


Performance Manager Server"


--startmode=runonce


/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin/sm_server


--name=INCHARGE-AM-PM


--config=icf


--bootstrap=bootstrap-am-pm.conf


--port=0


--subscribe=default


--ignore-restore-errors


--output


--privopen=IP:v4:1,#6


--privopen=IP:v6:58,#6


--run-as-user=testuser1


where, --privopen=IP:v4:1,#6 and --privopen=IP:v6:58,#6 opens 6 RAW ICMP sockets and optionally 6
RAW ICMPv6 sockets for ICMP accessor.


Using --privopen and --run-as-user when starting sm_server as a
server


./sm_server 


--name=<server_name>


--config=icf


--bootstrap=bootstrap-am-pm.conf


--port=0


--ignore-restore-errors


--output


--privopen=IP:v4:1,#6


--privopen=IP:v6:58,#6


--run-as-user=testuser1


where, --privopen=IP:v4:1,#6 and --privopen=IP:v6:58,#6 opens 6 RAW ICMP sockets and optionally 6
RAW ICMPv6 sockets for ICMP accessor.


Upgrade and migration impacts
The “Performing Migration” chapter in the
VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers provides
information on migration procedures.
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Deployment Utility
The Deployment Utility allows you to deploy customizations and configuration changes from an existing
installation to another installation on the same version of a product. The deployment can be carried out on
the same host or between two different hosts running the same operating system. The utility is useful if
you have to apply the same configurations on mutiple installations of a product.


Use the utility if you are:


n Running multiple new installations on the same or multiple hosts that will need to share the same
configuration and customizations or


n Upgrading multiple installations on the same or multiple hosts that will share the same configuration
and customizations


In both cases, start with one installation where you make all your modifications to the files and then
run the sm_deploy utility to create a package that contains your modifications. Then use the
sm_deploy utility to apply the files collected from the first installation to the rest of your installations.


The Deployment Utility performs the following three functions:


n Create a package


n Deploy the package


n Rollback


The Deployment Utility can be run using the following command:


sm_perl sm_deploy.pl <options>


To run the utility from an older version of a Smarts product that does not have the migration utility,
copy the sm_deploy.pl script and certain Perl files (packaged in migratePerlPkg.zip file) and place
them in the appropriate locations. The sm_deploy.pl must be placed in the bin directory and the Perl
package must be placed under the BASEDIR/smarts/local folder and extracted there.


The VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers
provides more information on the functions, command-line options, and how to create and deploy a
deployment package.
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Discovery 11
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Discovery overview


n Preparing for discovery


n Discovery options


n Initiating discovery


n Preparing for manual discovery


n Preparing for autodiscovery


n Scheduling automatic discovery


n Starting discovery


n Creating discovery filters


n OID Info Tool


n Seed file related tasks


n Discovery and short discovery of IPSec tunnels


n Customizing discovery


Discovery overview
The discovery process is anchored by Topology Manager, a singleton class of type
ICF_TopologyManager which provides the interface for discovering topology elements. TopologyManager
has a pending list that holds items that should be discovered in the next iteration of discovery.


This section provides the steps of discovery.


1 Attach the Global Console to the Global Manager and configure the Global Manager to import
topology and events from the underlying IP Manager, satellite Domain Manager and Adapter Platform
as described in Configure the Global Manager for discovery.


2 Configure the IP manager for discovery, as described in Configure the IP Manager for discovery.


3 Enable discovery features, which is discussed in Discovery options.
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4 Use the Name resolution service to translate hostnames to IP addresses, and to translate IP
addresses to hostnames, described in Chapter 14 Name Resolution.


5 Choose discovery address preference in the discovery.conf file:


n IPv6FIRST_IPv4NEXT


n IPv4FIRST_IPv6NEXT


n IPv6ONLY


n IPv4ONLY


6 Configure full discovery interval or pending discovery interval. Add autodiscovery filters, if applicable. 
Scheduling automatic discovery describes the procedure.


7 Choose the discovery mode:


n Autodiscovery


n Manual discovery


n Light discovery


Note   Besides performing a traditional discovery of network objects, you can configure the IP
Manager to create topology collection sets from the discovered network objects. The creation
of topology collection sets is known as “IP Manager light discovery” or simply “light
discovery.” By default, light discovery is disabled. The Chapter 10 Configuration provides
instructions on configuring the IP Manager to create topology collection sets.


8 Initiate the discovery process, which could be either manual discovery or autodiscovery. It involves
importing a seed file or adding seed systems to the topology. This is discussed in “Initiating discovery”
on page 77.


9 Start discovery in any one of the following ways:


n “Starting discovery from the console” on page 87


n “Starting discovery from the command line” on page 88


You may choose to start full discovery or start pending discovery, depending on your
requirement.


Preparing for discovery
Preparing an IP Manager deployment for discovery requires configuring all component applications in the
deployment so that they can form the proper physical and logical connections to one another. Some of
these tasks are performed before the components are started, such as the editing of configuration files,
while others are performed through the Global Console when the components are up and running.


n Configure the Global Manager for discovery


n Configure the IP Manager for discovery


n How to create a seed file
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n “Preparing for autodiscovery” on page 81


Configure the Global Manager for discovery
Preparing the Global Manager for discovery involves:


n “Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18


n Configuring the Global Manager to import topology and events from the underlying IP Manager,
Adapter Platform, and satellite Domain Manager components in an IP Manager deployment.


An administrator configures the Global Manager to import topology and events from the IP Manager.
The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Operator Guide provides instructions for
preparing the Global Manager for discovery in an IP Manager deployment.


Configure the IP Manager for discovery
Preparing the IP Manager for discovery starts with seed systems, which serve as the starting point for
both manual discovery and autodiscovery.


In addition, to support satellite Domain Managers, an administrator performs the following configuration
tasks to prepare an IP Manager for discovery as listed in Configuration tasks to prepare an IP Manager
for discovery .


Configuration tasks to prepare an IP Manager for discovery lists the configuration tasks to prepare an IP
Manager for discovery.


Table 11‑1.  Configuration tasks to prepare an IP Manager for discovery


Configuration tasks Applicability Note


Enable light discovery


Enabling light discovery for satellite Domain
Manager describes the procedure.


Satellite Domain Manager By default, light discovery is
disabled.


Set the DiscoveryAddrPref to IPV4_ADDRONLY
in discovery.conf file


All satellite Domain Managers Ensures that the SNMPAgent
objects that are imported by a
satellite Domain Manager from the
IP Manager have only IPv4
addresses.


Specify one or more CLI device-access objects If a satellite Domain Manager is to
import CLI device-access objects from
the IP Manager.


An administrator can attach the
Polling and Thresholds Console
directly to an IP Manager to
configure CLI device-access
objects.


Enable overlapping IP address discovery If a satellite Domain Manager is to
import tagged IP and IPNetwork
objects from the IP Manager.


NA


Enable interoperability with the VPN-tagging
server


Only if the IP Manager is enabled to
perform overlapping IP address
discovery.


NA
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The tpmgr-param.conf file contains configuration parameters that you edit to customize IP Manager
discovery. The parameters are a subset of table entries that are defined for the ICF-TopologyManager
object. Use the parameters in this file to accomplish such tasks as disabling the discovery of certain
interfaces or ports, enabling the discovery of topology collection sets for satellite Domain Managers, and
changing the operation of the IP Manager to be backward compatible with earlier versions of satellite
Domain Managers. To open and edit the tpmgr-param.conf file:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the tpmgr-param.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


            


2 Press Enter. This opens the tpmgr-param.conf file. Make the necessary edits.


Discovery methods and the associated tasks lists the discovery methods, the scenarios when you
would use it and the various tasks related to it.


Table 11‑2.  Discovery methods and the associated tasks


Discovery method What it does... Use it when... Requirements Tasks


Manual discovery The IP Manager
discovers a set of
systems that are
specified in a seed file, or
discovers an individual
system that is specified in
an Add Agent command.


The topology
information is available
from a well-maintained
database.


Seed files n How to create a seed file


Also, see
n “Seed file related tasks”


on page 95


Autodiscovery The IP Manager takes
IPv4 addresses that are
obtained from discovered
systems to find additional
discovery candidate
systems.


The topology
information is
incomplete or
unavailable, or when
manual updates cannot
be maintained.


Discovery filters n How to create a discovery
filter


n How to delete a discovery
filter


Discovery options
Discovery options lists the various features that you may want to enable for discovery.


Table 11‑3.  Discovery options


Features Purpose


Incremental reconfigure Opt for incremental reconfigure only for
newly added devices, which is faster.


Enable Incremental reconfigure


Default IP route To allows routers which are not able to
maintain a huge list of routing entries in their
routing table to use the default traffic to the
advertised border router. You do not have to
configure the static routes on the routers
which are not able to maintain the routing
table entries.


Enable Default IP route discovery and
monitoring
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Table 11‑3.  Discovery options (Continued)


Features Purpose


LLDP


(Link Layer Discovery Protocol)


To allow the discovery of LLDP enabled
devices by IP Availability Manager.
NetworkConnections, TrunkCable, and Cable
connections are created in the
IP Availability Manager which processes the
global data structure based on data gathered
during discovery.


Enable LLDP (Link Layer Discovery
Protocol)


Wireless LAN discovery To set the flags for wireless LAN discovery Table 7, “Wireless LAN settings,”


Virtual Port Channel To enable/disable vPC discovery Enabling vPC discovery


To gather vPC data from Nexus switches. Viewing vPC information


Virtual Data Context To enable virtual data context discovery. Enabling VDC discovery


To view information about other VDCs
created by the default VDC.


Viewing VDC information


Link Aggregation and
Etherchannel discovery


To identify AggregatePorts and figure out
ports that are part of an aggregation


Identifying AggregationPorts through CLI


Enable Incremental reconfigure
To enable incremental reconfigure, set the ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig parameter value in
the tpmgr-param.conf file. The value of this flag controls the maximum number of devices for which
incremental reconfigure will run. For example, if the value is 10, incremental reconfigure will run if the
number of the last discovered device is less then 10, otherwise a bulk reconfigure will run. This parameter
is not used if reconfigure is invoked from the console. An incremental reconfigure happens only for the
devices added, and is faster.


Note   By default, the value of the parameter ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig is set to 10 in
tmpgr-param.conf. This means that for any discovery containing less than 10 systems, Reconfigure
started and Reconfigure finished message will not be logged in the domain log, even though the
reconfigure occurs.


Viewing Incremental reconfigure messages
To view incremental reconfigure messages, set DebugReconfigure to TRUE in tmpgr-param.conf.


Editing tmpgr-param.conf


1 To make the change in tmpgr-param.conf, execute the following command:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


2 Restart the IP domain or reload tmpgr-param.conf for the change to take effect:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/sm_tpmgr -s <IP 8.1.X domain> --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf
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Verifying the ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig setting
To verify the ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig setting, execute the following command:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <IP 8.1.X domain> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


findParameter ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig 


To make change without restarting the IP domain, execute the following command:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <IP 8.1.X domain> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


insertParameter ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig <value>


Verifying the debug settings
To verify debug setting, execute the following command:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <IP 8.1.X domain> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


findParameter DebugReconfigure 


To make change without restarting the IP domain, execute the following command:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <IP 8.1.X domain> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


insertParameter DebugReconfigure TRUE


Enable Default IP route discovery and monitoring
A new setting Default IP_Route Connectivity Polling is added under the Routers category in the Polling
tab of the Polling and Thresholds Console. By default, this setting is available for all routers and when the
AnalysisMode for this setting is enabled, a new class IP_Route gets created.


The new class has a HostedBy relationship with the router and the new class monitors the IP route
default entry. Whenever the entry is not present, that is, the 0.0.0.0 value is not there in the MIB entry, the
MissingDefaultRoute event is generated.


Enable LLDP (Link Layer Discovery Protocol)
To do a field certification and validate the LLDP connections, invoke the LLDP framework by specifying
the NEIGHBOR probe as LLDP in the configuration file oid2type_<vendor>.conf file.


Note   “Link Layer Discovery Protocol” section in Chapter 3, Discovery, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide, provides more information about LLDP.
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Configure wireless LAN settings
Short discovery is supported for the discovery and monitoring of a Wireless LAN. Short discovery handles
wireless topology changes, which typically occur during WirelessClient movement. In addition, it
dynamically detects Rogue Wireless APs. Wireless LAN settings lists the flags that determine the settings
for Wireless LAN discovery.


Table 11‑4.  Wireless LAN settings


Flag Allowed value Description File


WIFI_autoReprobe_Short


Note   Server restart is required.


Default value: FALSE
n TRUE — Enables WIFI


related short discovery.
n FALSE— Disabled WIFI


related short discovery.


Enables or disables WIFI related
short discovery.


discovery.conf


WIFI_reprobePeriod_short Default value:900 seconds


Note   Value should be
positive and greater than 300.


Sets the interval between successive
WIFI short discoveries.


Note   Decreasing the discovery
interval will increase the CPU usage.
If you decrease the short discovery
interval, use small decrements and
monitor your current CPU usage.


tpmgr-
param.conf


EnableRogueAPShortDiscovery Default value: TRUE Determines the discovery of Rogue
AP. Disabling this flag will stop the
short discovery of Rogue AP.


tpmgr-
param.conf


EnableWirelessClientDiscovery Default value: TRUE Determines the discovery of the
WirelessClient.


tpmgr-
param.conf


EnableWirelessClientShortDiscover
y


Default value: TRUE Determines the short discovery of
the WirelessClient


tpmgr-
param.conf


Enable Virtual Port Channel settings


Enabling vPC discovery
The flag EnableVPCDiscovery controls vPC discovery. By default, vPC discovery is enabled in IP 9.1.


To disable vPC discovery, set the value of the flag EnableVPCDiscovery in <BASEDIR>/conf/tpmgr-
param.conf file.


EnableVPCDiscovery= FALSE


For information on the events and root-cause analysis of vAggregatePort, refer to
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.
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Viewing vPC information
To view the information about the virtual port channels (vPCs), run the command on the Nexus switch on
which vPC is configured:


show vpc brief 


The command displays the following information:


n vPC domain ID


n Peer-link status


n Keepalive message status


n Configuration consistency status


n Number of vPC confgured


Note   This command is available only if the vPC feature is enabled.


Sample output of the command


switch(config)# show vpc brief


Legend:


                (*) - local vpc is down, forwarding via vPC peer-link


vPC domain id                   : 10


Peer status                     : peer adjacency formed ok


vPC keep-alive status           : peer is alive


Configuration consistency status: success


vPC role                        : primary


Number of vPC configured        : 1


vPC Peer-link status


---------------------------------------------------------------------


id   Port   Status Active vlans


--   ----   ------ --------------------------------------------------


1    Po10   up     1-100


vPC status


----------------------------------------------------------------------


id   Port   Status Consistency Reason                     Active vlans


--   ----   ------ ----------- -------------------------- ------------


20   Po20   up     success     success                    1-100


Enabling VDC discovery
The flag EnableVirtualDataContextDiscovery in tpmgr-param.conf file controls VDC discovery.


Default Value=TRUE
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Disabling this flag will stop the Virtual Data Context (VDC) discovery in Nexus 7000 switches.


Note   Provide the read-only or Administrator VDC credentials under the CLI Access Group in Polling and
Threshold > Device Access.


Viewing VDC information
While discovering the default VDC, information about other VDCs created by the default VDC can be
viewed by running the CLI command:


show vdc


A sample output of the command:


Router# show vdc


vdc_id  vdc_name                          state               mac


------  --------                          -----               ----------


1       switch                            active              00:18:ba:d8:3f:fd


2       Payroll                           active              00:18:ba:d8:3f:fe


3       RSUDAM2                           active              8c:b6:4f:e9:f3:42


4       RNORM6                            active              10:8c:cf:1d:fd:42


It gives the MAC address of individual VDC belong to the Nexus 7k Switch. This is used to update default
VDC ComposedOf relation with the other VDCs that are created.


Note   If the default VDC goes down, then the other VDCs are also impacted. However, IP 9.1 generates
only one Down root cause instead of four individual VDC Down problems.


Identifying AggregationPorts through CLI
To identify AggregatePorts and figure out ports that are part of an aggregation, run the command in CLI:


show port-channel summary


Sample output


limal054# show port-channel summary


Flags:  D - Down        P - Up in port-channel (members)


        I - Individual  H - Hot-standby (LACP only)


        s - Suspended   r - Module-removed


        S - Switched    R - Routed


        U - Up (port-channel)
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------


Group Port-       Type     Protocol  Member Ports


      Channel


---------------------------------------------------------------------------


1     Po1(SU)     Eth      LACP      Eth1/19(P)   Eth1/20(P)


Initiating discovery
Table 11‑5.  Initiating manual discovery and autodiscovery


Initiating manual discovery Initiating autodiscovery


The IP Manager provides two options for initiating a manual
discovery, which are done through the Domain Manager
Administration Console:
n Option 1: Import a seed file that lists one or more seed


systems to be added to the topology. This option is best for
adding a set of systems. See Using the import from seed
file command to initiate discovery


n Option 2: Add seed systems to the topology one at a time
by using the Add Agent command. This option is best for
adding a small number of systems.See:Adding an
SNMPv1/v2c seed system Adding an SNMPv3 seed
system


When autodiscovery is enabled, use either option to initiate the
autodiscovery process. When enabled and initiated,
autodiscovery will occur whenever either a full discovery
occurs or a system on the Pending Devices list is successfully
discovered.


Use any one of these two options:
n Using the import from seed file command to initiate


discovery, or
n Adding an SNMPv1/v2c seed system Adding an SNMPv3


seed system


Initiating manual discovery and autodiscovery lists the options to initiate manual discovery and
autodiscovery.


Using the import from seed file command to initiate discovery
A seed file consists of one or more seed systems, each of which represents a discovery candidate
system. How to create a seed file provides instructions on creating a seed file.


To import a list of seed systems from a seed file:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


“Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18 provides instructions on opening
this console.


2 In the Domain Manager Administration Console, select Topology > Import from seed file, or click
the Import from seed file toolbar button, to launch the Import From Seed File dialog box.


3 In the dialog box, specify the complete path and name of the seed file.


By default, the path to the seed file is BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf. Note that the seed file must be
stored on the host where the IP Manager runs.
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4 Click OK to import the seed systems and to start the initial full discovery.


A Discovery Progress window opens, shows progress messages, and might show a list of systems
(pending systems) that could not be discovered. When you see “Last discovery completed” near the
end of the progress report in the Discovery Status section, the probing of topology information is
complete.


Chapter 3, Discovery, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides
information about discovery errors, their solutions, and pending systems.


5 Click Close to close the Discovery Progress window.


Adding an SNMPv1/v2c seed system
To add an SNMPv1 or v2c seed system:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


“Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18 provides instructions on opening
this console.


2 In the Domain Manager Administration Console, select Topology > Add Agent, or click the Add
Agent toolbar button, to display the Add Agent dialog box.


3 In the dialog box, specify the hostname or IP address of the v1/v2c seed system in the Agent Name
field.


You can also specify the port on which the SNMP agent of the seed system receives requests by
typing a colon (:) and the port number after the hostname or IP address. If you do not specify a port,
the default port that is specified in the discovery.conf file is used.


n Optional: If the read community string of the v1/v2c seed system is not one of the strings in the
Read Community Strings window (Topology tab) of the Domain Manager Administration
Console, type a read community string in the Community String field. Adding read community
strings provides more information about read community strings.


n Optional: Select the Advanced Options checkbox to display the Add Agent Advanced
Options panel. In the Advanced Options panel, you can optionally specify the SNMP port,
the SNMP version, and the access mode for the v1/v2c seed system.


Chapter 3, Discovery, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides
information about seed file options, formats and their values.


n Click OK to add the v1/v2c seed system and to start the discovery process. The Discovery
Progress window appears.


Chapter 3, Discovery, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides
information about discovery errors and their solutions, and about pending systems.
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Adding an SNMPv3 seed system
To add an SNMPv3 seed system:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


“Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18 provides instructions on opening
this console.


2 In the Domain Manager Administration Console, select Topology > Add Agent, or click the Add
Agent toolbar button to display the Add Agent dialog box.


3 In the dialog box, specify the hostname or IP address of the v3 seed system in the Agent Name field.


You can also specify the port on which the SNMP agent of the seed system receives requests by
typing a colon (:) and the port number after the hostname or IP address. If you do not specify a port,
the default port that is specified in the discovery.conf file is used.


4 Select the Advanced Options checkbox to display the Add Agent Advanced Options panel.


In the Advanced Options panel, you can optionally specify the SNMP port and the access mode for
the v3 seed system. Chapter 2 in VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide describes
these options and their values.


5 In the Advanced Options panel, select SNMP version v3 to display the Add Agent SNMPv3
Specifications panel.


In the SNMPv3 Specifications panel, you must specify the username for the v3 seed system; you
can optionally specify the SNMP engine ID, the authentication protocol, the privacy protocol, and the
context name.


If you specify an authentication protocol (MD5, SHA, or NONE—NONE is the default), you must
specify an authentication password; the password that you type is masked with asterisks (*) for
security reasons. If you specify NONE for the authentication protocol or leave the field empty, no
password is required.


If you specify a privacy protocol (DES, AES, or NONE—NONE is the default), you must specify a
privacy password; the password that you type is masked with asterisks (*) for security reasons. If you
specify NONE for the privacy protocol or leave the field empty, no password is required.


VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide describes these options and their values.


6 Click OK to add the v3 seed system and to start the discovery process. The Discovery Progress
window appears.


Chapter 3, Discovery, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides
information about discovery errors and their solutions, and about pending systems.
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Preparing for manual discovery
Manual discovery can be used to discover SNMPv1, v2c, or v3 systems in IPv4 or IPv6 networks.


n Using Manual discovery without autodiscovery — By using manual discovery without autodiscovery,
the IP Manager will discover just the seed systems. The seed systems are presented to the IP
Manager as entries in a seed file, rather than being presented individually by using the Add Agent
command. A comprehensive seed file can only be created if the network topology information is
complete and accessible. Using the Add Agent command to initiate discovery provides information on
the Add Agent command.


n Using Manual discovery with autodiscovery — In situations where the network topology information is
incomplete, unavailable, or constantly changing, manual discovery is combined with autodiscovery.
The seed file can be much smaller because the seed systems that are specified for manual discovery
also serve as a starting point for autodiscovery. Autodiscovery automatically discovers the managed
network from the seed systems.


For manual discovery, or manual discovery that is combined with autodiscovery, you create a seed
file by editing the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/seedfile template in the IP Management Suite installation
area. How to create a seed file provides the procedure for creating seed files.


Using the Add Agent command to initiate discovery
The Add Agent command is used to enter individual seed systems. You can specify a seed system as a
hostname or as an IP address:


n For a hostname, you can specify a hostname with or without an explicit IP version suffix
(:v6v4, :v4v6, :v6, or :v4).


Here is an example hostname entry that includes a v4 suffix: Core-ROUTER-1:v4. If you do not
include an explicit IP version suffix, the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable controls how the
local name resolution service resolves the hostname to a corresponding IP address. By default,
SM_IP_VERSIONS is set to v6v4.


n For an IP address, you can specify an IPv6 or IPv4 address.


If you specify an IPv6 address, enclose the address in square brackets; for example:
[2001:0db8::0010].


Here is an example IPv6 address entry that includes a port number: [2001:0db8::0010]:200.


Note   Do not add an overlapping IP address as a seed system.


Chapter 8, IPv6 Address Conventions, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide
contains information on Hostname syntax. Setting SM_IP_VERSIONS describes the procedure to set
this environment variable. Overlapping IP addresses are discussed in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide.
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Preparing for autodiscovery
Autodiscovery can be used to discover SNMPv1 or v2c systems in IPv4 networks. Autodiscovery requires
discovery filters. For systems that match a discovery filter and are added to the modeled topology, they
too are probed for IP addresses of their neighbors. The autodiscovery cycle continues until no more new
IP addresses match the discovery filters. The discovery filters, which are configurable, ensure that the IP
Manager sweeps only the networks that the customer systems are configured to access. Preparing for
autodiscovery consists of the following tasks as listed in Tasks to prepare for autodiscovery:


Table 11‑6.  Tasks to prepare for autodiscovery


Tasks Type Purpose


Create seed file to
seed the topology or
Use Add Agent
command


Mandatory Autodiscovery uses the IP addresses and
topology that are gathered from seed
systems to discover all of the systems in
the managed network. The IP addresses
or system names of the seed systems
are specified in a seed file or in Add
Agent commands.


n How to create a seed file


Create discovery
filters


Mandatory For autodiscovery, discovery filters
determine which systems are discovered
and added to the modeled topology. You
must create at least one discovery filter
for autodiscovery.


n “Starting discovery” on page 87


n How to create a discovery filter
n How to delete a discovery filter


Specify
autodiscovery
safeguards


Optional To ensure that autodiscovery does not
automatically add to the modeled
topology to those systems that you do not
intend to manage, use one or both of the
following safeguards:


n “If you use cron or sm_sched or some
other scheduler utility to schedule
pending discoveries, set the Interval field
for pending discovery to 99 days in the
Domain Manager Administration
Console.” on page 87


n Setting a current system limit for the
topology


Select autodiscovery
data source


Optional The Name Resolution, IP Network, and
Neighbor probes contact the
autodiscovery data sources to gather the
topology and IP address table
(ipAddrTable) MIBs of the seed systems
to determine what other systems are
known to the seed systems.


n Procedure to select autodiscovery data
sources


Enable
autodiscovery


Mandatory n Enable autodiscovery


In the discussions, you will see several references to the Pending Devices list, Discovery Progress
window, pending discovery, and full discovery for the IP Manager.


Chapter 3, Discovery, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides information
about the Pending Devices list that appears in the Discovery Progress window, and Scheduling automatic
discovery provides information about pending discovery and full discovery.
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SNMP v3 auto discovery
IP Manager has been enhanced to support auto discovery of devices in an IP network using SNMP v3
polling mechanism. With the support for SNMP v3 polling mechanism, you can discover and monitor
those devices in the network that supports SNMP v3.


This has been facilitated by the following changes in the IP Domain Manager Administration Console user
interface:


Enhancement to Discovery Filters tab


Enhancement to Topology tab


Supported Encryption Standards for SNMP v3 autodiscovery


Enhancement to Discovery Filters tab
The Discovery Filters tab has been enhanced with a section on SNMP v3 Specifications. This section is
enabled when the option V3 or AUTODETECT is selected in Extended Filter Information >SNMP Version
drop-down list.


Note   For SNMP v3 autodiscovery, it is recommended to (create the discovery filters and) provide the
SNMP v3 credentials in the Discovery Filters tab instead of in the Topology tab. This is because the
(filters and) credentials provided in the Discovery Filters tab are applied only to the specific IP address
range, thereby reducing the discovery time.


For SNMP v3 autodiscovery, atleast one default SNMP v2c community string should be provided, either in
the Topologytab > Read Community Strings field or in the discovery.conf file. The read community
string is a mandatory input for SNMP v3 autodiscovery, without which SNMP V3 autodiscovery will fail.
This also applies when the option V3is selected in SNMP Versionfield in the Discovery Filters tab.


1 In Domain Manager Administration Console >Discovery Filters tab, select View Extended
Filteroption.


2 In the Extended Filter Informationsection, select any of the following options in the the SNMP
Versiondrop-down list:


n AUTODETECT. When you select this option, it is mandatory to:


n Set the fallback options in Topology tab > AutoDiscovery AUTODETECT Priority
Optionsdrop-down list.


n Create the SNMP v3 credentials, either in the Discovery Filters tab or in the Topology tab.
To create SNMP v3 credentials, see step 3 on page 83 .


n V1


n V2C
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n V3


Note   If you select V3, then it is required to provide the SNMP v3 credentials of the devices
either in the Discovery Filters tab or in the Topology tab. See step 3 on page 83 . If you do not
provide SNMP v3 credentials in the Discovery Filters tab, then it will pick up the SNMP v3
credentials provided in the Topology tab.


3 To create SNMP v3 credentials, provide the following details in the SNMP_V3_Specification section
as shown in Discovery Filters tab:


n User Name— Should comprise of 32 characters at the most.


n SNMP Engine ID— The characters count should be an even number, comprising of atleast
10 characters.


n Context name


n Authentication Protocol. Select any one of the following options:


n None


n MD5 (MD5 is not supported in FIPS mode)


n SHA


n Authentication Password


n Privacy Protocol.Select any one of the following options:


n None


n DES (DES is not supported in FIPS mode)


n 3DES (3DES is not supported in FIPS mode)


n AES (AES refers to AES128).


n AES 192


n AES256
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n Privacy Password


Figure 11‑1.  Discovery Filters tab


4 Click Add Credentials. The credential information gets added and they appear in the SNMP V3
Credentials section just below. You can also modify and delete the credentials.


Note   In the discovery.conf file, a new variable “MaximumSNMPV3Credentials” is added which has
the default value of 4.


When triggering SNMP v3 autodiscovery, if the option “Ask before adding new systems” is selected,
then the new devices will not be discovered using SNMP v3 discovery. IP Manager will try to discover
the new devices using SNMP v2. If SNMP v2 is not configured on the real device, discovery will fail.
However, if the “Ask before adding new systems” option is not selected, then SNMP v3 autodiscovery
works without any errors.


Enhancement to Topology tab
The SNMP v3 credentials created in the Topology tab get applied to all discovery filters in the Discovery
Filters tab, thereby increasing the discovery time.
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The Topology tab has been enhanced with the Autodiscovery AUTODETECT Priority Options drop-
down list. You can select any one of the following fallback options for SNMP polling mechanism:


n V3V2V1


n V2V1V3


Note   The fallback options need to be selected based on the number of V3 or V2 devices in the
network. For example, if there are more number of V3 devices, then select V3V2V1, else select
V2V1V3.


For the options V3V2V1 and V2V1V3, ensure that SNMPv3 credentials of the devices are present
either in the Discovery Filters tab or in the Topology tab. Else, SNMP v3 discovery will fail.


n V2V1 - This is the default option.


Note   In the Discovery Filter tab, if you select the AUTODETECT option in the SNMP version field,
then it is mandatory to set the Autodiscovery AUTODETECT Priority Options in the Topology tab.


Supported Encryption Standards for SNMP v3 autodiscovery
The SNMP v3 autodiscovery feature in this release supports the following encryption standards:


n Advanced Encryption Standard (AES128)


n Advanced Encryption Standard (AES256)


n Advanced Encryption Standard (AES192)


n Triple Data Encryption Standard (Triple DES)


Note   IP Manager follows the convention where AES means AES128.


Scheduling automatic discovery
You can schedule full discovery and pending discovery intervals:


n Scheduling a full discovery interval determines how often the IP Manager attempts to rediscover the
existing systems in its repository.


n Scheduling a pending discovery interval determines how often the IP Manager attempts to discover
the systems on the Pending Devices list.


By default, the full discovery interval is enabled and set to 1 day, and the pending discovery interval is
enabled and set to 6 hours. The parameters that control scheduled discovery are located on the
Topology tab page of the Domain Manager Administration Console.
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The full discovery interval should not be set to less than 60 minutes, and the pending discovery
interval should not be set to less than 5 minutes. Violating either of these restrictions will result in the
printing of an exception by the Domain Manager Administration Console. For example:


Apply changes failed: Invalid full discovery interval


Configure the full discovery interval
The full discovery interval is counted from the time when the IP Manager is started. So, if the full
discovery interval is set to 1 day and the IP Manager is started at 5 A.M., the full discovery will occur each
day at 5 A.M.


The ICF-TopologyManager program for the IP Manager starts a full discovery every full discovery interval
unless the previous full discovery is still in progress, in which case the ICF-TopologyManager ignores the
discovery request and writes an exception to the IP Manager’s log file. For example, if the full discovery
interval is set to 1 hour and the actual full discovery takes 1.3 hours to complete, the ICF-
TopologyManager will ignore the discovery request every other discovery interval, which means that the
actual full discovery will occur every 2 hours.


To specify a scheduled full discovery interval other than 1 day:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


“Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18provides instructions on opening
this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, click the IP Manager name to
display a multiple-tab window in the right panel of the console.


3 Click Topology.


4 Type a value in the Interval field for full discovery and select a time interval (Seconds, Minutes,
Hours, or Days) from the list box. Ensure that the interval is equal to or greater than 60 minutes.


5 Click Apply.


As an alternative to using the Domain Manager Administration Console to specify a full discovery
interval, you can use the cron or sm_sched scheduler and the dmctl or sm_tpmgr command to
schedule a full discovery at a specific time. Examples of dmctl and sm_tpmgr commands to initiate a
full discovery are given in “Starting discovery from the command line” on page 88.


If you use cron or sm_sched or some other scheduler utility to schedule full discoveries, clear the
Enable Full Discovery checkbox in the Domain Manager Administration Console.


Configure the pending discovery interval
The pending discovery interval may be configured to a different value than the full discovery interval.


The pending discovery interval is counted from the time when the IP Manager is started. So, if the
pending discovery interval is set to 6 hours (the default) and the IP Manager is started at 5 A.M., the
pending discovery will occur every 6 hours thereafter, that is, at 11 A.M., at 5 P.M., at 11 P.M., and so on.
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To specify a pending discovery interval other than 6 hours:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


“Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18provides instructions on opening
this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, click the IP Manager name to
display a multiple-tab window in the right panel of the console.


3 Click Topology.


4 Type a value in the Interval field for pending discovery and select a time interval (Seconds, Minutes,
Hours, or Days) from the list box. Ensure that the interval is equal to or greater than 5 minutes.


5 Click Apply.


Like full discovery, you can use the cron or sm_sched scheduler and the dmctl or sm_tpmgr
command to schedule a pending discovery at a specific time. Examples of dmctl and sm_tpmgr
commands to initiate a pending discovery are given in Starting pending discovery from the command
line.


If you use cron or sm_sched or some other scheduler utility to schedule pending discoveries, set the
Interval field for pending discovery to 99 days in the Domain Manager Administration Console.


Starting discovery
You can start the discovery process in any one of the following ways:


n “Starting discovery from the console” on page 87


n “Starting discovery from the command line” on page 88


Starting discovery from the console
From a Domain Manager Administration Console that is attached to the IP Manager, you can use any of
the following methods to manually invoke a discovery:


n To discover all managed systems, including those on the Pending Devices list, select Topology >
Discover All.


n To discover all systems on the Pending Devices list, select


n Topology > Discover Pending.


n To discover a single system on the Pending Devices list, right-click the system on the Pending
Devices list and then select Rediscover from the pop-up menu.


n To rediscover a single system in the topology tree, click the system and then select Topology >
Rediscover.


You can also rediscover a system by right-clicking it and selecting Rediscover from the pop-up
menu.
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Starting discovery from the command line
From the command line, you can invoke a full discovery or a pending discovery by using the dmctl or
sm_tpmgr utility. Doing so is useful if you want to schedule a full or pending discovery at a specific time
by using batch processing or the sm_sched utility.


The dmctl and sm_sched utilities are described in the HTML pages that are located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/doc/html/usage directory of any Domain Manager installation area.


Starting full discovery from the command line
To use the dmctl utility to initiate a full discovery, go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the
IP Manager installation area and invoke the following command on one line:


         dmctl -s <


            IP Manager


         


          instance name>


         -b <


         brokerName:port


         >


         invoke 


         


           ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager discoverAll


      


For example:


         dmctl -s INCHARGE-AM -b localhost:426 invoke 


         


           ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager discoverAll


      


When prompted for a username and password, specify an administration account; for example, admin
and changeme.


To use the sm_tpmgr utility to initiate a full discovery, go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the
IP Manager installation area and invoke the following command:


         sm_tpmgr -s <


            IP Manager


         


          instance name>


         -b <


         brokerName:port


         > --discover-all
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For example:


         sm_tpmgr -s INCHARGE-AM -b localhost:426 --discover-all


      


Starting pending discovery from the command line
To use the dmctl utility to initiate a pending discovery, go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the
IP Manager installation area and invoke the following command on one line:


         dmctl -s <


            IP Manager


         


          instance name> -b <


         brokerName:port


         > invoke 


         


           ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager discoverPending


      


When prompted for a username and password, specify an administration account; for example, admin
and changeme.


To use the sm_tpmgr utility to initiate a pending discovery, go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the
IP Manager installation area and invoke the following command:


         sm_tpmgr -s <


            IP Manager


         


          instance name> -b <


         brokerName:port


         > --discover-pending


      


Creating discovery filters
This section lists all the tasks related to the creation of discovery filters. Chapter 3, Discovery, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide contains more information about discovery filters.


How to create a discovery filter
For autodiscovery, discovery filters determine which systems are discovered and added to the modeled
topology. You create a filter by specifying a combination of characters and wildcards, and by selecting the
types of systems to which the filter is applied.


Chapter 9, Wildcard Patterns, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides
information on wildcard syntax.
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To create a discovery filter:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


“Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18provides instructions on opening
this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, click the IP Manager name to
display a multiple-tab window in the right panel of the console.


3 Click Discovery Filters.


4 Specify values for each of the discovery filter fields:


n IP Address Range


n System Name


n System Description


n SystemOID


n System Types


You must specify a value for each field. The System Name and System Description fields are
case-sensitive.


5 Decide whether newly discovered systems that match this filter should be added to the topology or to
the Pending Devices list.


Chapter 3, Discovery, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides
information about automatically or manually accepting new systems.


6 Optional: Select View Extended Filter to view the extended options of the filter. The extended
options enable you to specify the SNMP port, the SNMP version, the access mode, and the read
community string or strings to be used when polling the systems that match an IP address within the
IP address range of this filter.


7 Click Add, and then click Apply.


When you create multiple filters, a candidate system is compared against the filters in the order in
which the filters are arranged. When a candidate system matches a filter, the system is added to the
discovery queue. Because of this behavior, put the more limiting filters first. You can arrange the order
of the filters by selecting a filter and clicking the up or down arrows under the list of filters.


How to delete a discovery filter
To delete a discovery filter:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


“Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18 provides instructions on opening
this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, click the IP Manager name to
display a multiple-tab window in the right panel of the console.
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3 Click Discovery Filters.


4 Select the discovery filter that you want to delete.


5 Click Delete, and then click Apply.


Using manual accept mode
You can configure a discovery filter for manual accept mode so that a candidate system that matches the
filter is added to the Pending Devices list in the THROTTLED state. By default, a candidate system that
matches a filter is automatically discovered and added to the modeled topology.


To enable manual accept mode for a filter:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


“Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18 provides instructions on opening
this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, select the IP Manager name to
display a multiple-tab window in the right panel of the console.


3 Click Discovery Filters.


4 Select the filter for which you want to enable the manual accept mode.


5 Select Ask before adding new systems to enable manual accept mode for the filter.


6 Click Apply.


After autodiscovery is enabled and initiated, you can view the Pending Devices list to see which
systems passed the filter and are waiting to be accepted. Systems that passed the filter and are
waiting to be accepted are marked as THROTTLED. Accepting a THROTTLED system changes the
state of the system to UNDISCOVERED. An UNDISCOVERED system will be discovered during the
next pending discovery interval.


Note   Right-click a system and select the Rediscover option to discover the system before the next
pending discovery takes place.


Setting a current system limit for the topology
You can limit the number of systems that are added to the modeled topology by setting a current system
limit. By default, the current system limit is set to 50 systems.


To change the current system limit:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


“Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18 provides instructions on opening
this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, click the IP Manager name to
display a multiple-tab window in the right panel of the console.
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3 Click Topology.


4 In the Current System Limit field, type the total number of systems that you want to allow into the
modeled topology.


5 Click Apply.


Note   The current system limit applies to both manual discovery and autodiscovery.


When the current system limit is exceeded, the discovery process will complete the discovery of any
system (and its components) in the midst of being discovered, including all virtual routers that are
configured for a router or switch that implements virtual routers. When a router or switch that is
implementing virtual routers is discovered, the chassis-based router/switch is counted as a system,
and each virtual router is counted as a system. Any new discovery candidate systems will be added
to the Pending Devices list in the UNDISCOVERED state, and the message “System limit exceeded”
will appear in the Discovery Status section of the Discovery Progress window.


Procedure to select autodiscovery data sources
To select which data sources are to be used for autodiscovery:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


“Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18 provides instructions on opening
this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, click the IP Manager name to
display a multiple-tab window in the right panel of the console.


3 Click Topology.


4 Select the data sources that are to be used by autodiscovery to find additional candidate systems.
The data sources are listed under Enable Auto Discovery.


5 Click Apply.


Enable autodiscovery
To enable autodiscovery:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


“Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console” on page 18 provides instructions on opening
this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, click the IP Manager Domain
Manager name to display a multiple-tab window in the right panel of the console.


3 Click Topology.


4 Select Enable Auto Discovery.
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5 In the Community String field, provide any additional read community strings that are needed by the
IP Manager to be able to communicate with systems on your network. You may add up to four read
community strings; the default is public.


Note   For Cisco devices, do not configure the community string with a “@” character.


The community strings that are specified here are global default community strings that apply to
autodiscovery and manual discovery. Adding read community strings provides the procedure for
adding community strings.


6 Click Apply.


OID Info Tool
The OID Info tool enables you to view the list of OIDs that are used to discover and monitor devices such
as Host, Router, Switch, and so on. The OID information helps identify faults in the configuration of the
SNMP agent of the device. The OID Info tool displays the list of OIDs and their SNMP values for a device.
It fetches the value of the OIDs from the device and compares the SNMP values against the values in the
topology.


The OID Info tool is introduced in the IP Manager and SAM Console versions 9.2 and is not available in
older versions. The OIDs can be viewed through the command line or through the OID Info option in the
Domain Manager Administration Console.


The OID Info option will not be enabled if:


n The system object is discovered in ICMP only mode.


n The device does not have a SysOID.


n The device does not have an associated SNMPAgent object in the topology.


n An older version of IP Manager is attached to the Domain Manager Administration Console.


The OIDs are classified into two types – Discovery and Monitoring. In case of Discovery type, only
statically configured OIDs are displayed. OIDs that the IP domain manager queries dynamically will
not be displayed. The tool displays the name of the discovery probe and the associated discovery
driver.


In case of Monitoring type, the name of the instrumentation class and the device component
associated with it is displayed.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provide more information on the OID Info
tool.


Configure OID Info tool
You must configure the oidInfo.conf file to view the OID information of a device through the command
line interface. The file is located under <BASEDIR>/conf/discovery.
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To edit the oidInfo.conf file, go to the <BASEDIR>/conf/discovery folder of your installation and type the
following command:


./sm_edit conf/discovery/oidInfo.conf file


You must specify the following information for each device in the oidInfo.conf file:


n Class – The system class such as Router, Switch, Host, and so on.


n Instance – The name of the instance of the system class specified. The value of this should be the
same as the value of the Name attribute of the system object in the IP topology. Other attribute values
such as the DisplayName or the IP Address of the system object are not valid.


n Type – The type of class. You can enter one of the following values:


n Discovery –To view the OIDs of classes that are used for discovery only


n Monitoring – To view the OIDs of classes that are used for monitoring only


n All – To view the OIDs of classes that are used for both discovery and monitoring


The value for this parameter is case sensitive and will assume a default value of Monitoring if
values apart from those specified above are used.


n Entity – This parameter is applicable when the value of theType parameter is Monitoring. The value
of this parameter will be ignored if the Type is Discovery. By default the value of this parameter is “*”.
This parameter is used to filter out device components that will be displayed in the output. The values
will need to have the class names of the component entities of a device such as Card, Interface, Port,
Fan, Memory, and so on.


For example,


n To view the OIDs related to monitoring of Ports, Interfaces, and Memory, the pattern can be
specified as Port|Interface|Memory.


n To view the OIDs for all entities except Ports and Interfaces, the pattern can be specified as
~Port|~Interface.


Additionally, you can also specify the polling interval and the SNMP timeout for the following
parameters:


n pollingInterval – The interval in seconds at which values need to be polled for all the OIDs. The
default value is 120.


n snmpTimeout – The timeout in seconds for SNMP requests from the tool. The default value is 500.


The output for each entry configured in the oidInfo.conf is saved in a separate text file whose name is
of the format <ClassName_InstanceName.txt>. The file is located at <BASEDIR>/logs/oidInfoLogs. If
the file already exists, it will be renamed and a timestamp will be appended to the filename.
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Displaying OIDs in the command line
Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder of IP Manager and type the following command to run the
sm_oidInfo.pl script:


./sm_perl sm_oidInfo.pl <options>


The output from running the OID Info tool is saved in the sm_oidInfo.log file located at
<BASEDIR>/logs/oidInfoLogs. A log file is generated everytime you run this tool. If a log file already exists
from the previous run, it will be renamed and a timestamp will be appended to the file name.


OID Info tool allows you to view the OID information of devices in other installations of IP Manager from
your current installation.


The following procedure can be performed if you want to view the OID information of devices discovered
in a different installation of the IP Manager:


1 Edit the oidInfo.conf file of your current IP 9.2 installation at <BASEDIR>/conf/discovery to provide the
information of devices discovered in a different installation.


2 Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/bin folder of your current IP 9.2 installation and type the following
command:


./sm_perl sm_oidInfo.pl --server=<server_name> --broker=<host:port>


sm_oidInfo modes of operation
The sm_oidInfo has the following command-line options:


n --server – Specifies the name of the IP domain manager where the devices to be used for running the
tool are discovered. This option is mandatory because the tool needs to connect to the server to
retrieve the required configuration and OID data from the server.


n --broker – Specifies the broker at which the IP domain manager is registered. If not specified, the tool
will connect to the broker defined by the SM_BROKER or SM_BROKER_DEFAULT environment
variables. If a broker can not be determined, the tool will report an error and exit.


n --displayValues – To gather the SNMP values of the OIDs.


n --compareValues – To compare the OID’s topology and SNMP values.


n --poll – To poll and display, or compare the OID values n times. The maximum value of n is 100.


n --silent


n --help


When the tool is run by not specifying any <options> , the output will contain the list of OIDs for only
those devices that are configured in the oidInfo.conf.
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To display OIDs in the console
1 Attach the IP domain manager to the Domain Manager Administration Console.


2 Expand the tree on the left pane and navigate to the device.


3 Right-click the device and select OID Info.


The OID Info window displays the following columns:


n Type –The type of class, Discovery or Monitoring.


n Component – Contains the Probe Name such as Containment and Performance in case of
Discovery type, and Entity name such as Interfaceand Port in case of Monitoring type.


Note   The Bridge-probe component is only available for Discovery type classes, Switch and
Bridge.


n Entity – Contains the Driver Name in case of Discovery type and the Instrumentation class name
in case of Monitoring type.


n OID – The SNMP OID associated with the device.


n Description – Description of the SNMP OID or discovery probe if available.


n For Monitoring type, this field contains the attribute name of the SNMP OID or discovery
probe.


n For Discovery type, due to the limitations of IP Manager, this field is either empty or contains
a generic description of the SNMP OID or discovery probe.


Note   Monitoring classes of devices that donot have an OID associated with it, will not be
listed in the OID Info window.


The OID Info option is disabled for the following object types because these objects do not
have a system OID or an SNMP agent associated with them:


n AuthenticationServer


n BladeEnclosureManager


n VSSChassis


n WirelessClient


Note   Objects discovered in ICMP only mode, objects not having a SysOID, objects not having
an associated SNMPAgent object in the topology, and thin clients WirelessAccessPoints will also
be ignored.
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Seed file related tasks
This section provides the list of tasks related to the seed file:


n How to create a seed file


n How to encrypt passwords in the seed file


n Extracting a seed file from the IP Manager


How to create a seed file
Typically, you use the template file named seedfile, which is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf
directory, as the basis for creating a seed file. You use the seedfile template to create a seed file for each
IP Manager in your deployment.


If you start multiple IP Managers from the same IP Manager installation directory, use the seedfile
template to create seed files with distinct names. For example, if you plan on starting two IP Manager
instances named East and West from the same IP Manager installation directory, consider naming the
two seed files East_seedfile and West_seedfile.


To use the seedfile template to create a seed file:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the seedfile template:


               sm_edit conf/seedfile


            


2 Add the seed entries for the systems to be discovered.


3 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the seedfile template is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory.


How to encrypt passwords in the seed file
When viewing the seed file with the sm_edit utility, add the following line (including #) as the first line in
the seed file to direct sm_edit to encrypt the authentication and privacy passwords in the file:


#<encrypted seed>:1.0:AUTHPASS,PRIVPASS


When you close the seed file, sm_edit will automatically encrypt the authentication and privacy
passwords in the file.


To determine whether a password in a seed file has been encrypted, look for the prefix <E-1.0> in the
password. If <E-1.0> is present, the password is encrypted; if <E-1.0> is not present, the password is
plain text. Although seed files that contain plain-text passwords are supported, they are not
recommended.
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The sm_edit utility does not encrypt a password that is already encrypted, which is determined by the
presence of the <E-1.0> prefix. Once a password is encrypted, you cannot use sm_edit to decrypt the
password. If you want to change an encrypted password, you must delete the password, including the
<E-1.0> prefix, type the new password, and then save the file.


During the installation of the IP Manager, the installation program uses the case-sensitive secret phrase
Not a secret to create a secret key, which is to be used by sm_edit and other VMware Smart Assurance
utilities to encrypt passwords. The secret phrase and secret key, themselves, are encrypted and stored in
the BASEDIR/local/conf/imk.dat file. After the installation, an VMware Smart Assurance administrator
should use the sm_rebond utility to change the secret phrase and secret key.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides information about sm_rebond and
VMware Smart Assurance encryption.


Extracting a seed file from the IP Manager
You can retrieve a list of the IP addresses and read community strings of the SNMP agents that are
managed by the IP Manager.


To obtain a list of SNMP agents, invoke the sm_tpmgr utility on the host where the IP Manager is
running. This utility produces a text file named seedfile.log that lists the IP address of the SNMP agents in
one column, and their corresponding read community strings in a second column. For SNMPv3 agents, of
course, no read community strings appear in the second column.


To obtain a list of SNMP agents and their read community strings, type the following command from the
BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory:


         sm_tpmgr -s INCHARGE-AM --dump-agents --output=seedfile


      


where:


n The -s option specifies the name of the IP Manager.


n The -- dump-agents option extracts the information about the SNMP agents from the IP Manager.


n The -- output=seedfile option creates a file named seedfile.log in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs
directory.


n Use the -- help option to learn more about the sm_tpmgr utility.


Discovery and short discovery of IPSec tunnels
The IP Manager discovers IPSec tunnels and Internet Key Exchange (IKE) tunnels between IPSec-
enabled routers on IPv4 networks. It uses Router, Interface, and IP object types to model the tunnels.


During a full discovery, the IP Manager reads the Routing Table of IPSec-enabled routers to discover the
terminating subinterfaces (WAN endpoints) of IPSec tunnels and IKE tunnels. The IP Manager layers the
subinterfaces over the underlying physical interfaces and creates the network connections between the
local and remote subinterfaces to form the IPSec and IKE tunnels.
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By default, the IP Manager is not enabled to discover IPSec tunnels. To enable IPSec tunnel discovery,
set the EnableIPSecDiscovery parameter in the tpmgr-param.conf file and the autoReprobe_short
parameter in the discovery.conf file to TRUE. Also set SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN to DISABLED
in the runcmd_env.sh file.


Short discovery configurations
By default, short discovery is not enabled. To enable short discovery, set the autoReprobe_short
parameter in the discovery.conf file to TRUE:


n When autoReprobe_short is TRUE and EnableIPSecDiscovery in the tpmgr-param.conf file is TRUE,
short discovery accepts both IsDownOrFlapping interface attribute changes and OperationallyDown
card events as input.


n When autoReprobe_short is TRUE and EnableIPSecDiscovery is FALSE, short discovery accepts
only OperationallyDown card events as input.


To change the short discovery interval or the number of short discovery threads, modify the
reprobePeriod_short parameter or the numberShortProbeThreads parameter in the discovery.conf
file.


Analyzing IPSec tunnels
As a precondition for IPSec tunnel analysis, a user must add the following line to the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/local runcmd_env.sh file:


SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN=DISABLED


The Interface::Down problem, NetworkConnection::Down problem, and the DownOrFlapping impact
events are described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


Customizing discovery
This sections contains procedures that you can use to customize discovery.


Adding device entries to oid2type_Field.conf
To add device entries to the oid2type_Field.conf file:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the oid2type_Field.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/oid2type_Field.conf
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2 Observe the syntax of device entry below and add the devices that you want to certify. Chapter 3,
Discovery, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides more information
on syntax of device entries in oid2type_Field.conf.


# One or more commented-out lines that identify the device


<sysObjID> {


TYPE = <unitary computer system class>


VENDOR = <manufacturer>


MODEL = <model name>


CERTIFICATION = TEMPLATE


<discovery driver keyword> = <driver parameter name>


.


.


.


<discovery driver keyword> = <driver parameter name>


INSTRUMENTATION:


<instrumentation keyword> = <instrumentation set>


.


.


.


<instrumentation keyword> = <instrumentation set>


}


3 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the oid2type_Field.conf file is saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


4 Restart the IP Managers to implement your changes.


Or, as an alternative to restarting the IP Managers:


For each IP Manager in your deployment, issue the following command from BASEDIR/smarts/bin to
implement your changes:


               sm_tpmgr -s <


                  IP Manager


               


                instance name> -b <


               brokerName:port


               > --reloadoid


            


Modifying discovery hook scripts
You use the sm_edit utility to edit a discovery hook script to add the ASL convenience patterns, the
parsing rules, and the processing rules that perform the actual processing. You can also add additional
initialization code, or additional EOF or DEFAULT code, or both.
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To modify a discovery hook script:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the script. For example:


               sm_edit rules/discovery/custom/custom-end-system.asl


            


2 Add your ASL code to the script.


3 Save and close the script.


The modified version of the script is saved to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/rules/discovery/custom
directory.


4 Restart the IP Manager to implement your changes.


Included in the IP Manager software distribution is an example of a modified custom-end-system.asl
script. That script is located in the following directory:


BASEDIR/smarts/examples/dynamic-model/example2/rules/discovery/custom
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Polling And Threshold 12
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Overview of Polling and Thresholds Console


n Opening the Polling and Thresholds Console


n Working with groups and settings


n Performing tasks in the Polling tab


n Performing tasks in the Thresholds tab


n External Polling Support for FibreChannelSwitchPort


n Policy Settings to control the managed state of interfaces


n Performing tasks in the Device Access tab


n Performing tasks in the Tagging tab


Overview of Polling and Thresholds Console
The Polling and Thresholds Console is used to configure groups and settings. You can:


n Define polling interval for different groups of network devices


n Set threshold values for monitoring those devices


n Specify login credentials


n Define IP Tagging
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Opening the Polling and Thresholds Console
The Polling and Thresholds Console is used to display groups and modify their properties. To open the
Polling and Thresholds Console:


1 Start the Global Console.


n On a UNIX system, go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager (Global Manager) installation area and
enter sm_gui.


The Attach Manager dialog box opens, an example of which is shown in Attach Manager dialog
box.


Figure 12‑1.  Attach Manager dialog box


2 In the dialog box,


n Ensure that the VMware Smart Assurance Broker for your deployment appears in the Broker text
box.


n Click the Manager drop-down list or the Browse button to display a list of active (running)
Managers, and from that list select an IP Manager application (for example, INCHARGE-AM)
in your deployment as the Manager to which you want to connect.


n Enter your login username and password. (The default administration login is username
admin and password changeme.)


n Click OK.


The Topology Browser Console opens.


3 In the Topology Browser Console, choose Configure > Domain Manager Administration
Console. The Domain Manager Administration Console opens.


4 In the Domain Manager Administration Console, choose Configure > Polling and Thresholds.


The Polling and Thresholds Console opens, an example of which is shown in Polling tab for IP
Availability Manager.
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Figure 12‑2.  Polling tab for IP Availability Manager


Layout of the Polling and Thresholds Console
When attached to an IP Availability Manager or IP Performance Manager, the Polling and Thresholds
Console contains four tabs on the left pane, as shown in Layout of the Polling and Thresholds Console:


n Polling — Enables administrators to control the polling of the managed objects for monitoring
purposes.


n Thresholds — Enables administrators to set thresholds for the polled data.


n Device Access — Enables administrators to specify credentials (such as login credentials) for device
access.


n Tagging — Enables administrators to create IP tagging filters.


The Polling and Thresholds Console is divided into two panels, as shown in Layout of the Polling and
Thresholds Console:


n The left panel displays the icon for the Domain Manager in the upper-left corner and provides
multiple tabs for configuration, depending on the Domain Manager to which the Polling and
Thresholds Console is attached. Clicking a tab shows what groups, settings, and members are
available on the tab.


The right panel remains blank until a group, setting, or member is selected in the left panel. When an
item is selected in the left panel, the right panel displays additional information regarding that item.
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Polling and Thresholds Console toolbar buttons
The toolbar of the Polling and Thresholds Console provides quick access to the commands described in 
Polling and Thresholds Console toolbar buttons.


Table 12‑1.  Polling and Thresholds Console toolbar buttons


Button Description


Attach to a Manager


Detach from a Manager


Reconfigure a group


Delete the selected item


Working with groups and settings
Using the Polling and Thresholds Console, you can perform the following tasks as listed in Tasks in
polling and thresholds console:


Table 12‑2.  Tasks in polling and thresholds console


Tasks Reference


Create new groups Creating new groups


Copy existing group Copying an existing group


Create empty groups Creating an empty group


Modify properties of a group Modifying the properties of a group


Add or remove settings from a group Adding or removing Settings parameters


Modify priorities of a group Modifying the priority of groups


Edit parameters of a setting Modifying the values of Settings parameter


Restore default values of a setting Restoring the default values of a setting


Edit matching criteria Editing matching criteria


Add or remove matching criteria Adding or removing matching criteria
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Table 12‑2.  Tasks in polling and thresholds console (Continued)


Tasks Reference


Edit value of matching criteria Changing the value of a matching criterion


Modify polling and Polling groups Modifying polling and polling groups


Control the removal of instrumentation objects VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide contains
information on optimization of polling settings.


Creating new groups
You can create additional groups within any group category.


Creating a new group enables you to customize the settings for a group of managed objects. Use two
methods to create a new group:


n Copy an existing group. The new group contains the same settings and priorities as the original
group. Matching criteria and description are not copied. The new group will be added at the last in the
priority list of all the groups.


n Create an empty group. The new group does not contain any settings or members. You must add
settings and matching criteria, and set the priority of the new group.


After creating a new group, use the procedures previously described in this chapter to add settings
and matching criteria and to set the priority of the new group.


Copying an existing group
To copy an existing group:


1 In the left panel of the Polling and Thresholds Console, right-click the group that you want to copy.


2 Select Copy from the pop-up menu to display the Copy Group dialog box.


3 In the dialog box, type a name and an optional description for the new group and click OK.


The new group contains the same settings as the group you copied.


4 Edit the settings, matching criteria, and priority of the new group. Change the value of any parameters
as necessary.


5 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


Creating an empty group
To create an empty group:


1 In the left panel of the Polling and Thresholds Console, right-click the top group (for example, Polling
Groups).


2 Select New Group from the pop-up menu to display the New Group dialog box.


3 In the dialog box, type a name and an optional description for the new group and click OK.
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4 Add settings and matching criteria, and set the priority of the new group. Change the values of any
thresholds or parameters as necessary.


5 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


Modifying the properties of a group
When a group is selected in the left panel of the Polling and Thresholds Console, four tabs appear in the
right panel of the console, as shown in Modifying the properties of a group:


n Settings


n Priorities


n Matching Criteria


n Description


By modifying the properties in the Settings, Priorities, or Matching Criteria tab, you can change the
configuration of the group. When you finish editing the properties of a group, click Apply to save the
changes.


Adding or removing Settings parameters
A group’s settings determine what parameters are applied to the managed objects that are members of
the group.


The Settings tab is divided into two sections:


n Current Settings — lists the settings that are applied to the group


n Available Settings — lists additional available settings


To add or remove a setting:


a In the left pane of the Polling and Threshold console, select the group for which you want to add
or remove settings.


b In the Settings tab, select a setting in the Available Settings list or in the Current Settings list.


c Click Add to move an available setting to the Current Settings list, or click Remove to move a
current setting to the Available Settings list.


d Click Apply to save your changes.


e Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


Modifying the values of Settings parameter
The parameters of a Setting are changed in one of the following two ways:


n By choosing a value from a drop-down menu


n By entering a value in a Value field or adjusting a slider bar representing a range of values
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Changing the parameters of a setting
To change the parameters of a setting:


1 In the left panel of the Polling and Thresholds Console, expand the group and Settings for which
you want to edit the parameters.


2 Select the specific Setting to display the parameters of the selected settings in the right panel of the
console.


3 Change the value of a parameter by using one of the following methods:


For a drop-down menu, click the menu and select a value.


For a slider bar presentation,


n Type a value into the Value field and press Enter.


n Or, select the slider bar and drag its handle with the mouse to change the value or select the
slider bar and use the arrow keys to move its handle to change the value.


4 Click Apply to save your changes.


5 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


Restoring the default values of a setting
To restore the default values of a setting:


1 In the left panel of the Polling and Thresholds console, select the particular setting parameter under
the Settings tab of particular group to display the parameter values of the setting in the right panel.


2 Click Restore Defaults.


3 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


Modifying the priority of groups
In any group category, you can arrange the groups in a high-to-low priority. A candidate member object is
compared against the highest priority group first and becomes a member of the first group for which there
is a criteria match.


The Priorities tab shows groups in the order of their priority, from highest to lowest.


To change the priority of a group:


1 In the Priorities tab, select the group for which you want to change the priority.


2 Click the up or down arrow to change its position relative to the other groups.


3 Click Apply to save your changes.


4 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


Note   When a new group is added, by default, the group is added in at the last in the priority list.
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Editing matching criteria
A group’s matching criteria, which appear at the top of the Matching Criteria tab, are defined by using the
attributes of the target class that is associated with the group. Each matching criterion has three fields:
Name, Description, and Value.


n Name identifies the name of the target class attribute.


n Description is the description of the target class attribute.


n Value is the value of the target class attribute, which is any combination of text, integers, and
wildcards. The Value field for a matching criterion is not case-sensitive.


As an example of a matching criterion for target class UnitaryComputerSystem, if you specify
“Router” for the Type attribute, only routers become members of the group; if you specify “R1*” for the
Name attribute, only routers having names beginning with the string R1 become members of the
group. Chapter 9, Wildcard Patterns, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide
contains information on wildcard patterns.


When a managed object matches a group’s target class and matches all of the attributes defined for
the target class, the managed object becomes a member of the group.


Adding or removing matching criteria
To add or remove matching criteria:


1 In the Disabled Criteria area of the Matching Criteria tab, select a matching criterion.


2 Click Enable to make the criterion active, moving it to the top of the Matching Criteria tab.


Use Disable to deactivate the criterion, moving it to the Disabled Criteria area of the Matching
Criteria tab.


3 If you are adding a matching criterion, type a matching pattern in the Value field.


4 Click Apply to save your changes.


5 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


Changing the value of a matching criterion
To change the value of a matching criterion:


1 In the Matching Criteria tab, select the string in the Value field or double-click the Value field to
highlight the current value.


2 Type the new value.


3 Click Apply to save your changes.
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4 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


The IP Manager compares a managed object against the matching criteria of the group with the
highest priority. If an object matches all the criteria, the IP Manager adds the object as a member of
the group. Otherwise, the IP Manager compares the object against the matching criteria of the group
with the second highest priority, and so on.


Modifying polling and polling groups
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide provides extensive guidelines on when to
make changes to existing polling groups and when to create new polling groups. Consult the deployment
guide before modifying any polling groups.


Procedures for modifying existing groups and creating new ones are given in Working with groups and
settings.


Performing tasks in the Polling tab
In the Polling tab, you can control the ICMP and SNMP connectivity and performance polling of the
managed network objects in your network. IP Manager provides the following connectivity polling and
performance polling settings as listed in Connectivity polling and Performance polling settings.


You can enable the ICMP latency monitoring feature as described in How to enable the ICMP latency
monitoring feature.


Table 12‑3.  Connectivity polling and Performance polling settings


Connectivity polling settings Polling settings for IP performance monitoring


Connectivity polling Environment Polling


Connectivity polling for IPv6 addresses


Note   The Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses setting works in
conjunction with the Connectivity Polling setting. Apply the Connectivity
Polling for IPv6 Addresses setting to any polling group that has at least
one member system with at least one IPv6 address.


Environment Polling - External Poller


FileSystem Polling


Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces


Performance Polling - Processor and Memory


Connectivity Polling-External Poller


Connectivity Polling for IPv6 addresses-External poller


Default_IP_Route_Connectivity Polling


Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances


Polling tab for IP Availability Manager shows the Polling tab of a Polling and Thresholds Console
connected to an IP Availability Manager instance named INCHARGE-AM. The right panel of the console
identifies “Connectivity Polling” as the default setting for the default polling group named “Switches”.
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Figure 12‑3.  Polling tab for IP Availability Manager


Polling tab for IP Performance Manager shows the Polling tab of a Polling and Thresholds Console
connected to an IP Performance Manager instance named INCHARGE-PM. The right panel of the
console identifies “Connectivity Polling” and “Environment Polling” as two of the four default settings for
the default polling group named “Routers”. The other two default settings for Routers are “Performance
Polling - Ports and Interfaces” and “Performance Polling - Processor and Memory”.


Figure 12‑4.  Polling tab for IP Performance Manager


Chapter 7, Polling and Thresholds settings, in the IP Management Suite Reference Guide provides more
information on Polling settings in IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager.
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How to enable the ICMP latency monitoring feature
Through the Connectivity Polling setting, you can also enable and configure the ICMP latency monitoring
feature by setting the MaximumLatency parameter to a non-zero value. This feature provides round-trip
times for all polled IP objects that are monitored by ICMP. The round-trip time reflects the latency, in
milliseconds, that is observed during the last ICMP poll.


Prerequisites
The ICMP latency monitoring feature is not enabled by default. It requires the following settings:


1 Set the MaximumLatency parameter to a non-zero number in the Polling and Thresholds Console.
Maximum Latency attribute for IP is added under Settings > Connectivity Polling.


2 Subscribe to the IP::SlowResponseTime event in SAM or in an external subscriber.


Note   You need to directly subscribe to the event. Prior to subscribing to the event, ensure that you
set the MaximumLatency parameter.


If the round-trip time between the sending of an ICMP request to an IP and the receiving of the ICMP
response from the IP exceeds a user-defined latency value, but does not exceed a user-defined
timeout value, the IP Availability Manager generates an IP SlowResponseTime event. The
Global Manager subscribes to the IP SlowResponseTime event.


Performing tasks in the Thresholds tab
In the Thresholds tab, you can set and edit threshold settings as well as policy settings. You can perform
the following tasks:


n Control the ICMP and SNMP connectivity and performance polling thresholds and of the managed
network objects in your network


n Modify thresholds values and groups


n Defining thresholds for individual filesystem instances


n Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port threshold setting


n “Policy Settings to control the managed state of interfaces” on page 118:


n Applying the Interface Management Policy setting


n Verifying interface management policy configuration


n VLAN tagging policy:


n VLAN tagging scenario


n VLAN tagging naming scheme


n VLAN Tagging Policy setting


n Creating a VLAN tag group
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n Verifying VLAN tag group configurations


n Problem Impact Propagation policy over VLANs:


n VLAN impact propagation scenario


n VLAN impact propagation group matching criteria


n Creating VLAN impact propagation group objects


n Example of creating a VLAN impact propagation group


n Verifying VLAN impact propagation group configurations


The IP Manager provides the following threshold settings for IP availability monitoring and IP
performance monitoring:


Table 12‑4.  Thresholds settings for IP availability and performance monitoring.


Thresholds settings for IP
availability monitoring


Thresholds settings for IP
performance monitoring Threshold settings for Control


Backup Interface Support Ethernet Interface/Port Performance Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port
threshold setting


Connectivity Generic Interface/Port Performance Disable Performance Analysis for
Interface/Port threshold setting


Dial-on-Demand Interface Support Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory


Interface/Port Flapping Environment


FileSystem


Juniper Environment


Processor and Memory


Temperature settings


Voltage settings


Thresholds tab for IP Availability Manager shows the Thresholds tab in the Polling and Thresholds
Console connected to an IP Availability Manager instance named INCHARGE-AM. The right panel of the
console identifies "Connectivity" as the default setting for the default "System Resource Group" named
"Switches."
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Figure 12‑5.  Thresholds tab for IP Availability Manager


Thresholds tab for IP Performance Manager shows the Thresholds tab of a Polling and Thresholds
Console connected to an IP Performance Manager instance named INCHARGE-PM. The right panel of
the console Identifies "Ethernet Interface/Port Performance" as the default setting for the default "Port
Groups - Trunk Ports" group named "1 Gb Ethernet."
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Figure 12‑6.  Thresholds tab for IP Performance Manager


Instructions for opening the Polling and Thresholds Console are presented in Opening the Polling and
Thresholds Console.


Modifying threshold values and threshold groups
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide provides extensive guidelines on when to
make changes to existing threshold groups and when to create new threshold groups. Consult the
deployment guide before modifying any threshold groups.


Procedures for modifying existing groups and creating new ones are given in Working with groups and
settings.


Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port threshold setting
The Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port setting controls the fault analysis of interfaces and ports.
Although available to interface and port threshold groups, this setting is not applied by default to any
interface or port group.


To use the Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port setting to disable fault analysis for an interface or port
group,


1 Consult Adding or removing Settings parameters to add the setting to the Current Settings list.


2 Click Apply to save the configuration change.


3 Click Reconfigure to implement the configuration change.
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Threshold settings for control
Through the following settings, you control the fault and performance analysis of interfaces and ports:


n Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port


n Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port


Note   Interfaces and ports are also known as network adapters.


Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port threshold setting
To use the Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port setting to disable fault analysis for an interface or port
group, consult Adding or removing Settings parameters to add the setting to the Current Settings list, click
Apply to save the configuration change, and then click Reconfigure to implement the configuration
change.


Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port threshold setting
The Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port setting controls the performance analysis of
interfaces and ports. Although available to interface and port threshold groups, this setting is not applied
by default to any interface or port group.


To use the Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port setting to disable performance analysis for an
interface or port group, consult Adding or removing Settings parameters to add the setting to the Current
Settings list, click Apply to save the configuration change, and then click Reconfigure to implement the
configuration change.


Defining thresholds for individual filesystem instances
You can configure thresholds for individual filesystem instances. A default group called FileSystem is
available. The utilization thresholds can be configured for each filesystem instance. As a result, a host
with multiple filesystems can have different thresholds defined individually for each filesystem instance.
Each filesystem instance is monitored individually.


The thresholds defined in the System Resource Group serve as the default and may be overwritten by
values in one of the new FileSystem groups. If a filesystem instance belongs to a particular group, it
inherits the group’s threshold settings. In case it does not belong to any group, the thresholds in the
System Resource group that the device belongs to will apply.
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When new filesystem groups are created, they do not have any matching criteria and are empty. You can
add new matching criteria and configure the thresholds for each filesystem group.


1 For the selected filesystem group, change the priority In the Polling and Threshold console >
Matching Criteria.


This can be done in the Matching Criteria tab for the selected filesystem group in the Polling and
Thresholds window. Each filesystem group is placed in the order of priority in the Polling and
Thresholds window. You can change the priority from the Priority tab. The matching of the filesystem
instances begin from the highest priority group and continues in the order of priority. A filesystem
instance that matches a group is not considered for matching with the remaining groups.


Note   When creating FileSystem groups, you can use the sample filesystem groups and matching
criteria. VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides a list of sample filesystem
groups and matching criteria.


Defining thresholds for individual filesystem instances lists the events and the utilization thresholds
along with their default values for filesystem.


Table 12‑5.  Events and thresholds for FileSystem


Events Utilization threshold
Description of
threshold Default value Condition


HighUtilization


Note   Severity level:
Major


MaxUtilizationPct The percentage of total
size currently in use.


95%


Note   User can
change this value
for each filesystem
instance.


This event is
generated when the
utilization threshold
exceeds the
configured threshold
value.


Note   This threshold
has greater priority
over the
ModerateUtilization
event.


ModerateUtilization


Note   Severity level:
Minor


ModerateUtilizationPct Moderate threshold for
percentage of total size
currently in use.


80%


Note   User can
change this value
for each filesystem
instance.


This event is
generated when the
utilization threshold
exceeds the
configured threshold
value.


LowAvailableSpace


Note   Severity level:
Minor


MinAvailableSpace The available space is
less than the minimum
available space.


1024


Note   User can
change this value
for each filesystem
instance.


This event is
generated when the
utilization threshold
exceeds the
configured threshold
value.
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External Polling Support for FibreChannelSwitchPort
To enable external polling, do the following in the Polling and Thresholds tab:


1 Remove the Connectivity Polling class from the respective Polling Group where the
FibreChannelSwitchPort is present.


2 Add the Connectivity Polling-External Polling setting class for the same Polling Group where the
FibreChannelSwitchPort present.


3 Enable InstrumentFibreChannelPort under the Connectivity Polling-External Polling setting classes of
the Polling group(s).


4 Apply the reconfiguration to create the default instrumentation class for the FibreChannelSwitchPort.


Policy Settings to control the managed state of interfaces
This section discusses the following system-level policies and the tasks associated with them:


n “Interface Management Policy” on page 118


n VLAN tagging policy


n Problem Impact Propagation policy over VLANs


Interface Management Policy
The Interface Management Policy is a system-level setting for controlling the managed state of interfaces.
This setting is available to all System Resource Groups and all System VLAN Tag Groups. By default, it is
not contained in any of these groups.


If you do not use this setting, all discovered interfaces are automatically managed. Interfaces exist on
hosts, routers, and Layer 3 switches.


If you do not want to manage the interfaces that are part of the systems that are members of a system
resource threshold group or a system VLAN tag group, apply the Interface Management Policy setting to
the group and set the DefaultManagementStatus parameter to UNMANAGED.


Interface Management Policy setting
Default values for the Interface Management Policy setting lists the Interface Management Policy setting
parameters.
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Table 12‑6.  Default values for the Interface Management Policy setting


Parameter Default value Description


DefaultManagementStatus MANAGED Indicates the default management status of interfaces on
systems to which this setting applies. The value can be
MANAGED or UNMANAGED.


Discovery is required for any change to take effect.


Note   If you set an interface management policy, the policy can be overridden for a particular interface by
using the manage/unmanage options that are available through the Domain Manager Administration
Console. Managing the unmanaged physical interface, does not manage its logical interfaces
automatically, like IPSec interfaces. Managing the unmanaged group, unmanages its underlying
components and this works for Redundancy Groups such as, HSRPGroup, VRRPGroup.


To use the Interface Management Policy setting, add the setting to a system resource threshold group or
a system VLAN tag group. Accessing the Polling and Thresholds Console and adding a setting to a group
are described in Opening the Polling and Thresholds Console and Working with groups and settings.


When a system becomes a member of a system resource threshold group or a system VLAN tag group to
which the Interface Management Policy setting is applied, the IP Manager sets the IsManaged attribute of
the interfaces of the system in accordance to the DefaultManagementStatus parameter value:


n DefaultManagementStatus = UNMANAGED sets IsManaged to FALSE.


n DefaultManagementStatus = MANAGED sets IsManaged to TRUE.


Applying the Interface Management Policy setting
The following procedure demonstrates how to use the Polling and Thresholds Console to apply the
Interface Management Policy setting to the default system resource group named Routers:


1 In a Polling and Thresholds Console attached to an IP Availability Manager or
IP Performance Manager, click the Thresholds tab to display the thresholds group tree.


2 In the thresholds group tree, click the plus signs (+) to expand the thresholds group tree as shown in
the following display, then click Routers to display the configuration window and the Settings tab.


3 In the Available Settings list of the Settings tab, select Interface Management Policy and then
click Add to move the Interface Management Policy setting to the Current Settings list.


4 Click Apply to save your changes.


5 In the thresholds group tree, click Interface Management Policy to display its setting configuration
window.


6 In the setting configuration window, click the drop-down menu and select MANAGED or
UNMANAGED from the menu; MANAGED is the default.


7 Click Apply to save your changes.


8 Optional: In the thresholds group tree, click Routers to display the configuration window.
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9 Optional: In the configuration window, click Matching Criteria to display the Matching Criteria tab.


10 Optional: In the Matching Criteria tab, specify additional matching criteria for the Routers group and
click Apply to save your changes. The procedure for editing matching criteria is given in Editing
matching criteria.


The IsManaged attribute value of the interfaces of any router that becomes a member of the Routers
group will automatically be set to the value that you selected in step 6:


n DefaultManagementStatus = UNMANAGED will set IsManaged to FALSE.


n DefaultManagementStatus = MANAGED will set IsManaged to TRUE.


11 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


Verifying interface management policy configuration
To verify that the interface management policy of your Routers group is configured properly:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


Instructions for opening the Domain Manager Administration Console are presented in Opening the
Global Console.


2 In the console, select Topology > Discover All to rediscover all managed systems.
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3 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administrator Console, expand the Router class to see
the router instances that the IP Manager just rediscovered.


4 Select a router instance that is configured to be a member of the Routers group, expand its
ComposedOf relationship, expand the Interface class, and select an interface instance to display its
Attributes tab in the right panel.


5 In the Attributes tab, verify that the value of the IsManaged attribute is set to the expected value.


6 Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each interface instance of each router instance that is configured to be a
member of the Routers group.


VLAN tagging policy
The VLAN Tagging Policy is a system-level setting for ensuring that systems are assigned to their
appropriate VLAN. By default, this setting is contained in the System VLAN Tag Group named Switches,
is available to the System VLAN Tag Group named Other Systems, and is available to all System
Resource Groups.


A networked environment may consist of many separate networks, each having many VLANs. One VLAN
may have the same name (VLAN ID) as a VLAN in another network. Identically named VLANs do not
create problems across different networks; however, when these VLANs are discovered and placed into a
single topology, conflicts arise.


If you do not use the VLAN Tagging Policy setting, the IP Manager will combine any discovered VLANs
that have identical names into a single VLAN of that name; for example, VLAN-1. And systems that
belong to the identically named but locally distinct VLANs will be represented in the modeled topology as
belonging to VLAN-1. Because of this incorrect representation in the modeled topology, the IP Manager
root-cause and impact analysis will produce inaccurate results.


If you do use the VLAN Tagging Policy setting, the IP Manager will distinguish any discovered distinct
VLANs that have identical names by adding a unique tag to the name of each of the distinct VLANs. And
systems that belong to identically named but distinct VLANs will be represented in the topology as
belonging to distinct VLANs. Because of this correct representation in the modeled topology, the
IP Manager root-cause and impact analysis will produce accurate results.
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VLAN tagging scenario
Consider the following scenario:


n In the managed network environment, two switches (SW1, SW2) in one VLAN and two switches
(SW2, SW3) in another VLAN are members of two locally distinct VLANs that have the same name,
VLAN-1.


n Without creating a VLAN tag group for at least one of the VLANs, the IP Manager will combine the
VLANs into one VLAN, named VLAN-1, that includes all four switches.


n By creating a VLAN tag group for at least one of the VLANs, the IP Manager will assign SW1 and
SW2 to one VLAN, and assign SW2 and SW3 to another VLAN.


n For example, if you create a VLAN tag group that has a tag named “Marketing” and having matching
criteria that allow SW1 and SW2 to become members of that group, the IP Manager will assign SW1
and SW2 to a VLAN named VLAN-Marketing-1, and assign SW2 and SW3 to a VLAN named
VLAN-1.


VLAN tagging naming scheme
Develop a naming scheme for the tags and decide which systems to associated with which tags. Tagged
VLANs appear in the topology as:


VLAN-<tag>-<VLAN number>


VLAN Tagging Policy setting
Default values for the VLAN Tagging Policy setting lists the VLAN Tagging Policy setting parameters.


Table 12‑7.  Default values for the VLAN Tagging Policy setting


Parameter Default value Description


Tag Original configuration


(no tag)


Determines the tag for the VLANs configured on the
systems that belong to a particular system VLAN tag
group. If the tag is specified, the VLANs will be named as
VLAN-<tag>-<VLAN number>.


For example, if you specify a tag, “Marketing,” for an
originally configured VLAN-1, it appears as VLAN-
Marketing-1.


Discovery is required for any change to take effect.


To use the VLAN Tagging Policy setting to create a system VLAN tag group:


n You need to assign a tag to the setting’s Tag parameter.


n Accessing the Polling and Thresholds Console and modifying the parameters in a setting are
described in Opening the Polling and Thresholds Console andWorking with groups and settings.
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Creating a VLAN tag group
The following procedure demonstrates how to use the Polling and Thresholds Console to create a VLAN
tag group for switches by assigning a tag and adding additional matching criteria to the default System
VLAN Tag Group named Switches:


1 In a Polling and Thresholds console that is attached to the IP Availability Manager or the
IP Performance Manager, click the Thresholds tab to display the thresholds group tree.


2 In the thresholds group tree, click the plus signs (+) to expand the thresholds group tree as shown in
the following display, then click VLAN Tagging Policy to display its setting configuration window.


3 In the setting configuration window, type a tag value that is meaningful for your configuration and
press Enter.


Note   For Apply to be available, you must press the Enter key (on your keyboard) after typing or
changing the tag value.


4 Click Apply to save your changes.


5 In the thresholds group tree, click Switches to display the configuration window.


6 In the configuration window, click Matching Criteria to display the Matching Criteria tab.


7 In the Matching Criteria tab, specify the additional matching criteria that will allow only the switches
that belong to the target VLAN to become members of this group. The procedure for specifying
matching criteria is given in Editing matching criteria.


Note   Specify matching criteria broad enough so that all switches that belong to the target VLAN
become members of this group. Otherwise, the IP Manager will create multiple names (multiple VLAN
instances) for the target VLAN, which will produce incorrect correlation analysis results.


For example, if a distinguishing feature for the switches that belong to the target VLAN is that their
names all contain the string “sw,” set the Name attribute to *sw* to ensure that only those switches
become members of the Switches group.


For any switch that becomes a member of this group, the name of any VLAN to which the switch
belongs will be tagged with the value that you specified in step 3 .


8 Click Apply to save your changes.


9 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


Create a system VLAN tag filter for each group of systems that belong to identically named but locally
distinct VLANs.


To create additional system VLAN tag groups for switches, create new groups from the Switches
group configured in the preceding procedure and repeat that procedure for the newly created groups.
The procedure for creating new groups is given in Creating new groups. To create system VLAN tag
groups for routers, hubs, or bridges, start with the default system VLAN tag group named Other
Systems.
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Verifying VLAN tag group configurations
To verify that your system VLAN tag groups are configured properly:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


Instructions for opening the Domain Manager Administration Console are presented in Chapter 3,
“Opening the Global Console.”


2 In the console, select Topology > Discover All to rediscover all managed systems.


3 In the topology tree of the console, expand the VLAN class to see the tagged VLAN instances (and
their member systems) that the IP Manager just created.


4 Verify that the rediscovered switches are members of the appropriate VLANs.


Problem Impact Propagation policy over VLANs
The “Problem Impact Propagation policy over VLANs” is a VLAN-level setting for preventing the
generation of impacts of failed devices in a VLAN on other devices in the VLAN. By default, this setting is
contained in the VLAN Impact Propagation Group named VLANs and is available to the VLAN Impact
Propagation Group named Other VLANs.


For two failed devices that are logically connected through a common VLAN, the IP Manager will not only
create problem notifications for the failed devices, but will also create impact notifications that claim that
each failed device is responsible for the failure of the other failed device. While, in general, this analysis is
correct, customers might want to prevent this type of impact propagation in certain VLANs, such as in
management VLANs or in default VLANs (for example, in the default VLAN-1 for Cisco switches and
routers). The “Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs” setting allows customers to accomplish
this end.


VLAN impact propagation scenario
VLANs that span multiple switches and multiple subnets shows three VLANs spanning three subnets.
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Figure 12‑7.  VLANs that span multiple switches and multiple subnets
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In VLANs that span multiple switches and multiple subnets, Switches A, B, and C provide three separate
bridge groups, one for each VLAN, and Router A provides routing for inter-VLAN communications.


If Switch A fails, the IP Manager creates (and the Global Manager imports) the following notifications:


n One Switch A Down (problem) notification


n One Switch A Unresponsive (event) notification


n One TrunkCable DownOrFlapping (event) notification


n Three Cable DownOrFlapping (event) notifications—assuming Hosts A, B, and C are “managed”


The IP Manager uses the events as symptoms to diagnose the Switch A Down problem. The events
will appear in the Impact tab of the Notification Properties dialog box for the Switch A Down problem.


Note   Events that are used as symptoms to diagnose a failure can also be perceived as impacts that
result from the failure.


If Switch B also fails, the IP Manager proceeds as follows:


n Clears its original Switch A Down notification, creates a new Switch A Down notification, and creates
a Switch B Unresponsive notification; the Impact tab of the Notification Properties dialog box for the
new Switch A Down problem will list an additional impact: Switch B Unresponsive.


n Creates a Switch B Down notification, a Switch B Unresponsive notification, and five
TrunkCable/Cable DownOrFlapping notifications; the Impact tab of the Notification Properties dialog
box for the Switch B Down problem will list a Switch B Unresponsive impact, five TrunkCable/Cable
DownOrFlapping impacts, and a Switch A Unresponsive impact.


The Switch A and B Down notifications claim that each switch is responsible for the associated failure
of the other. In this example, the switches have an impact on each other because they are members
of the same set of VLANs: VLAN-1, VLAN-2, and VLAN-3.


Creating a VLAN impact propagation group that allows VLAN-1, VLAN-2, and VLAN-3 to become
members of the group will prevent the linking of the Switch B Unresponsive impact to the Switch A
Down problem, and will prevent the linking of the Switch A Unresponsive impact to the Switch B
Down problem.


VLAN impact propagation group matching criteria
The matching criteria for a VLAN impact propagation group are the VLAN class and two of its attributes:


n CreationClassName


n VLANKey


By default, the value of the CreationClassName attribute is set to “VLAN,” and the value of the
VLANKey attribute is undefined. The value that you specify for the VLANKey attribute determines
which VLANs become members of a VLAN impact propagation group.
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The value of the VLANKey attribute is included in the value of the Name attribute for a VLAN object in
the following way:


VLAN-<VLANKey>


The value of the VLANKey attribute distinguishes a VLAN from all other VLANs in the managed
topology and consists of any combination of the following identifiers:


<management domain name> <user-defined VLAN tag> <VLAN number (ID)>


An example of a VLANKey value consisting of just a management domain name is:


VLAN #66


An example of a VLANKey value consisting of a user-specified VLAN tag and a VLAN number is:


Marketing-1


An example of a VLANKey value consisting of just a VLAN number is 1.


Creating VLAN impact propagation group objects
Currently, the underlying software does not automatically create the default group objects of the “Problem
Impact propagation policy over VLANs” setting, which means that the group category “VLAN Impact
Propagation Groups” does not automatically appear on the Thresholds tab of a Polling and Thresholds
Console that is attached to a IP Manager. Instead, a user must issue an sm_adapter command to
manually create the VLAN impact propagation group objects. Once created, the group objects are
available every time that the IP Manager is restarted.


To create the default group objects of the "Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs" setting:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command on one line and then press Enter.


               sm_adapter -s <


                  IP Manager


               


                instance name 


               


                  instance name> -f <full path to conf/discovery/settings.conf file


               >


               


               


                     icf/init-settings.asl
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Option Description


-f <path> Full path to the settings.conf file


icf/init-settings.asl Script that parses the settings.conf file


For example:


sm_adapter -s INCHARGE-AM -f /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/conf/discovery/settings.conf icf/init-settings.asl


Example of creating a VLAN impact propagation group
The following procedure demonstrates how to use the Polling and Thresholds Console to create a VLAN
impact propagation group by disabling impact propagation and adding matching criteria to the default
VLAN Impact Propagation Group named VLANs:


1 In a Polling and Thresholds Console that is attached to an IP Availability Manager or
IP Performance Manager, click the Thresholds tab to display the thresholds group tree.


2 In the thresholds group tree, click the plus signs (+) to expand the VLAN Impact Propagation
Groups as shown in the following display, and then click Problem Impact propagation policy over
VLANs to display its setting configuration window.


Figure 12‑8.  Setting “Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs”


3 In the setting configuration window, click the drop-down menu and select DISABLED from the menu;
ENABLED is the default.


4 Click Apply to save your changes.


5 In the thresholds group tree, click VLANs to display the configuration window.


6 In the configuration window, click Matching Criteria to display the Matching Criteria tab.
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7 In the Disabled Criteria list of the Matching Criteria tab, select VLANKey and then click Enable to
move the VLANKey attribute to the top of the Matching Criteria tab.


Figure 12‑9.  VLAN Configuration


8 Double-click the Value field of the VLANKey attribute and type the matching criteria that will allow
only the target VLANs to become members of this group. The procedure for specifying matching
criteria is given in Editing matching criteria.


Note   Specify matching criteria broad enough so that all VLANs supported by a particular group of
switches and routers become members of this group. Otherwise, the IP Manager will continue to
propagate impacts over the VLAN or VLANs that do not become a member of this group.


For example, if the VLANs supported by a particular group of switches have VLANKey values
containing the string “1,” “2,” or “3”(as in the example given in VLAN Configuration ), set the
VLANKey value to *1|2|3 to ensure that all of those VLANs become members of the VLANs group.


The isImpactPropOverVLANEnabled attribute value of any VLAN that becomes a member of the
VLANs group will automatically be set to the value that you selected in step 3:


n ImpactPropagation = DISABLED will set isImpactPropOverVLANEnabled to FALSE.


n ImpactPropagation = ENABLED will set isImpactPropOverVLANEnabled to TRUE.


9 Optional: In the Matching Criteria tab, specify additional matching criteria for the VLANs group.


10 Click Apply to save your changes.


11 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


Create a VLAN propagation impact group for each group of VLANs for which you want to disable
impact propagation.


To create additional VLAN impact propagation groups, create new groups from the VLANs group
configured in the preceding procedure and repeat that procedure for the newly created groups. To
create VLAN impact propagation groups for VLANs that have a CreationClassName attribute value
other than “VLAN,” start with the default VLAN impact propagation group named Other VLANs.
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Verifying VLAN impact propagation group configurations
To verify that your VLAN impact propagation groups are configured properly:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


Instructions for opening the Domain Manager Administration Console are presented in Opening the
Domain Manager Administration Console.


2 In the console, select Topology > Discover All to rediscover all managed systems.


3 In the topology tree of the console, expand the VLAN class to see the VLAN instances that the
IP Manager just rediscovered.


4 Select a VLAN instance that is configured to be a member of a VLAN impact propagation group and
click its name to display its Attributes tab in the right panel.


5 In the Attributes tab, verify that the value of the isImpactPropOverVLANEnabled attribute is set to
FALSE.


6 Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each VLAN instance that is configured to be a member of a VLAN impact
propagation group.


Performing tasks in the Device Access tab
In the Device Access tab, you can:


n Create a device access group as described in Creating a device access group


n Modify tagging filters as described in Modifying tagging filter values and creating tagging filter groups


Figure 12‑10.  Device Access tab
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Device Access tab shows the Device Access tab of a Polling and Thresholds Console connected to
an IP Availability Manager instance named INCHARGE-AM. The right panel of the console identifies
"CLI Access Setting" as the default setting for the default polling group named "CLI Access Group."


The Device Access tab of the Polling and Thresholds Console connected to an
IP Performance Manager, or connected to IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager
running as a single process, is identical to what is shown in Device Access tab. The device access
group and setting configurations are common to all IP Managers started from the same IP Manager
installation area.


Modifying device access values and creating device access groups
Currently, the Device Access tab provides only one default group and one default setting, which are used
to create CLI login credential sets. Procedures for modifying existing device access groups and creating
new ones are given in Creating a device access group and Working with groups and settings.


Default device access groups and settings
Through the default device access groups, you create sets of credentials (such as login credentials)
needed to access systems in the managed network environment.


Default device access groups
The Device Access tab of the Polling and Thresholds Console provides one default device access group
named CLI Access Group.


Default device access groups lists the matching criteria and the default setting for CLI Access Group. The
matching-criteria target class for CLI Access Group is UnitaryComputerSystem.


Table 12‑8.  Default device access groups


Device access group Matching criteria Default settings


CLI Access Group UnitaryComputerSystem attributes:
n Name = *


CLI Access Setting


Creating a device access group
In an environment managed by Network Protocol Manager for EIGRP and
Network Protocol Manager for IS-IS, you, as the Network Protocol Manager administrator, must create a
CLI access group for each group of managed Cisco routers configured with a different access protocol or
a different set of CLI login credentials.


The assumption is that all routers that are using a particular access protocol are configured with the same
set of credentials (and time-out value). If, in fact, there are two groups of routers that are using a
particular access protocol, each configured with its own set of credentials, you would create two CLI
access groups for that particular access protocol; for example, create two CLI access groups named
Telnet_S1 and Telnet_S2. The matching criteria defined for each of the groups limits the group’s members
to the appropriate routers.
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The basic steps for creating and configuring CLI access groups are:


1 In a Polling and Thresholds Console that is attached to an IP Availability Manager or
IP Performance Manager, click the Device Access tab to display the device access group tree.


2 In the device access group tree, use the CLI Access Group to create a CLI access group for each
group of routers that have a different access protocol or a different set of CLI login credentials. One
way to create a new CLI access group is to right-click CLI Access Group and select Copy. (The
procedure for creating groups is given in “Creating new groups” on page 147.)


3 Edit the parameters as appropriate in each of the CLI access groups.


4 Define matching criteria for each of the CLI access groups to limit each group’s membership to the
router or group of routers for which the parameters that are specified in step 3 apply.


Start by defining Vendor = <vendor _name>. For example,


Vendor = Cisco


Name = R1*


5 Change the priority of the CLI access group as needed. Typically, the default CLI Access Group is
placed at the bottom of the priority list. (The procedure for changing the priority of groups is given in
“Modifying the priority of groups” on page 145.)


Modify the properties of a CLI access group in the same way that you modify the properties of a
polling or threshold group: through the Settings, Priorities, and Matching Criteria tabs, available when
the group name is selected in the left panel of the Polling and Thresholds Console. After customizing
the properties of a group, click Apply to save the changes. Click Reconfigure or select Reconfigure
from the Group menu to make the configuration changes take effect.


Upon adding the IP Availability Manager as a source, Network Protocol Manager imports the CLI
access groups and the EIGRP or IS-IS object set from IP Availability Manager. For each Cisco router
in the object set, Network Protocol Manager searches through the prioritized list of CLI access groups
for a router match, finds a match, and then uses the associated access protocol and credentials to log
in to the Cisco router and gather EIGRP or IS-IS information from the router. If no match is found,
Network Protocol Manager writes an error to its log file.


Performing tasks in the Tagging tab
In the IP Tagging tab, you can:


n Create IP tag filter groups as described in Creating an IP tag filter group.
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n Verify an IP tag filter group as described in Verifying IP tag group configurations.


Figure 12‑11.  Tagging tab


Tagging tab shows the Tagging tab of a Polling and Thresholds Console connected to an
IP Availability Manager instance named INCHARGE-AM. The right panel of the console identifies "IP
Tagging Policy" as the default setting for the default tag group named "IP Tag Filter-1."


The Tagging tab of the Polling and Thresholds Console connected to an IP Performance Manager, or
connected to IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager running as a single process, is
identical to what is shown in Tagging tab. The tag group and setting configurations are common to all
IP Managers started from the same IP Manager installation area.


Modifying tagging filter values and creating tagging filter groups
Procedures for modifying existing tagging filter groups and creating new ones are given in:


n Modifying tagging filter values and creating tagging filter groups


n Creating an IP tag filter group


Default tagging filter groups and settings
Using the default tagging filter groups for the IP Manager, you create IP tag filter groups to control the
naming of the IP addresses gathered from the systems in the managed network environment.


Default tagging groups
The IP Manager provides two default tagging groups:


n IP Tag Filter-1
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n Other Filters


Tagging groups and matching criteria lists the default tagging groups, their matching criteria, and their
settings. The matching-criteria target class for tagging groups is UnitaryComputerSystem.


Table 12‑9.  Tagging groups and matching criteria


Tagging group Matching criteria Default settings


IP Tag Filter-1 UnitaryComputerSystem attributes:
n Name = *


IP Tagging Policy


Other Filters UnitaryComputerSystem attributes:
n No attributes


IP Tagging Policy


The Other Filters tag group does not contain any matching-criteria attributes and has the lowest priority.
Systems that do not match the criteria for the IP Tag Filter-1 tag group become members of the Other
Filters tag group.


Default tagging settings
A single default tagging setting named IP Tagging Policy is provided by the IP Availability Manager. The
IP Tagging Policy setting configures the IP tagging for a system. Default values for the IP Tagging Policy
setting lists the IP Tagging Policy setting parameters, and Parameters of default setting IP Tagging Policy
shown in a single view shows all of the parameters in a single view.


Table 12‑10.  Default values for the IP Tagging Policy setting


Parameter Value Description


IPTag String of unspecified length


Default: Null string (empty)


Specifies the name to be assigned to this tag.


This tag will be applied to the IP addresses falling
within the ranges that are specified for the
OverlappingIPAddrOrRange and
MgmtIPAddrOrRange parameters.


MgmtIPAddrOrRange String of unspecified length


Default: Null string (empty)


Specifies the IP address or range of IP addresses
to be managed by default. Use the pattern
matching criteria in Appendix 15, “Wildcard
Patterns.”


For example:
n 192.168.1.2 or 192.168.1.*
n 192.168.1.<2-20>
n 192.<168-170>.*.*|10.10.<10-20>.*


The pipe ( | ) separator can be used to specify
multiple IP ranges.


MonitorMgmtIP MANAGED,UNMANAGED


Default: MANAGED


Determines the management status to be
assigned to the IP addresses falling within the
range of the MgmtIPAddrOrRange parameter:
n MANAGED Indicates that the discovered IP


addresses are to be managed.
n UNMANAGED Indicates that the discovered IP


addresses are to be unmanaged.
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Table 12‑10.  Default values for the IP Tagging Policy setting (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


MonitorOverlappingIP MANAGED,UNMANAGED


Default: UNMANAGED


Determines the management status to be
assigned to the IP addresses falling within the
range of the OverlappingIPAddrOrRange
parameter:
n MANAGED Indicates that the discovered IP


addresses are to be managed.
n UNMANAGED Indicates that the discovered IP


addresses are to be unmanaged.


OverlappingIPAddrOrRange String of unspecified length


Default: Null string (empty)


Specifies the IP address or range of IP addresses
to be unmanaged by default. Use the pattern
matching criteria in Appendix 15, “Wildcard
Patterns.”


For example:
n 192.168.1.2 or 192.168.1.*
n 192.168.1.<2-20>
n 192.<168-170>.*.*|10.10.<10-20>.*


The pipe ( | ) separator can be used to specify
multiple IP ranges.


RouteDistinguisher ENABLE_RD,DISABLE_RD


Default: ENABLE_RD


Determines the level of tagging for VPN-IP (VRF
IP) addresses:
n ENABLE_RD Indicates that the IP objects


created for the VRF IP addresses falling within
the range that is specified for the
OverlappingIPAddrOrRange parameter are to
be tagged by using the route distinguisher
from the vendor VPN MIB, in addition to the
user-defined tag that is specified in the IPTag
parameter.


n DISABLE_RDIndicates that the IP objects
created for the VRF IP addresses falling within
the range that is specified for the
OverlappingIPAddrOrRange parameter are not
to be tagged by using the route distinguisher
from the vendor VPN MIB; only the user-
defined tag that is specified in the IPTag
parameter is to be used to tag these IP
objects.
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Figure 12‑12.  Parameters of default setting IP Tagging Policy shown in a single view


Creating an IP tag filter group
An IP tag filter group has two sets of matching criteria:


n System


The membership class for an IP tag filter group is UnitaryComputerSystem. Only the discovered
systems matching the matching criteria (attributes that are specified for UnitaryComputerSystem) for
a particular group can become members of that group.


n IP address range


The IP address range matching criteria consists of two IP address ranges: one for management IP
addresses and one for overlapping IP addresses. Each of the ranges may contain a single IP
address. Only the IP addresses collected for the discovered system matching either of the IP address
ranges will be tagged in accordance to the user-specified tag for the group.
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If a system (device) matches the system criteria for the filter, all IP addresses collected for the
discovered system are subject to the management IP address range and the overlapping IP address
range defined for the filter. If a system does not match the system criteria for the filter, none of the IP
addresses collected for that discovered system are subject to the two IP address ranges defined for
the filter.


If an IP address falls within the management IP address range, the user-specified tag for the filter is
applied to the IP object created for that IP address. If the IP address does not fall within that range,
the user-specified tag for the filter is not applied to the IP object created for that IP address:


n Any management IP object created for an IP address matching the management IP address range is
MANAGED by default. You can change the value to UNMANAGED by selecting UNMANAGED from
the MonitorMgmtIP drop-down menu.


n Any management IP address created for an IP address matching the management IP address range
is excluded from the overlapping IP address range defined for the IP tag filter group.


If an IP address falls within the overlapping IP address range, the user-specified tag for the filter is
applied to the IP object created for that IP address. If the IP address does not fall within that range,
the user-specified tag for the filter is not applied to the IP object created for that IP address:


n Any overlapping IP object created for an IP address matching the overlapping IP address range is
UNMANAGED by default. You can change that value to MANAGED by selecting MANAGED from the
MoinitorOverlappingIP drop-down menu.


The RouteDistinguisher parameter (ENABLE_RD or DISABLE_RD; ENABLE_RD by default) for an
IP tag filter group is applicable to all VRF IP addresses that fall within the overlapping IP address
range defined for the filter. For an enabled RouteDistinguisher parameter, any IP address falling
within the range of the overlapping IP address range is tagged with the route distinguisher name that
is associated with the VRF to which that IP address belongs. (The IP Manager gathers route
distinguisher information by reading the vendor VPN MIB on the discovered system.) Conversely, if
the RouteDistinguisher parameter is disabled, any VRF IP address falling within the overlapping IP
address range is not tagged with the route distinguisher value.


Note   VRF IP addresses not falling within the overlapping IP address range will be tagged with the
route distinguisher value regardless of the RouteDistinguisher parameter setting (ENABLE_RD,
DISABLE_RD). The RouteDistinguisher parameter setting applies only to the VRF IP addresses that
fall within the overlapping IP address range defined for the filter.


Single tagging and double tagging of an IP object created for a discovered IP address are both
possible. “IP tag naming scheme” on page 216 provides descriptions and examples of single- and
double-tagged IP objects.
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Example of creating an IP tag filter group
The following procedure demonstrates how to use the Polling and Thresholds Console to create an IP tag
filter group for routers by assigning values (by using the IP Tagging Policy setting) and adding additional
matching criteria to the default system IP tag group named IP Tag Filter-1:


1 In a Polling and Thresholds Console that is attached to an IP Availability Manager or
IP Performance Manager, click the Tagging tab to display the tagging group tree.


2 In the tagging group tree, click the plus signs (+) to expand the tagging group tree as shown in 
Example of IP tagging policy, then click IP Tagging Policy to display its setting configuration window.


Figure 12‑13.  Example of IP tagging policy


3 In the setting configuration window, specify values for the following parameters:


n IPTag


For example: USCASJ-ERX-VZ


n MgmtIPAddrOrRange


For example: 192.168.35.<1-2>


n MonitorMgmtIP


For example: MANAGED


n MonitorOverlappingIP


For example: UNMANAGED


n OverlappingIPAddrOrRange


For example: 192.168.<35-45>.*|192.168.100.<10-20>


n RouteDistinguisher


For example: ENABLE_RD


4 Click Apply to save your changes.


5 In the tagging group tree, click IP Tag Filter-1 to display the configuration window.
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6 In the configuration window, click Matching Criteria to display the Matching Criteria tab.


7 In the Matching Criteria tab, specify the additional matching criteria that will allow only the routers in
the target customer network to become members of this group. The procedure for specifying
matching criteria is given in Editing matching criteria.


Note   Specify matching criteria broad enough so that all routers in the target network become
members of this group. Otherwise, the IP Manager will create multiple names (multiple IPNetwork
instances) for the target network, which will produce incorrect correlation analysis results.


For example, if two distinguishing features for the routers in the target customer network is that they
are all routers having names beginning with the string “net1,” set the Type attribute to Router and the
Name attribute to net1* to ensure that only those routers become members of the IP Tag Filter-1
group.


For any router that becomes a member of this group, the names of all IP objects created for the
router IP addresses that fall within the OverlappingIPAddrOrRange range that is specified in step 3
will be tagged with the IPTag value that you specified in step 3.


8 Click Apply to save your changes.


9 Click Reconfigure to implement your changes.


To create additional system IP tag groups for systems, create new groups from the group configured
in the preceding procedure and repeat that procedure for the newly created groups. The procedure
for creating new groups is given in Creating new groups.


Create an IP tag filter for each group of systems that are using the same, but locally distinct IP
addresses.


Verifying IP tag group configurations
To verify that your system IP tag groups are configured properly:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


Instructions for opening the Domain Manager Administration Console are presented in Opening the
Domain Manager Administration Console.


2 In the console, select Topology > Discover All to rediscover all managed systems.


3 In the topology tree of the console, expand the IP class to see the tagged IP instances (and their
associated systems) that the IP Manager just created.


4 Verify that the rediscovered IPs are associated with the appropriate systems.
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Audit Logging 13
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Audit Logging format


n Installing the Audit Log Adapter


n Configuring audit logging


n Starting the Audit Log Adapter


n These two files are located in the local/logs directory relative to the adapter. So, if the adapter is
installed in a separate base directory than the server it is auditing, the adapter will read the raw audit
log file from the server local/logs directory and write the final audit log file to the adapter local/logs
directory.Configuring audit logging


n Starting the Audit Log Adapter


n Domain Manager Administrator Console user actions


Audit Logging format
Audit log contains one line per entry. The entry consists of multiple tab-delimited fields. The first N fields
are of fixed meaning and order, with additional fields in a “tag=value” format. The tagged fields that are
present depend on the action that is logged. Different actions will have different additional data available.
For example, for an “invoke”, the tag “oper” would indicate the operation being invoked.


The order of the tab-delimited fields in an entry is:


date login ID ClientDescription pid IP user@host action [tag1=value [tag2=value […]]] 


Example:


2010/03/25 12:52:21 +442ms  admin  2  dmctl   23168  127.0.0.1  root@host01.example.com   


createInstance    object=MyClass::MyInstance 


The meaning of the fixed fields:


n Date — The date and time at which the event occurred, formatted according to the setting of
SM_DATETIME_FORMAT.
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n ID — The client identification number for this session.


n Login — The login identifier used to authenticate to the domain.


n Client Description — Information on the kind of client, eg dmctl, console, etc. This information is self-
reported by the client as it cannot independently verified. A malicious user could conceivably forge
this information.


n PID — The process ID of the client on the system where the connection originated. This information
is self-reported by the client as it cannot be independently verified. A malicious user could
conceivably forge this information.


n IP — The network address of the system from which the connection originated. This is obtained from
the network stack. Due to the presence of NAT or other factors it may not reflect the actual IP of the
client system.


n User — The OS login name of the user on the system where the connection originated. This
information is self-reported by the client as it cannot be independently verified. A malicious user could
conceivably forge this information.


n Host — The hostname of the system where the connection originated. This name is self-reported by
the client and is subject to forgery. If there is any doubt, perform a reverse lookup on the IP provided
instead. This field is provided as it may allow identification of individual clients behind a NAT, while a
reverse lookup of the IP would resolve to a single router.


n Action — The API operation called by the client. Most commonly, “put”, “create”, “delete”, or “invoke”.


Actions defined include the following. It is possible new actions may be added in the future. Many
actions are read-only and thus would not appear in the audit log normally, and so are not listed here.
Not all of these will be commonly seen.


n consistencyUpdate — Requests that the codebook be recomputed.


n correlate — Causes the domain manager to begin a correlation.


n create — Create a new object instance in the domain. Tagged values include “object”, the class name
and instance name of the object to create.


n delete — Delete the object with the given name. Tagged values include “object”, the object to be
deleted.


n exec — Causes the domain to executes a program object (.po). Tagged values include “program”.


n insert — Add a new value to a table of an object. Tagged values include “attribute”, which identifies
the object and attribute to be affected, and “value”, the desired new value.


n invoke — Invoke a model operation. If an operation can be determined to be read-only, it will not be
logged. Tagged values include “object”, the name of the object on which to invoke the operation,
“oper”, the name of the operation, and “args”, the list of argument values.


n loadLibrary — Requests that the domain manager load a shared library, such as one containing a
compiled model. Tagged values include “library”.
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n loadProgram — Request to load a program object (.po) into the domain. Tagged values include
“program”


n put — Set an attribute of an object. Tagged values include “attribute”, which identifies the object and
attribute to be affected, and “value”, the desired new value.


n remove — Remove a value from a table of an object. Tagged values include “attribute”, which
identifies the object and attribute to be affected, and “value”, the value to be removed.


n removeByKey — Remove a value from a table of an object. Tagged values include “attribute”, which
identifies the object and attribute to be affected, and “key”, the key of the value to be removed.


n restore — Restore object instances from a file. Tagged values include “filename”, the file to restore
from.


n save — Store the repository to a file. Tagged values include “filename”, the file the objects will be
stored in, and “class” if the request was to save a subset of instances by class.


n shutdown — Requests that the domain manager shut down.


n transactionAbort — Abort a previously started repository transaction.


n transactionCommit — Commit a previously started repository transaction


n transactionStart — Start a repository transaction.


Tagged Value
Tagged values that may appear include:


n args — A list of values used as argument to an operation.


n attribute — The fully-qualified name of an attribute of an object, in the format
“ClassName::InstanceName::AttributeName “


n class — The name of a model class.


n filename — The name of a file (whose use will be clear from the action)


n value — A value used as a table key.


n library — The name of a shared library


n object — The name of an object instance, in the format “ClassName::InstanceName”


n oper — The name of a model operation.


n program — The name of a program object (.po) loaded or executed


n value — The value of an attribute.


Installing the Audit Log Adapter
The audit log adapter is included with the IP Manager. Chapter 3, Installing IP Management Suite, in the
VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers provides
information related to the installation of the audit log adapter.
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Configuring audit logging
To generate audit log output on a server, you must perform the following steps.


1 Add the SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_ACTIONS environment variable to the runcmd_env.sh file located in
the BASEDIR/<productsuite>/smarts/local/conf directoryof your VMware Smart Assurance software
product suite.


For example, the directory for the IP AM/PM suite would be BASEDIR/IP/smarts/local/conf.


2 You can do this by using the sm_edit utility via the command line to open the runcmd_env.sh file.
Invoke sm_edit from the BASEDIR/<productsuite>/smarts/bin directory:


sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


#/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin>sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


3 Add the environment variable and its value using the following syntax:


SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_ACTIONS=TRUE


SM_AUDIT_ALL_CONNECTIONS=1


4 Save the runcmd_env.sh file and close it.


5 Restart any VMware Smart Assurance program currently running for the new environment variables
to take effect.


Starting the Audit Log Adapter
There are two configuration files involved in starting the VMware Smart Assurance Audit Log Adapter.
These files are located in the BASEDIR /<productsuite>/smarts/local/conf/audit_parse directory.


The two configuration files are:


n audit_table.conf—contains data tables that control the output of the audit log adapter. These tables
indicate how to process different entries.


n adapter_name.conf—specifies the location of the raw audit log file to be parsed. The BaseSmartsDir
and AuditInputFile parameters in this file must be modified to provide the location of the raw audit log
file <server_name>_audit.log. You can edit the adapter_name.conf file by using the sm_edit utility.


The BaseSmartsDir parameter specifies the base directory path for VMware Smart Assurance
software (for example, /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/).


The AuditInputFile parameter specifies the correct log file from which to parse output. This value must
be relative to the BaseSmartsDir parameter above, (for example, local/logs/INCHARGE-
AM_audit.log).


There are also three ASL files involved in invoking the Audit Log Adapter. These files are located in
the BASEDIR /<productsuite>/smarts/local/rules/audit_parse directory. The three ASL files are:
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n parse_audit_log.asl—parses the audit log output from the server and creates the final audit log file
using the information in the audit_table.conf file.


n import_audit_tables.asl—reads the audit_table.conf file.


n import_audit_params.asl—reads the adapter_name.conf file.


To start the Audit Log Adapter, you must perform the following steps:


a Copy and rename the adapter_name.conf file in the
BASEDIR /<productsuite>/smarts/local/conf/audit_parse directory. Name the new file
<adapter_name>.conf so that it matches the <adapter_name> given in the startup command
syntax in step 3 on page 128 . For example, if you are going to start up the INCHARGE-AM-
AUDIT adapter in step 3 , then you would copy and rename the adapter_name.conf file to
INCHARGE-AM-AUDIT.conf.


Then you must edit this file to contain the appropriate BaseSmartsDir and
AuditInputFileparameters to provide the correct location of the raw audit log file to be parsed. The
BaseSmartsDir and AuditInputFileparameters are described above in the description of the
adapter_name.conf file.


Note   To have the same adapter installation run two separate adapters connecting to two
different raw audit logs, you can create two separate <adapter_name>.conf files, each specifying
a different raw audit log file. This enables you to start two different adapter processes with
different adapter names.


b Before the Audit Log Adapter is started, there must be an existing raw audit log file for the
adapter to parse. A raw audit log file is only created when the server has been started, and a
Global Console attaches. In order to avoid this dependency on the startup order, you should
create an empty raw audit log file prior to starting up the adapter. You can do this by performing
the following commands:


c cd <base smarts dir>


where:


<base smarts dir> is the base VMware Smart Assurance directory where the server is running


d cd local/logs


e touch <server_name>_audit.log


f Start the Audit Log Adapter from the command line using the following command:


t BASEDIR/<product_suite>/smarts/bin/sm_server -n <adapter_name> --config=audit_parse --
output --daemon s


where:


<product_suite> represents the VMware Smart Assurance product suite that the product is part
of. For example, IP AM is part of the VMware Smart Assurance IP product suite in
the /opt/InCharge /IP directory.
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<adapter_name> is the name of the Audit Log Adapter. It is recommended that you name the
Audit Log Adapter relative to the server for which it is doing audit parsing, for example
INCHARGE-AM-AUDIT.


Note   ts Indicates the command must be typed as one line.


After the adapter is invoked, it runs as a server.


There are two output files associated with the adapter:


n <adapter_name>.log—the output file from running the adapter.


n <server>_audit.log-final—the final audit log output.


These two files are located in the local/logs directory
relative to the adapter. So, if the adapter is installed in a
separate base directory than the server it is auditing, the
adapter will read the raw audit log file from the server
local/logs directory and write the final audit log file to
the adapter local/logs directory.Configuring audit logging
To generate audit log output on a server, you must perform the following steps.


1 Add the SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_ACTIONS environment variable to the runcmd_env.sh file located in
the BASEDIR/<productsuite>/smarts/local/conf directory of your VMware Smart Assurance software
product suite.


For example, the directory for the IP AM/PM suite would be BASEDIR/IP/smarts/local/conf.


2 You can do this by using the sm_edit utility via the command line to open the runcmd_env.sh file.
Invoke sm_edit from the BASEDIR/<productsuite>/smarts/bin directory:


sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


#/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/bin>sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


3 Add the environment variable and its value using the following syntax:


SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_ACTIONS=TRUE


SM_AUDIT_ALL_CONNECTIONS=1


4 Save the runcmd_env.sh file and close it.


5 Restart any VMware Smart Assurance program currently running for the new environment variables
to take effect.


Starting the Audit Log Adapter
There are two configuration files involved in starting the VMware Smart Assurance Audit Log Adapter.
These files are located in the BASEDIR/<productsuite>/smarts/local/conf/audit_parse directory.
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The two configuration files are:


n audit_table.conf—contains data tables that control the output of the audit log adapter. These tables
indicate how to process different entries.


n adapter_name.conf—specifies the location of the raw audit log file to be parsed. The BaseSmartsDir
and AuditInputFile parameters in this file must be modified to provide the location of the raw audit log
file <server_name>_audit.log. You can edit the adapter_name.conf file by using the sm_edit utility.


The BaseSmartsDir parameter specifies the base directory path for VMware Smart Assurance
software (for example, /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/).


The AuditInputFile parameter specifies the correct log file from which to parse output. This value must
be relative to the BaseSmartsDir parameter above, (for example, local/logs/INCHARGE-
AM_audit.log).


There are also three ASL files involved in invoking the Audit Log Adapter. These files are located in
the BASEDIR/<productsuite>/smarts/local/rules/audit_parse directory. The three ASL files are:


n parse_audit_log.asl—parses the audit log output from the server and creates the final audit log file
using the information in the audit_table.conf file.


n import_audit_tables.asl—reads the audit_table.conf file.


n import_audit_params.asl—reads the adapter_name.conf file.


To start the Audit Log Adapter, you must perform the following steps:


a Before the Audit Log Adapter is started, there must be an existing raw audit log file for the
adapter to parse. A raw audit log file is only created when the server has been started, and a
Global Console attaches. In order to avoid this dependency on the startup order, you should
create an empty raw audit log file prior to starting up the adapter. You can do this by performing
the following commands:


b cd <base smarts dir>


where:


<base smarts dir> is the base VMware Smart Assurance directory where the server is running


c cd local/logs


d touch <server_name>_audit.log


e Copy the adapter_name.conf file from BASEDIR/<productsuite>/smarts/conf/audit_parse
directory to BASEDIR/<productsuite>/smarts/local/conf/audit_parse directory. Rename the
adapter_name.conf file to <adapter_name>.conf .


For example, if you are going to start up the INCHARGE-AM-AUDIT adapter, then you would
copy and rename the adapter_name.conf file to INCHARGE-AM-AUDIT.conf.
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f Edit the <adapter_name>.conf fileto contain the appropriate BaseSmartsDir and AuditInputFile
parameters to provide the correct location of the raw audit log file to be parsed. The
BaseSmartsDir and AuditInputFile parameters are described above in the description of the
adapter_name.conf file.


Also edit the path in the file to point to the location of the log file, <server_name>_audit.log.


Note   To have the same adapter installation run two separate adapters connecting to two
different raw audit logs, you can create two separate <adapter_name>.conf files, each specifying
a different raw audit log file. This enables you to start two different adapter processes with
different adapter names.


g Edit the bootstrap.conf file to comment out the Ruleset as follows:


#RuleSet = "audit-parse/init.asl"


h Start the Audit Log Adapter from the command line using the following command:


t BASEDIR/<product_suite>/smarts/bin/sm_server -n <adapter_name> --config=audit_parse --output 


--daemon s


After the adapter is invoked, it runs as a server.


There are two output files associated with the adapter:


n <adapter_name>.log.the output file from running the adapter.


n <server>_audit.log-final.the final audit log output.


These two files are located in the local/logs directory relative to the adapter. So, if the adapter is
installed in a separate base directory than the server it is auditing, the adapter will read the raw audit
log file from the server local/logs directory and write the final audit log file to the adapter local/logs
directory.


Domain Manager Administrator Console user actions
This section lists some of the common tasks that a user may perform in the Domain Manager
Administration Console, and that are captured in audit logs. This list is not intended to be an exhaustive
list, but rather a representative sample of some of the more frequently-used modifications in the
Domain Manager.


Polling and thresholds
The following actions relate to polling and threshold settings. These actions can be performed by
selecting Edit, Polling and Thresholds in the Domain Manager Administration Console, selecting the
appropriate device class/groups in the left tree pane, and then selecting the appropriate Settings,
Priorities, and Matching Criteria tabs in the right pane.


n Modify selection criteria
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n Modify group priority


n Add a new setting


n Remove a setting


n Reconfigure


n Restore defaults (for a setting)


Configuring groups
The following actions relate to the configuration of groups. These actions can be performed by selecting
Configure, Topology Builder in the Domain Manager Administration Console, and then by selecting
Configure, Groups in the Topology Builder.


n New group


n Delete group


Topology-related changes
The following actions relate to topology changes.


The following actions can be performed by clicking an InCharge Manager listed in the left pane of the
Domain Manager Administration Console (for example, INCHARGE-IPAMPM), clicking the Topology tab
in the right pane, and choosing options in this view.


n Change discovery settings


n Discover pending interval


n Full discovery interval


n Enable/disable auto discovery


n Change auto discovery types


n Community string list add


n Community string list delete


n Change system limit


The following actions can be performed by clicking an InCharge Manager listed in the left pane of
the Domain Manager Administration Console (for example, INCHARGE-IPAMPM), clicking the
Discovery Filters tab in the right pane, and choosing options in this view.


n Discovery filters


n Add a filter


n Modify a filter


n Delete a filter


n Change filter priority order
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Discovery actions
The following actions relate to discovery. These actions can be performed by selecting Topology in the
Domain Manager Administration Console and selecting the following menu items.


n Import from seed file


n Add Agent


n Rediscover


n Discover Pending


n Discover All


n Save Topology


You can also perform the following actions in the Pending Devices List that displays when you select
Show Discovery Progress from the Topology menu of the Domain Manager Administration Console.


n Mark Non-SNMP


n Mark SNMP only


n Remove from pending list


n Throttle (accept or reject)


n Stop auto discovery


Note   These options are displayed by selecting a new device row and right-clicking on it.


Correlation-related changes
The following actions relate to correlation changes. The Recompute Codebook and Correlate Now
actions can be performed by selecting InCharge Manager, Recompute Codebook, or Correlate Now in
the Domain Manager Administration Console. You can change the correlation interval change by
selecting the InCharge Manager listed in the left tree pane (for example, INCHARGE-IPAMPM), and
clicking the Correlation tab.


n Recompute codebook


n Correlate now


n Correlation interval change


Changes to devices
The following actions relate to device changes and can be performed by selecting a device in the left tree
pane of the Domain Manager Administration Console and selecting Edit, or by right-clicking on the
device.


n Delete
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n Manage a device


n Unmanage a device
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Name Resolution 14
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Overview


n Configuring automatic name resolution


n Configuring exceptions to automatic name resolution


n Configuring seed-name name resolution


n Configuring exceptions to seed-name name resolution


n Three name resolution — Related tasks


n Local exceptions to automatic and seed-file name resolution


Overview
The discovery process uses the name resolution service that is provided by the local operating system to
translate hostnames to IP addresses, and to translate IP addresses to hostnames. On a UNIX system, a
name resolution service might be Domain Name System (DNS), NIS or NIS+, or a hosts file.


This chapter describes the following tasks related to name resolution:


n “Configuring automatic name resolution” on page 152


n Configuring exceptions to automatic name resolution


n Configuring seed-name name resolution


n Configuring exceptions to seed-name name resolution


n Three name resolution — Related tasks


n Local exceptions to automatic and seed-file name resolution
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Configuring automatic name resolution
The TM_USEAUTONAME option in the name-resolver.conf file enables you to configure the Name
Resolution probe to automatically resolve system names by using the naming sources in the order that
you specify.


n “Configuring automatic name resolution” section in Chapter 3, Discovery, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides more information on naming-source
sequence used by the Name Resolution probe to resolve system names.


n “Configuring automatic name resolution”section in Chapter 3, Discovery, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides more information on
AutoNameOrder naming sources.


To configure automatic name resolution:


a Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the name-resolver.conf file:


                     sm_edit conf/discovery/name-resolver.conf


                  


b Find the NameFormat section of the file:


#NameFormat = "TM_USESEEDNAME"


NameFormat = "TM_USEAUTONAME"


c Ensure that the NameFormat = “TM_USEAUTONAME” option is the only one that is not
commented out.


d Find the AutoNameOrder section of the file:


AutoNameOrder 0 TM_USELOOPBACK


AutoNameOrder 1 TM_USESYSNAME


AutoNameOrder 2 TM_USENONPRIVATEIP


AutoNameOrder 3 TM_USEPRIVATEIP


AutoNameOrder 4 TM_USEAGENTADDRESS


e Change the AutoNameOrder numbers (0 through 4) to the order that you prefer. The resolution
process is performed in ascending order, starting with AutoNameOrder 0. AutoNameOrder
naming sources describes the AutoNameOrder naming sources.
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Table 14‑1.  AutoNameOrder naming sources


Naming source Description


TM_USELOOPBACK Resolve loopback IP address: If a loopback interface IP address can be resolved to a name,
that name will be used to name the system. By default, the default loopback interface type
number is 24, which represents the “software loopback” interface type.


For a discovered system that has multiple loopback addresses, the Name Resolution probe
tries to resolve the lowest loopback address first. If that resolution fails, the Name Resolution
probe tries to resolve each of the remaining loopback addresses.


TM_USESYSNAME Resolve MIB-II sysName: If the sysName can be resolved to at least one IP address, and at
least one of the resolved IP addresses resolves back to the sysName, the sysName will be
used to name the system.


TM_USENONPRIVATEIP Resolve non-private IP address: If at least one of the IP addresses is not a private IP address,
the non-private IP address will be used to resolve the name. Once a name is resolved, the
name will be used to name the system.


TM_USEPRIVATEIP Resolve private IP address: If at least one of the IP addresses is a private IP address, the
private IP address will be used to resolve the name. Once a name is resolved, the name will
be used to name the system.


By default, the private IPv4 address pattern is 10.*|192.168.*|172.<16-31>.*, which is defined
as follows:
n Any IP address with the value of 10 in the first octet (10.*.*.*).
n Any IP address with a value of 172 in the first octet and a value between 16 and 31 in the


second octet (172.<16-31>.*.*).
n Any IP address with a value of 192 in the first octet and a value of 168 in the second octet


(192.168.*.*).


TM_USEAGENTADDRESS Resolve SNMP agent address: If an SNMP agent address can be resolved to a name, that
name will be used to name the system.


1 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the name-resolver.conf file is saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


2 Type the following command from BASEDIR/smarts/bin to implement your changes:


               sm_tpmgr -s <


                  IP Manager


               


                instance name> -b <


               brokerName:port


               >


               


   --load-conf=name-resolver.conf


               sm_tpmgr -s INCHARGE-AM -b localhost:426  --load-conf=name-resolver.conf
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3 Optional: Configure exceptions to automatic name resolution by using a seed file, as described in
“Configuring exceptions to automatic name resolution” on page 154.


If the resolution process is unsuccessful for all naming sources that are defined in the name-
resolver.conf file, a final procedure uses a public IP address, a private IP address, or the SNMP agent
address for the system name.


Configuring exceptions to automatic name resolution
You can define local exceptions to automatic name resolution by adding the keywords and values that are
identified in the left column of Configuring exceptions to automatic name resolution to specific systems in
the seed file. Consult How to create a seed file.


Chapter 3, Discovery, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides information
on the format of a seed file.


To configure exceptions for automatic name resolution:


1 Configure automatic name resolution as described in “Configuring automatic name resolution” on
page 152.


2 Create a seed file and, for each exception to the sources that are defined for automatic name
resolution, add an entry for the system with either a specific naming source or a specific name:


n To define a specific naming source for a system, add the following keyword and value to the seed
file entry:


 NAMEFORMAT=<naming source>


 192.168.12.2 NAMEFORMAT=TM_USELOOPBACK


 192.168.2.2 NAMEFORMAT=TM_USEPRIVATEIP


 NAMEFORMAT=TM_USESEEDNAME SEEDNAME=<name>


 ROUTER2 NAMEFORMAT=TM_USESEEDNAME SEEDNAME=Core-router-2


 192.168.8.29 NAMEFORMAT=TM_USESEEDNAME SEEDNAME=My-router


3 Import the seed file for discovery.


The locally specified naming sources and names will be used to name the systems.


If the resolution process is unsuccessful for the specified naming source for a system, a final
procedure will use a public IP address, a private IP address, or the SNMP agent address for the
system name.


Configuring seed-name name resolution
When you select the TM_USESEEDNAME option in the name-resolver.conf file, the Name Resolution
probe uses the following keyword and value that are defined for individual systems in the seed file to
name the systems:


SEEDNAME=<user-specified name>
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For any system in the seed file for which this keyword is not defined, the Name Resolution probe uses the
seed name, which is the name by which the system was introduced to the discovery process, to name the
system. For an autodiscovery candidate system, for which a seed name is not available, the Name
Resolution probe uses the first non-private IP address to name the system.


To configure seed-name name resolution:


1 Go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area and type the following
command to open the name-resolver.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/name-resolver.conf


            


2 Find the NameFormat section of the file:


NameFormat = "TM_USESEEDNAME"


#NameFormat = "TM_USEAUTONAME"


3 Ensure that the NameFormat = “TM_USESEEDNAME” option is the only one that is not commented
out.


Steps 4 and 5 are optional. Only if you want to use the NAMEFORMAT=TM_USEAUTONAME
exception that is described in the right column of Configuring seed-name name resolution do you
need to perform these steps.


4 Optional: Find the AutoNameOrder section of the file:


AutoNameOrder 0 TM_USELOOPBACK


AutoNameOrder 1 TM_USESYSNAME


AutoNameOrder 2 TM_USENONPRIVATEIP


AutoNameOrder 3 TM_USEPRIVATEIP


AutoNameOrder 4 TM_USEAGENTADDRESS


5 Optional: Change the AutoNameOrder numbers (0 through 4) to the order that you prefer. The
resolution process is performed in ascending order, starting with AutoNameOrder 0. Configuring
seed-name name resolution describes the AutoNameOrder naming sources.


6 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the name-resolver.conf file is saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


7 Type the following command from BASEDIR/smarts/bin to implement your changes:


               sm_tpmgr -s <


                  IP Manager


               


                instance name> -b <
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               brokerName:port


               >  --load-conf=name-resolver.conf


               sm_tpmgr -s INCHARGE-AM -b localhost:426  --load-conf=name-resolver.conf


            


8 Create a seed file and define a specific name for each system by adding the following to each entry:


SEEDNAME=<name>


ROUTER2 SEEDNAME=Core-router-2


192.168.8.29 SEEDNAME=My-router


9 Optional: Configure exceptions to seed-file name resolution, as described in “Configuring exceptions
to seed-name name resolution” on page 156.


10 Import the seed file for discovery.


The locally specified names for systems will be used to name the systems.


If the resolution process is unsuccessful for the specified naming source for a system, a final
procedure will use a public IP address, a private IP address, or the SNMP agent address for the
system name.


Configuring exceptions to seed-name name resolution
You can define local exceptions to seed-name name resolution by adding the keywords and values that
are identified in the right column of Configuring exceptions to seed-name name resolution to specific
systems in the seed file.Chapter 2 in VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide describes
the format of a seed file.


To configure exceptions for seed-name name resolution:


1 Configure seed-name name resolution as described in “Configuring seed-name name resolution” on
page 155.


2 Revise your seed file and, for each exception entry in the seed file, add a keyword and value as
follows:


NAMEFORMAT=<naming source>


 192.168.6.5 NAMEFORMAT=TM_USEAUTONAME


 192.168.12.2 NAMEFORMAT=TM_USELOOPBACK


 192.168.2.2 NAMEFORMAT=TM_USEPRIVATEIP


3 Import the seed file for discovery.


The locally specified naming sources will be used to name the systems.


If the resolution process is unsuccessful for the specified naming source for a system, a final
procedure will use a public IP address, a private IP address, or the SNMP agent address for the
system name.
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Three name resolution — Related tasks
The discovery process relies on the local name resolution service to complete the following three tasks:


n For manual discovery, resolve the hostnames of discovery candidate systems to corresponding IP
addresses so that the systems can be discovered.


n For manual discovery, resolve the IP addresses of discovered systems to corresponding hostnames
so that the discovered systems are given unique names within the topology.


n For autodiscovery, resolve the IP addresses of discovered systems to corresponding hostnames so
that:


n Hostnames can be matched against the “System Name” field in the discovery filters that are
described in “Creating discovery filters” on page 88.


n Discovered systems that pass the discovery filters are given unique names within the topology.


Until a system is discovered, it is known to the discovery process by its IP address only. When
the system is discovered, the discovery process makes calls to the local name resolution service
and runs a script to assign the system a distinct and meaningful name.


Local exceptions to automatic and seed-file name
resolution
For both automatic and seed-file name resolution, you can define local exceptions for individual systems
in the seed file. Local name resolution exceptions for individual systems in a seed file identifies the
keyword=<value> exceptions.


Table 14‑2.  Local name resolution exceptions for individual systems in a seed file


Automatic name resolution 1 Seed-name name resolution 2


1  When you specify NameFormat = "TM_USEAUTONAME" in the name-resolver.conf file.


2  When you specify NameFormat = "TM_USESEEDNAME" in the name-resolver.conf file.


Individual automatic name resolution exception by using a
prioritized list of naming sources: Not applicable


Individual automatic name resolution exception by using a
prioritized list of naming sources:
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USEAUTONAME


The resolution process is performed in accordance to the
naming source order (0 -> 4) that is specified by the
AutoNameOrder entries in the name-resolver.conf file. The
default order is:
n AutoNameOrder 0 TM_USELOOPBACK
n AutoNameOrder 1 TM_USESYSNAME
n AutoNameOrder 2 TM_USENONPRIVATEIP
n AutoNameOrder 3 TM_USEPRIVATEIP
n AutoNameOrder 4 TM_USEAGENTADDRESS


if you prefer a different naming source order, edit the name-
resolver.conf file and change the AutoNameOrder numbers.
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Table 14‑2.  Local name resolution exceptions for individual systems in a seed file
(Continued)


Automatic name resolution 1 Seed-name name resolution 2


Individual automatic name resolution exceptions by using an
individual naming source:
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USELOOPBACK
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USESYSNAME
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USENONPRIVATEIP
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USEPRIVATEIP
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USEAGENTADDRESS


Individual automatic name resolution exceptions by using an
individual naming source:
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USELOOPBACK
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USESYSNAME
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USENONPRIVATEIP
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USEPRIVATEIP
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USEAGENTADDRESS


Individual seed-file name resolution exception by specifying a
specific name:
n NAMEFORMAT=TM_USESEEDNAME


SEEDNAME=<user-specified name>


Individual seed-file name resolution exception by specifying a
specific name: Not applicable


For an ICMPONLY system, if automatic name resolution is in effect, use the
NAMEFORMAT=TM_USESEEDNAME and SEEDNAME=<user-specified name> exception to name the
system. If seed-file name resolution is in effect, use SEEDNAME=<user-specified name> to name the
system.


The procedure for defining local exceptions to automatic name resolution is given in Configuring
exceptions to automatic name resolution


The procedure for defining local exceptions to seed-name name resolution is given in Configuring
exceptions to seed-name name resolution.
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Working with topology 15
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Adding read community strings


n Deleting read community strings


n Specifying additional read community strings


n Observing the management state of an object


n Setting the management state of an object


n Managing or unmanaging filesystems


n Topology Change Analysis Tool (TCAT)


Adding read community strings
To add a read community string to the Read Community Strings window:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console provides instructions on opening this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, click the IP Manager name to
display a multiple-tab window in the right panel of the console.


3 Click Topology.


4 Type a read community string in the Community Strings field.


5 Click Add. By default, you can list up to four community strings in the Read Community Strings
window.


6 Click Apply.


The changes that you make to the Read Community Strings window are applied to systems that are
discovered after the changes are made. Systems that are already discovered are not affected.
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Deleting read community strings
To delete a read community string from the Read Community Strings window:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console provides instructions on opening this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, click the IP Manager name to
display a multiple-tab window in the right panel of the console.


3 Click Topology.


4 In the Read Community Strings window, select the community string that you want to remove.


5 Click Remove, and then click Apply.


The default read community string public is automatically included in the Read Community Strings
window. If you do not want the IP Manager to use the public community string, you must remove
public here and from the defaultReadCommunity parameter in the discovery.conf file.


Chapter 6, Configuration Settings in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide
describes the configuration parameters in the discovery.conf file and provides instructions on
modifying the parameters.


Specifying additional read community strings
To specify additional read community strings, you need to change the value of the MaximumCommunities
parameter in the discovery.conf file.


Observing the management state of an object
To observe the management state of an object:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console provides instructions on opening this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, select the object to display the
object’s properties window in the right panel of the console.


3 In the object’s properties window, click the Attributes tab and locate the IsManaged attribute.


The value of this attribute indicates the management state of the object.


Setting the management state of an object
You can invoke the Manage and Unmanage commands through a Global Console that is attached to the
IP Manager.
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To set the management state of an object by using the Manage and Unmanage commands:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console provides instructions on opening this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, select the object that is to be
managed or unmanaged, right-click, and then select Manage or Unmanage from the pop-up menu.


3 Click the Reconfigure toolbar button.


The Reconfigure toolbar buttons are described in Domain Manager Administration Console toolbar
buttons.


Note   When you manually change the management state of an object, you must reconfigure for the
change to take effect.


Figure 15‑1.  Domain Manager Administration Console toolbar buttons


Correcting a duplicate IP address error
To correct a duplicate IP address error:


1 Attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the target IP Manager.


Opening the Domain Manager Administration Console provides instructions on opening this console.


2 In the left panel of the Domain Manager Administration Console, click the + sign to expand the
DuplicateIP class, select the DuplicateIP object, right-click, and then select Delete from the pop-up
menu.
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3 Use the IP tagging feature to give each of the duplicate IP addresses a unique tag.


4 Rediscover all systems that contain duplicate IP addresses. Consult Starting discovery from the
console to complete this step.


Managing or unmanaging filesystems
You can manage or unmanage an individual filesystem instance. When a filesystem is rendered
managed, that filesystem instance is monitored. On the other hand, when a filesystem instance is
rendered unmanaged, that filesystem instance is not monitored. Follow these steps to manage or
unmanage a filesystem instance:


1 In the Domain Manager Administration Console, select the appropriate server from the Manager
drop-down list.


2 Right-click on the filesystem instance and select Manage or Unmanage, as applicable.


3 If you have chosen to manage a filesystem instance, click Reconfigure. This renders the filesystem
to be managed.


Related tasks and information
n “Sample File system groups and matching criteria” section in Chapter 7, Polling and Threshold


Settings in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on
attributes of FileSystem.


n For procedures to migrate FileSystem settings, see “Upgrade and migration impacts” on page 64.


n To define thresholds and change priority of a filesystem group, see Defining thresholds for individual
filesystem instances.


Topology Change Analysis Tool (TCAT)
The Topology Change Analysis Tool (TCAT) identifies the key topology differences between various
versions of IP releases and provides logical explanations based on any feature changes or
enhancements. TCAT helps you to identify changes to a set of objects, relationships, and attributes which
are related to device certifications for IP Manager upgrades from 8.1.3, 8.1.4, 9.0, and 9.1 releases to 9.2.


Note   Unexplained topology differences may be observed if you have not applied the latest patch for a
release. This is because there may be certification changes between patch releases.


Installing TCAT


TCAT is installed as “sm_tcat” while installing IP and is located in the <BASEDIR>\smarts\bin directory.
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The tool when invoked, compares the topology from your current deployment with the new version of the
IP domain, for example, IP 8.1.4 with IP 9.1 or IP 9.1 with IP 9.2. The tool identifies differences in the two
topologies and flags a device if the device has been discovered under a different class in each topology
or the same device for example, has different instances listed under ComposedOf, ConnectedVia,
MemberOf, Underlying, HostsAccessPoints, MemberOf, and InstrumentedBy relationships. The tool also
provides an explanation of why a device is discovered differently or why the relationships, attributes, or
connections are different from one version of IP to another using the same seedfile.


Both the old and the new IP installations must be available and running at the same time. The tool can
then be invoked to attach to both IP servers, collect the necessary topology information from them, carry
out the data analysis on the topology differences, and deduce the corresponding logical explanations.


TCAT files


The following TCAT input files are located under the <BASEDIR>\smarts\conf\tcat directory:


IP_x.x.x_TopoRules.xml


For a logical explanation of topology differences, sets of topology rules are imported into the Rule Engine
in the form of XML files. These XML files are located in the <BASEDIR>\smarts\conf\tcat directory, for
example, C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\conf\tcat\IP_9.2.0_TopoRules.xml. The IP_9.2.0_TopoRules.xml file
contains rules for the 9.2 server.


Note   Do not modify the .xml files. These files are populated with rules and the tool will produce
undesired results if these files are changed.


TopoDiffLists.txt


TopoDiffLists.txt is a configurable flat text file which allows you to select which type of Objects to compare
and what relationships and attributes to compare. If you do not want to compare some Object types which
comes as default, place # at the beginning of the line where the Object, Relationship, or Attribute is
defined.


You can ignore certain Classes in Relationship in order to reduce the size of report. For example, if there
is no need to view the VLAN class in the Relationship, add an entry in the flat file as follows:


IgnoredInRel|VLAN


tcat.conf


tcat.conf file contains TCAT configuration settings and is located under the smarts/conf/tcat directory.
IPVersionMaps.txt


This file provides mapping of IP versions with Foundation build versions along with the rule XML file.
misc.xml


This file feeds miscellaneous information to the TCAT rule engine. Do not modify the misc.xml file.


Running TCAT


The two IP servers can be on the same machine or geographically separate machines, and in the same
broker or different brokers. There is a built-in launcher to invoke this tool with the mandatory arguments
for the broker host, broker port, and the domain manager name of both IP servers.
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Type the following command to run TCAT:


sm_tcat -b1 oldBrokerHost:oldBrokerPort -s1 oldIPServerName -b2 newBrokerHost:newBrokerPort -s2 


newIPServerName [ -pw ]


The optional “-pw” argument is for interactively entering the non-default userid/password of brokers and
domain managers.


Progress summary with relevant performance benchmarks are provided on the console.


TCAT output and the report file


The topology difference between IP releases will be identified and the corresponding logical explanation
will be deduced by the Rule. The detailed lists of topology differences for the selected objects,
relationships, and attributes, together with the corresponding logical explanation will be presented in the
form of a Tab-separated text file (one per row) for you to convert to an Excel spreadsheet.


During the execution of this tool, the summary of progress with the relevant performance benchmarking is
provided on the console.


The format of the log file is “tcat_YYYYMMDD_hhmmss_ms.log” and is located in the smarts/local/logs
directory. The report text file name is “TopoDiff_version1_vs_version2_YYYYMMDD_hhmmss_ms.txt”, for
example, TopoDiff_9.1.0_vs_9.2.0_20120905_155414_300.txt and is also located in the smart/local/logs
directory. The timestamp is the tool invocation starting time in milliseconds.


Open the “TCatReportConverter.xlsm” file located under smarts/script/tcat/ on a system with Microsoft
Excel to use its VBScript-based Macros for the report conversion and post-processing.


Note   Explanations show up in relationships only when there are differences in the OBJ as well.
Otherwise, the explanations or reasons are empty.


TCAT terminologies


Naming - TCAT checks if devices in two domains have the same SNMP address and are of the same
object type but with different names (case sensitive). If so, the reason is “Naming”.


Derived - For the component Classes, if there is no TopoRule matched, TCAT finds out their underlying
Device and derives the reason and automated explanations from there.


Only in one domain (IP 8.1.3, IP 9.0, and so on) - TCAT checks both the IP servers to see whether a
device is only in one domain. If so, TCAT flags it to be present in only one domain (the matched
TopoRules will not be used) and all associated component classes and relationships will be excluded
from the report (this occurs during a later stage of report generation). The topo differences are still
identified and stored in a certain data structure but not printed in the report.
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Report post processing


The report file is generated as a Tab-separated text file. The report file needs to be converted into an
Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel 2003, 2007, or 2010 versions are currently supported) and formatted
with various filtering Lists and Pivot Tables to get both the top-level summary views (Slice-and-Dice) and
detailed topology difference (Drilldown). A VBScript based Macro automates the entire post-processing of
the TCAT report. The Macro carries out all the report formatting, list filtering, and Pivot Table creations.


1 Open the Macro-embedded TCAT Report Converter, that is, the TCatReportConverter.xlsm file
available under <BASEDIR>/smarts/script/tcat/.


2 Click “Enable Macros” to open the “Instruction” sheet.


3 Click “File -> Open”, select the report text file, and then click “Finish”.


4 Press Ctrl, Shift and C keys simultaneously. The VBScript based Macro carries out all the report
formatting, list filtering, and Pivot Table creations.


5 Save it as an Excel Workbook by “File -> Save As -> Excel Workbook” with the default name.


Note   Do not insert or delete any row in the report file because the programmatically generated
hyperlinks in the WorkSheet “Report” rely on pre-calculated locations. For example, you can click Cell
E2 (merged E2-I2) to jump to the Summary and Statistics section. You may also click Cell A2
(merged A2-D2) anytime (when not filtering) to scroll the sheet to the top (this is important for
subsequent filtering because Excel may not display filtering properly if the worksheet is not at the top
position).


You can double click on the Excel report output after formatting. That will bring up only those
differences on a new sheet for you to drill down on the differences. Clicking on some fields in the
Excel output file provides you with the drill down capability. Only the statistic cells in Columns C to F
of the first three pivot tables (Summary, BySysOID, and ByDevice) and in Columns E to H of the
ByReason pivot table can be clicked for the drill downs in which the detailed information for those
selected entries will be pulled from the raw report and placed in a new worksheet.


You can use filters to go over differences one by one and uncheck the differences verified. This will
remove the differences from the view enabling you to not look at already verified differences. Also,
you can use filters to see only one set of differences based on class, reason, and so on.
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Network Attached Storage 16
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Overview


n Installing and starting the HTTPS Adapter service


n Configuring Celerra devices for NAS Extension functionality


n Configuring IP Availability Manager for NAS autodiscovery


n Viewing NAS notifications


n Viewing NAS service topology in maps


n Opening NAS containment


Overview
The NAS Extension is installed with the IP Availability Manager. After installation, the Availability Manager
can discover NAS devices, and perform root cause and impact analysis on these devices.


Configuring the NAS Extension involves the tasks summarized in Steps for configuring the NAS
Extension.


Table 16‑1.  Steps for configuring the NAS Extension


Reference


If necessary, configure the HTTPS Adapter to support access
to the managed Celerra devices.


For information about this requirement, refer to the Configuring
Control Station usernames and passwords.


If necessary, configure external Control Station and Data
Mover IP addresses.


For information about this requirement, refer to the Configuring
Control Station and Data Mover IP addresses , which also
refers you to the appropriate VMware documentation, if
needed.


Install the HTTPS Adapter as a service and start the service. “Installing and starting the HTTPS Adapter service” on
page 168


Start the Availability Manager. VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM,
MPLS, and NPM Managers
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Table 16‑1.  Steps for configuring the NAS Extension (Continued)


Reference


Start the Global Manager. VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM,
MPLS, and NPM Managers.


For configuration information, refer to the
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide.


Start the Global Console. VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM,
MPLS, and NPM Managers.


Installing and starting the HTTPS Adapter service
The NAS Extension software includes an adapter process (the HTTPS Adapter), which probes the
Celerra devices using the HTTPS/XML probe to obtain internal topology information. While the installation
of this adapter is automatic, you must install the service and start it manually. Install the HTTPS Adapter
as a service and start the service manually, as described next for UNIX.


Once started, the HTTPS Adapter registers with the Broker. The
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides more information about starting
services.


UNIX:
To install the HTTPS Adapter as a service on UNIX, issue the following command:


# sm_service install --force --unmanaged --startmode=manual \


'--name=<service_name>' \


'--description=<Smarts description>' \


'BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_adapter_java' 


'--name=<HTTPS_Adapter_Name>' \


'--output=<HTTPS_Adapter_Name>.log' \


'-J' \


'nas_probe.jar'


<Smarts description> is the description of the service. You may create any description you wish; for
example, Remote NAS adapter.


<HTTPS_Adapter_Name> is the name of the HTTPS Adapter, as registered with the Broker; for example,
the default name is remote-nas.


You can also specify the Broker and Port, if the Availability Manager with NAS Extension is registered
with a Broker and Port other than the default, localhost:426. To do this, add the following arguments to the
end of the command:


--broker=<IP Address or Hostname>:<Port Number>
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To start the service, type the following command:


# BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_service start 


         <service_name> 


      


To stop the service, issue the following command:


# BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_service stop 


         <service_name> 


      


HTTPS/XML discovery probe
The HTTPS Adapter probe performs the following tasks:


n Instantiates NASChassis objects (NAS Network Servers)


n Assigns attributes such as software version to the FileServer and NASChassis objects


Configuring Celerra devices for NAS Extension
functionality
To support NAS Extension functionality, you may need to configure the following:


n Control Station and Data Mover IP addresses


n Control Station usernames and passwords


Note   For NAS devices to be monitored correctly, ensure that SNMP is enabled on the host. You
require only read access and not full access to the Control Station for monitoring.


Configuring Control Station and Data Mover IP addresses
The IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS requires access to the Control Station and Data Mover IP
addresses that are exposed on the external network. You configure the IP addresses after the devices are
cabled to the network switches.


For information about cabling the Celerra Network Server, refer to the Celerra
NS500/NS600/NS700/NS704 Integrated Configuration Version 5.4 Setup Guide. Refer to the Connect
Cables section, step 5.


The Configuring and Managing Celerra Networking and Configuring and Managing Celerra Network High
Availability technical modules provide more information about how to configure the external IP addresses
once the cables are in place.
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Configuring Control Station usernames and passwords
When using the HTTPS Adapter, the Availability Manager accesses each Celerra Control Station device.
Some Control Station devices may restrict access to configured usernames and passwords. If the default
username and password (nasadmin) are used, no configuration is required.


Configuring device logins
To configure a login into the Celerra Control Station, issue the following line in the clientConnect.conf file:


nasUser:<device_id>:<login_id>:<password>


      


where,


n <device_id> is either a device name or its IP address


n <login_id> is the user name; default username is nasadmin


n <password> is the password; default password is nasadmin


Note   If an asterisk is used as a wildcard in the final entry of the first field before the nasUser section,
that entry will become the default nasUser value. Thus, if you include asterisks in the
clientConnect.conf file, you must move the nasUser section above these entries. This wildcard priority
also holds true for definitions within the nasUser section; for example, if you configure logins for more
than one Celerra Control Station device, ensure that the first login does not contain a wildcard.


“Core fields” section in Chapter 3, Discovery, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provides more information on using
wildcards.


Adding/removing/modifying logins
You can add/remove/modify these entries anytime using the sm_edit utility. In the next discovery process,
the modified entries will be active.


Configuring IP Availability Manager for NAS
autodiscovery
Enable autodiscovery and create one or more discovery filters to discover the following types of devices
in the managed storage environment:


n Host systems (HostSystems)


n Fibre Channel switches (FCSwitches)


n Celerra Control Stations (NAS_ControlStations)


n Celerra Data Movers (NAS_FileServers)
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n NAS clients (NASClient_Hosts)


You create an IP address discovery filter that has the specific values for your NAS devices in the first,
second, and third octet positions, and an asterisk (wildcard character) in the fourth octet position; for
example, 172.32.14.*.


The specific values limit the discovery filter to a specific network (in this example, network
172.32.14.0), and the asterisk allows IP Availability Manager to discover all candidate devices
belonging to the 172.32.14.0 network. You create an IP-address discovery filter for each network that
you want IP Availability Manager to sweep for candidate NAS devices.


How to create a discovery filter describes the procedure to create discovery filters.


Viewing NAS notifications
You view the notifications, maps, and containment information by attaching the Global Console to the
Global Manager. The IP Availability Manager reports NAS device notifications to the Global Manager. You
can then view the notifications through the attached Global Console in two basic ways:


n As table entries in a Notification Log Console view


n As color-coded severity icons in a Map Console view


Opening a notification properties dialog box
To obtain detailed information about an individual NAS device notification, you can use any of the
following common methods to open the Notification Properties dialog box:


n Double-click a NAS device notification in the Notification Log Console.


n Select a NAS device notification in the Notification Log Console and click the Properties toolbar
button.


n Right-click a selected NAS device notification and select Properties in the pop-up menu.


n Double-click a NAS device map icon affected by active events.


NAS device notification properties
Notification Properties dialog box showing fileserver down shows an example of the detailed information
displayed in the Notification Properties dialog box for a FileServer Down notification.
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Figure 16‑1.  Notification Properties dialog box showing fileserver down


Viewing NAS service topology in maps
Viewing topology maps is an easy and quick way to learn more about the source, impact, and cause of
NAS device notifications. You view the NAS device topology maps using the Map Console view of the
Global Console.


Opening a topology map
You can use any of the following common methods to open a NAS device topology map:


n Open the Map Console by selecting the Show Map option from any opened console attached to the
Global Manager. For example, in the Notification Log Console, click a NAS device notification and
then select Event > Show Map, or right-click the notification and then select Show Map in the pop-up
menu. In the Topology Browser Console, right-click a NAS device element and select Show Map in
the pop-up menu.


n Open the Map Console from the Global Console by selecting File > New > Map Console. In the
Topology tab of the Map Console, click NAS element to display a map for the element, or right-click
the NAS element and select a map type from the pop-up menu.


n In an opened Topology map, right-click NAS device element map icon and select a map type from the
pop-up menu.
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Opening NAS containment
The Containment view shows topology information for each type of NAS element. An element’s
Containment view displays in a dialog box that organizes the information for the element into tab pages
and tables.


In a Containment view, different information is available for different types of elements. The containment
information is generated by the IP Availability Manager upon request by the Global Manager.


Opening a NAS device containment dialog
To obtain containment information about an individual NAS device element, you can use any of the
following methods to open a Containment dialog for the element:


n In a NAS device map tree, right-click the element and select Containment in the pop-up menu.


n In a NAS device map display, right-click the element and select Containment in the pop-up menu.


n In a Topology Browser Console, right-click the element and select Containment in the pop-up menu.


n In a Notification Log Console, double-click a notification for the element and click the Containment
button in the Notification Properties dialog.


NAS Containment dialog box
Figure 31 on page 174 shows a Containment dialog box for a NASChassis element, showing the
associated network cards, adapters, IP addresses, and other information.


Figure 16‑2.  NASChassis Containment dialog box—example
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Redundancy Group Creation 17
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Creation of card redundancy groups


n Creation of system redundancy groups


n Creation of network adapter redundancy groups


Creation of card redundancy groups
IP Availability Manager automatically creates CardRedundancyGroups during discovery for Cisco devices
that support the CISCO-STACK-MIB. Each such group consists of two cards. You can view the card
redundancy groups and their members by using the Domain Manager Administration Console.


In addition, you can create redundancy groups for cards that do not support the CISCO-STACK-MIB. The
process for manually creating a card redundancy group is similar to that for creating a system redundancy
group, as described in Creation of network adapter redundancy groups. You have to:


1 Create an instance of the CardRedundancyGroup class.


2 Insert the cards that participate in the redundancy group into the ComposedOf relationship.


Creation of system redundancy groups
Redundancy groups for network adapters, network connections, and systems must be manually created
by using the dmctl utility or an Adapter Scripting Language (ASL) script.


To create a redundancy group for one of these types of objects:


1 Create an instance of one of the redundancy group classes.


2 Insert the objects that participate in the redundancy group into the ComposedOf relationship of the
redundancy group.


The following example uses the dmctl utility to create an instance of a system redundancy group and
inserts two members into the group:


/opt/InCharge7/IP/smarts/bin/dmctl -s INCHARGE-AM-PM


Server INCHARGE-AM-PM User: admin


admin's Password: XXXXXXXX


Domain Manager Control Program (V7.0.0.0) -- Type 'help' for a list of commands.
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Attached to 'INCHARGE-AM-PM'


dmctl> create SystemRedundancyGroup::RouterRedundancyGroup


dmctl> insert SystemRedundancyGroup::RouterRedundancyGroup:: ComposedOf Router::router1.smarts.com


dmctl> insert SystemRedundancyGroup::RouterRedundancyGroup:: ComposedOf Router::router2.smarts.com


Network adapter, network connection, and system redundancy groups can be viewed through the
Domain Manager Administration Console or the Topology Browser view of the Global Console.


Creation of network adapter redundancy groups
The status of a network adapter redundancy group changes when at least one adapter in the group is
flapping or has a status of down, disabled, not present, or testing.


Note   By default, a value of testing for the network adapter’s status results in a Down notification. You
can modify this behavior with the Testing Notification Mode.


In addition, you can create a network adapter redundancy group where the status calculation considers
the state of the system containing the adapter. System status is useful when the group's members come
from multiple systems. You determine the behavior by the topology you create. When all the network
adapters in a group come from the same system, you can make the group PartOf a
UnitaryComputerSystem. This prevents the unresponsive status of the system from affecting the status
calculation.


The following examples use ASL code fragments to show several different network adapter redundancy
groups.


Example 1
In example 1, both network adapters are part of the host named host_1. Because of this, the redundancy
group is inserted into the PartOf relationship with the host. If host_1 is unresponsive,
IP Availability Manager does not generate any notifications about the redundancy group. If the group is
not part of the system, IP Availability Manager would notify AllComponentsDown when host_1 is
unresponsive.


Also, note the use of the LayeredOver relationship from the network adapter redundancy group to the
system. This information is used to draw maps of network adapter redundancy groups in the
Global Manager:


rg = create("NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup",


   My-Redundancy-Group");


//


// Turns off system status calc


rg->PartOf += object("Host", "host_1"); 


//


// For service map 


rg->LayeredOver += object("Host", "host_1");


//


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_1/1"); 


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_1/2");
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Example 2
In example 2, the network adapters are from different systems. Because of this, the redundancy group is
not inserted into the PartOf relationship with any system. As a result, the status of this redundancy group
is based on the status of the adapters and the responsive state of their containing systems:


rg = create("NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup",


   My-Redundancy-Group");


//


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_1/1");


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_2/2");


//


// For service map 


rg->LayeredOver += object("Host", "host_1");


rg-> LayeredOver += object("Host", "host_2");


In the next example, the network adapters are from a single system, but the system status is considered
in the status calculation because the group is not a part of a system:


rg = create("NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup",


   My-Redundancy-Group");


//


// For service map


rg->LayeredOver += object("Host", "host_3");


//


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_3/1");


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_3/2");


In the final example, the network adapters are from a single system but the system status is not included
in the status calculation for the redundancy group. Again, this is because the group is inserted into the
PartOf relationship with the system which consists of the network adapters.


rg = create("NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup",


   My-Redundancy-Group");


//


// Turns off system status calc


rg->PartOf += object("Host", "host_4"); 


//


// For service map


rg->LayeredOver += object("Host", "host_4");


//


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_4/1"); 


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_4/2");
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Preface 1
As part of an effort to improve its product lines, VMware periodically releases revisions of its software and
hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not be supported by all versions of
the software or hardware currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date
information on product features.


Contact your VMware technical support professional if a product does not function properly or does not
function as described in this document.


Note   This document was accurate at publication time. Go to VMware Support (docs.vmware.com)


This chapter includes the following topics:


n Purpose


n Audience


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager installation directory


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager products


n IP Manager documentation


n Related documentation


n Conventions used in this document


n Where to get help


n Your comments


Purpose
This document is part of the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager documentation set. It provides
conceptual information on IP Manager products.


Audience
This document is intended for IT managers and system administrators.
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VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager installation
directory
In this document, the term BASEDIR represents the location where VMware Smart Assurance software is
installed.


n For UNIX, this location is: /opt/InCharge/<productsuite>.


On UNIX operating systems, IP Manager is, by default, installed to: /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts. This
location is referred to as BASEDIR/smarts.


Optionally, you can specify the root of BASEDIR to be something different, but you cannot change the
<productsuite> location under the root directory.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides more information about the
directory structure of VMware Smart Assurance software.


VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager products
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager includes the following products:


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS


IP Manager documentation
The following documents are relevant to users of the IP Manager product. Electronic versions of the
updated manuals are available at VMware Online Support: docs.vmware.com


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Release Notes


n VMware Smart Assurance Open Source License and Copyright Information


n VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Topology Split Manager User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Troubleshooting Guide


n VMware Important Notice


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Certification Matrix
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Related documentation
The following VMware Smart Assurance publications provide additional information:


n VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) 1.11 Reference for Non-Service
Assurance Manager Products


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) Reference for Service Assurance
Manager


n Smarts Foundation EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance ASL Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Perl Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Dynamic Modeling Tutorial


Conventions used in this document
VMware uses the following conventions for special notices:


Note   NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions
Vmware uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Bold Use for names of interface elements


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace
Use for:
n System output, such as an error message or script
n System code
n Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
n Commands and options


                      
  Monospace italic
                     


Use for variables.
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  Monospace bold
                     


Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example


Where to get help
VMware Smart Assurance support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information


For documentation, release notes, software updates, or information about Vmware Smart Assurance
products, go to VMware Online Support at:


docs.vmware.com


Technical support


Go to VMware Online Support. You will see several options for contacting Technical Support. Note that to
open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your VMware sales
representative for details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about your account.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the
user publications. Send your feedback on the below linkdocs.vmware.com
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Overview 2
IP networks are comprised of thousands of interconnected devices. Any outage can cause a flood of
alarms on the console, leaving operators with the task of trying to distinguish root-cause problems from
their symptoms. To provide the actionable information needed to sustain service, management solutions
must automate the following functions:


n Discovery - Determine what elements exist in the environment.


n Modeling - Combine the results of discovery with data from other sources to map where the elements
are located, how they are related, and how each element’s behavior correlates with related elements.


n Root-cause and impact analysis - Provide the actionable intelligence necessary to sustain service by
revealing what precisely are the problems that need to be fixed and what is the impact of these
problems on the business.


Most management solutions today are event-based and rely on rules to provide intelligence for a set
of events that occurs. Rules writing means that for every possible event or combination of events that
might occur in a complex distributed network, you need to create a rule that accounts for that
condition. The problems with this approach are obvious—there’s no built-in analysis, the solution
can’t scale with the constant change so characteristic of today’s networks, and it’s very expensive,
time consuming and labor intensive, because the rules-writing never ends.


VMware Smart Assurance takes a different approach since it relies on two key technologies:


n The VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model


n The patented Codebook Correlation Technology


The VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model is based on the DMTF standard and is
extended to include many classes and relationships. It is a conceptual and structural view of systems
that applies object-oriented concepts to systems management. It provides a unified representation
and classification of logical and physical entities that describes their state, behavior and relationships.


The model uses generic objects, such as Switch, Host, Application or Service Offering, to represent
IT infrastructure devices and their authentic problems. The model is basically a library of generic
physical and logical objects that includes attributes, relationships it can participate in with other
objects, authentic problems, characteristic symptoms of problems it can cause, and how the problems
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propagate to related objects. These generic objects represent a wealth of knowledge about that type
of object and its behavior. By associating business objects, such as services and customers, with
applications at the edge of the network, VMware Smart Assurance can automatically correlate IT
problems to business impacts.


Object and relationship instances discovered in the environment are instantiated with the library of
generic objects to automatically become part of a real-time inventory of, or repository for, the
managed environment.


The Codebook is layered over the model to monitor the environment, look for combinations of
symptoms that indicate service-affecting problems, and deliver the actionable intelligence needed to
prioritize corrective action on the problems that matter most. Problem signatures, which are a set of
symptoms that create a unique identifier for a problem, are derived from the library and repository.
These signatures are stored in the Codebook.


VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager provides powerful discovery, modeling, root-cause, and impact
analysis capabilities across the IP network, including network-attached storage. The product suite is
distributed on a CD/DVD-ROM and available for download from vmware online support. It is installed,
by default, to the /IP subdirectory under the InCharge root directory. The
VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers provides
the procedure to install services manually for the underlying servers used in the IP Management
Suite.


VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager represents the following VMware Smart Assurance
Domain Managers:


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Server Performance Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Configuration Manager


A Domain Manager is a service assurance application that is associated with a particular type of
information technology domain, such as networks, systems, applications, or application services. For
IP Manager, the domain is IP network transport. Each Domain Manager is autonomous in the sense
that it:


n Maintains its own data models, repository, and problem signatures.


n Monitors and analyzes the discovered objects in its own domain.


The IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager are examples of VMware Smart Assurance
Domain Managers. You can choose to start IP Availability Manager (AM) only,
IP Performance Manager (PM) only or a combination of both IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager (AM-PM). The configurations and licenses that are applied to an IP
Manager at startup determine which discovery and analysis will run.
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Global Manager overview 3
The Global Manager is part of the VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager. Most of the
configuration tasks for setting up the Global Manager in an IP Manager deployment are accomplished by
using the Global Manager Administration Console view of the Global Console. Global Manager
Administration Console interaction with the Global Manager summarizes the Global Manager
Administration Console interaction with the Global Manager.
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Figure 3‑1.  Global Manager Administration Console interaction with the Global Manager
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IC Domain Configuration objects
Global Manager Administration Console presents an example of a Global Manager Administration
Console that is attached to a Global Manager named INCHARGE-SA.


Figure 3‑2.  Global Manager Administration Console


Listed at the bottom of the configuration tree of the Global Manager Administration Console are the four
categories of IC Domain Configuration objects: Domains, Domain Groups, Domain Tags, and Domain
Types. Listed under each category are instances of these objects; for example, the default domain
“INCHARGE-AM” is listed under Domains. Selecting an object in the left panel displays its attributes and
their values in the right panel.


The names of enabled domains appear as black text in the Global Manager Administration Console, and
the names of disabled domains appear as gray text. For example, INCHARGE-AM-PM appears in black
text because it is one of the enabled domains.
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Configuration 4
This chapter includes the following topics:


n User configuration parameters


n Configuration Scanner tool


n IP Configuration Manager


n Conventions for specifying an IPv6 address with port number


n Conventions for specifying an IPv6 address in a class instance name


n IPv4-only features


n Understanding interface-matching filters


n Understanding groups and settings


n Understanding ICMP and SNMP polling


n Understanding polling groups and settings


n Default polling groups


n Understanding ICMP and SNMP polling and thresholds


n Understanding threshold groups and settings


n Understanding device access groups and settings


n Polling settings for IP performance monitoring


n Thresholds tab


n Threshold settings for IP availability monitoring


n Threshold settings for IP performance monitoring


n Understanding the IP tagging feature


n Understanding tagging filter groups and settings


n Audit logging


n ICMP and SNMP polling overview


n Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 140
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User configuration parameters
As with most VMware Smart Assurance configuration files, the user configuration files for the IP Manager
are used to set attributes for certain objects within a server’s environment when the server starts up. The
parameters and their values in a configuration file become the attributes and their values for the created
objects.


For the discovery.conf file, as an example, the associated object is an instance of the
ICF_TopologyManager class and is named ICF-TopologyManager.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to modify user
configuration parameters.


Major part of configuring the IP Manager involves the setting of user configuration parameters in the files
that are identified in User configuration files for the IP Manager.


Table 4‑1.  User configuration files for the IP Manager


Directory under
BASEDIR Filename Description


smarts/conf/discovery discovery.conf File in which you fine tune configurations to improve the
performance of IP Manager discovery.
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides
details.


tpmgr-param.conf File in which you customize IP Manager discovery.
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides
details.


name-resolver.conf File in which you control how the IP Manager names a discovered
system. VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide
provides details.


partition.conf File in which you specify display names for partitions.
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides
details.


user-defined-
connections.conf


File in which you specify connections between discovered network
objects. VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide
provides details.


smarts/conf/trapd trapd.conf File in which you configure the port number of the IP built-in trap
receiver. VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide
provides details.


smarts/conf/notifier trap-notify.conf File in which you configure the SNMP Trap Notifier Adapter.
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides
details.


smarts/local/conf runcmd_env.sh File in which you set environment variables to control behavior
globally. VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide
provides details.
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About commands to modify configuration parameters
You can issue any of the following commands from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory to change
configuration parameters for the IP Manager:


n dmctl put


n dmctl invoke


n dmctl get


n sm_tpmgr


The dmctl utility is described in the HTML pages that are located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/doc/html/usage directory of any Domain Manager installation area. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides additional syntax information and
also the parameters to enable and control the ConfigChange event.


Configuration Scanner tool
The Configuration Scanner tool scans for configuration changes in your current installation. It scans for
customizations with regard to the following:


n Polling and threshold settings: The tool presents the non-default values and settings, that is, the
tool generates a list of polling settings and threshold parameters that have changed from their default
values, along with details of all the groups they are associated with. The output also includes tagging
settings. In case of CLI settings, the tool collects and displays the username and the associated
matching criteria.


n Configuration files: The tool generates a list of files that have changed from the default installation.
The tool scans the files in the SM_SITEMOD and base installation and does a two-way difference
analysis to figure out what files have changed, and displays the list of files, flagged appropriately as
modified or added. For discovery.conf, name-resolver.conf, and tpmgr-param.conf files, the tool
parses through the content and presents the difference at an attribute->value pair level. The
clientConnect.conf, serverConnect.conf, brokerConnect.conf, .imk.dat files, and the l10n classes and
Perl directories are excluded from the scan.


Note   The tool ignores service pack and hotfix files that are not modified by you.


The VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers and
the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provide more information on this tool.


IP Configuration Manager
The IP-Configuration Manager is an optional component and provides a method for applying a consistent
set of polling and threshold settings, IP tagging settings, and CLI device-access credentials to all IP
domain managers.
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When the IP-Configuration Manager is not used, configure each IP domain manager with the polling and
threshold settings applicable to each.


The default deployment of the IP Manager has only one IP-Configuration Manager to which any number
of IP domain managers can be assigned. This works best when you deploy multiple IP domain managers
with similar groups and settings.


Use the IP-Configuration Manager feature to maintain a centralized copy of the settings by attaching the
Polling and Thresholds Console to the IP-Configuration Manager and pushing settings directly to those IP
Managers which are "configuration-enabled". The topic, Assigning an IP domain manager to the IP-
Configuration Manager explains how to designate an IP Manager as configuration-enabled.


The “IP Configuration Manager” section in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provide
more information on the IP Configuration Manager.


Assigning an IP domain manager to the IP-Configuration Manager
An IP domain manager is “configuration-enabled” or under the control of the IP-Configuration Manager
when these conditions are met:


n The IP Manager is a target of the IP-Configuration Manager (that is, an IC_Domain instance is
created for the IP domain manager in IP-Configuration Manager)


n The attribute “IsConfEnabled” of the related IC_Domain instance in IP-Configuration Manager is set
to True. For example,


IC_Domain::<IP_DM_Name>::IsConfEnabled=True


n The IP domain manager attribute ICIM_Manager::ICIM-Manager::ServiceName is not empty or is set
equal to IP-Configuration Manager's name attribute.


Load settings into the IP-Configuration Manager
You can import settings from a running IP domain manager into the IP-Configuration Manager. The
sm_settings.pl script can be used to export the settings from the running IP domain manager and
imported into the IP-Configuration Manager. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide
provides information on how to export the settings from a running IP domain manager and also on how to
import the settings into the IP-Configuration Manager.


Considerations when attaching to the IP-Configuration Manager
The Polling and Thresholds Console may be attached either to individual IP domain managers or to the
IP-Configuration Manager. The procedures for updating groups and settings are the same for either
manager; however, there are some special considerations when creating a master set of policies to be
managed by the IP-Configuration Manager.


By default, both new and changed settings are pushed automatically to all configuration-enabled IP
domain managers that are connected to the IP-Configuration Manager. In addition, device access settings
(CLI credentials) are also pushed to the IP domain managers.
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If some settings apply to some IP domain managers but not others, you need to plan your configuration
carefully before connecting IP domain managers to the IP-Configuration Manager; otherwise, you may
overwrite unique policy settings with the master set of policies in the IP-Configuration Manager.


Settings are pushed from the IP-Configuration Manager whenever the IP Managers are connected or re-
connected, or when the Push Settings action is invoked. This means that no settings should be defined
locally to any IP Manager that is configured by using an IP-Configuration Manager.


Note   If you want to customize settings before applying them, you should start IP-Configuration Manager
first, customize settings, and then start target IP Managers. Control transfer of settings to IP domain
managers section provides more information.


The default groups and settings in the Polling and Thresholds Console attached to the IP-Configuration
Manager are applied to all configuration-enabled IP Managers. When needed, however, custom groups
and settings may be created by copying an existing group, renaming it, and editing the settings.


The Copy Configuration function (available when you right-click one of the default groups in the left panel
of the Polling and Thresholds Console) automatically moves the copied setting group immediately above
its source setting group. The settings in the copied setting group will have a higher priority than those in
the source setting group and any attempt to move a copied setting group below its source setting group
will be rejected. This ensures that custom settings will not be overwritten with settings from the lower-level
source group.


The group's settings are assigned to one or more IP Managers in the Helper box appearing at the top of
the right panel in each Polling and Thresholds screen. For default settings groups, an asterisk appears in
this field indicating that the groups and settings will be applied to all configuration-enabled component
servers. For newly created groups, you must enter a value in the Helper box. If no value is entered, the
settings will not be pushed to any target domain managers.


You may specify matching criteria by using a glob pattern, and wildcards to list a unique set of IP domain
managers that will use the custom groups and settings. Custom settings are pushed only to those
domains that are specified in the matching criteria.


A master set of device access credentials, also referred to as command line interface (CLI) credentials,
and IP tagging settings can be configured from the Polling and Thresholds Console as well. After
modification, click the Apply button in the right panel to update the settings in the IP-Configuration
Manager and then click Push Settings to implement the new settings in all configuration-enabled
servers.


Note   New or changed configuration settings will be pushed automatically to all configuration-enabled IP
domain managers only upon connect or reconnect. Once connected, you need to manually push settings
by clicking the Push Settings button in the Polling and Thresholds Console. Disable the automatic
update process until you are ready to push the master settings to the IP Managers.
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Push settings from the IP-Configuration Manager to IP domain
managers
When the Polling and Thresholds Console is attached to the IP-Configuration Manager, all changes are
pushed to all IP Managers under control of that IP-Configuration Manager.


The following conditions affect when settings are pushed to the IP domain managers:


n Settings are automatically pushed to the IP Managers by connecting or reconnecting either the IP-
Configuration Manager or IP Manager server, or by clicking the Push Settings button in the Polling
and Thresholds Console. The Push Settings option is also available from the Group menu in this
console.


n The Push Settings button is also available in the Domain Administration Console and from the
Topology menu in this console. Only changed and new settings will be pushed and applied.


n When the attribute IsConfEnabled is set to False, the corresponding IP Manager is excluded and no
settings will be pushed to it. Alternatively, remove the IC_Domain instance of the IP Manager to
prevent settings from being pushed.


n If the attribute RemoveExtraFromTarget is set to True, then settings that exist only in the target IP
Manager (that is, settings do not exist in the IP-Configuration Manager) will be removed.


Control transfer of settings to IP domain managers
There are several ways to control the transfer of settings to the configuration-enabled IP domain
managers. Choose one of the following methods to disable the automatic transfer of settings to the IP
Managers:


n Do not start IP Manager servers before settings are ready to be pushed. Complete the configuration
of settings in the Polling and Threshold Console attached to the IP-Configuration Manager before
starting the IP Manager servers.


n If the IP-Configuration Manager is running, but the IP domain managers are not, then access the
Polling and Thresholds Console attached to the IP-Configuration Manager. Add the target IP Manager
names to the IP-Configuration Manager, then edit the master groups and settings in the Polling and
Thresholds Console prior to starting the IP Manager servers. If any custom groups or settings are
required, set those up before starting the IP Managers. The “Add target IP domain managers through
the Global Console” section in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more
information.


n Attach the Polling and Thresholds Console and edit the master groups and settings. When ready to
have the IP-Configuration Manager push the settings, change the IsConfEnabled attribute back to
TRUE for each target manager you want configuration-enabled. Edit the attribute value from the
domain manager Administration Console. The “Add target IP domain managers through the Global
Console” section in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more information.
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n If both IP-Configuration Manager and the target IP Managers are running, then use the Polling and
Thresholds Console attached to the IP-Configuration Manager to set the attribute, IsConfEnabled to
FALSE for each target IP Manager. This temporarily disables automatic download of the settings.
When ready to have the IP-Configuration Manager push the settings, change the IsConfEnabled
attribute back to TRUE for each target IP Manager. To initiate transfer of settings, click the Push
Settings icon.


Edit the IP Manager's attribute, ICIM_Manager::ICIM-
Manager::ServiceName, and set it to a value other than the IP-
Configuration Manager's name. This temporarily disables
automatic download of the settings. When ready to have the IP-
Configuration Manager push the settings, change the Service
Name attribute back to an empty value or to the IP-Configuration
Manager's name. To initiate transfer of settings, click Push
Settings .Discovery settings from the IP-Configuration Manager to
IP domain managers
Topology parameters and discovery filters can be configured in IP-Configuration Manager and applied to
IP domain managers using the ApplyDiscoverySettings attribute. This feature is not enabled by default
in IP-Configuration Manager.


n The ApplyDiscoverySettings attribute of each IP domain manager under IC-Domain,controls the
transfer of discovery filters and topology parameters. This attribute must be set to TRUE for discovery
settings to be applied to a target IP domain manager.


Policy Management
In an IP deployment, one or more IP domain managers discover topology objects and monitor their status
by polling them at regular intervals. The frequency of polling is determined by the polling and threshold
settings that are configured for each IP domain manager. The IP domain manager monitors managed
objects but not unmanaged objects. An unmanaged object is not polled or rediscovered by the IP domain
manager.


The IsManaged attribute value of an object determines whether an object is managed or unmanaged. A
managed object is an object whose IsManaged attribute is TRUE. An unmanaged object is an object
whose IsManaged attribute is FALSE. In most cases, an object's management state is more accurately
determined after postprocessing.


By default,


n All interfaces are managed.


n All ports that have connections are managed.
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Types of objects that can be managed or unmanaged
Management state can be set for the following types of objects:


n Systems, such as routers, switches, and hosts


n Physical packages, such as cards


n Network adapters, such as ports and interfaces


n Protocol endpoints, such as IP interfaces and STP nodes


n Management agents, such as SNMP agents


n Logical devices, such as processors, temperature and voltage sensors, and filesystems


n Redundancy groups, such as redundancy groups that represent two or more cards or two or more
network connections


Except for systems (devices) and redundancy groups, the objects in the preceding bullet list are
containment objects, which are internal components of systems.


The ability to unmanage IP interfaces enables you to develop flexible management policies. When
you unmanage an IP interface, the underlying physical interface continues to be managed because
the status of the IP interface is determined by using ICMP, and the status of the physical interface is
determined by using SNMP.


You can unmanage the IP interfaces on systems where ICMP pings are not allowed, for example, of a
firewall. When you unmanage these IP interfaces, the IP domain manager no longer polls them
through ICMP. More important, however, is that the IP domain manager still manages the underlying
physical interfaces through SNMP.


Enabling policy management
The Policy Management feature enables an administrator to centrally manage/unmanage objects from
the IP Configuration Manager.


The policy management feature is controlled by the flag, IsUserCustomizationEnabled of the
CM_Configuration class. This is defined in the icf-c/bootend.conf file. This flag has to be changed to
TRUE before starting the IP-Configuration Manager server to enable the Custom Policy Groups.


CM_Configuration::CM-Configuration


{


    IsUserCustomizationEnabled = TRUE


}


If you start an IP Configuration Manager server without an RPS, modify icf-c/bootend.conf and change
IsUserCustomizationEnabled =True


./sm_edit ../conf/icf-c/bootend.conf


If you start an IP Configuration Manager server with an RPS, perform the following two steps:


Step 1:
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./sm_edit ../conf/icf-c/bootend.conf


and change IsUserCustomizationEnabled =True


Step 2:


./dmctl -s IP-CM invoke ICF_PolicyManager::ICF-PolicyManager loadSettings <BASE-DIR>/conf/icf-
c/settings_custom.conf, where “IP-CM” is the name of the IP Configuration Manager server.


If you want to enable Policy Management in the running IP Configuration Manager server, execute the
following three steps:


Step 1:


./dmctl -s IP-CM put CM_Configuration::CM-Configuration::IsUserCustomizationEnabled TRUE, where
“IP-CM” is the name of the IP Configuration Manager server.


Step 2:


./sm_edit ../conf/icf-c/bootend.conf


and change IsUserCustomizationEnabled =True


Step 3:


./dmctl -s IP-CM invoke ICF_PolicyManager::ICF-PolicyManager loadSettings <BASE-DIR>/conf/icf-
c/settings_custom.conf, where “IP-CM” is the name of the IP Configuration Manager server.


The following additional groups will be displayed in the Polling and Threshold Console once the Custom
Policy groups have been loaded.


n Managed FileSystems


n Managed Interfaces


n Managed Logical Devices


n Managed Port


n Managed RedundancyGroups


n Managed STPNodes


n Unmanaged FileSystems


n Unmanaged Interfaces


n Unmanaged Logical Devices


n Unmanaged Port


n Unmanaged RedundancyGroups


n Unmanaged STPNodes
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Viewing policy groups in the Polling and Threshold Console
Once the policy management feature is enabled, the following managed and unmanaged policy groups
are added to the Polling tab of the Polling and Thresholds Console that is attached to the IP-Configuration
Manager:


n Managed FileSystems


n Managed Interfaces


n Managed Logical Devices


n Managed Port


n Managed RedundancyGroups


n Managed STPNodes


n Unmanaged FileSystems


n Unmanaged Interfaces


n Unmanaged Logical Devices


n Unmanaged Port


n Unmanaged RedundancyGroups


n Unmanaged STPNodes


Policy groupsshows the policy groups in the Polling tab of the Polling and Threshold Console. Polling
Groups, which contain all of the polling groups, always appear in the Polling tab.


Figure 4‑1.  Policy groups
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In Policy groups, the Matching Criteriatab for the Unmanaged Interfaces Switches policy group is
selected. Each policy group uses the attributes of the object type in its Matching Criteria tab to
determine which objects become members of the group.


Objects that become members of a managed policy group will be managed, and therefore will be
monitored. Objects that become members of an unmanaged policy group will be unmanaged, and
therefore will not be monitored.


Default policy groups for the IP Managershows the default policy groups, their target classes, and
their matching criteria.


Table 4‑2.  Default policy groups for the IP Manager


Policy group Target class and matching criteria


1  Unmatchable value: To use DisplayName, change value to a matchable value (for example, DisplayName = NY*).


2  Matchable (real) value: Accept or change value to a different matchable value.


Managed FileSystems and Unmanaged FileSystems


FileSystems CIM_FileSystem with attributes:
n CreationClassName = FileSystem
n DisplayName = Manage or Unmanage  1


Managed Interfaces


Switches Interface with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Switch
n Mib2IfType = 10000  2


Routers Interface with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Router
n Mib2IfType = 10000  2


Hubs and Bridges Interface with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Hub|Bridge
n Mib2IfType = 10000  2


Other Systems Interface with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = ~Switch|Router|Hub|Bridge
n Mib2IfType = 10000  2


Unmanaged Interfaces


Switches Interface with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Switch
n Mib2IfType = 101|102|103|104|153  2


Routers Interface with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Router
n Description = Virtual-Access*|Description Async*  2
n Mib2IfType = 100  2


Hubs and Bridges Interface with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Hub|Bridge
n Description = Virtual-Access*|Description Async*  2
n Mib2IfType = 100  2
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Table 4‑2.  Default policy groups for the IP Manager (Continued)


Policy group Target class and matching criteria


Other Systems Interface with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = ~Switch|Router|Hub|Bridge
n Description = Virtual-Access*|Description Async*  2
n Mib2IfType = 100  2


Managed Logical Devices and Unmanaged Logical Devices


Switches CIM_LogicalDevice with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Switch
n CreationClassName = Memory|Processor|TemperatureSensor|VoltageSensor|Fan|Disk
n DisplayName = Manage or Unmanage  1


Routers CIM_LogicalDevice with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Router
n CreationClassName = Memory|Processor|TemperatureSensor|VoltageSensor|Fan|Disk
n DisplayName = Manage or Unmanage  1


Hubs and Bridges CIM_LogicalDevice with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Hub|Bridge
n CreationClassName = Memory|Processor|TemperatureSensor|VoltageSensor|Fan|Disk
n DisplayName = Manage or Unmanage  1


Other Systems CIM_LogicalDevice with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = ~Switch|Router|Hub|Bridge
n CreationClassName = Memory|Processor|TemperatureSensor|VoltageSensor|Fan|Disk
n DisplayName = Manage or Unmanage  1


Managed Ports


Switches Port with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Switch
n Mib2IfType = 101|102|103|104|153  2


Hubs and Bridges Port with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Hub|Bridge
n Description = Virtual-Access*|Description Async*  2
n Mib2IfType = 100  2


Other Systems Port with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = ~Switch|Hub|Bridge
n Description = Virtual-Access*|Description Async*  2
n Mib2IfType = 100  2


Unmanaged Ports


Switches Port with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Switch
n Mib2IfType = 10000  2


Hubs and Bridges Port with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Hub|Bridge
n Mib2IfType = 10000  2
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Table 4‑2.  Default policy groups for the IP Manager (Continued)


Policy group Target class and matching criteria


Other Systems Port with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = ~Switch|Hub|Bridge
n Mib2IfType = 10000  2


Managed RedundancyGroups and Unmanaged RedundancyGroups


RedundancyGroups RedundancyGroup with attributes:
n CreationClassName = CardRedundancyGroup|NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup|HSRPGroup|


VRRPGroup
n DisplayName = Manage or Unmanage  1


Managed STPNodes and Unmanaged STPNodes


Switches ICIM_ServiceAccessPoint with attributes:
n SystemCreationClassName = Switch
n CreationClassName = STPNode
n DisplayName = Manage or Unmanage  1


Managed and Unmanaged IP domain managers
An IP domain manager can either be managed by an IP-Configuration Manager or by itself. An IP domain
manager is said to be managed if its ICIM_Manager::ICIM-Manager::ServiceName is not empty. The non-
empty value is interpreted as the name of the IP-Configuration Manager that manages it, but the referred
IP-Configuration Manager may or may not actually exist. An IP domain manager is said to be unmanaged
if its ICIM_Manager::ICIM-Manager::ServiceName is empty. A managed IP domain manager puts itself
under the control of an IP-Configuration Manager. The IP Configuration Manager is responsible for
configuring and applying settings to the managed IP domain managers. To prevent the managed IP
domain manager from overwriting the settings configured by the IP-Configuration Manager, the setting
editing capability of the managed IP domain manager is disabled when it is attached to the console. The
console does not dynamically track whether an IP domain manger is managed by an IP Configuration
Manager. If an IP domain manager changes from managed to unmanaged, or vice-versa, it should be
detached from the console and then reattached to the console to get its setting editing capability updated.


An unmanaged IP domain manager is not controlled by any IP-Configuration Manager and is responsible
for managing its own settings.


An IP-Configuration Manager manages an IP domain manager if the following three conditions are met:


n The IP domain manager is a target of the IP Configuration manager, that is, there is an IC_Domain
instance created for the IP domain manager in the IP Configuration Manager.


n The attribute IC_Doamin::<target_server>::IsConfEnabled is set to true.


n The IP domain manager's attribute ICIM_Manager::ICIM-Manager::ServiceName is set to the name of
the IP Configuration Manager or, when the IP Configuration Manager's attribute
CM_Configuration::CM-Configuration:: ConfUnmanagedTarget is set to True, is empty.
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Configuration Options
Table 4‑3.  List of configuration options


Class Option Function


IC_Domain IsConfEnabled
n boolean
n defaults to TRUE


Specify whether the target domain manager is configured by
this Configuration Manager or not.


RemoveExtraFromTarget
n boolean
n defaults to TRUE


Specify whether to remove settings from the target domain
manager if they do not exist in this Configuration Manager.


CM_Configuration EnforceConfigPriority
n boolean
n defaults to TRUE


Specify whether to perform sanity check and enforce that any
copied setting group must have higher priority than the
corresponding source setting group.


ConfUnmanagedTarget
n boolean
n defaults to TRUE


Specify whether to configure target domain managers that have
not yet been configured by other Configuration Managers. The
attribute ICIM_Manager::ICIM-Manager::ServiceName of the
target domain manager should either have a value equal to the
name of the Configuration Manager currently configuring it, or
be empty when it is not configured by any Configuration
Manager.


List of configuration options provides a list of Configuration options.


Secure connections
The security configuration files, clientConnect.conf and serverConnect.conf, which are located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf directory of each VMware Smart Assurance software installation, enable you to set
up secure connections between the component applications in your deployment. By default, the
configuration option settings in the clientConnect.conf file and the serverConnect.conf files set minimally
secure connections between the components.


An IP Manager deployment that employs secure communications has the following environment variables
set to the same value in each component application’s BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh file:


SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL=[1,0 or 2,0 or 3,0]


SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL=[1,0 or 2,0 or 3,0]


For example:


SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL=2,0


SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL=2,0


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide presents detailed information about
VMware Smart Assurance secure communications.
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IP versioning
The Broker can support IPv4 and IPv6 protocols. If the component applications in your deployment are
identified by IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, the Broker must reside on a dual-stack host so that it has both an
IPv4 address and an IPv6 address.


If all component applications in your deployment use the same IP protocol version, the Broker must
reside on a host with an IP address that accepts that protocol version. For example, if all component
applications in your deployment support the IPv6 protocol, the Broker must reside on a host with an IPv6
address. That host may be dual-stack or IPv6-only.


Broker and server-to-server communications are also controlled by the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment
variable. If all component applications in your deployment are communicating with the same IP protocol
version, the SM_IP_VERSIONS variable should be set to the same value in each component
application’s BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh file. In an IPv6-only environment, for example,
the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable should be set to v6 or v6v4, as shown in IPv6-only
environment example and variable settings.


Table 4‑4.  IPv6-only environment example and variable settings


SM_IP_VERSIONS setting Product suite Components


SM_IP_VERSIONS=v6-or-
SM_IP_VERSIONS=v6v4


IP Manager version 9.1 n IP Availability Manager
n IP Performance Manager
n IP Server Performance Manager
n IP Availability Manager Extension for


NAS


VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager
User Guide provides information for setting
the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment
variable for IP Manager components.


SM_IP_VERSIONS=v6-or-
SM_IP_VERSIONS=v6v4


Service Assurance Manager version 9.1 n Global Manager
n Global Console
n Adapter Platform
n SNMP Trap Adapter


The
VMware Smart Assurance Service
Assurance Manager Configuration Guide
provides information for setting the
SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable
for Service Assurance components.


SM_IP_VERSIONS=v6-or-
SM_IP_VERSIONS=v6v4


Either suite listed above Broker
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Conventions for specifying an IPv6 address with port
number
Sometimes when you use an VMware Smart Assurance command line utility, such as dmctl, sm_tpmgr, or
sm_snmpwalk, you want to specify a Broker other than the default Broker, which is identified in the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh file of the installation directory from which the command line
utility is invoked; for example, localhost:426. To do so, you include the -b <Broker> option in the
command line invocation.


The <Broker> syntax is hostname or IP address, followed by a colon (:) delimiter, followed by a port
number. The combination of an IP (v4 or v6) address and port number is also called a socket.


“Conventions for specifying an IPv6 address with port number” section in Chapter 8, IPv6 Address
Conventions, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the
syntax.


Conventions for specifying an IPv6 address in a class
instance name
For the dmctl utility, if your class instance name contains either square brackets or double colons, you
need to specify one of the following conventions:


n In dmctl command line mode, if the instance uses square brackets or double colons in its name,
enclose the instance with single and double quotation marks. Here are two examples:


MyClass::”’[2001:db8:0:0:0:0:0102:0304]’”


MyClass::”’::instance’”


n In dmctl interactive mode, if the instance uses square brackets or double colons in its name, enclose
the instance with either single or double quotation marks. Here are four examples:


MyClass::’[2001:db8:0:0:0:0:0102:0304]’


MyClass::”[2001:db8:0:0:0:0:0102:0304]”


MyClass::’::instance’


MyClass::”::instance”


“Conventions for specifying an IPv6 address in a class instance name” section in Chapter 8, IPv6
Address Conventions, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides
information on the valid values for the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable.
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IPv4-only features
The IP Manager uses Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) and Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) to discover and poll IPv4-only, IPv6-only, and dual-stack systems in the managed
network environment. The IP Manager supports IPv4 ICMP (also known as ICMPv4), IPv6 ICMP (also
known as ICMPv6), IPv4 SNMP, and IPv6 SNMP.


Note   Unless specified otherwise, the term ICMP is used to refer to IPv4 and IPv6 ICMP polling, and the
term SNMP is used to refer to IPv4 and IPv6 SNMP polling.


Because many Management Information Bases (MIBs) have not yet been modified to accommodate IPv6
addresses, the following IP Manager features are supported for IPv4 only:


n Autodiscovery


n Light discovery for satellite Domain Managers


n Creation of CLI device access objects for satellite Domain Managers


n IP tagging and IP tag filters


n IPSec tunnel discovery


n Virtual router discovery


n Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) and Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) discovery,
monitoring, and analysis.


Understanding interface-matching filters
There are several reasons for wanting to exclude device-access interfaces from the discovered topology,
foremost of which is to limit the interfaces that are discovered for access devices. An access device is a
network device that contains interfaces (also known as access ports) that provide connections for end
users or node devices, such as routers or servers. Devices that are certified as access devices are
identified in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Certification Matrix.


To exclude interfaces for a discovered device, create an interface-matching filters for the device and adds
the filters to the tpmgr-param.conf file. The filters are based on the following interface table (ifTable)
objects of the device’s MIB:


n ifIndex


n ifDescr


n ifType


The object identifier (OID) paths to these objects in the Internet-standard MIB-II are shown in OID-
tree view of the MIB-II ifTable’s ifIndex, ifDescr, and IfType objects.
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Figure 4‑2.  OID-tree view of the MIB-II ifTable’s ifIndex, ifDescr, and IfType objects


For a device that is using a private MIB, the OID paths to the ifIndex, ifDescr, and ifType objects all
begin with the prefix 1.3.6.1.4.1. As shown in OID-tree view of the MIB-II ifTable’s ifIndex, ifDescr, and
IfType objects, a prefix of 1.3.6.1.4.1.<number> points to the objects in an enterprise’s private MIBs.


The following display is an example of a set of interface-matching filters that are created for a
Redback SMS 1800 Router device.


The Key part of an interface-matching filter specifies the interface pattern type (IFIndex, IFDescr, or
IFType) for the device, where the device is identified by its system object identifier (sysObjectID).
(The sysObjectID for a Redback SMS 1800 Router is 1.3.6.1.4.1.2352.1.3.) The Value part of an
interface-matching filter specifies the interface-matching pattern for the filter’s interface pattern type.
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Any interface retrieved from the target device that matches any interface-matching pattern for any
interface pattern type for the device is included in the discovered topology. Conversely, any interface
retrieved from the target device that does not match any of the interface-matching patterns is
excluded from the discovered topology.


As indicated in the example, a set of interface-matching filters for a device consists of three different
interface pattern types:


n IFIndexPattern pertains to the ifIndex MIB object type.


n IFDescrPattern pertains to the ifDescr MIB object type.


n IFTypePattern pertains to the ifType MIB object type.


The default value (interface-matching pattern) for IFIndexPattern is “~*”, the default value for
IFDescrPattern is “~*”, and the default value for IFTypePattern is “*”. As examples:


n IFIndexPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.183 ~*


n IFDescrPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.183 ~*


n IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.183 *


The “*” wildcard pattern matches anything, and the “~*” wildcard pattern matches nothing because of
the leading tilde. Refer Chapter 9 Terminology for more information on wildcard syntax.


Each pattern type and its value is considered an interface-matching filter.


The interface-matching filters for a device are inclusive, meaning that if an interface that is retrieved
from the target device matches just one of the matching patterns that are specified for IFIndexPattern,
IFDescrPattern, or IFTypePattern, the interface will be included in the discovered topology. So, by
default, because of the “*” in the IFTypePattern, all of the interfaces that are retrieved from the target
device are included in the topology.


Interface-matching filters in the tpmgr-param.conf file
Use the interface-matching filters in the tpmgr-param.conf configuration file as a starting point to configure
interface-matching filters for access devices. The tpmgr-param.conf file contains the IFTypePattern and
IFDescrPattern interface-matching filters. These filters are listed in a table in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide. Modify any of these filters or add your own
filters to the file.
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Other interface-limiting parameter types in the tpmgr-param.conf
file
The tpmgr-param.conf file also contains other interface-limiting parameter types, most of which are listed
in a table in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide. The table includes an example,
the default value, and the definition of each parameter type. Several parameter types in the table are
interface-matching filters that are also based on the ifIndex, ifDescr, and ifType objects. However, they
have slightly different interface-matching pattern names and employ slightly different syntax than the
standard interface-matching filters previously discussed.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on configuring interface
matching filters.


Understanding groups and settings
A group contains one or more settings, and a setting contains one or more parameters. Managed objects
(systems discovered in the managed environment) become members of a group based on the matching
criteria defined for the group.


How managed objects are assigned to groups
A managed object may be a member of one and only one group within a particular group category. When
the IP Manager performs discovery, it automatically assigns each managed object to one or more groups
based on:


n The matching criteria defined for a group.


n The priority of a group, which determines membership when an object meets the matching criteria for
more than one group within a particular group category.


Relating managed objects to groups and settings illustrates the relationships between managed
objects, groups, and settings.
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Figure 4‑3.  Relating managed objects to groups and settings


n The VMware Smart Assurance ECIM-R core class for group (in the sense of “groups and settings”) is
ICIM_Configuration. This class is the parent of all group classes that are used by IP Manager or any
other VMware Smart Assurance Domain Manager.
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n The ECIM-R core class for setting is ICIM_Setting. This class is the parent of all setting classes that
are used by IP Manager or any other VMware Smart Assurance Domain Manager.


n The ECIM-R core class for managed object is ICIM_ManagedElement. This class is the parent of all
managed object classes used by IP Manager or any other VMware Smart Assurance
Domain Manager.


Default groups and settings
The Polling, Thresholds, Device Access, and Tagging tabs of the Polling and Thresholds Console show
the default polling groups, the default threshold groups, the default device access groups, and the default
IP tagging filter groups shipped with the IP Manager software.


The tabs also identify the matching criteria defined for each group, the default settings that are associated
with each group, and the default parameter values that are associated with each setting. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on all these settings.


Matching criteria
The matching criteria for a group are the attribute values defined for the target class that is associated
with the group. For polling and threshold groups, the target class is Port, Interface, or
UnitaryComputerSystem (such as a Switch, Router, Hub, or Bridge). For device access and IP tagging
filter groups, the target class is UnitaryComputerSystem.


Any managed object that meets the matching criteria for a group becomes a member of the group. When
a managed object becomes a member of a group, all parameter values that are defined for the group are
applied to the managed object.


Prioritized lists of groups
Within each group category (polling groups, threshold groups, device access groups, and IP tagging filter
groups), groups can be arranged in a high-to-low priority. A managed object is compared against the
highest priority group first and becomes a member of the first group for which there is a criteria match.


A managed object may become a member of different groups in different group categories, but a
managed object may only be a member of one group within a particular group category.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on working with groups and
settings and the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on Polling
settings, Threshold settings, default polling groups, their target classes, matching criteria and their default
settings.


Understanding ICMP and SNMP polling
The IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager uses the Internet Control Message Protocol
(ICMP) and Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) polling to monitor the IP network. The results
of this polling are then compared to threshold values that define acceptable and unacceptable levels of
connectivity or performance. The thresholds, in conjunction with traps, are used to diagnose the failed or
degraded objects that interrupt network connectivity or adversely affect network performance.
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The monitoring of the network is controlled by ICMP and SNMP polling-related and threshold-related
settings that are created for the IP Availability Manager through the Polling and Thresholds Console.


This discussion focuses on the polling-related settings. Threshold related settings are described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


ICMP and SNMP polling and analysis
The IP Manager and monitors the health of the IP network by periodically sending ICMP polls and SNMP
polls to the discovered network devices. The results of the polling are compared to threshold values that
define acceptable and unacceptable levels of connectivity or performance.


The polled data and the thresholds, in conjunction with received traps, are used by the
IP Availability Manager to detect the failed or degraded objects that adversely affect network
performance. In addition, the polled data, thresholds, and received traps are used by the
IP Availability Manager to collect or determine status updates, which are imported by the IP Manager to
diagnose the failed or degraded objects that interrupt network connectivity.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides a description of ICMP and SNMP polling
for correlation analysis.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide describe the events that are diagnosed by
the IP Managers.


Understanding polling groups and settings
Using the Polling and Thresholds Console, you can customize ICMP and SNMP polling for the
IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager by modifying default polling groups, or by creating
new polling groups. The polling groups periodically poll the managed IP devices to collect availability and
performance data.


The IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager uses the settings in a polling group to assign
polling parameters to a particular group of managed devices. From a polling and threshold perspective, a
setting is a collection of parameters that are common to a particular type of analysis; for example,
connectivity polling or environment polling.


Polling settings for IP availability monitoring
Through the polling settings for IP availability monitoring, you control the ICMP and SNMP connectivity
polling of the managed network objects in your network. The polled information serves as input to
IP Availability Manager‘s availability analysis of switches, routers, hubs, bridges, and other systems.


The IP Availability Manager provides the following polling settings for IP availability monitoring:


n Connectivity Polling


n Connectivity Polling - External Poller


n Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses


n Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses - External Poller
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n Default IP_Route Connectivity Polling


The “Connectivity Polling” and “Connectivity Polling - External Poller” settings are mutually exclusive,
which means that only one or the other (but not both) can be applied to a polling group at any given
time. The “Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses” and “Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses -
External Poller” settings are also mutually exclusive.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on connectivity
polling setting parameters and external poller settings.


Default IP_Route Connectivity Polling setting
The Default IP_Route Connectivity Polling setting determines the polling intervals that are used by the
IP Availability Manager to monitor default routes. The IP Availability Manager monitors the default routes
by probing the SNMP ipRouteTable (.1.3.6.1.2.1.4.21.0.0.0.0) on certain router devices.


Routers in an organization generally point the default route to the router that has a connection to a
network service provider. By doing so, packets with destinations that are outside of the organization’s IP
address space will be forwarded to that service provider. The default route address in IPv4 is 0.0.0.0/0.


The lack of a default route on a router is a good indication that an organization’s service provider is
having connectivity issues.


When default-route polling fails, the IP Availability Manager generates a MissingDefaultRoute event.
Specifically, the IPRoute object that is created as part of the Default IP_Route Connectivity Polling setting,
itself, generates the MissingDefaultRoute event.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the Default
IP_Route Connectivity Polling setting parameters.


Default polling groups
The IP Manager provides a polling category named “Polling Groups,” which contains the following default
polling groups:


n ComputeFabric


n MediaGateways


n 5620 SAM Managed Systems


n Proxy Devices


n Switches


n Routers


n Hubs and Bridges


n WirelessControllers


n WirelessAccessPoints


n WirelessClients
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n Other Systems


Polling setting for optimization
Through the Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances setting, you control the removal of instrumentation
objects that no longer have an associated managed object to monitor. This situation occurs when you
remove a setting from a polling group.


For example, when you apply a setting such as Connectivity Polling to a polling group, the IP Manager
creates the corresponding instrumentation objects. If you subsequently remove the Connectivity Polling
setting from the polling group, the IP Manager responds in one of two ways:


n With theCleanup Unused Monitoring Instances setting applied to the polling group, the IP Manager
removes the corresponding instrumentation objects from memory.


n With the Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances setting not applied to the polling group, the
IP Manager does not remove the corresponding instrumentation objects from memory.


By default, the Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances setting is applied to the following polling
groups:


n Switches


n Routers


n Hubs and Bridges


n Other Systems


“Default polling groups for the IP Manager” table in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide, provides the default polling groups, their
target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings.


Settings affected by the Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances setting lists the settings that are
affected by the Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances setting.


Table 4‑5.  Settings affected by the Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances setting


Polling setting Instrumentation objects created for these classes


Connectivity Polling n Card
n Interface
n Port
n EVCEndPoint


Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses n IPv6


Environment Polling n Fan
n PowerSupply
n TemperatureSensor
n VoltageSensor


File System Polling n Disk
n File System
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Table 4‑5.  Settings affected by the Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances setting
(Continued)


Polling setting Instrumentation objects created for these classes


Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces n Interface
n Port


Performance Polling - Processor and Memory n Memory
n Processor


You can specify matching criteria for a polling group to limit its membership, as explained in
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


Understanding ICMP and SNMP polling and thresholds
The IP Availability Manager and the IP Performance Manager uses Internet Control Message Protocol
(ICMP) and Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) polling to monitor the IP network. The
monitoring of the network is controlled by ICMP and SNMP polling-related and threshold-related settings
that are created for the IP Availability Manager and the IP Performance Manager through the Polling and
Thresholds Console.


This discussion focuses on the threshold-related settings. Polling-related settings are described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


ICMP and SNMP polling, thresholds, and analysis
The IP Availability Manager and the IP Performance Manager monitor the health of the IP network by
periodically sending ICMP polls and SNMP polls to the discovered network devices. The results of the
polling are compared to threshold values that define acceptable and unacceptable levels of connectivity
or performance.


The polled data and the thresholds, in conjunction with received traps, are used by the
IP Availability Manager and the IP Performance Manager to detect the failed or degraded objects that
adversely affect network performance. In addition, the polled data, thresholds, and received traps are
used by the IP Availability Manager and the IP Performance Manager to collect or determine status
updates, which are imported by the IP Manager to diagnose the failed or degraded objects that interrupt
network connectivity.


VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides a description of ICMP and SNMP polling for
correlation analysis.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide describe the events that are diagnosed by
the IP Availability Manager and the IP Performance Manager.


Understanding threshold groups and settings
Using the Polling and Thresholds Console, you can customize ICMP and SNMP polling thresholds for the
IP Availability Manager and the IP Performance Manager by modifying default threshold groups, or by
creating new threshold groups.
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The IP Availability Manager and the IP Performance Manager use the settings in a threshold group to
assign threshold parameters to a particular group of managed devices, interfaces, or ports. From a polling
and threshold perspective, a setting is a collection of parameters that are common to a particular type of
analysis; for example, connectivity polling or environment polling.


Understanding device access groups and settings
Because the IP Manager is a component of many VMware Smart Assurance deployments, the
IP Availability Manager has been selected as the central repository for storing the device access
credentials for other Domain Managers — such as command line interface (CLI) login credentials
required by Network Protocol Manager for EIGRP and Network Protocol Manager for IS-IS to perform CLI
discovery and, optionally, CLI polling. The satellite Domain Managers import the device access
credentials as well as initial topology from IP Availability Manager when they add IP Availability Manager
as a source.


Polling settings for IP performance monitoring
Through the polling settings for IP performance monitoring, you control the ICMP and SNMP performance
polling of the managed network objects in your network. The polled information serves as input to
IP Performance Manager‘s fault and performance analysis of interfaces and ports, processors and
memory, disks and file systems, fans and power supplies, and voltage and temperature sensors.


The IP Performance Manager provides the following polling settings for IP performance monitoring:


n Environment Polling


n Environment Polling - External Poller


n File System Polling


n Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces


n Performance Polling - Processor and Memory


The “Environment Polling” and “Environment Polling - External Poller” settings are mutually exclusive,
which means that only one or the other (but not both) can be applied to a polling group at any given
time.


Environment Polling setting
The Environment Polling setting configures the polling intervals that are used to monitor system
components such as the fan, memory, power supply, temperature sensor, and voltage sensor objects.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the Environment
Polling setting parameters.
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Environment Polling - External Poller
The Environment Polling - External Poller setting serves two purposes:


n Provides a means of testing the system-component instrumentation and analysis functionality of the
IP Performance Manager.


n Provides a means for the IP Performance Manager to import system-component status updates from
an VMware Smart Assurance adapter, such as the Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the
Environment Polling - External Poller setting parameters.


File System Polling setting
The File System Polling setting configures the polling intervals that are used to monitor a host system’s
file system. This setting is a valid choice only for the Other Systems polling group.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the File System
Polling setting parameters.


Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces setting
The Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces setting configures the polling intervals that are used to
monitor the performance of managed ports and interfaces.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the Performance
Polling - Ports and Interfaces setting parameters.


Performance Polling - Processor and Memory setting
The Performance Polling - Processor and Memory setting configures the polling intervals that are used to
monitor a system’s processor and associated memory objects.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the Performance
Polling - Processor and Memory setting parameters.


Thresholds tab
The IP Manager provides the following categories of threshold groups, each of which contains default
threshold groups:


n File Systems


n Interface Groups


n Port Groups - Access Ports


n Port Groups - Trunk Ports


n System Resource Groups
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n System VLAN Tag Groups


n TemperatureSensor


n VoltageSensor


n VLAN Impact Propagation Groups


The “VLAN Impact Propagation Groups” category does not automatically appear. You must issue a
certain command for the VLAN Impact Propagation Groups category to appear.


File Systems
File system is treated as a logical network object. The File System Management functionality allows you
to define and configure thresholds for file system space utilization.


In the earlier version, a single threshold value is set for all file systems using the System Resource group.
The disadvantage is that each file system cannot be monitored individually.


The following enhancements are added:


n Ability to define thresholds for each file system instance


n Ability to define thresholds using the current wildcard mechanism. Wildcards are enabled to be used
to define inclusion and/or exclusion lists of either servers or file systems.


n Ability to change default thresholds per file system


n Ability to manage and unmanage file systems


Define thresholds for individual file system instances
You can now configure thresholds for individual file system instances. A default group called File System
is available.


The utilization thresholds can be configured for each file system instance. As a result, a host with multiple
file systems can have different thresholds defined individually for each file system instance. Each file
system instance is monitored individually.
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Figure 4‑4.  Groups for file system instances


n You can configure two types of utilization thresholds (in percentage) for each file system instance.
They are MaxUtilizationPct and ModerateUtilizationPct.


n The events generated are HighUtilization and ModerateUtilization.


Ability to define thresholds using wildcard


The file system instances can be grouped based on one or more matching criteria. You can use wildcards
to configure utilization thresholds for each file system group. The configured thresholds are applied to all
the file system instances of that group.


You can also create more file system groups, add new matching criteria, and configure the thresholds for
each file system group.


This can be done in the Matching Criteria tab for the selected File System group in the Polling and
Thresholds screen.


Sample file system groups and matching criteria lists the sample file system groups along with their
matching criteria.


Table 4‑6.  Sample file system groups and matching criteria


Sample file system groups Matching Criteria Applicable in


OS Only File Systems / Linux


Writable File Systems /var Linux


Temporary File Systems /tmp Linux
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Table 4‑6.  Sample file system groups and matching criteria (Continued)


Sample file system groups Matching Criteria Applicable in


Non Critical File Systems User defined


Unclassified File Systems User defined


Events and thresholds for file systems


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides the events and thresholds for file
systems along with their description.


The thresholds defined in the System Resource Group serve as the default and may be overwritten by
values in one of the new File System groups. If a file system instance belongs to a particular File System
group, it inherits the group’s threshold settings. In case it does not belong to any group, the thresholds in
the System Resource group that the device belongs to will apply.


When new file system groups are created, they do not have any matching criteria and are empty. You can
add new matching criteria and configure the thresholds for each file system group. This can be done in
the Matching Criteria tab for the selected file system group in the Polling and Thresholds window.


Each file system group is placed in the order of priority in the Polling and Thresholds window. You can
change the priority from the Priority tab. The matching of the file system instances begin from the highest
priority group and continues in the order of priority. A file system instance that matches a group is not
considered for matching with the remaining groups.


Sample file system groups and matching criteria


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists sample file system groups, their
description, and their matching criteria. You can use those as a guide to create file system groups
manually.
Managing or unmanaging file systems


You can manage or unmanage an individual file system instance. When a file system is rendered
managed, that file system instance is monitored. On the other hand, when a file system instance is
rendered unmanaged, that file system instance is not monitored.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to manage and
unmanage file systems.


Attribute of file system describes the attribute for a file system instance.


Table 4‑7.  Attribute of file system


Attribute Description Allowed values


IsManaged Determines if a file system instance should be monitored by the
management system. An unmanaged object does not have any
associated instrumentation. This attribute is read-only.


Boolean: True or False


Default: True


Migration impacts


“Migrate data from older IP deployments” section in Chapter 4, Performing Migration, in the
VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers provides
more information about migrating settings.
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Interface Groups
Threshold groups for interfaces are used to configure parameters for interface analysis. Thresholds are
determined by the interface’s media type (for example, Ethernet or ATM) and its role (primary, backup, or
dial-on-demand).


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the default interface
threshold groups, their target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The target class for
all interface threshold groups is Interface.


n The default group-to-setting mappings in the table are the mappings that users would typically use.
The settings that are available to an interface threshold group are as follows:


n Backup Interface Support


n Dial-on-Demand Interface Support


n Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port


n Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port


n Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


n Generic Interface/Port Performance


n Interface/Port Flapping


n The “Other Interfaces” threshold group has the lowest priority. Managed interfaces that do not match
the criteria for the other interface threshold groups become members of the Other Interfaces
threshold group.


n Only discovered objects that match the type and attribute values in the “Target class and matching
criteria” column for a particular group can become members of that group.


n By default, all discovered objects that match the type and attribute values in the "Target class and
matching criteria" column for a particular group become members of that group.


You can specify matching criteria for a threshold group to limit its membership.


Port Groups - Access Ports
Threshold groups for access ports are used to configure parameters for access port analysis. Thresholds
are determined by the access port’s media type; for example, Ethernet or ATM.


An access port is a port that provides a connection for end users or node devices, such as routers or
servers. An access port becomes managed if it has a connection or is explicitly managed.
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The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the default access
port threshold groups, their target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The target
class for all access port threshold groups is Port.


n The default group-to-setting mappings in the table are the mappings that users would typically use.
The settings that are available to an access port threshold group are as follows:


n Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port


n Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port


n Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


n Generic Interface/Port Performance


n Interface/Port Flapping


n The “Other Ports” threshold group has the lowest priority. Managed access ports that do not match
the criteria for the other access port threshold groups become members of the Other Ports threshold
group.


Port Groups - Trunk Ports
Threshold groups for trunk ports are used to configure parameters for trunk port analysis. Thresholds are
determined by the trunk port’s media type; for example, Ethernet or ATM.


A trunk port is any port that connects to another port or interface on a device that participates in the Layer
2 bridging protocol. By default, all trunk ports are managed, which means that by default all trunk ports
can be associated with trunk port threshold groups.


Because trunk ports are inherently more critical than access ports, trunk port threshold groups typically
have lower thresholds than access port threshold groups for utilization, errors, and so on. That is, the
thresholds for trunk port threshold groups are more stringent than the thresholds for access port threshold
groups.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the default trunk
port threshold groups, their target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The target
class for all trunk port threshold groups is Port.


n The default group-to-setting mappings in the table are the mappings that users would typically use.
The settings that are available to a trunk port threshold group are as follows:


n Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port


n Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port


n Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


n Generic Interface/Port Performance


n Interface/Port Flapping


n The “Other Ports” threshold group has the lowest priority. Managed trunk ports that do not match the
criteria for the other trunk port threshold groups become members of the Other Ports threshold group.
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System Resource Groups
Threshold groups for system resources are used to configure parameters for system analysis. The
sensitivity of the system thresholds is determined by the role of the system.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the default system
resource threshold groups, their target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The target
class for all system resource threshold groups is UnitaryComputerSystem.


n The default group-to-setting mappings in the table are the mappings that users would typically use.
The settings that are available to a system resource threshold group are as follows:


n Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory


n Connectivity


n Environment


n File System


n Interface Management Policy


n Juniper Environment


n Processor and Memory


n VLAN Tagging Policy


n The “Other Systems” group has the lowest priority. Managed systems that do not match the criteria
for the other system resource threshold groups become members of the Other Systems group. For
example, managed host systems become members of the Other Systems group.


System VLAN Tag Groups
Threshold groups for VLAN tagging are used to ensure that systems are assigned to their appropriate
VLAN. These groups are described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide, under
“Performing tasks in the Thresholds tab”.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the default system
VLAN tag groups, their target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The target class for
all system VLAN tag groups is UnitaryComputerSystem.


n Even though the following settings are available to a system VLAN tag group, only the “VLAN Tagging
Policy” setting is valid:


n Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory


n Connectivity


n Environment


n File System


n Interface Management Policy
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n Juniper Environment


n Processor and Memory


n VLAN Tagging Policy


n The “Other Systems” group has the lowest priority. Managed systems that do not match the criteria
for the Switches system VLAN tag group become members of the Other Systems group. For
example, managed host systems become members of the Other Systems group.


Thresholds for temperature and voltage sensors
Voltage and Temperature thresholds are set to generate alarms when the actual values in the devices
cross the defined threshold values.


Two types of values can be set for voltage threshold, that is, high and low voltage threshold. Only one
threshold can be set for the temperature sensor, that is, the high temperature threshold. Accordingly, two
types of alarms can be generated for voltage sensors, and only one alarm can be generated for the
temperature sensor.


You can configure separate thresholds for different voltage and temperature sensors in the same device.


Note   The threshold values set at the Instance level take precedence over those set at the Device Type
(System Resource Group) level. When no values are specified at Instance level, Device level threshold
values prevail. Additionally, if the value for the parameter, UseMIBThresholds is set to TRUE, the MIB
values will take precedence over the threshold values set at IP for alarm generation.


By default, the following are available:


n Groups called TemperatureSensor and VoltageSensor. These groups are empty and do not match
any temperature or voltage sensors.


n The thresholds defined in the System Resource Group serve as the default and may be overwritten
by values in one of the new groups.


If a temperature sensor or voltage sensor belongs to a particular group, it inherits the group’s
threshold setting. In case it does not belong to any group, the thresholds in the System Resource
group will apply.


Creating separate thresholds for voltage and temperature sensors
To create separate thresholds for different voltage and temperature sensors (or a group of sensors), you
must create groups by using appropriate matching criteria.
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Figure 4‑5.  Groups for temperature and voltage sensors


Device-level threshold values can be set from the Polling and Threshold window, under the Threshold
tab. In the Polling and Threshold window, navigate to SystemResourceGroups > Device > Settings >
Environment, and set the required threshold value.


Instance-level threshold values can be set from the Polling and Threshold window, under the Threshold
tab. In the Polling and Threshold window, navigate to Temperature Sensor > Voltage Sensor, and set
the required threshold value.


Also priority has to be set, with custom group taking higher priority than the default groups. The threshold
values for a group which has been assigned higher priority take precedence over the others.


Note   When a group’s Voltage or Temperature threshold setting is removed, the group’s instrumentation
too should be removed.


Threshold behavior for temperature sensors
The threshold behavior for temperature sensors is different. Discovery of thresholds for temperature
sensors using EntitySensor MIB provides more details.


The following sections cover details regarding thresholds and events for the sensors:


n Default thresholds and events


n Discovery of thresholds for temperature sensors using EntitySensor MIB


n Temperature sensor threshold attributes explained
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Threshold settings


Default thresholds and events
The table “Events and thresholds for temperature and voltage sensors” in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the default threshold
setting and events generated for temperature and voltage sensors.


Discovery of thresholds for temperature sensors using EntitySensor MIB


Temperature sensor thresholds can be set during discovery for devices that are certified in the
IP Manager using EntitySensor MIB for Environment. To verify if threshold values are discovered from
the MIB, you must enable MetaClass and verify the Instrumentation Class
(TemperatureSensor_Fault_CiscoEntityFRU) of the specific temperature sensor object.


There are two possibilities for setting the threshold value of the temperature sensors:


n If the threshold values returned by the agent are greater than 0, discovery reads in the threshold
values from the EntitySensor MIB and automatically sets the thresholds in the instrumentation object
to the values from the agent.


n If the device agent does not return a positive value for the threshold reading, then the threshold value
falls back to the default setting defined in either the TemperatureSensor group or in the System
Resource group.


Temperature sensor threshold attributes explained


The following attributes are explained in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide:


n MajorAlarmThreshold


n MibEntSensorThreshold


n CurrentValue


n RelativeTemperatureThreshold


n TemperatureHighThreshold


n HighThreshold


VLAN Impact Propagation Groups
Threshold groups for VLAN impact propagation are used to prevent device impact propagation in certain
(user-specified) VLANs, such as management VLANs and default VLANs. These groups are described in
the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide, under “Performing tasks in the Thresholds tab”.
The default VLAN impact propagation groups do not automatically appear. You must issue a certain
command for the default VLAN impact propagation groups to appear.
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The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on the default VLAN
impact propagation groups, their target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The
target class for all VLAN impact propagation groups is VLAN.


n The only setting that is available to a VLAN impact propagation group is “Problem Impact propagation
policy over VLANs.” The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides
information on the “Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs” setting parameters


n The Other VLANs group has the lowest priority. VLANs that do not match the criteria for the VLANs
group become members of the Other VLANs group.


Threshold settings for IP availability monitoring
Through the threshold settings for IP availability monitoring, you control the ICMP and SNMP connectivity
polling thresholds of the managed network objects in your network. The polled information serves as input
to IP Availability Manager‘s availability analysis of switches, routers, hubs, bridges, and other systems.


The IP Manager provides the following threshold settings for IP availability monitoring:


n Backup Interface Support


n Connectivity


n Dial-on-Demand Interface Support


n Interface/Port Flapping


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information on the
threshold settings for IP availability monitoring.


Threshold settings for IP performance monitoring
Through the threshold settings for IP performance monitoring, you control the ICMP and SNMP
performance polling thresholds of the managed network objects in your network. The polled information
serves as input to IP Performance Manager‘s fault and performance analysis of interfaces and ports,
processors and memory, disks and file systems, fans and power supplies, and voltage and temperature
sensors.


The IP Manager provides the following threshold settings for IP performance monitoring:


n Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


n Generic Interface/Port Performance


n Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory


n Environment


n File System


n Juniper Environment
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n Processor and Memory


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information on the
threshold settings for IP performance monitoring.


Understanding the IP tagging feature
In a networked environment, the same IP addresses can be reused across multiple systems (devices)
running in separate networks. These IP addresses, known as overlapping IP addresses, are prominent in
MPLS VPN environments and in networks centrally managed by Managed Service Providers, where
private IP networks of customers often deploy identically numbered IP address spaces. Example of an
overlapping IP in an MPLS VPN network is an example of an overlapping IP address in an MPLS VPN
network.
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Figure 4‑6.  Example of an overlapping IP in an MPLS VPN network
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Overlapping IP addresses do not create problems across different networks; however, when a service-
assurance application for a centrally managed network attempts to discover the overlapping IP
addresses, IP address identity problems arise. For example, without the IP tagging feature, the
IP Manager will respond as follows when it discovers an overlapping IP address:


n Create a DuplicateIP notification and a DuplicateIP object.


n Discard the most recently received overlapping address.


n Remove the initially received overlapping address from its repository.


With the IP tagging feature, the IP Manager is able to distinguish between overlapping addresses
belonging to different customers by adding a distinguishing tag to their names.


That is, instead of using the standard naming scheme of “IP-<IP address>” to name an overlapping IP
address instance, the IP Manager uses the “IP-<IP address>/<tag>” naming scheme to name the
instance.


IP tagging scenario
Consider the following scenario:


n In the managed network environment, two switches (SW1, SW2) in one customer network and two
switches (SW3, SW4) in another customer network are using the same IP address space.


n Without creating an IP tag group for at least one of the customer networks, the IP Manager will
discard the overlapping IP addresses collected from the four switches.


n By creating an IP tag group for at least one of the customer networks, the IP Manager will assign one
name to the IP addresses collected from SW1 and SW2, and assign a different name to the IP
addresses collected from SW3 and SW4.


n For example, if you create an IP tag group having a “York” tag and matching criteria that allow SW1
and SW2 to become members of the group, the IP Manager will assign the name IP-<IP
address>/York to the IP addresses collected from SW1 and SW2, and assign the name IP-<IP
address> to the IP addresses collected from SW3 and SW4.


With the IP tagging feature, create an IP tag filter for each group of systems that is using an
overlapping address space. Included in each filter is a user-specified tag value and a range of
overlapping IP addresses.


Why modeling overlapping IP addresses is important
Through the IP tag filters, the IP Manager is able to create IP objects in the modeled topology that
represent the overlapping IP addresses that are used by locally distinct groups of systems. This capability
leads to better modeling of the managed network environment, which in turn leads to more accurate
correlation analysis results.
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An overlapping IP address is often on a client-side physical interface of a router or switch managed by a
Managed Service Provider (MSP). The MSP wants to discover the router and all of its interfaces and IP
addresses, but does not want to (and often cannot) discover the client equipment accessible through the
overlapping IP address. The inclusion of the overlapping IP addresses in the modeled topology allows the
MSP to observe the status of the client equipment that is associated with the overlapping IP addresses,
which enables the MSP to respond immediately to customer outages.


The IP Manager monitors the status of the overlapping IP addresses by periodically sending ICMP and
SNMP requests to the systems on which the overlapping IP addresses were discovered.


Overlapping IP addresses versus management IP addresses
An overlapping IP address is typically an address on an edge system’s physical interface, not the address
— known as a management IP address — bound to the edge system’s SNMP agent. (An edge system is
a system at the edge of the managed network environment.) An overlapping IP address is typically
unreachable in the sense that no routes exist between the host running the IP Manager and the
overlapping IP address.


Note   A management IP address is the address that the IP Manager uses to discover information about
a system and to monitor the system after it is discovered.


Managed IP objects versus unmanaged IP objects
Even for a pair of overlapping IP addresses that are reachable by the IP Manager, the IP Manager will not
be able to monitor them because it will not be able to determine which of the systems bound to those IP
addresses is responding to the ICMP or SNMP polls. If one of the overlapping IP address is reachable
and the other is not, managing the reachable one and unmanaging the unreachable one would make
sense.


The “Unmanage admin down” feature addresses this scenario where a duplicate IP in the network comes
in picture due to network configuration change. In such a situation, one interface related to the duplicate
IP may be set as “administratively down,” as it is not participating in the network. Once the interface is
down, the IP related to this particular interface is not discovered, while the other IP remains as it is. The
“EnableUnmanageAdminDown” in the tpmgr-param.conf file enables or disables this functionality.


Note   The “Unmanage admin down” and the “IP tagging” features are mutually exclusive. To utilize the
"Unmanage admin down" functionality, it is required that the IP tagging for that specific set of IPs is
removed and then the "unmanage admin down" feature is enabled.


By default, an IP tag filter sets all IP objects created for overlapping IP addresses to “unmanaged,” and
sets all IP objects created for management IP addresses to “managed.” A managed object is monitored
by using ICMP and SNMP — unless different access mode is specified — to determine the object’s status
and connectivity. An unmanaged object is not polled or rediscovered but remains present in the modeled
topology.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more information about managed and
unmanaged objects.
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Automatic and user-defined IP tagging
The IP tagging feature provides two levels of IP tagging:


n Automatic


n User-defined


By default, no IP tagging occurs. After you edit the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-
param.conf file and change the DisableOverlappingIP value to FALSE, automatic IP tagging is
available.


Automatic tagging
Automatic IP tagging works as enumerated below:


1 For every MPLS-related VRF IP address collected for a discovered system, the IP Manager creates
an IP object and tags its name with the route distinguisher (RD) tag value that is associated with the
VRF to which the VRF IP address belongs. The IP Manager obtains the RD tag by reading the vendor
VPN MIB on the discovered system.


2 The IP Manager tags the name of the IP object with a route distinguisher value regardless of whether
the VRF IP is — or is not — an overlapping IP address.


The IP Manager also creates a corresponding IPNetwork object and tags it with the same value that
is used to tag the IP objects. The IP objects have a ConnectedVia relationship with the IPNetwork
object.


Note   Automatic IP tagging is also known as VRF IP tagging.


User-defined tagging
User-defined IP tagging occurs when you create an IP tag filter group in IP Availability Manager or
IP Performance Manager based on specific deployment and specifies a tag value and an overlapping IP
address range for the group. The user-specified tag may be applied to both non-VRF overlapping IP
addresses and VRF IP addresses, where a non-VRF overlapping IP address is defined as an overlapping
IP address that is not part of an MPLS Layer 3 VPN. In addition, users can configure an IP tag filter group
to double-tag the name of the objects created for discovered VRF IP addresses, or to replace the route
distinguisher tag in the name of these objects with the user-specified tag.


For every IP address that falls within the overlapping IP address range of an IP tag filter group, the
IP Manager creates an IP object and tags its name with the user-specified value. The IP Manager also
creates a corresponding IPNetwork object and tags it with the same value that is used to tag the IP
objects. (The IP objects have a ConnectedVia relationship with the IPNetwork object.)
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IP tag naming scheme
The tagged name of a IP or IPNetwork object is defined in the object’s Name and DisplayName attributes.
The tagged name that is specified in the DisplayName attribute is the name of the object displayed in the
Global Console, while the tagged name that is specified in the Name attribute is the name of the object as
known in the IP Manager’s repository.


In the tagged naming examples that follow, IP address 10.1.0.2 in Figure 18, “Example of an overlapping
IP in an MPLS VPN network,” is the overlapping IP address.


Naming scheme for automatic tagging
The naming scheme for automatic tagging is based on the route distinguisher (RD) tags obtained from
the vendor VPN MIB on the discovered system.


Note   The following discussion assumes DisableOverlappingIP = FALSE.


IP objects representing VRF IP addresses appear in the topology as:


Name: IP-<IP address>/<RD tag>


DisplayName: <RD tag>:<IP address> [<system containing this IP>]


Examples:


Name: IP-10.1.0.2/29


DisplayName: 29:10.1.0.2 [PE 1]


Name: IP-10.1.0.2/107


DisplayName: 107:10.1.0.2 [PE 2]


Corresponding tagged IPNetwork objects appear in the topology as:


Name: IPNET-<IP network>/<RD tag>


DisplayName: <RD tag>:<IP network>


Examples:


Name: IPNET-10.1.0.0/29


DisplayName: 29:10.1.0.0


Name: IPNET-10.1.0.0/107


DisplayName: 107:10.1.0.0
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Naming scheme for user-defined tagging
The naming scheme for user-defined tagging is based on user-specified tags in user-created IP tag filters.
The tagged naming examples included in this section are based on the following two IP tag filter groups:


n Router-PE1 containing:


n Matching criteria that allows only router PE 1 to become a member of the Router-PE1 group


n User-specified tag = cust1


n Overlapping IP address range = 10.1.0.2


n Route distinguisher = enabled (default)


n Router-PE2 containing:


n Matching criteria that allows only router PE 2 to become a member of the Router-PE2 group


n User-specified tag = cust2


n Overlapping IP address range = 10.1.0.2


n Route distinguisher = enabled (default)


Note   The following discussion assumes DisableOverlappingIP = FALSE


Tagged IP objects representing non-VRF IP overlapping addresses appear in the topology as:


Name: IP-<IP address>/<user-specified tag>


DisplayName: <user-specified tag>:<IP address> [<system containing this IP>]


Corresponding tagged IPNetwork object:


Name: IPNET-<IP network>/<user-specified tag>


DisplayName: <user-specified tag>:<IP network>


Tagged IP objects representing VRF IP addresses appear in the topology as:


Name: IP-<IP address>/<user-specified tag>-<RD tag>


DisplayName: <user-specified tag>-<RD tag>:<IP address> [<system containing this IP>]


Examples:


Name: IP-10.1.0.2/cust1-29


DisplayName: cust1-29:10.1.0.2 [PE 1]


Name: IP-10.1.0.2/cust2-107


DisplayName: cust2-107:10.1.0.2 [PE 2]


Corresponding tagged IPNetwork object:


Name: IPNET-<IP network>/<user-specified tag>-<RD tag>


DisplayName: <user-specified tag>-<RD tag>:<IP network>
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Examples:


Name: IPNET-10.1.0.0/cust1-29


DisplayName: cust1-29:10.1.0.0


Name: IPNET-10.1.0.0/cust2-107


DisplayName: cust2-107:10.1.0.0


The preceding examples demonstrate the double-tagging capability. Because IP address 10.1.0.2
is a VRF IP and because the route distinguisher parameter is enabled in the Router-PE1 and
Router-PE2 IP tag filter groups, the IP objects created for IP address 10.1.0.2 are double-tagged.


By disabling the route distinguisher parameter in the filter groups and invoking a rediscovery of
the topology, the IP objects for IP address 10.1.0.2 will receive a single tag:


Name: IP-10.1.0.2/cust1


DisplayName: cust1:10.1.0.2 [PE 1]


Name: IP-10.1.0.2/cust2


DisplayName: cust2:10.1.0.2 [PE 2]


By disabling the route distinguisher parameter in just one of the groups, say Router-PE1, and
performing a rediscovery of the topology, the IP objects for IP address 10.1.0.2 will be named as
follows:


Name: IP-10.1.0.2/cust1


DisplayName: cust1:10.1.0.2 [PE 1]


Name: IP-10.1.0.2/cust2-107


DisplayName: cust2-107:10.1.0.2 [PE 2]


Shadow IP and IPNetwork objects
When the EnableShadowIP parameter is set to TRUE (the default) in the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf file, the IP Manager creates a shadow IP object for
each tagged, nonoverlapping, non-VRF IP object that it creates, and creates a shadow IPNetwork object
for the IPNetwork object to which the IP object is ConnectedVia. Earlier versions of satellite
Domain Managers will import the shadow objects, rather than their tagged counterparts, when importing
topology from the IP Manager (specifically, from IP Availability Manager).


Shadow object rationale
Even though you will not intentionally tag a nonoverlapping, non-VRF IP address, it can still happen. (For
example, the IP address might just happen to fall within the overlapping IP address range that is specified
for an IP tag filter group.) The creation of a shadow IP object for this IP address, which earlier versions of
satellite Domain Managers will import, ensures that the Domain Managers become aware of this IP
address.
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The IP Manager does not create shadow IP objects for tagged, overlapping, non-VRF IP addresses
because earlier versions of satellite Domain Managers expect to import overlapping non-VRF IP
addresses as DuplicateIP objects. Because DuplicateIP objects are not useful to the Domain Managers,
the absence of shadow IP objects for tagged, overlapping, non-VRF IP addresses ensures that the
Domain Managers do not become aware of these IP addresses.


So, from the perspective of earlier versions of satellite Domain Managers, the only shadow IP objects that
make sense are the ones for tagged, nonoverlapping, non-VRF IP addresses.


Shadow object naming schemes
Shadow IP object names comply with the following naming scheme:


Name: IP-<IP address>


Display name: [Shadow]:<IP address> [<system containing this IP>]


where <IP address> is the IP address of the tagged, non-VRF IP object that the shadow IP object is
shadowing.


Shadow IPNetwork object names comply with the following naming scheme:


Name: IPNET-<IP network>


Display name: [Shadow]:<IP network>


where <IP network> is the IP network of the tagged, non-VRF IPNetwork object that the shadow
IPNetwork object is shadowing.


Shadow object unique characteristics
A shadow IP object is associated with its tagged IP object counterpart by using the ShadowOf
relationship. Similarly, a shadow IPNetwork object is associated with its tagged IPNetwork object
counterpart by using the ShadowOf relationship. All shadow objects have an attribute named IsShadow
that is set to TRUE.


A shadow IP object has a ConnectedVia relationship to a shadow IPNetwork object, and a shadow
IPNetwork object has ConnectedTo relationships to its shadow IP objects.


Note   As the shadow IP objects are unmanaged, the IP Manager does not include them in its correlation
analysis.


Shadow object use by earlier versions of satellite Domain Manager s
Since the shadow IP object has the same interface and system layering information as its tagged IP
object counterpart, earlier versions of satellite Domain Managers can use Shadow IP objects in the same
way that they used untagged IP objects: To create the correct connections and to determine the hosts
that are hosting the IPs.
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Understanding tagging filter groups and settings
The tagging filter groups and settings provide a means to create an IP tag filter and specify a unique tag
for each group of systems that are using the same but locally distinct IP addresses. Because the tags
enable the IP Manager to distinguish between overlapping addresses belonging to different customers,
the IP Manager is able to represent the customer-related overlapping IP addresses in the modeled
topology.


Each discovered system that meets the defined matching criteria for an IP tag filter group is subjected to
a second line of filtering defined by the parameters defined in the group’s setting, including a user-
specified tag and a range of overlapping IP addresses. In this way, different filtering values can be applied
to different groups of systems.


Audit logging
Audit logging relates to the VMware Smart Assurancearchitecture of an VMware Smart AssuranceGlobal
Manager Administration Console (Global Console) interacting with VMware Smart Assuranceanalysis
servers such as IP Availability Managerand Performance Manager (IP AM/PM).


Audit logging is enabled on the analysis servers when a modification is made to the server using the
Global Console. Chapter 5, Audit Logging, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guideprovides information on the audit logging format, how
to configure audit logging, how to start the audit log adapter, and the list of user actions captured in audit
logs.


In raw format, the audit log output on each server contains specific remote API calls made from the
Global Console to the server. The raw output is then processed by the VMware Smart AssuranceAudit
Log Adapter which parses the output to provide more easily readable and understandable audit log
information.


Raw audit log output shows the creation of raw audit log information. The Global Consoles connect to
VMware Smart Assuranceanalysis servers, such as IP AM or PM. These servers print information to a file
named <server_name>_audit.logfor all remote API calls sent from the Global Console to the server. Each
server maintains one log file regardless of the number of connected Global Consoles. You must run one
Audit Log Adapter per server and the Audit Log Adapter must be run on the same host as the server
whose audit log it will parse.


Raw audit log output
The raw audit log information includes the details of the VMware Smart Assurance remote API calls made
from the Global Console to the server, such as the name of the VMware Smart Assurance user who
invoked the call and the time of the invocation. These API calls include calls that interact with the remote
object repository in each VMware Smart Assurance server (for example, the API names may be put,
insert, and invokeOperation).
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The raw audit log output is written to a file named <server_name>_audit.log in the
BASEDIR/<productsuite>/smarts/local/logs directory. For example, the raw audit log for an
VMware Smart Assurance IP AM server would be INCHARGE-AM_audit.log which would be located in
the BASEDIR /IP/smarts/local/logs directory. The raw audit log file automatically rolls to a new file when
the size of the log file exceeds 1 MG. The size at which the log file will roll is configurable via the
SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_LENGTH environment variable. You may set this environmental variable by adding
it to the runcmd_env.sh file.


In some cases, information in the raw audit log may not correspond to expected higher level functions. In
these cases, the raw audit log information is the same as that printed in the final audit log file.


Some of the configuration functions available from the VMware Smart Assurance Global Console are
aggregated into XML source data passed from the Global Console to the server. The XML data may
contain one or more changes related to different types of configurable entities. In these cases, the
VMware Smart Assurance Audit Log Adapter does not interpret the XML data to determine the specific
changes made, but instead indicates that one of the set of configurable entities has changed and
provides the specific XML data. The final audit log output will indicate that one of these has changed with
the pertinent XML source data providing the changed information.


Final audit log output
The raw audit log information often is not easily understandable. Therefore, the
VMware Smart Assurance Audit Log Adapter is invoked to process and modify the raw audit log data to
make it more user-friendly in the form of a final audit log. The adapter interprets specific remote API calls,
and creates audit log messages that describe the higher level functions being invoked by the user. For
example, an operation which may be invoked by the user may be the creation of a new discovery filter.
The remote API calls to modify discovery filters would be invokeOperation ICF_TopologyManager ICF-
TopologyManager applyXMLFilters. The VMware Smart Assurance Audit Log Adapter interprets this
invokeOperation call and creates a new audit log message in the final audit log file which more clearly
states "Modify Discovery Filters”.


The final audit log output includes the following fields:


n Date, time and time zone (that is, the local time zone of the server)


n Time in seconds from epoch


n VMware Smart Assurance user login name, VMware Smart Assurance system user name and client
ID. Final Audit Output Sample provides an example of a complete final audit log entry.


n Action type—indicates the type of action performed, such as "Add Discovery Filter" or "Invoke
Operation xxx"


n Object class related to action


n Object instance related to action
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n Text—includes additional information relevant to the actions, such as a property name, an event
name, or arguments to the action


The format of both the raw and final output files are the same. The fields are separated by tabs, which
allows for easy export to Excel spreadsheets.


For comparison, a sample of raw audit output versus final audit output is provided below in the
following figures. Note that in the raw audit log output in Raw Audit Output Sample, all of the actions
relating to creating a topology subgroup in the entries with a time in seconds from epoch of
1143150029 and 1143150044 have been modified into clearer and more concise entries in the final
log audit output shown in Final Audit Output Sample. Also note that actions such as checking licenses
that show up in the raw audit log (the sixth and seventh entries in Raw Audit Output Sample) do not
appear in the final audit log.


Figure 4‑7.  Raw Audit Output Sample


Figure 4‑8.  Final Audit Output Sample


Adapter behavior after shutdown
The Audit Log Adapter is designed to re-read the raw audit log file if the adapter is shut down and
restarted. The adapter maintains the last timestamp processed from its previous execution. When re-
reading the raw audit log file, the adapter will process all entries with the timestamp equal to or greater
than the last timestamp from the previous execution. In some cases, this may mean that the same entry is
processed twice in the final audit log file.


If the raw audit log file rolls over while the Audit Log Adapter is shut down, the adapter will only process
entries in the current raw audit log file. Any entries in the previous audit log file (named
<server_name>_audit.log.bak) are not processed. In this case, you must ensure that the previous raw
audit log file is saved to retain information on the changes made during the time when the adapter was
shut down.
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Configuring the Audit Log Adapter
The Audit Log Adapter uses the audit_table.conf configuration file. This configuration file includes the
following four tables:


n IgnoreActionTable—This table contains actions which may be included in the raw output but
correspond to functions which are not modifications. Actions in this table are not written to the final
output file. For example, invokeOperation ICS_ActionManager ICS-ActionManager getClientActions
is written to the raw output file. All calls to invokeOperation are written to the raw output file, but some
of these calls correspond to operations which do not modify anything. The getClientActions does not
modify anything. Therefore, this is included in the IgnoreActionsTable. Anything in this table is not
written to the final output file.


n SingleActionTable—This table maps actions from the raw output to the improved text in the final audit
log output. This information directs the audit log adapter on how to format the final audit log output.


n ActionSequenceTable—This table includes sequences of actions that correspond to one logical
output action.


n MultiInProgressTable—This table is used internally to track multi-action sequences that are currently
in progress. It should not be modified.


An example of the table entries that are displayed in the audit_table.conf file is shown in Sample
Entries in the audit_table.conf File.


Figure 4‑9.  Sample Entries in the audit_table.conf File
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ICMP and SNMP polling overview
After the initial discovery and modeling of the network, the IP Manager uses Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP) and Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) polling to monitor the status of the
discovered systems. The type of ICMP and SNMP polling that IP Manager uses depends upon the
protocol of the discovered systems.


The IP Manager uses ICMP and SNMP to discover and poll IPv4-only, IPv6-only, and dual-stack systems
in the managed network environment. The IP Manager supports IPv4 ICMP, IPv6 ICMP, IPv4 SNMP, and
IPv6 SNMP. IPv4 ICMP and IPv6 ICMP are also known as ICMPv4 and ICMPv6.


The parameters for controlling ICMP and SNMP polling and for setting thresholds for polled data are
accessed through the Polling and Thresholds Console.


ICMP poller
The IP Manager uses a high-performance, asynchronous ICMP poller to send messages for use with
IPv4 and IPv6. The ICMP poller uses two asynchronous threads; one thread sends polls, and the other
receives polls. Because the send and receive threads operate separately, slow response times or
excessive timeouts do not affect the polling rate. Thus, the ICMP poller performs at a consistent polling
rate.


Possible states of an object during an analysis polling cycle shows the three possible states of a
monitored object as determined by its response to an ICMP poll. The states are Up, Notification Pending,
and Down.


Figure 4‑10.  Possible states of an object during an analysis polling cycle


An object is in the up state until it fails to respond to an ICMP poll. When it fails to respond, the status of
the object changes to the Notification Pending state and stays in that state until the IP Manager can
determine whether the object is Up or Down.


If the object responds to an ICMP poll before the maximum failure retry count is exceeded for the object,
the status of the object changes back to the Up state.
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If the maximum failure retry count is exceeded for the object, the status of the object changes to the
Down state, and the IP Manager does not poll the object again until the next scheduled polling cycle. An
object stays in the Down state until it responds to an ICMP poll. When the object responds, the
IP Manager changes the status of the object to the Up state.


This polling sequence is performed for each IP endpoint that is managed.


SNMP poller
The IP Manager uses a synchronous, multithreaded SNMP poller to send messages for use over IPv4
and IPv6. By default, the SNMP poller uses 10 synchronous polling threads.


The SNMP poller fully supports the SNMPv1 and v2c protocols, and supports authentication and data
encryption for the SNMPv3 protocol. With SNMPv1, the correlation model uses 32-bit counters in its
correlation analysis. With SNMPv2c or v3, the correlation model uses high-capacity 64-bit counters in its
correlation analysis. Using 64-bit counters is critical for performance analysis of high-speed data links
because using 32-bit counters might result in wrapping (overflow) of the counters between polls.


Polling for devices with multiple IP addresses is supported because the SNMP poller supports multiple IP
addresses for each SNMP agent. The SNMP poller automatically switches to an alternate IP address
during failures, thereby ensuring the integrity of the IP Manager correlation analysis during an outage.


Just-in-time polling
The SNMP poller’s MIB variable poll list is driven by a Just-In-Time polling algorithm, which ensures that
only those MIB variables needed for correlation are polled. For example, if a port monitored for
performance data is disabled, or goes down, the SNMP poller automatically removes the relevant MIB
variables from the poll list. If the port is reenabled, or comes back up, the variables are automatically put
back onto the MIB poll list.


Request-consolidation polling
Issuing a single SNMP GET request that requests 10 variables is more efficient than issuing 10 GET
requests each requesting a single variable. The SNMP poller consolidates as many variables as possible
into a single SNMP GET request. The consolidation is not restricted to variables from the same SNMP
table. Polling consolidation continually adapts to changes in the MIB variable poll list.


Upon encountering a nonfatal error during polling consolidation, the SNMP poller responds differently to
an SNMPv1 agent than to an SNMPv2c or v3 agent for the following reason: Where an SNMPv1 agent
stops processing a request upon encountering an error, an SNMPv2c or v3 agent continues processing a
request upon encountering an error. An SNMPv2c or v3 agent handles errors on a per-OID basis.
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If a nonfatal error is encountered by an SNMPv1 agent during a GET request seeking multiple variables,
the SNMP poller suspends the polling of the affected variable. It suspends polling to prevent reduced
performance of the SNMPv1 agent, since continuous polling of the affected variable would require the
resending of the remainder of the request after receiving the error. The SNMP poller continues to poll the
unaffected variables. (An example of an affected variable is one that has become unavailable due to a
configuration change.) This behavior enables the SNMP poller to operate efficiently with an SNMPv1
agent during unexpected changes to a device’s configuration.


In contrast, if a nonfatal error is encountered by an SNMPv2c or v3 agent during a GET request seeking
multiple variables, the SNMP poller continues the polling of the affected variable as well as the unaffected
variables.


ICMP and SNMP polling coordination
The IP Manager links its ICMP and SNMP pollers so that the SNMP poller does not send requests to any
SNMP agent address that the ICMP poller determines to be unreachable. IP addresses that are
unresponsive to ICMP polls are added to a “do not poll” list, which the SNMP poller checks before
sending SNMP requests.


The checking process is as follows:


n If an SNMP agent address is on the “do not poll” list, the SNMP poller does not send a request to that
address.


n If an SNMP agent has multiple IP addresses, the SNMP poller checks for each address in the “do not
poll” list.


n For an address that does not appear in the list, the SNMP poller sends a request to that address.


n If all addresses for an agent are on the list, the SNMP poller deems the agent as unreachable
and temporarily suspends sending SNMP requests to that agent.


As soon as an agent’s IP address becomes responsive, as determined by the ICMP poller, the
address is removed from the list, and SNMP polling resumes.


Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 140
The Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 140-2 is a U.S. government computer
security standard governing cryptographic modules and is required for any software purchased by the US
government and US military.


Open-source derived cryptographic algorithms implemented in DMT's C/C++ code base were removed
and replaced with RSA's BSAFE Micro Edition Suite (MES).


RSA’s BSAFE MES is a library that implements algorithms and provides both FIPS-validated and non-
FIPS implementations of the cryptographic algorithms. The non-FIPS implementations are used by
default. When placed in FIPS 140 mode, DMT causes MES to use the FIPS 140 validated
implementations.
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FIPS 140 mode allows you to use only SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3 except MD5 and DES
authentication protocols. If you run SNMPv1 or SNMPv2c, then FIPS 140 mode has no impact. If you are
using encryption, then you must use a certified encryption library and only certain encryption routines.


When you discover an SNMPv3 device, you need to select the option “V3” in the “Add Agent” window.
The “Authentication Protocol” option lists only SHA and not MD5 and the “Privacy Protocol” option lists
only AES and not DES. This is because MD5 and DES are not supported in FIPS 140 mode. If you
discover SNMPv3 devices with MD5 and DES protocol as seed, discovery fails and the devices go to the
Pending List and display as “Invalid” or “Unsupported SNMP V3 protocol”. ASL error exception messages
are also observed in the IP server logs.


“Support for FIPS 140-2 in IP 9.1” section in Chapter 3, Installing IP Manager, in the
VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers, provides
more information about the FIPS 140 mode implementation.
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Discovery 5
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Discovery process overview


n Network system support


n Light discovery


n ICMP, SNMP, ASNMP, and IPv6 support


n Support for HSRP and VRRP groups


n Support for NAS gateways


n Support for NIC teaming


n Support for IPSec and IKE tunnels


n Support for overlapping IP addresses


n Support for SNMP v3 auto discovery


n Support for Wireless LAN


n Support for Virtual Port Channel


n Link Aggregation and EtherChannel discovery


n Support for Virtual Data Context


n DASL integration


n Virtual bridging


n Incremental reconfigure


n Default IP route


n Asynchronous SNMP (ASNMP)


n Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP)


n Unique VLAN naming


n OID Info Tool


n ESX Server Certification
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n Cisco Nexus 1000V implementation


n Cisco Unified Computing System Certification


n AggregateLink representation in the Map console


n Discovery and the VPN-Tagging Server


n About seed files


n Seed file format


n Seed file examples


n Which systems to put in a seed file


n Discovery methods


n Discovery phases


n Autodiscovery data sources


n Discovery of NIC teaming


n Discovery and short discovery of IPSec tunnels


n Discovery and the local name resolution service


n Hostname resolution and IP address checking


n How discovery names a system


n Configuring automatic name resolution


n Preparing for manual discovery


n Initiating manual or autodiscovery


n Initiating postprocessing


n About discovery filters


n Discovery filter fields


n Discovery filter considerations


n Discovery filter matching


n Examples of discovery filters


n Discovery results


n Discovery error scenarios and results


n Discovery errors


n DiscoveryError notifications


n Pending Devices list


n About certifying managed devices


n Discovery hook scripts
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n Automatic and manual discovery


n Discovery methods


n Discovery considerations


n Scheduling automatic discovery


n Read community strings


n About managing and unmanaging topology objects


n Handling duplicate IP address errors


n Redundancy groups


n ICMP


n SNMP


n About ICMP and SNMP polling parameters


Discovery process overview
During per-device discovery, the IP Manager sends ICMP and SNMP polls to the network devices to
discover the network topology. The IP Manager uses VMware Smart Assurance object classes to create a
data-model representation of the discovered topology. The data model includes representations of the
managed network devices and their internal components.


During postprocessing, the IP Manager uses VMware Smart Assurance object classes to create
representations of the physical and logical connections between the managed network devices. The
IP Manager also establishes device relationships.


The data model that is supported by the IP Manager is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide


Note   Throughout this chapter and the chapters that follow, the terms “system” and “device” are used
interchangeably. Usually, “system” is used.


The configurations and licenses that are applied to an IP Manager at startup determine which discovery
and analysis will run. By default, discovery and analysis for both IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager will run.


“Components of a typical IP Manager deployment” on page 36 identifies the elements of a typical
IP Manager deployment and shows the flow of information among the elements.


The IP Manager discovers Layer 2 (data link) and Layer 3 (network) connectivity in multivendor, switched,
and routed networks. Layer 2 network systems use machine addresses to transmit packets from network
node to network node, and Layer 3 network systems use network addresses to route data to different
LANs and WANs. The IP Manager discovers the network systems by sending them ICMP and SNMP
polls.
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In addition, depending on the configuration, IP Availability Manager also sends network topology to the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform (Adapter Platform) and to
satellite Domain Managers.


Running separate instances of IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager is necessary if the
two applications are running on different hosts. When running on the same host, a more common
configuration would be IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager running as a single process.


After building a data model of the discovered network topology, IP Availability Manager,
IP Performance Manager, and IP Server Performance Manager use SNMP polling to monitor the
topology. The results of this polling, in conjunction with the received SNMP traps, are used by:


n IP Availability Manager to diagnose the failed network objects that interrupt network connectivity.


n IP Performance Manager and IP Server Performance Manager to diagnose emerging problems in the
service delivery infrastructure.


IP Availability Manager, IP Performance Manager, and IP Server Performance Manager export their
topology data and analysis results (events) to the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager (Global Manager).


Whenever discovery completes, the IP Manager prints a report to its log file identifying the number of
network objects that are created during the discovery. Naming of the log depends on the locale and
encoding set by the user and is controlled by the SM_LOCALE and SM_ENCODING environment
variables. The log file is named <IP Manager instance name>_<locale>_<character encoding>.log
(for example, INCHARGE-AM_en_US_UTF-8.log) and is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs
directory in the IP Manager installation area.


Network system support
The IP Manager discovers and models the following types of network systems:


n Bridges


n Hosts


n Hubs


n Nodes


n Probes


n Routers


n Switches


n Terminal servers


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information about the classes
that are used by the IP Manager to model these systems.
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Fully tested devices
The IP Manager supports the discovery, monitoring, and analysis of IP networks in many vendor-specific
environments. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Certification Matrix identifies the devices that have been
fully tested for this release of IP Manager. This document is found on VMware Online Support at: 
docs.vmware.com.


Routing-device types
The following routing-device types are supported by the IP Manager:


n Physical routers


n Virtual routers


n Route switch modules (RSMs)


n Route switch feature cards (RSFCs)


n Multilayer switch feature cards (MSFCs)


Virtual routers are implemented within physical routers or switches.


RSMs, RSFCs, and MSFCs are routing-device type cards in Layer 3 (network) switches. The cards
perform routing between virtual LANs (VLANs).


Layer 3 switch devices that house routing-device type cards are called hybrids.


Light discovery
In addition to performing its traditional discovery of network objects, the IP Manager, as shown in 
Exporting topology collection sets to satellite Domain Managers, can be configured to create topology
collection sets from the discovered network objects, one set for each of the satellite Domain Managers
that are supported by the IP Manager. The creation of topology collection sets is known as “IP Manager
light discovery” or simply “light discovery.”
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Figure 5‑1.  Exporting topology collection sets to satellite Domain Manager s


The term “satellite,” as used here, refers to any of the VMware Smart Assurance Domain Managers that
import topology and topology updates from the IP Manager.
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Topology import
From the IP Manager, a satellite Domain Manager not only receives its initial topology and subsequent
topology updates, but it also receives Layer 1 (physical) and Layer 2 (data link) status updates that are
relevant to the imported topology. As an example of the types of objects that are imported from the
IP Manager, Network Protocol Manager for EIGRP imports router and switch objects along with the
following objects that are associated with the routers or switches:


n Card


n Interface


n NetworkConnection


n Cable


n TrunkCable


n IP


n DuplicateIP


n IPNetwork


n SNMPAgent


n VRAgent


Note   The indentations in the bullet list indicate class hierarchy. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides descriptions of these object
types.


Although all satellite Domain Managers import topology and topology updates from the
IP Manager, not all import topology collection sets. That is, some satellite Domain Managers use
a means other than light discovery to import topology and topology updates from the IP Manager.
The individual configuration guides for the satellite Domain Managers state which
Domain Managers import topology collection sets.


By default, light discovery is disabled.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides instructions on configuring the
IP Manager to create topology collection sets.


CLI device-access object import
Network Protocol Manager for EIGRP, Network Protocol Manager for IS-IS, and Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS Manager) also import one or more of the following types of CLI device-access objects
from the IP Manager:


n Configuration


n ICF_Criteria
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n SelectiveConfiguration


n CLI_AccessSetting


n ICF_ConfigurationSelector


The CLI device-access objects carry the login credentials and other criteria that are needed by a
satellite Domain Manager to access devices in the managed network for the purpose of invoking CLI
commands from the devices.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information about creating CLI
device-access objects.


ICMP, SNMP, ASNMP, and IPv6 support
The IP Manager uses Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) and Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) to discover IPv4-only, IPv6-only, and dual-stack systems in the managed network
environment. A dual-stack system is configured with both IPv4 (32-bit) and IPv6 (128-bit) addresses.


The IP Manager supports IPv4 ICMP (also known as ICMPv4), IPv6 ICMP (also known as ICMPv6), IPv4
SNMP, and IPv6 SNMP. Because many Management Information Bases (MIBs) have not yet been
modified to accommodate IPv6 addresses, certain IP Manager features are not available to IPv6.


Note   Starting from IP 8.1.1, IPv6 addresses on a device that are link-local (FE80::), site-local (FEC0::),
multicast (FF00::), or loopback (::1) do not get discovered and are not added to the topology. For
example, a valid link-local IPv6 address FE80:0:0:0:20F:35FF:FEC1:2400, will not be discovered.


The IP Manager also supports SNMPv1, v2c, and v3.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information about ICMP, SNMP, and
Asynchronous SNMP (ASNMP). Unless specified otherwise, the term ICMP is used to refer to IPv4 and
IPv6 ICMP polling, and the term SNMP is used to refer to IPv4 and IPv6 SNMP polling.


Support for HSRP and VRRP groups
The IP Manager is able to discover and monitor redundancy groups of routers that are involved in Hot
Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) or Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) groups. It discovers
HSRP groups, HSRP router endpoints, VRRP groups, and VRRP router endpoints, and represents them
as instances of the HSRPGroup, HSRPEndpoint, VRRPGroup, and VRRPEndpoint classes, respectively.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides descriptions of these object types.


Support for NAS gateways
The IP Manager discovers and monitors VMware Celerra network-attached storage (NAS) gateways and
NAS connectivity problems. It discovers NAS chassis, Control Stations, and Data Movers, and represents
them as instances of the NASChassis, Host, and FileServer classes, respectively.
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In IP 9.2, once the Control Station is discovered, by default, it will automatically move the File servers
attached to it to the Pending List.


Note   Monitoring of File System of File Servers and DataMovers are not supported.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides descriptions of these object types.


Support for NIC teaming
The IP Manager discovers and monitors network interface card (NIC) teaming between hosts and
switches. NIC teaming is the grouping of two or more physical NICs into a single logical NIC, for the
purpose of achieving network fault tolerance or network traffic load balancing or both. NIC teaming is
described in Discovery of NIC teaming.


Note   Setting up NIC teaming is device and vendor specific. Vendor specific documentation on how to
set it up in a customer environment with different vendors is not provided in the manuals. For any device
or vendor specific setup information, it is recommended to refer to the relevant vendor specific
documentation.


Support for IPSec and IKE tunnels
The IP Manager is able to discover and monitor IPSec tunnels and Internet Key Exchange (IKE) tunnels
between IPSec-enabled routers on IPv4 networks. IPSec is a standardized framework for securing IP
communications at the network layer, and IKE is a standardized key exchange protocol that is used to set
up IPSec tunnels. Tunnel discovery is described in Discovery and short discovery of IPSec tunnels.


Support for overlapping IP addresses
The IP Manager is able to discover and create tagged IP objects for overlapping IPv4 addresses, which
are IP addresses that are reused and configured across multiple network devices in the same managed
network environment.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide describes the IP tagging feature and provides
instructions on configuring IP tagging and creating IP tag filters. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide identifies the configuration parameters that
control IP tagging.


Support for SNMP v3 auto discovery
IP Manager has been enhanced to support auto discovery of devices in an IP network using SNMP v3
polling mechanism. With the support for SNMP v3 polling mechanism, you can discover and monitor
those devices in the network that supports SNMP v3. This has been facilitated by the following changes
in the IP Domain Manager Administration Console user interface:


n Enhancement to Discovery Filters tab


n Enhancement to Topology tab
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n Supported Encryption Standards


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more information on the above
enhancements including supported encryption standards.


Support for Wireless LAN
IP supports discovery and monitoring a wireless LAN. As part of wireless LAN discovery and monitoring,
IP discovers Wireless Controllers, WirelessAccessPoints, Wireless Clients and Authentication server. An
authentication server provides authentication service for different network elements such as Wireless
Clients.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information on topology
classes and root-case analysis scenarios for Wireless LAN.


The Wireless certification is currently supported for two vendors, namely Cisco and Aruba. The
certification of the two vendors can be found in the following conf files:


n oid2Type_Cisco.conf in <BASEDIR>\IP\smarts\conf\discovery


n oid2Type_Aruba.conf in <BASEDIR>\IP\smarts\conf\discovery


Note   IP server does not generate any alert if the status of the authentication server is UNKNOWN.
So, if the WirelessController is Down, the related authentication server status is UNKNOWN.
Therefore, to get the proper status of the authentication server, rediscover any other running
WirelessContoller that is serviced by the same authentication server.


Wireless LAN short discovery
Short discovery handles wireless topology changes, which typically occur during WirelessClient
movement. In addition, it dynamically detects Rogue Wireless Access Points.


Wireless LAN settings lists the flags that determine the settings for Wireless LAN discovery.


Table 5‑1.  Wireless LAN settings


Flag Allowed value Description File


WIFI_autoReprobe_Short


Note   Server restart is required.


Default value: FALSE
n TRUE — Enables WIFI


related short discovery.
n FALSE— Disables WIFI


related short discovery.


Enables or disables WIFI related
short discovery.


discovery.conf


WIFI_reprobePeriod_short Default value:900 seconds


Note   Value should be
positive and greater than 300.


Sets the interval between successive
WIFI short discoveries.


Note   Decreasing the discovery
interval will increase the CPU usage.
If you decrease the short discovery
interval, use small decrements and
monitor your current CPU usage.


tpmgr-
param.conf
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Table 5‑1.  Wireless LAN settings (Continued)


Flag Allowed value Description File


EnableRogueAPShortDiscovery Default value: TRUE Determines the discovery of Rogue
AP. Disabling this flag will stop the
short discovery of Rogue AP.


tpmgr-
param.conf


EnableWirelessClientDiscovery Default value: TRUE Determines the discovery of the
WirelessClient.


tpmgr-
param.conf


EnableWirelessClientShortDiscover
y


Default value: TRUE Determines the short discovery of
the WirelessClient


tpmgr-
param.conf


Wireless license


Note   The wireless LAN management is a licensed feature in IP 9.1.


The wireless license determines the discovery of wireless network components, that is, Wireless
Controller and Wireless Access Points. The basic wireless feature is enabled by the license key AP_WIFI.


Even if a customer has the basic AP_WIFI license, the number of Wireless Access Points or
WirelessController discovery is limited by the appropriate license count.


n WirelessAccessPoint — The number of WirelessAccessPoint to be discovered is controlled by the
count of the license key AP_AP_CNT.


n WirelessController — The number of WirelessController to be discovered is controlled by the count of
the license key AP_CTL_CNT.


Note   The discovery of WirelessClient is not controlled by license counts.


If you do not have a wireless license, you can only discover Wireless Controllers and Thick Wireless
Access Points with older IP certification. Discovery will not include Thin Wireless Access Points and
Wireless Clients.


If the license block for System volume or WirelessAccessPoint or WirelessController exceeds the
license count, then a new license file with more license blocks should be obtained.


Restart the license server with new license file.


Restart the the dependent IP servers.


Wireless LAN map
A wireless LAN map displays a wireless LAN map. The details are explained in Descripiton of a WIFI LAN
map.
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Figure 5‑2.  A wireless LAN map


Table 5‑2.  Descripiton of a WIFI LAN map


Icons Representation Relationships


WirelessAccessPoint n ControlledBy relationship with WirelessController
n Hosts relationship with WirelessClients


Note   Click on the + icon to view the WirelessClients that are hosted by this
WirelessAccessPoint.


WirelessController n Controls relationship with WirelessAccessPoint
n HostsStations relationship with WirelessClient


AuthenticationServer AuthenticationServiceTo relationship with the WirelessController.


Support for Virtual Port Channel
IP 9.1 supports Virtual Port Channel (vPC) management on Cisco Nexus 5000 switches. A Virtual Port
Channel is formed by the logical aggregation of ethernet switch ports that belong to two different
switches.


The Virtual Port Channel is represented as vAggregatePort in IP topology.


Note   IP 9.1 supports vPC on Cisco Nexus 5000 switches through CLI discovery. Provide read-only
credentials of the Cisco Nexus 5000 switch in CLI Access Group with matching criteria in Polling and
Threshold console > Device Access.
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The vAggregatePort class is defined by the following relationships:


n LayeredOver/Underlying relationship with Switches.


n ComposedOf/PartOf relationship with underlying AggregatePorts (vPC member ports).


n Uses/UsedBy relationship with AggregatePorts participating in peer link.


Enabling vPC discovery
The flag EnableVPCDiscovery controls vPC discovery. By default, vPC discovery is enabled in IP 9.1.


To disable vPC discovery, set the value of the flag EnableVPCDiscovery in <BASEDIR>/conf/tpmgr-
param.conf file.


EnableVPCDiscovery= FALSE


For information on the events and root-cause analysis of vAggregatePort, refer to
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


Viewing vPC information
To view the information about the virtual port channels (vPCs), run the command on the Nexus switch on
which vPC is configured:


show vpc brief 


The command displays the following information:


n vPC domain ID


n Peer-link status


n Keepalive message status


n Configuration consistency status


n Number of vPC confgured


Note   This command is available only if the vPC feature is enabled.


Sample output of the command


switch(config)# show vpc brief


Legend:


                (*) - local vpc is down, forwarding via vPC peer-link


vPC domain id                   : 10


Peer status                     : peer adjacency formed ok


vPC keep-alive status           : peer is alive


Configuration consistency status: success


vPC role                        : primary
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Number of vPC configured        : 1


vPC Peer-link status


---------------------------------------------------------------------


id   Port   Status Active vlans


--   ----   ------ --------------------------------------------------


1    Po10   up     1-100


vPC status


----------------------------------------------------------------------


id   Port   Status Consistency Reason                     Active vlans


--   ----   ------ ----------- -------------------------- ------------


20   Po20   up     success     success                    1-100


Link Aggregation and EtherChannel discovery
IP 9.1 has been enhanced with functionality to manage link aggregation, which is recognized by industry
as Etherchannel or Portchannel. This means that IP server recognizes multiple connections between two
devices as a single consolidated connection.


Link Aggregation allows one or more ports to be aggregated together to form a Link Aggregation Group
(LAG), such that a MAC Client can treat the Link Aggregation Group as if it were a single link.


Note   Link Aggregation Group (LAG) discovery is supported on Cisco Nexus 5000 switches through CLI
discovery. LAG can be formed using LACP / PAGP (Cisco proprietary) signalling protocol. Both LACP and
PAGP protocols are supported by IP.


This feature allows:


n Detection of failure of logical groups. When there is a signal failure or a failure in all of the discrete
connections, then a single Down problem is reported on the LAG.


n Discovery of peer port connectivity and Logical Group connectivity in Cisco devices.


Note   This is true even when the neighbor discovery protocol is not enabled.


n Detection of traffic load imbalance among ports that participate in an aggregation. Generates the
event UnbalancedAdapterUtilization for AggregatePort when traffic load is relatively imbalanced.


n Chapter 1 in VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information on
how the this event is calculated.


Representation of Etherchannel
The discovered etherchannel connections are represented by the following classes:


n AggregatePort — This class represents the etherchannel adapter in IP Availability Manager. It is
defined as the logical grouping of network adapters.
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n AggregateLink — This class represents the logical links between AggregatePorts. During post
processing, all the AggregatePorts instances are retrieved from the discovered topology. If the
constituents ports of the AggregatePort are connected and the peer ports of those constituent ports
are associated with AggregatePort, then AggregateLink is created between those two AggregatePort.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Release Notes provide more information.


Identifying AggregationPorts through CLI
You can identify AggregatePorts and figure out ports that are part of an aggregation by running the CLI
command:


show port-channel summary


Chapter 3 in VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more information.


Support for Virtual Data Context
IP 9.1 supports the Virtual Data Context (VDC) feature in a Cisco Nexus switch. This feature allows a
Cisco Nexus 7000 series switch to be logically segmented into four different virtual switches or device
contexts.


Enabling VDC discovery
The flag EnableVirtualDataContextDiscovery in tpmgr-param.conf file controls VDC discovery.


Default Value=TRUE


Disabling this flag will stop the Virtual Data Context (VDC) discovery in Nexus 7000 switches.


Note   Provide the read-only or Administrator VDC credentials under the CLI Access Group in Polling and
Threshold > Device Access.


Viewing VDC information
While discovering the default VDC, information about other VDCs created by the default VDC can be
viewed by running the CLI command show vdc.
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A sample output of the command:


Router# show vdc


vdc_id  vdc_name                          state               mac


------  --------                          -----               ----------


1       switch                            active              00:18:ba:d8:3f:fd


2       Payroll                           active              00:18:ba:d8:3f:fe


3       RSUDAM2                           active              8c:b6:4f:e9:f3:42


4       RNORM6                            active              10:8c:cf:1d:fd:42


It gives the MAC address of individual VDC belong to the Nexus 7k Switch. This is used to update default
VDC ComposedOf relation with the other VDCs that are created.


Note   If the default VDC goes down, then the other VDCs are also impacted. However, IP 9.1 generates
only one Down root cause instead of four individual VDC Down problems.


DASL integration
IP 9.1 has been enhanced to integrate the Device Access Scripting Language (DASL) framework to
facilitate communication with devices with XML API and CLI interfaces.


Note   DASL framework is not supported on Solaris. It is applicable only RHEL 5, and RHEL 6 platforms.


DASL is used for creating device-independent access methods. DASL framework integration allows IP to
provide multiple-vendor support quickly and easily. It is designed to encapsulate all device-specific
information in a highly modifiable manner, allowing the main products to remain device-independent. The
access methods include:


n Telnet


n SSH


n HTTP


n HTTPS


CLI interface
The CLI framework provides IP server the capability to communicate with devices with CLI interfaces. For
all communications with the corresponding devices, it uses Telnet or SSH. The devices could be any
UnitaryComputerSystem with Telnet or SSH enabled. The commands are executed on the devices as line
by line text, and the response processed as required in the IP server. The framework provides an
excellent means of session caching as it improves performance by avoiding the building up of connection
every time.


Prerequisites:


n The devices should be certified.


n Configure device access credential in the group CLI Access Group in IP Domain Manager
Administrator > Polling and Threshold > Device Access tab as shown in CLI interface.
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New features using CLI
DASL CLI is used for LAG discovery on Nexus 5000, Nexus 6000, and Nexus 7000 switches. It is also
used for VPC discovery on Nexus 5000 and VDC discovery on Nexus 7000.


Note   In the 9.1 release, DASL CLI is used only for discovery and not for monitoring.


XML interface


The XML framework of DASL provides IP Server the capability to communicate with and manage devices
which expose XML interfaces. XML data are exchanged between the IP server and the corresponding
devices using HTTP/HTTPS and by executing GET/POST commands.


Note   In the 9.1 release, only the XML framework is available and is not used for implementing any
feature.


Prerequisites:


n The device should be certified.


n An XML driver should be associated with it.


n Configure device access credential in the group XML Access Group in IP Domain Manager
Administrator > Polling and Threshold > Device Access tab as shown in Settings group for Device
Access Configuration.


Figure 5‑3.  Settings group for Device Access Configuration


Polling and Threshold settings


The security setting groups XML AccessGroup and CLI Access Group are added to Polling and
Threshold > Device Access tab.
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You can add any number of groups based on your requirement and associate them with any one of the
following Settings group:


n CLI Access Group — This is a security settings group meant for CLI discovery. The settings
CLI_AccessSetting is included which the user has to change when configuring device credentials for
this group.


Note   For the Name attribute of this group, the Matching Criteria has been changed to ~*. This is
done to avoid configuring empty settings for devices by default.


n XML Access Group — This is a security settings group meant for XML Discovery. The mechanism
option is either HTTP or HTTPS. The settings XML_AccessSetting is included which the user has to
change when configuring device credentials for this group.


Changes in folders and files in the IP installation directory


The following additional folders and files have been added to the IP installation directory:


n smarts/dasl — This folder contains all framework files related to the DASL framework and not
expected to be edited by the end user. The files include XML, XSD, dasl, dlg, inc, and so on.


n smarts/conf/dasl — This folder includes the configuration files related for the DASL framework
support in IP. The files include .import files, .conf files, and so on.


n smarts/rules/dasl — This folder includes .asl files required for initialization and discovery of objects
related to CLI or XML discovery.


n smarts/local/logs/dasl — This folder contains all the logs related to the DASL framework. There will
be one log for each server started, that is, one DASL log for each server started.


Note   DASL folders <BASEDIR>/smarts/dasl/logs and <BASEDIR>/smarts/dasl/local/logs/dasl are
created as part of the installation even though DASL is not supported on Solaris.


Virtual bridging
In earlier releases, the bridges relationship was between MACs and the switch port. The port bridges
MAC relationship is made regardless of the type of the MAC, physical or virtual. This resulted in a
connection creation issue for the Hosts with ESX Server installed connected to a switch and routers with
HSRP/VRRP configured connected to the switch.


In this release, Port instead of Bridges forms a new relationship called VirtualBridges with virtual MACs.
During discovery, if a switch port is associated with a MAC address that matches the VirtualMACPattern
configured in the tpmgr_param.conf file, a VirtualBridges relationship is created for the switch port. The
VirtualBridges relation is also formed for Systemless MAC irrespective of the VirtualMACPattern.


Systemless MAC will have virtualbridges relationship with the port. The default VirtualMACPattern has the
VMware specific MACs, VRRP, and HSRP MACs. By removing the VirtualMACPattern from the tpmgr-
param.conf file, the Bridges relationship gets established.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more information on VirtualMACs.
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Incremental reconfigure
After the initial discovery was completed, instead of a bulk reconfigure or if new devices were added to
the topology, instead of a full reconfiguration, an incremental reconfigure happens only for newly added
devices, which is faster.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to enable
incremental reconfigure.


Incremental Reconfigure Log Messages


         Incremental Reconfigure log messages with DebugReconfigure set to TRUE in tpmgr-param.conf


Discovered 100 devices


[December 16, 2010 2:44:37 PM GMT+05:30 +569ms] t@1319967040 ProbeCompletedRunner


ASL_MSG-*-ASLP-icf-r/iprm-reconfigure.asl: iprm-reconfigure.asl minNumberOfUCS from tpmgr-param.conf = 


10


[December 16, 2010 2:44:37 PM GMT+05:30 +569ms] t@1319967040 ProbeCompletedRunner


ASL_MSG-*-ASLP-icf-r/iprm-reconfigure.asl: iprm-reconfigure.asl Triggering BULKreconfigure


[December 16, 2010 2:44:37 PM GMT+05:30 +571ms] t@1317865792


ICF_MSG-*-ICF_RECONFIGURESTART-PolicyManager: reconfigure started


[December 16, 2010 2:45:56 PM GMT+05:30 +039ms] t@1317865792


ICF_MSG-*-ICF_RECONFIGUREFINISH-PolicyManager: reconfigure finished


====


Added one device incrementally


ASL_MSG-*-ASLP-icf-r/iprm-reconfigure.asl: iprm-reconfigure.asl Triggering incremental reconfigure


[December 16, 2010 3:08:52 PM GMT+05:30 +400ms] t@1319967040 ProbeCompletedRunner


ASL_MSG-*-ASLP-icf-r/iprm-reconfigure.asl: Configuring KD014014014001.au-net.ne.jp


[December 16, 2010 3:08:52 PM GMT+05:30 +404ms] t@1319967040 ProbeCompletedRunner


ASL_MSG-*-ASLP-icf-r/iprm-device-reconfigure.asl: ===== Reconfiguring Router::KD014014014001.au-


net.ne.jp =========


Default IP route
Default IP routes are advertised by border routers to its peers. So this allows peers to use the advertised
router as a next hop for destinations which are not listed in the routing table. This feature allows routers
which are not able to maintain a huge list of routing entries in their routing table to use the default traffic to
the advertised border router. You do not have to configure the static routes on the routers which are not
able to maintain the routing table entries.


The IP Manager monitors the default route entry on the border router, that is, the border routers are polled
to check only the default route entry and not the entire routing table, and when the default route entry is
missing, the IP Manager generates an event known as MissingDefaultRoute. This reduces the amount of
SNMP request processing that the router has to perform.


The OID which is used for this feature is ipRouteDest-1.3.6.1.2.1.4.21.1.1. Normally the default IP route is
0.0.0.0 which gets advertised using the update message by either the border router speaker to all its
peers. The update message also contains the next hop attribute which is the IP address of the border
router. That is how the peers know about the border router speaker.
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Asynchronous SNMP (ASNMP)
Currently, SNMP discoveries are executed through get() and getBulk() calls for low volume exchanges,
but it is inefficient when large volumes of data are fetched or when communicating with remote devices.
The ASNMP feature allows you to process responses more quickly by packing more requests in one
SNMP packet and by handling the code in a faster language. ASNMP is faster than Synchronous SNMP
since requests are fired without waiting for a response.


In earlier releases, for any ASNMP request failure, the IP Manager displayed the following error message
in the “Description” field of the pending list (AD_PendingData):


SNMP request timed out or had an error


From IP 8.x onwards, by default, ASNMP_Control (Asynchronous SNMP requests) was used. The
configurable parameter DoNotUseASNMPPattern in the tpmgr-param.conf file allows you to disable
asynchronous requests only for specific devices by SysOID. Add the list of sysOID entries for which you
can see one of the following or both the error messages in the “Description” field of the pending list
(AD_PendingData) when an ASNMP error occurs during discovery:


"ASNM-E-ASNMP_SEND_RECEIVE_ERROR-ASNMP request failure: Error when sending or


receiving SNMP data for Host '<IP address of the device>' (Maybe bad credentials)."


"ASNM-E-ASNMP_SNMP_ERROR-ASNMP request failure: Error <Error Code>:


<Error Message> when receiving SNMP Packet from '<IP address of the device, port<port number>"


By looking into the error messages, you will know that the errors are related to ASNMP. These are usually
caused by the device's inability to process ASNMP requests. Turning ASNMP off for these devices may
resolve the issue. Add the sysOID entries separated by “|”, for example:


DoNotUseASNMPPattern .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.50|.1.3.6.1.4.9.5.44


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on how to enable ASNMP
and on the flag which configures the maximum number of OIDs per packet that can be sent using
ASNMP.


Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP)
The Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) is a neighbor discovery protocol used by network devices to
advertise their identity, capabilities, and interconnections on an IEEE 802 LAN network. LLDP is vendor-
neutral. The protocol defines a standard way for Ethernet devices to advertise information about
themselves to their network neighbors, and store the information they discover from other devices.
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LLDP operates above the MAC service layer and can be used in any networking device that implements
a MAC service. Information gathered with LLDP is stored in the device in a standard management
information database (MIB) and can be queried with the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).
For example, a LAN switch and a router advertise chassis/port IDs and system descriptions to each other.
The devices store the information they learn about each other in local MIB databases accessible through
SNMP. The network management system retrieves the data stored by each device and builds a network
topology map.


Frame structure
LLDP supports a set of attributes that it uses to discover neighboring devices. These attributes contain
type, length, and value descriptions and are referred to as TLVs. LLDP frames are sent by each device on
each port at a fixed frequency. A frame contains a Link Layer Discovery Protocol Data Unit (LLDPDU)
which is a set of type-length-value (TLV) structures. LLDP supported devices use TLVs to send to and
receive information from their immediate neighbors.


The LLDP frame starts with the following mandatory TLVs:


n Chassis ID


n Port ID


n Time to live (TTL)


The LLDP frame ends with a special TLV named “End of LLDPDU”. Refer the IEEE 802.1AB
specification for a description of all the TLV types.


Information that may be retrieved includes:


n System name and description


n Port name and description


n VLAN ID


n IP management address


n System capabilities (switching, routing, and so on)


n MAC/PHY information


n Link aggregation


Transmission and reception
The transmission and reception of LLDPDUs are enabled when LLDP is enabled on a port. The LLDP
agent operates in any of the following modes:


n Transmit-only mode


n Receive-only mode
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n Transmit-and-receive mode


When LLDP transmission is enabled, the LLDP agent advertises information to neighbors at regular,
user-configured intervals. When LLDP reception is enabled on a port, the LLDP agent receives
advertised information from remote neighboring devices and stores this data in the remote systems’
MIB.


Note   On Cisco devices, if both LLDP and Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) are enabled, LLDP will be
given priority and connections will be created using LLDP. If LLDP is enabled on a device, and CDP is
enabled on a different device, connection is created only as a bridge.


It is important for both endpoints to support LLDP (meaning LLDP enabled) but at least one endpoint
should have LLDP MIB support. The other endpoint should have basic MIB support to figure out the
port and interface.


Implementation
LLDP Implementation lists various connection scenarios when LLDP is enabled or disabled between two
devices A and B.


Table 5‑3.  LLDP Implementation


System B LLDP enabled LLDP not enabled


System A Full MIB support for
LLDP


LLDP MIB not supported


LLDP
enabled


Full MIB support
for LLDP


Create the connection
by using information
from either system A
or system B


Create the connection using
information only from system
A


No connection


LLDP MIB not
supported


Create the connection
by using information
only from system B


No connection


LLDP not enabled No connection


LLDP supports creating instances of Device connection classes:


n NetworkConnection


n TrunkCable


n Cable


LLDP supports multiple physical connections.


MIB OIDs
IP Manager creates connections between network devices using the following LLDP MIB OIDs:


n localSystemNameOID {".1.0.8802.1.1.2.1.3.3"}


n localSystemDescOID {".1.0.8802.1.1.2.1.3.4"}
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n localPortOID {".1.0.8802.1.1.2.1.3.7.1.3" }


n localPortDescOID {".1.0.8802.1.1.2.1.3.7.1.4" }


n remotePortOID {".1.0.8802.1.1.2.1.4.1.1.7" }


n remotePortDescOID {".1.0.8802.1.1.2.1.4.1.1.8" }


n remoteSystemNameOID {".1.0.8802.1.1.2.1.4.1.1.9"}


n remoteSystemDescOID {".1.0.8802.1.1.2.1.4.1.1.10"}


n remoteManAddrIfOID {".1.0.8802.1.1.2.1.4.2.1.4"}


Installation impact
Make files are changed in order to incorporate the following new ASL files:


n ic-lldp-post-processor.asl


n ic-lldp.asl


Connectivity relationship
LLDP connection shows an LLDP connection. In the example, the LLDP connection is created between
two switches under the TrunkCable class. The Description attribute is set to LLDP.


Figure 5‑4.  LLDP connection


Impact on discovery
A new probe named LLDP probe has been added.
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Post-processing impact
The IP Availability Manager discovers LLDP enabled devices, and the global data structure is loaded with
the connection details. This data structure is processed during the post-processing phase in the
IP Availability Manager. The IP Availability Manager runs the ic-lldp-post-processor.asl file to do the post-
processing.


NetworkConnections, TrunkCable, and Cable connections are created in the IP Availability Manager
which processes the global data structure based on data gathered during discovery.


Field certification and validation of connections
If you want to do a field certification and validate the connections, invoke the LLDP framework by
specifying the NEIGHBOR probe as LLDP in the configuration file oid2type_<vendor>.conf.


Supported devices
Cisco - C2960-24TT


Juniper - EX3200, Ex4200, EX8208, EX2200, and EX4500


Force10 - E600


Huawei Quidway Switches


Unique VLAN naming
The collection of bridges in a local area network (LAN) can be depicted as a graph whose nodes are
bridges and LAN segments (or cables), and whose edges are the interfaces connecting the bridges to the
segments. To break loops in the LAN while maintaining access to all LAN segments, the bridges
collectively compute a spanning tree.


For all switches in a network to agree on a loop-free topology, a common frame of reference must exist to
use as a guide. This reference point is called the Root Bridge. An election process among all connected
switches chooses the Root Bridge. Each switch has a unique Bridge ID.


When a switch first powers up, it assumes that it is the Root Bridge itself. Every switch begins by sending
out Bridge Protocol Data Units (BPDUs) with a Root Bridge ID equal to its own Bridge ID and a Sender
Bridge ID that is its own Bridge ID. The Sender Bridge ID simply tells other switches who is the actual
sender of the BPDU message. After a Root Bridge is decided on, configuration BPDUs are sent only by
the Root Bridge. All other bridges must forward or relay the BPDUs, adding their own Sender Bridge IDs
to the message.


In earlier releases, IP Manager created VLANs using VLAN IDs. This resulted in duplication of VLAN
objects when multiple domains were configured with the same VLAN ID. VLANs were represented as
VLAN-<VLAN ID>, for example, VLAN-1003. So the user could not discover all VLAN objects since the
topology did not have all the VLAN objects because of VLAN ID duplication.
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In this release, IP Manager creates unique VLANs from the Root Bridge ID and VLAN ID, that is, VLAN-
<Root Bridge ID>-<VLANID>.


Each VLAN has a different Root Bridge ID because the participating members may be different. From the
BRIDGE-MIB, dot1dStpDesignatedRoot (Root Bridge ID) is derived. The dot1dStpDesignatedRoot (OID:
1.3.6.1.2.1.17.2.5) is a combination of dot1dStpPriority (1.3.6.1.2.1.17.2.2 - Value of the write-able portion
of the Bridge ID) and dot1dBaseBridgeAddress (The MAC address used by this bridge when it must be
referred to in a unique fashion. When concatenated with dot1dStpPriority, a unique BridgeIdentifier is
formed which is used in the Spanning Tree Protocol). The combined representation of Root Bridge ID and
VLANID in this release is: VLAN-<Root Bridge ID>-<VLANID>.


Depending on the device types, there could be other ID added to the VLAN name, for example:


Alcatel-PR driver - Device name is added after "VLAN" class name:


VLAN-196.36.122.235-00-E0-B1-62-C8-3B-1


VLAN-196.36.122.235-00-E0-B1-62-C8-3B-2


Alcatel-Omni driver - The "Alcatel-Omni" driver is added after the VLAN class name:


VLAN-Alcatel-Omni-00-D0-95-4E-A2-81-1


A new parameter “STPVLANNamingEnabled” is added in the discovery.conf file. STP based VLAN
unique naming discovery is enabled by incorporating the root bride ID as part of the VLAN name.


Default Value = TRUE


STPVLANNamingEnabled = TRUE


It is set to TRUE (by default) to enable VLAN unique naming by incorporating STP root bridge ID as part
of the VLAN name during IP Manager discovery. If it is set to FALSE, the STP root bridge ID will not be
included in the VLAN name.


Note   Here the Root Bridge ID is formed by using only dot1dBaseBridgeAddress (MAC address). The
dot1dStpPriority part from dot1dStpDesignatedRoot is not used.


If the Root Bridge ID changes due to network configuration changes, then the SVLAN name needs to be
changed too. Any change to the SVLAN name will reflect after performing a "Rediscover All".


For Cisco devices supporting CISCO-VTP-MIB, the combined representation of Root Bridge ID and
VLANID is: VLAN-<Root Bridge ID>-<VLANID>[VTP name], for example, VLAN-00-19-AA-
CE-1B-00-10[VSAN_NEW].


OID Info Tool
The OID Info tool enables you to view the list of OIDs that are used to discover and monitor devices such
as Host, Router, Switch, and so on. The OID information helps identify faults in the configuration of the
SNMP agent of the device. The OID Info tool displays the list of OIDs and their SNMP values for a device.
It fetches the value of the OIDs from the device and compares the SNMP values against the values in the
topology.
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The OID Info tool is introduced in the IP Manager and SAM Console versions from the 9.2 release and is
not available in older versions. The OIDs can be viewed through the command line or through the OID
Info option in the Domain Manager Administration Console.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more information on the OID Info tool.


ESX Server Certification
The VMware ESX server has been certified as a host. The interface monitoring of an ESX server is done
using VMware SNMP agent.


The ESX server certification allows:


n Connection establishment between an ESX host, which could be a standard virtual switch (vSS) or a
virtual distributed switch (vDS) and a physical switch. This is done using Cisco Discovery Protocol.


n Impact propagation of the physical switch failure on VMs and ESX.


Attributes for ESX Host
“Attributes of ESX Host” section in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information about the attributes
for ESX Server.


Supported ESX versions
n VMware ESX 4.0


n VMware ESX 4.0i


n VMware ESX 4.1


n VMware ESX 4.1i


n VMware ESX 5.0


Pre-requisites
The following are the pre-requisites for an ESX server discovery and monitoring:


n VMware SNMP agent should be enabled on the ESX server.


n Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) should be enabled on both the ESX server and the physical switch.


n DNS server should have an entry mapping the ESX server name to its IP address.


n Do not enable the Net-SNMP Agent. Enable only the VMware SNMP Agent. If the proxy VMware
SNMP Agent / Net SNMP Agent is enabled, the ESX server will be classified as a Linux Host and is
treated like any other Linux host.
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Supported functionality
The ESX server certification behavior and the supported functionalities are summarized in Supported
functionality of ESX server certification.


Table 5‑4.  Supported functionality of ESX server certification


Supported ESX
server version


Pre-requisites


IP 9.0 functionality
VMware SNMP
Agent CDP


ESX 4.0 Enabled Enabled n Proper interface status supported
n Connection between ESX and physical switch


supported


Enabled Disabled n Proper interface status supported
n Connection between ESX and physical switch NOT


supported


Disabled NA n Improper interface status


Note   When VMware SNMP agent and CDP are not
enabled, then the correct interface status is not shown.


n Connection between ESX and physical switch NOT
supported


ESX 4.0i Enabled Enabled n Proper interface status supported
n Connection between ESX and physical switch


supported


Enabled Disabled n Proper interface status supported
n Connection between ESX and physical switch NOT


supported


Disabled NA n Improper interface status


Note   When VMware SNMP agent and CDP are not
enabled, then the correct interface status is not shown.


n Connection between ESX and physical switch NOT
supported


ESX 4.1 Enabled Enabled n Proper interface status supported
n Connection between ESX and physical switch


supported


Enabled Disabled n Proper interface status supported
n Connection between ESX and physical switch NOT


supported


Disabled NA n Improper interface status


Note   When VMware SNMP agent and CDP are not
enabled, then the correct interface status is not shown.


n Connection between ESX and physical switch NOT
supported
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Table 5‑4.  Supported functionality of ESX server certification (Continued)


Supported ESX
server version


Pre-requisites


IP 9.0 functionality
VMware SNMP
Agent CDP


ESX 4.1i Enabled Enabled n Proper interface status supported
n Connection between ESX and physical switch


supported


Enabled Disabled n Proper interface status supported
n Connection between ESX and physical switch NOT


supported


Note   In IP 9.0, connection through bridge is disabled
if one of the peer is an ESX server.


Disabled NA n Improper interface status


Note   When VMware SNMP agent and CDP are not
enabled, then the correct interface status is not shown.


n Connection between ESX and physical switch NOT
supported


Unsupported functionality
The current release does not support the following functionalities:


n Connection through bridge is not supported if one of the peer is an ESX server.


n LLDP protocol is not supported on ESX.


n NetSNMP agent features such as Host Resource Monitoring (Memory, Processor and so on) and
Process Monitoring in EISM.


Cisco Nexus 1000V implementation
The Nexus 1000V switch allows the connection between a physical switch and an ESX host by using
CDP (Cisco Discovery Protocol) data. The Nexus 1000V switch is installed on an ESX host.


The main features of the Nexus 1000V implementation in IP:


n It shows the impact of a physical switch failure on the VMs that are connected to the Nexus 1000V
switch.


n It allows the creation of cable connection between a physical switch and an ESX server, that hosts
the Nexus 1000V switch.
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Requirements


The following are the requirements for the Nexus 1000V implementation:


n The physical switch should be a Cisco switch.


n CDP (Cisco Discovery Protocol) should be enabled on the physical switch and Nexus 1000V.


n SNMP should be enabled on Nexus 1000V


n The discovery of the ESX host and the Nexus 1000V switch is required, to allow the discovery of the
CDP cable connection.


Note   If the ESX host is not discovered, then the CDP cable connection cannot be discovered.


To create connections between a physical switch and an ESX server, Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP)
should be enabled on both the physical switch and the vSwitch (Standard vSwitch, Distributed
vSwitch and Nexus 1000 vSwitch) installed on the ESX server. CDP should be running in both Listen
and Advertize mode. If CDP is not enabled in both Listen and Advertize mode, then the connections
between the physical switch and the ESX server will not be created.


The ESX hostname should have an entry in DNS server mapping to ESX IP address.


Cisco Nexus 1000v certification
The Cisco Nexus 1000V switch, with system ObjectID .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.840, has been recertified as
vSwitch. Earlier, it was certified as a switch.


Relationship between Nexus 1000v, VMs and ESX server
Relationship and their description lists the four new relationship that has been created for the vSwitch
class, to show the virtual connection between a Nexus 1000V and ESX server and Nexus 1000V and
VMs.


Table 5‑5.  Relationship and their description


Relationship Description


ConnectedVMs Shows the virtual connection between Nexus 1000V and VMs


To see this two-way relationship, both the Nexus 1000V and VMs (hosting the Nexus
1000V) should be discovered.


SwitchedViaVirtualSwitches


ConnectedESXs Shows the virtual connection between Nexus1000V and ESX servers.


RelatedVirtualSwitches
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Autodiscovery of VMs connected to the Cisco Nexus 1000V
By default, autodiscovery of VM is enabled. With the Nexus 1000V implementation,
IP Availability Manager is able to discover all the VMs connected to Nexus 1000V automatically and
places them in the discovery pending list.


Note   In order to auto discover the VMs, you have to discover the Nexus1000V and the connected
adjacent Router or Layer 3 Switch.


To disable the VMs auto discovery feature, set the value of the parameter
EnableNexus1KvVMautoDiscovery to FALSE in the tpmgr-param.conf file. The tpmgr-param.conf file is
located in: <BASEDIR>\smarts\conf\discovery\tpmgr-param.conf


Note   The VMs which are moved to the discovery pending list during VMs autodiscovery can be
discovered only by creating a discovery filter matching the VMs. This discovery filter should be created
before the VMs autodiscovery. Otherwise, rediscovery of Nexus1000V is required after creating the
discovery filter.


Attributes for Cisco Nexus 1000v
“Attributes for Cisco Nexus 1000v” section in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information about the attributes
for Cisco Nexus 1000v switch.


Events and Exceptions
“Events for System”, “Exceptions for System by IP Availability Manager”, and “Exceptions for System by
IP Performance Manager” sections in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provide more information about the events and
exceptions that are generated for a switch.


Viewing Nexus vSwitch consolidated map
A Nexus 1000 vSwitch consolidated map (both IP and EISM running) shows a Nexus 1000 vSwitch
consolidated map, which is generated when both VMware Smart Assurance Server Manager and IP
availability Manager are running. To display the map:


n ConnectedESXs and ConnectedVMs are relationship sets derived from IP
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n ConnectedVNics and LayeredOver are the relationship sets derived from EISM


Figure 5‑5.  A Nexus 1000 vSwitch consolidated map (both IP and EISM running)


Nexus consolidated map when only IP is running shows a Nexus 1000 vSwitch when only IP is
running. To display map, the ConnectedESXs and ConnectedVMs relationship sets are derived from
IP.
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Figure 5‑6.  Nexus consolidated map when only IP is running


Cisco Unified Computing System Certification
The Cisco Unified Computing System (Cisco UCS) is a next-generation data center platform that unites
compute, network, storage access, and virtualization into a cohesive system designed to reduce total cost
of ownership (TCO) and increase business agility.


Cisco UCS server integrates a low-latency, lossless 10 Gigabit Ethernet unified network fabric with
enterprise-class, x86-architecture servers. The system is an integrated, scalable, multi-chassis platform in
which all resources participate in a unified management domain.


The Cisco UCS components are:


n Cisco UCS Chassis — The Cisco UCS Chassis is a crucial building block of the Cisco Unified
Computing System, delivering a scalable and flexible architecture for current and future data center
needs, while helping reduce total cost of ownership.


n Fabric Extenders — Cisco UCS Fabric Extenders connect the Cisco UCS Blade Server Chassis to
the Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnects and help simplify cabling, management, and diagnostics.


n Blade Server — A blade server is a server chassis housing multiple thin, modular electronic circuit
boards. Blade servers allow more processing power in less rack space, simplifying cabling and
reducing power consumption.


Note   Blade servers are not discovered by IP 9.0.
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n Fabric Interconnect — Fabric Interconnect is a core part of the Cisco UCS that provides both network
connectivity and management capabilities to all attached blades and chassis.


The Cisco UCS server portfolio consists of:


n Blade Server platform


n B-Series and the C-Series Rack Mount platform


Note   IP 9.0 supports UCS Manager version 1.4 only.


The object ID is used to certify the device as Switch or ComputeFabric based on the Cisco Nexus
Operating System version.


If the IOS version is 1.4, all Cisco USC related components are discovered.


If the IOS version is 1.3 or below, then only Switch discovery happens.


The components to support Cisco UCS certification are:


n ComputeFabric — Represents the Cisco UCS equipment. It is a platform which converges Compute,
Network, Storage Access and Virutalization into an enclosed system to provide a highly flexible
infrastructure in order to optimize application environments. It is composed of:


n Cisco UCS Chassis (represented as BladeEnclosureManager)


n Fabric Interconnect (represented as Switch)


n BladeEnclosureManager — Represents all the Cisco UCS chassis components. It is a
UnitaryComputerSystem that packages the following physical components:


n Cards (Fabric Extenders)


n PowerSupply


n Fan


n TemperatureSensor


n VoltageSensor


n Fabric Extenders — Fabric Extenders are elements that can be plugged into the Cisco UCS Chassis.
The Fabric Extender is represented as Card in the IP topology. The card has a PartOf/ComposedOf
relationship with BladeEnclosureManager.


n Fabric Interconnect — The Fabric Interconnect is represented as Switch in the IP topology. When two
Fabric Interconnect switches of an UCS are discovered, trunk cable connections are created between
the Fabric Interconnect port and BladeEnclosureManager port.


n For Fabric Interconnect port connected to the BladeEnclosureManager, IP Availability Manager
sets the PortType as ACCESS.


Note   IP Availability Manager sets this port as an ACCESS port because the peer port does not
belong to the switch, but belongs to the BladeEnclosureManager.
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n For BladeEnclosureManager port connected to the Fabric Interconnect, IP Availability Manager sets
the PortType as TRUNK.


Supported features
Supported features of Cisco UCS lists the supported features of Cisco UCS.


Table 5‑6.  Supported features of Cisco UCS


Components Description Supported features


Cisco UCS Chassis The Cisco UCS 5100 Series
Blade Server Chassis is a
crucial building block of the
Cisco UCS.


n Up to eight half-width Cisco UCS B-
Series Blade Servers (both half and full-
width blade form factors).


n Four single-phase, hot-swappable
power supplies on the Front of the
chassis.


n Eight hot-swappable fans on the Rear of
the chassis.


n Four power connectors (one per power
supply) on the Rear of the chassis.


Fabric Extenders The Cisco UCS 2100 Series
Fabric Extenders fit into the
back of the Cisco UCS 5100
Series chassis.


n Up to two fabric extenders, enabling
redundancy.


n Four 10 Gigabit Ethernet, FCoE-
capable, Small Form-Factor Pluggable
Plus (SFP+) ports that connect the
blade chassis to the fabric interconnect.


n Eight 10 Gigabit Ethernet ports
connected through the midplane to each
half-width slot in the chassis.


Blade Server Cisco UCS B200 M1
Blade Server


It is a half-width, two-socket
blade server.


n Two Intel Xeon 5500 Series processors.
n Up to 96 GB of DDR3 memory.
n Two optional hot-swappable small form


factor (SFF) serial attached SCSI (SAS)
disk drives.


n One mezzanine connector for up to 20
Gbps of I/O throughput.


Cisco UCS B250 M1
Blade Server


It is a full-width, two-socket
blade server featuring Cisco
Extended Memory Technology.


n Supports two Intel Xeon 5500 Series
processors.


n Supports up to 384 GB of DDR3
memory.


n Two optional SFF SAS disk drives.
n Two mezzanine connections for up to 40


Gbps of I/O throughput.


Cisco UCS B200 M2
Blade Server


It is a half-width, two-socket
blade server.


n Two Intel Xeon 5600 Series Processors
n Supports up to 96 GB of DDR3 memory
n Two optional hot-swappable small form


factor (SFF) serial attached SCSI (SAS)
disk drives


n One mezzanine connector for up to 20
Gbps of I/O throughput.
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Table 5‑6.  Supported features of Cisco UCS (Continued)


Components Description Supported features


Blade
Server(continued
)


Cisco UCS B250 M2
Blade Server


It is a full-width, two-socket
blade server featuring Cisco
Extended Memory Technology.


n Two Intel Xeon 5600 Series Processors.
n Up to 384 GB of DDR3 memory.
n Two optional SFF SAS disk drives.
n Two mezzanine connections for up to 40


Gbps of I/O throughput.


Cisco UCS B440 M1
Blade Server


It is a high-Performance, full-
width, four-socket Blade server.


n Two or four Intel Xeon 7500 Series
Processors.


n 32 dual in-line memory module (DIMM)
slots and up to 256 GB at 1333 MHz.


n 40 nanometer class (DDR3) technology.
n Four optional front-accessible, hot-


swappable Small Form-Factor
Pluggable (SFFP) drives and an LSI.


n SAS2108 RAID Controller.
n Two dual-port mezzanine cards for up to


40 Gbps I/O per blade.


Fabric
Interconnect


n Ethernet module that provides six ports
of 10 Gigabit Ethernet using the SFP+
interface.


n Fiber Channel plus Ethernet module
that provides four ports of 10 Gigabit
Ethernet using the SFP+ interface, and
four ports of 1/2/4-Gbps native Fiber
Channel connectivity using the SFP
interface.


n Fiber Channel module that provides
eight ports of 1/2/4-Gbps native Fiber
Channel using the SFP interface for
transparent connectivity with existing
Fiber Channel networks.


n Fibre Channel module that provides six
ports of 1/2/4/8-Gbps native Fibre
Channel using the SFP or SFP+
interface for transparent connectivity
with existing Fibre Channel networks.


Managing Virtual Machines present on Blade Server of UCS
Cisco UCS Manager can only manage the Cisco Developed hardware such as B-Series of Cisco Blade
server.
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Discovery and monitoring
The end user should provide the management IP or the Cluster IP address in order to discover the Cisco
UCS. However, this does not pose as a limitation as the user can discover the Cisco UCS equipment by
using either the Management IP (Cluster IP) or any of the Fabric Interconnect IP address.


Note   It is suggested to discover the Cisco UCS by using the Management IP or Cluster IP address.


The Cisco UCS can be discovered and managed by the end user. IP Availability Manager supports the
discovery and monitoring of more than one Cisco UCS device.


Every Cisco UCS entity has the Cisco UCS 5100 series chassis which contains various physical
components such as Power supply, Fan blade server and so on. These chassis are managed by the UCS
Manager. When end user discovers the Cisco UCS entity, then IP is able to discover all the physical
chassis that are present on the Cisco UCS entity.


IP Availability Manager discovers and monitors:


n Cards (Fabric Extender) present on the BladeEnclosureManager (Cisco UCS Chassis). “Attribute of
cards (Fabric Extender)” table in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists the attributes of card (Fabric Extender).


n Fabric Ports on Cards (Fabric Extender) of the BladeEnclosureManager (Chassis). “Attributes and
MIB Object IDs of Fabric port” table in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists the attributes and MIB Object IDs of
Fabric port.


n Cards on the Fabric Interconnect switch.


n Ethernet Ports on Cards of the Fabric Interconnect switch.


n Trunk Cable Connection between the Fabric Interconnect switch and the BladeEnclosureManager.


n Host (Blade Server) on the BladeEnclosureManager.


Note   ESX servers hosted by the blade servers are not discovered automatically.


Relationships


ComputeFabric


The ComputeFabric has the following relationships:


n ComposedOf/PartOf relationship with Card (Fabric Extender)


n PackagesSystems/SystemPackagedIn relationship with


n BladeEnclosureManager
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n Switch (Fabric Interconnect)


BladeEnclosureManager


The BladeEnclosureManager has the following relationships:


n ComposedOf/PartOf relationship with:


n Card


n Fan


n PowerSupply


n TemperatureSensor


n VoltageSensor


n SystemPackagedIn/PackagesSystems relationship with ComputeFabric.


The UCS Manager is embedded with the Fabric Interconnect (FI) which provides seamless
management of the UCS components by providing the redundancy configuration. Each FI has
individual IP address. In order to support the redundancy, both are configured with a management or
cluster IP address. Therefore, the user should provide the management IP address (cluster IP
address) in order to discover the device.


“Attributes and MIB Object IDs” table in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists the attributes and the MIB ObjectIDs of
the Cisco UCS entity (ComputeFabric) and the Cisco UCS chassis (BladeEnclosureManager).


Attributes and events
“Attributes and events” section in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information on the attributes and
events generated for ComputeFabric and BladeEnclosureManager.


Discovery and monitoring
“Discovery and monitoring” section in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information on the attributes and
the MIB Object IDs using which the Cisco UCS components are discovered and monitored.


Cisco UCS performance monitoring
The components of a Blade Enclosure Manager that are monitored by IP Performance Manager are:


n Power Supply — IP Performance Manager performs performance analysis on the PowerSupply
object. Each power supply unit of the Blade Enclosure Manager is monitored and represented in the
topology. A BladeEnclosureManager has a ComposedOf relationship with PowerSupply and
conversely, PowerSupply has a PartOf relationship with BladeEnclosureManager.
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n Voltage Sensor — IP Performance Manager performs performance analysis on the following
VoltageSensor objects for:


n Power Supply Unit


n Blade Server motherboard


n Temperature Sensor — IP Performance Manager performs performance analysis on the following
TemperatureSensor objects for:


n IO module—Sensors present in the Fabric Extender.


n Fan—Sensors for fan present in the chassis.


n Motherboard Temperature counters for:


n Motherboard Front Temperature


n Motherboard Rear Temperature


n Motherboard Rear Temperature Left


n Motherboard Rear Temperature Right


n Power supply in the chassis


n Fan—IP Performance Manager performs performance analysis of the Fan. Each Fan unit of the
BladeEnclosureManager is monitored and represented in the topology. The relationships of a
BladeEnclosureManager with fan are:


n ComposedOf relationship with Fan


n Conversely, PartOf relationship with BladeEnclosureManager


All the thresholds settings are configured in the Polling and Thresholds console.


Faults and Exceptions
“Faults and Exceptions” section in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information on the Faults and
Exceptions of Blade Enclosure Manager.


Fabric Interconnect performance monitoring
IP Performance Manager discovers and monitors the following components of a Fabric Interconnect
switch:


n Temperature sensors


n Voltage sensors


n Power supply


n Fan
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n Memory


The user can discover the components present in the Fabric Interconnect switch using the MIB
Object IDs that are listed in the respective tables in the following sections:


n Discovery and monitoring of temperature sensors


n Discovery and monitoring of Voltage sensor


n Discovery and monitoring of Power supply


n Discovery and monitoring of Fan


n Discovery and monitoring of Memory


Note   The discovery and monitoring of the Fabric Interconnect CPU is not supported as there is no
information about it in the Cisco UCS MIB.


Discovery and monitoring of temperature sensors
The temperature sensors present in a Fabric Interconnect are used to discover and monitor a Fabric
Interconnect. The various temperature sensors are:


n Fabric Interconnect’s Fan Inlet1


n Fabric Interconnect’s Fan Inlet2


n Fabric Interconnect’s Fan Inlet 3


n Fabric Interconnect’s Fan Inlet 4


n Fabric Interconnect’s Motherboard Outlet 1


n Fabric Interconnect’s Motherboard Outlet 2


n Fabric Interconnect’s Power Supply Inlet 1


n Fabric Interconnect’s Power Supply Inlet 2


“MIB Object ID of temperature sensor used for discovery” table in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists the MIB Object IDs used for discovery
of temperature sensor in a Fabric Interconnect.


Discovery and monitoring of Voltage sensor
“MIB Object IDs used for discovery and monitoring of voltage sensor” table in Chapter 1, Network
Objects, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists the MIB Object IDs used for
discovery and monitoring of voltage sensor in a Fabric Interconnect.


Discovery and monitoring of Power supply
“MIB Object IDs used for discovery and monitoring of Power Supply in Fabric Interconnect” table in
Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists the MIB
Object IDs used for discovery and monitoring of power supply present in a Fabric Interconnect.
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Discovery and monitoring of Fan
“MIB Object IDs used for discovery of fan in Fabric Interconnect” table in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in
the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists the MIB Object IDs used for discovery
and monitoring of fan instances in a Fabric Interconnect.


Discovery and monitoring of Memory
“MIB Object IDs for discovery and monitoring of memory instances in Fabric Interconnect” table in
Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists the MIB
Object IDs used for discovery and monitoring of memory instance in a Fabric Interconnect.


UCS Map
You can view the details about ComputeFabric, BladeEnclosureManager and all related connections in
the following format:


n Global Manager Administration Console


n Notification Log


n Topology Browser


n Containment view


n Maps


Viewing maps
The physical representation of a ComputeFabric is represented by the option Show Map. The map shows
relationships among topology elements, indicating the status of each element. In a map display, a node is
a graphical representation of an element, and an edge is a graphical representation of a relationship or
connection between elements.
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Viewing the ComputeFabric connectivity map
Figure 5‑7.  ComputeFabric map


ComputeFabric map shows a ComputeFabric physical connectivity map. The ComputeFabric (lima051)
has PackagesSystems relationship with:


n BladeEnclosureManager


n Fabric Interconnect (represented as a switch)


The relationships and the icons are described in ComputeFabric map icons .
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Table 5‑7.  ComputeFabric map icons


Icons Representations Relationship


BladeEnclosureManager n ComposedOf Card, Fan, Port,
PowerSupply, TemperatureSensor,
VoltageSensor


n SystemPackagedIn ComputeFabric
n ConnectedVia TrunkCable
n MemberOf Partition


Fabric Interconnect


(10.31.9.11 and 10.31.9.10 in this map)


Note   Fabric Interconnect is represented
as a Switch in IP topology.


SystemPackagedIn relationship with
ComputeFabric.


External Switch


(10.31.9.12 in this map)


Viewing the BladeEnclosureManager connectivity map
BladeEnclosureManager shows the map of a BladeEnclosureManager (lima051)


Figure 5‑8.  BladeEnclosureManager
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In this map, the BladeEnclosureManager (lima051) has:


n Two ESX hosts installed in its blade. You can view the VMware map by right clicking on the ESX host
icon.


n Connected to a FabricInterconnect (10.31.9.11)


BladeEnclosureManager map icons and their representations lists the representations and their
relationship in the map.


Table 5‑8.  BladeEnclosureManager map icons and their representations


Icons Representations Relationships


BladeEnclosureManager n ComposedOf Card, Fan, Host, Port,
PowerSupply, TemperatureSensor,
VoltageSensor


n SystemPackagedIn ComputeFabric
n ConnectedVia TrunkCable
n MemberOf Partition


FabricInterconnect Connectedsystems
BladeEnclosureManager


ESX host installed on the blades present in
the BladeEnclosureManager


PartOf BladeEnclosureManager


Note   Right click on the icon to view the
VMware map.


Root cause analysis for external switch Down
“Root cause analysis for external switch Down” section in Chapter 1, Network Objects, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information on root cause
analysis for external switch Down.


AggregateLink representation in the Map console
AggregateLink represents the virtual aggregated link composed of physical links between
UnitaryComputerSystem instances. The AggregateLink is represented by a logical connectivity map.
AggregateLink has a ComposedOf relationship with a set of NetworkConnections. An AggregateLink is
displayed as a thicker NetworkConnection icon with a + sign on it, shown in Logical Adapter Connection
Detail option, that depicts the expansion capability, but hides the NetworkConnections that it is composed
of.


To view the underlying NetworkConnections in a AggregateLink:


1 Open the Map console.
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2 Right click the AggregateLink edge and select Logical Adapter Connection Detail as shown in Logical
Adapter Connection Detail option.


Figure 5‑9.  Logical Adapter Connection Detail option


3 Other options:


n To view the underlying network connections, right click and select Expand Map Element as
depicted in Logical Adapter Connection Detail option. This launches another map with the
connecting UnitaryComputerSystems and the underlying NetworkConnections of the
AggregateLink.
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n To go back to the previous view, right click any entity on the map, preferably a
NetworkConnection, and select PhysicalConnectivity as shown in Physical connectivity option.


Figure 5‑10.  Physical connectivity option


n To go back to the original map, right click and select Reset Map.


Discovery and the VPN-Tagging Server
The VMware Smart Assurance VPN-Tagging Server, which is an optional server in the
MPLS Management Suite of products, assists the IP Manager in the creation of certain overlapping IP-
address configurations. The VPN-Tagging Server discovers VPN routing and forwarding (VRF) based
network connections and sends the connection information to the IP Manager so that it can distinguish
overlapping IPs in the managed MPLS network. An IP Manager deployment that includes the VPN-
Tagging Server shows the flow of information for the VPN-Tagging Server.
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Figure 5‑11.  An IP Manager deployment that includes the VPN-Tagging Server


You must explicitly invoke the Discover All command on the IP Manager to import all the overlapping IP-
address configuration information from the VPN-Tagging Server. That is, after the initial topology
synchronization between an IP Manager and the VPN-Tagging Server, you must explicitly invoke the
Discover All command on the IP Manager to import all IP tag and connection information from the VPN-
Tagging Server.


The procedure for invoking the Discover All command is given in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


The VMware Smart Assurance MPLS Manager Discovery Guide Supplement provides information about
how the VPN-Tagging Server solves the overlapping IP discovery problem.


About seed files
Preparing a seed file is one of two ways to manually add systems to the IP Manager topology. The other
way is by using the Add Agent command, which is described in Using the Add Agent command to initiate
discovery. When autodiscovery is enabled, importing a seed file or adding a candidate system by using
the Add Agent command initiates the autodiscovery process.


In a seed file, you specify top-level network systems such as switches, routers, hubs, bridges, and hosts
that are to be discovered and monitored by the IP Manager. Then, when you import the seed file, the
IP Manager discovers the internal structure of these systems.


For example, in the case of a router, you provide the hostname or IP address of one interface, and the
IP Manager discovers the rest of the interfaces. In the case of a switch, you provide the hostname or IP
address of the switch’s SNMP agent, and the IP Manager determines the switch’s configuration and how
the switch connects to other systems that are listed in the topology.
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Seed files can be used to discover SNMPv1, v2c, or v3 systems in IPv4 or IPv6 networks.


“Seed file related tasks” section in Chapter 3, Discovery, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide, provides more information about tasks related to seed
files.


Seed file template
The seed file must be stored on the host on which the IP Manager runs. By default, the IP Manager
expects to find the seed file in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory. A template seed file named
seedfile is provided in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf directory.


Seed file dual use
The seed entries in the seed file are read by the IP Manager’s topology manager and trap manager at
startup. The topology manager uses the entries and their credentials to contact the seed systems during
discovery. The trap manager uses the entries and their credentials to verify and decrypt SNMPv3 trap
messages that are received from SNMPv3-capable seed systems once they are discovered.


Seed file format
A seed file consists of one or more seed entries, each of which represents a discovery candidate system.
Each seed entry begins with the hostname or IP address for the candidate system, followed by options for
the system.


Seed-entry system identifiers
For a seed entry that begins with a hostname, you can specify the hostname with or without an explicit IP
version suffix (:v6v4, :v4v6, :v6, or :v4). Here is an example hostname that includes a v4 suffix: Core-
ROUTER-1:v4.


If you do not include an explicit IP version suffix, the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable controls
how the local name resolution service resolves the hostname to a corresponding IP address. By default,
SM_IP_VERSIONS is set to v6v4.


For a seed entry that begins with an IP address, you can specify an IPv6 or IPv4 address. If you specify
an IPv6 address and a port number, you must enclose the address in square brackets; for example:
[2001:0db8::0010]:200.


Be careful not to use an overlapping IP address as a seed system.


Hostname syntax, the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable, and overlapping IP addresses are
discussed in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.
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Notation and syntax
You use <keyword>=<value> to specify options for a seed entry. (Blank spaces before and after the equal
sign (=) are not permitted.) The <keyword>=<value> options for a seed entry may be arranged in any
order, and they may span several lines for an entry. Here is an example of a seed entry that begins with a
hostname that includes a v4v6 suffix:


CoreROUTER-2:v4v6 SNMPPORT=200 COMMUNITY=p100 ACCESSMODE=ICMPSNMP SNMPVERSION=V2C


The first character of a comment line is the pound sign (#). For example:


# The seed file is used to import top-level network systems.


To make your seed file more readable, you can include blank lines and comments.


Specifying a port
For a seed entry, you can specify the port number of the SNMP agent that is running on the candidate
system in one of two ways:


n By typing a colon (:) and the port number after the hostname or IP address; for example:


[2001:0db8::0010]:200


n By using the SNMPPORT keyword; for example:


2001:0db8::0010 SNMPPORT=200


The default port number, 161, is specified in the defaultSNMPPort parameter in the discovery.conf
file.


Specifying a community string
For a candidate system that has an SNMPv1 or v2c agent, the second field of a seed entry is the optional
read community string. If you do not provide a community string for a v1 or v2c candidate system, the
IP Manager uses the default read community string or strings that are specified in the Read Community
Strings window (Topology tab) of the Domain Manager Administration Console.
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides details about how to specify community
strings in the Read Community Strings window. If the community string starts with the pound sign (#), you
must use the COMMUNITY keyword to specify the read community string.
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Mandatory keyword options for SNMPv1 or v2c
For a candidate system that has an SNMPv1 or v2c agent, no keyword options are mandatory because
all global and SNMPv1/v2c keywords have default values that are applicable to an SNMPv1 or v2c agent.
So, specifying just a hostname or an IP address for an SNMPv1/v2c seed entry will not cause the
IP Manager to throw an exception when importing the seed file.


Mandatory keyword options for SNMPv3
For a candidate system that has an SNMPv3 agent, two keyword options are mandatory:


n SNMPVERSION


n USER


If you do not specify both keyword options for an SNMPv3 seed entry, the IP Manager will throw an
exception for the seed entry when reading the seed file.


To authenticate or decrypt an SNMPv3 trap, you must include an entry in the seed file that matches
the source of the trap.


When the IP Manager receives an SNMPv3 trap, it reads the SNMPv3 agent’s username and Engine
ID, searches the seed file for an SNMPv3 seed entry match, and uses the credentials that are
associated with that seed entry to authenticate or decrypt the trap message.


Seed file examples
The seed file entries in this section illustrate the use of the system identifiers and the options for an
SNMPv1 or v2c and SNMPv3 candidate system. The system identifiers are described in Seed-entry
system identifiers, and the options are described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


Seed file example for v1/v2c candidate systems
The following three seed entries are examples of how to present the same seed entry as a hostname, as
an IPv4 address, and as an IPv6 address. A dual-stack discovery candidate system could be presented in
any of these three ways. Each seed entry spans multiple lines and specifies the SNMP version and the
read community string:


Core-ROUTER-1 SNMPVERSION=V1 


      COMMUNITY=xxxxyyyy#%@*&^)(:"=|\][}{


192.35.144.12 SNMPVERSION=V1 


      COMMUNITY=xxxxyyyy#%@*&^)(:"=|\][}{


3FFE:80C0:22C:101:219:56FF:FE3F:8A50 SNMPVERSION=V1 


      COMMUNITY=xxxxyyyy#%@*&^)(:"=|\][}{
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The following three seed entries specify the SNMP port (2161) that the IP Manager should use to access
the system. Notice that the seed entry with the hostname system identifier includes a v6 IP version suffix,
and that the seed entry with the IPv6 system identifier encloses the IPv6 address in square brackets.


ROUTER2:v6:2161 SNMPVERSION=V2C COMMUNITY=public1


192.35.144.12:2161 SNMPVERSION=V2C COMMUNITY=public1


[3FFE:80C0:22C:109:203:BAFF:FEE5:7BE1]:2161 SNMPVERSION=V2C 


      COMMUNITY=public1


The following seed entry requires the keyword COMMUNITY because the first character of the read
community string is a pound sign (#):


router-2.example.com COMMUNITY=#abcdefg SNMPPORT=2222


The following seed entry can be specified without using keywords. The only two fields are the system
identifier and the read community string. The COMMUNITY keyword is not required, even though the first
character of the community string is the equal sign (=).


192.168.2.2  =abcdefg


The following seed entry assumes that NameFormat is set to TM_USEAUTONAME in the name-
resolver.conf file:


Core-ROUTER-1 NAMEFORMAT=TM_USELOOPBACK SNMPVERSION=V1 


      COMMUNITY=xxxxyyyy#%@*&^)(:"=|\][}{


The following seed entry assumes that NameFormat is set to TM_USESEEDNAME in the name-
resolver.conf file:


Core-ROUTER-1 NAMEFORMAT=TM_USEAUTONAME SNMPVERSION=V1 


      COMMUNITY=xxxxyyyy#%@*&^)(:"=|\][}{


Seed file example for v3 candidate systems
The following three seed entries are examples of how to present the same seed entry as a hostname, as
an IPv4 address, and as an IPv6 address. A dual-stack discovery candidate system could be presented in
any of these three ways. Each seed entry spans multiple lines and specifies the SNMP version, the
username, and no authentication:


Core-SWITCH-1 SNMPVERSION=V3 USER=inch_n 


      ENGINEID=800002b804616263


20.30.4.1 SNMPVERSION=V3 USER=inch_n 


      ENGINEID=800002b804616263


3FFE:80C0:22C:101:219:56FF:FE3F:8A50 SNMPVERSION=V3 USER=inch_n 


      ENGINEID=800002b804616263
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The following three seed entries specify the SNMP port (2161) that the IP Manager should use to access
the system. Notice that the seed entry with the hostname system identifier includes a v4v6 IP version
suffix, and that the seed entry with the IPv6 system identifier encloses the IPv6 address in square
brackets:


SWITCH2:v4v6:2161 SNMPVERSION=V3 USER=inch_n


20.30.4.1:2161 SNMPVERSION=V3 USER=inch_n


[3FFE:80C0:22C:101:219:56FF:FE3F:8A50]:2161 SNMPVERSION=V3 


      USER=inch_n


The following seed entry specifies that the default authentication protocol MD5 should be used to access
the system. The prefix <E-1.0> indicates that the authentication password is encrypted:


switch-2.example.com SNMPVERSION=V3 USER=smarts SNMPPORT=2222


  ENGINEID=6acff2d4098338 AUTHPROTOCOL=MD5


  AUTHPASS=<E-1.0>869D64B72C38FE49E881BC38BCCE6A0B


  1DE597A5871636C4B0F139FA7EB1100C


The encrypted password, which wraps around in the display but is actually one line, was created by using
the procedure described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


The following seed entry specifies that the authentication protocol SHA should be used to access the
system, and that the privacy protocol AES should be used to encrypt the SNMP messages that are sent
to the system. The prefix <E-1.0> indicates that both the authentication password and the privacy
password are encrypted:


128.221.19.8 SNMPVERSION=V3 USER=shaAesUser AUTHPROTOCOL=SHA


  AUTHPASS=<E-1.0>123ABC456#$%123abc456#$%


  PRIVPROTOCOL=AES


  PRIVPASS=<E-1.0>456123abc456#$%456123ABC456#$%


  ENGINEID=0000000902000003E333C440


Which systems to put in a seed file
The seed file should list the top-level network systems such as routers, switches, hubs, bridges, and
hosts that are to be managed by the IP Manager. Routers and switches are better choices than hosts for
seed systems because their MIBs contain the IP addresses of many additional network systems.


Do not include overlapping IP addresses in the seed file. Overlapping addresses are discussed in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


Seed file sources
To create the seed entries in a seed file, you can usually find the information that you need from existing
computer-accessible sources:


n If you are currently using CiscoWorks with Resource Manager Essentials, you can dump the
hardware inventory to a text file, which can be converted into a seed file. Similar operations might be
possible with other network management platforms.
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n If you store backup router or switch configuration files at a central location, you can construct a seed
file from them.


n Domain name resolution files, such as hosts.txt or zone files, are often a useful source. Note that, at
sites where multiple administrative authorities select different read community strings, the hosts that
are listed in a given zone file often share an administrative authority and hence a read community
string. Terminal Access Controller Access Control System (TACACS) configuration files might be
useful for similar reasons.


n Large sites usually maintain hardware inventories in a database, or at least in some computer-
readable form. These inventories often contain the network information that you need to create the
seed file.


n Some sites run network sniffer tools to keep track of active IP addresses. The lists of addresses that
they generate can form the basis for a seed file.


Autodiscovery seed systems
If you plan on using autodiscovery, consider including a system that is enabled with Cisco Discovery
Protocol (CDP), Extreme Discovery Protocol (EDP), or Foundry Discovery Protocol (FDP) in the seed file
when possible to improve autodiscovery coverage. The discovery process is able to probe CDP, EDP,
FDP, and other tables to take advantage of the abundance of topology information that they hold.


SNMPv3 systems
Autodiscovery cannot be used to discover systems that use SNMPv3 agents. To discover SNMPv3
systems, add them to the seed file.


Multiple seed entries for multiple IP-address systems
After you have identified which systems to include in the seed file, you might want to include multiple
seed entries for systems that have multiple IP addresses. Routers, for example, have multiple IP
addresses.


The discovery process will realize that the multiple IP addresses actually belong to a single system.
Accordingly, the IP Manager will be able to reach the system by using an alternative address if the
primary address is inaccessible, due to a failure, during the initial probe of the system.


After a system is discovered and all its IP addresses are known, the IP Manager will automatically try up
to 10 different IP addresses to route around failures and reach the system.


Discovery methods
Discovery methods shows the discovery methods and process for adding systems to the topology that is
modeled by the IP Manager. The discovery methods are:


n Manual discovery
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n Autodiscovery


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to configure the
IP Manager and the Global Manager for discovery.


Manual discovery
With manual discovery, shown in Manual discovery, the IP Manager discovers a set of systems that are
specified in a seed file, or discovers an individual system that is specified in an Add Agent command. This
method is useful in networks where the topology information is available from a well-maintained
database.


Using this method with a comprehensive seed file is the quickest method for discovering a network
because all systems are discovered by using the system hostnames or IP addresses that are already in
the seed file. VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides instructions on creating a seed
file.


Autodiscovery
With autodiscovery, shown in Discovery process, the IP Manager takes IPv4 addresses that are obtained
from discovered systems to find additional discovery candidate systems. The initial IP addresses that are
available to autodiscovery correspond to the neighboring systems of the systems that are discovered
through manual discovery. The autodiscovery method is useful when topology information is incomplete
or unavailable, or when manual updates cannot be maintained.


Autodiscovery requires creating discovery filters, which are described in
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide. For systems that match a discovery filter and are
added to the modeled topology, they too are probed for IP addresses of their neighbors. The
autodiscovery cycle continues until no more new IP addresses match the discovery filters. The discovery
filters, which are configurable, ensure that the IP Manager sweeps only the networks that the customer
systems are configured to access.
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Figure 5‑12.  Discovery process


Discovery phases
The discovery is divided into four phases, shown in Discovery phases, that are performed sequentially for
each discovery candidate system:


1 Perform initial polling of the candidate system
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2 Determine the destination of the candidate system: add to topology, place on Pending Devices list, or
discard


3 Probe the system that is added to the topology


4 Post-process the discovery information


Note   The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to
prepare for and initiate discovery.


Phase 1: Perform initial polling of the candidate system
Discovery for each discovery candidate system begins with a hostname or an IP address, which is
provided by the user or automatically discovered. The discovery process resolves the hostname to one or
more IP addresses through the local name resolution service. An IP address may be IPv4 or IPv6.


During the first phase of the discovery process, shown in Phase 1: Initial polling of a candidate system,
the discovery process sends an ICMP request to determine if the discovery candidate system is
reachable, and then sends an SNMP request to identify the system.


Figure 5‑13.  Phase 1: Initial polling of a candidate system
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The discovery process pings the IP address of the discovery candidate system to see if the address is a
reachable address. If the address is reachable, the discovery process sends an SNMP request to the
system to request the following system-related information:


n sysName


n sysDescr


n sysObjectID


n sysContact


n sysLocation


By default, the discovery process sends an SNMPv2c request to the candidate system. If that request
fails after the allotted number of retries, the discovery process sends an SNMPv1 request. If the
SNMP version is explicitly specified (V1, V2C, V3) for the candidate system (through a discovery
filter, a seed file, or an Add Agent command), the discovery process only sends an SNMP request by
using the specified version.


Note   Discovery filters support SNMP version V1 and V2C, but not V3.


For an SNMPv1 or v2c request to a candidate system that has multiple read community strings, the
discovery process sends multiple SNMP requests to the system simultaneously, where each request
contains a different community string. You can specify multiple read community strings for a
candidate system.


The results of the ICMP and SNMP polling serve as input to the second phase of the discovery
process.


Phase 2: Determine the destination of the candidate system
The second phase of the discovery process, shown in Phase 2: Determining the destination of a
candidate system, determines the destination of a discovery candidate system:


n Add to topology


n Place on the Pending Devices list
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n Discard


Figure 5‑14.  Phase 2: Determining the destination of a candidate system


As shown in Phase 2: Determining the destination of a candidate system, the destination of the
candidate system depends on many factors, including:


n Whether the candidate system is an autodiscovery or manual candidate system


n Whether the system passes ICMP or SNMP polling


n Whether the system matches a discovery filter


n Whether the current system limit is exceeded


n Whether any volume licenses are available


n Whether ShowPendingNONSNMP in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/discovery.conf file is set to
TRUE


Factors that affect the destination of a candidate system summarizes how these factors determine the
destination of a candidate system when sufficient volume licenses are available.
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Table 5‑9.  Factors that affect the destination of a candidate system


Candidate
system


Initial polling Match
filter


Current system
limit exceeded 1


ShowPendingNONSNM
P DestinationICMP SNMP


Autodiscovery Passed Passed Yes No Not applicable Topology


Yes Not applicable Pending Devices
list


No Not applicable Not applicable Discard


Failed Not
applicable


Not applicable TRUE Pending Devices
list


FALSE (default) Discard


Failed Not
applicable


Not
applicable


Not applicable Not applicable Discard


Manual
Discovery


Passed Passed Not
applicable


No Not applicable Topology


Yes Not applicable Pending Devices
list


Failed Not
applicable


Not applicable Not applicable Pending Devices
list


Failed Not
applicable


Not
applicable


Not applicable Not applicable Pending Devices
list


1  50 by default. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to change the default.


The “Match filter” column in the table pertains to the matching of discovery-filter criteria other than “IP
address.” An autodiscovery candidate system is subjected to two levels of discovery-filter matching:
initially, a matching of IP address, and then a matching of other criteria after the candidate system passes
ICMP or SNMP polling. The two levels of discovery-filter matching are described in
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


If a candidate system cannot be discovered and is not discarded, the IP Manager places the system on
the Pending Devices list. The Pending Devices list is described in Pending Devices list.


Phase 3: Probe the system added to the topology
During the third phase of the discovery process, shown in Phase 3: Probing the system added to the
topology (Sheet 1 of 2), each system that is destined for the topology is probed to gather additional
information about the system, which includes the system’s components (such as cards, ports, interfaces,
and so on), IP addresses, VLAN membership, environment sensors, system resources (such as memory,
CPU, and so on), IP networks, netmasks, and neighboring systems. The IP Manager uses this
information to create the topology for the system.
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Figure 5‑15.  Phase 3: Probing the system added to the topology (Sheet 1 of 2)
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Figure 5‑16.  Phase 3: Probing the system added to the topology (Sheet 2 of 2)
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Among other things, the network IP addresses that are formed from the discovered IP networks and
netmasks serve as input to the autodiscovery process. Autodiscovery, if enabled, will compare each of
these IP addresses against one or more discovery filters and add each IP address that matches a filter to
the discovery queue. Discovery filters are described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide


Note   Autodiscovery is available for IPv4 systems that have SNMPv1 or v2c agents.


The discovery process uniquely identifies the system within the topology and determines the system’s
level of certification. These tasks are accomplished by using the sysName, sysDescr, and sysObjectID
information retrieved from the initial SNMP poll.


oid2type configuration files
The discovery process matches the sysObjectID to an OID in the oid2type configuration files to identify:


n System’s type (Host, Router, Switch, and so on), vendor, model, and certification level.


n Which discovery drivers to use to probe the system.


n Which instrumentation classes to use to monitor the system.


The discovery process searches for the drivers in the .import files, which are located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery directory as the oid2type files.


Certification
Certification is a process by which VMware, Inc. ensures that the devices that are managed by the
IP Manager are properly represented in the modeled topology, and that the devices are correctly
monitored for connectivity and performance analysis. Devices are specific models of systems.


The certification process consists of three major parts:


n Discovery of the device, including the device’s components (such as cards, ports) and endpoints
(such as IP addresses, MAC addresses)


n Building of Layer 2 (data link) and Layer 3 (network) connectivity


n Verification of operational status of the device and its components


The  VMware Smart Assurance IP Certification Matrix identifies the vendor-specific models that are
supported by the IP Manager.


Certification levels
A device may have one of three certification levels:


n CERTIFIED — VMware, Inc. has successfully tested a simulation of the device by using standard and
proprietary MIBs that are supplied by the vendor.


The IP Manager discovers the device by using standard MIB-II data and proprietary MIBs.
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n TEMPLATE — VMware, Inc. assumes that the device supports some standard and proprietary MIBs,
but VMware, Inc. has not tested the device.


The IP Manager recognizes the object ID (OID), but has no information about the MIBs that this
device supports.


All field-certified devices are assigned a TEMPLATE certification level.


n GENERIC — VMware, Inc. does not have the OID for the device.


The IP Manager does not recognize the OID and responds by classifying the certification level of the
device as GENERIC, adding the device to the Node class, and analyzing the device by using MIB-II
data.


Note   A certification level named VALIDATED still appears in the oid2type configuration files but is no
longer used. VALIDATED has essentially the same meaning as CERTIFIED.


Standard and proprietary MIBs
The IP Manager uses proprietary MIBs in addition to standard MIBs because standard MIBs do not
always contain the information that is needed by the IP Manager to discover and manage certain objects.
Standard MIBs, for example, do not represent the processor or memory objects that are necessary for
performance analysis. In these cases, proprietary MIBs offer more detailed information.


Note   Proprietary MIBs are also known as enterprise, vendor-specific, or private MIBs. Standard MIBs
are also known as generic MIBs.


Discovery probes and drivers
The probing of topology is accomplished by using the discovery drivers that are identified in the
following .import files:


BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/DISCOVERY_<vendor>.import


BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/DISCOVERY_CUSTOM.import


The main drivers are identified in the DISCOVERY_<vendor>.import files, and the custom drivers, also
known as discovery hook scripts, are identified in the DISCOVERY_CUSTOM.import files.
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information about the custom drivers. By
default, the custom drivers are not configured and therefore do not run.


The discovery process calls the discovery probes that are listed in Discovery probes, in the order that the
probes are listed. Each probe will call one or more discovery drivers.
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Table 5‑10.  Discovery probes


Probe name 1 Applicable to these systems Available to these IP Manager products


1  Not all probes are listed in this table.


2  Performance probes and Host Resources probes are also known as Health probes.


3  Requires a feature license to enable the Performance probe.


4  Requires a feature license to enable the Host Resources probe.


Name Resolution All systems All IP Manager products


Containment All systems All IP Manager products


VLAN Bridges, switches All IP Manager products


Bridge Bridges, switches All IP Manager products


HSRP Routers All IP Manager products


VRRP Routers All IP Manager products


IP Network All systems All IP Manager products


Virtual Router Routers, switches All IP Manager products


Neighbor All systems All IP Manager products


Performance 2 All systems IP Availability and Performance Manager
running as a single process,


IP Performance Manager
3,IP Server Performance Manager 3


Host Resources 2 All systems IP Server Performance Manager 4


The actual probes and associated discovery drivers that run for a specific device are specified in the
oid2type configuration files. A specific device is identified by a unique OID. If a probe is not specified for a
specific device, the IP Manager skips the probe.


The probes operate in series, one immediately following the other. In the event that one of the discovery
probes is unable to complete, the discovery process does not stop. Instead, discovery proceeds with the
next probe. Events that can prevent a discovery probe from completing are discussed in Discovery error
scenarios and results.


Name Resolution probe
The Name Resolution probe calls multiple drivers, including:


n A driver that gathers IPv4 and IPv6 addresses and other MIB-II data for the system.


n A driver that gathers VPN routing and forwarding (VRF) IP addresses and route distinguisher tags
from individual vendor MIBs on the system.


n A driver that provides a unique name for the system, as described in How discovery names a system.


The Name Resolution probe discovers almost all of the IP and IPv6 addresses that are available for
the system, including the VRF IP addresses if the DisableOverlappingIP configuration parameter is
set to FALSE. Matrix of IP-related objects created by the Name Resolution probe summarizes the IP-
related objects that are created by the Name Resolution probe.
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Table 5‑11.  Matrix of IP-related objects created by the Name Resolution probe


Configuration parameters in tpmgr-param.conf file


VRF IP addresses discovered? Shadow IP objects created?DisableOverlappingIP EnableShadowIP


1  Shadow IP objects are created only for tagged, non-overlapping, non-VRF IP objects.


VRF IP addresses


TRUE (default) Don’t care No Not applicable


FALSE Don’t care Yes No


Non-VRF IP addresses


Don’t care TRUE (default) Not applicable Yes 1


Don’t care FALSE Not applicable No


IP object tagging


All VRF and non-VRF IP objects that are created by the Name Resolution probe are subject to user-
defined IP tagging assuming that the DisableOverlappingIP parameter is set to FALSE. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides instructions on creating IP tag filter groups
and explains the naming scheme for applying tags to IP objects.


The IP objects have a Tag attribute. For a tagged IP object, the Name Resolution probe sets the Tag
attribute to the object’s tag value. For an untagged IP object, the Name Resolution probe leaves the Tag
attribute empty.


Shadow IP object creation


When the EnableShadowIP parameter is set to TRUE (default), the Name Resolution probe creates a
shadow IP object for each tagged, non-overlapping, non-VRF IP object. The probe uses the following
naming scheme to name the shadow IP object:


IP-<IP address>


(Display name: [Shadow]:<IP address> [<system containing this IP>])


where <IP address> is the IP address of the IP object that the shadow IP object is shadowing.


The Name Resolution probe sets the IsShadow attribute of the shadow IP object to TRUE, to identify the
object as a shadow IP object. The probe also creates a ShadowOf relationship between the shadow IP
object and the IP object that is being shadowed.


Refer the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide for more information on shadow IP objects.


Duplicate IP object creation


If no IP tagging is in effect and the Name Resolution probe finds an IP address that is already in the
modeled topology, the probe responds as follows:


n Discards the overlapping IP address


n Removes the initially received overlapping IP address from the topology
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n Creates a DuplicateIP object


For a similar scenario in an IPv6 network, the Name Resolution probe will discard the overlapping
IPv6 address, remove the initially received overlapping IPv6 address from the topology, and create a
DuplicateIPv6 object.


IP address and MIB information distribution


All IP address and MIB information that is gathered by the Name Resolution probe for the discovered
system is made available to all other discovery probes, including the IP Network probe.


Containment probe
The Containment probe discovers the components of a system, including ports, interfaces, MAC
endpoints, and any cards or modules. It queries the following MIB variables:


n ifType


n ifDescr


n ifSpeed


n ifMtu


n ifPhysAddress


n ifAlias


n ifName


n Other variables


If the Containment probe has access to vendor-specific MIBs, it queries additional variables to gather
additional information, such as:


n Duplex mode (full-duplex, half-duplex) of ports and interfaces.


n Data link connection identifiers (DLCIs) for Frame Relay virtual connections.


n NIC-teaming ports and interfaces for teamed connections, as described in Discovery of NIC teaming.


n IPSec and Internet Key Exchange (IKE) interfaces for IPSec and IKE tunnels, as described in Support
for IPSec and IKE tunnels.


n Virtual and real IP address and port information for load balancer virtual connections.


For bridges or switches, the Containment probe might also query the dot1dBasePortIfIndex MIB
variable.


VLAN probe
The VLAN probe collects VLAN information for a discovered bridge or switch, including VLAN identifiers,
VLAN trunks, VLAN trunk ports, and VLAN port memberships. It uses vendor-specific MIB information.


The VLAN probe creates VLAN objects and Port or Interface object VLAN members, and uses the
PartOf/ComposedOf relationship to associate the VLAN objects with their VLAN members.
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All VLAN objects that are created by the VLAN probe are subject to user-defined VLAN tagging, which
ensures that bridges and switches are assigned to the appropriate VLAN. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides instructions on creating VLAN tag groups,
and explains the naming scheme for applying tags to VLAN objects.


Bridge probe
The Bridge probe collects bridge-forwarding tables and Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) information for a
discovered bridge or switch. Discovery uses this information to create MAC objects, and to build the
bridging relationships between MAC endpoints and ports. The Bridge probe uses standard and vendor-
specific MIB information.


One Bridge probe is run for each VLAN that is discovered on a bridge or switch, to gather the bridge-
forwarding and STP information for the VLAN.


HSRP probe
The HSRP probe collects information from a redundancy group of routers that are involved in an HSRP
group. The routers use the proprietary Cisco Hot Standby Router Protocol to communicate with one
another. The HSRP probe discovers the group number, the virtual IP address, and the virtual MAC
address for an HSRP group; the priority number and status for each router endpoint that is participating in
the group; and the currently active router in the group. The HSRP probe uses vendor-specific MIB
information.


The HSRP probe creates HSRPGroup objects and HSRPEndpoint objects.


VRRP probe
The VRRP probe collects information from a redundancy group of routers that are involved in a VRRP
group. The routers use the industry standard Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol to communicate with
one another. The VRRP probe discovers the group number, the virtual IP address, and the virtual MAC
address for a VRRP group; the priority number and status for each router endpoint that is participating in
the group; and the currently active router in the group. The VRRP probe uses standard MIB information
and creates VRRPGroup objects and VRRPEndpoint objects.


IP Network probe
For an IPv4 system, the IP Network probe examines the system’s IP address table (ipAddrTable) to
combine the IP addresses and the netmask for each interface on the system to create IPNetwork objects,
and to build the connected relationships between IP endpoints and IP networks.


For an IPv6 system, the IP Network probe examines the system’s IP address table to create IPv6Network
objects, and to build the connected relationships between IPv6 endpoints and IPv6 networks.


For a dual-stack system, the IP Network probe examines the system’s IP address table to create
IPNetwork and IPv6Network objects, to build the connected relationships between IP endpoints and IP
networks, and to build the connected relationships between IPv6 endpoints and IPv6 networks.


The IP Network probe uses standard MIB-II information to discover IP addresses.
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The IP Manager attempts to discover and monitor IPv6 addresses on devices that implement and
populate either of the following MIBs:


n IPV6-MIB (.1.3.6.1.2.1.55)


or


n CISCO-IETF-IP-MIB (.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.10.86)


For devices that are implementing other MIBs, the IP Manager discovers and monitors only IPv4
addresses.


IPNetwork object tagging


All VRF and non-VRF IPNetwork objects that are created by the IP Network probe are subject to user-
defined IP tagging assuming that the DisableOverlappingIP parameter is set to FALSE. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides instructions on creating IP tag filter groups
and explains the naming scheme for applying tags to IP objects and IPNetwork objects.


The IPNetwork objects have a Tag attribute. For a tagged IPNetwork object, the IP Network probe sets
the Tag attribute to the object’s tag value. For an untagged IPNetwork object, the IP Network probe leaves
the Tag attribute empty.


Shadow IPNetwork object creation


When the EnableShadowIP parameter is set to TRUE (default), the IP Network probe creates a shadow
IPNetwork object for each IPNetwork object to which a tagged, non-overlapping, non-VRF IP object is
“ConnectedVia.” The probe uses the following naming scheme to name the shadow IPNetwork object:


IPNET-<IP network>


(Display name: [Shadow]:<IP network>)


where <IP network> is the IP network of the IPNetwork object that the shadow IPNetwork object is
shadowing.


The Name Resolution probe sets the IsShadow attribute of the shadow IPNetwork object to TRUE to
identify the object as a shadow IPNetwork object. The probe also creates a ShadowOf relationship
between the shadow IPNetwork object and the IPNetwork object that is being shadowed.


Autodiscovery IP address formation


The IP Network probe also combines each discovered IP network with its netmask to form network IP
addresses, for input to the autodiscovery process. For example, consider the IP network 192.168.71.0
that has a netmask of 255.255.255.0. The IP Network will create network IP addresses in the range
192.168.71.<1-254> for this IP network and netmask. Any network IP address that matches a discovery
filter and is not already in the modeled topology becomes an autodiscovery candidate system.
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Virtual Router probe
The Virtual Router probe discovers the virtual routers in an IPv4 physical router or switch that contains
virtual routers. The Virtual Router probe discovers the following additional information: the physical card
on which the virtual router resides, if such information is available, and the virtual router’s interfaces and
their associated physical ports. The Virtual Router probe uses vendor-specific MIB information.


The Virtual Router probe creates a Router object for the physical router and for each virtual router, and
creates a Switch object for the physical switch. The probe uses the ComposedOfVRs relationship to
associate the virtual-router objects with the physical-router or physical-switch object.


Neighbor probe
The Neighbor probe collects information about a system’s neighbors. It reads Cisco Discovery Protocol
(CDP) tables, Extreme Discovery Protocol (EDP) tables, Foundry Discovery Protocol (FDP) tables, and
other tables to discover remote addresses on the already discovered networks, and to discover ATM
information. The Neighbor Probe uses vendor-specific MIBs.


The Neighbor probe passes the remote IP addresses to the autodiscovery process, which adds the IP
addresses to its list of potential discovery candidate systems. The probe does not create IP objects for
the remote IP addresses.


The discovery process checks to see if any of the remote IP addresses correspond to IP objects that are
already in the repository. The discovery process will use this information during the final phase of
discovery to create cable, trunk cable, and network connections.


Performance probe
The Performance probe collects performance-related information for system objects such as ports,
interfaces, processors, memory, fans, power supplies, voltage sensors, and temperature sensors. The
Performance probe uses standard and vendor-specific MIB information.


The Performance probe creates Processor, Memory, Fan, PowerSupply, VoltageSensor, and
TemperatureSensor objects, and monitors statistics for the objects. For Port and Interface objects, which
are created by the Containment probe, the performance monitoring might be the utilization that is based
on the octets that are received and transmitted. For Memory objects, the performance monitoring might
be the total amount of available memory, the total number of overrun buffers, and so on.


Host Resources probe
The Host Resources probe collects additional performance-related information for system objects. It
collects metrics about host disks and file systems, as well as additional information about host processors
and memory. The Host Resources probe uses standard and vendor-specific MIB information.


The Host Resources probe creates Disk and File System objects, and monitors statistics for the objects. It
also monitors additional statistics for the Processor and Memory objects that are created by the
Performance probe.
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Discovered SNMP agent
In addition to discovering the system, the discovery process also discovers the system’s SNMP agent and
adds it to the modeled topology. The discovery process sets the following attributes for the SNMPAgent
object:


n Sets the AgentAddress attribute to the IP address that is used by the initial ICMP poll to reach the
system.


n Sets the AgentAddressList attribute to a list of IP addresses that are discovered on the system.
Included in the list is the IP address that is set for the AgentAddress attribute.


The order of addresses in the list is controlled by the DiscoveryAddrPref and AccessAddressFormat
parameters in the discovery.conf file. The DiscoveryAddrPref parameter places the preferred version
of addresses (IPv6 or IPv4) at the beginning of the list. And within a list of IPv6 or IPv4 addresses, the
AccessAddressFormat parameter places the preferred types of addresses (loopback, Ethernet, and
so on) at the beginning of the list.


n Sets the PortNumber attribute (161 by default) to the port number that is used by the first SNMP poll
to successfully communicate with the SNMP agent.


n Sets the SNMPVersion attribute (AUTODETECT by default) to the version that is used by the first
SNMP poll to successfully communicate with the SNMP agent.


n SNMPv1 or v2c only: Sets the ReadCommunity attribute (public by default) to the read community
string that is used by the first SNMP poll to successfully communicate with the SNMPv1 or v2c agent.


n SNMPv3 only: Sets the attributes that are shown in Values used in SNMP polling to the values that
are used by the first SNMP poll to successfully communicate with the SNMPv3 agent.


Table 5‑12.  Values used in SNMP polling


Attribute Description


1  Retrieved from the SNMP polling of this SNMPv3 agent.


User Name of user that is included in the SNMP request that is sent to this SNMPv3 agent.


AuthPass Password that is used as the basis for the following: The creation of the localized authentication key
that is used with the selected authentication protocol and this SNMPv3 agent. The password is
required if the authentication protocol is MD5 or SHA.


The password may be encrypted (recommended) or appear as plain text.


AuthProtocol Protocol that is used to authenticate the SNMP request that is sent to this SNMPv3 agent: MD5, SHA,
or NONE (default).


PrivPass Password that is used as the basis for the following: The creation of the localized encryption key that is
used with the selected privacy protocol and this SNMPv3 agent. The password is required if the
privacy protocol is DES or AES.


The password may be encrypted (recommended) or appear as plain text.


PrivProtocol Protocol that is used to encrypt the SNMP request that is sent to this SNMPv3 agent: DES, AES, or
NONE (default).


EngineID Identifier that uniquely identifies the SNMP engine of this SNMPv3 agent; for example,
800002b804616263.
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Table 5‑12.  Values used in SNMP polling (Continued)


Attribute Description


EngineBoots 1 Number of times that the SNMP engine of this SNMPv3 agent has initialized or reinitialized since its
last configuration.


EngineBootTime 1 Date and time that the SNMP engine of this SNMPv3 agent last initialized or reinitialized.


n Sets the sysName, sysDescr, sysObjectID, sysContact, and sysLocation attributes to the sysName,
sysDescr, sysObjectID, sysContact, and sysLocation values that are retrieved from the first SNMP
poll to successfully communicate with the SNMP agent.


n Sets many other SNMP agent attributes in accordance to the values that are found by the discovery
probes.


Discovered VR agents
For a physical router or switch that contains virtual routers, the discovery process also discovers the VR
agents for the virtual routers. Because VRAgent is a subclass of SNMPAgent, the attributes of a VR agent
are the same as the attributes of an SNMP agent with the following exception: The VR agent has an
additional attribute called RouterID.


Discovered topology collection sets
For satellite Domain Managers, the discovery process also discovers and creates the topology collection
sets that are described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide. By default, the
creation of Domain Manager topology collection sets is disabled.


Phase 4: Post-process the discovery information
After an IP Manager probes all seed-file and autodiscovered candidate systems, it performs
postprocessing. Postprocessing tasks include the reconciliation of system data objects and the clean up
of chassis, SNMPAgent, IP, IPv6, and DuplicateIP objects. The message “Postprocessing topology ...”
displayed in the Discovery Status section of an IP Manager’s Discovery Progress window indicates when
postprocessing tasks are in progress.


The postprocessing code in the IP Manager creates Layer 2 (data link) and Layer 3 (network) connectivity
between the systems in the topology. The code bases the connectivity on IP networks, standard
protocols, and vendor-specific discovery protocols.


The postprocessing functions that are performed by the IP Manager include:


n Mapping IP, IPv6, and MAC endpoints in the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) cache to the
appropriate systems. For non-SNMP systems, create IP, IPv6, and MAC endpoints and layer them
over a physical interface. Because non-SNMP systems are discovered, the postprocessing code
creates an artificial physical interface for each IP (v4 or v6) address that is associated with the
system.


n Removing MAC endpoints that do not belong to any systems in the topology. Any MAC endpoint that
is bridged by a port but is not hosted by any system is removed.
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n Managing ports. Any port that is BridgedVia a MAC is set to managed.


n Converting IP objects to DuplicateIP objects. Any IP object that is discovered is converted to a
DuplicateIP object.


n Converting IPv6 objects to DuplicateIPv6 objects. Any IPv6 object that is discovered is converted to a
DuplicateIPv6 object.


n Resolving duplicate devices, as explained in VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


n Creating connections by using the collected bridge-forwarding information: create cables between
ports and interfaces, create trunk cables between ports, and remove MAC endpoints that are bridged
by access ports from the BridgedVia relationships of other ports.


n Creating trunk cables by using the collected Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) information.


n Creating network connections to represent WAN, or logical, connections.


n Creating any user-defined connections that are specified in the user-defined-connections.conf file.


n Creating partitions and naming them in accordance to the names that are specified in the user-
defined partition.conf file.


n Creating redundancy group objects by combining group-member objects.


n Setting the DisplayNames for the discovered objects.


The user-defined-connections.conf and partition.conf files are located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery directory. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide describes the configuration parameters in
these files and provides instructions on modifying the parameters.


More about the managing of ports
All ports that are imported are unmanaged.


The IP Manager sets a port to managed if the port has a connection. The port may be a trunk port or an
access port. The IP Manager imports only those ports that are managed.


Furthermore, the IP Manager imports only managed objects and performs correlation and root-cause
analysis on managed objects only. Managed and unmanaged objects are described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


More about the conversion of IP objects to DuplicateIP objects
If multiple instances of the same IP address exist within the IP Manager domain, and when the
IP Manager imports and merges the topologies, it replaces the multiple IP objects with a single
DuplicateIP object. For a similar scenario in an IPv6 network, the IP Manager replaces the multiple IPv6
objects with a single DuplicateIPv6 object.


Information on how to handle DuplicateIP address notifications are described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.
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More about the creation of redundancy groups
A redundancy group is a logical object that contains two or more objects that participate in a redundant
configuration. Examples of redundancy groups are CardRedundancyGroup, HSRPGroup, VRRPGroup,
and SystemRedundancyGroup.


IP Manager automatically creates CardRedundancyGroups during discovery for Cisco devices that
support the CISCO-STACK-MIB. Each such group consists of two cards. You can view the card
redundancy groups and their members by using the Domain Manager Administration Console. In
addition, you can create redundancy groups for cards that do not support the CISCO-STACK-MIB.


Redundancy groups for network adapters, network connections, and systems must be manually created
by using the dmctl utility or an Adapter Scripting Language (ASL). Network adapter, network connection,
and system redundancy groups can be viewed through the Domain Manager Administration Console or
the Topology Browser view of the Global Console.


During discovery, IP Manager automatically creates HSRPGroups for Cisco devices that support the
CISCO-HSRP-MIB and are configured in an HSRPGroup. Each such group is composed of two or more
routers and their interfaces. Also during discovery of the VRRP enabled routers, IP Manager creates a
new redundancy group called VRRPGroup.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide describes the redundancy group classes
that can be instantiated by the IP Manager.


IP 8.1.1 discovers and monitors routers in VRRP configurations. Devices supported are Nortel devices, all
devices which implement RFC 3768, Juniper ERX 700, 1400, 310, 320, and Nortel Alteon ACEdirector 4.
VRRP discovery is enabled by default in IP 8.1.1 in the discovery.conf file (VRRPEnabled = TRUE).


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more information on creation of
redundancy groups.


Autodiscovery data sources
The Name Resolution, IP Network, and Neighbor probes contact the autodiscovery data sources to
gather the topology and IP address table (ipAddrTable) MIBs of the seed systems to determine what other
systems are known to the seed systems. As these systems are discovered by autodiscovery, they too are
probed for candidate systems.


The autodiscovery process uses three different sources of information to discover candidate systems:


n Topology MIB


n IP address table MIB


n ARP table MIB


By default, autodiscovery uses the topology and IP address table MIBs of the discovered systems
(initially, of the discovered seed systems) because the MIBs are very reliable sources for topology
information. The procedure for adding the ARP table MIB as a data source is presented in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.
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Topology MIBs data source
Topology MIBs are an important data source for discovering neighboring systems. When the topology
MIB data source is enabled, autodiscovery uses the IP addresses from these sources to discover related
systems. Examples of topology MIB data sources include the following:


n IP addresses stored in the Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) table


n IP addresses stored in the MIB-II atmInterfaceConfTable table


In some cases, however, a system is not discovered for each IP address, if, for example, there is no
route to the network from the host on which the IP Manager is running. This situation can occur when
security restrictions are designed to prevent access between two separate networks.


IP address table MIB data source
The MIB-II IP address table lists all the IP interfaces of the system that is being discovered, as well as the
subnet masks associated with these IP networks. By using this information, autodiscovery derives all of
the possible IP addresses within each subnet. The Name Resolution probe pings each of these
addresses to find candidate systems for subsequent SNMP probing.


ARP table MIB data source
The MIB-II ARP table provides a mapping of IP addresses to MAC addresses for any neighboring system
that has recently communicated with the system with this MIB. However, because the ARP MIB is
populated only when the system resolves the addresses of neighboring systems that are connected with
a broadcast network protocol such as Ethernet, the ARP MIB is not appropriate for use in WANs, which
typically use a non-broadcast protocol.


Discovery of NIC teaming
The IP Manager discovers and monitors network interface card (NIC) teaming between hosts and
switches. NIC teaming provides network access redundancy and allows for rapid convergence when a
failure occurs.


Note   Setting up NIC teaming is device and vendor specific. Vendor specific documentation on how to
set it up in a customer environment with different vendors is not provided here. For any device or vendor
specific setup information, refer the relevant vendor specific documentation.


NIC teaming
NIC teaming is the grouping of two or more physical network interface cards (NICs) into a single logical
NIC, for the purpose of achieving either or both of the following ends:


n Network fault tolerance


High availability is maximized by binding two or more physical NICs to a logical NIC. If a NIC fails, the
network connection continues through another NIC.
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n Network traffic load balancing


Balancing the network traffic load on a server enhances the functionality of the server and the
network. The traffic is distributed amongst the members of a NIC team so that the traffic is routed on
all of the teamed connections.


While NIC teaming is possible for a number of different media types, the primary focus of the NIC
teaming feature in IP Manager is Ethernet-media devices. In addition, for load balancing, the following
conditions are assumed:


n The teamed connections terminate on the same remote device.


n The remote device is configured with an EtherChannel or an equivalent port-trunking protocol.


A teamed NIC can have as many as eight NICs.


In the IP Manager, NIC teaming support is applicable specifically to device specific discovery and
occurs at three different points which are IP Availability Manager initialization, oid2Type configuration,
and Discovery probes.


In a team of two or more NICs, the secondary NIC assumes the primary or active role, if the primary
NIC fails. Failover will not occur unless the primary NIC is specified. The NIC with the highest
supported speed is chosen as the primary NIC. If more than one NIC runs at the highest supported
speed, the last of these NICs added to the team becomes the primary. The NIC teaming functionality
provides network access redundancy monitoring.


NIC teaming discovery is enabled by default in the tpmgr-param.conf file
(EnableTeamedNICDiscovery =TRUE). Discovery of Interfaces on Hosts is impacted due to support
for NIC teaming discovery (for devices having OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.1.*).


Upon discovery of the device (host) that is configured for NIC teaming, a redundancy group
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup is created in the IP Manager. If the
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup (NARG) is not created, either the EnableTeamedNICDiscovery
flag is set to FALSE or the Host may be of a different vendor type other than Broadcom, Intel, or HP.


Note   The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information on
NIC teaming including attributes, root cause problems, and events for the
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup.


Discovery MIBs
By probing the standard MIB-II tables on a host that employs a teamed NIC, the IP Manager discovers
the logical NIC, but does not discover the physical NIC information that it needs to create the Layer 2
connectivity between the host and the neighboring switch or switches. To collect the physical NIC
information, the IP Manager probes the enterprise MIBs on the host.


The collected physical NIC information contains the burned-in MAC (BIM) for each of the teamed-NIC
access ports. A BIM uniquely identifies a teamed-NIC access port. As an aside, a teamed-NIC access
port is not uniquely identified in the MIB-II tables; instead, in the MIB-II tables, all of the teamed-NIC
access ports are identified by the same logical MAC address.
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By using the collected physical NIC information, the IP Manager creates an instance of the
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup to represent the logical grouping of the physical NICs. Doing so
enables the IP Manager to create the Layer 2 cable connections between the host and the neighboring
switch or switches.


Vendor support
The NIC teaming feature in IP Manager supports the following vendors:


n Broadcom


n Intel


n Compaq/HP


Although a mixture of vendors (for example, Broadcom and Intel) can be involved in a teamed NIC,
only single-vendor teamed NICs have been tested for IP Manager 8.1.1.


Redundancy group creation
Upon discovering a device that is configured for NIC teaming, the IP Manager creates an instance of the
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup. A NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup instance consists of two or
more ports or interfaces that participate in NIC teaming.


NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup has a ComposedOf relationship with Interface, where the Interface
class is used to represent both teamed-NIC ports and interfaces. Interface has a PartOf relationship with
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information about the
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup, including its attributes and the events that the IP Manager generates
for a NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup.


Discovery and short discovery of IPSec tunnels
The IP Manager discovers IPSec tunnels and Internet Key Exchange (IKE) tunnels between IPSec-
enabled routers on IPv4 networks. It uses Router, Interface, and IP object types to model the tunnels.


During a full discovery, the IP Manager reads the Routing Table of IPSec-enabled routers to discover the
terminating subinterfaces (WAN endpoints) of IPSec tunnels and IKE tunnels. The IP Manager layers the
subinterfaces over the underlying physical interfaces and creates the network connections between the
local and remote subinterfaces to form the IPSec and IKE tunnels.


By default, the IP Manager is not enabled to discover IPSec tunnels.


Refer the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide on how to enable IPSec tunnel discovery
and also on how to modify parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf, discovery.conf, and the runcmd_env.sh
files.
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Monitoring IPSec tunnels
The IP Manager monitors the tunnels by monitoring the IsDownOrFlapping attribute of the WAN Interface
objects that are associated with the tunnels. The WAN Interface objects represent the terminating
subinterfaces of the tunnels.


Rediscovering IPSec tunnels
When the IP Manager detects a change in the IsDownOrFlapping attribute of a WAN interface that is
associated with a tunnel, it places the host router on the short discovery queue for a short discovery for
the following reason:


IPSec and IKE tunnels are dynamic in the sense that they can be rerouted to other WAN interfaces when
an interface fails. Therefore, when the IP Manager detects a change in the IsDownOrFlapping attribute, it
has no way of knowing whether the relationship between the tunnel and the associated WAN interface, as
known to the IP Manager, is still valid.


By updating the dynamic indices of the interfaces on the host router, the IP Manager is able to recreate
the tunnel association with the WAN interface.


Short discovery process
The short discovery process runs in parallel with the full discovery process and has its own discovery
queue and its own timer interval. Short discovery process shows how the short discovery process works.
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Figure 5‑17.  Short discovery process
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IsDownOrFlapping interface attribute changes and OperationallyDown card events serve as input to the
short discovery process. Periodically, the device node table is scanned for short discovery candidates,
and any candidates that are found in the table are placed on the short discovery queue. The short
discovery probes contact the candidates to update the dynamic indices of their interfaces and their cards
for monitoring purposes.


Only the IsDownOrFlapping interface attribute changes pertain to IPSec tunnels and IPSec-enabled
routers. The OperationallyDown card events pertain to cards that reside in switches.


Short discovery characteristics
Short discovery has the following characteristics:


n The device node table in Short discovery characteristics is consulted frequently (every 900 seconds,
or 15 minutes, by default).


n Short discovery has its own short discovery threads, just as full discovery has its own discovery
threads. By default, the number of short discovery threads is 7.


n Short discovery is performed only on routers or switches that are already in the topology. Short
discovery of IPSec tunnels is performed on routers, and short discovery of cards is performed on
switches.


n Short discovery changes only the attributes of already discovered router or switch objects.


n Short discovery does not perform postprocessing or codebook recomputation.


Note   The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to enable
short discovery, change the short discovery interval, or the number of short discovery threads.


Analyzing IPSec tunnels
Here is a summary of how IPSec tunnels are discovered and monitored:


n The IP Manager discovers the WAN subinterface endpoints of the tunnels and layers them over the
underlying physical interfaces.


n The IP Manager monitors the tunnels by monitoring the IsDownOrFlapping attribute of the
subinterface endpoints that are associated with the tunnels and then creates the network connections
between the local and remote subinterface endpoints to form the IPSec tunnels.


“Network adapters and device connections” on page 32 provides information about physical
interfaces, subinterfaces, network connections, and WANs.


The IP Manager then uses the discovered physical interfaces, subinterfaces, and network
connections, in conjunction with the subinterface statuses that are obtained from the monitoring of the
IsDownOrFlapping attribute, to diagnose IPSec tunnel failures. For each physical interface, and
depending on the symptoms, the IP Manager diagnoses one or more
NetworkConnection::DownOrFlapping impact events, and diagnoses either an Interface::Down
problem or one or more NetworkConnection::Down problems:
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n Interface::Down, if the physical interface is operationally down, which explains why all of the
subinterfaces that are layered over the physical interface have failed, along with any peer interfaces
of those subinterfaces. “Interface” in “Interface::Down” represents the physical interface.


n NetworkConnection::Down, if the physical interface is operationally up, for each network connection
failure at the subinterface level.


Network connections at the subinterface level represent WAN circuits that are carrying IPSec tunnels.


As a precondition for IPSec tunnel analysis, add the following line to the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/local
runcmd_env.sh file:


SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN=DISABLED


The procedure and reason for completing this task are given in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide. The Interface::Down problem,
NetworkConnection::Down problem, and NetworkConnection::DownOrFlapping impact events are
described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


Discovery and the local name resolution service
The discovery process uses the name resolution service that is provided by the local operating system to
translate hostnames to IP addresses, and to translate IP addresses to hostnames. On a UNIX system, a
name resolution service might be Domain Name System (DNS), NIS or NIS+, or a hosts file. Important
information about name resolution services is presented in System hostname does not resolve to an IP
address.


SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable
If a discovery candidate system is presented as a hostname without an explicit IP version suffix
(:v6v4, :v4v6, :v6, or :v4), the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable controls how the local name
resolution service resolves the hostname to a corresponding IP address. By default, SM_IP_VERSIONS
is set to v6v4. For v6v4, the name resolution service resolves a hostname to an IPv6 address, or if that
resolution fails, to an IPv4 address.


The hostname syntax and the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable are described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


DiscoveryAddrPref parameter
The DiscoveryAddrPref parameter controls the order of addresses in the list of IP addresses that are
found on a discovered system, where the preferred addresses (IPv6 or IPv4) are first in the list. By
default, DiscoveryAddrPref is set to IPV6FIRST_IPV4NEXT. For IPV6FIRST_IPV4NEXT, IPv6 addresses
(if any) are first in the list, followed by IPv4 addresses.
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The DiscoveryAddrPref parameter influences how the local name resolution service names a discovered
system, as explained in Configuring automatic name resolution. When IPv6 is the preferred address, the
global unicast address and the addresses that begin with 3FFE:* take precedence.


The DiscoveryAddrPref parameter is in the discovery.conf file and is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


Hostname resolution and IP address checking
The discovery process uses the name resolution service that is provided by the local operating system to
translate hostnames to IP addresses, and to translate IP addresses to hostnames. On a UNIX system, a
name resolution service might be Domain Name System (DNS), NIS or NIS+, or a hosts file.


The discovery of a candidate system starts with a hostname, which is provided by the user, or an IP
address, which is provided by the user or is automatically discovered. If the system is identified by a
hostname, the discovery process calls the local name resolution service to resolve the hostname to one
or more IP addresses. If the hostname does not resolve, the discovery process places the system, which
is identified by its hostname, on the Pending Devices list of the IP Manager.


Note   The Pending Devices list is described in Pending Devices list.


If the candidate system is identified by a user-provided IP address, the discovery process checks whether
the IP address conforms with the IP address format. If the IP address does not conform, the discovery
process places the system, which is identified by its invalid IP address, on the Pending Devices list.


If the candidate system is identified by an automatically discovered IP address, the discovery process
checks whether the IP address matches an IP address of any discovery filter. If the IP address does not
match the IP address of any discovery filter, the discovery process discards the IP address.


How discovery names a system
When a system is discovered, the Name Resolution probe runs a script to determine a name for the
system. The goal is to:


n Provide a unique name for the system.


n Use a consistent naming convention to ensure that the system is assigned the same name, if, for
example, the system is discovered by using a different IP address.
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n Update the name during a rediscovery if the name of the system has changed.


The name that is assigned to a system is determined by the setting of the NameFormat parameter in
the name-resolver.conf file, which is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery directory. The
assigned name becomes the value of the system’s Name attribute.


Note   The values of a system’s Name attribute and DisplayName attribute may be different,
depending on the setting of the DisplayNameFormat parameter in the discovery.conf file. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide describes the configuration parameters in
the discovery.conf file and provides instructions on modifying the parameters.


The NameFormat parameter has two options:


n TM_USEAUTONAME (default)


n TM_USESEEDNAME


The options control how the Name Resolution probe assigns a name to a discovered system.


TM_USEAUTONAME option for automatic name resolution
When NameFormat is set to TM_USEAUTONAME, the Name Resolution probe makes calls to the local
name resolution service and runs a script that resolves a name automatically by considering the following
naming sources:


n Loopback IP address


n MIB-II sysName


n Public IP address


n Private IP address


n SNMP agent address


By default, the naming sources are considered in the order shown. You can change this order to
create your own prioritized list of naming sources.


The procedure for configuring the TM_USEAUTONAME option is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


TM_USESEEDNAME option for seed-file name resolution
When the NameFormat is set to TM_USESEEDNAME, the Name Resolution probe uses the following
keyword and value that are defined for individual systems in the IP Manager’s seed file to name the
systems:


SEEDNAME=<user-specified name>


Note   Seed files are also described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.
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If the SEEDNAME keyword is not defined for a system, the Name Resolution probe uses the original
seed name, which is the hostname or IP address by which the system was introduced to the discovery
process, to name the system. For an autodiscovered system, the seed name is the first non-private IP
address on the system. The TM_USESEEDNAME option is useful when the topology information is
provided by an external source.


The procedure for configuring the TM_USESEEDNAME option is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


Configuring automatic name resolution
The TM_USEAUTONAME option in the name-resolver.conf file enables you to configure the Name
Resolution probe to automatically resolve system names by using the naming sources in the order that
you specify. By default, the Name Resolution probe attempts to resolve system names by using the
naming-source sequence that is shown in Default order of naming sources when determining a system’s
name.


Figure 5‑18.  Default order of naming sources when determining a system’s name


The DiscoveryAddrPref parameter in the discovery.conf file influences in the following way how the Name
Resolution probe automatically names a system:
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Determines whether the preferred loopback IP address, public IP address, private IP address, or SNMP
agent IP address is IPv6 or IPv4.


By default, DiscoveryAddrPref is set to IPV6FIRST_IPV4NEXT. Also, in IPv6 terminology, a “public IP
address” is referred to as a “global unicast IP address.”


Preparing for manual discovery
Seed systems serve as the starting point for building the IP Manager topology. Routers and switches are
good seed system candidates because their MIBs contain many addresses and much information about
additional systems in the network.


By using manual discovery without autodiscovery, the IP Manager will discover just the seed systems.
The seed systems are presented to the IP Manager as entries in a seed file, rather than being presented
individually by using the Add Agent command. A comprehensive seed file can only be created if the
network topology information is complete and accessible. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on the Add Agent command.


Note   The Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 140-2 is a U.S. government
computer security standard governing cryptographic modules and is required for any software purchased
by the US government and US military. FIPS 140 mode allows you to use only SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and
SNMPv3 except MD5 and DES authentication protocols. If you run SNMPv1 or SNMPv2c, then FIPS 140
mode has no impact. If you are using encryption, then you must use a certified encryption library and only
certain encryption routines. When you discover an SNMPv3 device, you need to select the option “V3” in
the “Add Agent” window. The “Authentication Protocol” option lists only SHA and not MD5 and the
“Privacy Protocol” option lists only AES and not DES. This is because MD5 and DES are not supported in
FIPS 140 mode. When you discover SNMPv3 devices with MD5 and DES protocol as seed, the devices
go to the Pending List and display as “Invalid” or “Unsupported SNMP V3 protocol”.


“Support for FIPS 140-2 in IP 9.0” section in the
VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Release Notes provide more information on the FIPS 140 mode
implementation.


In situations where the network topology information is incomplete, unavailable, or constantly changing,
manual discovery is combined with autodiscovery. The seed file can be much smaller because the seed
systems that are specified for manual discovery also serve as a starting point for autodiscovery.
Autodiscovery automatically discovers the managed network from the seed systems.


For manual discovery, or manual discovery that is combined with autodiscovery, you create a seed file by
editing the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/seedfile template in the IP Manager installation area. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides the procedure for creating seed files.


Manual discovery can be used to discover SNMPv1, v2c, or v3 systems in IPv4 or IPv6 networks.
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Select autodiscovery data sources
The IP Manager probes the topology and IP address table MIBs of the seed systems to find IPv4
addresses of additional systems. Those IP addresses become candidate systems for the autodiscovery
process.


The autodiscovery process can use three different data sources of information to discover candidate
systems:


n Topology MIB


n IP address table MIB


n ARP table MIB


The data sources are described in Autodiscovery data sources. By default, discovery uses the
topology and IP address table MIBs of the discovered systems (initially, of the discovered seed
systems) because these MIBs are very reliable sources for topology information.


Considerations when selecting autodiscovery data sources
Here are some things to consider when selecting which data sources are to be used for autodiscovery:


n Topology MIBs


If you disable the topology MIB data source, autodiscovery may not be able to find all the systems in
the managed network.


n IP address table MIB


By default, the IP Manager pings the addresses in networks with an 8-bit host address (254 hosts), to
prevent the indiscriminate pinging of large numbers of addresses. If necessary, you can change the
default 8-bit host address setting to a larger value by editing the MaximumHostBits parameter in the
discovery.conf file. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide describes the
configuration parameters in the discovery.conf file and provides instructions on modifying the
parameters.


Depending on your network configuration, it can take the IP Manager a long time to ping the entire list
of addresses when the MaximumHostsBits is set to a large value, such as 16 bits (more than 65,000
addresses). With a value of 24 bits, for example, it could take the IP Manager up to several hours to
ping all the available addresses.


n ARP table MIB


By default, this data source is not enabled because autodiscovery does not typically gain many IP
addresses by using the ARP table MIB. In addition, autodiscovery does not read the ARP table MIB in
hosts.
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Initiating manual or autodiscovery
The IP Manager provides two options for initiating a manual discovery. Both options are initiated through
the Domain Manager Administration Console:


n Option 1: Import a seed file that lists one or more seed systems to be added to the topology. This
option is best for adding a set of systems.


n Option 2: Add seed systems to the topology one at a time by using the Add Agent command. This
option is best for adding a small number of systems.


When autodiscovery is enabled, use either option to initiate the autodiscovery process. When
enabled and initiated, autodiscovery will occur whenever either a full discovery occurs or a system on
the Pending Devices list is successfully discovered.


Using the Add Agent command to initiate discovery
The Add Agent command is used to enter individual seed systems. You can specify a seed system as a
hostname or as an IP address:


n For a hostname, you can specify a hostname with or without an explicit IP version suffix
(:v6v4, :v4v6, :v6, or :v4).


Here is an example hostname entry that includes a v4 suffix: Core-ROUTER-1:v4.


If you do not include an explicit IP version suffix, the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable
controls how the local name resolution service resolves the hostname to a corresponding IP address.
By default, SM_IP_VERSIONS is set to v6v4.


n For an IP address, you can specify an IPv6 or IPv4 address.


If you specify an IPv6 address, enclose the address in square brackets; for example:
[2001:0db8::0010].


Here is an example IPv6 address entry that includes a port number: [2001:0db8::0010]:200.


Be careful not to add an overlapping IP address as a seed system.


Hostname syntax, the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable, and overlapping IP addresses are
discussed in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


Stopping autodiscovery
You can stop the autodiscovery process from the Discovery Progress window. (If the Discovery Progress
window is not open, select Topology > Show Discovery Progress in the Domain Manager Administration
Console to open the window.) In the Discovery Progress window, click Stop Auto Discovery to stop
autodiscovery.


Clicking the Stop Auto Discovery button stops the finding of candidate systems for autodiscovery during
Phase 3 of the discovery process. However, any systems already in the discovery queue continue to be
processed, and the progress of this processing appears in the Discovery Progress window.
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Stopping autodiscovery also disables future autodiscovery action until autodiscovery is re-enabled. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to re-enable
autodiscovery.


Initiating postprocessing
Postprocessing uses the data collected during discovery probing to create the connectivity between
systems. The information collected from various probes is processed to create the connections between
systems in the topology.


Phase 4: Post-process the discovery information provides more information on postprocessing.


About discovery filters
The purpose of discovery filters is to control or limit which systems are added to the discovery process
during autodiscovery. Appropriate discovery filtering ensures that autodiscovery is efficient.


You use discovery filters to ensure that certain network-accessible systems that are not intended for
management by the IP Manager are not discovered. For example, an Internet service provider (ISP)
might want to discover a router and its interfaces, but not the systems that are connected to the router on
the ISP’s client side. Configuring the appropriate discovery filters will enforce this discovery restriction.


Seed systems in a seed file, or seed systems that are specified by using the Add Agent command, are
not subject to the discovery filters. Only the systems that are found by the autodiscovery’s probing of the
seed systems are subject to the discovery filters.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on all the tasks related to the
creation of discovery filters.


Inclusive-type filtering
Discovery filters are inclusive-type filters, which mean that an autodiscovery candidate system must
match an IP address of a discovery filter before it is eligible for discovery. Thus, you must create at least
one discovery filter to use autodiscovery.


To prevent specific systems from being discovered, you can use the ipExcludeList parameter in the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/discovery.conf file to create exclude-type filters. The ability to create
exclude-type filters simplifies the creation of the discovery filters.


Manual accept mode and system limit
You can set a manual accept mode option for a discovery filter to redirect any discovered systems that
match the filter to the IP Manager’s Pending Devices list. That way, you can view the systems on the
Pending Devices list and then select which of them should be added to the modeled topology. The
procedure to specify the manual accept mode option is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.
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In addition, you can set a system limit option for a discovery filter to limit how many discovered systems
that match the filter are added to the topology. The procedure to specify the system limit option is
described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


IPv4 and SNMPv1/v2c support
Autodiscovery and discovery filters are applicable to the discovery of SNMPv1 or v2c systems in IPv4
networks. Manual discovery and seed files are applicable to the discovery of SNMPv1, v2c, or v3 systems
in IPv4 or IPv6 networks.


Discovery filter fields
Since the IP Manager discovery is based on candidate systems that are represented as IP addresses,
discovery filters are based on IP addresses. All that is known about a candidate system at the beginning
of the autodiscovery process is its IP address.


Core fields
You use five fields which are referred to as core fields to specify a discovery filter. The five core fields are
identified in Core fields of a discovery filter.


Table 5‑13.  Core fields of a discovery filter


Discovery filter fields Discovery filter example


1  The System Name and System Description fields are case-sensitive.


2  The asterisk (*) wildcard character is described in Wildcard patterns


IP Address Range *.*.*.* (matches any IP address) 2


System Name 1 * (matches any system name) 2


System Description 1 * (matches and system description) 2


SystemOID * (matches any system object ID) 2


System Types Switch


When a candidate system’s IP address matches an IP address of a discovery filter, the IP Manager uses
the candidate system’s IP address and the default values of the following options to poll the candidate
system:


n SNMP port number (161 by default)


n SNMP version (AUTODETECT by default)


n Access mode (ICMPSNMP by default)


n Read community string (public by default)


These options are described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide. The
polling of a candidate system is shown in Core fields.
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Extended options
In addition to the five core fields of a discovery filter, you can specify additional information for a filter to
control the polling of any system that matches an IP address of the filter. The additional fields, which are
referred to as extended options, are identified in Discovery filter that contains extended options.


Table 5‑14.  Discovery filter that contains extended options


Discovery filter fields Discovery filter example


1  SNMPv3 is not currently supported for autodiscovery.


Core fields


IP Address Range *.*.*.*


System Name *


System Description *


SystemOID *


System Types Router


Extended option fields


SNMP Port 165


SNMP Version 1 AUTODETECT


Access Mode ICMPSNMP


Community String public1


When a candidate system’s IP address matches an IP address of an extended discovery filter, the
IP Manager uses the candidate system’s IP address and the values of the following user-specified
extended options of the filter to poll the candidate system:


n SNMP Port


Enables you to specify an alternate port on which systems receive SNMP requests. The default value
is 0, which indicates that the IP Manager uses the port number value (161) of the defaultSNMPPort
parameter in the discovery.conf file.


n SNMP Version


Enables you to control the version of SNMP that the IP Manager uses to communicate with the
system. Valid values for autodiscovery are V1, V2C, and AUTODETECT. The default is
AUTODETECT, which means that discovery tries SNMPv2c first, and then SNMPv1 if necessary.


If you specify an explicit SNMP version, V2C or V1, the IP Manager tries only the SNMP version that
you specified. If the explicit version is different from the actual version that is supported by the
system, the IP Manager generates a DiscoveryError with a message of “No response from SNMP
Agent.”
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n Access Mode


Determines which protocols are used to both discover and monitor the system and its components.
Valid values for autodiscovery are ICMPSNMP and ICMPONLY. The default is ICMPSNMP, which
means that both ICMP and SNMP protocols are used to discover and manage the system.


When ICMPONLY is selected, discovery does not send SNMP polls to the system and cannot,
therefore, discover the system and its components. Instead, the system is added to the modeled
topology as a Host, and the system’s SNMP agent is added to the topology as an SNMPAgent. The
host is monitored only for connectivity by sending ICMP polls to the host.


Note the following:


n Even if an ICMPONLY system does not have an SNMP agent, an SNMPAgent object is created
for the system. The SysObjectID attribute of the SNMPAgent object is empty.


n When an ICMPONLY system has multiple IP (v4 or v6) addresses that resolve to the same name,
all IP addresses are retained. You must manually delete any IP address that no longer belongs to
the ICMPONLY system.


n An additional Access Mode option, SNMPONLY, is available to a system that is imported from a
seed file, or is added to the topology by using the Add Agent command.


n Community String


Enables you to specify one or more read community strings that should be used to contact systems
that match this filter. If no community strings are specified, autodiscovery uses the default read
community string. Read community strings provides information about default community strings.


Discovery filter considerations
Discovery filters are inclusive-type filters, which mean that if you do not create any filters, no candidate
systems are accepted. A system is accepted only if it matches a filter.


Consider the following points before creating discovery filters:


n When creating a filter, you must specify a value for each of its five core fields. The procedure for
creating a discovery filter is given in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide.


n You can create multiple filters and arrange them in a high-to-low priority. A candidate system is
compared against the highest priority filter first.


n A candidate system is subjected to two levels of filter matching, as described in Discovery filter
matching.


n When a candidate system matches all five core fields of a filter and passes any additional
autodiscovery safeguards, the system bypasses any lower priority discovery filters and becomes an
object in the topology.


n To exclude a specific candidate system, specify the system in the ipExcludeList in the discovery.conf
file.
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n Seed systems, as listed in a seed file or entered through the Add Agent command, are not subject to
the discovery filters.


For systems that match a discovery filter and are added to the topology, they too are probed for the IP
addresses of their neighboring systems. The autodiscovery cycle continues until no more new IP
addresses match the discovery filters.


Discovery filter matching
A candidate system is subjected to two levels of filter matching:


n First-level filter matching


Matching of IP address in the first core field of a filter, to determine whether the system is eligible for
discovery.


n Second-level filter matching


Matching of other criteria in the remaining four core fields of a filter after the candidate system passes
ICMP and SNMP polling, to determine whether the system should be added to the modeled topology.


First-level filter matching
If a candidate system does not match the IP address of any discovery filter, the IP Manager discards the
system.


For a candidate system that matches the IP address of a discovery filter, the IP Manager uses the SNMP
port, SNMP version, access mode, and read community string values that are associated with the filter to
poll the candidate system. For a non-extended filter, the polling values are identified in Core fields. For an
extended filter, the polling values are identified in Extended options.


If the polling of the candidate system fails, the IP Manager either discards the system or places the
system on the Pending Devices list. If the ICMP polling fails after the allotted number of ICMP retries, the
IP Manager discards the candidate system. If the SNMP polling fails after the allotted number of SNMP
retries, the IP Manager responds in one of two ways, depending on the value of the
ShowPendingNONSNMP parameter in the discovery.conf file:


n If ShowPendingNONSNMP is FALSE (default), the IP Manager discards the candidate system.


n If ShowPendingNONSNMP is TRUE, the IP Manager places the candidate system on the Pending
Devices list.


The ShowPendingNONSNMP parameter is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


Second-level filter matching
If the polling of the candidate system is successful, the IP Manager reads the SNMP response to learn
the system name (sysName), system description (sysDescr), system OID (sysObjectID), and other
system-related information of the candidate system.
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The IP Manager then performs the following tasks to determine whether the candidate system matches
the filter:


n Compares the retrieved system description against the System Description field in the filter.


n Compares the retrieved system OID against the SystemOID field in the filter.


n Maps the retrieved system OID to an OID in the oid2type files to identify the system’s type, and then
compares that type against the “System Types” field in the filter.


n Passes the candidate system’s IP address to the local name resolution service to resolve the address
to a name, and then compares that name against the “System Name” field in the filter.


The filter matching is shown in Phase 2: Determine the destination of the candidate system.


If the candidate system matches the filter, the system enters Phase 3 of the discovery process. If the
candidate system does not match the filter, the system is compared against the core fields of the next
lower priority filter.


Whether the candidate system matches this filter or another filter in the stack of discovery filters, the
IP Manager assigns to the system the SNMP port, SNMP version, access mode, and read community
string values that the IP Manager used to successfully poll the system.


If a candidate system does not match the core fields of any discovery filter, the IP Manager discards
the system.


Examples of discovery filters
A discovery filter can be broad to discover a broad range of systems, or restrictive to limit the number or
type of discovered systems.


For a filter’s IP address range, system name, system description, and system OID fields, you can use
wildcards to create a matching pattern. As an example, in Examples of discovery filters, the asterisk (*) in
the IP address range, system name, system description, and system OID fields is a wildcard character
that matches any arbitrary string of characters, including an empty string. The discovery filter in Examples
of discovery filters will match any candidate system that is a Switch. Wildcard patterns discusses wildcard
syntax.


The following examples illustrate different types of discovery filters.


Filtering a range of IP addresses
To exclude a particular range of systems, for example, 22 in the second octet of an IP address range, use
a filter that includes every other possibility, as shown in Filtering by IP address. For the System Types
field, select all system types.


Table 5‑15.  Filtering by IP address


Discovery filter fields Value


IP Address Range 172.<16-21>.55.* | 172.<23-31>.55.*


System Name *
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Table 5‑15.  Filtering by IP address (Continued)


Discovery filter fields Value


System Description *


SystemOID *


System Types <select all system types>


In general, you should use the ipExcludeList parameter in the discovery.conf file, not a discovery filter, to
exclude specific systems.


Filtering by system type, name, and description
To narrow the range of a filter, specify criteria for multiple fields, as shown in Filtering by system type,
name, and description. Only those systems that are routers, within a specified IP address range, whose
system name begins with ny, and whose system description begins with Cisco, match this filter.


Table 5‑16.  Filtering by system type, name, and description


Discovery filter fields Value


IP Address Range 172.21.55.*


System Name ny*


System Description Cisco*


SystemOID *


System Types Router


Filtering with manual accept mode
To manually accept each candidate system, enable manual accept mode, which is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide. In the example that is shown in Filtering with accept
mode, routers and switches that match Filter 1 are automatically added to the topology. Hosts, however,
that match Filter 2 are automatically added to the Pending Devices list.


Table 5‑17.  Filtering with accept mode


Discovery filter fields Filter 1 values Filter 2 values


IP Address Range 172.21.55.* 172.21.55.*


System Name * *


System Description * *


SystemOID * *


System Types RoutersSwitches Hosts


Ask before adding new systems Unchecked Checked
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Filtering by system OID
To limit discovered systems by vendor, you can filter by the enterprise OID. The filter that is shown in 
Filtering by OID matches only systems of type Switch that have an OID of .1.3.6.1.4.9, which is the
enterprise OID for systems that are made by Cisco Systems, Inc.


Table 5‑18.  Filtering by OID


Discovery filter field Value


IP Address Range *.*.*.*


System Name *


System Description *


SystemOID .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.*


System Types Switch


Discovery results
When the IP Manager attempts to discover a candidate system, one of the following occurs:


n Discovery successfully completes, and the system and its components are added to the modeled
topology.


n Discovery starts but communication is lost between the IP Manager and the system.


n Discovery starts but the system does not respond to the discovery request.


n Discovery starts but one of the discovery probes encounters an error during the discovery process.


n Discovery starts but cannot complete because of an insufficient number of volume licenses.


n Discovery is unable to start or successfully complete.


Successful discovery
When a candidate system is successfully discovered, the IP Manager creates an object in its repository
for the system and for each of the system’s components.


Unsuccessful discovery
If the discovery of a candidate system does not complete, the IP Manager places the system on the
Pending Devices list. Refer Pending Devices list for information about the Pending Devices list and the
Discovery Progress window in which it appears.


Unsuccessful rediscovery
If the rediscovery of a system does not complete, the IP Manager creates a DiscoveryError notification for
the system, and that notification appears in the Notification Log Console view of the Global Console.
Rediscovering a system is the discovery of a system that is already in the IP Manager repository.
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Discovery error scenarios and results
Discovery error scenarios and resultsdescribes different discovery error scenarios and results. Initial
discovery refers to an attempt to discover a system that has not been previously discovered, and thus is
not in the modeled topology. Rediscovery refers to an attempt to discover a system that is already in the
topology.


Table 5‑19.  Discovery error scenarios and results


Discovery or rediscovery Condition Result


Discovery (initial discovery) Cannot resolve hostname to IP
address.


Add system to Pending Devices list. System
hostname does not resolve to an IP address
provides more information.


No response from ICMP ping. For a seed system (manual discovery), add
system to the Pending Devices list as
UNDISCOVERED.


For a system that is found through autodiscovery,
discard system.


No response from SNMP agent. For a seed system (manual discovery), add the
system to the Pending Devices list as
UNDISCOVERED.


For a system that is found through autodiscovery,
and ShowPendingNONSNMP set to TRUE, add
the system to the Pending Devices list as
UNDISCOVERED.


For a system that is found through autodiscovery,
and ShowPendingNONSNMP set to FALSE,
discard the system.


System does not support SNMP provides more
information.


ICMP response and SNMP response;
current system limit exceeded.


For a seed system (manual discovery) or a
system that is found through autodiscovery,
display System limit exceeded message in the
Discovery Progress window and add the system
to the Pending Devices list as UNDISCOVERED.


ICMP response and SNMP response;
manual accept mode enabled for
discovery filter.


For a system that matches the discovery filter, add
the system to the Pending Devices list as
THROTTLED.


Insufficient number of volume
licenses, which prevents complete
discovery of systems.


Stop discovery process and send an
OutOfLicense notification.


Show “Out of license” message in the Discovery
Progress window.


Add any new discovery candidate systems to the
Pending Devices list as UNDISCOVERED.


Discovery completes successfully. Classify system in accordance to its sysObjectID
and add to topology. If the OID is not recognized,
classify system as a Node.
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Table 5‑19.  Discovery error scenarios and results (Continued)


Discovery or rediscovery Condition Result


Rediscovery Receive no response from SNMP
agent: SNMP request times out.


Send notification, typically Agent NotResponding,
which is based on the correlation analysis, and
send a DiscoveryError notification.


SNMP agent encounters a loop,
which prevents the system from
being discovered.


Classify system according to its sysObjectID, add
to topology, and send a DiscoveryError
notification.


No response from ICMP ping. Send notification, typically Down, and send a
DiscoveryError notification.


Discovery not able to contact SNMP
agent at known address.


Send a DiscoveryError notification.


SNMP agent fails authentication. Send a DiscoveryError notification.


Discovery errors
An error that occurs during the discovery of a candidate system results in the placing of the system on the
Pending Devices list. Each system entry on the Pending Devices list has an accompanying comment that
describes the discovery error.


In most cases, the IP Manager writes discovery errors to its log file. The log file is named <IP Manager
instance name>_<locale>_<character encoding>.log (for example, INCHARGE-AM_en_US_UTF-8.log)
and is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs directory in the IP Management Suite installation area.


In some cases, the IP Manager prints a message, in the Discovery Progress window just below the
Discovery Status section, that explains the discovery error.


The following is a representative and not a complete list of discovery errors:


n System hostname does not resolve to an IP address


n SNMP agent violates SNMP protocol


n System does not support SNMP


n Incorrect read community string


n Insufficient number of volume licenses


System hostname does not resolve to an IP address
For a discovery candidate system that is identified by its hostname, the hostname might resolve to
multiple IP addresses. If the IP Manager cannot reach the system by using one of the first several IP
addresses that the name resolution service finds, the IP Manager does not discover the system. Instead,
the system is placed on the Pending Devices list, and subsequent attempts to discover it will also fail.


Discovery cannot resolve the hostname for a system when one of the following is true:


n The name resolution service returns more IP addresses than the operating system allows.
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n None of the IP addresses that are returned by the operating system result in the IP Manager’s
reaching the system’s SNMP agent.


If you are using a seed file, you can solve the hostname resolution problem by simply replacing a
system’s hostname with an accessible IP address of the system’s SNMP agent. If making this
replacement is impractical because your seed file is generated automatically, read the following
discussions of name resolution sources.


UNIX name resolution sources
All supported UNIX systems return up to 35 addresses for a given name. To avoid the name resolution
problem, you must configure your system so that at least one usable IP address is among the 35
addresses that are returned.


UNIX systems translate names by using one of three sources: DNS, NIS or NIS+, or a hosts file. The
sources that are supported on a given system are specified by a host configuration file.


Note   The IP Manager relies on the host operating system for name resolution. If a system is not
configured for DNS, then there is no way to make the IP Manager use DNS other than making the system
that the domain is running on use DNS.


The most controllable source is the hosts file, /etc/hosts. All UNIX implementations that VMware
Corporation personnel have tested will return up to the first 35 translations in order of appearance in the
file.


DNS translations are more difficult to control. First, the translations are often updated automatically.
Second, the translations are sorted automatically, based on both internally defined and externally
specified criteria.


VMware Corporation personnel have not been able to determine with certainty how translations that are
made through NIS or NIS+ are ordered.


SNMP agent violates SNMP protocol
The IP Manager implementation of the SNMP protocol is strict in that the implementation only sends or
receives SNMP messages that conform to the SNMP standard. Unfortunately, not all SNMP
implementations are as strict. The result is that the IP Manager might receive non-conforming SNMP
messages. In some cases, the IP Manager can successfully interpret and handle non-conforming
messages.


One such case is when an SNMP agent returns the values of an SNMP request in the wrong order. For
example, the IP Manager requests the values for var1, var2, and var3, and the SNMP agent returns var1,
var3, and var2.


The IP Manager writes a message to its log file:


SWFE-W-Agent violates lexicographic ordering in response to GET_NEXT: Agent:172.16.1.94, First OID:


    .1.3.6.1.2.1.17.4.3.1.2.0.48.171.12.15.223
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Although this problem does not hinder discovery, you might want to contact the system vendor to see if a
fix is available for the vendor’s implementation of the SNMP protocol.


By default, the IP Manager is configured to accept additional non-conforming SNMP messages because,
in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh file, the value of the SM_SNMP_BUG_COMPATIBLE
environment variable is set to TRUE. The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide
provides information about environment variables.


System does not support SNMP
Certain systems, such as desktop computers or printers, do not usually support SNMP. The discovery
process assumes that a system supports SNMP. If a system does not support SNMP, the system is either
not discovered or is placed on the Pending Devices list with a description that the SNMP request failed.


By default, systems that are found by autodiscovery and that do not support SNMP are removed from the
discovery queue. Systems that are imported from a seed file, or added through the Add Agent command,
that do not support SNMP are always added to the Pending Devices list.


If you want to include autodiscovered, non-SNMP systems in the modeled topology, set the value of the
ShowPendingNONSNMP parameter to TRUE in the discovery.conf file.


When the value of ShowPendingNONSNMP is set to TRUE, candidate systems that do not support
SNMP are placed on the Pending Devices list. Managing systems on the Pending Devices list provides
information about managing systems on the Pending Devices list.


When autodiscovery is enabled, setting ShowPendingNONSNMP to TRUE can result in a large number
of non-SNMP systems in the Pending Devices list.


Incorrect read community string
For errors that concern an incorrect read community string, you should examine the read community
string and correct the string if necessary. In the Notification Log Console, you can determine which
community string is being used by double-clicking the notification and viewing the Details tab in the
Notification Properties dialog box:


For manual discovery, a read community string can be specified in the seed file or in the Add Agent dialog
box for each seed system, or one or more read community strings can be specified in the Topology tab of
the Domain Manager Administration Console. “Adding and removing read community strings” on
page 152 provides information about how to change community strings.


For autodiscovery, one or more read community strings can be specified in a discovery filter or in the
Topology tab of the Domain Manager Administration Console.


For Cisco devices, do not configure the community string with a “@” character.


After correcting the read community string, add the system to the topology with the Add Agent command.
You do not have to restart autodiscovery or re-import the entire seed file just to discover this one system.
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Insufficient number of volume licenses
A license file for the IP Management Suite may contain three types of licensing:


n Application licensing


n Feature licensing


n Volume licensing


Volume licensing requires a license for each discovered system.


Each IP Manager in the IP Manager deployment will retrieve blocks of volume licenses from the
license server as needed when discovering systems. If an IP Manager discovers more systems than
it is licensed to discover, it will generate the OutOfLicense notification to indicate that no more volume
licenses are available and that no additional systems will be discovered.


When the OutOfLicense is notified, the IP Manager will complete the discovery of any system and its
components in the midst of being discovered, which includes all virtual routers that are configured for
a router or a switch that implements virtual routers. When a router or switch that is implementing
virtual routers is discovered, the chassis-based router/switch is counted as a system, and each virtual
router is counted as a system. Any new discovery candidate systems are added to the Pending
Devices list in the UNDISCOVERED state, and the message “Out of license” appears below the
Discovery Status section of the Discovery Progress window.


If you receive an OutOfLicense notification, request for a new license file that has a greater number of
volume licenses. The
VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers provides
the procedure to install a license file and the VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide
provides more information about license management.


DiscoveryError notifications
Discovery errors are generated for systems that support SNMP. When an error is encountered during the
rediscovery of such a system, the IP Manager notifies a DiscoveryError. If the AccessMode for a system
is ICMPONLY and the system is not reachable by ICMP during discovery, the IP Manager does not notify
a DiscoveryError.


To obtain more information about a DiscoveryError notification, attach the Global Console to the Global
Manager and double-click the notification in the Notification Log Console view to open the Notification
Properties dialog box. Select the Details tab to see the DiscoveryErrorInfo attribute. A Details tab appears
for the IP Manager that notified the event.


The following is a list of errors that result in a DiscoveryError notification:


n SNMP request times out


n SNMP agent loops


n System Down
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n Qualified access address not found


n System previously discovered fails authentication


n Explanation modes differ


SNMP request times out
A common error is that an SNMP request times out before it completes. There are a number of reasons
why this error might occur:


n The system might be busy and therefore drops SNMP packets.


n The network might be busy and therefore drops or delays SNMP packets.


n A large bridge forwarding table might be causing the SNMP agent not to respond in time. Discovery
uses the bridge forwarding table to determine connectivity.


If the error occurs because the system or network is busy, you should rediscover the system when
the system or network is less busy.


If you notice an excessive number of timeouts during the discovery process, you should consider
increasing the timeout values for discovery polling.


SNMP agent loops
If a system has an SNMP agent with an improper MIB implementation, SNMP requests from the
discovery process might loop over a table. Looping over a table is a violation of the standard protocol and
prevents the discovery process from retrieving the necessary information to fully discover a system.


When the IP Manager encounters such a problem, it notifies a DiscoveryError and writes an error
message to its log file. Both the DiscoveryError notification and the error message identify the OID where
the agent loop occurred. As an example, the following error message identifies “.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11.11”
as the OID where an agent loop occurred:


[25-Jun-2009 16:57:54+047ms EDT] t@60 Discovery #9


SWFE-W-ELOOP-Agent loops in response to GET_NEXT: Agent: 10.1.8.195, First


    OID: .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11.11


You can also invoke the sm_snmp command or the sm_snmpwalk command from the
BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory to identify the location of an agent loop. The sm_snmp command is used
to browse through a specific portion of the MIB, and the sm_snmpwalk command is used to browse
through the entire MIB.


Here is an example of using the sm_snmp or sm_snmpwalk command to identify the location of an
agent loop:


sm_snmp -d 10.1.8.195 get .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11.11


sm_snmpwalk 10.1.8.195 
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You should see an error message similar to the following:


SNMP-E-Agent 10.1.8.195, port 161 loops in response to


   Get(.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11.11)


The sm_snmp command is described in the HTML pages that are located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/doc/html/usage directory of any Domain Manager installation area.


Upon encountering an agent loop, the discovery process continues with the next probe until the discovery
process completes.


If the error is the result of a problem with the system’s MIB, you should contact the system vendor to see
if an update is available.


System Down
In some cases, discovery fails because the system is Down (unreachable). When this situation occurs,
the IP Manager notifies a DiscoveryError and lists the DiscoveryError as an impact of the Down problem.
The value of the DiscoveryErrorInfo attribute is “No response from Ping.”


Qualified access address not found
This error occurs during rediscovery of a system when no IP address object exists in the topology for an
SNMP agent, or each IP address that is associated with the SNMP agent is one of the following:


n An unmanaged IP address


n An IP address within the range of the ipExcludeList parameter in the discovery.conf file


n An IP address that is associated with an interface that is either in BACKUP or ONDEMAND mode


Because the IP Manager has no valid IP address to access the SNMP agent, it notifies a
DiscoveryError.


System previously discovered fails authentication
If, during a rediscovery, the SNMP agent of a system fails authentication, the IP Manager notifies a
DiscoveryError. In the Notification Log Console, you can determine the reason for the error by double-
clicking the DiscoveryError notification and viewing the Details tab in the Notification Properties dialog
box. Alternatively, in the Topology Browser Console, you can determine the reason for the error by
double-clicking the name of the failed system and viewing the Attributes tab in the system’s properties
dialog box.


For an SNMPv1 or v2c agent, the most likely reason for this error is that the read community string for the
agent has changed. Incorrect read community string provides information about errors that concern an
incorrect read community string.


For an SNMPv3 agent, the most likely reason for this error is that the authentication password,
authentication protocol, or username for the agent has changed. “ Seed file format provides information
about SNMPv3 options.
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Pending Devices list
The Pending Devices list, which appears in the Discovery Progress window, lists systems that are waiting
to be discovered by the IP Manager. The IP Manager attempts to discover the systems on the Pending
Devices list during the next pending discovery interval, or when a pending discovery is manually invoked.
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guideprovides information about the pending discovery
interval and pending discovery.


To view the Pending Devices list, attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the IP Manager
and select Topology >Show Discovery Progress.


To view the Pending Devices list, attach the Domain Manager Administration Console to the
IP Managerand select Topology >Show Discovery Progress. Pending Devices list that contains multiple
pending systemsis an example of a Pending Devices list.


1 Pending


2 Devices


3 list


4 Discovery


5 Status


6 messages
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Figure 5‑19.  Pending Devices list that contains multiple pending systems


A system is added to the Pending Devices list when one of the following occurs:


n The system does not respond to ICMP polls during a discovery.


n The system does not respond to SNMP polls during a discovery.


n The system is processed by autodiscovery, and the manual accept mode is enabled. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guideprovides information about manual accept mode.


n The number of discovered systems exceeds the current system limit. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guideprovides information about setting the current
system limit.


n The number of discovered systems exceeds the number of volume licenses that are available to the
IP Manager. Insufficient number of volume licenses provides information about volume licenses and
the OutOfLicense notification.


n The system does not support SNMP, which means that the system responded to ICMP polls but the
discovery process could not contact an SNMP agent for the system.
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n The IP Manager receives an SNMP trap that indicates that the configuration of the system might have
changed. A system is placed on the Pending Devices list when one of the following traps is received:


n coldStart (RFC 1215 MIB)


n warmStart (RFC 1215 MIB)


n a3ComSysModuleCardInsertEvent (3COM CB9000-MIB)


n cefcFRUInserted (CISCO-ENTITY-FRU-CONTROL-MIB)


n cefcFRURemoved (CISCO-ENTITY-FRU-CONTROL-MIB)


n ciscoConfigManEvent (CISCO-CONFIG-MAN-MIB)


n sysConfigChangeTrap (CISCO-STACK-MIB)


Information provided by the Pending Devices list
The Pending Devices list contains five columns that provide the following information for each system:


n Hostname or IP address of the system that could not be discovered.


n Type, which is one of the system types


n State is either UNDISCOVERED or THROTTLED, as described in Discovery states.


n Non-SNMP is a checkbox for indicating that the system does not support SNMP.


n Comment describes why the system is on the Pending Devices list, or contains the system’s
SysDescr value of the system if the current system limit has been exceeded.


Discovery states describes the discovery states and the actions you can take to resolve the situation.


Table 5‑20.  Discovery states


Discovery state Description Available actions


UNDISCOVERED Indicates that the system was not
successfully discovered. Another attempt to
discover the system will occur when the
Pending Devices list is processed during the
next pending discovery interval.


n Designate the system as one that does not
support SNMP. The system will be
reclassified as a Host during the next
pending discovery interval.


n Rediscover the system.
n Remove the system.


THROTTLED Indicates that the system was autodiscovered
with manual accept mode enabled, and
placed on the Pending Devices list.


n Accept the system and it will be discovered
at the next full discovery, pending discovery,
or rediscovery.


n Remove the system.
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Managing systems on the Pending Devices list
Depending on a system’s state, you can invoke one of the following four actions on a system on the
Pending Devices list. Right-click the system to see the available actions:


n Accept


Pertains to systems in the THROTTLED state, which means that the system matched an
autodiscovery filter that is configured for manual accept mode. If you accept the system, the IP
Manager changes the state of the system to UNDISCOVERED.


n Remove


Available for all systems on the Pending Devices list. Selecting this action removes the system from
the Pending Devices list. If you remove a system, the IP Manager prompts you to confirm the
removal.


n Mark Non-SNMP


Available for all systems on the Pending Devices list. When you designate a system as Non-SNMP,
the IP Manager reclassifies the system as a Host and adds it to the topology at the next discovery
interval assuming that the system responds to the IP Manager’s ICMP request. Systems that are
marked as non-SNMP are treated similarly to systems that are marked as ICMPONLY.


Once a system has been marked Non-SNMP in the Pending Devices list, you cannot change its
status. You must rediscover the system manually by using the Add Agent command or by importing
the system from a seed file.


n Rediscover


Initiates a discovery of the system.


Fine-tuning parameter settings in discovery.conf
The discovery.conf file contains configuration parameters that you can edit to improve performance during
topology discovery. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide describes these
parameters and provides instructions on modifying them. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides helpful recommendations for setting the
ICMP and SNMP polling configurations.


About certifying managed devices
After your network has been discovered, you might want to keep in your topology certain managed
devices that are not yet certified by VMware Corporation. Because no certification is available for these
devices, the IP Manager discovery process uses generic SNMP MIB-II drivers to discover the devices,
and models them as instances of the Node class. You can, however, add such devices to a field
certification file so that the IP Manager properly recognizes these devices.
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You can add managed devices to the field certification file, oid2type_Field.conf, which is located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery directory. User-made changes to this file will not be overwritten by
subsequent IP Management Suite Service Packs.


Field-based certifications are intended for certifying simple devices, or for certifying devices that are
clones of devices that have already been certified by VMware Corporation. Only VMware field engineers,
partners, or knowledgeable customers should add device entries to the oid2type_Field.conf file.


Upon reading this section, you will know how to create field-based certifications. You will also know how
to read and parse the certifications in any of the oid2type configuration files that are shipped with the IP
Management Suite. All oid2type files are located in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery directory.


Syntax of device entries in oid2type_Field.conf
The syntax of device entries in the oid2type_Field.conf file is the same as the syntax of device entries in
any of the oid2type files, except that the CERTIFICATION level is set to TEMPLATE instead of
CERTIFIED or VALIDATED. Here is the syntax of a device entry in the oid2type_Field.conf file:


# One or more commented-out lines that identify the device


<sysObjID> {


    TYPE = <unitary computer system class>


    VENDOR = <manufacturer>


    MODEL = <model name>


    CERTIFICATION = TEMPLATE


    <discovery driver keyword> = <driver parameter name>


    .


    .


    .


    <discovery driver keyword> = <driver parameter name>


INSTRUMENTATION:


    <instrumentation keyword> = <instrumentation set>


    .


    .


    .


    <instrumentation keyword> = <instrumentation set>


}


Each entry contains the system object ID (OID) of a device, followed by several fields that are enclosed in
a pair of braces ({ }). The fields describe the device.


A device entry maps the system object ID of a device to a list of existing discovery drivers that the IP
Manager should use to discover the device, and to a list of existing instrumentation sets that the IP
Manager should use to monitor the device.
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Device entry examples
The following three example device entries field-certify a Cisco router, a VisualNetworks probe, and an
Eastern-Research switch:


# Cisco Universal Broadband Router 924


.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.255 {


    TYPE = Router


    VENDOR = Cisco


    MODEL = UBR 924


    CERTIFICATION = TEMPLATE


    CONT = Cisco-Router


    NEIGHBOR = Cisco-Cdp


    HEALTH = Cisco-Router


INSTRUMENTATION:


    Card-Fault = Default


    Environment = CiscoEnvMon:DeviceID


    CPU/Memory = CiscoRouter:DeviceID


    Interface-Fault = MIB2


    Interface-Performance = CiscoRouter


    Interface-Ethernet-Performance = CiscoRouter_Ethernet


}


# VisualNetworks Visual UpTime Select T1 CSU


.1.3.6.1.4.1.1246.1.1.109 {


    TYPE = Probe


    VENDOR = VisualNetworks


    MODEL = Visual UpTime Select T1 CSU


    CERTIFICATION = TEMPLATE


    CONT = Generic-MIB2


INSTRUMENTATION:


    Interface-Fault = MIB2


    Interface-Performance = MIB2


}


# Eastern-Research DNX-11 Switch


 .1.3.6.1.4.1.644.2.4 {


    TYPE = Switch


    VENDOR = Eastern-Research


    MODEL = DNX-11


    CERTIFICATION = TEMPLATE


    CONT = Generic-Switch


INSTRUMENTATION:


    Interface-Fault = MIB2


    Interface-Performance = MIB2


    Port-Fault = MIB2


    Port-Performance = MIB2


}


Device entry field descriptions
Chapter 5, Discovery, in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide describes the
device entry fields for a field-based certification.
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Note the following about device entry field descriptions in oid2type_Field.conf:


n The discovery driver keywords are listed in the ic-oid2type.asl file, which is located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/rules/discovery directory.


n For each discovery driver keyword in a device entry, the IP Manager searches the ic-oid2type.asl file
to find the prefix value that is needed to identify the name of the appropriate discovery driver. The
naming format for a discovery driver is:


<prefix>-<param-name>-Driver


The driver class is either GA_Driver or GA_CompoundDriver.


n Once the appropriate discovery driver is identified, the IP Manager finds the discovery driver in
the .import files, which are located with the oid2type files in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery
directory.


The discovery drivers that are associated with the discovery driver keywords are described in detail in
“Phase 3: Probe the system added to the topology” on page 38.


The discovery drivers that are associated with the ADNR and DSCVDATA keywords work together to
gather MIB-II-like interface and IP data within a device’s vendor-specific MIBs. The gathered data is
used to determine whether the target device is a “match” to another device.


Although a “VRRP” keyword exists to point to vendor-specific VRRP drivers, no comparable keyword,
say “HSRP,” exists to point to vendor-specific HSRP drivers. Reason: HSRP is a Cisco-proprietary
protocol that runs only on Cisco devices. The HSRP driver, named Cisco-HSRPGroup-Driver, is
defined in the DISCOVERY_CISCO.import file.


Many of the discovery driver and instrumentation keywords have MIB-II counterparts that can be
useful in field certifications. Here are some examples:


n CONT = Generic-MIB2


n HOSTRESRCS = MIB2


n Interface-Fault = MIB2


n Interface-Performance = MIB2


n Interface-Ethernet-Performance = MIB2


n Port-Fault = MIB2


n Port-Performance = MIB2


n Port-Ethernet-Performance = MIB2


For a device entry that specifies MIB-II discovery and instrumentation, the IP Manager will use
generic SNMP MIB-II drivers and instrumentation to discover and monitor the device.
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Device entries for oid2type_Field.conf
Field certification is useful when a new device uses the same discovery drivers and instrumentation as an
existing VMware-certified device. For example, when the new device, say a Cisco 2503, is a variant of an
VMware-certified device, say Cisco 2502.


You accomplish a field certification by fully or partially reusing the discovery driver parameters and
instrumentation parameters for an existing VMware-tested certification. Typically, you use a trial-and-error
approach to find the most suitable combination of driver and instrumentation parameters for the device
that you want to certify.


Except for very simple devices, you should consult with VMware Customer Support when creating device
entries in the oid2type_Field.conf file.


“Adding device entries to oid2type_Field.conf” section in Chapter 3, Discovery, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide, provides information on how to add device entries to
the oid2type_Field.conf file.


Discovery driver parameters
For field certification of a new device, you specify the discovery driver parameters that will enable the IP
Manager to properly represent the device in its modeled topology.


If, for example, you want to discover a new Cisco router, look in the oid2type.conf or oid2type_Cisco.conf
file for a Cisco router that is a variant of the new Cisco router, and then use the discovery drivers for that
router to discover the new router.


Also, here is some information about discovery drivers that you might find helpful when specifying
discovery drivers for a new device:


n A discovery driver is either a GA_Driver or a GA_CompoundDriver and is defined in a .import file. A
GA_CompoundDriver lists a series of GA_CompoundDrivers or GA_Drivers or both that the IP
Manager will run in the order that the drivers are specified. A GA_Driver specifies a ruleset and
possibly a front end.


n At startup, the IP Manager loads into memory all of the drivers in the .import files and all of the
certifications in the oid2type files. For this reason, a GA_CompoundDriver can refer to a driver that is
located in a different .import file.


Instrumentation parameters
For field certification of a new device, you also specify the instrumentation parameters that will enable the
IP Manager to correctly monitor the device for connectivity and performance analysis.


If, for example, you want to monitor the CPU on a new Cisco router, look in the oid2type.conf or
oid2type_Cisco.conf file for a Cisco router that is a variant of the new Cisco router, and then use the
CPU/memory instrumentation for that router to monitor the CPU on the new router.
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Submit certification request to VMware
Ultimately, for a field-certified device, you should submit a device certification request to VMware
Corporation so that the device will be certified in future releases of the IP Management Suite. VMware
Corporation will use specialized tools to make the certification more accurate, and will apply standard
quality assurance testing to the certification.


To submit a device certification request, go to the VMware online support website at support.vmware.com
and select Support. On the Support page, you will see several options, including one for making a service
request.


To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your VMware sales
representative for details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about your account.


Discovery hook scripts
In addition to the steps that are performed automatically during the discovery process, you can use
discovery hook scripts to specify additional steps to occur at various stages of the discovery. For
example, you could use a postprocessing script to manage or unmanage IP objects during the
postprocessing phase of the discovery. The discovery hook scripts are written in the
VMware Smart Assurance proprietary Adapter Scripting Language (ASL).


When discovery hook scripts run
The discovery hook scripts are identified in the DISCOVERY_CUSTOM.import and POST-
DISCOVERY_CUSTOM.import files, which are located in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery directory in
the IP Manager installation area.


Each time the IP Manager performs a discovery cycle, it runs the main discovery drivers plus the
discovery hook scripts that are identified in the DISCOVERY_CUSTOM.import file. The discovery may be
an initial discovery, a full discovery, or a pending discovery.


By default, running the discovery hook scripts has no effect on the discovery process because the scripts
are just template files, which mean that you must open the scripts with an editor and add the code that
performs the actual processing.


How discovery hook scripts identify systems for processing
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide shows how the custom-end-system.asl
script identifies systems for processing. The discovery process automatically assigns the following value
to the AgentName variable:


Name of SNMP agent that is hosted by the system that is currently being discovered


The custom-end-system.asl script uses the value of AgentName to obtain the name of the system by
invoking the getSystem() operation on the SNMP agent object.


The custom-start-system.asl script uses the same method to identify systems for processing.
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Discovery hook scripts and ICMPSNMP and ICMPONLY systems
If during the initial polling phase a system is assigned an ICMPSNMP access mode, the discovery
process calls the custom-end-system.asl script. In contrast, if during the initial polling phase a system is
assigned an ICMPONLY access mode, the discovery process does not call the custom-end-system.asl
script. For an ICMPONLY system, the discovery process schedules the system for postprocessing right
after the initial polling phase because additional probing is not applied to an ICMPONLY system.


Thus, any custom code that you add to the custom-end-system.asl script is applied to ICMPSNMP
systems but not ICMPONLY systems. If you want to customize the discovery of both ICMPSNMP and
ICMPONLY systems, you should add your custom code to the custom-start-post.asl script, the custom-
end-post.asl script, or both.


Discovery methods describes the discovery process and identifies the topology that is discovered by the
IP Manager.


“Modifying discovery hook scripts” section in Chapter 3, Discovery, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide, provides information on how to edit a discovery hook
script to add the ASL convenience patterns, the parsing rules, and the processing rules that perform the
actual processing.


Automatic and manual discovery
Automatic discovery is scheduled under the control of an ICF-TopologyManager program that is running
in the IP Manager. The ICF-TopologyManager controls all aspects of discovery, including the scheduling
of automatic discovery and the execution of manually invoked discovery requests.


After the initial discovery by an IP Manager, you can schedule automatic discovery at a regular interval
and manually invoke discovery at any time. You perform these tasks through a Domain Manager
Administration Console that is attached to the IP Manager, or from the command line by using the dmctl
utility.


Discovery methods
For both automatic and manual discovery, the following two methods of discovery are available:


n Full discovery


n Pending discovery


Manual rediscovery of individual systems is also available.


Full discovery
During the initial full discovery, the IP Manager populates its repository with the topology that is
discovered in the managed network environment. During any subsequent full discovery, the IP Manager
attempts to rediscover the topology in its repository.
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Rediscovering the topology reveals any changes in the configuration or connectivity of the managed
systems and keeps the topology current. For example, if a card is added to a switch, the IP Manager
must rediscover the switch so that it can add the new card to the topology. And if new systems have been
added to the network and autodiscovery is enabled, the IP Manager will discover the new systems during
the rediscovery.


Pending discovery
During a pending discovery, the IP Manager attempts to discover the systems on the Pending Devices
list. The Pending Devices list contains the names of the systems that could not be discovered by the
IP Manager.


You can view the Pending Devices list at any time by selecting Topology > Show Discovery Progress from
the Domain Manager Administration Console. Pending Devices list describes the various aspects of the
Pending Devices list.


Discovery considerations
Initiating a full discovery for a large topology can take a considerable amount of time, ranging from 1 hour
to 2 or more hours, depending on the actual size of the topology. Keep this in mind when scheduling full
discovery for the IP Manager.


Also, consider scheduling automatic full discovery during off hours (5:00 in the morning, for example). The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide recommends scheduling full discovery at least
weekly and pending discovery at least daily. Typically, the duration of a pending discovery is much shorter
than the duration of a full discovery.


Running the discovery more often will provide a more accurate network topology, but will also cost more
in terms of network and system resources.


Scheduling automatic discovery
You can schedule full discovery and pending discovery intervals:


n Scheduling a full discovery interval determines how often the IP Manager attempts to rediscover the
existing systems in its repository.


n Scheduling a pending discovery interval determines how often the IP Manager attempts to discover
the systems on the Pending Devices list.


By default, the full discovery interval is enabled and set to 1 day, and the pending discovery interval is
enabled and set to 6 hours. The parameters that control scheduled discovery are located on the
Topology tab page of the Domain Manager Administration Console.


The full discovery interval should not be set to less than 60 minutes, and the pending discovery
interval should not be set to less than 5 minutes. Violating either of these restrictions will result in the
printing of an exception by the Domain Manager Administration Console. For example:
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Apply changes failed: Invalid full discovery interval


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to configure the
full and pending discovery intervals.


Read community strings
You can specify the read community strings that are used by discovery in several different places:


n Discovery filter


n Seed file


n Add Agent command


If read community strings are specified for a discovery filter, the IP Manager uses those community
strings when polling the systems that match the discovery filter. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information about specifying read
community strings for a discovery filter.


If no read community string is specified in a discovery filter, or no community string is specified in the
seed file or through the Add Agent command, or the specified community string is not correct, the
IP Manager selects a community string in the following manner:


n Tries the community strings that appear in the Read Community Strings window (Topology tab) of the
Domain Manager Administration Console.


n If no community strings appear in the Read Community Strings window, reads the default read
community string in the discovery.conf file.


n If no read community strings are found for a system, places the system on the Pending Devices list
during an initial discovery attempt, or notifies a DiscoveryError during a rediscovery attempt.


Initial discovery and rediscovery errors are discussed in Discovery error scenarios and results.


About managing and unmanaging topology objects
The IP Manager monitors managed objects but not unmanaged objects. The IP Manager uses ICMP and
SNMP, unless a different access mode is specified, to monitor a managed object for the purpose of
determining the object’s status and connectivity. An unmanaged object is not polled or rediscovered by
the IP Manager, but remains present in the modeled topology.


A managed object is an object whose IsManaged attribute has a value of TRUE. IsManaged is a Boolean
attribute: TRUE when an object is managed, and FALSE when an object is unmanaged.


The Manage and Unmanage commands enable you to control whether an object is managed.
Unmanaging a system might be useful when, for example, a switch or a card is taken offline for
maintenance.
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Types of objects that can be managed or unmanaged
You can set the management state for the following types of objects:


n Systems such as routers, switches, and hosts


n Physical packages such as cards


n Network adapters such as ports and interfaces


n Protocol endpoints such as IP interfaces and STP nodes


n Management agents such as SNMP agents


n Logical devices such as fans, processors, temperature and voltage sensors, and file systems


n Redundancy groups such as redundancy groups that represent two or more cards or two or more
network connections


The ability to unmanage IP interfaces enables you to develop flexible management policies. When
you unmanage an IP interface, the underlying physical interface continues to be managed because
the status of the IP interface is determined by using ICMP, and the status of the physical interface is
determined by using SNMP.


You can unmanage the IP interfaces on systems where ICMP pings are not allowed because, for
example, of a firewall. When you unmanage these IP interfaces, the IP Manager no longer polls them
through ICMP. More important, however, is that the IP Manager still manages the underlying physical
interfaces through SNMP.


Rules that govern manage and unmanage operations
The Manage and Unmanage commands are recursive. When you unmanage an object, all the
management agent services and other objects that are functionally dependent on that object become
unmanaged. For example, if you unmanage a switch, all of the ports and cards that belong to the switch
are unmanaged.


The following list of rules determines whether an object can be managed or unmanaged and explains the
recursive nature of the Manage and Unmanage commands:


n When you unmanage a system, a management agent service that is hosted by or is a part of that
system also becomes unmanaged. For example, a system, such as a router, hosts an SNMP agent
service. If you unmanage a router that hosts an SNMP agent service, the SNMP agent service is also
unmanaged.


n When you unmanage a system, any logical device that is a part of that system also becomes
unmanaged. Logical devices include objects such as fans, temperature and voltage sensors,
processors, and file systems. Ports and interfaces also become unmanaged. If you unmanage a
system, such as a router, the interfaces and sensors that are part of that router are not managed, nor
can they be managed while the parent object is unmanaged. Likewise, if you manage a system, all of
its components are managed except those that are explicitly unmanaged.
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n When you add a logical device or service to an unmanaged system, that logical device or service
automatically becomes unmanaged. For example, if an interface is added to an unmanaged host, the
new interface is also unmanaged.


n When you unmanage a service, the protocol endpoint that is associated with that service becomes
unmanaged.


n When you unmanage a logical device or a protocol endpoint, any other protocol endpoint that is
layered over that logical device or protocol endpoint becomes unmanaged. For example, if you
unmanage an interface, the subinterfaces or IP addresses that are layered over that interface are
also unmanaged.


n When you unmanage a card, the managed state of any sub-cards, network adapters that are realized
by the card, or systems that are packaged by the card remain managed. As such, monitoring and
analysis of these items continue.


Methods to control the management state of objects
You can use any of the following methods to control the management state of objects:


n Set the management state of individual objects by attaching the Global Console to the IP Manager
and by using the Manage and Unmanage commands.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to set the
management state of an object.


n Use the discovery hook scripts that are provided with the IP Manager to set the management state for
IPs, devices, interfaces, ports, and other objects.


For example, if there are groups of IP addresses that are not normally reachable by using ICMP
polling, specify the IP ranges or matching criteria in the custom-end-post.asl file to ensure that the
IP Manager will set the management state of these IP addresses to unmanaged. The IP Manager will
not ping IP addresses that are unmanaged.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to use discovery
hook scripts.


n Use the Interface Management Policy that is provided with the IP Manager to set the management
state for interfaces.


The Interface Management Policy, which is accessible through a Polling and Thresholds Console,
enables you to set a system-level policy to unmanage interfaces. By default, this policy is not active.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide describes the Interface Management Policy
and provides instructions on changing its setting.


n Create IP tag filter groups to not only tag specific IP addresses on a discovered system, but to also
set those IP addresses to managed or unmanaged when the system is discovered.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide describes the IP tagging feature and provides
instructions on creating IP tag filter groups.
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Persistent management state
The IP Manager retains the management state of ports, interfaces, IP addresses, and SNMP agents in
the following situations:


n After a system has been recertified


n If the name format has been changed, as described in How discovery names a system


If the DNS configuration has been changed


Incremental reconfigure
If new devices are added to the topology, a full reconfiguration happens which is time consuming. An
incremental reconfigure happens only for the devices added, and is faster.


To enable incremental reconfigure, set ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig 10 in the tpmgr-
param.conf file. The value of this flag controls the maximum number of devices for which incremental
reconfigure will run. For example, if the value is 10, incremental reconfigure will run if the number of the
last discovered device is less then 10, otherwise a bulk reconfigure will run.


By default, ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig is set to 10 in tpmgr-param.conf. This means that
for a discovery containing less than 10 systems, the reconfigure started and reconfigure finished
messages will not be logged in the domain log. However, reconfigure will still take place. In order to
observe the incremental reconfigure messages, set DebugReconfigure TRUE in tpmgr-param.conf.


To make the required change in tpmgr-param.conf, type:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


To restart the IP domain or reload tpmgr-param.conf for the change to take affect, type:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/sm_tpmgr -s <IP 8.1.X domain> --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf


To verify the ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig setting, type:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <IP 8.1.X domain> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-
TopologyManager findParameter ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig


To make the necessary change without restarting the IP domain, type:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <IP 8.1.X domain> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-
TopologyManager insertParameter ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig <value>


To verify the debug setting, type:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <IP 8.1.X domain> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-
TopologyManager findParameter DebugReconfigure


To make the necessary change without restarting the IP domain, type:


<BASEDIR>/IP/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <IP 8.1.X domain> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-
TopologyManager insertParameter DebugReconfigure TRUE
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Handling duplicate IP address errors
In a networked environment, the same IP addresses can be reused across multiple systems that are
running in separate networks. These IP addresses are known as overlapping or duplicate IP addresses.
Overlapping IP addresses do not create problems across different networks; however, when a service
assurance application for a centrally managed network attempts to discover the overlapping IP
addresses, IP address identity problems arise.


By default, and assuming that IP tagging is not in effect, the IP Manager will respond as follows when it
discovers an overlapping IP address:


n Classifies the IP address as a DuplicateIP.


n Suspends IP-related analysis for the address.


n Creates a DuplicateIP object.


n Generates a DuplicateIP notification.


With the IP tagging feature, the IP Manager is able to distinguish between overlapping addresses
belonging to different customers by adding a distinguishing tag to their names. That is, instead of
using the standard naming scheme of “IP-<IP address>” to name an overlapping IP address instance,
the IP Manager uses the “IP-<IP address>/<tag>” naming scheme to name the instance.


For a similar scenario in an IPv6 network, the IP Manager classifies the IPv6 address as a
DuplicateIP, suspends IPv6-related analysis for the address, creates a DuplicateIPv6 object, and
generates a DuplicateIPv6 notification.


By default, the IP Manager does not poll an address that is associated with a DuplicateIP or
DuplicateIPv6 object. The reason is that the IP Manager has no way to determine which of the
systems that are bound to that address is responding to the ICMP or SNMP polls.


How to prevent a duplicate IP address error
As an alternative to using the IP tagging feature to correct a duplicate IP address problem, consider
setting the EnableUnmanageAdminDown parameter to TRUE in the tpmgr-param.conf file to prevent the
problem from occurring. When EnableUnmanageAdminDown = TRUE, the IP Manager will not discover
any IP address that is associated with an administratively down interface.


This discovery behavior allows for a situation in which two devices are sharing a management IP address
for the following reason:


The currently active device is to be replaced by the administratively down device.


In this situation, the IP Manager will discover and create an IP object for the currently active device, but
will not discover an IP object for the administratively down device. Thus, no DuplicateIP object is created,
and the IP Manager can use the IP object to poll the currently active device. When the replacement
device becomes active, and the currently active device becomes administratively down, the polling will
continue.
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Redundancy groups
A redundancy group is a logical entity that contains two or more objects that participate in a redundant
configuration. For example, a remote site that is accessed through two routers may be modeled as a
redundancy group that contains the two routers. If one router fails, the redundancy is at risk. If both fail, all
capability is lost.


ECIM-R supports redundancy groups of cards, network adapters, network connections, protocol
endpoints, and unitary computer systems.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information about creating redundancy
groups.


HSRP groups
An HSRP group is a redundancy group of routers that use a proprietary protocol from Cisco called Hot
Standby Routing Protocol. The group provides router backup in the event of a router system failure or an
interface failure.


In an HSRP group, several routers that are connected to the same segment of an Ethernet, FDDI, or
token-ring network work together to present the appearance of a single virtual router on the LAN.
Because the routers share the same IP and MAC addresses, the hosts on the LAN are able to continue
forwarding packets to a consistent IP and MAC address in the event of a router failure. The process of
transferring the routing responsibilities from one router to another is transparent to the user.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information about creating HSRP
groups.


VRRP groups
A VRRP group is identical to an HSRP group except that the VRRP group uses an industry standard
protocol called Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information about creating VRRP
groups.


ICMP
Internet Control Message Protocol is tightly integrated with IP. ICMP messages, which are delivered in IP
packets, are used for out-of-band messages that are related to network operation. Some of ICMP’s
functions are to announce network errors, to announce network congestion, to announce timeouts, and to
assist in troubleshooting network problems.


ICMP supports an Echo function that sends a packet on a round-trip between two hosts. Ping, which is a
common network management tool that is based on the Echo function, transmits a series of packets to
measure average round-trip times and to compute loss percentages. Ping is central to the IP Manager
ICMP polling.
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ICMP IP version support
The IP Manager supports both IPv4 ICMP polling and IPv6 ICMP polling. An IPv4 ICMP poller sends
ICMP messages for use with IP version 4. An IPv6 ICMP poller sends ICMP messages for use with IP
version 6.


All IP Manager products support IPv4 and IPv6 ICMP polling.


ICMP operation
The IP Manager uses ICMP polling for two purposes:


n To determine whether a system is reachable


n To monitor a system after the system has been discovered


SNMP
The Simple Network Management Protocol is used by network management applications for discovery,
fault management, and performance management. SNMP is an application-layer protocol that exchanges
management information between a network management application, such as the IP Manager, and one
or more managed network objects, called agents.


SNMP, itself, does not provide network management. What SNMP does provide is a framework, or
infrastructure, on which network management applications can be built.


SNMP key components
SNMP-managed network illustrates the SNMP key components: management station, agent,
management information base, and SNMP protocol.


1 Agent


2 SNMP Agent


3 MIB


4 SNMP Agent


5 MIB


6 SNMP Agent


7 MIB


8 Agent


9 Agent


10 IP Network


11 MIB


12 Management
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13 Applications


14 SNMP Manager


15 Management Station


16 SNMP


17 SNMP


18 SNMP


19 SNMP


Figure 5‑20.  SNMP-managed network


Each SNMP agent or SNMP manager maintains a MIB. An agent MIB contains information about the
network system managed by the SNMP agent, and about the agent itself. A manager MIB contains
network management information that is extracted by the SNMP manager from each agent MIB.


SNMP basic operations
SNMP includes the following basic operations:


n GET


Enables the SNMP manager to retrieve (read) the value of MIB objects at the SNMP agent.


n SET


Enables the SNMP manager to set (write) the value of MIB objects at the SNMP agent.


n NOTIFY


Enables an SNMP agent to asynchronously notify the SNMP manager of significant but unsolicited
events (traps).


n INFORM


Enables an SNMP manager to asynchronously send an alert (similar to a trap) to another SNMP
manager.


SNMP versions
Currently, there are three versions of the SNMP protocol: v1, v2c, and v3. SNMPv1 and v2c offer
rudimentary authentication and authorization schemes, whereas SNMPv3 offers robust authentication
and authorization schemes plus data privacy.
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SNMPv1 security
SNMPv1 security consists of a pairing of an SNMP agent with some arbitrary set of SNMP managers to
form an SNMP community. Each SNMP community is given a name called the community name or
community string for the community. Common community names are public (read-only), private (read-
write), and trap. The permissions (read-only, read-write) for a community name indicate the read-write
permissions of an SNMP manager when using that community name to access an agent’s MIB.
Community names can be thought of as passwords to SNMPv1 agents.


SNMPv2c security
Like SNMPv1, SNMPv2c uses the notion of communities to establish trust between SNMP managers and
SNMP agents. Unlike SNMPv1, SNMPv2c uses an updated version of the structure of management
information (SMI), which extends the MIB object tree, allows several new data types, and makes a
number of other changes. SNMPv2c is more efficient than SNMPv1 and has better error-handling
capabilities.


SNMPv3 security
SNMPv3 provides integrity, authenticity, data privacy, and access control for SNMP messages exchanged
between an SNMP manager and the managed SNMP agents. Unlike the community-based administrative
model of SNMPv1 and V2C, SNMPv3 unambiguously identifies the source and destination of each SNMP
message. And instead of using community names to establish trust between SNMP managers and SNMP
agents, SNMPv3 uses the following security-related services to establish trust:


n Authentication


The source includes information in each sent message that identifies the source as authentic, and
performs the required functions to ensure message integrity. A typical authentication scheme requires
that the source and destination parties share the same authentication key.


n Privacy


Messages are encrypted to achieve privacy. The encryption is done in such a way that only the
intended destination can perform the decryption. A typical privacy scheme requires that the source
and destination parties share the same privacy key.


n Access control


Both the source and destination play a part in access control. Each destination may have a distinct
access policy for each potential source, which gives an administrator considerable flexibility in setting
up an SNMP management system and assigning various levels of authorization to different users.


SNMP version support
The IP Manager fully supports SNMPv1 and v2c. It also provides the following support for SNMPv3:


n Supports SNMPv3 authentication, data encryption, and access control


n Supports manual discovery but not autodiscovery of candidate systems having SNMPv3 agents
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n Authenticates and decrypts SNMPv3 traps


As further clarification of autodiscovery support, the IP Manager supports the autodiscovery of
SNMPv1 or v2c systems in IPv4 networks.


SNMP IP version support
The IP Manager supports both IPv4 SNMP polling and IPv6 SNMP polling. An IPv4 SNMP poller sends
SNMP messages for use with IP version 4. An IPv6 SNMP poller sends SNMP messages for use with IP
version 6.


All IP Manager products support IPv4 and IPv6 SNMP polling.


About ICMP and SNMP polling parameters
The parameters for controlling IP Manager ICMP and SNMP polling during discovery are contained in the
discovery.conf file and described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide. The
guide also describes the parameters for controlling ICMP and SNMP polling for correlation analysis which
are accessed through the Polling and Thresholds Console.
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Availability Manager 6
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Network notifications


n Network topology


n Network containment


n Root-cause problems, exceptions, and events


n Trap analysis


n Redundancy groups


Network notifications
IP Performance Manager and the IP Availability Manager pass the results of its analysis in the form of
notifications to the Global Manager. The Global Manager, in turn, passes the notifications to the
Global Console, where they are presented in a tabular form in the Notification Log Console.


Each notification consists of a set of attributes that describe properties of the notification, such as Class,
Name, Event, Source, and Impact. The value in the Name attribute is the display name of the notification;
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide describes the naming formats used to create
network object names. The numeric value for the Impact attribute indicates the effect of this notification on
other objects in the managed network; the larger the numeric value, the larger the effect.


The severity of a notification is reflected by its color, where red indicates the highest severity level.


Viewing network notifications
You can view the notifications through the Global Console in two basic ways:


n As tabular entries in a Notification Log Console view


Included with the Notification Log Console view (or any other view where you can see notifications) is
a Notification Properties dialog box for viewing detailed information about an individual notification.


n As color-coded severity bar icons in a Map Console view


In a map, a color-coded severity bar icon appears underneath nodes (graphical representations of
topology objects) that are affected by abnormal conditions denoted in notifications.
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Depending on the type of event and information available for display, the Notification Properties
dialog box displays up to seven tabs. The tabs are: General, Audit Log, Codebook, Impact, Details,
Caused By, and Aggregates.


Note   You view the details for a network notification by clicking the Details tab in the Notification
Properties dialog box. The Details tab identifies the Domain Manager source of the notification and
the notification’s attributes and corresponding values. If a notification has multiple sources, one
Details tab appears for each source.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides additional information on the
Notification Properties dialog box.
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Network topology
The Global Manager imports instances of the following topology object types from IP Availability Manager.
The imported topology includes systems, physical packages, device connections, logical links,
collections, redundancy groups, and duplicate IPs (DuplicateIP and DuplicateIPv6 objects)—the duplicate
IPs are not shown in the list that follows:
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Note   Bullet list items beginning with a dash indicate class hierarchy; for example, FileServer is a
subclass of Host.


n Systems:


n Bridge


n CallServer


n Host:


n FileServer


n Hub


n LoadBalancer


n MediaGateway


n Node


n Probe


n Router:


n Firewall


n Multilayer Switch Feature Card (MSFC)


n Router Switch Feature Card (RSFC)


n Router Switch Module (RSM)


n Switch


n TerminalServer


n Physical packages:


n NASChassis


n Device connections:


n NetworkConnection:


n Cable


n TrunkCable


n Logical links:


n IPNetwork


n IPv6Network


n VLAN


n Collections:


n Partition


n Redundancy groups:


n SystemRedundancyGroup


n NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup


n NetworkConnectionRedundancyGroup


n HSRPGroup


n VRRPGroup
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The Global Manager combines this topology with the topologies received from the other
Domain Managers connected to the Global Manager. In some cases, depending on the other
Domain Managers, combining means migrating certain object types imported from IP Availability Manager
with certain object types imported from the other Domain Managers.


Network topology in maps
The Global Console presents the topology information in a variety of dynamically updated formats that
show the status of the network objects and their many relationships. One of those formats is the topology
map, which is a graphical representation of the topology.


Network topology map pop-up menus
Two types of pop-up menus are available in a network topology map:


n Right-click a selected node in a map


Opens a pop-up menu that enables you to select any of the map types available to the selected node
(for example, Physical Connectivity, VLAN Connectivity, Group Membership), to display notification
properties (if any) for the selected node, and so on.


For a node marked with a + (plus) sign, the Expand Node menu option allows you to expand the node
to see all nodes that are physically or logically connected to the node.


n Right-click an open space in a map


Opens a pop-up menu that enables you to display a circular layout of the map, to manually position
nodes in the map, and so on. The Reset map menu option enables you to reset changes made to the
map or to return to the saved map display.


In the topology tree of a Map Console, a pop-up menu is also available when you right-click an object.
This menu enables you to select any of the map types available to the selected object, to display
notification properties (if any) for the selected object, and so on.


The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Operator Guide provides detailed
descriptions of map menus and pop-up menus available for the Map Console.


Network topology map graphical representations
Network topology maps contain objects that may include IP networks, VLANs, routers, switches, hosts,
and various types of connections such as cables and trunk cables. In a map display, a node is a graphical
representation of a topology object, and an edge is a graphical representation of a relationship or
connection between objects.


Note that your system administrator may replace the standard map icons with other map icons that are
preferred by your organization. In that case, use Map > Map Legend to see the definitions of your map
icons.
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Network topology map types
The following map types are available for viewing the network topology:


n Physical Connectivity


n IP Network Connectivity


n IP Network Membership


n VLAN Connectivity


n VLAN Membership


n Group Maps, such as a Group Membership Map


Object type Available map types


Bridge


Host


Hub


MSFC


Probe


Router


RSM


RSFC


Switch


TerminalServer


Node


Physical Connectivity


IP Network Connectivity


VLAN Connectivity


IPNetwork Physical Connectivity


IP Network Membership


IP Network Connectivity


VLAN Physical Connectivity


VLAN Membership


VLAN Connectivity


Group Group Physical Connectivity


Group IP Network Connectivity


Group VLAN Connectivity


Group Membership


Physical Connectivity map
The Physical Connectivity map is the default map that appears when you select a system object (switch,
router, hub, bridge, host) in the Topology tab of the Map Console. This map displays Layer 2 physical
connectivity between system objects, including cables and network connections. A Physical Connectivity
map is available for a selected system object, for all system objects in a selected IP network, and for all
system objects in a selected VLAN.
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For a Physical Connectivity map, the edges appear as:


n Solid lines for direct connections such as cables.


n Jagged lines for network connections.


If you display a Physical Connectivity map for a selected IP network or VLAN, the map displays the
physical connectivity of the system objects inside the IP network or VLAN. An icon representing the
IP network or VLAN does not appear.


In a Physical Connectivity map, a hop is the distance between two system objects that are physically
connected.


IP Network Connectivity map
The IP Network Connectivity map is the default map that appears when you select an IP network in the
Topology tab of the Map Console. It displays Layer 3 connectivity between routers and IP networks. An IP
Network Connectivity map is available for a selected switch, router, RSM, hub, host, or IP network.


For an IP Network Connectivity map, the edges appear as:


n Solid lines for IP addresses for objects on the connected IP network.


n Jagged lines for network connections.


In an IP Network Connectivity map, a hop is a logical hop. It represents the distance between a
device and the IP network.


IP Network Membership map
The IP Network Membership map displays all objects having an IP address on a selected IP network. The
edges appear as solid lines for participation in the logical group and do not change color.


For an IP Network Membership map, the concept of a hop is not applicable.


VLAN Connectivity map
The VLAN Connectivity map is the default map that appears when you select a VLAN object in the
Topology tab of the Map Console. It displays VLANs, the switches that participate in the VLAN, and the
routers that enable connections between VLANs. A VLAN Connectivity map is available for a selected
switch, router, RSM, hub, host, or VLAN.


For a VLAN Connectivity map, the edges appear as:


n Solid lines for devices connected to ports on a VLAN or switch.


n Jagged lines for network connections.


In a VLAN Connectivity map, a hop is a logical hop. It represents the distance between an object
(router or switch) and the VLAN.


If a switch appears in a VLAN Connectivity map and no edge connects the switch to the VLAN, the
switch cannot recognize the VLAN even though the switch has another port that participates in the
VLAN.
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VLAN Membership map
The VLAN Membership map displays all devices that are members of a selected VLAN. The edges
appear as solid lines for participation in a selected VLAN and do not change color.


For a VLAN Membership map, the concept of a hop is not applicable.


Group maps
A group consists of one or more infrastructure devices, IP networks, VLANs, or subgroups. Groups are
created by the administrator and might not be available for the session. The
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide provides information about
creating groups and importing data for groups.


Four types of group maps exist:


n Group Physical Connectivity map — This map displays physical connectivity between group objects.
The solid line edges between groups represent one or more physical connections between objects of
different groups. The edges do not change color to reflect their state. The number of hops cannot be
changed.


n Group IP Network Connectivity map — In this map, an edge between two groups indicates that there
are one or more IP networks common to the two groups. The group icon containing the IP network is
displayed; no IP network icon is displayed. The number of hops cannot be changed.


n Group VLAN Connectivity map — In this map, an edge between two groups indicates that there are
one or more VLANs common to the two groups. The group icon containing the VLAN is displayed; no
VLAN icon is displayed. The number of hops cannot be changed.


n Group Membership — This map displays all the objects of a selected group or a subgroup. The
edges do not appear. The concept of a hop is not applicable.


Network containment
An object’s Containment view appears in a dialog box that organizes the information for the object into tab
pages and tables.


The intent of the Containment view is to allow users to examine detailed component topology of an
individual object. The Global Console retrieves the topology information from the Global Manager and
from the underlying Domain Managers. If an underlying Domain Manager is not attached to the console,
the console automatically establishes a connection to the Domain Manager by using the user’s login ID.


Opening a network containment dialog box
To obtain containment information about an individual network object, you can use any of the following
common methods to open a Containment dialog box for the object:


n In a network map tree, right-click the object and then select Containment in the pop-up menu.


n In a network map display, right-click the object and then select Containment in the pop-up menu.
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n In a Topology Browser Console, right-click the object and then select Containment in the pop-up
menu.


n In a Notification Log Console, double-click a notification for the object and click the Containment
button in the Notification Properties dialog box.


In an object’s Containment view, the tabs that appear depend on which IP Managers are deployed,
which feature licenses are installed, and which components are discovered.


Note   Containment is not available for user-defined groups and services.


“Network containment tab pages” table in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide, provides information on Network classes,
Containment tab pages, and the associated attributes.


Root-cause problems, exceptions, and events
IP Availability Manager diagnoses root-cause problems and detects (computes) events from status
changes gathered from or issued by devices in the managed environment. It uses the events as
symptoms to diagnose root-cause problems.


Note   Events used as symptoms to diagnose a failure can also be perceived as impacts resulting from
the failure.


IP Availability Manager also generates exceptions, or aggregate events, where an exception is a
collection of problems or events associated with a particular managed system, IPv6Network, or VLAN.
IP Availability Manager generates an exception whenever any of the composite problems or events for
the system, IPv6Network, or VLAN occur. For example, IP Availability Manager will generate an exception
for a router when a card on the router has a problem or the router is down.


The Global Manager imports all problems diagnosed by IP Availability Manager and certain key events
detected by IP Availability Manager. It also imports the IPv6Network inaccessible exception. The problem
notifications (one problem per notification), notifications (one event per notification), and IPv6Network
exception notifications (one exception per notification) are displayed in the Global Console.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information on key attributes,
diagnosed problems, generated exceptions, and detected events for all categories of network object
types in the IP Availability Manager data model.


Trap analysis
A system or network adapter is considered to be unstable if it fluctuates too often between up and down
states over a short period of time.


The IP Availability Manager monitors a system or network adapter’s state through the SNMP traps it
receives and determines when to generate an unstable notification based on a combination of fixed
values and user-controlled settings. The IP Availability Manager also calculates a stable time in which to
wait before clearing an Unstable notification.
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IP Availability Manager monitors the following SNMP traps to determine a change in an object’s state:


n coldStart and warmStart traps for a system


n linkUp or linkDown traps for a network adapter


IP Availability Manager primarily uses linkDown traps for the analysis of unstable network adapters.
However, for devices that only send linkUp traps, IP Availability Manager does use linkUp traps.
When a device sends both linkUp and linkDown traps, IP Availability Manager uses linkDown traps
for the unstable analysis.


Thresholds associated with unstable analysis
IP Availability Manager uses the following values to diagnose an object as unstable:


n Minimum Traps — The minimum number of Link/Restart traps received in order to conclude that the
object is unstable. This variable is set by the LinkTrapThreshold parameter (contained in the
Interface/Port Flapping setting) for network adapters and the RestartTrapThreshold parameter
(contained in the Connectivity setting) for systems.


n Trap Window — The period within which the Minimum Traps must be received to declare the object
unstable. This window is set by the LinkTrapWindow parameter (contained in the Interface/Port
Flapping setting) for network adapters and the RestartTrapWindow parameter (contained in the
Connectivity setting) for systems. After an object is declared unstable, IP Availability Manager
computes the Stable Time.


n Stable Time — The amount of time that must elapse without additional Link/Restart traps before
IP Availability Manager declares the object stable again. Stable Time depends on the length of time
that the object was unstable. This is at least as large as the unstable length of time, and at least as
large as the Trap Window. However, the stable time cannot be longer than 1 hour.


Example of unstable analysis
Unstable system/network adapter diagnosis illustrates how a system or network adapter is diagnosed as
being unstable.


1 Up


2 Down


3 80 secs


4 idle


5 1st Trap


6 Last Trap


7 idle


8 waiting


9 Send
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10 Unstable


11 Notification


12 Clear


13 Unstable


14 Notification


15 80 secs


16 unstable


Figure 6‑1.  Unstable system/network adapter diagnosis


In the example, assume that the Link/RestartTrapWindow parameter has a value of 30 seconds and that
the Link/RestartTrapThreshold parameter has a value of 2.


IP Availability Manager performs the following actions:


1 As soon as IP Availability Manager receives a linkDown trap from a physical port or interface (or a
coldStart/warmStart trap from a system), it begins counting.


2 When IP Availability Manager receives two or more traps within the 30-second Trap Window, it
considers the network adapter or system to be unstable and sends an Unstable notification. The
Minimum Traps variable (set by the Link/RestartTrapWindow parameter) determines the number of
traps (2) that IP Availability Manager must receive within the Trap Window (set by the
Link/RestartTrapWindow parameter) before IP Availability Manager considers an object unstable.


3 IP Availability Manager continues to receive traps for 80 seconds after the initial trap. This results in a
Stable Time of 80 seconds.


The Stable Time is the amount of time IP Availability Manager waits before it clears the Unstable
notification. In our example, the Stable Time is set at 80 seconds since it is greater than the Trap
Window (30 seconds) and less than one hour.


As you can see, IP Availability Manager uses a relative measure to determine how long an object
must be stable before it clears the Unstable notification. This measure is proportional to the amount of
time an object is unstable. The longer an object is unstable the longer it must be stable before the
Unstable notification is cleared. Because the object in our example remains unstable for 80 seconds,
IP Availability Manager clears the Unstable notification no sooner than 80 seconds after it receives
the final trap.


Unstable notifications for backup or dial-on-demand interfaces
By default, the Interface/Port Flapping (Unstable) setting is not associated with backup interfaces or with
dial-on-demand interfaces. This means, by default, that IP Availability Manager will not generate Unstable
notifications for the interfaces in those groups.


To enable diagnosis of Unstable notifications for backup interfaces or dial-on-demand interfaces:


1 Add the Interface/Port Flapping setting to the Backup or Dial-on-Demand groups.


2 Configure the Interface/Port Flapping setting’s parameters accordingly.
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3 Reconfigure your Polling and Thresholds groups by using the Reconfigure toolbar button on the
Domain Manager Administration Console.


Combined settings and their notifications summarizes the notifications that may appear after you
apply the Interface/Port Flapping setting to backup interfaces or dial-on-demand interfaces.


Table 6‑1.  Combined settings and their notifications


Settings Resulting notifications


Interface/Port Flapping


Backup Interface Support


n The Down notification is not generated if the interface is down.
n The BackupActivated notification is generated if the interface comes up.
n The ExceededMaximumUptime notification is generated if the interface stays up


too long.
n The Unstable notification is generated if the interface or port is going up and


down.


Interface/Port Flapping


Dial-On-Demand Interface Support


n The Down notification is not generated if the interface is down.
n The ExceededMaximumUptime notification is generated if the interface stays up


too long.
n The Unstable notification is generated if the interface or port is going up and


down.


Redundancy groups
A redundancy group consists of two or more objects of the same type that are configured in such a way
as to provide backup resources for critical network objects. For example, two routers accessing the same
host may be modeled as a redundancy group containing the two routers. If one router fails, the
redundancy is “at risk.” If both fail, all capability is lost.


IP Availability Manager supports the creation and analysis of redundancy groups for the following objects:


n CardRedundancyGroup — Consists of two or more Card objects that participate in a redundant
configuration.


n NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup — Consists of two or more Port or Interface objects that
participate in a redundant configuration.


n NetworkConnectionRedundancyGroup — Consists of two or more NetworkConnection, Cable, or
TrunkCable objects that participate in a redundant configuration.
NetworkConnectionRedundancyGroups (NCRG) are simply reference classes, they are not created
during discovery. There is only one relationshipset: ComposedOf/PartOf between members of the
NetworkConnection class. If that is populated, the typical events (ReducedRedundancy, AtRisk,
AllComponentsDown) work as expected.


n SystemRedundancyGroup — Consists of two or more system (Switch, Router, Hub, Bridge, Host)
objects that participate in a redundant configuration.
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n HSRPGroup — Consists of two or more Cisco devices that support the Hot Standby Router Protocol
(HSRP) and are configured to ensure that user traffic recovers immediately and transparently from
first hop failures in network edge devices or access circuits. The devices are connected to the same
segment of a network and, using HSRP, work together to present the appearance of a single router
on the LAN. The devices in an HSRPGroup share an IP address and a MAC (Layer 2) address.


n VRRPGroup — Consists of two or more VRRP enabled routers. The VRRPGroup is created for each
Virtual Router Identifier (VRID) and is composed of a logical element defined per interface per
VRRPGroup on a VRRP router called VRRPEndpoint. VRRPEndpoints belonging to the same
VRRPGroup (that is, having the same VRID) have a common virtual IP and a Virtual MAC. The
Virtual MAC is defined as xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-VRID.


Card redundancy groups
IP Availability Manager automatically creates CardRedundancyGroups during discovery for Cisco devices
that support the CISCO-STACK-MIB. Each such group consists of two cards. You can view the card
redundancy groups and their members by using the Domain Manager Administration Console.


In addition, you can create redundancy groups for cards that do not support the CISCO-STACK-MIB. The
process for manually creating a card redundancy group is similar to that for creating a system redundancy
group, described in the following section. First, create an instance of the CardRedundancyGroup class
and then insert the cards that participate in the redundancy group into the ComposedOf relationship.


System redundancy groups
Redundancy groups for network adapters, network connections, and systems must be manually created
by using the dmctl utility or an Adapter Scripting Language (ASL) script.


To create a redundancy group for one of these types of objects:


1 Create an instance of one of the redundancy group classes.


2 Insert the objects that participate in the redundancy group into the ComposedOf relationship of the
redundancy group.


The following example uses the dmctl utility to create an instance of a system redundancy group and
inserts two members into the group:


/opt/InCharge7/IP/smarts/bin/dmctl -s INCHARGE-AM-PM


Server INCHARGE-AM-PM User: admin


admin's Password: XXXXXXXX


Domain Manager Control Program (V7.0.0.0) -- Type 'help' for a list of commands.


Attached to 'INCHARGE-AM-PM'


dmctl> create SystemRedundancyGroup::RouterRedundancyGroup


dmctl> insert SystemRedundancyGroup::RouterRedundancyGroup:: ComposedOf Router::router1.smarts.com


dmctl> insert SystemRedundancyGroup::RouterRedundancyGroup:: ComposedOf Router::router2.smarts.com


Network adapter, network connection, and system redundancy groups can be viewed through the
Domain Manager Administration Console or the Topology Browser view of the Global Console.
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Network adapter redundancy groups
The status of a network adapter redundancy group changes when at least one adapter in the group is
flapping or has a status of down, disabled, not present, or testing.


Note   By default, a value of testing for the network adapter’s status results in a Down notification. You
can modify this behavior with the Testing Notification Mode.


In addition, you can create a network adapter redundancy group where the status calculation considers
the state of the system containing the adapter. System status is useful when the group's members come
from multiple systems. You determine the behavior by the topology you create. When all the network
adapters in a group come from the same system, you can make the group PartOf a
UnitaryComputerSystem. This prevents the unresponsive status of the system from affecting the status
calculation.


The following examples use ASL code fragments to show several different network adapter redundancy
groups.


In the first example, both network adapters are part of the host named host_1. Because of this, the
redundancy group is inserted into the PartOf relationship with the host. If host_1 is unresponsive,
IP Availability Manager does not generate any notifications about the redundancy group. If the group is
not part of the system, IP Availability Manager would notify AllComponentsDown when host_1 is
unresponsive.


Also, note the use of the LayeredOver relationship from the network adapter redundancy group to the
system. This information is used to draw maps of network adapter redundancy groups in the
Global Manager:


rg = create("NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup",


   My-Redundancy-Group");


//


// Turns off system status calc


rg->PartOf += object("Host", "host_1"); 


//


// For service map 


rg->LayeredOver += object("Host", "host_1");


//


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_1/1"); 


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_1/2");


In the next example, the network adapters are from different systems. Because of this, the redundancy
group is not inserted into the PartOf relationship with any system. As a result, the status of this
redundancy group is based on the status of the adapters and the responsive state of their containing
systems:


rg = create("NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup",


   My-Redundancy-Group");


//


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_1/1");
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rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_2/2");


//


// For service map 


rg->LayeredOver += object("Host", "host_1");


rg-> LayeredOver += object("Host", "host_2");


In the next example, the network adapters are from a single system, but the system status is considered
in the status calculation because the group is not a part of a system:


rg = create("NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup",


   My-Redundancy-Group");


//


// For service map


rg->LayeredOver += object("Host", "host_3");


//


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_3/1");


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_3/2");


In the final example, the network adapters are from a single system but the system status is not included
in the status calculation for the redundancy group. Again, this is because the group is inserted into the
PartOf relationship with the system which consists of the network adapters.


rg = create("NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup",


   My-Redundancy-Group");


//


// Turns off system status calc


rg->PartOf += object("Host", "host_4"); 


//


// For service map


rg->LayeredOver += object("Host", "host_4");


//


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_4/1"); 


rg->ComposedOf += object("Interface", "IF-host_4/2");


NIC teaming functionality
The primary purpose of the NIC teaming functionality is that when a teamed NIC is employed, the
standard MIB-II tables only represent the logical (teamed) NIC. This inherently inhibits the creation of L2
connectivity between the Host, with the teamed NICs, and the adjacent switch or switches. The reason is
that the same logical MAC is observed on multiple access ports. The NIC teaming functionality pulls the
physical NIC information (including the BIM - Burned-in MAC) from the Enterprise MIBs and creates a
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup to represent the logical grouping of the physical NICs. This allows L2
Cable connections to form normally with adjacent Switches.


Note   NIC teaming is possible for a number of different media types. However, the primary focus is on
attempting to solve the issue for Ethernet-media devices.
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NIC teaming support is applicable specifically to device specific discovery. NIC teaming support occurs at
three different points in IP Availability Manager which are as follows:


n IP Availability Manager initialization — This involves loading of the various meta-data to provide
network access redundancy and allow rapid convergence when a failure occurs.


n oid2Type configuration — This involves defining the specific probes to be launched for the vendors
that are supported.


n Discovery probes — This involves additional data collection handled through the normal additional
discovery probes.


Upon discovery of the device (host) that is configured for NIC teaming, a redundancy group namely,
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup is created in the IP Availability Manager. A
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup consists of two or more port or interface objects that participate in
a redundant configuration (NIC teaming). The NARG (NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup) can indeed
consist of Ports or Interfaces, but the members of the teamed NIC will always be created as
Interfaces:


Relationship: The NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup has a ComposedOf relationship with Interfaces
and Interfaces have a PartOf relationship with NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup.


Network adapter redundancy group for NIC Teaming
NIC teaming functionality provides network access redundancy and allows for rapid convergence when a
failure occurs. NIC teaming is the process of grouping together several physical NICs (Network Interface
Cards) into one single logical NIC, which can be used for network fault tolerance and/or transmission load
balancing. In a team of two or more NICs, the secondary NIC assumes the primary or active role, if the
primary NIC fails. However, failover will not occur unless the primary NIC is specified.


NIC teaming has two purposes:


n Fault Tolerance: By binding more than one physical NIC to a logical NIC, high availability is
maximized. Even if one NIC fails, the network connection does not cease and continues to operate on
other NICs.


n Load Balancing: Balancing the network traffic load on a server can enhance the functionality of the
server and the network. Load balancing within a network interconnect controller (NIC) team enables
distributing traffic amongst the members of the NIC team so that traffic is routed among all available
paths. In most scenarios of Load Balancing, it is required that teamed connections usually terminate
on the same remote device and that the device has an Etherchannel (or equivalent protocol)
configured.


HSRPGroups
During discovery, IP Availability Manager automatically creates HSRPGroups for Cisco devices that
support the CISCO-HSRP-MIB and are configured in an HSRPGroup. Each such group is composed of
two or more routers and their interfaces.
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You can view the HSRPGroups and their members by using the Domain Manager Administration Console
and the Global Console. Analysis and monitoring of a HSRPGroup occurs automatically after the group is
created and its member routers are inserted into the group.


VRRP Groups
During discovery of the VRRP enabled routers, IP Availability Manager creates a new redundancy group
called VRRPGroup. The VRRPGroup is created for each Virtual Router Identifier (VRID). It is composed
of a logical element defined per interface per VRRPGroup on a VRRP router called VRRPEndpoint.
VRRPEndpoints belonging to the same VRRPGroup (that is, having the same VRID) have a common
virtual IP and a Virtual MAC. The Virtual MAC is defined as xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-VRID. The VRRP-enabled
router having the highest priority is considered as the master router and all other routers are considered
as backup routers.


Note   Virtual IP of VRRP is derived from vrrpAssoIpAddr, which is part of Indexes in
vrrpAssoIpAddrTable. If the vrrpAssoIpAddrTable does not contain values in the MIB, then VRRPGroup
will not be created. If ipNetToMediaTable does not contain values with current Virtual IP for that
VRRPGroup, then relationships like HostedBy, LayeredOver, ConnectedVia, Underlying,
ConcreteDependency_Dependent will not be created.


Basic VRRP Configuration
Basic VRRP configuration illustrates the basic VRRP configuration.


Figure 6‑2.  Basic VRRP configuration


The VRRP configuration uses a single Virtual Router Identifier (VRID 1). Router R1 is the address owner
and serves as the master router and router R2 serves as the backup router. The four end hosts on subnet
1 are configured to use 10.0.0.1/8 as the default router. IP address 10.0.0.1 is associated with VRID 1.
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In this example, if R1 becomes unavailable, R2 takes over VRID 1 and its associated IP addresses.
Packets sent to IP destinations outside the 10.x.x.x subnet using 10.0.0.1 as the router are then
forwarded by R2. Even though R2 assumes the forwarding responsibilities of R1, it may or may not
process any packet with destination address (DA) 10.0.0.1, depending on the accept-data configuration.
When R1 becomes active again, it takes over as the master router and R2 reverts as the backup router.


VRRP supported devices
The following devices are supported for VRRP:


n All devices that implement RFC 3768


n Nortel devices


n Juniper ERX 700,1400 switches
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Performance Manager and
Server Performance Manager 7
This chapter includes the following topics:
n About IP Performance Manager


n Performance monitoring


n Performance analysis


n Performance notifications


n Before you start


n SNMP traps processed


n DisplayName and Name attributes


About IP Performance Manager
Knowing the health of the network objects in your network is crucial to ensuring optimum network
performance. Constant monitoring, especially of critical ports in the network, is necessary to detect when
performance deteriorates so that you can take appropriate corrective action.


IP Performance Manager monitors the performance of Layer 2 and Layer 3 network objects in switched
and routed networks, and automates the analysis of faults using performance thresholds. Faults can
occur in systems (switches, routers, hubs, bridges, and hosts) and in network adapters (ports and
interfaces). When a performance threshold is exceeded, IP Performance Manager generates a system-
level exception notification.


Note   Thresholds can be set in the Polling and Thresholds tab in the Domain Manager Administration
Console. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to set
thresholds.


For example, when a particular network adapter exceeds the ErrorThreshold, IP Performance Manager
notifies HighErrorRate fault for network adapter and generates an ErrorException for the system that
contains the network adapter. In addition, if the network adapter is a member of a Virtual Local Area
Network (VLAN), IP Performance Manager also generates the exception notification at the VLAN level.
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Performance monitoring
After the initial discovery and modeling of the network, IP Performance Manager continuously monitors
the status of the discovered systems using:


n Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) polling


n Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) polling


IP Performance Manager also processes SNMP trap messages received from the network to obtain
status information for the discovered systems.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides information about the MIBs
polled and SNMP traps processed by the IP Performance Manager.


Performance analysis
IP Performance Manager retrieves fault-related, intra-system information from each network object and
uses that information to conduct performance analysis.


Performance notifications
IP Performance Manager exports the results of its network performance analysis to the Global Manager
in the form of notifications, which are displayed in the Notification Log Console view of the
Global Console. The notifications identify IP Performance Manager by its domain name in the Source
attribute and also the IP Performance Manager can be identified by its domain manager group. Users can
double-click a notification to view detailed information about the notification.


IP Performance Manager creates three types of notifications: faults, events, and exceptions. Exceptions
are also referred to as aggregate events.


n A fault indicates a performance problem detected by IP Performance Manager. Examples of faults
are:


n HighErrorRate for a network adapter


n HighUtilization of a switch’s backplane


n HighBufferMissRate on a system’s memory component


n An event indicates an abnormal condition detected by IP Performance Manager.
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n An exception indicates that one or more faults are occurring in a particular system or VLAN.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information about viewing the
notifications, and the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides descriptions
and examples of the types of faults detected by IP Performance Manager.


Note   You view the impacts for a network problem notification by clicking the Impact tab in the
Notification Properties dialog box. The Impact tab lists all of the affected objects for the notification.
Because IP Performance Manager does not diagnose root-cause problems, it does not diagnose
impacts. Therefore, the Notification Properties dialog box for notifications generated by
IP Performance Manager does not contain the Impact tab.


Before you start
The Network Objects and Their Failures section in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide identifies the topology objects discovered and
the events notified by the IP Performance Manager.


Console operations are controlled by certain console operation options such as Notification Properties,
Expand Map Node, and Show Containment. The
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide provides instructions on
changing the console operations.


IP Performance Manager also instantiates device connection, collection, management agent, and
redundancy group object types, but because IP Performance Manager does no analysis for these object
types, they are not discussed here. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide
describes all of the object types instantiated by IP Performance Manager.


All of the object types instantiated by IP Performance Manager are available to a Global Console
attached to IP Performance Manager, and a subset are available to a Global Console attached to the
Global Manager. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides a list of the object
types imported by the Global Manager.


SNMP traps processed
IP Performance Manager processes data found in the following fields of each SNMP trap message:


n Enterprise (the sysObjectID of the agent/object)


n Generic Trap Identifier


n Specific Trap Identifier


n Variable-Bindings


n IP address of the SNMP agent


IP Performance Manager uses trap messages for two purposes:


n Discovery
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n Analysis


SNMP traps processed for discovery
A trap message processed for discovery purposes conveys one of the following conditions for a device in
the managed network:


n A device, not yet in the modeled topology, was started.


n A device, already in the modeled topology, was equipped with an additional field replaceable unit
(FRU) or had an FRU removed; for example, a card was inserted into the device.


n A device, already in the modeled topology, had a TCP connection closed by a remote application; for
example, a Telnet session to the device was terminated.


SNMP traps processed for analysis
A trap message processed for analysis purposes pertains to a device that has been discovered and
therefore is already in the modeled topology. IP Performance Manager extracts the information from the
trap message and updates the appropriate device attributes.


Note   IP Performance Manager uses trap messages and the results obtained from periodic SNMP polling
to detect network degradations that adversely affect network performance.


Chapter 3, MIBs Polled and SNMP Traps Processed, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide, provides more information.


DisplayName and Name attributes
Each network object has a unique name, which is defined by the DisplayName and Name attributes for
the object.


Naming convention for network objects
For a discovered system, IP Performance Manager uses a consistent naming convention to assign the
system and each of its components a unique name. The name assigned to a system is determined by the
setting of the NameFormat parameter in the name-resolver.conf file, which is located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery directory. The assigned name becomes the value of the system’s Name
attribute. Refer How discovery names a system for information about the name resolution process used
to name a system.


Note   The values of a system’s Name attribute and DisplayName attribute may be different, depending
on the setting of the DisplayNameFormat parameter in the discovery.conf file. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide describes the configuration parameters in the
discovery.conf file.
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To name a discovered network object, IP Performance Manager uses the appropriate naming format. The
naming formats are the default naming conventions. If no naming format is listed for the Display Name,
the naming format is the same as the one listed for Name.
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NAS 8
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Introduction to network-attached storage


n The VMware Smart Assurance IP NAS solution


n NAS IP discovery


n Celerra devices for NAS Extension functionality


n Scenarios


n NAS notifications


n NAS topology map


n NAS containment


Introduction to network-attached storage
Network-attached storage along with storage area networks (SANs) are increasingly important as
enterprise storage solutions. SANs are optimized for high-volume block-oriented data transfers, while
NAS provides storage services for applications that access data at the file level. Network-attached
storage systems include centrally managed servers and an operating system that is optimized for fast file
access and heterogeneous file sharing over an IP network.


NAS provides facilities for high availability, rapid recovery, data protection, ease of management, and data
backup and recovery. NAS is typically implemented for messaging, development applications, business
and regulatory compliance, and general file sharing. NAS is flexible and extensible, allowing for the
addition of storage devices to a network, as needed.


A NAS system includes a network server, file servers, and software for configuring and mapping file
locations to the network-attached devices. Each NAS device is attached to a local area network (typically,
an Ethernet network) and assigned an IP address. The storage system may be a separate back-end
system connected either logically or physically to the NAS system.


A NAS system discovers Control Station as a host through SNMP and gets information on file servers
using HTTP adapter. A logical entity called NASChassis will PackageSystem host and fileservers.
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Overview of the IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS (NAS Extension) is applied to
an existing IP Availability Manager installation. After installation, the Availability Manager can discover
NAS devices, and perform root cause and impact analysis on these devices.


The VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers provides
information on installation and startup issues for the IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS. The guide
also provides information on how to install and start the HTTPS Adapter service.


With the NAS Extension, the Availability Manager discovers and models network-attached storage
devices as IP devices. Supported systems include VMware Celerra®systems (Data Movers and Control
Stations), and Network Appliance (NetApp) Filers.


The Availability Manager with the NAS Extension identifies IP-related failures, diagnoses root cause
problems, and calculates the impacts of failures.


To discover and monitor the NAS topology, the Availability Manager reads configuration information within
the Celerra Network Server using the HTTPS Adapter, an XML/HTTPS discovery probe. The
VMware Smart Assurance Global Console displays the topology, notifications, and maps related to both
the IP and NAS elements.


The NAS Extension is implemented through the IP Availability Manager and Service Assurance Manager.


Certified NAS Devices
The following devices are certified for use with the IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS:


n Celerra CNS, NS series, and NSX, with NAS release 4.0 and later.


Note   To support NAS Extension management functionality, the Celerra Control Station must support
XHMP service and have HTTPS enabled.


n NetApp: F700, F800 and F900 series with ONTAP 6.1—6.5


VMware Celerra devices
Celerra is a high performance IP storage platform. It delivers NAS (Network Attached Storage) and iSCSI
capabilities to consolidate application storage and file servers in either an integrated configuration, or as a
gateway connected to a CLARiiON or Symmetrix storage system.


A Celerra installation includes the following IP-related devices:


n Celerra Network Server


n Celerra Control Station.


n Celerra Data Movers


NAS device relationships shows these relationships.
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Figure 8‑1.  NAS device relationships


The Control Station includes an IP address that is exposed on the external network. The Data Movers
also have IP addresses for external client connectivity.


The Data Movers and Control Station communicate with each other using Ethernet connections over
the following supported file access protocols: CIFS, NFS, FTP, TFTP. The Availability Manager does
not currently discover or monitor the internal network or the back-end storage systems.


Celerra Network Server
The network server (not a physical device), is represented by the NASChassis class. A NASChassis is a
cabinet that holds one or more Data Movers and one or more Control Stations.


Celerra Control Station
The Control Station, represented by the Host class, is a dedicated management computer that monitors
and controls cabinet components and allows access to the full functionality of the Celerra Network Server
software. It contains utilities for installing and configuring the Celerra Network Server, maintaining the
system, and monitoring system performance. The Control Station runs a set of programs that are
collectively referred to as the Control Station software, and an VMware-customized version of Linux as its
operating system. The Control Station provides the Celerra Manager, a web interface for Celerra
administration.


Celerra Control Station is discovered as a Host by IP. Host (Celerra control system) is defined by
SystemsPackagedIn relationship with NASChassis. Conversely, NASChassis has a PackagesSystems
relationship with FileServer and Host.
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Celerra File Servers or Data Mover
The Data Movers, represented by the FileServer class, are the Celerra components that transfer data
between the storage system and the network client. A Celerra Network Server can have from one to 14
Data Movers.The Data Movers are managed via the Control Station.


A Data Mover can be active (also called primary) or, in a Celerra Network Server model that supports
multiple Data Movers, can be a standby for other Data Movers.


Each Data Mover is independent; there is no communication between Data Movers. If a Data Mover fails,
the Control Station manages the failover to the standby Data Mover, assuming a standby has been
configured.


A Data Mover and the Control Station communicate with each other using both Ethernet and serial
connections. A Data Mover communicates with the network using network interface cards (NICs), which
may support 10/100/1000Base T Ethernet or optical Gigabit Ethernet.


A Data Mover communicates with the back-end data storage systems using Fibre Channel connections.
In the Celerra Clustered Network Server, storage processing is provided by a component of the Data
Mover, a Fibre Channel HBA card, that connects to the storage array through a Fibre Channel switch. In
the Celerra NS series, storage processing is provided by an auxiliary storage processor enclosure
containing two storage processors.


Celerra File Servers or Data Movers are discovered as its FileServers by IP. A FileServer is defined by
ComposedOf relationship with FileSystem. Conversely, a FileSystem is defined by PartOf relationship
with FileServer.


NetApp Filer
NetApp Filers, also represented by the FileServer Class, are the NetApp storage systems. These devices
combine file system technology with a proprietary operating system that provides for management as well
as optimized storage utilization.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP NAS solution
The IP NAS solution architecture consists of the following components:


n IP Availability Manager — A Domain Manager that discovers, monitors, and analyzes failures in the
underlying IP network. With the NAS Extension applied, the Availability Manager discovers and
monitors NAS devices, correlates events, diagnoses root-cause problems, and calculates impacts.


n Global Manager — Abstracts and consolidates information from the Domain Managers and
deduplicates notifications.


n Global Console — Provides display capability for notifications, maps, and other graphical information.


Managed NAS architecture shows the components and the flow of information for the managed NAS
architecture.
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Figure 8‑2.  Managed NAS architecture


Monitoring
To discover the IP configuration of a NAS device, the Availability Manager uses the HTTPS Adapter,
which initiates a process contained within the NAS Extension. This XML-based probe associates the Data
Movers with the Celerra Network Server via the Control Station.


After the initial discovery of the NAS IP elements by the IP Manager, the Availability Manager
continuously monitors the status of these elements by periodically sending ICMP and SNMP polls to the
IP devices. NAS IP discovery provides more information. The Discovery methods provides more
information about the full IP discovery process.


Analysis
The Availability Manager correlates root cause failures in the underlying IP transport network to problems
in the NAS IP elements. For example, the Availability Manager indicates the NAS IP elements that have
been impaired or impacted by the failure of a router in the IP transport network.


Notifications
The Availability Manager reports its analysis results to the Global Manager in the following types of
notifications: root-cause problem notifications, symptomatic event notifications, and aggregate event
notifications.
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Relevant notifications are displayed in the Notification Log Console view of the Global Console. Root-
cause failures diagnosed by the Availability Manager display a value of “Yes” for the value of the IsRoot
attribute and identify the Availability Manager by its domain name in the Source attribute.


Impacts
The Availability Manager calculates the Impacts that the failures of one managed element may have on
other managed elements. Impact information is included in notifications.


NAS IP discovery
The Availability Manager with the NAS Extension uses standard ICMP (Ping) and SNMP probes to
determine device status and containment information. In addition, the NAS Extension uses an HTTPS
Adapter to gather configuration information about Celerra Control Station devices, and some post-
processing steps to complete the topology creation.


File Servers present in different networks can be discovered in different IP Managers. During post-
processing the fileservers are related to the NASChassis.


Note   The internal Celerra IP network (the IP network that supports communication between file servers
and the control station hosts) is automatically excluded from discovery.


ICMP and SNMP probes
The ICMP probe determines whether a device is operational.


The SNMP probe uses the management, MIB-2, system information to determine the type of device. If
the NAS Extension determines that the device is a Control Station, the Availability Manager launches the
HTTPS Adapter probe. In addition, if the MIBs are included in the SNMP Agent of the device, the SNMP
probe gathers containment information about the device’s interfaces and IP address.


HTTPS/XML discovery probe
The HTTPS Adapter gathers information about Celerra devices that are unavailable through the
Availability Manager SNMP probes. When the Availability Manager encounters a NAS device during
discovery, it launches a probe that queries the Control Station for information such as the associated
FileServers and software version.


Discovery in the domain manager
IP Manager discovers the Control Station and gets the list of file servers and its details through HTTP
adapter, this information is cached in the NASChassis class.
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The Control Station objects such as, Host, fileserver, and NASChassis will be created in the IP Manager.


Note   When the Host (Control Station) is discovered from IP Manager, both the Host (Control Station)
and File Server (Data Mover) objects are moved to the pending list, as UNDISCOVERED although the
host is present in the topology. When the Data Movers are discovered, all the NAS devices are removed
from the pending list.


NAS post processing
Post-processing creates the NAS topology as follows:


n Sets the NASChassis object display name


n Sets IP Address, Software Version, Slots and Standby.


n Sets the FileServer object display name


n Sets the Host (Control Station) object display name


n Deletes obsolete NASChassis, FileServer and Host (Control Station) objects


The IP Availability Manager associates Host objects (Control Stations) and FileServer objects
(Celerra Data Movers) with the NASChassis object.


In addition, the Availability Manager establishes relationships between these components and the
underlying IP network.


The NAS topology is stored in the Repository and displayed on the Global Console using the
Topology Browser and various maps. For more information, refer to NAS notifications.


Celerra devices for NAS Extension functionality
To support NAS Extension functionality, you may need to configure the following:


n Control Station and Data Mover IP addresses


n Control Station usernames and passwords


Control Station and Data Mover IP addresses
The IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS requires access to the Control Station and Data Mover IP
addresses that are exposed on the external network. You configure the IP addresses after the devices are
cabled to the network switches.


For information about cabling the Celerra Network Server, refer to the Celerra
NS500/NS600/NS700/NS704 Integrated Configuration Version 5.4 Setup Guide.


The Configuring and Managing Celerra Networking and Configuring and Managing Celerra Network High
Availability technical modules provide more information about how to configure the external IP addresses
once the cables are in place.
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Control Station usernames and passwords
When using the HTTPS Adapter, the Availability Manager accesses each Celerra Control Station device.
Some Control Station devices may restrict access to configured usernames and passwords. If the default
username and password (nasadmin) are used, no configuration is required. For information about
encryption and other security issues, refer to the VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide.


Scenarios
The Availability Manager builds a data model of the discovered NAS IP elements in the managed
environment. The model represents the discovered elements as instances of the
VMware Smart Assurance ICIM classes.


The NAS IP elements are represented by instances of the following ICIM classes:


n NASChassis


n FileServer


n Host (Celerra Control Station)


During the discovery post-processing phase, the IP Manager creates the relationships and
connections between the storage objects: Celerra Data Mover (FileServer object), NAS Network
Server (NASChassis object), and Celerra Control Station (Host object).


Note that, in addition, the Availability Manager discovers the Layer 2 and Layer 3 elements and
relationships that are described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide; for
example, Cable, Card, Interface. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide also
provides more information about the VMware Smart Assurance ICIM classes.


Scenario 1: External IP network cable linking to NAS device fails
External network cable failure to a file server shows a scenario where the external connection to a file
server fails because a cable is down (1 in the figure). Because a file server may be equipped with a hot
spare and failover may occur automatically, NAS functionality may not be affected. However, the operator
needs to know that the cable has failed and which devices may have been affected.
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Figure 8‑3.  External network cable failure to a file server


In this case, the following notifications may be generated:


n Notifications: Cable Down, IP Network Switch Interface Down, FileServer Unresponsive (in the event
that failover does not happen)


n Root Cause: Interface Down


n Impact: FileServer Down


Scenario 2: Connectivity loss on the Control Station external
interface
When an external interface to the Control Station fails because of device failure or loss of connectivity to
the IP network, the Control Station may fail over to another host. However, the operator needs to know
that the interface has failed and which devices may have been affected.


External network cable failure to a control station shows a scenario where an external interface on the
Control Station has failed (2 in the figure).
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Figure 8‑4.  External network cable failure to a control station


In this case, the following notifications are generated:


n Notifications: Host (Control Station) Unresponsive


n Root Cause: Interface Down


n Impact: Host (Control Station) Unresponsive


Scenario 3: Network Server fails due to a power supply failure
In the event that the power supply to the Network Server is interrupted, for example, because a circuit
breaker is tripped, all of the systems packaged within the Network Server will fail.


Power Failure on the network server shows a scenario where the Network Server is powered off (#3 in
the figure).


Figure 8‑5.  Power Failure on the network server
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In this case, the following notifications are generated:


n Notifications: NASChassis Down, Host Unresponsive, FileServer Unresponsive


n Root Cause: NASChassis Down


Impacts: FileServer Unresponsive, Host Unresponsive


NAS notifications
You can view the notifications, maps, and containment information by attaching the Global Console to the
Global Manager. The Availability Manager reports NAS device notifications to the Global Manager. You
can then view the notifications through the attached Global Console in two basic ways:


n As table entries in a Notification Log Console view


n As color-coded severity icons in a Map Console view


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to obtain
detailed information about an individual NAS device notification and the Notification Properties dialog
box.


NAS topology map
The IP Availability Manager sends NAS device topology—instances of the NASChassis, Host and
FileServer classes—to the Global Manager along with the standard IP topology.


The Global Console presents the topology information in a variety of dynamically updated formats that
show the status of the NAS device and network elements and their many relationships. One of those
formats is the topology map, which is a graphical representation of the topology.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to open a NAS
device topology map.


NAS device topology map graphical representations
NAS device Topology maps contain FileServer and Host (Control Station) elements, along with their
relationships and connections. In a map display, a node is a graphical representation of an element, and
an edge is a graphical representation of a relationship or connection between elements.


Default Node for NAS device topology maps identifies and describes the default node icon for FileServer
that may appear in a NAS topology map.


Table 8‑1.  Default Node for NAS device topology maps


Icon / Visual indicator Description


FileServer, such as Celerra Data Mover or NetApp Filer
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You can replace the standard map nodes with other map nodes that are preferred by your organization.
For detailed information about maps, refer to the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Operator Guide.


NAS Connectivity Map
The NAS Connectivity map shows logical connectivity between NAS FileServer elements and NAS Host
elements. No physical connectivity details are included in this map. See NAS Connectivity Map for an
example.


The initial layout of a NAS Connectivity map depends on the element that you select to launch the map.
The edge marked with a + (plus) sign indicates that the edge can be expanded to show hidden
MountPoints.


Selecting a NAS element results in an initial layout that centers around the selected element (also known
as the map’s focal object) and shows the relationships to all elements within one hop of the selected
element. Expanding the expandable nodes and edges reveals additional relationships and elements and
eventually ends in a fully expanded map.


NAS device map types
The following Availability Manager map types show NAS devices.


n Physical Connectivity


n IP Network Connectivity


n NAS Connectivity


n SAN Connectivity


Physical connectivity map with a NAS FileServer shows a Physical Connectivity map for a NAS
FileServer. In this map, the FileServer (123DM2NFS, a Celerra Data Mover) is displayed with a major
alert.
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Figure 8‑6.  Physical connectivity map with a NAS FileServer
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IP Network Connectivity Map with a NAS FileServer shows an IP Network Connectivity map with the


same FileServer.
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Figure 8‑7.  IP Network Connectivity Map with a NAS FileServer


NAS Connectivity Map with a NAS FileServer shows a NAS Connectivity map with a FileServer
named server_2.


Figure 8‑8.  NAS Connectivity Map with a NAS FileServer


NAS containment
The Containment view shows topology information for each type of NAS element. An element’s
Containment view displays in a dialog box that organizes the information for the element into tab pages
and tables.


In a Containment view, different information is available for different types of elements. The containment
information is generated by the Availability Manager upon request by the Global Manager.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to obtain
containment information about an individual NAS device element and also on the NAS Containment
dialog box.
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Terminology 9
This section describes common terms used in the IP Manager.


This chapter includes the following topics:


n System and device


n Modeled topology


n Object


n Domain Manager


n Satellite Domain Manager


n Device connection


n Discovery


n Map Console


n NASChassis Element


n Edge (Map Console display component)


n IP Availability Manager


n IP Performance Manager


n Event


n Icon (Map Console display component)


n IP Manager


n Global Manager


n Notification


n Notification Log


n Repository


n Global Console


n Impact Analysis


n Logical link
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n Partition


n Managed Element


n Root-Cause Analysis


n Topology Browser


n Adapter


n FileServer Element


n Certification


n Certification Matrix


n Codebook


n Correlation Model


n Correlator


n Broker


n Containment


n ICMP


n ICMP operation


n SNMP


n SNMP key components


n SNMP basic operations


n SNMP versions


n SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3 security


n NASChassis


n FileServer


n Comparable terms


n Wildcard patterns


System and device
The term system, as used in this document, is a generic term representing a computer-based network
entity, such as a switch, router, hub, bridge, or host. The term device, as used in this document, has
essentially the same meaning as system except that device also conveys a sense of specific model, such
as a specific model of switch, router, hub, bridge, or host.
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Modeled topology
IP Availability Manager uses VMware Smart Assurance ICIM class models to create (within its repository)
instances of the managed network systems (switches, routers, hubs, bridges, and hosts), their
dependencies, their internal components, and their connections. The modeled topology mirrors the real
topology in the managed network.


Object
The term “object” has a dual meaning: It simultaneously represents both:


n An VMware Smart Assurance object in the modeled topology.


n A physical or logical entity in the real topology. An VMware Smart Assurance object corresponds to a
physical or logical entity in the real topology.


Domain Manager
A Domain Manager is a service assurance application that is associated with a particular type of
information technology domain, such as networks, systems, applications, or application services. For
IP Manager, the domain is IP network transport. A Domain Manager includes a Repository of the
managed topology and a problem correlation model that monitors network elements, uses correlation
technology to pinpoint the root causes of failures, and diagnoses the effects of failures on related
elements. Domain Managers report results to the Global Manager for consolidation, and display through
the Global Console.


Each Domain Manager is autonomous in the sense that it:


n Maintains its own data models, repository, and problem signatures.


n Monitors and analyzes the discovered objects in its own domain.


VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager represents four VMware Smart Assurance Domain Managers:


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Server Performance Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS


IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager are examples of VMware Smart Assurance
Domain Managers. You can choose to start IP Availability Manager (AM) only,
IP Performance Manager (PM) only or a combination of both IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager (AM-PM).


The VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers
provides the procedure to install services manually for the underlying servers used in the IP
Management Suite.
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Satellite Domain Manager
A satellite Domain Manager refers to any of the VMware Smart Assurance Domain Managers that import
topology, CLI device-access objects (if needed), and status updates from the IP Availability Manager.


Satellite Domain Managers include:


n MPLS Manager


n Multicast Manager


n Network Protocol Manager for BGP


n Network Protocol Manager for EIGRP


n Network Protocol Manager for IS-IS


n Network Protocol Manager for OSPF VoIP Availability Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance VoIP Availability Manager


IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS supplies additional event information to
Storage Insight for Availability.


Note   A feature license controls whether IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS software is
available for configuration. With this extension, IP Availability Manager can discover and monitor
VMware Celerra®® NAS gateways and diagnose network-attached storage (NAS) connectivity
problems.


Device connection
A device connection is a link between two network adapters. IP Availability Manager performs
connectivity analysis on the following device connection object types:


n Cable — A connection between a port and an interface. For example, a cable connects a port on a
switch to an interface on a router.


n TrunkCable — A connection between two ports. Switches are often trunked to connect multiple
segments or to provide redundant pathways through the network.


n NetworkConnection — A connection between two interfaces. A network connection can be a logical
connection or a physical connection. An example of a logical connection is when routers are
connected through a virtual circuit and none of the intermediate network devices are included in the
topology. An example of a physical connection is when routers are connected through a serial or
point-to-point connection.
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Discovery
VMware Smart Assurance discovery is the process of using VMware Smart Assurance object class
models to create a representation of the managed topology within the repository, or database, of a
Domain Manager. For the IP Manager, data is collected from the managed topology to create instances
of the managed network systems, their relationships, their internal components, and their logical
connections.


When a system is added to the managed network environment, the IP Manager performs discovery to
determine the system’s configuration and its relationships to other managed systems and components.
When a system is removed from the managed network environment and deleted from the topology, the
IP Manager removes the system and all of its components from the modeled topology.


Systems can be added to or deleted from the modeled topology at any time. Adding new systems does
not impede the ability of the IP Manager to monitor systems that are already managed.


Map Console
In the Global Console, the Map Console displays graphical representations of physical and logical
topologies including display of managed element icons and edges (connections between elements).
Network topology maps for NAS devices include:


n Physical Connectivity Map


n IP Network Connectivity Map


NASChassis Element
In the VMware Smart Assurance model for the NAS Extension, the class that represents the Celerra
Network Server.


In the Global Console for the NAS Extension, a NASChassis is a representation of a Celerra Network
Server, which is the cabinet that contains NAS system elements including a Control Station, Data Movers,
and other components that are not monitored by VMware Smart Assurance.


Edge (Map Console display component)
In a map view, an edge represents a connection between two elements. Note that a map edge is not to
be confused with a device such as an edge router.
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IP Availability Manager
VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager is an example of an VMware Smart Assurance
Domain Manager, where a Domain Manager is a service-assurance application associated with a
particular type of information-technology domain (networks, systems, applications, and network
application services). For IP Availability Manager, the domain is IP network transport connectivity. Each
Domain Manager is autonomous in the sense that it maintains its own data models, repository, and
problem signatures, and monitors and analyzes the discovered objects in its own domain.


IP Performance Manager
VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager is an VMware Smart Assurance Domain Manager,
where a Domain Manager is a service-assurance application associated with a particular type of
information-technology domain (networks, systems, applications, application services). For
IP Performance Manager, the domain is IP network transport performance. Each Domain Manager is
autonomous in the sense that it maintains its own data models, repository, and problem signatures, and
monitors and analyzes the discovered objects in its own domain.


IP Server Performance Manager is an enhanced version of IP Performance Manager and is available
through a feature license. In addition to the standard capabilities of IP Performance Manager, IP Server
Performance Manager can also discover and monitor host disks, host filesystems, and additional
information about host processors and memory.


Event
A notable condition that occurs in a network device. The condition may be identified by a message sent
from the network element, by a management station polling the element, or by an adapter or third-party
software. A Domain Manager uses events, alerts, and other data to perform root-cause and impact
analysis.


Icon (Map Console display component)
In a map view for the NAS Extension, an icon represents an entity such as a FileServer or Host element.
In the map view, icons are connected by edges.


IP Manager
The IP Manager discovers Layer 2 and Layer 3 connectivity in multivendor, switched, and routed
networks. It monitors and analyzes network connectivity and performance, and exports network topology,
problems, and events to the VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager (Global Manager).
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Global Manager
The Global Manager integrates the topology, problem, and event information that is imported from the
IP Manager component servers and the satellite Domain Managers, and relates the information to
services and customers. It also provides cross-domain and end-to-end impact analysis.


The Global Manager displays the topology, problem, and event information through the Global Console.


Notification
In the Notification Log of the Global Console, an VMware Smart Assurance message, issued by a
Domain Manager, that indicates a problem or other significant event.


Notification Log
In the Global Console, a listing of current notifications, including comprehensive information about the
element involved, impact on other elements, root-cause indication, severity, acknowledgment status,
escalation information, and so on.


Repository
The VMware Smart Assurance in-memory, object-oriented data structure that stores information about the
managed elements currently in a network, and the relationships between the elements.


Global Console
The Global Console provides a graphical user interface for configuration and administration of
Global Manager, Adapter Platforms, Domain Managers, and externally running VMware Smart Assurance
adapters, such as the SNMP Trap Adapter.


When the Global Console is attached to the Global Manager, you can browse the topology in various
forms, including maps, and to view notifications about problems that impact availability and performance.


Impact Analysis
The process of analyzing the effect that root-cause problems have on other elements in the managed
system. Impact analysis is performed by Domain Managers, such as the Availability Manager.


Logical link
A logical link models the path that connects service access points to each other. IP Availability Manager
performs connectivity analysis on the following logical link object types:


IP Network - A logical link that allows any two IPv4 addresses that are “ConnectedVia” the IPv4Network
to communicate with one another.
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IPv6Network — A logical link that allows any two IPv6 addresses that are “ConnectedVia” the
IPv6Network to communicate with one another.


VLAN — A logical link that allows any two ports (or MAC addresses) that are “PartOf” the VLAN to
communicate with one another.


Partition
A partition is a group of managed devices formed by IP Availability Manager to help in root-cause
analysis. IP Availability Manager builds a topology that describes managed devices in your network and
their interconnections. If a device is modeled in the topology, there must be a path in the actual network
that connects the device to the management station. Ideally, IP Availability Manager can also have
representations of all the devices on that path.


However, some devices along the path might not actually be represented in your network topology. For
example, those devices might not have SNMPAgents, or IP Availability Manager might not have access to
their SNMPAgents, or access to the agents might be blocked by a firewall or some other administrative
mechanism. Also, if you do not use autodiscovery, your seed file or information obtained from another
Network Management System (NMS) might be incomplete. Or, you might have explicitly unmanaged or
deleted some of the devices which are on that path.


IP Availability Manager's root-cause analysis algorithms need to determine the connectivity among
managed devices. When the topology is incomplete, IP Availability Manager creates partitions to group all
the related managed devices, which helps analysis to proceed.


Within a single partition, any two managed devices are indeed connected by a path. However, objects
within distinct partitions have no path between them in the modeled topology, even though they are
connected in the actual network.


Because many configurations produce large numbers of apparently isolated objects, usually hosts,
IP Availability Manager only creates partitions with two or more devices.


You can assign names to the partitions in your network using the partition.conf file. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more information about naming partitions.


Managed Element
An instance of a physical or logical network element that is monitored by a Domain Manager.


Root-Cause Analysis
The process of analyzing the cause and effect relationships among alarms, alerts, and events in complex
systems in order to determine the authentic problem. Root-cause analysis is performed by Domain
Managers.
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Topology Browser
In the Global Console, the Topology Browser provides a complete inventory (actual and in
representational form) of managed elements in the Repository of a Domain Manager, and the
interconnections between those elements. The Topology Browser displays the topology in hierarchical
form arranged by classes and instances.


Adapter
A program that integrates an VMware Smart Assurance Manager with external components. For the NAS
Extension, an HTTPS Adapter queries the Celerra Control Station for internal topology information.


FileServer Element
In the VMware Smart Assurance model for the NAS Extension, the class that represents Data Movers
and Filers. In the Global Console for the NAS Extension, a FileServer element is a representation of a
Celerra Data Mover or NetApp Filer.


Certification
A label assigned to a network element (system, device, service or application) during the discovery
process. The label is based on information that is contained in the oid2type*.conf files. Labels include:


CERTIFIED---Indicates that the element is discovered using standard mib-2 data and proprietary MIBs.


TEMPLATE---Indicates that the OID is recognized by a new entry in oid2type*.conf. Note that
oid2type*.conf is a user-modifiable file with no default entries.


Certification Matrix
Listing of devices that VMware Smart Assurance certifies for management by an
VMware Smart Assurance Manager.


Codebook
An VMware Smart Assurance data structure that associates problems with the symptoms they cause.
This information is used for root-cause and impact analysis using the VMware Smart Assurance patented
Codebook Correlation Technology.


Correlation Model
An object-oriented data model that describes the properties of an element, including the characteristic
problems of the element, problem symptoms, and symptom propagation patterns to related elements.
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Correlator
A general-purpose correlation analysis engine that performs filtering and model processing, along with
root-cause and effects analysis. It is driven by three inputs: problem models, topology, and real-time data
and events.


Broker
The VMware Smart Assurance Broker facilitates Global Console connections to the component
applications in an VMware Smart Assurance system deployment.


When you start a Global Console process, the process connects to the Broker and launches a dialog box
through which the user views and selects any component application that is registered with the Broker.
After the user selects an application, the Global Console connects to the application and disconnects
from the Broker. The Broker can support IPv4 and IPv6 protocols. If the component applications in your
deployment are identified by IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, the Broker must reside on a dual-stack host so
that it has both an IPv4 address and an IPv6 address. If all component applications in your deployment
use the same IP protocol version, the Broker must reside on a host with an IP address that accepts that
protocol version.


Containment
The Containment dialog box provides detailed information about a managed element. Containment
information varies depending upon the type of element and the type of analysis being performed by the
underlying domain. As examples, for a network connection, the containment information includes details
about connection points; for a device managed by IP Performance Manager, containment information
includes details about the device’s memory. The Containment dialog box is available for selected
notifications in the Notification Log Console, for selected instances in the Topology Browser Console, and
for selected nodes in the Map Console. When an element is managed by multiple Domain Managers, the
Containment dialog box includes all the containment information for each domain.


ICMP
Internet Control Message Protocol is tightly integrated with IP. ICMP messages, which are delivered in IP
packets, are used for out-of-band messages that are related to network operation. Some of ICMP’s
functions are to announce network errors, to announce network congestion, to announce timeouts, and to
assist in troubleshooting network problems.


ICMP supports an Echo function that sends a packet on a round-trip between two hosts. Ping, which is a
common network management tool that is based on the Echo function, transmits a series of packets to
measure average round-trip times and to compute loss percentages. Ping is central to the IP Manager
ICMP polling.
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The IP Manager supports both IPv4 ICMP polling and IPv6 ICMP polling. An IPv4 ICMP poller sends
ICMP messages for use with IP version 4. An IPv6 ICMP poller sends ICMP messages for use with IP
version 6. All IP Manager products support IPv4 and IPv6 ICMP polling.


ICMP operation
The IP Manager uses ICMP polling for two purposes:


n To determine whether a system is reachable


n To monitor a system after the system has been discovered


SNMP
The Simple Network Management Protocol is used by network management applications for discovery,
fault management, and performance management. SNMP is an application-layer protocol that exchanges
management information between a network management application, such as the IP Manager, and one
or more managed network objects, called agents.


SNMP, itself, does not provide network management. What SNMP does provide is a framework, or
infrastructure, on which network management applications can be built.


In this document, unless otherwise noted, SNMP works in conjunction with both IPv4 and IPv6 protocols.


SNMP key components
SNMP key components are the management station, agent, management information base, and the
SNMP protocol. Each SNMP agent or SNMP manager maintains a MIB. An agent MIB contains
information about the network system managed by the SNMP agent, and about the agent itself. A
manager MIB contains network management information that is extracted by the SNMP manager from
each agent MIB.


SNMP basic operations
SNMP includes the following basic operations:


n GET


n SET


n NOTIFY


n INFORM


SNMP versions
Currently, there are three versions of the SNMP protocol: v1, v2c, and v3. SNMPv1 and v2c offer
rudimentary authentication and authorization schemes, whereas SNMPv3 offers robust authentication
and authorization schemes plus data privacy.
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SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3 security
SNMPv1 security consists of a pairing of an SNMP agent with some arbitrary set of SNMP managers to
form an SNMP community. Each SNMP community is given a name called the community name or
community string for the community. Common community names are public (read-only), private (read-
write), and trap. The permissions (read-only, read-write) for a community name indicate the read-write
permissions of an SNMP manager when using that community name to access an agent’s MIB.
Community names can be thought of as passwords to SNMPv1 agents.


Like SNMPv1, SNMPv2c uses the notion of communities to establish trust between SNMP managers and
SNMP agents. Unlike SNMPv1, SNMPv2c uses an updated version of the structure of management
information (SMI), which extends the MIB object tree, allows several new data types, and makes a
number of other changes. SNMPv2c is more efficient than SNMPv1 and has better error-handling
capabilities.


SNMPv3 provides integrity, authenticity, data privacy, and access control for SNMP messages exchanged
between an SNMP manager and the managed SNMP agents. Unlike the community-based administrative
model of SNMPv1 and V2C, SNMPv3 unambiguously identifies the source and destination of each SNMP
message. And instead of using community names to establish trust between SNMP managers and SNMP
agents, SNMPv3 uses the following security-related services to establish trust:


n Authentication


The source includes information in each sent message that identifies the source as authentic, and
performs the required functions to ensure message integrity. A typical authentication scheme requires
that the source and destination parties share the same authentication key.


n Privacy


Messages are encrypted to achieve privacy. The encryption is done in such a way that only the
intended destination can perform the decryption. A typical privacy scheme requires that the source
and destination parties share the same privacy key.


n Access control


Both the source and destination play a part in access control. Each destination may have a distinct
access policy for each potential source, which gives an administrator considerable flexibility in setting
up an SNMP management system and assigning various levels of authorization to different users.


NASChassis
A chassis is a physical package that encloses other elements; in this case, the enclosed elements are the
Celerra Data Movers and Control Station.


NASChassis is instantiated for each Celerra Network Server (NASChassis object) found during the
discovery process.
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The NASChassis is related to the FileServer and Host objects through the PackagesSystems
relationship. The NASChassis is also related to remote Control Station Host objects through the
ConnectedTo relationship. The ConnectedTo relationship reflects inter-Celerra device communication.


FileServer
A file server (Celerra Data Mover or NetApp Filer) is responsible for central storage and management of
data files so that other computers can access the files. File server configurations can vary greatly, from a
networked group of storage arrays that includes many disk drives to a virtual entity on a computer host. In
a large Celerra network, however, a file server may be included in a Celerra Network Server that contains
a Control Station, or it might be associated with a remote Control Station on the same IP network, or with
a Control Station on a network not monitored by VMware Smart Assurance. There is no concept of
Control Station with the NetApp Filer, which includes its own management software.


A FileServer object is related to the NASChassis object by the PackagedIn relationship, and to the IP
network through the ConnectedVia relationship.


Comparable terms
Comparable Terms lists some comparable terms used in VMware NAS Element Management and
VMware ControlCenter.


Table 9‑1.  Comparable Terms


VMware Smart Assurance term
Comparable VMware NAS element
management term


Comparable VMware ControlCenter
term


Broker N/A Store


Domain Manager, such as the
Availability Manager


Celerra Manager ControlCenter Infrastructure including
ControlCenter Server, Repository, and
Stores


Edge (a Map Console term) N/A Link


In the ControlCenter Console, the
Relationship View and Topology View
display links that represents connections
between devices.


Global Console


Web Console


N/A ControlCenter Console and Web
Console


Map N/A In the ControlCenter Console, the Path
Details View and Relationship View


Topology Browser Celerra Manager user interface In the ControlCenter Console, the
Topology View


Repository Database Repository
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Wildcard patterns
A wildcard pattern is a series of characters that are matched against incoming character strings. You can
use these patterns when you define pattern matching criteria.


Matching is done strictly from left to right, one character or basic wildcard pattern at a time. Characters
that are not part of match constructs match themselves. The pattern and the incoming string must match
completely. For example, the pattern abcd does not match the input abcde or abc. A compound wildcard
pattern consists of one or more basic wildcard patterns separated by ampersand (&) or tilde (~)
characters. A compound wildcard pattern is matched by attempting to match each of its component basic
wildcard patterns against the entire input string. Basic and compound wildcard patterns are defined in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


If the first character of a compound wildcard pattern is an ampersand (&) or tilde (~) character, the
compound is interpreted as if an asterisk (*) appeared at the beginning of the pattern. For example, the
pattern ~*[0-9]* matches any string not containing any digits. A trailing instance of an ampersand
character (&) can only match the empty string. A trailing instance of a tilde character (~) can be read as
“except for the empty string.” Spaces are interpreted as characters and are subject to matching even if
they are adjacent to operators like “&”. Special characters for compound wildcard patterns are
summarized in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.
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Preface 1
As part of an effort to improve its product lines, VMware Smart Assurance periodically releases revisions
of its software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not be
supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product release notes provide
the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your VMware technical support professional if a product does not function properly or does not
function as described in this document.


Note   This document was accurate at publication time. Go to VMware Smart Assurance Online Support 
docs.vmware.com to ensure that you are using the latest version of this document.


This chapter includes the following topics:
n Purpose


n Audience


Purpose
This document provides description, configuration, and operation information for the
VMware Smart Assurance Topology Split Manager, which is a tool that provides a scalable topology-split
functionality for very large IP topology domains.


Audience
This document is part of the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager documentation set. It is intended for:


n System administrators who are configuring and using the Topology Split Manager.


n IT managers who are seeking to better understand the value of the Topology Split Manager.
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VMware Smart Assurance IP
Manager installation directory 2
In this document, the term BASEDIR represents the location where VMware Smart Assurance software is
installed:


n For UNIX, this location is /opt/InCharge/<product>.


On UNIX operating systems, VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager is, by default, installed
to /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts. This location is referred to as BASEDIR/smarts.


Optionally, you can specify the root of BASEDIR to be something other than /opt/InCharge (on UNIX)
but you cannot change the <product> location under the root directory.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides detailed information about the
directory structure for VMware Smart Assurance software.
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VMware Smart Assurance IP
Manager products 3
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager includes the following products:


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS
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Related documentation 4
In addition to this document, VMware, Inc. provides a Help system for command line programs as well as
product documentation.


This chapter includes the following topics:


n Help for command line programs


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager documentation


n VMware Smart Assurance documentation


Help for command line programs
Descriptions of command line programs are available as HTML pages. The index.html file, which provides
an index to the various commands, is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/doc/html/usage directory.


VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager documentation
The following documents are relevant to users of the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager:


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Release Notes


n VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers


n VMware Smart Assurance Open Source License and Copyright Information


n VMware Smart Assurance Failover System User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Troubleshooting Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Documentation Portfolio


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Certification Matrix
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VMware Smart Assurance documentation
Readers of this guide might find the following related documentation helpful. These documents are
updated periodically. Electronic versions of the updated manuals are available on VMware Online
Support:


n VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide.


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) Reference for Service Assurance
Manager.


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) 1.11 Reference for Non-Service
Assurance Manager Products.


n VMware Smart Assurance ASL Reference Guide.


n VMware Smart Assurance Perl Reference Guide.


n VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide.


n Smarts Assurance Foundation EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer Guide.


n Smart Assurance Foundation Documentation Portfolio.
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Conventions used in this
document 5
VMware Smart Assurance uses the following conventions for special notices:


DANGER indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury.


WARNING indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury.


CAUTION used with the safety alert symbol, indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could
result in minor or moderate injury.


NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


Note   A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


IMPORTANT An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions
VMware Smart Assurance uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Bold Use for names of interface elements


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace
Use for:
n System output, such as an error message or script
n System code
n Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
n Commands and options
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  Monospace italic
                     


Use for variables.


                      
  Monospace bold
                     


Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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Where to get help 6
VMware Smart Assurance support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information


For documentation, release notes, software updates, or information about VMware Smart Assurance
products, go to VMware Online Support at:


docs.vmware.com


Technical support


Go to VMware Smart Assurance Online Support. You will see several options for contacting VMware
Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement.
Contact your VMware sales representative for details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with
questions about your account.
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Your comments 7
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the
user publications. Provide your opinions of this document to:


docs.vmware.com
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Introduction 8
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Overview


n Topology representation and root-cause analysis


n Edge connections and proxy devices


n Architecture


n Installation


n Service command


n Configuration


n Discovery


n Invocation


n Operating modes


n Full and incremental topology splits


n Core topology-split functions


n Trial learning mode


n Automatic topology synchronization


n Edge management


n TSM hook script


Overview
The VMware Smart Assurance Topology Split Manager is a specially configured instance of an
IP Manager that is started as a “DISCOVERY_MANAGER.” As such, the Topology Split Manager
discovers availability-type (but not performance-type) topology objects and does no monitoring or analysis
of the discovered topology.
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The Topology Split Manager provides scalable topology management for IP network domains that contain
a large number of devices. When run in normal mode with all operating features enabled, the
Topology Split Manager performs the following tasks:


n Performs an initial discovery of the devices


n Splits the discovered devices across multiple domains that are managed by individual
IP Availability Managers


n Creates a seed file of devices for each domain


n Places the devices that are listed in a domain’s seed file onto the Pending Devices list of the domain’s
IP Availability Manager


n Adds proxy devices to the domains so that events from the IP Availability Managers can be stitched
together correctly by the VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager (Global Manager) to
point to the common root cause


Given a large topology, like the one in Large IP network, the goal of the Topology Split Manager is to
split the devices in the topology into a user-specified number of domains such that the domains are
fairly equal in size and the number of proxy devices is kept to a minimum.
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Figure 8‑1.  Large IP network


Splitting a large IP network into four domains—Example is an example of a large topology that has
been split by the Topology Split Manager into four domains, each of which is managed by an
IP Availability Manager.
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Figure 8‑2.  Splitting a large IP network into four domains—Example


An “IP Availability Manager” may be either an IP Availability Manager (AM) or an
IP Availability Manager and an IP Performance Manager running as a single process (AM-PM).
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Topology representation and root-cause analysis
The Topology Split Manager splits the devices in the topology into multiple domains such that:


n The topology representation by the multiple IP Availability Managers is equivalent to the topology
representation by a single IP Availability Manager if that manager were able to manage all devices in
the topology.


n The root-cause analysis by the multiple IP Availability Managers is equivalent to the root-cause
analysis by a single IP Availability Manager if that manager were able to manage all devices in the
topology.


Edge connections and proxy devices
When topology is split into multiple domains, connections that cross domain boundaries are broken. To
monitor such connections to ensure proper correlation across all domains, the Topology Split Manager
adds proxy devices, or replicated devices, to neighboring domains. Representation of a connection that
crosses a domain boundary—Example provides an example.
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Figure 8‑3.  Representation of a connection that crosses a domain boundary—Example


The domain that contains the “real” device in its topology is said to “own” the device and has primary
responsibility for managing the device. As such, the domain is responsible for managing all components
of the device.
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The domain that contains the “proxy” device in its topology has partial management responsibility for that
device. As such, the domain is responsible for managing only those components of the proxy device that
are involved in the “across the domain” connection from the proxy device to the device that is owned by
the domain (Router C in Figure 3).


The Topology Split Manager determines the proxy devices for the domains, adds them to the domain
seed files, and places them on the appropriate IP Availability Manager’s Pending Devices list for
subsequent pending discovery. During the discovery of the proxy devices, and assuming that an
operating feature called TSM hook script is enabled, the IP Availability Manager sets the Domain attribute
of the devices to “Proxy.”


Architecture
Topology-split architecture shows the Topology Split Manager architecture for a deployment that has <n>
domains named AM001, . . ., and AM00<n>.
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Figure 8‑4.  Topology-split architecture
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The Topology Split Manager splits the topology into <n> domains, which reduces the scope of topology
that is managed by each IP Availability Manager while minimizing the overlap of the discovered devices
within the domains and ensuring that no coverage gaps exist across the domains.


Through the optional VMware Smart Assurance Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS, the
Topology Split Manager receives the topology information that is needed by the IP Availability Managers
to model networks that are populated with Alcatel-Lucent devices. The
VMware Smart Assurance Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS User Guide describes the
Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS in detail and presents configuration procedures for the
Adapter.


After the topology split, the IP Availability Managers discover, monitor, and analyze the devices and
network connectivity in their respective domains, and send topology and event information to the
Global Manager. The Global Manager integrates the topology and event information to acquire the
complete topology of the managed IP network domain and to diagnose problems and impacts for the
managed IP network domain.


The Topology Split Manager is the central point for topology management. All topology changes are made
through the Topology Split Manager rather than through the IP Availability Managers that manage the
domains.


Installation
The Topology Split Manager software is included in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager. When
installing the IP Manager, you will not see any mention of the Topology Split Manager.


Supported platforms for the Topology Split Manager
The Topology Split Manager software is supported on Sun Solaris and Red Hat Linux. For a list of
supported OS versions for the IP Manager, see the
VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers.


Guidelines for installing the Topology Split Manager
Follow these guidelines to install the Topology Split Manager:


n Install the IP Manager to a new installation directory.


Include TSM in the directory pathname for ease in locating this particular installation. For example, on
UNIX:


/opt/InCharge/TSM/IP


In this document, the term TSM_BASEDIR represents the base directory, <installation
directory>/TSM/IP, where the software for the Topology Split Manager is installed.


n Choose a “Complete” installation.
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n Do not install any products as services.


Detailed instructions for installing the IP Manager are given in the
VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers.


Installed file tree for the Topology Split Manager
The installed file tree for the Topology Split Manager is shown in Topology Split Manager file tree and
described in Topology Split Manager files.
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Figure 8‑5.  Topology Split Manager file tree
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Table 8‑1.  Topology Split Manager files


Filename Description


Files in rules/discovery/topo-split directory


Topo-split scripts on Topology Split Manager:
n topo-split-init.asl
n topo-split-import.asl
n topo-split.asl
n topo-split-output-seeds.asl
n topo-split-output-seeds-AM.asl
n topo-split-report.asl
n topo-split-trial-hook.asl
n topo-split-sync.asl
n topo-split-sync-edge.asl
n topo-split-sync-AM.asl
n topo-split-hook.asl
n topo-split-override-polling-system.asl
n topo-split-hook-AM.asl


Topo-split scripts on IP Availability Manager:
n ic-post-topo-management.asl
n ic-override-polling-post-processor.asl
n ic-ts-manage-proxy-post-processor.asl
n ic-manage-hsrp-post-processor.asl


Scripts that the Topology Split Manager runs when performing a topology
split. Which scripts run depends on which of the following features are
enabled for the topology split:
n Operating mode: normal or trial learning mode
n Automatic topology synchronization
n Edge management
n TSM hook script


The rules/discovery/topo-split directory also contains scripts that a
domain’s IP Availability Manager runs when automatic topology
synchronization, edge management, and the TSM hook script are
enabled.


Files in conf/discovery/topo-split directory


tsm.conf Configuration file that a user edits to control the topology-split operation.


topo-split.conf Configuration file that a user edits to specify the names of the domains
into which the topology will be split.


Files in conf/discovery directory


discovery.conf


tpmgr-param.conf


name-resolver.conf


partitions.conf


user-defined-connections.conf


Configuration files that a user edits to control Topology Split Manager
discovery.


Files in conf/icf directory


bootstrap-tsm.conf Bootstrap file for the Topology Split Manager.


Files in conf/custom directory


override-polling-system.txt Text file in which a user specifies a list of devices that the user wants the
IP Availability Managers to poll at a one-minute interval.


Files in local/logs directory


Server log file


Example: INCHARGE_TSM.log


A server log in which startup, progression, and error messages are
written for the Topology Split Manager.
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Table 8‑1.  Topology Split Manager files (Continued)


Filename Description


seedfile-<AM1 name>-<date>, ..., seedfile-<AMn>-
<date>


Example: seedfile-AM001-1138291391


Seed files that are created for a full or incremental topology split when the
Topology Split Manager is operating in normal mode.


Each seed file contains the split topology (devices) for an
IP Availability Manager.


<TSM name>.trials.csv


Example: INCHARGE-TSM.trials.csv


A comma-separated values (csv) report file that is created for a full
topology split when the Topology Split Manager is operating in trial
learning mode.


For each successful full topology split during a trial learning mode
invocation, the Topology Split Manager adds a row of data to the report
file.


Existing data is removed from the <TSM name>.trials.csv file at the
beginning of each new invocation of trial learning mode.


Files in local/logs/<TSM name>.trial.<num> directory


<TSM name>.rpsExample:INCHARGE-TSM.rps


seedfile-<AM1 name>, ..., seedfile-
<AMn>Example:seedfile-AM001


report.csv


summary.csv


Repository snapshot file, seed files, and csv report files that are created
for a full topology split when the Topology Split Manager is operating in
trial learning mode.


For each successful full topology split during a trial learning mode
invocation, the Topology Split Manager creates a new set of files and a
new <TSM name>.trial.<num> directory into which to store the files.


Existing <TSM name>.trial.<num> directories are removed at the
beginning of each new invocation of trial learning mode.


Files in local/repos/icf directory


Repository file


Example: INCHARGE-TSM.repos


A repository file in which the repository of the Topology Split Manager is
stored.


License required to use the Topology Split Manager
The Topology Split Manager checks out the following IP Manager licenses at startup:


n AP_ALCT_SAM_USR


n AP_AUTO_DISCOVERY


n AP_DISCOVERY


n AP_HOST_RES


n AP_ICSRV


n AP_IPV6


n AP_L3S


n AP_NAS


n AP_VIRT_ROUTER


n AP_VRRP


n DMC_CORR
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n DMC_DECS


n VN_ALL


n VN_CISCO


n VN_CISCO_HSRP


Even though the Topology Split Manager does not use the DMC_CORR license or (in a default
configuration) the DMC_DECS license, it does check out those licenses at startup.


The Topology Split Manager does not require a volume license.


Service command
From the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the IP Manager installation area, a user manually installs
the Topology Split Manager as a service after the installation. Here is the Topology Split Manager service
command.


UNIX:


/opt/InCharge/TSM/IP/smarts/bin/sm_service install 


 --force 


 --name=ic-tsm 


 --startmode=runonce 


 --description=”VMware Smart Assurance Topology Split Manager” 


 /opt/InCharge/TSM/IP/smarts/bin/sm_server 


 --name=INCHARGE-TSM 


 --config=icf 


 –-bootstrap=bootstrap-tsm.conf 


 --port=0 


 --ignore-restore-errors 


 –-noreconfigure 


 --output 


--daemon


To install the service, invoke the service command on one line.


Startup
To manually start the service and the Topology Split Manager, invoke the following command:


sm_service start ic-tsm


Shutdown
To manually stop the service and the Topology Split Manager, invoke the following command:


sm_service stop ic-tsm
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Configuration
Before invoking a topology split, a user edits a file named topo-split.conf to specify the names of the
domains into which the topology will be split, and edits a file named tsm.conf (or invokes dmctl
commands) to control the following aspects of the topology split:


n Enable the topology split


The associated configuration parameter is NumberOfDomains (Default: 1).


n Select an operating mode for the topology split: normal mode or trial learning mode


The associated configuration parameters are:


n IsTrialLearningEnabled (Default: FALSE)


n NumberOfTrials (Default: 3)


n Configure operating features for the topology split


The associated configuration parameters are:


n IsSplitFromScratch (Default: TRUE)


n IsTopoSyncEnabled (Default: FALSE)


n EnableAutoEdgeManagement (Default: FALSE)


n IsTSMHookEnabled (Default: FALSE)


n Fine tune the topology-split algorithm


The associated configuration parameters are:


n AdapterHighWaterMark (Default: 100000)


n DeviceHighWaterMark (Default: 5000)


.


.


.


n NumberOfRetries (Default: 3)


By default, topology split is disabled because the default value of the NumberOfDomains
configuration parameter is 1. To enable topology split, a user must set NumberOfDomains to the
number of domains that are specified in the topo-split.conf file. That number must be greater than
1.


The tsm.conf file and the topology-split configuration parameters are described in “Description of
tsm.conf” on page 52. The topo-split.conf file and the “DOMAINNAME” configuration parameter
are described in “Description of topo-split.conf” on page 59.


Chapter 9 Configuring the Topology Split Manager identifies the configuration tasks in a
Topology Split Manager deployment and provides the procedures for completing those tasks.
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Discovery
During the initial full discovery, the Topology Split Manager populates its repository with the devices and
network connections that it discovers in the managed IP network domain. During any subsequent full
discovery, the Topology Split Manager rediscovers the devices and network connections in the managed
IP network domain.


The discovery flow up to postprocessing is essentially the same as for any IP Manager except that the
discovery is more streamlined. During the postprocessing phase of discovery, and only if the
NumberOfDomains configuration parameter is set, the Topology Split Manager starts a topology-split
driver that invokes topology split.


Chapter 9 Configuring the Topology Split Manager identifies the discovery configuration tasks in a
Topology Split Manager deployment and provides the procedures for completing those tasks. Chapter 10
Initiating Discovery and Topology Split presents procedures for initiating discovery in a
Topology Split Manager deployment.


Invocation
After all components in a Topology Split Manager deployment have been installed and configured, a user
starts all components in the deployment and initiates a full discovery. When per-device (phase 2)
discovery completes, and assuming that the NumberOfDomains configuration parameter is set, the
Topology Split Manager starts a topology split driver that invokes topology split.


In addition, if the Topology Split Manager has already performed a full discovery of the devices in the
managed IP network domain (and, again, assuming that the NumberOfDomains configuration parameter
is set), the user can enter the following command from the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory to invoke
topology split:


         dmctl -s <TSM name> invoke GA_Driver::TopoSplit-Driver start


      


where <TSM name> is the name of the Topology Split Manager.


Operating modes
The Topology Split Manager can operate in one of two modes: normal mode or trial learning mode. The
value of the IsTrialLearningEnabled configuration parameter determines the operating mode:


n When IsTrialLearningEnabled is FALSE (default), the Topology Split Manager runs in normal mode
and creates a single topology split when topology split is invoked.


n When IsTrialLearningEnabled is TRUE, the Topology Split Manager runs in trial learning mode and
creates multiple topology splits when topology split is invoked.


Trial learning mode is described in Trial learning mode.
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Full and incremental topology splits
When operating in normal mode and topology split is invoked, the Topology Split Manager performs either
a full topology split or an incremental topology split. The value of the IsSplitFromScratch configuration
parameter determines the type of topology split:


n When IsSplitFromScratch is TRUE (default), the Topology Split Manager performs a full topology split.


For a full topology split, the Topology Split Manager splits the topology into as many domains as
specified in the NumberOfDomains configuration parameter and then clears IsSplitFromScratch (sets
IsSplitFromScratch to FALSE).


n When IsSplitFromScratch is FALSE, the Topology Split Manager performs an incremental topology
split.


For an incremental topology split, the Topology Split Manager applies incremental topology updates
to an existing topology split, which might result in the moving of some devices from one domain to
another in an attempt to improve the split.


A full Topology split should be run only for an initial full discovery or after a major network redesign.
Incremental topology split should be used for normal topology updates. Chapter 10 Initiating
Discovery and Topology Split describes full and incremental topology splits in more detail.


Core topology-split functions
When topology split is invoked, the topology-split driver runs scripts that read the tsm.conf and topo-
split.conf files. If the NumberOfDomains configuration parameter is set to the number of domains in the
topo-split.conf file, additional scripts run, such as the ones that perform the following tasks:


n Run the topology-split algorithm, which analyzes and splits the discovered topology into the user-
specified number of domains. The topology-split algorithm may be run more than once, depending on
the value of the IsTrialLearningEnabled configuration parameter, and on the value of the
NumberOfRetries configuration parameter if the topology split fails.


Any retry of a failed topology split is performed as an incremental topology split.


n In normal mode (IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE), create a seed file for each domain and write the
seed files to the Topology Split Manager’s local/logs directory.


n In trial learning mode (IsTrialLearningEnabled = TRUE and IsSplitFromScratch = TRUE), create a
seed file for each domain for each successful run of the topology-split algorithm, and write the seed
files to a Topology Split Manager’s <TSM name>.trial.<num> directory.


n For a discovery that includes Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) groups and/or Virtual Router
Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) groups, make corrections for any HSRP or VRRP group that is split
between domains as a result of the topology split, to ensure that at least one of the domains includes
the complete topology for an HSRP or VRRP group. All of the devices for a “complete” group are
added to the domain that contains the lowest number of managed network adapters.
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Topology seed files created in normal mode
In normal mode, the Topology Split Manager creates seed files in its local/logs directory for both full
topology splits and incremental topology splits.


Each seed file for a full topology split contains the discovered devices for the associated
IP Availability Manager. Each new seed file for an incremental topology split contains the previously
discovered devices and the newly discovered devices for the associated IP Availability Manager. Also,
devices (if any) that have been removed from the managed IP network domain will be removed from the
new seed files for an incremental topology split.


The devices in a seed file are identified as either primary seeds or proxies. Primary seed devices, which
are devices that are owned by the associated IP Availability Manager, appear in the “Primary seeds”
section of the seed file. Proxy devices appear in the “Proxies” section of the seed file.


The name format of a seed file is:


seedfile-<AM name>-<date>


where:


n <AM name> is the domain name for which the seed file was generated. The name of the domain and
the name of the IP Availability Manager that manages the domain are the same name.


n <date> is a timestamp that identifies when the seed file was generated, stated as the number of
seconds since January 1, 1970, 00:00:00 GMT.


For example, the following seed file is for the domain AM001:


seedfile-AM001-1138291391


When automatic topology synchronization is not enabled (default), users can use the seed files to
initiate IP Availability Manager discovery manually.


Topology seed files created in trial learning mode
In trial learning mode, the Topology Split Manager creates seed files in its <TSM name>.trial.<num>
directories for full topology splits only.


The name format of a seed file in a <TSM name>.trial.<num> directory is:


seedfile-<AM name>


where <AM name> is the domain name for which the seed file was generated.
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For example, the following seed file is for the domain AM001:


seedfile-AM001


Upon choosing an initial topology split, users can use the seed files to initiate IP Availability Manager
discovery manually.


Trial learning mode
Because the Topology Split Manager’s topology-split algorithm is pseudo-random, different runs of the
algorithm might produce different results. A new feature, called trial learning mode, enables users to run
multiple initial (full) topology splits in an automated fashion, so that they can compare a number of initial
splits and then choose the one that best matches their criteria.


Trial learning mode enablement
Operating in trial learning mode requires the following configuration parameter settings for the
Topology Split Manager:


n NumberOfDomains = <number of domains into which to split the topology>


n IsSplitFromScratch = TRUE


n IsTrialLearningEnabled = TRUE


n NumberOfTrials = <number of initial (full) topology splits to run>


When operating in trial learning mode, the Topology Split Manager ignores the following configuration
parameters:


n IsTopoSyncEnabled


n EnableAutoEdgeManagement


n IsTSMHookEnabled


That is, regardless of the settings of these configuration parameters, the Topology Split Manager will
not run automatic topology synchronization, edge management, or the TSM hook script.


Trial learning mode operation
When operating in trial learning mode, the Topology Split Manager performs the following tasks:


n For each trial topology split, splits the topology into as many domains as specified in the
NumberOfDomains configuration parameter.


n Upon creating the last trial topology split, clears the IsSplitFromScratch configuration parameter (sets
IsSplitFromScratch to FALSE).


For each successful trial topology split, the Topology Split Manager creates a directory named <TSM
name>.trial.<num> in the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs directory, as shown in Directories and
files created by the Topology Split Manager in trial learning mode.
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Figure 8‑6.  Directories and files created by the Topology Split Manager in trial learning
mode
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<TSM name> is the name of the Topology Split Manager, and <num> is a number that is padded with
leading zeros to three digits and identifies a successful trial topology split. An example of <TSM
name>.trial.<num> is INCHARGE-TSM.trial.001, where 001 identifies the first successful trial
topology split.


The Topology Split Manager populates each <TSM name>.trial.<num> directory with the following
files:


n A seed file for each domain’s IP Availability Manager, named seedfile-<AM1 name>, ..., seedfile-
<AMn name>; for example: seedfile-AM001


Unlike a topology split in normal mode, in which the seed files are stored in the local/logs directory
and have a date stamp in their names (seedfile-<AM name>-<date>), the seed files for a topology
split in trial learning mode are stored in a <TSM name>.trial.<num> directory and do not have a date
stamp in their names.


n A repository (rps) file named <TSM name>.rps; for example: INCHARGE-TSM.rps


The repository file is a snapshot of the repository state for the topology split.


n Two comma-separated values (csv) report files named report.csv and summary.csv


The Topology Split Manager also creates a csv report file named <TSM name>.trials.csv in the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs directory and populates it with a row of data for each topology split.


Note   Existing <TSM name>.trial.<num> directories are removed at the beginning of each new “trial
learning mode” invocation.


Trial learning mode report files
For each successful trial topology split, the Topology Split Manager creates a <TSM name>.trial.<num>
directory and populates the directory with the report.csv and summary.csv files. It also adds a line of
summary data for the topology split to the <TSM name>.trials.csv file, which is created after the first
successful topology split.


The report files contain criteria such as (1) the number of devices that are owned by a domain and (2) the
number of devices that are proxied by a domain. For a device that is owned by a domain, the domain has
the primary responsibility for managing the device. For a device that is proxied by a domain, the domain
has a partial responsibility for managing the device. Partial management means that the domain is
responsible for managing only those components of the proxy device that are involved in the “across the
domain” connections from the proxy device to devices that are owned by the domain.


The report.csv file contains one row for each device, for each domain in which the device appears. The
file has the following columns of information:


n Name of the domain


n Class of the device (Switch, Router, and so on)


n Name of the device


n Whether the device is owned by the domain, or proxied
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n Number of ports


n Number of interfaces


n SNMP address


n SNMP System OID


n Description


summary.csv
The summary.csv file contains one row for each domain, and summarizes the distribution of topology
between the domains. The file has the following columns of information:


n Name of the domain


n Number of devices that the domain owns


Devices for which the domain has the primary responsibility for management.


n Number of ports on owned devices


n Number of interfaces on owned devices


n Topology Split Manager weight metric for the owned devices


n Number of devices that the domain proxies


Devices for which the domain has a partial responsibility for management.


n Number of ports on proxied devices


n Number of interfaces on proxied devices


n Topology Split Manager weight metric for the proxied devices


n Total of the owned and proxied weight metrics


n Percentage relative to an equal share of the weights that this domain contains.


That is, for a perfect split, each domain would carry exactly 100% of their fair share of the weight.
Realistically, some domains will carry more than their fair share (>100%) and other will carry less
(<100%). The closer these numbers get to 100% across all domains, the more evenly distributed the
load becomes across the domains.


TSM name.trials.csv
This file contains one row of summary data for each successful topology split. (Terms such as “imbalance
ratio” and “weight” are defined in #unique_47/unique_47_Connect_42__topo_split_configure_58059.)
The file has the following columns of information:


n Number of the trial
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n Flags related to this trial


This column is a string column that contains zero or more of the following strings, separated by a
slash (/) if there are more than one:


n BEST_BALANCE if this trial is the most evenly balanced trial (where “most evenly balanced”
equates to the lowest imbalance ratio)


n LOWEST_PROXIES if this trial has the lowest proxy percentage (where “proxy percentage” is the
total number of proxy devices in all domains divided by the total number of proxied and owned
devices in the topology split)


Note that more than one trial can have the same flag if the trials tie for the best value on that
criterion.


n Minimum weight of any of the domains in the trial


n Maximum weight of any of the domains in the trial


n Average weight of the domains


n Imbalance ratio, specified as the ratio of the maximum to average weight


This criterion might be used in evaluating the best split; lower is better.


n Percentage of the total number of devices across all domains that are proxies


Another useful criterion in judging the best split; lower is better.


n Name of the domain with the highest number of ports and interfaces


Used with the following two fields to evaluate whether the topology split exceeds scalability estimates
for the domain’s IP Availability Manager.


n Number of ports in that domain


n Number of interfaces in that domain


Note   Existing data is removed from the TSM name.trials.csv file at the beginning of each new
invocation of trial learning mode.


Creating additional report files
To handle cases where the user has additional criteria to report, a script named topo-split-trial-hook.asl is
invoked after each topology split. A placeholder version of this script is shipped with IP Manager 9.1, and
is located in the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/rules/discovery/topo-split directory.


The topo-split-trial-hook.asl has a TRIAL_HOOK section that can be filled in to perform additional logic
after each topology split, between the generation of the standard reports and the time that the repository
snapshot is taken. The script also has an END_HOOK section that is called once after all trials are run.
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Particular techniques that might be useful include the use of ACT_Script or ACT_PerlScript or similar to
run an external script, or ACT_File to generate data files directly from VMware’s Adapter Scripting
Language (ASL). For the latter case, the subdir property of TopoSplit_Manager could be used to initialize
the subdir property of an ACT_File instance, to place the file in the appropriate trial directory.


Choosing an initial topology split
Users will compare the resulting seed files, csv reports, and trial-hook-created reports (if any) to choose
the initial topology split that they prefer. Here are some guidelines for evaluating and choosing the best
topology split:


n A split with a lower imbalance ratio is preferable to a split with a higher imbalance ratio.


n A split with a lower total proxy percentage is preferable to one with a higher total proxy percentage.


The true load that a topology puts on a domain depends on other statistics as well.


A user might want to experiment with different values of the topology-split algorithm fine-tuning
parameters that are described in “Description of tsm.conf” on page 52, but should consider doing so
only after running the topology split with the default values.


After choosing a trial initial topology split, a user should perform the procedure in Using an initial
topology split from trial learning mode to continue with the desired trial result as a starting point.


Automatic topology synchronization
At the end of a topology split and assuming that the IsTopoSyncEnabled configuration parameter is
TRUE, the Topology Split Manager automatically distributes the split topology to the
IP Availability Managers and synchronizes the discovered topologies of the IP Availability Managers with
the assigned topologies in the Topology Split Manager.


Automatic topology synchronization enablement
Automatic topology synchronization requires the following configuration parameter settings for the
Topology Split Manager:


n NumberOfDomains = <number of domains into which to split the topology>


n IsTopoSyncEnabled = TRUE


n IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


In normal mode, automatic topology synchronization can be enabled for a full topology split
(IsSplitFromScratch = TRUE) or an incremental topology split (IsSplitFromScratch = FALSE). In trial
learning mode, automatic topology synchronization does not run, regardless of the setting of the
IsTopoSyncEnabled configuration parameter.
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Automatic topology synchronization operation
When a topology split is invoked, the topology-split driver runs scripts that perform core topology-split
tasks, as described in Core topology-split functions. If IsTopoSyncEnabled is TRUE (and
IsTrialLearningEnabled is FALSE), additional scripts run, such as the ones that perform the following
tasks:


n Create seed files in the IP Availability Managers Create seed files in the IP Availability Managers


n Synchronize topology with the IP Availability Managers Synchronize topology with the IP Availability
Managers


Create seed files in the IP Availability Manager s
The Topology Split Manager forwards the list of devices in each seed file in the local/logs directory to the
appropriate IP Availability Manager. There, under the control of the Topology Split Manager, the
IP Availability Manager creates a seed file in its local/logs directory and populates the file with the list of
devices from the Topology Split Manager.


The Topology Split Manager directs the IP Availability Manager to add the string “update” to the name of
the seed file that it creates. For example, if the name of the source seed file in the
Topology Split Manager is seedfile-AM001-1138291391, the IP Availability Manager will name the seed
file seedfile- update- AM001-1138291391.


The Topology Split Manager obtains a list of discovered devices from the IP Availability Manager and then
calculates the differences between the actual devices that were previously discovered by the
IP Availability Manager and the devices that are assigned to the IP Availability Manager by the topology-
split algorithm. The Topology Split Manager uses this information to organize the devices in the
IP Availability Manager-created seed file, hereafter called the domain’s seed file, as “New Seeds,”
“Unmanaged Seeds,” or “Outdated Seeds.”


“New Seeds” contains an entry for each managed device (IsManaged attribute = TRUE) that is assigned
by the topology-split algorithm (as either an owned or proxy device) to the IP Availability Manager and is
not already in the IP Availability Manager’s topology.


“Unmanaged Seeds” contains an entry for each unmanaged device (IsManaged attribute = FALSE) that is
assigned by the topology-split algorithm (as either an owned or proxy device) to the
IP Availability Manager. The entries in “Unmanaged Seeds” are commented-out.


“Outdated Seeds” contains an entry for each device (owned or proxy) that is already in the in the
IP Availability Manager’s topology and is either not assigned by the topology-split algorithm or is assigned
and is unmanaged. The entries in “Outdated Seeds” are commented-out.


The IP Availability Manager will discover only the devices in “New Seeds.”


If topology synchronization is successful, a user does not have to do anything with a domain’s seed file.
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Synchronize topology with the IP Availability Manager s
The Topology Split Manager performs the following tasks to synchronize the topology of an
IP Availability Manager with the topology that is assigned to the IP Availability Manager by the topology-
split algorithm:


n Creates and populates a table with the devices that are listed in the “Add Seeds” section of the
domain’s seed file, and then adds those devices to the Pending Devices list of the
IP Availability Manager.


n Creates and populates a table with the devices that are listed in the “Outdated Seeds” section of the
domain’s seed file, and then removes those devices and their instrumentation objects from the
IP Availability Manager’s repository.


In this release, the TopoSplit_Manager can no longer be configured to initiate IP Availability Manager
pending discovery at the end of topology synchronization. The pending discovery will occur at the
beginning of the next scheduled automatic pending discovery, or will occur when a user manually
invokes pending discovery from the command line or the Global Console. See Chapter 10 Initiating
Discovery and Topology Split for more information about initiating IP Availability Manager pending
discovery.


Edge management
At the end of a topology split and assuming that the IsTopoSyncEnabled and
EnableAutoEdgeManagement configuration parameters are both TRUE, the Topology Split Manager
performs the following tasks:


n Identifies which network adapters (ports or interfaces) on a proxy device do not have a connection
that is fully monitored by the domain.


n Directs the domain’s IP Availability Manager to unmanage those network adapters during a
subsequent pending discovery.


Edge management reduces management overhead by unmanaging network adapters that attach to
incomplete connections.


As an aid to understanding the discussions that follow, Data model representations of network
adapters and their connections”Examples is presented to show how network adapters and their
connections are represented by the Topology Split Manager and the IP Availability Manager.
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Figure 8‑7.  Data model representations of network adapters and their
connections”Examples


Not all relationships are shown in the figure. For example, neither the HostedBy relationship from an
IP object to its host device nor the LayeredOver relationship from an IP object to its MAC is shown.
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Edge management enablement
Edge management requires the following configuration parameter settings for the
Topology Split Manager:


n NumberOfDomains = <number of domains into which to split the topology>


n IsTopoSyncEnabled = TRUE


n EnableAutoEdgeManagement = TRUE


n IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


Edge management runs as part of automatic topology synchronization.


In normal mode, edge management can be enabled for a full topology split (IsSplitFromScratch =
TRUE) or an incremental topology split (IsSplitFromScratch = FALSE). In trial learning mode, edge
management does not run, regardless of the setting of the EnableAutoEdgeManagement
configuration parameter.


Edge management operation
When a topology split is invoked, the topology-split driver runs scripts that perform core topology-split
tasks, as described in Core topology-split functions. If IsTopoSyncEnabled and
EnableAutoEdgeManagement are both TRUE (and IsTrialLearningEnabled is FALSE), additional scripts
run, such as the ones that perform the following tasks:


n For each domain, build a table that contains entries for network adapters on proxy devices that are
associated with connections that are not fully managed by the specified domain.


n Forward the respective tables to the respective IP Availability Managers.


In each domain, during the postprocessing phase of pending discovery, the domain’s
IP Availability Manager performs the following tasks:


n Sets a flag on any protocol endpoint (IP or MAC, for example) that is LayeredOver any network
adapter that has an entry in the table.


The flag is a new attribute, named ForceLocalManagement, for protocol endpoints.
ForceLocalManagement is FALSE by default.


n Unmanages each network adapter that has an entry in the table.


Because of the set ForceLocalManagement flag, the unmanaging of the network adapters does not
unmanage any protocol endpoints that are LayeredOver the network adapters. Without the flag, the
unmanaging of a network adapter will unmanage any protocol endpoint that is LayeredOver the
network adapter.
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The IP Availability Manager keeps a list of protocol endpoints for which it has set the
ForceLocalManagement flag. After all network adapters that have entries in the table have been
unmanaged, the IP Availability Manager checks all instances of protocol endpoints and clears the flag
on any protocol endpoint that is not in the list. This behavior ensures that ForceLocalManagement is
FALSE on any protocol endpoint that might have had ForceLocalManagement set during an earlier
topology split but no longer needs it set.


TSM hook script
At the end of a topology split and assuming that the IsTSMHookEnabled configuration parameter is
TRUE, the Topology Split Manager runs the TSM hook script. The TSM hook script is a mechanism by
which one-minute polling, proxy device management, and HSRP/VRRPGroup management information is
transferred from the Topology Split Manager to the IP Availability Managers.


TSM hook script enablement
The TSM hook script requires the following configuration parameter settings for the
Topology Split Manager:


n NumberOfDomains = <number of domains into which to split the topology>


n IsTSMHookEnabled = TRUE


n IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


In normal mode, the TSM hook script can be enabled for a full topology split (IsSplitFromScratch =
TRUE) or an incremental topology split (IsSplitFromScratch = FALSE). In trial learning mode, the
TSM hook script does not run, regardless of the setting of the IsTSMHookEnabled configuration
parameter.


TSM hook script operation
When a topology split is invoked, the topology-split driver runs scripts that perform core topology-split
tasks, as described in Core topology-split functions. If IsTSMHookEnabled is TRUE (and
IsTrialLearningEnabled is FALSE), additional scripts run, such as the ones that run the following
management code:


n One-minute polling management code “One-minute polling management code”


n Proxy device management code “Proxy device management code”


n HSRP/VRRPGroup management code HSRP/VRRPGroup management code


One-minute polling management code
This code identifies which devices are eligible for monitoring at a one-minute interval by reading the list of
user-specified devices in the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/ custom/override-polling-system.txt
file. (“Description of override-polling-system.txt” on page 60 identifies the format of device entries in the
override-polling-system.txt file.) The code then determines which devices in the list of devices belong to
which domain, adds the devices to a table, and forwards the table to the IP Availability Managers.
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Each IP Availability Manager reads the list of devices in the table.


For each device that is marked as belonging to a specific domain, the associated IP Availability Manager
finds the component objects for the device and assigns a one-minute polling interval to the instrumented
component objects of each device during the postprocessing phase of pending discovery. Exceptions are
the following component object types:


n Processor


n Memory


n PowerSupply


n VoltageSensor


n TemperatureSensor


n Fan


n Network Adapter that is less than 34 megabytes (MB)


Note   These objects are performance-type objects and are relevant to an IP Availability Manager and
an IP Performance Manager running as a single process (AM-PM).


Proxy device management code
This code identifies which devices are proxy devices, adds the devices to a table, and forwards the table
to the IP Availability Managers.


Each IP Availability Manager searches its topology for devices that are listed in the table. If a device is
identified as a proxy in the table, the IP Availability Manager sets the device’s Domain attribute to “Proxy”
during the postprocessing phase of pending discovery.


Because the real device that is associated with a proxy device is already monitored for performance in
another domain, the proxy device should not be monitored for performance in this domain. The proxy
group is already created automatically in the Polling and Thresholds window of the IP domain manager.
The identified proxy devices are now the member of the Proxy group under the Polling and Thresholds
window.


Note   This last statement is relevant to an IP Availability Manager and an IP Performance Manager
running as a single process (AM-PM).


Regardless of whether a proxy device is monitored for performance, it is always monitored for availability.
Specifically, the domain to which the proxy device has been assigned monitors each proxy device’s
network adapter that is involved in a connection to a device that is owned by that domain.


HSRP/VRRPGroup management code
This code finds every HSRPGroup and VRRPGroup object in the Topology Split Manager’s topology and
inserts the name and group size of each found group object into a table. It then forwards the table to the
IP Availability Managers.
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Each IP Availability Manager finds every HSRPGroup and VRRPGroup in its topology and compares its
size to the size of the same group in the table. If the size of a HSRPGroup or VRRPGroup in the
IP Availability Manager is smaller than the size of the same group in the Topology Split Manager, the
IP Availability Manager unmanages the group during the postprocessing phase of pending discovery.
Reason: A smaller group indicates an incomplete group, and an incomplete group might cause erroneous
events.
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Configuring the
Topology Split Manager 9
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Overview


n Configuration directory


n User configuration parameters


n User configuration synchronization across installations


n Methods for modifying user configuration parameters


n Command sm_tpmgr and example


n Description of tsm.conf


n Description of topo-split.conf


n Description of override-polling-system.txt


n Tuning Topology Split Manager discovery


n Specifying domain names for topology split


n Specifying a list of devices for one-minute polling


n Enabling topology split


n Enabling trial learning mode


n Enabling automatic topology synchronization


n Enabling edge management


n Enabling the TSM hook script


n Configuring security


Overview
After installing the Topology Split Manager, the IP Availability Managers, the Global Manager, and the
optional Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS in a Topology Split Manager deployment, you
configure them so that they can form the proper connections to one another. You also configure discovery
for the Topology Split Manager and the IP Availability Managers, and configure topology split for the
Topology Split Manager.
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Some configuration tasks are performed before the applications are started, such as the editing of
configuration files, and some are performed through the Global Console when the applications are up and
running.


Overview of Topology Split Manager configuration tasks
Configuring the Topology Split Manager consists of the following tasks:


n Copy the discovery configurations from one of the IP Availability Manager installations to the
Topology Split Manager installation, and then modify certain discovery configurations in order to
improve and streamline Topology Split Manager discovery. The discovery configurations are listed in 
Overview of Topology Split Manager configuration tasks.


n Optional: Enable autodiscovery.


n Enable and customize topology split.


Procedures for configuring all aspects of IP Manager discovery are given in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


Procedures for improving Topology Split Manager discovery and configuring topology split are given
in this chapter.


Overview of IP Availability Manager configuration tasks
In addition to performing the configuration and administration tasks that are common to all
IP Availability Managers, you perform the following additional tasks to set up the IP Availability Managers
in a Topology Split Manager deployment:


n Set the discovery configurations for one of the IP Availability Manager installations and then copy
those configurations to the remaining IP Availability Manager installations.


n Disable autodiscovery.


Procedures for configuring all aspects of IP Availability Manager are given in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide.


Overview of Global Manager configuration tasks
In addition to performing the configuration and administration tasks that are common to all
Global Managers, you perform the following additional task to set up the Global Manager in a
Topology Split Manager deployment:


Use the Global Console and the Global Manager to specify the underlying IP Availability Managers.
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Doing so associates the IP Availability Managers with the proper data exchange adapter (DXA) files,
which identify the topology and events that the Global Manager should import from the
IP Availability Managers.


Note   No DXA or any other connection exists between the Topology Split Manager and the
Global Manager.


Procedures for configuring all aspects of the Global Manager are given in the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide.


Overview of Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS
configuration tasks
In addition to performing the configuration and administration tasks that are common to all
Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS (Adapter) instances, you perform the following additional task
to set up the Adapter in a Topology Split Manager deployment:


Set the AMServerName parameter value in the Adapter’s emsConfig.import file to the name of the
Topology Split Manager.


Upon reading this name, the Adapter will detect a Topology Split Manager destination and begin
forwarding the topology data expected by a Topology Split Manager.


As an aside, the Topology Split Manager will set the ServiceName attribute of any topology object that is
received from the Adapter to the name of the Adapter, to identify the Adapter as the object’s source.
When an Adapter-originating device object is assigned by the Topology Split Manager to an
IP Availability Manager, the IP Availability Manager will use the ServiceName value to subscribe to the
Adapter for status updates.


Procedures for configuring all aspects of the Adapter are given in the
VMware Smart Assurance Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS User Guide.


Configuration directory
The Topology Split Manager configuration directory is TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/conf, shown in 
Configuration directory. TSM_BASEDIR, which is not an environment variable, is used in this document to
represent the top-level directory structure of a Topology Split Manager installation. TSM_BASEDIR
represents <installation root directory>/TSM/IP.


In the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/conf directory:


n The “discovery” directory holds the discovery configurations for the Topology Split Manager.


n The “discovery/topo-split” directory holds the topology-split configurations for the
Topology Split Manager.


n The “icf” directory holds the bootstrap file for the Topology Split Manager.


The bootstrap file for the Topology Split Manager determines the operating role of the
Topology Split Manager and sets up its environment.
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The --config and --bootstrap options in a Topology Split Manager startup command point to the
bootstrap-tsm.conf file in the icf directory. Pointing to this bootstrap file causes the startup software to
load the bootstrap file, which contains a line of code that starts the Topology Split Manager as a
“DISCOVERY_MANAGER.”


Note   The --config option in an IP Manager startup command points to the bootstrap files in the icf
directory. The default bootstrap file is bootstrap.conf, which starts an IP Manager as an
“AVAILABILITY_AND_PERFORMANCE_MANAGER” (AM-PM). The addition of the --bootstrap option
in an IP Manager startup command points to a particular bootstrap file in the icf directory, such as
bootstrap-am.conf, which starts an IP Manager as an “AVAILABILITY_MANAGER” (AM), or
bootstrap-am-pm.conf, which also starts an IP Manager as an
“AVAILABILITY_AND_PERFORMANCE_MANAGER” (AM-PM).


User configuration parameters
A major part of configuring the Topology Split Manager involves setting user configuration parameters in
the files that are identified in User configuration files for the Topology Split Manager.


Table 9‑1.  User configuration files for the Topology Split Manager


Directory under
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts Filename Description


conf/discovery discovery.conf File in which you fine tune configurations to improve the
performance of Topology Split Manager discovery. See the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide for
a description of this file.


tpmgr-param.conf File in which you customize Topology Split Manager
discovery. See the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide for
a description of this file.


name-resolver.conf File in which you control how the Topology Split Manager
names a discovered system. See the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide for
a description of this file.


partition.conf File in which you specify display names for partitions. See
the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide
for a description of this file.


user-defined-
connections.conf


File in which you specify connections between discovered
network objects. See the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide for
a description of this file.


conf/discovery/topo-split tsm.conf File in which you enable and customize topology split. See
“Description of tsm.conf” on page 52 for a description of this
file.


topo-split.conf File in which you specify domain names for topology split.
See “Description of topo-split.conf” on page 59 for a
description of this file.
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Table 9‑1.  User configuration files for the Topology Split Manager (Continued)


Directory under
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts Filename Description


conf/custom override-polling-system.txt File in which you specify devices that the
IP Availability Managers should poll at a one-minute interval.
See “Description of override-polling-system.txt” on page 60
for a description of this file.


local/conf runcmd_env.sh File in which you set environment variables to control
behavior globally.


For each application that is started from the
Topology Split Manager installation area, the startup
software sets the variables that are defined in the
runcmd_env.sh file.


The procedures that follow assume that the SM_BROKER
or SM_BROKER_DEFAULT variable is defined in the
runcmd_env.sh file and points to the Broker in the
Topology Split Manager deployment.


As with most VMware Smart Assurance configuration files, the user configuration files for the
Topology Split Manager are used to set attributes for certain objects within a Manager’s environment
when the Manager starts up. The parameters and their values in a configuration file become the attributes
and their values for the created objects.


For the discovery.conf file, as an example, the associated object is an instance of the
ICF_TopologyManager class and is named ICF-TopologyManager. This object has attributes for
configuring various aspects of IP Manager discovery.


For the tsm.conf file, as another example, the associated object is an instance of the TopoSplit_Manager
class and is named TopoSplit-Manager. This object has attributes for configuring various aspects of
topology split.


User configuration synchronization across installations
Because the Topology Split Manager and the IP Availability Managers in a Topology Split Manager
deployment may be started from different installations and run on different host machines, you will need
to synchronize the discovery configuration parameters across the installations that are involved in the
deployment. The synchronization involves the parameters in the following files in the TSM_BASEDIR or
BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery directory:


n discovery.conf


n tpmgr-param.conf


n name-resolver.conf


n partition.conf
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n user-defined-connections.conf


As an example, the parameters in the name-resolver.conf file should be configured the same
(NameFormat = “TM_USEAUTONAME” or NameFormat = “TM_USESEEDNAME”) across all
installations. If local exceptions are defined, the same local exceptions should be defined for all
installations.


Note   Due to differences in networking configuration on different host machines, VMware
recommends that you set NameFormat to TM_USESEEDNAME on all installations. Doing so will
ensure that the IP Availability Managers use the device names that are provided by the
Topology Split Manager.


In the Topology Split Manager installation, some of the discovery configurations in discovery.conf and
tpmgr-param.conf should be modified in order to improve and streamline Topology Split Manager
discovery, as described in “Tuning Topology Split Manager discovery” on page 60.


Methods for modifying user configuration parameters
There are three methods to modify user configuration parameters:


1 Edit the user configuration files and modify configuration parameters.


2 Issue the dmctl command to modify configuration parameters when the Topology Split Manager is
running.


3 Use the Global Console to modify configuration parameters when the Topology Split Manager is
running.


Parameters that are modified by using methods 2 and 3 will be reconfigured to the settings in the user
configuration files when the Topology Split Manager is shut down and restarted. Every time that the
Topology Split Manager starts up, it sets its configurations in accordance to the settings in the user
(and other) configuration files.


Editing configuration files to modify configuration parameters
VMware Smart Assurance provides the sm_edit utility to ensure that modified files are always saved to
the appropriate local area, and that base (original) copies of the files remain unchanged. Preview of how
the sm_edit utility works previews the operation of the sm_edit utility.
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Figure 9‑1.  Preview of how the sm_edit utility works
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All VMware Smart Assurance products use the same basic installation directory structure that is shown in 
Figure 8. For the IP Manager, from which the Topology Split Manager is launched, the product directory is
named IP.


Note   For a Topology Split Manager installation, TSM_BASEDIR represents <installation root
directory>/TSM/IP.


To invoke the sm_edit utility, go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and specify the path and the
name of the file, relative to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local or TSM_BASEDIR/smarts directory, that you
want to edit. For example,


         sm_edit conf/discovery/topo-split/tsm.conf


      


opens in a text editor either a local copy of the tsm.conf file in
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split or a base (original) copy of the tsm.conf file in
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/topo-split if no local copy exists.


After you modify and save the tsm.conf file, the sm_edit utility saves the modified version of the file to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split directory.


Chapter 12 The sm_edit Utility provides additional information.


Issuing the dmctl command to modify configuration parameters
You can use the following dmctl command to view the value of any basic-type attribute (string, boolean,
integer, float, and so on) of any VMware Smart Assurance object:


         dmctl -s <


            VMware Smart Assurance


         


          application name> get <class>::<instance>::<attribute>


You can use the following dmctl command to change the value of any basic-type attribute (string,
boolean, integer, float, and so on) of any VMware Smart Assurance object:


         dmctl -s <


            VMware Smart Assurance


         


          application name> put <class>::<instance>::<attribute> <attribute_value>


For the Topology Split Manager, as an example, you could use the dmctl put command to change
attribute values for the ICF_TopologyManager object or the TopoSplit_Manager object.


Upon issuing a dmctl command, you might be prompted for a username and password. Respond with
your user account. For example, to specify the default administrative account, enter username admin and
password changeme.


The dmctl utility is described in the HTML pages that are located in the TSM_BASEDIR or
BASEDIR/smarts/doc/html/usage directory of any VMware Smart Assurance product installation area.
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Example 1
As an example of using the dmctl command to view an object’s attribute value, enter the following dmctl
command from the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory of the Topology Split Manager to view the
numberProbeThreads attribute value of the ICF_TopologyManager object:


         dmctl -s <TSM name> get ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::


         


         numberProbeThreads


      


The default value for numberProbeThreads is 10.


To view all attribute values of the ICF_TopologyManager object in one invocation, enter the following
dmctl command:


         dmctl -s <TSM name> get ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager | more


      


Example 2
As another example of using the dmctl command to view an object’s attribute value, enter the following
dmctl command from the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory of the Topology Split Manager to view the
IsTopoSyncEnabled attribute value of the TopoSplit_Manager object:


         dmctl -s <TSM name> get TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::


         


         IsTopoSyncEnabled


      


The default value for IsTopoSyncEnabled is FALSE.


To view all attribute values of the TopoSplit_Manager object in one invocation, enter the following dmctl
command:


         dmctl -s <TSM name> get TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager | more


      


Example 3
As an example of using the dmctl command to change an object’s attribute value, enter the following
dmctl command from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory of the Topology Split Manager to change the
numberProbeThreads attribute value of the ICF_TopologyManager object:


         dmctl -s <TSM name> put ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::


         


         numberProbeThreads 12
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Your change will take effect immediately.


To make your change permanent, use the sm_edit utility to modify the numberProbeThreads parameter
value in the conf/discovery/discovery.conf file.


Example 4
As another example of using the dmctl command to change an object’s attribute value, enter the following
dmctl command from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory of the Topology Split Manager to change the
IsTopoSyncEnabled attribute value of the TopoSplit_Manager object:


         dmctl -s <TSM name> put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::


         


            IsTopoSyncEnabled TRUE


      


Your change will take effect immediately.


To make your change permanent, use the sm_edit utility to modify the IsTopoSyncEnabled parameter
value in the conf/discovery/topo-split/tsm.conf file.


Using the Global Console to modify configuration parameters
You can use the Global Console to view or change the attributes of any VMware Smart Assurance object.
For the Topology Split Manager, as an example, you could use the Global Console to change attribute
values for the TopoSplit_Manager object.


To use the Global Console to change attribute values for the TopoSplit_Manager object:


1 Attach the Global Console to the Topology Split Manager.


The VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Operator Guide provides information
about starting the Global Console, logging in, and attaching to an VMware Smart Assurance
application.


2 Press the Ctrl-Alt-M keys simultaneously to make all Topology Split Manager classes available to the
Global Console, including the meta classes.


3 In the topology tree panel of the Global Console, right-click an open space and select Refresh tree
from the pop-up menu to refresh the content of the topology tree.


4 In the topology tree panel, click the + signs to expand the TopoSplit_Manager class, then click
TopoSplit-Manager to display the Attributes tab in the right panel.


The Attributes tab lists the attribute names, data types, and values for an instance of the
TopoSplit_Manager class named TopoSplit-Manager.


5 In the Attributes tab, use the scroll bar to scroll to the attribute that you want to change
(IsTopoSyncEnabled, for example), double-click its value in the Value column, change the value,
and press Enter.


6 Click Apply to save your changes.
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7 Press the Ctrl-Alt-M keys simultaneously to make only the default Topology Split Manager classes
available.


8 In the topology tree panel, right-click an open space and select Refresh tree from the pop-up menu
to refresh the content of the topology tree.


9 In the topology tree panel, click the + sign next to the Topology Split Manager’s name to expand the
topology tree. Only the default classes appear in the topology tree.


Your change will take effect immediately.


To make your change permanent, use the sm_edit utility to modify the IsTopoSyncEnabled parameter
value in the conf/discovery/topo-split/tsm.conf file.


Limitations
You can use the dmctl put command or the Global Console to override parameter values in the
discovery.conf and name-resolver.conf files because:


n The parameters in these files are attributes of the ICF_TopologyManager object.


n The parameters in these files are loaded into memory at server startup.


n Parameter changes through dmctl occur after server startup and thereby override the corresponding
parameter values in memory.


However, you cannot use the dmctl put command or the Global Console to override parameter
values in the tpmgr-param.conf file because the parameters in that file correspond to entries for a
table that is defined inside the ICF_TopologyManager object. Instead, use the following dmctl invoke
command to override parameter values in the tpmgr-param.conf file:


               dmctl -s <TSM name> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager insertParameter 


<parameter name> <value>


For example:


               dmctl -s <TSM name> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager insertParameter 


DisableMPLSDiscovery TRUE


            


You can also use the dmctl put command or the Global Console to override parameter values in the
tsm.conf file because the parameters in this file are attributes of the TopoSplit_Manager object.
However, because the parameters in the tsm.conf file are loaded into memory at topology-split
invocation, not at server startup, dmctl-configured parameter changes are overridden when the
tsm.file is loaded. Thus, using dmctl to override parameter values in the tsm.conf file does not work.
What does work is to use dmctl to change the values of TopoSplit_Manager object attributes that are
either not in the tsm.conf file or are commented-out in the tsm.conf file.


And lastly, because the content of the partition.conf, user-defined-connections.conf, topo-split.conf,
override-polling-system.txt, and runcmd_env.sh files are not attributes of any object, you must use the
sm_edit utility to modify these files.
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Command sm_tpmgr and example
You can use the sm_tpmgr command to reload the parameters in the discovery.conf, tpmgr-param.conf,
or name-resolver.conf file. A discovery cycle should not be in progress when you issue this command.


After you use the sm_edit utility to make a parameter change in the discovery.conf, tpmgr-param.conf, or
name-resolver.conf file, you can use the sm_tpmgr command to make that change known to the
Topology Split Manager without the need to restart the Topology Split Manager.


The syntax for the sm_tpmgr command is:


         sm_tpmgr -s <TSM name> --load-conf=<configuration filename>


For example:


         sm_tpmgr -s INCHARGE-TSM --load-conf=discovery.conf


      


Description of tsm.conf
The tsm.conf file contains configuration parameters that you edit to enable and customize topology split.
The parameters are a subset of attributes that are defined for the TopoSplit_Manager object.


When topology split is invoked, the Topology Split Manager loads the tsm.conf file.


The tsm.conf file contains the following active parameters:


NumberOfDomains = 1


IsTSMHookEnabled = FALSE


AdapterHighWaterMark = 100000


BalanceThreshold = 2.0000


DeviceHighWaterMark = 5000


NumberOfRetries = 3


IsDebugEnabled = FALSE


ProxyThreshold = 0.2500


It also contains the following commented-out parameters:


# EnableAutoEdgeManagement = TRUE


# IsTopoSyncEnabled = TRUE


# IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


# IsSplitFromScratch = FALSE


# NumberOfTrials = 3


# IsSingleRootCauseEnabled = FALSE


# IsPreAssignmentEnabled = TRUE


# IsNonRelayDeviceFirstEnabled = TRUE


# MaxNumberOfRefinementLoops = 3


The parameters and their values are case-sensitive.
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You can configure the topology-split parameters in the tsm.conf file, or you can configure them by using
dmctl commands as long as the configured parameter settings are not countermanded in tsm.conf.
Because the Topology Split Manager loads into memory whatever parameters are specified in tsm.conf at
the beginning of a topology split, those settings will override any dmctl-configured settings for those
parameters.


Attributes for TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager lists some key attributes for TopoSplit_Manager.


Table 9‑2.  Attributes for TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager


Attribute Value Description


topology-split mandatory parameters


NumberOfDomains Integer


Default: 1


Number of domains that are registered with the
Topology Split Manager. Must be greater than 1 and equal to
the number of domains that are specified in the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/ topo-split/topo-
split.conf file.


topology-split mode-of-operation attributes


IsTrialLearningEnabled TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Determines whether the Topology Split Manager runs in
normal mode or trial learning mode:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the


Topology Split Manager runs in trial learning mode and
creates multiple full topology splits.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the
Topology Split Manager runs in normal mode and
creates a single topology split.


In normal mode, the IsSplitFromScratch attribute may be
TRUE (to create a single full topology split) or FALSE (to
create a single incremental topology split).


In trial learning mode, the IsSplitFromScratch attribute must
be TRUE.


Also, in trial learning mode, the Topology Split Manager
ignores the following attributes:
n IsTopoSyncEnabled
n EnableAutoEdgeManagement
n IsTSMHookEnabled


That is, regardless of the settings of these attributes, the
Topology Split Manager will not run automatic topology
synchronization, edge management, or the TSM hook script.


NumberOfTrials Integer


Default: 3


Number of initial (full) topology splits to run when the
Topology Split Manager is running in trial learning mode.
Must be greater than 1 when IsTrialLearningEnabled is
TRUE.


topology-split operating feature attributes
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Table 9‑2.  Attributes for TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager (Continued)


Attribute Value Description


IsSplitFromScratch TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Determines whether the Topology Split Manager performs a
full topology split or an incremental topology split:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the


Topology Split Manager performs a full topology split:
Splits the topology into as many domains as specified in
the NumberOfDomains attribute and then clears the
IsSplitFromScratch attribute (sets IsSplitFromScratch to
FALSE).


n A value of FALSE indicates that the
Topology Split Manager performs an incremental
topology split: Applies incremental topology updates to
an existing topology split, which might result in the
moving of some devices from one domain to another in
an attempt to improve the split.


Note   After creating a full topology split in normal mode
or creating multiple full topology splits in trial learning
mode, the Topology Split Manager automatically clears
the IsSplitFromScratch attribute.


In general, do not set IsSplitFromScratch in the tsm.conf
file. (Instead, if need be, use dmctl to set this attribute.)
That way, the reading of the tsm.conf file at the
beginning of topology split will not override the automatic
clearing of IsSplitFromScratch after full topology split.


IsTopoSyncEnabled TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Determines at the end of a topology split whether the
Topology Split Manager performs an automatic topology
synchronization between the Topology Split Manager and
the domains’ IP Availability Managers:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the


Topology Split Manager performs an automatic topology
synchronization.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the
Topology Split Manager does not perform an automatic
topology synchronization.


EnableAutoEdgeManagement TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Determines at the end of a topology split whether the
Topology Split Manager performs edge management:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the


Topology Split Manager performs edge management.
n A value of FALSE indicates that the


Topology Split Manager does not perform edge
management.


Because edge management runs as part of topology
synchronization, IsTopoSyncEnabled and
EnableAutoEdgeManagement must both be TRUE for edge
management to run.
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Table 9‑2.  Attributes for TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager (Continued)


Attribute Value Description


IsTSMHookEnabled TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Determines at the end of a topology split whether the
Topology Split Manager runs the TSM hook script:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the


Topology Split Manager runs the TSM hook script.
n A value of FALSE indicates that the


Topology Split Manager does not run the TSM hook
script.


topology-split algorithm fine-tuning attributes


AdapterHighWaterMark Integer


Default: 100000


Maximum number of network adapters (ports, interfaces)
that should be placed into a single domain.


DeviceHighWaterMark Integer


Default: 5000


Maximum number of devices that should be placed into a
single domain.


ProxyThreshold Floating point number


Default: 0.2500


Maximum ratio of total proxy devices in all domains to total
number of proxied and owned devices in the
Topology Split Manager.


ManagedAdapterWeight Integer


Default: 1


Weight for managed network adapters.


Adjust the weights of ManagedAdapterWeight,
UnmanagedAdapterWeight, and PerfAdapterWeight, whose
weights are relative to one another, if you are not satisfied
with the distribution of one type of network adapter
(managed, unmanaged, or performance-managed) across
domains.


Because the default weight of ManagedAdapterWeight is the
only non-zero weight of the three “weight” attributes,
increasing or decreasing the weight of
ManagedAdapterWeight and redoing the topology split will
not change the split all that much. What will change the split
(and result in a more balanced workload for the domains) is
to increase the weight of UnmanagedAdapterWeight or
PerfAdapterWeight, as explained in the descriptions for
UnmanagedAdapterWeight and PerfAdapterWeight that
follow.
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Table 9‑2.  Attributes for TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager (Continued)


Attribute Value Description


UnmanagedAdapterWeight Integer


Default: 0


Weight for unmanaged network adapters. This weight is
relative to the weight for ManagedAdapterWeight.


Increase the weight of UnmanagedAdapterWeight to
balance the allocation of unmanaged network adapters
across the domains.


If, for example, the topology-split algorithm allocates a lot of
devices with unmanaged network adapters to one domain,
which results in a longer discovery time for that domain
relative to the other domains, you could increase the value of
UnmanagedAdapterWeight (but to a value less than the
value of ManagedAdapterWeight) and redo the topology
split. The new split will either assign devices with
unmanaged network adapters more evenly across the
domains or include less devices with managed or
performance-managed network adapters in the domain that
has a lot of devices with unmanaged network adapters.
Either way, the discovery time across the domains will be
more balanced.


Note   Both monitoring time and discovery time for a domain
increase with additional managed network adapters.
Although monitoring time does not increase with additional
unmanaged network adapters, the discovery time for a
domain does increase.


Balancing domains for discovery time could reduce how well
domains are balanced for monitoring time.


PerfAdapterWeight Integer


Default: 0


Weight for network adapters of devices that are to have their
components polled every minute. This weight is added to the
weight of ManagedAdapterWeight to compute the weight for
performance-managed network adapters.


Increase the weight of PerfAdapterWeight to balance the
allocation of performance-managed network adapters across
the domains.


If, for example, the topology-split algorithm allocates a lot of
devices with performance-managed network adapters to one
domain, which results in a higher workload for that domain
relative to the other domains, you could increase the value of
PerfAdapterWeight and redo the topology split. The new split
will either assign devices with performance-managed
network adapters more evenly across the domains or include
less devices with managed or unmanaged network adapters
in the domain that has a lot of devices with performance-
managed network adapters. Either way, the workload across
the domains will be more balanced.


ErrorRange Floating point number


Default: 0.05


Used to calculate the desired total weight for a domain.


The desired maximum, (1.0 + ErrorRange) times (average
Weight), is usually calculated by summing the number of
network adapters unless that number is modified by
ManagedAdapterWeight, UnmanagedAdapterWeight, and
PerfAdapterWeight.
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Table 9‑2.  Attributes for TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager (Continued)


Attribute Value Description


BalanceThreshold Floating point number


Default: 2.0


Determines whether the balance of the topology split across
the domains is acceptable (ImbalanceRatio less than or
equal to BalanceThreshold) or unacceptable
(ImbalanceRatio greater than BalanceThreshold).


If unacceptable and the number of retries (incremental splits)
as specified in the NumberOfRetries attribute is reached
without an acceptable balanced split, the event “Imbalance”
is generated and written to the Topology Split Manager’s log
file. The message that accompanies the event suggests that
the user should increase the BalanceThreshold or the
NumberOfRetries.


Note   ImbalanceRatio is a computed attribute and therefore
is not user-configurable. Its value is the number of devices in
the maximum-sized domain divided by the number of
devices in the minimum-sized domain.


In trial learning mode, BalanceThreshold applies to each trial
topology split. If the balance of a trial topology split is
unacceptable after NumberOfRetries, the trial is discarded.


NumberOfRetries Integer


Default: 3


Maximum number of attempts to split the topology such that
the ImbalanceRatio of the split does not exceed the
BalanceThreshold.


If after “NumberOfRetries” attempts the ImbalanceRatio is
still above the BalanceThreshold, the split is considered
unsuccessful.


In this release, the InitiateDiscovery attribute for TopoSplit_Manager is no longer supported. As a result,
the TopoSplit_Manager can no longer can be configured to initiate IP Availability Manager pending
discovery at the end of a topology synchronization.


The following sections clarify the use of the parameters in the tsm.conf file:


n Enabling topology split on page 65


n Enabling trial learning mode on page 66


n Enabling automatic topology synchronization on page 67


n Enabling edge management on page 68


n Enabling the TSM hook script on page 69


Description of topo-split.conf
The topo-split.conf file contains configuration parameters that you edit to specify domain names for
topology split. The parameters are a subset of table entries that are defined for the TopoSplit_Manager
object.


When topology split is invoked, the Topology Split Manager loads the topo-split.conf file.
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The topo-split.conf file contains the following active parameters:


DOMAINNAME=AM001


DOMAINNAME=AM002


It also contains the following commented-out parameters:


# SEED=<IPorName> DOMAIN=<DomainName>


# PATTERN=<Pattern> DOMAIN=<DomainName>


# DOMAINNAME=<DomainName>


The parameters and their values are case-sensitive.


In this release, only the DOMAINNAME parameter is supported. That is, you can no longer use the SEED
or PATTERN parameters to assign devices to domains.


You create an entry, DOMAINNAME=<DomainName>, for each domain to which topology will be split.
“Specifying domain names for topology split” on page 63 clarifies the use of the DOMAINNAME
parameter.


Description of override-polling-system.txt
You use the override-polling-system.txt partition.conf file to specify devices that the
IP Availability Managers should poll at a one-minute interval. Each entry that is created includes the
hostname and IP address of the device that is to be polled at a one-minute interval.


When topology split is invoked and the NumberOfDomains and IsTSMHookEnabled configuration
parameters are set, the Topology Split Manager loads the override-polling-system.txt file.


The override-polling-system.txt file contains the following commented-out entry line:


# <HOST> <IP>


You create an entry, <HOST> <IP>, for each device that is eligible for monitoring at a one-minute interval,
where <HOST> is hostname of the device, and <IP> is the IP address of the device. “Specifying a list of
devices for one-minute polling” on page 64 clarifies the use of the <HOST> <IP> entry line.


Tuning Topology Split Manager discovery
After copying the discovery configurations from one of the IP Availability Manager installations to the
Topology Split Manager installation, you should consider modifying certain configurations in the
discovery.conf and tpmgr-param.conf files to reduce memory usage and to shorten the discovery time of
the Topology Split Manager. If neither high memory usage nor long discovery time is an issue in your
deployment, you can ignore the following considerations.


Consider doing the following to reduce memory usage and to shorten discovery time:


n Increase the number of discovery threads in discovery.conf Increase the number of discovery threads
in discovery.conf
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n Disable unnecessary discovery probes in discovery.conf Disable unnecessary discovery probes in
discovery.conf


n Ensure that unnecessary discovery probes are disabled in tpmgr-param.conf Ensure that
unnecessary discovery probes are disabled in tpmgr-param.conf


Also, consider adding the --nodx option to the Topology Split Manager service command, to reduce
Topology Split Manager memory use by preventing the loading of the libraries that enable codebook
correlation and event generation. If necessary, use property subscription to subscribe to
DiscoveryError events for UnitaryComputerSystem elements.


If memory usage is not an issue, do not add the --nodx option to the Topology Split Manager service
command.


Increase the number of discovery threads in discovery.conf
If you are experiencing slow response SNMP discovery polling and your current CPU usage is relatively
low (5 to 10 percent), consider configuring the following parameter in the discovery.conf file to a larger
number to improve your discovery performance:


numberProbeThreads (Default: 10)


Increasing the number of discovery threads to 20, 30, or even 50 is acceptable, but remember that more
threads might require additional or more capable CPUs, and that the requirements during discovery will
increase. Increase discovery threads conservatively while monitoring SNMP Processing Statistics
changes, as described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide.


The assumption here is that network latency is high and CPU usage is low. if CPU usage is already high
during discovery, increasing the number of discovery threads might not improve discovery performance,
and might even decrease discovery performance because of thread contention.


To increase the number of discovery threads for the Topology Split Manager:


1 Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/discovery.conf


            


2 Locate the numberProbeThreads parameter and change its value to a larger value.


For example:


numberProbeThreads = 20


3 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the discovery.conf file is saved to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.
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4 If the Topology Split Manager was running before you edited the discovery.conf file, either restart the
Topology Split Manager or invoke the following dmctl command:


               sm_tpmgr -s <TSM name> --load-conf=discovery.conf


            


Disable unnecessary discovery probes in discovery.conf
To improve the performance of the Topology Split Manager, consider configuring the following parameters
in the discovery.conf file to FALSE to disable their associated discovery probes:


n STPTrunkEnabled (Default: TRUE) (not currently in discovery.conf)


n HealthProbeEnabled (Default: TRUE) (not currently in discovery.conf)


n IPv6DiscoveryEnabled (Default: TRUE)


n HostResourcesEnabled (Default: TRUE)


n VirtualRouterEnabled (Default: TRUE)


n EnableF5PoolDiscovery (Default: TRUE) (not currently in discovery.conf)


The STP probe, which is associated with STPTrunkEnabled, discovers Layer 2 connectivity by using
spanning tree protocol information. If only a few connections in your network use STP, you should
disable the STP probe to reduce memory consumption and discovery time.


Also, consider configuring the following parameters in the discovery.conf file to TRUE to reduce the
amount of SNMP information that is retrieved for network adapters and to enable SNMP get-bulk
requests:


n MinimumDemandGet (Default: FALSE)


n SNMPGetBulkEnabled (Default: TRUE)


To edit the discovery.conf file:


a Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command:


                     sm_edit conf/discovery/discovery.conf


                  


b Locate the parameters that you want to change and change their values.


For example:


IPv6DiscoveryEnabled = FALSE


c Save and close the file.


The modified version of the discovery.conf file is saved to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.
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d If the Topology Split Manager was running before you edited the discovery.conf file, either restart
the Topology Split Manager or invoke the following dmctl command:


                     sm_tpmgr -s <TSM name> --load-conf=discovery.conf


                  


Ensure that unnecessary discovery probes are disabled in tpmgr-
param.conf
To improve the performance of the Topology Split Manager, ensure that the following parameters in the
tpmgr-param.conf file are set to TRUE to disable their associated discovery probes:


n DisableVirtualTCPDiscovery (Default: TRUE)


n DisableMPLSDiscovery (Default: TRUE)


n DisableMulticastDiscovery (Default: TRUE)


n DisableProtocolDiscovery (Default: TRUE)


n DisableVOIPDiscovery (Default: TRUE)


The VirtualTCP probe is only necessary for deployments that include the
VMware Smart Assurance Application Connectivity Monitor. Objects that are discovered by the
MPLS, Multicast, Network Protocol, and VoIP probes are not necessary for the topology split.


To edit the tpmgr-param.conf file:


a Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command:


                     sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


                  


b Locate the parameters that you want to change and change their values.


For example:


DisableMPLSDiscovery TRUE


c Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tpmgr-param.conf file is saved to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery directory.


d If the Topology Split Manager was running before you edited the tpmgr-param.conf file, either
restart the Topology Split Manager or invoke the following dmctl command:


                     sm_tpmgr -s <TSM name> --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf
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Specifying domain names for topology split
By default, the Topology Split Manager is configured to split the topology into two domains named AM001
and AM002. The name of a domain and the name of the IP Availability Manager that is managing the
domain are the same name.


You can edit the topo-split.conf file to change these names or to configure additional
IP Availability Managers as destinations for the Topology Split Manager. The parameter definitions to be
edited in the topo-split.conf file are:


DOMAINNAME=AM001


DOMAINNAME=AM002


The name of each IP Availability Manager to which the topology will be split must be specified in the topo-
split.conf file.


To change the default IP Availability Manager names, or to add additional IP Availability Managers as
destinations for the Topology Split Manager:


1 Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to open the topo-
split.conf file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/topo-split/topo-split.conf


            


2 Find the following parameter definitions at the end of the file:


DOMAINNAME=AM001


DOMAINNAME=AM002


3 Change AM001 to the name of your first IP Availability Manager destination, and change AM002 to
the name of your second IP Availability Manager destination.


4 To specify additional IP Availability Manager destinations, copy and paste a
DOMAINNAME=<DomainName> line for each IP Availability Manager, and then change
<DomainName> to the name of the IP Availability Manager.


5 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the topo-split.conf file is saved to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split directory.


When topology split is invoked, the Topology Split Manager loads the topo-split.conf file.


Specifying a list of devices for one-minute polling
By default, the Topology Split Manager does not send the IP Availability Managers a list of devices that
are eligible for monitoring at a one-minute interval.
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For the Topology Split Manager to learn which devices are eligible for polling at a one-minute interval, you
must add them to the override-polling-system.txt file.


The syntax for a device entry is:


<HOST> <IP>


For example:


kirk.vmware.com 10.10.9.9


To add device entries to the override-polling-system.txt:


1 Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to open the override-
polling-system.txt file:


               sm_edit conf/custom/override-polling-system.txt


            


2 Add your device entries, one entry per line.


3 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the override-polling-system.txt file is saved to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/custom directory.


When topology split is invoked, and assuming that topology split is enabled and the TSM hook script
is enabled, as explained in “Enabling topology split” on page 65 and “Enabling the TSM hook script”
on page 69, the Topology Split Manager loads the override-polling-system.txt file and sends the
IP Availability Managers a list of devices that should be polled at a one-minute interval.


Enabling topology split
By default, topology split is disabled.


You can edit the tsm.conf file and enable this feature. The line to be edited is:


NumberOfDomains = 1


To enable topology split:


1 Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to open the tsm.conf
file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/topo-split/tsm.conf


            


2 Find the following line:


NumberOfDomains = 1
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3 Change “1” to the number of domains into which the topology will be split. That number must be equal
to the number of domains that are specified in the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-
split/topo-split.conf file.


4 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tsm.conf file is saved to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split directory.


Or, as an alternative to the preceding procedure, and assuming that the NumberOfDomains
parameter is commented-out in the tsm.conf file, use the dmctl utility to set the parameter. Go to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and issue the following command:


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::NumberOfDomains


               


   <number of domains into which to split the topology>


            


Enabling trial learning mode
By default, trial learning mode is disabled.


You can edit the tsm.conf file and enable this feature. The lines to be edited are:


NumberOfDomains = 1


# IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


# IsSplitFromScratch = FALSE


# NumberOfTrials = 3


To enable trial learning mode:


1 Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to open the tsm.conf
file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/topo-split/tsm.conf


            


2 Find the following lines:


NumberOfDomains = 1


# IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


# IsSplitFromScratch = FALSE


# NumberOfTrials = 3
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3 Make the following edits to the four parameters:


NumberOfDomains = <number of domains into which to split the topology>


IsTrialLearningEnabled = TRUE


IsSplitFromScratch = TRUE


NumberOfTrials = <number of initial (full) topology splits to run>


4 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tsm.conf file is saved to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split directory.


Or, as an alternative to the preceding procedure, and assuming that the four parameters are
commented-out in the tsm.conf file, use the dmctl utility to set these parameters. Go to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and issue the following commands:


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::NumberOfDomains


               


   <number of domains into which to split the topology>


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::IsTrialLearningEnabled TRUE


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::IsSplitFromScratch TRUE


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::NumberOfTrials


               


   <number of initial (full) topology splits to run>


Enabling automatic topology synchronization
By default, automatic topology synchronization is disabled.


You can edit the tsm.conf file and enable this feature. The lines to be edited are:


NumberOfDomains = 1


# IsTopoSyncEnabled = TRUE


# IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


To enable automatic topology synchronization:


1 Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to open the tsm.conf
file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/topo-split/tsm.conf
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2 Find the following lines:


NumberOfDomains = 1


# IsTopoSyncEnabled = TRUE


# IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


3 Make the following edits to the three parameters:


NumberOfDomains = <number of domains into which to split the topology>


IsTopoSyncEnabled = TRUE


IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


4 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tsm.conf file is saved to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split directory.


Or, as an alternative to the preceding procedure, and assuming that the three parameters are
commented-out in the tsm.conf file, use the dmctl utility to set these parameters. Go to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and issue the following commands:


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::NumberOfDomains


               


   <number of domains into which to split the topology>


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::IsTopoSyncEnabled TRUE


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::IsTrialLearningEnabled FALSE


            


Enabling edge management
By default, edge management is disabled.


You can edit the tsm.conf file and enable this feature. The lines to be edited are:


NumberOfDomains = 1


# EnableAutoEdgeManagement = TRUE


# IsTopoSyncEnabled = TRUE


# IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE
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To enable edge management:


1 Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to open the tsm.conf
file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/topo-split/tsm.conf


            


2 Find the following lines:


NumberOfDomains = 1


# EnableAutoEdgeManagement = TRUE


# IsTopoSyncEnabled = TRUE


# IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


3 Make the following edits to the four parameters:


NumberOfDomains = <number of domains into which to split the topology>


EnableAutoEdgeManagement = TRUE


IsTopoSyncEnabled = TRUE


IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


4 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tsm.conf file is saved to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split directory.


Or, as an alternative to the preceding procedure, and assuming that the four parameters are
commented-out in the tsm.conf file, use the dmctl utility to set these parameters. Go to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and issue the following commands:


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::NumberOfDomains


               


   <number of domains into which to split the topology>


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::EnableAutoEdgeManagement TRUE


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::IsTopoSyncEnabled TRUE


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::IsTrialLearningEnabled FALSE


            


Enabling the TSM hook script
By default, the TSM hook script is disabled.
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You can edit the tsm.conf file and enable this feature. The lines to be edited are:


NumberOfDomains = 1


IsTSMHookEnabled = FALSE


# IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


To enable the TSM hook script:


1 Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to open the tsm.conf
file:


               sm_edit conf/discovery/topo-split/tsm.conf


            


2 Find the following lines:


NumberOfDomains = 1


IsTSMHookEnabled = FALSE


# IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


3 Make the following edits to the three parameters:


NumberOfDomains = <number of domains into which to split the topology>


IsTSMHookEnabled = TRUE


IsTrialLearningEnabled = FALSE


4 Save and close the file.


The modified version of the tsm.conf file is saved to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split directory.


Or, as an alternative to the preceding procedure, and assuming that the three parameters are
commented-out in the tsm.conf file, use the dmctl utility to set these parameters. Go to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and issue the following commands:


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::NumberOfDomains


               


   <number of domains into which to split the topology>


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::IsTSMHookEnabled TRUE


               dmctl -s


               <TSM name>


               put TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::IsTrialLearningEnabled FALSE
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Configuring security
The security configuration files, clientConnect.conf and serverConnect.conf, located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf directory of each VMware Smart Assurance software installation, enable you to set
up secure connections between the component applications in a Topology Split Manager deployment. By
default, the configuration option settings in the clientConnect.conf file and the serverConnect.conf files
enable minimally secure connections between the components.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide presents detailed information about
VMware Smart Assurance secure communications.
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Initiating Discovery and
Topology Split 10
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Overview


n Topology Split Manager best practices


n Preparing for discovery


n Starting the Broker and the Managers


n Performing an initial full discovery in trial learning mode


n Performing an initial full discovery in normal mode


n Performing an incremental discovery


n Initiating a discovery


n Initiating a full topology split


n Initiating an incremental topology split


n Using an initial topology split from trial learning mode


Overview
A full discovery with full topology split should be used only for an initial discovery or after a major network
redesign. Thereafter, incremental discovery with incremental topology split should be used for normal
topology updates.


An initial full discovery with full topology split can take a long time to complete. It consists of the time that
the Topology Split Manager takes to discover the topology in the managed IP network plus the time that
the topology-split algorithm takes to assign the discovered devices to the IP Availability Managers plus
the time that the IP Availability Managers take to discovery the devices that have been assigned to them.
While discoveries on the IP Availability Managers are in progress, the IP Availability Managers cannot
monitor the network.
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Topology Split Manager best practices
Full discovery with full topology split is done initially and then on an as-needed basis, typically after a
major network redesign. Incremental discovery with incremental topology split is done on a regular basis,
which could be daily, twice a week, or some other interval, depending on the customer’s environment.
The duration of an incremental discovery is much shorter than the duration of a full discovery.


Autodiscovery for the Topology Split Manager could be enabled for full discovery. Autodiscovery for the
IP Availability Managers should be disabled for both full discovery and incremental discovery.


Full discovery operation and guidelines
During the initial full discovery with full topology split, the Topology Split Manager discovers the topology
in the managed IP network and then assigns the discovered devices to the IP Availability Managers.
During any subsequent full discovery with full topology split, the Topology Split Manager rediscovers the
topology in the managed IP network and then reassigns the discovered devices to the
IP Availability Managers.


Rediscovering the topology in the managed IP network reveals any changes in the configuration or
connectivity of the managed devices and keeps the topology current. For example, if a card is added to a
switch, the Topology Split Manager must rediscover the switch so that it can add the new card to the
topology. And if new devices have been added to the network and autodiscovery is enabled,
autodiscovery will discover the new devices during the rediscovery.


Incremental discovery operation and guidelines
During an incremental discovery with incremental topology split, the Topology Split Manager discovers
topology updates and distributes those updates to the IP Availability Managers. Topology updates consist
of any of the following:


n Devices that have been added to the managed IP network since the last Topology Split Manager
discovery


n Devices that have been decommissioned (removed) from the managed IP network since the last
Topology Split Manager discovery


n Configuration changes that have occurred in the managed IP network since the last
Topology Split Manager discovery


New devices can be added to the Topology Split Manager as seed entries in a seed file or placed on
the Pending Devices list of the Topology Split Manager. Decommissioned devices can be removed
from the Topology Split Manager through the Global Console and the Delete command or by calling
the VMware Smart Assurance remove() method.


VMware envisions that customers learn about topology updates through their automated service
order provisioning systems, and use cron (or sm_sched scheduler) and custom scripts that do the
following at a regular interval:
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n Extract from the provisioning system a list of devices that have been added to the system since the
previous query and write that list to a table, say AddList.


n Extract from the provisioning system a list of devices that have been decommissioned (removed)
from the system since the previous query and write that list to a table, say RemoveList.


n Call TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager::addPending() for each device in AddList to add the
devices in AddList to the Topology Split Manager’s Pending Devices list.


n Call remove() for each device in RemoveList to remove the devices (and their components and
connections) in RemoveList from the Topology Split Manager’s repository.


n Invoke the following command to initiate a Topology Split Manager pending discovery:


               dmctl -s <TSM name> invoke  ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


               


                  discoverPending


            


In response, the Topology Split Manager performs a pending discovery to discover the devices on its
Pending Devices list, which triggers an incremental topology split. During the incremental topology
split, the Topology Split Manager performs the following actions:


n Assigns the new devices to the appropriate IP Availability Managers and calls
ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::addPending() to add the new devices to the
appropriate IP Availability Managers’ Pending Devices list.


n Calls remove() for each decommissioned device to remove the decommissioned devices (and their
components and connections) from the topologies of the appropriate IP Availability Managers.


Preparing for discovery
Preparing a Topology Split Manager deployment for discovery requires configuring all component
applications in the deployment so that they can form the proper physical and logical connections to one
another. Some of these tasks are performed before the components are started, such as the editing of
configuration files, while others are performed through the Global Console when the components are up
and running.


Prepare the Topology Split Manager for discovery
Ensure that the Topology Split Manager is configured as the IP Availability Managers are configured and
that certain discovery configurations have been fine tuned to improve Topology Split Manager discovery.


The procedures for configuring discovery are given in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide. The procedures for fine tuning discovery and for
configuring topology split are given in Chapter 9 Configuring the Topology Split Manager
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You, as an administrator, might want to enable autodiscovery in the Topology Split Manager for full
discovery, but not for incremental discovery. For incremental discovery, the Topology Split Manager
should discover and process just the topology updates that you present to the Topology Split Manager.


If you have access to a topology source, such as a hardware-inventory database, from which you a can
easily create a seed file that contains a complete list of the network topology that is to be discovered, you
should consider manual discovery without autodiscovery. When using manual discovery without
autodiscovery, the Topology Split Manager discovers just the seed systems (seed devices) that are
specified in the seed file.


If the network topology information is incomplete, unavailable, or constantly changing, you should
consider manual discovery with autodiscovery. The seed file can be much smaller because the seed
systems that are specified for manual discovery also serve as a starting point for autodiscovery.
Autodiscovery automatically discovers the managed network from the seed systems.


Note   You create discovery filters and (optional) specify autodiscovery safeguards to ensure that
autodiscovery does not automatically add to the modeled topology those devices that you do not intend to
manage.


For manual discovery without autodiscovery or manual discovery with autodiscovery, you can use the
template seed file named seedfile, in the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/conf directory, as the basis for creating a
seed file. By default, the Topology Split Manager expects to find the seed file in the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide contains the procedures for creating seed files
and for configuring and enabling autodiscovery.


Prepare the IP Availability Manager s for discovery
Ensure that the IP Availability Managers are configured identically and that autodiscovery is disabled.
Because autodiscovery is disabled, each IP Availability Manager will discover only the devices on its
Pending Devices list.


The procedures for configuring discovery are given in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide. Also see the configuration procedures in 
Chapter 9 Configuring the Topology Split Manager


Prepare the Global Manager for discovery
Ensure that the Global Manager is configured to import topology and events from the
IP Availability Managers.


The procedures for configuring the Global Manager with the proper DXA files are given in the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide. Also see the configuration
procedures in Chapter 9 Configuring the Topology Split Manager
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Prepare the optional Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS
for discovery
Ensure that the optional Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS (Adapter) is configured to export
Alcatel-Lucent topology to the Topology Split Manager: Set the AMServerName parameter value in the
Adapter’s emsConfig.import file to the name of the Topology Split Manager.


The procedures for configuring the Adapter to export Alcatel-Lucent topology to the
Topology Split Manager are given in the
VMware Smart Assurance Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS User Guide. Also see the
configuration procedures in Chapter 9 Configuring the Topology Split Manager


Starting the Broker and the Manager s
To start the Broker and the Managers in the Topology Split Manager deployment:


1 Start the Broker, the Global Manager, and the IP Availability Managers as described in the
VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers.


2 Start the Topology Split Manager as described in Service command.


3 Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to verify that the
Managers are running:


               brcontrol


            


Performing an initial full discovery in trial learning mode
To perform an initial full discovery with full topology split in trial learning mode:


1 Configure the Topology Split Manager as follows:


n Enable topology split


Set the NumberOfDomains configuration parameter to the number of domains that are specified
in the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split/ topo-split.conf file. That number
must be greater than 1.


n Select trial learning mode


Set IsTrialLearningEnabled to TRUE and set the NumberOfTrials configuration parameter to
the number of initial (full) topology splits to run. That number must be greater than 1.


n Select full topology split


Set the IsSplitFromScratch configuration parameter to TRUE.
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2 Create a seed file to seed the Topology Split Manager topology.


The Topology Split Manager uses the hostnames or IP addresses of the seed devices that are
specified in the seed file to discover the devices in the managed IP network. The seed file resides in
the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide includes the procedure for creating seed files.


3 Import the seed file and initiate a full discovery with full topology split.


Initiating a discovery describes various methods to import a seed file and initiate a discovery. One
method is to go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command:


               dmctl -s <TSM name> invoke 


               


                   ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager importFromFile


               


                     <seed file name>


4 Use the resulting seed files, csv reports, and trial-hook-created reports (if any) to choose an initial
topology split. Here are some guidelines for evaluating and choosing the best topology split:


n A split with a lower imbalance ratio is preferable to a split with a higher imbalance ratio.


n A split with a lower total proxy percentage is preferable to one with a higher total proxy
percentage.


The true load that a topology puts on a domain depends on other statistics as well.


5 If the results do not fall into your predefined parameters of performance tolerances, set
IsSplitFromScratch to TRUE. Then go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the
following command to create new trial initial topology splits:


               dmctl -s <TSM name> invoke GA_Driver::TopoSplit-Driver start


            


After choosing a trial initial topology split, perform the procedure in Using an initial topology split from
trial learning mode to continue with the desired trial result as a starting point.


Performing an initial full discovery in normal mode
Typically, you will perform an initial full discovery in trial learning mode to create a number of initial full
topology splits, then compare the initial splits and choose the one that best matches your criteria. But if
for some reason you want to create just one initial full topology split, you can use the following procedure
to do so.
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To perform an initial full discovery with full topology split in normal mode:


1 Configure the Topology Split Manager as follows:


n Enable topology split


Set the NumberOfDomains configuration parameter to the number of domains that are specified
in the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split/ topo-split.conf file. That number
must be greater than 1.


n Select normal mode


Ensure that the IsTrialLearningEnabled, IsTopoSyncEnabled, and IsTSMHookEnabled
configuration parameters are FALSE, to operate in normal mode and to disable automatic
topology synchronization and the TSM hook script.


n Select full topology split


Set the IsSplitFromScratch configuration parameter to TRUE.


2 Create a seed file to seed the Topology Split Manager topology.


The Topology Split Manager uses the hostnames or IP addresses of the seed devices that are
specified in the seed file to discover the devices in the managed IP network. The seed file resides in
the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide includes the procedure for creating seed files.


3 Import the seed file and initiate a full discovery with full topology split.


Initiating a discovery describes various methods to import a seed file and initiate a discovery. One
method is to go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command:


               sm_tpmgr -s <TSM name> --seed=<seed file name>


4 Use the new seed files to verify the split quality: Count and verify statistics such as the number of
devices in each domain and the number of NetworkAdapters (managed/unmanaged) in each domain,
to ensure that no IP Availability Manager will be overburdened.


5 If the results do not fall into your predefined parameters of performance tolerances, set
IsSplitFromScratch to TRUE. Then go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the
following command to run another full topology split:


               dmctl -s <TSM name> invoke GA_Driver::TopoSplit-Driver start


            


After accepting a topology split, perform the procedure in Initiating an incremental topology split to
automatically distribute the topology to the IP Availability Managers.
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Performing an incremental discovery
After a full discovery with full topology split, you should use incremental discovery with incremental
topology split for topology updates. Topology updates are due to the adding of new devices to the
managed IP network, the decommissioning of devices, or the changing of configurations.


Incremental discovery is invoked by adding new devices as seed devices to the Topology Split Manager
or placing the new devices on the Topology Split Manager’s Pending Devices list. Seed devices are
specified in a seed file or in Add Agent commands.


Incremental topology split assigns the new devices to an existing topology split, which might result in the
moving of some devices from one IP Availability Manager to another in an attempt to improve the split.


To perform an incremental discovery with incremental topology split:


1 Configure the Topology Split Manager as follows:


n Enable topology split


Set the NumberOfDomains configuration parameter to the number of domains that are specified
in the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split/ topo-split.conf file. That number
must be greater than 1.


n Select normal mode


Ensure that the IsTrialLearningEnabled configuration parameter is FALSE.


n Select incremental topology split


Ensure that the IsSplitFromScratch configuration parameter is FALSE.


n Optional but recommended: Enable automatic topology synchronization


Set the IsTopoSyncEnabled configuration parameter to TRUE.


n Optional but recommended: Enable edge management


Set the EnableAutoEdgeManagement configuration parameter to TRUE. Note that automatic
topology synchronization must be enabled before edge management can be enabled.


n Enable the TSM hook script


Set the IsTSMHookEnabled configuration parameter to TRUE.


2 Create a seed file and add the new devices to the seed file.


The Topology Split Manager uses the hostnames or IP addresses of the seed devices that are
specified in the seed file to discover the devices in the managed IP network. The seed file resides in
the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide includes the procedure for creating seed files.
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3 Import the seed file and initiate an incremental discovery with incremental topology split.


Initiating a discovery describes various methods to import a seed file and initiate a discovery. One
method is to open a Domain Manager Administration Console that is attached to the
Topology Split Manager and do the following:


Select Topology > Import from seed file to launch the Import From Seed File dialog box. In the
dialog box, specify the complete path and name of the seed file. (By default, the path to the seed file
is TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf.) Click OK to import the seed devices and to start the
incremental discovery with incremental topology split.


If IsTopoSyncEnabled is TRUE, the Topology Split Manager splits the new topology and places a
seed file for each domain in the Topology Split Manager’s local/logs directory, and in each
IP Availability Manager’s local/logs directory. The Topology Split Manager adds the new devices in a
domain’s seed file to the Pending Devices list of the appropriate IP Availability Manager. It also
deletes outdated devices from the appropriate IP Availability Manager’s repository. Outdated devices
are devices that are already in the IP Availability Manager’s topology and are either not assigned by
the topology-split algorithm or are assigned and are unmanaged.


If IsTopoSyncEnabled is FALSE, the Topology Split Manager splits the new topology and places a
seed file for each domain in the Topology Split Manager’s local/logs directory, but not in each
IP Availability Manager’s local/logs directory. Because the seed files are retained by the
Topology Split Manager, administrators can use them later to initiate IP Availability Manager
discovery manually.


Note   If you use these seed files to initiate IP Availability Manager discovery manually, ensure that
you use the set of seed files with the most recent timestamp.


Each new seed file in the Topology Split Manager’s local/logs directory contains previously
discovered devices and newly discovered devices, whereas each new seed file in a domain’s
local/logs directory contains the new devices only. Outdated devices are commented out in the
domain’s seed file.


4 If IsTopoSyncEnabled is TRUE: For each IP Availability Manager, go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin
directory in the appropriate IP Manager installation area and enter the following command to invoke a
pending discovery:


               dmctl -s <AM name>   invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager discoverPending


               dmctl -s AM001 invoke 


               


                 ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager discoverPending


            


5 If IsTopoSyncEnabled is FALSE: For each IP Availability Manager, use the associated seed file in the
Topology Split Manager’s local/logs directory to manually initiate a discovery at the
IP Availability Manager. If the IP Availability Manager is on a different host, copy the associated seed
file to that host and place it in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory.
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6 After the IP Availability Managers have completed their discoveries, check all critical numbers to
determine if they meet your predefined criteria.


Initiating a discovery
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guideand the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guidedescribe the various discovery methods for an
IP Manager. Because the Topology Split Manageris a specially configured instance of an IP Manager, all
of the discovery methods are available to the Topology Split Manager.


You can use any of the following methods to initiate a discovery in the Topology Split Manager. Be aware
that if the NumberOfDomains configuration parameter is set, any of these discovery methods will trigger a
topology split in the Topology Split Manager.


n From a Domain Manager Administration Console that is attached to the Topology Split Manager:


n Select Topology >Import from seed file, or click the Import from seedfile toolbar button


(  ), to import a seed file that lists the seed devices that are to be added to the
Topology Split Manager’s topology.


This method is used to add a large number of devices. It is typically used to perform a full
discovery, but can also be used to perform an incremental discovery if a large number of new
devices have been added to the managed IP network.


n Select Topology >Ad d A gent, or click the Add Agenttoolbar button (  ), to add seed
devices to the Topology Split Manager’s topology one at a time.


This method is used to add a small number of devices. It is typically used to perform an
incremental discovery.


n Select Topology >Discover Allto rediscover all managed devices in the
Topology Split Manager’s repository, and to discover the devices on the Topology Split Manager’s
Pending Devices list.


n Select Topology >Discover Pendingto discover just the devices on the
Topology Split Manager’s Pending Devices list.


n Right-click a device on the Topology Split Manager’s Pending Devices list and then select
Rediscoverfrom the pop-up menu to rediscover that device.


n Click a device in the Topology Split Manager’s topology tree and then select Topology
>Rediscover to rediscover that device. You can also rediscover a device by right-clicking it and
selecting Rediscoverfrom the pop-up menu.
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n From the command line:


n Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to start the
Topology Split Manager, import a seed file that lists the seed devices that are to be added to the
topology, and initiate a discovery:


                     sm_server --name=<


                            


                                TSM name>


                            


                                --config=icf 


                     


                        --bootstrap=bootstrap-tsm.conf --seedfile=<


                            


                                seed file name>


                            


                                      --ignore-restore-errors --noreconfigure --output --daemon


                     dmctl -s <


                            


                                TSM name>


                            


                                invoke 


                     


                         ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager importFromFile


                     


                           <


                            


                                seed file name>


                            


                                sm_tpmgr -s <


                            


                                TSM name>


                            


                                --seed=<


                            


                                seed file name>


n Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to rediscover all
managed devices in the Topology Split Manager’s repository, and to discover the devices on the
Topology Split Manager’s Pending Devices list:


                     dmctl -s<


                            


                                TSM name>


                            


                                invoke 


                     


                        ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager discoverAll
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n Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to discover just
the devices on the Topology Split Manager’s Pending Devices list:


                     dmctl -s<


                            


                                TSM name>


                            


                                invoke 


                     


                        ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager discoverPending


                  


Initiating a full topology split
To initiate a full topology split:


1 Configure the Topology Split Manager as follows:


n Enable topology split


Set the NumberOfDomains configuration parameter to the number of domains that are specified
in the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split/ topo-split.conf file. That number
must be greater than 1.


n Select trial learning mode or normal mode


For trial learning mode, set IsTrialLearningEnabled to TRUE and set the NumberOfTrials
configuration parameter to the number of initial (full) topology splits to run. That number must
be greater than 1.


For normal mode, ensure that the IsTrialLearningEnabled, IsTopoSyncEnabled, and
IsTSMHookEnabled configuration parameters are FALSE, to operate in normal mode and to
disable automatic topology synchronization and the TSM hook script.


2 Enter the following command from TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin to invoke a full topology split:


               dmctl -s <TSM name> invoke GA_Driver::TopoSplit-Driver start


            


3 For trial learning mode, use the resulting seed files, csv reports, and trial-hook-created reports (if any)
to choose an initial topology split. Here are some guidelines for evaluating and choosing the best
topology split:


n A split with a lower imbalance ratio is preferable to a split with a higher imbalance ratio.


n A split with a lower total proxy percentage is preferable to one with a higher total proxy
percentage.


The true load that a topology puts on a domain depends on other statistics as well.
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4 For normal mode, use the new seed files to verify the split quality: Count and verify statistics such as
the number of devices in each domain and the number of NetworkAdapters (managed/unmanaged) in
each domain, to ensure that no IP Availability Manager will be overburdened.


5 If the results do not fall into your predefined parameters of performance tolerances, set
IsSplitFromScratch to TRUE. Then go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the
following command to run another topology split:


               dmctl -s <TSM name> invoke GA_Driver::TopoSplit-Driver start


            


Initiating an incremental topology split
To initiate an incremental topology split:


1 Configure the Topology Split Manager as follows:


n Enable topology split


Set the NumberOfDomains configuration parameter to the number of domains that are specified
in the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/topo-split/ topo-split.conf file. That number
must be greater than 1.


n Select normal mode


Ensure that the IsTrialLearningEnabled configuration parameter is FALSE.


n Select incremental topology split


Ensure that the IsSplitFromScratch configuration parameter is FALSE.


n Optional but recommended: Enable automatic topology synchronization


Set the IsTopoSyncEnabled configuration parameter to TRUE.


n Optional but recommended: Enable edge management


Set the EnableAutoEdgeManagement configuration parameter to TRUE. Note that automatic
topology synchronization must be enabled before edge management can be enabled.


n Enable the TSM hook script


Set the IsTSMHookEnabled configuration parameter to TRUE.


2 Enter the following command from TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin to invoke an incremental topology split:


               dmctl -s <TSM name> invoke GA_Driver::TopoSplit-Driver start
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3 If IsTopoSyncEnabled is TRUE: For each IP Availability Manager, go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin
directory in the appropriate IP Manager installation area and enter the following command to invoke a
pending discovery:


               dmctl -s <AM name>   invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager discoverPending


               dmctl -s AM001 invoke 


               


                 ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager discoverPending


            


4 If IsTopoSyncEnabled is FALSE: For each IP Availability Manager, use the associated seed file in the
Topology Split Manager’s local/logs directory to manually initiate a discovery at the
IP Availability Manager. If the IP Availability Manager is on a different host, copy the associated seed
file to that host and place it in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory.


5 After the IP Availability Managers have completed their discoveries, check all critical numbers to
determine if they meet your predefined criteria.


Using an initial topology split from trial learning mode
After choosing a trial initial topology split, you should restart the Topology Split Manager with the
repository file from that trial and perform an incremental topology split (with topology synchronization,
edge management, and TSM hook enabled) to continue with the desired trial result as a starting point.


Here is the procedure for using a trial initial topology split. In the procedure, for simplification purposes,
the Topology Split Manager is named INCHARGE-TSM, and the chosen initial topology split is located in
the INCHARGE-TSM.trial.002 directory and is named INCHARGE-TSM.rps.


1 Go to the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory and enter the following command to stop the
Topology Split Manager:


For a Topology Split Manager that was started with a service command (sm_service):


               sm_service stop ic-tsm


               dmquit -s INCHARGE-TSM


            


2 Copy the repository file for the chosen initial topology split to the
TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/repos/icf directory:


On a UNIX system:


               cp /opt/InCharge/TSM/IP/smarts/local/logs/INCHARGE-TSM.trial.002/


               


                 INCHARGE-TSM.rps  /opt/InCharge/IP/TSM/smarts/local/repos/icf


               xcopy C:\InCharge\TSM\IP\smarts\local\logs\INCHARGE-TSM.trial.002\


               


                 INCHARGE-TSM.rps  C:\InCharge\TSM\IP\smarts\local\repos\icf
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3 Enter the following command from TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin to start the Topology Split Manager:


For a service startup command (sm_service):


               sm_service start ic-tsm


               sm_server --name=INCHARGE-TSM --config=icf 


               


                 --bootstrap=bootstrap-tsm.conf --ignore-restore-errors 


               


                   --noreconfigure --output --daemon


            


4 Configure the Topology Split Manager as follows:


n Enable topology split


Ensure that the NumberOfDomains configuration parameter is set to the number of domains that
are specified in the TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/discovery/ topo-split/topo-split.conf file.
That number must be greater than 1.


n Select normal mode


Ensure that the IsTrialLearningEnabled configuration parameter is FALSE.


n Select incremental topology split


Ensure that the IsSplitFromScratch configuration parameter is FALSE.


n Enable automatic topology synchronization


Set the IsTopoSyncEnabled configuration parameter to TRUE.


n Enable edge management


Set the EnableAutoEdgeManagement configuration parameter to TRUE. Note that automatic
topology synchronization must be enabled before edge management can be enabled.


n Enable the TSM hook script


Set the IsTSMHookEnabled configuration parameter to TRUE.


5 Enter the following command from TSM_BASEDIR/smarts/bin to invoke an incremental topology split:


               dmctl -s <TSM name> invoke GA_Driver::TopoSplit-Driver start


            


6 For each IP Availability Manager, go to the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory in the appropriate
IP Manager installation area and enter the following command to invoke a pending discovery:


               dmctl -s <AM name>    invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


discoverPending


               dmctl -s AM001 invoke 


               


                  ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager discoverPending
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7 After the IP Availability Managers have completed their discoveries, check all critical numbers to
determine if they meet your predefined criteria.
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Topology-Split Data Model 11
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Data model


n Topology-split algorithm and data model


n Topology Split Manager events


n Topology-split objects and their attributes


Data model
The Topology Split Manager discovers and builds a data model of the devices in the managed IP network.
The model represents the devices objects, their relationships, their internal components, and their logical
connections.


The Topology Split Manager also builds a data model of special topology-split objects in order to split the
discovered objects across multiple domains. That data model, shown in Topology-split data model, is the
focus of this discussion.
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Figure 11‑1.  Topology-split data model


The topology-split objects in the data model are represented as instances of the following
VMware Smart Assurance classes:


n TopoSplit_Domain
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n TopoSplit_InChargeDomain


n TopoSplit_Node


n TopoSplit_Link


n TopoSplit_SuperLink


TopoSplit_Domain and TopoSplit_InChargeDomain are sibling classes, and TopoSplit_Node and
TopoSplit_Link are sibling classes. TopoSplit_SuperLink is a subclass of TopoSplit_Link.


The TopoSplit_Manager class, not shown in Topology-split data model, manages the
TopoSplit_InChargeDomain objects. It is a singleton class (the instance is
TopoSplit_Manager::TopoSplit-Manager) and has attributes for configuring various aspects of the
topology split.


The VMware Smart Assurance ICIM Reference provides descriptions of VMware Smart Assurance
classes, relationships, connections, and hierarchies.


Topology-split algorithm and data model
The topology-split software uses the topology-split classes to split the discovered devices into a user-
specified number of domains such that the domains are fairly equal in size and the number of proxy
devices (replicated devices) is kept to a minimum. If a device is a member of two domains, it is said to be
replicated once; if a device is a member of three domains, it is said to be replicated twice; and so on.


The Topology Split Manager considers the devices as elements in a set, and considers each connection
between a pair of devices as a subset.


Phase 1: initial split
In phase 1, the initial split, the topology-split software assigns the subsets to the domains in a way that
minimizes the number of device replications. In Phase 1: initial split, the initial device-to-domain
assignments are represented by the relationships between TopoSplit_Node and TopoSplit_Domain.


Phase 2: improved split
In phase 2, a heuristic graph-partitioning algorithm named Kernighan-Lin attempts to improve the device-
to-domain assignments by moving subsets from one domain to another, while keeping the domain sizes
fairly even. The algorithm continues to move subsets until no improvement is achieved. In Phase 2:
improved split, the improved and final device-to-domain assignments are represented by the relationships
between TopoSplit_Node and TopoSplit_InChargeDomain.


Graph contraction
Part B in Graph contraction represents the working devices and links for graph contraction.
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As explanation, a common abstraction for relational networks is a graph, in which entities are represented
by vertices, and observed relationships between the entities are represented as edges that connect the
vertices. In addition, the vertices and edges may be attributed by weights to describe the strength of the
vertices and the connections.


For the managed IP network that is to be split into domains, the devices in the network are the graph’s
vertices, and the network connections between the devices are the graph’s edges. The weight of a device
is proportional to the number of connections to the device, where a higher number indicates a larger
number of connections.


Other weights, or attributes, of a device are ManagedAdapterWeight, UnmanagedAdapterWeight, and
PerfAdapterWeight, which pertain to a device’s managed, unmanaged, and performance-managed
network adapters, respectively. Performance-managed network adapters belong to devices that are to
have their components polled every minute. The higher the weight for a particular type of network
adapter, the higher the probability that network adapters of that type will be distributed evenly across the
domains.


To construct the graph, that is, to partition the devices into domains, the Kernighan-Lin algorithm starts by
selecting one device (node) for each domain. From there, the algorithm uses a nearest-neighbor
approach to assign the remaining devices to the domains. The neighborhood of a device is the set of all
adjacent devices, including the device, itself.


For each device, the Kernighan-Lin algorithm considers the device’s neighbors and evaluates the gain in
modularity that would occur by moving the device from its current domain to the domain of one of its
neighbors. The device is then placed in the domain for which this gain is maximum until no individual
move can improve the modularity.


For an incremental topology split, the Kernighan-Lin algorithm assigns a new device to a previously
defined domain by looking only at the device’s neighborhood, or the set of devices that are two hops
away, without redoing a full topology split. At the same time, the algorithm tries to improve the device-to-
domain mapping by moving single devices into different domains, which explains why devices are
sometimes moved to different domains during an incremental topology split.


Topology Split Manager events
List of Topology Split Manager events lists the events that the Topology Split Manager is capable of
generating. For each event, the table identifies the managed object for the event and the condition or
threshold that will trigger the event. Because no VMware Smart Assurance application subscribes to the
events, the events are not evaluated or polled and thus the state (notified, cleared) of an event never
changes.
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Table 11‑1.  List of Topology Split Manager events


Managed object Event Condition or threshold


TopoSplit_Manager Imbalance The topology-split algorithm failed to reach an acceptable
balanced split (ImbalanceRatio 1 > BalanceThreshold 1) in the
allowed number of attempts. The allowed number of attempts
is 3 by default and is specified in NumberOfRetries 1.


ImbalanceRatio is equal to MaxDomainWeight 1 divided by
AvgDomainWeight 1.


The topology-split algorithm stops, and the “Imbalance” event
is written to the Topology Split Manager’s log file.


TopoSplit_InChargeDomain TooManyDevices The number of devices is greater than the
DeviceHighWaterMark value (NumberOfDevices 2>
DeviceHighWaterMark 2).


The value of DeviceHighWaterMark is propagated from the
same-named attribute of TopoSplit_Manager.


The topology-split algorithm is not affected by this event, and
users will not see this event because no application
subscribes to it.


TooManyAdapters The number of managed network adapters is greater than the
AdapterHighWaterMark value
(NumberOfManagedNetworkAdapters 2 >
AdapterHighWaterMark 2).


The value of AdapterHighWaterMark is propagated from the
same-named attribute of TopoSplit_Manager.


The topology-split algorithm is not affected by this event, and
users will not see this event because no application
subscribes to it.


TooManyProxies The number of proxies in the domain is greater than the
ProxyThreshold value (ProxyRatio 1> ProxyThreshold 1).


ProxyRatio is equal to the NumberOfProxies 1 divided by the
NumberOfDevices 1.


The topology-split algorithm is not affected by this event, and
users will not see this event because no application
subscribes to it.


1**Attribute of TopoSplit_Manager, which has a single instance named TopoSplit-Manager.


2**Attribute of TopoSplit_InChargeDomain, which has an instance for each domain.


Topology-split objects and their attributes
The sections that follow describe the following object types and identify their key attributes:


n TopoSplit_Domain TopoSplit_Domain


n TopoSplit_InChargeDomain TopoSplit_InChargeDomain


n TopoSplit_Node TopoSplit_Node


n TopoSplit_Link TopoSplit_Link


n TopoSplit_SuperLink TopoSplit_SuperLink
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TopoSplit_Domain
A TopoSplit_Domain is a domain’s IP Availability Manager. During phase 1 of the topology split, the
Topology Split Manager creates a TopoSplit_Domain object for each IP Availability Manager in the
Topology Split Manager deployment.


Attributes for TopoSplit_Domain
Attributes for TopoSplit_Domain lists some key attributes for TopoSplit_Domain.


Table 11‑2.  Attributes for TopoSplit_Domain


Attribute Description Allowed values


NumberOfNodes Number of owned and proxied devices in this domain. Integer


NumberOfProxies Number of proxied devices in this domain. Integer


TotalWeight Total number of managed network adapters on owned
and proxied devices in this domain.


Floating point number


TopoSplit_InChargeDomain
A TopoSplit_InChargeDomain is a domain’s IP Availability Manager. During phase 2 of the topology split,
the Topology Split Manager creates a TopoSplit_InChargeDomain object for each IP Availability Manager
in the Topology Split Manager deployment.


Attributes for TopoSplit_InChargeDomain
Attributes for TopoSplit_InChargeDomain lists some key attributes for TopoSplit_InChargeDomain.


Table 11‑3.  Attributes for TopoSplit_InChargeDomain


Attribute Description Allowed values


AdapterHighWaterMark Maximum number of network adapters (ports,
interfaces) that should be placed into a single domain.


Integer


Default: 100000


DeviceHighWaterMark Maximum number of devices that should be placed into
a single domain.


Integer


Default: 5000


NumberOfDevices Number of owned devices in this domain. Integer


NumberOfManagedNetwork-Adapters Number of managed network adapters in this domain. Integer


NumberOfNodes Number of owned and proxied devices in this domain. Integer


NumberOfProxies Number of proxied devices in this domain. Integer


ProxyRatio Maximum ratio of total proxies in all domains to total
number of devices in the Topology Split Manager.


Floating point number


Default: 0.2500


TotalPrimarilyManaged-SystemWeight Total weight of owned, managed devices in this
domain.


Floating point number
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Table 11‑3.  Attributes for TopoSplit_InChargeDomain (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


TotalProxyWeight Total weight of proxied devices in this domain. Floating point number


TotalWeight Total number of managed network adapters on owned
and proxied devices in this domain.


Floating point number


TopoSplit_Node
A TopoSplit_Node is a node (device) that represents a computer-based network entity. Important nodes
are Host and the following relay devices: Hub, Bridge, Switch, and Router.


For each discovered device, the Topology Split Manager creates a TopoSplit_Node object for the device.


Attributes for TopoSplit_Node
Attributes for TopoSplit_Node lists some key attributes for TopoSplit_Node.


Table 11‑4.  Attributes for TopoSplit_Node


Attribute Description Allowed values


IsManaged True when this node is managed. Boolean: true or false


IsRelayDevice True when this node is a relay device. Boolean: true or false


NodeWeight Weight of this node, which is the sum of weights of all
managed and unmanaged network adapters for this
node.


Computed by the topology-split algorithm and used in
computing the SuperWeight of this node.


Floating point number


SuperWeight Weight of this node plus the sum of weights of all
nodes that this node contains.


Computed by the topology-split algorithm and used to
help balance the topology split.


Floating point number


TopoSplit_Node_Contains_NodeWeight Sum of weights of all nodes that this node contains.
Contains/BelongsTo is a relationshipset that the
topology-split algorithm uses to group nodes together.


Computed by the topology-split algorithm and used in
computing the SuperWeight for this node.


Floating point number


TopoSplit_Link
A TopoSplit_Link is a connection between two TopoSplit_Node objects. Each complete TopoSplit_Link
connects two TopoSplit_Nodes.


Attributes for TopoSplit_Link
Attributes for TopoSplit_Link lists some key attributes for TopoSplit_Link.
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Table 11‑5.  Attributes for TopoSplit_Link


Attribute Description Allowed values


IsManaged True when this link is managed. Boolean: true or false


SuperWeight Sum of SuperWeights for all nodes that are
connected to this link.


Floating point number


TopoSplit_SuperLink
A TopoSplit_SuperLink is a working link for graph contraction.


Attributes for TopoSplit_SuperLink
Attributes for TopoSplit_SuperLink lists a key attribute for TopoSplit_SuperLink.


Table 11‑6.  Attributes for TopoSplit_SuperLink


Attribute Description Allowed values


IsManaged True when this super link is managed. Boolean: true or false


SuperWeight Sum of SuperWeights for all nodes that are
connected to this super link.


Floating point number
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The sm_edit Utility 12
This chapter includes the following topics:
n sm_edit


n sm_edit example


sm_edit
As part of the VMware Smart Assurance deployment and configuration process, you need to modify
certain files. User modifiable files include configuration files, rule set files, templates, and seed files that
contain encrypted passwords. Original versions of these files are installed into appropriate subdirectories
under the BASEDIR/smarts/ directory.


The original versions of files should not be altered. If a file must be modified, a new version should be
created and then stored as a local copy of the file in BASEDIR/smarts/local or one of its subdirectories.


When VMware Smart Assurance software requires one of these files, it is designed to first search for a
modified file in BASEDIR/smarts/local or one of its subdirectories. If a modified version of a file is not
found in the local area, VMware Smart Assurance software then searches corresponding
BASEDIR/smarts directories for the original version of the file.


To ease file editing and storage, VMware, Inc. provides the sm_edit utility with every
VMware Smart Assurance product. When invoked, sm_edit opens the specified file in a text editor. This
utility ensures that modified files are always saved to the appropriate local area and that non-local copies
of all files remain unchanged. If an appropriate subdirectory does not exist for the file you are modifying,
sm_edit creates the appropriate subdirectory before saving the modified file to that location. For files with
header information set for encryption, sm_edit encrypts certain fields in the file. In addition, sm_edit
preserves the file permissions of modified files, which helps ensure that important configuration files are
not altered by unauthorized users.


In UNIX, you can configure sm_edit to use your favorite text editor when you invoke sm_edit. The
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides instructions on how to configure the
utility to use a specific editor.
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sm_edit example
To use sm_edit from the command line, specify the file name and include the subdirectory under
BASEDIR/smarts/local where the file resides. For example, to edit the trapd.conf, enter the following
command from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory:


         sm_edit conf/trapd/trapd.conf


      


In this example, sm_edit searches in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/trapd directory for the trapd.conf file.
If it finds the trapd.conf file, it opens the file in a text editor. If sm_edit does not find the trapd.conf file in
the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/trapd directory, it creates a local copy of the trapd.conf file and writes it to
the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/trapd directory.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides additional information about the
sm_edit utility.
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Introduction 1
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Setting the Locale


n Locating and modifying SDK files


n Licensing SDK software


n Controlling the startup of SDK programs


n Securing access to SDK software


n Operation of the Broker


n Managing log files


Setting the Locale
A locale is a combination of language and country identifiers, and the specification of the locale is
important for the purpose of SDK externalized textual data. Clients and Domain Managers can be running
in different locales but it is important that textual data transferred to a client as part of error handling by
the Domain Manager appear in the language and country of the client. Chapter 2 Locale describes how to
specify the locales.


Locating and modifying SDK files
Some SDK files can be modified to meet the needs of your network environment. Chapter 3 Locating and
Modifying VMware Smart Assurance Files describes the directory structure of the SDK software. The
chapter also discusses the files that can be modified and how to locate the files and provides procedures
for modifying those files. Additionally, the chapter describes the files created by SDK software (for
example, logs, repositories, and saved consoles), and details how to control their location.
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Licensing SDK software
SDK software requires a license file to function. To evaluate the software, you can obtain a time-limited
evaluation license that provides access to specified features. After you purchase the software, you will
need to set up a permanent license file. Chapter 4, “License Administration,” provides procedures for
obtaining both evaluation and permanent license files for your SDK software. Topics include:


n Setting up the license file


n Starting the FLEXnet license server


n Pointing the SDK software to the license server


n Licensing additional SDK programs and adding licenses


Controlling the startup of SDK programs
SDK programs are started can either be installed as services or as manual processes. The section 
Chapter 4 Controlling the Startup of VMware Smart Assurance Software provides procedures that use the
sm_service utility to:


n Install programs as services


n Start and stop servicesSDK programs


n Start and stop processes


n Modify the runtime parameters of servicesSDK programs


Securing access to SDK software
Security is a critical concern in the world of large-scale distributed networks. Therefore, SDK security
provides a means by which network administrators can set up security to control access to the software. 
Chapter 5 Securing Access to VMware Software describes how SDK security works, as well as the
authentication processes used by the software. It then provides procedures for setting up security and
controlling access to SDK programs. The chapter also discusses how to set up encrypted connections
between SDK clients and servers.


Operation of the Broker
SDK client programs, such as a console or an adapter, use the Broker to determine where Managers are
running. When a Manager starts, it registers the hostname of the machine it is running on, as well as the
TCP port it is listening to, with the Broker. Thereafter, SDK clients retrieve this information from the Broker
so that they can communicate with the Manager. Chapter 6 Operation of the Broker describes the
functions of the Broker, provides procedures for viewing the Broker’s registry, and explains how to change
the Broker’s environment variables.
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Managing log files
Log files grow indefinitely, though slowly, under normal conditions, and need to be managed. In addition,
SDK software can maintain up to 1,000 backup log files of each log. For example, if you are generating
two log files, MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log and MYDM_fr_UTF-8.log file, you can maintain up to 1,000
backup log files for the MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log and 1,000 backup log files for the MYDM_fr_UTF-8.log.


You can configure the number of log files retained by SDK software. Chapter 7 Managing Log Files
discusses the management of log files, and describes how to “roll over” the files.
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Locale 2
This chapter includes the following topics:


n What is a locale


n Locale types


n Standards


What is a locale
A locale is a set of parameters that defines:


1 Language


2 Country (or region)


3 Other specific cultural elements that vary


For the purpose of SDK externalized textual data, the language and country data of the locale
specification are important.


Languages are specified in two lowercase ASCII letters. Some examples are en for English and fr for
French.


Country identifiers are specified as two or three uppercase ASCII letters. Some examples are: US,
CA, FR, and JP, for United States, Canada, France, and Japan, respectively.


Standards on page 19 provides more information on language codes and country identifiers.


A locale is a combination of the language and country identifiers into one string, connected by the
underscore (_) character. For example, the locale for English (en) as spoken in the United States
(US) is defined as en_US.


Client and Domain Manager use different locales
Client programs may be running in a locale that is not the same as the locale of the Domain Manager. For
example, a Domain Manager may be running in a process where the locale is specified as “French as
used in France.” Different end-users of an application may be concurrently connected, and use different
locales, for example “German as spoken in Germany,” and “Spanish as spoken in Spain,” or “German as
spoken in Austria.”
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It is important that textual data transferred to the client as part of error handling by the Domain Manager
appear in the language and country of the client. A German client will see German exception messages,
even if the client application is connected to a Domain Manager whose preferred language (for logging) is
French.


The server will respect the locale of the client when rendering several types of textual output. Applications
may also use classes and methods in the clsapi subsystem to enable locale-aware operations, where
appropriate.


Locale types
Each process’ locale is determined by the SM_LOCALE environment variable, as seen by that process.
When a client process attaches to a server process, they negotiate on the locale for that session. The
SM_LOCALE environment variable is discussed in SM_LOCALE.


Process locale
You can specify the locale of any SDK program, such as a client, Broker, server, utility by using the
SM_LOCALE environment variable. For all such programs, the SDK initialization logic validates the
specified value, and ensures that all internationalization features can use it predictably.


The locale can also be specified for Java applications. Use the Java property
com.vmware.cmp.dmt.locale on the startup of the Java Virtual Machine or on the command line of any
SDK program that supports the -java command operand.


Client locale
The locale of a client program may be different from the locale of the Domain Manager. There are two
different types of client locales:


n Client process locale.


n Client session locale.


The client process locale and the client session locale do not need to be the same.


Client process locale
The client process locale is the locale that is set by the SM_LOCALE variable in the environment of the
client program, such as dmctl, brcontrol, and others. The client process locale is used by default when
rendering messages generated in the client process.


Client session locale
The client session locale is the locale that is sent to a Broker or Domain Manager in two possibly ways:


n The client process locale is by default sent to the Domain Manager, and identifies the initial session
locale.
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n The client session locale can be changed by calling the setLocale() or setRemoteLocale() method.
Calling one of these methods causes a protocol verb to be executed at the server, which causes the
server to remember the client session locale.


The client program may use the setLocale() client API calls to indicate to the Domain Manager a
select locale. Setting the locale that the Domain Manager remembers for the client does not change
the configured setting of the client process locale.


Domain Manager process locale
The Domain Manager process locale is the one set by the SM_LOCALE variable in the environment of
the Domain Manager. The Domain Manager locale primarily influences logging output, and does not
impact the processing of locale for client processes or the client sessions. Conversely, the client locale,
configured or set by API call, does not influence the locale handling for the Domain Manager output.


Support locale
The process locale specified by SM_LOCALE and the Java property specifies the language for output
that the user sees. However, VMware engineering and support teams must be able to interpret log data
and other output in English. SDK programs, primarily server processes, will always generate diagnostic
information in the support locale, which is en_US. The main impact of the difference between the process
locale and the support locale applies to the SDK logging system. See Overview of message logging for
more details.


Standards
Several internationalization standards apply directly to SDK applications.


Unicode
Unicode is the universal standard of encoding for written characters and text, covering all known world
languages. UTF-8 (8-bit form) is used by SDK applications.


ISO 639 language codes
Languages are specified in two lowercase ASCII letters. Some examples of standard codes for language
are: en, fr, and ja for English, French, and Japanese respectively.


ISO 3166 country codes
This standard defines the universally recognized codes for county (or region). There are two alphabetic
standards for country codes:


n ISO-3166-1 Alpha-2 describes the two-letter codes.
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n ISO-3166-1 Alpha-3 describes the three-letter codes.


Country identifiers are specified as two or three uppercase ASCII letters. For example, US for United
States and JP for Japan.


Language and country identifiers are combined into one string, connected by the underscore
character. For example, en_US for English as used in the US, and ja_JP for Japanese as used in
Japan.
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Locating and Modifying
VMware Smart Assurance Files 3
This chapter includes the following topics:
n VMware Smart Assurance directories


n User-modifiable files


n How SDK software locates user-modifiable files


n Where SDK software writes output files


VMware Smart Assurance directories
ITOps directories lists the SDK directories and a brief description of their contents


Table 3‑1.  SDK directories


Directory Contents


/bin Executables for starting and interacting with Domain Managers as well as utilities.


/classes SDK jar files and third-party jar files upon which SDK programs depend.


/conf Domain Manager configuration files.


/doc User and reference guides.


/examples Sample files for C, C++, and Java APIs as well as examples of MODEL applications and JIIM.


/include The .h and .mdl files for components of the SDK programs.


/integration Sample probe for the integration accessor.


/l10n The l10n directory name is a lowercase L, followed by the number 10 and then a lowercase n.


Contains Resource Packages (which hold externalized and localized data, such as error strings).


/lib Shared libraries.


/local Top-level directory where local copies of configuration, rules, and script files are created and stored.


The default location where files such as repository and log files are written. The/local/l10n directory
contains new Resource Packages introduced by update kits, patches, language packs, and so on.


/perl Files used for the Perl API.
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Table 3‑1.  SDK directories (Continued)


Directory Contents


/rules ASL rule sets.


/script Utility scripts such as the license server installation scripts.


In addition to the common subdirectories, the VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager
(/SAM) includes two additional subdirectories: /actions (client and server) and /consoles.


User-modifiable files
The SDK installation includes system files, configuration files, ASL rule set files, scripts, templates, as
well as third-party software files that the SDK software uses.


Never alter SDK system files, such as executables, shared libraries, MODEL files, and setup files. Do not
alter third-party software system files provided with the Java Runtime Environment.


As part of the configuration process, you will need to make changes to some of the user-modifiable files.
The following are examples of user-modifiable files:


n Configuration files, such as ics.conf, clientConnect.conf, and serverConnect.conf (you are required to
edit these)


n ASL rule sets, such as syslog_mgr.asl


n Sample actions, such as ics-ping and ics-telnet


n Template files used to import data, such as service.data.template and topology-group.data.template


Original versions of configuration files, ASL rule sets, scripts, and template files are installed to the
BASEDIR/smarts/conf, BASEDIR/smarts/rules, and BASEDIR/smarts/script directories. When you
need to alter a file in one of these directories, make those changes to a local copy of the file. By
default, local copies of user-modifiable files should reside in BASEDIR/smarts/local or one of its
subdirectories. SDK software is designed to first search for user-modifiable files in
BASEDIR/smarts/local or one of its subdirectories. If a modified version of a file is not found in the
local area, SDK software then searches appropriate non-local directories.


To edit a file, invoke the sm_edit utility from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory. When used, sm_edit
automatically opens a local copy of the specified file and saves the modified file to its appropriate
location. Modifying SDK files provides further information about how to use the sm_edit utility.


You should:


n Only modify local copies of user-modifiable files.


n Always retain the original, unedited, version of these files.


Subdirectories for user-modifiable files identifies the default subdirectories that include user-
modifiable files found under BASEDIR/smarts/local. The subdirectories vary by product suite.
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Table 3‑2.  Subdirectories for user-modifiable files


Installation path Directory Description


BASEDIR/smarts/local /actions Tool scripts


/conf Configuration files


/data Import files


/rules ASL rules files


Note   The BASEDIR/smarts/local directory has been reserved for directories with local copies of user-
modifiable files as well as writable files such as logs and repository files. It typically contains directories
listed in Subdirectories for user-modifiable files. During installation, SDK software may create empty
subdirectories under the BASEDIR/smarts/local directory. These directories are reserved for use for future
service packs and Rolling Patches. The exception is the BASEDIR/smarts/local/bin directory that contains
files necessary for the successful installation of SDK software.


In addition, the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory contains the runcmd_env.sh file, which is created
during installation. The runcmd_env.sh is a file for setting environment variables, including the default
location for the Broker. You can edit this file to change the default location of the Broker or to define any
SDK-wide environment variable. “Methods for setting environment variables for ITOps software” on
page 138 provides information about setting environment variables.


The product-specific naming convention used for subdirectories under BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf and
BASEDIR/smarts/local/rules (as well as their non-local counterparts) typically reflects the SDK product or
module within a product suite that uses the files.


You can alter the location for rules files, as described in Controlling the location for rule set files.


Note   If VMware installs a site-specific patch at your location, then additional directories may be included
under BASEDIR/smarts/local. Never alter files in any of these additional subdirectories.


Modifying SDK files
After you install an SDK application, you may need to modify files as part of the configuration process.
For example, if you want to secure access to SDK software, you need to change the password for the
Admin account in the serverConnect.conf and clientConnect.conf files.


To modify SDK files, use sm_edit, an SDK utility that is installed with SDK software.


Note   You must use the sm_edit utility that is included with the installation of a product suite to modify
files applicable to that suite. Do not, for example, edit IP files with the sm_edit that is installed with SAM.
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When invoked, sm_edit opens the specified file in a text editor. This utility ensures that modified files are
always saved to the appropriate local area and that non-local copies of all files remain unchanged. If an
appropriate subdirectory does not exist for the file you are modifying, sm_edit creates the appropriate
subdirectory before saving the modified file to that location. For files with header information set for
encryption, sm_edit encrypts certain fields in the file. In addition, sm_edit preserves the file permissions of
modified files, which helps ensure that important configuration files are not altered by unauthorized users.


To use sm_edit from the command line, specify the filename and include the subdirectory under /local
where the file resides. For example, to edit the ics.conf file, type the following command by using
administrative privileges:


         BASEDIR/smarts/bin> sm_edit conf/ics/ics.conf


In this example, sm_edit searches in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/ics directory for the ics.conf file. If it
finds the ics.conf file, it opens the file in a text editor. If sm_edit does not find the ics.conf file in the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/ics directory, it creates a local copy of the ics.conf file and writes it to the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/ics directory.


If the appropriate subdirectory does not exist in the local area for the file you are modifying, sm_edit
creates that subdirectory and saves the modified file there. This ensures that the original version of the
file remains unchanged.


Specifying the text editor used by the sm_edit utility
The sm_edit utility is not a text editor. Instead, it uses the text editor specified by one of the following
means:


n SM_EDITOR environment variable, as described in “Environment variables for users” on page 140.


n VISUAL environment variable


n EDITOR environment variable


n If the SM_EDITOR, VISUAL or EDITOR environment variables are not defined, sm_edit uses the
following:


n Edit program on UNIX


You can also specify the editor that sm_edit should use by providing the --editor argument when
invoking the utility.
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How SDK software locates user-modifiable files
It is important to understand how SDK software locates user-modifiable files at runtime. In general, when
looking for a user-modifiable file, SDK software first searches in BASEDIR/smarts/local or one of its
subdirectories. If the file is not found, SDK software then proceeds to look for the file in directories that
are not intended to contain modified files. For example, when SDK software searches for a configuration
file, it first looks in BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf. If the file is not found, then SDK software proceeds to look
in BASEDIR/smarts/conf.


Note   BASEDIR/smarts can refer to different product suite directories. Therefore, the configuration file in
this example could be a configuration file for any product suite such as the IP Manager or
Service Assurance Manager.


Controlling the location for rule set files
To locate your ASL rule sets in an area other than the default location (BASEDIR/smarts/local/rules), set
the SM_RULESET_PATH environment variable. When you set SM_RULESET_PATH, SDK software first
searches for rule set files in that path location or in one of its subdirectories. If the file is not found, SDK
software then proceeds to look in the default location for modifiable rule set files.


To set SM_RULESET_PATH, add it to the runcmd_env.sh file.


Note   You normally only define the SM_RULESET_PATH environment variable if you are writing custom
ASL rule sets to work with your SDK software.


Chapter 8 Environment Variables Used by VMware Software provides further information about
SM_RULESET_PATH.


Where SDK software writes output files
The BASEDIR/smarts/local directory is also the default location for files written by SDK software. Writable
files include logs, saved consoles, and repository files. If desired, you can alter the location for log files,
as described in Controlling where SDK software writes log files. Default subdirectories for ITOps writable
files defines the default subdirectories found under BASEDIR/smarts/local that contain writable files.


Table 3‑3.  Default subdirectories for SDK writable files


Installation path Directory Description


BASEDIR/smarts/local /consoles SDK consoles that have been saved.


/logs Manager and adapter log files that SDK software has written. Also
where archived notifications are saved.


Note that installation and uninstallation logs are written to the
BASEDIR/smarts/setup/logs directory.


/repos Repository files that SDK software has written.
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For Service Assurance Manager, the BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs directory includes a
<manager_name>.audit file. This file contains audit entries that are added to all notifications in
Service Assurance Manager. The entries, which are in time order, include the following information:
date/time, notification name, source, user, and action.


The directory also includes a <manager_name>-statistics.log. This file contains entries for every
invocation of the following operations:


dmctl -s <manager_name> invoke ICS_ActionManager::ICS-ActionManager dumpStatistics <filename> 


dmctl -s <manager_name> invoke ICS_AutoActionManager::ICS-AutoActionManager dumpStatistics <filename> 


The <filename> is optional; otherwise, it is <manager_name>-statistics.log.


The information in this file enables network personnel to monitor the execution of custom actions and the
performance of administrator-defined escalations.


Controlling where SDK software writes output files
SDK software defines the location of writable files by using the SM_WRITEABLE environment variable.
By default, SM_WRITEABLE is defined as BASEDIR/smarts/local.


This means the following:


n Saved consoles are written to BASEDIR/smarts/local/consoles.


n Log files are written to BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs.


n Repository files are written to BASEDIR/smarts/local/repos.


If you want all SDK writable files to be written elsewhere, set the path by using the SM_WRITEABLE
environment variable.


To set SM_WRITEABLE, add the variable to the runcmd_env.sh file.


Controlling where SDK software writes log files
If you want SDK software to write log files to an area other than the default location, set the path by using
the SM_LOGFILES environment variable.


To set SM_LOGFILES, add the variable to the runcmd_env.sh.


SM_LOGFILES takes precedence over SM_WRITEABLE, as described in SM_LOGFILES.


sm_logerror
On Solaris and Linux systems, every SDK process creates a child process, sm_logerror, at startup. This
process has one purpose: to print a stack trace of its parent (by invoking the pstack program) should the
parent request it (which usually happens only when the parent encounters a fatal error).
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Every SDK process also starts a child running an external authenticator, sm_authority (in the default
configuration). This program either gets client credentials to send to a Manager, or checks credentials
received by a Manager. Since the authenticator itself is an SDK program, it starts its own sm_logerror.
Thus, if you follow the tree of processes under an sm_server, you might find:


  sm_server


   sm_logerror


   sm_authority


    sm_logerror


Both sm_logerror and sm_authority spend their time reading a pipe that connects them to the process
that created them. However, this process is not necessarily their parent. When the Manager starts as a
service:


n The Domain Manager runs as a daemon after starting sm_logerror and sm_authority.


n The original sm_server process is replaced by a different one.


n The child processes, sm_logerror and sm_authority, become orphans and are then inherited by the
init process, which is always process 1.


The new sm_server process retains its connection to the pipes that connected the original to the
sm_logerror and sm_authority processes, and the processes work as intended


These processes must not be "killed". Killing sm_logerror will make it impossible to print a stack trace,
and make debugging more difficult. Killing sm_authority will cause connection attempts to fail when
credentials cannot be obtained or checked.


Using the smgetinfo utility to save modifications
Each SDK product suite includes an smgetinfo utility. The utility enables you to maintain a backup copy of
all essential files and customizations from your SDK installation. It also enables you to collect data about
your current installation so that you can send the data to VMware Global Services for support purposes.
The smgetinfo utility is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/script directory.


When run, the smgetinfo utility stores the following SDK directories in compressed files:


n /conf


n /local


n /rules


n /setup


It supports the following formats:


n For UNIX:  .tar.gz


n For UNIX:  .tar.Z file


n Versions and locations of all SDK installed products


n Version of SDK
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n Version of dmctl


n Versions of all executables in BASEDIR/smarts/bin/system


n Libraries in the BASEDIR/smarts/lib directories


n Information about the host, operating system, and CPU


To run the smgetinfo utility, change to the BASEDIR/smarts/script directory and execute the following
command with administrative privileges:


On UNIX:


smgetinfo


or


sh smgetinfo
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Controlling the Startup of
VMware Smart Assurance
Software 4
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Root access requirement on Unix and Linux


n Overview of services


n About the sm_service utility


n sm_serviced and ic-serviced


n The sm_service command line


n Installing programs as services with sm_service


n Displaying installed services and their status


n Starting and stopping services with sm_service


n Modifying service parameters with sm_service


n Removing services with sm_service


n Default parameters for VMware services


n Starting a Domain Manager


n Starting other DMT processes


n Running as non root on UNIX and Linux systems


Root access requirement on Unix and Linux
Super-user access is required on Unix and Linux systems for running the following:


n sm_server - Domain Manager, handling ICMP packets, SNMP trap receiving on default port 162


n brstart - Broker on default port 426


n sm_trapd - SNMP trap receiving on default port 162


A Domain Manager must bind to multiple low numbered (less than 1024) ports for listening for ICMP
traffic. In addition, the default port for starting a Broker (426) and SNMP trap processing (162) are
also low-numbered ports. Access to low-numbered ports requires root access on Unix and Linux
systems.
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You can also start a Domain Manager with root access and then open additional ports as a non-root
user, if this is required. Running as non root on UNIX and Linux systems on page 82 provides
additional information.


Overview of services
SDK programs can be installed as services. A service is a program that, once started, is intended to run
continuously. A service is administered by the sm_service utility. SDK programs installed as services start
automatically upon system reboot; those not installed as services (manual processes or disabled
processes) require that you issue commands to start and stop them as necessary.


VMware recommends that you install SDK programs as services. You are prompted to make this choice
during the software installation. When you choose to install a program as a service, the installation
process automatically sets up the program accordingly.


The following are examples of VMware programs that should be installed as services:


n Broker


n Service Assurance Global Manager


n Service Assurance Adapter Platform (including the SNMP Trap Adapter and Syslog Adapter)


n IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager


Although services start automatically upon system reboot, there will be occasion for you to manually
start (and stop) a program that was installed as a service. Starting and stopping services with
sm_service on page 74 describes starting and stopping services.


If you choose not to install a program as a service, the program is installed as a manual process. If
you install a program as a manual process, you can later change it to run as a service, described in
Installing programs as services with sm_service on page 71.


In addition, you can modify a service™s settings, as described in Modifying service parameters with
sm_service on page 76.


Note   The sm_service utility cannot be used with the Failover System. The
VMware Smart Assurance Failover System User Guide provides specific information about starting,
stopping, and configuring the Failover System scripts.


About the sm_service utility
The sm_service is a cross-platform utility that sets up the environment for standard SDK applications (for
example, the Broker, Domain Managers, and adapters), and that installs those applications as services.


Additionally, the sm_service utility can start non-SDK applications.
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The implementation of the sm_service utility on:


n UNIX includes two separate programs: sm_serviced, a long-running, system-level program, and
sm_service, a command-line tool that communicates user requests to sm_serviced.


The sm_service utility is installed with the SDK software (one per system), and is used from the
BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory. Select the BASEDIR/smarts with the latest version of software. The
utility can only be used to control services on the local machine.


sm_serviced and ic-serviced
UNIX includes two separate programs: sm_serviced, a long-running, system-level program, and
sm_service, a command-line tool that communicates user requests to sm_serviced.


The sm_serviced, the component of the sm_service utility that manages programs installed as services
(either at installation, or by way of the sm_service command line), is installed with the SDK software on
UNIX systems during the installation process, and automatically starts its operations.


Thereafter, a script, ic-serviced, can be used to start and stop sm_serviced. The script is stored in a
system-specific location: /etc/init.d on Solaris and Linux. The control of services can be affected through
sm_service. The sm_service command line on page 68 provides additional information.


The ic-serviced script includes several variables. Default settings are assigned to the variables during the
installation process. If necessary, the value for the SM_SERVICE_STARTDIR variable can be edited. The
default setting for this variable is / and specifies the directory into which core files are written. If it is
changed, the setting must point to a directory on a file system with enough free space to hold a core file
of the system™s largest server.


Note   Contact VMware Global Services for information about editing the remaining variables at the
beginning of the ic-serviced script.


The ic-serviced script enables you to start and stop sm_serviced on UNIX systems and to check the
status of sm_serviced.


If sm_serviced is not already running, issue the following command with administrative privileges to start
it:


<system-dependent path>/ic-serviced start


To stop sm_serviced and all of the services managed by it, issue the following command with
administrative privileges:


<system-dependent path>/ic-serviced stop
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To check that sm_serviced is running and responding, issue the following command with administrative
privileges:


<system-dependent path>/ic-serviced status


The sm_service command line
The sm_service command line is the tool through which you communicate user requests to sm_serviced.
The basic syntax for the command line is:


sm_service <action> <options> <arguments>


Standard options
Standard options for sm_service lists the standard options that can be used with the sm_service utility.


Table 4‑1.  Standard options for sm_service


Options Description


--help Print the help text and exit.


--version Print the program version and exit.


--logname=<name> Use <name> to identify sender in the system log.


Default: The program's name.


--loglevel=<level> Minimum system logging level. The level can be: None, Emergency, Alert, Fatal, Critical,
Error, Warning, Notice, Informational, Debug. Note that Fatal is equivalent to Emergency,
Alert, or Critical.


Default: Error.


--errlevel=<level> Minimum error printing level. The level can be: None, Emergency, Alert, Fatal, Critical,
Error, Warning, Notice, Informational, Debug. Note that Fatal is equivalent to Emergency,
Alert, or Critical.


Default: Warning.


--tracelevel=<level> Minimum stack trace level. The level can be: None, Emergency, Alert, Fatal, Critical, Error,
Warning, Notice, Informational, Debug. Note that Fatal is equivalent to Emergency, Alert, or
Critical.


Default: Fatal.


--output[=<file>] Redirect output (stdout and stderr). The filename is <file>, or the --logname value if <file> is
omitted. Log files are always placed in $SM_LOGFILES or $SM_WRITEABLE/logs.
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Table 4‑1.  Standard options for sm_service (Continued)


Options Description


--facility=<facility> Instructs the VMware program to log any syslog messages with the specified syslog facility
(UNIX/Linux only). The default is Daemon.


The <facility> setting can be one of the following:
n Kern
n User
n Mail
n Daemon
n Auth
n Lpr
n News
n Uucp
n Cron
n Local0
n Local1
n Local2
n Local3
n Local4
n Local5
n Local6
n Local7


-- Stop scanning for options.


The following example highlights the use of a standard option. You must type it with administrative
privileges.


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_service --help


sm_service actions
sm_service actions lists the actions that can be performed with the sm_service utility.


Table 4‑2.  sm_service actions


Actions Description


install Installs a program as a service. It can also be used to modify the parameters of a service.


show Displays the status of the installed services. It can also display the command lines of specified
services so that they can be replicated on other systems.


start Starts one or more installed services.


stop Stops one or more installed services.


isstopped Exits with a non-zero status if the requested set of services is in a state of not running.


remove Removes one or more installed services.
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The following example highlights an action with several install options. You must type it with
administrative privileges.


t


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_service install --startmode=runonce --name=ic-broker 


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/brstart


 --port=1234 s


Installing programs as services with sm_service
If, at installation, you installed a program to run as a service, the service will automatically start up when
your system reboots. If you did not install a program as a service, you can use sm_service to install it as a
service at any time.


The install action enables you to install a program as a service. After you define the name, description,
startmode, and path of the program, sm_service stores the information in an sm_service database
located in the /var/smarts directory (on UNIX). The sm_service then uses the information to start and run
the program as a service. You must have administrative privileges to type this command.


The syntax for the sm_service install action is:


tsm_service install [<install options>] <name> path/to/exe


[<args>...] s


In addition to the common install options, such as name, description, and startmode, the command line
must include an absolute path to the program you want to the program that you want to install as a
service. Arguments that apply to the program, that you are installing as a service, can follow the path.


For example:


UNIX


t


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_service install --startmode=runonce --name=ic-broker 


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/brstart --port=1234 s


Install options
Install options for sm_service lists the install options that can be used with the sm_service utility.
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Table 4‑3.  Install options for sm_service


Options Description


--force Overwrite an existing service with the same name. The option is used to update or
modify the parameters of an existing service.


"--description=<DESC>" A short description of the service. Enclose the option with double quotation marks.


--startmode=<mode> The service start policy. Where <mode> is one of the following:
n runonce (start automatically when sm_serviced starts)
n automatic (starts automatically when sm_serviced does not detect that it is running)
n manual (requires an explicit start request)
n disable (cannot be started).


Default: runonce


--env=<NAME>=<VALUE> A <NAME>=<VALUE> pair which will be placed in the process environment of the
launched service. As many --env pairs as necessary can be specified. <VALUE> may
contain one or more values, separated by commas.


The syntax <NAME>= (with no specified value) has the effect of unsetting <NAME> in
the environment of the launched program.


The --env arguments are applied left to right as they appear on the command line, and
this ordering is preserved in the database.


Examples of the sm_service install action
The following provides examples of sm_service install action command lines:


UNIX


t


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_service install --startmode=runonce


--name=ic-broker BASEDIR/smarts/bin/brstart --port=1234 s


t


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_service install --startmode=runonce


--env=SM_BROKER=localhost:1234 trapadapter


BASEDIR/smarts/bin/sm_trapd s


Displaying installed services and their status
On UNIX systems, the sm_service show action displays previously installed services and their status.


The syntax for the action is as follows. You must type this command with administrative privileges:


sm_service show <name> [<name> ...]
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The show action has one option:


--cmdline


When the action is used with its --cmdline option, it displays the sm_service command line that installed
the program as a service. The command line can be reproduced and used for installing the requested
service(s) on another system.


In the absence of the --cmdlineoption, the show action displays the status of the named service (or all
services, when <name> is not given), including:


n Whether the service is running


n The name of the service


n A brief description of the service


Examples of the sm_service show action
The following provides an example of the sm_service show action.


For the status of a service, type the following with administrative privileges:


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_service show ic-broker


Output:


RUNNING ic-broker


For the command line of a service, type the following with administrative privileges:


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_service show --cmdline ic-broker


Output:


sm_service install --force --unmanaged --startmode=runonce\


 '--name=ic-broker' \


 '--description=VMware Smart Assurance


         Broker' \


 '--env=SM_CLIENTCONNECT=brokerConnect.conf' \


 '


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/brstart' \


 '--port=426' \
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 '--restore=


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /local/repos/broker/broker.rps' \


 '--output'


Starting and stopping services with sm_service
The sm_service utility can be used to start and stop programs when necessary. However, the programs,
which can be either manual processes or services, must be installed with sm_service before you can use
this action.


To start a program, type the following command with administrative privileges:


sm_service start [options]


To stop a program, type the following command with administrative privileges:


sm_service stop [options]


Start options
Start options for sm_service lists the options for the start action.


Table 4‑4.  Start options for sm_service


Options Description


<name> [<name>...] Start specified processes


--all Start all automatic or runonce services that are not running. (UNIX only).


--pattern= Start all processes with absolute paths that match the wildcard pattern.


Stop options
Stop options for sm_service lists the options for the stop action.


Table 4‑5.  Stop options for sm_service


Options Description


<name> [<name>...] Stop specified processes


--all Attempt to stop all running services (UNIX only).


--pattern= Stop all processes with absolute paths that match the wildcard pattern.


--force Do not consider it an error if the service is not running.


Examples of the sm_service start and stop actions
The following provides examples of the sm_service start and stop actions.
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For the start action, type the following command with administrative privileges:


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_service start ic-broker


For the stop action, type the following command with administrative privileges:


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_service stop ic-broker


Checking whether services are stopped
The isstopped action for sm_service exits with a non-zero status if any of the requested set of services
are not running.


Isstopped options for sm_service lists the options for the isstopped action.


Table 4‑6.  Isstopped options for sm_service


Options Description


<name> [<name>...] Return status for specified processes


--all Return the status of all processes.


--pattern= Return the status of all processes with absolute paths that match the wildcard pattern.


Examples of the sm_service isstopped action
The following provides examples of the sm_service isstopped actions on UNIX. These examples also
show the use of wildcards.


The isstopped action verifies whether all of the services started from the BASEDIR/smarts directory are
stopped:


sm_service isstopped --pattern '


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /*'


This example checks if all Managers are stopped:


sm_service isstopped --pattern '*sm_server*'


Modifying service parameters with sm_service
The parameters for a service can be modified with the sm_service install action. Installing programs as
services with sm_service on page 71 provides additional information. The --force option, which overwrites
the existing parameters, must be used with the install action when you modify a service.
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The syntax for the sm_service install action (to modify service parameters) is:


sm_service install --force


You must type this command with administrative privileges.


To modify service parameters:


1 Stop the existing service with the sm_service stop action.


2 Use the sm_service show action with the --cmdline option to display the command line that was
used to install the existing service.


3 Use the sm_service install action with the --force option, copy the displayed command line from 
step 2 after the --force option, and modify the parameters that need to be changed.


4 Start the modified service.


Removing services with sm_service
One or more existing services can be removed from the system, when necessary, with the sm_service
remove action.


The syntax for the sm_service remove action is:


sm_service remove <name> [<name>...]


You must have administrative privileges to type this command.


Example of the sm_service remove action
The following provides an example of the sm_service remove action.


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_service remove trapadapter


You must have administrative privileges to type this command.


Default parameters for VMware services
During installation, SDK products can be installed as services. When installed as services, default values
are specified for the parameters that are associated with the services.
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This section lists the default parameters associated with SDK products, and briefly describes them. The
installation guide that accompanied your product suite provides examples of using the sm_service install
command.


If you need to modify the default parameters of a currently installed service, use the steps found in
Modifying service parameters with sm_service on page 76.


Common sm_server options
Several sm_server options are common to all Managers that are installed as services (the
IP Availability Manager, for example, and the Service Assurance Manager). Common sm_server options
lists these sm_server options.


Exceptions to these parameters are noted and described with the default parameters for the individual
SDK products.


Table 4‑7.  Common sm_server options


Options Description


--name=<name> Specifies the name of the Manager (Manager or Global Manager).


--config=<cfg> Specifies the sm_server configuration file to use. Configuration files are loaded from
the directories BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/<cfg> and BASEDIR/smarts/conf/<cfg>.


--port=<port> Specifies the alternate Manager port.


--bootstrap=<file> Specifies the alternate bootstrap configuration file. The file name is relative to the
configuration directory (as set by the --configoption). The default is bootstrap.conf.


--ignore-restore-errors Indicates ignore errors encountered while restoring the saved topology.


--norestore Indicates do not attempt to restore any saved objects.


--subscribe=<sub> Start a subscription adapter that automatically subscribes to the specified
notifications.


--broker=<location> Specifies the alternate Broker location as host:port. Also -b <location>.


--output[=<file>] Redirects the output (stdout and stderr). The file name is <file>, or the --logname
value if <file> is omitted. Log files are always placed in BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs.
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Table 4‑7.  Common sm_server options (Continued)


Options Description


--daemon Run the SDK program as a daemon (UNIX only). Messages generated from internal
logging calls are directed to the log file. Log files are written to the
BASEDIR/smarts/logs directory.


--facility=<facility> Instructs the VMware program to log any syslog messages with the specified syslog
facility (UNIX/Linux only). The default is Daemon.


The <facility> setting can be one of the following:
n Kern
n User
n Mail
n Daemon
n Auth
n Lpr
n News
n Uucp
n Cron
n Local0
n Local1
n Local2
n Local3
n Local4
n Local5
n Local6
n Local7


To display a complete list of the sm_server options on your system, type the following command with
administrative privileges:


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_server --help


Common sm_adapter options
Several sm_adapter parameters are common to all adapters that are installed as services (the
Syslog Adapter, for example, and the SNMP Trap Adapter). Common sm_adapter options lists these
sm_adapter parameters or options.


Exceptions to these parameters are noted and described with the default parameters for the individual
SDK products.


Table 4‑8.  Common sm_adapter options


Options Description


--name=<name> Specifies the name of the adapter.


--model=<name> Specifies the name of model library to load.
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Table 4‑8.  Common sm_adapter options (Continued)


Options Description


--tail=<path> Specifies read input by tailing a file.


--rserver=<name> Specifies auto-reconnect parser to Manager.


--server=<name> Specifies connect parser to Manager.


--broker=<location> Specifies the alternate Broker location as host:port. Also -b <location>.


--output=<file> Directs the output (stdout and stderr). The file name is <file>, or the --logname value if
<file> is omitted. Log files are always placed in BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs.


--daemon Run the SDK program as a daemon (UNIX only). Messages generated from internal
logging calls are directed to the log file. Log files are written to the BASEDIR/smarts/logs
directory.


--facility=<facility> Instructs the SDK program to log any syslog messages with the specified syslog facility
(UNIX/Linux only). The default is Daemon.


The <facility> setting can be one of the following:
n Kern
n User
n Mail
n Daemon
n Auth
n Lpr
n News
n Uucp
n Cron
n Local0
n Local1
n Local2
n Local3
n Local4
n Local5
n Local6
n Local7


To display a complete list of the sm_adapter options on your system, type the following command with
administrative privileges:


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_adapter --help


Common sm_sdi options
Several sm_sdi options are common to the components of the SQL Data Interface Adapter that are
installed as services. Common sm_sdi options lists these sm_sdi options.


Exceptions to these parameters are noted and described with the default parameters for the individual
SDK products.
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Table 4‑9.  Common sm_sdi options


Options Description


--broker=<location> The alternate Broker location as host:port. Also -b <location>.


--name=<name> The name of the SQL Data Interface Adapter component. Also -n <name>.


--config=<cfg> Specifies the directory of the sm_sdi configuration files: sdi_ics.conf, sdi_sql.conf and
sdi_odbc.conf. Configuration files are loaded from the directories
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/<cfg> and BASEDIR/smarts/conf/<cfg>.


--bootstrap=<file> Specifies the alternate bootstrap configuration file. The filename is relative to the
configuration directory (as set by the --configoption). The default is bootstrap.conf.


--nonpriv Allow sm_sdi to run under a nonprivileged user ID. This option must be specified in order
for a nonprivileged user to start sm_sdi.


To display a complete list of the sm_sdi options on your system, type the following command with
administrative privileges:


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_sdi --help


Starting a Domain Manager
The sm_server command can be used to start a Domain Manager. The syntax of the command is as
follows:


sm_server [<options>...] 


Some of the common sm_server options are described in Table 7 on page 60.


Table 4‑10.  Common sm_server options


Options Description


--name=<name> Specifies the name of the Manager.


--config=<cfg> Specifies the sm_server configuration file to use. Configuration files are loaded from
the directories BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/<cfg> and BASEDIR/smarts/conf/<cfg>.


--port=<port> Specifies the alternate Manager port.


--bootstrap=<file> Specifies the alternate bootstrap configuration file. The file name is relative to the
configuration directory (as set by the --config option). The default is bootstrap.conf.


--ignore-restore-errors Indicates ignore errors encountered while restoring the saved topology.


--norestore Indicates do not attempt to restore any saved objects.


--subscribe=<sub> Specifies start a subscription adapter that automatically subscribes to the specified
notifications.


--broker=<location> Specifies the alternate Broker location as host:port. Also -b <location>.
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Table 4‑10.  Common sm_server options (Continued)


Options Description


--output[=<file>] Messages generated from internal logging calls are directed to the log file. The file
name is <file>, or the --logname value if <file> is omitted. Log files are always placed
in BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs.


--daemon Run the SDK program as a daemon (UNIX only). Messages generated from internal
logging calls are directed to the log file. Log files are written to the
BASEDIR/smarts/logs directory.


--facility=<facility> Instructs the DMT program to log any syslog messages with the specified syslog
facility (UNIX/Linux only). The default is Daemon.


The <facility> setting can be one of the following:
n Kern
n User
n Mail
n Daemon
n Auth
n Lpr
n News
n Uucp
n Cron
n Local0
n Local1
n Local2
n Local3
n Local4
n Local5
n Local6
n Local7


To display a complete list of the sm_server options on your system, type the following command with
administrative privileges:


BASEDIR/smarts /bin/sm_server --help


Starting other DMT processes
The SDK provides additional commands for starting Brokers and adapters.


Broker
The brstart command is used to start a Broker. The syntax of the brstart command is as follows:


brstart [<options>...]


brstart options describes the options available for the brstart command.
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Table 4‑11.  brstart options


Options Description


--backup=<file> Backup file for Broker state; default BASEDIR/smarts/repos/broker/broker.rps.


--restore=<file> Restore Broker state from a backup file. Also -R <file>.


--port=<port> Alternate Broker port; default 426. Also -p <port>.


Adapter
The sm_adapter command can be used to start an adapter. Common sm_adapter options describes the
common sm_adapter options.


Table 4‑12.  Common sm_adapter options


Options Description


--name=<name> Specifies the name of the adapter.


--model=<name> Specifies the name of model library to load.


--tail=<path> Specifies read input by tailing a file.


--rserver=<name> Specifies auto-reconnect parser to Manager.


--server=<name> Specifies connect parser to Manager.


--broker=<location> Specifies the alternate Broker location as host:port. Also -b <location>.


--output=<file> Messages generated from internal logging calls are directed to the log file. The file name is
<file>, or the --logname value if <file> is omitted. Log files are always placed in
BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs.
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Table 4‑12.  Common sm_adapter options (Continued)


Options Description


--daemon Run the SDK program as a daemon (UNIX only). Messages generated from internal
logging calls are directed to the log file. Log files are written to the BASEDIR/smarts/logs
directory.


--facility=<facility> Instructs the DMT program to log any syslog messages with the specified syslog facility
(UNIX/Linux only). The default is Daemon.


The <facility> setting can be one of the following:
n Kern
n User
n Mail
n Daemon
n Auth
n Lpr
n News
n Uucp
n Cron
n Local0
n Local1
n Local2
n Local3
n Local4
n Local5
n Local6
n Local7


To display a complete list of the sm_adapter options on your system, type the following command with
administrative privileges:


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/sm_adapter --help


Running as non root on UNIX and Linux systems
Additional options for running as non rooton UNIX and Linux systems describes two options that are used
in conjunction with each other to run as non root. These two options are only available on UNIX and Linux
systems. These options are available for the sm_server, brstart, and sm_adapter commands.
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Table 4‑13.  Additional options for running as non rooton UNIX and Linux systems


Options Description


--privopen=<arg>[,<arg>] Note   This option is only used in conjuction with the --run-as-user option to run as non root.


Opens privileged sockets. The <arg> parameter has the following syntax:


<type>[:<family>]:<port>[,<count>]


where:
n <type> is one of the following:


TCP (for a TCP connection)


UDP (for a datagram)


IP (for a raw socket)
n <port> is one of the following:


The required privileged port for a TCP socket


The required privleged port for a UDP socket


The protocol for IP
n <family> is one of the following:


:v4 (IPv4 address family)


:v6 (IPv6 address family)


If <family> is not specified, the address family defaults to IPv4.
n <count> is the number of sockets of the type, family and port. The default count is 1.


--run-as-user=<username> Note   This option is only used in conjuction with the --privopen option to run as non root.


Specifies a valid user name.


The --privopen and --run-as-user options are used in conjunction to run a Domain Manager with non root
privileges. The Domain Manager can startup as root, open privileged ports, and change to a non root
user.


You can open multiple ports by repeating the <arg> parameter. Each instance is separated by a comma
(,). For example:


--privopen=UDP:v4:161,2 


--privopen=IP:1,4 


--privopen=IP:v6:1 


--run-as-user=testuser1


In this example:


n The first privopen line opens two UDP IPv4 sockets on port 161.


n The second privopen line opens four raw IPv4 sockets for ICMP.


n The third privopen line opens one raw IPv6: socket for ICMP.


After the sockets are opened, the process will change to run as user, "testuser1".
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Stopping DMT programs
This section describes how to stop active DMT programs.


Stopping active DMT programs (UNIX)
1 Determine if any Domain Managers are running by using the brcontrol utility from


BASEDIR/smarts /bin:


 # ./brcontrol -b <host>:<port>


               


            


Table 4‑14.  Next steps for detecting and stopping programs


The Broker is on the And brcontrol displays. Do this


Same host “Error attaching to broker”
message


The Broker is not running. Go to step 3 on page 65 .


List of servers registered
with the Broker


n The Broker did not shut down.
n If any servers are still running on the host, these did not shut


down.


Go to step 2 on page 65


Different host List of servers registered
with the Broker


n If any servers are still running on the host where you will install
the SDK, these did not shut down. Go to step 2 on page 65 .


1 Stop any Domain Manager that is still running. If the Broker is on the host, stop the local Broker:


n To stop any manager that is still running, use the dmquit utility from BASEDIR/smarts /bin:


  # ./dmquit --server=<


                     servername


                     >


                     


  # ./brquit --broker=localhost:<port>


                     


                  


2 Determine if any other DMT processes are still running and shut the processes down:


n Detect the processes using the following command:


 # ps -ef | grep sm_


 # kill <pid>
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Securing Access to VMware
Software 5
This chapter includes the following topics:
n SDK security features


n How SDK security works


n Configuring authentication


n Controlling authentication


n Encryption


n Encrypted passwords


n Encrypted seed files


n Encrypted connections


n Configuring a secure Broker


n Additional safeguards


n Example security configurations


SDK security features
SDK software provides multiple levels of security which SDK administrators can use to secure their
system and control access to it. The various levels of security can be implemented through:


n Authentication and user privileges


Client-server connections can be controlled on both the client and server sides of the system. The
system is secured by using authentication records and by assigning connection privileges on the
server side. When a client initiates a connection to a server, the client must supply appropriate
authentication to the server before the connection (as defined by the connection privileges) is
permitted. “Configuring authentication” on page 89 provides detailed information.
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n Encrypted passwords


Passwords can be encrypted in the serverConnect.conf, clientConnect.conf, and brokerConnect.conf
files. Encryption is based on a secret phrase, common to all of the SDK applications that must
interact, and is used to encrypt password fields in the authentication records. “Encrypted passwords”
on page 102 provides detailed information.


Passwords can also be encrypted in seed files. “Encrypted seed files” on page 104 provides detailed
information.


n Encrypted connections


SDK software can provide three levels of security above cleartext communication: Diffie Helman-
Advanced Encryption Standard (DH-AES), encryption based on the site secret, and DH-AES used in
conjunction with the site secret. The levels of security are configured by way of values for
environment variables. “Encrypted connections” on page 105 provides detailed information.


The SDK security features are enabled with default settings when you install SDK software. The
default security settings are thoroughly documented and permit access to the system. As a result, you
should change the default usernames, passwords, and the secret phrase to enforce access control to
SDK software. In addition, you should restrict access to the security configuration files, as described
in Specifying alternate security configuration files.


Note   An SDK administrator can also place access restrictions on certain console operations by
applying user profiles. This ability to restrict SDK users to certain operations is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide.


How SDK security works
SDK security features apply to authentication and communication connections.


Authentication occurs whenever a client program initiates a connection to a server program. The client
passes an SDK username and a password to the server. The server determines whether the client is
allowed to connect and, if the connection is allowed, what privileges the client is granted.


Secure communication connections are implemented through the use of the Diffie Helman-Advanced
Encryption Standard (DH-AES), encryption based on a site secret, or DH-AES used in conjunction with
the site secret.


To properly configure the security system, you must understand how the security system works. The
answers to the following questions will help:


n Which programs are servers and which are clients?


n How does a server authenticate a client?


n How does a client obtain a username and password to pass on to a server?
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n How does encryption apply to authentication as well as communication connections?


Note   For the UNIX account used to run SDK processes, if the system administrator sets explicit
permissions for the file mode creation mask (the umask) for a parent process, SDK software respects
those permissions. For processes started by the SDK sm_serviced program described in
sm_serviced and ic-serviced on page 67, the umask permission is inherited.


Server and client programs for SDK software
Knowing which SDK programs function as servers and which function as clients can help you understand
how to configure security. Simply stated, a client is any SDK program that initiates a connection to
another SDK program. Programs can act both as a client and as a server.


ITOps server and client programs lists some server and client programs and shows how they can interact.


Table 5‑1.  SDK server and client programs


Server programs Client programs


Broker Service Assurance Failover System


Command-line utilities such as dmctl and brcontrol


Global Console users


Global Manager


Notification Adapters


Service Assurance Adapter Platform


Tools


Report Manager


SDK Beacon


Application Connectivity Monitor


Broker Command-line utilities such as dmctl and brcontrol


Notification Adapters


Tools


Report Manager


SDK Beacon


Global Manager Service Assurance Failover System


Broker


Command-line utilities (dmctl)


Global Console users


Notification Adapters


Tools


Global Manager


Report Manager
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Table 5‑1.  SDK server and client programs (Continued)


Server programs Client programs


Service Assurance Adapter Platform Broker


Command-line utilities (dmctl)


Global Manager


sm_ems


SNMP Trap Adapter


Syslog Adapter


IP Availability Manager Global Console


IP Performance Manager Global Console


IP Discovery Manager Global Console


SDK Beacon Global Console


Application Connectivity Monitor Global Console


Note   The Broker functions as both a server and a client. In addition, when Service Assurance Managers
are deployed in a multi-tiered environment, a Service Assurance Manager may also function as both a
server and a client.


Note that the server and client programs listed in ITOps server and client programs can be installed on
the same host. For example, it is common for the Broker and a Service Assurance Manager to run on the
same host.


Server authentication
When a client program initiates a connection to a server, it must provide an SDK username and
password. A server authenticates a connection request by comparing the SDK username and password it
receives from a client to the authentication records in its configuration file, serverConnect.conf. The
server uses the first authentication record that matches the information sent by the client.


The authentication records are reread for each attempted connection so any changes to the file will take
effect immediately.


The Global Console always displays a log-on dialog box where a user must type an SDK username and
password. Other SDK applications can prompt for an SDK username and password or be configured to
automatically send the username and password.


For example, when a Global Console connects to a Service Assurance Manager, it sends an SDK
username and password to the Service Assurance Manager. The Service Assurance Manager compares
the credentials to the authentication record listed in its serverConnect.conf file. If the first matching record
allows the connection, the Service Assurance Manager accepts the connection and grants the user the
privileges specified by the authentication record. If the username and password do not match an
authentication record, the connection is refused.
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Client authentication
Other than the Global Console, most Most clients, by default, automatically send authentication
information to the server. This information is stored in a clientConnect.conf file. A client that uses
automatic authentication reads the records in the order that they appear, selecting the first record whose
login username matches the user that runs the client and whose target matches the name of the server
that is being connected to. Once it finds a match, the client sends the SDK username and password to
the target server as authentication credentials. If the authentication succeeds, the server tells the client its
access privilege. If the authentication fails, the server refuses the connection and the failure is recorded in
the server™s log file.


Client authentication files are reread for each attempted connection. As such, you can edit the
configuration files at any time and the changes take effect immediately.


The Broker uses its own client connection file, brokerConnect.conf.


For example, when a Domain Manager (such as an VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager)
registers with a Broker, the Domain Manager sends an SDK username and password from its
clientConnect.conf to the Broker. The Broker checks the username and password against the records in
its serverConnect.conf. Based on the results, it will grant or deny a connection.


However, when the Broker checks whether a registered Domain Manager is alive (by pinging the
manager), the Broker must authenticate with that Domain Manager. To do this, it finds an SDK username
and password in its brokerConnect.conf file to send to the Domain Manager. The Domain Manager
checks for the username and password in its serverConnect.conf and either grants or denies the right for
the Broker to ping it.


Encryption
By default, encryption is enabled during the installation process. All SDK suites and applications that
interact with each other must share a common secret phrase. The security configuration files and files
with passwords to SNMP v3 devices all contain encrypted information.


The basis for encryption is a secret phrase that gets transformed into the imk.dat file. This file is the basis
of encryption for SDK programs. The programs use the site secret to encrypt passwords in the
configuration files and keywords in seed files, as well as to encrypt connections between SDK programs.


Configuring authentication
This section describes the components of authentication. It covers the content and syntax of the security
files, the default authentication records provided in each file, and how to specify alternate security
configuration files.


Syntax of the security files
This section describes the syntax of the serverConnect.conf, clientConnect.conf, and brokerConnect.conf
files.
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Each file consists of one or more authentication records, each of which contains four fields. Note the
following:


n A line that starts with two forward slashes (//) or a pound sign (#) is considered a comment and
ignored.


n The fields of each authentication record are separated by colons (:).


n Any white space before, after, or between fields, is ignored. If the field value contains a space, you
need to add an escape character, the backslash (\), before the space. When a backslash is
encountered, the following character loses any special significance and is used as is.


Note   The first line of each of the configuration files contains encryption information. Do not change
this line unless you want to disable encryption. To comment out the line, add a second pound sign.


The clientConnect.conf, brokerConnect.conf, and serverConnect.conf are read from top to bottom.
For example, when a client selects a record for automatic authentication, it uses the first record with a
matching target and SDK username. If that username is denied a connection by the server, the client
does not try again. The ordering of authentication records is important because you can use
wildcards for certain fields. In general, more specific authentication records should be listed first. 
Chapter 9 Wildcards Used by VMware Software provides additional information about wildcards.


Server authentication records
Server authentication involves setting up authentication records in the serverConnect.conf file. Each
record contains information to control access to a particular server, an SDK username and password, and
a connection privilege. To modify this file, use the sm_edit utility as described in Modifying SDK files.


Note   Always use sm_edit utility to edit the serverConnect.conf. This is particularly important if the
passwords are encrypted. When you use the sm_edit utility to edit the file, it saves changes to the file in
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf and encrypts the passwords; it does not modify the default, non-encrypted
version of the file.


Description of serverConnect.conf
The serverConnect.conf file defines who can connect to which server and what privileges they are
granted. By default, separate versions of the file reside in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf and the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directories on the system where the server is running. The first version does
not contain encrypted passwords, so the default values are accessible by anyone who can read the file.
The version in BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf contains encrypted passwords.


The format of a record in serverConnect.conf is:


<target>:<


            SDK


         


          username>:<password>:<privilege>
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Field descriptions for serverConnect.conf describes the four fields of an authentication record in the
serverConnect.conf file.


Table 5‑2.  Field descriptions for serverConnect.conf


Field Definition Value


<target> Name of the server for which this
connection is intended.


A server will only read this line if its
name matches the value of the target
field.


Can be a matching pattern with wildcards or one of the
following special values:
n <BROKER> indicates that this record applies only to the


Broker.
n ~<BROKER> indicates this record applies to all servers


except the Broker.


<SDK username> SDK username for the client
requesting a connection.


Can be a matching pattern with wildcards or the following
special value:
n <DEFAULT> is provided for legacy clients that cannot


send a username.
n <AUTO> is provided for site-specific credentials.


<password> Password for the SDK user requesting
a connection.


Can be a password or one of the following special values:
n <SYS> indicates that the SDK username must be a valid


login name on the local system. The server passes the
credentials to the host operating system for validation.


n <DEFAULT> is provided for legacy clients that cannot
send a password.


n <AUTO> is provided for site-specific credentials.


<privilege> Access privileges of the client. Valid values include:
n All
n Monitor
n None
n Ping


Remember that during the authentication process the server receives a connection target, SDK
username, and password from a client. The server checks each of its records looking for a match. When it
finds the first match, it sends the appropriate privilege back to the client. Otherwise, the server logs the
failed authentication.


Connection privileges
Connection privileges are specified in the serverConnect.conf file. SDK authentication features provide for
four levels of privileges:


n All provides full access to all server functions. It is required for all adapter-to-server and server-to-
server connections and by all command line utilities, with a few exceptions. This level of authorization
is also required by administrative consoles. However, this level of access can be further restricted
through user profiles. The
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide provides additional
information about using user profiles to restrict access to console operations.
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n Monitor access supports a monitoring console. A monitoring console cannot change server database
or configuration parameters except in special circumstances such as acknowledgement of
notifications. Only consoles support Monitor access. If you run a secure Broker, the Broker must also
support ping (<BROKER>:BrokerNonsecure:Nonsecure:ping).


n None prevents access to the server. This privilege can be used to explicitly prevent an SDK user from
accessing the server.


n Ping is a special access privilege that allows connections to a server, but only to ping the server and
check whether it is functioning. A Broker requires Ping access to check the status of servers and is
sufficient to allow the dmctl command line utility to connect to a server and execute the ping
command.


Client authentication records
Most clients connect to servers without requiring a user to type an SDK username or password. When
this happens, a client parses a configuration file for a username and password to send to the server for
authentication instead of prompting a user. Most clients use the clientConnect.conf. The Broker uses its
own file, brokerConnect.conf.


Note   The Broker only uses brokerConnect.conf to send authentication to other processes so that it can
ping them.


Description of clientConnect.conf and brokerConnect.conf
By default, these files are located in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf directory. The sm_edit utility saves
changes to the file in BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf and does not modify the original version of the file.


The format of a record in the clientConnect.conf or brokerConnect.conf is:


<login user>:<target>:<


            SDK


         


          username>:<password>


Fields for clientConnect.conf and brokerConnect.conf describes the four fields of an authentication record
in the clientConnect.conf and brokerConnect.conf files.


Table 5‑3.  Fields for clientConnect.conf and brokerConnect.conf


Field Definition Value


<login user> System login name of the person or
process attempting a connection.


Can be a matching pattern with wildcards.


<target > Name of the server to which the
client is trying to connect.


Can be a matching pattern with wildcards or one of the
following special values:
n <BROKER> indicates that this record applies only to the


Broker.
n ~<BROKER> indicates this record applies to all servers


except the Broker.
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Table 5‑3.  Fields for clientConnect.conf and brokerConnect.conf (Continued)


Field Definition Value


<SDK username> SDK username that is sent to server
for authentication.


Can be a username or one of the following special values:
n <USERNAME> indicates that the username under which


the current process is logged in as is sent as the SDK
username.


n <PROMPT> indicates that the client program asks the
user to provide an SDK username.


n <AUTO> is provided for site-specific credentials.
n <DEFAULT> mimics legacy client authentication.


<password> Password that is sent to the server
for authentication.


Can be a password or one of the following special values:
n <PROMPT> indicates that the client program asks the


user to provide a password.
n <AUTO> is provided for site-specific credentials.
n <DEFAULT> mimics legacy client authentication.


It is important to remember that an SDK program runs under the login name of the user who started it.
This has several implications:


n A user account must provide sufficient privileges for the program to function properly. For example, a
Manager may need to run with root privileges because it sends ICMP pings or receives SNMP traps.


n A Domain Manager is as a Broker, and the Broker is listening on port 426. Port 426 is a privileged
port, meaning the process must be running as root to open the port. Ports numbered below 1024
require root privileges.


Note   A process, without being root, can connect to a process listening on a port below 1024.


n A user’s system login name must correspond to an SDK username in the clientConnect.conf file or an
SDK username and password will not be sent to a server for authentication. In the clientConnect.conf
record, a user’s login name and SDK username do not have to be identical.


Running without root privileges
All Domain Managers do not need to send ICMP pings or receive SNMP traps and, therefore, do not
need to run with root privileges.


n Start a Broker on a port that is not privileged. VMware software registers the following non privileged
ports:


n Broker is port 426


n Domain Manager is port 4426


The Broker could be started on port 4426 if a well-known port is required.


n Domain Managers can startup as root, open privileged ports, and then change to a non root user, as
described in Running as non root on UNIX and Linux systems.
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Special authentication values
Special authentication describes the configuration of the serverConnect.conf, clientConnect.conf and
brokerConnect.conf by using the special values <SYS>, <PROMPT>, <AUTO>, and <DEFAULT>. These
values control system, site-specific and legacy authentication.


System authentication
System authentication uses the operating system username and password to authenticate clients. This
method is configured in serverConnect.conf. By using this method, you give every console operator an
account on the host on which the server runs. The operators log in by using the username and password
defined for that account. (The account can be disabled to prevent actual interactive access to the
system.) By using this method:


n Each console operator has a unique username and password.


n Accesses to the system can be traced to a particular user.


n Access can be individually revoked.


The use of <SYS> for the password allows the use of common password administration across
applications and avoids having the password appear in cleartext in the file in unencrypted
installations.


This mechanism can readily be extended to provide similar controlled access for administrators. For
example, you could add the following records to serverConnect.conf:


* : fred|george : <SYS> : All


* : * : <SYS> : Monitor


This example would grant the users “fred” and “george” All access, once they provide the passwords
for their accounts on the host. Other users providing the correct password are granted Monitor
access.


You could even define a class of administrative users, for example, with usernames that start with
ADM and provide all other users with Monitor access.


* : ADM* : <SYS> : All


* : * : <SYS> : Monitor


Console applications automatically prompt for a username and password and do not use
clientConnect.conf. In console applications, passwords display as masked characters (*) to avoid
displaying the passwords in cleartext. In order for nonconsole applications to prompt, the value
<PROMPT> must be used for the SDK username and password in clientConnect.conf.


Network account authentication
In UNIX systems, the system authenticates a username based on its password.
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Prompting for authentication
In order for nonconsole applications to prompt for a username and password, the corresponding fields in
clientConnect.conf must contain <PROMPT>. The client must be attached to a terminal, in order for the
system to prompt the user. Lines containing a <PROMPT> are skipped by programs that are not attached
to a terminal, even if they would otherwise be selected.


Responses to <PROMPT> are checked against username and password fields in serverConnect.conf.


Site-specific authentication
Site-specific authentication uses a site’s secret to authenticate connections. When corresponding records
in serverConnect.conf and clientConnect.conf contain the <AUTO> value for both the SDK username and
password, the client generates a password by using its secret. The server validates the password to
accept or reject the connection.


Note   Do not use this method unless you have changed the default site secret. The default site secret is
known to all SDK installations.


So for connections to a particular Domain Manager (such as Service Assurance Manager), you could
define a record in serverConnect.conf:


GM-Company-1:<AUTO>:<AUTO>:All


Then define a corresponding record in the clientConnect.conf files on the different hosts connecting to the
server:


*:GM-Company-1:<AUTO>:<AUTO>


As long as both the client and server use the same secret phrase, the server will authenticate each
connection to the Domain Manager.


Note   Do not use <AUTO> for the brokerConnect.conf if it is used for other connections, because the
Broker does not need All access, only Ping.


Legacy system authentication
To provide the ability to interoperate with older SDK software, which may not support authentication, SDK
software provides a “default account” mechanism. When an incoming connection does not provide any
authentication information, a server substitutes the standard username and password with <DEFAULT>.
After that substitution, the <DEFAULT>/<DEFAULT> authentication information is validated in exactly the
same way any other username/password combination is validated.


An incoming connection that explicitly specifies <DEFAULT>/<DEFAULT> is permitted. It is treated in
exactly the same way as a connection that supplied no authentication information.
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Default authentication records
This section describes the authentication records enabled by default. These default settings provide
examples of user records in serverConnect.conf as well as examples of how automatic authentication can
be set up in clientConnect.conf and brokerConnect.conf.


Authenticating legacy software
The Broker uses the following record in serverConnect.conf to authenticate legacy client connections and
provide full access. The target field, with a value of <BROKER>, identifies that the Broker is the sole
target for authentication. There are no corresponding entries in the clientConnect.conf or
brokerConnect.conf. Legacy system authentication provides additional information on the <DEFAULT>
value.


<BROKER> : <DEFAULT> : <DEFAULT> : All


In this configuration, the Global Console will not prompt for a username and password when connecting
to the Broker. The default configuration defines a nonsecure Broker, equivalent in security to Ionix
software prior to version 5.0.


Automating client authentication to the Broker
SDK programs connect to the Broker under the following conditions:


n When a server starts, it connects to the Broker as a client to register itself.


n When a client, including a console, needs to connect to a server, it connects to the Broker to query it
for the server's location.


The record in serverConnect.conf specifies that the Broker should grant any client that sends the
SDK username BrokerNonsecure and the password Nonsecure full access to the Broker.


<BROKER> : BrokerNonsecure : Nonsecure : All


The automatic authentication record in clientConnect.conf applies to any client that supports
authentication and needs to connect to the Broker. This record specifically selects the Broker as its
target.


* : <BROKER> :BrokerNonsecure : Nonsecure


These two records define a nonsecure configuration for the Broker. In this configuration, consoles do
not prompt for a username and password when connecting to the Broker. “Configuring a secure
Broker” on page 108 provides additional information regarding a secure Broker configuration.
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Automating Broker authentication to servers
The Broker periodically pings all registered servers to determine their status. When the Broker does this,
it acts as a client. This record in serverConnect.conf permits the Broker to ping a server to check if it is
running.


* : BrokerPing : Ping : Ping


The brokerConnect.conf file contains an automatic authentication record, the only record in the file.


* : * : BrokerPing : Ping


Connection privileges provides additional information about the Ping access permission.


Authenticating administrative users
The default administrative record provides full access to any server by using the serverConnect.conf file.


* : admin : changeme : All


This record authenticates clients that provide the SDK username “admin” and the password “changeme”.
This account grants administrative privileges or full access, which is denoted by the value of All in the
privilege field.


Note   Change the password for this account after installation. You must make any changes to the
corresponding records in both the serverConnect.conf and clientConnect.conf files. Replace the admin
user only after you have set up a corresponding administrative account in the Global Manager. You
should never remove or disable an administrative account in the Global Manager.


The corresponding automatic authentication record in clientConnect.conf grants any client, which uses
the file, full access to any server by using the corresponding record in the serverConnect.conf file.


* : * : admin : changeme


Since this record appears later in the clientConnect.conf file than the interactive users record (* : * :
<PROMPT> : <PROMPT>), only noninteractive clients will be granted full access, unless interactive users
type the correct username ("admin") and password ("changeme").


Connection privileges provides additional information about the All access permission.


Authenticating Global Console users
Two records in serverConnect.conf provide the console with monitoring access to servers. The first
authenticates console users who provide the SDK username maint and the password maint.


* : maint : maint : Monitor
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The second console record authenticates console users who provide the SDK username oper and the
password oper.


* : oper : oper : Monitor


Consoles do not use clientConnect.conf for authentication (there is no automatic authentication). The
console prompts the user for a username and password and passes the information to the server for
authentication.


Note   User profile restrictions can be used to further limit certain Global Console operations, as
described in the VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Configuration Guide.


VMware recommends that you create separate accounts for each operator. Comment out these records
and use the authentication record that uses the system login facility.


Authenticating users with a valid system account
The last default authentication record in serverConnect.conf permits users with a valid login account on
the system where the server is running to connect. A client that uses this authentication record must type
a valid system username and password. For authentication, the system username becomes the SDK
username. This record provides monitoring privileges.


* : * : <SYS> : Monitor


Authenticating users interactively
This authentication record in the clientConnect.conf prompts users to type an SDK username and
password. This does not guarantee that the connection will be successful. The server must be able to
validate the username and password by using its serverConnect.conf file.


* : * : <PROMPT> : <PROMPT>


The position of this authentication record in the default clientConnect.conf file is important. Because it
uses wildcard patterns to match for both login user and target, this record is always selected for
interactive connections, even if a following record also matches. Noninteractive programs skip this record
because they cannot prompt for information.


This record could match the following serverConnect.conf authentication records, as described in the
followingAuthenticating users with a valid system account:


* : * : <SYS> : Monitor


* : maint : maint : Monitor


* : oper : oper : Monitor


* : * : <SYS> : Monitor
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Specifying alternate security configuration files
You can define separate serverConnect.conf and clientConnect.conf files on hosts where multiple servers
or clients are running. This enables you to configure a system where certain users and/or servers use one
file, and other users and/or servers reference a different file. Some installations can share the same
BASEDIR/smarts, but have requirements that stipulate that the servers and/or clients operate differently.


Two environment variables allow you to specify distinct configuration files:


n SM_SERVERCONNECT


n SM_CLIENTCONNECT


For each variable, the absolute path to the alternate security file must be specified. Because you
specify the filename, you can have multiple files in the same directory.


For server programs, you can specify an alternate serverConnect.conf file, by setting the
SM_SERVERCONNECT variable in the command line that starts the server.


For example, the following steps set the value of the SM_SERVERCONNECT environment variable
to point to the server_Connect_IP.conf file.


a Use the sm_service show action with the --cmdlineoption to display the existing command line
for the program. You must have administrative privileges when typing the following command.


                     


                        BASEDIR/smarts


                     /bin/sm_service show --cmdline ic-am-server


                        BASEDIR/smarts


                     /bin/sm_service install


 --startmode=runonce ic-am-server


    


                        BASEDIR/smarts


                     /bin/sm_server


        --name=INCHARGE-AM


        --config=icf


        --bootstrap=bootstrap-am.conf


        --port=0


        --ignore-restore-errors


        --output 


b Use the sm_service install action with the --forceoption to add the environment variable to the
command line. The --envoption specifies the environment variable.


t 


                        BASEDIR/smarts


                     /bin/sm_service install --force 


 --startmode=runonce


 --env=SM_SERVERCONNECT=


                        BASEDIR/smarts
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                     /conf/


  serverConnect_IP.conf


 ic-am-server


                        BASEDIR/smarts


                     /bin/sm_server


        --name=INCHARGE-AM


        --config=icf


        --bootstrap=bootstrap-am.conf


        --port=0


        --ignore-restore-errors


        --output s


c Do one of the following:


n Start the program.


n Stop and restart the program.


For client programs, you can specify an alternate clientConnect.conf file by setting the
SM_CLIENTCONNECT variable in the runcmd_env.sh file.


Controlling authentication
The environment variable SM_AUTHORITY controls the authentication security features provided by SDK
software. The authentication features are enabled by default. If necessary, you can set the value of this
variable to disable them. This environment variable must be set on each system where SDK software is
running.


The environment variable SM_AUTHORITY can have one of two values:


n <STD> enables security


n <NONE> disables security


When no value is specified, which is the default, SDK software treats this the same as <STD>.


Note   The angle brackets (< >) are required.


When SM_AUTHORITY is set to <NONE>, SDK software behaves as if no security features are in
effect:


n Clients do not read clientConnect.conf and never prompt for a username or password. They always
send <DEFAULT>/<DEFAULT> as their credentials.


n Servers ignore any incoming username or password and grant any connection All access.
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Setting the SM_AUTHORITY variable
To add and set the SM_AUTHORITY environment variable in the runcmd_env.sh file in the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory:


1 Use sm_edit to open the runcmd_env.sh file.


sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


2 Add the environment variable and its value by using the following syntax:


 SM_AUTHORITY="<STD>"


3 Save the runcmd_env.sh file and close it.


Any SDK program started after this point will use the applicable environment variables specified in the
runcmd_env.sh file. SDK programs that are already running need to be restarted for any new
environment variable to take effect.


Encryption
By default, encryption is enabled during the installation process. The basis for encryption is a secret
phrase that gets transformed into the file imk.dat. The SDK programs use this site secret to encrypt
passwords in the configuration files and passwords to SNMP v3 devices in seed files, as well as to
encrypt connections between SDK programs.


At installation, encryption is enabled with a default secret phrase. This phrase is:


Not a secret (literally) 


and the imk.dat file can be copied. The imk.dat is found in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory.


Important   The imk.dat file can only be copied to other systems with the same operating system (OS)
and OS version.


To raise the level of security, you need to change the secret phrase by using the sm_rebond utility.
Thereafter, the secret phrase should be changed periodically to maintain a secure system.


Note   The secret phrase should be treated with the same care as a root password or highest level
system administration password.
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Changing the secret
The sm_rebond utility changes the secret phrase and re-encrypts the files affected by the secret. This
utility prompts for the old secret phrase and the new phrase, then generates an imk.dat file and updates
all the files containing encrypted information. This utility affects all of the applications that run on the same
host and use the same imk.dat file.


Note   The sm_rebond utility shuts down all of the processes run from the suite that were started by using
sm_service or sm_serviced, and that use the same imk.dat file. The sm_rebond utility re-encrypts the
security files and the seed files, then restarts the processes once the phrase and encryption changes are
made. All other processes should be shut down manually before running the utility and restarted once the
utility is finished.


To change the secret, perform the following steps:


1 Use the sm_rebond utility. You must type this command with administrative privileges.


sm_rebond --basedir=<base directory>


2 When the utility prompts for the old secret phrase, type it.


3 When the utility prompts for the new secret phase, type it. The secret phrase can consist of a
combination of printable characters, integers and special characters. The secret phrase cannot be
more than 1,024 characters long.


4 Retype the new secret to confirm it.


5 Close the utility.


Note   The sm_rebond utility encrypts only files that reside in BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf and three
levels of subdirectories below that. To encrypt files outside of that directory area, contact VMware
Global Services.


Using the secret for multiple suites and sites
The secret phrase can be used across multiple suites and sites. To use the secret phrase across suites
and sites, VMware, Inc. recommends that you perform the following steps:


1 Install one or more SDK suites on one or more hosts.


2 If short periods of interrupted communications are not detrimental, stop the Managers. However, if the
suites also use cleartext connections, you can use the sm_rebond utility without stopping the
Managers. Only that suite will lose connections for a short period of time.


3 Use the sm_rebond utility to change the secret phrase for each suite on each host.


Note   The secret phrase must be exactly the same for each suite on each host in order for the
applications to make connections.
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4 Use the sm_edit utility to update the security configuration files and seed files of the suites as
needed.


5 Restart the Managers if applicable.


Using the secret across large numbers of sites
For large numbers of sites, you can perform the following steps:


1 Install an SDK suite at the primary site.


2 Use the sm_rebond utility to change the secret phrase.


3 Use the sm_edit utility to update the security configuration files and seed files of the suite as needed.


4 Copy the imk.dat file, as well as the configuration files and seed files to the other installations of the
SDK software.


Important   The imk.dat file can only be copied to other systems with the same operating system
(OS) and OS version.


You will not have to use the sm_rebond utility on the other Managers if the files are moved to the
Managers before the Managers are started.


Locking the secret
If access to encrypted data is a critical issue for your organization, VMware provides the option to lock the
imk.dat file. This disables copies of the imk.dat file, even by restoration from a backup process. For more
information about this level of security, contact VMware Global Services.


Encrypted passwords
The encryption process uses the secret to encrypt passwords contained in the security configuration files.
The first line of the serverConnect.conf, clientConnect.conf, and brokerConnect.conf files indicates the
appropriate field to which encryption is applied.


The first line in the file must read as follows. It must begin with a pound sign (#).


#<encrypted field>:1.0:<n>


      


The value n refers to the position of the Password field in the configuration file’s record and should not be
changed:


n For serverConnect.conf, this value is 3.


n For clientConnect.conf and brokerConnect.conf, this value is 4.


To disable encryption, add a second pound sign (#) at the beginning of the line.


Note   Installation encrypts the password fields in the files by using the default secret. The encrypted
files reside in BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf.
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Encrypting passwords
Password is the only field in the security configuration files that is encrypted. The configuration files are
located in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory of a product suite.


To type or change a password in a configuration file:


1 Use sm_edit to open the file.


For example, to open the serverConnect.conf file, invoke sm_edit from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin
directory:


 sm_edit conf/serverConnect.conf


2 Review the contents of the file. For example, the serverConnect.conf file may include lines similar to
the following:


 #


 <BROKER>    :<DEFAULT>:<DEFAULT>:All


 InCharge    :admin    :<SYS>    :All


 InCharge-WP     :user5    :Password :Ping


 InCharge    :operator :Password :Monitor


 InCharge    :*        :<SYS>    :None


 #


3 Delete the current password and replace it with the new password in cleartext. If the current value is
encrypted, delete the <E-1.0> tag that marks the password as encrypted as well as the current
password. The special values <DEFAULT>, <PROMPT>, <SYS>, and <AUTO> in the files are not
encrypted.


4 Save the file and close the file.


The appropriate values are encrypted as part of the process.


5 Repeat the steps for all of the configuration files.


If a configuration file already includes the first line for encryption, specify the sm_edit utility with the --
noedit option to encrypt the file without opening it. You must have administrative privileges when
typing this command.


               


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               


               /local/conf/sm_edit --noedit <filename>


            


Encrypted seed files
The encryption for a seed file only applies to certain information that applies to SNMP v3 devices. For
these devices, a keyword that contains the authentication password can be encrypted.
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The first line of the seed file must read as follows; it must begin with a pound sign (#).


#<encrypted seed>:1.0:AUTHPASS,PRIVPASS


The AUTHPASS and PRIVPASS keywords specify the authentication and privacy passwords for an
SNMP v3 device.


To disable encryption, add a second pound sign (#) at the beginning of the line.


If a seed file already includes the first line for encryption, specify the sm_edit utility with the --noedit option
to encrypt the file without opening it. You must have administrative privileges when typing this command.


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         


         /local/conf/sm_edit --noedit <filename>


      


Encrypted connections
SDK components communicate over TCP connections by using the Ionix Remote API. Clients which are
using Remote API connections, authenticate themselves to servers by sending credentials, nominally a
username and password. When the credentials are passed as cleartext, they can be snooped from the
network or accessed by using man-in-the-middle configurations.


You can encrypt certain connections by using different keys for the Advanced Encryption Standard based
on a combination of the Diffie Helman standard and the site secret associated with the SDK installation.
“Encryption” on page 100 provides additional information about the site secret.


Encrypted connections do not work with the following products:


n Perl API


n VMware Smart Assurance Adapter for NetIQ AppManager


Levels of encryption
SDK software provides three levels of security above cleartext communication: Diffie Helman-Advanced
Encryption Standard (DH-AES), encryption based on the site secret, and DH-AES used in conjunction
with the site secret.


Any encryption based on the site secret should only be used once the secret phrase has been changed
by using sm_rebond described in Changing the secret.


Encryption levels for connections lists the four types of encryption connections.
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Table 5‑4.  Encryption levels for connections


Security level Description Advantages Disadvantages


0, CLEAR, or
CLEARTEXT


no encrypted
communication


Backwards compatibility, no
configuration (default behavior)


No security, passwords passed to
servers as cleartext


1 DH-AES No site secret needed, no
configuration (default behavior for
new installations), protects against
eavesdroppers


Slower connection than cleartext or
level 2 security, not secure against
active attacks


2 Encryption based on site
secret


Protects against eavesdropping and
active attack, almost as fast as
cleartext


Must set site secret and keep it
common across all communicating
entities


3 DH-AES and site secret Protects against eavesdropping and
active attack, even by those who
know the site secret


Slower connection than cleartext or
level 2 security, must set site secret
and keep it common across all
communicating entities


Note   The Global Console supports both cleartext (Level 0) and Diffie Helman-Advanced Encryption
Standard (Level 1) encrypted connections.


Encrypting connections
Encrypted connections are configured by using two environment variables:


n SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL— Controls the connections that an SDK program acting as a client is
allowed to initiate.


n SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL— Controls the connections that an SDK program acting as a server is
allowed to accept.


Each of these can contain a list of security levels. If you specify more than one, separate them with
commas. If you do not set the variable, it is the same as specifying “0”, or CLEARTEXT.


When two or more security levels are supported in common, the largest level number is used. For
example, if a client has SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL set to "0,1" and the server has
SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL set to "0,1,2", the connection uses the highest common level, level 1.


The order in which the different levels are specified for the environment variables has no significance
—for example, "0,1" and "1,0" behave exactly the same.


Applications that do not support encryption are treated as only having a cleartext level of encryption.


When the two ends of the connection do not match, such as when SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL is 3
at server A and SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL is 2 at server B, a connection cannot be formed. Both
client and server will report errors.
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To set the environment variables so that they can be used by the programs of an SDK product suite,
edit the runcmd_env.sh file, which is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory of that
product suite.


a Use sm_edit to open the runcmd_env.sh file. Invoke sm_edit from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin
directory:


 sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


 C:\>sm_edit conf\runcmd_env.sh


b Review the contents of the file. The default values for the SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL and
SM_OUTGOING PROTOCOL are 1 and 0.


 SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL=1,0


 SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL=1,0


c Update the values for the variables to meet the needs of your system.


For example, to raise security to the next highest level, change 1 to 2:


 SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL=2,0


 SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL=2,0


d Save the runcmd_env.sh file and close it.


e Any SDK program within the product suite started after this point will use the environment
variables specified in the runcmd_env.sh file. SDK programs that are already running need to be
restarted for any new environment variable to take effect.


Suggested encrypted connections
VMware recommends that you configure your system to use encrypted connections wherever possible.


n Brokers should be able to communicate with cleartext as well as encryption in both
SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL and SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL if a client only supports cleartext.
This is required in this configuration since the Broker acts as both a client and a server, and must be
able to communicate with every component in the system. Brokers do not need to support cleartext if
all clients can make encrypted connections.


n If a Domain Manager must connect to a client that only supports cleartext, then set
SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL to cleartext as well as encryption.


n Configure adapters with SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL set to require encryption. Only adapters that
register with the Broker (--name option) can accept incoming connections. If you have adapters that
accept incoming connections, setting SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL to require encryption is
appropriate.


Also, if the adapter must connect, or be connected, to clients that support only cleartext, then add the
cleartext option to the appropriate variable.
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n Configure any components that must run on networks outside the management domain with both
SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL and SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL set to encryption. Depending on
the level of encryption, this will prevent snooping or man-in-the-middle attackers. You will not be able
to connect directly to such a component by using a console.


Configuring a secure Broker
You can configure the Broker to run in a secure manner. Use of a secure Broker results in the following
changes to how SDK software runs:


n Consoles prompt for a username and password to connect to the Broker. Without a secure Broker,
consoles connect to the Broker without authenticating.


n Other servers and clients use their respective clientConnect.conf files to determine what credentials
to send to the Broker, just as they use clientConnect.conf to determine what credentials to send to a
server. In particular, you can configure the clientConnect.conf files so that clients and servers prompt
for connections to the Broker, as the console does, or specify the password in clientConnect.conf.


To configure and run a secure Broker, complete the following steps:


a Choose a unique SDK username and password for the secure Broker credentials. The new SDK
username and password will be used by both servers and clients:


n Servers will use these credentials to register with the Broker.


n Clients will use these credentials to connect to the Broker and determine the location of a
server.


For example, you could use the SDK username “SecureBroker” and the password “Secure”.
Choose a unique SDK username and password.


b Use the sm_edit utility to open a local copy of the clientConnect.conf file, located in
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf. Edit this file, used by all clients and servers, so that SDK programs
send the SecureBroker/Secure credentials when connecting to the Broker.


n Comment out the following line:


*:<BROKER>:BrokerNonsecure:Nonsecure


n Type a new line configuring a secure Broker. This new line is added below the
BrokerNonsecure line that you commented out.


For example:


#*:<BROKER>:BrokerNonsecure:Nonsecure


*: <BROKER> : SecureBroker : Secure


*: <BROKER> : SecureBroker : <PROMPT>


c Use sm_edit to make the following changes to the local serverConnect.conf file used by the
Broker:


n Delete the line granting <DEFAULT>/<DEFAULT> access to the Broker.
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n Change the BrokerNonsecure/Nonsecure line to grant Ping access rather than All access. Do
not, however, delete this authentication record.


n Add a new authentication record that grants All access to the SecureBroker/Secure
credentials This new record must be below the BrokerNonsecure/Nonsecure record. For
example:


<BROKER>:BrokerNonsecure:Nonsecure:Ping


<BROKER> : SecureBroker : Secure : All


Additional safeguards
In addition to encrypted passwords and encrypted connections, you can secure your system by using the
file permissions of the operating system, by limiting access to the security configuration files, and by
limiting access to the servers.


Using file permissions
You can limit access to the security configuration files by using the permissions feature of the operating
system. Only select users should be allowed access to the files. The users must include those who
launch the SDK applications requiring access to the authentication records.


Limiting access to the configuration files
You should configure security in such a way that each security file is only readable by those programs or
users that require it. The security configuration files installed with SDK software, which should be edited
after installation, are readable by anyone.


Because Managers and the Broker typically run with administrative privileges, the serverConnect.conf
and brokerConnect.conf files should only be readable by users with administrative privileges and no one
else.


The simplest method for creating a secure setup for users and client programs is to provide two separate
clientConnect.conf files. One clientConnect.conf file, which can remain readable by anyone, should only
contain entries that make client programs prompt for passwords. This clientConnect.conf file will not
contain passwords.


For client programs, create a separate clientConnect.conf file that contains the authentication information
necessary for non-prompting programs to access Managers. This clientConnect.conf should only be
readable by the user(s) under which these programs run. Client programs use the
SM_CLIENTCONNECT environment variable to find this clientConnect.conf file. You can specify
SM_CLIENTCONNECT in the service startup file for each service. For clients that are installed as
services, you can use the --env option to the sm_service utility to edit the parameters of a service.
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Limiting access to servers
The --acceptoption to the sm_server command, described in SM_SNMP_BUG_COMPATIBLE, provides
another method of access control. This option limits the hosts that can connect with the server. Before
other security measures occur, incoming connections must pass the --accept option before
authenticating.


Example security configurations
You can configure SDK installations to use a variety of levels of security. Higher levels of security require
more administrative effort, as well as extra effort on the part of users of the system, but give you better
control of the use of SDK software. The appropriate level of security for your site is determined by the
policies and procedures of your organization.


This section describes two levels of security, and their advantages and disadvantages. You can choose
one of these levels, or combine characteristics of several.


Default security
When initially installed, default security uses the security configuration files with encrypted passwords
based on the default secret phrase. The connection protocols are set to use Diffie Helman encryption and
cleartext. With the default security, you need to change the passwords for the SDK usernames in the
security configuration files. Default security prevents casual inspection, but does not pose much of a
deterrence from more strenuous efforts.


Note   It is essential that you change the default passwords for the usernames before using the system in
a production environment.


While the default security provides basic authentication, it does not provide much manageability or
security. The oper/oper credentials must be known to all console operators; the admin/changeme
credentials must be known to all administrators. This makes it difficult to know who is actually connected
to a server, based on their username. In addition, you cannot revoke the rights of one user without
changing the SDK username and password for all users at the same access level.


The serverConnect.conf and clientConnect.conf files include authentication records that improves user
administration. First, besides the oper/oper credentials, there are maint/maint credentials that also
provide Monitor access. This illustrates how one might define shared usernames that are still
differentiated on the basis of role. Second, serverConnect.conf contains the following line:


* : * : <SYS> : Monitor
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Anyone who can provide a username and password that the operating system considers valid is also
granted Monitor access. In this scenario, you can give every console operator an account on the host on
which the server they access runs. These operators log in by using the username and password defined
for that account. The account can be disabled to prevent actual interactive access to the system. In this
way, each console operator gets a unique username and password. Accesses to the system can be
traced to a particular user, and access can be individually revoked. Specifying <SYS> for the password
avoids having to potentially create a number of records in serverConnect.conf.


This mechanism can readily be extended to provide similar controlled access for administrators. For
example, you could add the following records to serverConnect.conf:


* : fred|george : <SYS> : All


* : * : <SYS> : Monitor


This would give the users “fred” and “george”, if they provide the passwords for their accounts on the
host, All access. You could even define a class of administrative users, for example, with usernames that
start with ADM.


* : ADM* : <SYS> : All


* : * : <SYS> : Monitor


Customized security
Customized security uses security files (with encrypted passwords), a new secret phrase, and passwords
for the SDK usernames in the security files that are different than their default values. Under customized
security, connection protocols are set to use the site secret and cleartext. This setup protects against
eavesdropping and active attacks as well as casual inspection.


To configure customized security:


1 Create a new secret phrase by using sm_rebond, as described in Changing the secret.


2 Change the username and passwords in serverConnect.conf, clientConnect.conf, and
brokerConnect.conf.


These should provide access control by individual users. Consider using system authentication to
authenticate Global Console users, as described in System authentication. The new usernames and
passwords should also address connections between servers and servers or servers and clients.


If your SDK software resides on a single host, a single username and password for automatic client
authentication is usually sufficient. However, if you have clients, such as adapters, on multiple hosts,
or generally in different security domains, you may use different usernames and passwords for
manageability. For example, if there is reason to believe that the username and password from one
machine have been compromised, you can change them without having to change the configuration
on any other machine.
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To achieve such a configuration, you need to assign unique usernames and passwords to clients that
you consider to reside in separate security domains. Add a line to grant access to each such
username/password credential to the serverConnect.conf file of each server the client will access.
Add a corresponding line to the clientConnect.conf file that the client will use.


Note   If you have multiple security domains on a single host, use the SM_CLIENTCONNECT
environment variable so that different clients read different clientConnect.conf files. You can use the --
env option of the sm_service utility to set the environment value when the service starts.


3 Configure the different SDK components to communicate with encrypted connections. The types of
allowed connections depend on the versions of SDK software in use.


n Most connections should be encrypted. The Broker does not need to support cleartext if all clients
can make encrypted connections.


Encrypted connections on page 105 provides additional information.


4 At the highest security level, you should run with a secure Broker as well. Setting up a secure Broker
is described in “Configuring a secure Broker” on page 108.
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Operation of the Broker 6
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Overview of the Broker


n Viewing the registry of the Broker


n How the SDK clients find the Broker


n How to change the Broker environment variable


n Securing the Broker


Overview of the Broker
An SDK client application, such as a console or an adapter, utilizes the Broker to determine where
Managers are running. When a Manager starts, it registers with the broker:


n Hostname of the machine it is running on


n TCP port it is listening on.


SDK clients retrieve this information from the Broker so that they can communicate with the Manager.


The Broker registry maintains the following information:


n Name of the Manager, including the host and TCP port it is running on.


n Status of each Manager.


The Broker checks the status of each Manager every five minutes by connecting to the host on which
SDK is running and determining if the SDK process is running properly. If the Broker is unable to
connect or the process is not running, the Broker changes the status of the Manager to Dead.


n Running indicates that the Broker is able to communicate with the Manager.


n Dead indicates that the Manager exited unexpectedly or is unreachable. When a Manager
properly shuts down, it notifies the Broker and the Broker removes it from its registry.


n Unknown indicates that the Broker was restarted and that it is querying its list of Managers to
determine their state.


n Process ID of each Manager. This is the process ID assigned by the host’s operating system. In
some cases when the Broker is restarted, the process ID of each Manager is set to zero to indicate
the Broker does not know the process ID of the Manager.
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n Last time the state of the Manager changed. This value is set when the Manager registers with the
Broker and is updated if the Broker determines that the Manager is dead. When the Broker restarts, it
changes the status of Managers marked Unknown to Running or Dead.


The Broker changes the status of the Manager to Dead when it cannot connect to the Manager.
However, the Broker continues to try to connect to the Manager every five minutes. If the Broker
succeeds in connecting to the Manager, it changes its status back to Running.


Viewing the registry of the Broker
The Broker is a component of an SDK application. The Broker is designed to automatically start each
time the host on which it is installed is started.


You can use the brcontrol utility to view the list of registered programs.


Broker command line option
To view the contents of the Broker from a command prompt, use the following command:


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/brcontrol [-b <host>:<port>]


If the Broker resides on another system, specify the -b option with the host and port number.


How the SDK clients find the Broker
The Broker facilitates communication between SDK clients and Managers. During installation, you are
prompted for the host location of the Broker and its port number. This information is stored in the
SM_BROKER_DEFAULT environment variable. This variable is used by all SDK programs to find the
Broker. The default host setting for the variable is localhost, and the default port setting is 426.


An SDK client performs the following steps to determine the Broker’s location.


1 Verifies whether the Broker’s location was specified as an option at startup. When this option is
specified, no other options are checked.


2 Checks the value of the SM_BROKER_DEFAULT environment variable. If this variable is set, no
other options are checked.


3 Checks if the Broker is running on the host smarts-broker and listening on TCP port 426.


4 If smarts-broker is not defined, the program checks port 426 on localhost.


Note   The hostname smarts-broker is usually an alias, such as a DNS CNAME.
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How to change the Broker environment variable
The default location of the Broker is specified at installation and stored in the SM_BROKER_DEFAULT
environment variable.


There are two scenarios in which you may need to change the value of the environment variable after
SDK software is installed.


n If during installation, the default Broker host and/or port settings were changed, but the typed values
are incorrect.


n If the Broker is automatically installed when you install an SDK application or the adapters. Because
only one Broker should be active on a network, the Broker on one of the hosts must be disabled, and
the Broker environment variable on that host must point to the host where the Broker is running. This
typically occurs when an SDK application is installed on one host and the SDK adapters are installed
on a second host.


Correcting the Broker settings
In the first scenario, you must edit the Broker host and/or port value in two places.


1 First, change the SM_BROKER_DEFAULT environment variable in the runcmd_env.sh file, which is
located in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory:


 SM_BROKER_DEFAULT=<host>:<value>


2 Additionally, you must change the --port value in the sm_service install Broker command line to
match the port value you set in the SM_BROKER_DEFAULT environment variable.


Use the sm_service show action with the --cmdline option to display the existing install Broker
command line.


               


               


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/sm_service show --cmdline ic-broker


               


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/sm_service install


 --startmode=runonce 


 --env=SM_CLIENTCONNECT=brokerConnect.conf ic-broker


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/brstart 


 --port=<PORT> 


 --output 


 --restore=


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /local/repos/broker/broker.rps
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t 


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/sm_service install --force


 --startmode=runonce 


 --env=SM_CLIENTCONNECT=brokerConnect.conf ic-broker 


               


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/brstart 


 --port=<NEW VALUE> 


 --output 


 --restore=


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /local/repos/broker/broker.rps s


Disabling the Broker
In the second scenario, you must change the SM_BROKER_DEFAULT host variable in the
runcmd_env.sh file and change the --startmode value.


1 Change the SM_BROKER_DEFAULT host variable in the runcmd_env.sh file, which is located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory:


  SM_BROKER_DEFAULT=<host>:<value>


2 Additionally, you must change the --startmode value in the sm_service install Broker command line
from runonce to disable.


Use the sm_service show action with the --cmdline option to display the existing install Broker
command line.


               


               


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/sm_service show --cmdline ic-broker


               


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/sm_service install


  --startmode=runonce 


  --env=SM_CLIENTCONNECT=brokerConnect.conf ic-broker


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/brstart                                                  


  --port=<PORT> 


  --output 


  --restore=


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /local/repos/broker/broker.rps
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t 


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/sm_service install --force


  --startmode=disable


  --env=SM_CLIENTCONNECT=brokerConnect.conf ic-broker


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/brstart                                                   


  --port=<PORT> 


  --output 


  --restore=


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /local/repos/broker/broker.rps s


Securing the Broker
Securing access prevents unauthorized usage of the Broker, and protects it from being modified (for
example, Managers being deleted from the Broker). Authenticating users and determining their privileges
are accomplished by using two files: serverConnect.conf and brokerConnect.conf. These files ensure that
only authorized users access the Broker. You must modify the local copies of these files, which are
located in BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf. “Configuring a secure Broker” on page 108 provides additional
information.
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Managing Log Files 7
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Overview of message logging


n Retrieving and setting log, error and trace levels at runtime


n Log files


n Starting a new log file


n Controlling the number of saved log files


Overview of message logging
All SDKexecutable processes will create log data, and when the process is started with the --output
option this data is written to at least one log file. One log file is always created, but there may be two
different log files created, depending on the settings of the SM_LOCALE and SM_ENCODING_OUPUT
environment variables.


The name of a log file has the following syntax:


         <name>_


            


                <locale>_


            


                <encoding>.log


where:


n <name> in the log filename column is determined by the rules that apply to the --output command
option, as described in Command-line options that control VMwaremessages.


n <locale>is based on the value of the SM_LOCALE environment variable.


n <encoding>is based on the value of the SM_ENCODING_INPUT environment variable . 
SM_LOCALEand SM_ENCODING_*provide additional information.


A log file whose locale is en_US (default value of SM_LOCALE) and encoding is UTF-8 (default value
of SM_ENCODING_INPUT) is always created when the --output option is provided.
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n If the SM_LOCALE environment variable specifies the English locale (en_US), and the
SM_ENCODING_OUTPUT environment variable specifies UTF-8, then the English log is the only log
file produced.


n If the SM_LOCALE variable specifies a locale other than en_US , or the SM_ENCODING_OUTPUT
environment variable specifies something other than UTF-8, a second log file is created. Log
messages written to this second log are localized according to the setting of the SM_LOCALE 
variable, if such a localization exists.


n If SM_LOCALE specifies an invalid locale (one for which SDKsoftware has not been localized),
English log data will result in the process log file.


Log filenames, locales and encodingssummarizes the filename, locale and encoding of the log files
that are produced, including the system log containers.


Table 7‑1.  Log filenames, locales and encodings


Log use Log filename (if –output is used) Locale Encoding


English log <name>_en_US_UTF-8.log For example,
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log


en_US UTF-8


Non-english
log


<name>_ <locale>_ <encoding>.log For example,
MYDM_ja_JP_<encoding>.log


Defined by
SM_LOCALE


Specified by the
SM_OUTPUT_ENCODING
variable.


UNIX syslog lDefined by
SM_LOCALE


UTF-8 (permitted and expected by
the new IETF syslog-protocol
RFC, still in a draft form)


Win Event Log Defined by
SM_LOCALE


UTF-16


SM_LOCALE and SM_OUTPUT_ENCODING examplesprovides several examples of SM_LOCALE and
SM_ENCODING_OUTPUT variable settings and the resultant logs.


Table 7‑2.  SM_LOCALE and SM_OUTPUT_ENCODING examples


SM_LOCALE setting SM_OUTPUT_ENCODING value Logs that are produced


en_US UTF-8 <name>_en_US_UTF-8.log


en_US ShiftJIS <name>_en_US_UTF-8.log


<name>_en_US_ShiftJIS.log


fr UTF-8 <name>_en_US_UTF-8.log


<name>_fr_UTF-8.log


zh GB <name>_en_US_UTF-8.log


<name>_zh_GB.log


The volume of output to the system log containers is controlled by the --loglevel option. The volume of
output to the log files is controlled by the -–errlevel option, and by the environment variables that control
filtering on specific error tables and error codes.
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Log file management behavior applies to both log files. Log rolling is managed in a synchronized fashion
so that data in multiple logs can be correlated. Thus, when the English log rolls, the non-English log, if it is
being produced, will also roll.


Command-line options that control VMware messages
SDKmessages are controlled by the following standard options for the sm_server sm_service command
and environment variables.


For the sm_service sm_server options that use a minimum security level, the level can be: none,
emergency, alert, fatal, critical, error, warning, notice, informational, and debug. Note that fatal is
equivalent to emergency, alert, or critical. Foundation software (DMT) message loggingdisplays the range
of security levels.


n Option --output[= <file>]


Write all logging output for an SDKapplication to an SDKlog file in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs
directory. The name of the log file is <file>_ <locale>_ <encoding>.log, or the --logname value if
<file>is omitted. If --output is not specified in the invocation line, then no logs are produced.


n Option --errlevel= <min_severity_level>


Used by the SDKexception logging mechanism to determine the minimum exception level for writing
messages to the log files. By default, --errlevel is set to warning. Exceptions below this level are not
written to the log files.


n Option --loglevel= <min_severity_level>


Used by the SDKexception logging mechanism to determine the minimum exception level for sending
messages to the system error logger. By default, --loglevel is set to error. Exceptions below this level
are not forwarded to the system error logger.


n Option --logname= <name>


Used to specify the name of the SDKlog file and the name of the sending application in messages
destined for the system error logger. The default is the name of the application specified by the --
name option (or just -n).


n Option --tracelevel= <min_severity_level>


Used to print a stack trace to the SDKlog file when an exception at this level or above occurs. By
default, --tracelevel is set to fatal. Exceptions below this level do not write a stack trace.


n Environment variable SM_MAIN_OPTIONS


Used to set the defaults for the standard options for all SDKapplications. For example,


SM_MAIN_OPTIONS=--loglevel=None


n Environment variable SM_LOGFILES


Used to change the default log location for SDKlog files from BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs to a user-
specified location.
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Example


SM_LOGFILES=/u/ps/johndoe/ic/logs


The sm_service command line on page 68provides additional information about sm_service
command options. Starting a Domain Manager on page 60provides additional information about
sm_server command options. Chapter 8 Environment Variables Used by VMware Softwareprovides
additional information about environment variables.


Note   In Foundation software (DMT) message logging, the levels emergency, alert, and critical are
not shown; fatal is equivalent to emergency, alert, or critical.
a
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Figure 7‑1.  Foundation software (DMT) message logging


Note   An SDKapplication that makes use of the SDKlogging mechanism will make use of the flow in 
Foundation software (DMT) message loggingto log message to either the SDKlog file or to the
exception logging mechanism. Applications that write directly to stdout or stderr will not abide by this
flow diagram.
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Retrieving and setting log, error and trace levels at
runtime
There are three computed attributes available to get and set the log, error, and trace levels of a
Domain Manager at runtime. These computed attributes, described in Computed attributes to retrieve and
set log, error, and trace levels at runtime, are available on the SM_JIIM_Support object, and are therefore
available from within JIIM code. The SM_System object is a subclass of SM_JIIM_Support and also
inherits these computed attributes. The values of these computed attributes can be retrieved and set by
using dmctl.


Table 7‑3.  Computed attributes to retrieve and set log, error, and trace levels at runtime


Computed Attributes Description


logLevel The minimum exception level for sending messages to the system error logger.The logLevel
attributeis a string, and can be any one of the values set for the --loglevel command line option.


errLevel The minimum exception level for writing messages to the log files. The errLevel attributeis a
string, and can be any one of the values set for the --errlevel command line option.


traceLevel Used to print a stack trace to the SDK log file when an exception at this level or above occurs.
Exceptions below this level do not write a stack trace. The traceLevel attributeis a string, and
can be any one of the values set for the --tracelevel command line option.


Retrieving the current level
To retrieve the current levels, invoke the get method on SM_System::SM-System::logLevel,
SM_System::SM-System::errLevel, or SM_System::SM-System::traceLevel. Invoking the get method will
return a string representing the current level such as "Warning", "Error", or "Fatal".


In this example the error level setting in the MYDM Domain Manager is retrieved, by using dmctl:


dmctl -s MYDM get SM_System::SM-System::errLevel


Warning


Setting the level
To change the current levels, invoke the put method on SM_System::SM-System::logLevel,
SM_System::SM-System::errLevel, or SM_System::SM-System::traceLevel, and the level is changed
appropriately.


In this example, the trace level setting is changed to None in the MYDM Domain Manager.


dmctl -s MYDM put SM_System::SM-System::traceLevel None
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When you change the log, error or trace levels by using the put method on one of these computed
attributes, dmctl does not return anything. However, a message is printed in the log file. The log message
will appear similar to the following


[April 8, 2009 5:03:41 PM EDT +122ms] t@1149000000 SM_ProtocolEngine-6


JM_MSG-*-JM_TRACE_LEVEL_CHANGED-User 'user1', using remote dmctl client (id 6), on host host1 with 


credentials tpadmin1 has changed the Trace level to None; in file 


"/mypath/repos/jiim/SM_JIIM_Support_Impl.c" at line 458


Log files
When the --output option is specified for the sm_server sm_service command, each Manager stores its
working history in a log file. Every time a Manager starts, it writes information to the log file when one of
the following occurs:


n Error


n Connection is lost


Log files are, by default, written to the BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs directory. The SM_WRITEABLE
environment variable specifies the default locations for log files and other output files such as
repositories and saved consoles, as described in SM_WRITEABLE.


Also, the location where log files are saved can be separately controlled with the SM_LOGFILES
environment variable, as described in SM_LOGFILES.


All log files have a .log file type. The default name of a log file is based on the Manager's name. For
example, if the name of the Manager is MYDM, then the name of the English log file is
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log. To change the default name, specify a filename with the --output option
for the sm_server sm_service command.


The names of log files written by adapters are described in their respective user’s guides.


SDK programs can maintain up to 1,000 different copies of backup log files for each log that is being
generated. For example, if you are generating two log files, MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log and
MYDM_fr_UTF-8.log file, you can maintain up to 1,000 backup log files for the
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log and 1,000 backup log files for the MYDM_fr_UTF-8.log.


The number of saved log files is determined by the value of the SM_BACKUP_FILE_LIMIT
environment variable. When a Manager starts up, it renames a file that matches its log filenames and
adds a .bak suffix to the name (for example, MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log to
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.bak). If a file with this name already exists, it is renamed
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.NNN, and a new MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.bak is created. By default,
SDK programs save two log files, which does not include the active log file.


Log file management behavior applies to both log files. Log rolling is managed in a synchronized
fashion so that data in multiple logs can be correlated. Thus, when the non-English log rolls, the
English log, if it is being produced, will also roll.
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Diagnostic header
Every log file (initial and after any log rolling) starts with a diagnostic header which indicates the startup
and current information for an SDK process.


The diagnostic header is as follows:


MAIN_MSG-*-STARTUP-The following lines are routine diagnostic output; this is not a crash.


================================================================================


Start of process debug and runtime information:


================================================================================


<the standard header included with a stacktrace>


================================================================================


End of process debug and runtime information


================================================================================


The standard header for a stacktrace includes:


n Command line arguments of the process


n Which libraries are loaded


n The environment


Example


[May 18, 2009 3:18:37 PM EDT +399ms] t@4139505360 platform


MAIN_MSG-*-STARTUP-The following lines are routine diagnostic output; this is not a crash.


Process startup and runtime information:


================================================================================


Linux 206180000: 


IP_NETWORK_SUITE: V10.0.0.0(89403), 14-Apr-2019 16:07:05 Copyright 2019, VMware Inc - Build 106


sm_server --name=Network-Resource --port=46429 --config=icf-r --bootstrap=bootstrap.conf --ignore-


restore-errors --output


DMT: V10.0.0.0(89265), 08-Apr-2019 22:02:59 Copyright 2019, VMware Inc - Build 1161


libsm_clsapi.so (89265) 09-May-2019 02:04:49 UTC


libsm_servif.so (89265) 09-May-2019 02:06:35 UTC


sm_server (89266) 01-Apr-2019 02:58:21 UTC


IP_NETWORK_SUITE: V10.0.0.0(89403), 14-Apr-2019 16:07:05 Copyright 2019, VMware Inc - Build 106


    time=1242674317


    SM_HOME=/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts


    CWD=/


    Initial uid=0 euid=0 gid=0 egid=0


    Current uid=0 euid=0 gid=0 egid=0


Environment:


    REMOTEHOST=USSAHATHAJL2C.corp.vmware.com


    HOSTNAME=docvm-lx1


    TERM=xterm


    SHELL=/bin/bash


    HISTSIZE=1000


    SM_NEED_PIPEDIR=YES
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    KDE_NO_IPV6=1


    WINDOWID=8388624


    SM_RUNCMD_DEPTH=1


    QTDIR=/usr/lib64/qt-3.3


    QTINC=/usr/lib64/qt-3.3/include


    SM_FIXED=/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts


    SM_LICENSE=17955@smarts-lmgr92.smarts.com


    XTERM_SHELL=/bin/bash


    USER=root


    


LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/local/lib:/tmp/istemp5930135131105/_bundledJRE_/lib/i386/serve


r:/tmp/istemp5930135131105/_bundledJRE_/lib/i386:/tmp/istemp5930135131105/_bundledJRE_/../lib/i386:/op


t/InCharge8/IP/smarts/lib


    


LS_COLORS=no=00:fi=00:di=00;34:ln=00;36:pi=40;33:so=00;35:bd=40;33;01:cd=40;33;01:or=01;05;37;41:mi=01;


05;37;41:ex=00;32:*.cmd=00;32:*.exe=00;32:*.com=00;32:*.btm=00;32:*.bat=00;32:*.sh=00;32:*.csh=00;32:*.


tar=00;31:*.tgz=00;31:*.arj=00;31:*.taz=00;31:*.lzh=00;31:*.zip=00;31:*.z=00;31:*.Z=00;31:*.gz=00;31:*.


bz2=00;31:*.bz=00;31:*.tz=00;31:*.rpm=00;31:*.cpio=00;31:*.jpg=00;35:*.gif=00;35:*.bmp=00;35:*.xbm=00;3


5:*.xpm=00;35:*.png=00;35:*.tif=00;35:


    SUDO_USER=gossea


    SUDO_UID=53761


    SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL=1,0


    KDEDIR=/usr


    POSIXLY_CORRECT=y


    SM_BROKER_DEFAULT=localhost:426


    NLSPATH=/usr/dt/lib/nls/msg/%L/%N.cat


    SM_IP_VERSIONS=v6v4


    


PATH=/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/local/bin/system:/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/bin/system:/opt/InCharge8/IP/sm


arts/bin:/work/gossea/bin:/bin:/usr/bin:/opt/gnu/bin:/opt/misc/bin:/bin


    MAIL=/var/spool/mail/gossea


    SM_DEFHOME=/dev/null


    SM_HOME=/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts


    PWD=/


    INPUTRC=/etc/inputrc


    SM_SITEMOD=/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/local:/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts


    SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL=1,0


    KDE_IS_PRELINKED=1


    LANG=en_US.UTF-8


    SM_SNMP_BUG_COMPATIBLE=TRUE


    XFILESEARCHPATH=/usr/dt/app-defaults/%L/Dt


    SM_WRITEABLE=/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/local


    LM_LICENSE_FILE=17955@smarts-lmgr92.smarts.com


    XTERM_VERSION=XTerm(215)


    SSH_ASKPASS=/usr/libexec/openssh/gnome-ssh-askpass


    SM_PIPEDIR=/var/smarts/pipes/


    HOME=/vmware/gossea


    SHLVL=4


    SUDO_COMMAND=./setup-IP-10_0_0_0-linux.bin


    SM_DEF=/dev/null


    


SM_POP_1=PATH=/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/bin:/work/gossea/bin:/bin:/usr/bin:/opt/gnu/bin:/opt/misc/bin:/b


in


    SM_POP_3=LM_LICENSE_FILE=


    REMOTEUSER=gossea
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    LOGNAME=root


    


SM_POP_2=LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/tmp/istemp5930135131105/_bundledJRE_/lib/i386/server:/tmp/istemp593013513110


5/_bundledJRE_/lib/i386:/tmp/istemp5930135131105/_bundledJRE_/../lib/i386


    CVS_RSH=ssh


    QTLIB=/usr/lib64/qt-3.3/lib


    SM_POP_5=SM_BROKER=


    SM_PROCESS_PATH=/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/bin/system/sm_server


    SM_POP_4=SM_LIBPATH=


    SM_POP_7=SM_PROCESS_PATH=


    LESSOPEN=|/usr/bin/lesspipe.sh %s


    SM_POP_6=SM_BROKER_DEFAULT=


    SM_BROKER=localhost:426


    SM_LOCALE=


    DISPLAY=10.4.145.237:0.0


    SUDO_GID=201


    


SM_LIBPATH=/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/local/lib:/tmp/istemp5930135131105/_bundledJRE_/lib/i386/server:/tm


p/istemp5930135131105/_bundledJRE_/lib/i386:/tmp/istemp5930135131105/_bundledJRE_/../lib/i386:/opt/InCh


arge8/IP/smarts/lib


    G_BROKEN_FILENAMES=1


    CMP_OSLS_PROCESS_PATH=/opt/InCharge8/IP/smarts/bin/system/sm_server/sm_server


Current limit on CORE file size: 4294967295


Current top of heap: 167768064


================================================================================


[May 18, 2009 3:19:53 PM EDT +254ms] t@4052745104 InCharge Framework


ICF_MSG-*-ICF_LICENSEDFEATURE-Enabling the following licensed feature(s):


      InCharge Availability Analysis


      InCharge Performance Analysis


      InCharge IPv6


      Certification of All Vendor Devices


      Certification for Cisco Devices


      Certification for Cisco HSRP support


      Incharge Resource Manager


      InCharge Autodiscovery


      InCharge NAS Host Discovery


      InCharge Virtual Router Discovery


      InCharge Host Resources Discovery


      Alcatel 5620 SAM User


[May 18, 2009 3:19:53 PM EDT +264ms] t@4052745104 InCharge Framework


ICF_MSG-*-ICF_RESTORESTART-PersistenceManager: restore started


[May 18, 2009 3:19:55 PM EDT +349ms] t@4052745104 InCharge Framework


MR-W-RPS_FORMAT_MISMATCH-Format of value for


    ‘ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::FieldSeparator’ differs from


    the expected type ‘Byte’


[May 18, 2009 3:19:55 PM EDT +350ms] t@4052745104 InCharge Framework


MR-W-RPS_FORMAT_ERROR-Error in format value specified for


    ‘ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager’; in file


    “/work/redcurrent/DMT-10.0.0.0/1161/smarts/repos/mr/dyn_acc.c” at line 3300


 <OK>-<OK>-Normal successful completion


.


.


.
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Date and timestamp, and thread id in each log message
The date and timestamp is written at the beginning of each log record. The thread id is also included in
each log record, following the date and timestamp. For example:


[March 2, 2009 3:31:18 PM EDT +357ms] t@3012557744 SM_ProtocolEngine-1


SVIF_MSG-*-DSM-SM_DebugServer: purgeObserver()


Message at the end of a rolled log
When rolling a log, a message is printed at the bottom of the log file before it is rolled. The message is
similar to the following example:


MAIN-N-Closing this log file at March 19, 2009 9:48:19 PM EDT; continuing in


<BASEDIR>/local/logs/MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log


Starting a new log file
You can request that a Manager or adapter create a new log file, often referred to as rolling over a log file.
Typically, this is done when a log file becomes quite large. Log files grow indefinitely, though slowly, under
normal conditions.


Most log files are small and rolling over a log file is not necessary. However, if you need to start a new log
file, use the following methods:


n For UNIX systems only, use the kill or roll_log commands.


You can repeat the log file roll-over process as many times as you like. If you need to retain log files
beyond the limit specified by the SM_BACKUP_FILE_LIMIT environment variable, copy or at least
rename the .log.bak files as soon as they are created.


Log rolling is managed in a synchronized fashion so that data in multiple logs can be correlated.
Thus, when the English log rolls, the non-English log, if it is being produced, will also roll.


The kill command method for UNIX systems
On UNIX systems only, it is possible to request that a Manager or an adapter process roll over its log files.
You do this by sending a SIGUSR1 signal to the process ID writing the log file. Use the kill command of
your shell:


kill -USR1 <pid>
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Upon receipt of the USR1 signal, a Manager or adapter process first writes an informational message to
the end of the current log file, repeats the steps it executed at startup, and creates a new log file and a
backup log file. All subsequent logging information is recorded to the new file.


Note   To determine the process number <pid>, you can use the brcontrol utility or for an adapter, use the
system™s ps command.


The roll_log command method
The roll_log command is invoked through the dmctl utility, which requires that you attach to a Manager or
adapter with administrative privileges. The syntax of the command is:


exec roll_log [<file-name>]


The <file-name> option enables you to specify a new name for current and subsequent log files. If you
omit this option, the current naming convention is retained. If you specify a name, the new log file uses
that name. Any new log files created with roll_log will also use this name if a different name is not
specified. The new name specified by <file-name> is handled in exactly the same manner as the --output
option of the sm_server command.


For example, on UNIX systems, the equivalent command is:


         


            BASEDIR/smarts


         /bin/dmctl -s MYDM exec roll_log


When roll_log is invoked, the Manager or adapter does the following:


1 Writes an informational message to the end of the current log files


2 Repeats the steps it executed at startup


3 Creates a new log file and a backup log file for each log file that was currently running.


All subsequent logging information is recorded to the new files.


Controlling the number of saved log files
SDK software can retain up to 1,000 rolled over log files for each log that is being generated. For
example, if you are generating two log files, MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log and MYDM_fr_UTF-8.log file, you
can maintain up to 1,000 backup log files for the MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log and 1,000 backup log files for
the MYDM_fr_UTF-8.log.


The number of log files retained is determined by the value of SM_BACKUP_FILE_LIMIT. When a
Manager starts up, it renames a file that matches its log filename, adding a .bak to the name. If there is
an existing .bak file, the .bak will be replaced with .NNN.


For example, if the SM_BACKUP_FILE_LIMIT environment variable is set to 3, the process is as follows:


1 A log file is created and it is named MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.
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2 The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file created in step 1 is rolled over:


n The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file created in step 1 is renamed to
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.bak.


n A new MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file is created.


3 The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file created in step 2 is rolled over:


n The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.bak file renamed in step 2 is now renamed to
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.001.


n The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file created in step 2 is renamed to
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.bak.


n A new MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file is created.


4 The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file created in step 3 is rolled over:


n The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.bak file renamed in step 3 is renamed to
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.002.


n The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file created in step 3 is renamed to
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.bak.


n A new MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file is created.


5 The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file created in step 4 is rolled over:


n The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.bak file renamed in step 3 is renamed to
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.003.


n The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file created in step 4 is renamed to
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.bak.


n A new MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file is created.


6 Since the limit of MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.NNN files that are retained is set to 3, when the
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file created in step 5 is rolled over:


n The oldest log file, MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.001 from step 3 , is deleted.


n The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.bak file renamed in step 5 is renamed
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.004.


n The MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log file created in step 5 is renamed
MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log.bak.


n A new MYDM_en_US_UTF-8.log is created.
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Environment Variables Used by
VMware Software 8
This chapter includes the following topics:


n How variable values are interpreted


n Methods for setting environment variables for VMware software


n Environment variables for users


How variable values are interpreted
This section describes how SDK software interprets the value of an environment variable. If a variable,
such as SM_BROKER_DEFAULT, requires that its value be formatted in a particular manner, it is noted in
the description of the variable.


How integer variables are interpreted
When the value of an environment variable is to be expressed as an integer, SDK software interprets the
value of the variable as follows:


n Any leading white space is skipped. If the next character is a plus sign (+) or a minus sign (-), it is also
skipped. If the next character was a minus sign, the final numeric value is negated.


n If the value starts with a number other than zero, it may contain only the digits zero through nine, and
it is considered a decimal number.


n If the value starts with “0x” or “0X”, it may contain the digits zero through nine, as well as the letters
“a” through “f” and “A” through “F”. At least one digit or letter must follow the “x” or “X”. The value is
treated as a hexadecimal number.


n If the value starts with a zero and is not followed by a “x” or “X”, it may contain only the digits zero
through seven, and it is treated as an octal number.


Otherwise, the variable does not represent a numeric value. In most cases, an error message is
printed. In a few cases, the numeric value is simply taken to be zero.


Examples of numeric values provides examples of numeric values and how they are interpreted by
SDK software.
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Table 8‑1.  Examples of numeric values


Numeric value Meaning


"0" The value zero.


" 10" The value ten. The leading white space is ignored.


"+010" The value eight, octal.


"0x10" The value sixteen, hexadecimal.


"-123" The value negative one hundred twenty-three.


"abc" An illegal value, may be treated as zero.


"019" An illegal value, leading zero makes it octal, but octal numbers cannot contain a nine. This value
may be treated as zero.


"1 " An illegal value, leading white space is ignored but trailing white space is not. This value may be
treated as zero.


"0X" An illegal value, at least one digit or letter must follow the “OX”. This value may be treated as
zero.


"- 23" An illegal value, embedded white space is not permitted. This value may be treated as zero.


How Boolean variables are interpreted
When an environment variable is expressed as a Boolean, SDK software interprets the value of the
variable, when set, as follows:


n If the value starts with a letter, an uppercase “T” or a lowercase “t” or an uppercase “Y” or a
lowercase “y”, the variable is interpreted as true. If the value starts with any other letter, the variable is
interpreted as false.


n If the value can be interpreted as an integer variable, and it has a value of zero, the variable is
interpreted as false. If the value is anything other than zero, the variable is interpreted as true.


n For any other value, the variable is interpreted as false.


Methods for setting environment variables for VMware
software
You can use one of the following methods to set an environment variable. The difference between these
methods is that one sets the environment variable across an SDK product suite and the other sets the
environment variable for a particular program.


Setting an VMware environment variable suite-wide
When necessary, you can set an environment variable so that an SDK product suite installed in that
location can use it. For example, the SM_BROKER_DEFAULT variable, the value of which is set during
installation, is used in this manner.
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To set an environment variable so that it can be used by the programs of an SDK product suite, add it to
the runcmd_env.sh file, which is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory of that product suite.


1 Use sm_edit to open the runcmd_env.sh file. Invoke sm_edit from the BASEDIR/smarts /bin directory:


 sm_edit conf/runcmd_env.sh


2 Add the environment variable and its value by using the following syntax:


 SM_AUTHORITY="<STD>"


3 Save the runcmd_env.sh file and close it.


4 Any SDK program within a product suite started after this point will use the applicable environment
variables specified in the runcmd_env.sh file. SDK programs that are already running need to be
restarted for any new environment variable to take effect.


Setting an VMware environment variable for a program
You can also set an environment variable so that it only affects a particular program. Typically, this is done
by adding the environment variable to the program™s sm_service command line. For example, if you
want a Manager to use a particular serverConnect.conf file, you would specify the
SM_SERVERCONNECT variable in the sm_service command line for that program.


The following example sets the value of the SM_SERVERCONNECT environment variable to point to the
server_Connect_IP.conf file.


1 Use the sm_service show action with the --cmdline option to display the existing command line for
the program. You must have administrative privileges when typing this command.


 t 


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/sm_service show --cmdline ic-am-server s


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/sm_service install


 --startmode=runonce ic-am-server


  


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/sm_server


   --name=INCHARGE-AM


   --config=icf


    --bootstrap=bootstrap-am.conf


    --port=0


    --ignore-restore-errors


    --output
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2 Use the sm_service install action with the --force option to add the environment variable to the
command line. The --env option specifies the environment variable.


 t 


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/sm_service install --force 


 --startmode=runonce


 --env=SM_SERVERCONNECT=


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /conf


 /serverConnect_IP.conf


 ic-am-server


  


                  BASEDIR/smarts


               /bin/sm_server


   --name=INCHARGE-AM


   --config=icf


   --bootstrap=bootstrap-am.conf


   --port=0


   --ignore-restore-errors


    --output s


3 Do one of the following:


n Start the program.


n Stop and restart the program.


Environment variables for users
The following list of environment variables can be applied to SDK software.


n SM_DISPLAY


n SM_EDITOR


n SM_SNMP_BUG_COMPATIBLE


n SM_SNMP_MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE


n SM_ENABLE_SNMP_SET


n SM_MAIN_OPTIONS


n SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL


n SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL


n SM_DISABLE_KEEPALIVES


n SM_IP_VERSIONS


n SM_MAX_MONITORING_THREADS


n SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_ACTIONS
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n SM_AUDIT_ALL_CONNECTIONS


n SM_NO_LINE_FOLD


n SM_FOLD_WIDTH


n SM_HOSTSFILE


n SM_LOCALE


n SM_ENCODING_SHELL


n SM_ENCODING_SYSTEM


n SM_ENCODING_INPUT


n SM_ENCODING_OUTPUT


n SM_JAVA_PACKAGE_ROOT


n SM_JDK_HOME


n SM_JAVA


n SM_JAVAHOME


n SM_BROKER_DEFAULT


n SM_BROKER


n LM_LICENSE_FILE


n SM_LICENSE


n SM_LMGRD_LICENSE_FILE


n SM_AUTHORITY


n SM_KEYFILE


n SM_CLIENTCONNECT


n SM_OKLOGIN_LEVEL


n SM_SERVERCONNECT


n SM_DATETIME_FORMAT


n TZ


n LC_TIME


n SM_BACKUP_FILE_LIMIT


n SM_WRITEABLE


n SM_LOGFILES


n SM_RULESET_PATH


n SM_COUNT_REPOS_LOCKS


n SM_REPOS_LOCKS_LIMIT
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SM_DISPLAY
This environment variable specifies the location of a client’s X Window System display (typically for a
console user). Output from a server tool that uses the X protocol is directed to the display specified by
SM_DISPLAY. Only VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager uses this variable.


SM_EDITOR
This environment variables enables you to set the text editor that is invoked by the sm_edit utility. When
SM_EDITOR is not defined, the sm_edit utility uses the value of one of the following system environment
variables: VISUAL then EDITOR. If these environment variables are not defined, the sm_edit utility uses
the following editors:


n Edit editor on UNIX systems


SM_SNMP_BUG_COMPATIBLE
SDK implementation of the SNMP protocol is strict in that SDK software only sends or receives SNMP
messages that conform to the SNMP standard. By default, SDK software only accepts conforming SNMP
messages. Unfortunately, not all SNMP implementations are as strict. The result is that SDK programs
may receive nonconforming SNMP messages.


In some cases, SDK software can successfully interpret and handle nonconforming messages. If you set
the SM_SNMP_BUG_COMPATIBLE environment variable, SDK software will accept the nonconforming
SNMP messages in two cases:


n When the type of an SNMP variable is not the required type but the value can be unambiguously
interpreted as the required type. An example is when a TimeTicks variable type is sent as an
Unsigned32 or non-negative Integer32 variable.


n When the type of an SNMP variable is inconsistent with the version of the SNMP protocol that
delivers the message. An example is when a Counter64 variable is sent in a version 1 (v1) SNMP
message.


When the SM_SNMP_BUG_COMPATIBLE environment variable is set, any invalid SNMP message
that is accepted by the SDK software is logged at a warning level to pinpoint the source of the invalid
SNMP message and to determine the reason why it is invalid.


SM_SNMP_BUG_COMPATIBLE is a Boolean.


SM_SNMP_MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE
SM_SNMP_MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE is an environment variable that controls the maximum size of the
SNMP datagram that is processed. The default value is 8k (8192 bytes).
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The default size can be overridden by setting the environment variable
SM_SNMP_MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE to the required maximum size. For example, setting
SM_SNMP_MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE equal to 16384 sets the maximum to 16k, which is double the default
value.


If you try to set SM_SNMP_MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE to less than 1472 (the recommended minimum for
UDP/IPv4 per RFC-3417, section 3.2), it will be silently adjusted to be exactly 1472.


Note   Although SM_SNMP_MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE can be used to set the maximum SNMP datagram
size to less than the default 8k, this is strongly discouraged.


If you try to set SM_SNMP_MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE greater than 64k (65536 bytes), it will be set to
exactly 65536. A value of 65536 bytes is the largest possible datagram size supported by UDP.


Important   Setting SM_SNMP_MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE to large values will increase server memory
usage. This is especially true for trap processing during periods of high trap reception rate. Therefore, this
option should only be used when it is needed to communicate with SNMP devices sending unusually
large datagrams. Only increase the setting of this environment variable on the specific Domain Managers
which manage those devices.


SM_ENABLE_SNMP_SET
This environment variable is disabled by default.


n When set to 1, it enables the use of the SM_SNMP_Actions::Set( ) method.


n When it is disabled (set to 0), the method cannot be used to set the value of an OID.


SM_MAIN_OPTIONS
The environment variable SM_MAIN_OPTIONS enables you to set default values for the standard
options supported by SDK software, as described in Standard options supported by
SM_MAIN_OPTIONS. You can override the values specified by SM_MAIN_OPTIONS by providing
alternative values on the command line.


Table 8‑2.  Standard options supported by SM_MAIN_OPTIONS


Standard option Definition


--accept=<hosts> Specify a list of hosts, by name or IP address, from which SDK programs accept connections.
Multiple entries should be separated by commas.


By default, SDK programs accept connections from any host. SDK programs that accept
connections are dmstart, sm_server, sm_adapter, and sm_trapd. Note that sm_adapter and
sm_trapd accept only connections when started with the --name option.


To limit connections to the host on which SDK software is installed, specify the name or IP
address of the host instead of localhost.


--daemon Run the SDK program as a daemon (UNIX only). Messages generated from internal logging
calls are directed to the log file. Log files are written to the BASEDIR/smarts/logs directory.
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Table 8‑2.  Standard options supported by SM_MAIN_OPTIONS (Continued)


Standard option Definition


--facility=<facility> Instructs the SDK program to log any syslog messages with the specified syslog facility
(UNIX/Linux only). The default is Daemon.


The <facility> setting can be one of the following:
n Kern
n User
n Mail
n Daemon
n Auth
n Lpr
n News
n Uucp
n Cron
n Local0
n Local1
n Local2
n Local3
n Local4
n Local5
n Local6
n Local7


--errlevel=<level> Specify the minimum level at which error events are written to the standard error output.
Possible values include: none, emergency, alert, fatal, critical, error, warning, notice,
informational, debug. The default is warning. (Note that fatal is equivalent to emergency, alert,
or critical.)


--loglevel=<level> Specify the minimum level at which event messages are written to the system logging facility.
Possible values include: none, emergency, alert, fatal, critical, error, warning, notice,
informational, debug. The default is error. (Note that fatal is equivalent to emergency, alert, or
critical.)


--logname=<name> Specify the name used to identify the SDK program in the system log. On UNIX systems, the
default is the program name.


--output[=<file>] Messages generated from internal logging calls are directed to a log file. Log files are written
to the BASEDIR/smarts/logs directory. If <file> is not specified, the value of --logname is used.


If a log file with specified name already exists, it is moved to a backup file,
BASEDIR/smarts/local/logs/<file>.bak. If the backup file already exists, it is deleted.


--tracelevel=<level> Specify the minimum level at which a process stack trace is written to the standard error
output. Possible values include: none, emergency, alert, fatal, critical, error, warning, notice,
informational, debug. The default is fatal. (Note that fatal is equivalent to emergency, alert, or
critical.)
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Table 8‑2.  Standard options supported by SM_MAIN_OPTIONS (Continued)


Standard option Definition


--useif=<IP address> Specifies the IP address that the SDK program should use as the source address for outgoing
packets and the destination address for which it accepts incoming packets. <IP Address>
must be a *v4* address.


--version Print the version of the SDK program.


For example, if you set SM_MAIN_OPTIONS to --errlevel=fatal, then SDK programs will record all errors
with a level of fatal or higher.


SM_OUTGOING_PROTOCOL
This environment variable controls the kinds of connections that an SDK program acting as a client is
allowed to initiate. It can contain one or more numbers. These numbers specify the security level at which
communications can occur. If more than one is specified, they must be separated with commas. If the
variable is not set, it is the same as specifying "0".


SM_INCOMING_PROTOCOL
This environment variable controls the kinds of connections that an SDK program acting as a server is
allowed to accept. It can contain one or more numbers. If more than one is specified, they must be
separated with commas. If the variable is not set, it is the same as specifying "0".


SM_DISABLE_KEEPALIVES
This environment variable controls KeepAlive messages for both Managers and clients. To disable
KeepAlive messages, specify a nonzero number. To enable the messages, specify a zero (0).


SDK software uses KeepAlive messages to test TCP connections between SDK components. If a
KeepAlive message is not received, a message is written to the Manager’s log file. These logged
messages may indicate that failed KeepAlive messages may be the result of other software applications
and hardware not supporting TCP urgent data, and not the result of the connection being down.


To control KeepAlive messages for only the Global Console, specify the Java property
com.smarts.disable_keepalives as described in the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Operator Guide.


SM_IP_VERSIONS
The SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable enables you to control the address family used for
hostname resolution. It affects the following:


n VMware Smart Assurance utilities that use a command line (for example, sm_snmpwalk, dmctl,
sm_tpmgr)


n Name resolution during discovery


n ASL scripts


n Ping
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n DNS lookup


SM_IP_VERSIONS also controls which ports a Domain Manager listens on:


n If SM_IP_VERSIONS is set to "v4" or "v6", a Domain Manager will only open sockets and listen on
that address family.


n If SM_IP_VERSIONS is set to "v4v6" or "v6v4", a Domain Manager will listen on both address
families.


The SM_IP_VERSIONS setting is also dependent on the address family as follows:


n If you are running on a system which only supports a single address family, it is recommended that
SM_IP_VERSIONS be set to "v4" or "v6", as appropriate.


n If you are running on a system which supports both address families, set it to the value which best
describes your administrative preferences.


The variable can be set depending on the order in which you want to do hostname resolution.If the
variable is not set, and the address family is not explicitly provided on the command line (for example,
frame.someDomain.vmware.com:v4), the default behavior is to resolve the hostname as an IPv4
hostname. The variable should be set to the address family that is predominate for the network.


To set this variable, add it to the runcmd_env.sh file, which is located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf directory of the product suite.


The syntax of the environment variable is:


SM_IP_VERSIONS="<ip_value>"


Acceptable values for the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable lists acceptable values for the
SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable.


Table 8‑3.  Acceptable values for the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable


ip_value Description


"V4" The hostname is resolved to an IPv4 hostname (default).


"V6" The hostname is resolved to an IPv6 hostname.


"V4V6" The hostname is resolved to an IPv4 hostname. If that fails, the Domain Name System server tries to
resolve the hostname to an IPv6 hostname.


"V6V4" The hostname is resolved to an IPv6 hostname. If that fails, the Domain Name System server tries to
resolve the hostname to an IPv4 hostname.


Note: The acceptable value can also be lowercase ("v4", "v6", "v4v6" or "v6v4").


Detailed instructions about setting environment variables and information about the runcmd_env.sh file is
provided in the Methods for setting environment variables for VMware software.


SM_MAX_MONITORING_THREADS
TheSM_MAX_MONITORING_THREADS environment variable represents the maximum number of
monitoring threads that the monitoring system will use for monitoring changes. The default value is 3.
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The recommended values are described in Recommended values for
SM_MAX_MONITORING_THREADS.


Table 8‑4.  Recommended values for SM_MAX_MONITORING_THREADS


Platform Recommended value


All supported platforms Up to 3, but no more than the number of CPUs on the machine.


SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_ACTIONS
Setting the SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_ACTIONS environment variable equal to 1 produces the log if the client
requests it. However, even if the client requests it, auditing does not occur if it has not been enabled on
the server with either the SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_ACTIONS variable, or the
SM_AUDIT_ALL_CONNECTIONS environment variable, which is described in 
SM_AUDIT_ALL_CONNECTIONS.


SM_AUDIT_ALL_CONNECTIONS
Setting the SM_AUDIT_ALL_CONNECTIONS environment variable equal to 1 forces the logging even if
the client does not request it. If you set SM_AUDIT_ALL_CONNECTIONS equal to 1, then you do not
have to set SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_ACTIONS, described in SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_ACTIONS.


If you set SM_AUDIT_ALL_CONNECTIONS, you do not need to modify the client. However, if you
suspect a specific client you might still want to use the by-request-only access provided by
SM_AUDIT_CLIENT_ACTIONS to reduce the amount of logging coming from other sources.


SM_NO_LINE_FOLD
The environment variable SM_NO_LINE_FOLD can be set to prevent the line wrapping in log files. Add
the following lines to the BASEDIR/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh file:


export SM_NO_LINE_FOLD


SM_NO_LINE_FOLD="TRUE"


You can use any string value for SM_NO_LINE_FOLD, it is only if it has no string associated with it that
lines fold.


SM_FOLD_WIDTH
The SM_FOLD_WIDTH environment variable removes the default line wrapping of exception messages
in the log file. The lines will only wrap if SM_FOLD_WIDTH=X where X specifies the column at which to
fold the lines.
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SM_HOSTSFILE
On 32-bit Solaris builds of SDK software, a bug in the Solaris system libraries prevents /etc/hosts from
being read properly if more than 256 file descriptors are in use. If you set SM_HOSTSFILE=1 in the
environment, then /etc/hosts is read using application code, bypassing the system libraries as a work-
around to this problem.


Note   This work-around only handles IPv4 addresses in /etc/hosts. The work-around does not work for
IPv6 addresses, and will not read /etc/ipnodes (or /etc/inet/ipnodes). IPv6 addresses obtained from DNS
are handled properly in all cases. If it is necessary to obtain IPv6 addresses from /etc/ipnodes, you should
use the 64-bit version of the product.


SM_HOSTSFILE is only available on Solaris versions of SDK software. It operates in both 32 and 64-bit
builds, but since the 64-bit system libraries work properly, it is recommended that it not be set on 64 bit
builds.


Variables that control the locale and encoding
These variables specify the local and encoding used by SDK programs.


SM_LOCALE
The SM_LOCALE environment variable specifies the appropriate language and region in which you want
to see output. In general, SM_LOCALE must be specified consistently with advice in IETF RFC
1766/3066. If you do not specify a value for SM_LOCALE, it defaults to en_US.


ICU allows for some flexibility on the case (upper and lower) of the language and country codes and for
the separator character used to join the two.


SDK software will convert the value specified in SM_LOCALE to a normalized form that can be
recognized by all ICU library functions which take a locale argument. The normalization (done by calling
the ICU function, uloc_canonicalize) enables ICU library functions to perform predictably.


export SM_LOCALE=ja_JP


sm_server –-name=Tokyo


SM_ENCODING_*
There are four SM_ENCODING_* environmental variables that can be set.


n SM_ENCODING_SHELL indicates the encoding used by the shell, primarily useful for specifying
what encoding is used for command line arguments.


n SM_ENCODING_SYSTEM indicates the encoding used for internal interaction with the operating
system.


n Primarily dictates the encoding used for file system access.


n Secondarily indicates the encoding used when internally accessing the environment.
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n SM_ENCODING_INPUT indicates the encoding used by stdin.


n SM_ENCODING_OUTPUT indicates the encoding used by stdout and stderr.


Tuning the SM_ENCODING_INPUT and SM_ENCODING_OUTPUT values is primarily useful if you
are redirecting or piping text somewhere other than the shell.


On UNIX the behavior is:


n If SM_ENCODING_SHELL is not set, then its value will default to "UTF-8."


n If SM_ENCODING_SYSTEM is not set, then its value will mirror SM_ENCODING_SHELL.


n If SM_ENCODING_INPUT is not set, then its value will mirror SM_ENCODING_SHELL.


n If SM_ENCODING_OUTPUT is not set, then its value will mirror SM_ENCODING_INPUT.


Note   In UNIX it generally makes sense to set all four values identically.


The following example sets the encoding to Shift_JIS.


export SM_ENCODING_INPUT=Shift_JIS


export SM_ENCODING_OUTPUT=Shift_JIS


export SM_ENCODING_SHELL=SHIFT_JIS


export SM_ENCODING_SYSTEM=Shift_JIS


Variables that control Java settings
These variables specify the Java settings.


SM_JAVA_PACKAGE_ROOT
The SM_JAVA_PACKAGE_ROOT environment variable can be used to specify the java package root.


SM_JDK_HOME
The SM_JDK_HOME environment variable is used to indicate the location of the JDK, if present. If you
provide the location of the JDK while running the appropriate setup script, then the SM_JDK_HOME
variable will be defined in the runcmd script.


Note   If you are using a 64-bit version of the SDK software, then you should set SM_JDK_HOME to the
location of a 64-bit version of the JDK. Likewise, if you are using a 32-bit version of the SDK software,
then you should set SM_JDK_HOME to indicate the location of a 32-bit version of the JDK.


SM_JAVA
The SM_JAVA environment variable specifies a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) other than that in
BASEDIR/smarts/jre. The contents are the paths to the libraries of the JRE. On UNIX, the value of
SM_JAVA is added to the LD_LIBRARY_PATH (Solaris and Linux).


This variable is optional. If left unset, runcmd will assume standard paths relative to the value of
SM_JAVAHOME.
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SM_JAVAHOME
The SM_JAVAHOME environment variable is used in conjunction with SM_JAVA to specify a non-
standard JRE. It specifies the location of the JRE, and defines the value of the JVM's "java.home" system
property.


n If SM_JAVAHOME is left unset and SM_JDK_HOME was specified, then SM_JAVAHOME will
effectively be set to SM_JDK_HOME/jre.


n If left unset and SM_JDK_HOME is also unset, and if the BASEDIR/jre directory exists, then
SM_JAVAHOME will effectively be set to BASEDIR/jre.


Variables that control the Broker
These variables control the location of the Broker.


SM_BROKER_DEFAULT
This environment variable specifies the default location of the Broker. When you install SDK software, you
are prompted for the host location of the Broker and its port number. The Broker’s location can be
specified in any one of the following formats: “host:port”, “host” or “:port”. When the host or port values are
omitted, the default value is used. The default host value is “smarts-broker” or “localhost”. The default port
value is 426. If the location of the Broker changes, you must edit the runcmd_env.sh file on all systems
where SDK software is installed. In addition, you may have to edit the Broker startup script.


SDK software follows these steps to determine the Broker’s location:


1 Verifies whether the Broker’s location was specified as an option at startup. When this option is
specified, no other options are checked.


2 It checks the value of the SM_BROKER_DEFAULT environment variable. If this variable is set, no
other options are checked.


3 It checks if the Broker is running on the host smarts-broker and listening on TCP port 426.


4 If smarts-broker is not defined, the program checks port 426 on localhost.


Note   The hostname smarts-broker is usually an alias, such as a DNS CNAME.


SM_BROKER
SM_BROKER should only be set in special cases when you want to override the default Broker. For
example, if you have to temporarily move your Broker in an emergency or test situation, you could set this
variable.


Under normal circumstances, you should use the SM_BROKER_DEFAULT environment variable to set
the default location of the Broker.


Variables that control VMware security
These variables specify the security used by SDK programs.
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SM_AUTHORITY
This environment variable determines the selection of the authority programs used by the SDK software
for different parts of the authentication process. For example:


SM_AUTHORITY=IDENTIFY=<program1>,AUTHENTICATE=<program2>


where:


n <program1> is the program granting credentials


n <program2> is the program validating credentials.


Note   Program1 and program2 may refer to the same program.


n SM_AUTHORITY=<STD> means:


 SM_AUTHORITY=IDENTIFY=sm_authority,AUTHENTICATE=sm_authority


n SM_AUTHORITY=<NONE> means:


 SM_AUTHORITY=IDENTIFY=sm_authnone,AUTHENTICATE=sm_authnone


n SM_AUTHORITY=someAuthority means:


 SM_AUTHORITY=IDENTIFY=someAuthority,AUTHENTICATE=someAuthority


Optional arguments can be specified after the authority name. A comma may not be included within
the program name. A comma may appear in the arguments if the argument is quoted.


If SM_AUTHORITY is not specified, SM_AUTHORITY=<STD> is assumed.


SM_KEYFILE
This environment variable specifies the location of the imk.dat file. By default, this variable refers to
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/imk.dat.


SM_CLIENTCONNECT
This environment variable enables you to specify an alternate location for the clientConnect.conf client-
side authorization file. You must specify the full path, including the filename. The default location is the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/clientConnect.conf directory.


SM_OKLOGIN_LOGLEVEL
This environment variable enables the logging of successful logins at ERROR severity, rather than
NOTICE.


SM_OKLOGIN_LOGLEVEL is a Boolean.
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SM_SERVERCONNECT
This environment variable enables you to specify an alternate location for the serverConnect.conf server-
side authorization file. You must specify the full path, including the filename. The default location is the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/serverConnect.conf directory.


Variables that control date and time formatting
Managers and adapters format dates and times for printing in log files, archive files, and various
messages. You can control many aspects of this formatting with the following variables.


Most dates and times displayed in SDK consoles are formatted by the consoles themselves and are not
controlled by these variables.


Additional information can be found on many systems, such as:


n man pages on UNIX systems


SM_DATETIME_FORMAT
The SM_DATETIME_FORMAT environment variable determines the default value for the
si_i18n_datetime_format() function. The si_i18n_datetime_format() function is the basis of CI_Time and
CI_Exception. In addition, CI_Logger uses CI_Time classes to render times. Therefore, the
SM_DATETIME_FORMAT environment variable determines the default rendering for any and all
timestamps.


The SM_DATETIME_FORMAT environment variable determines the default rendering for any and all
timestamps. The SM_DATETIME_FORMAT environment variable can be set to several different values. If
you do not set the value of the SM_DATETIME_FORMAT variable, then the default is SI_DAT_LONG.


The following examples show the output, based on the setting.


SM_DATETIME_FORMAT=SI_DAT_LOCALE_NEUTRAL


  1969/12/31 20:00:42


SM_DATETIME_FORMAT=SI_DAT_SHORT


  31/12/69 20:00


SM_DATETIME_FORMAT=SI_DAT_MEDIUM


  31 déc. 1969 20:00:42


SM_DATETIME_FORMAT=SI_DAT_LONG


  31 décembre 1969 20:00:42 HMG-05:00


SM_DATETIME_FORMAT=SI_DAT_FULL


  mercredi 31 décembre 1969 20:00:42 États-Unis (New York)


SM_DATETIME_FORMAT=SI_DAT_DEFAULT


  31 décembre 1969 20:00:42 HMG-05:00


SM_DATETIME_FORMAT=


  31 décembre 1969 20:00:42 HMG-05:00


SM_DATETIME_FORMAT=bogus


31 décembre 1969 20:00:42 HMG-05:00
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TZ
This system environment variable determines which time zone is used when formatting a time. As such, it
controls the conversion from an internal time base to the appropriate local time. The syntax is 
TZ=NNNshh:mmDDD, where:


n NNN is the time zone name.


n s is an optional sign.


n hh and mm are the offset in hours and minutes from GMT. Positive offsets represent time zones
behind GMT, negative offsets represent those ahead of GMT.


n DDD is the corresponding name of Daylight Savings time when it is in effect.


For example, in the eastern United States, TZ is set to EST5EDT - eastern standard time/eastern
daylight time, where EST is five hours behind GMT.


All UNIX systems use a system initialization file to set this variable.


LC_TIME
This system environment variable controls the formatting of dates and times. By default, Managers use
time and date formats that are sensitive to locale settings. For example, if you chose a date format that
includes the name of the day of the week, in the English locale, the first weekday is formatted as Monday,
while in the French locale it is formatted as Lundi.


If LC_TIME is not set, the system variable LC_ALL is used. If LC_ALL is not set either, the system
variable LANG is used. Finally, if LANG is not set, a default “C locale” (essentially US English) is used.


The locale names and available locales are system specific.


Variables that control how VMware programs read and write files
These variables control the location of SDK output, such as log files and repository. They also control the
location from which SDK programs read files, such as ASL scripts.


SM_BACKUP_FILE_LIMIT
SDK programs create a new log file when they are restarted or when the log file is rolled over. This
environment variable determines the number of log files that are saved by SDK programs. Chapter 7
Managing Log Files provides additional information, including an example.


If this environment variable is set to 0, only the current log file and a backup of the previous log file are
saved. If this variable is set to an invalid value, a warning message is written to the log file and the default
value is used instead. Valid values are 0 through 999; the default value is 3.


SM_WRITEABLE
This environment variable specifies the location where SDK software writes output files such as
repositories, log files, and saved consoles. By default, the location is set to BASEDIR/smarts/local. If you
set the SM_WRITEABLE variable, you must also create the underlying directories.
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Directories controlled by SM_WRITEABLE lists the directories whose location is controlled by
SM_WRITEABLE:


Table 8‑5.  Directories controlled by SM_WRITEABLE


Subdirectory Contents


/consoles Saved consoles


/logs Log files


/repos Repository files


The location where log files are saved can be separately controlled with the SM_LOGFILES environment
variable.


SM_LOGFILES
This environment variable is used to specify the location where log files should be written. Setting this
variable is optional. If there is no value assigned to this variable, the log files will be written to the location
SM_WRITEABLE/logs. If you set SM_LOGFILES, you must also create the /logs directory at the location
specified by the variable.


This variable takes precedence over the value of the SM_WRITEABLE environment variable.


SM_RULESET_PATH
By default, SDK programs only invoke ASL scripts located in the BASEDIR/smarts/rules directory, the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/rules directory, or a subdirectory of one of these directories. You can use this
environment variable to specify additional locations from which SDK programs can invoke ASL scripts.


When set, the directories specified by SM_RULESET_PATH are searched before the system defaults.


Variables that control thread locks
These variables control thread locking in SDK programs.


SM_COUNT_REPOS_LOCKS
A Manager crashes whenever the stack used by a thread exceeds the space allocated. Threads acquire
locks to access instances in the Manager’s repository. If a thread exceeds a certain number of locks, then
the lock fails with an error code of ELOOP and a message is written to the log file.


This environment variable is used to control lock counting. SM_COUNT_REPOS_LOCKS must be set
before starting the Manager. By default, the lock counting is turned off. To enable lock counting, set
SM_COUNT_REPOS_LOCKS to TRUE, yes, or 1.


SM_REPOS_LOCKS_LIMIT
This environment variable determines the number of locks which, if exceeded, causes the ELOOP error.
SM_REPOS_LOCKS_LIMIT must be an integer number. The default value is 50.
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VMware recommends a value that is less than 100. Setting low values might cause legitimate requests to
fail and affect analysis. Setting high values might allow the thread to run out of stack space before
reaching the lock count limit.
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Wildcards Used by VMware
Software 9
Types of wildcard patterns
A wildcard pattern is a series of characters that are matched against incoming character strings. You can
use these patterns when you define pattern matching criteria.


Matching is done strictly from left to right, one character or basic wildcard pattern at a time. Basic wildcard
patterns are defined in Basic wildcard patterns. Characters that are not part of match constructs match
themselves. The pattern and the incoming string must match completely. For example, the pattern abcd
does not match the input abcde or abc.


A compound wildcard pattern consists of one or more basic wildcard patterns separated by ampersand
(&) or tilde (~) characters. A compound wildcard pattern is matched by attempting to match each of its
component basic wildcard patterns against the entire input string. Compound wildcard patterns are listed
in Compound wildcard patterns.


If the first character of a compound wildcard pattern is an ampersand (&) or tilde (~) character, the
compound is interpreted as if an asterisk (*) appeared at the beginning of the pattern. For example, the
pattern ~*[0-9]* matches any string not containing any digits. A trailing instance of an ampersand
character (&) can only match the empty string. A trailing instance of a tilde character (~) can be read as
“except for the empty string.”


Note   Spaces are interpreted as characters and are subject to matching even if they are adjacent to
operators like “&”.


Table 9‑1.  Basic wildcard patterns


Character Description


? Matches any single character.


For example, server?.example.com matches server3.example.com and serverB.example.com, but not
server10.example.com.


* Matches an arbitrary string of characters. The string can be empty.


For example, server*.example.com matches server-ny.example.com and server.example.com (an empty
match).
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Table 9‑1.  Basic wildcard patterns (Continued)


Character Description


[set] Matches any single character that appears within [set]; or, if the first character of [set] is (^), any single
character that is not in the set. A hyphen (-) within [set] indicates a range, so that [a-d] is equivalent to
[abcd]. The character before the hyphen (-) must precede the character after it or the range will be empty.
The character (^) in any position except the first, or a hyphen (-) at the first or last position, has no special
meaning.


For example, server[789-].example.com matches server7.example.com through server9.example.com,
but not server6.example.com. It also matches server-.example.com.


For example, server[^12].example.com does not match server1.example.com or server2.example.com,
but will match server8.example.com.


<n1-n2> Matches numbers in a given range. Both n1 and n2 must be strings of digits, which represent
nonnegative integer values. The matching characters are a non-empty string of digits whose value, as a
nonnegative integer, is greater than or equal to n1 and less than or equal to n2. If either end of the range
is omitted, no limitation is placed on the accepted number.


For example, 98.49.<1-100>.10 matches a range of IPv4 addresses from 98.49.1.10 through
98.49.100.10.


Example of an omitted high end of the range: <50-> matches any string of digits with a value greater than
or equal to 50.


Example of an omitted low end of the range: <-150> matches any value between zero and 150.


For a more subtle example: The pattern <1-10>* matches 1, 2, up through 10, with * matching no
characters. Similarly, it matches strings like 9x, with * matching the trailing x. However, it does not match
11, because <1-10> always extracts the longest possible string of digits (11) and then matches only if the
number it represents is in range.


| Matches alternatives. For example,”ab|bc|cd” without spaces matches exactly the three following strings:
“ab”, “bc”, and “cd”. A | as the first or last character of a pattern accepts an empty string as a match.


Example with spaces “ab | bc” matches the strings “ab” and “ bc”.


\ Removes the special status, if any, of the following character. Backslash (\) has no special meaning
within a set ([set]) or range (<n1-n2>) construct.


Special characters for compound wildcard patterns are summarized in Compound wildcard patterns.


Character Description


& “And Also” for a compound wildcard pattern. If a component basic wildcard pattern is preceded by & (or is the
first basic wildcard pattern in the compound wildcard pattern), it must successfully match.


Example: *NY*&*Router* matches all strings that contain NY and also contain Router.


Example: <1-100>&*[02468] matches even numbers between 1 and 100 inclusive. The <1-100> component
only passes numbers in the correct range and the *[02468] component only passes numbers that end in an
even digit.


Example: *A*|*B*&*C* matches strings that contain either an A or a B, and also contain a C.


~ “Except” for a compound wildcard pattern (opposite function of &).If a component basic wildcard pattern is
preceded by ~, it must not match.


Example: 10.20.30.*~10.20.30.50 matches all devices on network 10.20.30 except 10.20.30.50.


Example: *Router*~*Cisco*&*10.20.30.*~10.20.30.<10-20>* matches a Router, except a Cisco router, with an
address on network 10.20.30, except not 10.20.30.10 through 10.20.30.20.
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Preface 1
As part of an effort to improve its product lines, VMware periodically releases revisions of its software and
hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not be supported by all versions of
the software or hardware currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date
information on product features.


Contact your VMware technical support professional if a product does not function properly or does not
function as described in this document.


Note   This document was accurate at publication time. Go to VMware Online Support docs.vmware.com
to ensure that you are using the latest version of this document.


This chapter includes the following topics:
n Purpose


n Audience


Purpose
This document provides detailed information on attributes, events, root cause problems, notifications for
Network objects, Configuration settings, Discovery, Polling and Thresholds settings, Network topology
naming conventions, Audit logging and Wild card patterns.


Audience
This document is intended for IT managers and system administrators.
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VMware Smart Assurance IP
Manager installation directory 2
In this document, the term BASEDIR represents the location where VMware Smart Assurance software is
installed.


n For UNIX, this location is: /opt/InCharge/<productsuite>.


On UNIX operating systems, IP Manager is, by default, installed to: /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts. This
location is referred to as BASEDIR/smarts.


Optionally, you can specify the root of BASEDIR to be something different, but you cannot change the
<productsuite> location under the root directory.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides more information about the
directory structure of VMware Smart Assurance software.
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VMware Smart Assurance IP
Manager products 3
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager includes the following products:


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS
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IP Manager documentation 4
The following documents are relevant to users of the IP Manager product. Electronic versions of the
updated manuals are available at VMware Smart Assurance Online Support: docs.vmware.com


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Release Notes


n VMware Smart Assurance Open Source License and Copyright Information


n VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Topology Split Manager User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Troubleshooting Guide


n VMware Important Notice


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Certification Matrix
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Related documentation 5
The following VMware Smart Assurance publications provide additional information:


n VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) 1.11 Reference for Non-Service
Assurance Manager Products


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) Reference for Service Assurance
Manager


n Smarts Foundation EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance ASL Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Perl Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Dynamic Modeling Tutorial
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Conventions used in this
document 6
VMware uses the following conventions for special notices:


Note   NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions
VMware uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Bold Use for names of interface elements


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace
Use for:
n System output, such as an error message or script
n System code
n Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
n Commands and options


                      
  Monospace italic
                     


Use for variables.


                      
  Monospace bold
                     


Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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Where to get help 7
Smart Assurance support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information


For documentation, release notes, software updates, or information about VMware Smart Assurance
products, go to VMware Online Support at:


support.vmware.com


Technical support


Go to VMware Online Support and click Service Center. You will see several options for contacting
VMware Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, you must have a valid support
agreement. Contact your VMware sales representative for details about obtaining a valid support
agreement or with questions about your account.
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Your comments 8
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the
user publications. Provide your feedback of this document to:docs.vmware.com
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Network Objects 9
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Network containment


n Network Objects, Attributes, Exceptions, Faults, and Events


n System


n AggregatePort


n AggregateLink


n ESX Server Certification


n Cisco Nexus 1000v certification


n Cisco Unified Computing System Certification


n Host


n Switch


n Chassis


n Card


n Network adapter


n Wireless LAN


n Wirless LAN attributes in ICF Topology Manager


n WirelessAccessPoint


n WirelessClient


n SSID


n WirelessController


n AuthenticationServer


n Root-cause analysis of a wireless LAN


n Device connection


n Service access point
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n Logical link


n Partition


n Management agent


n Redundancy groups


n Processor


n Memory


n Disk


n File System


n PowerSupply


n VoltageSensor


n TemperatureSensor


n Fan


n DuplicateIP


n NAS IP Elements


n NAS Chassis


n Host (Celerra Control Station)


n FileServer


n FibreChannelSwitchPort


n PortLink


n Events for PortLink and FibreChannelSwitchPort


n External Polling Support for FibreChannelSwitchPort


n SM_ElementManager


Network containment
An object’s Containment view appears in a dialog box that organizes the information for the object into tab
pages and tables.


Network containment tab pages
The network tab pages that appear in a Containment view for a network object with IPv4 addressing and
IPv6 addressing contain the topology information listed in Network classes — Containment tab pages and
associated attributes.
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


WirelessController Processors DisplayName


CurrentUtilization


IP Networks NetworkNumber


Netmask


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


Memory DisplayName


Description


TotalMemory


FreeMemory


BufferMissPct


BufferUtilizationPct


LargestFreeBuffer


TotalBufferAllocationFailures


WirelessAccessPoints DisplayName


IsUnresponsive


Status


IsRogue


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Type


Name


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


WirelessAccessPoint IP Networks NetworkNumber


Netmask


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Type


Name


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


Bridge OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


CallServer File Systems


(Available only if IP Server
Performance Manager is in the
deployment)


Root


StorageSize


AvailableSpace


UtilizationPct


Disks


(Available only if IP Server
Performance Manager is in the
deployment)


DisplayName


MaxAvgDataRate


MaxAvgQueueDepth


OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


Memory


(Available only if IP Server
Performance Manager is in the
deployment)


DisplayName


Description


TotalMemory


FreeMemory


BufferMissPct


BufferUtilizationPct


LargestFreeBuffer


TotalBufferAllocationFailures


CallServer (continued) NetworkAdapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Type


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


IP Address Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


Processors


(Available only if IP Server
Performance Manager is in the
deployment)


DisplayName


CurrentUtilization


Host File Systems


(Available only if
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


Root


StorageSize


AvailableSpace


UtilizationPct


Disks


(Available only if
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


MaxAvgDataRate


MaxAvgQueueDepth


OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


Host (continued) Memory


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


Description


TotalMemory


FreeMemory


BufferMissPct


BufferUtilizationPct


LargestFreeBuffer


TotalBufferAllocationFailures


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Type


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


Processors


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


CurrentUtilization


FileServer IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory


Hub OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


LoadBalancer Processors


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


CurrentUtilization


OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


MediaGateway Processors


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or IP Server
Performance Manager is in
deployment)


DisplayName


CurrentUtilization


MediaGateway (continued) Memory


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or IP Server
Performance Manager is in
deployment)


DisplayName


Description


TotalMemory


FreeMemory


BufferMissPct


BufferUtilizationPct


LargestFreeBuffer


TotalBufferAllocationFailures


NetworkAdapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Type


Name


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


Environment


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or IP Server
Performance Manager is in
deployment)


DisplayName


CreationClassName


Status


IP Address Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


Node OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Type


Name


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


Probe OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


Router Processors


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


CurrentUtilization
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory


Memory


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


Description


TotalMemory


FreeMemory


BufferMissPct


BufferUtilizationPct


LargestFreeBuffer


TotalBufferAllocationFailures


Cards DisplayName


Description


Status


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Type


Name


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


Environment


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


CreationClassName


Status


Router (continued) IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


IPv6 Addresses Address


PrefixLength


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


IPv6 Networks NetworkNumber


PrefixLength


Firewall Processors


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


CurrentUtilization


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


Multilayer Switch Feature Card (MSFC)


Router Switch Feature Card (RSFC)


Router Switch Module (RSM)


Network Adapter DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


Processors DisplayName


CurrentUtilization


IP Address Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


Memory DisplayName


Description


TotalMemory


FreeMemory


BufferMissPct


BufferUtilizationPct


LargestFreeBuffer
TotalBufferAllocationFailures
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


Cards DisplayName


Description


Status


Switch Processors


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


CurrentUtilization


Memory


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


Description


TotalMemory


FreeMemory


BufferMissPct


BufferUtilizationPct


LargestFreeBuffer


TotalBufferAllocationFailures


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Type


Name


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


Environment


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


CreationClassName


Status


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


TerminalServer File Systems


(Available only if
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


Root


StorageSize


AvailableSpace


UtilizationPct


TerminalServer (continued) Disks


(Available only if
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


AvgDataRate


AvgQueueDepth
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory


Memory


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


TotalMemory


FreeMemory


BufferMissPct


BufferUtilizationPct


LargestFreeBuffer


TotalBufferAllocationFailures


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


Processors


(Available only if
IP Performance Manager or
IP Server Performance Manager is in
the deployment)


DisplayName


CurrentUtilization


Card


Chassis


NASChassis


Hosts DisplayName


Vendor


Model


Description


IsUnresponsive


Location


PrimaryOwnerName


PrimaryOwnerContact
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


NetworkConnection


Cable


TrunkCable


Connected Systems DisplayName


Vendor


Model


Description


IsUnresponsive


Location


PrimaryOwnerName


PrimaryOwnerContact


Connected Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Type


Name


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


IP IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


Cards DisplayName


Status


IPv6 IPv6 Addresses Address


PrefixLength


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


Network Adapters DisplayName


AdminStatus


OperStatus


Mode


CurrentUtilization


PeerSystemName


Cards DisplayName


Status


IPv6 Networks NetworkNumber


PrefixLength


IP Addresses Address


Netmask


IPStatus


InterfaceName


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


OS OSType


OSVersion


AvgIOWaitPct


AvgRunnable


TotalPhysicalMemory


FreePhysicalMemory


IPv6Network Connected Systems DisplayName


Vendor


Model


Description


IsUnresponsive


Location


PrimaryOwnerName


PrimaryOwnerContact


VLAN Connected Systems DisplayName


Vendor


Model


Description


IsUnresponsive


Location


PrimaryOwnerName


PrimaryOwnerContact
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Table 9‑1.  Network classes — Containment tab pages and associated attributes (Continued)


Class name Network tab name Attributes in tab page


SystemRedundancyGroup


NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup


NetworkConnectionRedundancyGroup


HSRPGroup


VRRPGroup


HSRP Systems DisplayName


Vendor


Model


Description


IsUnresponsive


Location


PrimaryOwnerName


PrimaryOwnerContact


HSRP Interfaces DisplayName


Priority


State


InterfaceName


InterfaceNumber


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


SystemName


VRRP Systems DisplayName


Vendor


Model


Description


IsUnresponsive


Location


PrimaryOwnerName


PrimaryOwnerContact


VRRP Interface DisplayName


Priority


State


InterfaceName


InterfaceNumber


InterfaceAdminStatus


InterfaceOperStatus


SystemName


Network Objects, Attributes, Exceptions, Faults, and
Events
The sections that follow describe key attributes, diagnosed problems, generated exceptions, detected
events, and faults for the following categories of network object types in the IP Availability Manager and
IP Performance Manager data model:


n Systems


Represent computer-based entities. Examples of systems are Switch, Router, Hub, Bridge, and Host.
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n Physical packages


Represent physical objects that contain or host other components. Physical packages include Card,
Chassis, and Rack.


n Network adapters


A network adapter represents a Layer 2 connection point. Network adapters include Port and
Interface.


n Device connections


A device connection represents the path between a pair of network adapters. Device connections
include Cable, TrunkCable, and NetworkConnection.


n Service access points


A service access point describes a logical endpoint that can be used to gain access to some network
service. Examples of protocol endpoints are IP, IPv6, HSRPEndpoint, VRRPEndpoint, EVCEndPoints
and MAC.


Note   Service access points are often described as protocol endpoints.


n Logical links


A logical link models the path that connects service access points to each other. Examples of logical
links are IPNetwork, IPv6Network, and VLAN.


n Collections


A collection represents a group of managed objects. Collections include Partition.


n Management agents


A management agent is a logical object that contains the information necessary to represent,
configure, or manage some functionality provided by a system or software feature. Management
agents include SNMPAgent and VRAgent.


n Redundancy groups


A redundancy group is a logical object that contains two or more objects that participate in a
redundant configuration. Examples of redundancy groups are CardRedundancyGroup, HSRPGroup,
VRRPGroup, and SystemRedundancyGroup.


n Logical devices


A logical device is an emulation of a hardware entity that might or might not be realized in physical
hardware. Logical devices include:


n Processor


n Memory


n Disk


n FileSystem
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n PowerSupply


n VoltageSensor


n TemperatureSensor


n Fan


IP Performance Manager also instantiates device connection, collection, management agent, and
redundancy group object types, but because IP Performance Manager does no analysis for these
object types, they are not discussed here. Appendix A, "ECIM Instrumentation Class," in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide describes all of the object
types instantiated by IP Performance Manager.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide describes all of the object
types that are instantiated by IP Availability Manager.


All of the object types instantiated by IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager are
available to a Global Console attached to IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager,
and a subset are available to a Global Console attached to the Global Manager. “Network
topology” on page 32 provides a list of the object types imported by the Global Manager.


System
A system is a logically complete group of objects that provide services to users or other systems. Such
objects may include processors, memory, disks, filesystems, network adapters, and cards.


n Bridge — A protocol-independent system that connects two LAN segments.


n CallServer — A call server is a computer-based device dedicated to delivering call management and
hosting a call manager network service. A host is represented as CallServer by
IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager if it has VoIP-related data. This allows VoIP
domain managers to fetch the topology from IP server for VoIP-specific discovery and root cause
analysis.


n FileServer — A system that hosts file shares.


n Firewall — A system that controls the flow of traffic between networks.


n Host — A general purpose computer, such as a workstation or server.


A blade server is represented as a host. The individual blades are represented as hosts and switches
under the ComposedOf relationship.


n Hub — A system that connects multiple physical segments. Active hubs are multiport repeaters,
which means that they repeat signals received on any port to all the other ports.


n Hybrid Device — A hybrid device is a device that can be configured as a router, switch, or both. In
IP Availability Manager a hybrid device is identified by the relationships between the device and its
sub-modules, such as firewalls, wireless controllers, and loadbalancers. One example of a hybrid
device supported by IP Availability Manager is the Cisco Catalyst 6509 and 2811 switch.


n LoadBalancer — A system that distributes client traffic across multiple web servers.
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n MediaGateway — A Media gateway is a translation device or service that converts digital media
streams between disparate telecommunications networks. A switch is represented as MediaGateway
by IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager if it has VoIP related data. This allows VoIP
domain managers to fetch the topology from IP server for VoIP specific discovery and root cause
analysis.


n Multilayer Switch Feature Card (MSFC) — A card in a switch that performs routing between VLANs.


n Node — A system that is monitored by using generic network management instrumentation. Nodes
are probed for standard MIB-II information, but not for enterprise-specific information such as system
resources.


n Probe — A system that monitors networks or other systems. An example is a Remote Monitoring
(RMON) probe.


n Router — A system or, in some cases, software in a computer that determines the next network point
to which a packet should be forwarded as it travels towards its destination. A router is connected to at
least two networks and decides which way to send each information packet based on its current
understanding of the state of the networks to which the router is connected.


A router might also be a virtual router, which is a software emulation of a router implemented within a
physical router or switch. Each virtual router has its own independent IP routing and forwarding
tables, which permit the same routing and forwarding of packets as with a standard router. Virtual
routers are often used with VPNs to allow a greater separation of VPN traffic while using the same
equipment.


n Router Switch Feature Card (RSFC) — A card in a Catalyst switch that runs Cisco IOS router
software and is used to perform routing between VLANs.


n Router Switch Module (RSM) — A card in a switch that performs routing between VLANs.


n Switch — A system that switches packets, typically at wire speeds, between physically separate
network segments.


n TerminalServer — A specialized system that connects terminals to a network.


n Uncertified — An uncertified object identifies a system that has yet to be certified by VMware, Inc..


Attributes for System
Attributes for System lists some key attributes for system.
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Table 9‑2.  Attributes for System


Attribute Description Allowed values


AccessMode Mode to access this system. Enum:
n ICMPONLY
n ICMPSNMP
n SNMPONLY


Certification Defines the level of certification that this system has in
the discovery process:
n GENERIC indicates that the OID for this system is


not recognized; this system is classified as
GENERIC and is added to the Node class.


n TEMPLATE indicates that this system is
recognized, but no information about the MIBs that
this system supports is known.


n CERTIFIED indicates that this system has the
highest level of certification and is discovered by
using enterprise MIBs and standard MIB-II data.


n UNDISCOVERED indicates that this system is
undiscovered.


Enum:
n GENERIC
n TEMPLATE
n CERTIFIED
n UNDISCOVERED


DiscoveryErrorInfo Message describing the last discovery error for this
system; for example:


No response from Ping


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this system;
for example:


qa-switch.smarts.com


String


IsAddressable TRUE if this system is IP addressable. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsDiscoveryInProgress TRUE if discovery is in progress for this system. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsSeed TRUE if this system is added as a seed system. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsUnresponsive TRUE if this system is not responding to ICMP and
ICMPv6 pings or SNMP polls.


(FALSE if this system is responding to ICMP pings
and/or SNMP polls.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Model Name by which this system is generally known; for
example:


WS-C3550-24


String


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
system; for example:


qa-switch.smarts.com


String


NumberOfInterfaces Number of interfaces discovered for this system; for
example:


4


Integer
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Table 9‑2.  Attributes for System (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


NumberOfIPs Number of IP endpoints (IP addresses) discovered for
this system; for example:


13


Integer


NumberOfIPv6s Number of IPv6 endpoints (IPv6 addresses) discovered
for this system; for example:


13


Integer


NumberOfNetworkAdapters Number of network adapters (ports and interfaces)
discovered for this system; for example:


28


Integer


NumberOfPorts Number of ports discovered for this system; for
example:


24


Integer


OSVersion Software version of this system's operating system. String


ReadCommunity SNMP read community string for this system; for
example:


public


String


SNMPAddress Primary address used to contact the SNMP agent
running on this system.


Note   If this system hosts more than one network
address, another address might be currently being used
to contact the SNMP agent.


String


SupportsSNMP TRUE if this system is manageable through SNMP. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


SystemObjectID System object identifier associated with the vendor of
this system. For example:


.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.366


String


Type Type of this system; for example:


SWITCH


Enum:
n HOST
n ROUTER
n SWITCH
n HUB
n SERVER
n BRIDGE
n REPEATER
n PROBE
n OTHER
n TERMINALSERVER
n MEDIAGATEWAY


Vendor Name of this system’s supplier. String
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Root-cause problems for System
A system can be a switch, router, hub, bridge, host, or other computer-based network entity. The following
root-cause problems are diagnosed for system:


n Down


n Unstable


System Down
Down indicates that a system has failed. For example, Router Down indicates that a router has failed. A
system failure causes all ports or interfaces on the system and all objects accessed through the system to
be unreachable.


The events used as symptoms to diagnose Down vary. It depends on whether the system is connected to
other systems by a physical or logical link. When a system is not connected to other systems, the event is
system Unresponsive.


When a system is connected to one or more systems, the events used as symptoms to diagnose system
Down include:


n MightBeDown for the system itself and any connected systems.


n DetectedProblemSymptomImported for any peer network adapter and any peer subinterfaces.


System Unstable
Unstable indicates that a system has repeatedly restarted over a short period of time and is considered
unstable. The RestartTrapThreshold and the RestartTrapWindow parameters in the Connectivity setting
for the “System Resources Groups” threshold group control the analysis for a system unstable condition.
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide provides information about
these parameters.


“Diagnosis of Unstable Objects” on page 129 provides information about how IP Availability Manager
concludes that a system is unstable.


The event used as a symptom to diagnose a system Unstable problem is SNMPAgent RepeatedRestarts.


Exceptions for System by IP Availability Manager
IP Availability Manager generates an exception for a system when it diagnoses one or more root-cause
problems for the affected system. For example, when IP Availability Manager diagnoses SNMPAgent
NotResponding for a system, IP Availability Manager also generates a ConnectivityException.


Likewise, when IP Availability Manager detects an event such as SNMPAgent RepeatedRestarts for a
system, IP Availability Manager generates an OperationalException.
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System ConnectivityException
ConnectivityException is an aggregate event that indicates that one or more connectivity-related root-
cause problems exist for a particular system or one of its components. For example, if the system is down
or one of its ports is down, a ConnectivityException will be generated for the system.


Root-cause problems that result in a ConnectivityException include:


n System Down


n System Unstable


n SNMPAgent NotResponding


n Network adapter Down


n Network adapter Unstable


n Network adapter LogicalConnectionDown


n Network adapter Disabled


n Card Down


System OperationalException
OperationalException is an aggregate event that indicates that a system or one of its components is not
functioning properly. For example, if the system is unresponsive or its SNMPAgent is repeatedly
restarting.


Events that cause an OperationalException include:


n System Unresponsive


n SNMPAgent Unresponsive


n SNMPAgent RepeatedRestarts


n Card OperationallyDown


n Network adapter BackupActivated


n Network adapter ExceededMaximumUptime


Exceptions for System by IP Performance Manager
IP Performance Manager generates an exception for a system when it detects a performance fault for
one or more of its components. The components of a system include network adapters (ports or
interfaces), processors, memory, disks, file systems, power supplies, voltage sensors, temperature
sensors, and fans.
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System PerformanceException
A system PerformanceException indicates that at least one of a system’s network adapters is
misconfigured or is exhibiting utilization conditions that affect an adapter’s ability to receive or process
packets.


Network adapter faults that result in a system PerformanceException are described in Network adapter.


System ErrorException
A system ErrorException indicates that a network adapter is experiencing transmission or functional
problems, resulting in an abnormal number of errors.


The network adapter fault (HighErrorRate) that results in a system ErrorException is described in Network
adapter.


System ResourceException
A system ResourceException indicates that processor or memory faults are occurring because a system
does not have enough processor or memory resources to process the current traffic load. For a host
system, a ResourceException might also indicate that the utilization of the host’s file system is higher than
normal. File System monitoring and analysis is available through IP Server Performance Manager only.


Processor, memory, and file system faults that result in a system ResourceException are described in 
Processor, Memory, and File System.


System OperationalException
A system OperationalException indicates that a system or a system component such as, Card, Disk, File
System or NetworkAdapter is experiencing operational failures.


Disk faults that result in a system OperationalException are described in Disk.


System PowerSupplyException
A system PowerSupplyException indicates that power supply or voltage conditions around a system
present a potential hazard.


Power supply and voltage faults that result in a system PowerSupplyException are described in
PowerSupply and VoltageSensor.


System TemperatureException
A system TemperatureException indicates that the temperature conditions around the system present a
potential hazard.


Temperature and fan faults that result in a system TemperatureException are described in
TemperatureSensor and Fan.
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Events for System
Events for System lists the events detected for system and used as symptoms for root-cause analysis.
Unresponsive and DiscoveryError are exported to the Global Manager.


Table 9‑3.  Events for System


Event Description


MightBeDown Indicates that all of the system’s HostAccessPoints (IP interfaces) and HostServices
(SNMPAgent) are not responding and that the system is logically near the root-cause problem.


(For internal codebook correlation use only.)


Unresponsive Indicates that all of the system’s HostAccessPoints (IP interfaces) and HostServices
(SNMPAgent) are not responding.


DiscoveryError Indicates that an error occurred while rediscovering the system.


DiscoveryInProgress Indicates that discovering the system is in progress.


A DiscoveryError indicates that the discovery process did not rediscover a system. Any root-cause
problem diagnosed by IP Availability Manager can explain a discovery error. For example, a
DiscoveryError might result if a system is diagnosed as Down and is not, therefore, reachable during
rediscovery.


A DiscoveryError is detected under the following conditions:


n SNMP request times out


n SNMPAgent encounters a loop


n System Down


n Qualified access address not found


n A previously discovered system fails authentication


The condition is listed in the DiscoveryErrorInfo attribute of a DiscoveryError notification. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide provides information about
resolving DiscoveryErrors.


Note   The Out of License event may also occur during discovery. This event stops the discovery
process if more systems are discovered than are permitted with your VMware Smart Assurance
volume licenses. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide provides
information about the effects of this event.


AggregatePort
The AggregatePort class represents the logical grouping of ports in the IP Availability Manager.


An AggregatePort is defined by the following relationships:
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Relationships
n AggregatePort Bridges/BridgedVia relationship with MAC


n ComposedOf/PartOf relationship with adapter


n ConnectedVia/ConnectedSystems relationship with AggregateLink


n NeighboringSystems relationship with Switch


n PartOf/MemberOf relationship with Switch and VLAN


n Peer relationship with AggregatePort


n VirtualBridges/VirtualBridgedVia relationship with MAC


Events and attributes of AggregatePort
Events for the class AggregatePort lists the events generated for the class AggregatePort.


Table 9‑4.  Events for the class AggregatePort


Events Description


Disabled Indicates that a disabled AggregatePort is the root cause.


Down Indicates that a failure on an AggregatePort is the root cause


LogicalConnectionDown Indicates a fault within the wide area network


Unstable Indicates that an AggregatePort is not stable.


ReducedRedundancy Indicates that at least one component is not functioning but the total number of functioning
components is above the AtRiskThreshold.


UnbalancedAdapterUtilization Indicates that the difference between the mean utilization of the group and utilization of one
or more members of the group is above the UtilizationDiscrepancyThreshold.


This event is generated when Port 1 deviation or Port 2 deviation >
UtilizationDiscrepancyThreshold, where:
n Port 1 deviation = Absolute (Port 1 Utilization - mean)
n Port 2 deviation = Absolute (Port 2 Utilization - mean)
n Mean = (Port 1 utilization + Port 2 utilization)/2


Events of vAggregate Port
Events for vAggregatePort lists the events that are generated for vAggregatePort.


Table 9‑5.  Events for vAggregatePort


Events Description


ReducedPeerLink Indicates that at least one of the constituent adapter of Aggregated Peer Link adapter is
operationally down.


ReducedRedundancy Indicates at least one component is not functioning but the total number of functioning
components is above AtRiskThreshold.
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Table 9‑5.  Events for vAggregatePort (Continued)


Events Description


Impaired Indicates that all the network adapters related to peer link is down.


AllComponentsDown Indicates that all the components in the vAggregate port group are down.


Attributes of the class AggregatePort/vAggregatePort lists the attributes of the class
AggregatePort/vAggregatePort.


Table 9‑6.  Attributes of the class AggregatePort/vAggregatePort


Attribute Allowed values Description


DesignatedBridge string The unique Bridge Identifier of the Bridge recorded as the
Root in the Configuration BPDUs transmitted by the
Designated Bridge for the segment to which the port is
attached.


DesignatedPort unsigned-int The Port Identifier of the port on the Designated Bridge for
this port's segment.


DuplexMode Enum Indicates whether the adapter is full-duplex or half-duplex.


FULLDUPLEX - indicates the adapter is full-duplex.


HALFDUPLEX - indicates the adapter is half-duplex.


If the value is UNSPECIFIED then the duplex mode is not
available.


DuplexSource Enum ASSUMED - Indicates the source for setting the adapter to
be full-duplex or half-duplex.


A value of ENTERPRISE_MIB indicates the duplex is set
by enterprise specific MIB.


A value of ETHERLIKE_MIB indicates the duplex is set by
the value of dot3StatsDuplexStatus in ETHERLIKE MIB.


A value of NEIGHBOR_MIB indicates the duplex is set by
neighbor MIB like Cisco CDP MIB.


A value of USER_CHANGED indicates the duplex is set by
the user.


A value of ASSUMED indicates the duplex is set based
upon the type of interface.


A value of NONE indicates the duplex is not set by any
sources.


The OTHER_SOURCE value is a placeholder for future
use.


InterfaceAlias String An alias name for the network adapter as specified by a
network manager.


InterfaceCode Enum Represents the interface types or protocols or
encapsulations.


InterfaceNumber Integer The InterfaceNumber is an integer value that uniquely
identifies this adapter within the scope of the containing
System.


IsConnectedToManagedSystem Boolean;


TRUE, FALSE


TRUE if the device connected to this Port is in the topology
and is managed.
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Table 9‑6.  Attributes of the class AggregatePort/vAggregatePort (Continued)


Attribute Allowed values Description


IsConnectedToSystem Boolean;


TRUE, FALSE


TRUE if the device connected to this Port is in the topology.


IsConnector Boolean;


TRUE, FALSE


TRUE if this Network Adapter is part of the networking
infrastructure, for example, a router or trunk port as
opposed to a user access port.


IsFlapping Boolean;


TRUE, FALSE


TRUE - Indicates that the port or interface is flapping.
FALSE - Indicates that the port or interface is not flapping.


IsLogicalConnectionDownEnabled Boolean;


TRUE, FALSE


TRUE - if the LogicalConnectionDown problem is enabled.


MaximumUptime Integer The maximum length of time, in seconds, that an
ONDEMAND or BACKUP NetworkAdapter may be in the
UP state before the event ExceededMaximumUptime is
notified. If this attribute is set to 0, the event is disabled.


ManagedState Enum MANAGED - Used to keep track of the management status
of this logical device. Allows the software to restore the
device's implicit management status if it is explicitly
unmanaged and when remanaged.


MaxSpeed Integer The maximum speed, in Bits per Second, for the
NetworkAdapter.


MaxTransferUnit Integer The size of the largest datagram which can be
sent/received on the interface, specified in octets. For
interfaces that are used for transmitting network
datagrams, this is the size of the largest network datagram
that can be sent on the interface.


Mib2IfType Integer A numerical representation of the interface type.


Mode Enum Indicates the intended purpose of this adapter:
n Backup
n Dial-on-demand
n Normal


The diagnostics applied to a particular adapter will vary
based on its mode. For instance, an alert should not be
generated when a backup or dial-on-demand adapter is
down.


MonitoringEnabled Boolean;


TRUE, FALSE


Indicates whether monitoring is enabled or not.


PortKey String A unique value that identifies this Port from other Ports
within the scope of the containing System. The PortKey is
typically used to identify the Port to the Instrumentation.
Depending on the vendor implementation, the PortKey may
or may not be equivalent to the PortNumber, which may or
may not be equivalent to the InterfaceKey.


PortNumber Integer A value that uniquely identifies this Port within the scope of
the containing System.
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Table 9‑6.  Attributes of the class AggregatePort/vAggregatePort (Continued)


Attribute Allowed values Description


PortType Enum The type of Port represented by this object. Valid values:


TRUNK


ACCESS (default)


SuppressTestingNotifications Boolean


TRUE, FALSE


If TRUE then do not generate a problem alert when the
adapter is in testing mode.


Root-cause analysis of vAggregate Port
Root-cause analysis of vAggregatePort lists the root-cause analysis for AggregatePort and the impacted
class.


Table 9‑7.  Root-cause analysis of vAggregatePort


Root-cause
Impacted
class


Events on the impacted
class Comments


TrunkCable:Down vAggregatePor
t


ReducedPeerLink This event is generated for vPC peer port failures.


Note   It is not applicable for member ports.


Impaired This event is generated for vPC peer port failures.


Note   It is not applicable for member ports.


ReducedRedundancy/AtRisk The generation of the vAggregatePort event depends
on the value of AtRiskThreshold.


AllComponentsDown There can be multiple TrunkCable:Down problems
that explain the AllComponentsDown event for
vAggregatePort.


Port:Disabled vAggregatePor
t


Impaired This event is generated for vPC peer port failures.


Note   It is not applicable for member ports.


ReducedRedundancy/AtRisk The generation of the vAggregatePort event depends
on the value of AtRiskThreshold.


Switch:Down vAggregatePor
t


Impaired This event is generated for vPC peer port failures.


Note   It is not applicable for member ports.


AllComponentsDown There can be multiple TrunkCable:Down problems
that explain the AllComponentsDown event for
vAggregatePort.


AggregatePort:Down vAggregatePor
t


AllComponentsDown There can be multiple TrunkCable:Down problems
that explain the AllComponentsDown event for
vAggregatePort.
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AggregateLink
AggregateLink represents the logical link between the AggregatePorts, configured to combine multiple
network connections in parallel to increase throughput beyond what a single connection could sustain.


Relationships
The class AggregateLink is defined by the following relationships:


n A_End relationship with AggregatePort


n ComposedOf/PartOf relationship with TrunkCable


n ConnectedSystems/NeighboringSystems relationship with Switch/Router


n ConnectedTo/ConnectedVia relationship with AggregatePort


n Z_End relationship with AggregatePort


Events and attributes of AggregateLink
Events generated for AggregateLink lists the events that are generated for AggregateLink.


Table 9‑8.  Events generated for AggregateLink


Events Description


Down Indicates that the physical connection between two network adapters is down.


DownOrFlapping Indicates that one or both of the network adapters on either end of the network connection have a value
of UP for AdminStatus attribute and a value of DOWN for OperStatus or a value of TRUE for the
IsFlapping attribute.


Unstable Indicates that the physical connection between two network adapters is unstable.


Attributes of AggregateLink lists the attributes of AggregateLink.


Table 9‑9.  Attributes of AggregateLink


Attribute Allowed values Description


VMwareCollectionEnabled Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


An attribute to enable or disable the
discovery of the entity addressed by this
ConnectivityCollection.


IsLogicalConnectionDownEnabled Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


TRUE - If the LogicalConnectionDown
problem is enabled.


IsNetworkAdapterDownOrFlapping Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


TRUE - Indicates that at least one
connected port or interface is
operationally down or flapping.


FALSE - Indicates that no connected port
or interface is operationally down or
flapping.
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Table 9‑9.  Attributes of AggregateLink (Continued)


Attribute Allowed values Description


IsNetworkAdapterFlapping Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


TRUE - Indicates that at least one
connected port or interface is flapping.


FALSE - Indicates that no connected port
or interface is flapping.


IsNetworkConnectionNotOperating Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


TRUE - Indicates that the network
connection is not operating


FALSE - Indicates that the network
connection is working.


DuplexMode Enum Indicates whether the adapter is full-
duplex or half-duplex. A value of
FULLDUPLEX indicates that the adapter
is full-duplex. A value of HALFDUPLEX
indicates that the adapter is half-duplex.
If the value is UNSPECIFIED, then the
duplex mode is not available.


ESX Server Certification
The VMware ESX server has been certified as a host.


Attributes for ESX Host
The attributes listed in Attributes of ESX Host distinguishes an ESX host from a normal host.


Table 9‑10.  Attributes of ESX Host


Attribute Descripton Type Values


Vendor The name of the system’s supplier String VMWARE


Model The name by which the system is generally
known.


String ESX


Root cause, Exceptions, and Events
All Root-cause problems for System are applicable for ESX Server.


All Exceptions for System by IP Availability Manager and Exceptions for System by IP Performance
Manager are applicable for ESX Server.


All events listed in Root cause, Exceptions, and Events are applicable for ESX Server.


Cisco Nexus 1000v certification
The Cisco Nexus 1000V switch, with system ObjectID .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.840, has been recertified as
vSwitch.
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Attributes for Cisco Nexus 1000v
Attributes of vSwitch lists the new attribute for the class vSwitch.


Table 9‑11.  Attributes of vSwitch


Attribute Description Allowed Values


Type The Type attribute coarsely classifies the ComputerSystem. This attribute is used
primarily for display purposes only. The actual capabilities of a ComputerSystem are
reflected in the LogicalDevices, Services, and ServiceAccessPoints related to it.


Enum:


VIRTUALSWITCH


Events and Exceptions
All Exceptions for System by IP Availability Manager and Exceptions for System by IP Performance
Manager are applicable for Cisco Nexus 1000V switch.


All events listed in Events and Exceptions are applicable for Cisco Nexus 1000v.


Cisco Unified Computing System Certification
The Cisco Unified Computing System (Cisco UCS) is a next-generation data center platform that unites
compute, network, storage access, and virtualization into a cohesive system designed to reduce total cost
of ownership (TCO) and increase business agility.


Attributes and MIB Object IDs lists the attributes and the MIB ObjectIDs of the Cisco UCS entity
(ComputeFabric) and the Cisco UCS chassis (BladeEnclosureManager).


Table 9‑12.  Attributes and MIB Object IDs


Managed Object Attribute Attribute type MIB ObjectID


ComputeFabric CIM_Name,


DisplayName


Octet string cucsTopSystemName


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.49.3.1.7


SystemName Octet string cucsTopSystemAddress


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.49.3.1.4


SystemMode Octet string cucsTopSystemMode


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.49.3.1.6


BladeEnclosureManag
er


indexVal Gauge cucsEquipmentChassisId


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.7.1.20


CIM_Name Octet string cucsEquipmentChassisDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.7.1.2


AdminState Integer cucsEquipmentChassisAdminState
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.7.1.4


SerialNumber Octet string cucsEquipmentChassisSerial


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.7.1.32


DisplayName Octet string cucsEquipmentChassisUsrLbl


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.7.1.34
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Table 9‑12.  Attributes and MIB Object IDs (Continued)


Managed Object Attribute Attribute type MIB ObjectID


Vendor String cucsEquipmentChassisVendor
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.7.1.35


Model String cucsEquipmentChassisModel
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.7.1.25


Attributes and events
This section describes the attributes and events generated for ComputeFabric and
BladeEnclosureManager.


Attributes of ComputeFabric
Attributes of ComputeFabric lists the attributes of ComputeFabric.


Table 9‑13.  Attributes of ComputeFabric


Attribute Description Allowed values


BackplaneUtilization Percentage of bandwidth utilization for the chassis
backplane as reported by the instrumentation.


Numeric (float)


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this chassis. String


IsAnySystemResponsive TRUE if any system packaged by this chassis is responding
to ICMP and ICMPv6 pings or SNMP polls or both.


Boolean: TRUE or FALSE


Location Specifies the position and address of this chassis. String


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this chassis.
For example, Blade-Enclosure-<name of the blade
enclosure instance>


String


SerialNumber Indicates the version of this chassis. String
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Table 9‑13.  Attributes of ComputeFabric (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


Status Reflects the current state of the chassis as reported by the
instrumentation:
n OK indicates that this chassis is operating normally.
n MARGINAL indicates that this chassis is partially


operational.
n CRITICAL indicates that this chassis is not operational.
n OTHER indicates that the status of this chassis is other


than OK, MARGINAL, or CRITICAL, or is an
unrecognized SNMP error.


n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB Status value for
this chassis is missing.


n IP Availability Manager sets a chassis’ Status value to
NOTPRESENT when receiving one of the following
SNMP errors:


n SNMP_EXP_NOSUCHOBJECT
n SNMP_ERR_NOSUCHNAME
n SNMP_EXP_NOSUCHINSTANCE
n SNMP_EXP_ENDOFMIB
n UNKNOWN is the default Status value before sending


SNMP polls to this chassis.


Enum:
n OK
n MARGINAL
n CRITICAL
n OTHER
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


SystemName Name of the system containing this chassis. String


Tag Uniquely identifies this chassis and serves as the chassis’
key. The Tag property can contain information such as
asset tag or serial number data.


String


Mode Defines the ComputeFabric configuration mode, whether
the ComputeFabric will operate as a standalone element or
as a part of a cluster.


String


ManagementAddress The Management IP address of the ComputeFabric
Equipment.


String


IsManaged The IsManaged attribute determines if an
ICIM_ManagedSystemElement should be monitored by the
management system. An unmanaged object will never have
associated instrumentation. This attribute is read-only.


Boolean: TRUE or FALSE


KEYS Types and Names of key attributes defined in CIM model. String


MonitoringEnabled Indicates if monitoring is enabled for the ComputeFabric. Boolean: TRUE or FALSE


CreationClassName The creation class name attribute defined in CIM model. String


ServiceName Name of external server used for imported events and
instrumented attributes.


String
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Table 9‑13.  Attributes of ComputeFabric (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


Status Reflects the current state of the package as reported by the
instrumentation.
n OK indicates that the package is operating normally.
n CRITICAL indicates that the package is at critical


status.
n MARGINAL indicates that the package is at marginal


status.
n OTHER indicates that the status of the package is other


than the above or unrecognized SNMP error.
n NOTPRESENT indicates the package MIB value


missing.
n UNKNOWN indicates the default value before SNMP


polling.


Enum


Tag Uniquely identifies the physical element and serves as the
element's key. The Tag property can contain information
such as an asset tag or serial number. The key for
ICIM_PhysicalElement is placed very high in the object
hierarchy in order to independently identify the
hardware/entity, regardless of physical placement in or on
cabinets, adapters. For example, a hot-swappable or
removable component may be taken from its containing
(scoping) package and be temporarily unused. The object
still continues to exist and may even be inserted into a
different scoping container. Therefore, the key for physical
element is an arbitrary string and is defined independently
of any placement or location-oriented hierarchy.


String


Type Functional type of this physical package. String


Events for ComputeFabric
Events generated for ComputeFabric lists the events generated for ComputeFabric


Table 9‑14.  Events generated for ComputeFabric


Events Description


BackplaneUtilizationException Indicates that the data being transmitted over the chassis's backplane
has exceeded BackplaneUtilizationThreshold.


Down Indicates that a faulty chassis is the root cause.


Attributes of BladeEnclosureManager
Attributes of BladeEnclosureManager lists the attributes of BladeEnclosureManager.
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Table 9‑15.  Attributes of BladeEnclosureManager


Attributes Description Allowed values


AccessMode The mode to access a system. It can have one of the following
values:
n ICMPONLY
n SNMPONLY
n ICMPSNMP


enum


AprioriProbability_Down Float


BridgeAddress The bridge address as defined in RFC1493. String


Certification Defines the level of certification that this device has in the discovery
process:
n UNSUPPORTED — Deprecated.
n GENERIC — Indicates that the System Object ID for the device


is not recognized and the device will be classified as GENERIC
and added to the Node class. Standard


n MIB-II data is used to perform analysis on the device.
n TEMPLATE — Indicates that this system is recognized, but no


information about the MIBs that this system supports is known.
n CERTIFIED — Indicates that the device has the highest level of


certification and is discovered using enterprise MIBs as well as
standard MIB-II data.


n VALIDATED — Deprecated.
n UNDISCOVERED — Indicates the system is undiscovered.


enum


DiscoveredFirstAt The time when the first discovery probe of this system occurred. String


DiscoveredLastAt The time when the last discovery probe of this system occurred. String


DiscoveredLastAtToSeconds The numeric time when the last discovery probe of this System
occurred.


Integer


DiscoveryErrorInfo A message that describes the last discovery error for this system. String


Domain The domain to which the system belongs. String


HasIPAddresses Indicates if the BladeEnclosureManager has an IP address. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


HasIPv6Addresses Indicates if the BladeEnclosureManager has an IPv6 address. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


indexVal String


IsAddressable Set to TRUE if the system is IP addressable. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsDiscoveryInProgress TRUE if discovery in progress for this system. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsEveryIPUnresponsive Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsEveryIPv6Unresponsive Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE
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Table 9‑15.  Attributes of BladeEnclosureManager (Continued)


Attributes Description Allowed values


IsEveryNeighborUnresponsive Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsEveryServiceUnresponsive Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsManaged Determines if an ICIM_ManagedSystemElement should be
monitored by the management system. An unmanaged object will
never have associated instrumentation.


This attribute is read-only.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsMightBeDown Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsProxy TRUE - if this is a proxy of remote system. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsSeed TRUE if the system is added as seed. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsUnmanagedOrUnresponsive Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsUnmanagedOrUnresponsive_inte
rnal


n TRUE - Indicates that the system is not responding to ICMP
pings or SNMP polls.


n FALSE - Indicates that the system is responding to ICMP pings
and/or SNMP polls.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsUnresponsive n TRUE - Indicates that the system is not responding to ICMP
pings or SNMP polls.


n FALSE - Indicates that the system is responding to ICMP pings
and/or SNMP polls.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


KEYS Types and Names of key attributes defined in CIM model. String


Location A description of where this System is located. String


Model The name by which the System is generally known. String


MonitoringEnabled Indicates of monitoring is enabled for the system. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Vendor The name of the System's supplier. String


Name Name of the object. For example, Blade-Enclosure-Manager-1 String


ManagedByAgentIP The IP address of the SNMP Agent by which the
BladeEnclosureManager is being Managed.


String


Events for BladeEnclosureManager
Events generated for BladeEnclosureManager lists the events that are generated for
BladeEnclosureManager.
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Table 9‑16.  Events generated for BladeEnclosureManager


Events Description


ConnectivityException Indicates that one or more connectivity-related root-cause failures for a particular
system or one of its components.


DiscoveryError Indicates that an error occurred while discovering the system. DiscoveryError is
notified under the following circumstances: - SNMP requests times out - SNMP
agent encounters a loop - system is unreachable (Down) - Qualified access
address not found.


DiscoveryInProgress Indicates that discovering the system is in progress.


Down Indicates that the root cause is a failed system.


ErrorException Indicates that one or more error-related failures exist for the network adapters of a
particular system.


MightBeDown Indicates that the system is not responding to SNMP polls or ICMP pings and is
logically near the root-cause problem.


OperationalException Indicates that one or more operational-related failures exist for a particular system
or one of its components.


PerformanceException Indicates that one or more performance-related failures exist for the network
adapters of a particular system.


PowerSupplyException Indicates that one or more voltage or power supply faults exist for a particular
system.


ResourceException Indicates that one or more processor or memory related faults exist for a particular
system.


TemperatureException Indicates that one or more fan or temperature related faults exist for a particular
system.


Unresponsive Indicates that all of the system's IPv4 and IPv6 addresses not responding and the
SNMPAgent is not responding as well.


Unstable Indicates that the system is continuously restarting itself.


Discovery and monitoring
This section lists the attributes and the MIB Object IDs using which the Cisco UCS components are
discovered and monitored.


n Discovery of Cards (Fabric Extender) on the BladeEnclosureManager


n Discovery of Fabric Ports on Cards (Fabric Extender) of the BladeEnclosureManager (Chassis)


n Discovery of Cards on the Fabric Interconnect switch


n Discovery of Ethernet Ports on Cards of the Fabric Interconnect


n Discovery of Trunk Cable Connection between the Fabric Interconnect Switch and the Fabric
Extender


n Discovery of Host hosted by BladeServer
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Discovery of Cards (Fabric Extender) on the BladeEnclosureManager
The Fabric Extenders that are present on each BladeEnclosureManager are represented as Cards in the
IP topology. The existing Card model is being used to represent the Fabric Extenders.


Attribute of cards (Fabric Extender) lists the attributes of card (Fabric Extender).


Table 9‑17.  Attribute of cards (Fabric Extender)


Attribute Type MIB ObjectID Description


Integer cucsEquipmentIOCardPresence


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.30.1.31


If the value of the OID is equipped
(10) then IP creates the cards.


Name Octet String cucsEquipmentIOCardDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.30.1.2


Card name


Serial Number Octet String cucsEquipmentIOCardSerial


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.30.1.33


Serial number of the card


Location Octet String cucsEquipmentIOCardSide


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.30.1.34


Location of the card.


Status


(Monitoring)


Integer cucsEquipmentIOCardOperState


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.30.1.25


Provides the overall operation
state of the Fabric Extender.


Discovery of Fabric Ports on Cards (Fabric Extender) of the
BladeEnclosureManager (Chassis)
Attributes and MIB Object IDs of Fabric port lists the attributes and MIB Object IDs of Fabric port using
which you can discover and monitor a Fabric port present on Cards (Fabric Extender).


Table 9‑18.  Attributes and MIB Object IDs of Fabric port


Attribute Type MIB ObjectID Description


CIM Name String cucsEtherSwitchIntFIoDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.13.1.2


Provides the description of the
port.


Admin status Integer cucsEtherSwitchIntFIoAdminState


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.13.1.5


Provides the admin state of the
port.


OperStatus Integer cucsEtherSwitchIntFIoOperState


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.13.1.17


Provides the operational state of
the port.


Discovery of Cards on the Fabric Interconnect switch
Attributes and MIB Object IDs of cards lists the attributes and MIB Object IDs using which you can
discover the cards present on the Fabric Interconnect which is a part of the Cisco UCS Manager.
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Table 9‑19.  Attributes and MIB Object IDs of cards


Attribute Type MIB Object IDs Description


Integer cucsEquipmentSwitchCardState


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.70.1.16


If the value of the OID is online (4)
then IP creates the cards.


Name Octet string cucsEquipmentSwitchCardDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.70.1.2


Card name


Description Octet string cucsEquipmentSwitchCardDescr


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.70.1.4


Description of the card which
specifies whether it is a Supervisor
Module or the FC Module.


Serial Number Octet string cucsEquipmentSwitchCardSerial


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.70.1.15


Serial number of the card.


Status


(Monitoring)


Integer cucsEquipmentSwitchCardOperState


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.70.1.9


It provides the overall operation
state of the Card


Discovery of Ethernet Ports on Cards of the Fabric Interconnect
MIB Object IDs of Fabric port on cards lists the Object IDs using which you can discover the Ethernet
Ports on cards present in the Fabric Interconnect.


Table 9‑20.  MIB Object IDs of Fabric port on cards


Attribute Type MIB OID Description


CIM Name Octet string cucsEtherPIoDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.6.1.2


Port description


Underlying MAC Octet string cucsEtherPIoMac


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.6.1.12


MAC address associated with the
port


Admin Status Integer cucsEtherPIoAdminState


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.6.1.4


Admin status of the port.


Type Integer cucsEtherPIoMode


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.6.1.13


Mode of the port


AdminStatus


(monitoring)


Integer cucsEtherPIoAdminState


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.6.1.4


Provides the administrative state of
the Port.


OperStatus


(monitoring)


Integer cucsEtherPIoOperState


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.6.1.17


Provides the operational state of
the Port.


Discovery of Trunk Cable Connection between the Fabric Interconnect
Switch and the Fabric Extender
MIB Object IDs of Ethernet Ports lists the MIB Object IDs using which you can discover the connections
present between the Fabric Interconnect Switch and the Fabric Extenders (BladeEnclosureManager).
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Table 9‑21.  MIB Object IDs of Ethernet Ports


MIB Object IDs Type Description


cucsEtherPIoDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.6.1.2


Integer Ethernet port name


cucsEtherPIoPeerDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.6.1.18


Octet string Peer Port Name


cucsEtherSwitchIntFIoDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.16.13.1.2


Octet string Fabric Ports Name


Discovery of Host hosted by BladeServer
MIB Object IDs of Host (Blade Server) on the BladeEnclosureManager lists the MIB Object IDs using
which you can discover the connections present between the Fabric Interconnect Switch and the hosts in
a Blade Server.


Table 9‑22.  MIB Object IDs of Host (Blade Server) on the BladeEnclosureManager


MIB Object IDs Description


cucsVnicEtherAddr


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.53.9.1.5


Virtual NIC Ethernet Address


cucsVnicEtherEquipmentDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.53.9.1.9


Name of the Equipment


To discover the host in the Blade Server present in the Cisco UCS chassis, IP stores all the MAC
addresses relevant to Blade Servers in the memory. When you discover the host independently and the
MAC address that belongs to the list of MAC addresses found from the Cisco UCS, then IP creates the
ComposedOf relationship between the host and the chassis. The creation of this relationship takes place
during post-processing.


Note   The Object IDs are the Ethernet Address (MAC) of the each entities (BladeServers) present on the
Cisco UCS Chassis.


Faults and Exceptions
Faults and exceptions generated for BladeEnclosureManager lists the components of a Blade Enclosure
Manager that is monitored by IP Performance Manager.


Table 9‑23.  Faults and exceptions generated for BladeEnclosureManager


Managed Object Exception Component Fault Threshold


BladeEnclosureManager PowerSupply PowerSupply StateNotNormal None


VoltageSensor OutOfRange RelativeVoltageThreshold


(Environment)
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Table 9‑23.  Faults and exceptions generated for BladeEnclosureManager (Continued)


Managed Object Exception Component Fault Threshold


Temperature TemperatureSensor OutOfRange RelativeTemperatureThreshold


(Environment)


Fan StateNotNormal None


Faults for PowerSupply
IP Performance Manager detects the PowerSupply StateNotNormal fault for power supplies. When a
power supply fault occurs, IP Performance Manager generates a system PowerSupplyException for the
BladeEnclosureManager.


A PowerSupply StateNotNormal fault indicates that the power supply is in CRITICAL state. The power
supply state can be one of four states:


n OK


n CRITICAL


n OTHER


n UNKNOWN


Faults for Fan
IP Performance Manager generates a StateNotNormal fault for Fan. When a fan fault occurs,
IP Performance Manager generates a system TemperatureException for the BladeEnclosureManager.


A Fan StateNotNormal fault indicates that the state of fan is in CRITICAL state. The Fan state can be one
of four states:


n OK


n CRITICAL


n OTHER


n UNKNOWN


Faults for TemperatureSensor
Faults and related thresholds for TemperatureSensor lists the faults detected for TemperatureSensor.


Table 9‑24.  Faults and related thresholds for TemperatureSensor


Temperature Fault Description Threshold


OutOfRange Indicates that the temperature for this system
is outside the normal operating range and
exceeds the RelativeTemperatureThreshold.


RelativeTemperatureThreshold
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When a temperature-related fault occurs, IP Performance Manager generates a system
TemperatureException for the BladeEnclosureManager.


Note   When the HighThreshold value exceeds the set value, then the TemperatureException is
generated by IP Performance Manager. The default value is set at 45 degrees. You can change the
threshold setting of this attribute in the Polling and Thresholds console to have the exception generated
for a desired value.


Faults for VoltageSensor
Faults for VoltageSensor lists the faults detected for VoltageSensor.


Table 9‑25.  Faults and related thresholds for VoltageSensor


Voltage Fault Description Threshold


OutOfRange Indicates that the voltage for this system is
outside the normal operating range and
exceeds the RelativeVoltageThreshold.


RelativeVoltageThreshold


When a voltage-related fault occurs, IP Performance Manager generates a system
PowerSupplyException for the BladeEnclosureManager.


Fabric Interconnect performance monitoring
IP Performance Manager discovers and monitors the following components of a Fabric Interconnect
switch:


n Temperature sensors


n Voltage sensors


n Power supply


n Fan


n Memory


Note   The discovery and monitoring of a processor is not supported as the MIB information is not
present.


Discovery and monitoring of temperature sensors
MIB Object ID of temperature sensor used for discovery lists the MIB Object IDs used for discovery of
temperature sensor in a Fabric Interconnect.
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Table 9‑26.  MIB Object ID of temperature sensor used for discovery


Attributes in IP MIB Attribute type MIB Object ID


DisplayName String cucsSwEnvStatsDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.2


NA Integer cucsSwEnvStatsFanCtrlrInlet1
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.4


NA Integer cucsSwEnvStatsFanCtrlrInlet2
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.8


NA Integer cucsSwEnvStatsFanCtrlrInlet3
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.12


NA Integer cucsSwEnvStatsFanCtrlrInlet4
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.16


NA Integer cucsSwEnvStatsMainBoardOutlet1
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.21


NA Integer cucsSwEnvStatsMainBoardOutlet2
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.25


NA Integer cucsSwEnvStatsPsuCtrlrInlet1
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.29


NA Integer cucsSwEnvStatsPsuCtrlrInlet2
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.33


MIB Object IDs of temperature sensor used for performance monitoring lists the MIB Object IDs used for
monitoring of temperature sensor in a Fabric Interconnect.


Table 9‑27.  MIB Object IDs of temperature sensor used for performance monitoring


Attribute in IP MIB Attribute type MIB Object ID


CurrentValue Integer cucsSwEnvStatsFanCtrlrInlet1
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.4


CurrentValue Integer cucsSwEnvStatsFanCtrlrInlet2
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.8


CurrentValue Integer cucsSwEnvStatsFanCtrlrInlet3
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.12


CurrentValue Integer cucsSwEnvStatsFanCtrlrInlet4
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.16


CurrentValue Integer cucsSwEnvStatsMainBoardOutlet1
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.21


CurrentValue Integer cucsSwEnvStatsMainBoardOutlet2
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.25


CurrentValue Integer cucsSwEnvStatsPsuCtrlrInlet1
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.29


CurrentValue Integer cucsSwEnvStatsPsuCtrlrInlet2
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.4.1.33
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Discovery and monitoring of Voltage sensor
MIB Object IDs used for discovery and monitoring of voltage sensor lists the MIB Object IDs used for
discovery and monitoring of voltage sensor in a Fabric Interconnect.


Table 9‑28.  MIB Object IDs used for discovery and monitoring of voltage sensor


Purpose Attribute in IP MIB attribute type MIB Object ID


Discovery DisplayName String cucsEquipmentPsuInputStatsDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.58.1.2


NA Integer cucsEquipmentPsuInputStatsVoltage


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.58.1.18


Monitoring CurrentValue Integer cucsEquipmentPsuInputStatsVoltage


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.58.1.18


Discovery and monitoring of Power supply
MIB Object IDs used for discovery and monitoring of Power Supply in Fabric Interconnect lists the MIB
Object IDs used for discovery and monitoring of power supply present in a Fabric Interconnect. The MIB
Object IDs are used during discovery of the Power supply present on the Fabric Interconnect.


Table 9‑29.  MIB Object IDs used for discovery and monitoring of Power Supply in Fabric
Interconnect


Purpose Attribute in IP MIB attribute type MIB Object ID


Discovery DisplayName String cucsEquipmentPsuDn .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.56.1.2


NA Integer cucsEquipmentPsuPresence .
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.56.1.11


Monitoring Status Integer cucsEquipmentPsuOperState
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.56.1.7


Discovery and monitoring of Fan
MIB Object IDs used for discovery of fan in Fabric Interconnect lists the MIB Object IDs used for
discovery and monitoring of fan instances in a Fabric Interconnect.


Table 9‑30.  MIB Object IDs used for discovery of fan in Fabric Interconnect


Purpose Attribute in IP MIB attribute type MIB Object ID


Discovery NA Integer cucsEquipmentFanPresence
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.12.1.13


DisplayName String cucsEquipmentFanDn


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.12.1.2


Monitoring Status Integer cucsEquipmentFanOperState
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.15.12.1.9
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Discovery and monitoring of Memory
MIB Object IDs for discovery and monitoring of memory instances in Fabric Interconnect lists the MIB
Object IDs used for discovery and monitoring of memory instance in a Fabric Interconnect.


Table 9‑31.  MIB Object IDs for discovery and monitoring of memory instances in Fabric
Interconnect


Purpose Attribute in IP MIB attribute type MIB Object ID


Discovery DisplayName String cucsSwSystemStatsDn
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.28.1.2


NA String cucsNetworkElementDn
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.32.1.1.2


Monitoring TotalMemory Gauge cucsNetworkElementTotalMemory
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.32.1.1.18


BufferUtilizationPct Integer cucsSwSystemStatsLoad
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.719.1.46.28.1.5


Root cause analysis for external switch Down
Root cause analysis for External Switch Down lists the root cause analysis for Switch (external) Down.


Table 9‑32.  Root cause analysis for External Switch Down


Class Root cause Events/Exception Description Impacted class


Switch


(External switch)


Down Indicates Unresponsive Indicates that the system is not
responding to ICMP pings or
SNMP polls.


Switch (Fabric
Interconnect)


Unresponsive Indicates that the system is not
responding to ICMP pings or
SNMP polls.


BladeEnclosureMana
ger


Down/Unresponsive Indicates that the host has
failed.


Host


Card


Note   Card has a
ComposedOf
relationship with the
ComputeFabric.


Down Indicates ConnectivityExceptio
n


ConnectivityException is an
aggregate event that indicates
that one or more connectivity-
related root-cause problems
exist for a particular system or
one of its components.


BladeEnclosureMana
ger


Host
A Host is a computer such as a workstation or server.


Attributes for Host
Attributes for Host lists the attributes for the class Host.
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Table 9‑33.  Attributes for Host


Attribute Descripton
Allowed
values


AccessMode The mode to access a system. It can have one of the following
values: ICMPONLY, SNMPONLY, or ICMPSNMP.


Enum


AprioriProbability_Down Float


BridgeAddress The bridge address as defined in RFC1493. String


Certification The Certification attribute defines the level of certification that
this device has in the discovery process:
n UNSUPPORTED deprecated.
n GENERIC indicates that the OID for the device is not


recognized and the device will be classified as GENERIC
and added to the Node class. Standard MIB-II data is used
to perform analysis on the device.


n TEMPLATE indicates that the device is recognized but that
no information about the MIBs this device supports is
unknown.


n CERTIFIED indicates that the device has the highest level
of certification and is discovered using enterprise MIBs as
well as standard MIB-II data.


n VALIDATED deprecated.
n UNDISCOVERED indicates the system is undiscovered.


Enum


CIM_CreationClassName CreationClassName attribute defined in CIM model. String


CIM_Description The Description property provides a textual description of the
object.


String


CIM_Name Name attribute defined in CIM model. It defines the label by
which the object is known. When subclassed, the Name
property can be overridden to be a Key property.


String


CreationClassName The name of the most-derived class of this instance. String


Description A textual description of the object. String


DiscoveredFirstAt The time when the first discovery probe of this System
occurred.


String


DiscoveredLastAt The time when the last discovery probe of this System
occurred.


String


DiscoveredLastAtToSeconds The numeric time when the last discovery probe of this System
occurred.


Unsigned-
Integer


DiscoveryErrorInfo A message describing the last discovery error for this System. String


DiscoveryTime The length of time it took for the last discovery probe of this
System.


String


DisplayClassName The string shown in the GUI when this object's class is
displayed.


String


DisplayName The string shown in the GUI when this object's name is
displayed.


String


Domain The domain to which the system belongs. String
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Table 9‑33.  Attributes for Host (Continued)


Attribute Descripton
Allowed
values


HasIPAddresses Boolean


HasIPv6Addresses Boolean


indexVal String


IsAddressable Set to TRUE if the system is IP addressable. Boolean


IsDiscoveryInProgress TRUE if discovery in progress for this system. Boolean


IsEveryIPUnresponsive Boolean


IsEveryIPv6Unresponsive Boolean


IsEveryNeighborUnresponsive Boolean


IsEveryServiceUnresponsive Boolean


IsEverySNMPAgentUnresponsive Boolean


IsManaged The IsManaged attribute determines if an
ICIM_ManagedSystemElement should be monitored by the
management system. An unmanaged object will never have
associated instrumentation. This attribute is readonly.


Boolean


IsMgmtStation TRUE if this node is the Network Management Station. Boolean


IsMightBeDown Boolean


IsProxy TRUE if this is a proxy of remote system. Boolean


IsSeed TRUE if the system is added as seed. Boolean


IsUnmanagedOrUnresponsive Boolean


IsUnmanagedOrUnresponsive_internal Boolean


IsUnresponsive TRUE indicates that the system is not responding to ICMP
pings or SNMP polls. FALSE indicates that the system is
responding to ICMP pings and/or SNMP polls.


Boolean


IsUnresponsive_internal Boolean


KEYS Types and Names of key attributes defined in


CIM model.


String


Location A description of where this System is located. String


LossProbability_Unresponsive Float


Model The name by which the System is known. String


MonitoringEnabled Boolean


Name Name of object. String
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Table 9‑33.  Attributes for Host (Continued)


Attribute Descripton
Allowed
values


NameFormat The ComputerSystem object and its derivatives are Top Level
Objects of ICIM. They provide the scope for numerous
components. Having unique System keys is required. A
heuristic is defined to create the ComputerSystem Name to
attempt to always generate the same Name, independent of
discovery protocol. This prevents inventory and management
problems where the same asset or entity is discovered multiple
times, but cannot be resolved to a single object. Use of the
heuristic is optional, but recommended. The NameFormat
property identifies how the ComputerSystem Name is
generated, using a heuristic. The heuristic is outlined, in detail,
in the CIM V2 System Model specification. It assumes that the
documented rules are traversed in order, to determine and
assign a Name. The NameFormat Values list defines the
precedence order for assigning the ComputerSystem Name.
Several rules do map to the same Value. Note that the
ComputerSystem Name calculated using the heuristic is the
System's key value. Other names, or Aliases, that better
describe a business, can be assigned and used for the
ComputerSystem.


Enum


NumberOfInterfaces Unsigned-
Integer


NumberOfIPs Unsigned-
Integer


NumberOfIPv6s Unsigned-
Integer


NumberOfNetworkAdapters Unsigned-
Integer


NumberOfPorts Unsigned-
Integer


OSVersion The software version of this System's operating system. String


PrimaryOwnerContact A string that provides information on how the primary system
owner can be reached (e.g., phone number, email address).


String


PrimaryOwnerName The name of the primary owner of the ICIM_System. String


ReadCommunity The SNMP read community string. String


ReconfiguredAfter The DiscoveredLastAt value for which the last


reconfigure is performed.


String


RemoveComponents Enable or disable component deletion functionality for
ICIM_System instances. This is used by remove() function.
Default value is set to FALSE.


Boolean


ServiceName Name of external server used for imported events and
instrumented attributes.


String


ShortDiscoveredFirstAt The time when the first discovery probe of this System
occurred.


String
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Table 9‑33.  Attributes for Host (Continued)


Attribute Descripton
Allowed
values


ShortDiscoveredLastAt The time when the first discovery probe of this System
occurred.


String


ShortDiscoveryTime The time for the last discovery probe of this System. String


SNMPAddress The primary address used to contact the SNMP agent running
on this System. Note that if this System hosts more than one
network address, it may be possible that another address is
currently being used to contact the agent.


String


SourceAddress The system level source address. All the IP addresses that are
hosted by the system use the address as source address
unless each IP address has its own source address.


String


SupportsSNMP TRUE if this system is manageable via SNMP. Boolean


SystemName The name of this ICIM_System object. String


SystemObjectID The System Object Identifier associated with the Vendor of this
ComputerSystem.


String


Type The Type attribute coarsely classifies the ComputerSystem.
This attribute is used primarily for display purposes only. The
actual capabilities of a ComputerSystem are reflected in the
LogicalDevices, Services, and ServiceAccessPoints related to
it.


Enum


UseBridgingRelationship TRUE to use Bridging relationship in correlation. Boolean


Vendor The name of the System's supplier. String


Events and Exceptions for Host
Events and Exceptions for Host lists the events and exceptions that are generated for Host by
IP Availability Manager.


Table 9‑34.  Events and Exceptions for Host


Events Description


ConnectivityException Indicates that one or more connectivity-related root cause failures for a particular system or
one of its components exist.


DiscoveryError Indicates that an error occurred while discovering the system.


DiscoveryInProgress Indicates that the discovery process is in progress.


Down Indicates that the root cause is a failed system.


ErrorException Indicates that one or more error-related failures exist for the network adapters of a particular
system.


MightBeDown Indicates that the system is not responding to SNMP polls or ICMP pings.


OperationalException Indicates that one or more operational failures exist for a particular system or one of its
components.
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Table 9‑34.  Events and Exceptions for Host (Continued)


Events Description


PerformanceException Indicates that one or more performance-related failures exist for a particular system or one of
its components.


PowerSupplyException Indicates that power supply or voltage conditions around a system present a potential
hazard.


ResourceException Indicates that processor or memory faults are occurring because a system does not have
enough processor or memory resources to process the current traffic load.


TemperatureException Indicates that the temperature conditions around the system present a potential hazard.


Unresponsive Indicates that all of the system’s IPV4 and IPV6 addresses are not responding and the SNMP
Agent is not responding.


Unstable Indicates that the system is continuously restarting itself.


Switch
A system that switches packets, typically at wire speeds, between physically separate network segments.


Attributes of Switch
Attributes of Switch lists the attributes for the class Switch.


Table 9‑35.  Attributes of Switch


Attribute Description
Allowed
values


AccessMode The mode to access a system. It can have one of the following
values: ICMPONLY, SNMPONLY, or ICMPSNMP.


Enum


AprioriProbability_Down Float


BridgeAddress The bridge address as defined in RFC1493. String


Certification The Certification attribute defines the level of certification that
this device has in the discovery process:
n UNSUPPORTED deprecated.
n GENERIC indicates that the OID for the device is not


recognized and the device will be classified as GENERIC
and added to the Node class. Standard MIB-II data is used
to perform analysis on the device.


n TEMPLATE indicates that the device is recognized but that
no information about the MIBs this device supports is
unknown.


n CERTIFIED indicates that the device has the highest level
of certification and is discovered using enterprise MIBs as
well as standard MIB-II data.


n VALIDATED deprecated.


UNDISCOVERED indicates the system is undiscovered.


Enum


CIM_CreationClassName CreationClassName attribute defined in CIM model. String
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Table 9‑35.  Attributes of Switch (Continued)


Attribute Description
Allowed
values


CIM_Description The Description property provides a textual description of the
object.


String


CIM_Name Name attribute defined in CIM model. It defines the label by
which the object is known. When subclassed, the Name
property can be overridden to be a Key property.


String


CreationClassName The name of the most-derived class of this instance. String


Description A textual description of the object. String


DesignatedRoot The bridge identifier of the root of the spanning tree as
determined by the Spanning Tree Protocol as executed by this
Bridge. This value is used as the Root Identifier parameter in
all Configuration Bridge PDUs originated by this node.


String


DesignatedRootPort The port number of the port which offers the lowest cost path
from this Bridge to the root Bridge.


Integer


DiscoveredFirstAt The time when the first discovery probe of this System
occurred.


String


DiscoveredLastAt The time when the last discovery probe of this System
occurred.


String


DiscoveredLastAtToSeconds The numeric time when the last discovery probe of this System
occurred.


Unsigned-
Integer


DiscoveryErrorInfo A message describing the last discovery error for this System. String


DiscoveryTime The time taken for the last discovery probe of this System. String


DisplayClassName The string shown in the GUI when this object's class is
displayed.


String


DisplayName The string shown in the GUI when this object's name is
displayed.


String


Domain The domain to which the system belongs. String


HasIPAddresses Boolean


HasIPv6Addresses Boolean


indexVal String


IsAddressable Set to TRUE if the system is IP addressable. Boolean


IsDiscoveryInProgress TRUE if discovery is in progress for this system. Boolean


IsEveryIPUnresponsive Boolean


IsEveryIPv6Unresponsive Boolean


IsEveryNeighborUnresponsive Boolean


IsEveryServiceUnresponsive Boolean


IsManaged The IsManaged attribute determines if an
ICIM_ManagedSystemElement should be monitored by the
management system. An unmanaged object will never have
associated instrumentation. This attribute is readonly.


Boolean
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Table 9‑35.  Attributes of Switch (Continued)


Attribute Description
Allowed
values


IsMightBeDown Boolean


IsProxy TRUE if this is a proxy of remote system. Boolean


IsSeed TRUE if the system is added as seed. Boolean


IsUnmanagedOrUnresponsive Boolean


IsUnmanagedOrUnresponsive_internal Boolean


IsUnresponsive TRUE indicates that the system is not responding to ICMP
pings or SNMP polls. FALSE indicates that the system is
responding to ICMP pings and/or SNMP polls.


Boolean


IsUnresponsive_internal TRUE indicates that the system is not responding to ICMP
pings or SNMP polls. FALSE indicates that the system is
responding to ICMP pings and/or SNMP polls.


Boolean


KEYS Types and Names of key attributes defined in CIM model. String


Location A description of where this System is located. String


Model The name by which the System is generally known. String


MonitoringEnabled Boolean


Name Name of object String


NameFormat The ComputerSystem object and its derivatives are Top Level
Objects of ICIM. They provide the scope for numerous
components. Having unique System keys is required. A
heuristic is defined to create the ComputerSystem Name to
attempt to always generate the same Name, independent of
discovery protocol. This prevents inventory and management
problems where the same asset or entity is discovered multiple
times, but cannot be resolved to a single object. Use of the
heuristic is optional, but recommended. The NameFormat
property identifies how the ComputerSystem Name is
generated, using a heuristic. The heuristic is outlined, in detail,
in the CIM V2 System Model spec. It assumes that the
documented rules are traversed in order, to determine and
assign a Name. The NameFormat Values list defines the
precedence order for assigning the ComputerSystem Name.
Several rules do map to the same Value. Note that the
ComputerSystem Name calculated using the heuristic is the
System's key value. Other names, or Aliases, that better
describe a business, can be assigned and used for the
ComputerSystem.


Enum


NumberOfInterfaces Unsigned-
Integer


NumberOfIPs Unsigned-
Integer


NumberOfIPv6s Unsigned-
Integer
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Table 9‑35.  Attributes of Switch (Continued)


Attribute Description
Allowed
values


NumberOfNetworkAdapters Unsigned-
Integer


NumberOfPorts Unsigned-
Integer


OSVersion The software version of this System's operating system. String


PrimaryOwnerContact A string that provides information on how the primary system
owner can be reached (e.g., phone number, email address).


String


PrimaryOwnerName The name of the primary owner of the ICIM_System. String


ReadCommunity The SNMP read community string. String


ReconfiguredAfter The DiscoveredLastAt value for which the last reconfigure is
performed.


String


RemoveComponents Enable or disable component deletion functionality for
ICIM_System instances. This is used by remove() function.
Default value is set to FALSE.


Boolean


ServiceName Name of external server used for imported events and
instrumented attributes.


String


ShortDiscoveredFirstAt The time when the first discovery probe of this System
occurred.


String


ShortDiscoveredLastAt The time when the first discovery probe of this System
occurred.


String


ShortDiscoveryTime The time for the last discovery probe of this System. String


SNMPAddress The primary address used to contact the SNMP agent running
on this System. Note that if this System hosts more than one
network address, it may be possible that another address is
currently being used to contact the agent.


String


SourceAddress The system level source address. All the IP addresses that are
hosted by the system use the address as source address
unless each IP address has its own source address.


String


SupportsSNMP TRUE if this system is manageable via SNMP. Boolean


SystemName The name of this ICIM_System object. String


SystemObjectID The System Object Identifier associated with the Vendor of this
ComputerSystem.


String


Type The Type attribute coarsely classifies the ComputerSystem.
This attribute is used primarily for display purposes only. The
actual capabilities of a ComputerSystem are reflected in the
LogicalDevices, Services, and ServiceAccessPoints related to
it.


Enum


UseBridgingRelationship TRUE to use Bridging relationship in correlation. Boolean


Vendor The name of the System's supplier. String
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Events and Exceptions for Switch
All the Events and Exceptions listed in Events and Exceptions for Switch are applicable for Switch.


Chassis
A Chassis is a physical package that encloses other objects and provides definable functionality, such as
a desktop, processing node, uninterruptable power supply (UPS), disk or tape storage, or a combination
of these.


Attributes for Chassis
Attributes for Chassis lists some key attributes for Chassis.


Table 9‑36.  Attributes for Chassis


Attribute Description Allowed values


BackplaneUtilization Percentage of bandwidth utilization for the Chassis
backplane as reported by the instrumentation; for
example:


3.0


Numeric (float)


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this
Chassis; for example:


CHASSIS-10.9.1.108


String


IsAnySystemResponsive TRUE if any system packaged by this Chassis is
responding to ICMP and ICMPv6 pings or SNMP
polls or both.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Location Specifies the position and address of this Chassis. String


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
Chassis; for example:


CHASSIS-10.9.1.108


String


SerialNumber Indicates the version of this Chassis. String
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Table 9‑36.  Attributes for Chassis (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


Status Reflects the current state of the Chassis as
reported by the instrumentation:
n OK indicates that this Chassis is operating


normally.
n MARGINAL indicates that this Chassis is


partially operational.
n CRITICAL indicates that this Chassis is not


operational.
n OTHER indicates that the status of this Chassis


is other than OK, MARGINAL, or CRITICAL, or
is an unrecognized SNMP error.


n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB Status
value for this Chassis is missing.


IP Availability Manager sets a Chassis’ Status
value to NOTPRESENT when receiving one of
the following SNMP errors:


SNMP_EXP_NOSUCHOBJECT


SNMP_ERR_NOSUCHNAME


SNMP_EXP_NOSUCHINSTANCE


SNMP_EXP_ENDOFMIB
n UNKNOWN is the default Status value before


sending SNMP polls to this Chassis.


Enum:
n OK
n MARGINAL
n CRITICAL
n OTHER
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


SystemName Name of the system containing this Chassis. String


Tag Uniquely identifies this Chassis and serves as the
Chassis’ key. The Tag property can contain
information such as asset tag or serial number data.


String


IsManaged Determines if an ICIM_ManagedSystemElement
should be monitored by the management system.
An unmanaged object do not have associated
instrumentation. This attribute is readonly.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Root-cause problem for Chassis
The following root-cause problem is diagnosed for Chassis:


Down: Indicates that a chassis has failed. A chassis failure causes all systems in the Chassis to fail. If the
chassis packages only one system, system Down supersedes Chassis Down.


The events used to diagnose Chassis Down are system Down events for systems packaged by the
chassis, or system Down events for systems packaged by the cards that are a part of the chassis.


Events for Chassis
Events for Chassis lists the events detected for Chassis.
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Table 9‑37.  Events for Chassis


Events Description
Subscribed to by the
Global Manager


HighBackplaneUtilization Indicates that the percentage of bandwidth utilization for the
Chassis backplane is reported by the instrumentation


Yes


OperationallyDown Indicates that the physical element is in a critical condition. No


Exceptions for Chassis by IP Availability Manager
Exceptions for Chassis lists the exceptions for Chassis.


Table 9‑38.  Exceptions for Chassis


Exceptions Description


HighBackplaneUtilizationException Indicates that the data being transmitted over the Chassis's backplane has
exceeded BackplaneUtilizationThreshold


OperationalException Indicates that the physical element is operationally down.


Exceptions for Chassis by IP Performance Manager
IP Performance Manager generates the following exception for Chassis.


BackplaneUtilizationException: Indicates that excessive data is being transmitted over a Chassis
backplane.


Faults for Chassis
IP Performance Manager detects the following fault for Chassis.


HighBackplaneUtilization fault: The data being transmitted over the Chassis’ backplane has exceeded the
BackplaneUtilizationThreshold. This threshold is contained in the Processor and Memory setting,
described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide.


When IP Performance Manager detects a HighBackplaneUtilization fault for a Chassis, it generates a
BackplaneUtilizationException for the Chassis.


Card
Similar to a Chassis, a Card is also a physical package. A Card is a physical module or blade of a
networking device.


Attributes for Card
Attributes for Card lists some key attributes for Card.
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Table 9‑39.  Attributes for Card


Attribute Description Allowed values


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this
Card; for example:


CARD-10.9.252.11/16.0.0.96.105.144.4.243.0.0.0.0
.0.0.0.0[Fibre Channel Switch. - Fibre Channel
Switch.]


String


IsCardNotOperating TRUE if this Card is not operational. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsSwitchOverActive TRUE if this Card has switched over to the active
state.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsSystemUnresponsive TRUE if this Card is not responding to ICMP and
ICMPv6 pings or SNMP polls.


(FALSE if this Card is responding to ICMP pings or
SNMP polls or both.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Location Specifies the position and address of this Card. String


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
Card; for example:


CARD-10.9.252.11/16.0.0.96.105.144.4.243.0.0.0.0
.0.0.0.0


String


SerialNumber Indicates the version of this Card. String


StandbyStatus Standby status for this Card:
n ACTIVE indicates that this Card is the active


card within a Card redundancy group.
n INACTIVE indicates that this Card is the


standby card within a Card redundancy group.
n ERROR_STANDBY indicates that this Card, the


standby (redundant) card within a Card
redundancy group, has encountered an error.


n NOTAPPLICABLE indicates that this Card does
not support Card redundancy.


n OTHER_STANDBY indicates that the status of
this Card is other than ACTIVE, INACTIVE,
ERROR_STANDBY, NOTAPPLICABLE, or is
an unrecognized SNMP error.


n UNKNOWN_STANDBY indicates that this Card
has yet to be polled.


Enum:
n ACTIVE
n INACTIVE
n ERROR_STANDBY
n NOTAPPLICABLE
n OTHER_STANDBY
n UNKNOWN_STANDBY
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Table 9‑39.  Attributes for Card (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


Status Reflects the current state of the Card as reported by
the instrumentation:
n OK indicates that this Card is operating


normally.
n MARGINAL indicates that this Card is partially


operational.
n CRITICAL indicates that this Card is not


operational.
n OTHER indicates that the status of this Card is


other than OK, MARGINAL, or CRITICAL, or is
an unrecognized SNMP error.


n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB Status
value for this Card is missing.


IP Availability Manager sets a Card’s Status
value to NOTPRESENT when receiving one of
the following SNMP errors:


SNMP_EXP_NOSUCHOBJECT


SNMP_ERR_NOSUCHNAME


SNMP_EXP_NOSUCHINSTANCE


SNMP_EXP_ENDOFMIB
n UNKNOWN is the default Status value before


sending SNMP polls to this Card.


Enum:
n OK
n MARGINAL
n CRITICAL
n OTHER
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


SystemName Name of the system containing this Card. String


Tag Uniquely identifies this Card and serves as the
Card’s key. The Tag property can contain
information such as asset tag or serial number data.


String


Root-cause problems for Card
The following root-cause problem is diagnosed for Card:


Down: Indicates that a card has failed. A card failure causes all ports and interfaces in the Card and any
system functions associated with the card to fail. For example, if an RSM (Router Switch Module) is
associated with the card, the routing functions provided by the RSM will fail.


The events used to diagnose Card Down include:


n OperationallyDown for the Card


n Card Down for any subcards


n SwitchOver for any supervisor cards


n Network adapter Down for any ports or interfaces realized by the Card


n System Down for any systems packaged by the Card
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Events for Card
Events for Card lists the events detected for Card and used as symptoms for root-cause analysis.
SwitchOver is also exported to the Global Manager.


Table 9‑40.  Events for Card


Event Description


OperationallyDown Indicates that the Card is instrumented and the value of the Status attribute is CRITICAL.
Typically, OperationallyDown means that the Card has failed or has been removed.


SwitchOver Indicates that the standby status of the Card has changed from INACTIVE to ACTIVE within the
last 30 minutes.


In a topology where a switch has two supervisor cards, the status of a supervisor card can change
from standby to active because the Card is misconfigured. The switch over does not result in a
Card Down or a Redundancy Group AtRisk notification because it is not caused by a physical
failure.


SwitchOver is detected when the standby status of the Card changes, as indicated by the
moduleStandbyStatus MIB. In order for the SwitchOver event to be detected, the change in
standby status must have occurred within the last 30 minutes. This event automatically clears if
the standby status does not change after 30 minutes.


Analysis for SwitchOver is only supported for switches that support the CISCO-STACK-MIB and
where the moduleStandbyStatus correctly reflects the status of the Card.


Network adapter
A network adapter is a logical or physical component of a network system at which the system connects
to a network. IP Availability Manager performs connectivity analysis and IP Performance Manager
performs performance analysis on the following network adapter object types:


n Port — A point where the physical connection to a network segment is made. For example, an
Ethernet segment is connected to an Ethernet switch at one of the switch’s ports. A port may have a
Media Access Control (MAC) address associated with it.


IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager separate ports into two groups: trunk ports and
access ports. An access port is any port that provides a connection for end users or node devices,
such as routers or servers.


A trunk port is a port that interconnects switches. A trunk port is a member of all the VLANs that exist
on the switch and carry traffic for all those VLANs between the switches. All the other ports are
access ports. Access ports are assigned to a single VLAN and provide a connection for end users or
node devices, such as a router or server.


Note   By default, IP Performance Manager monitors trunk ports and also access ports (as long as
the system to which the access port is connected is managed). However, if you so choose, you can
enforce a management policy that manages access ports, as described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide.
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n Interface — A point where the physical connection to a network is made. An interface may have a
MAC address, an IP address, or both. For example, a host uses an Ethernet interface to connect to
an Ethernet segment.


n Subinterface — A logical division of a physical interface. A physical interface can be divided into one
or more subinterfaces. For example, in a typical Frame Relay or ATM network, a physical interface is
configured with multiple virtual circuits and each virtual circuit is associated with a subinterface.


Note   Subinterface objects are instances of the Interface class.


Attributes for Network adapter
Attributes for Network adapter lists some key attributes for network adapter.
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Table 9‑41.  Attributes for Network adapter


Attribute Description Allowed values


AdminStatus Reflects the current administrative status of this network
adapter (port or interface) as reported by the instrumentation:
n UP indicates that this network adapter is administratively


enabled.
n DOWN indicates that this network adapter is


administratively disabled.
n TESTING indicates that this network adapter is in testing


mode.
n OTHER indicates that this network adapter is in an


unknown state.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB AdminStatus value


for this network adapter is missing.


IP Availability Manager sets a network adapter’s
AdminStatus value to NOTPRESENT when receiving one
of the following SNMP errors:


SNMP_EXP_NOSUCHOBJECT


SNMP_ERR_NOSUCHNAME


SNMP_EXP_NOSUCHINSTANCE


SNMP_EXP_ENDOFMIB
n UNKNOWN indicates that this network adapter has yet to


be polled.


Note   IP Availability Manager uses the values of a network
adapter’s AdminStatus and OperStatus attributes to
determine the state of the adapter. When the value of
AdminStatus is UP, the value of OperStatus determines the
state of the adapter. Otherwise, the value of AdminStatus
determines the state of the adapter.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


CurrentUtilization Current utilization of this network adapter expressed as a
percentage of the bandwidth; for example:


3.7179998E-4


Note   In IP 9.1, if ports and interfaces do not have
instrumentation, then the CurrentUtilization value will be
displayed as zero.


Numeric (float)


DeviceID Address or other identifying information to uniquely name this
network adapter. DeviceID refers to the system to which this
network adapter belongs.


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this network adapter.


Port example:


PORT-10.9.252.2/1 [Gi1/1]


Interface example:


IF-10.9.1.253/1 [Ethernet] [10.9.1.253]


String
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Table 9‑41.  Attributes for Network adapter (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


DuplexMode Indicates whether this network adapter is full-duplex or half-
duplex:
n FULLDUPLEX indicates that this network adapter is full-


duplex.
n HALFDUPLEX indicates that this network adapter is half-


duplex.
n UNSPECIFIED indicates that the duplex mode value is not


available for this network adapter.


Enum:
n FULLDUPLEX
n HALFDUPLEX
n UNSPECIFIED


DuplexSource Indicates the source for setting this network adapter to full-
duplex or half-duplex:
n ENTERPRISE_MIB indicates that duplex mode for this


network adapter is set by an enterprise specific MIB.
n ETHERLIKE_MIB indicates that duplex mode for this


network adapter is set by the value of
dot3StatsDuplexStatus in the ETHERLIKE MIB.


n NEIGHBOR_MIB indicates that duplex mode for this
network adapter is set by the neighbor MIB (such as the
Cisco CDP MIB).


n USER_CHANGED indicates that duplex mode for this
network adapter is set by the user.


n ASSUMED indicates that duplex mode for this network
adapter is set based on the type of network adapter.


n NONE indicates that duplex mode for this network adapter
is not set by any source.


n OTHER_SOURCE value is a placeholder for future use.


Enum:
n ENTERPRISE_MIB
n ETHERLIKE_MIB
n NEIGHBOR_MIB
n USER_CHANGED
n ASSUMED
n NONE
n OTHER_SOURCE


InterfaceAlias An alias name for the network adapter as specified by a
network manager; for example:
n By VPNSC: Job Id# = 77
n By VPNSC: Job Id# = 82


String


IsFlapping TRUE if this network adapter is flapping.


(FALSE if this network adapter is not flapping.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


MaximumUptime Maximum length of time, in seconds, that a backup or dial-on-
demand network adapter may be in the UP state before the
event ExceededMaximumUptime is generated.


If this attribute is set to 0, the event is disabled.


Integer


MaxSpeed Maximum speed, in bits per second (bps), for this network
adapter; for example:


10000000 bps


Integer


MaxTransferUnit Size of the largest datagram, in octets, that can be sent or
received on this network adapter; for example:


1500 octets


For a network adapter that is used for transmitting network
datagrams, this value is the size of the largest network
datagram that can be sent on the adapter.


Integer
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Table 9‑41.  Attributes for Network adapter (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


Mode Indicates the intended purpose of this network adapter: normal,
backup, or dial-on-demand.


The diagnostics applied to a particular network adapter varies
based on its mode. For instance, an event is not generated
when a backup or dial-on-demand adapter is down.


Enum:
n NORMAL
n BACKUP
n ONDEMAND


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this network
adapter.


Port example:


PORT-10.9.252.2/1


Interface example:


IF-10.9.1.253/1


String


NumberOfNetworkAdapters Total number of network adapters for the system containing this
network adapter.


Integer


OperStatus Reflects the current operational status of this network adapter
as reported by the instrumentation:
n UP indicates that this network adapter is operationally up.
n DOWN indicates that this network adapter is operationally


down.
n TESTING indicates that this network adapter is in testing


mode.
n OTHER indicates that this network adapter is in an


unknown state.
n DORMANT indicates that this network adapter is waiting for


an external action to occur before becoming active.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB OperStatus value for


this network adapter is missing.


IP Availability Manager sets a network adapter’s
OperStatus value to NOTPRESENT when receiving one of
the following SNMP errors:


SNMP_EXP_NOSUCHOBJECT


SNMP_ERR_NOSUCHNAME


SNMP_EXP_NOSUCHINSTANCE


SNMP_EXP_ENDOFMIB
n UNKNOWN indicates that this network adapter has yet to


be polled.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n DORMANT
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


PortType Applicable to Port only: Type of port represented by this Port. Enum:
n TRUNK
n ACCESS (default)


SystemName Name of the system containing this network adapter; for
example:


10.9.1.108


String
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Table 9‑41.  Attributes for Network adapter (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


SystemObjectID System object identifier associated with the vendor of the
system containing this network adapter; for example:


.1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.1.1


String


SystemType Type of system containing this network adapter; for example:


SWITCH


Enum:
n HOST
n ROUTER
n SWITCH
n HUB
n SERVER
n BRIDGE
n REPEATER
n PROBE
n OTHER
n TERMINALSERVER


Type Type of network adapter, distinguished according to the
physical/link protocols immediately “below” the network layer in
the protocol stack.


Enum:


ATMFUNI


ARCNET


SONET


HIPPI


MODEM


V36


IEEE1394


IFGSN


ATMVIRTUAL


Note   The configuration file
InterfaceType.conf has the
exhaustive list of allowed
values. The configuration
file is located
at:BASEDIR/smarts/conf/dis
covery


Root-cause problems for Network adapter
A network adapter can be a port or an interface. The following root-cause problems are diagnosed for
network adapter:


n Down


n Unstable


n Disabled


n LogicalConnectionDown
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Network adapter Down
Down indicates that a port or interface has failed or is in testing mode. A Down notification is generated
when the port or interface is not physically connected. In addition, a Cable Down notification can
encompass Router Down problems multiple hops away.


There are physical interfaces that underlie logical interfaces. These physical interfaces may not have a
direct network connection associated with them, but the logical interfaces that are layered over those
physical interfaces have a direct network connection. In such a scenario, if a physical interface goes
down, it will be the root cause of network connections for logical interfaces going down. In this case,
Interface Down will be the root cause and will have network connection alerts as its impact.


When a port or interface is physically connected, network adapter Down is superseded by a
NetworkConnection Down diagnosis.


For ports, this means that Port Down is superseded by:


n TrunkCable Down if the port is connected through a trunk cable.


n Cable Down if the port is connected through a cable.


For interfaces, this means that Interface Down is superseded by:


n NetworkConnection Down if the interface is connected through a physical network connection.


n Cable Down if the interface is connected through a cable.


Notification of network adapter Down is controlled by the Testing Notification Mode threshold. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide provides information about the
Testing Notification Mode threshold.


The events used to diagnose Down include:


n DownOrFlapping


n System MightBeDown for any logically connected systems


Network adapter Unstable
Unstable indicates that a port or interface repeatedly alternates between up and down states over a short
period of time and is considered unstable. The LinkTrapThreshold and LinkTrapWindow parameters
contained in the Interface/Port Flapping setting control analysis for the network adapter unstable
condition. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide provides information
about these parameters.


“Diagnosis of Unstable Objects” on page 129 provides more information about how
IP Availability Manager concludes that a network adapter is unstable. (In concepts guide)


An Unstable notification is only generated when the port or interface is not physically connected. When a
port or interface is physically connected, network adapter Unstable is superseded by a
NetworkConnection Unstable diagnosis.
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For ports, this means that Port Unstable is superseded by:


n TrunkCable Unstable if the port is connected through a trunk cable.


n Cable Unstable if the port is connected through a cable.


For interfaces, this means that Interface Unstable is superseded by:


n NetworkConnection Unstable if the interface is connected through a physical network connection.


n Cable Unstable if the interface is connected through a cable.


Note   By default, Interface Unstable analysis is not performed on ISDN B channel, ISDN D channel,
backup, or dial-on-demand interfaces. “Diagnosis of Unstable Objects” on page 129 explains how to
enable Interface Unstable analysis for these types of interfaces. (in concepts guide)


The events used to diagnose Unstable are nearly identical to the events used to diagnose Down:


n DownOrFlapping


n MightBeDown for any logically connected systems


One additional condition is used to diagnose Unstable: the value of the IsFlapping attribute for one or
both of the connected network adapters must be TRUE.


Network adapter Disabled
Disabled indicates that a port or interface has been turned off by a system administrator. Analysis for the
Disabled problem is performed for interfaces with subinterfaces layered over them, and for ports or
interfaces.


The events used to diagnose Disabled include:


n AdministrativelyDown


n DownOrFlapping


n System MightBeDown for all connected systems


Network adapter LogicalConnectionDown
LogicalConnectionDown indicates a fault within the Wide Area Network, which could be, for example, a
Frame Relay cloud. IP Availability Manager isolates the problem to the nearest physical interface by using
only symptoms from the logical layer. LogicalConnectionDown is only diagnosed when there are no
failure symptoms at the physical layer and the network adapter is a physical interface with subinterfaces
layered over it.


The events used to diagnose LogicalConnectionDown are also used to diagnose network adapter Down.
However, for LogicalConnectionDown, the DownOrFlapping event for the interface is not present.


The events used to diagnose LogicalConnectionDown include:


n Network Adapter DownOrFlapping


n System MightBeDown for all logically connected systems
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Events for Network adapter
Events for Network adapter lists the events detected for network adapter and used as symptoms for root-
cause analysis. BackupActivated and ExceededMaximumUptime are exported to the Global Manager.


Table 9‑42.  Events for Network adapter


Event Description


BackupActivated BackupActivated indicates that a backup port/interface has become
operational. By default, interfaces with a value of ISDN for the Type
attribute are marked as backup and use the Backup Interface Support
setting.


Because a backup should not normally be online, IP Availability Manager
notifies you when the backup interface or port becomes operational.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide
provides information about backup activation.


ExceededMaximumUptime ExceededMaximumUptime indicates that a backup or dial-on-demand
port/interface has been in the Up state for too long. By default, interfaces
with one of the following values for the Type or InterfaceCode attribute are
marked as backup or dial-on-demand:
n ISDNBCHANNEL (Backup)
n ISDN (Backup)
n PPP or SLIP (Dial-On-Demand)


Because a backup should not normally be up for very long,
IP Availability Manager notifies you when the MaximumUptime has been
exceeded for a device marked as backup or dial-on-demand.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide
provides information about the MaximumUptime threshold.


AdministrativelyDown AdministrativelyDown indicates that a port or interface is down because it
has been explicitly disabled, which is indicated by the value of the
AdminStatus attribute.


DownOrFlapping DownOrFlapping indicates that the port/interface is experiencing transient
functional problems.


OperationallyDown OperationallyDown indicates that the port/interface is down, but is
supposed to be up.


Faults for Network adapter
IP Performance Manager detects the following faults for ports, interfaces, and subinterfaces:


n HighBroadcastRate


n HighDiscardRate


n HighQueueDropRate


n HighCollisionRate


n HighUtilization
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n HighErrorRate


Note   To enable subinterface performance analysis, see the Generic Interface/Port Performance
setting description or the Ethernet Interface/Port Performance setting description in Chapter 7,
Customizing Polled Data Thresholds, in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide.


When any of these faults occur, IP Performance Manager generates the appropriate system-level
exception notification.


HighBroadcastRate fault
When a HighBroadcastRate fault occurs, IP Performance Manager generates a PerformanceException
for the affected system or VLAN. IP Performance Manager detects a HighBroadcastRate fault when the
input packet broadcast percentage exceeds the BroadcastThreshold. The input packet broadcast
percentage calculates the percentage of total capacity that was used to receive broadcast packets.


The BroadcastThreshold is contained in both the Generic Interface/Port Performance setting and the
Ethernet Interface/Port Performance setting. Chapter 7, "Customizing Polled Data Thresholds," in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide describes these settings.


HighDiscardRate fault
A HighDiscardRate fault results in a PerformanceException for the affected system or VLAN.
IP Performance Manager detects a HighDiscardRate fault when one of the following conditions occurs:


n The percentage of discarded input packets is greater than the DiscardThreshold. The input packet
discard percentage is derived by dividing the rate of input packets discarded by the rate of packets
received.


n The percentage of discarded output packets is greater than the DiscardThreshold. The output packet
discard percentage is derived by dividing the rate of output packets discarded by the rate of packets
sent.


For either condition, the input or output packet queued rate must be greater than the minimum packet
rate.


The DiscardThreshold is contained in both the Generic Interface/Port Performance setting and the
Ethernet Interface/Port Performance setting. Chapter 7, "Customizing Polled Data Thresholds," in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide describes these settings.


HighQueueDropRate fault
A HighQueueDropRate fault results in a PerformanceException for the affected system or VLAN.
IP Performance Manager detects a HighQueueDropRate fault when the number of packets discarded due
to input or output queue overflow exceeds the QueueDropThreshold. The input (or output) queue
overflow is derived by dividing the number of packets designated to be sent (or received) that were
discarded due to queue overflow by the total number of packets in the queue.
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This threshold is contained in both the Generic Interface/Port Performance setting and the Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance setting. Chapter 7, "Customizing Polled Data Thresholds," in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide describes these settings.


HighCollisionRate fault
A HighCollisionRate fault results in a PerformanceException for the affected system or VLAN.
IP Performance Manager detects a HighCollisionRate fault when the rate of collisions exceeds the
CollisionThreshold.


This threshold is contained in the Ethernet Interface/Port Performance setting. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide describes this setting.


Note   This fault is detected only for Ethernet adapters.


HighUtilization fault
A HighUtilization fault for a network adapter results in a PerformanceException for the affected system or
VLAN. IP Performance Manager detects a HighUtilization fault when the current utilization is greater than
the UtilizationThreshold configured for this network adapter.


Port and Interface objects represent the connections between switches and routers, respectively, and the
wires or other physical media that lead to other systems. Two fundamental properties that describe a Port
or Interface are its speed and its duplex mode:


n The speed of a port or interface is the maximum rate at which it can transport information. Speed is
usually expressed in bits per second (bps).


n The duplex mode for a port or interface controls whether data transmission is full-duplex or half-
duplex. With full-duplex transmission, both ends of a network connection can send data
simultaneously. With half-duplex transmission, only one end of a network connection can send data at
a time. If the duplex mode is unspecified, IP Performance Manager cannot monitor the adapter for
HighUtilization faults. Duplex-mode discovery for Network adapters provides more information about
how IP Performance Manager determines duplex mode for a port or interface.


The current utilization of a port or interface is the ratio, expressed as a percentage, of the total
number of bits sent over some interval over the total number of bits that could have been sent in that
same interval. A value of 100% means that, had more traffic arrived in that period, some would have
been dropped due to lack of capacity.


As an example, suppose a port with a speed of 100,000 bps sent 450,000 bits and received 400,000
bits in the last 10 seconds. To compute the current utilization, IP Performance Manager first needs to
know whether the system is full- or half-duplex:


n If the system is full-duplex, the limiting factor is the more heavily loaded (outgoing or incoming) wire.
For a full-duplex, 100,000 bps system, each wire can carry 1,000,000 bits in 10 seconds. The
outgoing wire carried 450,000 bits, or 45 percent of the theoretical capacity; the incoming wire carried
400,000 bits, or 40 percent of capacity. IP Performance Manager defines the current utilization as 45
percent, the higher percentage.
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n If the system is half-duplex, the total traffic has to go over a single wire. In this case, a total of
850,000 bits moved over the wire, which could have carried 1,000,000. Hence, the current utilization
is 85 percent.


IP Performance Manager reports the HighUtilization fault when the current utilization exceeds the
UtilizationThreshold configured for the port or interface.


This threshold is contained in both the Generic Interface/Port Performance setting and the Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance setting. Chapter 7, "Customizing Polled Data Thresholds," in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide describes these settings.


HighErrorRate fault
A HighErrorRate fault results in an ErrorException for the affected system or VLAN.
IP Performance Manager detects a HighErrorRate fault when one of the following conditions occurs:


n The percentage of input packet errors is greater than the ErrorThreshold configured for this network
adapter. The input packet error percentage is derived by dividing the number of input packets in error
by the total number of input packets. The result of this calculation is expressed as a percentage and
compared to the ErrorThreshold.


n The percentage of output packet errors is greater than the ErrorThreshold configured for this network
adapter. The output packet error percentage is derived by dividing the number of output packets in
error by the total number of output packets. The result of this calculation is expressed as a
percentage and compared to the ErrorThreshold.


For either condition, the input or output packet rate must be greater than or equal to the minimum
packet rate. The minimum packet rate is derived by dividing the speed of the network adapter by the
value of its maximum transfer unit (MTU) and multiplying the result by the MinimumTrafficThreshold.


For more information regarding a HighErrorRate fault, select the Details tab in the Notification
Properties dialog box for the HighErrorRate notification to view the breakdown by type of error; for
example, cyclic redundancy check (CRC) or frame alignment. The type of information available is
dependent on the system’s MIB.


The ErrorThreshold and the MinimumTrafficThreshold are contained in the Generic Interface/Port
Performance setting and the Ethernet Interface/Port Performance setting. Chapter 7, "Customizing
Polled Data Thresholds," in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide
describes these settings.


Duplex-mode discovery for Network adapters
The duplex mode setting for a network adapter determines whether IP Performance Manager monitors
the adapter for HighUtilization faults:


n If duplex mode is full-duplex or half-duplex, IP Performance Manager calculates current utilization for
the adapter and monitors the adapter for HighUtilization faults.
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n If duplex mode is unspecified, IP Performance Manager neither calculates current utilization for the
network nor monitors the adapter for HighUtilization faults.


A network adapter’s duplex mode setting is specified in the DuplexMode attribute, and its duplex
mode source setting—the means by which the duplex mode is determined for the adapter—is
specified in the DuplexSource attribute. The default value for DuplexMode is UNSPECIFIED, and the
default value for DuplexSource is NONE.


Determining duplex-mode
IP Performance Manager reads the following MIBs to determine the duplex mode value for a network
adapter:


1 Checks for a duplex mode value in the enterprise-specific MIB.


If found and the value is full-duplex or half-duplex, sets DuplexMode to FULLDUPLEX or
HALFDUPLEX and sets DuplexSource to ENTERPRISE_MIB. If no value is found or the found value
is not understood, IP Performance Manager continues to the next step.


2 Checks for a duplex mode value in the ETHERLIKE- MIB.


If found and the value is full-duplex or half-duplex, sets DuplexMode to FULLDUPLEX or
HALFDUPLEX and sets DuplexSource to ETHERLIKE_MIB. If no value is found or the found value is
not understood, IP Performance Manager continues to the next step.


3 Checks for a duplex mode value in the neighbor MIB.


If found and the value is full-duplex or half-duplex, sets DuplexMode to FULLDUPLEX or
HALFDUPLEX for both local and remote ports and sets DuplexSource to NEIGHBOR_MIB. If no
value is found or the found value is not understood, IP Performance Manager continues to the next
step.


4 Checks the value of ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::DuplexAssumed.


The value of this attribute is the value of the DuplexAssumed parameter in the discovery.conf file. At
this point in the search for a duplex mode setting, IP Performance Manager uses the DuplexAssumed
value to determine the values for the network adapter’s DuplexMode and DuplexSource attributes.


Understanding the DuplexAssumed parameter
The DuplexAssumed parameter in the discovery.conf file controls how to set the duplex mode for network
adapters in the topology. Valid values are TRUE and FALSE. The default value is TRUE.


n A value of TRUE indicates that duplex mode is assumed for all network adapters regardless of
whether duplex mode can be determined by checking the MIBs.
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n A value of FALSE indicates that duplex mode is set only for the network adapters for which duplex
mode can be determined by checking the MIBs.


A value of TRUE means that IP Performance Manager will monitor all network adapters in the
topology for HighUtilization faults. For any network adapter whose duplex mode cannot be
determined by checking the MIBs, IP Performance Manager sets the adapter’s DuplexMode attribute
to FULLDUPLEX and its DuplexSource attribute to ASSUMED. The one exception is the 10 megabit
(Mb) Ethernet adapter, for which IP Performance Manager sets the adapter’s DuplexMode attribute to
HALFDUPLEX.


Note   Be aware that monitoring all network adapters in the topology requires considerable system
resources. Ensure that your server is sized properly to accommodate the size of your environment, as
described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide.


A value of FALSE means that IP Performance Manager will monitor only those network adapters that
can be determined as full-duplex or half-duplex by reading the Enterprise MIB, ETHERLIKE-MIB, and
Neighbor MIB. Any network adapter having an unspecified duplex mode setting will be
ignored.Chapter 2, "Setting Configuration Parameters," in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide provides information about the
discovery.conf file.


Using the setDuplexMode command
You can use the setDuplexMode command to overwrite the DuplexMode attribute value for an individual
network adapter. For example, if the value of the DuplexMode attribute for a network adapter is
UNSPECIFIED and you know that the duplex mode is FULLDUPLEX or HALFDUPLEX, you can use the
setDuplexMode command to set the duplex mode, thereby enabling the adapter for HighUtilization
monitoring. You invoke the setDuplexMode command through the dmctl command line utility from the
BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory.


The following command example sets the DuplexMode attribute value to HALFDUPLEX for a network
adapter named Interface::IF-moto-gw/2:


dmctl -s INCHARGE-PM invoke Interface::IF-moto-gw/2 setDuplexMode HALFDUPLEX


In addition, when you manually assign a value to the DuplexMode attribute for a network adapter,
VMware Smart Assurance software automatically assigns a value of USER_CHANGED to the
DuplexSource attribute for the adapter.


The following command example verifies the DuplexMode attribute setting for Interface::IF-moto-gw/2:


dmctl -s INCHARGE-PM get Interface::IF-moto-gw/2::DuplexMode


In this series of examples, the returned value is HALFDUPLEX.


The following command example verifies the DuplexSource attribute setting for Interface::IF-moto-gw/2:


dmctl -s INCHARGE-PM get Interface::IF-moto-gw/2::DuplexSource
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In this series of examples, the returned value is USER_CHANGED.


Any change that you make to the DuplexMode attribute of a network adapter is not overwritten when the
associated system is rediscovered unless IP Performance Manager discovers a duplex mode value for
the adapter when checking the MIBs during the rediscovery. A MIB-determined duplex mode value takes
precedence over a manually set duplex mode value.


In addition to using the dmctl command line utility to invoke the setDuplexMode command, you can also
use ASL scripts and C++, Java, and Perl API.


Other network adapters that are not monitored
In addition to an unspecified duplex mode setting, the following properties also determine whether a
network adapter is monitored for utilization:


n If the network adapter is unmanaged, it is not monitored.


n If the network adapter uses the description of “*Vlan” for a Cisco device, it is not monitored.


If the interface is a subinterface, it is not monitored unless subinterface performance analysis is
enabled, which is explained in the Generic Interface/Port Performance setting or the Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance setting. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide describes these settings.


Wireless LAN
A wireless LAN consists of wireless controllers, WirelessAccessPoints, WirelessClients and SSIDs.


IP 9.1 provides support for Wireless LAN network for two vendors, namely Cisco and Aruba. The
certification of the two vendors can be found in the following conf files:


n oid2Type_Cisco.conf in <BASEDIR>\IP\smarts\conf\discovery


n oid2Type_Aruba.conf in <BASEDIR>\IP\smarts\conf\discovery


List of certified Wireless Controllers and WirelessAccessPoints lists the WirelessControllers and the
WirelessAccessPoints that have been certified.


Table 9‑43.  List of certified Wireless Controllers and WirelessAccessPoints


Wireles
s LAN
Vendor


Components of a wireless LAN network


Wireless
Controller System Object ID


Access
Points System Object ID


Aruba Aruba 2400 .1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.2


Aruba 650 1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.19


Aruba 3400 1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.15


Aruba 3600 1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.17


Aruba 6000 1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.1.1.4


Cisco Cisco 4402-25 WLAN Controller .1.3.6.1.4.1.14179.1.1.4.3 Aironet Access Point
1210


.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.525
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Table 9‑43.  List of certified Wireless Controllers and WirelessAccessPoints (Continued)


Wireles
s LAN
Vendor


Components of a wireless LAN network


Wireless
Controller System Object ID


Access
Points System Object ID


Cisco 5508 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1069


Cisco 2106 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.828


Cisco 6509 WISM 1.3.6.1.4.1.14179.1.1.4.4


Wirless LAN attributes in ICF Topology Manager
Wireless license and wireless LAN related attributes in ICF Topology Manager lists the wireless license
and wireless LAN related attributes in ICF Topology Manager.


Table 9‑44.  Wireless license and wireless LAN related attributes in ICF Topology Manager


Attributes Description Allowed values


WIFILicenseEnabled Indicates whether wireless license is available or
not.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


RemainingWirelessAccessPointCounts Indicates the total Wireless Access Point block
licenses available in the license server.


Unsigned-Int


RemainingWirelessControllerCounts Indicates the total Wireless Controller block
licenses available in the license server.


Unsigned-Int


TotalWirelessController Indicates the total Wireless Controllers in the
topology.


Unsigned-Int


TotalWirelessAccessPoints Indicates the total Wireless Access Points in the
topology.


Unsigned-Int


TotalWirelessClients Indicates the total Wireless Clients in the
topology.


Unsigned-Int


TotalWirelessAuthenticationServer Indicates the total Wireless Authentication
Servers in the topology.


Unsigned-Int


TotalWirelessControllerLicenseCheckedOut Indicates the total Wireless Controller license
checked out from the license server.


Unsigned-Int


TotalWirelessAccessPointsLicenseCheckedOut Indicates the total Wireless Access Points license
checked out from the license server.


Unsigned-Int


WirelessAccessPointLicenseExceeded Indicates that the total Wireless Access Point
license count exceeds the limit in the license
server.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


WirelessControllerLicenseExceeded Indicates that the total Wireless Controller license
count exceeds the limit in the license server.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE
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WirelessAccessPoint
WirelessAccessPoint is a device that logically connects WirelessClients operating in a network to one
another. It provides access to a distribution system, if connected, which is typically an enterprise wired
network. This device is managed by the WirelessController. It acts as a central transmitter and receiver of
WLAN radio signals. WirelssClients are connected to the WirelessAccessPoint switches.


Relationship
A WirelessAccessPoint is defined by the following relationships:


n ControlledBy/Controls relationship with WirelessController


n Hosts/HostedBy relationship with Station


n HostsAccessPoints/HostedBy relationship with IP and MAC


n ListsOfHostsAccessPoints/HostedBy relationship with IP and MAC


Attributes of WirelessAccessPoints
Attributes of WirelessAccessPoints lists the attributes of WirelessAccessPoints.


Table 9‑45.  Attributes of WirelessAccessPoints


Attributes Description Values


AccessMode The mode to access a system. It can have one of the following
values: ICMPONLY, SNMPONLY, or ICMPSNMP.


Enum


WirelessAccessPointMode Mode of the access point. Values can be master, adhoc or monitor. String


BSSID The Basic Service Set IDentifier that uniquely identifies the BSS. String


BridgeAddress The bridge address as defined in RFC1493. String


Certification The Certification attribute defines the level of certification that this
device has in the discovery process:


UNSUPPORTED deprecated.


GENERIC indicates that the OID for the device is not recognized
and the device will be classified as GENERIC and added to the
Node class. Standard MIB-II data is used to perform analysis on
the device.


TEMPLATE indicates that the device's certification is provided
based on a family of devices it is part of it, but the completeness of
the certification is not observed.


CERTIFIED indicates that the device has the highest level of
certification and is discovered using enterprise MIBs as well as
standard MIB-II data.


VALIDATED deprecated.


UNDISCOVERED indicates the system is undiscovered.


Enum


Channel The current operating frequency channel. Integer
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Table 9‑45.  Attributes of WirelessAccessPoints (Continued)


Attributes Description Values


DesignatedRoot The bridge identifier of the root of the spanning tree as determined
by the Spanning Tree Protocol as executed by this Bridge. This
value is used as the Root Identifier parameter in all Configuration
Bridge PDUs originated by this node.


String


DesignatedRootPort The port number of the port which offers the lowest cost path from
this Bridge to the root Bridge.


ESSID The Extended Service Set IDentifier that uniquely identifies the
ESS.


String


IsRogue Indicates whether this WirelessAccessPoint is a Rogue
WirelessAccessPoint or not.


A rogue access point is a wireless access point that has either
been installed on a secure company network without explicit
authorization from a local network administrator, or has been
created to allow a hacker to conduct a man-in-the-middle attack.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Default value: FALSE.


RogueType Indicates the type of identified Rogue WirelessAccessPoint. Values can be:
n valid
n interfering
n unsecure
n dos
n unknown
n knownInterfering
n suspectedUnsecur


e
n initializing
n pending
n alert
n detectedLrad
n known
n acknowledge
n contained
n threat
n containedPending
n knownContained
n trustedMissing


Default value:
Uninitialized


IsSeed TRUE if the system is added as seed. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsThinClient Indicates whether the WirelessAccessPoint is a thin client or not. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


PhysicalLayerProtocol The physical layer support protocol for the WirelessAccessPoint. String


RemoveComponents Enable or disable component deletion functionality for
ICIM_System instances. This is used by remove() function. Default
value is set to FALSE.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE
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Table 9‑45.  Attributes of WirelessAccessPoints (Continued)


Attributes Description Values


SourceAddress The system level source address. All the IP addresses that hosted
by the system use the address as source address unless each IP
address has its own source address.


String:


0.0.0.0


WirelessClientThreshold Maximum number of WirelessClient devices that can be associated
with this WirelessAccessPoint at a given time.


Integer


SystemObjectID The System Object Identifier associated with the Vendor of this
system.


String


Events and Exceptions
Events and Exceptions of WirelessAccessPoints lists the events and exceptions generated for
WirelessAccessPoints.


Table 9‑46.  Events and Exceptions of WirelessAccessPoints


Events Description


RogueWirelessAccessPointDetected Indicates that this WirelessAccessPoint is a Rogue WirelessAccessPoint.


This event is generated only if a WirelessAccessPoint is managed and monitored,
and the attribute IsRogue = TRUE.


Disabled Indicates that a disabled WirelessAccessPoint is the root cause.


DiscoveryError Indicates that an error occurred while discovering the system. DiscoveryError is
notified under the following circumstances: - SNMP requests times out - SNMP
agent encounters a loop - system is unreachable (Down) - Qualified access
address not found


Down Indicates that a failure on a WirelessAccessPoint is the root cause.


DiscoveryInProgress Indicates that discovering the system is in progress.


MightBeDown Indicates that the system is not responding to SNMP polls or ICMP pings and is
logically near the root-cause problem.


OutOfWapLicense Indicates that the WirelessAccessPoint block license has exceeded its limit in the
license server.


LowOnWapLicenseCount Indicates that the WirelessAccessPoint license count has reached its threshold.


Note   This event is generated when the license count exceeds the value set for
the parameter LicenseThresholdPercentage in the discovery.conf file. Default
value = 90%.


ThresholdReached Indicates that the maximum number of Stations that can be connected to this
WirelessAccessPoint has reached.


Unresponsive Indicates that IPv4 and IPv6 addresses of the system are not responding. Also,
indicates that the SNMP Agent is not responding.


Unstable Indicates that the system is restarting itself continuously.


OperationalException Indicates that one or more operational related failures exist for a particular system
or one of its components.
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Table 9‑46.  Events and Exceptions of WirelessAccessPoints (Continued)


Events Description


PerformanceException Indicates that one or more performance-related failures exist for the network
adapters of a particular system.


PowerSupplyException Indicates that one or more voltage or power supply faults exist for a particular
system.


ResourceException Indicates that one or more processor or memory related faults exist for a particular
system.


TemperatureException Indicates that one or more fan or temperature related faults exist for a particular
system.


ErrorException Indicates that one or more error-related failures exist for the network adapters of a
particular system.


ConnectivityException Indicates that one or more connectivity-related root-cause failures for a particular
system or one of its components.


WirelessClientThresholdExceeded Indicates that the maximum number of WirelessClients that can be connected to
this WirelessAccessPoint has exceeded the threshold.


WirelessClient
A WirelessClient is a mobile device such as a laptop, personal digital assistant, IP phone, smart phone, or
any fixed device such as a desktop or workstation that is equipped with a wireless LAN interface which
allows communication with a WirelessAccessPoint.


Relationships
A WirelessClient is defined by the following relationships:


n HostedBy/Hosts relationship with WirelessAccessPoint


n HostsWirelessAccessPoints/HostedBy relationship with MAC


n ListsOfHostsAccessPoints/HostedBy relationship with MAC


Attributes of WirelessClient
Attributes of WirelessClient list the attributes of a WirelessClient.


Table 9‑47.  Attributes of WirelessClient


Attribute Description Value


AccessMode The mode to access a system. It can have one of the following values:
ICMPONLY, SNMPONLY, or ICMPSNMP.


Enum


BridgeAddress The bridge address as defined in RFC1493. Value
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Table 9‑47.  Attributes of WirelessClient (Continued)


Attribute Description Value


Certification The Certification attribute defines the level of certification that this device has in
the discovery process:


UNSUPPORTED deprecated. GENERIC indicates that the OID for the device is
not recognized and the device will be classified as GENERIC and added to the
Node class. Standard MIB-II data is used to perform analysis on the device.


TEMPLATE indicates that the device's certification is provided based on a family
of devices it is part of it, but the completeness of the certification is not observed.


CERTIFIED indicates that the device has the highest level of certification and is
discovered using enterprise MIBs as well as standard MIB-II data.


VALIDATED deprecated.


UNDISCOVERED indicates the system is undiscovered.


Enum


SignalStrength Indicates the wireless signal strength from the WirelessAccesspoint. The unit is
dBm.


Integer


SourceAddress The system level source address. All the IP addresses that hosted by the system
use the address as source address unless each IP address has its own source
address.


String


SupportsSNMP TRUE if this system is manageable via SNMP. Boolean


SystemObjectID The System Object Identifier associated with the Vendor of this system. String


Type The Type attribute coarsely classifies the system. This attribute is used primarily
for display purposes only. The actual capabilities of a system are reflected in the
LogicalDevices, Services, and ServiceAccessPoints related to it.


Enum


UseBridgingRelationship TRUE to use Bridging relationship in correlation. Boolean


Events and Exceptions of WirelessClient
Exceptions and events of WirelessClient lists the events and exceptions generated for a WirelessClient.


Table 9‑48.  Exceptions and events of WirelessClient


Events and Exception Description


DiscoveryError Indicates that an error occurred while discovering the system. DiscoveryError is notified under
the following circumstances:


SNMP requests times out


SNMP agent encounters a loop


system is unreachable (Down)


Qualified access address not found


DiscoveryInProgress Indicates that discovering the system is in progress.


Down Indicates that a failure on a WirelessClient is the root cause.


MightBeDown Indicates that the system is not responding to SNMP polls or ICMP pings. Logically, this also
indicates that it is near the root-cause problem.


Unstable Indicates that the system is continuously restarting itself.


Unresponsive Indicates that all of the system's IPv4 and IPv6 addresses not responding and the SNMPAgent
is not responding as well.
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Table 9‑48.  Exceptions and events of WirelessClient (Continued)


Events and Exception Description


ConnectivityException Indicates that one or more connectivity-related root-cause failures for a particular system or
one of its components.


ErrorException Indicates that one or more error-related failures exist for the network adapters of a particular
system.


OperationalException Indicates that one or more operational-related failures exist for a particular system or one of its
components.


PerformanceException Indicates that one or more performance-related failures exist for the network adapters of a
particular system.


PowerSupplyException Indicates that one or more voltage or power supply faults exist for a particular system.


ResourceException Indicates that one or more processor or memory related faults exist for a particular system.


TemperatureException Indicates that one or more fan or temperature related faults exist for a particular system.


SSID
A service set identifier (SSID) is a sequence of characters that uniquely names a wireless local area
network (WLAN). It is advertised by the WirelessAccessPoint for a wireless LAN. An SSID is also referred
to as a network name.


Each set of wireless devices communicating directly with each other is called a basic service set (BSS).
Several BSSs can be joined together to form one logical WLAN segment, referred to as an extended
service set (ESS).


Note   The Service Set Identifier uniquely identifies the ESS.


Relationship
SSID is defined by the UsedBy relationship with WirelessClient. Conversely, a WirelessClient is defined
by the Uses relationship with SSID.


Attributes of SSID
Attributes of SSID lists attributes of SSID.
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Table 9‑49.  Attributes of SSID


Attribute Description Value


ApplicationName ApplicationName is equal to the Name of the SoftwareService that this
connection is PartOf. If there is no containing application then it is set to the
empty string. A connection should be modeled as a component of an application
when it represents an internal communication pathway between components.
For example, the transaction between the web container and a servlet within an
Application Server.


String


CIM_Name This attribute is defined in CIM model. It defines the label by which the object is
known.


String


ProfileNames List of profile names corresponding to this SSID. String


WirelessController
The wireless LAN controller is modelled as a WirelessController class in the IP topology.


WirelessController is a centralized device in a network, to which all the WirelessAccessPoints on the
network are directly or indirectly connected. It also configures and manages the WirelessAcccessPoints.


Relationship
A WirelessController is defined by the following relationships:


n ComposedOf/PartOf relationship with Interface, Memory, PowerSupply, Processor,
TemperatureSensor


n ConnectedVia/ConnectedSystems relationship with IP network


n Controls/ControlledBy relationship with WirelessAccessPoint


n HostsWirelessAccessPoints/HostedBy relationship with IP and MAC


n HostsServices/HostedBy relationship with SNMP Agent


n HostsStations/HostedBy relationship with WirelessClient


n ListsOfHostsAccessPoints/HostedBy relationship with IP and MAC


n SystemPackagedIn/PackagesSystems relationship with Chassis


Attributes of WirelessControllers
Attributes of WirelessController lists the attributes of a WirelessController.


Table 9‑50.  Attributes of WirelessController


Attributes Description Values


AccessMode The mode to access a system. It can have one of the following
values: ICMPONLY, SNMPONLY, or ICMPSNMP.


Enum


ApThreshold Maximum number of WirelessAccessPoints that can be associated
with this Controller at a given time.


Integer
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Table 9‑50.  Attributes of WirelessController (Continued)


Attributes Description Values


BridgeAddress The bridge address as defined in RFC1493. string


Certification The Certification attribute defines the level of certification that this
device has in the discovery process:


UNSUPPORTED deprecated.


GENERIC indicates that the OID for the device is not recognized
and the device will be classified as GENERIC and added to the
Node class. Standard MIB-II data is used to perform analysis on the
device.


TEMPLATE indicates that the device's certification is provided
based on a family of devices it is part of it, but the completeness of
the certification is not observed.


CERTIFIED indicates that the device has the highest level of
certification and is discovered using enterprise MIBs as well as
standard MIB-II data.


VALIDATED deprecated.


UNDISCOVERED indicates the system is undiscovered.


Enum


DesignatedRoot The bridge identifier of the root of the spanning tree as determined
by the Spanning Tree Protocol as executed by this Bridge. This
value is used as the Root Identifier parameter in all Configuration
Bridge PDUs originated by this node.


String


DesignatedRootPort The port number of the port which offers the lowest cost path from
this Bridge to the root Bridge.


Integer


NumberOfAPs Number of WirelessAccessPoints currently associated with this
Controller.


Integer


RemoveComponents Enable or disable component deletion functionality for
ICIM_System instances. This is used by remove() function. Default
value is set to FALSE.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Role Indicates the role of the controller. Master, Local and Backup are
the valid three values.


String


SourceAddress The system level source address. All the IP addresses that hosted
by the system use the address as source address unless each IP
address has its own source address.


String


SystemObjectID The System Object Identifier associated with the Vendor of this
system.


String


UseBridgingRelationship TRUE to use Bridging relationship in correlation. Boolean


Events of WirelessController
Events of WirelessController lists the events that are generated for WirelessController.
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Table 9‑51.  Events of WirelessController


Events Description


APThresholdReached


DiscoveryError Indicates that an error occurred while discovering the system.
DiscoveryError is notified when:


SNMP requests times out


SNMP agent encounters a loop


System is unreachable (Down)


Qualified access address not found


DiscoveryInProgress Indicates that discovery process for the system is in progress.


Down Indicates that the root cause is a failed system.


MightBeDown Indicates that the system is not responding to SNMP polls or ICMP pings
and is logically near the root-cause problem.


OutOfWctlLicense Indicates that the WirelessController block license has exceeded its limit
in the license server.


LowOnWctlCountLicense Indicates that the WirelessController license count has reached its
threshold.


Note   This event is generated if the license count exceeds the value set
for the parameter LicenseThresholdPercentage in the discovery.conf file.
Default value = 90%.


StationThresholdReached


Unresponsive Indicates that all the IPv4 and I Pv6 addresses for the system are not
responding. Also indicates that the SNMPAgent is not responding.


Unstable Indicates that the system is restarting itself continuously .


TemperatureException Indicates that one or more fan or temperature related faults exist for a
particular system.


ResourceException Indicates that one or more processor or memory related faults exist for a
particular system.


PowerSupplyException Indicates that one or more voltage or power supply faults exist for a
particular system.


PerformanceException Indicates that one or more performance-related failures exist for the
network adapters of a particular system.


OperationalException Indicates that one or more operational-related failures exist for a
particular system or one of its components.


ErrorException Indicates that one or more error-related failures exist for the network
adapters of a particular system.


ConnectivityException Indicates that one or more connectivity-related root-cause failures for a
particular system or one of its components.


WirelessAccessPointThresholdExceeded Indicates that the maximum number of WirelessAccessPoints that can be
connected to this WirelessController has exceeded the threshold.


WirelessClientThresholdExceeded Indicates that the maximum number of WirelessClients that can be
connected to this WirelessController has exceeded the threshold.
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AuthenticationServer
The IP Manager discovers and monitors the athentication server. An authentication server provides
authentication service for different network element such as WirelessClient. Authentication servers are
connected to WirelessController. The request for authentication pass through the WirelessController from
WirelessClient to the authentication server. IP Manager discovers the authentication server while
discovering the WirelessController.


In IP topology, the authentication server is represented by the class AuthenticationServer. It is defined by
the AuthenticationServiceTo relationship with the WirelessController. The WirelessController provide the
MIB information for authentication server. The discovery of authentication server by IP is done while
discovering the WirelessController.


Note   IP server does not generate any alert if the status of the Authentication Server is UNKNOWN. So if
the WirelessController is Down, the related Authentication Server status is UNKNOWN. Therefore, to get
the proper status of the Authentication Server, rediscover the running WirelessContoller that is serviced
by same Authentication Server.


Attributes of an Authentication Server
Attributes of AuthenticationServer lists the attributes of an Authentication Server.


Table 9‑52.  Attributes of AuthenticationServer


Attributes Description Allowed values


AuthServerType Indicates the type of Authentication Server. String


BridgeAddress This is the bridge address as defined in RFC1493. String


ControllingEntity The SystemName of the Controlling System. By default,
System controls itself.


String


PortNumber The port to which the authentication server is listening. Integer


Events of an AuthenticationServer
Table 9‑53.  Events of an AuthenticationServer


Events Description


AuthenticationServerDisabled Indicates that the Authentication Server is disabled. This is the supporting event
for Disabled problem.


Disabled Indicates that a disabled AuthenticationServer is the root-cause of the symptom.


AuthServerNotReachable Indicates that Authentication server is not reachable through the
WirelessController.


Events of an AuthenticationServer lists the events that are generated for an AuthenticationServer.
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Root-cause analysis of a wireless LAN
IP 9.1 provides root-cause analysis of wireless LAN for three different deployment scenarios:


n Thin Client Centralized Deployment as listed in Root-cause analysis of a wireless LAN Thin client
centralized deployment. Here, the WirelessController is responsible for providing the monitoring data
for WirelessAccessPoint and WirelssClient.


Note   In IP, the WirelessController SNMP Agent is used to poll the status of the WirelessAccessPoint
and WirelessClient.


n Thin Client Distributed Deployment as listed in Root-cause analysis for thin client distributed
deployment. Here, the WirelessController is responsible for providing the monitoring data for
WirelessAccessPoint and WirelssClient, for multiple distributed network.


n Thick Client Autonomous Deployment as listed in Root-cause analysis for thick client autonomous
deployment. In an autonomous deployment, the WirelessAccessPoint provides the monitoring data
for WirelssClient.


Note   In IP, the WirelessAccessPoint SNMP Agent is used to poll the status of the WirelessClient.


Root-cause analysis of a wireless LAN Thin client centralized deployment lists the root-cause
analysis done for thin client centralized deployment.


Table 9‑54.  Root-cause analysis of a wireless LAN Thin client centralized deployment


Class Root-cause Events (symptoms of root-cause) Impacted system


WirelessController Down WirelessController Unresponsive


WirelessController MightBeDown.


WirelessAccessPoint


WirelessClient


WirelessAccessPoint Down


This event is generated when:


The SNMP status of the WirelessAccessPoint is
DOWN or NOTPRESENT, and


The WirelessController is responsive


WirelessClient


WirelessClient Disconnected


This event is generated when:


The WirelessClient is enabled for monitoring, and


Host WirelessAccessPoint is responsive


None


Root-cause analysis for thin client distributed deployment lists the root-cause analysis done for a thin
client distributed deployment.
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Table 9‑55.  Root-cause analysis for thin client distributed deployment


Class
Root-
cause Events (symptoms of root-cause) Impacted classes


Switch Down WirelessAccessPoint Unresponsive


WirelessAccessPoint MIghtBeDown


WirelessAccessPoint


WirelessClient


WirelessController Down WirelessController Unresponsive


WirelessController MIghtBeDown


WirelessAccessPoint


WirelessClient


WirelessAccessPoint Down.


This event is generated when:


The SNMP status of the WirelessAccessPoint is
DOWN or NOTPRESENT, and


The WirelessController is responsive


WirelessClient


WirelessClient Disconnected


This event is generated when:


The WirelessClient is enabled for monitoring, and


Host WirelessAccessPoint is responsive


None


Root-cause analysis for thick client autonomous deployment lists the root-cause analysis done for a thick
client automous deployment.


Table 9‑56.  Root-cause analysis for thick client autonomous deployment


Class Root-cause Events (symptoms of root-cause) Impacted classes


WirelessController Down WirelessController Unresponsive


WirelessController MIghtBeDown


WirelessAccessPoint


WirelessClient


WirelessAccessPoint Down.


This event is generated when:
n The SNMP status of the WirelessAccessPoint is


DOWN or NOTPRESENT, and
n The WirelessController is responsive


WirelessClient


WirelessClient Disconnected


This event is generated when:
n The WirelessClient is enabled for monitoring,


and
n Host WirelessAccessPoint is responsive


None


Device connection
A device connection is a link between two network adapters. Network adapter provides information about
network adapters. IP Availability Managerperforms connectivity analysis on the following device
connection object types:


n Cable — A connection between a port and an interface. For example, a cable connects a port on a
switch to an interface on a router.
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n TrunkCable — A connection between two ports. Switches are often trunked to connect multiple
segments or to provide redundant pathways through the network.


n NetworkConnection — A connection between two interfaces. A NetworkConnection can be a logical
connection or a physical connection. An example of a logical connection is when routers are
connected through a virtual circuit and none of the intermediate network devices are included in the
topology. An example of a physical connection is when routers are connected through a serial or
point-to-point connection.


Attributes for Device connection
Attributes for Device connection lists some key attributes for device connection. The “A_” prefix
distinguishes the attributes for the network adapter (port or interface) at the one end of the device
connection, and the “Z_” prefix distinguishes the attributes for the network adapter (port or interface) at
the other end of the device connection.


Table 9‑57.  Attributes for Device connection


Attribute Description Allowed values


A_AdminStatus Reflects the current administrative status of the
network adapter (port or interface) at this end of the
device connection:
n UP indicates that the network adapter is


administratively enabled.
n DOWN indicates that the network adapter is


administratively disabled.
n TESTING indicates that the network adapter is in


testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the network adapter is in an


unknown state.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB


AdminStatus value for the network adapter is
missing.


n UNKNOWN indicates that the network adapter has
yet to be polled.


When the value of the network adapter’s
A_AdminStatus is UP, the value of A_OperStatus
determines the state of the adapter. Otherwise, the
value of A_AdminStatus determines the state of the
adapter.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


A_DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of the network
adapter at this end of the device connection.


Port example:


PORT-10.9.252.2/1 [Gi1/1]


Interface example:


IF-10.9.252.80/2 [Fa0/1] [10.9.77.3]


String
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Table 9‑57.  Attributes for Device connection (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


A_DuplexMode Indicates whether the network adapter at this end of
the device connection is full-duplex or half-duplex:
n FULLDUPLEX indicates that the network adapter


is full-duplex.
n HALFDUPLEX indicates that the network adapter


is half-duplex.
n UNSPECIFIED indicates that the duplex mode


value is not available for the network adapter.


Enum:
n FULLDUPLEX
n HALFDUPLEX
n UNSPECIFIED


A_IsFlapping TRUE if the network adapter at this end of the device
connection is flapping.


(FALSE if the network adapter is not flapping.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


A_MaxSpeed Maximum speed, in bits per second (bps), for the
network adapter at this end of the device connection;
for example:


10000000 bps


Integer


A_OperStatus Reflects the current operational status of the network
adapter at this end of the device connection:
n UP indicates that the network adapter is


operationally up.
n DOWN indicates that the network adapter is


operationally down.
n TESTING indicates that the network adapter is in


testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the network adapter is in an


unknown state.
n DORMANT indicates that the network adapter is


waiting for an external action to occur before
becoming active.


n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB OperStatus
value for the network adapter is missing.


n UNKNOWN indicates that the network adapter has
yet to be polled.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n DORMANT
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this device
connection.


Cable example:


IF-10.9.1.109/10.9.1.109<->PORT-qa-sw2/19 [19]
[vlan7.21.p3]


TrunkCable example:


PORT-10.9.252.2/1 [Gi1/1]<->PORT-qa-
core.smarts.com/1.9 [Fa0/9]


NetworkConnection example:


IF-10.9.252.80/2 [Fa0/1] [10.9.77.3]<->IF-QA-
MPLSp2/6 [Fa0/3/3]


String
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Table 9‑57.  Attributes for Device connection (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


IsLogicalConnection TRUE if a logical connection exists for this device
connection; that is, the network adapters at the ends of
this device connection are not physically connected to
one another.


(FALSE if a logical connection does not exist for this
device connection; that is, the network adapters at the
ends of this device connection are physically
connected to one another.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsLogicalConnectionDown-Enabled TRUE if a LogicalConnectionDown problem has been
diagnosed by IP Availability Manager for this device
connection.


(FALSE if a LogicalConnectionDown problem has not
been enabled for this device connection.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsNetworkAdapterNotOperating TRUE if at least one of the two network adapters
connected through this device connection is
operationally down or flapping.


(FALSE if neither network adapter is operationally
down or flapping.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsNetworkAdapterFlapping TRUE if at least one of the two network adapters
connected through this device connection is flapping.


(FALSE if neither network adapter is flapping.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
device connection:


Cable example:


LINK-IF-10.9.1.109/10.9.1.109<->PORT-qa-sw2/19


TrunkCable example:


LINK-PORT-10.9.252.2/1<->PORT-qa-
core.smarts.com/1.9


NetworkConnection example:


LINK-IF-10.9.252.80/2<->IF-QA-MPLSp2/6


String


SystemName Name of the system containing this device connection:
for example:


10.9.252.2


String
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Table 9‑57.  Attributes for Device connection (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


Z_AdminStatus Reflects the current administrative status of the
network adapter (port or interface) at this end of the
device connection:
n UP indicates that the network adapter is


administratively enabled.
n DOWN indicates that the network adapter is


administratively disabled.
n TESTING indicates that the network adapter is in


testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the network adapter is in an


unknown state.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB


AdminStatus value for the network adapter is
missing.


n UNKNOWN indicates that the network adapter has
yet to be polled.


When the value of the network adapter’s
Z_AdminStatus is UP, the value of Z_OperStatus
determines the state of the adapter. Otherwise, the
value of Z_AdminStatus determines the state of the
adapter.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


Z_DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of the network
adapter at this end of the device connection:


Port example:


PORT-qa-switch.smarts.com/1.9 [Fa0/9]


Interface example:


IF-QA-MPLSp2/6 [Fa0/3/3]


String


Z_DuplexMode Indicates whether the network adapter at this end of
the device connection is full-duplex or half-duplex.
n FULLDUPLEX indicates that the network adapter


is full-duplex.
n HALFDUPLEX indicates that the network adapter


is half-duplex.
n UNSPECIFIED indicates that the duplex mode


value is not available for the network adapter.


Enum:
n FULLDUPLEX
n HALFDUPLEX
n UNSPECIFIED


Z_IsFlapping TRUE if the network adapter at this end of the device
connection is flapping.


(FALSE if the network adapter is not flapping.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE
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Table 9‑57.  Attributes for Device connection (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


Z_MaxSpeed Maximum speed, in bits per second (bps), for the
network adapter at this end of the device connection;
for example:


10000000 bps


Integer


Z_OperStatus Reflects the current operational status of the network
adapter at this end of the device connection:
n UP indicates that the network adapter is


operationally up.
n DOWN indicates that the network adapter is


operationally down.
n TESTING indicates that the network adapter is in


testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the network adapter is in an


unknown state.
n DORMANT indicates that the network adapter is


waiting for an external action to occur before
becoming active.


n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB OperStatus
value for the network adapter is missing.


n UNKNOWN indicates that the network adapter has
yet to be polled.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n DORMANT
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


Root-cause problems for Device connection
A device connection can be a cable, trunk cable, or network connection. The following root-cause
problems are diagnosed for device connection:


n Down


n Unstable


Device connection Down
Down indicates that one or both network adapters linked by a physical connection have failed. A device
connection failure breaks connectivity between the management station and each network adapter that
the connection links, by generating events at both ends:


n A Cable Down diagnosis supersedes a Port Down or an Interface Down diagnosis if the port,
interface, or both are down.


n A TrunkCable Down diagnosis supersedes a Port Down diagnosis if one or both ports are down.


n A NetworkConnection Down diagnosis supersedes an Interface Down diagnosis if one or both
interfaces are down.


If the network adapters are not physically connected, a network adapter LogicalConnectionDown
diagnosis supersedes a device connection Down diagnosis.
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The event used to diagnose device connection Down is network adapter DownOrFlapping for one or
both of the network adapters. To distinguish device connection Down from device connection
Unstable, the value of the IsNetworkAdapterFlapping attribute of the device connection object must
also be set to FALSE.


Device connection Unstable
Unstable indicates that one or both network adapters linked by a physical connection are unstable. A
network adapter is considered unstable if it alternates between up and down states over a short period of
time:


n A Cable Unstable diagnosis supersedes a Port Unstable or Interface Unstable diagnosis if a cable
connects a port or an interface that is unstable.


n A TrunkCable Unstable diagnosis supersedes a Port Unstable diagnosis if a trunk cable connects a
port that is unstable.


n A NetworkConnection Unstable diagnosis supersedes an Interface Unstable diagnosis if a
NetworkConnection connects an interface that is unstable to another interface.


The event used to diagnose device connection Unstable is network adapter DownOrFlapping. To
distinguish device connection Unstable from device connection Down, the value of the
IsNetworkAdapterFlapping attribute of the device connection object must also be set to TRUE.


Note   Flapping for network adapters is diagnosed by using the setting described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide. The flapping condition can be
diagnosed for network adapters and any subinterfaces.


Events for Device connection
The following event is detected for device connection and used as a symptom for root-cause analysis:


DownOFlapping: Indicates that one or both of the network adapters on either end of the device
connection are operationally down or unstable. This event is used to enhance the display of maps in the
Global Console.


DownOrFlapping is also exported to the Global Manager.


Service access point
A service access point describes a logical endpoint that can be used to gain access to some network
service. IP Availability Manager performs connectivity analysis and IP Performance Manager performs
performance analysis on the following service access point object types:


n IP


n IPv6


n HSRPEndpoint


n VRRPEndpoint
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n EVCEndPoints


IP
An endpoint that describes the IP layer characteristics of a network-attached interface. An IP endpoint is
designated by a unique IPv4 address.


With the IP tagging feature, create an IP tag filter for each group of systems that is using an overlapping
address space. Included in each filter is a user-specified tag value and a range of overlapping IP
addresses. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide provides more
information on IP tagging feature.


Attributes for IP
Attributes for IP endpoint lists some key attributes for IP endpoint.


Table 9‑58.  Attributes for IP endpoint


Attribute Description Allowed values


Address IP address of this IP endpoint; for example:


1.1.1.1


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this IP endpoint; for
example:


1.1.1.1 [vmwarewlan.corp.vmware.com]


String


InterfaceAdminStatus Reflects the current administrative status of the interface underlying
this IP endpoint:
n UP indicates that the interface is administratively enabled.
n DOWN indicates that the interface is administratively disabled.
n TESTING indicates that the interface is in testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the interface is in an unknown state.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB AdminStatus value for the


interface is missing.
n UNKNOWN indicates that the interface has yet to be polled.


When the value of the interface’s InterfaceAdminStatus is UP, the
value of InterfaceOperStatus determines the state of the interface.
Otherwise, the value of InterfaceAdminStatus determines the state
of the interface.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


InterfaceMode Indicates the intended purpose of the interface underlying this IP
endpoint: normal, backup, or dial-on-demand.


Enum:
n NORMAL
n BACKUP
n ONDEMAND


InterfaceName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of the interface underlying
this IP endpoint; for example:


IF-vmwarewlan.corp.vmware.com/46 [ge-1/2/0.511] [1.1.1.1]


String
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Table 9‑58.  Attributes for IP endpoint (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


InterfaceOperStatus Reflects the current operational status of the interface underlying this
IP endpoint:
n UP indicates that the interface is operationally up.
n DOWN indicates that the interface is operationally down.
n TESTING indicates that the interface is in testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the interface is in an unknown state.
n DORMANT indicates that the interface is waiting for an external


action to occur before becoming active.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB OperStatus value for the


interface is missing.
n UNKNOWN indicates that the interface has yet to be polled.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n DORMANT
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


InterfaceType Type of interface underlying this IP endpoint, distinguished according
to the physical/link protocols immediately “below” the network layer
in the protocol stack.


Enum:


ATMFUNI


ARCNET


SONET


HIPPI


MODEM


V36


IEEE1394


IFGSN


ATMVIRTUAL


Note   The configuration file
InterfaceType.conf has the
exhaustive list of allowed
values. The configuration
file is located
at:BASEDIR/smarts/conf/dis
covery


RoundTripTime Reflects the latency (in ms) observed during the last poll by the
instrumentation. IP objects are typically instrumented using the
ICMP (ping) protocol.


Integer


MaximumLatency A non-zero value that sets the time (in ms) for ICMP
request/response pair. If any pair takes longer than that (but does
not time out), it will generate the IP::SlowResponseTime event.


Integer
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Table 9‑58.  Attributes for IP endpoint (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


IPStatus Reflects the current state of this IP endpoint as reported by the
instrumentation:


Note   IP objects are typically instrumented using the ICMP (ping)
protocol.


n OK indicates that the IP interface is responding to ICMP pings.
n NETUNREACHABLE indicates that the IP network is


unreachable.
n HOSTUNREACHABLE indicates that the host is unreachable.
n PROTOCOLUNREACHABLE indicates that the ICMP protocol is


unreachable.
n PORTUNREACHABLE indicates that the port is unreachable.
n NEEDFRAGUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination was


unreachable because fragmentation was needed and do not
fragment was set.


n SRCFAILEDUNREACHABLE indicates that the source route
failed.


n DESTNETUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination
network is unknown.


n DESTHOSTUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination host
is unknown.


n ISOLATEDUNREACHABLE indicates that the source host is
isolated.


n AUTHNETUNREACHABLE indicates that communication with
the destination network is administratively prohibited.


n AUTHHOSTUNREACHABLE indicates that communication with
the destination host is administratively prohibited.


n NETSVCUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination network
is unreachable for this type of service.


n HOSTSVCUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination host is
unreachable for this type of service.


n TIMEXCEEDINTRANS indicates that the Time to Live (TTL) was
exceeded in transit.


n TIMEXCEEDREASS indicates that the fragment reassembly
time was exceeded.


n TIMEDOUT indicates that the last ICMP ping timed out.
n OTHER indicates an unspecified error condition occurred.
n UNKNOWN indicates an unspecified error condition occurred.


Enum:
n OK
n NETUNREACHABLE
n HOSTUNREACHABLE
n PROTOCOLUNREACH


ABLE
n PORTUNREACHABLE
n NEEDFRAGUNREACH


ABLE
n SRCFAILEDUNREACH


ABLE
n DESTNETUNREACHA


BLE
n DESTHOSTUNREACH


ABLE
n ISOLATEDUNREACHA


BLE
n AUTHNETUNREACHA


BLE
n AUTHHOSTUNREACH


ABLE
n NETSVCUNREACHABL


E
n HOSTSVCUNREACHA


BLE
n TIMEXCEEDINTRANS
n TIMEXCEEDREASS
n TIMEDOUT
n OTHER
n UNKNOWN


IsInterfaceInstrumented TRUE if "IP LayeredOver Interface" is instrumented. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this IP endpoint; for
example:


IP-1.1.1.1


String


Netmask Network mask for this IP endpoint; for example:


255.255.255.252


String
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Table 9‑58.  Attributes for IP endpoint (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


NetworkNumber Network number (computed from the Address and Netmask values)
for this endpoint; for example:


1.1.1.0


String


Responsive TRUE if this IP endpoint is responding to ICMP pings.


(FALSE if this IP endpoint is not responding to ICMP pings.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Status Current status of this IP endpoint. Enum:
n RESPONSIVE
n UNRESPONSIVE
n UNKNOWN


SystemName Name of the system hosting this IP endpoint; for example:


wpl01-07m01-gw01.isus.vmware.com


String


SystemType Type of system hosting this IP endpoint; for example:


OTHER


Enum:
n HOST
n ROUTER
n SWITCH
n HUB
n SERVER
n BRIDGE
n REPEATER
n PROBE
n OTHER
n TERMINALSERVER
n MEDIAGATEWAY


Root-cause problems for IP
No root-cause problems are diagnosed for IP endpoint.


Events for IP
Events for IP endpoint lists the events detected for IP endpoint. The Duplicate event is exported to the
Global Manager.
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Table 9‑59.  Events for IP endpoint


Event Description


Down Down indicates that an IP endpoint is not responding to ICMP polls and that there is no physical failure in
the system or any other related network component to explain why. The value of the IPStatus attribute is
not OK or UNKNOWN, and the value of both the AdminStatus and OperStatus attributes for the interface
is UP. The problem is most likely at the IP protocol level. For example, the IP protocol on a router interface
might be disabled but the physical interface is still up.


Unresponsive Unresponsive indicates that an IP endpoint is not responding to ICMP polls. Similar to Down, the value of
the IPStatus attribute is not OK or UNKNOWN.


DuplicateIP Duplicate indicates that the discovery process discovered two systems having the same (overlapping) IP
address. When this event occurs, IP Availability Manager proceeds as follows:
n Classifies the IP address as a DuplicateIP.
n Suspends IP-related analysis for the address.
n Generates a Duplicate notification.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide provides information about
correcting Duplicate notifications.


IPv6
An IPv6 endpoint describes the IP layer characteristics of an IPv6 network-attached interface. An IPv6
endpoint is designated by a unique IPv6 address.


Attributes for IPv6
Attributes for IPv6 endpoint lists some key attributes for IPv6 endpoint.


Table 9‑60.  Attributes for IPv6 endpoint


Attribute Description Allowed values


Address IPv6 address of this IPv6 endpoint; for example:


3FFE:80C0:22C:61:0:0:A09:FE03


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this IPv6 endpoint; for
example:


3FFE:80C0:22C:61:0:0:A09:FE03 [10.0.0.1]


String


InterfaceAdminStatus Reflects the current administrative status of the interface underlying
this IPv6 endpoint:
n UP indicates that the interface is administratively enabled.
n DOWN indicates that the interface is administratively disabled.
n TESTING indicates that the interface is in testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the interface is in an unknown state.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB AdminStatus value for the


interface is missing.
n UNKNOWN indicates that the interface has yet to be polled.


When the value of the interface’s InterfaceAdminStatus is UP, the
value of InterfaceOperStatus determines the state of the interface.
Otherwise, the value of InterfaceAdminStatus determines the state of
the interface.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN
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Table 9‑60.  Attributes for IPv6 endpoint (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


InterfaceMode Indicates the intended purpose of the interface underlying this IPv6
endpoint: normal, backup, or dial-on-demand.


Enum:
n NORMAL
n BACKUP
n ONDEMAND


InterfaceName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of the interface underlying
this IPv6 endpoint; for example:


IF-10.0.0.1/35 [fe-0/0/0.0] [10.9.254.76]


String


InterfaceOperStatus Reflects the current operational status of the interface underlying this
IPv6 endpoint:
n UP indicates that the interface is operationally up.
n DOWN indicates that the interface is operationally down.
n TESTING indicates that the interface is in testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the interface is in an unknown state.
n DORMANT indicates that the interface is waiting for an external


action to occur before becoming active.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB OperStatus value for the


interface is missing.
n UNKNOWN indicates that the interface has yet to be polled.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n DORMANT
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


InterfaceType Type of interface underlying this IPv6 endpoint, distinguished
according to the physical/link protocols immediately “below” the
network layer in the protocol stack.


Enum:


ATMFUNI


ARCNET


SONET


HIPPI


MODEM


V36


IEEE1394


IFGSN


ATMVIRTUAL


Note   The configuration
file InterfaceType.conf has
the exhaustive list of
allowed values. The
configuration file is located
at:BASEDIR/smarts/conf/di
scovery
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Table 9‑60.  Attributes for IPv6 endpoint (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


IPStatus Reflects the current state of this IPv6 endpoint as reported by the
instrumentation:


Note   IPv6 objects are instrumented using the ICMPv6 (ping)
protocol.


n OK indicates that the IP interface is responding to ICMPv6 pings.
n NETUNREACHABLE indicates that the IP network is


unreachable.
n HOSTUNREACHABLE indicates that the host is unreachable.
n PROTOCOLUNREACHABLE indicates that the ICMPv6 protocol


is unreachable.
n PORTUNREACHABLE indicates that the port is unreachable.
n NEEDFRAGUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination was


unreachable because fragmentation was needed and do not
fragment was set.


n SRCFAILEDUNREACHABLE indicates that the source route
failed.


n DESTNETUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination network
is unknown.


n DESTHOSTUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination host is
unknown.


n ISOLATEDUNREACHABLE indicates that the source host is
isolated.


n AUTHNETUNREACHABLE indicates that communication with the
destination network is administratively prohibited.


n AUTHHOSTUNREACHABLE indicates that communication with
the destination host is administratively prohibited.


n NETSVCUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination network
is unreachable for this type of service.


n HOSTSVCUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination host is
unreachable for this type of service.


n TIMEXCEEDINTRANS indicates that the Time to Live (TTL) was
exceeded in transit.


n TIMEXCEEDREASS indicates that the fragment reassembly time
was exceeded.


n TIMEDOUT indicates that the last ICMPv6 ping timed out.
n OTHER indicates an unspecified error condition occurred.
n UNKNOWN indicates an unspecified error condition occurred.


Enum:
n OK
n NETUNREACHABLE
n HOSTUNREACHABLE
n PROTOCOLUNREAC


HABLE
n PORTUNREACHABLE
n NEEDFRAGUNREAC


HABLE
n SRCFAILEDUNREAC


HABLE
n DESTNETUNREACHA


BLE
n DESTHOSTUNREACH


ABLE
n ISOLATEDUNREACH


ABLE
n AUTHNETUNREACHA


BLE
n AUTHHOSTUNREACH


ABLE
n NETSVCUNREACHAB


LE
n HOSTSVCUNREACHA


BLE
n TIMEXCEEDINTRANS
n TIMEXCEEDREASS
n TIMEDOUT
n OTHER
n UNKNOWN


IsGlobalUnicast TRUE if the address for this IPv6 endpoint is global unicast. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsInterfaceInstrumented TRUE if "IP LayeredOver Interface" is instrumented. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this IPv6 endpoint; for
example:


IPv6-3FFE:80C0:22C:61:0:0:A09:FE03


String
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Table 9‑60.  Attributes for IPv6 endpoint (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


Prefix Address prefix for this IPv6 endpoint; for example:


3FFE:80C0:22C:61:0:0:0:0


String


PrefixLength Length (number of significant leading bits) of the address prefix for
this IPv6 endpoint; for example:


64


Integer: in the range 1
through 128; 0 if no value
is specified for the Prefix
attribute


Responsive TRUE if this IPv6 endpoint is responding to ICMPv6 pings.


(FALSE if this IPv6 endpoint is not responding to ICMPv6 pings.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


SystemName Name of the system hosting this IPv6 endpoint; for example:


10.0.0.1


String


SystemType Type of system hosting this IPv6 endpoint; for example:


ROUTER


Enum:
n HOST
n ROUTER
n SWITCH
n HUB
n SERVER
n BRIDGE
n REPEATER
n PROBE
n OTHER
n TERMINALSERVER
n MEDIAGATEWAY


IPv6DiscoveryEnabled TRUE if IPv6 discovery is enabled.


FALSE if IPv6 discovery is not enables.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Root-cause problems for IPv6
No root-cause problems are diagnosed for IPv6 endpoint.


Events for IPv6
Events for IPv6 endpoint lists the events detected for IPv6 endpoint. None of the events are used as
symptoms for root-cause analysis. The Down event is exported to the Global Manager.
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Table 9‑61.  Events for IPv6 endpoint


Event Description


Down Down indicates that an IPv6 endpoint is not responding to ICMPv6 polls and that there is no physical
failure in the system or any other related network component to explain why. The value of the IPStatus
attribute is not OK or UNKNOWN, and the value of both the AdminStatus and OperStatus attributes for the
interface is UP. The problem is most likely at the IPv6 protocol level. For example, the IPv6 protocol on a
router interface might be disabled but the physical interface is still up.


Unresponsive Unresponsive indicates that an IPv6 endpoint is not responding to ICMPv6 polls. Similar to Down, the
value of the IPStatus attribute is not OK or UNKNOWN.


Duplicate Duplicate indicates that the discovery process discovered two systems having the same (overlapping) IPv6
address. When this event occurs, IP Availability Manager proceeds as follows:
n Classifies the IPv6 address as a DuplicateIPv6.
n Suspends IP-related analysis for the address.
n Generates a Duplicate notification.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide provides information about
correcting Duplicate notifications.


HSRPEndpoint
An endpoint that describes the Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) characteristics of an HSRP-capable
interface. An HSRPEndpoint is a logical object defined for each HSRP interface of an HSRPGroup on the
hosting router.


Attributes for HSRPEndpoint
Attributes for HSRPEndpoint lists some key attributes for HSRPEndpoint.


Table 9‑62.  Attributes for HSRPEndpoint


Attribute Description Allowed values


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this HSRPEndpoint;
for example:


HSRP-10.1.16.254 [Group 16] [IF-wpl01-07m01-
gw01.isus.vmware.com/16]


String


GroupNumber Number of the HSRPGroup to which this HSRPEndpoint
belongs; for example:


16


String


HSRPEndpointKey Unique value that distinguishes this HSRPEndpoint from all
other HSRPEndpoints; for example:


16-16


String


HsrpEpStateChanged The status of the HSRP endpoint has changed since the last
polling.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE
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Table 9‑62.  Attributes for HSRPEndpoint (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


InterfaceAdminStatus Reflects the current administrative status of the interface
underlying this HSRPEndpoint.
n UP indicates that the interface is administratively enabled.
n DOWN indicates that the interface is administratively


disabled.
n TESTING indicates that the interface is in testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the interface is in an unknown state.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB AdminStatus value


for the interface is missing.
n UNKNOWN indicates that the interface has yet to be


polled.


When the value of the interface’s InterfaceAdminStatus is UP,
the value of InterfaceOperStatus determines the state of the
interface. Otherwise, the value of InterfaceAdminStatus
determines the state of the interface.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


InterfaceName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of the interface
underlying this HSRPEndpoint; for example:


IF-wpl01-07m01-gw01.isus.vmware.com/16 [Vl16]
[10.1.16.247, ...] [Development Workstations]


String


InterfaceNumber Number of the interface underlying this HSRPEndpoint; for
example:


16


Integer


InterfaceOperStatus Reflects the current operational status of the interface
underlying this HSRPEndpoint.
n UP indicates that the interface is operationally up.
n DOWN indicates that the interface is operationally down.
n TESTING indicates that the interface is in testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the interface is in an unknown state.
n DORMANT indicates that the interface is waiting for an


external action to occur before becoming active.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB OperStatus value for


the interface is missing.
n UNKNOWN indicates that the interface has yet to be


polled.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n DORMANT
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


IsReady TRUE if this HSRPEndpoint has been polled. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsSwitchOverActive TRUE if this HSRPEndpoint has switched over to the active
state.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
HSRPEndpoint; for example:


HSRP-wpl01-07m01-gw01.isus.vmware.com/16-16


String


Priority Priority defined for this HSRPEndpoint in the HSRP group; for
example:


110


Integer
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Table 9‑62.  Attributes for HSRPEndpoint (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


Responsive TRUE if this HSRPEndpoint is responding to ICMP and
ICMPv6 pings.


(FALSE if this HSRPEndpoint is not responding to ICMP and
ICMPv6 pings.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


ServiceName Name of external server used for imported events and
instrumented attributes.


String


State Reflects the current state of this HSRPEndpoint as reported by
the instrumentation:
n ACTIVE_HSRP indicates that the interface is active.
n ERROR_HSRP indicates that an error was encountered


during polling.
n INITIAL_HSRP indicates that HSRP is not running on the


interface. This state is entered through a configuration
change or when an interface first comes up.


n LEARN_HSRP indicates that the hosting router has not
determined the virtual IP address, and has not yet received
an authenticated Hello message from the active router. In
this state, the router is still waiting to hear from the active
router.


n LISTEN_HSRP indicates that the hosting router knows the
virtual IP address, but is neither the active router nor the
standby router. It listens for Hello messages from the
routers.


n SPEAK_HSRP indicates that the hosting router sends
periodic Hello messages and is actively participating in the
election of the active and/or standby router. A router cannot
enter the Speak state unless it has the virtual IP address.


n STANDBY_HSRP indicates that the interface is in the
standby state.


n UNKNOWN_HSRP indicates that the HSRP state was not
polled.


Enum:
n ACTIVE_HSRP
n ERROR_HSRP
n INITIAL_HSRP
n LEARN_HSRP
n LISTEN_HSRP
n SPEAK_HSRP
n STANDBY_HSRP
n UNKNOWN_HSRP


StateChange Indicates whether the HSRP state of this HSRPEndpoint has
changed:
n 0.0 indicates that the endpoint has not changed state.
n Any other value indicates that the endpoint has changed


state.


Numeric (float)


Status Current status of this HSRPEndpoint. Enum:
n RESPONSIVE
n UNRESPONSIVE
n UNKNOWN


SystemName Name of the system hosting this HSRPEndpoint; for example:


wpl01-07m01-gw01.isus.vmware.com


String
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Table 9‑62.  Attributes for HSRPEndpoint (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


VirtualIP Primary virtual IP address used by the HSRPGroup to which
this HSRPEndpoint belongs; for example:


10.1.16.254


String


VirtualMAC Primary virtual MAC address used by the HSRPGroup to which
this HSRPEndpoint belongs.


String


Root-cause problems for HSRPEndpoint
No root-cause problems are diagnosed for HSRPEndpoint.


Event for HSRPEndpoint
The following event is detected for HSRPEndpoint, used as a symptom for root-cause analysis, and
exported to the Global Manager:


n SwitchOver: Indicates that traffic at this endpoint is switching from an active interface to a standby
interface.


Note   Separate alerts are generated for HSRPGroups. Event for HSRPEndpoint provides the list of
events that are generated for HSRPGroups.


VRRPEndpoint
VRRPEndpoint is composed of a logical element defined per interface per VRRPGroup on a VRRP
router. The VRRPGroup is created for each Virtual Router Identifier (VRID). VRRPEndpoints belonging to
the same VRRPGroup (that is, having the same VRID) have a common Virtual IP and a Virtual MAC. The
Virtual MAC is defined as xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-VRID. The VRRP enabled router having the highest priority is
considered as the master router and all other routers are considered as backup routers.


Attributes for VRRPEndpoints
Attributes for VRRP Endpoints provides the key attributes for VRRPEndpoints.


Table 9‑63.  Attributes for VRRP Endpoints


Attributes Description Allowed Values


Display Name Name, as shown in the Global Console,
of this VRRPEndpoint; for example:


VRRP-10.1.16.254 [Group 16] [IF-
wpl01-07m01-
gw01.isus.vmware.com/16]


String


GroupNumber Number of the VRRPGroup to which this
VRRPEndpoint belongs; for example: 16


String


VRRPEndpoint Key Unique value that distinguishes this
VRRPEndpoint from all other
VRRPEndpoints; for example: 16.16


String
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Table 9‑63.  Attributes for VRRP Endpoints (Continued)


Attributes Description Allowed Values


VrrpEpStateChanged The status of the VRRPEndpoint that
has changed since the last polling.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


InterfaceAdminStatus Reflects the current administrative status
of the interface underlying this
VRRPEndpoint.
n UP indicates that the interface is


administratively enabled.
n DOWN indicates that the interface is


administratively disabled.
n TESTING indicates that the interface


is in testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the interface


is in an unknown state.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the


MIB AdminStatus value for the
interface is missing.


n UNKNOWN indicates that the
interface has yet to be polled.


When the value of the interface’s
InterfaceAdminStatus is UP, the value of
InterfaceOperStatus determines the
state of the interface. Otherwise, the
value of InterfaceAdminStatus
determines the state of the interface.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


InterfaceName Name, as shown in the Global Console,
of the interface underlying this
VRRPEndpoint; for example:


IF-wpl01-07m01-
gw01.isus.vmware.com/16 [Vl16]
[10.1.16.247, ...] [Development
Workstations]


String


InterfaceNumber Number of the interface underlying the
VRRPEndpoint. For example:


16.


Integer
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Table 9‑63.  Attributes for VRRP Endpoints (Continued)


Attributes Description Allowed Values


InterfaceOperStatus Reflects the current operational status of
the interface underlying this
VRRPEndpoint:
n UP indicates that the interface is


operationally up.
n DOWN indicates that the interface is


operationally down.
n TESTING indicates that the interface


is in testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the interface


is in an unknown state.
n DORMANT indicates that the


interface is waiting for an external
action to occur before becoming
active.


n NOTPRESENT indicates that the
MIB OperStatus value for the
interface is missing.


n UNKNOWN indicates that the
interface has yet to be polled.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n DORMANT
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


IsReady TRUE if this VRRPEndpoint has been
polled.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsSwitchOverActive TRUE if this VRRPEndpoint has
switched over to the active state.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Name Name, as known in the modeled
topology, of this VRRPEndpoint; for
example:


VRRP-wpl01-07m01-
gw01.isus.vmware.com/16-16


String


Responsive TRUE if the current state as reported by
the instrumentation is MASTER_VRRP.


MASTER_VRRP indicates that the
virtual router is forwarding packets for IP
addresses that are associated with it.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE
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Table 9‑63.  Attributes for VRRP Endpoints (Continued)


Attributes Description Allowed Values


State Reflects the current state of this
VRRPEndpoint as reported by the
instrumentation:
n UNKNOWN_VRRP indicates that the


VRRP state was not polled.
n INITIALIZE_VRRP indicates that all


the virtual routers are waiting for a
startup event.


n BACKUP_VRRP indicates that the
virtual router is monitoring the
availability of the master router.


n MASTER_VRRP indicates that the
virtual router is forwarding packets
for IP addresses that are associated
with it.


n ERROR_VRRP indicates that an
error was encountered during
polling.


Enum:
n UNKNOWN_VRRP
n INITIALIZE_VRRP
n BACKUP_VRRP
n MASTER_VRRP
n ERROR_VRRP


OperState Indicates whether the VRRP state of this
VRRPEndpoint has changed:
n 0 indicates that the endpoint has not


changed state.
n Any other value indicates that the


endpoint has changed state.


Numeric (float)


Status Current status of this VRRPEndpoint. Enum:
n RESPONSIVE
n UNRESPONSIVE
n UNKNOWN


SystemName Name of the system hosting this
VRRPEndpoint; for example:


wpl01-07m01-gw01.isus.vmware.com


String


VirtualIP Primary virtual IP address used by the
VRRPGroup to which this
VRRPEndpoint belongs. For example:


10.1.16.236


Note   Virtual IP of VRRP is derived from
vrrpAssoIpAddr, which is part of Indexes
in vrrpAssoIpAddrTable. If the
vrrpAssoIpAddrTable is not displayed in
the MIB, then VRRPGroup will not be
created.


String
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Table 9‑63.  Attributes for VRRP Endpoints (Continued)


Attributes Description Allowed Values


VirtualMAC Primary virtual MAC address used by the
VRRPGroup to which this
VRRPEndpoint belongs. The Virtual
MAC is defined as xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-VRID.


String


VirtualRouterID The Virtual Router Identifier (VRID) is the
number that identifies the virtual router.


String


Root-cause problem for VRRPEndpoints
No root-cause problems are diagnosed for VRRPEndpoint.


Event for VRRPEndpoints
The following event is detected for VRRPEndpoint, used as a symptom for root-cause analysis, and
exported to the Global Manager:


n SwitchOver: When a failure occurs or maintenance is required in an active router, a standby router
must become active.


Note   Separate events are generated for VRRPGroups. Event for VRRPEndpoints provides the list
of events that are generated for VRRPGroups.


Logical link
A logical link models the path that connects service access points to each other. IP Availability Manager
performs connectivity analysis and IP Performance Manager performs performance analysis on the
following logical link object types:


n IPNetwork— A logical link that allows any two IPv4 addresses that are “ConnectedVia” the
IPv4Network to communicate with one another.


n IPv6 Network — A logical link that allows any two IPv6 addresses that are “ConnectedVia” the
IPv6Network to communicate with one another.


n VLAN — A logical link that allows any two ports (or MAC addresses) that are “PartOf” the VLAN to
communicate with one another.


IPNetwork
A logical link that allows any two IPv4 addresses that are “ConnectedVia” the IPv4Network to
communicate with one another.


Attributes for IPNetwork
Attributes for IPNetwork lists the attributes for IPNetwork.
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Table 9‑64.  Attributes for IPNetwork


Attribute Description Allowed values


CIM_CreationClassName CreationClassName attribute defined in CIM model. String


CIM_Description The Description property provides a textual
description of the object.


String


CIM_Name Name attribute defined in CIM model. It defines the
label by which the object is known. When
subclassed, the Name property can be overridden to
be a Key property.


String


ConnectedSystemsUnresponsive Boolean


CreationClassName The name of the most-derived class of this instance. String


Description A textual description of the object. String


DisplayClassName The string shown in the GUI when this object's class
is displayed.


String


DisplayName The string shown in the GUI when this object's name
is displayed.


String


IsManaged The IsManaged attribute determines if an
ICIM_ManagedSystemElement should be monitored
by the management system. An unmanaged object
will never have associated instrumentation. This
attribute is readonly.


Boolean


IsShadow TRUE, if this is a shadow IP object created to
support backwards compatibility with the satellite
servers of Availability Manager, when IP is tagged.


Boolean


KEYS Types and Names of key attributes defined in CIM
model.


String


MaximumNetworkSizeForCorrelation The maximum number of systems that participate in
this IPNetwork before stopping the exchange of
MightBeDown symptoms.


Integer


Name Name of the object. String


Netmask The IP network mask. String


NetworkNumber The IP network number. String


ServiceName Name of external server used for imported events
and instrumented attributes.


String


SystemName The scoping AdminDomain's Name. String


Tag The Tag configured by the user for this IPNetwork.
Typically, all the IPs in one IPNetwork share the
same tag.


String


Exceptions for IPNetwork
InaccessibleException: Indicates that at least one IPNetwork endpoint "ConnectedVia" the IPNetwork is
down. The events that cause an InaccessibleException are IP Down events.
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IPv6Network
An IPv6Network allows traffic to flow between IPv6 endpoints that are "ConnectedVia" the IPv6Netwok.


Attributes for IPv6Network
Attributes for IPv6Network lists some key attributes for IPv6Network.


Table 9‑65.  Attributes for IPv6Network


Attribute Description Allowed values


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this IPv6Network;
for example:


3FFE:80C0:22C:61:0:0:0:0/64


String


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
IPv6Network; for example:


IPv6NET-3FFE:80C0:22C:61:0:0:0:0


String


NetworkNumber Network number for this IPv6Network; for example: 3FFE:
80C0:22C:61:0:0:0.0


String


PrefixLength Length (number of significant leading bits) of the network
prefix for this IPv6Network; for example: 64


Integer: in the range 1 through 128;
0 if there is no network prefix


Exceptions for IPv6Network
IP Availability Manager generates the following exception for IPv6Network:


InaccessibleException: Indicates that at least one IPv6 endpoint "ConnectedVia" the IPv6Network is
down. The events that cause an InaccessibleException are IPv6 Down events.


Root-cause problems and events for IPv6Network
No root-cause problems or events are diagnosed/detected for IPv6Network.


VLAN
A VLAN groups user stations and network devices into a single logical network regardless of the physical
LAN segment to which the stations or devices are attached. A VLAN allows traffic to flow within
populations of mutual interest.


Attributes for VLAN
Attributes for VLAN lists some key attributes for VLAN.
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Table 9‑66.  Attributes for VLAN


Attribute Description Allowed values


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this
VLAN; for example:


VLAN-2 [VLAN0002]


String


isImpactPropOver-VLANEnabled TRUE if impact propagation over VLANs is allowed;
FALSE if impact propagation over VLANs is
prevented.


The value of this attribute is controlled by the
"Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs"
setting. which is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite
Configuration Guide.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


(Default: TRUE)


MembershipCriteria Membership criteria for participation in this VLAN.
(PORT membership criteria is assumed here.)


Enum:
n MACADDRESS
n PORT
n INTERFACE
n PROTOCOL
n OTHER
n UNKNOWN


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
VLAN; naming scheme is VLAN-<VLANKey>; for
example:


VLAN-2


String


VLANKey Value that distinguishes this VLAN from all other
VLANs in the managed topology and consists of
any combination of the following identifiers:


<management domain name> <user-defined VLAN
tag> <VLANNumber>


Example of a VLANKey value consisting of just a
management domain name:


VLAN #66


Example of a VLANKey value consisting of a user-
specified VLAN tag and a VLANNumber:


Marketing-2


Example of a VLANKey value consisting of just a
VLANNumber:


2


String


VLANNumber Number, or VLAN ID, that uniquely defines this
VLAN across all VLANs within a given VLAN
domain; for example:


2


Note   This number is not guaranteed to be unique
across all VLANs in the managed topology but is
unique across all VLANs within a given VLAN
domain.


Integer


(The range of the VLAN number
depends on the bridging protocol.
For the 802.1Q protocol, the range
is 1 to 4096.)
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Exceptions for VLAN by Availability manager
IP Availability Manager generates an exception for a VLAN when it diagnoses one or more root-cause
problems for the affected VLAN. For example, when IP Availability Manager diagnoses Port Down for a
switch that is a member of the VLAN, IP Availability Manager also generates a ConnectivityException.


Likewise, when IP Availability Manager detects an event such as Port DownOrFlapping for a switch that is
a member of the VLAN, IP Availability Manager generates an OperationalException.


VLAN ConnectivityException


ConnectivityException is an aggregate event generated for a VLAN. A connectivity exception indicates
that one or more connectivity-related root-cause problems exist for a port, card, or switch that is a
member of the VLAN.


Root-cause problems that cause a ConnectivityException include:


n System Down


n Port Down


n Port Unstable


n Port Disabled


VLAN OperationalException


OperationalException is an aggregate event generated for a VLAN. An operational exception indicates
that one or more operational events exist for a port or card that is a member of the VLAN.


Events that cause an OperationalException include:


n Port DownOrFlapping


n Port BackupActivated


n Port ExceededMaximumUptime


Exceptions for VLAN by Performance manager
IP Performance Manager generates an exception for a VLAN when it detects a fault for any of the
network adapters (ports) that are members of the VLAN.


VLAN PerformanceException


A VLAN PerformanceException indicates that one or more of the ports/interfaces that are members of the
VLAN are misconfigured or are exhibiting utilization conditions that affect a port’s ability to receive or
process packets.


Network adapter faults that result in a VLAN PerformanceException are described in Network adapter.
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VLAN ErrorException


A VLAN ErrorException indicates that one or more of the ports/interfaces that are members of the VLAN
are experiencing transmission or functional problems.


The network adapter fault (HighErrorRate) that results in a VLAN ErrorException is described in Network
adapter.


OperationalException


Indicates that one or more operational faults exist on the ports/interfaces or cards that belong to members
of the VLAN.


ConnectivityException


Indicates that one or more connectivity related faults exist for the ports/interfaces, cards, or switches that
are members of the VLAN.


Events for VLAN
No events are detected for VLAN.


Partition
A partition is a group of managed devices formed by IP Availability Manager to help in root-cause
analysis. IP Availability Manager builds a topology that describes managed devices in your network and
their interconnections. If a device is modeled in the topology, there must be a path in the actual network
that connects the device to the management station. Ideally, IP Availability Manager can also have
representations of all the devices on that path.


However, some devices along the path might not actually be represented in your network topology. For
example, those devices might not have SNMPAgents, or IP Availability Manager might not have access to
their SNMPAgents, or access to the agents might be blocked by a firewall or some other administrative
mechanism. Also, if you do not use autodiscovery, your seed file or information obtained from another
Network Management System (NMS) might be incomplete. Or, you might have explicitly unmanaged or
deleted some of the devices which are on that path.


IP Availability Manager's root-cause analysis algorithms need to determine the connectivity among
managed devices. When the topology is incomplete, IP Availability Manager creates partitions to group all
the related managed devices, which helps analysis to proceed.


Within a single partition, any two managed devices are indeed connected by a path. However, objects
within distinct partitions have no path between them in the modeled topology, even though they are
connected in the actual network.


Because many configurations produce large numbers of apparently isolated objects, usually hosts,
IP Availability Manager only creates partitions with two or more devices.


You can assign names to the partitions in your network using the partition.conf file. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide provides more information about
naming partitions.
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Attributes for Partition
Attributes for Partition lists some key attributes for Partition.


Table 9‑67.  Attributes for Partition


Attribute Description Allowed values


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this Partition; for example:


Partition-0/QAlab


String


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this Partition; for
example:


Partition-0/QAlab


String


NumberOfSystems Number of member systems for this Partition; for example:


140


Integer


PartitionKey Unique value that distinguishes this Partition from all other Partitions;
for example:


0/QAlab


String


Root-cause problem for Partition
The following root-cause problem is diagnosed for Partition:


Down: Indicates that all systems in a Partition are unresponsive. This means that there is a failure in an
unknown or unmanaged device connecting the Partition to the managed network. The events used to
diagnose Partition Down are system Unresponsive for all members of the Partition.


Events for Partition
No events are detected for Partition.


Management agent
A management agent is a logical object that contains the information necessary to represent, configure,
or manage some functionality provided by a device or software feature. IP Availability Manager supports
connectivity analysis of the following management agent object types:


n SNMPAgent — An agent that manages and monitors network systems and their functions. It
implements one or more MIBs and provides access to MIB data for management applications. An
SNMPAgent typically listens on UDP port 161.


n VRAgent — An agent that manages and monitors virtual routers and their functions and interfaces.


Attributes for Management agent
Because VRAgent is a subclass of SNMPAgent, the attributes of a VRAgent are the same as the
attributes of an SNMPAgent with the following exception: the VRAgent has an additional attribute called
RouterID.
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Attributes for Management agent lists some key attributes for management agent.


Table 9‑68.  Attributes for Management agent


Attribute Description Allowed values


AgentAddress IP address used by the initial ICMP or ICMPv6 poll
to contact this management agent; for example:


10.9.1.108


or


3FFE:80C0:22C:92:0:0:0:1


String


AgentAddressList List of IP addresses discovered on the system
hosting this management agent.


Note   The IP address set for the AgentAddress
attribute is always the first entry in this list.


String


AuthPass SNMPv3 only: Authentication password of the user
for the SNMP engine of this management agent.


String


AuthProtocol SNMPv3 only: Protocol used to authenticate the
SNMP request sent to this management agent.


Enum:
n MD5
n SHA
n NONE (default)


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this
management agent; for example:


SNMPAgent-asm-swwas0


String


EngineBoots SNMPv3 only: Number of times that the SNMP
engine of this management agent has initialized or
reinitialized since its last configuration.


Integer


EngineBootTime SNMPv3 only: Date and time that the SNMP engine
of this management agent last initialized or
reinitialized.


String


EngineID SNMPv3 only: Identifier that uniquely identifies the
SNMP engine of this management agent; for
example:


800002b804616263


String


IsSystemUnresponsive TRUE if the system hosting this management agent
is not responding to ICMP and ICMPv6 pings or
SNMP polls.


(FALSE if the host system is responding to ICMP
and ICMPv6 pings and/or SNMP polls.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
management agent; for example:


SNMPAgent-asm-swwas0


String


PortNumber Port number used by the first SNMP poll to
successfully communicate with this management
agent.


Integer: 161 by default


PrivPass SNMPv3 only: Encryption password of the user for
the SNMP engine of this management agent.


String
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Table 9‑68.  Attributes for Management agent (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


PrivProtocol SNMPv3 only: Protocol used to encrypt SNMP
request sent to this management agent.


Enum:
n DES
n AES
n NONE (default)


ProbeSuccessful TRUE if this management agent was successfully
probed by the discovery probes.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


ReadCommunity SNMPv1 or v2c only: SNMP read community string
used by the first SNMP poll to successfully
communicate with this management agent.


String: public by default


RouterID Applicable to VRAgent only: Identifier (index) for
this VRAgent.


Integer


SeedName Original name specified for the system hosting this
management agent; for example:


asm-swwas0


The seed name is typically the name listed in a
seed file.


String


SNMPStatus Current state of this management agent as reported
by the instrumentation:
n OK indicates that the agent is responding to


SNMP requests.
n AUTHFAILURE indicates an authentication


failure to an SNMP request.
n TIMEDOUT indicates that the agent is not


responding to SNMP requests but that the host
system is responding to ICMP and ICMPv6
pings.


n UNREACHABLE indicates that the host system
is not responding to ICMP and ICMPv6 pings.


n OTHER indicates that an unspecified failure
occurred.


n UNKNOWN indicates that the agent has yet to
be polled.


Enum:
n OK
n AUTHFAILURE
n TIMEDOUT
n UNREACHABLE
n OTHER
n UNKNOWN
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Table 9‑68.  Attributes for Management agent (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


SNMPVersion SNMP protocol version used by the first SNMP poll
to successfully communicate with this management
agent:
n V1 indicates that SNMPv1 was used by the first


SNMP poll to successfully communicate with
the agent.


n V2C indicates that SNMPv2c was used by the
first SNMP poll to successfully communicate
with the agent.


n V3 indicates that SNMPv3 was used by the first
SNMP poll to successfully communicate with
the agent.


Note   The SNMPVersion attribute value is set
to "unknown_SNMP_version" for a
management agent that does not support any
of the SNMP protocol versions.


Enum:
n V1
n V2C
n V3


Status Current status of this management agent. Enum:
n RESPONSIVE
n UNRESPONSIVE
n UNKNOWN


SupportsSNMP TRUE if this management agent was contacted
successfully at least once using the SNMP protocol.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


sysDescr Description of the system hosting this management
agent; for example:


Ethernet Stackable Switching System


String


sysLocation Description of where the system hosting this
management agent is located; for example:


QARack2_ASM_setup


String


sysName Administratively assigned name for the system
hosting this management agent; for example:


asm-swwas0


By convention, this name is the host’s fully qualified
domain name (FQDN).


String


sysObjectID System object identifier associated with the vendor
of the system hosting this management agent;
example:


.1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895.3002


String


SystemName Name of the system hosting this management
agent; for example:


asm-swwas0


String


TopologyUpdateInfo Table of topology information discovered through
this management agent.


struct[]
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Table 9‑68.  Attributes for Management agent (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


User SNMPv3 only: Name of the user included in the
SNMP request sent to this management agent.


String


WriteCommunity SNMPv1 or v2c only: SNMP write community string
for this management agent.


String


Root-cause problems for Management agent
A management agent can be an SNMP agent or a VR agent. The following root-cause problem is
diagnosed for management agent:


NotResponding: Indicates that a management agent is not responding to SNMP requests, but that the
host system is responding to ICMP and ICMPv6 pings. Typically, this situation is caused by the use of an
incorrect community string (SNMPv1 or v2c), or the agent might be hung.


Note   By default, the SNMP Agent NotResponding is generated after three polling cycles. It is not
generated after one unsuccessful poll to avoid false alerts.


The event used to diagnose management agent NotResponding is management agent Unresponsive.


Events for Management agent
Events for Management agent lists the events detected for management agent and used as symptoms for
root-cause analysis. Neither event is exported to the Global Manager.


Table 9‑69.  Events for Management agent


Event Description


Unresponsive Indicates that the management agent is not responding to SNMP requests but that the system
hosting the management agent is responding to ICMP and ICMPv6 pings.


RepeatedRestarts Indicates that IP Availability Manager has received an abnormal number of Restart traps from the
management agent within a short period of time. This event is used to diagnose system Unstable
problems.


The RestartTrapThreshold and the RestartTrapWindow parameters in the Connectivity setting for
the "System Resources Groups" threshold group control the analysis for a system unstable
condition.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide provides information
about these parameters.


Redundancy groups
A redundancy group consists of two or more objects of the same type that are configured in such a way
as to provide backup resources for critical network objects. For example, two routers accessing the same
host may be modeled as a redundancy group containing the two routers. If one router fails, the
redundancy is “at risk.” If both fail, all capability is lost.
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IP Availability Manager supports the creation and analysis of redundancy groups for the following objects:


n CardRedundancyGroup — Consists of two or more Card objects that participate in a redundant
configuration.


n NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup — Consists of two or more Port or Interface objects that
participate in a redundant configuration.


n NetworkConnectionRedundancyGroup — Consists of two or more NetworkConnection, Cable, or
TrunkCable objects that participate in a redundant configuration.


n SystemRedundancyGroup — Consists of two or more system (Switch, Router, Hub, Bridge, Host)
objects that participate in a redundant configuration.


n HSRPGroup — Consists of two or more Cisco devices that support the Hot Standby Router Protocol
(HSRP) and are configured to ensure that user traffic recovers immediately and transparently from
first hop failures in network edge devices or access circuits. The devices are connected to the same
segment of a network and, using HSRP, work together to present the appearance of a single router
on the LAN. The devices in an HSRPGroup share an IP address and a MAC (Layer 2) address.


n VRRPGroup — Consists of two or more VRRP enabled routers. The VRRPGroup is created for each
Virtual Router Identifier (VRID) and is composed of a logical element defined per interface per
VRRPGroup on a VRRP router called VRRPEndpoint. VRRPEndpoints belonging to the same
VRRPGroup (that is, having the same VRID) have a common virtual IP and a Virtual MAC. The
Virtual MAC is defined as xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-VRID.


Attributes for redundancy groups
Attributes for redundancy groups lists some key attributes for CardRedundancyGroup,
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup, NetworkConnectionRedundancyGroup, and
SystemRedundancyGroup.


Table 9‑70.  Attributes for redundancy groups


Attribute Description Allowed values


AtRiskThreshold Indicates the lower bound for number of redundancy group
elements that must have normal status before a notification is
generated. When the number of elements with a normal
status falls below this threshold, an AtRisk notification is
generated. By default, AtRiskThreshold is set to 1.


Integer


CIM_CreationClassName CreationClassName attribute defined in CIM model. String


CIM_Description Displays a textual description of the objects. String


CIM_Name Displays the name by which the object is known. When
subclassed, the Name property can be overridden by Key
property.


String


CreationClassName The name of the most-derived class of this instance. String


Description A textual description of the object. String


DisplayClassName The string shown in the GUI when this object's class is
displayed.


String
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Table 9‑70.  Attributes for redundancy groups (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


DisplayName The string shown in the GUI when this object's name is
displayed.


String


IsAnyComponentDown TRUE if at least one member object in this redundancy group
is unresponsive or non operational.


(FALSE if all member objects in this redundancy group are
responsive or operational.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsEveryComponentDown TRUE if all member objects in this redundancy group are
unresponsive or non operational.


(FALSE if at least one member object in this redundancy
group is responsive or operational.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsGroupPartOfSingle-
UnresponsiveSystem


TRUE - Indicates that the group is part of a single
unresponsive system.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsManaged The IsManaged attribute determines if an
ICIM_ManagedSystemElement should be monitored by the
management system. An unmanaged object will never have
associated instrumentation. This attribute is readonly.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


KEYS Types and names of key attributes defined in CIM model. String


Name Name of the object. String


NumberOfComponents Number of member objects in this redundancy group. Integer


NumberOfFaultyComponents Number of member objects in this redundancy group that are
unresponsive or non operational.


Integer


ServiceName The name of external server used for imported events and
instrumented attributes.


String


SystemName The name of the ICIM_System containing this element. String


Root-cause problems for redundancy groups
No root-cause problems are diagnosed for redundancy groups.


Events for redundancy groups
Events for redundancy groups lists the events detected for CardRedundancyGroup,
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup, NetworkConnectionRedundancyGroup, and
SystemRedundancyGroup. These events are exported to the Global Manager. None of the events are
used as symptoms for root-cause analysis.
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Table 9‑71.  Events for redundancy groups


Event Description


AllComponentsDown None of the member objects in the redundancy group are operational.


AtRisk The number of operational members in the redundancy group is less than or equal to
the AtRiskThreshold value (set to 1 by default) but is not zero.


Note   If the number of operational members is zero, an AllComponentsDown event
occurs.


For example, and assuming AtRiskThreshold = 1, the state of a three-member
redundancy group having one operational member (and two non operational members)
is AtRisk.


ReducedRedundancy The number of operational members in the redundancy group is greater than the
AtRiskThreshold value, but is less than the total number of members in the redundancy
group.


For example, and assuming AtRiskThreshold = 1, the state of a three-member
redundancy group having two operational members (and one non operational member)
is ReducedRedundancy.


As shown in Events for redundancy groups, the state of a redundancy group is based on the status of its
member objects and the value of the AtRiskThreshold attribute (set to 1 by default). If all members of a
redundancy group are responsive or operational, the state of the redundancy group is Normal.


Attributes for HSRPGroup
Attributes for HSRPGroup lists some key attributes for HSRPGroup.


Table 9‑72.  Attributes for HSRPGroup


Attribute Description Allowed values


AtRiskThreshold Set to a value representing the number of responsive or
operational member HSRPEndpoints in this HSRPGroup.


By default, AtRiskThreshold is set to 1.


Integer


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this HSRPGroup;
for example:


HSRPGroup-10.1.16.254 [Group 16]


String


GroupNumber Number assigned to this HSRPGroup; for example:


16


String


HsrpEpStateChanged TRUE if one or more member HSRPEndpoints in this
HSRPGroup are not operational.


(FALSE if all member HSRPEndpoints in this HSRPGroup are
operational.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsAnyComponentDown TRUE if at least one member HSRPEndpoint in this
HSRPGroup is not operational.


(FALSE if all member HSRPEndpoints in this HSRPGroup are
operational.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE
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Table 9‑72.  Attributes for HSRPGroup (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


IsAnyHSRPEndpointActive TRUE if at least one HSRPEndpoint in this HSRPGroup is
active.


(FALSE if no HSRPEndpoint in this HSRPGroup is active.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsEveryComponentDown TRUE if all member HSRPEndpoints in this HSRPGroup are
unresponsive or non-operational.


(FALSE if at least one member HSRPEndpoint in this
HSRPGroup is responsive or operational.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsEveryHSRPEndpointReady TRUE if all HSRPEndpoints in this HSRPGroup have been
polled.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsGroupPartOfSingle-
UnresponsiveSystem


TRUE if all HSRPEndpoints in this HSRPGroup are part of a
single, unresponsive system.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsVirtualIPUnresponsive Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this HSRPGroup;
for example:


HSRP-GROUP-10.1.16.254


String


NumberOfComponents Number of member HSRPEndpoints in this HSRPGroup; for
example:


2


Integer


NumberOfFaultyComponents Number of member HSRPEndpoints in this HSRPGroup that
are unresponsive or non-operational; for example:


0


Integer


VirtualIP Primary virtual IP address used by this HSRPGroup; for
example:


10.1.16.254


String


VirtualMAC Primary virtual MAC address used by this HSRPGroup. String


Root-cause problems for HSRPGroup
No root-cause problems are diagnosed for HSRPGroup.


Events for HSRPGroup
The following event is detected for HSRPGroup and exported to the Global Manager:


n SwitchOverFailed: Indicates that traffic fails to switch from an active interface to a standby interface in
an HSRPGroup and that all interfaces in the HSRPGroup are inactive.


n AllComponentsDown: Indicates that all the components in the HSRPGroup are down.


n AtRisk: Indicates that the number of functioning components <= AtRisk threshold.
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n ReducedRedundancy: Indicates that at least one component is not functioning but the total number of
components > AtRisk threshold.


The SwitchOver event is not used as a symptom for root-cause analysis.


The SwitchOver event is subscribed to by the Global Manager.


Attributes for VRRPGroup
Attributes for VRRPGroup lists the key attributes for VRRPGroup.


Table 9‑73.  Attributes for VRRPGroup


Attributes Description Allowed values


AtRiskThreshold Set to a value representing the number of responsive or
operational member VRRPEndpoints in this VRRPGroup.


By default, AtRiskThreshold is set to 1.


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this
VRRPGroup; for example:


VRRPGroup-10.1.16.254 [Group 16]


String


GroupNumber Number assigned to this VRRPGroup; for example: 16 String


VrrpEpStateChanged TRUE if one or more member VRRPEndpoints in this
VRRPGroup are not operational.


(FALSE if all member HSRPEndpoints in this VRRPGroup
are operational.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsAnyComponentDown TRUE if at least one member VRRPEndpoint in this
VRRPGroup is not operational.


(FALSE if all member VRRPEndpoints in this VRRPGroup
are operational.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsAnyVRRPEndpointActive TRUE if at least one VRRPEndpoint in this VRRPGroup is
active.


(FALSE if no VRRPEndpoint in this VRRPGroup is active.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsEveryComponentDown TRUE if all member VRRPEndpoints in this VRRPGroup
are unresponsive or non-operational.


(FALSE if at least one member VRRPEndpoint in this
VRRPGroup is responsive or operational.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsEveryVRRPEndpointReady TRUE if all VRRPEndpoints in this VRRPGroup have been
polled.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


IsGroupPartOfSingle-
UnresponsiveSystem


TRUE if all VRRPEndpoints in this VRRPGroup are part of
a single, unresponsive system.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
VRRPGroup; for example:


VRRP-GROUP-10.1.16.254


String


NumberOfComponents Number of member VRRPEndpoints in this VRRPGroup;
for example: 2


Integer


NumberOfFaultyComponents Number of member VRRPEndpoints in this VRRPGroup
that are unresponsive or non-operational; for example: 0


Integer
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Table 9‑73.  Attributes for VRRPGroup (Continued)


Attributes Description Allowed values


VirtualIP Primary virtual IP address used by this VRRPGroup. For
example:


10.1.16.254


String


VirtualMAC Primary virtual MAC address used by this VRRPGroup. String


VirtualRouterID The Virtual Router Identifier (VRID) is the number that
identifies the virtual router.


String


Root-cause problem for VRRPGroup
No root-cause problems are diagnosed for VRRPGroup.


Events for VRRPGroups
The following events are detected for VRRPGroup and exported to the Global Manager:


n SwitchOverFailed: Indicates that traffic fails to switch from an active interface to a standby interface in
a VRRPGroup and that all interfaces in the VRRPGroup are inactive.


n AllComponentsDown: Indicates that all the components in the VRRPGroup are down.


n AtRisk: Indicates that the number of functioning components <= AtRisk threshold.


n ReducedRedundancy: Indicates that at least one component is not functioning, but the total number
of components > AtRisk threshold.


The SwitchOver event is not used as a symptom for root-cause analysis.


The SwitchOver event is subscribed to by the Global Manager.


Monitoring and analysis of a Redundancy group
Monitoring and analysis of a redundancy group occurs automatically when a redundancy group is created
and its member objects are inserted into the group.


Processor
A Processor, or central processing unit (CPU), controls the operation of a system. A system can have one
or more CPUs. IP Performance Manager monitors each CPU to measure its utilization whenever a
system’s CPU usage information is available.


IP Performance Manager performs performance analysis on the Processor object type.


Attributes for Processor
Attributes for Processor lists some key attributes for Processor.
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Table 9‑74.  Attributes for Processor


Attribute Description Allowed values


CurrentUtilization Current utilization of this Processor as reported by
the instrumentation. The utilization is expressed as
a percentage of the overall capacity of the
Processor; for example: 9


Integer


DeviceID Address or other identifying information to uniquely
name this Processor; for example: 1


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this
Processor; for example: PSR-10.9.1.108/1 [Intel]


String


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
Processor; for example: PSR-10.9.1.108/1


String


SystemName Name of the system containing this Processor; for
example: 10.9.1.108


String


Faults for Processor
IP Performance Manager detects the HighUtilization fault for Processor. When a HighUtilization fault
occurs, IP Performance Manager generates a system ResourceException for the affected system.


A HighUtilization fault indicates that the processor utilization exceeds the ProcessorUtilizationThreshold.
The threshold for processor utilization is contained in the Processor and Memory setting. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide provides more information.


Memory
Memory is the working space associated with a system™s processor, used to run programs and process
data (for example, the RAM on a PC). IP Performance Manager monitors a processor™s memory as well
as any other memory pools that the system supports (for example, a pool of I/O memory).


IP Performance Manager performs performance analysis on the Memory object type.


Attributes for Memory
Attributes for Memory lists some key attributes for Memory.


Table 9‑75.  Attributes for Memory


Attribute Description Allowed values


BufferMissPct Number of buffer misses for this Memory, expressed as a
percentage of the total number of buffer requests; for
example:


0.0


Numeric (float)


BufferUtilizationPct Number of buffers used for this Memory, expressed as a
percentage of the total number of buffers; for example:


0.0


Numeric (float)
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Table 9‑75.  Attributes for Memory (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


DeviceID Address or other identifying information to uniquely name
this Memory; for example:


3


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this Memory; for
example:


MEM-10.9.1.108/3 [Virtual Memory]


String


FreeMemory Amount of free memory in kilobytes available for this
Memory; for example:


185024


Integer


FreeMemoryPct The percentage of free memory of the total memory. Numeric (float)


LargestFreeBuffer Largest number of contiguous kilobytes that are currently
unused for this Memory; for example:


93656


Integer


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this Memory;
for example:


MEM-10.9.1.108/3


String


SystemName Name of the system containing this Memory; for example:


10.9.1.108


String


TotalBufferAllocationFailures Number of buffer allocation failures due to lack of memory
experienced in the last polling cycle for this Memory; for
example:


0


Integer


TotalMemory Amount of memory present in this Memory as reported by
the instrumentation; for example:


2521984


Integer


Faults for Memory
Faults and related thresholds for Memory lists the faults detected for Memory.


Table 9‑76.  Faults and related thresholds for Memory


Memory Fault Description Threshold


ExcessiveFragmentation Indicates that the system memory is highly
fragmented and exceeds the Memory
Fragmentation Threshold.


MemoryFragmentationThreshold


HighBufferMissRate Indicates that the rate of buffer misses exceeds the
Memory Buffer Miss Threshold. Drill down on this
event notification in the Notification Log to view the
percentage breakdown of buffer misses into the
types of misses (such as small, medium, big, large,
and huge buffer misses).


MemoryBufferMissThreshold
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Table 9‑76.  Faults and related thresholds for Memory (Continued)


Memory Fault Description Threshold


HighBufferUtilization Indicates that the number of buffers used exceeds
the Memory Buffer Utilization Threshold. Drill down
on this event notification in the Notification Log to
view the percentage of small, medium, big, large,
and huge buffers used.


MemoryBufferUtilizationThreshold


InsufficientFreeMemory Indicates that the system is running out of memory
resources and that the percentage of free memory
falls below the Free Memory Threshold. This fault is
also reported if there has been a failure to allocate
a buffer due to lack of memory.


FreeMemoryThreshold


When a memory-related fault occurs, IP Performance Manager generates a system ResourceException
for the affected system. The thresholds for memory faults are listed in the Processor and Memory setting.
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide provides more information.


Disk
A disk represents a physical device, installed on a host system, that contains file systems. The device
could be a hard disk, a floppy disk, an optical disk, or other kind of disk. IP Server Performance Manager
monitors each disk to verify that it is operational.


IP Server Performance Manager performs performance analysis on the Disk object type.


Note   Disk monitoring and analysis is available only through IP Server Performance Manager.


Attributes for Disk
Attributes for Disk lists some key attributes for Disk.


Table 9‑77.  Attributes for Disk


Attribute Description Allowed values


Access Indicates whether this Disk is readable and writable
or only readable.
n readWrite indicates that this Disk can be read


and written.
n readOnly indicates that this Disk can be read


but not written.


Enum:
n readOnly
n readWrite


Capacity Size in kilobytes for this Disk; for example:


3395069


If the media is removable and is currently removed,
this value should be 0.


Integer


DeviceID Address or other identifying information to uniquely
name this Disk; for example:


5


String
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Table 9‑77.  Attributes for Disk (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this Disk;
for example:


DISK-10.9.1.108/5 [Fixed Disk]


String


Media Indication of the type of media used in this Disk.
n other indicates that the media used in this Disk


is of type other.
n unknown_media indicates that the media type


used in this Disk is not known.
n hardDisk indicates that the media used in this


Disk is a hard disk.
n floppyDisk indicates that the media used in this


Disk is a floppy disk.
n opticalDiskrom indicates that the media used in


this Disk is an optical disk ROM.
n opticalDiskworm indicates that the media used


in this Disk is an optical disk WORM.
n opticalDiskrw indicates that the media used in


this Disk is an optical disk RW.
n ramDisk indicates that the media used in this


Disk is a RAM disk.


Enum:
n other
n unknown_media
n hardDisk
n floppyDisk
n opticalDiskrom
n opticalDiskworm
n opticalDiskrw
n ramDisk


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
Disk; for example:


DISK-10.9.1.108/5


String


Removable TRUE if this Disk can be removed; for example, a
floppy disk.


(FALSE if this Disk cannot be removed; for
example, a hard disk.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Status Current status of this Disk as reported by the
instrumentation.


Enum:
n running


SystemName Name of the system containing this Disk; for
example:


10.9.1.108


String


Faults for Disk
IP Server Performance Manager detects the OperationallyDown fault for Disk. When a
OperationallyDown fault occurs, IP Server Performance Manager generates a system
OperationalException for the affected host system.


An OperationallyDown fault indicates that the disk is not operational. Possibly the disk was removed from
the host system, or an error occurred when the operating system attempted to access the disk. No
threshold is associated with an OperationallyDown disk.
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File System
A File System is a logical representation of the data within a disk or across disks. FAT32, NTFS, and
LinuxExt2 are examples of file systems. IP Server Performance Manager monitors each File System to
measure its utilization.


IP Server Performance Manager performs performance analysis on the File System object type.


Attributes for File System
Attributes of File System lists some key attributes for File System.


Table 9‑78.  Attributes of File System


Attribute Description Allowed values


AvailableSpace Total free space in kilobytes on this File System; for
example:


22812526


Integer


DeviceID Address or other identifying information to uniquely
name this File System; for example:


3


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this File
System; for example:


FS-10.9.130.119/2 [C:\ Label:W2K Serial Number
70be674b]


String


Mounted TRUE if the File System is mounted.


(FALSE if the File System is not mounted.)


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
File System; for example:


FS-10.9.130.119/3


String


Root Pathname defining the root of this File System; for
example:


C:\ Label:W2K Serial Number 70be674b


String


StorageSize Total size in kilobytes of this File System; for
example:


36981629


Integer


SystemName Name of the system containing this File System; for
example:


10.9.130.119


String


UtilizationPct Percentage of space currently being used by this
File System; for example:


38.313896


Numeric (float)
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Celerra file system types
Celerra is a high performance IP storage platform. It delivers NAS (Network Attached Storage) and iSCSI
capabilities to consolidate application storage and file servers in either an integrated configuration, or as a
gateway connected to a CLARiiON or Symmetrix storage system.


Celerra allows file system access through NFS, CIFS and ISCSI protocols. The Celerra Server creates
different file systems, as listed in Celerra File System types , depending on how they are used.


Table 9‑79.  Celerra File System types


File system ID Description


uxfs 1 Default file system


sfs Shared file system


rawfs 5 Raw file system


mirrorfs 6 Mirrored file systems


ckpt 7 Checkpoint file system


mgfs 8 Migration file system


group 100 Stores members of a file system group


vpfs Volume pool file system (multiple services sharing a single metavolume)


rvfs Local configuration volume used to store replication specific internal information


nmfs 102 Nested mount file system


Faults for File System
IP Server Performance Manager detects the HighUtilization fault and LowAvailableSpace for File System.
When a HighUtilization fault occurs, IP Server Performance Manager generates a system
ResourceException for the affected host system.


A HighUtilization fault indicates that the File System utilization exceeds the MaxUtilizationPct threshold.


PowerSupply
A power supply provides power to a system. A system can have one or more power supplies.
IP Performance Manager monitors the power supply’s status to determine whether a system’s power
supply is functioning properly.


IP Performance Manager performs performance analysis on the PowerSupply object type.


Attributes for PowerSupply
Attributes for PowerSupply lists some key attributes for PowerSupply.
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Table 9‑80.  Attributes for PowerSupply


Attribute Description Allowed values


DeviceID Address or other identifying information to uniquely
name this PowerSupply; for example:


1


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this
PowerSupply; for example:


PWR-10.9.252.2/1 [Power Supply 1]


String


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
PowerSupply; for example:


PWR-10.9.252.2/1


String


Status Current state of this PowerSupply as reported by
the instrumentation.
n OK indicates that the observed power supply


status is acceptable.
n WARNING indicates that the observed power


supply status is unacceptable but that the
operation of the system can continue.


n CRITICAL indicates that the observed power
supply status is unacceptable and that
operation of the system might cease as a
result.


n SHUTDOWN indicates that the power supply
has been shut down.


n OTHER indicates that the state of the power
supply is not OK, WARNING, CRITICAL, or
SHUTDOWN.


n UNKNOWN indicates that the power supply has
yet to be polled.


Enum:
n OK
n WARNING
n CRITICAL
n SHUTDOWN
n OTHER
n UNKNOWN


SystemName Name of the system containing this PowerSupply;
for example:


10.9.252.2


String


Faults for PowerSupply
IP Performance Manager detects the PowerSupply StateNotNormal fault for power supplies. When a
power supply fault occurs, IP Performance Manager generates a system PowerSupplyException for the
affected system.


A PowerSupply StateNotNormal fault indicates that the power supply is in the WARNING or CRITICAL
state. The power supply state can be one of four states:


n NORMAL


n WARNING


n CRITICAL


n SHUTDOWN
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VoltageSensor
A voltage sensor is a device that measures the voltage of the power supply. IP Performance Manager
performs performance analysis on the VoltageSensor object type.


Attributes for VoltageSensor
Attributes for VoltageSensor lists some key attributes for VoltageSensor.


Table 9‑81.  Attributes for VoltageSensor


Attribute Description Allowed values


CurrentValue Current value in volts of this VoltageSensor as
reported by the instrumentation; for example:


3.3 V


Numeric (float)


DeviceID Address or other identifying information to uniquely
name this VoltageSensor; for example:


1


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this
VoltageSensor; for example:


VOLT-ca-hsiaoy.corp.vmware.com/1 [Voltage 1]


String


HighThreshold Current high threshold value in volts of this
VoltageSensor as reported by the instrumentation;
for example:


3.63 V


Numeric (float)


LowThreshold Current low threshold value in volts of this
VoltageSensor as reported by the instrumentation;
for example:


2.97 V


Numeric (float)


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
VoltageSensor; for example:


VOLT-ca-hsiaoy.corp.vmware.com/1


String
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Table 9‑81.  Attributes for VoltageSensor (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


Status Current state of this VoltageSensor as reported by
the instrumentation.
n OK indicates that the observed voltage is


acceptable.
n WARNING indicates that the observed voltage


is unacceptable but that the operation of the
system can continue.


n CRITICAL indicates that the observed voltage
is unacceptable and that operation of the
system might cease as a result.


n SHUTDOWN indicates that the power supply
has been shut down or that this VoltageSensor
has been shut down.


n OTHER indicates that the state of this
VoltageSensor is not OK, WARNING,
CRITICAL, or SHUTDOWN.


n UNKNOWN indicates that this VoltageSensor
has yet to be polled.


Enum:
n OK
n WARNING
n CRITICAL
n SHUTDOWN
n OTHER
n UNKNOWN


SystemName Name of the system containing this VoltageSensor;
for example:


ca-hsiaoy.corp.vmware.com


String


Faults for VoltageSensor
Faults and related thresholds for VoltageSensor lists the faults detected for VoltageSensor.


Table 9‑82.  Faults and related thresholds for VoltageSensor


Voltage Fault Description Threshold


OutOfRange Indicates that the voltage for this system is outside
the normal operating range and exceeds the
RelativeVoltageThreshold.


RelativeVoltageThreshold


StateNotNormal Indicates that the voltage sensor test point for this
system is in the CRITICAL or WARNING state. The
voltage sensor state can be one of four states:
NORMAL, WARNING, CRITICAL, or SHUTDOWN.


N/A


When a voltage-related fault occurs, IP Performance Manager generates a system
PowerSupplyException for the affected system.


TemperatureSensor
A temperature sensor is a physical package that describes the capabilities and management of
temperature-related numeric devices. A temperature sensor is represented by the TemperatureSensor
logical device class.


IP Performance Manager performs performance analysis on the TemperatureSensor object type.
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Attributes for TemperatureSensor
Attributes for TemperatureSensor lists some key attributes for TemperatureSensor.


Table 9‑83.  Attributes for TemperatureSensor


Attribute Description Allowed values


CurrentValue Current value in degrees centigrade (C) of this
TemperatureSensor as reported by the
instrumentation; for example:


45 C


Integer


DeviceID Address or other identifying information to uniquely
name this TemperatureSensor; for example:


1


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this
TemperatureSensor; for example:


TEMP-10.9.252.2/1 [Chassis Temperature Sensor]


String


HighThreshold Current high threshold value in degrees C of this
TemperatureSensor as reported by the
instrumentation; for example:


85.5 C


Numeric (float)


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
TemperatureSensor; for example:


TEMP-10.9.252.2/1


String


Status Current state of this TemperatureSensor as
reported by the instrumentation.
n OK indicates that the observed temperature is


acceptable.
n WARNING indicates that the observed


temperature is unacceptable but that the
operation of the system can continue.


n CRITICAL indicates that the observed
temperature is unacceptable and that operation
of the system might cease as a result.


n SHUTDOWN indicates that the fan or Chassis
has been shut down or that this
TemperatureSensor has been shut down.


n OTHER indicates that the state of this
TemperatureSensor is not OK, WARNING,
CRITICAL, or SHUTDOWN.


n UNKNOWN indicates that this
TemperatureSensor has yet to be polled.


n MARGINAL indicates that the observed
temperature is unacceptable, but that the
operation of the system can continue.


Enum:
n OK
n WARNING
n CRITICAL
n SHUTDOWN
n OTHER
n UNKNOWN
n MARGINAL


SystemName Name of the system containing this
TemperatureSensor; for example:


qa-gw3.smarts.com


String
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Faults for TemperatureSensor
Faults and related thresholds for TemperatureSensor lists the faults detected for TemperatureSensor.


Table 9‑84.  Faults and related thresholds for TemperatureSensor


Temperature Fault Description Threshold


OutOfRange Indicates that the temperature for this system is
outside the normal operating range and exceeds
the RelativeTemperatureThreshold.


RelativeTemperatureThreshold


StateNotNormal Indicates that the temperature sensor for this
system is in the WARNING or CRITICAL states.
The temperature sensor state can be NORMAL,
WARNING, or CRITICAL.


N/A


When a temperature-related fault occurs, IP Performance Manager generates a system
TemperatureException for the affected system.


Thresholds for temperature faults are contained in the Environment threshold setting. Chapter 7,
"Customizing Polled Data Thresholds," in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide describes this setting.


Fan
A fan is a cooling device that blows air through the chassis of a system to cool its circuitry. A system can
have one or more fans. IP Performance Manager monitors a fan’s status to determine whether a fan is
functioning properly.


IP Performance Manager performs performance analysis on the Fan object type.


Attributes for Fan
Attributes for Fan lists some key attributes for Fan.


Table 9‑85.  Attributes for Fan


Attribute Description Allowed values


DeviceID Address or other identifying information to uniquely
name this Fan; for example:


1


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this Fan;
for example:


FAN-10.9.252.2/1 [Chassis Fan Tray 1]


String


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this
Fan; for example:


FAN-10.9.252.2/1


String
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Table 9‑85.  Attributes for Fan (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


Status Current state of this Fan as reported by the
instrumentation.
n OK indicates that the fan is operating normally.
n WARNING indicates that the fan is at warning


status.
n CRITICAL indicates that the fan is at critical


status.
n SHUTDOWN indicates that the fan has been


shut down.
n OTHER indicates that the state of the fan is not


OK, WARNING, CRITICAL, or SHUTDOWN.
n UNKNOWN indicates that the fan has yet to be


polled.


Enum:
n OK
n WARNING
n CRITICAL
n SHUTDOWN
n OTHER
n UNKNOWN


SystemName Name of the system containing this Fan; for
example:


10.9.252.2


String


Faults for Fan
IP Performance Manager generates a StateNotNormal fault for Fan. When a fan fault occurs,
IP Performance Manager generates a system TemperatureException for the affected system.


A Fan StateNotNormal fault indicates that the fan is in the WARNING or CRITICAL state. The fan state
can be one of NORMAL, WARNING, or CRITICAL.


DuplicateIP
A DuplicateIP object represents two or more instances of the same IP address discovered in the
managed network environment.


Attributes for DuplicateIP
Attributes for DuplicateIP lists some key attributes for DuplicateIP.


Table 9‑86.  Attributes for DuplicateIP


Attribute Description Allowed values


Address IP address of this DuplicateIP; for example:


10.0.0.4


String


DisplayName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of this DuplicateIP; for
example:


10.0.0.4 [hagg-01-lo0-0.west.twtelecom.net]


String


DuplicatedBySystems List of systems on which the IP address for this DuplicateIP is
duplicated.; for example:


hagg-01-lo0-0.west.twtelecom.net,
cpe-66-66-65-1.rochester.res.rr.com,


String
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Table 9‑86.  Attributes for DuplicateIP (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


InterfaceAdminStatus Reflects the current administrative status of the interface underlying
this DuplicateIP.
n UP indicates that the interface is administratively enabled.
n DOWN indicates that the interface is administratively disabled.
n TESTING indicates that the interface is in testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the interface is in an unknown state.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB AdminStatus value for


the interface is missing.
n UNKNOWN indicates that the interface has yet to be polled.


When the value of the interface’s InterfaceAdminStatus is UP, the
value of InterfaceOperStatus determines the state of the interface.
Otherwise, the value of InterfaceAdminStatus determines the state
of the interface.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN


InterfaceMode Indicates the intended purpose of the interface underlying this
DuplicateIP: normal, backup, or dial-on-demand.


Enum:
n NORMAL
n BACKUP
n ONDEMAND


InterfaceName Name, as shown in the Global Console, of the interface underlying
this DuplicateIP; for example:


IF-hagg-01-lo0-0.west.twtelecom.net/14 [fxp1.0] [10.0.0.4]


String


InterfaceOperStatus Reflects the current operational status of the interface underlying
this DuplicateIP.
n UP indicates that the interface is operationally up.
n DOWN indicates that the interface is operationally down.
n TESTING indicates that the interface is in testing mode.
n OTHER indicates that the interface is in an unknown state.
n DORMANT indicates that the interface is waiting for an external


action to occur before becoming active.
n NOTPRESENT indicates that the MIB OperStatus value for the


interface is missing.
n UNKNOWN indicates that the interface has yet to be polled.


Enum:
n UP
n DOWN
n TESTING
n OTHER
n DORMANT
n NOTPRESENT
n UNKNOWN
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Table 9‑86.  Attributes for DuplicateIP (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


InterfaceType Type of interface underlying this DuplicateIP, distinguished
according to the physical/link protocols immediately "below" the
network layer in the protocol stack.


Enum:


ATMFUNI


ARCNET


SONET


HIPPI


MODEM


V36


IEEE1394


IFGSN


ATMVIRTUAL


Note   The configuration file
InterfaceType.conf has the
exhaustive list of allowed
values. The configuration file
is located
at:BASEDIR/smarts/conf/disc
overy
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Table 9‑86.  Attributes for DuplicateIP (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


IPStatus Reflects the current state of this DuplicateIP as reported by the
instrumentation.


Note   For a DuplicateIP, this attribute is set to UNKNOWN.


n OK indicates that the IP interface is responding to ICMP pings.
n NETUNREACHABLE indicates that the IP network is


unreachable.
n HOSTUNREACHABLE indicates that the host is unreachable.
n PROTOCOLUNREACHABLE indicates that the ICMP protocol


is unreachable.
n PORTUNREACHABLE indicates that the port is unreachable.
n NEEDFRAGUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination was


unreachable because fragmentation was needed and do not
fragment was set.


n SRCFAILEDUNREACHABLE indicates that the source route
failed.


n DESTNETUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination
network is unknown.


n DESTHOSTUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination host
is unknown.


n ISOLATEDUNREACHABLE indicates that the source host is
isolated.


n AUTHNETUNREACHABLE indicates that communication with
the destination network is administratively prohibited.


n AUTHHOSTUNREACHABLE indicates that communication with
the destination host is administratively prohibited.


n NETSVCUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination network
is unreachable for this type of service.


n HOSTSVCUNREACHABLE indicates that the destination host
is unreachable for this type of service.


n TIMEXCEEDINTRANS indicates that the Time to Live (TTL)
was exceeded in transit.


n TIMEXCEEDREASS indicates that the fragment reassembly
time was exceeded.


n TIMEDOUT indicates that the last ICMP ping timed out.
n OTHER indicates an unspecified error condition occurred.
n UNKNOWN indicates an unspecified error condition occurred.


Enum:
n OK
n NETUNREACHABLE
n HOSTUNREACHABLE
n PROTOCOLUNREACHA


BLE
n PORTUNREACHABLE
n NEEDFRAGUNREACHA


BLE
n SRCFAILEDUNREACHA


BLE
n DESTNETUNREACHAB


LE
n DESTHOSTUNREACHA


BLE
n ISOLATEDUNREACHAB


LE
n AUTHNETUNREACHAB


LE
n AUTHHOSTUNREACHA


BLE
n NETSVCUNREACHABL


E
n HOSTSVCUNREACHAB


LE
n TIMEXCEEDINTRANS
n TIMEXCEEDREASS
n TIMEDOUT
n OTHER
n UNKNOWN


IsInterfaceInstrumented TRUE if "IP LayeredOver Interface" is instrumented. Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Name Name, as known in the modeled topology, of this DuplicateIP; for
example:


IP-10.0.0.4


String


Netmask Network mask for this DuplicateIP; for example:


255.0.0.0


String
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Table 9‑86.  Attributes for DuplicateIP (Continued)


Attribute Description Allowed values


NetworkNumber Network number (computed from the Address and Netmask values)
for this endpoint; for example:


10.0.0.0


String


Responsive TRUE if this DuplicateIP is responding to ICMP pings and/or SNMP
polls.


(FALSE if this DuplicateIP is not responding to ICMP pings and/or
SNMP polls.)


Note   For a DuplicateIP, this attribute is set to FALSE.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


SystemName Name of the system hosting this DuplicateIP; for example:


hagg-01-lo0-0.west.twtelecom.net


String


SystemType Type of system hosting this DuplicateIP; for example:


OTHER


Enum:
n HOST
n ROUTER
n SWITCH
n PROBE
n OTHER


Events for DuplicateIP
IP Performance Manager generates a Duplicate event when it discovers two systems with the same IP
address. When this event occurs, IP Performance Manager proceeds as follows:


n Classifies the IP address as a DuplicateIP


n Suspends IP-related analysis for the address


n Generates a Duplicate notificationThe
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide provides information about
correcting Duplicate notifications.


NAS IP Elements
The Availability Manager builds a data model of the discovered NAS IP elements in the managed
environment. The model represents the discovered elements as instances of the
VMware Smart Assurance ICIM classes.


The NAS IP elements are represented by instances of the following ICIM classes:


n NASChassis


n FileServer
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n Host (Celerra Control Station)


During the discovery post-processing phase, the IP Manager creates the relationships and
connections between the storage objects: Celerra Data Mover (FileServer object), NAS Network
Server (NASChassis object), and Celerra Control Station (Host object).


Note that, in addition, the Availability Manager discovers the Layer 2 and Layer 3 elements and
relationships that are described in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager User Guide;
for example, Cable, Card, Interface.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide provides more information
about the VMware Smart Assurance ICIM classes and the discovery process.


NAS Chassis
A Chassis is a physical package that encloses other elements; in this case, the enclosed elements are
the Celerra Data Movers and Control Station.


NASChassis is instantiated for each Celerra Network Server (NASChassis object) found during the
discovery process.


The NASChassis is related to the FileServer and Host objects through the PackagesSystems
relationship. The NASChassis is also related to remote Control Station Host objects through the
ConnectedTo relationship. The ConnectedTo relationship reflects inter-Celerra device communication.


Events for NASChassis
Events for NASChassis lists the events detected for NASChassis.


Table 9‑87.  Events for NASChassis


Event Description Exported by IP Availability Manager


NASChassis Down Indicates that a faulty Chassis is the root
cause.


Yes


Attributes of NASChassis
Attributes of NASChassis lists the attributes of NASChassis.
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Table 9‑88.  Attributes of NASChassis


Attributes Descripition Value


fsTable A table holding entries to be added to the pending list Struct


Tag An arbitrary string that uniquely identifies the physical element and serves as the element's key. The
Tag property can contain information such as an asset tag or serial number. The key for
ICIM_PhysicalElement is placed very high in the object hierarchy in order to independently identify
the hardware/entity, regardless of physical placement in or on cabinets, adapters, and so on. For
example, a hot-swappable or removable component may be taken from its containing (scoping)
package and be temporarily unused. The object still continues to exist and may even be inserted
into a different scoping container. Therefore, the key for physical element is an arbitrary string and is
defined independently of any placement or location-oriented hierarchy.


String


Attributes of NASManager
Table 9‑89.  Attributes of NASManager


Attributes Description Value


AddFsToPending Determines whether the file server should be added to the pending list
or discovered. The allowed values are:
n TRUE — Adds the non-discovered FileServer to the pending list.
n FALSE — Triggers discovery automatically for the newly found


FileServer.


Default value: TRUE


Note   Monitoring of FileSystem of FileServers and DataMovers are
not supported. Only Discovery is supported.


Boolean: TRUE,
FALSE


HttpsAdapterName This is the name of the HTTPS java Adapter. String


pdlTable This is a table that holds entries to be added to the pending list Struct


Attributes of NASManager lists the attributes of NASManager.


Host (Celerra Control Station)
A Host is a computer such as a workstation or server; in this case it represents the Celerra Control
Station.


This class is used to instantiate the Celerra Control Station, which is the Celerra device management
element. The Host class also exists in the Availability Manager.


A Host object is related to the NASChassis object through the PackagedIn relationship.
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FileServer
A file server (Celerra Data Mover or NetApp Filer) is responsible for central storage and management of
data files so that other computers can access the files. File server configurations can vary greatly, from a
networked group of storage arrays that includes many disk drives to a virtual entity on a computer host. In
a large Celerra network, however, a file server may be included in a Celerra Network Server that contains
a Control Station, or it might be associated with a remote Control Station on the same IP network, or with
a Control Station on a network not monitored by VMware Smart Assurance. There is no concept of
Control Station with the NetApp Filer, which includes its own management software.


A FileServer object is related to the NASChassis object by the PackagedIn relationship, and to the IP
network through the ConnectedVia relationship.


Attributes for FileServer
Attributes for FileServer lists key attributes for FileServer.


Table 9‑90.  Attributes for FileServer


Attribute Description


InternalName Unique name for this file server


InetAddr IP address for accessing this file server


SoftwareVersion Software version executing in this file server


Slot Slot in the Chassis that packages this file server


Standby Name of the file server backing up this file server


FibreChannelSwitchPort
The FibreChannelSwitchPort is created on the IP topology by probing the fcFxPortEntry MIB table during
the discovery of fibre channel switches.


Table 88 on page 151 lists the attributes for FibreChannelSwitchPort. The MIB ObjectIDs listed in the
table are used to probe the FibreChannelSwitchPort information.
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Table 9‑91.  Attributes for FibreChannelSwitchPort


Attribute Type MIB ObjectID Description


World Wide Name
(WWN)


Octet String fcFxPortName


.1.3.6.1.2.1.75.1.1.5.1.2


World Wide Name Of the
FibreChannelSwitchPort. This attribute is
used as an identifier to establish a
connection.


AdminStatus Integer fcFxPortPhysAdminStatus


1.3.6.1.2.1.75.1.2.2.1.1


This attribute provides the admininistration
status of the FibreChannelSwitchPort.


Note   If the value of this attribute is offline,
then IP does not create the class on the IP
Topology.


OperStatus Integer fcFxPortPhysOperStatus


1.3.6.1.2.1.75.1.2.2.1.2


The current operational status of the
FibreChannelSwitchPort which is used for
event generation.


Note   In case of the Cisco UCS FabricInterconnect switch, the relationship between Fabric Interconnect's
card and the FibreChannelSwitchPort is not created due to insufficient data.


PortLink
The link between two FibreChannelSwitchPorts is called a PortLink. A PortLink is created by probing the
fcFxPortEntry MIB table during the discovery on IP topology.


Connection between FibreChannelSwitchPorts
During the discovery, the MIB Object ID listed in MIB Object IDs of FibreChannelSwitchPort is probed to
obtain the information on connection between the fibre channel switches. This information contains the
WWN of the remote port which is connected to the local port of the local fibre channel switch.


Table 9‑92.  MIB Object IDs of FibreChannelSwitchPort


Attribute Type MIB ObjectID Description


Octet String fcFxPortNxPortName


1.3.6.1.2.1.75.1.2.3.1.10


WWN of the attached corresponding
Port


When the fibre channel switches are discovered, IP creates the FibreChannelSwitchPorts in the topology.
Each FibreChannelSwitchPort is associated with a WWN. The WWN uniquely identifies the
FibreChannelSwitchPort across the switches on the IP topology.


During post processing, IP uses the connection information to form the PortLink between the
FibreChannelSwitchPorts.


Events for PortLink and FibreChannelSwitchPort
Events for PortLink and FibreChannelSwitchPort lists events for PortLink and FibreChannelSwitchPort.
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Table 9‑93.  Events for PortLink and FibreChannelSwitchPort


Class Event Description


PortLink Problem Down Indicates FibreChannelSwitchPort DownOrFlapping


FibreChannelSwitchPort DownOrFlapping Indicates that FibreChannelSwitchPort's AdminStatus attribute is
UP and the value of OperStatus is DOWN


External Polling Support for FibreChannelSwitchPort
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides information on how to enable external
polling in the Polling and Thresholds tab.


SM_ElementManager
The SM_ElementManager class manages the life cycle of SM_SystemElement objects. It is a singleton
class (the instance is SM_ElementManager::SM-ElementManager) and has attributes for configuring
various aspects of the life cycle management. The key attributes for SM_ElementManager are listed in 
Key attributes for SM_ElementManager .


Table 9‑94.  Key attributes for SM_ElementManager


Attribute Value Description


FDLimit Unsigned long integer


This attribute is read-only.


Maximum number of file descriptors (socket numbers) that
this application is allowed to use for client connections at
any one time.


For an application on a Solaris- or Linux-based host, the
file-descriptor limit is imposed on the application by the
OS as long as that limit is 1024 or less. If that limit is more
than 1024, the foundation startup code sets the limit to
1024.


FDWarningHeadroom Unsigned integer


Default: 100


An integer in the following equation that determines when
the number of file descriptors for this application increases
to an unacceptable level:


Number of file descriptors  >  FDLimit –
FDWarningHeadroom


For example, if FDLimit = 1024 and FDWarningHeadroom
= 100, the number of file descriptors increases to an
unacceptable level when that number is greater than 924.
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Table 9‑94.  Key attributes for SM_ElementManager (Continued)


Attribute Value Description


ReapInterval Unsigned long integer


Default: 60 seconds


Interval, in seconds, between successive expiry scans of
terminated client connections for this application.


This attribute works in conjunction with two other
attributes, ClientRetainTime and
AbnormalClientRetainTime, to determine when an expiry
scan deletes (reaps) the client objects and data for a
terminated connection:
n For any normally terminated connection, the expiry


scan deletes the associated client objects and data
when the time between the connection’s termination
timestamp and the current time exceeds the
ClientRetainTime.


n For any abnormally terminated connection, the expiry
scan deletes the associated client objects and data
when the time between the connection’s termination
timestamp and the current time exceeds the
AbnormalClientRetainTime.


The effective retain time for a normally terminated
connectIon is 1/2 the ReapInterval plus the
ClientRetainTime.


The effective retain time for an abnormally terminated
connectIon is 1/2 the ReapInterval plus the
AbnormalClientRetainTime.


ClientRetainTime Unsigned long integer


Default: 60 seconds


The least amount of time, in seconds, between when a
normally terminated connection ends and when the client
objects and data that are associated with that connection
are deleted from the repository.


AbnormalClientRetainTime Unsigned long integer


Default: 900 seconds(15
minutes)


The least amount of time, in seconds, between when an
abnormally terminated connection ends and when the
client objects and data that are associated with that
connection are deleted from the repository.


RequestLogSize Unsigned long integer


Default: 25


Size of the request log for client connections for this
application. By default, the 25 most recent requests and
their responses are recorded.


Setting RequestLogSize to 0 disables the collection of
request information for client connections.


Like the rest of the client data, the request information
persists for a client connection until the associated
SM_Client and its threads and queues are deleted.


LogClients Boolean


Default: TRUE


TRUE indicates that this application will log the client
connects and disconnects in its log file.
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Notifications for Network
Objects 10
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Introduction


n Summary of root-cause problems, exceptions, and events


n Problems, events and Notification summary for IP Availability Manager


n Exception, Fault, Event, and Notification summary for IP Performance Manager


Introduction
IP Availability Manager diagnoses root-cause problems and detects (computes) events from status
changes gathered from or issued by devices in the managed environment. It uses the events as
symptoms to diagnose root-cause problems.


IP Performance Manager generates exceptions, detects performance faults, and detects events. It uses
the performance faults to generate exceptions.
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Summary of root-cause problems, exceptions, and events
IP Availability Manager diagnoses root-cause problems and detects (computes) events from status
changes gathered from or issued by devices in the managed environment. It uses the events as
symptoms to diagnose root-cause problems.


Note   Events used as symptoms to diagnose a failure can also be perceived as impacts resulting from
the failure.


n IP Availability Manager also generates exceptions, or aggregate events, where an exception is a
collection of problems or events associated with a particular managed system, IPv6Network, or
VLAN. IP Availability Manager generates an exception whenever any of the composite problems or
events for the system, IPv6Network, or VLAN occur. For example, IP Availability Manager will
generate an exception for a router when a card on the router has a problem or the router is down.


The Global Manager imports all problems diagnosed by IP Availability Manager and certain key
events detected by IP Availability Manager. It also imports the IPv6Network inaccessible exception.
The problem notifications (one problem per notification), notifications (one event per notification), and
IPv6Network exception notifications (one exception per notification) are displayed in the
Global Console.


n IP Performance Manager generates exceptions, detects performance faults, and detects events. It
uses the performance faults to generate exceptions.


A performance fault is an abnormal condition that occurs when a component of a managed system,
Chassis, or VLAN exceeds a threshold. An exception, or aggregate event, is a collection of
performance faults associated with a particular managed system, Chassis, or VLAN.
IP Performance Manager generates an exception whenever any of the composite faults for the
managed system, Chassis, or VLAN occur. For example, IP Performance Manager will generate a
ResourceException whenever a router has exhausted most of its processor or memory resources.


The Global Manager imports all faults and events detected by IP Performance Manager. The fault
notifications (one fault per notification) and the event notifications (one event per notification) are
displayed in the Global Console.


Root cause problems summary
Root-cause problems diagnosed by IP Availability Manager lists the network root-cause problems
diagnosed by IP Availability Manager, including the condition and events for each problem. The table also
identifies the managed objects for which the problems are diagnosed.


Table 10‑1.  Root-cause problems diagnosed by IP Availability Manager


Managed object Root cause Condition


Events
(displayed in Codebook Tab in
the Global Console)


System Down None System MightBeDown


DownOrFlapping
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Table 10‑1.  Root-cause problems diagnosed by IP Availability Manager (Continued)


Managed object Root cause Condition


Events
(displayed in Codebook Tab in
the Global Console)


Unstable None SNMPAgent RepeatedRestarts


Chassis Down Chassis packages more than one system,
and all systems are down


System Down


(all systems are down)


Card Down None Card OperationallyDown


Card Down


(for cards within Card)


Card SwitchOver


Network adapter Down


System Down


(for systems packaged by Card)


Network adapter Down Port or interface is managed and not
connected


DownOrFlapping


System MightBeDown


(connected system)


Unstable When IsFlapping = TRUE DownOrFlapping


SystemMightBeDown


Disabled Port or interface is connected or is a
physical interface with subinterfaces
layered over it or is part of a
NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup


AdministrativelyDown


DownOrFlapping


System MightBeDown


(connected system)


LogicalConnection-
Down


No failure symptoms at physical layer Network Adapter
DownOrFlapping


Physical interface with subinterfaces
layered over it


System MightBeDown or Flapping


Device connection Down Physical connection such as cable, serial,
or point-to-point


NetworkAdapter Down


IsLogicalConnectionDownEnabled =
FALSE or IsLogicalConnection = FALSE


Unstable Physical connection such as cable, serial,
or point-to-point


NetworkAdapterStatus= UNSTABLE


NetworkAdapterDown


NetworkAdapterStatus= UNSTABLE


IsLogicalConnectionDownEnabled =
FALSE or IsLogicalConnection = FALSE


Partition Down Is not a proxy System Unresponsive


(all systems are unresponsive)
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Table 10‑1.  Root-cause problems diagnosed by IP Availability Manager (Continued)


Managed object Root cause Condition


Events
(displayed in Codebook Tab in
the Global Console)


None LayeredOver Partition Down


SNMPAgent NotResponding None Management agent Unresponsive


Exceptions summary for IP Availability Manager
Exceptions generated by IP Availability Manager lists the exceptions generated by IP Availability Manager
and the problems (p) or events (e) that can cause each exception to be generated.


Table 10‑2.  Exceptions generated by IP Availability Manager


Managed object Exception Cause (problem or event)


System ConnectivityException System Down (p)


System Unstable (p)


SNMPAgent NotResponding (p)


Network adapter Down (p)


Network adapter Unstable (p)


Network adapter LogicalConnectionDown (p)


Network adapter Disabled (p)


Card Down (p)


Chassis Down (p)


ResourceException When there is a Memory, Processor or
FileSystem Exception on the entities that has a
ComposedOf/PartOf relationship with the
system.


PerformanceException When there is a PerformanceException on the
NetworkAdapters that has a
ComposedOf/PartOf relationship with the
system.


OperationalException When one or more operational related failures
exist.


ErrorException When there is a Error Exception on the
NetworkAdapters that has a
ComposedOf/PartOf relationship with the
system.


PowerSupplyException When one or more voltage or power supply
faults exist for a particular system.


TemperatureException When one or more fan or temperature related
faults exist for a particular system.


IPv6Network Inaccessible IPv6 Down (e)


IPNetwork Inaccessible Network Down
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Table 10‑2.  Exceptions generated by IP Availability Manager (Continued)


Managed object Exception Cause (problem or event)


VLAN ConnectivityException System Down (p)


Port Down (p)


Port Unstable (p)


Port Disabled (p)


OperationalException Port DownOrFlapping (e)


Port BackupActivated (e)


Port ExceededMaximumUptime (e)


ErrorException When there is an ErrorException on the
NetworkAdapters that has a
ComposedOf/PartOf relationship with VLAN.


PerformanceException When there is a PerformanceException on the
NetworkAdapters that has a
ComposedOf/PartOf relationship with VLAN.


Chassis OperationalException When there is one or more operaitonal related
failures.


Physical Package OperationalException When the Card or its component is
OperationallyDown.


Exceptions and faults summary for IP Performance Manager
Exceptions generated by IP Performance Manager lists the performance exceptions, the faults that trigger
them, and the performance thresholds associated with each fault. The table also identifies the managed
objects (systems, Chassis, and VLANs) for which the exceptions are generated as well as the
components of the managed objects that can be at fault.


Note   Thresholds can be set in the Polling and Thresholds tab in Domain Manager Administration
Console. The chapter “Configuring Groups and Settings in the Polling and Thresholds Console” in
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Version 8.1 Service Pack 1 Configuration Guide
provides more information on how to set thresholds.


Table 10‑3.  Exceptions generated by IP Performance Manager


Managed
object Exception Component Fault


Subscribed
by Global
Console Threshold (setting)


System Performance Network adapter


(Port or
Interface)


HighBroadcastRate Yes BroadcastThreshold


(Generic Interface/Port
Performance and Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance)


HighDiscardRate Yes DiscardThreshold


(Generic Interface/Port
Performance and Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance)
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Table 10‑3.  Exceptions generated by IP Performance Manager (Continued)


Managed
object Exception Component Fault


Subscribed
by Global
Console Threshold (setting)


HighQueueDropRate Yes QueueDropThreshold


(Generic Interface/Port
Performance and Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance)


HighCollisionRate Yes CollisionThreshold


(Ethernet Interface/Port
Performance)


HighUtilization Yes UtilizationThreshold


(Generic Interface/Port
Performance and Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance)


Error Network adapter


(Port or
Interface)


HighErrorRate Yes ErrorThreshold


MinimumTrafficThreshold


(Generic Interface/Port
Performance and Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance)


Resource Memory ExcessiveFragmentatio
n


Yes MemoryFragmentationThreshold


(Processor and Memory)


HighBufferMissRate Yes MemoryBufferMissThreshold


(Processor and Memory)


HighBufferUtilization Yes MemoryBufferUtilizationThreshol
d


(Processor and Memory)


InsufficientFreeMemory Yes FreeMemoryThreshold


(Processor and Memory)


InsufficientFreeMemory
_MemoryPool


FreeMemoryThreshold


Processor HighUtilization Yes ProcessorUtilizationThreshold


(Processor and Memory)


FileSystem


(Host only)
(Available by
IP Server
Performance
Manager only)


HighUtilization MaxUtilizationPct


(FileSystem)


System
(continued)


Operational Disk


(Host only)
(Available by
IP Server
Performance
Manager only)


OperationallyDown Yes None
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Table 10‑3.  Exceptions generated by IP Performance Manager (Continued)


Managed
object Exception Component Fault


Subscribed
by Global
Console Threshold (setting)


PowerSupply PowerSupply StateNotNormal Yes None


VoltageSensor OutOfRange Yes RelativeVoltageThreshold


(Environment)


StateNotNormal Yes None


Temperature TemperatureSen
sor


OutOfRange Yes RelativeTemperatureThreshold


(Environment)


StateNotNormal Yes None


Fan StateNotNormal Yes None


Chassis OperationalEx
ception


Chassis HighUtilization Yes UtilizationThreshold


(Generic Interface/Port
Performance and Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance)


VLAN Performance Network adapter
(Port)


HighBroadcastRate Yes BroadcastThreshold


(Generic Interface/Port
Performance and Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance)


HighDiscardRate Yes DiscardThreshold


(Generic Interface/Port
Performance and Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance)


HighQueueDropRate Yes QueueDropThreshold


(Generic Interface/Port
Performance and Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance)


HighCollisionRate Yes CollisionThreshold


(Ethernet Interface/Port
Performance)


HighUtilization Yes UtilizationThreshold


(Generic Interface/Port
Performance and Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance)


Error Network adapter
(Port)


HighErrorRate Yes ErrorThreshold


MinimumTrafficThreshold


(Generic Interface/Port
Performance and Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance)
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Events summary for IP Availability Manager
Events detected by IP Availability Managerlists the events detected by IP Availability Managerfor each
managed object and used as symptoms to diagnose root-cause problems. The table also shows the
associated thresholds for the events. The thresholds can be changed by using the Polling and Thresholds
Console, as described in the VMware Ionix IP Management Suite Configuration Guide.


Table 10‑4.  Events detected by IP Availability Manager


Managed object Event (symptom) Threshold (setting)
Subscribed to by the
Global Manager


System DiscoveryError None Yes


MightBeDown None


Unresponsive None Yes


DiscoveryInProgress


Physical Package OperationallyDown None


Card OperationallyDown None


SwitchOver Yes


Network adapter BackupActivated MaximumUptime (Backup
Interface Support)


Yes


ExceededMaximumUptime MaximumUptime (Backup
Interface Support or Dial-On-
Demand Interface Support)


Yes


AdministrativelyDown None


DownOrFlapping LinkTrapThreshold
LinkTrapWindow
(Interface/Port Flapping)


OperationallyDown None


Device connection DownOrFlapping See DownOrFlapping for
network adapters


Yes


IP Down None Yes


Unresponsive Yes


SlowResponseTime


DuplicateIP Duplicate None Yes


IPv6 Down None Yes


Unresponsive Yes


DuplicateIPv6 Duplicate None


DuplicateVPNIP Duplicate None


HSRPEndpoint SwitchOver None Yes


HSRPGroup SwitchOverFailed None


SNMPAgent Unresponsive None
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Table 10‑4.  Events detected by IP Availability Manager (Continued)


Managed object Event (symptom) Threshold (setting)
Subscribed to by the
Global Manager


RepeatedRestarts RestartTrapThreshold


RestartTrapWindow


(Connectivity)


Redundancy group AllComponentsDown AtRiskThreshold (set to 1 by
default)


Yes


AtRisk Yes


ReducedRedundancy Yes


STPNode stpPortStateChange None


VRRPGroup SwitchOverFailed None


VRRPEndpoint SwitchOver None


Chassis HighBackplaneUtilization Yes Yes


Card SwitchOver None Yes


Note   Problems, events and Notification summary for IP Availability Manager provides a summary of the
root-cause problems diagnosed by IP Availability Manager, the events correlated by
IP Availability Managerto diagnose problems, and the notifications that are imported by the
Global Managerfrom IP Availability Manager.


The VMware Ionix IP Management Suite Configuration Guideprovides more information about the
SystemRestarted and ConfigChange traps and events, including procedures for enabling the generation
of the SystemRestarted and ConfigChange traps and events.


SystemRestarted and ConfigChange events
SystemRestarted and ConfigChange events initiated by IP Availability Managerlists the events initiated by
IP Availability Managerfor a managed system that has been restarted or reconfigured. When
IP Availability Managerdetects a “system restarted” or “configuration change” condition, it creates and
sends a SystemRestarted or ConfigChange trap to the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform( Adapter Platform). The
Adapter Platform, in turn, transforms the SystemRestarted or ConfigChange trap to a SystemRestarted or
ConfigChange event, for import as a notification by the Global Manager.


The table also shows the associated thresholds for the events and the trap messages received from the
network that trigger the events. The thresholds can be changed using the Polling and Thresholds
Console, as described in the VMware Ionix IP Management Suite Configuration Guide.
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Table 10‑5.  SystemRestarted and ConfigChange events initiated by IP Availability Manager


Managed object Event Threshold (setting)
Received trap triggering the
event


System SystemRestarted


Note   Imported by
the Global Manager
through the Adapter
Platform.


EnableGenericOIEvent
MaxUpTimeThreshold (Connectivity)


coldStart or warmStart


ConfigChange 1 None ciscoConfigManEvent or
sysConfigChangeTrap


Events summary for IP Performance Manager
Events detected by IP Performance Managerlists the events detected by IP Performance Manager. The
events are imported by the


Table 10‑6.  Events detected by IP Performance Manager


Managed object Event Threshold (setting)


System DiscoveryError None


DuplicateIP Duplicate None


DuplicateIPv6 Duplicate None


Global Console.


Note   Exception, Fault, Event, and Notification summary for IP Performance Manager provides a
summary of the exceptions generated by IP Performance Manager, the faults detected by
IP Performance Managerto generate the exceptions, the events detected by IP Performance Manager,
and the notifications imported by the Global Managerfrom IP Performance Manager.


Problems, events and Notification summary for
IP Availability Manager
This section summarizes the root-cause problems diagnosed by IP Availability Manager, the events
correlated by IP Availability Manager to diagnose the problems, and the notifications imported by the
Global Manager.


Problems and events
Problems and events diagnosed/detected by IP Availability Manager lists, on a managed object basis, the
root-cause problems (p) diagnosed by IP Availability Manager and the events (e) detected by
IP Availability Manager to diagnose problems.
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Table 10‑7.  Problems and events diagnosed/detected by IP Availability Manager


Managed object Event Class of origin


System Down (p) UnitaryComputerSystem


Unstable (p)


Unresponsive (e)


DiscoveryError (e)


MightBeDown (e)


DiscoveryInProgress (e)


Chassis Down (p) Chassis


HighBackplaneUtilization (e)


OperationallyDown (e)


Card Down (p) Card


OperationallyDown (e)


SwitchOver (e)


Network adapter Down (p) NetworkAdapter


Unstable (p)


Disabled (p)


LogicalConnectionDown (p)


DetectedProblem (p)


BackupActivated (e)


ExceededMaximumUptime (e)


AdministrativelyDown (e)


OperationallyDown (e)


DownOrFlapping (e)


Device connection Down (p) ICIM_NetworkDeviceConnection


Unstable (p)


Disabled (p)


DownOrFlapping (e)


IP Down (e) IP


Unresponsive (e)


IPv6 Down (e) IPv6


Unresponsive (e)


DuplicateIP Duplicate (e) DuplicateIP


HSRPEndpoint SwitchOver (e) HSRPEndPoint


VRRPEndpoint SwitchOver (e) VRRPEndpoint


Partition Down (p) Partition
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Table 10‑7.  Problems and events diagnosed/detected by IP Availability Manager (Continued)


Managed object Event Class of origin


SNMPAgent NotResponding (p) SNMPAgent


Unresponsive (e) SNMPAgent_Fault


(an instrumentation object)RepeatedRestarts (e)


VRAgent NotResponding (p) VRAgent


Unresponsive (e) VRAgent_Fault


(an instrumentation object)RepeatedRestarts (e)


CardRedundancyGroup AllComponentsDown (e) CardRedundancyGroup


AtRisk (e)


ReducedRedundancy (e)


NetworkAdapter-
RedundancyGroup


AllComponentsDown (e) NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup


AtRisk (e)


ReducedRedundancy (e)


NetworkConnection-
RedundancyGroup


AllComponentsDown (e) NetworkConnectionRedundancyGroup


AtRisk (e)


ReducedRedundancy (e)


SystemRedundancyGroup AllComponentsDown (e) SystemRedundancyGroup


AtRisk (e)


ReducedRedundancy (e)


HSRPGroup SwitchOverFailed (e) HSRPGroup


AllComponentsDown (e)


AtRisk (e)


ReducedRedundancy (e)


VRRPGroup SwitchOverFailed (e VRRPGroup


AllComponentsDown (e)


AtRisk (e)


ReducedRedundancy (e)


KEY


(p) = Root-cause problem


(e) = Event


Note   IP Availability Manager also generates an IPv6Network Inaccessible exception, which contains one
or more IPv6 Down events.
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Notifications
IP Availability Manager notifications imported by the Global Manager lists, on a managed object basis, all
of the IP Availability Manager notifications imported by the Global Manager.


Table 10‑8.  IP Availability Manager notifications imported by the Global Manager


Managed object Event Class of origin


System Down (p) UnitaryComputerSystem


Unstable (p)


DiscoveryError (e)


Unresponsive (e)


Chassis Down (p) Chassis


Cards Down (p) Card


SwitchOver (e)


Network adapter Down (p) NetworkAdapter


Disabled (p)


LogicalConnectionDown (p)


Unstable (p)


BackupActivated (e) NetworkAdapter_Fault


(an instrumentation object)ExceededMaximumUptime (e)


Device connection Down (p) ICIM_NetworkDeviceConnection


Unstable (p)


DownOrFlapping (e)


IPv6 Down (e) IPv6


DuplicateIP Duplicate (e) DuplicateIP


HSRPEndpoint SwitchOver (e) HSRPEndPoint


Partition Down (p) Partition


SNMPAgent NotResponding (p) SNMPAgent


VRAgent NotResponding (p) VRAgent


CardRedundancyGroup AllComponentsDown (e) CardRedundancyGroup


AtRisk (e)


ReducedRedundancy (e)


NetworkAdapter-
RedundancyGroup


AllComponentsDown (e) NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup


AtRisk (e)


ReducedRedundancy (e)


NetworkConnection-
RedundancyGroup


AllComponentsDown (e) NetworkConnectionRedundancyGroup


AtRisk (e)
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Table 10‑8.  IP Availability Manager notifications imported by the Global Manager
(Continued)


Managed object Event Class of origin


ReducedRedundancy (e)


SystemRedundancyGroup AllComponentsDown (e) SystemRedundancyGroup


AtRisk (e)


ReducedRedundancy (e)


HSRPGroup SwitchOverFailed (e) HSRPGroup


AllComponentsDown (e)


AtRisk (e)


ReducedRedundancy (e)


VRRPGroup SwitchOverFailed (e) VRRPGroup


AllComponentsDown (e)


AtRisk (e)


ReducedRedundancy (e)


KEY


(p) = Root-cause problem


(e) = Event


Note   The Global Manager also imports the IPv6Network Inaccessible exception.


Exception, Fault, Event, and Notification summary for
IP Performance Manager
This section summarizes the exceptions generated by IP Performance Manager, the faults detected by
IP Performance Manager to generate the exceptions, the events detected by IP Performance Manager,
and the notifications imported by the Global Manager.


Exceptions
Exceptions generated by IP Performance Manager lists, on a managed object basis, the exceptions
generated by IP Performance Manager.


Table 10‑9.  Exceptions generated by IP Performance Manager


Managed object Exception Class of origin


System Performance UnitaryComputerSystem


Error


Resource


Operational


PowerSupply
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Table 10‑9.  Exceptions generated by IP Performance Manager (Continued)


Managed object Exception Class of origin


Temperature


Chassis BackplaneUtilization Chassis


VLAN Performance VLAN


Error


Operational


Connectivity


Faults and events
Faults and events detected by IP Performance Manager lists, on a managed object basis, the faults (f)
detected by IP Performance Manager and the events (e) detected by IP Performance Manager.


Table 10‑10.  Faults and events detected by IP Performance Manager


Managed object Fault or event Class of origin


System DiscoveryError (e) UnitaryComputerSystem


Chassis HighBackplaneUtilization (f) Chassis_Performance


Network adapter


(Interface, Port)


HighBroadcastRate (f) NetworkAdapter_Performance


HighDiscardRate (f)


HighQueueDropRate (f)


HighCollisionRate (f) EthernetAdapter_Performance


HighUtilization (f) NetworkAdapter_Performance


HighErrorRate (f)


Memory ExcessiveFragmentation (f) Memory_Performance


HighBufferMissRate (f)


HighBufferUtilization (f)


InsufficientFreeMemory (f)


InsufficientFreeMemory_MemoryPool (f)


Processor HighUtilization (f) Processor_Performance


Disk


(Host only and
IP Server Performance
Manager only)


OperationallyDown Disk_Fault


FileSystem


(Host only and
IP Server Performance
Manager only)


HighUtilization (f) FileSystem_Performance


LowAvailableSpace (e)


PowerSupply StateNotNormal (f) PowerSupply_Fault


VoltageSensor OutOfRange (f) VoltageSensor_Fault
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Table 10‑10.  Faults and events detected by IP Performance Manager (Continued)


Managed object Fault or event Class of origin


StateNotNormal (f)


Temperature OutOfRange (f) TemperatureSensor_Fault


StateNotNormal (f)


Fan StateNotNormal (f) Fan_Fault


DuplicateIP Duplicate (e) DuplicateIP


KEY


(f) = Fault


(e) = Event


Notifications
All of the faults and events listed in Notifications are imported by the Global Manager.


At the Global Manager, all IP Performance Manager faults and errors are known as events (e).
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MIBs Polled and SNMP Traps
Processed 11
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Standard SNMP MIBs polled by IP Availability Manager


n Standard SNMP MIBs polled by IP Performance Manager


n Enterprise MIBs polled by IP Availability Manager


n Enterprise MIBs polled by IP Performance Manager


n SNMP traps processed


Standard SNMP MIBs polled by IP Availability Manager
IP Availability Manager polls the following standard MIBs:


n LAG-MIB


n FIBRE-CHANNEL-FE-MIB


n ATM-MIB (RFC 2515)


n BRIDGE-MIB (RFC 1493)


n CISCO-STACK-MIB


n CISCO-ENTITY-FRU-CONTROL-MIB


n DS3-MIB (RFC 2496)


n ENTITY-MIB (RFC 2737)


n ETHERLIKE-MIB (RFC 1650)


n FDDI-MIB (1285)


n FDDI-SMT73-MIB (RFC 1512)


n FRAME-RELAY-DTE-MIB (RFC 2115)


n IEEE8023-LAG-MIB


n IF-MIB (RFC 1573)


n IP-MIB (RFC 2011)
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n IPSEC-ISAKMP-IKE-DOI-TC SNMP MIB


n IPV6-MIB (RFC 2465)


n ISDN-MIB (RFC 2127)


n LLDP-MIB


n RFC1406-MIB (RFC 1406)


n RFC1286-MIB


n SNMP MIB-II (RFC 1213)


n VRRP-MIB (RFC2787)


Standard SNMP MIBs polled by IP Performance Manager
IP Performance Manager polls the following standard MIBs:


n LAG-MIB


n FIBRE-CHANNEL-FE-MIB


n ATM-MIB (RFC 2515)


n BRIDGE-MIB (RFC 1493)


n ENTITY-MIB (RFC 2737)


n ETHERLIKE-MIB (RFC 1650)


n FRAME-RELAY-DTE-MIB (RFC 2115)


n HOST-RESOURCES-MIB (RFC 1514)


n IF-MIB (RFC 1573)


n IP-MIB (RFC 2011)


n ISDN-MIB (RFC 2127)


n SNMP MIB-II (RFC 1213)


n VPN-MIB (RFC 1212)


Enterprise MIBs polled by IP Availability Manager
IP Availability Manager polls the following vendor-specific MIBs:


n ciscoEthernetFabricExtenderMIB


n ciscoPagpMIB


n AIRESPACE-SWITCHING-MIB.my


n AIRESPACE-WIRELESS-MIB


n CISCO-DOT11-ASSOCIATION-MIB
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n CISCO-DOT11-IF-MIB.my


n CISCO-LWAPP-AP-MIB


n CISCO-LWAPP-DOT11-CLIENT-MIB


n CISCO-LWAPP-WLAN-MIB


n WLSX-AUTH-MIB


n WLSX-SWITCH-MIB


n WLSX-WLAN-MIB


n AIRESPACE-SWITCHING-MIB


n AI194HUB-MIB


n AI198CLC-MIB


n ALTEON-CHEETAH-NETWORK-MIB


n ALTEON-TS-NETWORK-MIB


n ARROWPOINT-CHASSISMGREXT-MIB


n ATM-FORUM-TC-MIB


n BLADE-MIB


n CENTILLION-BRIDGE-MIB


n CENTILLION-IF-EXTENSIONS-MIB


n CENTILLION-FDB-MIB


n CISCO-2900XL-MIB


n CISCO-CPU-MIB


n CISCO-CDP-MIB


n CISCO-ENTITY-FRU-CONTROL-MIB


n CISCO-FRAME-RELAY-MIB


n CISCO-FRU-CONTROL-MIB


n CISCO-HSRP-MIB


n CISCO-IETF-IP-MIB


n CISCO-PAGP-MIB


n CISCO-PROCESS-MIB


n CISCO-RF-MIB


n CISCO-RHINO-MIB


n CISCO-STACK-MIB


n CISCO-VLAN-MEMBERSHIP-MIB
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n CISCO-VTP-MIB


n CNT21-MIB


n CNT241-MIB


n COSINE-ORION-MIB


n CT-CONTAINER-MIB


n CTRON-CHASSIS-MIB


n EXTREME-EDP-MIB


n EXTREME-FDB-MIB


n EXTREME-SYSTEM-MIB


n EXTREME-VLAN-MIB


n Fore-Common-MIB


n Fore-Switch-MIB


n FOUNDRY-SN-AGENT-MIB


n FOUNDRY-SN-SWITCH-GROUP-MIB


n GDCSCM-MIB


n GENERIC-3COM-TRUNK-MIB (A3Com)


n JUNIPER-MIB


n JUNIPER-IPv6-MIB


n LANPLEX-SYSTEM-MIB-1-1-1


n NRC-MultiGate MIB


n OLD-CISCO-INTERFACES-MIB


n OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB


n RAPID CITY


n REPEATER-REV4-MIB (Cabletron)


n SSG-5000-CHASSIS-MIB (Shasta)


n STRATACOM-MIB


n SW-MIB (BCSI)


n SYNOPTICS-LS-ETHERNET-MIB


n UNISPHERE-DATA-ERX-SYSTEM-MIB


n Wellfleet-CCT-NAME-MIB


n Wellfleet-HARDWARE-MIB


n Wellfleet-IP-MIB
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n XYLAN-BASE-MIB


n VMware-ATMOS-MIB


Note   In this release, the host with sysoid .1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.16 is certified as Atmos host, ONLY if the
VMware-ATMOS-MIB (1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.16.3) MIB is supported by the host.


Enterprise MIBs polled by IP Performance Manager
IP Performance Manager polls the following vendor-specific MIBs:


n ciscoEthernetFabricExtenderMIB


n ciscoPagpMIB


n AIRESPACE-SWITCHING-MIB.my


n AIRESPACE-WIRELESS-MIB


n CISCO-DOT11-ASSOCIATION-MIB


n CISCO-DOT11-IF-MIB.my


n CISCO-LWAPP-AP-MIB


n CISCO-LWAPP-DOT11-CLIENT-MIB


n CISCO-LWAPP-WLAN-MIB


n WLSX-AUTH-MIB


n WLSX-SWITCH-MIB


n WLSX-WLAN-MIB


n AIRESPACE-SWITCHING-MIB


n AI194HUB-MIB


n AI198CLC-MIB


n ALTEON-CHEETAH-SWITCH-MIB


n ARROWPOINT-CHASSISMGREXT-MIB


n ATM-FORUM-TC-MIB


n CENTILLION-BRIDGE-MIB


n CENTILLION-IF-EXTENSIONS-MIB


n CENTILLION-FDB-MIB


n CISCO-2900XL-MIB


n CISCO-CPU-MIB


n CISCO-CDP-MIB


n CISCO-ENTITY-FRU-CONTROL-MIB
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n CISCO-ENVMON-MIB


n CISCO-FRAME-RELAY-MIB


n CISCO-FRU-CONTROL-MIB


n CISCO-HSRP-MIB


n CISCO-MEMORY-POOL-MIB


n CISCO-PAGP-MIB


n CISCO-PROCESS-MIB


n CISCO-RF-MIB


n CISCO-RHINO-MIB


n CISCO-STACK-MIB


n CISCO-SYSTEM-EXT-MIB


n CISCO-VLAN-MEMBERSHIP-MIB


n CISCO-VTP-MIB


n CNT21-MIB


n CNT241-MIB


n COSINE-ORION-MIB


n CT-CONTAINER-MIB


n CTRON-CHASSIS-MIB


n EXTREME-EDP-MIB


n EXTREME-FDB-MIB


n EXTREME-SYSTEM-MIB


n EXTREME-VLAN-MIB


n Fore-Common-MIB


n Fore-Switch-MIB


n FOUNDRY-SN-AGENT-MIB


n FOUNDRY-SN-SWITCH-GROUP-MIB


n GDCSCM-MIB


n GENERIC-3COM-TRUNK-MIB (A3Com)


n HP-ICF-OID (Hewlett Packard)


n HUAWEI-3COM-OID-MIB


n HUAWEI-LswDEVM-MIB


n JUNIPER-MIB
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n LANPLEX-SYSTEM-MIB-1-1-1


n MP-DETOUR-MIB (NEC Corporation)


n OLD-CISCO-CPU-MIB


n OLD-CISCO-ENV-MIB


n OLD-CISCO-INTERFACES-MIB


n OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB


n ONS15501-MIB (Cisco)


n RAPID CITY


n RBT-MIB (Riverbed)


n REPEATER-REV4-MIB (Cabletron)


n RND-MIB (RAD Network Devices)


n SSG-5000-CHASSIS-MIB (Shasta)


n STRATACOM-MIB


n SW-MIB (BCSI)


n SYNOPTICS-LS-ETHERNET-MIB


n TapeAlert-MIB (Hewlett Packard)


n UNISPHERE-DATA-ERX-SYSTEM-MIB


n Wellfleet-CCT-NAME-MIB


n Wellfleet-GAME-STATS-MIB


n Wellfleet-HARDWARE-MIB


n Wellfleet-IP-MIB


n XYLAN-BASE-MIB


n ciscoUnifiedComputingMIB


n ciscoVirtualNicMIB


n VMware-ATMOS-MIB


Note   In this release, the host with sysoid .1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.16 is certified as Atmos device, ONLY if
the VMware-ATMOS-MIB (1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.16.3) MIB is supported by the host.


SNMP traps processed
IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager processes data found in the following fields of each
SNMP trap message:


n Enterprise (the sysObjectID of the agent/object)
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n Generic Trap Identifier


n Specific Trap Identifier


n Variable-Bindings


n IP address of the SNMPAgent


IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager uses trap messages for two purposes:


n Discovery


n Analysis


SNMP traps processed for discovery
A trap message processed for discovery purposes conveys one of the following conditions for a device in
the managed network:


n A device, not yet in the modeled topology, was started.


n A device, already in the modeled topology, was equipped with an additional field-replaceable unit
(FRU) or had an FRU removed; for example, a Card was inserted into the device.


n A device, already in the modeled topology, had a TCP connection closed by a remote application; for
example, a Telnet session to the device was terminated.


SNMP traps processed by IP Availability Managerand IP Performance Managerfor discoverylists the
SNMP traps that IP Availability Managerprocesses for discovery purposes.


Table 11‑1.  SNMP traps processed by IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager for
discovery


Trap type Trap name MIB module


Generic traps coldStart Standard SNMP (RFC 1215 MIB)


warmStart


Enterprise-specific traps for 3Com
Corporation


a3ComSysModuleCardInsertEvent CB9000-MIB


Enterprise-specific traps for Cisco cefcFRUInserted CISCO-ENTITY-FRU-CONTROL-MIB


cefcFRURemoved


tcpConnectionClose CISCO-GENERAL-TRAPS


Note   IP Availability Managerand IP Performance Managerprocesses this trap, but takes no action.


IP Availability Managerand IP Performance Managerplaces the associated device for this trap on the Pending Devices list.


As indicated in the table, only for a trap message by indicating the insertion or removal of a component
does IP Availability Managerplace the associated device, (which is already in the modeled topology) on
the Pending Devices list. During the next pending discovery, IP Availability Managerwill send SNMP polls
to the device to rediscover the device and its components.
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SNMP traps processed for analysis by IP Availability Manager
A trap message processed for analysis purposes pertains to a device that has been discovered and
therefore is already in the modeled topology. IP Availability Manager extracts the information from the trap
message and updates the appropriate device attributes.


Note   IP Availability Manager uses trap messages and the results obtained from periodic SNMP polling
to diagnose network failures that interrupt network connectivity.


SNMP traps that IP Availability Manager processes for analysis lists the SNMP traps that
IP Availability Manager processes for analysis purposes.


Table 11‑2.  SNMP traps that IP Availability Manager processes for analysis


Trap type Trap name MIB module


Generic traps coldStart Standard SNMP (RFC 1215 MIB)


warmStart


linkUp


linkDown


Enterprise-specific traps for Applied
Innovation


<Smart Line Card> Down


For example: AI294 Down


AI198CLC-MIB


<Smart Line Card> Up


Enterprise-specific traps for Cisco cefcModuleStatusChange CISCO-ENTITY-FRU-CONTROL-MIB


cHsrpStateChange CISCO-HSRP-MIB


ciscoConfigManEvent CISCO-CONFIG-MAN-MIB


demandNbrlayer2Change CISCO-ISDN-MIB


moduleDown CISCO-STACK-MIB


moduleUp


sysConfigChangeTrap


Enterprise-specific traps for MRV
Communications


(Card fault) NSTACK-MIB


(port fault)


Enterprise-specific traps for Riverstone
Networks


rsEnvirBackupControl-
ModuleOnline (Card fault)


RIVERSTONE-NOTIFICATIONS-MIB


Upon receiving a coldStart, warmStart, ciscoConfigManEvent, or sysConfigChangeTrap trap for a device
already in the modeled topology, IP Availability Manager places the device on the Pending Devices list
and generates a SystemRestarted or ConfigChange trap for input to the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform (Adapter Platform). During the
next pending discovery, IP Availability Manager will send SNMP polls to the device to rediscover the
device and its components.
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The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide provides more information
about the SystemRestarted and ConfigChange traps, including procedures for enabling the generation of
these traps.


SNMP traps processed for analysis by IP Performance Manager
SNMP traps processed by IP Performance Manager for analysis lists the SNMP traps processed by
IP Performance Manager for analysis purposes.


Table 11‑3.  SNMP traps processed by IP Performance Manager for analysis


Trap type Trap name MIB module


Enterprise-specific traps for
Cisco


ciscoEnvMonVoltageNotification CISCO-ENVMON-MIB


ciscoEnvMonTemperatureNotification


ciscoEnvMonFanNotification


ciscoEnvMonRedundantSupplyNotification


cefcPowerStatusChange CISCO-ENTITY-FRU-CONTROL-MIB


Enterprise-specific traps for
Riverstone Networks


rsEnvirTempExceeded RIVERSTONE-NOTIFICATIONS-MIB


rsEnvirTempNormal


rsEnvirFanFailed


rsEnvirFanRecovered


rsEnvirPowerSupplyFailed


rsEnvirPowerSupplyRecovered
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Network Topology Naming
Conventions 12
This chapter includes the following topics:
n DisplayName and Name attributes


n Naming convention for network objects


DisplayName and Name attributes
Each network object has a unique name, which is defined by the DisplayName and Name attributes for
the object as shown in Figure 1 on page 184.


1 INCHARGE-AM-PM


Figure 12‑1.  DisplayName and Name attributes for a network object


The name specified in the DisplayName attribute is the name of the object displayed in the
Global Console, while the name specified in the Name attribute is the name of the object as known in the
Domain Manager’s repository. If an object’s DisplayName attribute is empty, the display name of the
object defaults to the name specified in the object’s Name attribute.
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The DisplayName and Name attributes of a network object are viewable through a Topology Browser
Console attached to the Global Manager or to IP Availability Manager.


Note   To launch a Topology Browser Console from the Global Console, select


File > New > Topology Browser Console.


The name specified in an object’s DisplayName attribute also appears in the Name attribute of a
notification involving that object. Notifications are imported by the Global Manager and displayed in the
Notification Log Console.


Naming convention for network objects
For a discovered system, IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager uses a consistent naming
convention to assign the system and each of its components a unique name. The name assigned to a
system is determined by the setting of the NameFormat parameter in the name-resolver.conf file, which is
located in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery directory. The assigned name becomes the value of the
system’s Name attribute. The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide provides
information about the name resolution process used to name a system.


Note   The values of a system’s Name attribute and DisplayName attribute may be different, depending
on the setting of the DisplayNameFormat parameter in the discovery.conf file. The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide describes the configuration
parameters in the discovery.conf file and provides instructions on modifying the parameters.


To name a discovered network object, IP Availability Manager and IP Performance Manager uses the
appropriate naming format defined in Naming formats for discovered network objects to name the object.
The naming formats shown in the table are the default naming conventions. If no naming format is listed
for Display Name, the naming format is the same as the one listed for Name.


Table 12‑1.  Naming formats for discovered network objects


Class name Naming format


Systems


Bridge Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


FileServer Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


Firewall Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


Host Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


Hub Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>
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Table 12‑1.  Naming formats for discovered network objects (Continued)


Class name Naming format


LoadBalancer Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


MSFC


(Multilayer Switch Feature Card)


Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


Node Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


Probe Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


Router Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


RSFC


(Router Switch Feature Card)


Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


RSM


(Router Switch Module)


Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


Switch Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


TerminalServer Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


Uncertified Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:Name or <MIBIISysName>


Physical packages


Card Name:CARD-<IP>/<FQDN>/<INDEX>


Display Name:NAME [SLOT] [CARDTYPE]


Chassis Name:CHASSIS-<IP/FQDN>


Display Name:CHASSIS-<IP/FQDN>


Rack Name:RACK-<IP/FQDN>


Display Name:RACK-<IP/FQDN>


Network adapters


Interface Name:IF-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<INDEX>


Display Name:NAME [SLOT/PORT] [IPLIST] [Interface Description]


Port Name:PORT-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<INDEX>


Display Name:NAME [SLOT/PORT] [IPLIST] [Port Description]


Device connections


Cable Name:LINK-IF-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<INDEX><->PORT-<IP Address>/<FQDN>
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Table 12‑1.  Naming formats for discovered network objects (Continued)


Class name Naming format


Display Name:NAME [SLOT/PORT] [IPLIST] [Connectivity Description]


NetworkConnection Name:LINK-IF<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:NAME


TrunkCable Name:LINK-PORT-<IP/FQDN/INDEX>


Display Name:NAME [SLOT/PORT] [Link Description]


Service access points


DLCI Name:IF-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<INDEX>


Display Name:NAME [SLOT/PORT] [IPLIST] [Interface Description]


DuplicateIP Name:IP-<IP Address>


Display Name:NAME-<IP Address>/<FQDN>


DuplicateIPv6 Name:IPv6-<IPv6 Address>


Display Name:<IPv6 Address> [IP Address]


DuplicateVPNIP Name:IP-<IP Address>


Display Name:NAME-<IP Address>/<FQDN>


HSRPEndpoint Name:HSRP-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<HSRPEndpointKey>


Display Name:NAME [Group <GroupNumber>] [Interface NAME]


VRRPEndpoint Name:VRRP-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<VRRPEndpointKey>


Display Name:NAME [Group <GroupNumber>] [Interface NAME]


EVCEndPoint Name:EVCEP-systemName [EVCEndPointId ] [UNIId] [EVCId]


Example:EVCEP-dev-7604.lss.vmware.com[3][PE2] [EVPL_EVC_2]


IP Name:IP-<IP Address>


Display Name:NAME [SystemName]


IPv6 Name:IPv6-<IPv6 Address>


Display Name:<IPv6 Address> [SystemName]


MAC Name:MAC-<MAC Address>


Display Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN> [<MAC Address>]


STPNode Name:STPNODE-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<DesignatedPortNumber>/<STPNodeKey>


Display Name:NAME


VirtualTCP Name:VIRT-TCP-<IP Address>/<FQDN>:<PortNumber>


Display Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>:<PortNumber>


VPNIP Name:VPN-IP-<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Logical links
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Table 12‑1.  Naming formats for discovered network objects (Continued)


Class name Naming format


IPNetwork Name:IPNET-<NetworkNumber>


Example:


IPNET-10.31.117.0


Display Name:<IP Address/ NetworkNumber>


IPv6Network Name:IPv6NET-<NetworkNumber>


Example:


IPv6NET-3FFE:80C0:22C:100:0:0:0:0


Display Name:<IPv6 Address><NetworkNumber>


VLAN Name:VLAN-<VLANKey>


Display Name:NAME-[VLAN Description]


VPNIPNetwork Name:IP-<IP Address>


Display Name:IP-<IP Address> [SystemName]


Collections


Partition Name:Partition-<PartitionKey>


Display Name:NAME


Management agents


SNMPAgent Name:SNMPAgent-<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:NAME


VRAgent Name:VRA-<IP-Address>/<RouterID>


DisplayName:VR Agent <IP-Address>/<RouterID>


Logical devices


Disk Name:DISK-<IP Address/FQDN/INDEX>/<Disk Index>


Display Name:NAME [Description]


Fan Name:FAN-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<Device ID>


Display Name:NAME [Description]


FileSystem Name:FS-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<Device ID>


Display Name:NAME [Root]


Memory Name:MEM-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<Device ID>


Display Name:NAME [Description]


PowerSupply Name:PWR-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<Device ID>


Display Name:NAME [Description]


Processor Name:PSR-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<Device ID>


Display Name:NAME [Description]


TemperatureSensor Name:TEMP-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<Device ID>


Display Name:NAME [Description]
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Table 12‑1.  Naming formats for discovered network objects (Continued)


Class name Naming format


VoltageSensor Name:VOLT-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<Index>


Display Name:NAME [VoltageSensor description]


Redundancy groups


CardRedundancyGroup Name:CardRedundancyGroup-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<moduleType>


Display Name:NAME [Description]


HSRPGroup Name:HSRP-GROUP-<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:NAME [Group <GroupNumber>]


VRRPGroup Name:VRRP-GROUP-<IP Address>/<FQDN>


Display Name:NAME [Group <GroupNumber>]


NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup Name:NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<moduleType>


Display Name:NAME [Description]


SystemRedundancyGroup Name:SystemRedundancyGroup-<IP Address>/<FQDN>/<moduleType>


Display Name:NAME [Description]


KEY


FQDN = Fully Qualified Domain Name
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Discovery 13
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Discovery probes


n Seed file format


n Device entry field descriptions


n Location, names, and content of discovery hook scripts


n ECIM-R hierarchies


n ECIM-R topology collection sets


n ECIM-R relationships


Discovery probes
The discovery process calls the discovery probes in the order that the probes are listed:


1 Name Resolution probe


2 Containment probe


3 VLAN probe


4 Bridge probe


5 HSRP probe


6 VRRP probe


7 IP Network probe


8 Virtual Router probe


9 Neighbor probe


10 Performance probe


11 Host Resources probe


VRRP probe
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VRRP MIB data


vrrpAssoIpAddrRowStatusOID ".1.3.6.1.2.1.68.1.4.1.2"


– Key OID – If not present, any other VRRP data is not probed.


– The row status variable - Setting this object to active(1) or createAndGo(4) results in the addition of an
associated address for a virtual router.


vrrpOperPriorityOid ".1.3.6.1.2.1.68.1.3.1.5"


– This object specifies the priority to be used for the virtual router master election process. Higher values
imply a higher priority.


vrrpOperVirtualMacAddrOid ".1.3.6.1.2.1.68.1.3.1.2"


– The virtual MAC address of the virtual router.


vrrpOperState ".1.3.6.1.2.1.68.1.3.1.3"


– The current state of the virtual router. Initialize, Backup or Master.


– vrrpInfoVirtRtrState "1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.2.5.3.3.3.1.1.2“ or “1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.2.1.9.4.1.1.2” in Nortel


vrrpOperRowStatusOid ".1.3.6.1.2.1.68.1.3.1.15“


– The rowstatus of a currently active row in the vrrpOperTable is constrained by the operational state of
the corresponding virtual router.


vrrpOperMasterIpAddrOID ".1.3.6.1.2.1.68.1.3.1.7“


– The master router's real (primary) IP address. This is the IP address listed as the source in a VRRP
advertisement last received by this virtual router.


Seed file format
A seed file consists of one or more seed entries, each of which represents a discovery candidate system.


Seed-entry options
The allowed options for a seed entry are specified by using the keywords that are described in Keywords
for seed file.
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Table 13‑1.  Keywords for seed file


Keyword Value Definition


Global SNMP options


ACCESSMODE= ICMPONLY, SNMPONLY, or
ICMPSNMP


Default: ICMPSNMP


Protocols that are used to access the candidate system:
n For ICMPSNMP, both ICMP and SNMP are used to


discover and monitor the system.
n For ICMPONLY, the system is not discovered or


monitored. Instead, the system is added to the topology as
a Host, which limits the IP Manager to only availability
analysis by using ICMP.


n For SNMPONLY, the system is discovered by using SNMP,
but ICMP is not used to determine whether the system is
reachable or to monitor the system’s availability.


ADDRESSFORMAT= AUTOADDRESS or
LOOPBACKADDRESS


Default: value in discovery.conf


Address that is used to access the candidate system for
discovery and polling. If the value is omitted, the value that is
specified in the AccessAddressFormat parameter
(AUTOADDRESS by default) in the discovery.conf file is used.


The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration
Guide provides information about the AccessAddressFormat
parameter.


SNMPPORT= 0 to 65535


Default: port in discovery.conf


SNMP port that is used to access the SNMP agent of the
candidate system. If the value is omitted or 0, the port that is
specified in the defaultSNMPPort parameter (161 by default) in
the discovery.conf file is used.


The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration
Guide provides information about the defaultSNMPPort
parameter.


SNMPVERSION= V1, V2C, V3, or AUTODETECT


Default: AUTODETECT


SNMP protocol version that is supported by the SNMP agent
of the candidate system:
n For AUTODETECT, send v2c request; if no response,


send v1 request.
n For V1, send v1 request only.
n For V2C, send v2c request only.
n For V3, send v3 request only.


The SNMP protocol version is also the expected version of any
trap message that is received from the candidate system after
the system is discovered. For SNMPVersion=AUTODETECT,
the expected trap message version is v2c or v1, which
depends on the version of the first SNMP poll to successfully
communicate with the SNMP agent of the candidate system.
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Table 13‑1.  Keywords for seed file (Continued)


Keyword Value Definition


NAMEFORMAT= TM_USEAUTONAME,


TM_USELOOPBACK,


TM_USESYSNAME,


TM_USENONPRIVATEIP,


TM_USEPRIVATEIP,


TM_USEAGENTADDRESS, or


TM_USESEEDNAME


Default: null string (empty)


Naming source that is used to resolve the name of the
candidate system.


“How discovery names a system” on page 61 provides
information on the NAMEFORMAT and SEEDNAME
keywords.


SEEDNAME= String of unspecified length


Default: null string (empty)


User-specified name for the candidate system.


SNMPv1 and v2c options


COMMUNITY= String of unspecified length


Default: read string or strings in Read
Community Strings window 1


Read community string that is included in a request that is sent
to the SNMPv1/v2c agent of the candidate system. This
keyword is required if the first character of the string is #.


SNMPv3 options


USER= String that consists of 1 to 32
characters


Default: null string (empty)


Name of the user that is included in a request that is sent to
the SNMPv3 agent of the candidate system or received in an
SNMPv3 trap message. Username is required.


ENGINEID= An even-length string between 10 and
64 hex characters; e.g.,
800002b804616263


Default: null string (empty)


Identifier, within an administrative domain, that uniquely
identifies the SNMP engine of the SNMPv3 agent. Engine ID is
required for communication to the SNMPv3 agent:
n When specified, the IP Manager uses the specified value


when attempting to communicate with the SNMP agent.
n If empty, the IP Manager learns the engine ID through the


engine ID discovery mechanism described in RFC 3414
and then uses the learned value when attempting to
communicate with the SNMP agent.


Engine ID is also required to authenticate and decrypt an
SNMPv3 trap message.


AUTHPROTOCOL= MD5, for Message Digest 5, SHA, for
Secure Hash Algorithm, or NONE


Default: NONE 2


For authentication:
n Protocol that is used for authentication when sending a


request to the SNMPv3 agent.
n Authentication protocol is recommended but not required.


For authenticating:
n Protocol that is used for authenticating an SNMPv3 trap


message.
n Authentication protocol is required to authenticate an


SNMPv3 trap message.
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Table 13‑1.  Keywords for seed file (Continued)


Keyword Value Definition


AUTHPASS= String that consists of 1 to 64
characters; using at least eight
characters is recommended


Default: null string (empty)


Password that is used as the basis for the following: the
creation of the localized authentication key that is used with
the selected authentication protocol and the SNMPv3 agent.
The password is required if the authentication protocol is MD5
or SHA. Otherwise, the password is ignored.


The password may be encrypted (recommended) or appear as
plain text in the seed file. 3


PRIVPROTOCOL= DES, for Data Encryption Standard,
AES, for Advanced Encryption
Standard, or NONE


Default: NONE 4


For encryption:
n Protocol that is used for encryption when sending a


request to the SNMPv3 agent.
n Privacy protocol is recommended but not required.


For decrypting:
n Protocol that is used for decrypting an SNMPv3 trap


message.
n Privacy protocol is required to decrypt an SNMPv3 trap


message.


PRIVPASS= String that consists of 1 to 64
characters; using at least eight
characters is recommended


Default: null string (empty)


Password that is used as the basis for the following: the
creation of the localized encryption key that is used with the
selected privacy protocol and the SNMPv3 agent. The
password is required if the privacy protocol is DES or AES.
Otherwise, the password is ignored.


The password may be encrypted (recommended) or appear as
plain text in the seed file. 3


CONTEXT= String of no specific length


Default: null string (empty)


Name that together with the username determines the access
permissions of a request that is sent to the SNMPv3 agent.
Context name is optional.


The IP Manager must have permissions to access the
standard and proprietary MIBs. that are identified in Appendix
A of the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager User Guide.


1  Specified in the Topology tab of the Domain Manager Administration Console.


2  MD5 and SHA authentication are defined in RFC 3414.


3  Explained in “How to encrypt passwords in the seed file” on page 103.


4  DES privacy is defined in RFC 3414, and AES (AES-128) privacy is defined in RFC 3826.


Mandatory keyword options for SNMPv3
For a candidate system that has an SNMPv3 agent, two keyword options are mandatory:


n SNMPVERSION


n USER


Required keyword options for various SNMPv3 seed entry scenarios identifies the required keyword
options for various SNMPv3 seed entry scenarios.
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Table 13‑2.  Required keyword options for various SNMPv3 seed entry scenarios


Seed entry scenario Keyword options required


Seed entry 1:


Send an authenticated message to an SNMPv3 agent:


n SNMPVERSION=V3
n USER=<user name>
n AUTHPROTOCOL=MD5 or SHA
n AUTHPASS=<auth password>


Seed entry 2:


Send an encrypted message to an SNMPv3 agent:


n SNMPVERSION=V3
n USER=<user name>
n PRIVPROTOCOL=DES or AES
n PRIVPASS=<priv password>


Seed entry 3:


Send an authenticated and encrypted message to an SNMPv3 agent:


n SNMPVERSION=V3
n USER=<user name>
n AUTHPROTOCOL=MD5 or SHA
n AUTHPASS=<auth password>
n PRIVPROTOCOL=DES or AES
n PRIVPASS=<priv password>


Seed entry 4:


Authenticate an SNMPv3 trap:


n SNMPVERSION=V3
n USER=<user name>
n ENGINEID=<engine id>
n AUTHPROTOCOL=MD5 or SHA
n AUTHPASS=<auth password>


Seed entry 5:


Decrypt an SNMPv3 trap:


n SNMPVERSION=V3
n USER=<user name>
n ENGINEID=<engine id>
n PRIVPROTOCOL=DES or AES
n PRIVPASS=<priv password>


Seed entry 6:


Authenticate and decrypt an SNMPv3 trap:


n SNMPVERSION=V3
n USER=<user name>
n ENGINEID=<engine id>
n AUTHPROTOCOL=MD5 or SHA
n AUTHPASS=<auth password>
n PRIVPROTOCOL=DES or AES
n PRIVPASS=<priv password>


Device entry field descriptions
Device entry field descriptions in oid2type_Field.conf describes the device entry fields for a field-based
certification.


Table 13‑3.  Device entry field descriptions in oid2type_Field.conf


Field Description


TYPE Type of device. This value can be any unitary computer system class. This field is mandatory.


VENDOR Manufacturer of the device. This value must be a single word. This field is mandatory.
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Table 13‑3.  Device entry field descriptions in oid2type_Field.conf (Continued)


Field Description


MODEL Model name of the device. The field name, MODEL, is required. The value of MODEL is
optional, and can be more than one word.


CERTIFICATION Level of certification for the device. The value should always be CERTIFIED which means that
the system is recognized by the IP Manager, but there is no knowledge about support for
various MIBS used in the discovery process.


Discovery driver keywords


ADNR Parameter name of the autodiscovery name resolution driver that is to be used by the
IP Manager to discover interface and IP (v4 and v6) address information for the device, for the
purpose of determining if the device is a “match” to another device. The driver gathers the
information from MIB-II-like tables in vendor-specific MIBs on the device.


The full name of the autodiscovery name resolution driver is AD-MIB2-Data-<param-name>-
Driver.


Examples: AD-MIB2-Data-Unisphere-Access-Driver, AD-MIB2-Data-Tellabs-Access-Driver


DSCVDATA Parameter name of the discovery data driver that is to be used by the IP Manager, in
conjunction with the ADNR driver, to discover interface and IP (v4 and v6) address information
for the device, for the purpose of determining if the device is a “match” to another device. The
driver gathers the information from MIB-II-like tables in vendor-specific MIBs on the device.


The full name of the discovery data driver is MIB2-Data-<param-name>-Driver.


Examples: MIB2-Data-ERX-VR-Cont-Driver, MIB2-Data-Tellabs-Access-Driver


BRIDGE Applicable to bridge or switch device only:Parameter name of the Bridge driver that is to be
used by the IP Manager to collect bridge-forwarding tables and STP information for the bridge
or switch device.


The full name of the Bridge driver is Bridge-<param-name>-Driver.


Examples: Bridge-Bay-C100-Driver, Bridge-Tut-MXL2300-BRIDGE-Driver


CONT Parameter name of the Containment driver that is to be used by the IP Manager to discover
the components of the device, including ports, interfaces, MAC endpoints, and any cards or
modules.


The full name of the Containment driver is Containment-<param-name>-Driver.


Examples: Containment-Generic-MIB2-Driver, Containment-Cisco-Router-Driver


HEALTH Parameter name of the Performance driver that is to be used by the IP Manager to collect
performance-related information for the device’s components such as ports, interfaces,
processors, memory, fans, power supplies, voltage sensors, and temperature sensors.


The full name of the Performance driver is Performance-<param-name>-Driver.


Examples: Performance-Max-TNT-Driver, Performance-AvayaVPNet-Driver


HOSTRESRCS Applicable to host device only:Parameter name of the Host Resources driver that is to be
used by the IP Manager to collect additional performance-related information for the host
device’s components. The Host Resources driver collects metrics about host disks and file
systems as well as additional information about host processors and memory.


The full name of the Host Resources driver is HostResrcs-<param-name>-Driver.


Examples: HostResrcs-MIB2-Driver, HostResrcs-HP-Driver
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Table 13‑3.  Device entry field descriptions in oid2type_Field.conf (Continued)


Field Description


IPNETWORK Parameter name of the IP Network driver that is to be used by the IP Manager to examine the
device’s IP address table, to combine the IP (v4 and v6) addresses and the netmask for each
interface on the device to create IPNetwork and IPv6Network objects, and to build the
connected relationships between IP endpoints and IP networks and between IPv6 endpoints
and IPv6 networks.


The full name of the IP Network driver is IPNetwork-<param-name>-Driver.


Examples: IPNetwork-Access-Driver, IPNetwork-3Com-CB9000L2-Driver


NEIGHBOR Parameter name of the Neighbor driver that is to be used by the IP Manager to collect
information about the device’s neighbors by reading CDP, EDP, FDP, and other tables to
discover remote addresses on the already discovered networks, and to discover ATM
information.


The full name of the Neighbor driver is Neighbor-<param-name>-Driver.


Examples: Neighbor-ATM-Peer-Driver, Neighbor-Foundry-Fdp-Driver


RESOLVER Parameter name of the Name Resolution driver that is to be used by the IP Manager to
discover the IP (v4 and v6) addresses that are available for the device, and to provide a
unique name for the device.


The full name of the Name Resolution driver is Name-Resolver-<param-name>-Driver.


Examples: Name-Resolver-Access-Driver, Name-Resolver-OnlyData-Driver


VLAN Applicable to bridge or switch device only:Parameter name of the VLAN driver that is to be
used by the IP Manager to collect VLAN information for the bridge or switch device, including
VLAN identifiers, VLAN trunks, VLAN trunk ports, and VLAN port memberships.


The full name of the VLAN driver is Vlan-<param-name>-Driver.


Examples: Vlan-ERX-Driver, Vlan-Cisco-Membership-Driver


VROUTER Applicable to router or switch device only:Parameter name of the Virtual Router driver that is
to be used by the IP Manager to discover the virtual routers in the IPv4 physical router or
switch device that contains virtual routers.


The full name of the Virtual Router driver is VRouter-<param-name>-Driver.


Examples: VRouter-ERX-Driver, VRouter-Cosine-Orion-Driver


VRRP Applicable to router only:Parameter name of the VRRP driver that is to be used by the
IP Manager to collect information from the router device about the redundancy group of
routers that are involved in a VRRP group.


The full name of the VRRP driver is VRRPGroup-<param-name>-Driver.


Example: VRRPGroup-Unisphere-ERX-Driver


INSTRUMENTATION: Introduces the instrumentation portion of a device entry.


Instrumentation keywords


CPU/Memory Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the
performance of the device’s CPU and memory.


Examples: HostResources:DeviceID, CiscoSwitch:DeviceID, BluecoatRsc:DeviceID


Card-Fault Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the status of
the device’s cards.


Examples: Default, CiscoStack, AlcatelTimex


Disk-Fault Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the status of
the device’s disks.


Examples: HostResources:DeviceID, BluecoatRsc:DeviceID
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Table 13‑3.  Device entry field descriptions in oid2type_Field.conf (Continued)


Field Description


Chassis-Performance Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the
performance of the device’s chassis.


Example: = CiscoStack


FileSystem-Performance Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the
performance of the device’s file systems.


Examples: HostResources:DeviceID, HostResources_HP:DeviceID


Environment Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the device’s
fans, memory, power supplies, temperature sensors, and voltage sensors.


Examples: = CiscoStack, MrvEnvMon:DeviceID, DellEnvMon3248OID3:DeviceID


Interface-Fault Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the status of
the device’s interfaces.


Examples: MIB2, WellfleetRouter


MIB2 means that the IP Manager polls ifAdminStatus and ifOperStatus for interface status.


Interface-Performance Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the
performance of the device’s interfaces.


Examples: MIB2, MIB2SNMP, CiscoRouter


MIB2 means that the IP Manager polls ifInOctets, ifOutOctets, and other counters in the
ifTable to report interface utilization and other statistics.


Interface-Ethernet-Performance Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the
performance of the device’s Ethernet interfaces.


Examples: MIB2, CiscoRouter_Ethernet


Port-Fault Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the status of
the device’s ports.


Examples: MIB2, AlcatelTimex:DeviceID, Brocade:PortKey


Port-Performance Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the
performance of the device’s ports.


This value is always MIB2.


Port-Ethernet-Performance Name of the instrumentation set that is to be used by the IP Manager to monitor the
performance of the device’s Ethernet ports.


Examples: MIB2, dot3_Ethernet


Location, names, and content of discovery hook scripts
The IP Manager provides five discovery hook scripts listed in Hook scripts, all of which are located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/rules/discovery/custom directory in the IP Manager installation area


Table 13‑4.  Hook scripts


Hook script file name Description


custom-start-fulldscv.asl Is run by the IP Manager before a full discovery.


custom-start-system.asl Is run by the IP Manager before initial system discovery.


custom-end-system.asl Is run by the IP Manager after initial system discovery and before postprocessing.
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Table 13‑4.  Hook scripts (Continued)


Hook script file name Description


custom-start-post.asl Is run by the IP Manager at the beginning of postprocessing.


custom-end-post.asl Is run by the IP Manager at the end of postprocessing.


Examples of hook scripts
Two of the discovery hook scripts, custom-end-system.asl and custom-start-post.asl, as shipped with the
IP Manager, are shown in Figure on page and Figure on page.


/*


.


.


.


 * RCS $Id: custom-end-system.asl,v 1.1 2003/03/06 17:39:37 ouc Exp $


 *


 * This asl file is used at the end of probing of each device.


 */


default AgentName  = "";


agentObj = object("SNMPAgent", AgentName);


if (agentObj->isNull()) {


    stop();


}


nodeObj = agentObj->getSystem();


if (nodeObj->isNull()) {


    stop();


}


factory = object(getInstances("ICIM_ObjectFactory")[0]);


topo_manager = object(getInstances("ICF_TopologyManager")[0]);


default DEBUG = topo_manager->DebugEnabled;


me = this->ReadsRulesFrom->fileName.": ";


blanks = "    ";


/*


 * Add additional initialization here.


 */ 


/*


 * Add convenience patterns here.


 */


/*****************************************************************************/


START {


    /*


     * Add Parsing rules here.


     */


    .. eol


} do {


    /*


     * Add processing rules here.


     */


    stop();


}


/*


 * Addition EOF or DEFAULT here if necessary.
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 */


/**********************************************************/


/*


 * Local Variables:


 * mode: C++


 * End:


 */


/*


.


.


.


 * RCS $Id: custom-start-post.asl,v 1.1.464.1 2009/02/04 21:36:47 tdemay Exp $


 *


 * This asl file is used at beginning of discovery post processing.


 */


factory = object(getInstances("ICIM_ObjectFactory")[0]);


topo_manager = object(getInstances("ICF_TopologyManager")[0]);


default DEBUG = topo_manager->DebugEnabled;


me = this->ReadsRulesFrom->fileName.": ";


blanks = "    ";


/*


 * Add additional initialization here.


 */ 


/*


 * Add convenience patterns here.


 */


/*****************************************************************************/


START {


    /*


     * Add Parsing rules here.


     */


    .. eol


} do {


    start = STARTTIMER() ;


    /*


     * Add processing rules here.


     */


    FINISHTIMER(start) ;


    stop();


}


STARTTIMER() do {


    msg = "Starting: ".this->Name ;


    TIMER(msg) ;


    return time() ;


}


FINISHTIMER(start) do {


    msg = "Finished: ".this->Name." (Running time: ".time()-start." seconds)" ;


    TIMER(msg) ;


}


TIMER(msg) do {


    print(msg." at ".time());


    topo_manager->probeStatusMessage = msg;


}


/*


 * Addition EOF or DEFAULT here if necessary.
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 */


/**********************************************************/


/*


 * Local Variables:


 * mode: C++


 * End:


 */


ECIM-R hierarchies
ECIM-R depends upon class hierarchy and inheritance in order to pass attributes and other
characteristics to other classes.


As an example of class hierarchy, here is the hierarchy of the ECIM-R Host class:


Host : UnitaryComputerSystem : ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem : VMware_ComputerSystem : 


ICIM_ComputerSystem : CIM_ComputerSystem : ICIM_ExtendedSystem : ICIM_System : CIM_System : 


CIM_EnabledLogicalElement : ICIM_LogicalElement : CIM_LogicalElement : ICIM_ManagedSystemElement : 


CIM_ManagedSystemElement : ICIM_ManagedElement : CIM_ManagedElement : ICF_CoreManagedElement : 


CORE_ManagedObject : MR_ManagedObject : MR_Object


In this hierarchy, Host is a child class of UnitaryComputerSystem, which is a child class of
ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem, which is a child class of VMware_ComputerSystem, and so on.


An essential feature of ECIM-R is that it describes the managed network in terms of two parallel, but
distinct, class hierarchies: physical and logical. Classes in both hierarchies are included in the IP data
model.


The physical hierarchy describes the real-world components that make up your managed system; for
example, a chassis. The logical hierarchy describes logical components that are created through the
operation of hardware and software; for example, a host.


The physical hierarchy
The physical hierarchy consists of subclasses of the class ICIM_PhysicalElement, which describes any
objects of a system that have distinct physical identities. All ECIM-R physical objects can contain or host
other physical objects.


The most common class in the physical hierarchy is Card. Card is used to model any object that is
capable of carrying signals or providing a mounting point for other physical components. Other classes
that you will see include Chassis, which represents a physical object that encloses other objects and
provide some definable functionality, and Rack, which represents an enclosure in which a Chassis is
placed.


The most basic relationship in the physical hierarchy is ComposedOf, which relates a physical object to its
component parts, which in turn are PartOf the enclosing object. A Chassis is ComposedOf the Cards that
are placed in it. A Card that is used as a motherboard might in turn be ComposedOf Cards that are
plugged in to it.


ComposedOf and other relationships are described in ECIM-R relationships.
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Physical package classes instantiated by the IP Manager identifies the physical package classes that can
be instantiated by the IP Manager.


Table 13‑5.  Physical package classes instantiated by the IP Manager


Class Available to Comment


Card All IP Manager products A type of physical container that can be plugged into another
card or hosting board, or is itself a hosting board or
motherboard in a Chassis.


Chassis All IP Manager products A physical element that encloses other elements and provides
definable functionality, such as a desktop, processing node,
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), disk or tape storage, or a
combination of these.


NASChassis All IP Manager products The chassis of a Celerra network-attached storage (NAS)
gateway.


Rack All IP Manager products An enclosure in which chassis are placed. Typically, a rack is
nothing more than the enclosure, and all the functioning
component is packaged in the chassis that is loaded in the
rack.


Note   The indentations in the Class column indicate class hierarchy.


Hierarchy example for physical package classes:
Card : VMware_Card : CIM_Card : PhysicalPackage : ICIM_PhysicalPackage : CIM_PhysicalPackage :
ICIM_PhysicalElement : CIM_PhysicalElement : ICIM_ManagedSystemElement :
CIM_ManagedSystemElement : ICIM_ManagedElement : CIM_ManagedElement :
ICF_CoreManagedElement : CORE_ManagedObject : MR_ManagedObject : MR_Object


Unitary computer systems
A unitary computer system, or just system, represents a computer-based network entity. Important
classes of the computer system include Host and the following relay systems: Hub, Bridge, Switch, and
Router. The relay systems forward packets at Layer 1 (a Hub), Layer 2 (a Bridge or Switch), or Layer 3 (a
Router) in a network.


Unitary computer system classes instantiated by the IP Manager identifies the unitary computer system
classes that can be instantiated by the IP Manager.


Table 13‑6.  Unitary computer system classes instantiated by the IP Manager


Class Available to Description


Bridge All IP Manager products A protocol-independent system that passes packets at the
data-link layer between physically separate LANs.


Host All IP Manager products A general purpose computer, such as a workstation or a server.


CallServer All IP Manager products A system that hosts an application server that manages the
setup or connection of telephone calls, such as a system that
hosts the Call Manager application for a VoIP network.
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Table 13‑6.  Unitary computer system classes instantiated by the IP Manager (Continued)


Class Available to Description


FileServer All IP Manager products A system that hosts file shares, such as a Data Mover
component of a Celerra NAS gateway.


Hub All IP Manager products A system that connects multiple physical segments. A hub
repeats signals that are received on any of its ports to all of its
other ports.


Node All IP Manager products A system that has an unrecognized objectID. The IP Manager
probes a Node for standard MIB-II data to monitor and analyze
a Node object.


Probe All IP Manager products A system that monitors networks or other systems. An example
is a remote monitoring (RMON) probe.


Router All IP Manager products A system or, in some cases, software in a computer that
determines the next network point to which a packet should be
forwarded as it travels towards its destination.


A router might also be a virtual router, which is a software
emulation of a router that is implemented within a physical
router or switch.


 Firewall All IP Manager products A system that controls the flow of traffic between networks.


LoadBalancer All IP Manager products A system that distributes client traffic across multiple web
servers.


MSFC All IP Manager products A multilayer switch feature card in a Catalyst 6000/6500 switch
that runs Cisco IOS router software and performs routing
between virtual LANs (VLANs).


RSFC All IP Manager products A route switch feature card in a Catalyst 5000/5500 switch that
runs Cisco IOS router software and performs routing between
VLANs.


RSM All IP Manager products A route switch module (Card) in a Catalyst 5000 switch that
runs Cisco IOS router software and performs routing between
VLANs.


Switch All IP Manager products A system that switches packets, typically at wire speeds,
between physically separate network segments.


MediaGateway All IP Manager products A system that hosts an application server that converts one
media stream to another, such as a system that hosts the
media server and gateway applications for a VoIP network.


TerminalServer All IP Manager products A specialized system that connects terminals to a network.


Uncertified All IP Manager products An uncertified object that identifies a system that has yet to be
certified by VMware, Inc.. The IP Manager does not monitor
Uncertified objects.


Note   The indentations in the Class column indicate class hierarchy.
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Hierarchy example for unitary computer system classes:


Bridge : RelayDevice : ICIM_RelayDevice : UnitaryComputerSystem : ICIM_UnitaryComputerSystem :
VMware_ComputerSystem : ICIM_ComputerSystem : CIM_ComputerSystem : ICIM_ExtendedSystem :
ICIM_System : CIM_System : CIM_EnabledLogicalElement : ICIM_LogicalElement :
CIM_LogicalElement : ICIM_ManagedSystemElement : CIM_ManagedSystemElement :
ICIM_ManagedElement : CIM_ManagedElement : ICF_CoreManagedElement : CORE_ManagedObject :
MR_ManagedObject : MR_Object


Network adapters
A network adapter represents a Layer 2 connection point. Two classes are common: Interfaces, such as
Ethernet interfaces that connect routers to an Ethernet; and Ports, which connect interfaces to Layer 2
systems. An Ethernet connection to an Ethernet switch is an example of a Port.


Network adapter classes instantiated by the IP Manager identifies the network adapter classes that can
be instantiated by the IP Manager.


Table 13‑7.  Network adapter classes instantiated by the IP Manager


Class Available to Description


Interface All IP Manager products A logical connection to a network; for example, an Ethernet
interface that connects a router to an Ethernet.


VRInterface All IP Manager products An interface of a virtual router.


Port All IP Manager products A port to which an interface connects and gains access to a
network; for example, an Ethernet port on an Ethernet switch.


Hierarchy example for network adapter classes:


Interface : NetworkAdapter : ICIM_NetworkAdapter : VMware_NetworkPort : CIM_NetworkPort :
CIM_LogicalPort : ICIM_LogicalDevice : CIM_LogicalDevice : CIM_EnabledLogicalElement :
ICIM_LogicalElement : CIM_LogicalElement : ICIM_ManagedSystemElement :
CIM_ManagedSystemElement : ICIM_ManagedElement : CIM_ManagedElement :
ICF_CoreManagedElement : CORE_ManagedObject : MR_ManagedObject : MR_Object


Device connections
A device connection represents the path between a pair of network adapters. The most important
examples are NetworkConnections, Cables, and TrunkCables.


The ConnectedVia relationship plays a role for device connections that is similar to its role for logical
links. A Switch can be connected by a Cable to a Router, or by a TrunkCable to another Switch. Two
Routers that are joined by a virtual circuit whose intermediate systems are not included in the topology
are connected by a NetworkConnection.


Device connection classes instantiated by the IP Manager identifies the device connection classes that
can be instantiated by the IP Manager.
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Table 13‑8.  Device connection classes instantiated by the IP Manager


Class Available to Description


NetworkConnection All IP Manager products A network connection between two interfaces. A
NetworkConnection can be a logical connection or a physical
connection.


Cable All IP Manager products A connection between a network relay device, for example, a
switch or hub, and a non-relay device, for example, a host or
router.


TrunkCable All IP Manager products A connection between two network relay devices; switches are
often “trunked” to provide redundant pathways through the
network.


Hierarchy example for device connection classes:


NetworkConnection : ICIM_NetworkDeviceConnection : VMware_NetworkDeviceConnection :
ICIM_DeviceConnection : VMware_DeviceConnection : VMware_ConnectivityCollection :
CIM_ConnectivityCollection : CIM_SystemSpecificCollection : CIM_Collection : ICIM_Connection :
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement : ICIM_LogicalElement : CIM_LogicalElement :
ICIM_ManagedSystemElement : CIM_ManagedSystemElement : ICIM_ManagedElement :
CIM_ManagedElement : ICF_CoreManagedElement : CORE_ManagedObject : MR_ManagedObject :
MR_Object


Protocol endpoints
A protocol endpoint describes a logical endpoint that can be used to gain access to some network
service. Important protocol endpoints are IP, which represents the point at which an IP address (Layer 3)
can be reached, and Media Access Control (MAC), which similarly represents the point at which a MAC
(Layer 2) address can be reached.


A protocol endpoint is related to some lower-level network object by the LayeredOver relationship. Thus,
an IP address would be LayeredOver an Interface.


Protocol endpoint classes instantiated by the IP Manager identifies the protocol endpoint classes that can
be instantiated by the IP Manager.


Table 13‑9.  Protocol endpoint classes instantiated by the IP Manager


Class Available to Description


DLCI All IP Manager products A Frame Relay data link connection identifier endpoint.


IP All IP Manager products An IPv4 address endpoint.


DuplicateIP All IP Manager products Two or more occurrences of the same IPv4 address.


IPv6 All IP Manager products An IPv6 address endpoint.


DuplicateIPv6 All IP Manager products Two or more occurrences of the same IPv6 address.


IPRoute All IP Manager products The start of the Default Route that is assigned to a system.


MAC All IP Manager products A media access control endpoint.


STPNode All IP Manager products Spanning Tree Protocol capabilities for a switch port.
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Table 13‑9.  Protocol endpoint classes instantiated by the IP Manager (Continued)


Class Available to Description


TCP All IP Manager products A Transmission Control Protocol listening endpoint, as is used
by network services such as HTTP servers.


VirtualTCP All IP Manager products A virtual TCP listening endpoint that has a mapping between
virtual to real TCP endpoints, as is used by load balancers to
map URLs to real HTTP servers.


HSRPEndpoint All IP Manager products A Hot Standby Router Protocol endpoint, which is a logical
element that is defined per interface per HSRP group on the
hosting router.


VRRPEndpoint All IP Manager products A Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol endpoint, which is a
logical element that is defined per interface per VRRP group on
the hosting router.


Hierarchy example for protocol endpoint classes:


DLCI : ProtocolEndpoint : ICIM_ProtocolEndpoint : CIM_ProtocolEndpoint : ICIM_ServiceAccessPoint :
CIM_ServiceAccessPoint : CIM_EnabledLogicalElement : ICIM_LogicalElement : CIM_LogicalElement :
ICIM_ManagedSystemElement : CIM_ManagedSystemElement : ICIM_ManagedElement :
CIM_ManagedElement : ICF_CoreManagedElement : CORE_ManagedObject : MR_ManagedObject :
MR_Object


Logical links
A logical link represents the path that connects protocol endpoints to each other. The most common
logical link class is IPNetwork, which represents an IP (sub)network. ConnectedVia describes the
relationship between a protocol endpoint and a logical link. Two IP addresses can communicate directly
when they are ConnectedVia the same IPNetwork. A connection between two IP addresses that are not
on the same IPNetwork must go through one or more Routers.


Logical link classes instantiated by the IP Manager identifies the logical link classes that can be
instantiated by the IP Manager.


Table 13‑10.  Logical link classes instantiated by the IP Manager


Class Available to Description


IPNetwork All IP Manager products A Layer 3 logical link between IP objects.


IPv6Network All IP Manager products A Layer 3 logical link between IPv6 objects.


VLAN All IP Manager products A virtual LAN that is typically implemented in switched network
environments.


VirtualCircuit All IP Manager products A virtual connection between network endpoints, typically
traversing a WAN.


FrameRelayPVC All IP Manager products A circuit that is implemented over a Frame Relay network.
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Hierarchy example for logical link classes:


IPNetwork : CIM_IPSubnet : LogicalNetwork : ICIM_LogicalNetwork : CIM_LogicalNetwork :
CIM_CollectionOfMSEs : LogicalLink : ICIM_LogicalLink : CIM_Collection : ICIM_Connection :
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement : ICIM_LogicalElement : CIM_LogicalElement :
ICIM_ManagedSystemElement : CIM_ManagedSystemElement : ICIM_ManagedElement :
CIM_ManagedElement : ICF_CoreManagedElement : CORE_ManagedObject : MR_ManagedObject :
MR_Object


Collections
A collection represents a group of managed objects, such as an isolated region of inter-connected
network devices.


Collection classes instantiated by the IP Manager identifies the collection classes that can be instantiated
by the IP Manager.


Table 13‑11.  Collection classes instantiated by the IP Manager


Class Available to Description


Partition All IP Manager products A collection of managed elements.


Hierarchy example for collection classes:


Partition : ICIM_Collection : CORE_Collection : CORE_ManagedObject : MR_ManagedObject :
MR_Object


Management agents
A management agent is a logical object that represents, configures, or manages some functionality that is
provided by a system or software feature. Management agents include SNMP agents, which are
applications that provide monitoring and other management functions for a computer system.


Management agent classes instantiated by the IP Manager identifies the management agent classes that
can be instantiated by the IP Manager.


Table 13‑12.  Management agent classes instantiated by the IP Manager


Class Available to Description


SNMPAgent All IP Manager products An SNMP agent that is running in a system.


VRAgent All IP Manager products A refined SNMP agent that is running in a system.


Hierarchy example for management agent classes:


SNMPAgent : CIM_SNMPService : MgmtAgent : MgmtService : ApplicationService :
ICIM_NetworkService : ICIM_Service : CIM_Service : CIM_EnabledLogicalElement :
ICIM_LogicalElement : CIM_LogicalElement : ICIM_ManagedSystemElement :
CIM_ManagedSystemElement : ICIM_ManagedElement : CIM_ManagedElement :
ICF_CoreManagedElement : CORE_ManagedObject : MR_ManagedObject : MR_Object
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Logical devices
A logical device is an emulation of a hardware entity that might or might not be realized in physical
hardware. Logical devices include power supplies and processors; cooling devices such as fans; sensors
that measure temperature or voltage characteristics of a computer system; and storage media that store
data and allow data retrieval.


Logical device classes instantiated by the IP Manager identifies the logical device classes that can be
instantiated by the IP Manager.


Table 13‑13.  Logical device classes instantiated by the IP Manager


Class Available to Description


Disk IP Server Performance
Manager


A disc logical device.


Fan All but IP Availability Manager A cooling-fan logical device.


FileSystem IP Server Performance
Manager


A file or dataset store that is local to a computer system or is
remotely mounted from a file server.


Memory All but IP Availability Manager A memory logical device.


PowerSupply A power-supply logical device.


Processor A processor logical device.


TemperatureSensor A temperature-sensor logical device.


VoltageSensor A voltage-sensor logical device.


A feature license is required for IP Performance Manager. An additional feature license is required for
IP Performance Manager to function as an IP Server Performance Manager.


Hierarchy example for logical device classes:


Disk : LogicalDisk : VMware_LogicalDisk : CIM_LogicalDisk : StorageExtent : CIM_StorageExtent :
ICIM_LogicalDevice : CIM_LogicalDevice : CIM_EnabledLogicalElement : ICIM_LogicalElement :
CIM_LogicalElement : ICIM_ManagedSystemElement : CIM_ManagedSystemElement :
ICIM_ManagedElement : CIM_ManagedElement : ICF_CoreManagedElement : CORE_ManagedObject :
MR_ManagedObject : MR_Object


Redundancy groups
A redundancy group is a logical object that contains two or more elements that participate in a redundant
configuration. ECIM-R supports redundancy groups of systems, cards, network adapters, network
connections, and protocol endpoints.


Redundancy group classes instantiated by the IP Manager identifies the redundancy group classes that
can be instantiated by the IP Manager.
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Table 13‑14.  Redundancy group classes instantiated by the IP Manager


Class Available to Description


CardRedundancyGroup All IP Manager products A specialized redundancy group that
represents two or more cards.


NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup All IP Manager products A specialized redundancy group that
represents two or more network adapters.


NetworkConnectionRedundancyGroup All IP Manager products A specialized redundancy group that
represents two or more
NetworkConnections.


ProtocolEndpointRedundancyGroup Not instantiated


HSRPGroup All IP Manager products A specialized redundancy group that
represents the HSRP standby group.


VRRPGroup All IP Manager products A specialized redundancy group that
represents the VRRP standby group.


SystemRedundancyGroup All IP Manager products A specialized redundancy group that
represents two or more systems.


Hierarchy example for redundancy group classes:


CardRedundancyGroup : RedundancyGroup : CIM_RedundancyGroup : ICIM_LogicalElement :
CIM_LogicalElement : ICIM_ManagedSystemElement : CIM_ManagedSystemElement :
ICIM_ManagedElement : CIM_ManagedElement : ICF_CoreManagedElement : CORE_ManagedObject :
MR_ManagedObject : MR_Object


Joining two hierarchies
The physical and logical hierarchies are not independent: The objects of the physical hierarchy provide
implementations for logical objects that implement features of interest in the network. The Realizes and
PackagesSystems relationships joins a physical object to the logical objects for which the physical object
acts as the physical embodiment or implementation.


ECIM-R topology collection sets
The IP Manager creates topology collection sets for the following satellite Domain Managers:


n MPLS Manager


n Multicast Manager


n Network Protocol Manager


n VoIP Availability Manager


A topology collection set is represented as one or more instances of an ECIM-R topology collection
class. Topology collection classes instantiated by the IP Manager identifies the topology collection
classes that can be instantiated by the IP Manager.
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Table 13‑15.  Topology collection classes instantiated by the IP Manager


Class Available to Description


MPLS_TopologyCollection All IP Manager products A collection of MPLS-related topology
objects for an MPLS Manager.


MCAST_TopologyCollection All IP Manager products A collection of Multicast-related topology
objects for a Multicast Manager.


BGP_TopologyCollection All IP Manager products A collection of BGP-related topology objects
for a Network Protocol Manager for BGP.


EIGRP_TopologyCollection All IP Manager products A collection of EIGRP-related topology
objects for a
Network Protocol Manager for EIGRP.


ISIS_TopologyCollection All IP Manager products A collection of IS-IS-related topology
objects for a
Network Protocol Manager for IS-IS.


OSPF_TopologyCollection All IP Manager products A collection of OSPF-related topology
objects for a
Network Protocol Manager for OSPF.


VOIP_TopologyCollection All IP Manager products A collection of VoIP-related topology objects
for a VoIP Availability Manager.


Global_TopologyCollection All IP Manager products A collection of related topology objects.


Global_TopologyCollection is a general-
purpose container for storing a set of
related topology objects.


Hierarchy example for topology collection classes:


MPLS_TopologyCollection : TopologyCollection : ICIM_Collection : CORE_Collection :
CORE_ManagedObject : MR_ManagedObject : MR_Object


Which topology collection instances are created depends on the particular topology collection set. For
example, the IP Manager creates the following BGP_TopologyCollection instances for the
Network Protocol Manager for BGP topology collection set:


n BGP-System


n BGP-Agent


n BGP-Card


n BGP-Interface


n BGP-IP


n BGP-IPNet
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n BGP-NetworkConnection


n BGP-TrunkCable


These instances consist of BGP-enabled Router and Switch objects, along with the SNMPAgent,
Card, Interface, IP, IPNetwork, NetworkConnection, and TrunkCable objects that are associated with
the Router and Switch objects.


By default, the IP Manager does not create topology collection sets. The following configuration
parameters in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf file control whether a particular
topology collection set is created:


n DisableMPLSDiscovery


n DisableMulticastDiscovery


n DisableProtocolDiscovery


n DisableVOIPDiscovery


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Configuration Guide describes these
configuration parameters and provides instructions on modifying them.


As explained in the configuration guide, To enable the creation of a particular topology collection set,
you must set the appropriate configuration parameter to FALSE for each IP Manager.


ECIM-R relationships
ECIM-R defined relationships enable the IP Manager to associate the discovered network systems with
each other, with their internal components, and with their connections. Because the relationships
establish dependencies between the discovered objects, the IP Manager is able to correlate alarms from
the managed objects to pinpoint the failed object, or root-cause problem, and to identify all managed
objects that are affected by the failed object.


Network object relationships describes some of the relationships that can appear in the ECIM-R
representation of IP network topology.
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Table 13‑16.  Network object relationships


Relationship sets Examples


ComposedOf/PartOf Chassis CardCard Chassis


Router InterfaceInterface Router


Router MemoryMemory Router


Switch PortPort Switch


Switch InterfaceInterface Switch


Switch CardCard Switch


VLAN PortPort VLAN


NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup InterfaceInterface NetworkAdapterRedundancyGroup


HSRPGroup HSRPEndpointHSRPEndpoint HSRPGroup


VRRPGroup VRRPEndpointVRRPEndpoint VRRPGroup


ComposedOfVRs 1 Router Router


Switch Router


Note   Identifies the virtual routers that are discovered within a physical router or switch.


ConnectedPorts 1 VLAN Port


ConnectedSystems/Connect
edVia


NetworkConnection RouterRouter NetworkConnection


Cable SwitchSwitch Cable


Cable RouterRouter Cable


TrunkCable SwitchSwitch TrunkCable


IPNetwork RouterRouter IPNetwork


IPv6Network RouterRouter IPv6Network


ConnectedTo/ConnectedVia NetworkConnection InterfaceInterface NetworkConnection


Cable PortPort Cable


Cable InterfaceInterface Cable


TrunkCable PortPort TrunkCable


IPNetwork IPIP IPNetwork


IPv6Network IPv6IPv6 IPv6Network


FrameRelayPVC DLCIDLCI FrameRelayPVC


ConsistsOf/MemberOf Partition RouterRouter Partition


BGP_TopologyCollection SNMPAgentSNMPAgent BGP_TopologyCollection


DuplicatedBy 1 DuplicateIP Router


DuplicateIPv6 Router


HostedBy/HostsAccessPoint
s


MAC RouterRouter MAC


IP RouterRouter IP


IPv6 RouterRouter IPv6


DuplicateIP RouterRouter DuplicateIP


DuplicateIPv6 RouterRouter DuplicateIPv6


HostedBy/HostsServices SNMPAgent RouterRouter SNMPAgent


HSRPEndpoint RouterRouter HSRPEndpoint


VRRPEndpoint RouterRouter VRRPEndpoint
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Table 13‑16.  Network object relationships (Continued)


Relationship sets Examples


LayeredOver/Underlying MAC PortPort MAC


MAC InterfaceInterface MAC


IP InterfaceInterface IP


SNMPAgent IPIP SNMPAgent


HSRPEndpoint InterfaceInterface HSRPEndpoint


VRRPEndpoint InterfaceInterface VRRPEndpoint


HSRPGroup RouterRouter HSRPGroup


VRRPGroup RouterRouter VRRPGroup


RealizedBy/Realizes Interface CardCard Interface


Port CardCard Port


SystemPackagedIn/Package
sSystems


Router ChassisChassis Router


Switch ChassisChassis Switch


1 Does not have an inverse relationship.


The examples given here are just a few of the many relationships that can appear in the ECIM-R
representation of IP network topology. Generally, as demonstrated in the examples, for every relationship,
there is an inverse relationship. For example, PartOf is the reverse relationship of ComposedOf.
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Configuration Settings 14
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Description of discovery.conf


n Description of tpmgr-param.conf


n Description of name-resolver.conf


n Description of partition.conf


n Description of tcat.conf


n Description of oidInfo.conf


n Description of user-defined-connections.conf


n Controlling the analysis of wide area networks


n Parameters for the SystemRestarted event


n Parameters for the ConfigChange event


n Interface-matching filters in the tpmgr-param.conf file


n Optimizing the discovery of ERX devices


n Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs setting


n Default device access setting


n Default tagging filter groups and settings


n Possible adapter startup errors


Description of discovery.conf
The discovery.conf file contains configuration parameters that you edit to improve the performance of
IP Manager discovery. The parameters are a subset of attributes that are defined for the ICF-
TopologyManager object.


For parameters such as SNMPPort, you can override the value that is specified in the discovery.conf file
by specifying an alternate value in a discovery filter, a seed file, or an Add Agent command.


Parameters in the discovery.conf file describes the parameters in the discovery.conf file. The parameters
and their values are case-sensitive.
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Table 14‑1.  Parameters in the discovery.conf file


Parameter Value Description


ipExcludeList Regular expression


Default: ““ (empty string)


Use ipExcludeList to prevent certain system IP addresses from
being added to the topology. By not adding the IP addresses to the
topology, autodiscovery will not discover the systems that are
associated with the IP addresses.


A typical use of ipExcludeList is to identify IP addresses that are
known to be unreachable from the management station, or are
known to overlap with other systems.


Use wildcards, which are described in Appendix 15, “Wildcard
Patterns,” to specify matching patterns in the IP exclude patterns.
Any IP address that matches an exclude pattern will not be added
to the topology.


The following example excludes IP addresses from the specified IP
network:


ipExcludeList += “10.10.9.*”


ShowPendingNONSNMP TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether non-SNMP systems that are found by
autodiscovery are added to the IP Manager’s Pending Devices list
or are discarded. A non-SNMP system is one that responds to
ICMP polls but does not respond to SNMP polls:
n A value of TRUE indicates that non-SNMP systems are added


to the Pending Devices list.
n A value of FALSE indicates that non-SNMP systems are


discarded.


Note   Setting the value to TRUE and having autodiscovery
enabled can result in adding many hosts, workstations, and
other non-SNMP systems to the Pending Devices list.


LogDiscoveryProgress TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether verbose logging is used to log discovery-related
messages to the IP Manager’s log file:
n A value of TRUE enables verbose logging.
n A value of FALSE disables verbose logging.


Note   This parameter is used mainly for debugging purposes.


defaultSNMPPort 0 to 65535


Default: 161


Specifies the default port used by the IP Manager for SNMP
discovery and monitoring. You can override this value in a
discovery filter, a seed file, or an Add Agent command.


Note   If 0 is specified, port 161 is used.


defaultRetries Default: 5 retries Number of SNMP retry polls to use during Phase 3 of discovery.


Phase 3 of discovery is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


“SNMP polling discovery settings” on page 56 provides
recommendations about changing this value.


defaultTimeout Default: 1000
milliseconds


Timeout for an SNMP poll during Phase 3 of discovery.


Phase 3 of discovery is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


“SNMP polling discovery settings” on page 56 provides
recommendations about changing this value.
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Table 14‑1.  Parameters in the discovery.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


defaultICMPAutoRetries Default: 3 retries Number of ICMP polls to try during Phase 1 of discovery.


Phase 1 of discovery is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


“ICMP polling discovery settings” on page 56 provides
recommendations about changing this value.


defaultICMPAutoTimeout Default: 500
milliseconds


Timeout for an ICMP poll during Phase 1 of discovery.


Phase 1 of discovery is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


“ICMP polling discovery settings” on page 56 provides
recommendations about changing this value.


defaultICMPPacketSize Default: 64 Bytes The default ICMP packet size in Bytes (used during initial ICMP
request. The smallest and the largest size of the ICMP packet set
at the foundation level is 20 and 64 Bytes. Any value set below 20
will be reset back to a mininum of 20 Bytes and any value set
above 64 will be reset back to a maximum of 64 bytes.


Note   For ICMPv4 ping packet, minimum size is 20 bytes and
maximum size is 64 bytes. For ICMPv6 ping packet, minimum size
is 32 bytes and maximum size is 64 bytes.


By default, both ICMPv4 and ICMPv6 ping packet have 64 bytes
set. The defaultICMPPacketSize variable controls ICMP ping
packet size for both IPv4 and IPv6 ping packet. Needs Server
restart.


defaultSNMPAutoRetries Default: 3 retries Number of SNMP polls to try during Phase 1 of discovery.


Phase 1 of discovery is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


“SNMP polling discovery settings” on page 56 provides
recommendations about changing this value.


defaultSNMPAutoTimeout Default: 1000
milliseconds


Timeout for an SNMP poll during Phase 1 of discovery.


Phase 1 of discovery is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


“SNMP polling discovery settings” on page 56 provides
recommendations about changing this value.


numberProbeThreads Default: 10 threads Number of discovery threads that are used by the discovery
process. If you are experiencing slow response SNMP discovery
polling and your current CPU usage is relatively low (5 to 10
percent), consider increasing the number of discovery threads to
improve your discovery performance. Increasing this number is one
of the best and simplest methods for improving discovery.


Increasing the number of discovery threads to 20, 30, or even 50 is
acceptable, but remember that more threads might require
additional or more capable CPUs, and that the requirements during
discovery will increase. Increase discovery threads conservatively
while monitoring SNMP Processing Statistics changes, as
described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide.
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Table 14‑1.  Parameters in the discovery.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


numberShortProbeThreads Default: 7 threads Number of discovery threads that are used by the short discovery
process. If you increase the number of short discovery threads, use
small increments and monitor your current CPU usage. Increasing
the number of threads will increase the CPU usage.


The short discovery process is independent of the main discovery
process. Both may occur simultaneously.


Short discovery handles SNMP MIB index changes, which typically
occur during device restarts. In addition, SNMP MIB index changes
occur for components that use fluid index values; for example,
IPSec tunnel endpoints.


Short discovery is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


ICMPSleepTime 0 to 100 milliseconds


Default: 0


Interval between successive ICMP poll requests.


During the initial discovery phase, the IP Availability Manager
sends large bursts of ICMP polls. If ICMP has a low priority, the
network is congested, or the routers on the path are experiencing
high processor utilization, a number of these ICMP packets may be
dropped. As a result, the IP Manager receives a limited number of
ICMP responses, which causes a number of systems that might
otherwise be successfully discovered to be placed on the Pending
Devices list as UNDISCOVERED.


Other symptoms of packet loss include DiscoveryError notifications
for systems that were previously discovered successfully and the
full topology is not discovered after two full discoveries.


Increasing the sleep time increases the amount of time between
ICMP polls. You can specify a value between 0 and 100
milliseconds. A value of 100 milliseconds translates to 10 ICMP
polls per second.


Specifying a long sleep time can significantly prolong the discovery
process. Estimate the total additional time by multiplying the sleep
time by the number of IP addresses to be processed.


defaultReadCommunity Default: public Read-only community string used by the IP Manager when no
community string is specified in the Community Strings field in the
Topology tab of the Domain Manager Administration Console.


The Community Strings field is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


If you do not want the IP Manager to use a default community
string during discovery, you must remove "public" from the
Community Strings field and from this parameter.


MaximumCommunities Default: 4 strings Number of read-only community strings that can be specified in the
Community Strings field in the Topology tab of the Domain
Manager Administration Console.


The Community Strings field is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


Change this value to address networks with more than four
different read-only community strings.
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Table 14‑1.  Parameters in the discovery.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


MaximumSNMPV3Credentials Default: 4 Number of SNMPV3 fallback credentials that can be specified in
the SNMPV3 Credentials in the Topology tab of the Domain
Manager Administration Console. This value can be changed to
address networks which have more than 10 different SNMPV3
Credentials.


LicenseThresholdPercentage Default: 90% Determines the LowOnSystemLicense event.


Note   This attribute is common for System volume,
WirelessAccessPoint, and WirelessClients.


The default value is set at 90 %. The total number of systems that
can be discovered with the available license blocks is calculated
based on the value.


For example, for four blocks of licenses and considering one block
size = 50 devices, a total of 200 devices (50*4) can be discovered.
Once the total number of systems reach 90 % of 200 devices, the
LowOnSystemLicense event is generated.


MaximumHostBits Default: 8 bits Number of host bits in the netmask that is used by autodiscovery to
find additional discovery candidate systems. The default value of 8
corresponds to a netmask of 255.255.255.0.


If, for example, your network includes systems with a netmask of
255.255.254.0, these systems will not be found by autodiscovery.


Modify the default value of the MaximumHostBits parameter with
caution because as you increase the value, so do you increase the
number of ICMP polls that are generated during every discovery.


VMware recommends that you set the value only as high as
needed. If necessary, modify the value during the initial topology
discovery. Once the devices are discovered, lower the value so that
subsequent pending and full discoveries do not attempt to look
beyond the default netmask. This modification will not affect
systems that have already been discovered.


For example, the default value of 8 provides a maximum of 254
host IP addresses. A value of 16 provides a maximum of 65,534
host IP addresses.


192.168.1.1/24 = 8 host bits


192.168.1.1/18 = 14 host bits


192.168.1.1/16 = 16 host bits


192.168.1.1/8 = 24 host bits


Valid values range from 2 to 24. If a value greater than 24 is
specified, a value of 8 is used.
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Table 14‑1.  Parameters in the discovery.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


AccessAddressFormat AUTOADDRESS,LOOP
BACKADDRESS


Default:
AUTOADDRESS


Determines how the discovery process obtains an IP address to
communicate with discovered systems. This address is used for
ICMP and SNMP polls during discovery and for monitoring and
analysis. Valid values are AUTOADDRESS and
LOOPBACKADDRESS.


AUTOADDRESS means that all the IP addresses of a device are
polled using ICMP. If a device has more than ten IP addresses,
only ten of the IP addresses are polled using SNMP. The
addresses to be polled by SNMP are chosen as follows:
n IP address is managed and is not a duplicate
n InterfaceMode of the IP, if any, is NORMAL
n If the system has more than ten IP addresses, the first ten IP


addresses are chosen in the following manner: IP addresses of
type SOFTWARELOOPBACK, ETHERNET, TOKENRING, and
GENERIC are chosen first in the order that the IP addresses
appear in the IP address table (ipAddrTable). IP addresses of
type GENERIC must not have a netmask of 255.255.255.252.
The remaining IP addresses are chosen in the order that they
appear in the IP address table.


LOOPBACKADDRESS means that the discovery process uses the
loopback address for both ICMP and SNMP for monitoring and
discovery. (MIB-II ifType 24). Note that discovery cannot determine
the loopback address until after the system has been discovered.


Note   If a qualified IP address is not found, the last known SNMP
address is used and a DiscoveryError is notified. The
DiscoveryError contains the message: Qualified access address
not found.


DisplayNameFormat AUTOASSIGNED,MIBII
SYSNAME


Default:
AUTOASSIGNED


Determines how the discovery process populates the DisplayName
attribute of a system. Valid values are AUTOASSIGNED and
MIBIISYSNAME.


AUTOASSIGNED means that the DisplayName of a system is set
to the value of the Name attribute of the system. By using the
NameFormat parameter, which is described in Table 127 on
page 243, you can control how the value of the Name attribute is
determined.


Also, for AUTOASSIGNED, you can change the value of
DisplayName by using dmctl or an Adapter Scripting Language
(ASL) script. The value of DisplayName is not retained across
subsequent discoveries.


MIBIISYSNAME means that the DisplayName of a system is set to
the value of the MIB-II sysName variable.


Any change to the DisplayName by using dmctl or an ASL script is
not retained across subsequent discoveries.
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Table 14‑1.  Parameters in the discovery.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


HSRPEnabled TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Enables or disables Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP)
discovery, monitoring, and analysis:
n A value of TRUE enables HSRP discovery, monitoring, and


analysis.
n A value of FALSE disables HSRP discovery, monitoring, and


analysis.


VRRPEnabled TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Enables or disables Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)
discovery, monitoring, and analysis:
n A value of TRUE enables VRRP discovery, monitoring, and


analysis.
n A value of FALSE disables VRRP discovery, monitoring, and


analysis.


HostResourcesEnabled TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Enables or disables host resources discovery and monitoring:
n A value of TRUE enables host resources discovery and


monitoring.
n A value of FALSE disables host resources discovery and


monitoring.


VirtualRouterEnabled TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Enables or disables virtual router discovery and monitoring:
n A value of TRUE enables virtual router discovery and


monitoring.
n A value of FALSE disables virtual router discovery and


monitoring.


MinimumDemandGet TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether to allow only minimum Demand Get requests or
to allow all Demand Get requests:
n A value of TRUE allows only minimum Demand Get requests.
n A value of FALSE allows all Demand Get requests.


Setting this parameter to TRUE optimizes discovery performance
by


avoiding unnecessary Demand Get requests.
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Table 14‑1.  Parameters in the discovery.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


DuplexAssumed TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls how to set the duplex mode for network adapters (ports or
interfaces) in the topology. Valid values are TRUE and FALSE.
n A value of TRUE indicates that duplex mode is assumed for all


network adapters regardless of whether duplex mode can be
determined by checking the MIBs.


n A value of FALSE indicates that duplex mode is set only for the
network adapters for which duplex mode can be determined by
checking the MIBs.


As further clarification, a value of TRUE means that the IP Manager
will calculate current utilization for all ports and interfaces in the
topology regardless of whether their duplex mode can be
determined by checking the MIBs. For any port or interface whose
duplex mode cannot be determined by checking the MIBs, the
IP Manager sets the port’s/interface’s DuplexMode attribute to
FULLDUPLEX and its DuplexSource attribute to ASSUMED. The
one exception is the 10 megabit (Mb) Ethernet adapter, for which
the IP Manager sets the adapter’s DuplexMode attribute to
HALFDUPLEX.


A value of FALSE means that the IP Manager will calculate only
current utilization for those ports or interfaces that can be
determined as full-duplex or half-duplex by reading the Enterprise
MIB, ETHERLIKE-MIB, and Neighbor MIB. Any port or interface
having an unspecified duplex mode setting will be ignored.


Be aware that calculating current utilization for all ports and
interfaces (DuplexAssumed = TRUE) requires considerable system
resources. Ensure that your server is sized properly to
accommodate the size of your environment, as described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide.


The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager and Server
Performance Manager User Guide provides more information about
duplex mode and current utilization calculations.


importExternalTagsConnection
s


TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether MPLS tags and connections are imported by the
IP Manager from MPLS Manager.
n A value of TRUE indicates that the MPLS tags and connections


are imported by the IP Manager.
n A value of FALSE indicates that the MPLS tags and


connections are not imported by the IP Manager.


The VPN-Tagging Server is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance MPLS Manager Discovery Guide
Supplement.
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Table 14‑1.  Parameters in the discovery.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


autoReprobe_short TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Enables or disables short discovery:
n A value of TRUE enables short discovery.
n A value of FALSE disables short discovery.


The short discovery process is independent of the main discovery
process. Both may occur simultaneously.


Short discovery handles SNMP MIB index changes, which typically
occur during device restarts. In addition, SNMP MIB index changes
occur for components that use fluid index values; for example,
IPSec tunnel endpoints.Short discovery is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


reprobePeriod_short 60 or more seconds


Default: 900 seconds


Interval between successive short discoveries. If you decrease the
short discovery interval, use small decrements and monitor your
current CPU usage. Decreasing the interval will increase the CPU
usage.


Short discovery is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


WIFI_reprobePeriod_short Default Value = 3600
seconds


Interval between successive WIFI short discoveries. If you
decrease the short discovery interval, use small decrements and
monitor your current CPU usage. Decreasing the interval will
increase the CPU usage. Value should be more than 300, else 300
will be considered. Needs server restart.


DiscoveryAddrPref IPV6FIRST_IPV4NEXT,I
PV4FIRST_IPV6NEXT,I
PV6_ADDRONLY,
orIPV4_ADDRONLY


Default:
IPV6FIRST_IPV4NEXT


Controls the order of addresses in the list of IP addresses that are
found on a discovered system, where the preferred addresses
(IPv6 or IPv4) are first in the list.


Valid values are:
n IPV6FIRST_IPV4NEXT


IPv6 addresses are first in the list, followed by IPv4 addresses.
n IPV4FIRST_IPV6NEXT


IPv4 addresses are first in the list, followed by IPv6 addresses.
n IPV6_ADDRONLY


Only IPv6 addresses are in the list.
n IPV4_ADDRONLY


Only IPv4 addresses are in the list.


The DiscoveryAddrPref parameter influences how the discovery
process names a discovered system, as explained in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


When IPv6 is the preferred address, the global unicast address and
the addresses that begin with 3FFE:* take precedence.


SNMPGetBulkEnabled TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Enables or disables SNMP getBulk for device discovery:
n A value of TRUE enables SNMP getBulk for device discovery
n A value of FALSE disables SNMP getBulk for device discovery.
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Table 14‑1.  Parameters in the discovery.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


STPVLANNamingEnabled TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


STP based VLAN unique naming discovery is enabled by
incorporating the root bride ID as part of the VLAN name.


It is set to TRUE (by default) to enable VLAN unique naming by
incorporating STP root bridge ID as part of the VLAN name during
IP Manager discovery. If it is set to FALSE, the STP root bridge ID
will not be included in the VLAN name.


WIFIEnabled TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Enables or disables wireless device discovery. To enable wireless
device discovery, set the flag WIFIEnabled = TRUE.


Disabling the Wifi discovery through the “WIFIEnabled” flag and
doing a Discover All removes all the wireless components, for
example, Wireless Access Points, Clients, and SSID, which were
discovered earlier.


WIFI_autoReprobe_Short


Note   Server restart is
required.


Default value: FALSE
n TRUE — Enables


WIFI related short
discovery.


n FALSE— Disables
WIFI related short
discovery.


Enables or disables WIFI related short discovery. Short discovery
handles Wireless Topology changes, which typically occur during
WirelessClient movement. In addition, dynamically detects Rogue
Wireless APs.


Description of tpmgr-param.conf
The tpmgr-param.conf file contains configuration parameters that you edit to customize IP Manager
discovery. The parameters are a subset of table entries that are defined for the ICF-TopologyManager
object.


Use the parameters in this file to accomplish such tasks as disabling the discovery of certain interfaces or
ports, enabling the discovery of topology collection sets for satellite Domain Managers, and changing the
operation of the IP Manager to be backward compatible with earlier versions of satellite
Domain Managers.


Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file describes the parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file.


Note   The parameters and their values are case-sensitive.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file


Parameter Value Description


EnableShadowIP TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls whether shadow IP objects and shadow
IPNetwork objects are created:
n A value of TRUE indicates that shadow objects


are created.
n A value of FALSE indicates that shadow objects


are not created.


This parameter is used for backward compatibility so
that the current version of the IP Manager is able to
work with earlier versions of satellite
Domain Managers.


Interface pattern filters Not applicable Filters that prevent the IP Manager from creating
certain interfaces for certain discovered devices.
Interface pattern filters are described in
Chapter 7, ”Excluding Device-Access Interfaces.”


EnableTunnelHeuristic TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager uses a certain
method, or heuristic, to create tunnel connections:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


uses the method to create tunnel connections.
n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager


does not use the method to create tunnel
connections.


The EnableTunnelHeuristic parameter provides a
method to create tunnel connections between tunnel
endpoints by matching tunnel logical interfaces; for
example, create a tunnel connection between tunnel
endpoint A on Router A and tunnel endpoint B on
Router B, where each tunnel endpoint has the same
tunnel logical interface, say 1234.


The EnableTunnelHeuristic parameter was
introduced at a time when enterprise MIB support for
the tunneling technologies, such as Internet Protocol
Security (IPSec), Internet Key Exchange (IKE), and
Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE), was not
available. Now that enterprise MIB support is
available for the tunneling technologies, you should
accept the default value for this parameter.


EnableClearByLinkUp TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether LinkUp traps set the OperStatus to
UP:
n A value of TRUE indicates that LinkUp traps set


the OperStatus to UP.
n A value of FALSE indicates that LinkUp traps do


not set the OperStatus to UP.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


DisableProtocolDiscovery TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls whether the IP Manager identifies routing-
protocol-enabled devices and creates routing-
protocol topology collection sets for import by the
VMware Smart Assurance
Network Protocol Manager:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


does not identify routing-protocol-enabled
devices and does not create network-protocol
topology collection sets.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
identifies routing-protocol-enabled devices and
creates network-protocol topology collection
sets.


For Network Protocol Manager for BGP, the
IP Manager stores the BGP topology collection
set in instances of the BGP_TopologyCollection
class.


For Network Protocol Manager for OSPF, the
IP Manager stores the OSPF topology collection
set in instances of the OSPF_TopologyCollection
class.


For Network Protocol Manager for EIGRP, the
IP Manager stores the EIGRP topology collection
set in instances of the
EIGRP_TopologyCollection class.


For Network Protocol Manager for IS-IS, the
IP Manager stores the IS-IS topology collection
set in instances of the ISIS_TopologyCollection
class.


By importing a routing-protocol topology collection
set, Network Protocol Manager will probe only those
devices that support the relevant routing protocol,
which significantly reduces the discovery time for
Network Protocol Manager.


“Enabling light discovery for satellite Domain
Managers” on page 61 clarifies the use of the
DisableProtocolDiscovery parameter.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


DisableMPLSDiscovery TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls whether the IP Manager identifies MPLS-
enabled devices and creates an MPLS topology
collection set for import by
VMware Smart Assurance MPLS Manager:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


does not identify MPLS-enabled devices and
does not create an MPLS topology collection set.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
identifies MPLS-enabled devices and creates an
MPLS topology collection set.


The IP Manager stores the MPLS topology
collection set in instances of the
MPLS_TopologyCollection class.


By importing an MPLS topology collection set,
MPLS Manager will probe only those devices that
support MPLS, which significantly reduces the
discovery time for MPLS Manager.


“Enabling light discovery for satellite Domain
Managers” on page 61 clarifies the use of the
DisableMPLSDiscovery parameter.


DisableOverlappingIP TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls whether the IP Manager discovers MPLS-
related VPN routing and forwarding (VRF) IP
addresses and performs IP tagging:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


does not discover VRF IP addresses and thus
does not perform IP tagging.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
discover s VRF IP addresses and performs IP
tagging.


When DisableOverlappingIP = FALSE, all discovered
VRF IP objects are subject to IP tagging.


PollableMPLSOids .1.3.6.1.3.96.1.9.1.8|.
1.3.6.1.2.1.10.166.2.1.10.
1.9|.
1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.3.2.3.1.2|
.1.3.6.1.3.118.1.2.1.1.2


List of MPLS OID's required to be polled in order to
create a MPLS topology collection. Use the syntax
below, separating each entry with a PIPE(|)] while
adding new OID's in to below list.


PollableMPLSOids .1.3.6.1.3.96.1.9.1.8|.
1.3.6.1.2.1.10.166.2.1.10.1.9|.
1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.3.2.3.1.2|.1.3.6.1.3.118.1.2.1.1.2


UseCDPEthernetConnection TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls whether the IP Manager creates interface-
to-interface connections between two devices that
are Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) neighbors
across LAN segments:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


creates connections between the CDP-peer
interfaces.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
does not create connections between the CDP-
peer interfaces.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


UserDefinedConnectionsOverwrite TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether user-defined connections overwrite
discovered connections:
n A value of TRUE indicates that user-defined


connections overwrite discovered connections.
n A value of FALSE indicates that user-defined


connections do not overwrite discovered
connections.


masklistPattern Default:
{32,30,29,28,27,26,25,24,
16,8}


Range of IPv4 subnetworks to try to find the best
routing match.


EnableARPHeuristicForVPNIP TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager uses the ARP
method, or heuristic, to find VPN-IPs (VRF IPs) that
are not available in the IP address table
(ipAddrTable):
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


uses the ARP method to find VPN-IPs that are
unavailable in the IP address table.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
does not use the ARP method to find VPN-IPs
that are unavailable in the IP address table.


For a Provider Edge (PE) or multi-VRF Customer
Edge (CE) device, multiple instances of the same IP
address might be bound to different VPN routing and
forwarding (VRF) tables on the device. When the
EnableARPHeuristicForVPNIP parameter is set to
TRUE, the IP Manager accesses the device’s
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) table MIB to find
and instantiate multiple instances of that same IP
address.


Prerequisites for setting
EnableARPHeuristicForVPNIP to TRUE:
n Overlapping IP address discovery is enabled.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


IgnoreIPForPersistentMgmtState TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager compares the IP
and MAC sets of newly discovered systems with the
IP and MAC sets of existing systems, to determine
whether a newly discovered system is a duplicate of
an existing system (an already discovered system) or
is in fact a new system:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


does not compare the IP and MAC sets of newly
discovered systems with the IP and MAC sets of
existing systems.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
compares the IP and MAC sets of newly
discovered systems with the IP and MAC sets of
existing systems.


When the IgnoreIPForPersistentMgmtState
parameter is set to TRUE, the IP Manager uses a
method other than the comparison of IP and MAC
sets to determine whether a newly discovered
system is a duplicate system or a new system. The
IP Manager discards any newly discovered system
that is a duplicate. And, for a newly discovered
system that is a duplicate but has a different resolved
name because of a different DNS entry or a different
sysName, the IP Manager uses that name to rename
the existing device.


AllowNonPrivateIPAsName TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls whether a nonprivate IP address is to be
used as the name for the NameFormat
TM_USENONPRIVATEIP parameter in case
nonprivate IPs cannot be resolved:
n A value of TRUE indicates that a nonprivate IP


address is to be used as the name for the
NameFormat TM_USENONPRIVATEIP
parameter in case nonprivate IPs cannot be
resolved.


n A value of FALSE indicates that a nonprivate IP
address is not to be used as the name for the
NameFormat TM_USENONPRIVATEIP
parameter in case nonprivate IPs cannot be
resolved.


The NameFormat TM_USENONPRIVATEIP
parameter is an AutoNameOrder parameter that is
described in Description of tpmgr-param.conf.


A nonprivate IP address is 10.x.x.x or 192.168.x.x.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


AllowPrivateIPAsName TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether a private IP address is to be used
as the name for the NameFormat
TM_USEPRIVATEIP parameter in case private IPs
cannot be resolved:
n A value of TRUE indicates that a private IP


address is to be used as the name for the
NameFormat TM_USEPRIVATEIP parameter in
case private IPs cannot be resolved.


n A value of FALSE indicates that a private IP
address is not to be used as the name for the
NameFormat TM_USEPRIVATEIP parameter in
case private IPs cannot be resolved.


The NameFormat TM_USEPRIVATEIP parameter is
an AutoNameOrder parameter that is described in 
Description of tpmgr-param.conf.


AllowAllLocalInterfaceIPs TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether a local IP is to be discovered from
the ipNetToMediaPhysAddress MIB:
n A value of TRUE indicates that a local IP is to be


discovered from the ipNetToMediaPhysAddress
MIB.


n A value of FALSE indicates that a local IP is not
to be discovered from the
ipNetToMediaPhysAddress MIB.


DiscoverCiscoTrunkPortVLANs TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Enables or disables the discovery of VLANs for
which trunk ports on the discovered system are
enabled:
n A value of TRUE enables the discovery of


VLANs for which trunk ports are enabled.
n A value of FALSE disables the discovery of


VLANs for which trunk ports are enabled.


When the DiscoverCiscoTrunkPortVLANs parameter
is set to TRUE, only configured VLANs for which
trunk ports are enabled on the discovered system are
discovered. Non-configured VLANs for which trunk
ports are enabled are not discovered.


Trunk ports are defined in Port Groups - Trunk Ports.


PropagateVRIfAlias TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Enables or disables the concatenation of the
InterfaceAlias fields of the virtual routers on a Juniper
ERX physical router into the InterfaceAlias field of the
main router:
n A value of TRUE enables the concatenation of


the InterfaceAlias fields.
n A value of FALSE disables the concatenation of


the InterfaceAlias fields.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


LogDNSFailure TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Enables or disables the logging of error messages to
the IP Manager’s log file for a device (loopback) IP
address that cannot be resolved to a name by the
Domain Name System (DNS) during the initial phase
of discovery:
n A value of TRUE enables the logging of error


messages for a device IP address that cannot be
resolved to a name through DNS during
autodiscovery.


n A value of FALSE disables the logging of error
messages for a device IP address that cannot be
resolved to a name through DNS during
autodiscovery.


ERXRtrUseDefaultComm TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Enables or disables the appending of '@default' to
the community string that is used to query ERX
physical routers:
n A value of TRUE enables the appending of


'@default' to the community string that is used to
query ERX physical routers.


n A value of FALSE disables the appending of
'@default' to the community string that is used to
query ERX physical routers.


EnableERXMainRouterIFDiscovery TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Enables or disables interface discovery for the main
router of Juniper ERX physical routers:
n A value of TRUE enables interface discovery for


the ERX main router.
n A value of FALSE disables interface discovery


for the ERX main router.


OITrapAdapterHost Default: localhost The name or IP address of the host system where
the SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a trap
receiver is running.


“Enabling the SystemRestarted event” on page 65
and “Enabling the ConfigChange event” on page 68
clarify the use of this parameter.


OITrapAdapterPort Default: 162 The port on the host system where the
SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a trap
receiver is running.


“Enabling the SystemRestarted event” on page 65
and “Enabling the ConfigChange event” on page 68
clarify the use of this parameter.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


EnableConfigChange TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager generates
ConfigChange events:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


generates ConfigChange events.
n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager


does not generate ConfigChange events.


When the IP Manager generates a ConfigChange
event, it adds the device that caused the event to the
Pending Devices list.


“Enabling the ConfigChange event” on page 68
clarifies the use of this parameter.


EnableSystemRestart TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager generates
SystemRestarted events:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


generates SystemRestarted events.
n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager


does not generate SystemRestarted events.


When the IP Manager generates a SystemRestarted
event, it adds the device that caused the event to the
Pending Devices list.


“Enabling the SystemRestarted event” on page 65
clarifies the use of this parameter.


EnableNonSlash30IPs TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager creates Layer 2
(L2) network connection when CidrRoute is used as
the neighbor probe:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


creates an L2 network connection when
CidrRoute is used as the neighbor probe.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
does not create an L2 network connection when
CidrRoute is used as the neighbor probe.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


DisableMulticastDiscovery TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls whether the IP Manager identifies Multicast-
enabled devices and creates a Multicast topology
collection set for import by
VMware Smart Assurance Multicast Manager:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


does not identify Multicast-enabled devices and
does not create a Multicast topology collection
set.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
identifies Multicast-enabled devices and creates
a Multicast topology collection set.


The IP Manager stores the Multicast topology
collection set in instances of the
MCAST_TopologyCollection class.


By importing a Multicast topology collection set,
Multicast Manager will probe only those devices that
support the Multicast protocol, which significantly
reduces the discovery time for Multicast Manager.


“Enabling light discovery for satellite Domain
Managers” on page 61 clarifies the use of the
DisableMulticastDiscovery parameter.


ProtocolInterfaceDisabledAlarm TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager generates
NetworkDeviceConnection Disabled notifications:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


generates NetworkDeviceConnection Disabled
notifications.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
does not generate NetworkDeviceConnection
Disabled notifications.


EnableDNSLookupInReconfigure TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls the DNS lookup during a reconfiguration:
n A value of TRUE indicates that DNS lookup is


used during a reconfiguration.
n A value of FALSE indicates that DNS lookup is


not used during a reconfiguration.


A value of FALSE improves discovery time.


If you have frequent DNS changes and a full
discovery takes a long time, you can set the value to
TRUE to synchronize the AgentAddressList. A value
of TRUE in combination with a misconfigured DNS
can result in a long discovery time and possibly
incorrect results.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


EnableIPSecDiscovery TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Enables or disables the discovery of IPSec tunnels:
n A value of TRUE enables the discovery of IPSec


tunnels.
n A value of FALSE disables the discovery of


IPSec tunnels.


Discovery of IPSec tunnels is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite
Discovery Guide.


EnableJapaneseCharacterEncode TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


Enables or disables the transcoding of SJIS encoded
Japanese Characters to Unicode UTF-8 encoded
characters:
n A value of TRUE enables the transcoding of


SJIS encoded Japanese Characters to Unicode
UTF-8 encoded characters.


n A value of FALSE disables the transcoding of
SJIS encoded Japanese Characters to Unicode
UTF-8 encoded characters.


FallbackInterfaceMonitoringToMIB2 TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager monitors interface
performance for a device when the following two
conditions are in effect:
n Interfaces have maximum speed (MaxSpeed)


greater than 20 megabits per second (Mbps).
n No 64-bit counters are available in the device’s


MIB.


Valid values are TRUE and FALSE:
n A value of TRUE forces the IP Manager to use


32-bit counters to monitor greater-than-20-Mbps
interfaces when 64-bit counters are not available
in the MIB.


n A value of FALSE allows the IP Manager to
resort to its default behavior: Do not monitor
greater-than-20-Mbps interfaces when 64-bit
counters are not available in the MIB.


When you set the value to TRUE, and no 64-bit
counters are available in the MIB, the IP Manager will
monitor interfaces within a MaxSpeed range of
greater than 20 Mbps and less than 100 Mbps.


Note   When 64-bit counters (high-capacity octets)
are present, MIB-II and MIB-II IF-MIB instrumentation
is implemented. When 64-bit counters are not
present, only MIB-II instrumentation is implemented.


MonitorHostGigaInterfaceByMIB2 TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


If the MIB table (64 bit octet) counters are empty and
the values for the FallbackInterfaceMonitoringToMIB2
and MonitorHostGigaInterfaceByMIB2 parameters
are set to TRUE, then system will force all host GB
interfaces to be instrumented by MIB2. This option
work only for HOST interfaces.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


OmitIPPhonePort TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager discovers Cisco
switch ports that are connected to a Cisco IP phone:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


does not discover Cisco switch ports that are
connected to a Cisco IP phone.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
discovers Cisco switch ports that are connected
to a Cisco IP phone.


OmitEmptyPort TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager discovers Cisco
switch ports that have no connection or do not
connect to anything:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


does not discover Cisco switch ports that have
no connection.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
discovers Cisco switch ports that have no
connection.


UseifLinkUpDownTrapEnable TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager uses the value of
ifLinkUpDownTrapEnable (.1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.14)
to manage or unmanage Cisco switch ports:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


uses the value of ifLinkUpDownTrapEnable to
manage or unmanage Cisco switch ports.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
does not use the value of
ifLinkUpDownTrapEnable to manage or
unmanage Cisco switch ports.


DisablePerfProbeInDiscoveryMgrMode TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls whether the IP Manager invokes
performance probes at startup:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


does not invoke performance probes at startup.
n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager


invokes performance probes at startup.


EnableEthernetBonding TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls whether the IP Manager creates system-
level connections, based on CDP and Bridge MIB
data, for Linux bonded logical interfaces that are
connected to multiple ports:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


creates system-level connections for the Linux
bonded logical interfaces that are connected to
multiple ports.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
does not create system-level connections for
Linux bonded logical interfaces that are
connected to multiple ports.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


DisableSystemLevelBackPlane-
NetworkConnection


TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls whether the IP Manager creates system-
level connections for backplane-connected cards:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


does not create system-level connections for
backplane-connected cards.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
creates system-level connections for backplane-
connected cards.


The Global Manager includes the system-level
connections in Physical Connectivity maps in order to
show the relationship between backplane-connected
cards and the physical packages that enclose the
cards. For example, to show the relationship
between a route switch module (RSM) card and the
Cisco 6509 Catalyst switch that encloses the RSM.


EnableUnmanageAdminDown TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


Enables or disables the Unmanaged Administratively
Down feature:
n A value of TRUE enables the Unmanaged


Administratively Down feature: the IP Manager
does not discover IP objects that are layered
over an administratively down interface.


n A value of FALSE disables the Unmanaged
Administratively Down feature: the IP Manager
discovers IP objects that are layered over an
administratively down interface.


When the Unmanaged Administratively Down feature
is enabled, the DisableOverlappingIP parameter in
the tpmgr-param.conf file should be set to TRUE
(default) to disable the IP tagging feature.


The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite
Discovery Guide provides more information about the
Unmanaged Administratively Down feature.


GroupLoopBackInterfaces TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


Controls whether the IP Manager creates loopback
interface (iftype=24) groups:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


creates loopback interface groups.


The IP Manager stores the loopback interface
groups in instances of the
LoopBack_InterfaceCollection class.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
does not create loopback interface groups.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


NetSNMPUseHostResourceForMemory TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


This flag applies to NetSNMP Agent discovery. It
controls the memory instance creation for the host
when the memory information is present in both
NetSNMP MIB as well as Host Resources MIB.
n A value of TRUE indicates that the Host


Resource MIB is used to create the memory
instance.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the NetSNMP
MIB is used to create the memory instance.


The memory details in the vendor-specific MIB
(compaq) takes precedence over Host Resources
MIB. This flag is used to resolve the precedence
between Host Resource MIB and NetSNMP MIB.


NoOfAccessPortBridgesMAC Default: 1 If the number of Bridges (MAC) relationships for a
port equals or exceeds the value of the
NoOfAccessPortBridgesMAC parameter, the
IP Manager identifies the port as a trunk port, as
opposed to an access port.


The purpose of this parameter is to enable the
IP Manager to identify trunk ports more quickly. Trunk
ports are defined in Port Groups - Trunk Ports.


Note   NoOfAccessPortBridgesMAC should remain 1
and should not be removed from the tpmgr-
param.conf file.


DisableVOIPDiscovery TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Controls whether the IP Manager identifies VoIP-
enabled devices and creates a VoIP topology
collection set for import by
VMware Smart Assurance VoIP Availability Manager:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the IP Manager


does not identify VoIP-enabled devices and does
not create a VoIP topology collection set.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the IP Manager
identifies VoIP-enabled devices and creates a
VoIP topology collection set.


The IP Manager stores the VoIP topology
collection set in instances of the
VOIP_TopologyCollection class.


By importing a VoIP topology collection set,
VoIP Availability Manager will probe only those
devices that support VoIP, which significantly reduces
the discovery time for VoIP Availability Manager.


“Enabling light discovery for satellite Domain
Managers” on page 61 clarifies the use of the
DisableVOIPDiscovery parameter.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


EnableASNMPForMIB2 TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


By default, IP 8x versions allow for asynchronous
SNMP (ASNMP) requests. Setting the value of this
parameter to FALSE disables asynchronous requests
for all the devices. If the user wants to enable
synchronous SNMP requests for specific device
models, only then configure the
DoNotUseASNMPPattern paramerter. Currently only
MIB2 is supported.


DoNotUseASNMPPattern TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Use the DoNotUseASNMPPattern parameter to
enable synchronous SNMP requests for specific
device models by specifying their system object ID
(sysOID). To do this, uncomment the
DoNotUseASNMPPattern parameter and add the list
of sysOID entries, each separated by a pipe
character (|). This is mostly used for slower SNMP
agents which have problems with ASNMP.


For example:


#DoNotUseASNMPPattern: .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.50|.
1.3.6.1.4.9.5.44


maxOIDsPerPacketForASNMP Integer


Default: 19


This parameter is used to configure the maximum
number of OIDs per packet that can be sent using
ASNMP.


RigorousMACTest TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


This parameter, if set to TRUE, will find out if All the
MACs are shared between two systems (only if the
two systems share the same sysName and sysOID).
If so, the two systems are assumed to be the same
and one is deleted. By default, it is set to FALSE,
which means, if any one MAC is shared between two
systems, (only if the two systems share the same
sysName and sysOID), one of the systems is
deleted, since they are assumed to be identical.


DefaultMaximumNetworkSizeForCorrelatio
n


-1 and a positive integer


Default: 10


The codebook for UnitaryComputerSystem's (Router,
Switch, Host) Down problem include the
MightBeDown symptom from the other
UnitaryComputerSystems # that share a IPNetwork
with it. Larger IPNetwork mean larger code book size
and more system resources during correlation. And
also, in this case, the MightBeDown symptom is not
necessary to get proper correlation. Configuring the
below flag customer can chose to exclude symptoms
from IPNetwork. This is limit on the number of
RelayDevices (Router, Switch) that are part of the
IPNetwork. If the RelayDevice count is greater than
this value then for that IPNetwork the symptoms from
IPNetwork are not used in the UCS. Possible values
for the flag are -1 and a positive integer. -1 is used to
disable this functionality (In this case, irrespective of
the IPNetwork size, the MightBeDown symptom is
used). Default value suggested is 10.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


GetBulkPattern This parameter allows you to enable or disable
SNMP getBulk requests only for specific devices by
sysOID. This setting overrides the value of
SNMPGetBulkEnabled specified in the
Discovery.conf


The syntax for this parameter is GetBulkPattern-
<SysOID> <TRUE/FALSE>


For example:


GetBulkPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.50 TRUE


GetBulkPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.51 FALSE


GetBulkPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15 TRUE


GetBulkTimeoutOverrideRatio This parameter can be used to override the default
value for SNMP getBulk timeouts during discovery.
The format is SNMPGetBulkTimeoutOverride-
<SysOID> <ratio>. The ratio is multiplied with
defaultTimeout defined in the Discovery.conf


For example:


SNMPGetBulkTimeoutOverride-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.50 2


This will set the timeout to 2 * 1000 for getBulk if the
value for defaultTimeout is 1000 in Discovery.conf.


GetBulkTimeoutOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15
2.5


GetBulkRetriesOverrideRatio This parameter can be used to override the default
value for SNMP getBulk retries during discovery. The
ratio is multiplied with defaultRetries defined in
discovery.conf


The format is GetBulkRetriesOverrideRatio-
<SysOID> <ratio>


For example:


GetBulkRetriesOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.50 2


This will set the no of retries to 2 * 5 for getBulk if the
value for defaultRetries is 5 in discovery.conf.


GetBulkRetriesOverrideRatio-.1.3.6.1.4.1.1872.1.15
1.5


ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig Integer


Default: 10


This parameter controls the maximum number of
UCS for which incremental reconfigure will run. For
example, if the value is 10, then incremental
reconfigure will run if the number of the last
discovered UCS is less than or equal to 10, else
BULK reconfigure will run, post discovery. This
parameter is not used if reconfigure is invoked from
the Console.


EnableTeamedNICDiscovery TRUE,


FALSE


Default: TRUE


This parameter is used for enabling or disabling the
NIC teaming functionality.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


DefaultMaximumNetworkSizeForCorrelatio
n


Integer


Default: 10


This parameter is used to prevent propagation of
MightBeDown symptom between peer relay devices
that are connected through the IPNetwork. These
devices are not connected through a network
connection or a cable or are not part of the same
partition.


If a count of relay devices on a network is greater
than the value set in this attribute, then for that
network the symptoms from IP Network are not used.
Instead, symptoms from network, cable and partition
connections are used.


VirtualMACPattern This parameter is used to define the Virtual MAC
patterns used in makeBridgedMAC call to populate
the Port->VirtualBridges relationship. These include
HSRP, VRRP virtual MAC and VMWare registered
MAC pattern.


For example: VirtualMACPattern 00-00-0C-07-AC-*|
00-00-5E-00-01-*|00-05-69-*|00-0C-29-*|00-0C-14-*|
00-50-56-*


IFNamePattern This parameter is used to create interface and port
based on the IFNamePattern.


CDFileSystemDirPattern String value


Default value:
*CDROMFOO*


This parameter is used to prevent the creation of file
system for the devices.


RetainStaleConnections TRUE,


FALSE


Default: False


n A value of TRUE indicates that, the existiing
connections will be retained on rediscovery when
the trunk ports are down.


n A value of FALSE indicates that, the existiing
connections will not be retained on rediscovery
when the trunk ports are down.


LAPDL1activeConsideredUp TRUE,


FALSE


Default: FALSE


A value of TRUE indicates that, for LAPD ISDN
interfaces, Layer 1 active state will not be considered
as DOWN.


UseLayer3SwitchPattern TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


This parameter is used to decide whether
Layer3SwitchPattern must be used to identify the
Layer3 switches or not.


PruneSystemlessMAC TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


This parameter is used to enable or disable pruning
of Systemless MAC addresses.


WANLINK_PPP TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


This parameter is used to create WAN connections
by ic-post-wan-link.asl file.


WANLINK_L3IPVLAN TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


This parameter is used to create WAN connections
by ic-post-wan-link.asl file.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


WANLINK_RFC1483 TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


This parameter is used to create WAN connections
by ic-post-wan-link.asl file.


MAC2BridgedPortTable TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


This parameter is used to manage the VOIP
handsets in VOIP Availability Manager.


A value of TRUE indicates that, the user can manage
the VOIP handsets in VOIP Availability manager.


EnableNonAccessIPPing TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


This parameter instruments all the IP addresses for
ICMP ping.


EnableMIB2PortDiscovery TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


This parameter is used to manage the port discovery
for Juniper EX series.
n A value of TRUE indicates that, this parameter


will trigger the port discovery for Juniper EX
series based on ifTable.


n A value of FALSE indicates that, ports for Juniper
EX series will be discoverd from BRIDGE MIB,
LAG MIB & LLDP MIB.


EnableNexus1KvVMautoDiscovery TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


Set the value of the parameter
“EnableNexus1KvVMautoDiscovery” to TRUE. VMs
attached to Nexus 1000V will be discovered
automatically and placed in the IP pending list once
the router and Nexus 1000V are discovered. You
need to trigger the discovery manually from the
Pending List. This feature also requires you to
discover the Nexus 1000V and the connected
adjacent Router or Layer 3 Switch. It does not
require the option "Enable Auto Discovery" in the
Topology tab to be enabled.


EnableWirelessClientDiscovery TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


Disabling this flag stops the discovery of the wireless
client.


EnableWirelessClientShortDiscovery TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


Disabling this flag stops the short discovery of the
wireless client.


EnableRogueAPShortDiscovery TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


Disabling this flag stops the short discovery of the
Rogue AP.


EnableVPCDiscovery TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


Disabling this flag stops the VPC discovery of Nexus
5000 switches.
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Table 14‑2.  Parameters in the tpmgr-param.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


WIFI_reprobePeriod_short Default value:900
seconds


Note   Value should be
positive and greater than
300.


Sets the interval between successive WIFI short
discoveries.


Note   Decreasing the discovery interval will increase
the CPU usage. If you decrease the short discovery
interval, use small decrements and monitor your
current CPU usage.


EnableVirtualDataContextDiscovery TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


Disabling this flag will stop the Virtual Data Context
(VDC) discovery in Nexus 5000 switches.


Note   Provide the Read-only or Administrator VDC
credentials under the CLI Access Group in Polling
and Threshold > Device Access.


Parameters that can be added in tpmgr-param.conf lists the parameters that are provided by IP Manager.
You can add these parameters in tpmgr-param.conf configuration file, to perform the operations as
mentioned in the description column.


Note   These parameters are not available in any configuration file.


Table 14‑3.  Parameters that can be added in tpmgr-param.conf


Parameter Value Description


UseVPNIP TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


This parameter is used to control the new tagged IP feature in
7.0.


A value of TRUE indicates that VPNIP and VPNIPNetwork
objects are created instead of tagged IP.


NameResolveUseSysname TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


A value of TRUE indicates that, the sysName is resolved to IP
address. If one of the IP addresses is among the IP table, the IP
address is resolved to a DNS name. If the DNS name is different
from the nodeName, then the node is deleted and the device has
to be rediscovered.


GetSeedNameFromAgent TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


A value of TRUE indicates that, the system name is taken from
the SNMP agent’s seed name.


EnableSTPMonitoring TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


A value of TRUE indicates that, monitoring of STP nodes are
enabled.


DisableVirtualTCPDiscovery TRUE


FALSE


Default value: TRUE


A value of FALSE indicates that, VirtualTCP objects are created.


DisplayNameIP TRUE


FALSE


Default value: TRUE


A value of FALSE indicates that, the IP address is not added on
the interface DisplayName.
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Table 14‑3.  Parameters that can be added in tpmgr-param.conf (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


DisplayNameIPUnnumbered TRUE


FALSE


Default value: FALSE


A value of TRUE indicates that, the word UNNUMBERED is
added in the interface DisplayName if the interface does not
have an IP address configured.


NoIPsConfigPhyRtrName TRUE


FALSE


Default value: FALSE


A value of TRUE indicates that, IP Manager does not create IP
objects for a router which has no IP addresses configured on it.


Note   If a router is not configured with an IP address, IP
manager creates a default IP address for the router.


DSCV-UseOldPartitionName TRUE


FALSE


Default value: FALSE


n A value of TRUE indicates that, the naming convention used
for partitions is Partition-<PartitionKey>


n A value of FALSE indicates that, the naming convention
used for partitions is Partition-
<PartitionKey>/<IPDomainName>


EnableAVAYAServerPortnetwor
kConnection


TRUE


FALSE


Default value: FALSE


A value of TRUE indicates that, the AVAYA Server Port network
connection is created.


PTOPSUBIF_ENABLED TRUE


FALSE


Default value: FALSE


This parameter is used to validate if PTOP sub-interface is
enabled or disabled.


A value of TRUE indicates that, PTOP sub-interface is enabled.


CardRedundancyTypePattern String


Default value: 23|<38-42>|
57|78|87|91|92|200|219|
237|300|309|310|318|322|
1002|1008|1010


This parameter is used to include the ModuleType while creating
the Card Redundancy. MIB OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.3.1.1.2
indicates the ModuleType of the Card Redundancy obtained
from CiscoStackMIB.


DeleteExtremeEDPTable TRUE


FALSE


Default value: FALSE


A value of TRUE indicates that, the values in the table Neighbor-
Pair-Extreme-Edp are cleared after the Extreme Networks
devices post-processing.


JuniperIfOperStatusChecking TRUE


FALSE


Default value: FALSE


This parameter is used to manage the interfaces.


A value of TRUE indicates that, interfaces will be managed.


EnabletcpConnectionCloseTrap TRUE


FALSE


Default: FALSE


A value of TRUE indicates that, IP Manager adds the device that
generates the tcpConnectionClose trap.
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Table 14‑3.  Parameters that can be added in tpmgr-param.conf (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


Usedot34Addresses TRUE


FALSE


Default: TRUE


A value of TRUE indicates that, IP Manager selectively ignore
the query to .34 table (ipAddressTable) and only rely on the .20
table (ipAddrTable) or to disable the query to .34 table across the
topology.


dot34ExclusionPattern This flag must be used in combination of the
Usedot34Addresses, if the Usedot34Addresses is set to FALSE,
then only the dot34ExclusionPattern is considered. And then add
the device SysOIDs to the below attribute separated by "|" (pipe)
symbol. For those SysOIDs which are part of this attribute,
SMARTS InChargeServer do not poll the .34 table (i.e
ipAddressTable) and query the .20 table (ipAddrTable) to identify
the interface index that has an IP address configured.


Description of name-resolver.conf
The name-resolver.conf file contains configuration parameters that you edit to control how the IP Manager
names discovered systems. The parameters are a subset of attributes that are defined for the ICF-
TopologyManager object.


Parameters in the name-resolver.conf file describes the parameters in the name-resolver.conf file. The
parameters and their values are case-sensitive.


Table 14‑4.  Parameters in the name-resolver.conf file


Parameter Value Description


NameFormat TM_USEAUTONAME,TM_U
SESEEDNAME


Default:
TM_USEAUTONAME


Determines how the discovery process assigns a name to a
discovered system. Valid values are:
n TM_USEAUTONAME


The discovery process uses the parameter values in the
AutoNameOrder section of this file as the source for system
names.


n TM_USESEEDNAME


The discovery process uses the seed name as the system
name.


How the discovery process names a system is described in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide.


AutoNameOrder section


TM_USELOOPBACK 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 order priority


Default: 0


Resolve loopback IP (v4 or v6) address: If a loopback interface IP
address can be resolved to a name, that name will be used to
name the system. By default, the default loopback interface type
number is 24 (represents the “software loopback” interface type).


TM_USESYSNAME 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 order priority


Default: 1


Resolve MIB-II sysName: If the sysName can be resolved to at
least one IP (v4 or v6) address and at least one of the resolved IP
addresses resolves back to the sysName, the sysName will be
used to name the system.
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Table 14‑4.  Parameters in the name-resolver.conf file (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


TM_USENONPRIVATEIP 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 order priority


Default: 2


Resolve nonprivate IP (v4 or v6) address: If at least one of the IP
addresses is not a private IP address, the nonprivate IP address is
used to resolve the name. Once a name is resolved, the name is
used to name the system.


TM_USEPRIVATEIP 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 order priority


Default: 3


For IPv4 protocol only, resolve private IP address: If at least one of
the IP addresses is a private IP address, the private IP address will
be used to resolve the name. Once a name is resolved, the name
will be used to name the system.


By default, the private IP address pattern is 10.*|192.168.*|
172.<16-31>.*, which is defined as:
n Any IP address with the value of 10 in the first octet (10.*.*.*).
n Any IP address with a value of 172 in the first octet and a value


between 16 and 31 in the second octet (172.<16-31>.*.*).
n Any IP address with a value of 192 in the first octet and a value


of 168 in the second octet (192.168.*.*).


TM_USEAGENTADDRESS 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 order priority


Default: 4


Resolve SNMP agent address: If an SNMP agent address can be
resolved to a name, that name will be used to name the system.


The
VMware Smart Assurance IP Management Suite Discovery Guide
provides details on how the SNMP Agent address is determined.


Description of partition.conf
You use the partition.conf file to assign display names to partitions that are formed by the IP Manager.
When the topology is incomplete, the IP Managercreates partitions to allow analysis to proceed.


By default, the IP Managernames a partition by assigning it the name Partition-< number>, starting with 0,
and incrementing this value by one for each new partition. The partition number is followed by the name
of the Domain Manager that created the partition. For example, the name of the first partition created by
the IP Availability Managernamed INCHARGE-AM is Partition-0/INCHARGE-AM, the second is
Partition-1/INCHARGE-AM, and so on.


You can create a more descriptive name for a partition by using the partition.conf file to assign a
DisplayName to the partition. The partition.conf file is shown in Figure on page.


# partition.conf


# 


# Users can specify DisplayName for partitions.


# The first column is a hostname or IP Address. The rest is treated


# as the DisplayName for the partition.


# You could have multiple entries for one partition. The last one wins.


# 


# The following line sets the DisplayName of the partition of which


# router1 is a member to "Routers in NYC"


# router1 Routers in NYC


#


# The following example shows how to set DisplayName of the partition # that consists of a network 


device that hosts IP address 10.64.1.1
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#


# 10.64.1.1 Servers in LA


#


# The following example shows how to set DisplayName of the partition


# that consists of a network device that hosts IPv6 address


# 3FFE:80C0:22C:101:219:56FF:FE3F:8A50


#


# 3FFE:80C0:22C:101:219:56FF:FE3F:8A50 NY IPv6 Network


To name a Partition object, the IP Manageruses the value of the Name attribute for the object to set the
value of the DisplayName attribute for the object. The IP Managernames a partition by assigning it the
name Partition-<number>, starting with 0, and incrementing this value by one for each new partition.


The partition number is followed by the name of the Domain Managerthat created the partition. For
example, the name of the first partition created by and IP Availability Managernamed INCHARGE-AM is
Partition-0/INCHARGE-AM, the second is Partition-1/INCHARGE-AM, and so on.


To set the DisplayName of a partition, specify the hostname or IP address of a partition member followed
by its name. You should specify a name or IP address that is already known to the IP Manager. Specify
one hostname or IP address and name combination on each line.


In the partition.conf file in Figure on page, the DisplayName, “Servers in LA,” is associated with partition
member “10.64.1.1”:


10.64.1.1 Servers in LA


If you specify multiple names for a partition, which is done by providing separate entries, the last name
listed is used.


You do not need to restart the IP Managerafter making a change to the partition.conf file. The
IP Managerautomatically loads the partition.conf file each time that it performs post-processing.


Description of tcat.conf
The Topology Change Analysis Tool (TCAT) identifies the key topology differences between various
versions of IP releases and provides logical explanations based on any feature changes or
enhancements. TCAT helps you to identify changes to a set of objects, relationships, and attributes which
are related to device certifications for IP Manager upgrades. TCAT is installed as “sm_tcat” while installing
IP and is located in the <BASEDIR>\smarts\bin directory.


tcat.conf file contains TCAT configuration settings and is located under the <BASEDIR>smarts/conf/tcat
directory.


Example


# Configuration Settings of Topology Comparison and Analysis Tool (TCAT)


# The flat file for the lists of Object/Relationship/Attribute to be compared


TopoDiffLists=TopoDiffLists.txt


# The flat file for the mapping of IP version info and Rule XML file


VersionMapSet=IPVersionMaps.txt


# The XML file for miscellaneous information
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MiscInfoXML=misc.xml


# The suffix for the Excel report file (Excel 2007 or later recommended)


# (The earlier versions of Excel can't handle more than 65536 Rows.)


ExcelSuffix=xlsx


# The tag switch for MultiThreading


MultiThreading=on


# The tag switch for TCat developers


DevSwitch=off


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more information on TCAT.


Description of oidInfo.conf
The OID Info tool is a utility, which when invoked against any discovered device, would gather a set of
OIDs associated with it along with the corresponding drivers and instrumentation classes.


Before the tool is run, edit the smarts/conf/discovery/oidInfo.conf file in order to specify against which
devices the tool needs to gather OID data and other particulars like the instrumentation class names and
the probes names.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide and the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide provide more information on the OID Info tool.


Sample extract:


#==============================================================================#


#Configuration Paramters:


#------------------------------------------------------------------------------#


#Interval to poll for OID Values (in secs)


pollingInterval = 120    


#Timeout to be used in sm_snmp get (in secs)        


snmpTimeout = 500                


#==============================================================================#


#==============================================================================#


#Devices Info:


#------------------------------------------------------------------------------#


#Router       Router1.VMware.com         Monitoring      Fan|Memory|SNMPAgent


#Switch       Switch1.VMware.com         Discovery       *


#Router       Router2.VMware.com         All             Card


#------------------------------------------------------------------------------#


#CLASS        INSTANCE                TYPE            ENTITY


#==============================================================================#


#==============================================================================#


#Note: White space is used as a delimeter while parsing this file.


#Please separate fields using whitespace and do not use whitespace within


#the fields
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Description of user-defined-connections.conf
You use the user-defined-connections.conf file to add your own Layer 2 and Layer 3 connections to the
managed topology. Doing so might be useful in cases where these connections are not discovered
because of incomplete information in the MIB. If you know the necessary information, create these
connections by specifying them in this file. The types of connections that are created include
NetworkConnection, Cable, and TrunkCable.


The user-defined-connections.conf file is shown in Figure on page.


# This is a sample user-defined connections for the InCharge Server.


#


# A connection must contain FOUR fields separated by |


# - The first field is the local network device.


#   You can specify either a name or an IP address.


# - The second field is the network adapters on the local device.


#   It can be ifIndex or ifDescr or ifName as defined in MIB2.


#   It can also be n/m or n.m where n is the module number and m is 


#   port number.


# - The third field is the remote network device.


#   You can specify either a name or an IP address.


# - The fourth field is the network adapters on the remote device.


#   It can be ifName or ifDescr or ifIndex as defined in MIB2.


#   It can also be n/m or n.m where n is the module number and m is 


#   port number.


#


# The search for network adapter is performed in the order of


# ifName, ifDescr, ifIndex. If it fails to return a network adapter


# object, the specified string is used as interfaceKey/PortKey to 


# find interface/port objects.


#


# To make your file more readable, you can


# include blank and comment lines.


# A comment line is one whose first character is "#".


#


# Following are a few examples. NOTE - the lines are commented, so the 


# discovery won't really try to make these connections.


#


# 192.168.1.200|Serial0|router2.smarts.com|5|


# 10.64.1.1|2.4|Core-switch.smarts.com|2/4|


#


As indicated in Figure on page , a user-defined connection contains the following four fields, each
separated by a pipe character (|):


n The first field is the local network. You can specify the local network by name or IP address.


n The second field is the network adapter on the local device. You can specify the network adapter by
its ifIndex, ifDescr, or ifName, as defined in RFC 1213. You can also use the < n>/< m>or < n>.<
m>syntax, where < n>is the module number, and < m>is the port number.
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n The third field is the remote network device. You can specify the remote network device by name or
IP address.


n The fourth field is the network adapter on the remote device. You can specify the network adapter by
its ifIndex, ifDescr, or ifName, as defined in RFC 1213. You can also use the < n>/< m>or < n>.<
m>syntax, where < n>is the module number, and < m>is the port number.


Any object that is specified in these four fields must be in the managed topology.


The IP Managersearches for the network adapter in the order of ifName, ifDescr, and ifIndex. If a
network adapter is not found, the specified string is used as InterfaceKey/PortKey to find the network
adapter.


The following are two examples of user-defined connections:


192.168.1.200|Serial0|router2.smarts.com|5|


10.64.1.1|2.4|Core-switch.smarts.com|2/4|


The network adapter field for the remote device must end with a pipe character (|). As with changes
to the partition.conf file, you do not need to restart the IP Managerafter making a change to the user-
defined-connections.conf file. The IP Managerautomatically loads the user-defined-connections.conf
file each time that it performs post-processing.


Controlling the analysis of wide area networks
In a wide area network (WAN), where multiple logical connections emanate from a single physical
interface, the IP Manager performs WAN analysis by default and diagnoses one of the following problems
listed in Problems diagnosed by IP Manager in a WAN.


Table 14‑5.  Problems diagnosed by IP Manager in a WAN


Problem Description


Interface::Down If the physical interface is operationally down, which explains why all of the
subinterfaces that are layered over the physical interface have failed, along with any
peer interfaces of those subinterfaces. “Interface” in “Interface::Down” represents the
physical interface.


Interface::LogicalConnectionDown n If two or more network connections at the subinterface level have failed and the
physical interface is operationally up. “Interface” in
“Interface::LogicalConnectionDown” represents the physical interface.


Network connections at the subinterface level represent WAN circuits.
n Indicates a probable failure in the WAN network that does not cause a physical


failure. The premise for the diagnosis is that a common but unobservable condition
is causing all of the network connection failures.


NetworkConnection::Down If a single network connection at the subinterface level has failed.


Whether or not the IP Manager performs WAN analysis is controlled by the
SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN environment variable.
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SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN environment variable
Valid values for the SM_LOGICALCONNECTIONDOWN environment variable are:


n ENABLED (default)


The IP Manager performs WAN analysis, and generates an Interface::LogicalConnectionDown
problem when two or more network connection failures occur at the subinterface level and the
physical interface is operationally up.


n DISABLED


The IP Manager does not perform WAN analysis and therefore does not generate an
Interface::LogicalConnectionDown problem. Instead, when the physical interface is operationally up,
the IP Manager generates a NetworkConnection::Down problem for each network connection failure
that occurs at the subinterface level.


Values ENABLED and DISABLED are not case-sensitive.


Parameters for the SystemRestarted event
The parameters in Parameters for the SystemRestarted event enable and control the SystemRestarted
event.


Table 14‑6.  Parameters for the SystemRestarted event


Parameter name Allowed values Description


EnableGenericOIEvent ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: DISABLED


Controls whether a SystemRestarted trap for a
system is sent to the Adapter Platform, through
the SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a
trap receiver.


Belongs to Connectivity setting and is
described in “Connectivity threshold setting”
on page 181.


MaxUpTimeThreshold 1 to 1436 minutes


Default: 60 minutes


Amount of system up time at which a system is
considered to have restarted.


OITrapAdapterHost String


Default: localhost


Name or IP address of the host system where
the SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a
trap receiver is running.


Belongs to tpmgr-param.conf file and is
described in “Description of tpmgr-
param.conf” on page 40.


OITrapAdapterPort Integer


Default: 162


Trap listening port on the host system where
the SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a
trap receiver is running.


EnableSystemRestart TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE
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As shown in Figure 7 on page 65, The polled system uptime value for a managed system is compared to
the MaxUpTimeThreshold value. Whenever the system uptime value for a system equals or exceeds the
MaxUpTimeThreshold value, the IP Availability Manager considers the system to have been restarted.


Trap parsing rules for the SystemRestarted event
The SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a trap receiver uses the rules that are specified in the
trap_mgr.conf file to map a SystemRestarted trap into the data fields of a SystemRestarted notification.
The Adapter Platform, in turn, creates the SystemRestarted notification (object) from the data fields and
exports the notification to the Global Manager.


The parsing rules for the SystemRestarted trap are defined in the “System restart traps” section of the
trap_mgr.conf file. The trap_mgr.conf file is located in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/icoi directory of the
Service Assurance Manager installation area.


Parameters for the ConfigChange event
The parameters in Parameters for the ConfigChange event enable and control the ConfigChange event.


Table 14‑7.  Parameters for the ConfigChange event


Parameter name Allowed values Description


OITrapAdapterHost String


Default: localhost


Name or IP address of the host system where
the SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a
trap receiver is running.


Belongs to tpmgr-param.conf file and is
described in “Description of tpmgr-
param.conf” on page 40.


OITrapAdapterPort Integer


Default: 162


Trap listening port on the host system where
the SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a
trap receiver is running.


EnableConfigChange TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Trap parsing rules for the ConfigChange event
The SNMP Trap Adapter that is configured as a trap receiver uses the rules that are specified in the
trap_mgr.conf file to map a ConfigChange trap into the data fields of a ConfigChange notification. The
Adapter Platform, in turn, creates the ConfigChange notification (object) from the data fields and exports
the notification to the Global Manager.


The parsing rules for the ConfigChange trap are defined in the “Cisco Configuration Management Traps”
and “Cisco Configuration change Traps” sections of the trap_mgr.conf file. The trap_mgr.conf file is
located in the BASEDIR/smarts/conf/icoi directory of the Service Assurance Manager installation area.
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Interface-matching filters in the tpmgr-param.conf file
Use the interface-matching filters in the tpmgr-param.conf configuration file as a starting point to configure
interface-matching filters for access devices. The tpmgr-param.conf file contains the IFTypePattern and
IFDescrPattern interface-matching filters that are listed in IFTypePattern and IFDescrPattern interface-
matching filters. Modify any of these filters or add your own filters to the file.


Note   Currently, the tpmgr-param.conf file does not contain any IFIndexPattern interface-matching filters;
thus, by default, those filters are set to ~*.


Table 14‑8.  IFTypePattern and IFDescrPattern interface-matching filters


Device Interface pattern type and device Interface-matching pattern


Ascend Max-1800 Switch IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.2 ~1


Interface type definitions:


1 = other (generic)


Note   For any discovered device that matches
the sysObjectID of this filter, any interface that
has an ifType value other than 1 will match this
filter and therefore be created.


Ascend Max-2000 Switch IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.3


Ascend Max-3000 Switch IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.529.1.2.9


Cisco 861W Router IFDescrPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.834 SSLVPN*|wlan*|Vlan*


Note   For any discovered device that matches
the sysObjectID of this filter, any interface that
has an ifDescr description that contains
SSLVPN, wlan, or Vlan will match this filter and
therefore be created.


Cisco IOS 6509 NEB Router IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.310 ~51


Interface type definitions:


51 => sonetVT


Paradyne 3160 Probe IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.2.1


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.2.1


~COM*|~Modem*|~DTE*|~AUX*


Note   For any discovered device that matches
the sysObjectID of this filter, any interface that
has an ifDescr description that does not
contain COM, Modem, DTE, or AUX will match
this filter and therefore be created.


Paradyne T1 SLV Model 9124
Probe


IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.5


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.5


~RMON*|~DSX-1*


Paradyne DDS SLV Model 9626
Probe


IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.1.6


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.1.6


~RMON*|~COM*|~Modem*
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Table 14‑8.  IFTypePattern and IFDescrPattern interface-matching filters (Continued)


Device Interface pattern type and device Interface-matching pattern


Paradyne DDS SLV Model 9624-
OS Probe


IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.1.8


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.1.8


~RMON*|~COM*


Paradyne T1 SLV Model 9126-
IISLV Probe


IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.7


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.7


~RMON*|~Modem*|~DSX-1*|~Ethernet*


Paradyne T1 SLV Model 9128-II
Probe


IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.8


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.8


~RMON*|~DSX-1*|~COM*|~Modem*


Paradyne T1 SLV Model 9124-II
Probe


IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.9


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.9


~RMON*|~DSX-1*


Paradyne T1 FLEX Model 9123-C
Probe


IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.11.1


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.11.1


~COM*


Paradyne T1 FLEX Model 9123-
SLV Probe


IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.11.2


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.11.2


~RMON*|~COM*


Paradyne T1 SLV Model 9124-OS
Probe


IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.12


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.4.12


~RMON*|~DSX-1*


Paradyne T3 DSU/CSU Model
9520-II Probe


IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.5.3


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.5.3


~RMON*|~COM*|~Modem*


Paradyne T1 DSU/CSU Model
7123 Probe


IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.12.1.1


~*


IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.1795.1.14.2.4.12.1.1


~COM*


Radware IP-mux1 Router IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.82 ~80~81~82


Interface type definitions:
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Table 14‑8.  IFTypePattern and IFDescrPattern interface-matching filters (Continued)


Device Interface pattern type and device Interface-matching pattern


Radware IP-mux16 Router IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.83 80 => atmLogical81 => ds082 => ds0Bundle


Note   For any discovered device that matches
the sysObjectID of this filter, any interface that
has an ifType value other than 80, 81, or 82
will match this filter and therefore be created.


Redback SMS 1800 Router IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.2352.1.3 ~23~53~0


Interface type definitions:


23 => ppp


53 => propVirtual0 => invalid value (ignored)


Note   For any discovered device that matches
the sysObjectID of this filter, any interface that
has an ifType value other than 23 or 53 will
match this filter and therefore be created.


IFDescrPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.2352.1.3 ~LOGICAL INTERFACE~PPP LAYER~0


Note   For any discovered device that matches
the sysObjectID of this filter, any interface that
has an ifDescr description that does not
contain LOGICAL INTERFACE, PPP LAYER,
or 0 will match this filter and therefore be
created.


Redback SMS 10000 Router IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.2352.1.4 ~23~53~0


Interface type definitions:


23 => ppp


53 => propVirtual0 => invalid value (ignored)


IFDescrPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.2352.1.4 ~LOGICAL INTERFACE~PPP LAYER~0


Unisphere ERX-1440 Router #IFTypePattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.1


(Commented out)


*


(Described in “Optimizing the discovery of ERX
devices” on page 133.)


#IFDescrPattern-.
1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.1


(Commented out)


~*


(Described in “Optimizing the discovery of ERX
devices” on page 133.)


RAD IPmux-16 Router IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.83 ~80~81~82


Note   For any discovered device that matches
the sysObjectID of this filter, any interface that
has an ifType value other than 80, 81, 82 will
match this filter and therefore be created.


RAD IPmux-1 Router IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.164.6.1.3.82 ~80~81~82


Note   For any discovered device that matches
the sysObjectID of this filter, any interface that
has an ifType value other than 80, 81, 82 will
match this filter and therefore be created.
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Other interface-limiting parameter types in the tpmgr-param.conf
file
The tpmgr-param.conf file also contains other interface-limiting parameter types, most of which are listed
in Other interface-limiting parameter types. The table includes an example, the default value, and the
definition of each parameter type. Several parameter types in Other interface-limiting parameter types are
interface-matching filters that are also based on the ifIndex, ifDescr, and ifType objects. However, they
have slightly different interface-matching pattern names and employ slightly different syntax than the
standard interface-matching filters previously discussed.


Table 14‑9.  Other interface-limiting parameter types


Parameter type Default value Definition


IFTypePatternIFExt<sysObjectID> <interface type
pattern>


Example (in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n IFTypePatternIFExt.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.3.13.4 39|


53|1


where:


sysObjectID is the NEC Bluefire 5003 Switch; and
Interface types are 39 => sonet, 53 => ds3, and 1
=> other (generic).


For any discovered device that matches the
sysObjectID, the filter will override the 30|37|134
default interface type pattern with 39|53|1. Only
the interfaces that have an ifType value of 39, 53,
or 1 will be created.


30|37|134 A filter that restricts the creation of interfaces (ports)
for a specific device based on a specific interface
type pattern.


The IFTypePatternIFExt filter, as well as the
IFDescrPatternIFExt and IFIndexPatternIFExt filters,
apply to some of the first Cisco, Fore, Huawei, NEC,
and Riverstone devices that were certified for the
IP Manager. The default values for these filters are:
n IFIndexPatternIFExt defaults to ~*
n IFDescrPatternIFExt defaults to ~*
n IFTypePatternIFExt defaults to 30|37|134


IFTypePattern-SwitchPort[sysObjectID] <interface
type pattern>


Example (in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n IFTypePattern-SwitchPort.1.3.6.1.4.1.119.1.14.8


37


where:


sysObjectID is the NEC Bluefire 8000 series 2.5G
ATM Switch; and Interface type is 37 => atm.


For any discovered device that matches the
sysObjectID, the filter will override the 6|26|62|69|
117 default interface type pattern: Only the
interfaces that have an ifType value of 37 will be
created.


6|26|62|69|117 A filter that restricts the creation of interfaces (ports)
for a specific device based on a specific interface
type pattern.


The IFTypePattern-SwitchPort filter, as well as the
IFDescrPattern-SwitchPort and the IFIndexPattern-
SwitchPort filters, apply to some of the first Cisco,
NEC, and Lucent devices that were certified for the
IP Manager. The default values for these filters are:
n IFIndexPattern-SwitchPort defaults to ~*
n IFDescrPattern-SwitchPort defaults to ~*
n IFTypePattern-SwitchPort defaults to 6|26|62|


69|117
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Table 14‑9.  Other interface-limiting parameter types (Continued)


Parameter type Default value Definition


IFDescrPattern-SwitchPort[sysObjectID] <interface
description      pattern>


Example (commented out in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n #IFDescrPattern-SwitchPort.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.501


Vlan888


where:


sysObjectID is the Cisco C4507-with-Sup Switch.


For any discovered device that matches the
sysObjectID, the filter will override the ~* default
interface description pattern: Only the interfaces
that contain Vlan888 in their ifDescr descriptions
will be created.


~* A filter that restricts the creation of interfaces (ports)
for a specific device based on a specific interface
description pattern.


When this filter is used, the associated
IFTypePattern-SwitchPort filter is typically set to
“~*”.


CiscoStackWithATM-Pattern <sysObjectID1>|
<sysObjectID2>|     <sysObjectIDn>


Example (in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n CiscoStackWithATM-Pattern      .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.7|.


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.17|.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.34


where:


sysObjectID1 is the Cisco Catalyst WS-C5000
Switch; sysObjectID2 is the Cisco 5500 Switch;
and sysObjectID3 is the Cisco Catalyst 5505
Switch.


For any discovered ATM switch that matches any
of these sysObjectIDs, ATM peer connections will
be created between the ATM switch ports and the
ports on the neighboring ATM switches.


.
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.7
,


.
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1
7,


.
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.3
4


Identifies which devices are ATM switches so that
ATM peer connections are created between the
ATM switch ports and the ports on the neighboring
ATM switches.


Layer3SwitchPattern <sysObjectID1>|
<sysObjectID2>|      <sysObjectID3>|<sysObjectIDn>


Example (in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n Layer3SwitchPattern      .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.400|.


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.44|          .1.3.6.1.4.1.4641.1.*|.
1.3.6.1.4.1.5567.1.1.*


where:


sysObjectID1 is the Cisco 6513 IOS Switch;
sysObjectID2 is the Cisco 6509 Switch;
sysObjectID3 is the Tellabs 8820 or 8860 Switch;
and sysObjectID4 is the Riverstone Networks
Procut Line of Multi Layer Switch Router.


For any discovered Layer 3 device that matches
any of these sysObjectIDs, WAN network
connections will be created between the Layer 3
switch ports and the ports on the neighboring
routers.


.
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.4
00,


.
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.4
4


Identifies which devices are Layer 3 switches so
that WAN network connections are created between
the Layer 3 switch ports and the ports on the
neighboring routers.


If you comment out the default line for this
parameter in the tpmgr-param.conf file, the
IP Manager consults the rule set in the following file
to determine how to create WAN network
connections during the postprocessing phase of the
discovery process:


BASEDIR/smarts/rules/discovery/ic-post-wan-
link.asl
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Table 14‑9.  Other interface-limiting parameter types (Continued)


Parameter type Default value Definition


DisplayNameByIfDescr-<sysObjectID> TRUE|FALSE


Example (in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n DisplayNameByIfDescr-.1.3.6.1.4.1.800.3.1.1.9


TRUE


where:


sysObjectID is the Alcatel OmniStack 6024
Switch.


For any discovered device that matches the
sysObjectID, any interface discovered without an
ifName string will have its ifDescr description
included in its display name.


FALSE Controls how to name the interface of a specific
device when no ifName string is discovered for the
interface:
n A value of TRUE indicates that the ifDescr


description for the interface will be included in
the display name for the interface.


n A value of FALSE indicates that the DeviceID
for the interface will be included in the display
name for the interface. If the DeviceID is empty,
the ifDescr description will be included in the
display name.


Note   ifName is a text string that contains the
name that is used by the device to represent the
interface.


DeviceID refers to the device to which this
interface belongs.


ERXIfExcludeSysPattern <name pattern>


Example (in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n ERXIfExcludeSysPattern *


Any discovered Juniper ERX device whose Name
attribute string matches * (all discovered ERX
devices will match this filter) will be subjected to
the following two filters:


ERXIfExcludeTypePattern


ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern


* Identifies through a name pattern filter which
Juniper ERX devices are to be subjected to the
following two filters:
n ERXIfExcludeTypePattern
n ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern


“Optimizing the discovery of ERX devices” on
page 133 clarifies the use of this parameter.


Note   The term “Juniper ERX device” or just “ERX
device,” as used here, represents an instance of
any discovered Juniper ERX main or virtual router.


ERXIfExcludeTypePattern <interface type pattern>


Example (in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n ERXIfExcludeTypePattern 1|23|126|134


where:


Interface types are 1 => other (generic), 23 =>
ppp, 126 => ip, and 134 => atmSubInterface.


For any discovered Juniper ERX device that
matches the ERXIfExcludeSysPattern filter, any
interface that has an ifType value other than 1, 23,
126, or 134 will be created.


1|23|126|134 A filter that restricts the creation of interfaces (ports)
for the Juniper ERX devices that match the
ERXIfExcludeSysPattern filter. The filtering is based
on a specific interface type pattern.


Any interface type that matches the
ERXIfExcludeTypePattern filter is excluded from the
discovered topology, and any interface type that
does not match the filter is included in the
discovered topology.


“Optimizing the discovery of ERX devices” on
page 133 clarifies the use of this parameter.


# ERXIfExcludeTypePattern 1|23|134


This modified pattern of the existing
ERXIfExcludeTypePattern parameter enables the
VRRP probe to discover IP interfaces on Juniper ERX
devices that belong to a VRRP group. In cases where
a VRRPGroup is configured as a member of a VRF,
the ifType 126 should not be excluded. Use this
pattern instead


# ERXIfExcludeTypePattern 1|23|134


1|23|134 A filter that enables the VRRP probe to discover IP
interfaces on Juniper ERX devices that belong to a
VRRP group.
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Table 14‑9.  Other interface-limiting parameter types (Continued)


Parameter type Default value Definition


ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern <interface description
pattern>


Example (commented out in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n #ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern


     *ATM*<0-20>/<0-20>.<1800-900000>|
          *LOOPBACK<200-10000>|*PPPOE*


For any discovered Juniper ERX device that
matches the ERXIfExcludeSysPattern filter, any
interface that has an ifDescr description that
matches any of these patterns will not be created,
and any interface that has an ifDescr description
that does not match any of these patterns will be
created.


~* A filter that restricts the creation of interfaces (ports)
for the Juniper ERX devices that match the
ERXIfExcludeSysPattern filter. The filtering is based
on a specific interface description pattern.


Any interface description that matches the
ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern filter is excluded from
the discovered topology, and any interface
description that does not match the filter is included
in the discovered topology.


“Optimizing the discovery of ERX devices” on
page 133 clarifies the use of this parameter.


ERXVRNonIfIPExcludeSysPattern <name pattern>


Example (commented out in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n #ERXVRNonIfIPExcludeSysPattern *


For any discovered Juniper ERX device whose
Name attribute string matches * (all discovered
ERX devices will match this filter), any IP address
(discovered on the device) that is not related to
interfaces will be excluded from the discovered
topology.


~* Identifies through a name pattern filter which
Juniper ERX devices are to have all discovered IP
addresses that are not related to interfaces
excluded from the discovered topology.


IfVirtualTypePattern-<sysObjectID> <interface type
pattern>


Example (commented out in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n #ifVirtualTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.452 135|136


where:


sysObjectID is the Cisco WS-C3550-24Dc Switch;
and Interface types are 135 => l2vlan and 136 =>
l3ipvlan.


For any discovered device that matches the
sysObjectID, the IP Manager will not create a
“LayeredOver/Underlying” relationship between a
virtual interface associated with ifType 135 or 136
and the underlying MAC address. Thus, only the
“LayeredOver/Underlying” relationship between
the underlying MAC address and the layered-over
physical interface will exist for the MAC address.


Accordingly, during the postprocessing phase of
the discovery process, the IP Manager will create
the network connection for the physical interface.


~* For a specific device, enables the creation of a
network connection for a physical interface that
shares a physical MAC address with one or more
virtual interfaces.


This parameter can be used for any device that has
multiple interfaces (one physical and the others
virtual) that share the same MAC address.


“Enabling the creation of a physical connection for a
shared MAC address” on page 136 clarifies the use
of this parameter.
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Table 14‑9.  Other interface-limiting parameter types (Continued)


Parameter type Default value Definition


ForceAgentAddressInListSysPattern <name pattern>


Example (in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n ForceAgentAddressInListSysPattern *


For any discovered device whose Name attribute
string matches * (all discovered devices will match
this filter), the IP address held in its SNMP agent’s
AgentAddress attribute will be added to the list of
IP addresses held in its SNMP agent’s
AgentAddressList attribute.


* Identifies through a name pattern filter which
devices should have the IP address held in their
SNMP agent’s AgentAddress attribute added to the
list of IP addresses that are held in their SNMP
agent’s AgentAddressList attribute.


The AgentAddress attribute holds the IP address
that is used by the initial ICMP poll to reach the
device, and the AgentAddressList attribute holds a
list of IP addresses discovered on the device.


In general (but not always), rules are already in
place that result in the AgentAddress IP being
added to the AgentAddressList. The
ForceAgentAddressInListSysPattern parameter
provides a means to specify which devices should
be forced to have their AgentAddress IP address
added to their AgentAddressList.


CDPDeviceOIDs <sysObjectID1>|<sysObjectID2>|
     <sysObjectIDn>


Example (in tpmgr-param.conf file):
n CDPDeviceOIDs      ~.1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.4.*|~.


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.368.4.*


where:


sysObjectID1 and sysObjectID2 together
represent the Cisco CSS 11000 and 11500 Series
Content Services Switches.


For a Cisco CSS 11000 or 15000 Series Content
Services Switch, no CDP connections are created
for the interfaces on the switch.


Conversely, for any discovered device other than
a Cisco CSS 11000 or 15000 Series Content
Services Switch, CDP connections are created for
the interfaces on the switch.


(Identified in
example)


Identifies which Cisco devices to which Cisco
Discovery Protocol (CDP) connections should not
be made.


This parameter is used to exclude network
connections to Cisco devices (such as CSS 11000
and 11500 Series Content Services Switches) with a
management interface.


Because CDP is used for some network
management functions, any person on a directly
connected segment to a Cisco CSS 11000 or 11500
series switch (for example) is able to perform CDP
actions, actions that might include the gathering of
sensitive information about the switch. This
information could be used to design attacks against
the switch.


For this reason, do not make CDP connections to
Cisco devices that have a management interface.


CiscoIPPhonePattern Cisco?IP?
Phone*


Pattern to be used for omitting IP phone ports.


LinuxBondingInterfacePattern bond* Pattern to be used for including Linux bonded
logical interfaces.


The EnableEthernetBonding parameter in the
tpmgr-param.conf file must be TRUE (default) for
this pattern to be used.
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Table 14‑9.  Other interface-limiting parameter types (Continued)


Parameter type Default value Definition


ERX-VRF-VRRPCommunities-Pattern *brmgt*|*orfe* This parameter limits the discovery of VRF
interfaces on Juniper ERX devices that belong to a
VRRP group to just the VRF interfaces on the ERX
devices that have a community string that matches
the specified pattern.


ShortDiscoveryInstrPattern Card_Fault_Cis
coONSCPU|
Card_Fault_Cis
coEntityFRU


Instrumentation class pattern to be included in short
discovery. For cards, the pattern that is specified by
“ShortDiscoveryInstrPattern” will be checked against
the instrument class name of the card that is
operationally down before proceeding with short
discovery.


The autoReprobe_short parameter in the
discovery.conf file must be TRUE for this pattern to
be used.


Optimizing the discovery of ERX devices
Parameters for optimizing the discovery of ERX devices lists the parameters for optimizing the discovery
of ERX devices.
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Table 14‑10.  Parameters for optimizing the discovery of ERX devices


Parameter name Filter type Default value Description


ERXIfExcludeSysPattern <name pattern>


Example:
n ERXIfExcludeSysPattern *network*


Any discovered Juniper ERX device whose
Name attribute string matches “network” (not
case-sensitive) will be subjected to the
following two filters:


ERXIfExcludeTypePattern


ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern


Inclusive *


(By default, all
discovered
Juniper ERX
devices will match
this filter.)


Identifies through a name pattern filter
which Juniper ERX devices are to be
subjected to the following two filters:
n ERXIfExcludeTypePattern
n ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern


Any discovered ERX device whose Name
attribute string matches the name pattern
that is specified for this parameter will be
subjected to these two filters.


ERXIfExcludeTypePattern <interface type
pattern>


Example:
n ERXIfExcludeSysPattern *network*
n ERXIfExcludeTypePattern 1|23|126|134


where:


Interface types are 1 => other (generic), 23
=> ppp, 126 => ip, and 134 =>
atmSubInterface.


For any discovered Juniper ERX device
whose Name attribute string matches
“network” (not case-sensitive), any interface
that has an ifType value other than 1, 23,
126, or 134 will be created.


Exclusive 1|23|126|134 A filter that restricts the creation of
interfaces (ports) for the Juniper ERX
devices that match the
ERXIfExcludeSysPattern filter. The
filtering is based on a specific interface
type pattern.


The ERXIfExcludeTypePattern filter is an
exclusive-type filter: Any interface type
that matches the filter is excluded, and
any interface type that does not match
the filter is included.


ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern <interface
description pattern>


Example:
n ERXIfExcludeSysPattern *network*
n #ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern


     *ATM*<0-20>/<0-20>.<1800-900000>|
          *LOOPBACK<200-10000>|*PPPOE*


(commented out in the tpmgr-param.conf
file)


For any discovered Juniper ERX device
whose Name attribute string matches
“network” (not case-sensitive), any interface
that has an ifDescr description that matches
any of these patterns will not be created, and
any interface that has an ifDescr description
that does not match any of these patterns
will be created.


Exclusive ~* A filter that restricts the creation of
interfaces (ports) for the Juniper ERX
devices that match the
ERXIfExcludeSysPattern filter. The
filtering is based on a specific interface
description pattern.


Like the ERXIfExcludeTypePattern filter,
the ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern filter is an
exclusive-type filter: Any interface
description that matches the filter is
excluded, and any interface description
that does not match the filter is included.
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Table 14‑10.  Parameters for optimizing the discovery of ERX devices (Continued)


Parameter name Filter type Default value Description


IFTypePattern-<ERX sysObjectID> <interface
type pattern>


Example:
n IFTypePattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.1


~80


where:


sysObjectID is the Unisphere ERX-1440
Router; and Interface type is 80 =>
atmLogical.


Note   In this example, all ifType values will
match ~80 except ifType 80.


Inclusive * A filter (standard filter) that further
restricts the creation of interfaces (ports)
for a Juniper ERX device based on a
specific interface type pattern.


Any interface type that matches the filter
is included, and any interface type that
does not match the filter is excluded.


Note   In the case of an ifType
exclude/include conflict, the
ERXIfExcludeTypePattern filter has
higher priority than the IFTypePattern
filter.


IFDescrPattern-<ERX sysObjectID> <interface
description      pattern>


Example:
n IFDescrPattern-.1.3.6.1.4.1.4874.1.1.1.1.1


~*Logical      Interface*


where:


sysObjectID is the Unisphere ERX-1440
Router.


Note   In this example, all ifDescr
descriptions will match ~*Logical Interface*
except those that contain a “Logical
Interface” string.


Inclusive ~* A filter (standard filter) that further
restricts the creation of interfaces (ports)
for a Juniper ERX device based on a
specific interface description pattern.


Any interface description that matches
the filter is included, and any interface
description that does not match the filter
is excluded.


When this filter is used, the associated
IFTypePattern filter is typically set to “~*”.


Note   In the case of an ifDescr
exclude/include conflict, the
ERXIfExcludeDescrPattern filter has
higher priority than the IFDescrPattern
filter.


Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs setting
Default values for the Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs setting lists the Problem Impact
propagation policy over VLANs setting parameters.
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Table 14‑11.  Default values for the Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs setting


Parameter Default Value Description


ImpactPropagation ENABLED Determines whether to allow problems on devices in a
VLAN to propagate impacts on other devices in the same
VLAN. The value can be ENABLED or DISABLED.
n ENABLED allows impact propagation for the VLANs


that belong to the VLAN impact propagation group.
n DISABLED prevents impact propagation for the


VLANs that belong to the VLAN impact propagation
group.


Note   If a VLAN is not a member of any VLAN
impact propagation group, impact propagation is
allowed for the VLAN.


Discovery is required for any change to take effect.


To use the “Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs” setting to create a VLAN impact propagation
group, you need to change the setting’s ImpactPropagation parameter to DISABLED. Accessing the
Polling and Thresholds Console and modifying the parameters in a setting are described in “Introduction
to the Polling and Thresholds Console” on page 138 and “Working with groups and settings” on
page 144.


When a VLAN becomes a member of a VLAN impact propagation group that has ImpactPropagation =
DISABLED, the IP Manager sets the following attribute of the VLAN to FALSE:


isImpactPropOverVLANEnabled


For a VLAN that has isImpactPropOverVLANEnabled = FALSE, impact propagation for the VLAN is
prevented.


For a VLAN that has isImpactPropOverVLANEnabled = TRUE (the default), impact propagation for the
VLAN is allowed.


Default device access setting
The Device Access tab of the Polling and Thresholds Console provides a single default device access
setting named CLI Access Setting. Default values for the CLI Access Setting lists the CLI Access Setting
parameters.
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Table 14‑12.  Default values for the CLI Access Setting


Parameter Default Value Description


AccessProtocol TELNETSSH1SSH2


Default: TELNET


Determines the remote-access application to use to
establish connections to the managed routing devices that
belong to this group.


Note   Selecting SSH1 or SSH2 requires configuring an
SSH client on the Network Protocol Manager host.


Enable A structure having the
following default value:


{NULL String,ENCRYPTED}


Specifies the enable password for the managed devices
that belong to this group. Type the enable password value
twice to confirm the password value.


There must be an entry for this parameter.


Note   IP Availability Manager uses the site key to encrypt
the entered password value. As explained in
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide,
The site key is created during the installation of
VMware Smart Assurance applications.


LoginID String of unspecified length


Default: null string (empty)


Specifies the username (user ID) for the managed routing
devices that belong to this group.


There must be an entry for this parameter. If no username
is configured on the devices that belong to this group,
type any value; for example, cisco.


Password String of unspecified length


Default: null string (empty)


Specifies the password for the managed Cisco devices
that belong to this group. Type the password value twice
to confirm the password value.


There must be an entry for this parameter unless the
access protocol for this group is SSH1 or SSH2 and
passwordless authentication is in effect.


Note   IP Availability Manager uses the site key to encrypt
the entered password value. As explained in
VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide,
the site key is created during the installation of
VMware Smart Assurance applications.


Timeout 1 to 496 seconds


Default: 10 seconds


Sets the amount of time to wait for a Telnet/SSH response
before the Telnet /SSH session request times out.


Default tagging filter groups and settings
Using the default tagging filter groups for the IP Manager, you create IP tag filter groups to control the
naming of the IP addresses gathered from the systems in the managed network environment.


Default tagging groups
The IP Manager provides two default tagging groups:


n IP Tag Filter-1
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n Other Filters


Default tagging groups lists the default tagging groups, their matching criteria, and their settings. The
matching-criteria target class for tagging groups is UnitaryComputerSystem.


Table 14‑13.  Default tagging groups


Tagging group Matching criteria Default settings


IP Tag Filter-1 UnitaryComputerSystem attributes:
n Name = *


IP Tagging Policy


Other Filters UnitaryComputerSystem attributes:
n No attributes


IP Tagging Policy


The Other Filters tag group does not contain any matching-criteria attributes and has the lowest priority.
Systems that do not match the criteria for the IP Tag Filter-1 tag group become members of the Other
Filters tag group.


Default tagging settings
A single default tagging setting named IP Tagging Policy is provided by the IP Availability Manager. The
IP Tagging Policy setting configures the IP tagging for a system. Default values for the IP Tagging Policy
setting lists the IP Tagging Policy setting parameters, and Parameters of default setting IP Tagging Policy
shown in a single view shows all of the parameters in a single view.


Table 14‑14.  Default values for the IP Tagging Policy setting


Parameter Value Description


IPTag String of unspecified length


Default: Null string (empty)


Specifies the name to be assigned to this tag.


This tag will be applied to the IP addresses falling within
the ranges that are specified for the
OverlappingIPAddrOrRange and MgmtIPAddrOrRange
parameters.


MgmtIPAddrOrRange String of unspecified length


Default: Null string (empty)


Specifies the IP address or range of IP addresses to be
managed by default. Use the pattern matching criteria in 
Chapter 17 Wildcard Patterns


For example:
n 192.168.1.2 or 192.168.1.*
n 192.168.1.<2-20>
n 192.<168-170>.*.*|10.10.<10-20>.*


The pipe ( | ) separator can be used to specify multiple
IP ranges.


MonitorMgmtIP MANAGED,UNMANAGED


Default: MANAGED


Determines the management status to be assigned to
the IP addresses falling within the range of the
MgmtIPAddrOrRange parameter:
n MANAGED Indicates that the discovered IP


addresses are to be managed.
n UNMANAGED Indicates that the discovered IP


addresses are to be unmanaged.
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Table 14‑14.  Default values for the IP Tagging Policy setting (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


MonitorOverlappingIP MANAGED,UNMANAGED


Default: UNMANAGED


Determines the management status to be assigned to
the IP addresses falling within the range of the
OverlappingIPAddrOrRange parameter:
n MANAGED Indicates that the discovered IP


addresses are to be managed.
n UNMANAGED Indicates that the discovered IP


addresses are to be unmanaged.


OverlappingIPAddrOrRange String of unspecified length


Default: Null string (empty)


Specifies the IP address or range of IP addresses to be
unmanaged by default. Use the pattern matching criteria
in Chapter 17 Wildcard Patterns


For example:
n 192.168.1.2 or 192.168.1.*
n 192.168.1.<2-20>
n 192.<168-170>.*.*|10.10.<10-20>.*


The pipe ( | ) separator can be used to specify multiple
IP ranges.


RouteDistinguisher ENABLE_RD,DISABLE_RD


Default: ENABLE_RD


Determines the level of tagging for VPN-IP (VRF IP)
addresses:
n ENABLE_RD Indicates that the IP objects created


for the VRF IP addresses falling within the range
that is specified for the OverlappingIPAddrOrRange
parameter are to be tagged by using the route
distinguisher from the vendor VPN MIB, in addition
to the user-defined tag that is specified in the IPTag
parameter.


n DISABLE_RDIndicates that the IP objects created
for the VRF IP addresses falling within the range
that is specified for the OverlappingIPAddrOrRange
parameter are not to be tagged by using the route
distinguisher from the vendor VPN MIB; only the
user-defined tag that is specified in the IPTag
parameter is to be used to tag these IP objects.
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Figure 14‑1.  Parameters of default setting IP Tagging Policy shown in a single view
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Possible adapter startup errors
This section describes possible errors which could occur in the startup of the adapter.


1 Could not find correct <adapter_name>.conf


The adapter could not find the <adapter_name>.conf file in the
BASEDIR /SAM/smarts/local/conf/audit_parse directory. In this case, the following error is written to
the <adapter_name>.log file.


ERROR: Could not find adapter conf file named: audit_parse/IC-SAM-AUDIT.conf


2 Could not find an existing <server_name>_audit.log


The name of this file is specified in <adapter_name>.conf. If there is a misspelling in the configuration
file, or the raw audit log file does not exist, the following error will be written to the
<adapter_name>.log file:


ASL-W-ERROR_RULE_SOURCE-While executing rule set


'/work/clv/citigroup/62branch/smarts/install/solaris2.8-sparc/debug/local/


    rules/audit_parse/init.asl'


 ASL-ERROR_ACTION-While executing action at:


 ASL-CALL_STACK_RULE-   RuleName: START_AUDIT_PARSE, Line: 55


 ASL-CALL_STACK_RULE-   RuleName: EOF, Line: 37


 ASL-ERROR_INVOKE-While attempting to invoke operation 'startWithParameters'


    of object 'GA_Driver::PARSE_AUDIT_LOG_DRIVER'


 ASL-ERROR_INIT_FRONTEND-While initializing front-end


 ASL-ERROR_FILEFE_OPEN-Could not open input file


    '/opt/InCharge6/SAM/smarts/local/logs/IC-SAM_audit.log'


 CI-ESPEC-While attempting to locate file with primary


    "/opt/InCharge6/SAM/smarts/local/logs/IC-SAM_audit.log", default "?2?", and related "?3?"


 <SYS>-ENOENT-No such file or directory
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Polling and Threshold Settings 15
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Default polling groups


n Polling settings


n Default threshold groups


n Threshold settings


Default polling groups
The IP Manager provides a polling category named “Polling Groups,” which contains the following default
polling groups:


n ComputeFabric


n MediaGateways


n 5620 SAM Managed Systems


n Proxy Devices


n Switches


n WirelessControllers


n WirelessAccessPoints


n WirelessClients


n Routers


n Hubs and Bridges


n Other Systems


Default polling groups for the IP Manager shows the default polling groups, their target classes and
matching criteria, and their default settings. The target class for all polling groups is
UnitaryComputerSystem.
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Table 15‑1.  Default polling groups for the IP Manager


Polling group Target class and matching criteria Default polling settings


ComputeFabric Description = *Version*\(1.4*\)*


SystemObjectID = .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.847 | .
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.899


Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances


Connectivity Polling


Environment Polling


Performance Polling - Processor and Memory


MediaGateways Type = MEDIAGATEWAY Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances


Connectivity Polling


Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses


Environment Polling


Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces


Performance Polling - Processor and Memory


5620 SAM Managed
Systems


UnitaryComputerSystem with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n ServiceName = [ -~]*
n Type = SWITCH|ROUTER
n Vendor = Alcatel*


Connectivity Polling - External Poller


Environment Polling - External Poller


Proxy Devices UnitaryComputerSystem with attributes:
n IsProxy = TRUE


Connectivity Polling - External Poller


Switches UnitaryComputerSystem with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = SWITCH |VIRTUALSWITCH


Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances


Connectivity Polling


Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses


Environment Polling


Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces


Performance Polling - Processor and Memory


WirelessControllers CreationClassName = WirelessController GarbageCollection_Setting


Connectivity_Polling_Setting


Connectivity_Polling_IPv6_Setting


Processor_PerformancePolling_Setting


System_EnvironmentPolling_Setting


NetworkAdapter_PerformancePolling_Setting


Wireless_PerformancePolling_Setting


WirelessAccessPoints CreationClassName = WirelessAccessPoint GarbageCollection_Setting


Connectivity_Polling_Setting


Connectivity_Polling_IPv6_Setting


Processor_PerformancePolling_Setting


System_EnvironmentPolling_Setting


NetworkAdapter_PerformancePolling_Setting


Wireless_PerformancePolling_Setting


WirelessClients Type = WIRELESSCLIENT GarbageCollection_Setting


Note   By default, WirelessClient monitoring is
disabled. Add Connectivity setting to
WirelessClient group to enable it.
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Table 15‑1.  Default polling groups for the IP Manager (Continued)


Polling group Target class and matching criteria Default polling settings


Routers UnitaryComputerSystem with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = ROUTER


Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances


Connectivity Polling


Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses


Default IP_Route Connectivity Polling


Environment Polling


Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces


Performance Polling - Processor and Memory


Hubs and Bridges UnitaryComputerSystem with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = HUB|BRIDGE


Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances


Connectivity Polling


Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses


Other Systems UnitaryComputerSystem with attribute:
n IsManaged = TRUE


Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances


Connectivity Polling


Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses


FileSystem Polling


Performance Polling - Processor and Memory


Three points to note about Default polling groups for the IP Manager:


n The “Other Systems” polling group has the lowest priority. Managed systems that do not match the
criteria for the other polling groups become members of the Other Systems polling group. For
example, managed host systems become members of the Other Systems polling group.


n Only discovered objects that match the type and attribute values in the “Target class and matching
criteria” column for a particular group can become members of that group.


n By default, all discovered objects that match the type and attribute values in the "Target class and
matching criteria" column for a particular group become members of that group.


You can specify matching criteria for a polling group to limit its membership, as explained in “Editing
matching criteria” on page 146..


Polling settings
The IP Manager polling settings are shown in Polling settings for the IP Manager.


Table 15‑2.  Polling settings for the IP Manager


Polling setting Type


Cleanup Unused Monitoring Instances Optimization


Described in “Polling setting for optimization” on page 156.


Connectivity Polling Availability monitoring


Described in “” on page 156.Connectivity Polling - External Poller


Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses


Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses - External Poller


Default IP_Route Connectivity Polling
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Table 15‑2.  Polling settings for the IP Manager (Continued)


Polling setting Type


Environment Polling Performance monitoring


Described in “Polling settings for IP performance monitoring”
on page 162.


Environment Polling - External Poller


FileSystem Polling


Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces


Performance Polling - Processor and Memory


In general, a group category, such as “Polling Groups,” has a set of settings that are available to any
group in the group category. Thus, all polling settings are available to each of the default polling groups.


But even though you can apply any polling setting to any default polling group, not all group-to-setting
mappings are valid. The default group-to-setting mappings in Polling settings are the mappings that users
would typically use.


Polling settings for IP availability monitoring
Through the polling settings for IP availability monitoring, you control the ICMP and SNMP connectivity
polling of the managed network objects in your network. The polled information serves as input to
IP Availability Manager‘s availability analysis of switches, routers, hubs, bridges, and other systems.


Connectivity polling setting parameters
Default values for the Connectivity Polling setting lists the Connectivity Polling setting parameters.


Table 15‑3.  Default values for the Connectivity Polling setting


Parameter Default value Description


AnalysisMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


Enables or disables connectivity polling and the subsequent
availability analysis of the polled data.


MaximumLatency 0 to 3600 milliseconds


Default: 0 milliseconds


Applicable to ICMP polling:Maximum round-trip time between
an ICMP request and the subsequent ICMP response.


MaximumLatency = 0 disables the ICMP latency feature, and
MaximumLatency = <non-zero value> enables the ICMP latency
feature.


PingControl ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: DISABLED


Applicable to ICMP polling:Enables or disables PingInterval and
PingRetries.


When PingControl is enabled, you can use PingInterval and
PingRetries to control ICMP polling.


PingInterval 20 to 3600 seconds


Default: 20 seconds


Applicable to ICMP polling:Time between successive ICMP
polls.


PingRetries 0 to 10 retries


Default: 3


Applicable to ICMP polling:Number of retry polls to perform
when the initial ICMP poll fails.


PollingInterval 30 to 3600 seconds


Default: 240 seconds


Applicable to SNMP polling:Time between successive SNMP
polls.
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Table 15‑3.  Default values for the Connectivity Polling setting (Continued)


Parameter Default value Description


Retries 0 to 10 retries


Default: 3


Applicable to SNMP polling:Number of retry polls to perform
when the initial SNMP poll fails.


Timeout 10 to 10000 milliseconds


Default: 700 milliseconds


Applicable to both ICMP and SNMP polling:Amount of time to
wait for the poll response before the first poll request times out.
The timeout value doubles for each successive retry.


For Timeout=700 msec (0.7 sec) and Retries=3:
n 0.7 seconds for first retry
n 1.4 seconds for second retry
n 2.8 seconds for third retry


Default values for the Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses setting lists the Connectivity Polling for
IPv6 Addresses setting parameters.


Table 15‑4.  Default values for the Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses setting


Parameter Default value Description


AnalysisMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


Enables or disables connectivity polling and the subsequent
availability analysis of the polled data.


PollingInterval 30 to 3600 seconds


Default: 240 seconds


Applicable to both ICMP and SNMP polling:Time between
successive connectivity polls.


Retries 0 to 10 retries


Default: 3


Applicable to both ICMP and SNMP polling:Number of retry
polls to perform when the initial poll fails.


Timeout 10 to 10000 milliseconds


Default: 700 milliseconds


Applicable to both ICMP and SNMP polling:Amount of time to
wait for the poll response before the first poll request times out.
The timeout value doubles for each successive retry.


For Timeout=700 msec (0.7 sec) and Retries=3:
n 0.7 seconds for first retry
n 1.4 seconds for second retry
n 2.8 seconds for third retry


External poller settings
The following are external poller settings:


n Connectivity Polling—External Poller


n Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses—External Poller


The settings serve three purposes:


n Provide a means of testing the system (v4 or v6) instrumentation of the IP Availability Manager.


n Provide a means of testing the system (v4 or v6) analysis functionality of the IP Availability Manager.
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n Provide a means for the IP Availability Manager to import system (v4 or v6) status updates from an
VMware Smart Assurance adapter, such as the
VMware Smart Assurance Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS.


Default values for the Connectivity Polling—External Poller setting lists the Connectivity Polling—
External Poller setting parameters.


Table 15‑5.  Default values for the Connectivity Polling—External Poller setting


Parameter Default value Description


AnalysisMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


Enables or disables the collection and analysis of data from an
external source.


InitialStatus UP,UNKNOWN


Default: UNKNOWN


Determines the desired initial state for the stored
instrumentation objects. Initial status value can be UP or
UNKNOWN.


InstrumentCards TRUE,FALSE


Default: FALSE


Determines whether stored instrumentation objects are created
for Card objects.


If TRUE, stored instrumentation objects are created for Card
objects. If FALSE, no stored instrumentation objects are created
for Card objects.


InstrumentIPs TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Determines whether stored instrumentation objects are created
for IP objects.


If TRUE, stored instrumentation objects are created for IP
objects. If FALSE, no stored instrumentation objects are created
for IP objects.


InstrumentNetwork-
Adapters


TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Determines whether stored instrumentation objects are created
for interface and port objects.


If TRUE, stored instrumentation objects are created for interface
and port objects. If FALSE, no stored instrumentation objects
are created for interface and port objects.


InstrumentSNMP-Agents TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Determines whether stored instrumentation objects are created
for SNMP agent objects.


If TRUE, stored instrumentation objects are created for SNMP
agent objects. If FALSE, no stored instrumentation objects are
created for SNMP agent objects.


Default values for the Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses—External Poller setting lists the
Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses—External Poller setting parameters.
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Table 15‑6.  Default values for the Connectivity Polling for IPv6 Addresses—External Poller
setting


Parameter Default value Description


AnalysisMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


Enables or disables the collection and analysis of data from an
external source.


InitialStatus UP,UNKNOWN


Default: UNKNOWN


Determines the desired initial state for the stored
instrumentation objects. Initial status value can be UP or
UNKNOWN.


InstrumentIPv6s TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Determines whether stored instrumentation objects are created
for IPv6 objects.


If TRUE, stored instrumentation objects are created for IPv6
objects. If FALSE, no stored instrumentation objects are created
for IPv6 objects.


Default IP_Route Connectivity Polling setting
The Default IP_Route Connectivity Polling setting determines the polling intervals that are used by the
IP Availability Manager to monitor default routes. The IP Availability Manager monitors the default routes
by probing the SNMP ipRouteTable (.1.3.6.1.2.1.4.21.0.0.0.0) on certain router devices.


Default values for the Default IP_Route Connectivity Polling setting lists the Default IP_Route
Connectivity Polling setting parameters.


Table 15‑7.  Default values for the Default IP_Route Connectivity Polling setting


Parameter Default value Description


AnalysisMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


Enables or disables default-route polling and the subsequent
availability analysis of the polled data.


PollingInterval 30 to 3600 seconds


Default: 240 seconds


Time between successive polls for default-route data.


Retries 0 to 10 retries


Default: 3


Number of retry polls to perform when the initial poll fails.


Timeout 10 to 10000 milliseconds


Default: 700 milliseconds


Amount of time to wait for the poll response before the first poll request
times out. The timeout value doubles for each successive retry.


For Timeout=700 msec (0.7 sec) and Retries=3:
n 0.7 seconds for first retry
n 1.4 seconds for second retry
n 2.8 seconds for third retry


Polling settings for IP performance monitoring
Through the polling settings for IP performance monitoring, you control the ICMP and SNMP performance
polling of the managed network objects in your network. The polled information serves as input to
IP Performance Manager‘s fault and performance analysis of interfaces and ports, processors and
memory, disks and filesystems, fans and power supplies, and voltage and temperature sensors.
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Environment Polling setting
The Environment Polling setting configures the polling intervals that are used to monitor system
components such as the fan, memory, power supply, temperature sensor, and voltage sensor objects.


Default values for the Environment Polling setting lists the Environment Polling setting parameters.


Table 15‑8.  Default values for the Environment Polling setting


Parameter Default value Description


AnalysisMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


Enables or disables environment polling and the subsequent
performance analysis of the polled data.


PollingInterval 30 to 3600 seconds


Default: 240 seconds


Time between successive polls for environment data.


Retries 0 to 10 retries


Default: 3


Number of retry polls to perform when the initial poll fails.


Timeout 10 to 10000 milliseconds


Default: 700 milliseconds


Amount of time to wait for the poll response before the first poll request
times out. The timeout value doubles for each successive retry.


For Timeout=700 msec (0.7 sec) and Retries=3:
n 0.7 seconds for first retry
n 1.4 seconds for second retry
n 2.8 seconds for third retry


Environment Polling - External Poller
The Environment Polling - External Poller setting serves two purposes:


n Provides a means of testing the system-component instrumentation and analysis functionality of the
IP Performance Manager.


n Provides a means for the IP Performance Manager to import system-component status updates from
an VMware Smart Assurance adapter, such as the
VMware Smart Assurance Adapter for Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM EMS.


Default values for the Environment Polling - External Poller setting lists the Environment Polling -
External Poller setting parameters.


Table 15‑9.  Default values for the Environment Polling - External Poller setting


Parameter Default value Description


AnalysisMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


Enables or disables the collection and analysis of system-
component data from an external source.


InitialStatus UP,UNKNOWN


Default: UNKNOWN


Determines the desired initial state for the stored
instrumentation objects. Initial status value can be UP or
UNKNOWN.
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Table 15‑9.  Default values for the Environment Polling - External Poller setting (Continued)


Parameter Default value Description


InstrumentFans TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Determines whether stored instrumentation objects are created
for fan objects.


If TRUE, stored instrumentation objects are created for fan
objects. If FALSE, no stored instrumentation objects are created
for fan objects.


InstrumentMemory TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Determines whether stored instrumentation objects are created
for memory objects.


If TRUE, stored instrumentation objects are created for memory
objects. If FALSE, no stored instrumentation objects are created
for memory objects.


InstrumentPowerSupply TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Determines whether stored instrumentation objects are created
for power supply objects.


If TRUE, stored instrumentation objects are created for power
supply objects. If FALSE, no stored instrumentation objects are
created for power supply objects.


InstrumentSNMP-Agents TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Determines whether stored instrumentation objects are created
for SNMP agent objects.


If TRUE, stored instrumentation objects are created for SNMP
agent objects. If FALSE, no stored instrumentation objects are
created for SNMP agent objects.


InstrumentTemperatur-Sensors TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Determines whether stored instrumentation objects are created
for temperature sensor objects.


If TRUE, stored instrumentation objects are created for
temperature sensor objects. If FALSE, no stored
instrumentation objects are created for temperature sensor
objects.


InstrumentVoltage-Sensors TRUE,FALSE


Default: TRUE


Determines whether stored instrumentation objects are created
for voltage sensor objects.


If TRUE, stored instrumentation objects are created for voltage
sensor objects. If FALSE, no stored instrumentation objects are
created for voltage sensor objects.


FileSystem Polling setting
The FileSystem Polling setting configures the polling intervals that are used to monitor a host system’s
filesystem. This setting is a valid choice only for the Other Systems polling group.


Table 147 on page 278 lists the FileSystem Polling setting parameters.


Table 15‑10.  Default values for the FileSystem Polling setting


Parameter Default value Description


AnalysisMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


Enables or disables filesystem polling and the subsequent
performance analysis of the polled data.


PollingInterval 30 to 3600 seconds


Default: 240 seconds


Time between successive polls for filesystem data.
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Table 15‑10.  Default values for the FileSystem Polling setting (Continued)


Parameter Default value Description


Retries 0 to 10 retries


Default: 3


Number of retry polls to perform when the initial poll fails.


Timeout 10 to 10000 milliseconds


Default: 700 milliseconds


Amount of time to wait for the poll response before the first poll
request times out. The timeout value doubles for each
successive retry.


For Timeout=700 msec (0.7 sec) and Retries=3:
n 0.7 seconds for first retry
n 1.4 seconds for second retry
n 2.8 seconds for third retry


Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces setting
The Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces setting configures the polling intervals that are used to
monitor the performance of managed ports and interfaces.


Default values for the Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces setting lists the Performance Polling -
Ports and Interfaces setting parameters.


Table 15‑11.  Default values for the Performance Polling - Ports and Interfaces setting


Parameter Default value Description


AnalysisMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


Enables or disables port and interface polling and the
subsequent performance analysis of the polled data.


PollingInterval 30 to 3600 seconds


Default: 240 seconds


Time between successive polls for interface and trunk port
data.


PollingInterval_Access-Ports 30 to 3600 seconds


1200 seconds


Time between successive polls for access port data.


Retries 0 to 10 retries


Default: 3


Number of retry polls to perform when the initial poll fails.


Timeout 10 to 10000 milliseconds


Default: 700 milliseconds


Amount of time to wait for the poll response before the first
poll request times out. The timeout value doubles for each
successive retry.


For Timeout=700 msec (0.7 sec) and Retries=3:
n 0.7 seconds for first retry
n 1.4 seconds for second retry
n 2.8 seconds for third retry


Performance Polling - Processor and Memory setting
The Performance Polling - Processor and Memory setting configures the polling intervals that are used to
monitor a system’s processor and associated memory objects.


Default values for the Performance Polling - Processor and Memory setting lists the Performance Polling -
Processor and Memory setting parameters.
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Table 15‑12.  Default values for the Performance Polling - Processor and Memory setting


Parameter Default value Description


AnalysisMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


Enables or disables processor and memory polling and the
subsequent performance analysis of the polled data.


PollingInterval 30 to 3600 seconds


Default: 240 seconds


Time between successive polls for processor and memory data.


Retries 0 to 10 retries


Default: 3


Number of retry polls to perform when the initial poll fails.


Timeout 10 to 10000 milliseconds


Default: 700 milliseconds


Amount of time to wait for the poll response before the first poll
request times out. The timeout value doubles for each
successive retry.


For Timeout=700 msec (0.7 sec) and Retries=3:
n 0.7 seconds for first retry
n 1.4 seconds for second retry
n 2.8 seconds for third retry


Default threshold groups
The IP Manager provides the following categories of threshold groups, each of which contains default
threshold groups:


n AggregatePortGroup


n AggregatePort


n File systems


n FileSystems


n Interface Groups


n 1 GB Ethernet


n 10/100 MB Ethernet


n ATM


n Token Ring


n ISDN Physical Interface


n ISDN B Channel


n ISDN D Channel


n Serial


n FDDI


n Backup


n Dial-on-Demand


n Other Interfaces
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n Port Groups - Access Ports


n 1 GB Ethernet


n 10/100 MB Ethernet


n ATM


n Other Ports


n Port Groups - Trunk Ports


n 1 GB Ethernet


n 10/100 MB Ethernet


n ATM


n Other Ports


n System Resource Groups


n ComputeFabric


n Switches


n WirelessControllers


n WirelessAccessPoints


n Routers


n Hubs and Bridges


n MediaGateway


n Other Systems


n System VLAN Tag Groups


n Systems


n Other systems


n TemperatureSensor


n TemperatureSensor


n VoltageSensor


n VoltageSensor


n VLAN Impact Propagation Groups


The “VLAN Impact Propagation Groups” category does not automatically appear. As explained in
“Creating VLAN impact propagation group objects” on page 200, You must issue a certain command
for the VLAN Impact Propagation Groups category to appear.


AggregatePortGroup
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Default Threshold group
Default threshold group and matching criteria for AggregatePortGroup lists the default threshold group
and matching criteria for AggregatePortGroup.


Table 15‑13.  Default threshold group and matching criteria for AggregatePortGroup


Threshold Group Matching criteria Default Settings


AggregatePort CreationClassName=AggregatePort DiscrepancyThreshold


Default Threshold setting
Threshold setting for Discrepancy Threshold lists the parameters for the setting Discrepancy Threshold.


Table 15‑14.  Threshold setting for Discrepancy Threshold


Parameter Default value Description


UtilizationDiscrepancyThreshold 25 This is the discrepancy value of the individual link usage
in percentage, which should not exceed. When this value
exceeds the default value, the
UnbalancedAdapterUtilization event is generated.


File systems
File System Management functionality allows you to define and configure thresholds for file system space
utilization.


Events and thresholds for File systems
Events and thresholds for File systems provides the events and thresholds along with their description.
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Table 15‑15.  Events and thresholds for File systems


Events
Utilization
threshold


Description of
threshold Default value Condition


HighUtilization


Note   Severity level:
Major


MaxUtilizationPct The percentage of total
size currently in use.


95%


Note   User can change
this value for each file
system instance.


This event is generated
when the utilization
threshold exceeds the
configured threshold
value.


Note   This threshold has
greater priority over the
ModerateUtilization
event.


ModerateUtilization


Note   Severity level:
Minor


ModerateUtilization
Pct


Moderate threshold for
percentage of total size
currently in use.


80%


Note   User can change
this value for each file
system instance.


This event is generated
when the utilization
threshold exceeds the
configured threshold
value.


LowAvailableSpace


Note   Severity level:
Minor


MinAvailableSpace The available space is
less than the minimum
available space.


1024


Note   User can change
this value for each file
system instance.


This event is generated
when the utilization
threshold exceeds the
configured threshold
value.


Sample File system groups and matching criteria
Sample File system groups and matching criteria lists sample file system groups along with their matching
criteria. You can use these as a guide to create file system groups manually.


Table 15‑16.  Sample File system groups and matching criteria


File system group Description Matching Criteria


OS Only File Systems Configures all Linux file system
instances that match the criteria.


The default matching criteria is the Filesystem attribute
"Root" to match the value /.


All file system instances with the "Root" attribute value as
"/" (single forward slash) will fall in this group.


Writable File Systems Configures all Linux file system
instances that match the criteria.


The default matching criteria is the Filesystem attribute
"Root" to match the value "/var".


All file system instances with the "Root" attribute value as
"/var" will fall under this group.


Temporary File Systems Configures all Linux file system
instances that match the criteria.


The default matching criteria is the Filesystem attribute
"Root" to match the value "/temp".


All file system instances with the "Root" attribute value as
"/temp" will fall under this group.


Non Critical File Systems Configures all Linux file system
instances that match the criteria.


No default matching criteria provided, and will match all
the file system instances.


Unclassified File Systems Configures all Linux file system
instances that match the criteria.


No default matching criteria provided, and will match all
the file system instances.
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Attribute of File system management describes the attribute for a file system instance.


Table 15‑17.  Attribute of File system management


Attribute Description Allowed values


IsManaged Determines if a file system instance should be
monitored by the management system. An
unmanaged object does not have any associated
instrumentation. This attribute is read-only.


Boolean:


TRUE, FALSE


Default: TRUE


Interface Groups
Threshold groups for interfaces are used to configure parameters for interface analysis. Thresholds are
determined by the interface’s media type (for example, Ethernet or ATM) and its role (primary, backup, or
dial-on-demand).


Default interface threshold groups for the IP Manager shows the default interface threshold groups, their
target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The target class for all interface threshold
groups is Interface.


Table 15‑18.  Default interface threshold groups for the IP Manager


Interface groups Target class and matching criteria Default threshold settings


1 Gb Ethernet Interface with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n MaxSpeed = 1000000000
n Type = *ETHER*|*CSMACD*


Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


10/100 Mb Ethernet Interface with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = *ETHER*|*CSMACD*


Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


ATM Interface with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = *ATM*


Generic Interface/Port Performance


Interface/Port Flapping


Token Ring Interface with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = *TOKEN*


Generic Interface/Port Performance


ISDN Physical Interface Interface with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n InterfaceCode = *ISDNPHYSICAL*


Generic Interface/Port Performance


Interface/Port Flapping


ISDN B Channel Interface with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n InterfaceCode = *ISDNBCHANNEL*


Backup Interface Support


ISDN D Channel Interface with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n InterfaceCode = *ISDNDCHANNEL*


Interface/Port Flapping
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Table 15‑18.  Default interface threshold groups for the IP Manager (Continued)


Interface groups Target class and matching criteria Default threshold settings


Serial Interface with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = *Serial*|*FrameRelay*


Generic Interface/Port Performance


Interface/Port Flapping


FDDI Interface with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = *FDDI*


Generic Interface/Port Performance


Backup Interface with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = *ISDN*


Backup Interface Support


Dial-On-Demand Interface with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = *PPP*|*SLIP*


Dial-On-Demand Interface Support


Other Interfaces Interface with attribute:
n IsManaged = TRUE


Interface/Port Flapping


Four things to note about Default interface threshold groups for the IP Manager:


n The default group-to-setting mappings in the table are the mappings that users would typically use.
The settings that are available to an interface threshold group are as follows:


n Backup Interface Support


n Dial-on-Demand Interface Support


n Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port


n Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port


n Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


n Generic Interface/Port Performance


n Interface/Port Flapping


n The “Other Interfaces” threshold group has the lowest priority. Managed interfaces that do not match
the criteria for the other interface threshold groups become members of the Other Interfaces
threshold group.


n Only discovered objects that match the type and attribute values in the “Target class and matching
criteria” column for a particular group can become members of that group.


n By default, all discovered objects that match the type and attribute values in the "Target class and
matching criteria" column for a particular group become members of that group.


You can specify matching criteria for a threshold group to limit its membership, as explained in
“Editing matching criteria” on page 146.
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Port Groups - Access Ports
Threshold groups for access ports are used to configure parameters for access port analysis. Thresholds
are determined by the access port’s media type; for example, Ethernet or ATM.


An access port is a port that provides a connection for end users or node devices, such as routers or
servers. An access port becomes managed if it has a connection or is explicitly managed.


Default access port threshold groups for the IP Manager shows the default access port threshold groups,
their target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The target class for all access port
threshold groups is Port.


Table 15‑19.  Default access port threshold groups for the IP Manager


Access port group Target class and matching criteria Default settings


1 Gb Ethernet Port with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n IsConnector = FALSE
n Max Speed = 1000000000
n Type = *ETHER*|*CSMACD*


Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


10/100 Mb Ethernet Port with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n IsConnector = FALSE
n Type = *ETHER*|*CSMACD*


Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


ATM Port with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n IsConnector = FALSE
n Type = *ATM*


Generic Interface/Port Performance


Other Ports Port with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n IsConnector = FALSE


Generic Interface/Port Performance


Two things to note about Default access port threshold groups for the IP Manager:


n The default group-to-setting mappings in the table are the mappings that users would typically use.
The settings that are available to an access port threshold group are as follows:


n Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port


n Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port


n Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


n Generic Interface/Port Performance


n Interface/Port Flapping


n The “Other Ports” threshold group has the lowest priority. Managed access ports that do not match
the criteria for the other access port threshold groups become members of the Other Ports threshold
group.
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Port Groups - Trunk Ports
Threshold groups for trunk ports are used to configure parameters for trunk port analysis. Thresholds are
determined by the trunk port’s media type; for example, Ethernet or ATM.


A trunk port is any port that connects to another port or interface on a device that participates in the Layer
2 bridging protocol. By default, all trunk ports are managed, which means that by default all trunk ports
can be associated with trunk port threshold groups.


Because trunk ports are inherently more critical than access ports, trunk port threshold groups typically
have lower thresholds than access port threshold groups for utilization, errors, and so on. That is, the
thresholds for trunk port threshold groups are more stringent than the thresholds for access port threshold
groups.


Default trunk port threshold groups for the IP Manager shows the default trunk port threshold groups, their
target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The target class for all trunk port threshold
groups is Port.


Table 15‑20.  Default trunk port threshold groups for the IP Manager


Trunk port groups Target class and matching criteria Default settings


1 Gb Ethernet Port with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n IsConnector = TRUE
n Max Speed = 1000000000
n Type = *ETHER*|*CSMACD*


Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


10/100 Mb Ethernet Port with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n IsConnector = TRUE
n Type = *ETHER*|*CSMACD*


Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


ATM Port with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n IsConnector = TRUE
n Type = *ATM*


Generic Interface/Port Performance


Other Ports Port with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n IsConnector = TRUE


Generic Interface/Port Performance


Two things to note about Default trunk port threshold groups for the IP Manager:


n The default group-to-setting mappings in the table are the mappings that users would typically use.
The settings that are available to a trunk port threshold group are as follows:


n Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port


n Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port


n Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


n Generic Interface/Port Performance
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n Interface/Port Flapping


n The “Other Ports” threshold group has the lowest priority. Managed trunk ports that do not match the
criteria for the other trunk port threshold groups become members of the Other Ports threshold group.


System Resource Groups
Threshold groups for system resources are used to configure parameters for system analysis. The
sensitivity of the system thresholds is determined by the role of the system.


Default system resource threshold groups for the IP Manager shows the default system resource
threshold groups, their target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The target class for
all system resource threshold groups is UnitaryComputerSystem.


Table 15‑21.  Default system resource threshold groups for the IP Manager


System resource
group Target class and matching criteria Default threshold settings


Switches UnitaryComputerSystem with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = SWITCH
n CreationClassName=~WirelessController|~WirelessAccessPoint


Connectivity


Environment


Processor and Memory


Routers UnitaryComputerSystem with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = ROUTER


Connectivity


Environment


Processor and Memory


Hubs and Bridges UnitaryComputerSystem with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = HUB|BRIDGE


Connectivity


Environment


Processor and Memory


Other Systems UnitaryComputerSystem with attribute:
n IsManaged = TRUE


Connectivity


Environment


FileSystem


Processor and Memory


ComputeFabric n Description = ~*Version*\([0-1].[0-3]*\),*
n SystemObjectID = .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.847|.


1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.899||.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.12.3.1.3.1062


Connectivity


Environment


Processor and Memory


WirelessControllers


Note   The priority of
groups should be
adjusted as required in
both Polling tabs and
Threshold Tab for
System Resource
Groups.


CreationClassName = WirelessController Connectivity


Environment


Processor and Memory


WirelessController
Thresholds


Note   System Resource
Groups lists the parameters
for WirelessControllers
Thresholds.
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Table 15‑21.  Default system resource threshold groups for the IP Manager (Continued)


System resource
group Target class and matching criteria Default threshold settings


WirelessAccessPoints


Note   The priority of
groups should be
adjusted as required in
both Polling tabs and
Threshold Tab for
System Resource
Groups.


CreationClassName = WirelessAccesspoints Connectivity


Environment


Processor and Memory


WirelessAccessPoints
Thresholds


Note   System Resource
Groups lists the parameters
for WirelessAccessPoints
Thresholds.


MediaGateway Type = MEDIAGATEWAY Connectivity


Environment


Processor and Memory


Two things to note about Default system resource threshold groups for the IP Manager:


n The default group-to-setting mappings in the table are the mappings that users would typically use.
The settings that are available to a system resource threshold group are as follows:


n Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory


n Connectivity


n Environment


n FileSystem


n Interface Management Policy


n Juniper Environment


n Processor and Memory


n VLAN Tagging Policy


n The “Other Systems” group has the lowest priority. Managed systems that do not match the criteria
for the other system resource threshold groups become members of the Other Systems group. For
example, managed host systems become members of the Other Systems group.


Settings for WirelessController Thresholds
Settings for WirelessController Thresholds lists the default threshold settings for WirelessControllers.


Note   WirelessAccessPointThresholdExceeded and Wirelessclient ThresholdExceeded events are
generated depending on the threshold values.
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Table 15‑22.  Settings for WirelessController Thresholds


Parameters Default value Description


MaxSupportedWirelessAccessPointsThreshold 99999 This is the maximum number of
WirelessAccessPoints supported by the
WirelessController.


Valid range is from 0 to 99999.


MaxSupportedWirelessClientsThreshold 99999 This is the maximum number of WirelessClients
supported by the WirelessController.


Valid range is from 0 to 99999.


UseMIBValues TRUE When UseMIBValues=TRUE, then MIB values are
used to get the count of the WirelessAccessPoint and
WirelessClient, which are required to generate
Threshold alarms. If the MIB does not have any value,
then the discovered topology count is used.


When UseMIBValues= FALSE, only discovered
topology count is used.


UseMIBThresholds TRUE When UseMIBThresholds=TRUE, MIB values are
used to get the Threshold valus for the
WirelessAccessPoint and WirelessClient.If the MIB
does not have any value, then the settings in the
Threshold Window are used.


When UseMIBThresholds=FALSE, the settings in the
Threshold Window are used.


Settings for WirelessAccessPoints Thresholds
Settings for WirelessAccessPoints Thresholds lists the default threshold settings for
WirelessAccessPoints.


Note   WirelessClientThresholdExceeded event is generated depending on the threshold value.


Table 15‑23.  Settings for WirelessAccessPoints Thresholds


Threshold setting Default value Description


MaxSupportedWirelessClientsThreshold 99999 Maximum number of WirelessClients supported
by this WirelessAccessPoint.


Valid range is form 0 to 99999.


System VLAN Tag Groups
Threshold groups for VLAN tagging are used to ensure that systems are assigned to their appropriate
VLAN. These groups are described in “Using a policy setting to ensure appropriate VLAN assignments”
on page 194.


Default system VLAN tag groups for the IP Manager shows the default system VLAN tag groups, their
target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The target class for all system VLAN tag
groups is UnitaryComputerSystem.
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Table 15‑24.  Default system VLAN tag groups for the IP Manager


System VLAN tag group Target class and matching criteria Default settings


Switches UnitaryComputerSystem with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n Type = SWITCH


VLAN Tagging Policy


Other Systems UnitaryComputerSystem with attribute:
n IsManaged = TRUE


No default settings


Two things to note about Default system VLAN tag groups for the IP Manager:


n Even though the following settings are available to a system VLAN tag group, only the “VLAN Tagging
Policy” setting is valid:


n Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory


n Connectivity


n Environment


n FileSystem


n Interface Management Policy


n Juniper Environment


n Processor and Memory


n VLAN Tagging Policy


n The “Other Systems” group has the lowest priority. Managed systems that do not match the criteria
for the Switches system VLAN tag group become members of the Other Systems group. For
example, managed host systems become members of the Other Systems group.


Thresholds for Temperature and Voltage sensors
Voltage and Temperature thresholds are set to generate alarms when the actual values in the devices
cross the defined threshold values.


Events and thresholds for Temperature and Voltage sensors
Events and thresholds for Temperature and Voltage sensors gives the default threshold setting and
events generated for temperature and voltage sensors.
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Table 15‑25.  Events and thresholds for Temperature and Voltage sensors


Event
Utilization
threshold Description of threshold Default value Condition


OutOfRange RelativeTemperatur
e


How close the current
temperature value can be to the
value that triggers an emergency
shutdown, expressed as a
percentage of the emergency
shutdown value.


10%


Range: 0 to
100%


If the shutdown temperature is 50
degrees C and the
RelativeTemperatureThreshold is
10%, the OutOfRange event is
notified if the temperature
exceeds 45 degrees C.


OutOfRange TemperatureHigh
Threshold


High threshold value of the
temperature sensor, in degrees
C.


50 degrees C


Range: 0 to
100 degrees C


This event is generated when the
temperature exceeds the
configured threshold value.


OutOfRange RelativeVoltage
Threshold


How close the current voltage
value can be to the value that
triggers an emergency
shutdown, expressed as a
percentage of the emergency
shutdown value. For example, if
the shutdown temperature is 50
degrees C, and the
RelativeTemperatureThreshold
is 10%, the OutOfRange event is
notified if the temperature
exceeds 45 degrees C.


0 %


Range: 0 to 5%


If the shutdown value is +30V,
and the RelativeVoltageThreshold
is 10%, the OutOfRange event is
notified if the voltage exceeds
+27V.


OutOfRange VoltageSensorHigh
Threshold


High threshold value of the
voltage sensor test point, in
volts.


5 volts


0 to 100 volts


This event is generated when the
voltage exceeds the configured
threshold value.


OutOfRange VoltageSensorLow
Threshold


Low threshold value of the
voltage sensor test point, in
volts.


1 volt


0 to 100 volts


This event is generated when the
voltage exceeds the configured
threshold value.


StateNotNorma
l


N/A N/A N/A Indicates that the temperature or
voltage sensor test point for this
system is in the CRITICAL or
WARNING state. The sensor
state can be in one of four states:
NORMAL, WARNING, CRITICAL,
or SHUTDOWN.


Attributes for Temperature sensor threshold
Temperature sensor threshold attributes lists the Temperature sensor threshold attributes.
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Table 15‑26.  Temperature sensor threshold attributes


Attribute Description


MajorAlarmThreshold The attribute MajorAlarmThreshold is a value directly polled from the MIB.
Temperature sensors are created based on entPhysicalIndex from the
entPhysicalClass OID (1.3.6.1.2.1.47.1.1.1.1.5) having value of sensor(8). For each
entPhysicalIndex, the entSensorThresholdIndex having a value of minor(10) from the
entSensorThresholdSeverity OID (1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.91.1.2.1.1.2) is selected. This is
used to obtain the corresponding threshold value from the entSensorThresholdValue
OID (1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.91.1.2.1.1.4). Threshold value OIDs are part of the CISCO-
ENTITY-SENSOR-MIB.


MibEntSensorThreshold The attribute MibEntSensorThreshold is a value after computing Precision from
entSensorPrecision. The precision is obtained from Entity MIB's entSensorPrecision
attribute OID (1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.91.1.1.1.1.3). The entSensorPrecision indicates the
number of decimal places of precision in fixed-point sensor values.
n If the entSensorPrecision is 1, the entSensorValue is divided by 10.
n If the entSensorPrecision is 2, the entSensorValue is divided by 100.
n If the entSensorPrecision is 3, the entSensorValue is divided by 1000.
n If the entSensorPrecision is zero, the MibEntSensorThreshold will be zero.


CurrentValue The attribute CurrentValue is a polled value from the MIB attribute entSensorValue
after considering the entSensorPrecision attribute value. The entSensorPrecision
indicates the number of decimal places of precision in fixed-point sensor values. The
entSensorPrecision indicates the number of decimal places of precision in fixed-point
sensor values.
n If the entSensorPrecision is 1, the entSensorValue is divided by 10.
n If the entSensorPrecision is 2, the entSensorValue is divided by 100.
n If the entSensorPrecision is 3, the entSensorValue is divided by 1000.
n If the entSensorPrecision is zero, the entSensorValue is considered as such for


CurrentValue.


RelativeTemperatureThreshold The attribute RelativeTemperatureThreshold is from the user specified Threshold
Group. It indicates how close the current temperature value can be to the value that
triggers an emergency shutdown, expressed as a percentage of the emergency
shutdown value. For example, if the shutdown temperature is 50 degrees C and the
RelativeTemperatureThreshold is 10%, the OutOfRange event is notified if the
temperature exceeds 45 degrees C.


TemperatureHighThreshold The attribute TemperatureHighThreshold value is populated from the Threshold
Group. Though the TemperatureHighThreshold value is populated, it is considered
only for the computation of HighThreshold when the MibEntSensorThreshold value is
negative.


HighThreshold The value for the attribute HighThreshold is computed from the
MibEntSensorThreshold attribute’s value if it is greater than zero. If the value of
MibEntSensorThreshold is negative, then the value is computed from attribute
TemperatureHighThreshold’s value.


VLAN Impact Propagation Groups
Threshold groups for VLAN impact propagation are used to prevent device impact propagation in certain
(user-specified) VLANs, such as management VLANs and default VLANs. These groups are described in
“Using a policy setting to prevent VLAN impacts” on page 197.
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The default VLAN impact propagation groups do not automatically appear. As explained in “Creating
VLAN impact propagation group objects” on page 200, Auser must issue a certain command for the
default VLAN impact propagation groups to appear.


Default VLAN impact propagation groups for the IP Manager shows the default VLAN impact propagation
groups, their target classes and matching criteria, and their default settings. The target class for all VLAN
impact propagation groups is VLAN.


Table 15‑27.  Default VLAN impact propagation groups for the IP Manager


VLAN impact propagation group Target class and matching criteria Default settings


VLANs VLAN with attributes:
n IsManaged = TRUE
n CreationClassName = VLAN
n VLANKey = <user-defined value>


Problem impact propagation policy over
VLANs


Other VLANs VLAN with attribute:
n IsManaged = TRUE


No default settings


Two things to note about Default VLAN impact propagation groups for the IP Manager:


n The only setting that is available to a VLAN impact propagation group is “Problem Impact propagation
policy over VLANs.”


n The Other VLANs group has the lowest priority. VLANs that do not match the criteria for the VLANs
group become members of the Other VLANs group.


Threshold settings
Threshold settings for the IP Manager lists the IP Manager Threshold settings.


Table 15‑28.  Threshold settings for the IP Manager


Threshold group category Threshold setting Type


Interface Groups Backup Interface Support Availability monitoring


Dial-on-Demand Interface Support


Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port Control


Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port


Ethernet Interface/Port Performance Performance monitoring


Generic Interface/Port Performance


Interface/Port Flapping Availability monitoring


Port Groups - Access Ports


Port Groups - Trunk Ports


Disable Fault Analysis for Interface/Port Control


Disable Performance Analysis for Interface/Port


Ethernet Interface/Port Performance Performance monitoring


Generic Interface/Port Performance


Interface/Port Flapping Availability monitoring
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Table 15‑28.  Threshold settings for the IP Manager (Continued)


Threshold group category Threshold setting Type


System Resource Groups


System VLAN Tag Groups


Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory Performance monitoring


Connectivity Availability monitoring


Environment Performance monitoring


FileSystem


Interface Management Policy Policy management


Juniper Environment Performance monitoring


Processor and Memory


VLAN Tagging Policy Policy management


VLAN Impact Propagation Groups Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs Policy management


In general, a group category, such as “Interface Groups,” has a set of settings that are available to any
group in the group category. Thus, all settings for a particular group category are available to each of the
default groups in that category.


But even though you can apply any available setting for a particular group category to any default group
in that category, not all group-to-setting mappings are valid. The default group-to-setting mappings in 
Threshold settings through Threshold settings are the mappings that users would typically use.


Control-type threshold settings are described in “Threshold settings for control” on page 219.


Availability-type threshold settings are described in Threshold settings for IP Availability monitoring.


Performance-type threshold settings are described in Threshold settings for IP performance monitoring.


Policy management settings are described in the following sections:


n “Using a policy setting to control the managed state of interfaces” on page 191


n “Using a policy setting to ensure appropriate VLAN assignments” on page 194


n Using a policy setting to prevent VLAN impacts on page 197


Threshold settings for IP Availability monitoring
Through the threshold settings for IP availability monitoring, you control the ICMP and SNMP connectivity
polling thresholds of the managed network objects in your network. The polled information serves as input
to IP Availability Manager‘s availability analysis of switches, routers, hubs, bridges, and other systems.


The IP Manager provides the following threshold settings for IP availability monitoring:


n Backup Interface Support


n Connectivity


n Dial-on-Demand Interface Support


n Interface/Port Flapping
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Backup Interface Support threshold setting
The Backup Interface Support threshold setting configures analysis for interfaces that are used as
backup. When an interface is identified as a backup, the connectivity failure diagnosis is modified for it as
follows:


n The BackupActivated notification is generated if the interface comes up.


n The ExceededMaximumUptime notification is generated if the interface stays up for a time that equals
or exceeds the MaximumUptime value.


Note   In case of a backup interface, a Down notification is not generated if that interface is down.


Default values for the Backup Interface Support threshold setting lists the Backup Interface Support
threshold setting parameters.


Table 15‑29.  Default values for the Backup Interface Support threshold setting


Parameter Default value Description


MaximumUptime 0 to 86400 seconds


Default: 0


Maximum length of time, in seconds, that the interface may be
up before the ExceededMaximumUptime notification is
generated. If the value of this parameter is 0, the
ExceededMaximumUptime event is disabled.


Connectivity threshold setting
The Connectivity threshold setting configures connectivity threshold parameters for interfaces and ports.
It also controls:


n The use of bridging connectivity for root-cause analysis.


n The analysis of systems that repeatedly restart, and are thus considered unstable.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager User Guide provides information about how
the IP Availability Manager concludes that a system is unstable.


n Whether SystemRestarted traps are sent to the
VMware Smart Assurance Service Assurance Manager Adapter Platform (Adapter Platform).


“Enabling the SystemRestarted and ConfigChange events” on page 64 provides information about
how the IP Availability Manager concludes that a system is restarted.


Default values for the Connectivity threshold setting lists the Connectivity threshold setting
parameters.
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Table 15‑30.  Default values for the Connectivity threshold setting


Parameter Default value Description


CorrelationUseBridgingMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: DISABLED


Enables or disables the use of bridging connectivity
for root-cause analysis. Bridging connectivity is not as
precise as physical connectivity, and this parameter
controls the extent to which the analysis relies on
bridging connectivity.


The parameter is set to ENABLED by default
because, under normal conditions, most physical
connectivity is discovered and there is sparse bridging
connectivity. However, you can set the parameter to
DISABLED in cases where there is sparse physical
connectivity and heavily meshed bridging connectivity.


EnableGenericOIEvent ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: DISABLED


Enables or disables the sending of a
SystemRestarted trap for a system to the
Adapter Platform whenever the uptime of the system
equals or exceeds the MaxUpTimeThreshold
parameter value.


ENABLED activates the sending of a
SystemRestarted trap to the Adapter Platform.
DISABLED suppresses the sending of a
SystemRestarted trap to the Adapter Platform.


MaxUpTimeThreshold 1 to 1436 minutes


Default: 60 minutes


Threshold uptime, in minutes, at or above which a
system is considered to be restarted. That is, if the
uptime of the system equals or exceeds the time that
is specified for this parameter, the system is
considered to be restarted.


NumberOfBridgedViaThreshold Default: 20 Determines whether a BridgedVia relationship is used
in correlation. If a MAC endpoint is BridgedVia less
than the number of ports that are specified by this
threshold, the BridgedVia relationship is used for
correlation.


NumberOfBridgesThreshold Default: 20 Determines whether a Bridges relationship is used in
correlation. If a port bridges less than the number of
MAC endpoints that are specified by this threshold,
the Bridges relationship is used for correlation.


RestartTrapThreshold 0 to 10


Default: 3


Number of SNMP cold or warm start traps that must
be received within the amount of time set by the
RestartTrapWindow parameter in order for the system
to be considered unstable.


A value of 0 turns off restart analysis.
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Table 15‑30.  Default values for the Connectivity threshold setting (Continued)


Parameter Default value Description


RestartTrapWindow 30 to 3600 seconds


Default: 900 seconds


(15 minutes)


Window of time that is used to monitor a system’s
repeated restarts. If the number of start traps equals
or exceeds the RestartTrapThreshold during this
window of time, the system is considered to be
unstable.


TestingNotificationMode ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


Enables or disables the generation of the Down
notification for an interface or port.


ENABLED activates the diagnosis of an interface or
port that is in testing status. DISABLED suppresses
the diagnosis of an interface or port that is in testing
status.


Dial-On-Demand Interface Support threshold setting
The Dial-on-Demand Interface Support threshold setting configures the analysis for interfaces that are
used as dial-on-demand. When an interface is identified as dial-on-demand, the connectivity failure
diagnosis is modified for it as follows:


n The Down notification is not generated if the interface is down.


n The ExceededMaximumUptime notification is generated if the interface stays up for a time that equals
or exceeds the MaximumUptime value.


Default values for the Dial-On-Demand Interface Support threshold setting lists the Dial-On-Demand
Interface Support threshold setting parameters.


Table 15‑31.  Default values for the Dial-On-Demand Interface Support threshold setting


Parameter Default value Description


MaximumUptime 0 to 86400 seconds


Default: 7200 seconds


(2 hours)


Maximum length of time that the interface may be up before the
ExceededMaximumUptime notification is generated. If the value
of this parameter is 0, the ExceededMaximumUptime event is
disabled.


Interface/Port Flapping threshold setting
The Interface/Port Flapping threshold setting controls the analysis of interfaces and ports that are
continually going up and down. Unstable analysis monitors SNMP link down traps to identify a flapping
interface or port and then generates a notification to report that the interface or port is unstable.


The VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager User Guide provides information about how the
IP Availability Manager concludes that an interface or port is unstable. An interface or port is also known
as a network adapter.


Default values for the Interface/Port Flapping threshold setting lists the Interface/Port Flapping threshold
setting parameters.
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Table 15‑32.  Default values for the Interface/Port Flapping threshold setting


Parameter Default value Description


LinkTrapThreshold 0 to 10


Default: 3


Number of SNMP link down traps that must be received within
the LinkTrapWindow for the IP Availability Manager to consider
the interface or port flapping.


A value of 0 turns off flapping analysis.


LinkTrapWindow 30 to 3600 seconds


Default: 300 seconds


(5 minutes)


Window of time that is used to monitor flapping analysis of an
interface or port. If the number of link down traps equals or
exceeds the LinkTrapThreshold during this window of time, the
interface or port is considered to be flapping.


Threshold settings for IP performance monitoring
Through the threshold settings for IP performance monitoring, you control the ICMP and SNMP
performance polling thresholds of the managed network objects in your network. The polled information
serves as input to IP Performance Manager‘s fault and performance analysis of interfaces and ports,
processors and memory, disks and filesystems, fans and power supplies, and voltage and temperature
sensors.


The IP Manager provides the following threshold settings for IP performance monitoring:


n Ethernet Interface/Port Performance


n Generic Interface/Port Performance


n Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory


n Environment


n FileSystem


n Juniper Environment


n Processor and Memory


Ethernet Interface/Port Performance threshold setting
The Ethernet Interface/Port Performance threshold setting configures the monitoring of an Ethernet
network adapter’s performance characteristics. Parameters in this setting control the notification of these
faults:


n High Broadcast Rate


n High Collision Rate


n High Discard Rate


n High Queue Drop Rate


n High Error Rate
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n High Utilization


One other parameter in this setting determines whether the IP Performance Manager analyzes
subinterfaces, which are interfaces LayeredOver physical interfaces. For example, a physical
interface in a Frame Relay or ATM network is configured with multiple virtual circuits, and each virtual
circuit is associated with a subinterface.


Note   A subinterface, similar to an interface, is an instance of the Interface class.


Default values for the Ethernet Interface/Port Performance threshold setting lists the Ethernet
Interface/Port Performance threshold setting parameters.


Table 15‑33.  Default values for the Ethernet Interface/Port Performance threshold setting


Parameter Default Value Description


AnalysisModeOfSubInterface-
Performance


ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: DISABLED


When enabled, the IP Performance Manager analyzes the
performance of all subinterfaces of all objects in the
threshold group.


BroadcastThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 15%


Upper threshold for broadcast traffic, expressed as a
percentage of the total bandwidth.


CollisionThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 10%


Upper threshold for collisions, expressed as a percentage
of the total number of output packets.


DiscardThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 5%


Upper threshold for dropped packets, expressed as a
percentage of the total number of packets.


ErrorThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 10%


Upper threshold for packet errors, expressed as a
percentage of the total number of packets.


MinimumTrafficThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 2%


Minimum packet rate for a network adapter, expressed as a
percentage of total bandwidth. Value can be any number
between 0.1 and 100.0. For example, 0.2 is a valid value.


QueueDropThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 1%


Acceptable percentage of packets that are dropped
because of full queues, expressed as a percentage of the
total number of packets.


UtilizationThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 40%


Upper threshold for link utilization, expressed as a
percentage of the total bandwidth.


Generic Interface/Port Performance threshold setting
The Generic Interface/Port Performance threshold setting configures the monitoring of a non-Ethernet
network adapter’s performance characteristics. It includes basic parameters that are common to all media
types, such as utilization, errors, broadcast, and packet drops. (These basic parameters are also included
in the Ethernet Interface/Port Performance setting, although their default values may be different.)
Parameters in this setting control the notification of these faults:


n High Broadcast Rate


n High Discard Rate


n High Error Rate
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n High Queue Drop Rate


n High Utilization


Similar to the Ethernet Interface/Port Performance threshold setting, one other parameter in this
setting determines whether the IP Performance Manager analyzes subinterfaces, which are
interfaces LayeredOver physical interfaces.


Default values for the Generic Interface/Port Performance threshold setting lists the Generic
Interface/Port Performance threshold setting parameters.


Table 15‑34.  Default values for the Generic Interface/Port Performance threshold setting


Parameter Default value Description


AnalysisModeOfSubInterface-
Performance


ENABLED,DISABLED


Default: ENABLED


When enabled, the IP Performance Manager analyzes
the performance of all subinterfaces of all objects in the
threshold group.


BroadcastThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 15%


Upper threshold for broadcast traffic, expressed as a
percentage of the total bandwidth.


DiscardThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 5%


Upper threshold for dropped packets, expressed as a
percentage of the total number of packets.


ErrorThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 10%


Upper threshold for packet errors, expressed as a
percentage of the total number of packets.


MinimumTrafficThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 2%


Minimum packet rate for a network adapter, expressed
as a percentage of total bandwidth. Value can be any
number between 0.1 and 100.0. For example, 0.2 is a
valid value.


QueueDropThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 1%


Acceptable percentage of packets that are dropped
because of full queues, expressed as a percentage of
the total number of packets.


UtilizationThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 60%


Upper threshold for link utilization, expressed as a
percentage of the total bandwidth.


Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory threshold setting
The Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory threshold setting enables users to set the free memory thresholds
for two different memory types:


n Fast memory


n Non-volatile memory (NVRAM)


The setting overrides the FreeMemoryThreshold parameter in the Processor and Memory setting,
which is described in Processor and Memory threshold setting. The Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory
setting is intended for Cisco devices only.


The Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory setting is not the default setting for any threshold group, but is
available to any of the system resource groups:


n ComputeFabric
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n Switches


n Routers


n Hubs and Bridges


n MediaGateways


n Other System


The system resource groups are described in Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory threshold setting.


To add the Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory setting to a system resource group, consult “Adding or
removing settings” on page 144 to add the setting to the Current Settings list. Also, consult “Editing
matching criteria” on page 146 to add the “Vendor=CISCO” matching criteria to the group, to limit the
group’s membership to just Cisco devices.


Default values for the Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory threshold setting lists the Cisco Fast and
NvRam Memory threshold setting parameters.


Table 15‑35.  Default values for the Cisco Fast and NvRam Memory threshold setting


Parameter Default value Description


FastMemoryThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 15%


Lower threshold for the acceptable amount of free Fast
memory as measured by the ratio of free Fast memory
to the total Fast memory.


NvramMemoryThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 15%


Lower threshold for the acceptable amount of free
NVRAM memory as measured by the ratio of free
NVRAM memory to the total NVRAM memory.


Environment threshold setting
The Environment threshold setting configures the monitoring of a system’s environmental conditions.
System components such as the fan, memory, power supply, temperature sensor, and voltage sensor
objects are monitored.


Default values for the Environment threshold setting lists the Environment threshold setting parameters.


Table 15‑36.  Default values for the Environment threshold setting


Parameter Value Description


RelativeTemperature-
Threshold


0 to 100%


Default: 10%


How close the current temperature value can be to the value
that triggers an emergency shutdown, expressed as a
percentage of the emergency shutdown value. For example, if
the shutdown temperature is 50 degrees C and the
RelativeTemperatureThreshold is 10%, the OutOfRange event
is notified if the temperature exceeds 45 degrees C.


RelativeVoltage-Threshold 0 to 5%


Default: 0%


How close the current voltage value can be to the value that
triggers an emergency shutdown, expressed as a percentage
of the emergency shutdown value. For example, if the
shutdown value is +30V, and the RelativeVoltageThreshold is
10%, the OutOfRange event is notified if the voltage exceeds
+27V.
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Table 15‑36.  Default values for the Environment threshold setting (Continued)


Parameter Value Description


TemperatureHigh-Threshold 0 to 100 degrees C


Default: 50 degrees C


High threshold value of the temperature sensor, in degrees C.


UseMIBThresholds True, False


Default: True


This variable allows for using thresholds defined in the SNMP
agent instead of manually set ones.


When the threshold value is available in the MIB for sensors,
then this attribute value decides if that should be used. If the
value is set to True and the MIB thresholds are not available
for the sensor, then the threshold values defined in the
Environment threshold settings are used.


VoltageSensorHigh-Threshold 0 to 100 volts


Default: 5 volts


High threshold value of the voltage sensor test point, in volts.


VoltageSensorLow-Threshold 0 to 100 volts


Default: 1 volt


Low threshold value of the voltage sensor test point, in volts.


Juniper Environment threshold setting
The Juniper Environment threshold setting configures the monitoring of a Juniper system’s environmental
conditions. Juniper system components such as the fan, memory, power supply, temperature sensor, and
voltage sensor objects are monitored.


Relative to the Environment threshold setting, this setting provides an additional parameter for monitoring
the environmental conditions of a Juniper system for temperature sensor objects.


Default values for the Juniper Environment threshold setting lists the Juniper Environment threshold
setting parameters.


Table 15‑37.  Default values for the Juniper Environment threshold setting


Parameter Default Value Description


HighTemperature-Threshold 0 to 100 degrees C


Default: 40 degrees C


High temperature threshold in degrees C. This value, in
conjunction with the RelativeTemperatureThreshold value
determines the temperature that triggers an emergency
shutdown. For example, if the HighTemperatureThreshold is
50 degrees C and the RelativeTemperatureThreshold is 10%,
the OutOfRange event is notified if the temperature exceeds
45 degrees C.


RelativeTemperature-
Threshold


0 to 100%


Default: 10%


How close the current temperature value can be to the value
that triggers an emergency shutdown, expressed as a
percentage of the emergency shutdown value. For example, if
the shutdown temperature is 50 degrees C and the
RelativeTemperatureThreshold is 10%, the OutOfRange event
is notified if the temperature exceeds 45 degrees C.
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Table 15‑37.  Default values for the Juniper Environment threshold setting (Continued)


Parameter Default Value Description


RelativeVoltage-Threshold 0 to 5%


Default: 0%


How close the current voltage value can be to the value that
triggers an emergency shutdown, expressed as a percentage
of the emergency shutdown value. For example, if the
shutdown value is +30V, and the RelativeVoltageThreshold is
2%, the OutOfRange event is notified if the voltage exceeds
+29.4V.


TemperatureHigh-Threshold 0 to 100 degrees C


Default: 50 degrees C


High threshold value of the temperature sensor, in degrees C.


VoltageSensorHigh-Threshold 0 to 100 volts


Default: 5 volts


High threshold value of the voltage sensor test point, in volts.


VoltageSensorLow-Threshold 0 to 100 volts


Default: 1 volt


Low threshold value of the voltage sensor test point, in volts.


FileSystem threshold setting
The FileSystem threshold setting configures the performance monitoring of a host system’s filesystem.
Although available to all threshold groups in System Resource Groups and System VLAN Tag Groups,
this setting is contained only in the Other Systems threshold group in System Resource Groups.


Default value for the FileSystem threshold setting lists the FileSystem threshold setting parameters. The
MaxUtilizationPct parameter controls the notification of the HighUtilization fault.


Table 15‑38.  Default value for the FileSystem threshold setting


Parameter Default value Description


MaxUtilizationPct 0 to 100%


Default: 95%


Upper threshold for a filesystem’s utilization, expressed as a
percentage of the total size that is currently in use.


MinAvailableSpace Default: 1024 KB Threshold for a filesystem’s minimum available space,
expressed as total free space in kilobytes (KB).


Processor and Memory threshold setting
The Processor and Memory threshold setting configures the performance monitoring of a system’s
processor and its associated memory objects. Parameters in this setting control the notification of these
faults:


n High Utilization


n High Backplane Utilization (Chassis)


n High Buffer Miss Rate


n High Buffer Utilization


n Fragmentation
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n Insufficient Free Memory


Default values for the Processor and Memory threshold setting lists the Processor and Memory
threshold setting parameters.


Table 15‑39.  Default values for the Processor and Memory threshold setting


Parameter Default value Description


BackplaneUtilizationThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 80%


Upper threshold for a switch’s backplane utilization
expressed as a percentage of the total backplane
bandwidth.


FreeMemoryThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 15%


Lower threshold for the acceptable amount of free memory
as measured by the ratio of free memory to the total
memory.


MemoryBufferMissThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 10%


Upper threshold for the number of buffer misses, expressed
as a percentage of the total number of buffer requests.


MemoryBufferUtilization-Threshold 0 to 100%


Default: 90%


Upper threshold for the number of buffers that are used,
expressed as a percentage of the total number of buffers.


MemoryFragmentation-Threshold 0 to 100%


Default: 5%


Lower threshold for memory fragmentation. The
fragmentation value is the ratio of the largest number of
contiguous unallocated bytes to the total amount of free
memory. For example, a value of 5 indicates that the
largest free buffer must be at least 5% of the free memory.


ProcessorUtilizationThreshold 0 to 100%


Default: 90%


Upper threshold for processor utilization, expressed as a
percentage of the total capacity of the processor.
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IPv6 Address Conventions 16
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Overview


n Conventions for specifying an IPv6 address with port number


n Conventions for specifying an IPv6 address in a class instance name


Overview
Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) uses colons (:) in its addresses instead of periods (.), which are used in
Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) addresses. Because colons are also used as delimiters in
VMware Smart Assurance command lines, configuration files, seed files, Add Agent commands, and
class instance names, special syntax must be observed when representing a host as an IPv6 address.


The special syntax, which is identified in this appendix, does not apply to hosts that are represented as
hostnames, or as hostnames that include an explicit IP version suffix (:v6v4, :v4v6, :v6, or :v4).


Hostnames in command lines or configuration files
The following <hostname>:<port number> entries in a command line or a configuration file do not require
any special syntax:


n frame.vmware.com:426


n frame.vmware.com:v6v4:426


n frame.vmware.com:v4v6:426


n frame.vmware.com:v6:426


n frame.vmware.com:v4:426


The hostname, frame.vmware.com, in these entries will be resolved to an IP address as stated in
“Controlling the IP version for name resolution” on page 57. For the first entry, the hostname will be
resolved in accordance to the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable setting, which is described in 
SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable.
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Hostnames in seed files or Add Agent commands
The following <hostname>:<port number> entries in a seed file or an Add Agent command do not require
any special syntax:


n Core-ROUTER-1:200


n Core-ROUTER-1:v6v4:200


n Core-ROUTER-1:v4v6:200


n Core-ROUTER-1:v6:200


n Core-ROUTER-1:v4:200


The hostname, Core-ROUTER-1, in these entries will be resolved to an IP address as stated in
“Controlling the IP version for name resolution” on page 57. For the first entry, the hostname will be
resolved in accordance to the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable setting, which is described in 
SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable.


Hostnames in class instance names
A hostname in a class instance name does not require any special syntax. For example, “R1” in
Router::R1 does not require any special syntax. A hostname in a class instance name does not include
an explicit IP version suffix.


Conventions for specifying an IPv6 address with port
number
Sometimes when you use an VMware Smart Assurance command line utility, such as dmctl, sm_tpmgr, or
sm_snmpwalk, you want to specify a Broker other than the default Broker, which is identified in the
BASEDIR/smarts/local/conf/runcmd_env.sh file of the installation directory from which the command line
utility is invoked; for example, localhost:426. To do so, you include the -b <Broker> option in the
command line invocation.


The <Broker> syntax is hostname or IP address, followed by a colon (:) delimiter, followed by a port
number. The combination of an IP (v4 or v6) address and port number is also called a socket.


For an IPv6 address and port number to be interpreted correctly in a command line, enclose the IPv6
address within a pair of double quotation marks and square brackets. The syntax is:


"[<ipv6_address>]:<port>"


An example is:


"[2001:0db8::0010]:65000"
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If you want to use the default port, omit the port number and specify only the IPv6 address; no additional
convention notations are needed. For example:


2001:0db8::0010


In addition, for a seed-file entry or an Add Agent command, you can specify the port number of the SNMP
agent that is running on the candidate system by typing a colon (:) and the port number after the
hostname or IP (v4 or v6) address; for example:


CoreROUTER-1:200


For an IPv6 address and port number to be interpreted correctly in a seed-file entry or an Add Agent
command, enclose the IPv6 address within a pair of square brackets. The syntax is:


[<ipv6_address>]:<port>


      


An example is:


[2001:0db8::0010]:200


And finally, for an IPv6 address and port number to be interpreted correctly in a configuration file, observe
the same syntax as used in a seed-file entry or an Add Agent command.


Conventions for specifying an IPv6 address in a class
instance name
For the dmctl utility, if your class instance name contains either square brackets or double colons, you
need to specify one of the following conventions:


n In dmctl command line mode, if the instance uses square brackets or double colons in its name,
enclose the instance with single and double quotation marks. Here are two examples:


MyClass::”’[2001:db8:0:0:0:0:0102:0304]’”


MyClass::”’::instance’”


n In dmctl interactive mode, if the instance uses square brackets or double colons in its name, enclose
the instance with either single or double quotation marks. Here are four examples:


MyClass::’[2001:db8:0:0:0:0:0102:0304]’


MyClass::”[2001:db8:0:0:0:0:0102:0304]”


MyClass::’::instance’


MyClass::”::instance”
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SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable
Valid values for the SM_IP_VERSIONS environment variable are:


n v6v4 (default)


Hostname is resolved to an IPv6 address. If that resolution fails, the local name resolution service
tries to resolve the hostname to an IPv4 address.


n v4v6


Hostname is resolved to an IPv4 address. If that resolution fails, the local name resolution service
tries to resolve the hostname to an IPv6 address.


n v6


Hostname is resolved to an IPv6 address.


n v4


Hostname is resolved to an IPv4 address.


Values v6v4, v4v6, v6, and v4 are not case-sensitive.
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Wildcard Patterns 17
Types of wildcard patterns
A wildcard pattern is a series of characters that are matched against incoming character strings. You can
use these patterns when you define pattern matching criteria.


Matching is done strictly from left to right, one character or basic wildcard pattern at a time. Basic wildcard
patterns are defined in Basic wildcard patterns. Characters that are not part of match constructs match
themselves. The pattern and the incoming string must match completely. For example, the pattern abcd
does not match the input abcde or abc.


A compound wildcard pattern consists of one or more basic wildcard patterns separated by ampersand
(&) or tilde (~) characters. A compound wildcard pattern is matched by attempting to match each of its
component basic wildcard patterns against the entire input string. For compound wildcard patterns, see 
Compound wildcard patterns.


If the first character of a compound wildcard pattern is an ampersand (&) or tilde (~) character, the
compound is interpreted as if an asterisk (*) appeared at the beginning of the pattern. For example, the
pattern ~*[0-9]* matches any string not containing any digits. A trailing instance of an ampersand
character (&) can only match the empty string. A trailing instance of a tilde character (~) can be read as
“except for the empty string.”


Note   Spaces are interpreted as characters and are subject to matching even if they are adjacent to
operators like “&”.


Table 17‑1.  Basic wildcard patterns


Character Description


? Matches any single character.


For example, server?.example.com matches server3.example.com and serverB.example.com, but not
server10.example.com.


* Matches an arbitrary string of characters. The string can be empty.


For example, server*.example.com matches server-ny.example.com and server.example.com (an empty
match).
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Table 17‑1.  Basic wildcard patterns (Continued)


Character Description


[set] Matches any single character that appears within [set]; or, if the first character of [set] is (^), any single
character that is not in the set. A hyphen (-) within [set] indicates a range, so that [a-d] is equivalent to
[abcd]. The character before the hyphen (-) must precede the character after it or the range will be empty.
The character (^) in any position except the first, or a hyphen (-) at the first or last position, has no special
meaning.


For example, server[789-].example.com matches server7.example.com through server9.example.com,
but not server6.example.com. It also matches server-.example.com.


For example, server[^12].example.com does not match server1.example.com or server2.example.com,
but will match server8.example.com.


<n1-n2> Matches numbers in a given range. Both n1 and n2 must be strings of digits, which represent non-
negative integer values. The matching characters are a non-empty string of digits whose value, as a non-
negative integer, is greater than or equal to n1 and less than or equal to n2. If either end of the range is
omitted, no limitation is placed on the accepted number.


For example, 98.49.<1-100>.10 matches a range of IP addresses from 98.49.1.10 through 98.49.100.10.


Example of an omitted high end of the range: <50-> matches any string of digits with a value greater than
or equal to 50.


Example of an omitted low end of the range: <-150> matches any value between zero and 150.


For a more subtle example: The pattern <1-10>* matches 1, 2, up through 10, with * matching no
characters. Similarly, it matches strings like 9x, with * matching the trailing x. However, it does not match
11, because <1-10> always extracts the longest possible string of digits (11) and then matches only if the
number it represents is in range.


| Matches alternatives. For example,”ab|bc|cd” without spaces matches exactly the three following strings:
“ab”, “bc”, and “cd”. A | as the first or last character of a pattern accepts an empty string as a match.


Example with spaces “ab | bc” matches the strings “ab” and “ bc”.


\ Removes the special status, if any, of the following character. Backslash (\) has no special meaning
within a set ([set]) or range (<n1-n2>) construct.


Special characters for compound wildcard patterns are summarized in Compound wildcard patterns.


Table 17‑2.  Compound wildcard patterns


Character Description


& “And Also” for a compound wildcard pattern. If a component basic wildcard pattern is preceded by & (or is the
first basic wildcard pattern in the compound wildcard pattern), it must successfully match.


Example: *NY*&*Router* matches all strings which contain NY and also contain Router.


Example: <1-100>&*[02468] matches even numbers between 1 and 100 inclusive. The <1-100> component
only passes numbers in the correct range and the *[02468] component only passes numbers that end in an
even digit.


Example: *A*|*B*&*C* matches strings that contain either an A or a B, and also contain a C.


~ “Except” for a compound wildcard pattern (opposite function of &).If a component basic wildcard pattern is
preceded by ~, it must not match.


Example: 10.20.30.*~10.20.30.50 matches all devices on network 10.20.30 except 10.20.30.50.


Example: *Router*~*Cisco*&*10.20.30.*~10.20.30.<10-20>* matches a Router, except a Cisco router, with an
address on network 10.20.30, except not 10.20.30.10 through 10.20.30.20.
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Audit Logging 18
Enhanced Domain Audit Logging Format
The audit log contains one line per entry. The entry consists of multiple tab-delimited fields. The first nine
fields have fixed meaning and order, with additional fields in a tag=value format. The tagged fields that
are present depend on the action that is logged. Different actions will have different additional data
available. For example, for an invoke, the tag oper would indicate the operation being invoked.


The order of the tab-delimited fields in an entry is:


date login ID ClientDescription pid IP user@host action [tag1=value [tag2=value […]]]


Example:


2010/03/25 12:52:21 +442ms admin 2 dmctl 23168 127.0.0.1 root@host01.example.com createInstance
object=MyClass::MyInstance


Note   The text in the example appears on one line in the log, though it has been wrapped in this
document.


Table 18‑1.  Description of fields in the audit log


Field Description


Date The date and time at which the event occurred, formatted according to the setting of
SM_DATETIME_FORMAT.


Login The login identifier used to authenticate to the domain.


ID The client identification number for the particular session.


Client Description Information of the client, for example, dmctl, console. This information is reported by the client as it
cannot be verfied independently. A malicious user could manipulate this information.


PID The process ID of the client on the system where the connection originated. This information is
reported by the client as it cannot be verified independently. A malicious user could manipulate this
information.


IP The network address of the system from which the connection originated. This is obtained from the
network stack. Due to the presence of NAT or other factors, it may not reflect the actual IP address of
the client system.


User The operating system login name of the user on the system where the connection originated. This
information is reported by the client as it cannot be verified independently. A malicious user could
manipulate this information.
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Table 18‑1.  Description of fields in the audit log (Continued)


Field Description


Host The hostname of the system where the connection originated. This hostname is reported by the
client. A malicious user could manipulate this information. incase of an uncertainty, perform a reverse
lookup on the IP provided. This field is provided as it may allow identification of individual clients
behind a NAT, while a reverse lookup of the IP would resolve to a single router.


Action An API operation called by the client. For example, put, create, delete, invoke.


Description of fields in the audit log lists the fields and its description.


Actions
Many actions are read-only and thus would not appear in the audit log. Such actions are not listed in the
table.


Table 18‑2.  Description of actions in the audit log


Action Description


consistencyUpdate Requests that the codebook be recomputed.


correlate Causes the domain manager to begin a correlation.


create Create a new object instance in the domain. Tagged values include object, the class name, and
instance name of the object to create.


delete Delete the object with the given name. Tagged values include object, the object to be deleted.


exec Causes the domain to execute a program object. Tagged values include program.


insert Add a new value to a table of an object. Tagged values include attribute, which identifies the object
and attribute to be affected, and value, the desired new value.


invoke Invoke a model operation. If an operation can be determined to be read-only, it will not be logged.
Tagged values include object, the name of the object to invoke the operation, oper, the name of the
operation, and args, the list of argument values.


loadLibrary Requests the domain manager to load a shared library, such as one containing a compiled model.
Tagged values include library.


loadProgram Requests to load a program object into the domain. Tagged values include program.


put Set an attribute of an object. Tagged values include attribute, which identifies the object and
attribute to be affected, and value, the desired new value.


remove Remove a value from a table of an object. Tagged values include attribute, which identifies the
object and attribute to be affected, and value, the value to be removed.


removeByKey Remove a value from a table of an object. Tagged values include attribute, which identifies the
object and attribute to be affected, and key, the key of the value to be removed.


restore Restore object instances from a file. Tagged values include filename, the file to restore from.


save Store the repository to a file. Tagged values include filename, the file the objects will be stored in,
and class if the request was to save a subset of instances by class.


shutdown Requests the domain manager to shut down.


transactionAbort Abort a previously started repository transaction.
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Table 18‑2.  Description of actions in the audit log (Continued)


Action Description


transactionCommit Commit a previously started repository transaction


transactionStart Start a repository transaction.


Description of actions in the audit log lists the actions and its description.


Tags
Table 18‑3.  Description of tags in the audit log


Tag Description


args A list of values used as argument to an operation.


attribute The fully qualified name of an attribute of an object, in the format
ClassName::InstanceName::AttributeName.


class The name of a model class.


filename The name of a file.


value A value used as a table key.


library The name of a shared library.


object The name of an object instance, in the format ClassName::InstanceName.


oper The name of a model operation.


program The name of a program object loaded or executed.


value The value of an attribute.


Description of tags in the audit log lists the tags and its description.
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Commands 19
This chapter includes the following sections:


n Issuing commands to modify configuration parameters


Issuing commands to modify configuration parameters
You can issue any of the following commands from the BASEDIR/smarts/bin directory to change
configuration parameters for the IP Manager:


n dmctl put


n dmctl invoke


n dmctl get


n sm_tpmgr


The dmctl utility is described in the HTML pages that are located in the
BASEDIR/smarts/doc/html/usage directory of any Domain Manager installation area. Chapter 16 IPv6
Address Conventions provides additional syntax information. You can use "?" in dmctl to see a list of
all available commands.


dmctl put
In general, you can use the dmctl put command to change the value of any basic-type attribute (string,
boolean, integer, float, and so on) of any VMware Smart Assurance object. Upon issuing a dmctl
command, you might be prompted for a username and password. Respond with your user account. For
example, to specify the default administrative account, enter username admin and password changeme.


For IP Manager, you use the dmctl put command to override parameter settings in the discovery.conf file
or the name-resolver.conf file. These parameters are defined as attributes of the ICF-TopologyManager
object, which is an instance of the ICF_TopologyManager class.


The syntax for the dmctl put command is:


         dmctl -s <IP Manager instance name> put


         ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::<configuration parameter name> <value>
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For example:


dmctl -s INCHARGE-AM put ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::numberProbeThreads 12


dmctl invoke
You use the dmctl invoke command to override parameter settings in the tpmgr-param.conf file. These
parameters are entries for a table that is defined inside the ICF-TopologyManager object.


The syntax for the dmctl invoke command is:


         dmctl -s <IP Manager instance name> invoke


ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager insertParameter


<configuration parameter name> <value>


For example:


dmctl -s INCHARGE-AM invoke


ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager insertParameter


         DisableMPLSDiscovery FALSE


      


dmctl get
You can use the dmctl get command to verify the value of the attribute that has been set.


The syntax for the dmctl get command is:


         dmctl -s <IP Manager instance name> get


         ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::<configuration


parameter name>


For example:


         dmctl -s INCHARGE-AM get ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager:: HSRPEnabled


      


sm_tpmgr
You use the sm_tpmgr command to reload the parameters in the discovery.conf, tpmgr-param.conf, or
name-resolver.conf file or any other IP Manager user configuration files.


Note   A discovery cycle should not be in progress when you issue this command.
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After you use the sm_edit utility to make a parameter change in the discovery.conf, tpmgr-param.conf, or
name-resolver.conf file, you can use the sm_tpmgr command to make that change known to the target
IP Manager instance without the need to restart the target server. The syntax for the sm_tpmgr command
is:


         sm_tpmgr -b <host>:<port> -s <IP Manager instance name>


--load-conf=<configuration file name>


For example:


         sm_tpmgr -b localhost:426 -s INCHARGE-AM --load-conf=user-defined-connections.conf
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Preface 1
As part of an effort to improve its product lines, VMware periodically releases revisions of its software and
hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not be supported by all versions of
the software or hardware currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date
information on product features.


Contact your VMware technical support professional if a product does not function properly or does not
function as described in this document.


Note   This document was accurate at publication time. Go to VMware Online Support 
support.vmware.com to ensure that you are using the latest version of this document.


This chapter includes the following topics:
n Purpose


n Audience


Purpose
This document is part of the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager documentation set and contains
troubleshooting instructions and Frequently Asked Questions on VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager.


Audience
This document is intended for IT managers and system administrators.
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VMware Smart Assurance IP
Manager installation directory 2
In this document, the term BASEDIR represents the location where VMware Smart Assurance software is
installed.


n For UNIX, this location is: /opt/InCharge/<productsuite>.


On UNIX operating systems, VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager is, by default,
installed to: /opt/InCharge/IP/smarts.


Optionally, you can specify the root of BASEDIR to be something different, but you cannot change the
<productsuite> location under the root directory.


The VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide provides more information about the
directory structure of VMware Smart Assurance software.
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VMware Smart Assurance IP
Manager products 3
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager includes the following products:


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Performance Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Availability Manager Extension for NAS
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IP Manager documentation 4
The following documents are relevant to users of the IP Manager. Electronic versions of the updated
manuals are available on VMware Smart Assurance Online Support at: docs.vmware.com.


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Release Notes


n VMware Smart Assurance Open Source License and Copyright Information


n VMware Smart Assurance Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, and NPM Managers


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Deployment Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Concepts Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Topology Split Manager User Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Troubleshooting Guide


n VMware Important Notice


n VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Certification Matrix
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Related documentation 5
The following VMware Smart Assurance publications provide additional information:


n VMware Smart Assurance System Administration Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) 1.11 Reference for Non-Service
Assurance Manager Products


n VMware Smart Assurance Common Information Model (ICIM) Reference for Service Assurance
Manager


n VMware Smart Assurance ASL Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Perl Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance MODEL Reference Guide


n VMware Smart Assurance Dynamic Modeling Tutorial


n Smarts Foundation EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer Guide


In addition to this document, Smart Assurance Corporation provides a Help system for command line
programs.
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Conventions used in this
document 6
VMware Smart Assurance uses the following conventions for special notices:


Note   NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions
VMware uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Bold Use for names of interface elements


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace
Use for:
n System output, such as an error message or script
n System code
n Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
n Commands and options


                      
  Monospace italic
                     


Use for variables.


                      
  Monospace bold
                     


Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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Where to get help 7
VMware Smart Assurance support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information


For documentation, release notes, software updates, or information about VMware Smart Assurance
products, go to VMware Smart Assurance Online Support at:


docs.vmware.com


Technical support


Go to VMware Smart Assurance Online Support and click Service Center. You will see several options for
contacting VMware Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, you must have a valid support
agreement. Contact your VMware sales representative for details about obtaining a valid support
agreement or with questions about your account.
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Your comments 8
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the
user publications. Provide your feedback of this document to: docs.vmwre.com.
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Troubleshooting Installations 9
This chapter includes the following topics:


n Licensing Issues


n Frequently Asked Questions on Licensing


Licensing Issues
This section provides the following troubleshooting information:


Starting a new domain after the trial license expires


Discovery failures after license expires


Starting a new domain after the trial license expires


Symptom
Unable to start a new domain and restart an existing domain after the trial license expired.


Possible Cause
New devices can be added to the topology and discovery can be performed during the grace period, but
new domains cannot be started using the same license. A fresh license is required start new domain
servers.


Recommended Action
The domain using a trial license that has expired will continue to run for a year as long as it is not
restarted. If you attempt to restart the existing domain or start a new domain it will not start.


Request for a new trial license that has a new expiration date.


Discovery failures after license expires


Symptom
Discovery failed after the IP Manager license expired.
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Possible Cause
Discovery and auto-discovery depends on the AP_SYSTEM_VOLUME license feature.


For example, if the licence is expiring on 9/15/2011 and five domains are pointing to the license server,
even after expiry, the five domains will continue to work till 9/15/2012. However if we start a new domain
server after 9/15/2011 that is pointing to the same license file, it will not work.


Recommended Action
If your temporary license expires and you are within the grace period, you will not be able to either restart
existing domain managers if they are stopped.


Frequently Asked Questions on Licensing


Licensing questions


Question
Can I split available volume licenses between multiple domains?


Answer
As long as the devices are in the same datacenter and they connect to the same license server, it will be
possible to create two completely separate platforms, else new base licenses have to be acquired.


Question
Which host ID should be used while requesting for a permanent license file from the following permanent
FLEXnet license?


lmutil - Copyright (c) 1989-2010 Flexera Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The FLEXnet host ID of 


this machine is ""002128a2aea2 002128a2aea3 002128a2aea4 002128a2aea5""


Answer
It is recommended to use the first host ID.


Question
Should we restart domains to load new license licenses?


Answer
You need to restart your domains.
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Question
Should we restart the license server after receiving a new permanent license?


Answer
You need to place the license file in <BASEDIR>/smarts/local/conf in the installation directory of the
license server.


Use the following command to read the new license:


<BASEDIR>/smarts/bin/lmutil lmreread -c port@license_server


or


<BASEDIR>/smarts/bin/system/lmutil lmreread -c port@license_server


Question
I have loaded a new permanent license into the license server, do I need to restart my domains?


Answer
Yes, if you have loaded features that enable new functionality such as NOTIF for Service Assurance
Manager or IP Performance Manager.


No, if the new license contains additional blocks of volume licenses
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Troubleshooting Deployments
and Configurations 10
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Deployment Issues


n Configuration Issues


n Frequently Asked Questions on deployment and configurations


Deployment Issues
This section provides the following troubleshooting information:


Unable to discover WAN connection with VPNIP deployment


Unable to discover WAN connection with VPNIP deployment


Symptom
Unable to discover a WAN link with VPNIP between a Cisco and Juniper device with /30 subnet mask.


Possible cause
The IPNetwork must contain two IP addresses and have a /30 or /31 subnet mask.


When you create a VPNIP address, you are attempting to connect a Provider Edge to a Customer Edge
device. The Provider Edge device must be aware of Route Distinguisher (RD) that provides the tag.


Recommended action
Use the MPLS VPN Tagging solution to discover a WAN link with VPNIP.


VPNIPNetwork is a subclass of IPNetwork. Standard connections are built using /30 subnet.


The rules/discovery/ic-post-wan-link.asl file provides more details on the logic of how the VPNIP
connections are formed.


Configuration Issues
This section provides the following troubleshooting information:


Incremental reconfiguration entries were not displayed
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False reports for voltage and temperature thresholds


NAS adapter was not supported in FIPS mode


Unable to connect to the broker in FIPS mode


Incremental reconfiguration entries were not displayed


Symptom
Incremental reconfiguration entries were not displayed in the domain log during discovery.


Possible cause
IP 8.1.x introduced incremental reconfiguration which displays reconfiguration entries in the domain log. If
new devices are added to the topology, a full reconfiguration happens which is time consuming.


Recommended action
To enable incremental reconfigure, set ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig 10 in the
<BASEDIR>/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf file. The value of this flag controls the maximum
number of devices for which incremental reconfigure will run. For example, if the value is 10, incremental
reconfigure will run if the number of the last discovered device is less then 10, otherwise a bulk
reconfigure will run.


By default, ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig parameter is set to 10 in tmpgr-param.conf file. Any
discovery that contains less than 10 systems, the reconfigure started and reconfigure finished message
will not be logged in the domain log. However, when reconfigure occurs, to view incremental reconfigure
messages, set DebugReconfigure parameter to TRUE in tmpgr-param.conf file.


The tmpgr-param.conf file is located at:


<BASEDIR>/smarts/bin/sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf


Restart the IP domain or reload tmpgr-param.conf for the change to take affect by running:


<BASEDIR>/smarts/bin/sm_tpmgr -s <IP 8.1.X domain> --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf


To verify the ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig setting run:


<BASEDIR>/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <IP 8.1.X domain> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


findParameter ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig 


To change the parameter without restarting the IP domain run:


<BASEDIR>/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <IP 8.1.X domain> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


insertParameter ThresholdOfChangedUCSForIncReconfig <value>
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To debug the setting run:


<BASEDIR>/smarts/bin/dmctl -s <IP 8.1.X domain> invoke ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager 


findParameter DebugReconfigure 


False reports for voltage and temperature thresholds


Symptom
False reports were generated for voltage and temperature thresholds of a switch.


Possible cause
The voltage threshold was set to a range of 1 to 5, hence OutOfRange alarms were generated.
Thresholds values were low as compared to the average switch threshold settings.


Recommended action
The threshold value will be same for devices in a particular group such as, routers, and switches. In most
cases, the voltage value for switches will be in the range of 0 to 1.


Click the Details tab to verify if the notifications have values within the threshold range.


NAS adapter was not supported in FIPS mode


Symptom
Errors were seen in the NAS log while running NAS discovery in FIPS mode.


Recommended Action
If you want to switch back from FIPS mode to non-FIPS mode, reset SM_FIPS140 to False. You do not
need to remove the Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files. If you require FIPS support, you need to
download additional JAR (Java Archive) files.


For example:


NAS Log Error Snippet:


MAIN_MSG-*-STDFD_OUT-stdout: javax.net.ssl.SSLException:


java.security.InvalidKeyException: Illegal key size


[June 17, 2011 6:37:49 PM GMT+05:30 +227ms] t@1084229984 platform MAIN_MSG-*-STDFD_OUT-stdout:


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aJ.b(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aJ.a(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aJ.b(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aU.d(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aU.a(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aU.h(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.cI.startHandshake(Unknown Source)


at


com.smarts.nas_probe.ControlStationInterface.getSSLSocket(ControlSta
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tionInterface.java:314)


at


com.smarts.nas_probe.ControlStationInterface.post(ControlStationInte


rface.java:75)


at


com.smarts.nas_probe.ControlStationInterface.getReply(ControlStation


Interface.java:58)


at com.smarts.nas_probe.XMP.NasXML(XMP.java:25)


Caused by: com.rsa.sslj.x.ax: java.security.InvalidKeyException:


Illegal key size


at com.rsa.sslj.x.aJ.b(Unknown Source)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.cR.k(Unknown Source)MAIN_MSG-*-STDFD_OUT-stdout: e


Caused by: java.security.InvalidKeyException: Illegal key size


at javax.crypto.Cipher.a(DashoA13*..)


at javax.crypto.Cipher.init(DashoA13*..)


at javax.crypto.Cipher.init(DashoA13*..)


at com.rsa.sslj.x.Y.<init>(Unknown Source)


......


With BSAFE SSL-J, some of the FIPS cryptographic algorithms require Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction
Policy Files.


Download and install the Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files to run the NAS adapter in FIPS
mode by doing the following:


Versions starting at IP 8.1.2 use JRE 1.6, therefore go to, 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html and download the Java
Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files 6 from the Additional
Resources section.


Extract the local_policy.jar and US_export_policy.jar files from the downloaded zip file.


Go to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/jre/lib/security directory and then backup the existing policy files in this
path.


Overwrite the local_policy.jar and US_export_policy.jar files to the <BASEDIR>/smarts/jre/lib/security
directory.


Unable to connect to the broker in FIPS mode


Symptom
After upgrading from IP 8.1.1 to IP 8.1.2, the IP server was unable to connect to the broker in FIPS mode.
Also, the server could not be connected using both the dmctl and brcontrol commands.


Possible Cause
IP 8.1.1 does not use FIPS 140-2 approved encryption algorithm to protect imk.dat. Upgrades to non-
FIPS mode work as expected.
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Resolution
While upgrading from IP 8.1.1 to IP 8.1.2, the imk.dat file needs to be regenerated in order to run in FIPS
mode. Further, IP 8.1.1 imk.dat file uses MD5, which is not a FIPS-approved algorithm. In order to convert
an existing installation to FIPS mode, use sm_rebond in non-FIPS mode first to re-encode the algorithm
and make it FIPS compatible.


Frequently Asked Questions on deployment and
configurations


Deployment questions


Question
How many servers are needed to monitor an environment with 4000 devices? Should we use a Topology
Split Server to handle this environment?


Answer
The main factor in deciding to split a topology is the number of managed ports or interfaces per domain
and the polling interval and not the number of devices.


The secondary factors influencing the environment setup are :


n The solutions that are being positioned, such as IP Manager, Service Assurance Manager, Server
Manager, ACM, or VoIP.


n The types of devices to be managed, for example, routers, switches, layer 3 switches, load balancers,
servers, or virtual machines, and the device vendors in the environment, for example Juniper, Cisco,
Dell, IBM, or VMware.


n The management requirements such as, operational monitoring, performance, or response times.


n The technologies used, such as IP L2/L3, MPLS L3 VPNs, L2 VPNs, or SANs.


n The networks that connect the managed devices, such as local, global, cities, T3 links, or metro
Ethernet.


n The end users and end user locations, such as 24x7 monitoring, follow-the-sun, one NOC, multiple-
NOCs, or managed service provider.


To set up the environment calculate the percentage of routers and switches, and then the number of
managed ports and interfaces. Refer to the IP and SAM deployment guides to choose the tiers and
verify the hardware needed and platform desired. Allot an extra 30 percent for the growth of the
network.
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For example, if you have 4000 routers with 10 interfaces to be managed, it will generate 40,000
managed interfaces. You will need 2 CPUs and 4GB RAM per domain manager and no more than
20,000 managed ports and interfaces per domain manager, which means you will have at least 2 IP
domain managers and hardware that can support up to 4 CPUs and 8GB RAM, which does not
include SAM, OI or adapters. If you have more domain managers, then more CPUs and memory are
needed.


If the environment is highly meshed, then you will need intelligent topology splitting. With only 4K
devices, you do not need the topology split server. It is recommended to have a split based on
geography or IP networks for a long term maintenance.


Configuration questions


Question
How is HighBufferMissThreshold calculated?


Answer
MemoryBufferMissThreshold is a configurable value in polling and threshold tab of system group in the
processor and memory tab. The default value is 10 and it can be configured till 100.


All the configured values are directly taken as the upper threshold for the number of buffer misses and
expressed as a percentage of the total number of buffer requests.


While calculating the event HighBufferMissRate, the value set in MemoryBufferMissThreshold will be
used when:


The number of buffer misses that exceeded its threshold and if BufferMissThreshold is less than 100


Also, check if BufferMissPct is greater than BufferMissThreshold.


The event HighBufferMissRate indicates the rate of buffer misses that exceeds BufferMissThreshold.


Question
Can the trap exploder send traps to both BGP and receiver?


Answer
The trap exploder can send traps to both the BGP and the receiver. Traps can be sent to any destination.


Question
Does IP Manager distinguish multi-mode and single mode interfaces of a router? Also, does IP
distinguish FPC types of routers?


Answer
IP Manager is based on an abstract model, hence it can be customized based on requirements such as
polling status OIDs for different interface types.
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Question
Where can we find details on SNMP Traps that can be used by the IP Manager?


Answer
The MIB's polled and traps processed section in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists the SNMP Traps that are processed by
correlation. Further, in the <BASEDIR>/smarts/rules/devstat/devstat-snmp-trap.asl file, the code for the
processing traps and actions taken, such as, attributes changed can be found.
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Troubleshooting Certification 11
Frequently Asked Questions on Certification


Certification questions


Question
How do I find out if a particular device is certified?


Answer
To do a field certification and validate the LLDP connections, invoke the LLDP framework by specifying
the NEIGHBOR probe as LLDP in the configuration file oid2type_<vendor>.conf file.


Question
Where do I find details on the devices that are certified?


Answer
The IP Certification Matrix posted provides details on the devices that are certified. You can also run:


./dmctl -s <DM_NAME> get


ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager| grep <Sys_OID>


.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.947.2.2


./dmctl -s <DM_NAME> get


ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager| grep 


.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.947.2.2


where .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.947.2.2 is the SystemOID.


If the command does not return a result, then device is not certified.


Question
Where can I find a database of Cisco Object IDs?
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Answer
The following link provides details on Cisco Object IDs:


http://www.cisco.com/public/sw-center/netmgmt/cmtk/mibs.shtml


Click ftp.cisco.com pub > Management (mibs) > OID subdirectory > Cisco-product-mib.


Within this file, the device name can be found along with Object OID.


Question
What is the certification process of devices?


Answer
The vendor can go through the accreditation process in the VMware Velocity Partner program. Typically, it
is managed by the Strategic Alliances team. Refer to a section of the program called Velocity ISV
(Independent Software Vendor) Partner.


Question
How can I verify if a particular OID is certified?


Answer
You can verify the certification by running the below command before, and after you add a certification or
remove a certification.


./dmctl -s duganm-ampm-703-2 get


ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager| grep .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.947.2.2


where. .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.947.2.2 is a sample OID.


Question
How can I find out all the OIDs used for discovery and monitoring of a device?


Answer
The OID Info tool introduced in the IP Manager and SAM Console versions 9.2 enable you to view the list
of OIDs that are used to discover and monitor devices such as Host, Router, Switch, and so on. The OID
information helps identify faults in the configuration of the SNMP agent of the device and displays the list
of OIDs and their SNMP values for a device. It fetches the value of the OIDs from the device and
compares the SNMP values against the values in the topology.


The “OID Info Tool” section in the VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more
information on configuring the OID Info tool, displaying OIDs in the command line and console, and
sm_oidInfo modes of operation.
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Troubleshooting Discovery,
Performance and Monitoring 12
This chapter includes the following topics:
n Discovery Issues


n Performance and Monitoring Issues


n Frequently Asked Questions on Discovery, Performance and Monitoring


Discovery Issues
This section provides the following troubleshooting information:


Error messages for ASNMP related discovery errors (CQ 634137/CQ 634327/CQ 633581 )


Cards were removed from devices in the topology after a rediscovery (CQ 557137/CQ
634165/SR43403952)


IP Manager Version 8.1.1 discovers less number of processors and more interfaces than IP 7.0.3


Delay during post-processing


Devices not detected during rediscovery


Devices deleted during rediscovery


Error messages for ASNMP related discovery errors (CQ
634137/CQ 634327/CQ 633581 )


Symptom
Devices are discovered partially and added into the pending list.


Possible cause
There can be an ASNMP request failure during discovery.


You can confirm that by looking into the "Description" field of the pending list (AD_PendingData):
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If it shows any one of the following or both the error messages in the "Description" field of the pending list
(AD_PendingData) , then this is due to any ASNMP error occurs during discovery:


"ASNM-E-ASNMP_SEND_RECEIVE_ERROR-ASNMP request failure: Error when sending or receiving SNMP data for 


Host '<IP address of the device>' (Maybe bad credentials)."


"ASNM-E-ASNMP_SNMP_ERROR-ASNMP request failure: Error <Error Code>: <Error Message> when receiving 


SNMP Packet from '<IP address of the device, port<port number>'"


Recommended action
ASNMP is faster than Synchronous SNMP, since requests are fired without waiting for a response. But it
may possible that some of the devices will not be able to respond to an ASNMP request. To resolve this
issue use one of following options:


1 Set EnableASNMPForMIB2 in the <BASEDIR>/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf file to
FALSE to disable asynchronous requests for all devices.


2 To disable ASNMP for a particular device, and not for all the devices, use DoNotUseASNMPPattern
in the tpmgr-param.conf file.


3 DoNotUseASNMPPattern will allow you to disable asynchronous requests only for specific devices by
sysOID. If you want to disable ASNMP for multiple devices, add the sysOID entries separated by |


4 maxOIDsPerPacketForASNMP flag in tpmgr-param.conf file configures the maximum number of
OIDs/packet that can be sent using ASNMP. The default value is 19. You can decrease the number of
OIDs.


5 SingleOIDPerPacketForASNMPPattern in the tpmgr-param.conf file allows you to disable the sending
of multiple OIDs/packets using asynchronous requests only for specific devices using sysOID. You
can add the list of sysOID entries separated by |.


Cards were removed from devices in the topology after a
rediscovery (CQ 557137/CQ 634165/SR43403952)


Symptom
Cards were removed from devices in the topology after a rediscovery. For example, on initial discovery,
the Cisco router displayed both cards in the topology (Card A and Card B). Now when the card A was
removed from the device and then a rediscovery performed on the router, both the cards were removed
from the topology.


Possible cause
Cisco uBR10012 (SysOID: .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.317) does not have the framework to support the auto
switchover feature. There is currently no resolution.


IP Manager Version 8.1.1 discovers less number of processors and
more interfaces than IP 7.0.3
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Symptom
Less number of processors and more interfaces are discovered in IP 8.1.1 when compared to IP 7.0.3.


Possible cause
In earlier releases, processors were created by polling the values from hrDeviceDescr and the processor
utilization was taken from the UCD-Mib for all the processors created. Thus CPUs were created for Hosts
in huge numbers. In IP 8.1.1, processors are created from the Host-resources-MIB, based only on the
polled values of hrProcessorLoad. If hrProcessorLoad does not populate a value, then the processors are
created based on the values from ssCpuIdle(UCD-Mib). If no data is populated for hrProcessorLoad
(Host-Resources-Mib) and ssCpuIdle(UCD-Mib) has an entry, only a single CPU will be created for many
hosts. More interfaces seen in IP 8.1.1 may be because of the NIC teaming feature, which is enabled by
default. However, if many Host SNMP agents are slow, on querying the NIC teaming OIDs, the agents
may stop responding which may result in a partial discovery. If you are not using the NIC teaming feature,
disable it by setting EnableTeamedNICDiscovery to False in the
<BASEDIR>/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf file and then verify.


Further, ASNMP for specific devices may be timing out due to which the devices are added to the
pending list. The devices will either go to the pending list or it will get discovered partially with a message,
"SNMP request timed out or had an error".


Recommended action
To resolve this issue, reduce the maxOIDsPerPacketForASNMP value to less than 19 or disable ASNMP
for the devices by setting the DoNotUseASNMPPattern flag in the
<BASEDIR>/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf file to True. Then restart the server and rediscover
the topology.


Delay during post-processing


Symptom
While running several discoveries there was a delay during post-processing to complete before starting
another discovery.


Possible cause
Discovery of the new device happens after the postprocessing of already discovered devices.


Recommended action
To disable the post processor, set PostProcessingEnabled flag to False using dmctl in the
ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager class.


To start post-processing, run:


sm_tpmgr option --start-post
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Devices not detected during rediscovery


Symptom
Devices that need to be rediscovered are not placed in the pending list..


Possible cause
The IP domain was not configured to receive ConfigChange traps.


Recommended action
In the <BASEDIR>/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf file:


n If the EnableConfigChange flag is set to True, the ConfigChange event will add the device to the
pending device list.


n If the EnableSystemRestart flag is set to True, the SystemRestart event will add the device to the
pending device list.


Devices deleted during rediscovery


Symptom
Devices with common MAC addresses were deleted during rediscovery. These devices were discovered
successfully during the initial discovery.


Possible cause
If devices share the same MAC address, both devices will get deleted.


Recommended action
Set the rigorousMACTest parameter to True in the <BASEDIR>/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf
file. The rigorousMACTest flag tests for duplicate MAC addresses of the devices.


The parameter can be set using one of the following commands:


./sm_tpmgr -s DCN-TSM-APM --load-conf=tpmgr-param.conf 


or


./dmctl -s DCN-TSM-APM-after get ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager | grep rigorousMACTest


Set the parameter and restart the server before further discovery.


Performance and Monitoring Issues
This section provides the following troubleshooting information:
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Switches were not correctly building the cable connections to multiple hosts


Unable to remove devices from pending list (CQ 634159)


ASL-W-ERROR_RULE_SOURCE error upon starting IP Manager


ASL error during discovery of IPv6 address in IP 8.1.2


Setting the PartitionEnabled parameter


Updating the Availability Manager partition


Switches were not correctly building the cable connections to
multiple hosts


Symptom
Switches were not correctly building the cable connections to multiple hosts.


Possible cause
This issue occurred because the ports were bridging more than one MAC address.


In an ideal scenario, connections will be formed only when a port is bridging only one MAC. In this
particular case, a port is bridging two MACs out of which one is stale.


Recommended action
To remove the stale MAC, set the PruneSystemlessMAC parameter to TRUE in the
<BASEDIR>/smarts/conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf file. This parameter is used to enable or disable
pruning of Systemless MAC addresses.


Unable to remove devices from pending list (CQ 634159)


Symptom
The IP address of devices in pending list were reported as 0.0.0.0 and it was not possible to remove the
devices from the list.


Possible cause
One of the reason can be, during discovery of the device the probing was unsuccessful due to ASNMP
error and the device was added to the pending list. This entry was added in the pending list due to
FAIL_PROBE error in the ic-mib2-hyper-data.asl file.


You can confirm that by looking into the "Description" field in the "Pending List(AD_PendingData)".


In this case the "Description" will have one of the following or both the error messages:
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"ASNM-E-ASNMP_SEND_RECEIVE_ERROR-ASNMP request failure: Error when sending or receiving
SNMP data for Host '<IP address of the device>' (Maybe bad credentials)."


"ASNM-E-ASNMP_SNMP_ERROR-ASNMP request failure: Error <Error Code>: <Error Message> when
receiving SNMP Packet from '<IP address of the device, port<port number>'"


Recommended action
Refer to Error messages for ASNMP related discovery errors (CQ 634137/CQ 634327/CQ 633581 ) the
recommended action for this issue.


ASL-W-ERROR_RULE_SOURCE error upon starting IP Manager


Symptom
The following ASL errors were observed when the IP Manager was started:


ASL-W-ERROR_RULE_SOURCE-While executing rule set


'C:\InCharge\IP\smarts\rules\health\health-init.asl'


ASL-ERROR_ACTION-While executing action at:


ASL-CALL_STACK_RULERuleName: INITIALIZE_SETTINGS, Line: 172


ASL-CALL_STACK_RULERuleName: START, Line: 34


ASL-ERROR_GETINSTANCES-While attempting to get the instances of class


'System_Environment_Setting' MR-CLASS_NOT_FOUND_EX-Cannot find class


'System_Environment_Setting'; in file "t:/DMT-9.0.0.X/1352/smarts/repos/servif/SM_RepositoryServer.c" 


at line 515


Recommended action
Run:


$ ./dmctl.exe -s INCHARGE-AM-PM


When attached to INCHARGE-AM-PM run:


dmctl> invoke ICF_PersistenceManager::ICF-PersistenceManager save


dmctl> invoke ICF_PersistenceManager::ICF-PersistenceManager save


dmctl> exit


Then stop the server and restart to resolve the issue.


ASL error during discovery of IPv6 address in IP 8.1.2
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Symptom
While running a discovery, the following error was displayed in the Availability Manager log:


ASL-W-ERROR_RULE_SOURCE-While executing rule set '/opt/InCharge/IP/smarts/rules/discovery/ic-name-


resolver.asl'


ASL-ERROR_ACTION-While executing action at:


ASL-CALL_STACK_RULE- RuleName: MODIFY_IP_PARAMS, Line: 1424


ASL-CALL_STACK_RULE- RuleName: SET_PROPERTIES, Line: 1375


ASL-CALL_STACK_RULE- RuleName: EOF, Line: 320


ASL-ERROR_PUT-While attempting to set property 'Tag' of object 'IPv6::IPv6-2001:1890:1226:41:0:0:0:1'


MR-PROPERTY_NOT_FOUND-Specified property 'Tag' not found in class; in file 


"/work/blackcurrent/DMT-9.0.0.X/1304/smarts/repos/mr/classdef.c" at line 2455 


Possible cause
There was no tag property in the IPv6 class. The tag property was removed in the underlying IPv6 class
definition.


Recommended action
Avoid usage of tags in IPv6 address objects.


Setting the PartitionEnabled parameter


Symptom
Unable to set the PartitionEnabled parameter in the ic-post-partition.asl file.


Possible cause
Each discovery system will be displayed in one partition. A partition represents a connected (L2 and L3)
network.


If a system has no neighbor or if a system is unsupported or unmanaged, the device will become a part of
its own partition and will be the only device in the partition.


Recommended action
To disable a partition:


1 Set the parameter PartitionEnabled to False in the discovery.conf file and start the server.


2 If server is running, disable the server before discovery using the following command:


./dmctl -s INCHARGE-AM-PM put ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::PartitionEnabled FALSE | 


tee
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3 Verify if the server is disabled using the below command:


./dmctl -s INCHARGE-AM-PM get ICF_TopologyManager::ICF-TopologyManager::PartitionEnabled | tee 


FALSE


The file ic-post-partition.asl performs post-processing on created partitions. By default, partitions are
created during discovery unless it is disabled manually.


Updating the Availability Manager partition


Symptom
When devices that are not attached to the parent network are added to the topology, the details of the
partition are not updated in the topology.


Possible cause
IP Manager does not create partitions for single devices, hence devices that are not connected to any
other device will not be considered as a partition. Conceptually, partition is a group of inter-connected
devices.


Recommended action
No action is possible. Modifying the partition.conf file does not solve this because the partition.conf file is
used to name a partition that is created and not create a partition.


Frequently Asked Questions on Discovery, Performance
and Monitoring


Discovery questions


Question
Will IP Availability Manager discover and build logical connections for connecting a sub-interface such as,
VLAN sub-interface?


For example, for a physical connection between two interfaces, with each interface having sub-interfaces
that carry the traffic of VLANs, will the IP Availability Manager discover both physical and sub-interfaces?


Answer
Only the physical network connection will be discovered and created.


Question
What is the purpose of the autoVlan option in the sm_snmpwalk command?
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Answer
The autoVlan option automatically walks through the VLAN configuration. This option works on Cisco
device only.


For example:


sm_snmpwalk.exe  --autoVlan --vlanoidfile=<file>


or run:


./sm_snmpwalk --help 


For details on the autoVlan option, see:


http://www.cisco.com/en/US/tech/tk648/tk362/technologies_configuration_example09186a008015773e.sh
tml 
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/tech/tk648/tk362/technologies_configuration_example09186a008015773e.sh
tml 
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/tech/tk648/tk362/technologies_configuration_example09186a008015773e.sh
tml


Question
How to poll routers with a specific Cisco MIB?


Answer
Add the attributes to the interface object within the dynamic model that is populated from the SNMP
accessor.


Question
We already have a tool for discovery and want to keep it as a source for monitoring. Would it import the
information into the IP Manager?


Answer
Most toolsets will not discover all the information and connectivity that is needed by the IP Manager.
However, an external tool can be used for discovery by using the seed file from the tool to perform
discovery using the IP Manager.


Question
How do we stop the IP Manager from creating the NetworkConnection relationship?


We have an ADSL service from a Internet Service provider with routers connected using different
subnets. Some of the subnets have two ADSL routers and IP Manager creates a NetworkConnection
which we do not require. The ISP cloud is in between the edge router and the ADSL routers which exist in
the same /23 subnet and has a NeighboringSystem relationship.
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Answer
It is not possible to stop the IP Manager from creating the NetworkConnection relationship.


A network connection is a connection between two interfaces. A network connection can be a logical
connection or a physical connection. An example of a logical connection is when routers are connected
using a virtual circuit and none of the intermediate network devices are included in the topology. An
example of a physical connection is when routers are connected using a serial or point-to-point
connection.


In this case, the Internet Service Provider places the ADSL routers in the same subnet. IP Manager does
not discover routers in the Internet Service Provider cloud. When it discovers the ADSL routers which
have no relationship, the NetworkConnection and NeighboringSystem relationships are created.


Question
How to override the default behavior of not generating a Down notification for a dial-on-demand interface
which is in Admin UP Oper Down state?


Answer
IP does not allow you to override the default behavior of not generating a Down notification for dial-n-
demand interfaces. If you would like to see Down alerts for those interfaces, they need to be removed
from the interface group that has dial-on-demand setting.


Question
During discovery of a single Juniper Router, the following three router instances were created:


lwq3s002.lss.vmware.com


lwq3s002.lss.vmware.com/16.1.0.0/LCC0


lwq3s002.lss.vmware.com/16.2.0.0/LCC1


The SysOID for the device is .1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.2.17


All the three routers have the same IP address and are not performing an OpsMgr integration. How to
avoid this situation?


Answer
The device that was discovered is a TX Matrix. The TX Matrix consists of one switch card chassis (SCC)
and up to four line card chassis(LCC0-4- each one being a T-640). The entire setup behaves like a huge
router with the SCC being central, and each LCC can operate as a separate router when it is not part of a
matrix. This behavior is normal and also a similar matrix is displayed while discovery of T-1600s.


Performance and monitoring questions
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Question
What is the dmdebug command to receive queues output?


Answer
The dmdebug --queues command prints information about all server queues in the system. For example:


SubscriberFE                                         [0 worker]


Current size 0, max 369; processed entries 21843


Size           0-0.00            0-0.00            0-0.00             0-0.00


Flow       21839+0.06        21803+0.05        21446+0.05         17895+0.06


Late      0.0000+0.00       0.0000+0.00       0.0000+0.00        0.0000+0.00


Question
Can you define the sm_adapter parameters, --loglevel, and --errlevel? What are the allowed values for
these parameters?


Answer
Most messages printed by the VMware code uses the exception logging mechanism. The exception
logging mechanism sends messages to one of the following two receivers:


n Log files


n System error logger, which is the syslog mechanism on Unix systems.


The exception logging mechanism is controlled by the severity level. The severity level is assigned to
the message being logged. A message can have one of the following severity levels:


n Fatal


n Error


n Warning


n Notice


n Informational


n Debug


You can assign the minimum severity level for messages to be sent to a receiver. By default, the log
file receives severity warnings, and the system error logger receives severity errors. The following are
the standard options that are available with VMware main programs:


n --errlevel: controls the minimum level for writing into the log file


n --loglevel: controls the minimum level for sending errors to the system logging facility


Use --help to set the severity levels as a value for the above options. Set the severity level to None to
completely disable a particular receiver.
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Question
Can we use ASL to create or write a ACT_FILE file outside the logs directory?


Answer
ASL cannot be used to create or write a ACT_FILE file outside of the logs directory.


Question
Can a device be displayed in both the topology and pending list?


Answer
Yes, devices can be displayed in both the topology and on the pending list. Device existing in the topology
can be placed on the pending list if it does not reply to ICMP or SNMP request during rediscovery, or a
coldStart, and also if reconfigure traps have been received for the device.


Question
Why does IP Availability Manager ping all the HSRP Endpoints as a part of monitoring? Can we set the
HSRPEnabled to True and stop the ICMP ping monitoring?


Answer
The HSRP Endpoints pings are essential for computing the IsVirtualIPUnresponsive attribute.


All the IP addresses which are part of HSRP Endpoints are considered to be Virtual IP addresses. The
classification is due to its behavior of being associated to more than one system.


The only way to restrict the ping is to unmanage the underlying IP address in the HSRP Endpoint. By
unmanaging the IP address, the instrumentation object is removed and the ICMP ping does not occur.


If there are many IP addresses to be unmanaged, a script can be written to unmanage only those IP
addresses which are part of the HSRP Endpoints.


The event computation of SwitchOverFailed event will have an impact due to the dependency on the
attribute IsVirtualIPUnresponsive.


Question
How to recover the list of devices that were not discovered by TSM and reason for the discovery not
happening? The discovery was performed using a seed-file.


Answer:
Use the command sm_tpmgr to recover information on devices that were not discovered. For example:


sm_tpmgr -s INCHARGE-AM --status


Last Status Message: Last discovery completed at 24-Jan-2011 11:48:36 AM EST


Discovery Queue Size: 0


Discovery Pending List:
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Host-abc [community='',reason='No response from SNMP agent, AUTODETECT, SNMP-E-ERESPONSE-No response 


from 10.29.12.1, port 161


SNMP-ETIMEOUT-Timed out']


B9230558D [community='',reason='No response from SNMP agent, AUTODETECT, SNMP-E-ERESPONSE-No response 


from 10.29.5.129, port 161


SNMP-ETIMEOUT-Timed out']
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General Troubleshooting 13
This chapter includes the following topics:


n General Issues


n Frequently Asked Questions


General Issues
This section provides the following troubleshooting information:


Unusual growth in log file size


Disabling VLAN impact propagation through GUI or dmctl (CQ 634074)


IPv6 network connection was not displayed using 64 prefix for Juniper routers (CQ 634160/ CQ 634161)


IP server crashed on the failover/secondary host (CQ 634162)


Devices sharing a common MAC address were overwritten/deleted


IP Manager hangs after pstack or stacktrace (CQ 575017/CQ 553871/CQ 582036/SR43006286)


Incorrect layering of ATM interfaces resulted in erroneous notifications


Multiple user-defined-connections.conf files


VPN tagging issue


Virtual IP scenario not generating device down event


Adding or removing hosts


Keepalive issues through firewall


ConnectedVia relationship in ASL


IsManaged issue


Server tools issue


Etherchannel interfaces in Availability Manager and Performance Manager


String concatenation in dynamic models


Disabling polling in IP 8.1.2
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Unusual growth in log file size


Symptom
A huge growth was seen in the log file size.


Recommended action
If you see a huge growth in the log file size, for instance in the broker log, do the following:


n Re-install the broker as service with environment setting SM_NO_LOG_CLIENTS=TRUE.


n Restart the broker service.


Note   If you want to disable the client logging feature subscription for all the servers or domain
managers, put the entry in the runcmd_env.sh file, and then restart the broker and domain managers.


Disabling VLAN impact propagation through GUI or dmctl (CQ
634074)


Symptom
When two switches A and B are part of one VLAN, for example, VLAN1, and if switch A becomes
UnResponsive, then a switch A Down event is generated. The Impact tab of the Notification Properties
window displays both the switches A and B.


Possible cause
The attribute isImpactPropOverVLANEnabled of a VLAN decides whether a VLAN should take part in an
impact propagation or not. Because this attribute is set to True by default for all VLANs, all VLANs takes
part in the impact propagation. Devices sharing the same VLAN may have an impact on each other.
However, you may want to prevent the impact propagation through some VLANs, such as management
VLANs and default VLANs.


Recommended action
To disable VLAN impact propagation from GUI, do the following:


1 Select the particular VLAN listed in the VLAN group in the Domain Manager Administration
Console.


2 Select the attribute isImpactPropOverVLANEnabled in the Attributes tab.


3 Change the value from true to false.


4 Click, Apply and then perform a reconfigure using the following dmctl commands:


./dmctl.exe -s <server-name> -b <broker> put VLAN::<Name parameter of that particular 


VLAN>::isImpactPropOverVLANEnabled FALSE
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For example,


./dmctl.exe -s xxx_IP813 -b localhost:9740 put VLAN::VLAN-RSP-1::isImpactPropOverVLANEnabled FALSE


VLAN impact can be disabled using Problem Impact propagation policy over VLANs setting. Problem
Impact Propagation policy over VLANs section in VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide,
provides more information about this setting.


Note   It is recommended that you disable VLAN impact propagation using either the Problem Impact
propagation policy over VLANs setting or through the steps mentioned above. Do not use both the
options to disable VLAN impact propagation at the same time.


IPv6 network connection was not displayed using 64 prefix for
Juniper routers (CQ 634160/ CQ 634161)


Symptom
A network connection was not created when using 64 prefix for IPv6 Juniper routers.


Possible cause
When IPv6 IP addresses uses 64 bit prefix length, then the interface overlaying this IP address will not be
considered for connection creation due the ping-pong issue, neighbour cache exhaustion (denial of
service).


Other technical reasons for not using 64bit prefix length can be found at the following location.


http://tools.ietf.org/id/draft-kohno-ipv6-prefixlen-p2p-01.html#Recommendations


Recommended action
The current design of IP is to a create network connection only for interfaces underlying IPV6 with a prefix
length configured to 126 or 127. You should avoid configuring the prefix with 64 bit length.


IP server crashed on the failover/secondary host (CQ 634162)


Symptom
Failover to secondary host did not work and IP domain crashed.


Possible cause
The shutdown was executed via sm_service stop without being logged in as root.


Recommended action
The issue is resolved in IP 8.1 and in IP 8.2. A crash might occur in the versions prior to IP 8.1. It is
advised to stop the sm_service only as a root user of the system.
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Devices sharing a common MAC address were
overwritten/deleted


(CQ 553751/CQ 634164)


Symptom
Devices sharing a common MAC address were overwritten or deleted even after the RigorousMACTest
flag was set to TRUE.


Possible cause
When multiple devices that are configured in a VM environment and when all the devices are assigned
MAC addresses from a common MAC pool, they share a common MAC address. The IP Manager
considers devices sharing common MACs as duplicates and overwrites the existing device with a new
device.


Recommended action
1 Add the common MACs under the invalidMACPattern parameter in the ./sm_edit


conf/icf/DISCOVERY.import file to exclude the creation of the virtual MAC addresses.


The default invalid MAC pattern included are as follows:


invalidMACPattern = {"000021000000|0000000100*|*0000000000|FFFFFFFFFFFF","00000C07AC*"}


The higlighed MAC patterns are the ones which are being added in the following example:


invalidMACPattern = {"001243DC6F02|001B245C3EC2|001B24F053EC|001E6804C04E|
001E6804C05A|001E6804C072|001E6804C976|001E68AA0D5C|001E68AA0D62|001E68AA0D6E|
00238B0376B9|00238B0376BF|00238B0376E9|00238B0376FE|00238B037704|00238B03770A|
00238B037716|00238B03771C|00238B037722|00238B03775E|00238B03764D|000021000000|
0000000100*|*0000000000|FFFFFFFFFFFF","00000C07AC*"}


Add the MAC address to the beginning or end by appending a Pipe(|) symbol or use a regular
expression.


Note   The above changes require a server restart for the changes to take effect.


2 Use the command sm_edit conf/discovery/tpmgr-param.conf to set RigorousMACTest to True. This
will ensure that there is an unique set of MAC addresses between the discovered devices.


The default value is RigorousMACTest FALSE


Note   The above scenario is applicable only for devices which are configured under a Virtual
Machine such as the Cisco LoadBalancer.
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IP Manager hangs after pstack or stacktrace (CQ 575017/CQ
553871/CQ 582036/SR43006286)


Symptom
The IP Manager hung after pstack or other stacktrace was executed. This occurred if sm_monitor was run
with low disk space.


Possible cause
The issue occurs because the stacktrace (-z parameter) results in verbose logging and a possible hang
condition.


Recommended action
The sm_monitor is a debugging tool that is invoked on demand. Before executing the debugging activity,
add more disc space or free up some disc space before running sm_monitor or set the SM_WRITEABLE
= path (different partition with sufficient disk space) when starting the server, so that all the logs and the
sm_monitor data is redirected to that path instead of the default local/logs directory.


If the server goes into a Traced state, free up some disc space and send CONT signal (Kill - CONT pid) to
resume the process from where it left off.


Incorrect layering of ATM interfaces resulted in erroneous
notifications


Symptom
The Root Cause Analysis (RCA) did not function when there was a custom setting for managing the
AAL5/ATM subinterfaces.


Possible cause
As per the design, IP unmanages certain AAL5|ATM subinterfaces interfaces in ic-post-port-manager.asl
file. This is done to produce proper Root Cause Analysis. In this case, these unmanaged interfaces were
managed explicitly by the user script. This resulted in an incorrect RCA of Interface::Down for the AAL5
interface that was explicitly managed by the user but the actual problem was Router DOWN. When the
underlying AAL5/ATMSUBINTERFACE interfaces are managed, IP Manager has an additional symptom
set to deduce the AAL5/ATMSUBINTERFACE as DOWN instead of arriving to Router DOWN.


Recommended action
When you expect a router DOWN event, the custom management policy for the
AAL5/ATMSUBINTERFACE must be removed.


Multiple user-defined-connections.conf files
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Symptom
Unable to add additional user-defined-connections.conf to enable dynamic user-defined-connections.conf
files and not interfere with the default user-defined-connetions.conf.


Possible cause
You can create many user-defined-connections.conf files, but presently the code defines one file.


Recommended action
To run two different user defined connections files in post-processing, some code changes are required in
the installation.


VPN tagging issue


Symptom
When devices are imported to a system using a seedfile, the IP Manager addresses are configured as
LAN addresses on other devices, the old IP address of the devices are deleted and the devices are not
managed.


Possible cause
Whenever an IP address is classified as an Duplicate IP address, it is removed from the
AgentAddressList ,hence the device will not be discovered using the same IP address. IP Tagging feature
does not allow the IP address to be listed in the AgentAddressList, but allows the end-user to identify the
IP addresses that are shared across networks or devices.


When a management IP address is classified as a Duplicate IP, it will be removed from the
AgentAdressList and the device rediscovery will select any available IP address from the
AgentAddressList. The DuplicateIP address cannot be used as management IP, the Management IP has
to send or receive packets and wont be able to determine the source of the packet even after using the
tag. An overlapping IP address is unreachable as no routes exist between the host running on the IP
Manager and the overlapping IP address.


Recommended action
An overlapping IP address is on a client-side physical interface of a router or switch and is managed by a
Managed Service Provider (MSP). The MSP discovers the router, its interfaces and IP addresses, but
does not discover the client equipment that is accessible through the overlapping IP address.


The inclusion of the overlapping IP addresses in the modelled topology allows the MSP to observe the
status of the client equipment associated with the overlapping IP addresses, which enables the MSP to
respond immediately to customer outages.


When the VPNIP parameter is set to True, VPNIP and VPNIPNetwork objects are created, instead of
tagged IP under the IP class.
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Virtual IP scenario not generating device down event


Symptom
Unable to check if an IP address in a cluster with two virtual IP address nodes is marked as virtual or not.


Possible cause
Virtual IP address is an IP address that is not connected to a specific computer or Network Interface Card
(NIC) on a computer. Incoming packets are sent to the VIP address, but they are redirected to physical
network interfaces. Once an IP is classified as a Virtual IP, it is removed from the agent address list and
will not be used to monitor the device.


Recommended action
Virtual IP addresses are mostly used for connection redundancy. For example, in the case of HSRP, an
HSRPEndPoint is a virtual IP address and the properties tab describes the virtual IP address used by that
end point. In some cases the ifdescr command can also be used to determine whether it is a Virtual IP.


Adding or removing hosts


Symptom
Unable to add and remove hosts in SAM topology browser.


Possible cause
Devices are not added in an ad-hoc manner. They are discovered by the Availability Manager, and the
Service Assurance Manager server subscribes to the topology and notifications that are managed by the
Availability Manager . Discovery can be seeded, ad-hoc, or automatic using filters.


Devices first need to be removed from IP domain and then they will automatically be removed from SAM
after topology synchronization completes. If you have deployed the OI domain or any other analysis
domain that subscribes to the IP domain, then those domains need to synchronize their topology with IP
Manager and Service Assurance Manager to completely remove the device.


Recommended action
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager User Guide provides more information on adding and
removing hosts.


Keepalive issues through firewall
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Symptom
When VMware Smart Assurance domain communicates using a firewall, such as Cisco ASA some known
issues were encountered. The packets were not discarded, but the domains were constantly
disconnecting and reconnecting.


Recommended action
You need to allow the firewalls to pass the data packets by turning the keep alives off in the
VMware Smart Assurance servers and consoles. This approach is not recommended because it can
result in memory leaks if connections are brought down badly.


ConnectedVia relationship in ASL


Symptom
Unable to list the ConnectedVia, ConnectedTo or PartOf data using ASL.


Recommended action
You can remove the inner loop in the ConnectedVia relationship and treat the return value of pObj-
>ConnectedVia as an object handle.


foreach probe (getInstances("Probe")) {


    pObj = object("Probe", probe);


    foreach ipNet (pObj->ConnectedVia) {


// This returns all of the objects in the ConnectedVia relationshipset


        if (ipNet->CreationClassName == "IPNetwork") {


            print(probe . " is ConnectedVia ".ipNet);


        }


    }


}


IsManaged issue


Symptom
During discovery of switches, the interfaces are displayed as IsManaged and are certified upon discovery.


Some ports were displayed as IsManaged = False, and the rest were displayed as IsManaged = True.
The ports were configured in the UP/UP state before discovery.


Possible cause
By default, if a port has no device connected to it or is not managed by IP Manager then it is automatically
is set to the unmanaged state and the port does not create unnecessary notifications.


If there are servers or other devices connected to these ports, then the devices have to be discovered, or
the managed status of these ports will be set to managed in the post discovery script.
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Recommended action
Check if the devices connected to the ports are discovered.


Server tools issue


Symptom
Escalation policies were set to run automatic server tools which sends texts or emails to various
recipients. Only the first notification of an event invokes the tool, until the notification is archived.


Recommended action
Use the following escalation policies and tag values in user defined fields:


n The escalation policy triggers the following conditions and executes the automatic tool:


STATUS == ACTIVE


USERDEFINED != TAG


n The escalation policy triggers the following conditions and clears out the tagged field:


STATUS == INACTIVE


USERDEFINED == TAG


If the notification becomes active again, the criteria for the first escalation policy are met and the
automatic tool will be invoked.


Etherchannel interfaces in Availability Manager and Performance
Manager


Symptom
Etherchannel port channels on several switches were created to alleviate bandwidth congestion and allow
monitoring of port channels instead of single interfaces that comprise of portchannels. During rediscovery,
the devices and new portchannel interfaces were not displayed.


Possible cause
If the port channels are not displayed in the topology, then they are not supported by
VMware Smart Assurance.


Recommended action
It is suggested to provide a certification request.
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You can create your own objects in the NetworkAdapterRedundencyGroup that contains each interface
as a member. You can use dmctl, asl, perl, or java APIs. The console filters can be used to ignore alarms
on the individual interface, but they display alarms in the groups.


String concatenation in dynamic models


Symptom
Unable to concatenate strings in a dynamic model.


Recommended action
Use the following command:


DisplayName = Address . " [" . BladeName . "]"


Disabling polling in IP 8.1.2


Symptom
Unable to disable polling in IP 8.1.2


Recommended action
To disable SNMP monitoring run:


./dmctl -s <server name> put SNMP_AccessorInterface::DEVSTAT-SNMP-Poller::suspendMonitoring TRUE


To disable ICMP Polling run:


./dmctl -s <server name> put ICMP_AccessorInterface::DEVSTAT-IP-Pinger::suspendMonitoring TRUE


Frequently Asked Questions


General questions


Question
List the SNMP Traps that can be used by the IP Manager?
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Answer
The MIBs polled and traps processed section in the
VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide lists the SNMP Traps that are processed by
correlation. Further, in the file <BASEDIR>/smarts/rules/devstat/devstat-snmp-trap.asl, the code for the
processing traps and actions taken, such as, attributes changed can be found.


Question
How to open a ticket on Powerlink?


Answer
In Powerlink, select Support> Request Support> Create Service Request.


Question
What happens if the access to disks fails when the repositories are written on the disk?


Answer
This depends on the Operating System and Hardware level resilience. If the system recovers, then the
RPS would be re-written during the next reconfiguration. This process can also be done using dmctl.


Question
Does the IP Manager lock the physical memory or paged memory of the Operating System?


Answer
IP Manager locks memory of the operating system using memory allocator.


Question
Is it possible to know the memory used by the codebook of a Domain Manager?


Answer
It is not possible to determine the memory used by the codebook.


Question
What is the time taken by a Domain Manager to generate a new codebook?


Answer
Run the following command:


sm_tpmgr --show-dm-processes
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The output contains the codebook generation duration (NewMatrix), correlation time in seconds. The new
codebook is swapped once it is generated, the domain manager runs the old codebook until the new
codebook is generated.


NewMatrix < 10 secs is "Good"; NewMatrix = 10-30 secs is "Acceptable" and NewMatrix > 30 secs is
"Bad"


Correlation = 0 secs is "Good"; Correlation < 20 secs is "Acceptable" and Correlation > 20 secs is "Bad"


The fix for "Bad" is to split topology, or run a CPU with higher speed.


Question
Do we support layer 2 port channels?


Answer
As of now we do not support layer 2 port channels.


Question
What does DeviceID specify in the OID2Type files. For example:


Environment = DellOpenManageEnvMon:DeviceID


Answer
DeviceID informs the SNMP accessor to poll the Environment OID specified.


Question
What is the naming convention of a DuplicateIP object?


Answer
The name of DuplicateIP object will have a prefix, IP-. For example, DuplicateIPv6, the naming
convention is "IPv6-".


Question
Which MIB-2 oid is used to populate the value of layered over and underlying? What is the logic used to
populate the attribute values?


Answer
The following OID is used for creating the layering relationship for network adapters:


ifStackOID { ".1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.2.1.3" }


Indexes:


ifStackHigherLayer


ifStackLowerLayer
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The MIB-2 OID provides information on a particular relationship between two sub-layers, specifying that
one sub-layer runs on top of the other sub-layer. Each sub-layer corresponds to a conceptual row in the
ifTable.


The file ic-ifmib-stack.asl is responsible for creating the layering.


Question
Does TSM delete a device everytime it is rediscovered? How can this be prevented?


Answer
Devices are deleted by TSM during:


n Name resolution when:


n Two devices map to the same name, the existing topology device gets deleted.


n Two IP addresses in the seedfile map to the same device, then the existing device gets deleted.


n When two devices have the same IP address and MAC addresses then auto-discovery deletes the
existing device.


Question
Is there a document that specifies VMware Smart Assurance device naming convention and limitation,
such as maximum length and special characters?


Answer
The VMware Smart Assurance IP Manager Reference Guide provides more information on
VMware Smart Assurance naming conventions.


The name of the device has no limit in terms of size. The name of a device is an attribute and can use a
lot of memory. The name is referenced in all relationships in the repository that has a reference to the
instance. You can customize the DisplayName.


Question
Insight Manager displays alerts on hard drive health based on predictive S.M.A.R.T failure data. IP
Manager monitors the same servers but does not issue any events.


Can we add such an event to IP Manager directly or using Dynamic Modeling?


Answer
HP Insight Manager forwards traps to the trap adapter and the traps are then converted to alerts.
Dynamic model can be used to allow the IP Manager to define problems and events for drive health. If
you want to poll for data, extend the discovery process with probes for the MIBs that cover drive health.


You can extend IP Manager with dynamic model to define the new problems and events, and use traps
from HP Insight Manager to update data in the IP server instead of creating notifications.
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Question
EMS forwards SNMP notifications to the IP Manager. The InstanceName has been changed to display
EmsTrapOriginator= $V5$ in the trap rule instead of $SYS$. The $V5$ is an IP Address and not a System
Name. Is there an ASL script that looks at an IP address from a varbind and then preform a DNS lookup
so that the DNS name can be displayed?


Answer
SM_System::SM-System addrToName


Use the ASL, directive to execute an ASL file.
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